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PREFACE 

The rigorous control and management of hazardous materials 
and wastes is an urgent necessity for safeguarding the public 
health, our environment and natural resources, while at the same 
time, fostering the continued economic growth of the nation. 
Since 1980, the Hazardous Materials Control Research Institute 
has organized an annual conference and exhibition to review, 
update, and exchange information on the latest research and tech
nical findings from the laboratory, industry, and the field con
cerning hazardous materials and hazardous waste management. 
With the cooperation of our affiliates, this annual Superfund 
Conference and Exhibition has become the most comprehensive 
gathering and information exchange available on the complex of 
technical and policy issues that flow from the Superfund pro
gram. These proceedings include the most up-to-date technical 
developments, the impact of federal and state policies as well as 
the legal, health, and economic issues that emanate from the 
Superfund program. 

CERCLA (The Comprehensive Environmental Response Com
pensation and Liability Act) or "Superfund," as it is now com
monly known, was first passed in 1980. This Trust Fund, admin
istered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), was 
created to help pay for cleanup of hazardous waste sites that 
threatened the public health or environment. 

Under CERCLA, EPA developed a strategy composed of 
three major elements. The first called for assessing the uncon
trolled hazardous waste sites in the Agency's current inventory. 
Second, those sites which presented an imminent threat to public 
health or the environment were to be stabilized. Third, using the 
National Contingency Plan (NCP) for guidance, the NPL sites 
were ranked to receive priority attention for remedial cleanup 
action. 

The "Superfund" extension, the Superfund Amendments and 

Reauthorization Act (SARA), signed into law in October 1986, 
was funded at a level of 9 billion dollars. The extension repre
sented a much increased funding level over the previous five-year 
period, 1980-1985. A significant portion of these resources will 
be devoted to remedial construction projects at existing and addi
tionally listed NPL sites. 

SARA is designed to achieve greater effectiveness by intensify
ing all activities under CERCLA and adding more facets to the 
scope of Superfund activities. Within the total program, SARA 
states will be placed in the implementing role and greater respon
sibilities will be delegated to the EPA Regional Administrators. 
Through the implementation of SARA, new sites will be identi
fied and new technologies will be developed and employed. There 
are now approximately 981 sites on the National Priorities List 
(NPL) plus other sites administered directly by the affected states. 

In addition to EPA's program responsibilities, there is now an 
even larger involvement of other federal agencies concerned with 
hazardous materials control or cleanup at federal facilities. Chief 
among them are the Departments of Defense and Energy. To 
gauge the extent of their involvement, EPA is slated to spend $9 
billion through 1990, while DOD and DOE have admitted to re
quiring $120 and $170 billion respectively over the next 30 years. 

This year's Proceedings include 125 papers and lecture outlines 
that emphasize the latest developments and cumulative experi
ences gained from the spectrum of Superfund activities. This 
knowledge and experience can serve as an immediate technology 
transfer for solutions to your areas of concern. 

Hal Bernard 
Executive Director 

HMCRI 
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and Liability Act 
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U.S. Department of Interior 
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U.S. EPA Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory 
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Hazardous Materials Transportation Act 
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Maximum contamination level 
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National Priorities List 
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Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response 
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
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Record of Decision 
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA) 
Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation program 
Toxic Substances Control Act 
Treatment, Storage, Disposal Facility 
Transportable Treatment Unit 
Underground Storage Tank 
Utility Solid Waste Activities Group 
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ABSTRACT 

This seminar will include: (1) a review and analysis of cases significant 
to CERCLA since the Superfund '88 Conference, with particular 
emphasis on judicial interpretations of the "innocent owner" provisions, 
the requirement that private response actions be consistent with the NCP, 
and the scope of CERCLA liability; (2) a status report on major 
regulatory developments in 1989, focusing on upcoming revisions to 
the NCP, the hazard ranking system, release reporting requirements, 
and U.S. EPA settlement policy and (3) a brief update on proposed 
legislation related to CERCLA. Because of the topical nature of the 
seminar, a final determination of all of the matters to be covered and 
the issues that will be highlighted will not be made until just prior to 
the conference. 

I. JUDICIAL DEVEWPMENTS 

A. Consistency with NCP 
City of Philadelphia v. Stepan Chemical Co., Civ. No. 81-0851 (E.D. 

Pa. Apr. 11, 1989. 18 CWLR 565. 
U.S. EPA approval of a second cleanup phase and use of CERCLA 

funds for such cleanup did not entitle the City to a presumption of 
consistency with the NCP. 

Cooper v. Armstrong Rubber Co., Civ. No. J88-0464(L) (S.D. Miss. 
Feb. 3, 1989). 

The court inferred that the plaintiffs assertion of entitlement to 
recovery of response costs included an implied assertion that the 
response costs were consistent with the NCP, since only those costs 
consistent with the NCP are recoverable. 

Amland Propenies Corp. v. Aluminum Co. of America, 711 F. Supp. 
784 (D. N .J. Apr. 18, 1989) 18 CWLR 113. 

Substantial compliance with NCP is not sufficient for recovering costs 
in a §1CJ7 private party action; specific compliance with the NCP is 
necessary. Initial monitoring costs, however, are recoverable, detailed 
NCP provisions governing other response actions cannot reasonably 
be applied to preliminary monitoring and evaluation of a release of 
hazardous substances. 

General Electric Co. v. Litton Business Systems, Inc . ., No. 
87-3333-CV-S-4 (W.D. Mo. June 20, 1989). 

Consistency with the NCP does not necessitate strict compliance ~ith 
its provisions. The NCP is not intended to provide complex and detailed 
site-specific decision-making criteria, but rather presents the federal 
government's general plan or framework for responding to hazardous 
substance releases. Public hearings are not mandated in the NCP when 
compliance with state requirements provides a substantial equiv'.11en~. 
The NCP specifically provides that no federal approval of any kind is 

a prerequisite to cost recovery under §1CJ7. A response action may ?e 
consistent with the NCP in either of two ways: as a removal or remedial 
action. 

Jersey City Redevelopment Authority v. PPG Industries, Inc., No. 
88-5184, 88-5185, 88-5520 (3d Cir. Dec. 28, 1988) 17 CWLR 626. 

The response costs for off-site disposal of contaminated soil were 
consistent with the NCP, despite lack of formal comparative cost 
assessment of remedies, because the party conducting the cleanup hired 
a highly qualified and competent consultant, whose testimony indicated 
that the alternatives were carefully considered and that the removal was 
both necessary and cost-effective. 

Retirement Community Developers, Inc. v. Merine, Civ. No. 
PN-87-2464 (D.C. Md. May 18, 1989 (29 ERC 1625). 

Building owner cannot sue former owner under §1CJ7 for cost of 
removing asbestos from building because such a response cost is 
inconsistent with the NCP. 

B. Liability of Owners & Operators 

Louisiana-Pacific Corp. v. Asarco, Inc., CIV. No. C-88-217TB (W.D. 
Wash. Feb. 9, 1989) 29 ERC 1450. 

The purchaser of assets of a copper smelting company is not liable 
for response costs under §107 because the purchaser received explicit 
CERCLA indemnification from the seller, the sale was not a merger 
or consolidation constituting continuation of the original enterprise, 
the purchaser was not a mere continuation of the seller and the sale 
was not made to fraudulently avoid liabilities. State law of successor 
liability is controlling on issue of liability of third-party defendant 
corporation. 

Kelley v. Arco Industries, Inc., CIV. No. K87-372-CA4 (W.D. Mich. 
Feb. 9, 1989) 17 CWLR 1114. 

A claim against individual defendants (the Chairman of the 
Board/controlling shareholder and President/shareholder) was adequate 
where plaintiffs plead that the Chairman and President were owners 
and operators of co-defendant Arco, that individual defendants 
improperly stored, handled or disposed of hazardous materials and that 
Chairman had overall responsibility for operation and maintenance of 
site and President directly supervised operation and maintenance of site. 

&I.ward Hines Lumber Co. v. Vulcan Materials Co., 19 ELR 20187 
(7th Cir. Nov. 7, 1988). 

In a contribution action under CERCLA §113(t), a supplier of wood 
preserving chemicals is not an owner or operator under §1CJ7(a)(2). 

US. v. Nicolet, CIV. No. 85-3060 (E.D. Pa. May 10, 1989) 18 CWLR 
341. 
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Allegations that the corporate parent was directly liable as a former 
owner and operator because it was the sole shareholder of the subsidiary, 
actively participated in its management, was familiar with the 
subsidiary's waste management practices and benefined from those 
practices, adequately supported a cause of action. 

Polger v. Republic National Bank, 19 ELR 20938 (D. Colo. Mar. 
2, 1989). 

The owner of a hazardous waste site may sue a bank that had 
foreclosed on a tenant's contaminated equipment for contribution under 
CERCLA §107. 

C. Innocent Landowner Defense 

In re Sterling Steel Treating, Inc. Civ. No. 86-02999-R (E.D. Mich. 
Dec. 30, 1988) 17 CWLR 900. 

The purchasers of contaminated property are not entitled to the 
innocent landowner defense (despite lack of knowledge of presence of 
hazardous substances) because they had done business with the seller 
and were aware of the uses of the property, and the property was open 
for inspection before the sale. 

South Florida Jffuer Management District \'. Montalvo, Civ. No. 
88-8038-CIV (S.D. Fla. Feb. 14, 1989). 

The present owner and lessor of the contaminated site is not entitled 
to the innocent landowner defense because the owner purchased the 
property with full knowledge of the lessee/defendant's activities on the 
land. The owner/lessor is jointly and severally liable with the lessee 
and generator of the hazardous contamination, even though the 
owner/lessor was not the source of any of the contamination. 

Jersey City Redevelopment Authority v. PPG Industries, Inc., Nos. 
88-5184, 88-5185, 88-5220 (3d Cir. Dec. 28, 1988) 17 CWLR 626. 

The appropriate inquiry under the innocent landowner defense is 
whether the landowner knew at the time of sale that the substance existed 
on the property, not whether he knew specifically that it was hazardous. 
The innocent landowner defense is not available to a defendant who 
"caused or contributed" to the release or threatened release, so that 
a buyer of chromium-contaminated property who sold the contaminated 
soil as fill material was not entitled to invoke the defense. 

US. v. Fleet Factors Corp., Civ. No. CV687..(J70 (S.D. Ga. Dec. 22. 
1988) 17 CWLR 657. 

The owners of a facility containing 700 drurr >f toxic chemicals, 
as well as large amounts of asbestos, invoked the innocent landowner 
defense claiming that Fleet Factors, the secured creditor who arranged 
for the foreclosure auction and who allegedly forbade the owners from 
disposing of the drums because of their potential value as assets, caused 
the release. The court, in examining the parties' cross motions for 
summary judgment, rejected this argument, finding that the owners were 
not entitled to the third-party defense because the secured creditor was 
not solely responsible for the release. The court also found that Fleet 
Factors, the holder of a security interest in a bankrupt, non-operating 
facility, was not an "owner or operator" of a facility where hazardous 
substances were disposed because of the security interest exclusion in 
§101 (20)(A). 

US. v. Pacific Hide & Fur Depot, Inc., Civ. No. 83-4052 (D. Idaho 
Mar. 13, 1989) 18 CWLR 147. 

Shareholders of a closely-held corporation who received their share~ 
through familial gifts or inheritances were innocent landowners because 
the release was caused solely by act of a third party, they had no reason 
to s~s~t hazardous substances were on the property, they had no 
spec1ahzed knowledge or experience concerning PCBs or hazardous 
wastes, etc. The legislative hisotry of SARA establishes a three-tier 
system: commercial transactions are held to the ~trictest standard; private 
transactions are given a little more leniency; and inheritances and 
bequests are treated most leniently. 

US. v. Parsons, Civ. No. 4:88-cv-75-HLM (D.Ga. May 30. 1989) 
18 CWLR 573. 

The officer of a company arranging for disposal of waste and the 
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company which agreed to take care of the wastes could not assert the 
third-party defense under CERCLA, since the relationship was 
contractual and the officer failed to exercise due care. Summary 
judgment granted as to liability against the owner of property at which 
hazardous substances were disposed, despite contention that owner was 
in Jamaica at time of disposal, had no knowledge of disposal, and had 
not given permission to his grandmother to consent to disposal. 

International Clinical Laboratories, Inc. v. Stevens, Civ. No. 
CV87-3472 (E.D.N.Y. Apr. 12, 1989) 17 CWLR 1105. 

The lessor of contaminated property is not entitled to the "third-party" 
defense, because the CERCLA §101(35) definition of "contractual 
relationship" clearly includes lease agreements. An "as is" clause in 
a contract for the sale of property under New York law bars only actions 
based upon breaches of warranty; it does not bar an action against the 
seller of the property under CERCLA. 

D. Other Defenses 

Channel Master Slllellite Systems, Inc. v. JFD Electronics Corp., No. 
88 605-CIV-5 (E.D.N.C. Dec. 29, 1988) 29 ERC 1172. 

In a §107 cost recovery action. the court rejected the defendant seller's 
contention that an indemnity clause in the sales agreement relating to 
state law shifted CERCLA liability to the plaintiff because a violation 
of federal law was also a violation of state law. A buyer of land may 
recover response costs from the seller under §107 despite provisions 
in the sales contract dealing with warranties, the ··as is" condition of 
the land, and indemnification. The thrust of §l07(e) is that although 
one may not deny liability for response costs by virtue of an indemnity 
agreement, such an agreement is not eliminated by the strict liability 
provisions of CERCLA. 

Browning-Ferris Industries South Jersey. Inc. 1·. Muszynski, No. 
89-CIV 1929-LLS (S.D.N.Y. May 10, 1989) 

A prior RCRA §7003 consent order addressing the same site and 
general circumstances does not prevent the subsequent issuance of a 
CERCLA §106 order requiring more substantial and specific actions, 
where the RCRA consent order was entered into after CERCLA's 
enactment and made no provisions for subsequent CERCLA orders. 
The U.S. EPA's breach of the prior RCRA order. however. can be 
asserted as a defense to the subsequent CERCLA enforcement. 

Colorado v. Jdarodo Mining Co .. No. 83-C-2385 (D.Colo. Feb. 22, 
1989) 29 ERC 1348. 

The court found that the defenses to liability under CERCLA were 
limited to those set forth in §107(b). and denied the availability of laches. 
estoppel. failure to mitigate damages and the State's alleged 
encouragement of mining which gave rise to disposal as defenses. The 
court also found that none of these additional defenses was sustained 
by the evidence, including the de minimis party defense, and held that 
defendants were liable for cleanup even as de minimis polluters. Habitat 
mitigation activities. including the stocking of streams and rivers with 
fish. are necessary, and the court required that such actions be taken 
as part of a general remediation program. 

US. 1" rorber. CIV. No. 86-J736 (D.N.J. Mar. 3. 1989) 17 CWLR IID. 
A genuine issue of material fact existed as to whether the sale of the 

assets of an entire company that included hazardous substances was 
an "arrangement" for the treatment or disposal of hazardous substances 
under §107(a)(J) of CERCLA. 

E. Citizen Suits 

McCormick 1•. Anschutz Mining Corp., CIV. No. S88-97C(5) (E.D. 
Mo. Jan. 30, 1989) 29 ERC 1707. 

Plaintiff failed to satisfy the injury requirement fur standing in a §303 
citizen suit through a claim that he could be subject to future liability. 
The possibility of future injury is not enough. 

Neighborhood Toxic Cleanup Emergency'" Reilly. CIV. No. 89-2578 
(SSB) (D.N.J. July 5, 1989) 18 CWLR 553. 

The court interpreted §113(h) to allow judicial review of EPA's selection 



of a remedy only after the first phase of the remedy is complete. 

Lut~ ~· Chro_matex, lnc., CIV. No. 88-1764 (M.D. Pa. June 9, 1989). 
A citizen swt under §310 may not be based on wholly past violations. 

Sauers v. Pfiffner, CIV. No. 4-88-457 (D. Minn. Mar. 23 1989) 29 
ERC 1716. ' 

The court dismissed an action brought under RCRA and CERCLA 
citiz.en suit provisions because of improper venue (and refused to transfer 
the case to proper venue). The suit was brought in the district of 
plaintiffs residence, and venue is proper in the district in which the 
alleged violation occurred. 

Schalk v. EPA, CIV. No. IP-88-344-C (S.D. Ind. Dec. 6, 1988) 28 
ERC 1655. 

Plaintiffs cannot bring suit under §310 to compel the U.S. EPA to 
provide an EIS, because §310 permits citiz.ens to challenge only failures 
to perform non-discretionary duties. 

F. Hazardous Substances 

U.S. v. Sharon Steel Corp., CIV. No. 86-C-0924J (D.Utah May 17, 
1989). 

Raw ore sold to steel manufacturer is not a hazardous substance. Raw 
materials which do not pose an immediate threat without further 
treatment are not hazardous substances. 

G. Response Costs 

Regan v. Cherry Corp., 706 F.Supp. 145 (D.R.I. Feb. 10, 1989). 
"Necessary costs of response" under §107 does not include punitive 

damages. 

Coburn v. Sun Chemical Corp., 19 ELR 20256 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 9, 
1988). 

Costs of medical screening and future medical monitoring are not 
response costs under CERCLA &and plaintiffs cannot maintain a citiz.en 
suit under RCRA §7002(a)(l)(A) against two former owners of a 
hazardous waste site]. [but see Williams v. Allied Automotive 19 ELR 
20689 (N.D. Oh. Aug. 3, 1988). Future medical monitoring costs may 
be recoverable under CERCLA §107 if they are necessary and consistent 
with the NCP.] 

Ascon Properties, Inc. v. Mobil Oil Co., 866 F.2d 1149 (9th Cir. Jan. 
31, 1989) 17 CWLR 821. 

CERCLA does not require a property owner to allege the particular 
manner in which a release or threatened release has occurred in order 
to make out a prima facie claim under §107(a). In order to state a 
cognizable prima facie claim, a property owner must allege at least 
one type of "response costs" recoverable under CERCLA. 

H. Natural Resource Damages 
Acushnet River & New Bedford Harbor: Proceedings re: Alleged PCB 

Pollution, No. 83-3882-Y 
Recoverable damages under §107(t) are of three types: (1) divisible 

damages occurring on or after Dec. 11, 1980 (such as daily losses to 
lobstermen); (2) indivisible damages which began prior to Dec. 11, 1980 
and continued thereafter (including possible indivisible aesthetic injury 
damages) and (3) latent damages which will occur at some as yet 
undetermined time. In an action for natural resource damages, the 
defendant bears the burden of proof as to the exclusion of recovery of 
those damages under §107(t). 

I. Criminal Liability 
U.S. v. Greer, 28 ERC 1254; 19 ER 971 (11th Cir. 1988). 
Eleventh Circuit reinstated guilty verdict against Greer, finding that 

he knowingly disposed of, or knowingly caused others to dispose of, 
hazardous wastes when he told an employee to "handle" the waste 
despite knowing that his firm had no storage capacity. Greer was ordered 
to serve 13 mo in prison. 

J. Liability of States 
State of New furk v. Johnstown, 701 F.Supp. 33 (N.D.N.Y. Dec. 31, 

1988). 
Waste generators counterclaimed against the state seeking indemnity 

and contribution in connection with landfills where the state directed 
deposits of hazardous substances in an attempt to control environmental 
damage, but failed to issue permits for the site. The court found that 
where the state is a plaintiff in a CERCLA action, it waives its sovereign 
immunity as to compulsory counterclaims, but the court dismissed the 
counterclaim, noting that absent a special duty owed to the defendant, 
no liability should be imposed upon a state for its alleged failure to 
enforce its regulations. 

Pennsylvania v. Union Gas Co., No. 87-1241, (57 U.S.L.W. 4662 June 
15, 1989). 

Language of CERCLA shows that Congress clearly intended that states 
may be held liable along with everybody else for the costs of cleaning 
up hazardous waste sites. 

K. Recovery from Fund 
Wagner Seed Co. v. U.S., CIV. No. 88-1922 (D.D.C. Apr. 4, 1989) 

29 ERC 1453. 
The court sustained the U.S. EPA's determination that the plaintiff 

company, which had nearly completed response actions ordered under 
§106(b)(2) as part of SARA, was not entitled to assert a claim under 
that provision for reimbursement of its costs. The statute was ambiguous, 
and the U.S. EPA's interpretation of it was not unreasonable. 

L. Insurance Coverage 
Hazen Paper Co. v. United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co. , 19 ELR 

20364 (Mass. Super. Ct. Jan. 10, 1989). 
A comprehensive general liability insurance policy covers liability 

for response costs under CERCLA (as well as the Massachusetts Oil 
and Hazardous Materials Release, Prevention and Response Act). 

M. Pending Cases 
Joslyn Manufacturing Co. v. T. L. James & Co. (on appeal to 5th 

Circuit) 

U.S. v. Carr 

II. REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS 

A. Status of proposed revisions to NCP. 
B. Revised Hazard Ranking System-results of field tests report (54 

Fed. Reg. 37949, Sept. 14, 1989). 
C. Scope of Federally Permitted Release Exemption (54 Fed. Reg. 

29306, July 11, 1989). 
D. Definition of Release-placement into unenclosed containment 

structures (54 Fed. Reg. 22524, May 24, 1989). 
E. Arbitration Procedures for small cost recovery claims (54 Fed. Reg. 

23174, May 30, 1989). 
F. Proposed response claims procedures for claims asserted against 

the fund (54 Fed. Reg. 37892, Sept. 13, 1989). 
G. Applications of policy on the placement of RCRA sites on the NPL 

(54 Fed. Reg. 41004, Oct. 4, 1989). 
H. Guidance on landowner liability under §107 (a)(l) of CERCLA, de 

minimis settlements under §122(g)(l)(B) of CERCLA, and 
settlements with prospective purchasers of contaminated property 
(Juen 6, 1989). 

I. Evolution of Municipal Settlement Policy. 

ill. LEGISLATIVE DEVELOPMENTS 

A. HRC 2085 (LaFalce)-would exclude commercial lending 
institutions acquiring facilities through foreclosure or similar means 
and corporate fudiciaries administering estates or trusts from 
definition of owner or operator under CERCLA §101(20). 

B. J:IR 2087 (Weldo~)-attempts to ?efine ''all appropriate inquiry" 
(1.e., Phase I Environmental Audit) for purposes of qualifying for 
the "i~ocent landowner" defense under CERCLA §101(35). 

C. Potential effect on CERCLA of pending Clean Air Act and RCRA 
amendments. 
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ABSTRACT 

Closure requirements and cover designs were evaluated for a low
level radioactive waste site on the Hanford Reservation in the State of 
Washington. Consideration was given to the impact of wind erosion 
and subsidence on the performance of cover systems. Two cover designs 
were evaluated; a thick sand cover and a multiple layer design cover. 
Recommendations were given to the State of Washington to dynami
cally compact the waste and close the site with a multiple layer cover. 
The multiple layer design included biotic, capillary and hydraulic 
barriers in addition to a gravel top dressing and vegetated surface. 

INTRODUCilON 

A study was commissioned by the State of Washington to develop 
a closure plan for the commercial low-level radioactive waste disposal 
facility (LLRWDF) on the Hanford Reservation 1

• Objectives for 
closure of the LLRWDF included the following: 

• To stabilize the waste and close the facility in a manner that would 
minimize the need for both environmental monitoring and cover 
maintenance 

• To construct a cover which would minimize drainage through the 
waste and prevent biotic intrusion into the facility for 1,000 yr 

• To reduce gamma radiation from buried waste to background at the 
site boundary 

• To prevent run-on from episodic climatic events 
• To minimize wind and water erosion of the final cover 
• To minimize or accommodate long-term waste settling and cover 

subsidence 

The most demanding objective was to minimize drainage through the 
waste over a 1,000-yr time-frame. If this one objective could be met, 
nearly all other objectives also would be met. For instance, both wind 
erosion and biotic intrusion would have to be minimized if drainage 
through the waste was to be kept to a minimum. Similarly, subsidence 
of the cover would have to be minimized in order to minimize drainage 
through the waste. Wind erosion and subsidence are discussed below, 
followed by a brief description of two cover systems evaluated for the site. 

WIND EROSION 

Wind erosion has long been recognized as having the potential to 
degrade the performance of a cover system for the LLRWDP. One 
practice used to reduce wind erosion has been to place a gravel layer 
as a topdressing on the cover. While this approach effectively minimize 
wind erosion, it also may impact both infiltration and the kind and 
amount of vegetation. 

Little information could be found in the literature delineating the 
optimal layer thickness and particle size distribution for a gravel top
dressing. Consequently, on-site test plots were recommended to develop 
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a better understanding of this layer. The importance of these studies 
can be seen by the fact that the wrong gravel layer design may have 
the dual effect of increasing infiltration while reducing evapotranspirat 
(by inhibiting plant growth). 

It has been observed that gravel topdressings may be buried through 
the natural deposition of fines. Studies were recommended to evaluate 
the influence of a buried gravel layer on the overall water balance of 
a cover. 

SUBSIDENCE 
No multiple layer cover system can be effective if steps are not taken 

to minimize or accommodale long-1erm waste settlement or cover sub
sidence. This is an especially difficult problem where wasle has not 
been densified prior to or during placemen!. At the site under study, 
waste was placed in a low density form and stacked grealer than 24 
ft deep in many places. Assuming 25% voids in the wasle, an eventual 
6 ft of subsidence >Mmld be possible due solely to consolidation of waste 
solids. One third of the waste was assumed to be biodegradable organic 
materials. Consequently, another 6 ft of subsidence could occur, giving 
a total subsidence of U ft. Anywhere near this amount of subsidence 
would result in complete failure of a multiple lift cover system. 

Arid conditions at the site assured that both biodegradation of organic 
materials and consolidation of the waste could take place over as much 
as several hundred years. This long period of change malces the reaJ 
difficulty in the situation clear; much of the subsidence would occur 
after the end of institutional control. 

Exca,'8tion and Proper Redisposal 

In hindsight, it can be seen that it was a mistake to place the waste 
in a low density form. This one management approach has made long
term containment of the waste an extremely difficult problem. If it is 
easiest to dispose of the material properly in the first instance, many 
would sugge~l that the next easiest solution would be to do it right the 
second time. This corrective process would involve excavating all the 
waste, destroying the organic materials through biodegradation or 
incineration, compacting the residual inorganic materials to 95% of 
modified Proctor density and redisposing this dense maierial. 

While the above solution may be the most effective way to minimize 
long-tem1 cover subsidence, it also has significant disadvantages. There 
was little doubt that many of the waste containers already were partially 
degraded or crushed. This degradation would have released radioactive 
materials into the inunediate vicinity of the broken containers. This 
situation would both greatly complicate any attempt to safely excavate 
the material and substantially increase the volume of material to be 
handled. 

Another disadvantage of this solution to the low density waste problem 
would be the potential for air release of radioactivity during excava-



tion, treatment, compaction and redisposal of the waste. This proposal 
corrective solution might actually result in greater releases of radio
activity than no action at all. Very intensive safety procedures and equip
ment would be needed to safely implement this solution. Considering 
also the scale and sophistication of the treatment operation, this solu
tion could easily cost several hundred million dollars. While this expense 
is comparable to that encountered with some of the largest Superfund 
sites, it would be rejected on the grounds of cost and the potential for 
both air releases and direct exposure of cleanup personnel. 

Dynamic Compaction 

Another solution which would densify the waste while inimizing air 
releases, worker exposure and cost, was dynamic compaction. This 
process would involve a very large weight (such as a 40-ton hammer) 
repeatedly dropped from a substantial height (such as 45 ft) until there 
was no further consolidation of the waste. This type of operation has 
been considered elsewhere on the Hanford Reservation, West Valley, 
Maxey Flats, and had actually been implemented at the Savannah River 
Facility. 

There are, however, disadvantages to this solution. For example, the 
compaction process would likely result in the breaking open and 
crushing of underlying containers. One could argue that most of these 
containers do not represent secure long-term containment of the waste 
anyway. Consequently, the argument that the existing containers at the 
site provide containment would only be partially true in a short-term 
sense and completely invalid in a long-term sense. 

To argue that these containers should not be crushed has to be viewed 
in the following context: 

• Many containers never provided containment (cardboard boxes and 
wooden crates) 

• Many barrels were probably crushed as a result of the existing over
burden pressure 

• Steel barrels rust and corrode in soil environments 
• If the containers were not dynamically compacted, there would be 

so much eventual settling in the waste that •the cover would subside 
and fail 

• If the cover failed, moisture would quickly move into the facility 
through the waste, pick up contaminants and migrate to the 
groundwater 

• If the containers were crushed via dynamic compaction and a long
term effective cover was placed over the waste, the amount of radio
activity reaching the groundwater would be much less than if the 
cover failed 

Consider for a moment what would happen if all containers were 
broken. Radioactivity likely would be released to the immediate vicinity 
of the containers. This release in itself, would not result in any migra
tion of radioactivity out of the facility. For radioactivity to migrate any 
appreciable distance, there would have to be movement of moisture 
through the waste. The only effective means to prevent moisture move
ment through the waste is construction and long-term maintenance of 
an effective cover system. It clearly followed that if subsidence was 
not prevented, the cover would fail. If the waste is not compacted, sub
sidence due to waste consolidation will occur. Consequently, if the waste 
is not densified or some other solution is not found to resist the forces 
of subsidence, the cover will fail. The ultimate solution would be to 
require all waste to be disposed in a form that would minimize sub
sidence. 

There are two major causes for waste settlement; (1) consolidation 
of solids and (2) degradation of organic materials. Dynamic compac
tion only reduces consolidation of solids. If organic materials biodegra
dation proceeds, then cover subsidence still occurs. It could be argued 
that this could be significantly slowed by keeping the waste dry. The 
best way to keep the waste dry would be to maintain cover effective
ness by minimizing subsidence. 

It would be difficult to provide an accurate evaluation of the expected 
rate of subsidence with or without dynamic compaction. In hindsight, 
it can be seen that an accurate assessment of subsidence under current 
conditions could have been obtained through simple and inexpensive 

studies conducted at the site over the last 20 yr of operation. This is 
another area where policy action is needed now to require the kind of 
studies which will facilitate long-term effective closure. 

Arch Ribbed One-Way Slab Cocrete Cover 

Another approach to accommodate long-term waste settlement is to 
construct a structure over the waste. The structure would have to have 
sufficient strength to resist subsidence due to both settlement of the 
underlying waste and the overburden pressure of the overlying cover. 
One structure which may be able to provide the required support would 
be an Arch Ribbed One-Way Slab (AROWS) concrete cover. 

An example design of an AROWS, 160 ft wide and 880 ft long, is 
shown in Figure 1. Arch ribs, spanning 160 ft, are 1.5 ft to 2 ft wide 
and 5 ft deep (Fig. 2). The rise for the ribs is 10 ft. Ribs not only would 
be reinforced conventionally for bending and temperature stresses, but 
also would be post-tensioned/pre-stressed to minimize tension stresses 
and cracking. The slab would be 8 to 10 in. thick. 

Forty-four slabs, 20 ft wide and 160 ft long, would be required for 
a typical trench at the site. A 75 lb/ft2 superimposed load was used 
for this AROWS. This loading would allow only 1 ft of cover soil. 

If a multi-layer cover system were deemed necessary to go over the 
AROWS, the cost would rise according to the thickness of the cover 
system. Based on the stated assumptions, the preliminary cost for the 
AROWS would be approximately $20/ft2• When this added cost is 
included with the probability of also needing a multiple layer cover, 
the total cost becomes prohibitive. 

Another solution to the problem of subsidence would be to simply 
rebuild the cover periodically. How long a period would be allowed 
between rebuilding and the total number of rebuilds would be very hard 
to define in the absence of information on the rate and total expected 
amount of subsidence. If it were assumed that the cover was to be rebuilt, 
then the requirements for a cover that would last 1,000 yr could be 
relaxed. At the same time, however, the dollars set aside for long-term 
maintenance would need to be greatly increased. 

As with the other solutions to the subsidence issue, the assumptions 
incorporated in this solution outnumber the hard facts. The solution 
that involves periodically readdressing the problem would have inherent 
advantages and reduced technical risks. By planning to rebuild the cover 
in 50 or 100 yr, advantage could be taken of new developments in 
materials and cover designs. It is important, however, to avoid placing 
emphasis on capital-intensive activities beyond 100 or 200 yr because 
it is impossible to determine if there would be effective institutional 
control that far into the future. It is likely that institutional control would 
not end suddenly. Control probably would begin to fade long before 

it actually ended. Consequently, if the presumed end of control were 
set at 300 yr, the final date for capital-intensive activities should be 
set well before this time. 

Uncertainty about the way or time in which institutional control will 
end is in itself a very strong argument to develop a permanent solution 
as soon as possible following closure. The fact that so many areas of 
uncertainty remain about how to construct a permanent cover is a strong 
argument for greatly accelerated research now to develop the informa
tion needed to build very long lasting cover systems. 

It may be that, considering all the uncertainties, the best solution 
to the subsidence problem would be a hybrid closure. This scenario 
would incorporate both an initial temporary cover and implementation 
of a final permanent cover as soon as research can be completed which 
would improve confidence in the ability to build such a cover. 

COVER DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 

Two specific cover design alternatives are discussed in this section. 
Cover design alternatives examined included a thick layer of sand and 
a multi-layer design. 

Thick Sand Cover 

The operator of the commercial LLRWDF proposed a design con
sisting of 10 ft of sand over a 6-in. layer of gravel. The gravel was 
designed to be a barrier to wind erosion while the thickness of the sand 
layer was to minimize bio-intrusion into the waste. 
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ARCH RIBS (TYPICAL> 

Plan View of an Arch Ribbed One-Way Slab 

The cover lacks any hydraulic or capillary barrier which would diven 
the deep percolation of water. The presumption was that the recharge 
rate would be so minimal (0.2 in./yr) that the travel time to the aquifer 
would be sufficiently long (1420 yr) so that there would be no danger 
of contaminating the groundwater1 

Deep percolation rates in the Hanford area in recent years have been 
reponed as high as 2.4 in./yr2, If one assumes that the relationship 
between deep percolation and transit time to groundwater is roughly 
linear, then the values postulated by Bergeron, et al. , i can be used to 
estimate different transit times. For instance, the 2.4 in./yr value on 
the Hanford site would be 12 times that of the 0.2 in./yr estimate by 
Bergeron, et al., 3• Dividing the 1,420-year transit time by 12 yields a 
transit time estimate of 118 yr for a deep percolation rate of 2 .4 in./yr. 
Climatic changes are possible over the long post-closure period. If a 
long-term trend develops toward a moderately wetter climate, then the 
transit time would be significantly less than ll8 yr. Any cover design 
which uses the extreme low estimate of postulated current deep perco
lation rates will fail to protect the groundwater under all but the driest 
of possible conditions. 

The design recommended by the operator adequately addresses wind 
erosion. In addition, it is difficult to envision how subsidence could 
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significantly degrade the perfonnance of a sand pile. !he de~ign ~ 
not, however, provide for minimi7.ation of deep percolation dunng either 
the relatively wet conditions optimal for performance of a hydraulic 
barrier or the relatively dry conditions optimal for performance of a 
capillary barrier. 
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Figure 2 
Cross-Sections of the Arch Ribbed One-Way Slab 

Periodic Replac:emenl of the Cover 

Multiple Layer Design 

A multiple layer cover design was developed which would meet all 
RCRA and NRC requirements. In addition, the cover met the most 
recent U.S. EPA technical guidance for final cover systems'. The 
design was developed to provide both a long service life and the openi
tional flexibility to minimiz.e deep percolation under both relatively dry 
and relatively wet climatic periods. In addition, the design would 
minimiz.e erosion, bio-intrusion and long-term maintenance. Any 
multiple layer cover system is susceptible to performance degradation 
as a result of subsidence. Consequently, specific actions, such as 
dynamic compaction, would need to be undenaken in association with 
this cover design to minimize subsidence. 

Each layer in a multiple layer cover design should serve specific func
tions, meet designated performance standards and be subjected to con
struction quality assurance procedures which verify that the performanoc 
standards are met. In addition, each layer in the cover should be com
patible with the adjacent layers and suppon the overall objectives set 
out for the cover system. Discussions in the following sections include 
cover component integration and descriptions of all layers in the multiple 
layer cover system. 

Any cover system should be developed with careful consideration of 
the context within which it must function. Two of the most important 
contextual aspects for this cover are the long lifespan and the range 
of potential climatic conditions. Consideration of the long half-life for 



many of the radionuclides disposed in the facility suggests that the cover 
should be designed to function for 1,000 yr. Such a long time-frame 
emphasizes the need to design the cover for a range of climatic 
conditions. 

There are two barrier systems which have been shown to reduce deep 
percolation 1• Each barrier system has an optimal efficiency at different 
water flow rates. At relatively high flow rates, the optimal system is 
a hydraulic barrier composed of a high permeability lateral drainage 
layer over layers of low permeability material (Fig. 3). At relatively 
low flow rates, the optimal system is a capillary barrier composed of 
a medium permeability layer, such as a loam, over a high permeability 
layer, such as a coarse sand or gravel (Fig. 4). 

Figure 3 

HYDRAULIC 
BARRIER 
SYSTEM 

Barrier System for Optimal Reduction of Deep Percolation 
Under Relatively High Flow Rates. 

Figure 4 

CAPPILARY 
BARRIER 
SYSTEM 

Barrier System for Optimal Reduction of Deep Percolation 
Under Relatively Low Flow Rates. 

Figure 5 

BIOTIC 
BARRIER 
SYSTEM 

A Biotic Barrier System for Placement Above the Hydraulic Barrier 
and Below the Cappilary Barrier 

CAPILLARY 
BARRIER 
SYSTEM 

BIOTIC 
BARRIER 
SYSTEM 

HYDRAULIC 
BARRIER 
SYSTEM 

VEGETATIVE SURFACE LAYER 

3' COBBLE LAYER 

6" SAND BEDDING LAYER 
100 mll GEOMEMBRANE LAYER 

3° COMPACTED SOIL LAYER 

COVER FOUNDATION 

WASTE LAYERS 

Figure 6 
Multiple Layer Cover Design 
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A cover design that incorporates both a capillary barrier and a 
hydraulic barrier should have the ability to minimize deep percolation 
over a range of water flow rates. Schulz, et al.,i noted that placing the 
hydraulic barrier over a capillary barrier would result in a very effec
tive barrier system. This combination would be even more effective 
for the site under study, however, if the hydraulic barrier were placed 
under the capillary barrier. This is because of the need to protect the 
compacted soil component of the hydraulic barrier from both shrinkage 
cracks and biotic intrusion. When a compacted soil is placed near the 
surface in a cover system, it is susceptible to shrinkage cracking due 
to water loss from both evaporation and extraction by plant roots. In 
addition, near surface hydraulic barriers can be damaged by burrowing 
animals and holes left by penetrating plant roots. 

If a biotic barrier system (Fig. 5) were placed over the hydraulic 
barrier, biotic intrusion could be prevented. By placing the capillary 
barrier over the biotic barrier, additional distance is placed between 
the hydraulic barrier and the disruptive near-surface factors discussed 
above. The biotic barrier also serves as both an excellent lower 
component to the capillary barrier system and an efficient lateral 
drainage component to the hydraulic barrier system. An illustration of 
the integrated hydraulic, biotic and capillary barrier systems is shown 
in Figure 6. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Recommendations were made to the State of Washington to subject 

the waste to dynamic compaction. In addition, a multiple layer cover 
was recommended that would minimize drainage through the waste to 
the maximum extent fea~ible with available cover technology. The cover 
included a vegetated surface, gravel top dressing, and biotic, capillary, 
and hydraulic barriers. 
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ABSTRACT 

Environmental assessments have become an integral part of indus
trial property closures and transfers. Federal laws such as CERCLA, 
SARA and the State of New Jersey's Environmental Cleanup Respon
sibility Act (ECRA) have focused attention on such property transfers. 
The liabilities may be substantial for parties who had, have or will have 
interests in the ownership, operation or transfer of ownership of proper
ties which may be contaminated by hazardous materials. This paper 
presents an approach for conducting environmental assessments for 
industrial property transfers and summarizes case histories for environ
mental assessments conducted at former industrial properties. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper focuses on environmental assessments conducted for the 
current owner or seller of industrial property. Knowledge of potential 
environmental concerns allows the owner to identify the extent of pos
sible liabilities associated with a particular piece of property and assess 
potential impacts on the property's value. 

Industrial property environmental assessments may be performed to 
accomplish the following objectives: 

• Provide a "snapshot" of existing site environmental conditions. This 
"snapshot" not only provides information relative to property values 
and impacts related to transfer of ownership, but it also provides a 
benchmark against which future site conditions may be compared. 
The information may, for example, show that contamination detected 
on the site at some future date was not caused by the previous owner. 

• Identify site conditions which may be incompatible with proposed 
uses for the property. A former manufacturing site would likely 
require less remediation for future use in a similar manner than for 
future use as a site for an elementary school or shopping mall. 
Remediation requirements may make it impractical to reduce risk 
of contaminant exposure to levels required for such "high" levels 
of land use. 

• Estimate the impact of site environmental conditions on the property's 
value. Develop a firm estimate for remediation costs. Understanding 
the costs of remediation will provide the seller with information 
required to negotiate the sale of the property. The seller may elect 
to perform site remediation prior to offering the property for sale 
or he may elect to offer to reduce the selling price or establish an 
escrow account to cover estimated remediation costs. 

This paper suggests specific steps for planning and implementing 
industrial property environmental assessments. Steps include estab
lishing objectives, assessment planning, historical review of facility 
operations, field data acquisition and data interpretation and presenta
tion. The site history, combined with information from the field inves
tigation, provides specific information regarding potential environmental 

concerns at the site. This information then can be used by the owner 
to evaluate the potential impact of environmental conditions on the 
property transfer. 

The case histories presented in this paper discuss applications of these 
techniques for environmental assessment programs at two closed 
industrial facilities. The paper summarizes steps taken at each facility 
including: identification of suspected contaminated areas; field inves
tigation methods and findings; and development of remediation alter
natives for areas of concern. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT APPROACH 

Industrial property environmental assessments may be conducted at 
active or inactive industrial facilities, at property located within indus
trial parks or at sites where industrial or manufacturing activities are 
known or thought to have occurred. This paper and the case histories 
presented herein specifically address the performance of environmen
tal assessments at inactive industrial sites where the recent history of 
site operations is reasonably well defined. 

The following steps are recommended for conducting industrial 
property transfer environmental assessments: 

• Develop a history of the site 
• Develop a detailed site investigation plan 
• Implement the site investigation 
• Evaluate and present the data 
• Develop remediation alternatives and estimate associated costs 

Each step is discussed in greater detail in the following subsections. 

Develop Site History 

Sites with long histories of industrial use require that particular 
attention be paid to past operations on the site. Attitudes, regulations 
and generally accepted environmental management practices have 
changed dramatically, even in the past 15 to 20 yr. These changes can 
have a significant impact on a property's environmental condition. The 
development of a site history is important, therefore, to assist in 
evaluating where to look and what to look for regarding site environ
mental conditions. The following important factors may be considered 
in developing a site history: 

• General site description and history 
• ~dentification of key physical features of the site including build

~ngs, st?~a~e areas, topography, geology, operational areas, process
mg fac1ht1es, underground storage tank locations etc. 

• Identification of groundwater use in the area that diay impact or be 
impacted by site activities 

• Identi~cation of adjacent properties and activities that may impact 
or be impacted by site activities 

• Site environmental management history 
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Information for developing the site history may be obtained from the 
following public and private sources: 

• City, county, state and federal records 
• Client records including site and utility plans (present and past); pre

vious site investigations and reports; NPDES, RCRA or other per
mits; aerial photographs; waste manifests; material safety data sheets; 
spill prevention control and countermeasure (SPCC) plans; ~nd 
records of spills or other accidental releases of hazardous matenals 

• Site personnel interviews focusing on general site history, opera
tions and site environmental practices 

Develop Site Investigation Plan 
The site history and a detailed visual survey of the site provide the 
basis for developing a site-specific field investigation plan. The site 
investigation plan provides the following key information: 

• Proposed sampling locations and their basis for selection 
• Contaminants of concern at each proposed sampling location 
• Specific detailed procedures for selected field investigation techniques 

such as soil borings, soil gas surveys, groundwater monitoring well 
construction and sampling, electromagnetic surveys, etc. 

• Laboratory analytical methods 
• Quality assurance/quality control procedures 
• Health and safety procedures for conducting site operations 

The site investigation plan is a working document written for use 
by the field investigation team. The procedures and techniques discussed 
therein should be clearly and concisely presented to provide clear direc
tion for field operations. The site investigation plan is an important docu
ment that will define the type and extent of data to be obtained during 
the field investigation. 

Implement The Site Investigation 

Implementation of the site investigation involves implementation of 
the techniques and procedures outlined in the detailed site investiga
tion plan. The site investigation may be carried out in two distinct phases; 
the premobiliz.ation site visit and the site investigation. The premobili
zation site visit provides the opponunity for key members of the field 
team to become familiar with the site and increase the efficiency of 
the full site investigation team. Suggested key objectives for the 
premobiliz.ation site visit include identifying and personally contacting 
existing and former key facility personnel; locating and staking proposed 
sampling locations; obtaining clearance from facility personnel for utility 
conflicts at selected sampling locations; establishing a schedule for coor
dination with existing facility operations; and identifying areas for 
establishing decontamination and command post areas at the site. 

After completing the premobilization site visit, the full field investi
gation team may be mobilized and the detailed site investigation plan 
can be implemented. 

Evaluate and Present Data 

Data review, evaluation and presentation is the cornerstone for evalua
ting site environmental conditions and establishing a plan of action or 
negotiating stance to address environmental concerns. Acceptable en
viromental standards must be established to compare against site data. 
Suggested evalaution criteria include: 

• Are contaminants present at levels in excess of local, state or federal 
regulatory limits? 

• Are contaminants present at levels significantly in excess of back
ground levels? 

• Are contaminants present at levels which exhibit risks to human health 
or the environment? 

Develop Remediation Alternatives 

A significant portion of an industrial property environmental assess
ment may be the development of remedial action alternatives and asso
ciated estimated costs. Development and evaluation of remedial 
alternatives may include efforts ranging from the evaluation of a few 
simple alternatives to the detailed evaluation of numerous alternative 
technologies and combinations of technologies. Presentation of the 
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team's findings may be limited to a simple project memorandum or it 
may require a substantial written report including hundreds of pages, 
not unike a Superfund feasibility study. The level of effort, cost, degree 
of confidence and amount of required detail generally will be deter
mined by the owner's need for infonnation. Infonnation needs and cor
responding degree of confidence likely will be less for an owner's 
preliminary budget-level assessment than for an assessment to be used 
for negotiating property value impacts. 

Elements of the preceding approach were used to plan and conduct 
environmental assessments at two inactive heavy industrial facilities. 
Both studies represent cases in which industrial activites were conducted 
on the properties for many years. In the first case, the site had been 
an active World War II-era industrial site for more than 40 yr, first as 
an aircraft manufacturing facility and then as an automobile assembly 
facility. The second case history describes an industrial site which was 
active as a railroad maintenance facility for more than 100 yr. 

CASE SfUDY ONE 
Case Study One involved the investigation and assessment of an 

inactive automobile assembly facility. The facility operated for approxi
mately 45 yr with production discontinued in May. 1987. Prior to its 
use for the assembly of automobiles, the facility was used for the produc
tion of military aircraft The Case Study One site is shown in Figure I. 

Figure I 
Case Study One Site Plan 

Planning 

The following principal objectives were established for this environ
mental assessment: 

• Identify potential areas of contamination present on the interior and 
exterior of buildings at the site 

• Review and summarize available site hydrogeologic/geologic infor
mation 

• Estimate the nature and extent of contamination based on specific 
and finite data 

• Identify and evaluate alternatives for cleanup or mitigation of 
contaminated areas 

Exterior areas of potential contamination were identified by the facility 
owners. Areas were targeted based on their current or past use or storage 
of hazardous material. The following major exterior areas were focused 
upon: 

• Underground storage tanks 
• Acetylene generation sump 
• Roof surfaces near paint and body shop ventilation exhausts 
• Above ground tank farm 
• Hazardous waste storage areas 



Interior areas of concern were selected by identifying elements of 
~e ~roduction process i~volving regulated materials. Examples of 
mtenor areas of concern mclude the following: 

• Train wells for delivery and disposal of materials 
• Paint removal molten salt bath and salt bath baghouse 
• Paint storage areas 
• Paint booths and drying ovens 
• Metal coating areas 
• Metal assembly areas 
• Welding and soldering areas 
• Elevators and equipment storage areas 

Implementation 

All soil boring and monitoring well locations were reviewed and 
approved by a facility representative prior to drilling. A major concern 
was location ofutilities (i.e., fire, electrical and gas lines). The sampling 
team had requested and received complete and detailed site plans iden
tifying underground utility locations. Current utility_ information along 
with facility personnel approval of sampling locations reduced the risk 
of conflicts with underground utilities. 

The site investigation was conducted in two phases. The Phase I 
investigation was conducted in August, 1987. The site exterior was the 
main focus of Phase I with the objective being to identify specific con
taminants in the soil, underlying groundwater and on specific areas of 
the plant roof (i.e., paint booth exhaust areas). 

The Phase I investigation resulted in the completion of 41 soil borings 
to a depth of 30 ft each with one soil sample collected at each 5-ft depth 
interval and a groundwater sample taken from each boring. Permanent 
monitoring wells were installed at five of these locations. In addition, 
12 soil borings were completed to a depth of 5 ft each with one soil 
sample collected from each boring. Phase I field activities were com
pleted in approximately 10 working days. 

The Phase II investigation was complete in January, 1988. This 
investigation's primary objective was to identify areas of concern in 
the plant interior with additional sampling on the plant exterior to better 
define the extent of soil and groundwater contamination identified during 
Phase I. The Phase II site investigation was completed in 12 days with 
one interior and two exterior sampling teams. The investigation resulted 
in an additional 24 soil borings, 12 of which were completed as per
manent monitoring wells. 

Results 

The two-phase field investigation effort resulted in collection of over 
800 samples including concrete and roof core samples, wipe samples, 
scrape samples, soil samples, water samples and groundwater samples. 

The final site investigation report identified several areas on the 
exterior and interior of the fucility requiring some form of cleanup or 
mitigation. Based on the results of the investigation, alternative cleanup 
technologies were identified and recommendations were presented to 
remove, contain or treat contaminants in the unsaturated soil and the 
groundwater at the site and in selected areas of the plant interior. The 
estimated cost for recommended remediation alternatives total $2.7 
million. 

CASE STUDY TWO 

Case Study Two involved the investigation and assessment of an 
inactive railroad locomotive maintenance fucility. The facility had been 
in operation for approximately 100 yr, its principal function being to 
rebuild locomotive and railcar component parts for supply to individual 
repair locations. Shop operations ended in Janury 1989, and various 
site closure activities are currently being conducted. The Case Study 
Two site is shown in Figure 2. 

Significant past operations on the property include an open drum 
storage area, buried fuel lines, closed underground storage tanks, oil 
sumps, hazardous waste storage area, drum washing area, electrical 
transformer storage area and an industrial wastewater treatment plant. 

Planning 
The following principal objectives were established for this environ-
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Case Study Two Site Plan 

mental assessment: 

• Identify areas of contamination at the site which may limit future 
use and/or result in significant remediation costs that may restrict 
its use due to the contamnation 

• Identify site conditions which may, depending upon anticipated future 
use, expose site occupants to potentially hazardous substances 

• Identify areas of contamination which exhibit contaminant concen
trations which may be of environmental concern 

Areas of potential contamination were identified by the fucility owners. 
Documentation showed these areas had used hazardous materials in 
their respective processes. The following major areas were focused 
upon: 

• Above ground and underground storage tanks 
• Open drum storage area 
• Hazardous waste storage area 
• Fuel storage areas 
• Electrical transformer storage areas 
• Power plant 
• Car demolish area 
• Car dismantle area 
• Locomotive fueling area 
• Car switching/holding areas 
• Car shop 
• Wheel shop 
• Paint shop 
• Traction motor shop 
• Bearing removal shop 

Developing the site history required reviewing archived facility site 
plans. Many of the drawings are estimated to be 70 to 80 yr old. Areas 
which may represent potential environmental hazards were identified 
and addressed in the site investigation plan. 

Senior and retired facility personnel were interviewed to help identify 
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the locations of facilities which had previously been removed or 
demolished. The following operational areas were focused upon: 

• Wheel babbit shop 
• Oil/gasoline unloading house 
• Oil pump/sump area 
• Acetylene generation sump 
• Paint barrel disposal pits 
• Steam locomotive asbestos removal area 
• Old traction motor shop 

Implementation 

Utility locations presented a major concern, given the long history 
of the site. As old operational areas were closed. destroyed and replaced, 
underground utility lines were drained, capped and abandoned in place. 
These utility line modifications often were not included when blueprint~ 
of the facility were updated. To compensate for this potential lack of 
data, all soil boring and monitoring well locations were reviewed and 
approved by the facility electrical and water departments prior to drilling 
to reduce the risk of utility conflict. 

The site investigation was conducted in two phases. The Phase I 
investigation was conducted in February, 1989. This phase included the 
collection of 26 area soil composite samples at depths ranging from 
l to 10 ft. In addition, U permanent monitoring wells were installed 
to a depth of 20 ft each. Due to weather delays this phase was com
pleted in approximately 3 wk. 
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The Phase II investigation was completed in August, 1989. This 
investigation's primary objective was to characterize the historical 
production areas. The Phase II investigation was completed in 
approximately six days. The investigation included installation of an 
additional 5 monitoring wells and 41 soil borings to a depth of 5 to 
10 ft each. 

Results 

The overall field investigation effort resulted in the collection of over 
200 soil and groundwater samples. At the time of this writing, the final 
site investigation report was in final production. Several areas of the 
facility will likely require some form of cleanup or mitigation. Based 
on the result~ of the investigation, alternative cleanup technologies will 
be identified and recommendations will be presented to remove, contain 
or treat contaminants in the soil and groundwater at the ~ite. 

CONCLUSION 

Industrial property environmental assessments have become an 
integral part of industrial property closures and transfers. Property 
a\sessments can identify potential environmental liabilites and assist 
the owner in evaluating their impact on property values. The informa
tion provided by environmental assessments allows the owner to 
understand the environmental condition of the property and develop 
strategies for implementation of remediation, closure and transfer of 
the property. 
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ABSTRACT 

In our 1988 Superfund Conference paper that discussed liabilities 
associated with the performance of Property Transfer Evaluations 
(PTEs), we examined several areas of possible liability for consultants. 
These areas of potential liability included contractual language, time
frame, proper sampling and analytical techniques, interpretation of 
results and integrating PTEs into business decisions regarding a property 
purchase. In the past year, several other factors that can affect con
sultants' liability have arisen, including definition of state-of-the-art 
methods, qualifications of personnel conducting PTEs, release of PTE 
reports, incorporation of other consultants' reports, confidential acqui
sitions and disposal of investigation-derived waste materials. 

This paper, however, will focus on methods to limit PTE liabilities 
for the owners/operators of existing facilities. Such methods include 
environmental compliance audits, waste minimization programs, recy
cling/reuse/recovery, completion of remedial and corrective actions, 
compliance and management monitoring, record-keeping and employee 
training. We will show that a realistic assessment of facility compliance, 
coupled with a comprehensive management program, will reduce lia
bilities associated with property transfers when the facility is sold. 

REVIEW OF CONSULTANT LIABILITY 
Our 1988 paper1 focused on methods to reduce consultants' lia

bilities associated with the performance of Property Transfer Evalua
tions (PTEs). Some of these liabilities included those associated with 
contractual language, time-frame, proper sampling techniques and 
integrating PTE results into business decisions. 

Consultant liability can be limited with effective contract language, 
including a well-defined scope of work, clauses indemnifying the con
sultant against third-party actions and limitation-of-liability clauses. 

The time-frame is important for two reasons: (1) the schedule for 
the project and (2) the schedule for the transaction closing. It always 
seems that the call for the PTE comes on the Tuesday before the Friday 
closing. The client must allow adequate time to plan and complete the 
project before a final decision can be made regarding property purchase. 

Proper sampling and analytical techniques are essential to a properly 
conceived and executed PTE. We recommend U.S. EPA-approved 
sampling and analytical protocols, or applicable state regulatory agency
approved protocols, since the data may ultimately be compared to agency 
data. In addition, agency-approved protocols can be regarded as standard 
practice. 

Integrating the PTE into business decisions regarding the purchase 
is the client's responsibility. Factors such as cash flow, tax rates and 
property values are beyond the scope of the PTE. The client must take 
the environmental information provided in the· PTE and add it to these 
other factors to make an informed decision. The consultant is not in 
a position to make a recommendation regarding purchase. 

RECENT LIABILITY CONCERNS 

In the last year, other situations that can contribute to consultants' 
liability have been identified and should be taken into account when 
performing a PTE. These considerations include definition of state-of
the-art methods for PTEs, qualifications of personnel performing PTEs, 
release of PTE reports, incorporation of other consultants' reports, con
fidential acquisitions and disposal of investigation-derived wastes. Each 
of these matters can become important both in completing the PTE 
and in limiting the consultant's liability. 

State-of-the-art methods for PTEs have not been successfully defined 
yet. As case law builds, however, it appears that a PTE conducted 
without subsurface investigations may not be classified as "appropriate 
inquiry." It is important for PTE consultants to closely follow develop
ments on the legal front and seek appropriate legal counsel. Other 
attempts at method definition include the National Sanitation Founda
tion attempts to formulate a "standardized" method for PTEs. There 
may be some inherent problems in standardizing an approach to inves
tigations that, by their nature, differ on a case-by-case basis, but we 
should watch for developments on this front. 

Qualifications of personnel conducting PTEs is another area where 
there have been recent developments. The State of California sponsors 
a registration program for environmental assessors based on their rele
vant experience. The State of Indiana recently passed a law requiring 
that environmental documents signed by a Professional Engineer also 
be signed by a Certified Hazardous Materials Manager. While it may 
be some time before this system is implemented, a responsible consul
tant will use personnel whose background and experience match the 
demands of the specific investigation. 

Release of PTE reports can become an issue if a property is resold 
in a short period of time or if the original sale does not occur and a 
new buyer is found. The report should state that it was prepared under 
a specific circumstance and may not be applicable to any other situation. 

Similarly, incorporation of other consultants' reports into a PTE 
should be done with appropriate disclaimers, especially if the other 
reports are is investigative in nature, since liability for the conclusions 
of one consultant might accrue to another who used the report. 

Confidential acquisitions, especially of operating facilities, can present 
difficulties for the completion of a PTE. Since every situation is 
differ~nt, the exact scope must be discussed with and agreed upon by 
the chent. If access to the plant or property is not included in the con
tract, the scope must state the limitations under which the report can 
be used. The report itself should mention that the investigation and 
recommendations were based only on the activities that actually took 
place. 

The last area of potential liability that should be mentioned here is 
the disposal of investigation-derived wastes. It is critical that the con-
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tract specify who is responsible for the manifesting, transport and 
disposal of such wastes, especially if they are hazardous. This respon
sibility is usually the owner's, but can be placed, if appropriate, on 
the potential buyer. It also may be possible that such wastes can be 
left on-site for disposal during the cleanup activities. If storage is used, 
regulatory requirements regarding storage must be observed. 

L~UTING OWNER/OPERA10R LIABILITY 

The main topic of this paper concerns ways to limit owner/operator 
liability associated with an operating facility when the time comes for 
a property transfer. In general, we believe that a realistic compliance 
assessment combined with a comprehensive management program can 
reduce the potential liabilities and problems associated with PTEs. 

Specific activities that should be included in this liability reduction 
program include a complete environmental compliance audit, waste 
minimization surveys, recycling/reuse/recovery studies, implementation 
of remedial or corrective actions, compliance and management 
monitoring, record-keeping and employee training. 

Environmental Audit 

The first step is a complete, realistic environmental compliance audit. 
We say realistic because some compliance audits reflect only one area 
of environmental compliance, such as wastewater discharges. A realis
tic audit evaluates all applicable environmental regulations and the state 
of current and historic compliance within the facility. Such audits have 
been recognized by the U.S. EPA as effective means of controlling dis
charges to the environment, documenting facility compliance, deter
mining the facility's ability to maintain compliance and identifying needs 
for corrective actions. The audit report should present a detailed picture 
of facility compliance with air, water, solid waste, hazardous waste, 
toxic substances, drinking water, community right-to-know, underground 
storage tanks and other applicable environmental statutes and regula
tions. In addition, recommendations for corrective actions to achieve 
compliance should be included. 

The compliance audit is important for a property sale because it docu
ments areas of potential liability for the owner/operator, whether buyer 
or seller. The audit document can be an important source of data for 
the background information review. 

Waste Minimization Survey 

Coupled with the compliance audit, a waste minimization survey can 
identify methods or areas where waste generation can be reduced. In 
general, facility operations can generate wastes at the raw materials 
handling, storage, process chemical use, maintenance, finished materials 
handling and disposal stages of operations. Improved "housekeeping," 
use of only necessary amounts of chemicals, safe storage procedures, 
good maintenance practices and proper treatment or disposal methods, 
all represent target areas where waste generation can be minimized. 
Sometimes process engineering changes are required to reduce waste 
generation, but in many facilities, a simple commitment to more effec
tive storage, handling and maintenance practices can result in a sig
nificant waste volume reduction. 

The waste minimization survey is important for a property sale 
because it provides process and raw material documentation, along with 
methods used to reduce wastes and discharges. 

Similar to a waste minimization survey is a study of recycling, reuse 
and recovery options within the facility. The study can identify: process 
streams that can be recycled or reused in operations; areas where raw 
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materials or wastes can be recovered and reused; and methods to alter 
process operations to reduce the required amounts of chemicals needed, 
therefore reducing the amounts of waste generated. This study also can 
provide detailed process documentation at the time of a property sale 
and economic data on materials and process costs that may figure into 
the structuring of the property transaction. 

Corrective Actions 
As a result of the above studies, the need for corrective actions or 

remedial cleanups will be identified. Implementing these actions and 
documenting their completion are critical elements in both improving 
facility compliance and reducing potential liabilities associated with 
waste management practices. Even though some remedial actions, such 
as groundwater treatment, can be expensive, implementing them can 
be cheaper in the long run than waiting for a regulatory agency to 
institute cleanup actions. In addition, the cost of a remedial action can 
affect the final sale price of a property, especially if hazardous sub
stance releases have been cleaned up. 

Monitoring 

Keeping the facility in compliance once the above studies and 
corrective actions have been completed requires monitoring, record
keeping and training. Compliance monitoring for permit restrictions 
and facility performance usually is specified, but an effective manage
ment monitoring program is necessary to implement waste control 
measures. Management monitoring entails oversight of general \Wit 
practices and continuous investigation for ways to further reduce waste 
generation. Management monitoring also includes close attention to 
record-keeping and reporting requirements under the various environ
mental regulations. In addition to fulfilling these requirements, a well 
organized record-keeping system can speed up the background data 
review if the facility is to be transferred. Additionally, it can provide 
documentation of corrective actions and other cleanup activities. 

Employee Training 

A management commitment to facility compliance is only as good 
as the employees' commitment to work practices that support com
pliance. A comprehensive training program is necessary for employees 
to understand the management philosophy regarding environmental com
pliance and to implement proper work practices. The management com
mitment must extend beyond simply providing required training 
programs. It should include opponunity for meaningful employee input 
on compliance issues. work practices. continuous training programs 
and employee incentives where appropriate. The importance of training 
programs to a property sale is apparent if waste generation is reduced, 
compliance is maintained and releases of hazardous substances are 
eliminated. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, existmg owner/operator liabilities associated with 
ha1.urdous wastes can be significantly reduced or even eliminated at 
the time of a property transfer through a combination of compliance 
assessment, waste minimization, corrective actions and a comprehensive 
management monitoring program. 
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ABSTRACT 

Portable Survey Direct Reading Instruments (DRls) utilizing both 
photoionization and flame ionization detectors play important roles for 
organic contamination delineation in both air, soil and water. These 
instruments have been used extensively in industrial hygiene applications 
and most response patterns are well documented. Key to this 
documentation is that most sensitivity values, and response factors are 
measured in ambient air, with oxygen levels at normal breathing levels. 

For the vast majority of DRI applications, such as air monitoring 
for personnel exposure, the normal operating procedures and instrument 
calibration are satisfactory to obtain reliable exposure assessments. 
However, some waste site applications often have requirements that go 
beyond normal conditions. Applications that require special 
consideration are; soil gas analysis for an underground plume 
identification, soil sample biasing for choosing a worst case sampling 
location and confined space entry into petroleum storage tanks or 
chemical tank cars. A key factor that can influence the exposure results 
of DRls is the effect of reduced levels of oxygen present in the sampling 
atmosphere. . 

The focus of this paper is to examine the performance of DRls m 
monitoring applications where reduced oxygen levels are present. By 
examining calibration standards prepared with various reduced levels 
of oxygen in the background air matrix, we can establish t~e 
performance characteristics of the various DRls. In turn, this 
performance should establish trends that will demonstrate the overall 
effect oxygen has on general survey readings. 

The effect of reduced oxygen and the varying humidity levels are 
significant factors why DRls analytical information can be improperly 
biased, making the field data unrepresentative o~ the a~tual 
concentrations present. Therefore, the overall goal of this paper is to 
suggest potential correction factors that will allow the analyst to better 
use DRls to provide a more realistic and informative assessment of 
organic contaminate exposures when analyzing reduced oxygen 
atmospheres. 

INTRODUCTION 

Monitoring atmospheres with reduced levels of oxygen is always a 
key personnel safety concern when accessing potential hazards at waste 
sites. For site personnel, once an oxygen-deficient atmosphere has been 
established, proper precautions can be taken for entry and other 
environmental hazards can be accessed. What is not so apparent to most 
analysts is how the effects- of an oxygen-deficient atmosphere. can 
influence the measurement of volatile organics on protable survey direct 
reading instruments. Therefore, in . applications where there is a 
possibility of less than normal breath1:'1g levels of oxyg~n ~resent, the 
readings that DRls establish will be mfluenced. Apphcat1ons where 

this oxygen influence can occur are survey soil gas analysis, plume 
identification, sample biasing and confined space entry. A generalized 
effect that monitoring in reduced oxygen atmospheres has on all survey 
FID and PID instruments is the following: the oxygen level goes down, 
the instruments' response ratios will go up, thereby inflating the true 
survey concentration that would be expected under normal operating 
conditions. As the following experimental data indicate, all instruments 
tested exhibited an effect when operating in reduced oxygen atmospheres. 
A response difference that probably was expected using an FID detectors 
also was found when PID detectors were employed, with some designs 
showing more effects than others. 

INSTRUMENTAL 

Nearly all of the direct reading instruments that are used in 
environmental applications were designed for industrial hygiene use 
for occupational exposure to chemicals. The primary instruments using 
photoionization based detectors are HNU Systems PI 101, Thermo 
Environmental 580A and Photovac Tip Il. The primary flame ionization 
system is the Foxboro Century OVA128. 

The basic principle of operation of all of these instrument is the ability 
to perform real-time air analysis to determine the level of volatile 
organics and, in some cases, inorganics. For field environmental 
applications, these instruments are used as screening tools. They are 
able to provide a unique survey analysis capability allowing a qualitative 
trending of environmental contamination. 

These instruments provide survey concentration values in ppm 
equivalents, either isobutylene benzene or methane that can- be related 
to other pure substances by response factors. All of these equivalents 
are based on the use of air that is the matrix for the introduction of 
the trace contaminates. Air contains approximately 20 to 21 % oxygen 
and all DRls calibrations are based on this. When the oxygen ratio 
changes, the instrument calibrations are no longer valid in reference 
to the equivalent readings under normal conditions. Unfortunately, there 
are many applications where the ratio of nitrogen and oxygen change, 
which can cause the trace organics to either be enchanced or reduced 
from their true concentrations. Therefore, in approaching anerobic or 
oxygen enhanced atmosphere, one must first determine the oxygen level 
present before analyzing for volatile organics. 

GENERAL APPLICATIONS 

Soil Gas, Plume Identification 

When performing soil gas analysis, many different methods are 
employed. However, the most important aspect is the subsurface gas 
sampling technique. Ideally, the gas to be examined is only subsurface 
at a known depth representing a generalized area. This gas is collected 
by the evacuation of the interstitial soil space. A device that allows the 
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passage of the atmosphere is driven into the soil to the depth of interest, 
sealed off at the point of entry and then the gas is collected and is directly 
or indirectly (Tedlar bag) analyzed by a survey ORI to determine the 
relative concentration present. 

The problem with this approach is not in the analysis technique, but 
is in the subsurface atmosphere which does not necessarily contain the 
same atmospheric gas concentration as the surface air. Depending on 
the geological features, the ratios of nitrogen to oxygen can affect the 
survey DRJ values quite substantially. The net effect can cause 
suspencted contamination to be greatly misrepresented as to its actual 
equivalent value. This effect in soil gas is demonstrated by analysis at 
various depths in order to determine the downward contamination 
migration. If the permanent gas ratios become anaerobic (i.e. 
diminishing oxygen concentration) as you explore deeper contamination 
then the results will be based on different gas ratios which will affect 
the basis of the instrument's direct reading survey equivalent calibration. 
Therefore, when using a survey direct reading instrument as a diagnostic 
tool for relative organic contamination the oxygen level also must be 
evaluated in order to truly compare the instrument analysis results at 
locations that may differ in oxygen concentration. 

This effect of reduced oxygen can be expected to effect applications 
such as plume identification, and soil sample biasing where the soil 
is disturbed in order to allow gas trapped to migrate to an area where 
it can be directly sampled. The analysis effects would be similar, 
reporting higher than expected organic concentrations in areas that are 
anaerobic and also have organic contamination present. This would be 
less subject to large shifts as atmospheric mixing would reduce the level 
of anaerobic character. 

Another area where incorrect volatile assessments could be made 
is in the area of confined space entry, i.e. refinery tanks. These cases 
do have the advantage of a known reduced oxygen atmosphere yet not 
applying a corrrection factor again would misrepresent the volatile 
hazard present as toxic gases. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Each instrument was calibrated to the manufacturers specification. 
The photoionization instruments were calibrated by using a prepared 
cylinder of isobutylene gas ±5 % at four concentration levels. The 
calibration concentrations were 9.1, 49.7 ppm, 94.l and 290 ppm. The 
Photovac Tip II and the 580A report their data in isobutylene equivalent; 
the HNU PI 101 was adjusted to read isobutylene equivalent form 
benzene equivalent. This process allowed all PIO instruments to be 
examined on a comparative basis. Since the flame ionization Century 
OVA reports its data in methane equivalent, a multipoint response table 
was created so it also would report its data in isobutylene equivalent. 
The OVA demonstrated good linearity with isobutylene and the response 
factor determined was twice the methane equivalent reading. 

The rc:<1uced oxygen atmospheres were made using prepared cylinders 
of five different oxygen balance nitrogen mixtures. The value of oxygen 
used were 17.56%, 14.6%, ll.56%, 8.46% and 0.0%. The standards 
~ere made by flowing know volumes of the nitrogen-oxygen mixtures 
1~to a 10~2 T~lar Bag, injecting a known amount of pure isobutylene 
via a synnge mto the ba~ and mixing it with HO/N

2 
mixtures. Each 

bag was then analyzed via a FID gas chromatoraph to determine the 
actual amount of isobutylene present. 

In order to examine every DRI's stability, each was span checked 
for d~ft u_sing 49.l ppm isobutylene calibration mixture. Upon successful 
examination of the span check, each instrument was connected and 
allowed .to sa~ple the preparec:t isobutylene reduced oxygen bag until 
the maximum instrument reading was observed. In all cases the time 
allowed f~r sampling was greater than the manufacturer suggested 
response time m order to assure 95% of value recorded. 

Each instrument then evaluated each reduced oxygen atmosphere at 
four to five different isobutylene concentrations, between O to 300 ppm, 
m order to determine its performance over a typical analysis range. 
All data were measured in progression from high concentration to low 
concentration levels. 
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FLAME IONIZATION DATA 

Century OVAU8 

The Century OVA uses a two gas FID instead of a three gas FID 
that usually is found in laboratory equipment. A two gas FID does not 
require a cylinder of air to support the combustion of the flame; instead 
it uses the oxygen present in its sample matrix to support its combustion'. 
The OVA uses a fixed flow of hydrogen, approximately JO to U MUmn 
and sample air from a diaphragm pump approximately 1 to 1.2 L/min 
to achieve the detector state required for volatile organic detection. 
Therefore, when the oxygen concentration is reduced, the ratio of 
hydrogen to oxygen changes and affects the detector chemistry of the 
hydrogen flames' combustion until a ppint is reached where the flame 
no longer will bum. 

Using a Century OVAUS without the GC option, we determined that 
detector flame-out will occur in atmospheres less than 11 % oxygen. 
Therefore, the OVA was tested in only three reduced oxygen 
concentrations in which it could successfully operate. When using CNA 
with the GC option. this flame-out level could shift to higher oxygen 
levels due to the back pressure that can occur because of the GC column. 

The response curves illustrating OVA's performance are found in 
Figure I. In general, as lhe level of oxygen is reduC4!d, the response 
from the <:NA becomes non-linear. At the 17.56% level, the instrument 
maintains a slighl non-linear response showing greater distortion at high 
levels and minor change at low levels. The 14.6% level followed a similar 
pattern, with the response factors increasing to ~.32 or 132% increase 
al about the 14.6 high value. This effect continued to grow larger as 
the 11.56% level was evaluated. At this concentration, we found the 
most excessive non-linearity; at the highest concentration level, lhe (NA 

reading was 444 % above the known concentration. At levels ICllVCr than 
11.56%, the OVA flamed-out. 
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The OVA was tested to examine its behavior in clean non-spiked 
atmospheres of reduced oxygen. Here we found that as the oxygen level 
was reduced, the OVA responded by shifting its baseline to lower levels 
in effect producing negative readings. This is shown in Fig. lA. Th~ 
gri::ater .the oxygen lev~ls, the less the magnitude of the negative shift. 
This shift and the creation of a hydrogen rich flame might help provide 
an answer to negative field readings with an OVA. Examining the 10 x 
level, .one can see a 24% negative shift in the OVA response when 
samphng the 11.56% and only an 8% negative reduction in the 17.56% 
oxygen atmosphere. 
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Figure lA 
OVA Reduced Oxygen Baseline Shift 

PHCYfOIONIZATION DATA 
Photoionization-based instruments have been reported to be 

matrix-independent and specific to the relationship of lamp energy and 
the substances ionization potential being examined. If this principle can 
be applied to reduced oxygen atmospheres, then PID could be the 
instrument of choice for this application. However, recent papers have 
suggested that the above observation· is flawed. The fact that relative 
humidity1 and percent levels of methane2 have demonstrated a 
substantial effect on PIDs has greatly complicated the normal waste 
site asessment methods. 

The mechanism for a PID is described by the following equation 
where: R + hv -+ R + s e1 where R is an un-ionized ionizable 
species, R+ is the ionized species, hv is an ultraviolet photon and e1 

- is a free electron. 
Since oxygen has the ability to absorb ultraviolet light, then 

calibrations in a normal air matrix will be dependent on the amount 
of oxygen present3• Therefore, the operation of a PID in a normal air 
matrix 20 to 21 % oxygen is present in the steady-state of the detectors 
operation. If the level of oxygen is reduced, more UV photons will 
be available for ionizing extra ionizable molecules, if the lamp energy 
remains constant. Therefore, given a fixed concentration of isobutylene, 
as the oxygen level declines, the instrument response increases, which 
is illustrated by the graphs of the various PID analyzers. In contrast 
to FID performance, PID do not show significant effects from reduced 
oxygen until the atmospheres reach the 11 % to 14 % level. 

HNU PI 101 
Figure 2 demonstrates the oxygen response curves of the Pl 101 using 

a 10.2eV lamp. Examination of the 17.56% oxygen level show a limited 
effect from atmospheric response levels. The effect appears mainly in 
the four other oxygen levels; 14.6%, 11.56%, 8.46% and 0.0%. The 
PI 101 showed the most significant effect at levels under 100 to 150 
ppm, exhibiting lesser effects at higher ranges causing the graphs to 
be non-linear assuming a parabolic shape. In general, a comparison 

of mid-range average concentration of 50 ppm provided an oxygen 
enhancement effect of 188% for 0.0%, 60% for 8.46%, 40.0% for 
11.56% and 40% at 14.6% oxygen vs the known concentration value. 
This effect at the 17.56% oxygen level only enhanced the reported value 
by 12%. 
... 
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Our efforts to examine the ll.7eV lamp clearly showed that oxygen 
falls somewhat within the ionization window of Argon lamp. The effect 
of lower oxygen levels has an exponential effect and therefore it has 
limited useful application in areas where reduced oxygen monitoring 
is required. 

Thermo Environmental 580A 

We evaluated the 580A using 10.0eV lamp and found its performance 
patterns to be good at low level concentrations. However, at 
concentrations above the 70 to 300 ppm range, the response ratio 
increased significantly, causing a non-linear response in this region. 
The oxygen response curve is shown in Figure 3. In general, the 580A 
reported less oxygen enhancement at the 50 ppm level than the HNU 
PI 101. 

In 0.0% oxygen, the 580A responded 84% higher than the known 
concentration, which is an improvement from the PI 101 value of 188 % . 
We were unable to examine an 11.SeV lamp in the 580A but, based on 
design similarities between the instruments, we would expect 
comparable performance and caution the use of 11.SeV ionizaton source 
in a reduced oxygen environment. 

Photovac Tip II 

The Tip II uses a microwave method of source excitation and in this 
applic::ation cl~ly perf?rm~ well in reduced oxygen atmo~pheres. We 
exammed the Tip II usmg its standard 10.6 eV ionization source. The 
Tip II showed only minor oxygen enhancement in all reduced oxygen 
atmospheres under 100 ppm. For example, at a mid-range 50 ppm 
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isobutylene concentration in 0.0% oxygen (pure N,). the instrument 
only exhibited at 23 3 enhancement. In comparison, both the Pl 101 
and 580 were eight to three times more responsive at the same calibration 
concentration. In values above 100 ppm, the Tip ll also showed 
non-linearity. However, its slope was much more mild, with the response 
factors generally increasing. Figure 4 shows the reduced oxygen plot 
for the Tip ll. Overall, the Photovac Tip Il exhibited the most limited 
effect from reducing the oxygen levels. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As the data illustrate, 1t 1s important to monitor for reduced 
concentration of oxygen when performing survey analysis with a PID 
or FID DRl. In both cases when the oxygen levels are lowered the 
instruments are no longer reporting data in a methane- or isobutylene
equivalent calibration. The relative effect of reducing the oxygen level 
enhances the reported values. This effect can be quite large in anaerobic 
atmospheres and can vary among the instrument types. Based on our 
experiments, we found that Photovac Tip II showed the most limited 
effect for general use in reduced oxygen atmosphere with no 
compensation for the fact of less oxygen. 

Every instrument evaluated demonstrated enhanced performance in 
reduced oxygen environments. With that in mind, each instrument 
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should be mathematically corrected to properly reflect the true volatile 
organic concentration present. The primary objective of this paper is 
to provide more information about the performance of DRis in different 
applications so their informaltion can be better understood and the 
instruments can be better used in environmental applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

The high costs of analytical services should be considered when 
planning a remedial project at a hazardous waste site. Field analyses 
of samples may be used to complement the work performed by an off-site 
analytical laboratory by reducing the sample load. Alternately, if field 
analyse~ are co.nducted without the support of an off-site laboratory, 
an on-site mobile laboratory can be designed to meet necessary data 
quality objectives. Field screening and/or approved U.S. EPA methods 
for soils can be performed at an on-site mobile laboratory. 

An.on-site mobile laboratory can also expedite remediation through 
real-trme data production, which an off-site laboratory cannot provide. 
This can result in substantial cost savings during excavation projects 
which might otherwise require standby time for equipment pending 
laboratory results. 

The site discussed in this paper is the Swanson River Field oil and 
gas production field, located in a remote area of the Kenai National 
Widelife Refuge in Alaska. PCBs were used in a compressor station 
as a heat-transfer oil in the process heat system of propane recovery 
units, in electrical switches and in transformers. After an explosion at 
the compressor station, the PCB-contaminated soils were stored in a 
waste oil pit/stockpile and later were applied to more than 2 mil of gravel 
roadway to suppress dust emissions. 

During a 3-yr, $35-million project for the remediation of the 
PCB-contaminated soils, the on-site mobile laboratory analyzed more 
than 16,000 soil samples to manage and verify the effectiveness of the 
cleanup. By analyzing soil samples using a modification of U.S. EPA 
Method 608 as a screening tool, the excavation proceeded expeditiously 
and economically, minimizing downtime for excavation equipment and 
controlling the amount of material requiring excavation and treatment. 
Cleanup levels also were verified on-site by analyzing samples according 
to a modificaiton of U.S. EPA Method 8080 in order to comply with 
site-specific regulatory requirements. 

The objective of this evaluation is to describe one application of field 
analysis at an on-site mobile laboratory used to support 
PCB-contaminated soil remediation at a remote site. The field analyses 
(screening and verificaiton) will be described, and the discussion will 
focus on how an on-site mobile laboratory can provide an efficient, 
economic and innovative approach for supporting excavation of 
PCB-contaminated soils to an established cleanup level. The costs of 
using a conventional remote laboratory will be compared to the costs 
of using the more efficient on-site mobile laboratory to illustrate the 
cost benefit of the latter approach. 

INTRODUCTION 
This remedial project took place on the Swanson River Field oil and 

gas production field in the Kenai Naitonal Wildlife Refuge in Alaska. 

From 1962 to 1972, Aroclor-1248 was used as a heat transfer oil in the 
process heat system of the propane recovery units, and fluids containing 
Aroclor-1254 were used in electrical switches and transformers. PCB 
contamination of soils occurred in 1972 after an explosion at the 
compressor plant. The contaminated soils were disposed of on-site in 
an oil waste pit/stockpile. Other contaminated materials (metal debris, 
etc.) were stored in areas throughout the oil and gas field. 

The heat transfer system was refilled with Therminol FR-1, which 
contained Aroclor-1242. This fluid was replaced with a non-PCB 
containing oil, Therminol 66, upon enactment of the Toxic Substance 
Control Act in 1976. 

In 1983, PCB-contaminated soils from the oil waste pit/stockpile 
inadvertantly were applied to more than 2 mi of roadway for the 
suppressive of dust emissions and for road maintenance. After 
completion of a comprehensive site investigation in 1985 designed to 
verify preliminary data and document the approximate extent of 
contamination, a risk assessment was conducted to evaluate potential 
exposure and effects of the PCBs on wildlife in the area. Based on the 
environmental risk assessment, cleanup levels of 12 ppm for roads and 
24 ppm for the compressor plant and waste oil pit areas were negotiated 
with the overseeing agency, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), and a number of other agencies also involved in the 
negotation process. 

One major problem associated with site remediation was the lack 
of qualified analytical support services within 1,500 mi of the site. If 
an off-site laboratory were chosen, significant costs for sample 
packaging, express shipping and quick tum-around of results would 
be incurred. The premium for quick tum-around (i.e., 24 hr) of results 
range from 150 % to 300 % more than the normal tum-around of results 
(approximately 2 wk) by a conventional analytical laboratory. 
Additionally, the inability of an off-site laboratory to meet a quick 
tum-around could delay the excavation process, thereby increasing the 
excavator's costs because of standby time. Additional factors considered 
included the need to accurately communicate vast quantities of data 
to the site and to review and validate QA/QC acceptance. A conventional 
~aboratory also is restricted by the number of samples it can process, 
its manpower resources and other competing demands. 

This paper presents an approach for mitigating PCB-contaminated 
soils wi~ the s~pport of field screening at an on-site mobile laboratory. 
An on-site mobile laboratory, as opposed to an off-site laboratory, offers 
many advan~es on a lar?e-scale PCB remediation project. A unique 
fe~ture of this approach ?s t~at the on-site mobile laboratory can be 
tailored to any configurat10n m order to meet the data quality objectives 
of th~ particular PCB mitigation project as well as the project's QA/QC 
reqmrements. 

Sample field screening by a shortened U.S. EPA method and sample 
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verification by an approved U.S. EPA method were the two functions 
of the on-site laboratory that satisfied the remedial data quality obj~ti~es 
of this project. Field screening was used to deliniate areas requmng 
excavation and/or reexcavation, while verification was performed to 
provide the USFWS with valid results which illustrated that the cleanup 
criteria were met. 

METHODOWGY 

Sampling Design 

Several U.S. EPA publications have presented guidelines for preparing 
plans for soil sampling1·>.J. All of these documents discuss statistical 
considerations when sampling soils and methods to calculate the 
numbers of samples and sampling locations. For a planned rem°':'al 
project, the recommended confidence limit is 95 % or better with 
analytical precision at JO% to 20 % , if possible2• 

The ideal mixture of a contaminant in soils would be its uniform 
distribution, represented by a "bell curve." However, natural variables 
exist in any soil system and should be accounted for when samplin~. 
The effects of these variables upon the statistical analysis of the s01l 
data can be reduced by dividing the sampling area into smaller, more 
homogeneous subareas. The objective of the sampling effort is to collect 
a prescribed number of samples needed to estimate at what point the 
appropriate cleanup level has been achieved. Therefore, relatively 
homogeneous subareas may require a smaller number of samples in 
order to satisfy the data quality objectives of the remediation. 

Systematic sampling is the preferred method for a PCB sampling 
design effort, due to the ease with which the method is implemented 
in the field and its efficiency in detecting residual zones of 
contamination3

• 

The subareas can be designed in a grid-like pattern to locate the 
sampling points once the number of samples has been determined. There 
are three formulae used to generate the minimum number of samples 
required to assure that mitigated areas are below the cleanup levels1J.•. 

Of the three formulae, the second formula, proposed by the USFWS, 
provides the highest minimum number of samples to be collected within 
a defined grid area•. The formula takes into account the small sample 
si7.e fur each discrete subarea to be mitigated and defines the total number 
of samples required to assure compliance with established cleanup level. 

By using the mean PCB concentration of the subarea and several 
statistically derived variables, the minimum number of samples that 
would be required in each subarea can be calculated according to the 
following formula: 

N = (t2)(s2) 

(a y) i 

(I) 

where N is the sample size required; t is the t-value obtained from a 
t-table at n-1 degrees of freedom using a two-tailed test; s2 is the 
variance or standard deviation squared; a is the accuracy desired in 
describing the mean; and y is the mean concentration in a group of 
n samples. 

Analytical Design 

The data quality objectives of this remediation required two levels 
of analytical uses. The first analytical level required the sensitivity to 
detect PCB contamination at or below the cleanup level of 12 ppm and 
required real-time determination of sample results. This screening tool 
was needed to accurately delineate areas of contamination requiring 
excavation, thereby reducing the unnecessary probability of excavating 
soils at concentrations below the cleanup level. The second analytical 
level was required to meet the USFWS criteria that an approved U.S. 
EPA method be followed to verify the cleanliness of the excavated areas. 
These results allowed the USFWS to approve the release of these areas 
as clean. Split sample were taken by the USFWS to ensure the quality 
of the verification samples. 

Using a conventional off-site laboratory, soils within a specified grid 
would be excavated to a predetermined depth based on the previous 
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data of a site investigation. The highest minimum number of samples 
(calculated by the above formula) would be collected, shipped to the 
laboratory by overnight courier and analyzed by the screen method the 
next day. A report of the results would be sent within 24 to 36 hrs. 
If the sample results were found to be above the .cleanup leve~, 
re-excavation would be required and the process of samplmg and analysJS 
repeated until the concentrations were below the cleanup level. Then 
samples could be analyzed by the U.S .. EPA ve?fica~ method. 

The excavation process followed for this remedial project proceeded 
similarity but much more rapidly and economically with the support 
of field screening. After the contaminated soils were excavated to a 
predetermined depth, unlimited samples withi°: the grid .were collected 
and screened by the on-site laboratory. ThJS samphng procedure 
provided a confidence limit of greater .~. 95% that -:ones .or 
contamination were sampled, therefore opturuzrng the sampling gnd. 
With an analytical precision and accuracy of20% an~ a ~?n limit 
of I ppm, the screening method met with data quality objectives for 
excavation to 12 ppm. Nearly real-time decisions were made to 
determine if re-excavation was required, and the process was repeated 
until the grid area was ready for resampling and analysis by the 
verification method, U.S. EPA Method 8080. 

By field screening on-site, the minimum number of samples req~ 
verification within the grid was calculated and sampled. Field screeruog 
of soil samples in the on-site mobile laboratory was performed at a 
rate of approximately 25 samples per man-day; this rate of analysis 
provided almost real-time data from the time of sample collection and 
allowed for effective management of the entire excavation process. 

Once the iterative process of excavation/sampling was completed and 
the screening sample results were less than or equaJ to the adjusted 
cleanup level, the verification sampling and analysis data were used 
by the USFWS to determine if the cleanup level was actually below 

SCREEN 

2gm SAMPLE 

1 00 ml METHANOL 

VORTEX 30 UC 

10 0 ml HEXANE 

VORTEX 1 min 
CENTRIFUGE 5 min 

TRANSFER 
5 ml EXTRACT 

EPA No 355018080 

30 gm SAMPLE 

10 gm SODIUM SUI.FATE 

100 ml. 1:1 MIXTURE 
ACETONE/METHYLENE CHLORIDE 

SOHICATE 3 min ANO FILTER. 
REPEAT TWO MORE TIMES 

PASS THROUGH DRYING COl.UUN; 
SODIUM SULFATE 

EVAPORATE IN KUOERNA 
DANISH CONCENTRATOR 

+I .0 ml CONC SULFURIC ACID 

SOLVENT EXCHANGE WITH 
I-OCTANE WHILE CONCENTRATlllG 

VORTEX I min WITH NITROGEN-EVAPORATOR 
CENTRIFUGE 10 min 

GC/ECD ANALYSIS 10 ml FINAL VOL.+ 20 ml 

CONC. SULFURIC ACID 

VORTEX I min 
CENTRIFUGE 10 min 

Figure I 
Extraction Procedures 

GC1ECD ANALYSIS 



12 ppm. The USFWS permitted only the use of U.S. EPA Method 8080 
results to determine if areas were completely remediated. 

Analytical Methods 

A modification of U.S. EPA Method 608 was developed to rapidly 
analyze soil samples. Figure 1 illustrates the modified extraction 
procedure. 

A 2-g portion of a soil sample was placed in a test tube and 1.0 mL 
of methanol added to assist in partitioning water moisture from the 
extraction solvent, hexane. The mixture was vortexed for 30 sec; then 
10.0 mL of hexane were added; the sample was vortexed for 1 min and 
certrifuged for 5 min. Approximately 5.0 mL of extract were transferred 
into a clean test tube and treated with 1.0 mL of concentrated sulfuric 
acid. This cleanup step essentially removed oil and chlorinated pesticide 
interferences5

• The mixture was vortexed for 1 min and separated by 
centrifuging for 10 min. 

The hexane layer then was injected onto a gas chromatograph (GC) 
with an electron capture detector (ECD) and quantified as the 
appropriate Aroclor based on retention times and relative peak height 
(area) intensities. A Shimadzu GC-Mini 2 equipped with a glass, 2m 
x 3mm, 1.5% SP-2100/1.95% SP-2401 on 100/120 mesh Supelcoport 
column and a Shimadzu Chromatopac CR-3A data processor were used 
on analyze for Aroclors. A second column, packed with 3 3 OV-1 on 
1001120 mesh Supelcoport, also was used for Aroclor identification when 
necessary. Redundant GC systems were available to increase productivity 
and provide a backup system if one GC failed. This feature was 
important when working in a remote location where instrument servicing 
was limited. The average analysis time for Aroclor-1248 on mixed-phase 
columns was approximately 15 min. 

The verification extraction and analysis procedure followed J].S. EPA 
Method 3550/80806

• Figure 1 provides a comparison of the 
verification procedure to the screening procedure. Modifications to the 
procedure consisted of sulfuric acid cleanup in place of Florisil, use 
of iso-octane as the final solvent rather than hexane and the final 
concentration step by nitrogen-evaporation instead of a micro-Snyder 
column. 

A larger portion of each soil sample (30 g) was taken and actively 
extracted by sonicating in a mixture of acetone and methylene chloride 
with sodium sulfate. This step was repeated two more times to assure 
that the sample was effectively extracted. Excess moisture was removed 
by passing the extract through a column of sodium sulfate used as the 
drying agent. The extract volume was reduced via a Kudema-Danish 
concentrator with iso-octane as the final extract solvent. Sulfuric acid 
was also used for the cleanup5 • The extract was similarly quantitated 
by GC/ECD analysis. 

The advantage of the field screening procedure were that less 
quantitative transfers were involved, thereby reducing analytical errors; 
extraction time was approximately four times faster than the standard 
method (approximately 25 screen samples could be processed versus 
six verification samples in an 8-hr day by one chemist); smaller volumes 
of waste extract and acid were generated, thereby reducing disposal 
costs; and minimal expendable materials were required, thereby lowering 
the cost per sample. 

Besides the obvious differences in extraction procedures and 
timeliness these methods also met different data quality objectives. 
The detectton limits were 1 ppm for the screening method and 0.15 ppm 
for U.S. EPA Method 3550/8080. In addition to the higher detection 
limits, the screening method may be less representative of the sample 
because of the smaller sample size and the resulting dependency on 
the homogeniety of the soil matrix. . . . 

The on-site mobile laboratory used on the PCB remediation project 
was designed to accommodate soil extractions using U.S. EPA Method 
3550/8080 and modified U.S. EPA Method 608 procedures as well as 
two GCs. Typically, up to two chemists per shift would work in the 
laboratory with a maximum of three shifts per day. Figure 2 shows the 
floor plan for the on-site laboratory which highlights three main areas: 
(1) a GC instrument room, (2) an extraction area and (3) a storage room 
(total area is 500 ft2). Utilities necessary for the laboratory were 
160 amp of 110-V electricity, water and heat/air conditioning. If only 

field screening were to be performed, approximately 250 ft2 would be 
adequate. 

RESULTS 

Figure 2 

EXHAUST FAN 

EPA 3550/8080 

----STORAGE ROOM-1 

0 5 = SCALE IN FEET 

On-Site Mobile Laboratory For PCB Analysis 

The results of the screening procedure were compared to the results 
of U.S. EPA Method 3550/8080 procedure used at the on-site mobile 
laboratory and to the results of the split samples analyzed at a USFWS 
laboratory. Data analysis by linear regression was used for the two 
comparison. Generally, a correlation coefficient of greater than 0.9 is 
classified as a good match between data sets and less than 0.7 a moderate 
fit7. The confidence limits that apply to the whole regression line for 
screening data are estimated at single values of the U.S. EPA method 
or USFWS split sample data7

• Figures 3 and 4 present graphs of these 
regression analyses, using the screening data results from the on-site 
mobile laboratory as the independent variable on the y-axis and U.S. 
EPA Method 8080 (performed by on-site mobile laboratory) and 
USFWS method results as the dependent variable on the x-axis. 
Confidence bands, or limits, of 95 3 are shown as two branches of a 
hyperbola to predict the variability of screening data compared to a 
given EPA/USFWS method result. 
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Figure 3 
Screen vs. EPA 8080, ppm AR-1248 (Y=0.67+0.94 X) 

In Figure 3, the results of 55 samples, analyzed for screening 
(modified U.S. EPA Method 608) and for verificaton (U.S. EPA Method 
808), with concentration ranges between 0.42 and 25 ppm Aroclor-1248, 
have a correlation coefficient of 0.883. The regression analysis is 
considered statistically significant at the 95 3 confidence limit. The 
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Figure 4 
Screen vs. USFWS 8080, ppm AR-1248 (Y=2.39+0.69 X) 

narrow width of the confidence bands shows that the varibility of the 
screeing data from the on-site mobile laboratory is samll compared to 
the verification sample data analyzed by U.S. EPA Method 8080. The 
equation of the regression line also indicates a slope ratio of nearly 
unity (slope = 0. 94) and the y-axis intercept close to i.ero (intercept 
= 0.67 ppm). 

Screening results of 20 samples from the on-site mobile laboratory 
correlate similarily with the USFWS results shown in Figure 4, with 
a correlation coefficient of 0.817 in the concentraton range of 0.6 to 23 
ppm A.roclor-1248. The regression line did not fit as well as in Figure 3, 
with a slope of0.69 and an intercept of 2.39. The data pairs in Figure 4 
are not statistically significant at the 95 % confidence limit; however, 
the data pairs are significant at a 90% confidence limit. This result 
is indicated by the wider confidence bands bordering the regression 
line. The statistics may be improved by increasing the sample sii.e of 
paired data sets greater than 22. 

These correlations indicate that the results of the screening method 
agree with those of U.S. EPA Method 8080 at less than 25 ppm 
Aroclor-1248, as do the results from an independent laboratory fo the 
USFWS. Data points outside the 95 % confidence bands may be due 
to sample heterogeneity, grain sii.e variability and the original content 
of the PCBs in the oily gravel applied to the roads. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A combination of screening and verification analyses at an on-site 
mobile laboratory has been shown to be a useful tool for a 
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multimillion-dollar remedial project. Over 16,000 soil samples were 
analyzed, of which 14,200 samples were screened and 2,500 samples 
used to verify the effectiveness of remediation. 

Approximately 80,000 tons of soil were excavated during the 
remediation. Based on a senario that an additional 5 % of the soils below 
the cleanup level would have been excavated if an off-site laboratory 
were used and assuming a rate of $190 per ton for excavation, standby 
time and treatment costs, approximately ~60,000 in excavation and 
treatment costs probably were saved. 

The estimated cost savings for analytical services of the on-site 
laboratory were approximately $580,000. This estimate was based on 
the assumption that remote laboratory analytical fees would be $50 per 
screen sample and $350 per verification sample, including express 
shipping and a 24-hr tum-around of results. Considering operating costs 
of the on-site mobile laboratory other than capital expenses for 
instruments and equipment, sample unit costs were approximately $40 
per screening sample and $175 per verification sample, based on a 
tum-around time of results of 25 screen and six verification samples 
in 8 man-hours. 

The remedial technique of field screening soil samples at an on-site 
laboratory with the additional capabilities of U.S. EPA-approved 
verification analyses has been demonstrated to be economical and 
provide valid analytical results in approximately real-time. The large 
number of samples processed through the on-site laboratory has also 
resulted in significant cost per sample savings, when compared with 
the costs of a remote laboratory. 
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ABSTRACT 

Prior to implementing on-site bioremediation for polynuclear aromatic 
hydrocarbon (PAH) contaminated soils, the soil-based detoxification 
and degradation of hazardous constituents in the waste should be 
evaluated. Treatability studies combined with site-specific characteri
zation can be used to obtain specific information, including migration 
potential, chemical partitioning among soil-waste fractions, treatment 
efficiencies and approaches to enhancing treatment. 

As well as presenting an approach, this paper presents results in which 
information from an array of bioassays have been combined with in
formation about fate mechanisms; together, these techniques will enable 
the evaluation of the extent of detoxification and degradation of 
hazardous constituents in soil systems. 

The approach consisted of three phases. Phase one was designed to 
determine the degradation rate and extent of the radiolabeled portion 
of selected PAHs. Phase two involved monitoring the radiolabel and 
toxicity of aqueous extracts of soil to estimate partitioning of parent 
compound and metabolites into the water fractions. Phase three encom
passed the evaluation of the soil solid fraction, including the tendency 
of PAHs to become progressively more associated with the solid phase 
(humic material). The framework described in this paper provides an 
approach, based upon integrated chemical and bioassay evaluations, 
for assessing management options at uncontrolled, PAH-contaminated 
waste sites. 

INTRODUCTION 

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) include a group of organic 
pollutants that are of critical concern to public health and the environ
ment because of their potential carcinogenicity, environmental persis
tence, high bioaccumulation and low removal efficiency in traditional 
wastewater treatment processes'. PAHs have been identified in soils 
and groundwater at uncontrolled disposal sites, including wood 
preserving, petroleum, oily wastes and coal gasification sites2

•
3
•
4 On

site biological remediation of soil contaminated with PAHs is a treat
ment technology that provides permanent cleanup as encouraged by 
the U.S. EPA for implementation of SARA. 

Prior to implementing on-site biological remediation technology for 
PAH-contamined soil, the potential for the contaminated system to 
accomplish detoxification and degradation of hazardous constituents 
present in the waste should be evaluated. Treatability studies, combined 
with site-specific characterization, can be used to: (1) determine migra
tion potential at the site, (2) correlate chemical disappearance with 
changes in bioassay response, (3) evaluate treatment efficiencies under 
different experimental conditions, and (4) evaluate approaches for 
enhancing treatment. 

Treatment of PAH-contaminated soil generally has been reported in 

terms of the decreasing PAH concentration over time5
•
6

•
7
•
8
•
9

• Typically, 
soil samples are taken from a field site or laboratory microcosm and 
extracted with a solvent. The concentration of PAH compounds in the 
solvent extract is measured using gas or liquid chromatography. The 
change in concentration of a PAH compound over time often is used 
to calculate a rate of decrease in the concentration of PAH compound 
in soil. The rate of PAH compound decrease can be used to estimate 
time requirements for remediation of soil and to attain target cleanup 
levels. Also, the effects of environmental factors (such as temperature, 
moisture and ph) on treatment rate can be estimated. 

Additional information concerning mechanisms by which PAH com
pounds interact with a soil environment is necessary to understand 
whether a compound is tranferred from one soil phase to another or 
is chemically altered so that the properties of the parent compound are 
changed. To evaluate the behavior of PAH compounds in contaminated 
soil systems, the compound distribution among the physical phases that 
comprise a soil system must be measured. For monitoring the poten
tial environmental and public health impact of intermediate products, 
the water soluble toxicity must be determined. 

This paper presents an approach as well as specific results in which 
information from an array of bioassays have been combined with 
information concerning fate mechanisms to evaluate the extent of both 
detoxification and degradation of hazardous constituents in soil systems 
and to characterize the toxicity of potential leachates. 

MATERIALS 

Chemicals 

Radiolabeled [14C] benzo(a)pyrene [B(a)P] was obtained from 
Chemsyn Laboratories (Lenexa, Kansas) through the National Cancer 
Institute (NCI). 14C labeled pyrene was supplied by Dr. Ingeborg 
Bossert, Texaco (Beacon, New York). Unlabeled B(a)P and pyrene were 
purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, Missouri). Algal metabolite 
standards-benzo(a)pyrene-trans-9,10-dihydrodiol, 11,12-dihydrodiol, 
11,12-dione and 1,6-dione-were obtained from the Midwest Research 
Institute through the NCI. Standard chemicals were dissolved in ethy
lene glycol monomethyl ether (EGME) so that the EGME concentra
tion did not exceed 0.1 mL/L diluent'° 

Propylene oxide was used to sterilize control microcosms by fumi
gation in an airtight hood. Sterilization was checked by plating 1 mL 
and 0.5 mL from a 1 g. :lOmL distilled, deionized water suspension 
of soil from the controls on nutrient agar and tryptic soy agar plates 
and by GC analysis of the flash headspace for CO . 

Scintillation cocktails, Ready-Safe™ and Ready-Gel~M were purchased 
from Beckman Instruments (Fullerton, California). 

McLaurin soil samples from the Wiggins, Mississippi site were sup-
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plied by Dr. Gary McGinnis, Mississippi State University, Forest 
Products Utilization Laboratory (Mississippi), and were characterized 
by the Utah State Soil Science Laboratory, Utah State University (Logan. 
Utah). 

Biota 

Daphnia pule.x were purchased from Carolina Bio!ogical, collected 
locally and identified by Edmundo Moreno, Fisheries and Wildlife 
Department, Utah State University. Daphnids were maintained in water 
collected from the Logan River, Utah. The nver water was analyzed 
for organic contaminants by HPLC. 

Selanastrum capricomutum were supplied by Linda Abbott, Biology 
Department, Utah State University, and cultured in our laboratory 
according the procedure described by Miller, et al" 

Glassware 

Flasks used for microcosms (I Ll were purchased from VWR Scien
tific (Salt Lake City, Utah) and were washed, rinsed three times with 
distilled, deionized water (DDW), rinsed with methylene chloride and 
placed in a muffle furnace for I hr at 500 °C. 

Beakers, flasks and aquaria used in toxicity and bioaccumulation tesl~ 
were washed with soap and water, rinsed with DDW, then rinsed sequen
tially with a 10% HCl solution and a saturated solution of sodium 
carbonate; then, they were rinsed five times with tap water and five 
times with DDW and dried at 50°C. 

Equipment 

Soil and leachate samples were analyzed by the Microtox,.... bioassay 
according to the procedure in the Beckman Microtox,.... System Operating 
Manualu·". 

Soil samples, the insoluble humin and the humic-fulvic fractions, 
were combusted in 0

1 
using a Harvey Biological Material Oxidizer 

with the evolved col collected in an ethanolamine-methanol
scintillation cocktail mixture. 

Chemical extraction of soil samples was done according to the tis
sumizer homogenization system of Coover, et al .. , using a Tekmar 
(Cincinnati, Ohio) Model SIJT-1810 motor, Model SIJT-l82EN shaft and 
generator assembly and Model TR-lO speed controller. 

Water samples generated from the water extraction were extracted 
from Sep-Pak® C

11 
columns (Waters Association, Milford, Mas

sachusetts). 
Evolved 14C0

2 
from the combustion of samples and portions of the 

leacheate, Sep Pak eluates and organic solvent extracts were counted 
in a Beckman LSliUl Liquid scintillation counter (Beckman Instruments, 
Fullerton, California). 

Algal, daphnid and fish test cultures were incubated under GE-40 
gold flourescent lights, and each soil microcosm was wrapped in black 
plastic to avoid photo-oxidation'5 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The flowchart (Fig. I) provides an overview of the experimental 
design and illustrates the three phases of this study. 

The objective of Phase I was to determine the rate and extent of degra
dation of the labeled portion of two specific PAHs. Phase I involved 
incubation of material, collection of the carbon dioxide evolved and 
any volatilized chemical, and extraction of soil subsample.~ through time. 

Phase 2 involved liquid scintillation counting of the phase samples 
and toxicity testing of the aqueous extract. Results were used to esti
mate the rate and extent of partitioning of parent compounds and their 
metabolites into the water phase and to evaluate the toxicity of the 
generated leachate. 

Phase 3 involved non-polar chemical and acid/base-neutral (humic 
material) extractions of the solid fractions of the sub-samples to deter
mine the partitioning of the chemicals and the toxicity of the solid 
fraction. 

METHODS 

Phase I 

One gram of the unlabeled chemicals, (B(a)P and pyrene, was dis-
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Figure I 
Flow Chart For AnaJyt1cal Procedure 

solved in a flask in ethylene glycol monomethyl ether, spiked with 
labeled compound ( ==µ.Ci/flask) and added in small increments to n> 
g of the vadose zone soil in the appropriate flasks; after each addition 
of chemicals, the soil was mixed thoroughly. 

At each sampling, I g and iU g soil subsamples were taken. and the 
flasks were stoppered and returned to the incubation box. The 1-g sample 
was used to estimate immobilized "C through autooxidation. Evolved 
C0

1
, collected in a solvent trap, \\;JS assayed for 14/c by liquid scintil

lation (LS). The 70-g soil ,sample was tumbled for 24 hr with DDW 
(4 x soil weight) to estimate water soluble organics. 

Phase 2 
Supernatant generated in Phase I was divided into several portions 

for counting by LS, Microtox testing and use in the daphnid toxicity 
testing. The remaining supernatant was extracted using Sep-Pak@ C-18 
columns. 

Phase 3 

Sediment extracts were analyzed by reverse phase LC, using a gradient 
mobile phase progran1 consisting of 2 min isocratic elution with 4-0% 
acetonitrile in water followed by l5 min linear gradient to 100% acetoni
trile at a flow rate of 2 ml.Jmin. Analytes can be detected at a wavelength 
of 254 nm .. 

After chemical extraction, the sediment was allowed to air dry. One 
gram samples were taken and combusted. The remaining sediment \WS 

extracted using the Skujins and Richardson"' method. 
The insoluble (humin) portion was combusted in the Harvey Bio

logical Combuster, and the carbon dioxide evolved was collected in 
an ethanolamine:methanol:scintillation cocktail trap and counted by LS. 

Statistical Methods 

Statistical methods were used to evaluate the hypotheses stated in this 
study. These methods assisted in detennining the reliability of measure
ments, estimating PAH compound degradation rates., determining the 
significance of differences between replicates and evaluating treatments 
for individual compounds. 



One-way analysis of variance and the Duncan's multiple range test 
were used to evaluate differences in concentrations of PAH compounds 
between sampling times. Multiple-way analysis of variance was used 
to determine the effects of methane as a growth substrate and the differ
ence of PAH degradation between the singly applied chemical and the 
creosote waste. 

All statistical procedures were performed using the SPSS compu
terized statistical package (SPSS, Inc. , 1986). 

Results 

Results from Phase I demonstrate that the percent recovery of the 
radiolabel by chemical means was dependent on the chemical species, 
polarity of solvent and time spent in soil. Through radiolabel (14C) 
mass balances over all sample fractions, it was determined that 99 % 
of the radiolabel remained associated with the soil. Actual minerali
zation ofB(a)P and pyrene systems was insignificant over the duration 
of this study. However, significant differences in sterile and nonsterile 
labeled carbon dioxide were observed for both chemicals. 

Phase I results of aqueous extractions of the soil suggested that the 
radiolabel associated with the aqueous fraction increased over time. 
Subsequent extraction of the water soluble fraction with methanol and 
methylene chloride showed an increase in the amount oflabel associated 
with methanol, while the amount of radiolabel associated with the 
methylene chloride fraction remained constant (Figs. 2 and 3). The same 
trend was observed in the sterile controls, although the total amount 
of activity was greatest in the polar solvent from the nonsterile sys
tems (Figs. 4 and 5). These effects suggest that the initial transforma
tions of the PAH compounds result in the generation of more polar 
intermediate compounds which prefer the methanol solvent. The total 
radiolabel associated with aqueous phase averaged approximately 1 % 
at each sampling, with the majority of label found in the methanol eluate. 
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Figure 2 
Distribution of Radiolabel in Water and 

Water Fraction Extracts 

Up to 100 days, the toxicity resulting from the introduction of both 
B(a)P and pyrene to soil microcosms was low. This result was not sur
prising given the fact that the amount of radiolabel associated with the 
water soluble fraction was insignificant. An increase in radiolabel con
centration in the water soluble fraction at 100-day incubation resulted 
in a simultaneous increase in toxicity as indicated by both the Microtox™ 
and daphnid toxicity tests. This toxicity remained constant through 130 
days with continued incubation, showing no apparent decrease in toxic 
levels. 

In Phase ill, the partitioning of the radiolabel i.nto methylene chloride 
soil extracts decreased with time. The percent of radiolabel in the B(a)P 
study associated with the soil fractions was higher than the precent of 
radiolabel in the pyrene study. This result also was not surprising given 
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the greater insolubility of B(a)P compared to pyrene. With a decrease 
in the amount of radiolabel in the methylene chloride extracts, there 
was an increase in the radiolabel found associated with the sediment. 

Further evaluation of the sediment with acid/base extraction pro
cedures indicated that approximately 75 % of the label contained in the 
sediment was associated with the inorganic fraction while 25 % was 
found associated with the organic fraction. 

DISCUSSION 

The conclusions from this study can only be interpreted for the par
ticular soil used. Soil used in this study was McLauren sandy loam 
from a Mississippi hazardous waste site and was acidic (ph ""5.4) with 
very little organic carbon content ( <0.5%). Soils with more organic 
carbon (e.g., humus) may show larger increases of radiolabel concen
tration in acid/base extractions. The vermiculite clay in this soil does 
not hydrate easily, nor does it have the absorption properties of other 
clays, such as montmorillinite. Soils with hydratable clays should show 
a greater affinity for chemicals which would influence the rate of dis
appearance of the parent compound. 

Through capture of evolved radiolabeled carbon dioxide, minerali
zation ofB(a)P and pyrene was demonstrated to occur albeit at extremely 
slow rates. 

Increase toxicity from the water extract together with the greater 
amounts of radiolabel in the methanol eluate compared to methylene 
chloride eluate suggests formation of oxidized intermediates or by
products. Identification of the polar intermediates is being evaluated 
through HPLC fractionation and GC/MS spectrometry. 

The increase in partitioning of radiolabel into the acid/base-extracted 
fractions suggests adsorption of the parent compound and/or transfor
mation products on inorganic and organic soil fractions. This result 
also implies the possible increase in number of ionizable functional 
groups causing chemical coupling or polymerization (e.g., humifica
tion) which renders the radiolabel immobile. Increased association of 
the radiolabel with the organic fraction over time suggests that the 
kinetics of humification and/or absorption of the organic contaminant 
may be an important factor to consider when developing detoxification 
measures for polluted soils. Results from the comparison of sterile vs. 
nonsterile microcosms suggest that immobilization as well as humifi
cation may be mediated abiotically and biotically. 

An important observation from this study is that half-lives of chemi
cals in soil determined by chemical extractions should not be confused 
with biodegradation or mineralization. Without further investigation 
into the actual fate of the chemical in the extraction sediments, including 
a complete mass balance analysis, complete detoxification cannot be 
properly evaluated. 

Further investigation of abiotic and biotic reactions of soil with chemi
cal components describing the nature of the adsorption mechanisms 
needs to be performed. This information can then be correlated with 
the chemical or physical characteristics of soils. 

Site-specific, soil characteristic studies must be conducted if we are 
to successfully detoxify the many hazardous waste sites located in the 
United States. Due to the different localities, types of soil, weather con
ditions, etc., site-specific information should be considered when evalua
ting detoxification approaches. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Association of the chemical with the inorganic fraction was a dominant 
partitioning process. This reaction could account for the largest decrease 
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in concentration of label to the methylene chloride extract. Despite the 
large amounts of inorganically associated label, there were significant 
amounts of the radiolabel associated with the organic fraction. The 
primary mechanisms of disappearance of the parent compound appeared 
to include partial chemical oxidations together with adsorption of com
pounds to spoil components. 
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ABSTRACT 

During the ground preparation for the construction of a building, 
buried drums were encountered and the construction was halted. Geo
physical techniques were used to rapidly delineate the location and extent 
of the hurried waste. The results of the geophysical survey were used 
immediately to direct waste excavation. 

The primary objective of this paper is to compare two surface geo
physical techniques, an electromagnetic conductivity meter (Geonics 
EM-31) and a proton precession magnetometer (Geometrics 856A), and 
their use at a hazardous waste site. The instrument responses were com
pared using statistics. Combined responses lead to an improved interpre
tation of the subsurface. The EM-31 was less affected by man-made 
surface features. 

This paper compares the anomalies seen in the geophysical data with 
field-verified physical and chemical features. The intent is to help the 
reader determine which instrument to use, given knowledge of the field 
conditions, and to aid in interpretation of anomalies. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents the results of a surface geophysical investigation 
at a hazardous waste site. All geophysical anomalies suspected of corres
ponding to buried waste were investigated directly with excavation equip
ment. Verification trenching was conducted in non-anomalous areas. 
This direct investigation of the anomalous and non-anomalous areas, 
along with a thorough analysis of the anomalies created by man-made 
and geologic features, provided the authors a unique opportunity to 
evaluate fully the effectiveness of the geophysical techniques used . 

The surface geophysical techniques used to delineate buried paint 
and paint process waste were an electromagnetic (EM) terrain conduc
tivity meter (Geonics EM-31) and a proton precession magnetometer 
(Geometrics G856). Preceding the survey, historic aerial photos were 
gathered and employee interviews were conducted to determine the 
approximate locations of the waste pits and gain an understanding of 
the burial practices employed on-site. This information was used to iden
tify patterns in the former disposal practices that could be used to define 
the investigation boundaries and estimate the probable size and depth 
of the waste disposal area(s). 

It is a common practice to use several geophysical techniques to inves
tigate the subsurface. Neev 1 used electromagnetics and a magne
tometer to do preliminary site investigations looking for buried ordnance. 
McGuinness2 used ground penetrating radar and magnetometer tech
niques to locate buried drums. Benson3 suggests that a combination of 
techniques will aid in the interpretation of the data. 

The objective of this paper is to compare the EM and magnetometer 
responses to buried waste and other anomalous cultural and geologic 
features at the site. Although both instruments are used widely in geo-

physical investigations, their result have not often been compared. 
It became very important to show that the geophysical data were useful 

in delineating areas where no waste burial had occurred because the 
area being investigated was the future site of a 250,000-ft2 building. 
Backhoe trenching operations generated information to verify these data. 
The verification trenching provided a high level of confidence in the 
geophysical data, suggesting that all of the buried waste pits had been 
found and removed. In light of this confidence, the state environmental 
agency involved approved the placement of the building over the site. 

BACKGROUND 

When a manufacturing company began ground-clearing for its new 
warehouse, a bulldozer doing surface leveling encountered some shaJJow 
buried waste. The company's environmental manager halted the con
struction work and hired Metcalf & Eddy, Inc. to locate and charac
terize the waste and coordinate its removal and proper disposal. 

Through initial soil sampling, employee interviews and the review 
of historical aerial photographs, it was determined that the waste was 
the result of former disposal practices used by the company from 1961 
through 1979 (just prior to the enactment of RCRA). 

Paint process wastes generated prior to 1980 were disposed of on
site. It is unclear whether these paint wastes, which include ashes, 
solvents, charred timbers, scrap metal and buffing pads, were disposed 
of in burial pits after being burned in an on-site incinerator, or whether 

Fig. I 
1m Aerial Photograph 
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the waste was set on fire after being placed in the pits. A 1973 aerial 
photograph (Fig. I) shows the rough outlines of three small pond-like 
areas with a road leading from the manufacturing facility. The photo
graph gave an indication of the probable dimensions and locations of 
the waste pits in 1973. Although this was just one point in time. and 
there was no way of knowing exactly how representative this photo
graph was, it does suggest a systematic process of waste disposal. This 
w.i~ valuable information for the design of the investigation. 

The topography is extremely flat, with less than 2 ft. elevation change 
across the site. An initial review of the geological literature suggests 
that the site is underlain by approximately 10 ft. of glacial till over more 
than 300 ft. of shale. Groundwater occurs in fractures and other perme
able zones in the shale. 

Site leveling and landscaping associated with a building expansion 
in 1980 had erased any surface evidence of the waste pits, as seen in 
the 1973 aerial photograph. Because the bedrock was so near the surface 
(approximately 10 ft.) and because of comments about the disposal prac
tices from long-time employees, it was believed that the waste was buried 
in very shallow pits. The aerial photographs suggested that the size of 
the waste pits was on the order of 10 by ~Oft. to as much as 50 by 60 ft. 

Employee interviews and a review of the manufacturing and painting 
operations prior to 1980 (when on-site waste disposal was active) were 
used to estimate the physical and chemical characteristics of the former 
wastes. 

Description of Equipment 

Benson' presents a methodology for deciding which geophysical 
technique is appropriate based on site conditions. Based on the evidence 
presented above, a decision was made to use a shallow electromagnetic 
technique and a magnetometer to locate the buried waste. 

A brief description of the basic theory and use of the Geonics EM-31 
electromagnetic conductivity meter and the Geometrics 856A proton 
precession magnetometer follows. 

Electromagnetic techniques measure the terrain conductivity by 
imparting an alternating current to a transmitter coil placed on or near 
the earth's surface'. The current passing through the transmitter coil 
produces a magnetic field, which in turn induces small currents in the 
underlying strata. Currents within the strata produce a secondary mag
netic field, which is sensed by a receiver coil. It has been shown that 
the ratio of the electromagnetic field detected by the receiver coil to 
the electromagnetic field produced by the transmitter coil is directly 
proportional to terrain conductivity. This allows terrain conductivity 
to be read directly from the instrument in millirnhos per meter 
(mmhos/m). 

The terrain conductivity value read by the instrument is an average 
conductivity over the effective depth of the survey. The effective depth 
is determined by the intercoil spacing (i.e., distance between the trans
mitting and receiving coils) used in the survey. The Geonics EM-31 
electromagnetic terrain conductivity meter was used at this site. It has 
an intercoil spacing (distance between receiver coil and transmitter coil) 
of 3.66 m and an effective depth of approximately 6m. 

A proton precession magnetometer, such as the Geometrics G-856A 
ponable proton magnetometer used at this site, utilizes the precession 
of spinning protons or nuclei of the hydrogen atom in a hydrocarbon 
fluid to measure the total magnetic intensity6. The spinning protons in 
the fluid behave as small, spinning magnetic dipoles. These magneb 
are aligned or polarized temporarily by the application of a uniform 
magnetic field generated by a current in a coil of wire in the G-856A. 
The precessing protons then generate a small signal in the same coil 
used to polarize them. This signal has a frequency that is precisely 
proportional to the total magnetic field intensity and independent of 
the orientation of the magnetometer. The proportionality constant, which 
relates frequency-to-field intensity, is the atomic constant, the gyromag
netic ratio of the proton. The precession frequency is measured by digital 
counters as the absolute value of the total magnetic field intensity with 
an accuracy of I gamma in the earth's field of approximately 50,000 
gammas. 

The total magnetic field intensity, as measured by the proton 
magnetometer, can be looked upon as the magnitude of the earth's field 
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vector, independent of its direction. Local disturbances, as might oc
cur near buried metal objects, will add to the earth's magnetic field 
in the usual manner of vector addition. The local disturbances leave 
signatures (anomalies) in the data that can be very useful for locating 
buried metal objects. 

Limitations in the use of the instrument come about when local large 
magnetic anomalies that are not the target of the investigation distort 
the signal greater than the targeted anomaly, effectively masking the 
target anomaly. This problem is common when magnetometer surveys 
are conducted near buildings, power lines. underground pipelines, etc. 

Multiple techniques can be used with the EM, including vertical vs. 
horizontal dipole, profiling and phasing.' Magnetic gradient measure
ments can be taken with the magnetometer.• None of these techniques 
were used since the additional information they would have provided 
was not necessary for this particular site. However, these applications 
may be very u,cful cl~cwhere. 

COLLECTIO~ OF DATA 

The aerial photograph (Fig. I) indicates three areas of possible waste 
disposal. The fiN geophysical survey was made over a 200 x 400 ft. 
area covering the locatiom of the suspected areas and conducted on 
evenly spaced 20 ft. grids running north and south parallel to the existing 
building. 

After the grids were set up. the instrumenL~ were calibrated and data 
were collected on every node. Terrain conductivity readings using the 
EM-31 were made in a north-south and east-west orientation over each 
node. The differences in readings at a node were later used as an addi
tional criterion for determining anomalies. The readings were observed 
when walking between nodes, and any changes of over 5 mmhos/m 
dictated collecting mid-node reading~. Total field magnetic intensity 
readings were made at each node using the Geometrics 856A proton 
precession magnetometer. 

Following the initial survey, the grid was expanded to 400 x 700 ft. 
to collect data over the entire area on which the new building was to 
be built. 

PRESENTATIO'."I OF DATA 

This section presents the data collected with the EM and magne
tometer. Figures ~ and 3 show topographic contour maps of the data 
from the EM and the magnetometer (entire 400 x 'm ft. survey). Note 
that magnetometer data in Figure 3 show a decrease in intensity on 
the eastern edge. This decrease is due to the magnetic properties of 
the steel-frame building that is 50 ft east of the survey area. 

Building Anomaly cornet.ion 

The magnetometer anomaly caused by the steel-framed warehouse 
50 ft. from the eastern edge of the survey area can be modeled. Because 
the southern half ,,f the survey was relatively free of anomalies (except 
for the building), the effect of the building can be calculated. Taking 
the average of each north-south line in the southern half of the survey 
(0 to 300 ft north) and comparing these values to the average values 
for the western pan of the survey, the change due to the building is 
determined. 

Figure 4 is an x-y graph showing the deviation in gammas versus 
the distance from the building. The actual deviation as well as the 
modeled theoretical deviation are shown. The modeled deviation treats 
the building as a series of monopoles and varies as the inverse square 
of the distance from the source (i.e., l/r)•. Now the building anomaly 
(900 gammas at the eastern-most edge) can be subtracted from the raw 
data and the data re-analyzed. The replotted magnetometer data are 
shown in Figure 5. 

Defining Anomalies Using StBtistics 

The geophysical anomalies were defined using a simple statistical 
approach. The data were resolved hy taking the average and standard 
deviation of the population and then considering as anomalous any data 
points outside plus or minus one standard deviation from the mean. 
This approach was intended to remove the subjective nature of deciding 
what is anomalous and assumes that the background readings, including 
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noise, fall inside one standard deviation and that the anomalous readings 
fall outside that range. The success of this approach is discussed later. 

Analyzing the 762 data readings collected on the magnetometer survey, 
the mean was 55,408 gammas, with a range from 53,380 to 56,361 and 
a standard deviation of 254 gammas. Using the approach mentioned 
above, an anomaly would have to be more than 250 gammas to be dis
tinguished. 

Statistical analysis was performed on the modified readings that 
accounted for the building anomaly (values plotted in Figure 5). Using 
this approach, the mean is 55,529 with a standard deviation of 148 
gammas. Based on this approach, any variation over 150 gammas was 
considered an anomaly. This second set of statistics was used in this 
paper. 

EM Statistics 

The same statistical approach can be used with the EM data as the 
magnetometer. Using all the data, the mean was 24.6 mmhos/m with 
a range from 0 to 69 and a standard deviation of 12 mmhos/m. 

As with the magnetometer data, the desire is to determine the changes 
from the surroundings rather than the absolute readings. As seen in 
Figure 2, the values of conductivity are of two distinct levels; in the 
30 range in the northern section and in the teens in the southern section. 
The transition between these two levels occurs at between 350 and 450 ft 
north on the grid. 

Upon further investigation of the geotechnical borings gathered during 
the building design, a change in depth to bedrock was noted. Figure 6 
shows the depth to bedrock along a north-south section of the site and 
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Conductivity Change Due to Geological Structure 

the corresponding average EM readings. The northern section is 7 to 
IO ft to bedrock; the middle section is approximately 15 ft and the 
southern section did not encounter bedrock in the first 30 ft. 

Recall that the depth of investigation of the EM-31 is approximately 
18 ft. The EM-31 in the northern section was responding to a two-layer 
system of glacial till and shale, and the southern section was responding 
to only the till. Because the fractured shale has a higher conductivity, 
a higher reading in the north resulted. 
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With this observation in mind, the EM data were separated into hiWl 
sections prior to statistical analysis (as northern and southern segments). 

Sta1istical Analysis of EM lJaJa (mmho1!m} 
Area Mean Ronge Standard Devialion 

Southern 
Northern 

15.3 0 " Tl 
35.6 0-69 

3.3 
9.6 

Using this approach, two criteria arise for determining an 
anomaly: greater than 4 mmhos/m in the southern section and 
greater than 10 mmhos/m in the northern. 

Absolute Difference Approach With the EM-31 

It is very likely that the waste in the burial pits was placed 
randomly and of varying conductance. Therefore, electrical con
ductivity readings from varying directional orientations of the 
EM-31 could have different values. 

Figure 7 is a plot of the absolute value of the difference in 
EM conductivity from the north-south and east-west orientations. 
This method identified all of the anomalies related to buried 
waste, plus additional responses to subsurface features. 
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Applying statistics to this set of data yields an average value of l.2 
mmhos/m, with conductivity differences ranging from O to 30 mmhos/m 
and a standard deviation of 2.1 mmhos/m. 

Man-Made Anomalous Features 

There were three man-made surface features on this site that created 
anomalies in the geophysical data (Figs 8 and 9): the building, a trailer 
on-site for personnel decontamination and a paved road. 
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The building had a large impact on the magnetometer data, even 
though the survey never got closer than 50 ft to the building. The 
building had no significant anomalous effect on the EM data. 

The decontamination trailer was located on the northern edge of the 
site. The trailer had a steel frame, aluminum body and dimensions of 
10 x 25 x 10 ft (high). Anomalous values were seen in both the EM 
and magnetometer data due to this feature, although the effect on the 
EM was only at one point (this point, 700 north - 360 east, was not 
used in the analysis of the EM data). The trailer created an anomalous 
feature in the magnetometer data that extended up to 60 ft radially (Fig. 
ll), but did not affect the resolution of other anomalies. 

The blacktop road (Fig.11), given the accuracy of the magnetometer 
data and its close proximity to another anomalous feature (the building), 
had no distinguishable impact on the magnetic data. The effect of the 
road on the EM data was fairly uniform and consisted of elevated con
ductivity values of 6 to 8 mmhos/m. 

Several other anomalies identified by the data are shown and labeled 
A through K on Figures 8, 9 and 10. Since all the anomalies related 
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to known man-made surface features have been identified and delineated, 
these labeled anomalies represent subsurface features with electro
magnetic or magnetic properties significantly different from ambient 
conditions. 

INTERPRETATION AND VERIFICATION OF ANOMALIES 

All of these anomalies (A through K on Figures 8, 9 and 10) were 
then investigated directly by excavating the waste and digging additional 
confirmation trenches with a backhoe. Buried waste was removed to 
a temporary storage pad away from the proposed building site. Borings, 
both from a geotechnical investigation for the building site and from 
monitoring well installations, supplied additional correlative data. 

The waste excavation, verification trenches and soil borings created 
a unique opportunity for the authors to compare each geophysical 
instrument's response to anomalous features at a hazardous waste site. 

Figure II outlines excavated waste pits, verification trenches and soil 
borings with respect to the geophysical anomalies. The waste pit exca
vations shown in Figure ll include the excavation of natural soils under 
and around the waste pits that had been contaminated by an organic 
leachate from the pits. The actual dimensions of the waste pits are some
what less than shown. This organic leachate was not detected by the 
geophysical instruments. 

Table 1 summarizes each geophysical anomaly detected. Included 
in the table are a physical description of what was found during exca
vation and trenching, the maximum instrument responses of each tech
nique in re~ation to surrounding values and whether these responses 
were sufficient to be called an anomaly ( > 1 standard deviation above 
the surrounding values). 
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All these techniques detected the waste pits (Anomalies A to E). but 
each instrument also responded to additional surface and subsurface 
features. The EM readings also detected ~ natural subsurface features 
(bedrock slope and subsurface tree roots). Thking the difference between 
EM orientations at a node eliminated these two, but detected two addi
tional features (concrete slab and surface material). The magnetome
ter was not affected by the natural subsurface features and the smaller 
man-made features, but it was highly affected by the nearby building. 
Each instrument was "fooled" by extraneous geologic or man-made 
features, but had a high correlation in detecting waste when all three 
techniques detected an anomaly. 

Figure 12 shows the geophysical properties of anomalies detected and 
also highlights the anomalies where buried waste was found. The wastes 
detected were either ferromagnetic (responded to magnetometer), 
possessed a significantly different conductivity value than background 
(responded to EM reading) or were heterogeneous (responded to EM 
orientation). Using the multiple property approach yielded a much 
higher success at predicting where the buried waste was located. The 
only feature that "fooled" all three techniques was the buried tin 
building, which coincidentally possessed the same three properties of 
the b11ril'.tl Wll~IP 

Each instrument responded to different physical properties of the 
buried material. Given a different set of field conditions, one instru
ment may perform better than another. 
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The desire is to compare how well each instrument responded to each 
anomaly, but the magnetometer reads in gammas and the EM in 
mmhos/m. Tu be able to compare the two instruments, a "signal-to
noise ratio" was calculated using the maximum response divided by 
the standard deviation of the readings for the survey. In this manner, 
the relative responses of each instrument can be compared. Thble ~ 
shows the signal/noise ratio of each anomaly using the three techniques. 
- The EM and magnetometer both responded to all five of the waste 
areas (anomalies A to El. Additionally, the EM responded to four more 
subsurface features (a buried tin building. shale escarpment, a buried 
copper pipe and tree roots) and the magnetometer to one more sub
surface feature (a buried tin building) and one cultural feature (the 
building). 

The magnetometer had an average signal-to-noise ratio of nearly four 
in the waste areas (anomalies A to E), compared to approximately three 
for the EM. This suggests that the magnetometer may have been slightly 



Table 1. 
Anomalies Defined 

Maximum Instrument Response EM - Difference 
Does Response Meet 
Statistical Criteria? EM 

Anomaly Above Background N-S less E-W EM (10 mmhos/m in North, MAG Difference Physical Description 
~I EM Cmil!iMhos/ml Mag Cgammal Orientation 4 mmhos/m in South)2 050 gammas) > 3 3 mmhos/m Based on Excavation Work3 

A 28 250 28 Yes Yes Yes Waste pit: 12' x 50', 6' depth, 
2' below surface containing two drums. 

B 40 900 4 Yes Yes Yes Waste pit: 15' x 25', 7' depth 
2' below surface, no drums. 

c 23 500 12 Yes Yes Yes Waste pit: 50' x 60', 3' - 5' depth, 
l' below surface, some drum pieces. 

D 37 700 14 Yes Yes Yes Two waste pits: 20' x 60' and 
30' x 40', 3' - 5' depth, more scrap 
metal, eastern pit: 25 drums, scrap 
copper wire and 5-gallon cans. 

E 11 400 8 Yes Yes Yes Waste pit: numerous pits 5' - 10' 
diameter, 4' depth, l' below surface, 
some drums, numerous 5-gallon cans. 

F 13 200 8 Yes Yes Yes Tin battery remains: 7' x 15', 4' depth, 
2' below surface, sheets of tin, lumber, 
nails, concrete; no waste. 

G 15 0 0 Yes No No Geologic feature: bedrock; slopes to 
the South. 

H 12 0 0 Yes No No Tree Root Zone: Aerial photo shows 
wooded rone between disposal area and 
fann field. 4' depth, 2' below surface. 

0 900 0 No Yes No Man-made feature: building 50' east of 
survey area. 

0 0 4 No No Yes Concrete slab: 3' x 5' x 6", 2' below 
surface, contained 1/2" copper pipe; 
used as a ground in prior field office. 

K 0 0 4 No No Yes Surface material:nosubsurfacefeaturefound. 

I Location as shown on Figures 10, 11, and 12. 
2 Statistical Criterion: > 1 standard deviation response. 
3 Waste pits contained an assortment of waste, including ash, paint sludge, miscellaneous scrap metal, and occasionally partially intact 55-gallon drums. 

CONDUCTIVE 
CHANGE 
(EM) 

FERROMAGNETIC 
(MAGNETOMETER) 

HETEROGENEOUS 
{EM DIFFERENCE) 

rz:zl - BURIED WASTE FOUND 

Fig. 12 
Property of the Geological Anomalies 

Comparing the Response of the Instruments 

Table 2 
Relative Response to Anomalies 

Relative Response1 

Anomaly EM EM-DIF MAG 

A 2.9 7.8 1.7 

B 4.2 1.1 6.1 

c 2.4 3.3 3.4 

D 3.9 3.9 4.7 

E 1.2 2.2 2.7 

F 3.9 2.2 1.3 

G 1.0 0.0 0.0 

H 1.0 0.0 0.0 

I 0.0 0.0 1.1 

I 0.0 1.1 0.0 

K 0.0 1.1 0.0 

1 Relative Response is the maximum inslrument response divided by the slalldard deviation of the data. 
Analogous to a signal-to-noise ratio. 
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more responsive to the waste than the EM. 
The magnetometer is much more sensitive to cultural features such 

as buildings. Although the authors later accounted for the response due 
to the building, other Jess intense anomalous features near the building 
would have been difficult to distinguish from the building anomaly, 
making the analysis more complex. The EM, on the other hand, was 
not affected by the building and at 50 ft from the building did not show 
a measurable instrument response. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The hazardous waste disposal practices used at this manufacturing 

facility are most likely similar to many of those that can be found at 
hundreds of other small- to medium-size manufacturing facilities that 
were operating prior to the enactment of RCRA. It is likely that the 
majority of these small waste sites will have to be dealt with in the 
future. As with this site, there usually is very limited infonnation avail
able. The surface geophysical techniques discussed in this paper can 
very effectively locate and delineate suspected waste disposal sites. The 
information presented here should provide valuable help to others faced 
with similar problems relative to the effective use and interpretation 
of the surface geophysical data at a hazardous waste site. 

The use of multiple geophysical techniques is much more diagnostic 
than the use of only one instrument. By using two techniques, different 
properties of a buried material are being tested. The presence of a posi
tive response for both properties, conductivity and ferromagnetism, con
sistently detected the buried waste and yielded a false positive less 
frequently. 
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Each individual technique was "fooled" due to geologic or man-made 
features. When two out of three techniques responded positively, buried 
waste was found. 

Considering all the information derived from the geophysical survey, 
the EM-31 proved to be a more versatile investigative tool. It identi
fied all the waste pits and provided information about the subsurface, 
the location of a buried bedrock escarpment and the extensive root 1.00e, 
which was valuable to the hazardous waste site investigation. 
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ABSTRACT 

A field-proven electrical technique, developed at Southwest 
Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas, is commercially avail
able to detect and locate leaks in geomembrane liners. The elec
trical technique is used to inspect lOO"lo of the geomembrane ma
terial that is covered by a conducting liquid. A voltage applied 
across the liner produces a uniform electrical potential distribu
tion in the liquid or soil above the liner when no leaks are present 
in the gcomembrane. If leaks are present, they arc detected and 
located by searching for localized anomalies in the potential dis
tribution caused by current flowing through the leak in the geo
membranc liner. Sixty-one new or in-service geomembrane-lined 
waste storage facilities were investigated using the electrical leak 
location method. An average of 3.2 leaks per 10,000 ft2 were 
located with a range of 0.3 to S leaks per 10,000 ft2 of liner sur
veyed. Many leaks were located in new installations that had been 
tested using conventional inspection tests. 

INTRODUCTION 

Su"ey Method 

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the Southwest Research Institute 
electrical leak location method which illustrates the technique 
described in this paper. When no leaks are present, the high elec
trical resistivity of the geomcmbrane liner material will prevent 
electrical current flow from the liquid in an impoundment to the 
earth ground or leak collection zone beneath the geomembrane 
liner. When a voltage is impressed across a geomembrane liner 
with no leaks, a relatively uniform potential voltage distribution 
is found in the liquid or soil cover above the liner. If a leak exists 
in the liner, conductive fluid will flow through the leak establish
ing a path for electrical current. An anomaly in the measured 
electrical potential is generated in the immediate vicinity of the 
leak through which electrical current is flowing. Leaks can be 
accurately located to less than 1 in. by searching for the point of 
highest electrical potential. 

Su"ey Equipment 

The equipment used in a manual leak location survey consists 
of a DC power source, lightweight man-portable electronic de
tector, scanning probe and associated instrumentation as shown 
in Figure 2. The probe is most conveniently used while wading in 
the liquid. However, with an extension, it can be used from a 
floating platform in deeper liquid applications. 

CURRENT 
FLOWUNES 

CURRENT SOURCE 
ELEC1110DE 

MOVING 
MEASUREMENT 

ELECTIIODES 

Figure 1 

MEMBRANE 
LINER 

Diagram of the Electrical Leak Location Method 

Figure2 
Manual Leak Location Equipment Consisting of an Electrode 

Probe and Electronics Unit 

MANUAL LEAK LOCATION SURVEY IN 
LIQUID IMPOUNDMENT 

To conduct a manual leak location survey, a minimum of 12 in. 
of a conducting liquid and a maximum of 30 in. of conducting 
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liquid (preferably fresh water) must cover the liner. Filling the 
impoundmcnt to the operating depth with fresh water is recom
mended to hydrostatically load the liner prior to the leak location 
survey. Testing the liner after hydrostatically loading it is a valid 
method to determine if the liner will perform satisfactorily under 
the intended operating conditions. The water is then lowered in 
stages as the side slopes of the impoundmcnt arc electrically 
tested. After the water has been lowered to 30 in. in depth, the 
bottom floor area is surveyed. 

In surveying a double liner impoundmcnt, provisions must be 
made to ensure that the material between the geomcmbranc lin
ers provides electrical conduction to a return electrode placed in 
the leak collection zone. The test is best accomplished by flood
ing the leak collection zone with fresh water. To provide electrical 
contact to the leak collection zone, a stainless steel return elec
trode with connecting wire is placed in the zone prior to the in
stallation of the primary liner. The return electrode also can be 
temporarily placed in the leak collection drain pipe if access is 
available. In both cases, the return electrode must be covered with 
water. 

Air vents should be provided along the perimeter edges of the 
primary liner near the top of the berm to vent air trapped be
tween the liners. This procedure will help prevent damage to the 
liner caused by trapped air floating the liner during flooding of 
the leak collection system. Impoundments that use sand as the 
material in the drainage layer usually do not require water flood
ing of the leak collection zone. This is because the sand contains 
sufficient residual moisture to allow electrical current flow in the 
sand drainage layer. However, a permanent stainless steel elec
trode placed in the sand drainage layer prior to the placement of 
the primary liner will greatly facilitate electrical leak location 
surveys. 

Electrical conduction paths, other than leaks, such as steel pip
ing, piers, fasteners and battens must be electrically isolated for 
best leak location results. Certain preparations such as rubber 
packers in inlet and discharge pipes will prepare most geomcm
branc lined impoundments for a successful leak location su.rvey. 
The electrical leak location survey method can be most effective
ly and economically applied if the impoundment or landfill is de
signed such that electrical conduction paths between the liquid in 
the impoundment and the earth ground arc eliminated or can be 
electrically insulated. 

SURVEYSOFSOIL-COVEREDGEOMEMBRANES 

A protective soil cover often is placed over the primary gco
mcmbrane liner of landfills to protect the liner from mechanical 
damage when placing the waste material in the landfill. In addi
~on, a sand drainage layer often is used as the drainage medium 
m t?c leak detector zone of double liner installations. However, 
durmg the placement of the protective soil cover or the sand 
drainage layer, the liner can be damaged by the equipment used 
to P~ the s~il cover, tools used to spread the material, sharp 
rocks m the soil or by a variety of other mechanical mechanisms 
Often the mechanical damage to the liner is undetected and cov: 
ered by the placing of the protective soil cover. The electrical leak 
locati?n survey technique has been successfully adapted to locate 
leaks m geomcmbranes covered with up to 2 ft of a protective soil 
cover or sand drainage layer. Leaks were located and later veri
fied beneath protective soil cover, sand drainage layers and thin 
sediment layers at several sites surveyed. 

A protective soil cover or sludge cover over a geomembranc 
can decrease the effectiveness of a leak survey in three ways: 
(1) The strength of the signal received may be reduced because 

of inhomogeneities in the soil cover or sand drainage layer 
(2) The ability of the electrodes to detect leak signals is decreased 

because of the dissimilarity of the soil and water medium 
contacting the electrode, resulting in undesirable transient 
signals caused by polarization of the electrodes 
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(3) The scanning probe cannot be scanned close to the geomem
brane liner 

The first condition is solved by systematically conducting the 
survey on an established survey grid and recording the current 
signature every 24 in. The acquired data arc analyzed in the field 
and a plot of anomalies is produced which allows for a resolu
tion of the leak locations. The dissimilarity or polarization prob
lem is overcome by usina specially designed electrodes to elim
inate electrode polarization. 

TYPES OF FACILITIES AND MATERIALS SURVEYED 

FadUty Typa Surveyed 

The electrical leak location survey method was used to survey 
aeomcmbranc lined facilities ranging in size from 970 to 584,800 
ft2. The facilities tested include: 

• Primary and secondary liners at landfills 
• Concrete vaults for solid waste storage 
• Wastewater storage ponds for sewage treatment facilities 
• Above ground steel tanb for storage of hazardous materials 
• Brine storage impoundments 
• Dcscaling ponds for natural gas transmission companies 
• Cooling water ponds 

Materials Saneyed 

Approximately 92 .,, of all materials by area surveyed were high 
density polyethylene (HOPE). At installations lined with HDPE, 
the predominant material thickness was 60 mil. The remainder of 
the HOPE material had a thickness of 80 or 100 mils. The other 
liner materials were polyvinyl chloride (PVC), oil-resistant poly
vinyl chloride (XR-S) and oil-resistant chlorosulfonated poly
ethylene (OR-CSPE). Generally, the seams at a given facility had 
been inspected using conventional inspection techniques such as 
visual inspection, air-lance, spark testing or vacuum box prior to 
the electrical leak location survey. After the electrical leak loca
tion survey was completed, the presence of the leaks detected and 
located by the electrical method was verified at several of the 
facilities using the vacuum box technique. 

DISCUSSION OF LEAKS DETECTED AND LOCATED 

Leak Statistics 

Sixty-one sites with an approximate total area of 4,368, 785 ftl 
of liner material have been commercially surveyed. Tables I, 2 
and 3 present a summary of all the commercial leak surveys con
ducted to date using the electrical method developed at Southwest 
Research Institute. A total of 1409 leaks were located at the 61 
sites surveyed which equates to an average of 3.2 leaks/10,000 ftl 
of liner material inspected. 

Fiaures 3 through 7 are plots of the data as a function of the 
area surveyed and the leak location on scams or sheet, total num
ber of leaks or area ratio of the leaks located. Figure 7 is a plot of 
the number of sites surveyed vs. the area ratio of the leaks located 
which indicates that there may be between 0.3 and 0.5 leaks/ 
10,000 ft2 of geomcmbranc liner. 

Leaks on Side Slopes 

. The side slopes were surveyed at approximately 25'11 of the 
liners surveyed. The majority of leaks on the side slopes occurred 
on the scams. At the facilities where the side slopes were tested, 
leaks on the side slopes comprised approximately 200fo of the total 
leaks located. 

Leaks In the Bottom of the Liner 

Leaks on the bottom of liquid impoundments were found in 
the parent material, field scams and factory scams. Eighty-seven 



Table 1 
Leak Detection and Location Sarvey Data for lmpoundment Where the 

Bottom Floor Area wu Surveyed. 
LEAKS PER 

SURVEY SIZE TOTAL LEAKS LOCATED IN 10,000 
NO. SQ. FEET LEAKS BOTTOM SEAM SHEET SQ. FEET _______________________________________________________ :, ________________ 

l 958 2 2 0 
2 958 3 3 3 0 
3 958 3 3 3 0 
4 1,000 4 4 3 l 
5 1,798 0 0 0 0 
6 2,625 6 6 6 0 
7 3,000 21 21 21 0 
8 3,000 4 4 4 0 
9 3,200 0 0 0 0 

10 4,951 0 0 0 0 
11 4,951 17 17 17 0 
12 4,951 2 2 2 0 
13 5,175 2 2 1 1 
14 7,007 4 4 4 0 
15 12,600 7 7 7 0 
16 18,346 50 50 35 15 
17 26,016 7 7 7 0 
18 26,016 4 4 4 0 
19 27,297 8 8 6 2 
20 32,292 25 25 25 0 
21 43,560 2 2 2 0 
22 45,345 4 4 4 0 
23 50,000 6 6 6 0 
24 50,400 193 193 188 5 
25 54,500 29 29 18 11 
26 55,025 12 12 12 0 
27 58,900 8 8 6 2 
28 62,500 21 21 19 2 
29 64,583 29 29 21 8 
30 65,340 56 56 55 1 
31 65,369 6 6 6 0 
32 65,369 7 5 2 
33 65,369 5 3 2 
34 65,500 7 5 2 
35 65,500 5 5 3 2 
36 74,088 20 20 19 l 
37 82,500 18 18 15 3 
38 87,120 8 8 7 1 
39 87,120 17 17 17 0 
40 99,050 18 18 14 4 
41 135,036 17 17 16 1 
42 150,781 64 64 46 18 
43 152,460 2 2 2 0 
44 152,460 7 7 7 0 
45 157,584 12 12 10 2 
46 164,085 18 18 16 2 
47 362,690 51 51 37 14 

TOTALS 2,769,336 811 811 709 102 

Table2 
Leak Detection Data for lmpoundment with the Side Slopes and 

Bottom Floor Area Surveyed. 

20.9 
31.3 
31. 3 
40.0 
0.0 

22.9 
70.0 
13.3 
0.0 
0.0 

34.3 
4.0 
3.9 
5.7 
5.6 

27.3 
2.7 
1. 5 
2.9 
7.7 
0.5 
0.9 
1.2 

38.3 
5.3 
2.2 
1.4 
3.4 
4.5 
8.6 
0.9 
1.1 
0.8 
1.1 
0.8 
2.7 
2.2 
0.9 
2.0 
1. 8 
1. 3 
4.2 
0.1 
0.5 
0.8 
1.1 
1.4 

2.9 

LEAKS PER 
SURVEY SIZE TOTAL LEAKS LOCATED IN SIDE 10,000 

NO. SQ. FEET LEAKS BOTTOM SEAM SHEET SLOPE SQ. FEET 

1 9,620 16 12 14 2 4 16.6 
2 12,540 16 12 12 4 4 12.8 
3 24,000 40 33 33 7 7 16.7 
4 24,272 47 31 46 1 16 19.4 
5 25,000 22 10 15 7 12 8.8 
6 25,000 15 7 10 5 8 6.0 
7 35,291 42 31 33 9 11 11. 9 
8 42,022 14 7 12 2 7 3.3 
9 50,000 4 4 3 1 0 0.8 

10 51;000 20 13 19 1 7 3.9 
11 62,500 50 26 44 6 24 8.0 
12 130, 680 192 183 183 9 9 14.7 
13 522,720 41 31 31 10 10 0.8 
14 584,804 79 54 61 18 25 1.4 

TOTALS 1,599,449 598 454 516 82 144 3.7 

Table3 
Survey Data for All Impoundments Impected. 

BOTTOM AREA ONLY 
BOTTOM AND SIDE AREA 

TOTAL 

LEAKS PER 
TOTAL LEAKS LOCATED IN SIDE 10, 000 

SITES TOTAL AREA LEAKS BOTTOM SEAM SHEET SLOPE SQ. FEET 

47 2,769,336 811 811 709 102 N/A 2. 9 
14 1,599,449 598 454 516 • 82 144 3. 7 

61 4,368,785 1,409 l,265 l,225 184 144 6.7 
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Figure 3 
Histogram of Total Leaks Located vs. Bottom Floor Area Surveyed 
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Figure4 
Histogram of Leaks per I0,000 ft2 of Liner Surveyed 
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Figure S 
Histogram of Leaks in the Parent Material vs. Impoundment Size 
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percent of the leaks were in seams, and the remainina 13 .. were 
in the parent material. Fipres 8 and 9 show examples of seam 
leaks detected with the Southwest Research Institute electrical 
leak location system. Leak sizes and shapes ranaed from rela
tively circular holes from less than 0.02$ to 1 in. in diameter, to 
aliu from 0.2$ to 12 in. Iona, to auhes and aouaes up to 6 by 8 
in., to evidently tortuous paths throuah seam welds. 

Leab la Panat Material 

The leaks in the parent material aenerally can be attributed to 
accidental damqe from equipment or tools, crescent-shaped 
cracks due to equipment beina dropped, slits due to razor-edaed 
tools cuttina the liner. burnt from ciprettes, pahes and aouaes. 
Fipres 10 and 11 show typical leaks in the parent material. Some 
of the leaks in the parent material probably were caused by im· 
proper material handlina or wind buffetina. Many leaks in the 
parent material of installations with a protective soil cover 
appeared to have been created durina the application of soil cover 
over the liner. 

The observed ratio of parent material leaks to seam leaks may 
be slightly less than actual because the seam.a ue double-checked 
durina the leak location survey process. While recheckina the 
seams, the search probe tip is scanned within I in. from the leaks 
in the aeama. However, durina the aeneral survey of the aeomem
brane, the puent material is swept at 12 in. intervals placina the 
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Figure 11 
Cut in HOPE Parent Material 

Lalu In Seaml 

Inadequate field seaming appears to be the primary cause of 
leaks in geomembrane lined impoundments. Eighty-seven percent 
of the total number of leaks were in field welded or bonded 
seams. Many of the leaks occurred at T-joints, patches and at 
seams in highly-stressed areas such as at the base of the sideslope. 
Some leaks were found in seams which previously had been re
paired and tested. Figures 12, 13 and 14 show typical leaks located 
in scanu. Leaks may not develop in the seams until a hydrostatic 
load is placed upon the liner. Cases were documented where ob
viously poor seaming techniques resulted in seams failing indis
criminately after repair and hydrostatic loading. In such cases, it 
is suggested that the entire liner installation be redone. 

Figure 12 
Leak in Scam 

Leab Alloclated with Penetndons and Structures 

In some facilities, numerous leaks were found around penetra
tions or structures in an otherwise excellent field installation. 
Many designs incorporate complex seam requirements when 
attempting to isolate drainage cribs, separation walls, concrete 
sumps, concrete pads and other structures. Where such structures 
are necessary, the electrical method may be the only method 
which can be applied to test for leaks. 

Leab Alloclated with Material Types 

Because of the limited use of materials other than HOPE in the 

Figure 13 
Leak in Scam After Grinding, Just Prior to Repair 

Figure 14 
Leak in Scam Where Seaming Material Did Not Bond to Sheet 

facilities tested by the Southwest Research Institute electrical 
method, it is not possible to formulate any valid conclusions on 
the relationship of material type to numbers and types of leaks. 

Leaks Beneath Soll Coven and Slud1e 

The Institute has successfully located leaks beneath installed 
soil cover up to 2 ft thick. Leaks have been found beneath chem
ical precipitate sludges, but the application of the electrical 
method in the sludge environment is extremely tedious and de
manding. The leaks found beneath soil covers have included seam 
leaks and leaks in the parent material apparently caused by the 
heavy equipment which was placing the protective soil cover ma
terial. Figures IS, 16 and 17 show leaks located under 2 ft of sand 
place over the primary geomembrane liner. No significant numer
ical relationships between leaks, leak occurrence and types of 
leaks can be developed on leaks discovered beneath soil covers 
because of the limited field testing experience in such environ
ments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The electrical leak location method is a very sensitive, accu
rate and valid method for locating leaks in geomembrane liners. 
Leaks were found in every liner surveyed except for three liners 
that were less than SOO ft2 in area. Leaks were located in liners 
that had been rigorously tested using one or more of the conven
tional methods for testing geomembrane liners. 
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Fiaure I' 
Leak Under 2 ft of Protective Sand Cover 

Fiaure 16 
Mechanical Damqe to Liner Under 2 ft of Sand Cover 

The number of leaks per 10,000 ft2 of surveyed area typically 
ranged from 0.3 to S with an average density of 3.2 leaks/10,000 
ft2 of gcomcmbranc liner. Several liners had greater than 20 
lcaks/10,000 ft2 of area surveyed. 
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Fiiure 17 
Tear in Liner Covered with 2 ft of Sand 

The density of leaks generally decreases as the liner size in
crca.scs. Possible explanations for this arc: 

• Smaller installations have proponionally more complex 
features such as comers, sumps and penetrations 

• Small installations tend to have higher proponions of hand 
seaming 

• Laracr installations tend to have better QA/QC proarams 
• Laracr installations generally receive proponionally less traffic 

From our experience, and lmowlcdgc of the history of some of 
the liners surveyed, the major factors for minimizing the number 
of leaks in gcomcmbranc liners in the general order of importance 
arc: the professionalism and skill of the seamina machine oper
ator; environmental factors such as moisture, temperature and 
wind; simplicity of the liner design; thickness and weldability or 
the liner material; and liner care and handling procedures. 

The electrical leak loc.uion method has demonstrated thal 
gcomcmbranc installations can benefit from an electrical method 
leak location survey as a part of the construction quality UIUJ'· 

ancc program. Pre-service testing of new installations using the 
electrical leak location method will enhance the overall perf or
mance of the containment facility. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Field Analytical Screening Project (FASP) for the U.S. EPA 
preremedial program requires rapid and chemically specific analyses 
of samples for hazardous substances. The preremedial U.S. EPA Region 
2 FASP program is also an interactive program that requires the field 
project manager and the FASP analytical manager to make field deci
sions on the data generated in the screening process. 

For soil organic analyses, the U.S. EPA's Contract Laboratory Pro
gram (CLP) requires extensive wet chemical extraction and cleanup 
before mass spectral analysis. These time-consuming methods can only 
be done effectively in conventional fixed-base laboratories. Therefore, 
samples from a preremedial site investigation are transported to CLP 
labs for extraction and analysis. This procedure can cause delays of 
weeks or even months between sample collection and return of the 
results. This delay hinders efficient site evaluation efforts and can result 
in repetition of work. The development of analyte-specific alternative 
methods for use by the FASP program can complement the CLP program 
while decreasing the sample tum-around time. 

In an effort to obtain fast organic results to guide screening and cleanup 
work, in-field portable gas chromatographs (GCs) have been utilized. 
Unfortunately, the low specificity of these instruments and the broad 
gap between in-field protocols and CLP methods can lead to poor coore
lation with CLP results. Laboratory tests done in the last few years 
indicate that a new technique known as thermal extraction/gas chro
matography (TC) can give results comparable to conventional wet chemi
cal extraction of soils. TC is fast and since no sample preparation is 
necessary, it can speed up considerably the time from sample receipt 
to analytical data. 

Coupling the TC to a mass spectrometer (MS) leads to a new era 
for organic analysis. Analytical equipment with excellent data systems 
and small, rugged thermal extractors and mass spectrometers have been 
improved and downsized to the extent that they are easily transporta-

ble. In light of these developments, transportable equipment of this 
nature has been added to the FASP organic protocols in U.S. EPA 
Region 2. This paper reports the results of a site investigation using 
a transportable TC/MS system for the FASP organics investigation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The preremedial program of the U.S. EPA involves the investigation 
of suspected hazardous waste sites for inclusion on the NPL. The 
investigation includes a preliminary assessment (PA), a screening site 
inspection (SSI) and a listing site inspection (LSI). These investiga
tions assess the relative threat associated with actual and/or potential 
releases of hazardous substances from the site's soil, surface water, 
groundwater or air. At the end of the investigation phase, the site is 
ranked by using the Hazard Ranking System (HRS) model0>, which 
evaluates and assigns a numerical score to each potential pathway of 
exposure. This numerical score depends to a great extent on the evalua
tion of the analytical data from the investigations of the contamination 
of the existing air, soil, groundwater, and surface water from the site. 

In U.S. EPA Region 2, NUS Corporation, the Field Investigation Team 
(FIT) contractor for the U.S. EPA, introduced an interactjy~)3ield Ana
lytical Screening Project (FASP) program for the LSI preremedial stage 
of the investigation. The FASP program provides the field project 
manager with on-site unambiguous analytical data of high quality in 
a timely manner and complements the existing fixed-base Contract 
Laboratory Program (CLP) by prioritizing and screening the samples 
sent for analysis. 

Since the biggest advantage of on-site analysis is the ablity to pro
vide the project manager with immediate results, the U.S. EPA Region 
2 FASP program performs analysis for target chemicals only, rather 
than general unknowns. It also utilizes methods and instrumentation 
that require minimal sample preparation and provides unambiguous 
high-quality data. Small portable nonspecific instrumentation is not used 
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in the U.S. EPA Region 2 FASP program because the lack of analyte 
specificity coupled with the lack of continuing quality assurance can
not provide data of sufficient quality for scoring purposes. The FASP 
program instituted by U.S. EPA Region 2 FIT utilizes open-path 
FTIR/UV remote sensing techniques for air investigations2

·
1
·•·'. 

secondary target X-Ray Fluoresence• (XRF) for soil inorganic analy
sis investigations, and thermal extraction/gas chromatography/mass spec
trometry (TC/MS)'-8 for soil semi-volatile organic investigations. 

The TC/MS was chosen for the U.S. EPA Region 2 FASP program 
because it requires no sample preparation and produces unambiguous 
data in a limited amount of time. Thermal extraction is a relatively new 
technique which is very simple in principle. Basically, a sample is placed 
in a sealed chamber where it is heated, with the resulting gases being 
passed through to a detector (in this case a mass spectrometer) for iden
tification and quantification. Recent instrument advances have seen the 
development of thermal extraction systems with now-through extrac
tion cells and fused quartz systems. Fused quartz systems allow for quick 
heating and cooling of the instrument with no loss of instrument in
tegrity. Mass spectrometers have also undergone a revolution in pumping 
capacities, total glass systems and software simplification that has moved 
MS out of the specialty laboratory to the routine analytical services. 
These advances made TC/MS even more applicable to the U.S. EPA 
Region 2 FASP preremedial program. 

This paper discusses the utiliz.ation of a thermal chromatograph/mass 
spectrometer (TC/MS) for the interactive FASP soil semi-volatile 
organics program at a site in U.S. EPA Region 2. CLP analyses of sam
ples from previous sites allowed for the selection of four target semi
volatile organic compounds. Based upon these determinations, a mass 
spectral library with corresponding gas chromatographic retention times 
was established prior to site arrival. The equipment is set up in a trans
portable mode; i.e., the equipment is not mounted permanently in a 
vehicle but is cart-mounted and is moved into a vehicle prior to travel. 
The vehicles used to transport the analytical equipment are standard 
vans equipped with generators and air conditioning. Processing of 
samples can be started within I hr of site arrival. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The U.S. EPA's Region 2 FASP program's transportable TC/MS con
sists of a Ruska thermal extractor and gas chromatograph coupled to 
a Finnigan INCOS 50 mass spectrometer. The TC/MS system (Fig. 
I) is permanently mounted on two specifically designed and constructed 
carts, which enable the system to be easily loaded onto the vehicle. 
Each cart consists of a shock-mounted table on an aluminum frame 
with heavy-duty wheels for ease of maneuverability. One cart carries 
the TC/MS and the other cart is used for the computer systems neces
sary for control of the instruments. The carts can be loaded onto or 
off the vehicle in less than 1 hr to allow the flexibility of use either 
in the field or in a fixed-base application. 
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Figure I 
Region 2 TC/MS Organic Soil Analyzer 
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The vehicle used to transport and house the TC/MS system for field 
analysis is a Chevrolet UtilMaster stepvan. Vehicle modifications 
include: a liftgate on the rear for ease of loading and unloading; two 
6,500-W undercarriage generators to provide electrical power; two air 
conditioners and heaters to provide a stable environment; a ceiling vem; 
cabinetry and shelving for storage of necessary equipment; and a bench 
top for work space. A portable hood can also be used in the vehicle 
for samples, standards and solvents. The vehicle has two separate ele.c
trical systems: one generator provides both 22fN and llfN power for 
the instruments; the other generator provides llfN power for the air 
conditioners, heaters. lights and additional outlets. The quality of the 
power supplied to the instruments is ensured by the use power condi
tioner transformers that eliminate voltage fluctuations, sags. surges and 
transient<;. Figure 2 presents an illustration of the TC/MS system in
stalled in the vehicle for field analysis. 

Figure 2 
Transportable TC!MS 

The thermal chromatograph consists of a fused quartz thermal 
extractor coupled with a capillary column gas chromatograph. The ther
mal extractor uses temperature programmed heating, cooling and 
isothermal methods to thermally extract a sample. The thermally ex
tracted organic compounds are then further separated in the integrated 
capillary gas chromatograph system prior to mass spectrometric idenli
fication. The TC system (Fig. 3) consists of four controlled thermal 
zones in a vertical stack: the pyrocelJ, the trap, the splitter and the 
column. Three of these zones. the pyrocell, trap or column, can be 
controlled via linear temperature programming (LTP), held isothermally 
or cooled with liquid CO,. The fourth zone. the splitter, can only be 
controlled isodlermally. nie pyrocell is the portion of the thermal chro
matograph where thermal extraction takes place and can be programmed 
for temperatures from 0 ° to 025 "C. 

The trap can be operated from -70° to 625 "C, but for our applica
tions it is used not as a trap but rather as a hot, pass-through zone. 
The splitter is also maintained at a high temperature, the maximum 
being 350"C. to ensure column now. The temperature of the column 
them1al zone can range from -60° to 400"C, depending on the upper 
limit of the stationary phase of the column being used. 

The sample is placed in a porous fused quartz cup which is inserted 
into the pyroL--ell where it is heated while helium nows through the 
pyrocell. In the splitter zone, a portion of the sample is passed onto 
the column while the remainder is vented into a carbon filter and 
released outside the instrument. The column is initially maintained at 
a cryogenic temperature to trap the sample on the head of the column. 
The column is then heated via LTP for further separation prior to iden
tification in the mass spectrometer 

The column is inserted into the Finnigan INCOS 50 mass spectro
meter (Fig. 4) through a heated transfer line into an evacuated analyser 
assembly. The Finnigan uses a quadrupole positive ion mass analyser 
with a corrrsponding vacuum system consisting of a high-speed l'X>-Us 
turbomolecular pump. rotary vacuum forepump and a glass vacuum 
manifold. The extra capacity pumps are required to enable the system 
to pump down and be ready fur analyses in less than an hour. 
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Ruska Thermal Chromatograph 

This section of our paper discusses the project design, project- and 
instrument-specific quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC), sample 
collection and preparation, and instrument operating conditions for the 
TC/MS semi-volatile organic FASP analysis. 

Project Design 

The FASP semi-volatile organic analysis concentrates on target com
pound analyses. Following the SSI, the CLP data were reviewed by 
the FASP manager, project manager and U.S. EPA project manager to 
select target chemicals for field analysis. These chemicals, usually four 
to six in number, are selected based on their toxicity, abundance and 
instrument detection limitations. Chemicals on the Target Compound 
List (TCL) are selected first because more information about their analy
sis is known and confirmation of positive results is easily obtained. 
As a general rule, tentatively identified compounds (TICs) are not 
selected as target chemicals unless a high priority is placed on their 
toxicity. For the site in this study, the target chemicals selected include 
diphenylamine, mercaptobenzothiazole, benzothiazole and aniline. The 
final selection of these chemicals was based on their toxicity and abun
dance, even though three of the four target chemicals are TICs. 

The initial SSI found high quantities of the target analytes in subsur
face soil and waste samples. Surface soil samples from the site were 
then collected and analyzed by CLP laboratories to determine the ex
tent and degree of contamination. These samples and others, assumed 
to be of high concentration, were also analysed with the U.S. EPA Region 
2 FASP TC/MS. A majority of the samples analysed contained no 
detectable levels of the target chemicals, although the non-CLP samples 
did produce some positive hits. None of the CLP samples were found 
to be positive for target chemicals by CLP or FASP TC/MS analyses. 
The TC/MS was then transported to the site, which is located within 
U.S. EPA Region 2, to help determine whether there were measurable 
quantities of the target chemicals in the dust from the homes at the 
site. Due to the emergency nature of the program at this site, a deci
sion was made to analyze samples around the clock, thereby enabling 
the analytical results obtained from the TC/MS to match the collection 
team's sampling efforts. 

Standards and Reagents 
The target compouds, diphenylamine, mercaptobenzothiazole, ben

zothiazole and aniline, were purchased as pure reagents from Aldrich 
Chemical Co., and 200 ug/mL stock solutions were prepared with 
HPLC-grade methylene chloride. A mix of the stock solutions was then 
prepared, and a standard quanitation curve was developed to determine 
detection limits for these target analytes. The detection limits were found 
to be as follows: aniline-LO mg/L, diphenylamine-0.l mg/L, 
benzothiazole-0.l mg/L, and mercaptobenzothiazole-2.0 mg/L. 

An internal standard, base neutral (BIN) mix was prepared from the 
Supelpreme standard consisting of l,4-dichlorobenzene-d

4
, 

acenaphthene-d
10

, chrysene-d
12

, naphthalene-d
8

, perylene-d
1
, and 

phenanthrene-d
10

• 

INSTRUMENT AND PROJECT QA/QC 

The QA/QC applied to this project was derived from the QA/QC 
requirements for CLP analysis of semi-volatiles. The mass spectrome
ter was tuned manually using FC43, adjusting the parameters for proper 
peak shape and ion ratios. DFTPP was then analyzed and the CLP 
abundance criteria achieved. The internal standard mix was added to 
every sample, and it was found that the area counts and retention time 
variability were within that required by the CLP Statement of Work 
(SOW). Duplicate analyses were performed every 10 samples to ensure 
result integrity, and blanks were analysed every 12 hrs to confirm system 
cleanliness. Calibration response and minimum detection limits were 
established for the target analytes and retention times determined to 
provide a clear indication of compound presence. The instruments were 
cleaned and reconditioned as deemed necessary by the performance 
of the QA/QC samples (duplicates and blanks). 

A comprehensive FASP quality assurance program has been institued 
for U.S. EPA Region 2 FIT that ensures the integrity and validity of 
all aspects of the TC/MS and the generated data. The minimum 
requirements include a full standard operating procedure (SOP), main
tenance plan, written documentation for all activities and an initial and 
ongoing monitoring program that demonstrates the consistency of the 
generated data. A minimum of 20% of all samples are normally spent 
for CLP confirmatory analysis. Due to the low sample volume at this 
site, a decision was made not to utilize CLP verification QA/QC. 

Data reduction, validation and reporting procedures are performed 
by trained personnel after a full review by the FASP manager. 

SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PREPARATION 

Soil samples were collected from the site using sampling techniques 
as required by work plan and QA procedures. The sampling technique 
chosen for the house dust was to collect dust samples obtained by 
sweeping the kitchen areas of the homes. No further homogenization 
was performed on the samples prior to analysis. For the house dust 
samples, the analysis was performed on the actual dust portions of the 
sweep samples. A portion of each sample was placed in the porous fused 
~~artz sample cup and weighed on an analytical balance; sample quan
tities ranged from 20 to 140 mg, depending on sample type (soil or 
dust) and density-the cup was filled with a loosely packed sample. Five 
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Figure 4 
Finnigan MAT INCOS 50 ~l.1." Spectrometer 

uL of the base/neutral internal standard mix at a concentration uf 
200 ug/mL were added to the top of each sample before capping with 
a porous fused quartz cap. 

INSTRUMENT OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 

The capped sample, with internal standard added, was placed in the 
pyrocell of the TC for heating and analysis. TC/MS operating condi
tions were as follows: 

Throughout the analysis the trap was maintained at 360°C while the 
splitter was held lo 310°C. The pyrocell was heated from 30 to 260°C 
at a rate of 34 °/min while the column was held al 5 °C. At the end of 
the pyrocell LTP cycle, the column was heated from 5 to 285 °C at 
15°/min. Helium flow through the pyrocell was 30cc/min, but because 
of a 30:1 split performed on the extracted sample, helium flow through 
the column into the mass spectometer was lee/min. The capillary column 
(HP-5 12M x 0.2 MM ID with 0.33-m film thickness) was run through 
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a transfer line at 280°C to the mass spectrometer with an ion source 
temperature of 180°C. The tolal analysis time, including sample heating. 
was J7 mins. Figure 5 illustrates the temperature plots for a typical run. 

Results and Discussion 

This site presented a considerable analytical challenge in the selec
tion of target compounds due to the limitations and requirements of 
the samples used. In the initial CLP analyses. the TCL compound de
tected was n-nitrosodiphenylamine with a large number of tentively iden
tified compounds (TICs). TC/MS analysis of spike soil samples sh~ 
that only diphenylamine could be detected within the protocols deve
loped. Current CLP SOW indicates, however, that the n
nitrosodiphenylamine cannot be distinguished from diphenylamine. 
Diphenylamine was selected as one of the target analytes for this FASP 
program based on the assumption that negative results were expected 
and that if the sample did not contain diphenylamine, then n-
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nitrosodiphenylamine would not be present. Two target analytes, benzo
thiazole and mercaptobenzothiazole, both sulfur-containing TICs, were 
selected based on their prevalence in certain site areas and their toxici
ty. The fourth target analyte, aniline, was selected based on its toxicity. 

Figure 6 shows the reconstructed ion chromatogram (RIC) of soil 
with base/neutral internal standard mix. Figure 7 shows the RIC of a 
household dust sample. The dust samples exhibited a large number of 
peaks, most of which were fatty acids, hydrocarbons and other normal 
household contaminants as determined by library spectnil identifica
tion. The large quantities of organic material in these dust samples nct"c~
sitated a change in the experimental design. Whereas in the original 
design the plan was to analyze ten samples, a random duplicate and 
a blank, blank analysis was required after three samples ju~t to con
firm that the system was clean. 

Figure 8 illustnites positive household dust analysis. Figure 9 presents 
the RIC chromatogram from 800 to 900 scan numbers showing the 
region where benzothiazole is found; the upper portion of the chro
matogram indicates which peaks have mass 135 (benzothiazole) as a 
base peak. Figure 10 shows the mass spectrum of the peak at scan 841. 
and Figures 11 and 12 show the library matches confirming the presence 
of benzothiazole. 

Duplicate analyses were performed on all positive samples to con
firm the presence of target analytes. The results of all the original positive 
samples wer confirmed, demonstrating the reliability of the original 
procedure. The only target analyte found in the household dust samples 
was benzothiazole. 
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CONCLUSION 

The U.S. EPA Region 2 preremedial FASP program has been sig
nificantly enchanced with the additional of the TC/MS system for target 
organics analyses in soil. This unique analytical system provided the 
field project manager with unambiguous data and rapid tum-around. 
This instrumentation was utilized in the transportable mode that needed 
only generator power and a constant temperature environment; the sys
tem was fully operational within 1 hr of site arrival and ran continuously 
for 4 days. The quartz inlet system of the Ruska thermal extractor-gas 
chromatograph ensured constant temperature control with fast cool-down 
capabilities. The Finnigan INCOS 50 mass spectrometer equipped with 
a high-speed pump and all-glass vacuum manifold ensured rapid start
up and very stable operation in the vehicle during the field operations. 

By producing mass spectral confirmed data, this interactive FASP 
program allowed rapid decisions to be made in the field. In our 
experience, the only minor limitations are residue contamination 
problems with the thermal extractor trap. especially after analyses of 
high concentrations of organic materials; operator fatigue. especially 
on rotating field shifts; and the necessity for a full QA/QC data reduc
tion system. 

DISCLAIMER: 

Trade names and company names are used for identification only 
and do not imply endorsement by NUS Corporation or the U.S. EPA. 
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Performance of GC/MS Analysis Quality Indicators 

Bruce Peterson 
CH2M HILL 

Bellevue, Washington 

ABSTRACT 

The United States currently spends over a billion dollars a year to 
find, characterize and remediate sites contaminated with hazardous 
chemicals. The primary method of locating con,!taminated areas is the 
collection and chemical analysis of environ,!mental samples. The results 
of these analyses are used to make decisions about site remediation 
activities that can cost millions of dollars. 

The quality of the data used in making these decisions is crucial in 
the decision-making process. One measure of the quality of the ana
lytical data is the precision and ac,curacy of the analytical methods. 
Precision is estimated by analyzing replicate samples, while accuracy 
is estimated by analyzing matrix spikes. 

However, the cost of analyzing environmental samples is high. and 
other indirect measures of analytical quality are often used. These in
direct measures include surrogate spikes and matrix spike/matrix spike 
duplicates. The indirect measurements attempt to estimate the accuracy 
and precision of analytical methods for target compounds with measures 
of accuracy and precision on surrogate compounds. 

The Love Canal Habitability Study provided an opportunity to 
examine the performance of these surrogate measures of analytical 
performance. During the course of this study, two batches of soil were 
analyzed repeatedly for the Love Canal indicator chemicals. For these 
samples, both direct and indirect measures of analytical performance 
are available. 

Both direct and indirect measures of data quality are presented here. 
The value of current data quality measures of laboratory performance 
is discussed, and the future course of data quality measures is explored 
in the context of electronic data transfer. 

Comparing the two measures of analytical performance allows the 
hazardous waste community to evaluate the efficacy of surrogate 
measures of data quality. A better understanding of the limitations of 
surrogate performance measures allows remediation decisions to be more 
defensible. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the pas.sage of the SARA, the United States embarked on a multi
billion dollar effort to clean up toxic chemical contamination of the 
environment. This effort involves both the federal Superfund program 
and industrial programs outside of the Superfund process. 

Efforts to clean up the environment begin with the collection of 
s.amples and the chemical analysis of the samples to identify and quan
tify levels of contamination. The anlysis of environmental samples has 
become a $300 million-a-year business influencing decisions as to 
appropriate site remediation. Clearly, the quality of the data used to 
make these decisions is of paramount importance. 
T~e purpose of this discussion is to introduce the regulatory com

mumty to one of the most common analytical techniques, used for 
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analyzing environmental samples, gas chromatography-mass spectro
scopy (GC/MS), and the methods used for estimating the precision and 
accuracy of this method. 

The precision and accuracy of concentration estimates are of par
ticular concern in a decision framev.urk and are not as straightforward 
as might be thought. Four methods are commonly available for esti
mating the precision and accuracy of GCIMS analyses. Two of these, 
blind quality control samples and sample replicates, are external esti
mators created from samples prepared outside of the laboratory. The 
other two, the addition of surrogate compounds to a sample (surrogate 
spikes) and the addition of target compounm to selected samples (matrix 
spikes), are internal estimators from samples prepared within a 
laboratory. 

Ideally, a number of external and internal estimates of precision and 
accuracy should be available for each study site to allow a comparison 
of each estimator's performance and a contrast of what the samples 
represent. However, because of the high cost of chemical analyses, the 
number of samples analyzed from a site is minimized. This limited 
number of analyses places greater emphasis on the use of the internal 
estimators of precision than on the external estimators; little informa
tion is available on how the two estimators compare. 

The Love Canal Habitability Study. completed in 1988, provided a 
unique opportunity to compare the usual GC/MS internal quality 
assurance measurements with the results of replicate analyses of soil 
samples. Exceptional quality control measures were employed in the 
Love Canal study, ranging from providing partici,!pating laboratories 
with identical glassware from the same manufacturing lot to developing 
analysis protocols with un,usually strict operating constraints. Many 
aspects of the chemical analyses were tracked and stored in a data base 
for later analysis. This data base of analytical results provides a good 
basis for comparing the internal and external estimators of precision 
and accuracy. 

SfUDY BACKGROUND 

In the Love Canal study, the concentration levels of eight indicator 
chemicals found in neighborhoods near the canal were compared with 
concentration levels of these indicator chemicals found in control areas 
in Niagara Falls and Buffalo. Although the main purpose of the study 
was a statistical comparison of the Love Canal neighborhoods with con
trol areas, a number of other investigations were undenaken because 
of the unique aspects of the study. 

One investigation conducted as part of the Love Canal study was to 
collect two samples of soil from two neighborhoods near the canal. 
Each sample was homogenized and aliquots of each were sent to each 
?f two laboratories. These aliquots were analyzed in duplicate at 5-day 
mte~s for 65 da~ over the ~uration of the sample analysis. This scale 
of replicate analysts, unusual m environmental studies, allowed a com-



parison of the four measures of precision and accuracy. 
The two external measures of precision and accuracy are obtained 

from the analysis of blind quality control samples or sample replicates. 
Sample replicates were prepared at Love Canal by extruding soil from 
the sampling tool (a hollow tube pushed into the soil), quickly mixing 
it by hand and then placing aliquots of the soil into two or more jars 
for shipment to the laboratories. 

Blind quality control (BQC) samples (samples of soil similar to that 
found near the Love Canal) were spiked with known amounts of indi
cator chemical by a U.S. EPA laboratory. These spiked soil samples 
were placed in sample jars for shipment to the laboratories. The iden
tity of the BQC samples was known to the laboratories, although the 
spiking concentrations were not. Each laboratory was responsible for 
analyzing BQC samples at a set frequency during the course of the study. 

The two internal measures of precision and accuracy consisted of 
the analysis of matrix spike samples and the use of surrogate compounds. 
Matrix spike samples were created by the laboratory by splitting a sample 
into three aliquots. Known quantities of indicator chemicals were added 
to two of these aliquots. The third aliquot was analyzed for background 
concentrations of the indicator compounds. The spiking concentrations 
of indicator chemicals were standards known to the laboratories. All 
three samples were analyzed, with the two spiked aliquots becoming 
known as the matrix spike and matrix spike duplicate. 

A surrogate compound is a chemical that is similar to the target com
pound yet is not normally found in environmental samples. For the Love 
Canal indicator chemicals that were chlorinated compounds, the 
surrogates were similar compounds that contained bromine rather than 
chlorine. These surrogate compounds were added to all samples before 
the start of the extraction process. 

The GC/MS analysis of a soil sample for the Love Canal study con
sisted of several steps. These steps and the quality control measures 
associated with them are shown in Figure 1. Analysis consisted of 
weighing an aliquot of the sample and adding the surrogate compounds. 
The soil was then mixed with other chemicals that removed compounds 
not of interest to the study, primarily hydrocarbons. The hydrocarbons 
were removed to reduce the interference that these compounds create 
in identifying the target indicator compounds. Solvent was added to 
the mixture to extract the indicator chemicals and surrogate chemicals 
from the soil. 

The extract obtained was then stored until GC/MS analysis. Before 
analysis, compounds used as standards for quantification were added 
to the extract and a small portion of the extract was removed for further 
concentration. The concentrated aliquot was injected into the GC/MS. 
Data obtained from the GC/MS for Love Canal consisted of chroma
tograms, which are the time traces of ion detection intensity, for three 
ions of each of the target compounds. These chromatograms were used 
to identify and quantify the target compounds. 

The Love Canal samples typically had concentrations below 10 mg/L. 
At this extremely low concentration it was often difficult for compound 
identification to pass all quality assurance criteria. It was also very easy 
for other compounds to mask or otherwise interfere with the identifi
cation of the Love Canal indicator compounds. Thus, it was possible 
for samples with known concentrations of indicator chemicals, such 
as the BQC samples, to be reported as having nondetectable concen
trations of indicator chemicals. 

STUDY RESULTS 

Because of the complexity of the GC/MS analytical technique, a 
number of factors influence the precision and accuracy of the method. 
These include the frequency of cali,bration of the instrument, the labora
tory performing the measurement and the soil matrix being analyzed. 
Further, each of these factors can have a different influence on each 
compound being analyzed. Each estimator of either accuracy or 
precision reflects the influence of confounding factors differently. 

Three of the measures discussed (BQC samples, matrix spikes and 
surrogates) can be used to estimate accuracy. Soil samples do not have 
a known concentration, so accuracy cannot be calculated for replicate 
analyses. 

Box plots are one method of comparing the different measures of 

qualities. Notched box plots are a method of presenting and comparing 
distributions of values without making assumptions about the form of 
the distribution. Figure 2 illustrates the attributes of a box plot. Each 
box plot presents six statistics about a distribution in graphical form. 
These are: 

• The 25th percentile of values, represented by the bottom of the box 
• The median or 50th percentile of values, represented by the line within 

the box 
• The 75th percentile of values, represented by the top of the box 
• The range of the data value, represented by the lines extending from 

the ends of the box 
• Outlier values, represented by asterisks or circles 
• Approximate 95 % confidence limits for the median represented by 

an indentation or notch in the box (If the confidence limits are wider 
than the box, the box will be folded at the notch, resulting in a some
what peculiar figure.) 

Distributions of values can be compared across categories by 
examining the notches on each box. When notches do not overlap, the 
median values are significantly different. When the notches do overlap, 
there is no significant difference between the medians. 
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Accuracy commonly is measured by chemists as percent recovery. 
This is the estimated concentration of a compound from the analysis, 
divided by the concentration calculated to have been added to the sample 
as a percent. Figures 3a through 3c show the distribution of recoveries 
for each of the eight indicator compounds and three surrogate com
pounds as notched box plots. 
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Figure 3a Figure 3a illustrates some of the factors influencing the accuracy of. 
Distribution of Recoveries for Indicator Compounds GC/MS measurements. In this graph, the recovery of dichlorobcm'.ellt 
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is broken out into two factors that may influence the recovery: the labora
tory doing the analysis and the source of the compound. These two 
factors combine to create four categories of recovery estimate. 

In Figure 3a there is a significant difference between the two labora
tories in their ability to recover dichlorobenzene from the matrix spike 
samples; Laboratory 2 is better than Laboratory 1. This trend is 
consistent for all compounds spiked in the laboratory (i.e., both matrix 
spikes and surrogates). However, there is no consistent difference 
between the mo laboratories for the blind quality control samples spiked 
at the U.S. EPA laboratories. 

The inconsistency of these results illustrates some of the subtle 
problems associated with estimating laboratory performance measure
ments. There are several plausible explanations as to why such 
differences exist. Laboratory 2 could have a different technique for 
adding spiking compounds and then extracting them. This method might 
differ from that used' by Laboratory l and allow Laboratory 2 to retrieve 
newly added compounds more effectively. 

Another possibility is the difference in exposure time for compounds 
added to soil in the laboratory and immediately extracted, and 
compounds added to soil at a U.S. EPA laboratory and then stored for 
some time before extraction and analysis. Although Figure 3a shows 
a more efficient extraction of dichlorobenzene for BQC samples, in 
general for the other compounds the BQC samples have smaller recov
eries than matrix spike samples. 

Although the recovery of spiked compounds typically is 50 to 75 % , 
the recovery observed in any one sample has a broader range. The range 
of recoveries observed is one measure of the precision attainable with 
the measurement process at a study wide resolution. However, this statis
tic is not available for the concentrations estimated for replicate samples. 
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Figure 4a 
Estimates of Precision for Indicator Compounds 

Figures 4a through 4c show the distribution of a statistic indicating 
the scale of the estimated concentrations. This is the absolute value 
of the percent difference between a concentration estimate and its nomi
nal value. The nominal value for matrix spike samples is the mean 
recovery for the two spiked samples. The nominal value for the BQC 

samples is the mean recovery of BQC samples for a laboratory. The 
nominal value for replicate samples can be either the mean concentra
tion of replicates or the mean concentration of samples from one area 
analyzed at a laboratory. The first estimates short-term precision (within 
1 day); the second a longer term precision over the study. 
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Figures 4a through 4c show each of these four estimates of precision 
for both laboratories. Samples labeled "MSD" are the matrix spike 
samples; those labeled "BQC" are the blind quality control samples; 
those labeled "REPS" are the replicate samples compared to replicate 
means; and those labeled "NBR" are The replicate samples compared 
to neighborhood means. 

In general, the NBR and BQC estimates appear to be more variable 
than the other estimators. This is not surprising, as the baseline for 
both measures, the mean value over neighborhood for the entire study, 
is much broader than the other measures. 

Typically the reproducibility of measurements is from 10 to 20% for 
most compounds and measures. However, this can vary from compound 
to compound depending on the measure used. 

Of the four measures of precision and accuracy, only one, the 
surrogate recoveries, is available for individual samples. A natural ques
tion is whether this measure is of sufficient quality to allow concentra
tion estimates for a sample to be recovery corrected. In other words, 
can the surrogate recoveries be used as an estimate of bias to correct 
the indicator chemical concentration estimates? 
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One problem with using surrogate compounds to correct for analyti
cal bias is that there is no predefined correspondence between a par
ticular surrogate and an indicator compound. The surrogates were 
chosen to span the range of elution times for indicator compounds 
through the gas chromatograph. Figures Sa and Sb show scatter plOIS 
of each indicator compound precision against the surrogate compounds 
precision. Figure Sa shows the precision calculated on the basis of repli
cate samples extracted on the same data. Precision in Figure Sb is 
calculated on the basis of the neighborhood means. 

In these scatter diagrams, if surrogate precision and indicator chemi
cal precision were perfi:ctly correlated, the data points ~d align along 
the diagonal of each plot. A regression line is drawn in each plot to 
illustrate the !actual correlation. As can be seen in the plots, the line 
intercepts the indicator variable axis, indicating that target compound 
variability is underestimated by surrogate variability. In general, the 
regression lines are not parallel with the diagonal, indicating lack of 
correlation of the two measures of precision. 

Figures 6a and 6b are similar to Figure 4 in showing the absolute 
percent difference from nominal values for different estimators. An ad
ditional pair of estimators has been added IO this figure, which shows 
the distributiop of absolute percent difference for corrected concentra
tion estimates as compared with the mean value of the replicate. As 
can be seen, the variability shown by the corrected concentration esti
mates is similar to that seen in the uncorrected estimates. The precision 
of the corrected estimates varies by compound from the uncorrected 
estimates, with some being improved by the correction and others be
ing worsened. 
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Figure 6a 
Estimated Precision for Indicator Compounds Compared with 

Surrogate Recovery Corrected Precision 
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Figure 6b 
Estimated Precision for Indicator Compounds Compared with 

Surrogate Recovery Corrected Precision 

CONCLUSIONS 

Good estimators of accuracy and precision are required for an analysis of 
environmental data as this analysis begins the chain of events that leads to good 
decisions. Good estimators are needed for good designs, which enable good 
decisions to be made in an uncertain environment. Reliance on internal labora
tory estimates of precision and accuracy through the use of matrix spike and 
surrogate spike data may overestimate the precision and accuracy achieved by 
a study. Replicate analyses and the use of high-quality spiked samples prepared 
by another laboratory are the best measures of precision and accuracy. 

Precision should be based on repeated measurements over the course of a study. 
Precision thus reflects the reproducibility of analyses conducted at different times. 
This type of comparison is one of the most frequently used in environmental 
data analyses. The usual split sample replication does not measure all sources 
of data vulnerabilities. 

Finally, correcting concentration estimates from a GC/MS procedure such 
as surrogate recovery estimates does not appear to improve the precision of the 
estimates. 
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Understanding Electrical Leak Location Surveys of 
Geomembrane Liners and Avoiding Specification Pitfalls 

Glenn T. Darilek, P.E. 
Daren L. Laine 

Southwest Research Institute 
San Antonio, Texas 

ABSTRACT 

The electrical leak location method developed under contract for the 
U.S. EPA is now being put to use in many commercial applications, 
and several contractors are providing electrical leak location services. 
The commercial surveys conducted to date have been overwhelming 
successes in that many leaks have been efficiently and accurately located 
in installations that had been previously tested certified leak-free 
environment conventional methods. The results of these surveys lead 
to the speculation that a pre-service electrical leak location survey should 
be performed on every geomembrane-lined landfill and impoundment 
before the installation is considered complete and ready for use. 

The electrical method detects areas of localized electrical current flow 
through leaks in the otherwise insulating liner. A voltage source is con
nected to an electrode in water covering the liner and to a grounded 
electrode. Leaks are located by searching for the localized areas of rela
tively high electrical potential in the water caused by current flowing 
through a leak. The electrical leak location method can be used in liquid 
impoundments and for a pre-service inspection of solid waste landfills. 
The testing method will not damage the liner. 

As with any new technology, many people in the environmental 
industry want a better understanding of the principles. capabilities and 
the proper application of the method. Specifiers of electrical leak 
location surveys must have this knowledge to specify the most effec
tive and economical surveys. The objective of this paper is to provide 
important up-to-date information to meet this need. 

INTRODUCTION 

Geomembrane liners, also known as flexible membrane liners 
(FMLs), synthetic liners and membrane liners, are sheets of polymeric 
materials fabricated in a factory and seamed together at the field site 
to form a continuous liner. Installation can result in punctures or sepa
rated seams, causing Joss of the liner's physical integrity. Damage also 
can be accidentally caused by heavy machinery used to place protec
tive bedding material on the liner. 

An electrical leak location method was developed and tested under 
contract for the U.S. EPA. This method has been demonstrated to be 
the most sensitive, reliable and valid method for locating leaks in geo
membrane liners of waste landfills and impoundments. The electrical 
leak location method is now being widely applied and several contrac
tors are providing electrical leak location services. Several technical 
references for the electrical leak location method are listed in the 
Bibliography. 

Results of Leak Location Surveys 

Southwest Research Institute has surveyed 56 geomembrane-lined 
storage facilities for leaks using the electrical leak location equipment. 
The total liner area surveyed was more than 4,4,000,000 ft2. The sizes 
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of these installations ranged from less than 1000 ft' to more than 
500,000 ft2 and included both double- and single-lined impoundments 
and landfills. Almost all of the liners were in new installations. Most 
of the liners were constructed of high density polyethylene (HOPE), 
but some were chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE) and polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC). 

Leaks were found at all of the sites except for two sites with small 
liners. The average density of leaks was approximately one leak per 
3200 ft' 13 leaks per acre. Although most of the leaks occurred in 
field seams, a significant number (more than 15%) were found in the 
parent material. The high percentage of leaks found in the seams is 
partly attributed to the fact that some very small seam leaks are found 
when the seams are surveyed a second time with the leak location probe 
on the seam. 

Typical installations had from four to 12 leaks per acre. Installation 
and field seaming problems were experienced on the liners with greater 
than 20 leaks per acre. Several of the liners had more than 50 leaks 
per acre. 

Because some leak location surveys were initiated in response to a 
known leakage problem. a significantly higher number of leaks might 
be expected for these installations. However, the number of leaks at 
the installations with known problems were fewer than installations 
where the leak location surveys were perfonned for construction quality 
assurance purposes. The results of these surveys indicate that a pre
service electrical leak location survey should be performed on every 
geomembrane-lined landfill and impoundment. 

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

Theor)' of Operation 

Figure 1 shows the basic electrical leak location method for locating 
leaks in a geomembrane liner. The principles of the electrical leak 
location method are relatively uncomplicated. A DC voltage is con
nected to electrodes placed in electrically conductive material above 
and below the liner. The impressed voltage produces a very low current 
flow and a relatively uniform electrical potential distribution in the water 
above the liner in areas with no leaks. If the liner has a leak, M.ter 
flows through the leak and establishes an electrical current path through 
the liner. Leaks are located by searching for the localized areas of rela
tively high electrical potential in the water covering the liner. The 
increased current density near the leak is indicated as an anomaly in 
the measured potential. The electrical leak location method can be used 
in liquid impoundments, as a pre-service inspection of solid waste land· 
fill~ and t? locate leaks in the final cover for landfills or impoundments. 
This testmg method does not damage the liner. 

If applied properly, the electrical leak location method is very sensi
tive. Th increase the leak detection reliability to a ma,imum level. leak 
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location surveys should be conducted with the maximum practical 
impressed voltage and detector sensitivity. Some of the leaks that are 
found are very small and may not leak significantly. Nevertheless, all 
detected leaks are located and marked for repair. The small leaks can 
indicate a weak seam that may fail with time or loading. In almost every 
survey, several larger leaks that require repair are found. The small 
leaks are repaired at the same time the larger leaks are repaired to in
crease confidence in the integrity of the liner. 

Instrumentation 

The manual leak location survey system consists of a lightweight, 
portable electrical probe and associated instrumentation. This system 
is for inspection of non-hazardous liquid-filled impoundments and for 
pre-service inspection of water-filled impoundments and landfills. 
Figure 2 illustrates the operation of the equipment. 

Figure 2. 
Manual Leak Location Equipment Consisting of an Electrode Probe 

and Electronics Unit 

Figure 3 shows a typical detector electronics assembly. The battery
powered detector electronics provides an audio tone that varies in propor
tion to the measured signal so the operator is not required to continuously 
monitor the meter. Controls are provided to adjust the sensitivity, 
threshold and audio output level. Test buttons are provided to check 
the battery voltage and circuit operation. Connectors are provided to 
connect the detector probe outputs and an earphone for the audio 
indicator. 

A source of DC power is used to impress a voltage across the geo
membrane liner. Figure 4 shows an electrical leak location power supply 
with self-contained safety system. The leak detection sensitivity is 
proportional to the voltage output of the power supply. Batteries can 
be used for a safe low voltage power supply, but leak detection sensi
tivity will be decreased to a level where smaller leaks can not be detected 
and the leak detection reliability is decreased. For best results and sen
sitivity, a high voltage electronic power supply is used with a safety 
circuit. The high voltage power supply has an adjustable output level 
of up to 320 V DC. The safety circuit provides a measure of protection 
from accidental contact between earth ground and either power supply 
output or accidental contact across the power supply output. The safety 
circuits disconnect the power when a ground fault current is detected, 
or the output current momentarily increases or decreases due to possi
ble human contact. A bright flashing warning light indicates that the 
power supply is energized. 

• 

Figure 3 
Leak Location Detector Electronics Assembly 

Figure 4 
Leak Location Power Supply 

The detector probe is a long pole with two electrodes. A cable con
nects the electrodes to the input of the detector electronics. The probe 
is most conveniently used while wading in the liquid but, with an 
extension, it can be used from a raft in deeper water applications. Sur
vevs of the side slopes are accomplished using a probe with a long handle 
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and small wheels to support the electrodes. The side slope area is 
surveyed by systematically lowering the probe down the slope and then 
pulling it up the slope. 

EFFECT OF MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS 

Computer Model 

A mathematical model was developed to investigate the performance 
capabilities of the electrical leak location method. The model ac~m
modates various electrical and dimensional parameters for a lmed 
impoundment or landfill. Model studies of the electrical leak location 
survey technique were conducted to characterize the performanc~ of 
the method with various electrical parameters of the waste materials, 
the measurement electrode array geometry, the measurement electrode 
depths and proximity to the leak and the size and number of leaks. 

Anomaly Effects of a Leak 

Figure 5 shows a typical family of leak anomaly responses for horizon
tal detector electrodes that illustrate the effects of various measurement 
depths. The two peaks in the signal occur when the two electrodes pass 
within closest proximity of the leak. Figure 6 shows the amplitude of 
the leak anomaly for three different electrode spacings as the electrodes 
are scanned at various depths. A substantial improvement in detection 
sensitivity is obtained when the potential array is scanned closer to the 
leak. The computed leak responses and field experience affirm the prac
tical importance of performing the survey measurements near the bottom 
of the impoundment. 
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Figure 5 
Plot of the Leak Anomaly Ver.,u, Horizontal Electrode Depth 

Figure 7 shows the anomaly response of a leak measured with a 
vertical electrode pair. The leak is located at the position indicated by 
the maximum response. Multiple leaks can be resolved with less 
ambiguity when vertical electrodes are used. Again, the computed leak 
responses point out the practical importance of performing survey 
measurement~ near the geomembrane liner. 
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Figure 7 
Leak Anomaly Characteristic for Vertical Electrodes 

Effect of Measurement FJectrode Spacing 

In general. the amplitude of the measured leak signal increases as 
the electrode spacing increases. However. the increase is negligible wheB 
the electrode spacing is somewhat larger than the distance to the leak. 
This principle can be demonstrated by considering the equation for the 
voltage at some distance from the leak. The simplest mathematical model 
of a leak is to consider that the leak is a point current source in an 
infinite half space. If •• is the resistivity of the water. I is the current 
and the distances from the leak to the two measurement electrodes. 
the measured voltage difference will be: 

1 ... ] v = -----



Figure 8 shows the amplitude of the leak signal versus electrode sepa
ration when the electrode closest to the leak is 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 meters 
with a current of 5 mamp and a water resistivity of 10 ohm-meters. 
The graph shows that little is gained by increasing the electrode spacing 
beyond approximately 0.3 meters. 
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Figure 8 
Leak Signal Amplitude Versus Electrode Separation 

Effect of Water Resistivity 

Figure 9 shows the amplitude of the leak anomaly for different values 
of water resistivity and water depth with the electrodes suspended mid
way in the water. These curves show that for a given amount of leak 
current, the leak detectability is increased essentially linearly with the 
resistivity of the water. The injected current must be increased to offset 
the effect of lower measured leak anomaly attributed to lower resistivity 
of the liquid. For constant current injection, the amplitude of the leak 
anomaly is essentially independent of the resistivity of the material under 
the liner. 
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Figure 9 
Leak Signal Versus Water Resistivity for 

Various Water Depths 
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In practice, a constant voltage power source is used rather than a 
constant current source. Therefore, as the water resistivity is decreased, 
more current will flow throuW! the leaks. However, the amount of current 

increase does not offset the decrease in signal level. 

Effect of Offset Distance from Leak 

The maximum allowable spacing between the lateral survey lines 
depends on the amount of current flowing through the leak and the sen
sitivity of the leak location equipment. To illustrate this characteristic, 
Figure 10 shows the amplitude of the leak anomaly for various elec
trode offset distances from the leak center as a function of the survey 
height above the liner. The amplitude of the anomaly decays rapidly 
as the offset distance is increased. These results indicate the impor
tance of scanning the electrodes close to every point on the liner to 
obtain a high level of leak detection sensitivity. 
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Figure 10 
Leak Signal Amplitude Versus Height Above Liner for 

Various Lateral Offset Distances 

Leak Location Accuracy 
The leak signal is at a maximum when the leak location electrode 

is touching the leak. Therefore, leaks are very accurately located by 
decreasing the sensitivity of the leak location electronics to a level where 
the point of maximum signal can be observed. The location of the leak 
can be essentially pinpointed in this way. 

Effect of Leak Size 

The size of the leak and the conductivity of the water essentially 
determine the amount of current flowing through the leak for a given 
impressed voltage. Because the leak signal is proportional to the amount 
of electrical current flowing through the leak, larger leaks are much 
easier to detect the smaller leaks. Experimental measurements of leak 
current versus leak diameter for circular leaks show that the amount 
of current flowing through the leak is approximately inversely propor
tional to the diameter of the leak. Other tests have been conducted to 
show that the shape of the leak has little effect upon the shape of the 
leak signature. 

Effect of Liner Resistivity 

Because the liner resistivity is many orders of magnitude greater than 
the resistivity of the water, the liner resistivity has no effect on the leak 
detection sensitivity. Laboratory tests have been conducted to show that 
the change in liner resistivity versus time for exposure to typical levels 
of acidity, alkalinity and dissolved salt content have negligible effect 
on the resistivity of the liner material. 

Effect of Sediment Layer 

0.3 

The electrical leak location method is less sensitive for locating leaks 
in geomembrane liners with a sediment layer in the liquid. Physical 
model tests and field experience indicates the lower sensitivity and that 
the measurements are not as repeatable with sediment layers present. 
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The lower sensitivity occurs probably because the electrodes cannot 
be scanned dose to the leak and the liquid shunts the measured poten
tial field to some degree. 

Effect of Soil Cover 
Figure 11 is a plot of a measu;ed leak anomaly versus depth of soil 

cover for a geomembrane liner when the electrodes are scanned directly 
over the leak. The diameter of the leak was 0.3 cm. Although the leak 
signal decreases rapidly with increasing soil cover thickness, the leak 
anomaly was easily detected for soil depths up to 0.6m. Figure 12 shows 
plots of the data with a soil thickness of0.3m for scan lines offset from 
the leak. The leak is barely detectable when the electrodes are scanned 
on a line offset 0.6m from the leak. The signal can be improved by 
scraping the dry soil off the surface or inserting the electrodes into the 
more moist underlying soil. Figure 13 shows the decrease in the 
measured noise for these conditions with a soil thickness of 0.6m. 
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Figure ll 
Leak Signals for Various Thicknesses of Soil Cover 

TYPES OF SURVEYS AND SURVEY TECHNIQUE 

Survey of Bottom of Water-Covered 
Single Liners or Secondary Liners 

When a single liner is in place, the leak location power supply is 
connected to a source electrode in the water and a grounded electrode. 
Surveys are conducted along survey lanes established across the im
poundment. The most convenient method of operation is to place the 
lines across the shorter dimension of the impoundment and perpendic
ular to a straight side. Survey lines are spaced approximately Sm apart. 
Sufficient accuracy usually is obtained using only a tape measure. Marks 
are put on the liner above the water line every Sm on the opposite sides 
of the impoundment. Floating polyethylene ropes or non-conducting 
survey chains are stretched between opposite marks across the impound
ment. As an alternative procedure, the panel seams can be used as the 
survey lanes. Two or three survey operators can scan the length of a 
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Figure 13 
Improvement in Leak Signal Quality When the Soil is Prepared 

panel with overlapping coverage by observing or feeling the seams. 'Ibis 
alternative procedure is more difficult or impractical to implement with 
irregular panel layouts. 

Horizontal traverse lines are scanned with a coverage of 2.Sm on each 
side of the traverse lines. The probe is scanned along the bottom in 



an arc overlapping under the traverse line and past the midpoint of the 
survey lane. After each arc is swept, the operator moves forward ap
proximately 0.3m and scans a return arc to just beyond the traverse 
line. The leak detection probe is thus scanned within no more than ap
proximately 0.15m of every submerged point on the liner. The threshold 
control on the leak location electronics is adjusted frequently to main
tain maximum leak detection sensitivity. 

Leaks are indicated by a sudden increase in the frequency of the tone 
in the earphone as the electrode is scanned near the leak. When a leak 
is detected, the threshold and sensitivity controls are adjusted to obtain 
a peak on-scale meter reading both laterally and longitudinally when 
the tip of the probe is scanned. This procedure determines the exact 
location of the leak. The probe tip is held on the leak while the probe 
is swung to vertical. The leak is then marked with lead sinkers con
nected to a small float with a length of string. 

The locations of the leaks also are measured relative to a temporary 
survey grid for a permanent record. Where practical, the location and 
type of leak also is noted (i.e., on a seam or patch, or in the panel). 
In addition to covering every square meter of the liner, all liner field 
seams and patches are double checked. 

Survey of Bottom of Water-Covered Primary Liners 

By placing the current return electrode in electrical contact with the 
liquid-saturated drainage layer located between the two liners, the elec
trical leak location method can be used to locate leaks in the upper 
liner. The survey procedures for a single liner are then followed. Simple 
electrical continuity tests between the drainage layer and the earth also 
can determine the existence of leaks in the bottom liner but not their 
location. 

Survey of Side Slopes 

Surveys of water-covered side slopes are accomplished using the probe 
with a long handle and small wheels to support the electrodes. The 
side slope area is surveyed by systematically lowering the probe down 
the slope and then pulling the probe up the slope. The operator moves 
forward approximately 0.3m between sweeps. Each survey sweep covers 
an area approximately 0.3m wide down the flooded sidewall. Any leaks 
found are accurately located, and the locations are referenced to a tem
porary survey grid established on the berm. 

When more than approximately 7m of the side slope are immersed, 
the manual survey of the side slopes is conducted in stages. The water 
level is raised or lowered in stages that allow approximately 7m of the 
immersed side slope to be surveyed at a time. The surveys should pro
vide overlapping coverage between the stages. 

The side slopes can be surveyed by raising or lowering the water level 
in stages either before or after the bottom of the liner is tested. If the 
side slopes are tested first, from the top down, the cell will be filled 
with water to the working level prior to the leak location survey. This 
procedure exposes the liner to loads representative of actual in-service 
loading. Usually the level of the water can be lowered faster than it 
can be raised, therefore, the survey can be completed with less standby 
time as the water level is adjusted. 

The advantage of surveying the side slopes after the bottom of the 
liner is surveyed is that washout or settling of the subgrade under the 
liner caused by possible large leaks in the bottom of the liner might 
be avoided if leaks in the bottom are located and repaired prior to full 
hydrostatic loading. However, there is no assurance that additional leaks 
will not occur because of the increased hydrostatic loading during the 
side slope survey. Therefore, additional testing of the bottom of the liner 
may be required after the side slopes are surveyed. 

Survey of Soil-Covered Liners 

Often a layer of sand or soil is placed on the liner to serve as a pro
tective layer or drainage layer. Geomembrane liner material is also 
covered with soil when used for landfill final cover systems. Because 
of the high probability of damaging the geomembrane liner in the process 
of emplacing the soil, a leak location survey of the soil-covered geo
membrane is a highly effective method of ensuring the integrity of the 

liner. The electrical leak location method is the only method capable 
of locating leaks in a geomembrane covered with protective soil. The 
method is particularly valid because the liner is tested under load and 
after the liner has been exposed to possible damage incurred in the 
process of emplacing the protective soil cover. 

The electrical leak location method was modified to make surface 
soil potential measurements to locate leaks in geomembranes covered 
by a protective or cap soil layer. The soil is dampened with water to 
allow good electrical contact and allow the water to percolate through 
the leaks. Completely flooding the liner is not necessary. Surface poten
tial measurements are made using a portable digital data acquisition 
system. Surveys are conducted by making potential measurements on 
closely spaced survey lines. Point-by-point potential readings are made 
along the survey lines with a fixed measurement electrode separation. 
The data are downloaded to a computer for storage and plotting. When 
a suspect area is located, manual measurements are made to further 
isolate the leak. When the surface of the soil is dry, the dry soil is scraped 
away so that accurate measurements can be made on the uncovered moist 
soil. 

The data are examined for leak signatures. The characteristic leak 
signal is a bipolar signal with the initial signal deflecting opposite to 
the polarity of the current injection electrode. Signals caused by other 
features such as drainage laterals can be recognized and rejected. 

The leak location sensitivity increases as the thickness of the soil 
decreases. Typically, leaks with a diameter greater than 0.3cm can be 
located in a geomembrane covered with 0.3m of soil. Testing for leaks 
with only a portion of the soil cover in place is recommended if the 
thickness of the soil cover will be greater than approximately 0.3m. 
Any possible damage to the liner will most likely occur during the in
stallation of the first layer of soil. 

The leak location accuracy for surveys conducted with soil cover 
depends upon several factors including the closeness of the spacing of 
the point-by-point measurements and the homogeneity of the soil cover. 
A practical accuracy guideline for leak location surveys with soil cover 
is approximately one half of the soil thickness. After the soil has been 
removed, followup measurements can be made to locate the leak within 
1.5 cm. 

The survey parameters (survey line spacing, spacing of measurements 
and spacing of measurement electrodes) must be designed for proper 
coverage and leak detection sensitivity. The design of the surveys must 
be based on the physics of the electrical leak location method. 

Another survey methodology can be successful in some cases, par
ticularly when an electrical leak location was previously conducted with 
the liner flooded with water and only a few major leaks are suspected. 
Rather than performing a systematic survey on closely spaced survey 
lines to locate smaller leaks, the reconnaissance measurements are 
intended to attempt to isolate a few large leaks in the hope that no smaller 
leaks are present. The measurement sequence is to locate a leak, remove 
the soil from over the leak, insulate the leak and then measure the power 
supply current. This sequence is repeated until the current level 
decreases to a low level indicating that all of the major leaks are found. 

Multi-Channel Leak Location Surveys 

Southwest Research Institute has developed a multi-channel leak 
location system for locating leaks in impoundments with hazardous 
wastes, for locating leaks in the side slopes of deep impoundments in 
one stage and for surveying in deep water. The system is particularly 
cost-effective for large impoundments and landfills. The new system 
has 12 weighted electrodes suspended from a nonconducting horizon
tal axle between two large plastic wheels. Twelve data acquisition chan
nels, a serial data telemetry system and a portable computer or 
multi-channel chart recorder are used to acquire, display and record 
the leak location data. 

The sensor assembly is systematically pulled across the bottom of 
the impoundment using a power winch. Each survey sweep covers an 
area approximately 4m wide. If feasible, the sweeps are referenced to 
liner seams to provide overlapping coverage of the seams as well as 
complete coverage of the water-covered liner panels. The locations of 
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the leaks are referenced to a temporary grid system established on the 
berm of the impoundment. 

The leak location data acquisition system has been applied at one 
large impoundment to survey the 18-m-long side slopes. The sensor 
and electronics subsystems operated properly and located several leaks. 
Mechanical modifications are needed to make the assembly more 
rugged. 

Remote-Controlled Leak location Survey System 

A small remotely-controlled boat equipped with potential measure
ment electrodes and electronics, servo-controlled steering and data 
telemetry has been developed to locate leaks in hazardous waste im
poundments. In one mode, the measured potentials are used with the 
servo-controlled steering to automatically seek leaks. The system has 
been constructed and tested in a geornembrane test impoundment. The 
method is described in U.S. Patent 4,719,407 for Automated Search Ap
paratus for Locating Leaks in Geomembrane Liners. 

SITE PREPARATIONS 

Water Covering the Liner 

To conduct a leak location survey of the bottom of the liners. a mini
mum of0.15m and a maximum of0.75m (0.6m preferred) of water con
taining no hazardous or foul substances must cover the liner. Because 
hydrostatic loading produces mechanical stress in both the seams and 
the material, leaks may occur only after the liner is subjected to these 
loads. Therefore, testing the liner after the impoundment has been filled 
with water is a valid method for determining if leaks will occur under 
realistic loading conditions. 

The depth of the water for the survey (within the specified range) 
can be determined on a case-by-case basis. Surveying with a shallow 
water level requires less water and pumping, but limits the hydrostatic 
loading. The survey covers only the submerged liner area when the 
cell is filled with water to the depth specified for the survey. There
fore, surveying with shallow water decreases the amount of the side 
slope that is oo;ered by water and thereby limits the area of survey cover
age for the cases where all of the side slopes are not surveyed. 

Flooding the Leak Collection Zone 

To survey the primary liner of a double liner system, an electrical 
conduction path through any leaks to the leak collection zone must be 
established. This process can be accomplished by pumping water in 
the leak collection system while the primary liner is being filled with 
water. Water can be pumped into the discharge side of the leak collec
tion system. In some cases. air vents must be provided in the perimeter 
edges of the primary liner near the top of the berm to allow air trapped 
between the two liners to be vented. The water also can be pumped 
into the air vents. The water level in the leak collection zone must be 
slightly below the level of the water in the primary liner to prevent the 
primary liner from being lifted. 

In some cases when moist sand is used in the leak collection zone 
an alternative method can be used to establish the electrical conduc: 
tion path without flooding the leak collection zone. The reliability of 
this alternative method depends on the type and moisture content of 
the sand. The alternative method is to allow the water from the leaks 
to percolate through the leak collection zone. This method is most 
effective when the water on top of the liner has been allowed to stand 
at least 3 days and good electrical contact can be established with the 
current electrode in the leak collection zone. 

Current Electrode in Leak Collection Zone 

Provisions should be made to allow the placement of a metal elec
trode into the leak collection zone of a double liner system. In some 
cases, a slit is cut in the liner above the water level to allow the inser
tion of the metal electrode. This slit must be repaired when the leaks 
are being repaired. In some installations, the electrode can be inserted 
through a straight plastic pipe that extends down into the leak collec
tion sump. 

A third method for providing the electrode is to install a permanent 
electrode constructed of approximately O. lm2 of thin stainless steel 
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sheet in the drainage layer near the lowest point of the leak collection 
system. The comers and edges of the electrode should be rounded to 
prevent damage !O the liner In addition, the electrode can be wrapped 
with geotextile or geonet to further protect the liners. An insulated wire 
(16 AWG to 12 AWGJ must be connected between the electrode and 
a test terminal located at a convenient, accessible site near the im
poundment. The connections should be insulated with a suitable coating. 

Isolate Electrical Paths Through the Liner 

The electrical leak location method locates leaks by detecting elec
trical conduction paths through leaks in the liner. If feasible, any other 
electrical conduction paths through or around the liner must be elimi
nated or insulated. All penetrations, such as fill lines, drain pipes, batten 
anchors, penetration flanges, footings, pump lines, pump wiring, 
instrumentation wiring, instrumentation conduits and access ramps mak
ing contact with the water in the liner ~hould be insulated from ground 
or constructed of an insulaung material. Electrical paths also can be 
established through the liquid in plastic pipes if the pipes connect to 
a grounded metal valve or metal pipe. 

Rubber packers can be placed in plastic drain and fill pipes to iosurc 
that the fluid in the pipes does not act as an electrical path to ground. 
In some cases a temporary geomembrane cover can be seamed over 
pipes and batten anchor bolts. Metal pipes penetrating the liner can 
be insulated using large pla.,llc garbage bags or caps constructed of 
insulating foam rubber, geomembrane and plywood. 

For the electrical paths to be a factor, the paths must form a conduc· 
tion path through or around the liner being surveyed. The presence 
of such electrical conduction paths does not preclude the application 
of the method. However, if these paths can not be eliminated, isolated 
or insulated, the paths will be indicated as leaks that may mask the 
signal from other smaller leaks in their immediate vicinity. In addi
tion, if the conduction paths are substantial!) lower in resistance than 
the electrical paths through the leaks. the amount of current flowing 
through the leaks may be too small to detect small leaks. The design 
and construction of the impoundment can be reviewed to detennine 
the best methods to eliminate or rnimmize the effect of these conduc
tion paths on the survey. 

Remove Debris 

For safety and better leak location reliability, debris such as unneces
sary sand bags and non-floating liner material must be cleared from 
the liner. 

Conducting Structures 

A leak is indicated as an electrical potential anomaly in an other
wise relatively uniform potential distribution. Conducting structures 
such as concrete footings. metal supports and sand bags can distort the 
potential distribution. making leaks more difficult to locate. Small leaks 
that are substantially covered by structures such as a concrete footing 
probably i:annot be detected. Moderate-s1ZC leaks at the perimeter of 
such strui:tures .:an usually be detected. 

Power Requirements 

Electric power of single phase 95 to 125 V AC, 45 to iU hertz, at 
approximately 5 amp must be provided at the site for operation of the 
leak location power supply. The power outlet should be located at the 
top of the berm. 

SAFETY 

A potential for injury is present in any work at a construction site. 
Specific hazards include electroctuion, slipping and falling on the geo
membrane material, falling in the water, hypothermia and drowning. 
Job safety .is the most important aspect of doing a complete and through 
leak location survey. Proper safety precautions must be followed. 

In addition to the standard construction site safety rules, specific safely 
procedures must be used to safely conduct an electrical leak location 
~urvey using a high voltage power supply. The survey operators wading 
m the ~ter arc exposed to an electrocution hazard if they come in con
tact with a grounded electrical conductor. Precautions must be taken 



to avoid this possibility. Some precautions include using only dry 
electrically-insulating hand lines for entering or exiting the basin and 
being sure that wire rope, wet rope, metal cables, electrically-conducting 
poles, electrically-conducting ladders, or any other electrically con
ducting objects are not available or used for rescue or used to aid 
personnel in the water. 

A safety circuit for the high voltage power supply provides a measure 
of protection in case of accidental contact of personnel with the high 
voltage. Because making the power supply inherently safe and making 
the safety circuit completely reliable are not possible, survey procedures 
and procedures should be such that personnel can never make electri
cal contact across the power supply. The safety circuit must absolutely 
never be tested by human contact. The safety interlocks must not be 
bypassed to allow operation of the power supply without the flashing 
red safety strobe. 

Other elements of an effective safety plan include proper training 
of survey personnel, safety briefing for visitors to the site, high-voltage 
warning signs and employing personal flotation devices for operations 
near deep water. The water in the impoundment must be non-hazardous 
if an operator is to be completely immersed. Surveys must never be 
performed when there is a threat of lightning or under adverse weather 
conditions such as cold weather, rain, or snow or where the operator 
has difficulty concentrating on safety. 

On some work sites, the survey operators must be qualified to meet 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120 safety requirements. This OSHA regulation 
requires 40 hr of instruction, on-the-job-training, a medical surveil
lance program and annual 8 hr training refresher courses. 

Operators should be trained in first aid and cardiopulmonary resus
citation. Additional safety procedures must be followed depending on 
the hazards and conditions present at each site. 

SPECIFYING ELECTRICAL LEAK WCATION SURVEYS 

The Appendix is a guide for specifying electrical leak location sur
veys. The guide offers suggestions for typical surveys as well as assigning 
responsibilities for preparations for the surveys. 
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APPENDIX 

Specification Guide for the Electrical Leak Location Method 
For a Geomembrane Leak Location Survey 
With No Soil Covering the Liner 

Introduction 
This list of typical specifications is presented with relevant general 

discussion to explain the preparations required for surveying primary 
or secondary liners for leaks using the electrical leak location method. 
Electrical leak location surveys can be contracted for by the owner or 
operator of the facility, the general contractor, a third-party quality 
assurance contractor, or the liner installer. To best serve the interests 
of the facility owner, the electrical leak location surveys should be con
tracted for by the owner or operator of the facility, or a third-party 
quality assurance contractor. The following specifications are written 
for this type of contractual arrangement. Separate specifications are 
required for the general contractor and for the electrical leak location 
contractor. 

The specifications are for a manual survey of liners with no soil or 
sand covering the liner. The specifications are intended for guidance 
and reference only. They are not intended to be all-inclusive, to be neces
sary in every application, or to recommend any particular practices 
or procedures. The specifications for each installation should be written 
specifically for the application, using proper engineering practices and 
judgement and legal advice and review. Each use of the designations 
of Company and Contractor should be reviewed and changed as 
applicable to refer to the owner of the facility, the general contractor, 
the liner installer, an independent quality assurance consulting firm, 
or other subcontractor as applicable. Other terms such as landfill, im
poundment or pond should be used as appropriate. The specifications 
are written to be very comprehensive. They should be abbreviated where
ever possible. The paragraphs typed bold are provided for explanation 
and can be omitted from the specification. 

Electrical Leak Location Survey Specifications for 
General Contractor 
Electrical Leak Location Survey 
Under Hydrostatic Load 

An electrical leak location survey will be performed by Southwest 
Research Institute, 6220 Culebra Road, San Antonio, Texas 78238, (Con
tact Daren L. Laine, telephone 512-522-3274) or approved equivalent. 
The survey will be conducted on the bottom and side slopes of both 
the primary and the secondary geomembrane liners of the basin. Con
tractor will be responsible for preparing the basin for the survey as 
described below. 

If more than one leak per 2000 ft2 of surveyed area is found in 
either liner, the leak location survey will be limited to one man-day 
of survey per 20,000 ft2 of liner material. The electrical leak location 
survey will be conducted to better categorize the occurrence of leaks 
and possible causes of leaks to aid in the specification of corrective 
measures. The electrical leak location survey will be curtailed until 
the cause of the leaks is determined and corrective measures are taken 
by the Contractor. In the case of defective seaming, only patching the 
leaks will not be a viable corrective action because additional leaks 
will likely form when basin is put in service. If more than one leak 
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per 2000 ft2 of surveyed area is found in either liner, an electrical leak 
location survey of the liner will be performed at the expense of the 
Contractor after the corrective actions are taken and the located leaks 
are repaired. 

The occurrence of greater than approximately one leak per 2000 ft2 
can indicate defective seaming process or procedures, defective liner 
material, or ineffective liner material handling or protection measures. 
In these cases, further electrical leak location surveying are not sensi
ble because the questionable integrity of the installation. In these cases 
corrective actions must be taken. 

Prior experience indicates that detectable leaks are found in some 
repaired leaks when they are tested using the electrical leak location 
method. When significantly less than approximately one leak per 2000 
ft2 of liner is found, rechecking the leaks with the electrical leak 
location method is usually not necessary if the leak is sealed and then 
a patch is seamed over the repair. The repair can then be tested using 
a vacuum box. When more than approximately one leak per 2000 ft2 
are found, rechecking the seams and patches using the electrical leak 
location method is warranted. The geomembrane installer is responsi
ble for making the repairs. 

Preparing the Basin for Survey 

Electrical Paths Through the Liner 
Contractor shall electrically insulate electrical conduction paths 

through the liner. Such conduction paths can be caused by fill pipes, 
drain pipes, batten anchors, penetration flanges, footings, pump lines, 
pump wiring, instrumentation wiring, instrumentation conduits and 
access ramps. Electrical paths can also be established through the liquid 
in plastic pipes if the pipes connect to a grounded metal valve or metal 
pipe. Contractor will provide any necessary rubber packers and/or in
sulated coverings for this purpose. Properly supported temporary geo
membrane material sealed over the electrical penetrations can also be 
used. 

The electrical leak location method locales leaks by detecting elec
trical conduction paths through leaks in the liner. Any other electrical 
conduction path which also makes a circuit through or around the liner 
will give the same indication as a leak. The presence of such electrical 
conduction paths does not preclude the application of the method. 
However, if these paths can not be eliminated, isolated, or insulated, 
they will be indicated as leaks and they may mask the signal from other 
smaller leaks in their immediate vicinity. In addition, if the conduction 
paths are substantially lower in resistance than the electrical paths 
through the leaks, the amount of current flowing through the leaks may 
be too small to allow the detection of small leaks. 

Electrode in leak Collection ZAme 
Contractor shall make the arrangements for placing a suitable metal 

electrode in the leak collection zone prior to installing the primary liner. 
The electrode shall be constructed of approximately 1 ft2 of stainless 
steel sheet. The comers and edges of the electrode must be rounded 
to prevent damage to the liner. In addition, the electrode shall be im
bedded in the sand or wrapped with geotextile or geonet to further pro
tect the liners. An insulated wire (16 AWG to 12 AWG) must be connected 
between the electrode and a test terminal located at a convenient 
accessible location near the basin. The connections must be insulated 
with a suitable coating. The electrode shall be buried at a depth 
approximately 2 in above the secondary liner near the lowest point of 
the collection system. 

Some alternaJive methods include cutting a slit in the liner a few feet 
above the water level to allow the insertion of the metal electrode. The 
Contractor shall be responsible for having slits cut for inserting the 
electrode if necessary and repairing the slits. Where necessary and feasi
ble, a rod-shaped electrode can be placed in a leak sampling pipe that 
extends down into the leak collection sump. However, this last method 
is usually not as effective as the other methods because of the danger 
of getting the electrode stuck and the increased resistance of the water 
in the pipe. 

Flooding the Liner 
Contractor shall flood the liner to the required depths with water con-
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taining no hazardous or foul substances. A source of water will be 
provided by the Company. Water disposal facilities will be provided 
by the Company. Contractor will be responsible for pumping or other
wise transferring the water. Contractor will be responsible for damage 
to the subgrade or berm caused by water leakage and erosion, or 
hydrostatic loading. Provisions must be provided and procedures shaU 
be followed by the Contractor to minimize the dynamic loading of the 
liner and possible damage to the liner, leak collection system and/or 
subgrade caused by the water stream or by a rapid change in the water 
level. Prior to flooding, Contractor shall clean the basin of debris in
cluding scraps of liner material, other construction materials and 
unneeded sand bags. 

The water is needed for the electrical leak locaJion method. The 
hydrostatic loading of the liner is also desirable for determining if leaks 
will occur under realistic loading conditions. 

The basin shall be filled with the water to the working depth. When 
more than approximately 20 ft of the side slope is immersed, the manual 
survey of the side slopes is conducted in stages. The Contractor shaU 
lower the water between each survey stage to allow no more than ap
proximately 20 ft of the immersed side slope to be surveyed at a time. 
If the water can not be lowered to the level required for the next stage 
of the survey within 16 hr, Contractor shall pay Company for standby 
time or additional reduced mobilization costs for the electrical leak 
location survey contractor. 

In some cases where the basin is large, or the discharge rau fort/re 
water must be limited, standby time or additional reduced mobiliza
tion costs are inevitable and should be planMd and contracted for as 
part of the contract with the electrical leak locaJion contl'DCtor. In tlwse 
cases, the Contractor shall pay Company only for additional srandby 
time or additional mobiliwtion costs due to delays calL5ed by the Con
tractor in excess of the planned amount. 

The side slopes can be surveyed by raising or lowering the water level 
in stages either before or after the bottom of the liner is surveyed. If 
the side slopes are surveyed first. from the top down, the basin Mil 
be filled with water to the worlcing level prior to the leak location sur
vey. This exposes the liner to loads representative of actual in-service 
loading. In most cases the level ofthe waur can be loweredfasterthan 
it can be raised, therefore, the SUIW)' can be completed with less standby 
time required while the warer level is adjusted. 

The advantage of surveying the side slopes after the bottom of the 
liner is surveyed is that washout or settling of the subgrade under the 
liner caused by leaks in the bottom of the liner might be avoided if leaks 
in the bottom are located and repaired prior to full hydrostatic loadillg. 
However, there is no assurance that additional leaks will not occur 
becalL5e of the increased hydrostatic loading during the side slope survey. 
Therefore, additional surveying of IM bottom of the liner may be required 
after the side slopes are surveyed. 

After the side slopes have been surveyed to the toe of the benn at 
the most shallow part, the Contractor shall lower the water to the level 
where the most shallow portion of the bottom of the basin is covered 
with approximately 6 in of water. When the bottom of the liner slopes 
more than 30 in, the survey of the bottom shall be conducted in more 
than one stage. The Contractor shall lower the water between each survey 
sta~e to allow the bottom of the basin to be surveyed in no more than 
30 m of water. The water level is lowered to the level where the most 
shallow unsurveyed area is covered with 6 in of water. lf the water can 
n~t ~ lowered to the level required for the next stage of the survey 
w1thm 16 hr, Contractor shall pay Company for standby time or addi
tional reduced mobilization costs for the electrical leak location survey 
contractor. 

Again, for the cases where the basin is large, or the discharge mtt 
for the water must be limited, standby time or addilional reduad mobili
uition costs shauld be planMd and comracted for as part of the con
tract with the electrical leak location contractor. In those cases, the 
Contractor shall be liable for paying only for additional standby rimt 
or additional mobiliuition costs due to delays caused by the Contmc
tor in e.xcess of the planned amount. 

Flooding the leak Collection 7.one for the Survey of 



The Primary liner 
Contractor shall also flood the leak collection zone with water. This 

can be done by pumping water in the leak collection system while the 
primary liner is being filled with water. To avoid possible damage, the 
water level in the leak collection zone must be maintained below the 
level of the water in the primary liner to prevent the primary liner from 
being lifted. Water can be pumped into the discharge side of the leak 
collection system. Air vents must be provided in the perimeter edges 
of the primary liner near the top of the berm to allow air trapped between 
the two liners to be vented. The water can also be pumped into the 
air vents. The Contractor shall be responsible for having slits cut for 
flooding and air vents, if necessary and repairing the slits. 

To survey the primary liner, an electrical conduction path through 
any leak to the leak collection zone must be established. This task is 
usually accomplished by flooding the leak collection zone. In some cases 
when sand is used in the leak collection zone, an alternative method 
can be used to establish the electrical conduction path. The reliability 
of this alternative method depends on the type and moisture content 
of the sand. The alternative method is to allow the water from the leaks 
to percolate through the leak collection zone. This method is most ef 
fective when the sand has residual moisture and the water on top of 
the liner has been allowed to stand at least three days and good elec
trical contact can be established with the power supply electrode in 
the leak collection zone. 

The survey of the secondary liner must be conducted prior to instal
lation of the primary liner. However, because the secondary liner is 
in direct contact with earth ground there is no requirement to flood 
the subgrade under the liner. 

Electrical Power 
Contractor will furnish a source of electrical power of 110-120 V AC 

at 10 amp for the electrical leak location equipment. The power outlet 
shall be located at the top of the berm. 

Safety 

Proper safety precautions and safe working practices shall followed. 
A written safety plan specifically addressing the electrical leak loca
tion surveys submitted by the electrical leak location contractor shall 
be followed. Contractor will also inform the electrical leak location 
survey subcontractor of the specific safety rules, procedures and haz
ards at the plant site. 

Electrical Leak Location Survey Specifications 
For Electrical Leak 1.-0cation Contractor 

Electrical Leak wcation Survey Under Hydrostatic wad 
An electrical leak location survey will be performed by Southwest 

Research Institute, 6220 Culebra Road, San Antonio, Texas 78238, (Con
tact Daren L. Laine, telephone 512-522-3274) or approved equivalent. 
The survey will be conducted on the bottom and side slopes of both 
the primary and the secondary geomembrane liners of the basin. Con
tractor will be responsible for preparing the basin for the survey as 
described below. 

The survey equipment leak detection distance shall be verified prior 
to the survey. The results of the verification tests shall be used to 
determine the distance between survey scans. The verification test will 
be conducted using a simulated leak assembly as shown in Figure 1. 
The simulated leak consists of a sealed plastic container with an insu
lated wire penetrating the container through a sealed hole in the con
tainer. The insulation at the end of the wire is stripped off for a distance 
of approximately 1 in. The opposite end of the wire is connected to 
a grounded electrode or a separate electrode in the leak collection zone. 
A weight is placed in the container and the container is filled with a 
sample of water from the basin being tested. A sample of geomem
brane liner with the same thickness as the liner being tested is sealed 
behind a large hole in the lid of the container. A O.o3 in noininal diameter 
circular leak is placed in the center of the geomembrane sample by 
penetrating the liner with a heated No. 6 sewing needle (O.o30 in nominal 
diameter) or a sewing pin (0.034 in nominal diameter). 

The simulated leak assembly will be placed in the water in the basin 

and survey sweeps will be made as the operator approaches the simu
lated leak. The distance from the leak locator probe to the leak when 
the leak is just detectable is measured. This is the leak detection dis
tance. 1Wice this distance will be the maximum distance between survey 
scans. The power supply electrode can be put at any position in the 
basin, but the survey must be conducted with the power supply elec
trode no farther from the leak than the distance when the verification 
test was conducted. 

The leak location sensitivity is proportional to the resistivity of the 
water used to flood the liner and the power supply voltage. For rela
tively high resistivity water such as river or lake water, or water from 
a municipal supply, the simulated leak can be usually be detected at 
a distance of approximately IB in. For a saturated brine solution, the 
simulated leak can usually be detected from a distance of 6 in. Smaller 
leaks will be detected if the leak location probe electrode happens to 
pass directly over the leak. Larger leaks can be detected from greater 
distances. However, these typical leak detection sensitivities can be 
greatly reduced in some instances amj some judgement is necessary 
for specifying an effective survey for a reasonable cost. 

If more than one leak per 2000 ft2 of surveyed area is found in 
either liner, the leak location survey will be limited to one man-day 
of survey per 20,000 ft2 of liner material. The electrical leak location 
survey will be conducted to better categorize the occurrence of leaks 
and possible causes of leaks to aid in the specification of corrective 
measures. The electrical leak location survey will be curtailed until 
the cause of the leaks is determined and corrective measures are taken 
by the Contractor. In the case of defective seaming, only patching the 
leaks will not be a viable corrective action because additional leaks 
will likely form when basin is put in service. If more than one leak 
per 2000 ft2 of surveyed area is found in either liner, an electrical leak 
location survey of the liner will be performed at the expense of the 
Contractor after the corrective actions are taken and the located leaks 
are repaired. 

The occurrence of greater than approximately one leak per 2000 ft2 
can indicate defective seaming process or procedures, defective liner 
material or ineffective liner material handling or protection measures. 
In these cases, further electrical leak location surveying is not sensi
ble because the questionable integrity of the installation. In these cases 
corrective actions must be taken. 

Prior experience indicates that detectable leaks are found in some 
repaired leaks when they are tested using the electrical leak location 
method. When significantly less than approximately one leak per 2000 
ft2 of liner is found, rechecking the leaks with the electrical leak lo
cation method is usually not necessary if the leak is sealed and then 
a patch is seamed over the repair. The repair can then be tested using 
a vacuum box. When more than approximately one leak per 2000 ft2 
is found, rechecking the seams and patches using the electrical leak 
location method is warranted. The geomembrane installer is responsi
ble for making the repairs. 

Preparing The Basin For Survey 

The Company is responsible for having the basin prepared for the 
electrical leak location survey. These preparations include: electrically 
isolating electrical conduction paths; placing a suitable metal electrode 
in the leak collection zone prior to installing the primary liner; cleaning 
the basin of debris; flooding the liner to the required depths with water; 
adjusting the level of the water as necessary; flooding the leak collec
tion zone with water; and furnishing a source of electrical power. 

Leak Location Surveys 

Electrical Leak wcation Survey of Sidewalls of the 
Secondary and Primary Geomembrane liners of the Basin 

The electrical leak location survey contractor shall conduct a leak 
location survey of the side slopes of the secondary liner and the primary 
liner using the electrical leak location method. The side slope area will 
be surveyed by systematically scanning the side slopes. Procedures shall 
be followed to assure that the leak detection probe is scanned within 
the detection distance for every point on the submerged liner. Twice 
the leak detection distance is the maximum distance between survey 
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scans. In addition, all of the seams oriented down the side slopes shall 
be surveyed individually by scanning the leak location probe along the 
seam. 

When more than approximately 20 ft of the side slope is immersed, 
the water must be lowered in stages to allow the manual survey of the 
side slopes. Any leaks found will be accurately located and the loca
tions will be referenced to reference marks on liner near the berm of 
the basin. 

Electrical Leak Location Survey of Bottom of the 
Secondary and Primary Geomembrane Liners Basin 

The electrical leak location contractor shall conduct a leak location 
survey of the bottom of the secondary liner and primary liner using 
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the electrical leak location method. Procedures shall be followed to 
assure that the leak detection probe is scanned within the leak detec
tion distance of every submerged point on the liner. In addition, all 
of the seams shall be surveyed individually by scanning the leak location 
probe along the seam. 

Detected leaks shall be located to within 0.5 in or less and imme
diately marked with lead sinkers and floats. The location of the leaks 
shall also be measured relative to reference marks on the berm or side 
slope of the liner for a permanent record. Where practical, the loca
tion and type of leak shall be noted (i.e. on a seam or patch, or in the 
panel). 

Reports, Safety And Other Points 

&ports 
If requested, the general results of the electrical leak location survey 

shall be reported to the designated representative of the Company during 
the daily progress of the field work. A list of the locations of the leaks 
found shall be submitted to the designated representative of the Com
pany after completion of the field work and before the electrical leak 
location survey crew leaves the site. A letter report documenting the 
work, including a brief summary of the survey procedures, results of 
the survey and problems encountered shall be prepared and submitted 
within 14 days after completion of the field work. 

Safety 
Proper safety precautions and safe working practices shall be fOl

lowed. A written safety plan specifically addressing the electrical leak 
location surveys shall be submitted to the Company for approval by 
the electrical leak location contractor prior to the stan of the leak loca
tion field work. The safety plan shall be followed. Contractor and Com
pany will inform the electrical leak location survey subcontractor of 
the specific safety rules, procedures and haz.ards at the plant site. 

Confidentiality 
Unless agreed to in writing, the name of the facility, the location of 

the facility, the identity of the Company, Contractor and the geomem
brane installer shall be held in strict confidence. Any published resulls 
of the survey will include only leak statistics. Information shall not be 
afforded confidentiality if: such information is publicly available or 
rightly obtained without restriction by from a third party; or released 
without restriction by the furnishing party to llll)QilC, including the Unit
ed States Government. 

Some facility mmers prefer to avoid publicity concerning their opera
tions. A confiden1ialiry agrumenl should describe the level of security 
desired. 



Evaluation of Relative Magnitude of Human Exposure by 
Various Routes in a Community with 

Multiple PCB-Contaminated Sites 

John C. Kissel 
Indiana University 

Bloomington, Indiana 

ABSTRACT 
Efficient execution of Superfund activities intended to reduce risks 

to humans posed by toxic wastes requires identification of the most sig
nificant routes of exposure in a given location. Estimates are presented 
of the magnitudes of PCB exposure associated with various pathways 
in a community with multiple sources of contamination. For many 
citizens, designated hazardous waste sites are less significant sources 
of exposure to notorious chemicals than are more familiar surroundings. 
Integration of hazardous waste management strategies with broader 
environmental policies is therefore warranted. Examination of the rela
tive magnitudes of exposure attributable to diverse routes also facili
tates realistic assessment of the benefits of incremental cleanup actions. 
Substantial mitigation of risk may occur long before formal comple
tion of site remediation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Bloomington, Indiana was formerly the location of a capacitor 
manufacturing and repair facility operated by Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were released from the 
plant in sewer and air discharges as a result of disposal of retired and 
defective capacitors. Discarded capacitors were hauled to several dumps 
and landfills. Copper scavengers opened the capacitors and spilled their 
contents. In some cases, capacitors were transported to additional 
locations before or after scavenging. Discharges from the manufacturing 
facility to a city sewer resulted in contamination of a wastewater treat
ment plant, and contaminated sludge was unknowingly distributed to 
citizens as soil conditioner. Westinghouse employees, their families, 
copper scavengers, sewage treatment plant employees, sludge users, 
persons who frequented the dumpsites, persons who lived in close 
proximity to the dumpsites, and the general citizenry have experienced 
variable levels of exposure. 

The U.S. EPA, Westinghouse, the City of Bloomington, Monroe 
County and the State of Indiana agreed in 1985 to a cleanup strategy 
involving six sites in or near Bloomington. Four of these sites are NPL. 
Remedial measures have been taken at all six sites, but at only one is 
no further action anticipated. Two additional sites are undergoing 
cleanup outside the terms of the 1985 agreement. 

The process of identifying and cleaning sites has become drawn out, 
politicized and contentious. To evaluate risks and cleanup strategies, 
it is useful to estimate the relative magnitudes of human exposure to 
PCBs by various routes in Bloomington. Exposures may be estimated 
directly from measured environmental concentrations for those routes 
for which such data are available, or back-calculated from observed 
body burdens using a pharmacokinetic model. Both methods are utilized 
here. 

Prior to discussing the presence of PCBs in the environ,ment, two 
qualifications must be stated. First, analytical techniques have evolved 

concurrently with concern over PCBs. Consequently, data from dis
parate sources are not always precisely comparable. Second, commer
cial PCB preparations are mixtures of compounds with variable 
physico-chemical and toxicological properties. 1•3 Ideally, evaluation of 
exposure to and risks of PCBs would be approached on a congener
specific basis. Since most historical data are not congener-specific, 
however, total PCB burden serves as an imperfect surrogate measure. 
Total PCB trends nevertheless present an illustration of the consequences 
of widespread utilization and subsequent abandonment of a particular 
class of poorly degraded, lipophilic chemicals. 

BACKGROUND EXPOSURE 

Exposures to PCBs in Bloomington are of particular interest to the 
extent they deviate from exposures typically experienced by the national 
population. PCBs were used extensively in a variety of products for 
several decades prior to their removal from commerce in the latter half 
of the 1970s. As a result, they are widely dispersed in the environment 
and routinely identified in human tissue and blood. As shown in 
Figure 1, domestic sales of PCBs peaked in 1970;4 sales of PCBs and 
were ultimately banned in mid 1979. Since PCBs are lipophilic and rela
tively resistant to degradation, their appearance in the food chain was 
predictable. 

Trends in adult dietary exposures estimated from information gathered 
in FDA total diet surveys5

•
8 are presented in Figure 2. Horizontal 

scales in Figures 1 and 2 are equivalent to facilitate comparison. An 
estimate of a total dietary exposure of about 90 ng/day in 1985 in 
Ontario9 is in good agreement with the FDA data. Dietary exposure 
in Osaka, Japan, 10 however, was estimated as greater than 4 ug/day in 
1985. Data from the National Human Adipose Tissue Survey 
(NHATS) 11 presented in Figure 3 reveal that virtually all United States 
residents carried detectable levels of PCBs in the early 1980s. The impact 
of removing PCBs from routine commerce is reflected in a decline after 
1978 in the fraction of the population having greater than 3 ppm in 
adipose tissue and in the increase in those having levels, although 
detectable, less than l ppm. 

Measured blood concentrations12
•
15 of PCBs in general populations 

or groups not known to have occupational exposure are presented in 
Figure 4. The suggestion of a peak in blood levels in the mid 1970s 
and a subsequent decline is consistent with the NHATS data, but the 
scarcity of pre-1978 blood data precludes a firm conclusion to that effect. 
Not shown in Figure 4 are (off-scale) blood levels measured in several 
non-occupationally exposed populations exhibiting unusual rates of fish 
consumption. 14 

thelifgiiest point in Figure 4 represents Bloomington sludge users 
and may be an indication of increased exposure or simply an artifact 
of the timing of the sampling. An ostensible Bloomington control group 
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Figure 4. 
Reported PCB Levels in Blood in General Populations or 

Non-occupauonally Expoi;ed Control Groups. 

All poinL\ are Arithmetic Means Except as Noted. 
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Pluses: serum. Bloomington sludge-users (1977) and 
serum geometric mean, Bloomington controls (1984). Reference 15. 
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found lo have higher serum levels than the sludge usersu contained 
some health workers who may have been exposed during site 
inspections"' and therefore the data for this group are of questionable 
validity for comparison. The slope between the sludge users and the 
subsequent (1984) Bloomington controls" is similar to that between 
Michigan controls (light fish eaters) sampled in 1973 and 1980. "· 1984 
Bloomington controls do not appear to have unusual blood levels of 
PCB. Other subsets of the Bloomington population surveyed in 1984 
had blood levels that ranged from apparently slightly elevated to dearly 
elevated." 

Persons in classifications entitled game eating closest residence, 
playing, digging, fish eating. and swimming had geometric mean serum 
levels 31 to 54% higher than the 5.9 ug/L geometric mean of the controls. 
Scavengers had a geometric mean slightly over twice lhat of the con
trols and the occupationally exposed group (including Westinghouse 
empluyccs and wastewater treatment plant workers) had a level O\ICr 
four times higher. Only the latter group was statistically distinguish
able from the controls at the 5% level, but groups were small. Pre
viously, 12 occupationally-exposed persons were found to have an 
arithmetic mean serum concentration over four times that of the sludge 
users. and their family members' mean was about double that of the 
sludge users. Results from more recent sampling of a larger number 
of Bloomington residents than were tested in 1984 are not yet 
available."' 

EXPOSURES CALCULATED FROM 
KNOWN CONCENTRATIONS 

Environmental measurements from which PCB ex~ures may be 
calculated directly are available from a variety of sources. EstimateS 
obtained in this manner are presented in Table I. Commercial food 
supply exposures were derived from the same sources as Figure 2. 



Table 1 
Annual Average Daily Adult PCB Exposures Calculated 

From Measured Environmental Concentrations. 

Exposed individual Route Magnitude Data Ref. 
(µg/day) 

Westinghouse 
Bloomington employee workplace air 18-740. 1977 (18) 

Lake Michigan 
sportfisher fish 39-313. 1973-4 (19) 

Bloomington wastewater 
plant operator personal air <36. 1976 (17) 

U.S. citizenry commercial food 6.9 1971 (8) 

U.S. citizenry indoor air 0.65-10.9 1979-84 (20-22) 

Nearest Bloomington 
dumpsite neighbor outdoor air <2.7 1983 (24) 

occasional Bloomington 
dumpsite visitor outdoor air <2.3 1983 (24) 

u.s. citizenry commercial food <0.1 1985 (8) 

Bloomington residents 
near dumpsites well water <0.024 1986 (25) 

Bloomington citizenry City water <0.01 1989 (26) 

Bloomington citizenry outdoor air <0.008 1986-8 (27) 

Workplace air measurements were made by NIOSH11-18 at a (now 
closed) municipal wastewater treatment plant and in the Westinghouse 
plant. The range of inhalation exposures to Westinghouse employees 
reflects time-weighted average air concentrations associated with the 
most (capacitor repairman) and least exposed (boilerhouse operator) 
job classifications investigated. 

It was assumed the employees worked 250 8-hr work days/yr and 
had a 20 m3/day breathing rate. Inhalation exposure for wastewater 
plant operators was calculated similarly based on an average of personal 
air samples taken in September of 1976. (Results from a previous set 
of samples taken in August, 1976, were all below detection, hence the 
"less than" designation.) 

Dietary exposures for Lake Michigan sportfishers (consumers of more 
than 24 to 26 lb of fish/yr) were taken from the literature19 and includ
ed for comparative purposes. Indoor air exposures to the general pub
lic were calculated based on measured average air concentrations of 
39 to 653 ng/m3 in homes, schools, laboratories and offices20-22 and the 
assumption that a typical person is indoors 20 hours per day. A more 
recent study23 found no PCBs in residential air, but at a detection limit 
(100 ng/m3

) that does not exclude the possibility of agreement with 
previous results. 

Estimated exposure to nearest dumpsite neighbors was based on the 
highest 24-hr average concentration measured24 at the boundary of the 
Lemon Lane site (before capping) and an assumption of 4 hr/day of 
exposure. A somewhat higher boundary concentration was recorded 
at another site, but measurements made near adjacent homes were lower. 
Inhalation exposure attributable to occasional dumpsite visitation was 
based on an assumption of 25 2-hr trips per year and the highest average 
summertime daytime concentration recorded (also before interim 
remediation at Lemon Lane) at 180 cm in vertical profile meas
urements. 24 

The range of possible activities engaged in by persons visiting the 
durnpsites is quite broad, and the estimate could be low for a few persons 
such as copper scavengers who spent significant time near "hot spots" 
(capacitor piles). Estimated exposure from well water was based on 
a survey of water quality in wells within 1 mi of major dumpsites25 

and a nominal consumption rate of 2 L/day. In most wells tested, PCBs 
were not detected. A handful of positive values between 2 and 12 ng/L 
were recorded. Two wells that tested higher were no longer in use for 
drinking water supply. The city water exposure estimate reflects no 
detection of PCBs at 5 ng/L in municipal water. 26 Outdoor air inha· 

lation exposure to the general Bloomington populace was based on the 
highest annual average concentration obtained from three sites monitored 
during 1986-1988. 27 

EXPOSURES BACK-CALCULATED FROM BODY BURDENS 

The list of exposures presented in Table I clearly is not exhaustive 
and is limited to those routes for which estimation is easily undertaken. 
For example, potential dermal exposure from contaminated water or 
soil or direct contact with PCB oils is not included. In the absence of 
adequate knowledge of the PCB concentration in a particular medium 
or of the frequency of the pertinent activity, gross exposure may be 
back-calculated from measured body burdens given some understanding 
of the rate at which PCBs are eliminated from the body. 

Half-lives of various PCB congeners and commercial mixtures 
reported in or derived from the literature28

•
32 are presented in Table 2. 

Apparent half-lives, calculated from sequential data without consi
deration of continuing exposure, may be much higher than true half lives. 

Table 2 
Half-lives of PCBs in Humans Reported in or 

Calculated" from the Literature. 

Commercial m~xture Half life Sample size 
or congener (yrs) 

105 0.56 17 
118 0.82 

Kanechlor 300c 5.1 20 
Kanechlor 300 & 5ooc >15. 4 

Aroclor 1242d 2.0 5 
Aroclor 1260d 16.9 

108/118 0.27-0.82 1 
138 0.88 
153 0.93 
180 0.34 

Aroclor 1242e 2.4-3.lf 58 
Aroclor 1254e 2.6-6.5f " 
dAssuming no continuing exposure. 
busing numbering system of Ballschmiter and Zell (33). 
csased on employment history. 
doistinction not specified. 

Reference 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

eoistinguished as eluting before (1242) or after (1254) DOE. 
fMean values for persons with highest to lowest initial body 
burdens. 

Rates of elimination are least likely to be distorted by background 
exposure in persons with high existing burdens. Increasing half-lives 
at lower tissue concentrations of mixtures of compounds such as PCBs 
may also result from preferential retention of the least rapidly elimi
nated congeners. Half-lives of specific congeners presented in Table 2 
are relatively short. These data may reflect selection of atypical 
congeners, but the particular congeners evaluated are among those which 
routinely are found in human samples. The frequency with which they 
are identified can be explained partly by their occurrence in commer
cial mixtures, but, nevertheless, if elimination is rapid, ongoing exposure 
must be high to maintain measurable levels in blood and tissue. 

Buhler, et al.,32 suggest that typical exposures to each of the in
dividual congeners they investigated are on the order of 3 to 4 µ/day. 
Given the fractional presence of !individual congeners in commercial 
PCB preparations, this figure is difficult to reconcile with estimates 
of likely total PCB exposure presented here. 

It has been demonstrated that elimination of 2,3,7,8-TCDD from 
humans can be plausibly simulated using a physiologically based phar
macokinetic (PBPK) model employing assumptions of simple thermo
dynamically based partitioning and negligible metabolism. 34 With 
input of appropriate physical parameters, this model may be applied 
to elimination of PCBs. Log octanol water partition coefficients of PCB 
congeners of interest range from roughly 4 to 7.5. 35·36 Henry's cons
tants are likely to range from approximately 1 to over 100 Pa m3 m0 1-1 
at physiological temperatures. :irn 

PBPK model simulations indicate that ('iD kg) adult half-lives attributa-
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ble to partitioning alone (excretion/exhalation) should vary between 
roughly 0.5 and 5 yr given these physical properties. Shorter half-lives 
would result for those congeners that are significantly metabolized. 
Longer apparent half-lives could be observed in the presence of con
current exposure. This effect is illustrated in the data of Phillips, et 
al.,32 cited in Tuble 2. Aggregate PCB half-lives on the order of2.5 yr 
were observed in persons with relatively high body burdens, and longer 
half-lives were observed in persons with relatively low body burdens. 
Given an appropriate metabolic rate constant, the PBPK model may 
be used to compute exposures required to sustain observed body bur
dens. Selected cases are presented in Tuble 3. A true half-life of 2.5 
yr was assumed. 

Some Wesiiilghouse employees had serum PCB levels over 1000 mg.IL 
in l'J'77. 32 The maximum inhalation exposure shown in Tuble I appears 
sufficient to account for only about 500 mg/L in serum. Dermal 
exposure is therefore likely to have been very substantial and to have 
exceeded inhalation exposure to at least some employees. A similar 
conclusion with respect to another group of PCB workers was reached 
previously by Lees, et al., 41 The mean serum PCB level in a group of 
Westinghouse employees' family members in l'J'77 was reported as 
approximately 34 mg/L as compared to the sludge users' 17 mg/L. 12 

If the sludge users received negligible non-background exposure, then 
about half of the family members' body burden could be attributed to 
unusual exposure. If roughly half of the sludge users' burden was the 
result of non-background exposures. then about three-quarters of the 
family members' burden was unusual. Dermal uptake of a lipophilic 
contaminant from soil has been shown to be plausible elsewhere. •2 

Further application of the PBPK model reveals that likely current 
exposures to the general population in the United States are not suffi
cient to maintain existing serum levels and that continuing decline should 
be anticipated. 

Table 3 
Annual Average Daily Supplemental Exposures Estimated to be 

Required to Produce Observed Serum Levels. 

Exposed individual 

Most exposed 
Westinqhouse employee 

Faaily member of 
Westinghouse employee 

Sewage sludge user 

Route 

dermal 

dermal, inhalation 

dermal, inhalation 

"Assuaing aggregate 2.5 year halt life. 

DISCUSSION 

Magnitude 
(ug/day) 

>740. 

25-JS. 

0-10. 

Background exposures to PCBs are declining in the United States. 
Given the trend in PCB levels in commercial foods, indoor air may 
now be the primary source of PCB exposure for the bulk of the popu
lation. Temporal trends in indoor air concentrations are poorly defined, 
however, and further research is needed in this area. 

Indoor air concentrations measured in the United States in the early 
1980s are comparable to outdoor air levels measured in the immediate 
vicinity of uncontrolled dumpsites in Bloomington at about the same 
time. Indoor air exposures certainly impact a greater portion of the 
population. 

Results from the Total Exposure Assessment Methodology Study 
(TEAMS)39 demonstrate that primary exposures to some pollutants of 
concern, in particular volatile organics, probably occur indoors. This 
also may be the case for the semi-volatile PCBs. Reorientation of U.S. 
EPA activities toward a more integrated and consistent assault on en
vironmental problems, as has been suggested by an internal U.S. EPA 
review panel,40 is warranted. 

At issue in Bloomington are the adequacy of cleanup efforts under
way and the risks presented. Despite the fact that the ultimate cleanup 
strategy is controversial and a decade or more from completion, the 
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largest risks listed in Table 1 have been effectively mitigated. Clearly 
those at greatest risk of harm by PCBs in Bloomington arc persons who 
were employed at Westinghouse during the period PCBs were actively 
utilized. Cessation of active utiliz.ation of PCBs has resulted in a sub
stantial decline in serum PCB levels in such persons:io.n and also is 
likely to have resulted in reduction of exposures to members of their 
families. Exposures of the latter type are not adequately addressed within 
the current regulatory framework, a situation that reiterates the need 
for reorientation of efforts at the U.S. EPA. 

Former occupational exposures and any resulting from residual con
tamination inside the Westinghouse plant fall within the realm of 
occupational safety and outside the scope of CERCLA cleanup activi
ties. Although PCB body burdens of ~stinghouse employees con
tributed to the perception of a hazardous waste problem in Bloomington, 
they did not result from waste disposal practice per se and would not 
be more effectively remedied if CERCLA-related activities in Blooming
ton were proceeding more smoothly. These exposures have been mitigat
ed by eliminating the activity resulting in waste generation rather than 
by more effective management of the waste. Occupational exposures 
to wastewater treatment plant personnel were eliminated by closing the 
facili1y (as was previously necessitated by city growth). Simple interim 
measures (fencing) eliminated routine access to the major dumpsites 
and associated exposures. 

Remaining concerns. m addition to off-site air transpon, include trans
port in groundwater and access to unremediated sites. Transport io 
groundwater has not yet presented a significant problem in Blooming
ton. although, in view of local geological characteristics, movement 
is inevitable barring complete remediation. Groundwater contamina
tion, while very expensive to reverse, generally represents potential 
rather than immediate risk. The slowness with which groundwater IOOl'CS 

prevents natural flushing from being a viable management strategy, but 
it also provides time for implementation of interim mitigation strate
gies such as provision of alternative water supplies to persons at risk. 

Most of the minor sites in Bloomington at which no remediation is 
planned are small plots on which contaminated sludge was spread. 
Attenuation of PCBs by volatilization and perhaps biodegradation 
appears to be occurring at significant rates. •i 

The exposure estimates presented in Tuble I may be compared to 

health criteria. ACGIH lists 11..V-TWAs of 0.5 mg/m3 for Aroclor 1254 
and 1.0 mg/m3 for Aroclor U42.44 Assuming 250 8-hr M>rk days per 
year, this figure corresponds to acceptable average annual daily 
exposures to M>rkers of roughly 2300 and 4600 ug/day, respectively. 
On the basis of potential carcinogenicity, however, NIOSH recommends 
a 500 to 1000-fold lower I µJm3 standard for each Aroclor." 

The U.S. EPA recently proposed a drinking water MCL of 0.5 p.11 
for PCBs. This figure corresponds to an approximate acceptable intake 
of 1 µ/day and. assuming a carcinogenic potency factor of 7.7 mg-• kg 
day,"' an excess lifetime cancer risk on the order of 104 . Interestingly, 
the City of Bloomington's NPDES permit for the Dillman Road 
wastewater treatment plant requires effluent PCBs to be less than 0.1 
µII, five limes lower than the proposed drinking water MCL. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Perceived sources of significant exposure to pollutants may diftCr from 
actual sources. External sources, especially identified hazardous waste 
sites, are greatly feared. For PCBs (and some other industrial chemi
cals), more familiar surroundings such as homes and offices appear 
to present the greatest exposure to the average citizen under current 
conditions in Bloomington and elsewhere. Policies governing cleanup 
of hazardous waste sites should therefore be integrated in an overall, 
multi-media environmental protection strategy. 

Much attention is given to the fact that only a small proportion of 
NPL sites have been declared fully remediated. The bulk of the risk 
associated with such sites may, however, be eliminated well before 
cleanup completion. Progress under CERCLA to date is likely to be 
significantly underestimated if measured by cleanup completions alone. 

Understanding of the elimination of PCBs from humans is incom
plete and further congener-specific, human-based investigation is 
needed. Nevertheless, existing United States background PCB exposure 



appears insufficient to maintain typical body burdens. Further decline 
therefore is likely. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Agency fur Toxic Substances and Disease Registry may, under 
CERCLA, as amended, and RCRA. as amended, perform a Health 
Assessment for a facility or release in response to a petition. Such 
petition may be offered by individuals (private citizens) or licensed phy
sicians who supply information that individuals have been exposed to 
hazardous substances. In response to this mandate, ATSDR has 
developed an interim methodology for performing Petitioned Health 
Assessments. This paper describes the methodology developed by 
ATSDR for performing an assessment and will include ATSDR interim 
procedures and current data on the status of Petitioned Health 
Assessments. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) is 
authorized under CERCLA, as amended by SARA, to perform various 
Heahh Assessments. Specifically, the Agency may .. perform a Health 
Assessment for releases or facilities where individual persons or licensed 
physicians provide information that individuals have been exposed to 
a hazardous substance, for which the probable source of such exposure 
is a release. In addition to other methods (formal and informal) of 
providing such information, such individual persons or licensed 
physicians may submit a petition to the Administrator of ATSDR 
providing such information and requesting a Health Assessment." 

In addition to CERCLA, RCRA, as amended, has a provision under 
the Exposure Information and Health Assessment section stating that 
"any member of the public may submit evidence of releases of or 
exposure to hazardous constituents from a facility, or as to the risk or 
health effects associated with such releases or exposure, to the Adminis
trator of ATSDR." Petitions or evidence submitted a~ defined by the 
above acts (i.e., CERCLA and RCRA) are considered Petitioned Health 
Assessments. Because these laws, as they pertain to Petitioned Health 
Assessments, are broadly defined, it was necessary for ATSDR to 
develop an interim methodology for dealing with Petitioned Health 
Assessments. 

ATSDR recognizes that decisions to perform a Health Assessment 
should be based on public health concerns. Determining public health 
concerns is an "interpretive" process and such concerns cannot always 
be identified from the information received with a petition. Gathering 
additional information, analyzing it and thereby identifying the health 
concerns is equivalent to performing the Petitioned Health Assessment. 
Furthermore, as specified above in the CERCLA and RCRA legisla
tion, threats to the public, other than those posed by chemical releases 
or facilities, although they may be related to Petitioned Health Assess
ments, may not be the responsibility of ATSDR. 

Once a public health concern has been established, even though 
ATS DR would like to respond to the needs of the public with a Health 
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Assessment, performing a Health Assessment on each and every incidell 
may not be in the best interest of the public. Other, more appropriate, 
authorities might better address public health concerns that do not relale 
to releases or facilities. 

Furthermore, since the CERCLA legislation states that "if [such) 
a petition is submitted and the Administrator of ATSDR does not initiate 
a Health Assessment, the Administrator of ATSDR shall provide a 
wrinen explanation of why a Health Assessment is not appropriate." 
Hence, formal procedures for accepting or rejecting petitions are 
imperative. The following discussion will outline the interim 
methodology that was developed within the ATSDR Office of Health 
Assessment (OHA) for addressing Petitioned Health Assessments. 

INTERIM METHODOLOGY 

Gathering Prelimhutry lnfonnation and 
Acknowledging Petitioner 

Within a reasonable time period after receiving a petition (i.e., a target 
of 10 "MJrking days). all appropriate ATSDR personnel provide any first
hand information they might have on the facility or release. If a Health 
Assessment has not been performed on a release or filcility (see below), 
an acknowledgement letter will be written responding to the specific 
information provided by the petitioner(s) and incorporating any addi
tional information provided by ATSDR personnel. 

If ATSDR has already performed a Health Assessment, the 
acknowledgement letter will reflect this and will include a copy of the 
document. Furthermore, the acknowledgement lener will state that un
less the petitioner has additional information not considered in the al
ready completed Health Assessment, ATSDR will not pursue the petition 
any further. If the petitioner sends new information in response to the 
ATSDR acknowledgement letter, the request will be considered as a 
new petition and dealt with as such. 

Collecting Background Information 

Once a petition has been acknowledged, background information must 
be collected so that ATSDR can determine whether to accept or reject 
the petition. As a first step in this interim process. the appropriate 
ATSDR Regional Representative develops contacts and collects back
ground information on the alleged release or facility. At a minimum, 
the Regional Representative contacts: 

• The Petitioned Health Assessment contact designated by the U.S. 
EPA headquarters 

• The most appropriate U.S. EPA personnel with knowledge or potential 
knowledge of the site or release 

• The most appropriate representatives of state health and environmental 
agencies 

• The most appropriate local health and environmental agencies 
• The petitioner(s) 



ATSDR uses the information gathered by the Regional Representa
tive to apply the first interim decision criteria &i.e., Interim Mode A 
Decision Criteria (see below)]. In addition to gathering information 
and developing contacts, the Regional Representative also obtains a 
recommendation from each agency on whether the petition should be 
accepted (see Mode A Decision Criteria, below). The information 
gathered in this step is not intended as a basis for the Health Assess
ment but only to provide information for accepting or rejecting the 
petition. 

Applying the Interim Mode A Decision Criteria 

A committee (i.e., Screening Committee), consisting of applicable 
ATSDR management personnel, reviews the information gathered by 
the Regional Representative and applies the following Interim Mode 
A Decision Criteria: 
A-1. Has a Health Assessment or its equivalent already been performed 

relative to the site, release or population? 
if yes, forward the Health Assessment to the petitioner, stating 
that ATSDR will take no further action unless the petitioner has 
information not considered in the report or its equivalent; 
if no, proceed with the evaluation; 

A-2. Can a source or release of contaminants alleged by the petition 
to exist be identified? 

if yes, proceed with the evaluation; 
if no, reject for this reason; 

A-3. Can a target population exposed or potentially exposed in the past, 
present or future alleged by the petition to exist be identified? 

if yes, proceed with the evaluation; 
if no, reject the petition for this reason; 

A-4. Do any of the government agencies recommend that ATSDR accept 
the petition? 

if yes (one or more), proceed with the evaluation; 
if no (all), and reasons appear credible to OHA, reject the peti
tion for these reasons; in some cases OHA may still proceed 
with an evaluation if it believes that there are public health 
issues that have not yet been adequately addressed. 

If a petition is rejected for any of the above reasons, then a letter 
will be sent to the petitioner stating the reasons for this rejection (see 
below-Mode B Decision Criteria). 

Assigning Site to Scoping Team, Site-Visitation, 
Data Collection, and Preparation of Site Summary Report 

Once a decision has been made to proceed with the petition, a 
member(s) of an appointed evaluation team (i.e., Scoping Team) visits 
the site and meets with knowledgeable federal, state and local officials 
and the ATSDR Regional Representative. In addition, the Scoping Team 
member(s) contacts those individuals previously designated by the 
Regional Representative and any other individuals knowledgeable about 
the site that were not available for personal communication during the 
site trip. Background information and monitoring data, site-visit infor
mation and any other information or monitoring data collected by the 
Scoping Team member(s) are evaluated and used to complete an ATSDR 
Site Summary Form. 

Presenting Preliminary Information to the 
Screening Committee 

When the information gathered during the site-visit trip has been con
solidated and the site-visit report and ATSDR Site Summary Form have 
been completed, the information is presented at a Screening Commit
tee meeting for preliminary feedback. The purpose of this meeting is 
to insure that all involved parties have a thorough understanding of the 
petition, the release and the implications of the release before the OHA 
Scoping Team member(s) meet with the petitioner(s). 

Meeting with Petitioners and Preparing Trip Report 

After preliminary presentation to the Screening Committee, the ap
propriate OHA staff travel with the ATSDR Regional Representative 
to meet with the IX:titioner(s). The trip report prepared after this meeting 

becomes part of the official record, and any new information or health 
concerns brought to the Agency's attention by the petitioner(s) is con
sidered when the petition is reviewed under the Interim Mode B Deci
sion Criteria (see below). 

Formal Presentation to Screening Committee and 
Applying Interim Mode B Decision Criteria 

The Scoping Team member(s) assigned to evaluate the petition 
presents the findings and all related information to the Screening 
Committee. The Screening Committee will apply the Mode B Deci
sion Criteria (below) to determine whether the petition is accepted or 
rejected. 

Mode B Decision Criteria: 

B-1. Have individuals been exposed to a hazardous substance for 
which the probable source of such exposure is a release? 

B-2. Are the location, concentration and toxicity of the hazardous 
substances involved significant? 

B-3. Is there potential for further human exposure? 
B-4. What is the strength of recommendations from other govern

ment agencies? 
B-5. Is the incident applicable to CERCLA or RCRA or to other 

more appropriate environmental statutes (can the public best 
be served by a more appropriate government agency)? 

B-6. Are ATSDR resources available and what other ATSDR 
priorities have bearing, such as its responsibilities to conduct 
other Health Assessments and health effects studies? 

The Above Mode B Decision Criteria require the use of professional 
judgment to evaluate the criteria's bearing on the ultimate decision to 
accept or reject the petition. After applying these criteria and reaching 
a decision to accept or reject the petition, ATSDR drafts a response 
letter to inform the petitioner(s) of the decision, the reasons for the 
decision (if appropriate) and the nature of any followup action(s) (if 
appropriate). 

Preparing Draft Health Assessment 

If the petition is accepted by applying the Interim Mode B Decision 
Criteria, it is then assigned to an appropriate multi-disciplinary Health 
Assessment team to develop a Draft Health Assessment. A copy of this 
Draft Health Assessment is provided for comment to the U.S. EPA, 
State and others in accordance with ATSDR policy. 

Preparing Final Draft Health Assessment 

Comments on the Draft Health Assessment received from the U.S. 
EPA, the State and others are considered, and the document is revised 
as necessary to prepare the Final Draft Health Assessment. Once the 
Final Draft Health Assessment is completed, a public meeting is con
ducted to discuss the findings. 

Public and Petitioner Comment on 
Final Draft Health Assessment 

The Final Draft Health Assessment is released for public and 
petitioner comment. 

Responding to Comment, Preparing and 
Distributing (final) Health Assessment and 
"closing" the Petition File 

All comments on the Final Draft Health Assessment received from 
the public and petitioners is considered and the document is revised 
as necessary to prepare the (final) Health Assessment. The Health 
Assessment is then distributed according to ATSDR policy. It also is 
sent to the petitioner with a letter of transmittal closing the petition 
file (unless ATSDR is undertaking some followup health action, e.g., 
proceeding with a followup Health Assessment or a health study, 
registry, surveillance activity, etc.). 

STATUS OF PETITIONED HEALTH ASSESSMENTS 

At the time this manuscript was prepared, ATSDR had received 62 
requests for Petitioned Health Assessments from private citizens, public 
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officials, physicians, lawyers and others (Tuble 1). Approximately 50% 
of the requests were received from private citizens. Although physi
cians are specifically mentioned in the CERCLA regulations, only tw~ 
of the 62 requests have come from physicians; however, ~t~ physi
cians were also public officials. Either very few private phys1c1ans a~e 
aware of the petition process or they may have elected to have their 
patients (private citizens) file the petition requests. 

Table 1 
Profile of Health Assessment Petitioners 

Type of Petitioner 

Private Citizen 
Public Of£ id al 
Physician 
Lawye~ 
Other 
Total 

Number of Requests 

30 
15 
2 

13 
_l 

62 

Percentage 

49 
24 

3 
24 

--1 
100 

lBoth physicians that petitioned ATSDR were also public officiala. 
2Tribal Council and military officer. 

Requests have been received for sites on the NPL, for RCRA sites 
and for "other" sites and facilities (Tuble 2). The site designation of 
"other" consisted mostly of active and inactive commercial or indus
trial facilities (Tuble 3). As shown in Tuble 3, some petitions received 
by ATS DR do not precisely fall into the category of a release or facility, 
as described in CERCLA and RCRA. A profile, by U.S. EPA Region, 
of the petitions received is shown in Table 4. 

Table 2 
Profile of Petitioned Health Assessments by Site Type 

Type 

National l'rioritites List 
(NPL) 

Resource, Conservation, and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) 

Other 

Number of 
Requests 

21 

11 

36 

Percentage 

31 

16 

53 

rotes: 
Includes multiple site listings for a single petition received by 

ATSDR. 

Table 3 
Profile of Non-NPL/RCRA Petitioned Health Assessments 

By Site Type 

Type of Site 

CommercialjKanufacturing Facilities 
Landfills/Abandoned Disposal Areas 
Hulitple Source Sites 
Contaminated Municipal/Private Water Supplies 
Hil 1 tary Base 
Federal Penetentiary 
Municipal Incinerator 
Mining Waste 
Smoke from Burning of Timber 
Agricultural Pesticide Release 
Sewage Contamination of Waterways 
Pesticide Test Ponds 
Total 

Number of 
Request• 

14 
7 
5 
2 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1 

-1 
36 

At the time this manuscript was prepared, 60 of the 62 petitions 
received by ATSDR were being processed in one of the phase~ of the 
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Table 4 
Prorlle of Petitions by EPA Region 

Region Number of Requests Rank by Number 
of Requests 

1 5 6/7 
2 9 3 
3 8 4 
4 15 1 
5 11 2 
6 5 6/7 
7 2 8 
8 0 10 
9 6 5 

10 _l 9 

Total 62 

interim methodology for perfonning Petitioned Health AssessmenJs. 
A delineation of the siatus of the petitions is shown in Table 5. Forty
four of the 62 petitions received have had the evaluation process (i.e., 
scoping) completed and that 30 Health Assessments currently have been 
completed or are in progress. 

Table S 
Status of Petitioned Health Assesmlents 

Status Category Number of Requests 

Rejected 14 
Assigned (HA in progress) 22 
Scoping (in progress) 17 
Withdrawn by Petitioner l 
HA Completed --1 
Total 62 

HA- Health Assessment. 
Scoping- Evaluating petition request. 

CONCLUSIONS 

ATSDR, in response 10 the broadly defined CERCLA and RCRA 
legislation, has developed an interim methodology for performing Peti
lioned Health Assessments. This interim methodology includes a pro
cedure using two-mode decision criteria for accepting or rejecting 
Petitioned Health Assessment requests. Because ATSDR has based !he 
decision criteria primarily on human health concerns. ATSDR believes 
that these procedures are sound from both a legal and, most impot· 
tantly, a public health perspective. 

Some of !he petitions received by ATSDR do not appear to be the 
responsibility of ATSDR. as implied in the CERCLA and RCRA legis
lation. nor would the public health concerns raised by these petitioners 
be best served by ATSDR. ATSDR believes that the interim decision 
criteria developed to accept or reject these types of requests will best 
serve the public interest and ATSDR needs. Wherever applicable, 
ATSDR will refer a petition to the appropriate federal, state and local 
authorities for follow-up actions to protect public health. 

With the experience ATSDR gains through the use of this interim 
methodology for perfonning Petitioned Health Assessments and with 
public comments that will be received when these criteria are published 
in the Federal &gister, ATSDR may modify this methodology in !he 
future to best serve the public interest and ATSDR needs. It is readily 
apparent, however, that public health concerns will remain the primarY 
basis for all ATSDR decisions whether to perfonn Health Assessments 
or other appropriate actions at petitioned sites or facilities. 
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ABSTRACT 

The problems facing the industrial hygienist/safety professionals at 
hazardous waste sites during cleanup are numerous. 

Those responsible for the safety and health of site personnel must 
learn how to make combined use of environmental and medical sur
veillance data in order to provide adequate protection. Selecting quali
fied medical monitoring facilities is mandatory. This process includes 
accredited laboratory facilities with appropriate QA/QC programs. 

The AIHA/ACGIH Hazardous Waste Committee and its Medical 
Surveillance Subcommittee have been working with OSHA toward 
creating a generic standard for medical surveillance. Such a standard 
will give all hazardous waste contractors a starting point. Site-specific 
variations can then be added by the site health and safety officer with 
assistance from a board9certified occupational/environmental medicine 
physician. The AIHA/ACGIH committee and its subcommittee have 
created a set of criteria to assist the hazardous waste remedial action 
contractors in their selection of appropriate medical facilities to do their 
employee medical examinations. 

The Rocky Mountain Arsenal cleanup at Basin F is a good example 
of a properly operated medical surveillance and environmental 
monitoring system. 

The remedial action contractor built a state-of-the-art decontamina
tion facility capable of handling up to 120 people in 30 min. The site 
workers of Rocky Mountain Arsenal faced the problems of heat stress 
in 90 to '1'! 0 F. summer weather as well as frost-bite in sub-zero winter 
weather without any serious casualties. The contractor learned how to 
keep workers alive and well and still get the job done and make money. 

During the early days of Superfund site identification and charac
terization, the occupational/environmental medicine physician was 
monitoring young, health-conscious scientists. As the remedial action 
phase got under way, an entirely different group of people came under 
medical surveillance. They ranged in age from 18 to 65 and their life 
styles in general were in sharp contrast to the scientist group. The 
findings on their medical examinations were quite different. These 
findings present additional decision9making problems for the hazardous 
waste contractor. 

There is need for continuous interaction between the contractor 
management and the medical monitoring facility. One must meet all 
of the requirements of OSHA and the U.S. EPA and still comply with 
the Privacy Act relative to confidentiality of medical information. One 
must also deal with the mandate of EEOC in terms of non-discrimination 
in hiring practices. 

Medical surveillance of all persons entering upon a Superfund site 
is required by law under OSHA. If it is well done, it can be of great 
benefit to all concerned. If it is poorly done, it can create a host of 
potentially expensive problems. 

Introduction 

The history of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal begins in 1942. It was 
established by the U.S. Department of the Army as a manufacturing 
facility for the production of chemical and incendiary munitions. During 
World War II, chemical intermediate munitions, toxic products and 
incendiary munitions were manufactured and assembled by the U.S. 
Army. From 1945 to 1950, stocks ofLevinstein mustard were distilled, 
mustard-filled shells were demilitarized and mortar rounds filled with 
smoke and high explosives were test fired. Various obsolete ordnance 
were also destroyed by detonation or burning during this period. 

In the early 1950s, RMA was selected to produce the chemical nerve 
agent GB (Sarin) under U.S. Army operations. The North Plants 
manufacturing facility was completed in 1953 and was used to produce 
agents until 1957. Munitions-filling operations continued until late 1969. 
Primary activities between 1969 and 1984 involved the demilitarization 
of chemical warfare materials. 

Concurrent with military activities, industrial chemicals were 
manufactured at RMA by several lessees from 1947 to 1982. The 
products included chlorinated benzenes, naphthalene, chlorine, fused 
caustic, insecticides (DDT, Aldrin, Dieldrin and Endrin), herbicides, 
nematocides, adhesives, anti-icers and lubricating greases. 

In May of 1'1'14, di-isopropylmethyl phosphonate and dicyclopen
tadiene were detected in the surface water at the northern boundary 
of the arsenal. Later that year , the Colorado Department of Health 
(CDH) detected the same chemical in a well north of the arsenal and 
issued three administrative orders against Shell and/or the Army in April 
of 1'1'15. Thus began the litigation history of the RMA. 

One must remember that in 1942 Denver was a very small town and 
the arsenal site was far from civilization. I also doubt that any of the 
planners at that time ever dreamed that the arsenal would some day 
be surrounded by a large urban area. I seriously doubt that any con
sideration was given to groundwater and its possible contamination by 
arsenal activities. The country was engaged in a global war and it was 
"full speed ahead" with little consideration for the environment. 

The Rocky Mountain Arsenal encompasses approximately 17,000 ac 
of land in Adams County, Colorado. Much of it looks very benign. 
There are many species of wildlife roaming the arsenal including herds 
of deer, thousands of prairie dogs and rabbits. Games birds abound 
and the lakes and ponds are full of fish. Bald eagles have built a nest 
on arsenal property. 

The full extent of the contamination of soil and groundwater at the 
arsenal is not known. It may never be known. The lists of chemicals 
fill many pages and are not considered complete. The environmental 
problems created by the arsenal have created much political activity 
and the public has demanded action. 
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SITE CHARACTERIZATION MEDICAL MONITORING 

The initial stages of cleanup began with site characterization. My 
organization has been involved in ~e medical .monitoring for. the ~ast 
9 years. We have supplied medical surv~tl~a~~e and b1olog1cal 
monitoring to a number of the contractors. In this 1mt1al phase of clean~p 
activity, the majority of the personnel working on the Rocky Mountain 
site were scientists and technicians. 

The Activities at this stage of the investigation included drilling test 
wells, taking soil and water samples and doing air monitoring. Some 
of the locations in which they were working called for level B protec
tion. This means the use of impervious clothing in multiple layers 
including gloves and boots with liners and helmet with supplied air 
(either back pack with tanks or airline hose from a compress?r). I have 
been suited up for level B and have been out on-site carrying equip
ment and doing physical work in direct sunlight with outside ambient 
temperatures in the 70's (°F). Within 20 mi.n. I bega~ to feel. the heat 
load. I could only imagine how I would feel tf the outside ambient tem
peratures were in the high 90's (°F). I was wearing a .back pack with 
compressed air tank and was put through the expenenc~ of a tank 
change. I recall that it took me 20 min. to get dressed with the help 
of two people from the decontamination unit. 

I went through this exercise because I feel that it is important for 
the examining physician at harardous waste projects to experience exactly 
what the workers on the project will experience. It gave me a much 
broader perspective and enabled me to do a better job for the contractor 
personnel. . . . 

As each contractor began work in 1980, I sat down with the mdustn
al hygiene and health and safety personnel and reviewed the available 
environmental data. Based on this discussion, we jointly developed a 
protocol for medical monitoring. We knew that we were dealing with 
organic solvents and a variety of chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides. 
These chemicals are known liver toxins and some are kidney toxins. 
Some are leukemogens and others can cause aplastic anemia. The 
organophosphate pesticides depress the cholinesterase. 

All of the baseline physical examinations included: personal and 
family medical history, occupational history, hobbies, recreational 
activities, use of tobacco, alcohol and medicines; hands-on physical 
examination; chest x-ray; lung function testing; resting ecg or tread
mill ecg (for level A & B protection); complete blood count; biochemical 
profile; vision screening; audiometric testing; complete urine analy
sis; cholinesterase; methemoglobin; heavy metals. Where indicated, 
pesticide screens of various kinds were added. All personnel were 
screened for drug use as a safety precaution. 

Having developed the medical monitoring protocol, the next impor
tant step was to select laboratories that had good QA/QC programs. 
We chose a local reference laboratory that was certified by the Centers 
for Disease Control. This laboratory participated in two external qual
ity control programs. We then found a toxicology laboratory that also 
demonstrated proper QA/QC by participating in multiple external pro
grams. Our trace metals laboratory participates in four national and 
two international Q/QC programs and does 40% QC in house. We feel 
very comfortable with the results from these laboratories. 

Chest x-rays (PA and lateral views) are interpreted by a Board Certi
fied radiologist. Pulmonary function tests are done on equipment that 
is calibrated daily. The tests are conducted by a technician who has 
taken a NIOSH-approved course in spirometry and passed the certifi
cation examination. The ecg's are all interpreted by cardiologists. The 
audiometric testing is done on equipment that meets the requirements 
of the OSHA standard on hearing conservation. 

After the baseline examination, employees are monitored on a periodic 
basis. The interval is usually once a year, but in some situations may 
be more frequent. They also are examined at the end of a project or 
when leaving employment. If there has been a spill or toxic release, 
an interim examination usually is conducted. 

In the initial phase of the arsenal cleanup, we were examining groups 
of scientists and technicians engaged in site identification and charac
terization. These were almost all young people (aged 20 to 35), in 
excellent health and in a good state of physical fitness. Many were com-
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petitive athletes. Most were non-smokers and had g'?°'1 dietary habits. 
Very few were overweight. Most of them consumed httle or no alcohol. 
We did not find any drug users. 

CLEANUP PROGRAM MEDICAL MONITORING 

When the remedial action contractors came for the next phase of the 
cleanup, we found ourselves evaluating an entirely different group of 
people. They ranged from 18 to 65 years of age. Quite a number were 
overweight. Most were in a fair to poor state of physical fitness. Many 
were cigarette smokers and heavy users of alcohol. We found a few 
drug users. Many had very poor eating habits. Many had elevated serum 
lipids (cholesterol and/or triglycerides). 

A major remedial action effort took place in 1988-1989 at a location 
known as Basin-F. This area was considered one of the most highly 
contaminated areas at the RMA. The cleanup plan was drawn up by 
the contractor. This plan of course, included a site health and safety 
plan which was reviewed by the industrial hygiene group and the medical 
monitoring group. The medical surveillance protocol was created and 
adopted. This project was unique in that the labor fon:e was union 
organiz.ed. The "hot zone" was identified and was su.rro~~ by a buffer 
zone with a perimeter fence. All personnel working ms1de the fence 
were put in level B protection during the initial phase of the cleanup. 

A team of 22 field health and safety personnel was selected and hired 
by the contractor. This team included. three EMT's (emergency.~
cal technicians) and seven air monitonng and meteorology technicl8DS. 
All of these people were trained by the contractor for this project. The 
air monitoring personnel selected seven locations for monitoring stations 
at the perimeter. High volume sam~lers were. used~ co?tinuous real
time computerized monitoring. Wmd velocity and d1recuon also were 
measured. 

The contractor designed and built a state-of-the-art deconrarnination 
facility. This facility was equipped with the latest in decontamination 
equipment. It was staffed by a supervisor and seven technicians. It was 
stocked with large supplies of all of the required protective clothing 
and respiratory protective gear. It was capable of handling up to 120 
people in 10 min. It also housed the on-site laundry. It was set up to 

handle male and female personnel (there were some female heavy equip
ment operators and laborers). 

During the summer months. all field personnel were monitored for 
heat stress. Hourly WBGT monitoring was done in the support zone. 
The work/rest regimen was based on these readings. As the ambient 
temperatures went up, the work periods were shortened and the rest 
periods were lengthened. During 90 to lOO°F weather, the work day 
began at 4:00 a.m. and the project was shut down by 10:00 a.m. Under 
these conditions, the labor force would work for 20 min. and rest for 
40 min. Some of the work was done on the night shift to avoid the heat. 

During the rest periods, personnel were pulled out of the "hot zone" 
into the decontamination trailer which was maintained at 60°F. The 
EMT's checked vital signs (heart rate, respiration, blood pressure and 
body core temperature). The body core temperature was measured by 
using a tympanic thermometer. Field medical monitoring was the first 
line of defense against heat stress. . 

At the peak of activity, there were 60 to 70 people in the Basm all 
of the time. Approximately half of these were heavy equipment ope~
tors and half were laborers. The heavy equipment operators were m 
air-conditioned cabs and therefore had less solar load than the laborers. 
The heavy equipment operators were all on supplied air from racks 
of tanks on their vehicles. It became necessary in the hot weather to 
ice the air tanks and the hoses. Even with all of these measures, the 
ambient temperature inside the cabs got into the mid 80's (F). Some 
of the laborers used back packs with small 45 min. tanks of compl'CMCd 
air. Others dragged airline hoses around that supplied air from large 
tanks or compressors. 

When it came to putting down the black vinyl liner for the waste 
pile containment, the contract had to be re-written to allow this ~rk 
to be done at night. During the day, thermometers 3 ft. above the hner 
registered 140°F. At the beginning of the hot weather, I was asked, as 
the medical consultant, to go out to the work site and give a lecture 
on heat stress to the managemers and supervisors. This lecture was 



accomplished by utilizing the charts and slides on heat stroke and heat 
stress prepared by ACGIH. The contractor then took the posters and 
prepared from the cartoons a booklet that was given to all personnel 
in the field. 

OV/'ls (organic vapor analyzers) and HNU equipment were used for 
field environmental monitoring. Organic chemical in the ambrent air 
were measured to monitor pesticide levels. Ammonia, hydrogen sulfide 
and fugitive dust also were measured. Neither ammonia nor hydrogen 
sulfide was detected. All of the above measurements were done with 
real-time monitoring. The fugitive dust action limit was set at 
1 mg/m3

• Action limits set for chemicals were fractions of PELs and 
TLV's. 

During the winter months, insulated coveralls were worn under the 
protective clothing. The impermeable suits provided protection against 
the wind chill. Hard hats were fitted with insulated liners. Insulated 
boot liners were provided and cotton gloves were worn inside the 
neoprene gloves. There was a warm up regimen of 15 min/hr of work 
when ambient temperatures were at 0°F. During the warm up period, 
the EMT's checked fingers, toes and ears for evidence of frostbite. Body 
core temperature was measured to be sure that employees were not going 
into hypothermia. 

As the clean-up progressed, the basin was downgraded to level C 
personal protective equipment, based environmental monitoring data. 
However, when the OVA reading for toluene (as an example) exceeded 
1 ppm, the area would be upgraded to level B and field personnel would 
go back on supplied air. Every precaution was taken to prevent exposure 
of field personnel to toxic chemical hazards. During the entire project, 
there was daily communication between the site health and safety officer 
and the medical consultant. 

CONCLUSIONS 

During the peak phase of activity there were 130 people on-site in-

eluding support personnel outside the perimeter fence. All of these sup
port personnel, including security guards and office workers, were 
included in the medical monitoring program. The contractor was not 
taking any chances with the health and safety of his personnel. Some 
of the motivation, of course, was not only medical but also legal. All 
employees including regular employees staying on with the company 
were provided with exit medical examinations as they left the project. 
Analysis of the health and safety data did not reveal any evidence of 
serious exposure to toxics. There were no heat stroke or frost-bite 
casualties. 

The contractors and their management and field personnel are to be 
congratulated for carrying out a project of this scope and magnitude 
with no serious health casualties. 
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ABSTRACT 

A study of the potential public health risk was undertaken at the Chis
man Creek Superfund Site. This site is located in south east York County, 
Virginia, and consists of four fly ash disposal areas, three man-made 
ponds and a freshwater tributary stream that drains into Chisman Creek 
and the Chisman Creek estuary. Fly ash was generated from a fuel mix
ture of bituminous coal and petroleum coke and was disposed at the 
site from 1957 to 1974. The site was placed on the NPL in 1983 

Contaminants associated with the site are nickel, arsenic, vanadium. 
lead and zinc. Potential pathways of exposure reviewed included soil 
and surface water. A public health risk assessment was calculated for 
chronic intake of carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic contaminants. In
gestion of contaminants was calculated for members of the general popu
lation. including sensitive persons. These calculated exposure values 
were used to determine the risk associated with this site. Using the 
derived data and published information, risks estimated for the local 
population were determined. These risk assessment values were deter
mined not to "exceed" the U.S. EPA's 10-4 to 10-7 level of carcino
genic risk or unity for the non-carcinogen hazard index. Derived health 
assessment information was used as one variable in determining the 
necessary remediation criteria. 

This paper discusses problems encountered in determining exposure 
factors and incremental risks at a site containing low levels of trace 
metals. The results of this study indicate that risk interpretation must 
be conducted with caution at low level metal sites. The dietary 
importance and risk relation ship of trace metals also is noted. Since 
the mechanisms of actions for the trace metals studied are different, 
no combined effects were calculated. Numerical values for carcino
genic potencies and acceptable intake concentrations for chronic 
exposure were obtained from the U.S. EPA Superfund Public Health 
Evaluation Manual. Other factors influencing risk are discussed as 
related to the exposed population. The importance of sensitive 
individuals in the population is noted. Regulatory evaluation. assump
tion factors for a sensitive population and risk assessment as a 
remediation criteria are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Numerous federal and state laws have recently been enacted requiring 
investigation and remediation of sites contaminated with hazardous sub
stances including organic, inorganic, pesticide, radionuclide and other 
wastes'. The primary factor responsible for site selection, remedy 
selection and cleanup levels has been the site's actual or potential impact 
affecting human health and the environment, often collectively called 
a public health hazard. Several highly publicized incidents resulting 
in threat or harm to the public and environment originally triggered 
enactment of the initial Superfund legislation (CERCLA) and the re-
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authorization legislation (SARA). A5 a result of these Superfund laws, 
environmental engineers have developed new techniques to control, 
transport. excavate, stabilize. incinerate. biodegrade and encapsulate 
materials considered to be hazardous. Although these technologies can 
successfully control and remediate hazardous material at sites, infor
mation about the public health hazards posed by the sites often was 
lacking. To evaluate public health risks. methodology was modified 
and/or formulated to quantif;. risks associated with hazardous waste 
sites. These public health epidemiological and statistical methods used 
data derived from the fields of toxicology. physiology. industrial hygiene, 
biology, chemistry and meteorology This interdisciplinary approach 
resulted in a "new" discipline caJJed risk assessment. With the develop
ment of any "fle\l, subject," a degree of maturity and growth is necessary 
to establish a theoretical and practical basis. This paper will provide 
a case example of risk methodology and interpretation used to assist 
in the determination of cleanup standards for a low-level Superfund site. 

Regulatory Considerations 

Since risk assessment is in its early stages of scientific and regulatory 
evolution. few. if any, govenunental agencies have established procedural 
policy to conduct. evaluate. interpret and review this technique. HoweYer, 
the (U.S. EPA) published five proposed guidelines (carcinogenicity. 
mutagenicity. developmental toxicity, chemical mixtures and exposure) 
to help risk assessors establish standards for conducting risk 
assessment). Although these guidelines are not regulations. they do 
provide a framework in which cleanup risk assessment criteria can be 
addressed. In fact, other agencies (e.g., the EPA, Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission) have used similar methodological approaches to estab
lish standards'. A5 the field of risk assessment develops, better refine
ment of techniques will allow more governmental agencies to use these 
procedures to establish regulatory standards and cleanup criteria. 

Routes of Exposure 

The routes or pathways of exposure in humans from hazardous waste 
site activities include dermal, ingestion and inhalation. Traditionally, 
the primary occupational route was inhalation. However, this pathway's 
importance is diminished in non-occupational populations. In the general 
population, the route and potential exposure can dramatically vary from 
one individual to another. Therefore. numerous scenarios must be 
evaluated to determine maximum risk. In almost all cases. the \\Ql'St 
practical scenario must be considered when detem1ining the final risk. 
This risk assessment process may include a synergism of compounds. 
routes and number of exposure events. 

Site Background Information 

The Chisman Creek Superfund Site is located in southeast York 



County, Virginia, approximately 1 mi north of Grafton5• The site con
sists of four fly ash disposal areas, three man-made ponds, a fresh
water tributary stream that drains the site and flows into Chisman Creek 
and the Chisman Creek estuary. The site has been divided into two 
operable units by the U.S. EPA. Operable Unit 1 consists of the four 
fly ash disposal areas (designated Pits A, B, C and D) and areal ground
water. Operable Unit 2 consists of three ponds (designated A, B and 
C), the freshwater stream and the Chisman Creek estuary. This paper 
addresses the risks associated with operable Unit 2 only. 

The site contains fly ash generated from a fuel mixture of bituminous 
coal and petroleum coke. The fly ash was produced at Virginia Elec
tric and Power Company's (Virginia Power) Yorktown Power Station 
and was disposed of at the site by R. L. Brandt and Sons, Inc., a local 
contractor, from 1957 to 1974. The site was placed on the NPL in 1983. 

Previous investigations of the Chisman Creek site include studies by 
the Virginia Department of Health and the Virginia Water Control Board 
in 1980 and 1981 and by the Virginia Institute of Marine Science in 
1983. The RI and FS for Operable Unit 1 were performed by the U.S. 
EPA's contractor, C8iM Hill, in November, 1985 and August, 1986, 
respectively. The ROD for Operable Unit 1 was issued by the U.S. EPA 
in September, 1986. Virginia Power agreed to per form the Operable 
Unit 1 remediation, and remedial construction was completed in 
December, 1988. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) conducted the RI for oper
able Unit 2. The draft RI report was issued in April, 1987, and the final 
RI report was issued in December, 1987. GAi Consultants, Inc. (GAi), 
a contractor to Virginia Power, conducted the FS for Operable Unit 
2 by agreement with the U.S. EPA. Virginia Power agreed to perform 
the Operable Unit 2 remediation, and remedial construction was 
completed in December, 1988. 

Long-term operation and maintenance activities currently are being 
performed on the site by Virginia Power. Additionally, Virginia Power 
and the County of York have entered into an agreement to operate the 
site as a public park. Softball and soccer fields along with nature areas 
have been developed and public use of these facilities is scheduled for 
mid-1990. 

Methods 

Risk assessments were calculated for the chronic intake of carcino
genic and non-carcinogenic trace elements. No combined effects were 
included in the risk assessment calculations since the mechanism of 
actions for these metals studied are different. Numerical values for car
cinogenic and non-carcinogenic potencies and acceptable intakes for 
chronic exposure were obtained from the U.S. EPA Superfund Public 
Health Evaluation Manual (SPHEM) 6 • 

Chemical concentrations were determined as described in the Chisman 
Creek Superfund Site Feasibility Study for Operable Unit 25• Con
taminated elements evaluated in this study are nickel, arsenic, vanadium, 
lead and zinc. The highest concentration of each contaminant was used 
for the risk evaluation. Assessment pathways evaluated were ingestion 
of sediment (soil) and surface water. All ingestion was considered to 
be accidental and does not represent a daily consumption intake. In
take values for water and sediment are 100 mL (non-carcinogens) and 
1000 mL (carcinogens) per day and 10 g per day, respectively. Intesti
nal absorption was considered 100% for all com pounds. For carcino
genic calculations, a lifetime was 70 yr, body weight was 35 kg and 
exposure duration was 450 days over one's lifetime. For non-carcinogenic 
calculations, a body weight of 10 kg was used. 

Risk assessment calculations for the carcinogenic elements, nickel 
and arsenic, are identical to those described in the Superfund Public 
Health Evaluation Manual6 and the "Chisman Creek Superfund Site 
Feasibility Study for Operable Unit 2"5 The Hazard Index Value (HI) 
for non-carcinogenic elements, nickel, vanadium, lead and zinc, were 
detennined using identical methods as described in the Superfund Public 
Health Evaluation Manua/6 • All values were considered for chronic 
exposure. The Acceptable Intake Concentrations for chronic exposure 
(AIC) for vanadium, nickel, lead and zinc were obtained from the 
Superfund Public Health Evaluation Manua/6 or the Health Effects 
Assessment Documents for Arsenic7 or Nickel and Nickel 

compounds8
• The Chronic Daily Intake values (CDI) were calculated 

by dividing the ingestion concentration by the body weight. 

RESUL'l'S 

The highest concentrations of carcinogenic elements are shown in 
Table 1. These values are reported for Ponds A, B, C and the stream 
water and sediment. Ingestion was determined from the concentrations 
in Table 1 and is represented using in the value of mg/day (Table 2). 
The risk assessment based on a lifetime exposure from ingestion of 
water or sediment is shown in Tables 3 and 4. These values represent 
additional cases of cancer over a lifetime. The carcinogenic potency 
values for nickel and arsenic are 0.84 mg/kg-day and 15 mg/kg-day, 
respectively. 

Non-carcinogenic water and sediment concentrations are shown in 
Table 5. Ingestion concentration for water and sediment per day are 
shown in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. The hazard index values for 
vanadium, nickel, lead and in zinc sediment are shown in Table 8. Values 
equal to 1.0 are defined as unity. All methodology is identical to the 
Superfund Public Health Evaluation Manual (6) and the "Chisman 

Creek Superfund Site Feasibility Study for Operable Unit 2"5
• 

Table 1 
Highest Concentrations Detected of Nickel and Arsenic in Water and 

Sediment for Carcinogenic Evaluation 

Nickel 

Arsenic 

Nickel 

Arsenic 

Nickel 

Arsenic 

Nickel 

Arsenic 

Water Concentration {ppb) 

Pond A Pond B Pond C 

27 27 27 

10 10 10 

Sediment Concentration {ppm) 

Pond A Pond B Pond C 

749 79 29 

28 128 15 

Table 2 
Ingestion of Nickel and Arsenic from Water and 
Sediment (mg/day) for Carcinorganic Evaluation 

Water Concentration 

Pond A Pond B Pond C 

0.027 0.027 0.027 

0.010 0.010 0.010 

Sediment Concentration 

Pond A Pond B Pond c 

7,49 0.79 0.29 

0.28 1 • 28 0.15 

Table 3 

Stream 

83 

145 

Stream 

107 

17 

Stream 

0.083 

0.145 

Stream 

1 .07 

0.17 

Risk Estimate for the Ingestion of Water from the Ponds and 
Streams as Additional Cancer Cases Over a Lifetime Period 

Pond A Pond B Pond c Stream 

Nickel 3.1 x 10-13 3.1 x 10-13 3.1 x 10-13 

Arsenic 7.5 x 10-13 7.5 x 10-13 1.6 x 10-10 
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Tuble 4 
Risk Estimate for the Ingestion of Sediment for the Ponds and 

Streams as Additional Cancer Cases Over a Lifetime Period 

Nickel 

Arsenic 

Nickel 

Vanadium 

Lead 

Zinc 

Nickel 

Vanadium 

Lead 

Zinc 

Pond II Pond B Pond C 

2.4 x 10-8 2.6 x io-10 3,5 x 10-11 

5,9 x 10-10 1. 2 x 10-8 
1. 7 x 1 o-10 

Tuble S 
Water and Sediment Concentrations for the 

Non-Carcinorganlc Evaluation 
Water Concrntr,tion (ppb) 

Pond II Pond B ~ 

27 27 27 

80 19 19 

5 5 

4.6 4.2 18 

Sediment Concentration (ppm) 

Pond II Pond B ~ 

749 79 29 

1, 670 141 48 

28 17 13 

202 38 67 

Thble 6 

Strettm 

4.8 x 10-10 

2 .1 x 10-10 

St ream 

83 

70 

970 

83 

Stream 

107 

541 

62 

217 

Ingestion of Water for Non-Carcinorganlc Evaluation (mg/day) 

Pond II Pond B Pond c Stream 

Nickel 0.027 0.021 0.027 0.083 

Vanadium 0.000 0.019 0.019 0.097 

Lead o.oos 0.005 0.005 0.010 

Zinc 0.005 0.004 0.018 0.008 

Tuble 7 
Ingestion of Sediment for Non-Carcinorganlc Evaluation (mg/day) 

Pond II Pond n Pond C St ream 

Nickel 0.749 0.079 O.C29 0.011 

Vanadium 1 .670 0.141 0.048 0.054 

Lead 0.280 0.017 0.013 Cl.062 

Zinc 0.020 0.038 0.067 0.022 

DISCUSSION 

Health Effects 

The concentration values for carcinogenic elements, nickel and 
arsenic, and non-carcinogenic elements, vanadium, nickel. lead and 
zinc, are represented in Tables I and 5. These values are below 
concentrations associated with heavy metal diseases1.a.•_ Nickel is con
sidered both a carcinogenic and a non-carcinogenic hazard by U.S. EPA 
in the SPHEM6

• However, primary association for nickel as a carcino
genic element is through occupational inhalations.• resulting in elevated 
nasal and lung cancer. A different, and more important, cancer etiology 
is reported for arsenic. Arsenic has been associated with skin cancer 
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Table 8 
Hll7.ard Index Values for Non-Carcinogenic Elements 

CDI AIC 

Cheat eel !119/!t9/day or 119/l/d.oy l ("'9/kq/day or "'9/1/d.oyl ....!!!.. 

Pond A 

Vanadium 
10- 2 

Water o.oooe 2.0 • 0.04 
Bed{Mnt 0.0167 2.0 • 10-2 o.e4 

Nlc:l<al , .o • 10-2 
0.03 Weter 0.0003 

S.di•nt 0.0075 , .o • 10-2 0.14 

Lead 
10- 3 

Water 0.0001 , .4 • 0.04 

Sed1 .. nt 0.0003 1 .4 • 10-1 
0.20 

Z.1nc 
10-1 

Water 0.0001 1. 10 • 0.0002 
Sedi•nt 0.0020 2.10 Jf 

10_, 0.01 

Pond I 

VaMdlu. 
2.0 • 10-2 

Vat•r 0.0002 0.01 

S.dl-nt 0.0013 1.0 • 10- 2 0.01 

Uchl 
10·2 

Water 0.0003 1 .o • 0.03 
S.diM!!nt 0.0079 , .o • 10-2 O.OI 

Lead 
1.4. 10-1 

Water 0.0001 0.04 

Sedi•nt 0.0002 1.4. 10-l 0.12 

Zinc 
10-1 

Water 0.0001 2.10 • 0.0002 

S..:H•nt 0.0004 2., 0 JI' 10- 1 0.002 

Vanadi ua 
10·2 

Water 0.0002 2.0 • 0.01 

Sediment o.~ 1.0 • 10-2 0.02 

Nickel 
10-2 

Water O.OOOJ 1.0 • 0.03 

Sedi.ent 0.000) 1.0. 10-2 0.03 

Lead 
1.4. 10- 3 Water 0.0001 o.o. 

Sedi-nt 0.0001 '.,, x to- 3 0.09 

Zinc 
10-1 Nate[" 0.0002 2.10 • 0.001 

Sedi•nt 0.0007 2.10 • 10-1 0.003 

Str••• 

Vanadi u. 
2.0 • ,0-2 Water 0.0097 o.o 

Sedi•nt o.oos. 2.0 • 10-2 O.OJ 

Nlc:l<al 
Water o.oooa 1.0. 10-2 O,OI 
Sedi-nt 0.0011 1.0. 10- 2 0.11 

Lead 
1.4 • 10-1 water 0.0001 0.04 

Sedi•nt 0.0006 l ••• 10-1 o.u 

I.inc 
Mater 0.0008 2.10.10-1 o.004 
Sedi•nt 0.0022 2.10 Jl' 10-1 0.01 

in humans drinking contaminated water' Unlike nickel, this associa
tion represents a valid concern as related to the public health. 

The non-carcinogenic elements have only been associated with disease 
in elevated concentrations on a chronic exposure basis or accidental 
acute episodes. Since the element concentrations of interest are well 
below acute toxicological dose thresholds, no acute non-carcinogenic 
hazard index values were calculated. However, recent concerns over 
lead have raised the issue of whether low concentrations may be harmful 
to sensitive members of the population Kl. The sensitive groups most 
often considered arc pregnant women and young children. It is likely, 
as with asbestos, that a no observable dose threshold exists with lead. 
However, as with numerous trace elements, it is possible that low con· 



centrations are biochemically necessary for normal metabolism. A 
detailed discussion of health effects and biology of the elements as
sociated with this site can be found in references 5, 7, 8 and 9. 

Exposure Constants 

Values of intake are represented in mg/day for both carcinogenic and 
non-carcinogenic elements (Tables 2, 6 and 7). These values were then 
divided by the body weight (35 or 10 kg). The low weight values were 
used to introduce a highly conservative estimate in the final calcula
tions. There fore, population members having weights greater than those 
used in the calculations exhibit an even larger factor of conservatism. 
This process allows risk assessment policies to provide a high degree 
of protection to all population members without opting for the "tradi
tional" average risk estimates 11

• Use of these values can provide 
standard guidelines for risk assessment at low level sites without 
unrealistic conservatism. 

A similar factor was applied to the intake values of water and sediment. 
Although these values are large for accidental ingestion in the adult 
population, this exposure may be realistic for children who, for exam
ple, engage in frequent pica ingestion. Most of these conservative 
assumptions are balanced by a more liberal exposure time of 450 days. 
Providing the values used in this investigations6s risk assessment cal
culations allows other scientists to better judge methodology rather than 
use uncertainty factors 12 • Until more accepted intake values are deter
mined for sensitive populations, risk assessors should utilize conser
vative factors to address and satisfy the public6s expectation of a high 
degree of public protection. 

Risk Assessment 

Values for additional cancers were determined using the highest 
reported water and sediment concentrations (Table 3 and 4). No calcu
lated risk value approaches the 1.0 x 10-1 additional cancer risk. The 
highest risk value reported was 2.4 x 10-s. With risk values so low, 
it is impractical to consider synergistic or additive effects of exposure. 
If these assumptions were to be incorporated into the risk estimate, 
simple addition or multiplication may be a valid mechanism for risk 
synergy. Thus, a theoretical mechanism for estimating the synergistic 
effect is to multiply the largest risk values of each compound. Inclusion 
of factors beyond simple multiplication for com pounds effecting dif
ferent organ systems is unrealistic. 

Hazard index (HI) values were all below unity (Table 8). In fact, some 
HI values were below the significant place calculations. With the 
exception of vanadium in the sediment of Pond A, no HI value 
approached unity. The Supeifund Public Health Evaluation Manual6 

states: "It is emphasized that the hazard index is not a mathematical 
prediction of incidence or severity of effects. It is simply a numerical 
index to help identify potential exposure problems. Results for multi
ple chemicals should not be interpreted too strongly. If some of the 
indicator chemicals do not have adequate toxicity information, thus 
preventing their inclusion in the hazard index, the hazard index may 
not be reflective of actual hazards at the site. Consideration of chemi
cals that do not have toxicity values could significantly increase the 
hazard index to levels of concern. Professional judgement is required 
to determine how to interpret the hazard index for a particular site." 

The addition of HI values within and between groups may provide 
some insight to potential risks. These risks may be future classified 
when a cumulative value is determined by addition from the same 
source. These risk characteristics, called cumulative values, are defined 
as follows: 

< 1- no hazard or risk 
1 to 2-incrementally elevated or an acceptable risk 
3 to 5-moderate concern for the sensitive population 
5 to 10-moderate concern for the general population 
> 10-a concern requiring a planned action 
> 13-immediate concern for the public 

Although these cumulative values are arbitrary and have not been 
validated in actual population studies, they do provide a range in which 
to judge a qualitative HI value risk. However, as with any non-threshold 

estimate, judgment based on animal and epidemiological studies must 
be considered when making a final determination. This judgmental 
process becomes even more evident when evaluating Superfund sites 
that contain low levels of contaminants. 

Neither the carcinogenic or non-carcinogenic risks at the Chisman 
Creek site are at levels of concern as related to the public's safety. 
Although some consider lead to be a no-threshold element, most other 
elements have dietary importance. Incorporation of an element's essential 
dietary requirements usually is not considered in risk assessment. 
However, increased levels of some compounds (e.g., selenium) may 
be beneficial 13 _ 

Risk Assessment for Evaluating Action Alternatives 

Since engineering design methods provide no evidence or guidance 
in regard to health effects, the resultant remedial construction usually 
is unrelated to risk assessment judgments. However, combining the 
engineering design with desired health risks provides a useful selection 
mechanism. The action alternatives should be based first on the ability 
to achieve the desired risk. This risk must incorporate the surrounding 
natural background concentrations, the exposure pathways and accept
able level of toxicants. At low level sites the aesthetic values, public 
pressures and cleanup costs usually are stronger considerations than 
elevated public health risks. However, systematic and site-specific risk 
determinations provide valuable information for the selection of remedial 
actions and the level of cleanup and hazards associated with the actual 
remedial construction. 

CONCLUSION 
This investigation provides additional guidance for determining action 

alternatives at low level hazardous waste sites. When carcinogenic risk 
assessments are below 10-1 and non-carcinogenic additive values are 
below a cumulative value of 2.0, the importance of future site develop
ment and costs become of greater importance. The selection of a remedy, 
the level of cleanup and cost of cleanup should be directly related to 
the cumulative non-carcinogenic risk and carcinogenic risk assessments. 
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ABSTRACT 

Most health risk assessments for Superfund sites combine a series 
of high, upperbound or worst-case assumprions to derive a point esti
mate of risk that is conservative, i.e., protective of public health. By 
setting the bias high enough to dominate the uncertainty in each step. 
such a risk assessment considers senarios that will rarely, if ever, happen. 
In addition, the results from such a risk assessment have an unknown 
amount of conservatism built into them. This paper presents a method 
for uncertainty analysis using Crystal Ball™ for Monte Carlo simula
tions. The program combines thousands of realizations for the proba
bility density functions of each input variable yielding a final probability 
distribution rather than a single number. 

I~TRODUCTION 

Following guidance published by the U.S. EPA, most health risk 
assessments for hazardous waste sites concatenate a series of high, 
upperbound, or worst-case assumptions to derive a point estimate of 
risk that is conservative, i.e., protective of public health. 22• 

23 The U.S. 
EPA is well aware that risk assessments need to include uncertainty 
analyses and sensitivity analyses in every project. Through guidance 
documents, 22 · 23 handbooks" and research reports, 1. ~ the Agency 
requires uncertainty analyses in Superfund investigations and has 
investigated algebraic and computational methods to meet those require
ments. Unfortunately, the methods proposed to day have been too 
cumbersome to accomplish the objective, so most risk assessments 
prepared today include only a qualitative discussion of uncertainties. 

MONTE CARW METHODS 

Monte Carlo simulations yield numberical estmates of uncertain
ties." 20 Until the recent arrival of powerful desktop workstations. 
Monte Carlo simulations were too computationally expensive to have 
practical application in public health risk assessments. Now, as work
stations become readily available, it is appropriate to find efficient ways 
to extend risk assessment methods to estimate point values as well as 
distributions of health risk. 2• 3 

In the world of Monte Carlo techniques, most or all input variables 
become random variables with known or estimated probability density 
functions (called PDFs). [Equivalently, an input variable can be speci
fied by a cumulative distribution function (CDF)]. Within this frame
work, one or more variables can take on ranges of values with known 
probabilities. For example, one could specify that an adult's weight is 
distributed as a normal random variable with a mean of 70 kg and a 
standard deviation of 10 kg. In this world view, constants, like pi 
(approximately 3.14159), remain fixed values. 

Until recently, all Monte Carlo simulations were done using custom 
software.4

· to." With the arrival of new forecasting software that works 
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with a spreadsheet, e.g., Crystal Ball"'n and @Risk"' 19 Monte Carlo 
calculations now can be designed and implemented as easily as 
spreadsheet calculations. 

RJSK ESTIMATION t:SI:'liG CRYSTAL BALL,.. 

For a Monte Carlo simulation for steady-state or equilibrium condi
tions, the analyst uses ordinary algebra to describe the governing equa
tions for souce strength, flow and fate of the contaminants, exposures 
and toxicities-all to make a point estimate of the human health risk 
in the Risk Characterization step of the risk assessment. 

To illustrate the Monte Carlo method with a simplified example, 
Exhibit I shows a spreadsheet for estimating the health risks to adults 
weighing ~ kg who are exposed to eight carcinogenic and eight non
carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) over a iU-yr life
time via the single pathway of chronic inadvertent ingestion of soil 
containing 100 mg/kg of each compound. The spreadsheet uses these 
formulae to calculate: (I) the estimated Incremental Lifetime Risk and 
(2) the estimated Hazard Index from the exposure: 

ILR = Cone • Ing ~ BAF • CPF 

BW • 1.E+6 

HI 

where: 

Cone • Ing • BAF 

BW •RID• 1.E+6 

ILR = Incremental Lifetime Risk of Cancer from Exposure 
(0 S probability s I) 

HI Hazard Index from Exposure 
(0 S fraction) 

Cone = Concentration of the Compound in the Soil 
(mg/kg) 

Ing Mass of Contaminated Soil Ingested per Day 
(mg/d) 

BAF BioAvailability Factor (relative to water) 
(Os fractions!) 

CPF Cancer Potency Factor of the Compound 
(inverse mg/(kg•d)) 

(I) 

(~) 



RID Reference Dose for the Compound 
(mg/(kg•d)) 

BW Body Weight 
(kg) 

l.E + 6 = factor to make units commensurable 

Using reference doses (Rills) and relative cancer potency factors 
recently developed, u. 14 using the assumption that each person inadver
tently ingests 100 mg/d of the contaminated soil and using the assump
tion that the relative bioavailability of the PAHs from the soils is 0.5, 
the spreadsheet calculates that a person has a estimated Incremental 
Lifetime Risk of cancer of 2.2-03 (probability point estimate) and an 
estimated Hazard Index of2.4E-01 from this single exposure pathway. 
These point estimates are interpreted as protective of public health. 
Without information on synergisms or antagonisms, the overall Risk 
and Hazard Index are estimated by summing the values for each com
pound across all pathways. Following a short qualitative discussion of 
uncertainties inherent in the different variables, most risk assessments 
would stop with these point estimates. 

The Monte Carlo method continues with several additional steps, all 
keyed into the existing spreadsheet. First, the analyst determines (con
tinuous or discrete) probability density functions12 to describe each 
variable included in the uncertainty analysis. In this step, the analyst 
must also determine if any correlations exist among the input varia
bles and make appropriate calculations if they do. Second, using soft
ware such as Crystal Ball™ the analyst makes a large number (say, 2,000 
to 5,000) of "realizations" of the model. Third, the analyst views the 
results to establish: (1) the range of results, (2) the shape of the distri-

ICF Random 
Published Variate 

Cone Oral Unit Oral 
PAH in Soil RID Normal RID 

EPA 
Published 

Oral 
CPF 

bution of results and (3) appropriate statistical summaries of the results, 
such as the arithmetic average, the median and various quantiles5

• 6 . 

In terms of the spreadsheet in Table 1, the Monte Carlo technique 
approximates the PDF for the final estimate after assigning PDFs to 
some or all of these input variables: (1) the body weight, (2) the volume 
of soil inadvertently ingested each day, (3) the relative bioavailability 
of the PAH from the soil and/or (4) the CPFs and Rills. Because the 
input variables enter the formulae by multiplication and division (and 
subsequent summation), and because some or all of the input varia
bles may not have normal distributions, the PDF for the final estimate 
is, in general, nonGaussian in shape. 

SPECIFICATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
FOR THE INPUT VARIABLES 

To illustrate the method, we have estimated the PDFs for the 
Incremental Lifetime Risk and Hazard Index for several scenarios using 
these assumptions: First, the weight of an adult is normally distributed 
with a mean of 70 kg and a standard deviation of 10 kg. 24 Second, the 
amount of soil that an adult inadvertently ingests each day is lognor
mally distributed with a log mean of 3 units and a log standard devia
tion of 1 unit. In keeping with LaGoy, 16 this PDF sets the mean 
ingestion at 33 mg/day and sets the 93 percentile of ingestion at 100 
mg/day. Third, based on professional judgment, the relative bioavaila
bility is represented by a triangular distribution with vertices at 0.2, 
0.5 and 0.6. Fourth, the CPFs and Rills are independently distributed 
as lognormal variates, as discussed in the appendix. 

By assumption, each of these distributions is statistically indepen
dent of the others. Each of these assumptions is reasonable (or not un
reasonable) in view of the current knowledge and belief. We do not 
offer detailed justifications for each of the assumption here because 

ICF (Random Estimated Estimated Estimated 
Relative Variate) Bioavailable Hazard Incremental 
Potency Unit Oral ADD(life) Index Lifetime 

Normal CPF Risk 
(mg/kg) (mg/kg•d) (rv) (mg/kg·d) ( mg/kg·d)-1 (ratio) (rv) (mglkg-d)-1 (mg/kg-cl) (frac) (frac) 

PAH Compounds Considered Potentially Carcinogenic 

benzo(a)pyrene 100 1.0E-02 0.0 1.0E-02 1.15E+01 1.00E+OO 0.0 1.15E+01 7.14E-05 7. lE-03 8.2E-04 
benzo(a)anthracene 100 1.0E-02 0.0 1.0E-02 1.45E--01 0.0 1.67E+OO 7.14E--05 7. lE-03 1.2E-04 

benzo(b)fluoranthene 100 1.0E-02 0.0 1.0E--02 1.40E-01 0.0 1.61E+OO 7.14E--05 7.1 E--03 1.2E-04 
benzo(k)fluoranthene 100 1.0E-02 0.0 1.0E--02 6.60E-02 0.0 7.59E-01 7.14E-05 7.1E-03 5.4E-05 

indeno( 1,2,3-cd)pyrene 100 1.0E-02 0.0 1.0E-02 2.32E-01 0.0 2.67E+OO 7.14E-05 7. lE-03 1.9E-04 
chrysene 100 1.0E-02 0.0 1.0E-02 4.40E--03 0.0 5.06E-02 7.14E-05 7. lE-03 3.6E-06 

dibenzo(a,h)anthracene 100 1.0E-02 0.0 1.0E-02 1.11E+OO 0.0 1.28E+01 7.14E-05 7.1E-03 9.1 E-04 
benzo(ghi)perylene 100 1.0E-02 0.0 1.0E-02 2.20E-02 00 2.53E-01 7.14E-05 71E-03 1.SE-05 

PAH Compounds Not Considered Potentially Carcinogenic 

naphthalene 100 5.0E-03 0.0 5.0E-03 7.14E-05 1.4E-02 
fluorene 100 5.0E-03 0.0 5.0E-03 7.14E-05 1.4E-02 

anthracene 100 5.6E-04 0.0 5.6E--04 7.14E-05 1.3E-01 
phenanthrene 100 7.0E-03 0.0 7.0E-03 7.14E-05 1.0E-02 

fluoranthene 100 2.0E-02 0.0 2.0E-02 7.14E-05 3.6E-03 
pyrene 100 1.5E-02 0.0 1.5E-02 7.14E-05 4.SE-03 

acenaphthylene 100 1.0E-02 0.0 1.0E-02 7.14E-05 7.1E-03 
acenaphthene 100 2.0E-01 0.0 2.0E-01 7.14E-05 3.6E-04 

Sums-->> 2.4E-01 2.2E-03 
Assumptions: 

Adult Soil 
Weight Ingestion Bioavail Toggle NC Toggle C 

(kg) (mg/d) (ratio) (011) (011) 

70.0 100.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 

Table 1 
Sample Spreadsheet for Estimating Health 
Effects from Ingesting Soil Contaminated 

with PAHs 
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our primary focus is to demonstrate a new computational framework. 
At this time, we investigate the effects of these assumptions without 
further justification. However, we have additional research underway 
to refind, support and document the assumptions. 

RESULTS 

Printed from Crystal Ball"', Figure I shows the histogram of esti
mated risk with the assumptions that body weight, soil ingestion and 
bioavailability are represented by the PDFs in the previous section and 
that the CPFs and RfDs are point values. Similarly, Figure 2 shows 
the histogram of estimated risk with the assumptions that body weight. 
soil ingestion, bioavailability, CPFs, and RfDs are all random variates 
described by the PDFs in the previous section. 

Forecast: Sum ol RiSk 

Summary: Confidence Level Is 1.009+2% based on Entire Range 

Co~nce Range Is lrom -10 -
Display Range Is from O OOe+O lo 1.00e·2 
Entire Range Is from 1.168-5 lo 1.31e·2 
Aller 38+3 Trtals, the Std. Em>r ol th8 Mean Is 1. 728·5 

Statistics: 
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Percent of Other 
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Figure I 
Histogram for Estimated Incremental Lifetime Cancer Risk 

with Three Exposure Variables as Random Variates 

These two graphs !>how the rc~ults of several thousand simulations 
to quantify the uncertainties. For the type of health risk calculations 
investigated here, Monte Carlo simulations with inputs described by 
random variables yield strongly nonGaussian distributions for estimated 
health risk. As the number of random inputs increases, the histogram 
for the health risk becomes increasingly nonGaussian and the relative 
standard deviation increases. 

Table 2 presents statistics for the deterministic case and five probabilis
tic cases, demonstrating the effects of turning one input at a time into 
a random variable. For example, the 95-percentile estimate of the overall 
cancer risk in the last numerical column is 6.75E-04, less than the con
servative point estimate of 2.20E-03 in the deterministic case in the 
first numerical column. 

Based on theoretical considerations, on the practical experience and 
on the simulations reported here, we find that the greatest uncertainty 
in the shape and location of the PDF for estimated human health risk 
comes from the uncertainties in the shapes and positions of the PDFs 
for toxicities. 
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APPENDIX: GENERIC DISl'RIBlITTONS FOR CPFs AND RIDs 

Carcinogens: For their CPFs for compounds tested in small mammals. 
the U.S. EPA commonly sets the value as the 95% upperbound of the 
~lope, scaled to human adults. of the linearized multistage model relating 
the dose administered in the laboratory and the toxicological response 
in test mammals. 21 From Agency publications, it is not possible to 
infer the underlying probability distributions from which the published 
CPFs represent the 95 % upper confidence limits. In the absence of data 
or knowledge on the shape of the underlying distribution for CPFs in 
humans, it is possible to hypothesize a variety of distributions, one of 
which is investigated in this paper. 

The lognormal model for a generic CPF distribution is based on 
research by Crouch and his colleagues1· s. 9 and on the often spoken 
statement that the uncertainty in the variate may be as large as a factor 



of 10 above the central measure and as low as a factor of 10 below the 
central measure of the distribution. This suggests a lognormal model 
for the underlying distribution. By fixing two standard deviations of 
the logarithm of the random variate at 10, and by scaling the distribu
tion so the 95 % fractile of the cumulative distribution function falls 
at the published CPF value, this function has the appropriate properties: 

xl-(CPF / 6.645) •exp [ 1.1513 • N(0,1)] (3) 

Non-Carcinogens: Similarly, the U.S. EPA commonly establishes 
Rills for compounds that are one, two, three or four orders of magni
tude below NOAEL values from animal experiments. One of the factors 
of 10 accounts for inter-individual variability in susceptibility. Battis 
and his co-workers13 have found that some inter-individual suscepti
bilities are distributed lognormally. On the assumption that four standard 
deviations of the logarithm of susceptibility equal a factor of five and 
that two standard deviations above the mean of the logarithm of the 
susceptibility fall at the factor of 10 used by the U.S. EPA, this func
tion has the appropriate generic properties: 

x2 -(2.236 • RID) I exp [ 0.402 • N(0,1) ] (4) 
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ABSTRACT 

A thorough assessment of the health risks posed by hazardous waste 
sites requires that the chemical pollutants present be well characterized. 
Because the typical "Tu.rget Compound List" analysis provides for the 
specific determination of only 126 organic compounds, the identification 
of any other chemicals amenable to GC/MS analysis depends upon them 
being reported as "Tentatively Identified Compounds" (TIC). Proper 
identification of such TICs can be critical to the completeness of site
specific risk analysis. 

TICs are non-target compounds found during a GC/MS run, which 
are identified solely by a reverse search of their mass spectra versus 
the NIST/EPA/MSDC mass spectral library. Because no use currently 
is made of GC retention time data in identifying TICs, the identifi
cations are less accurate than for target compounds. Given the increasing 
interest in using TIC data in risk analysis and other Superfund-related 
activities, the Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) has begun to im
prove the process by which TICs are identified. The first step will be 
to make better use of the GC retention time data. 

This paper reports the analysis of GC retention time data for TICs 
in the CLP Analytical Results Database (CARD). CARD is the com
puter data base in which organic and inorganic analysis results generated 
by CLP Laboratories for Superfund are stored. We have applied the 
retention index (RI) system of Lee et al.' to the semi-volatile TIC data 
in CARD in order to validate the TIC data and to test the RI System 
for use in TIC data reporting and review. Lee's RI system is based on 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) where the index values are 
naphthalene = 200, phenanthrene = 300, chrysene = 400 and picene 
= 500. 

CARD has data on the GC retention times of TIC~ and on those of 
naphthalene-dB, phenanthrene-dlO chrysene-dl2 and perylene-dl2 which 
are internal standards added to each sample. This database enabled us 
to directly calculate Ris for all TICs which eluted between naphthalene
d8 and perylene-dl2. Preliminary comparison of the RI data from the 
TICs to the RI values reported by Lee, et al., ~hows excellent agree
ment. Retention indices for non-target PAH were generally within five 
points of the expected values. Many non-PAH compounds also showed 
statistically well-behaved Ris which agreed with those from U.S. EPA 
method 1625C 

INTRODUCTION 

The organic chemical analysis methods currently specified by 
Superfund's Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) provide for the 
analysis of 126 target compounds (the "Tu.rget Compound List" or TCL) 
by gas chromatography (GC) and GC-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). 
Up to 30 "tentatively identified compounds" (TICs) per sample must 
also be reported by comparison of the mass spectra of non-TCL peaks 
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in the GC-MS chromatograms to the approximately 40.000 to 50.000 
mass spectra in the NIST/U.S. EPA/MSDC data base. Because no ac
tual chemical standards are routinely used to confirm the identity of 
TICs and because the amount nf time that can be devoted to spectral 
interpretation in cornrnen:ial, production-oriented labora10ries is limited, 
both the identity and concentration.~ of reported TICs are far less accurate 
than they are for the target compounds. 

CLP management recognizes that the proper identification and 
reporting of tentatively identified compounds is becoming a more im
portant issue. For example. !borough risk assessment at hazardous waste 
sites depends on the proper identification of potentially toxic compowxls. 
Also, TIC data are being used to fulfill studies mandated under the 
Superfund reauthorization, such as the listing of the 'Z'15 most common 
toxic substances found at waste sites, which is being conducted by the 
Agency for Toxic Subsiances and Disease Registry. TIC identifications 
must be reliable if policy Jecisions are to be made usmg them. 

To address the need for better TIC data reporting. the CLP estab
lished the Tentatively Identified Compounds Improvements Workgroup 
at its Organics Conference in October. 1988. The Workgroup is respon
sible for devising methods for more reliable identification of oon-wget 
compounds; it consists of members from the U.S. EPA and other go't'C111-
ment research laboratories and U.S. EPA Regions. the laboratory com
munity, instrument manufacturers and other interested parties. 

One area being explored by the Workgroup is the use of Retention 
Index (RI) systems based on the use of GC retention time data. Under 
a given set of Ct)Ilditions. the Retenuon Index is a predictable charac
teristic of a given compound and can be used to identify it. The use 
of Retention Indices is particularly attractive. since GC retention time 
data for TI Cs currently are reported by CLP laboratones in computer
readable form (diskette) and since no systematic use currently is made 
of GC retention time data to identify TI Cs. Thus the number of pieces 
of data used to identify TICs can easily be increased from one (mass 
spectrum) to two (mass spectrum and retention index). 

This paper will consider the use of a Retention Index system based 
on Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) to evaluate data from semi· 
volatiles analysis. 

METHODS 

The PAH Retention Index system was first proposed in 1979 by Lee, 
et al .. ' and was extended by Willey, et al . .1 and Vassilaros, et al .. '. 
Whalen-Pederson and Jurs• devised a system to predict the Retention 
Index of a PAH using molecular structure descriptors. More recently. 
the prediction of Retention Indices by multivariate regression analysis 
of molecular structure descriptors has been extended to mononitrated 
PAHs and polychlorinated biphenyls by Robbat and co-workerss.1. 

The PAH Retention Index system is based on naphthalene (Rl=200), 



Tuble 1 
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Heterocyclics Comparison of 

Literature Retention Indices and Tentatively Identified 
Compound Retention Indices 

Compound ~ ~ l.1tn: BI l:W!.Wl 11Uf~:i:l ~ 1Hffer2 ~ H1n..iml!m Maximum 

1. Benzo<b>thiophene 95158 38 201.47 202.28 -0.81 202.5 -1.03 1. 27 202.01 210.04 
2. lH-Indole 120729 3 205.26 222.28 -17.02 221. 61 -16.35 1.15 220.29 222.28 
3. Isoquinoline 119653 5 215.61 210.04 5.57 210.88 4.73 2.28 208.66 214.68 
4. Azulene 275514 3 219.95 200.67 19.28 200.68 19.27 0.13 200.56 200.82 
5. Naphthalene, 1-methyl- 90120 155 221.04 225.42 -4.38 225.27 -4.23 1.64 219.06 234.52 
6. Quinoline, 2-methyl- 91634 8 224.13 224.58 -0.45 224.6 -0.47 2.09 222.28 228.98 
7. 1,1'-Biphenyl 92524 71 233.96 237.5 -3.54 237.34 -3.38 1.05 233.72 238.82 
8. Naphthalene, 2-ethyl- 939275 15 236.08 239.67 -3.59 242.08 -6 4.87 234.52 250.82 
9. Naphthalene, 1-ethyl- 1127760 9 236.56 240.17 -3.61 240.24 -3.68 0.61 239.54 241.54 
10. Naphthalene, 2,6-dimethyl- 581420 3 237.58 241.18 -3.6 242.35 -4. 77 2.13 241.06 244.8 
11. Naphthalene, 2,7-dimethyl- 582161 4 237.71 241. 67 -3.96 242.55 -4.84 1.85 241.54 245.32 
12. 1,1'-Biphenyl, 2-methyl- 643583 7 238.77 275.3 -36.53 275.15 -36.38 0.95 273.67 276.07 
13. Naphthalene, 1,3-dimethyl- 575417 24 240.25 244.03 -3.78 243.74 -3.49 1.95 239.92 250.5 
14. Naphthalene, 1,7-dimethyl- 575371 19 240.66 243.65 -2.99 243.18 -2.52 1. 61 240.51 246.51 
15. naphthalene, 1,6-dimethyl- 575439 18 240.72 241.85 -1.13 241.65 -0.93 1.52 238.73 •244.15 
16. Naphthalene, 2,3-dimethyl- 581408 38 243.55 244.17 -0.62 244.18 -0.63 1.62 240.75 250.84 
17. Naphthalene, 1,4-dimethyl- 571584 14 243.57 245.9 -2.33 246.62 -3.05 2.57 242.7 250.98 
18. Naphthalene, 1,5-dimethyl- 571619 24 244.98 241. 33 3.65 241.47 3.51 0.85 240.35 244.17 
19. Naphthalene, 1,2-dimethyl- 573988 33 246.49 244.96 1.53 245.77 o. 72 2.23 241.6 250.4 
20. Naphthalene, 1,8-dimethyl- 569415 40 249.52 244.43 5.09 245.02 4.5 2.32 241.11 250.98 
21. l,l'-Biphenyl, 4-methyl- 644086 9 254.71 273. 77 -19.06 274.15 -19.44 1.14 272.89 275.78 
22. Naphthalene, 2,3,6-trimethyl- 829265 20 263.31 262.64 0.67 263.31 0 1. 83 261. 08 267.2 
23. 9H-Fluorene, 9-methyl- 2523377 5 272.38 289. 77 -17.39 289.52 -17.14 0.57 288.51 289.93 
24. 5H-Indeno<l,2-b>pyridine 244995 11 279.31 309 -29.69 309.16 -29.85 0.99 307.78 310.89 
25. Anthracene, 9,10-dihydro- 613310 3 284.89 285.09 -0.2 286.63 -1. 74 2.75 285 289.81 
26. 9H-Fluorene, 2-methyl- 1430973 7 288.21 288.62 -0.41 288.93 -0.72 1.07 287.38 290.64 
27. 9H-Fluorene, I-methyl- 1730376 10 289.03 288.48 0.55 288.41 0.62 0.32 287.85 288.82 
28. 9H-Fluoren-9-one 486259 13 294.79 294.4 0.39 294.74 0.05 0.76 293.91 296.32 
29. Dibenzothiophene 132650 91 295.81 296.68 -0.87 296.67 -0.86 0.33 295.34 298.2 
30. Acridine 260946 3 304 309.53 -5.53 308.76 -4.76 1. 33 307.22 309.53 
31. 9H-Carbazole 86748 56 312.13 309.36 2. 77 309.34 2.79 0.87 306.82 312.09 
32. Dibenzothiophene, 4-methyl- 7372885 3 312. 72 312.79 -0.07 312.81 -0.09 0.11 312.72 312.93 
33. Naphthalene, I-phenyl- 605027 5 315.19 312.92 2.27 329.73 -14.54 23.47 312.32 356.64 
34. Phenanthrene, 3-methyl- 832713 19 319.46 320.35 ~0.89 320.53 -1.07 1.52 318.58 324.64 
35. Phenanthrene, 2-methyl- 2531842 29 320.17 319.62 0.55 320 0.17 0.82 319.16 322.24 
36. Anthracene, 2-methyl- 613127 58 321. 57 320.24 1.33 320.48 1.09 1.66 316.6 324.58 
37. Terphenyl 26140603 3 321.99 385.9 -63.91 385.59 -63.6 1.16 384.31 386.57 
38. 4H-Cyclopenta<def>phenanthrene 203645 58 322.08 323.38 -1.3 323.62 -1.54 1. 27 319.05 329.46 
39. Phenanthrene, 9-methyl- 883205 18 323.06 321.25 1.81 320.99 2.07 1.49 318.99 324.15 
40. Phenanthrene, 4-methyl- 832644 40 323.17 323.22 -0.05 322.07 1.1 2.2 316.73 327.32 
41. Anthracene, I-methyl- 610480 30 323.33 320.07 3.26 320.52 2.81 1.46 318.34 323.61 
42. Phenanthrene, I-methyl- 832699 7 323.9 320.35 3.55 321.16 2.74 3.63 315.82 326.84 
43. 9,10-Anthracenedione 84651 59 330.53 331. 2 -0.67 330.89 -0.36 1.02 327.45 333.98 
44. Naphthalene, 2-phenyl- 612942 26 332.59 330.68 1.91 330.74 1.85 0.52 329.91 331.82 
45. Phenanthrene, .3,6-dimethyl- 1576676 9 337.83 337.93 -0.l 338.92 -1.09 2.23 335.79 342,92 
46. Phenanthrene, 2,7-dimethyl- 1576698 3 339.23 333.93 5.3 336.4 2.83 4.67 333.48 341.79 
47. 9-Anthracenecarbonitrile 1210124 4 350.6 360.07 -9.47 360 -9.4 0.38 359.51 360.34 
48. llH-Benzo<a>fluorene 238846 135 366.74 367.09 -0.35 366.92 -0.18 2.15 362.61 372.72 
49. Phenanthrene, l-methyl-7-

(1-methylethyl)- 483658 10 368.67 366.71 1. 96 366.2 2.47 1.47 364.42 368.23 so. llH-Benzo<b>fluorene 243174 39 369.39 367.19 2.2 366.79 2.6 2.01 362.17 370.07 
51. Pyrene, 4-methyl- 3353126 55 369.54 370.98 -1.44 371.35 -1.81 2.85 363.64 375.47 
52. Pyrene, 2-methyl- 3442782 18 370.15 370.8 -0.65 370.24 -0.09 2.61 366.33 374.64 
53. Pyrene, 1-methyl- 2381217 42 373.55 367.17 6.38 368.02 5.53 2.67 363.21 374.39 
54. Benzo<b>naphtho<2,l-d>thiophene 239350 15 389.21 390.43 -1.22 390.43 -1.22 0.41 389.96 391.65 
55, Benzo<ghi>fluoranthene 203123 33 389.6 391.97 -2.37 392 -2.4 0.69 390.93 394.83 
56. Benzo<c>phenanthrene 195197 47 391.39 391.86 -0.47 395.87 -4.48 5.74 390 404.69 
57. Benzo<b>naphtho<l,2-d>thiophene 205436 20 392.92 390.28 2.64 389.88 3.04 1.29 386.32 391.65 
58. Cyclopenta<cd>pyrene 27208373 3 396.54 392.12 4.42 394.18 2.36 3.91 391. 72 398.69 
59. Triphenylene 217594 3 400 403.95 -3.95 403.07 -3.07 1. 75 401.05 404.19 
60. Benz<a>anthracene, 11-methyl- 6111780 5 412.72 413.8 -1.08 413.64 -0.92 0.98 412.48 414.73 
61. Benz<a>anthracene, 1-methyl- 2498773 7 414.37 416.67 -2.3 417.64 -3.27 3.51 412.22 422.15 
62. Benz<a>anthracene, 8-methyl- 2381319 3 417.56 407 10.56 406.36 11.2 1.47 404.69 407.41 
63. Chrysene, 3-methyl- 3351313 20 418.1 416.07 2.03 416.19 1.91 2.39 412.82 421. 77 
64. Benz<a>anthracene, 12-methyl- 2422799 12 419.39 417.33 2.06 417.96 1.43 2.2 415.45 421. 33 
65. Chrysene, 5-methyl- 3697243 3 419.68 414.14 5.54 414.33 5.35 0.73 413. 73 415.14 
66. Benz<a>anthracene, 7-methyl- 2541697 11 423.14 415.37 7. 77 414.77 8.37 1. 39 412.23 416.04 
67, 2,2'-Binaphthalene 612782 4 423.91 424.11 -0.2 426.39 -2.48 4.68 423.93 433.41 
68. Benzo<j>fluoranthene 205823 149 440.92 451.24 -10.32 450.21 -9.29 3.37 442.68 455.59 
69. Benzo<e>pyrene 192972 48 450.73 450.96 -0.23 450.40 0.33 2.26 444.06 453.79 
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phenanthrene (Rl=300), chrysene (RI=400) and picene (RI=500). The 
Retention Index is calculated by interpolation between the bracketing 
standards: 

(RT UNKNOWN - RT z) 
+ IOO(Z) (I) RI 100 x --------

(RTZ+I - RTZ) 

where RT and RT are the retention times of the standards before 
Z Z+I 

and after the unknown and Z is 2 for naphthalene, 3 for phenanthrenc 
and 4 for chrysene. 

The semi-volatile analysis method used by the CLP (based on U.S. 
EPA Method 625) employs the perdeuterated analogues of naphthalene, 
phenanthrene and chrysene as internal standards; perdeuterated pery
lene (RI-456.22) is also an internal standard. These internal standards 
are added to all semi-volatile samples for quantitation purposes. The 
retention times of all of these internal standards. as well as of all TI Cs 
and all other results and QC data. are reported on floppy diskette by 
CLP organics laboratories. Prior to uploading the diskette data to the 
CLP Analytical Results Database (CARD), the data are stored in SAS 
(Statistical Analysis System) files on the U.S. EPA mainframe com
puter at Cincinnati, Ohio. An extract was made from these files which 
contained the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry number ( C AS 
Number) and retention time of all semi-volatile TICs reported and the 
retention times, from the same samples, of the four internal standards 
mentioned. Only data for which valid CAS numbers was reponed was 
retained. Retention Indices were then calculated using Equation l and 
the four perdeuterated internal standards as retention index markers. 
For compounds eluting between chrysene and perylene. Equation 1 was 
modified so that the retention time tenn was multiplied by 56.22, not 
100. The calculated Retention Indices were analyzed using the SAS 
procedure UNNARIATE and were compared to the values in references 
1 to 3. Tuble 1 shows the result of this analysis, including the name 
and CAS number of reported PAHs and heterocyclic compounds, the 
number of times each was reported as a TIC, the trimmed mean ( ±2 
standard deviations) of the Retention Index, the standard deviation of 
the RI, the median, minimum and maximum RI, and for comparison. 
the literature value of the RI. 

RESULTS 

PAH and related compounds 

Of 878 semi-volatile TICs reponed in the CARD data (through Aug. l, 
1989) which were reported to elute between naphthalene and perylene, 
69 PAHs had RI values reponed in the literature. u Agreement be
tween the literature values for Ris and the means and medians from 
the CARD data is quite good, especially considering that the RI sys
tem was not originally used in reponing the data. This result may be 
due in pan to the fact that condensed aromatic compounds such as these 
have mass spectra with strong molecular ions, which would tend to make 
library searching more reliable. Inspection of Tuble I, which is soned 
by the literature value of the RI, shows that similar compunds (e.g., 
ethylnapththalenes/dimethy I naphthalenes or me thy I anthra
cenes/methylphenanthrenes) have not been completely distinguished 
from each other by library matching alone. The mean and median RI 
values calculated from CARD for compounds in these groups appear 
to be average values for the entire groups. If the retention indices for 
such groups are plotted, multi-modal distributions indicative of the 
presence of several compounds are obtained, as in Figure I. On the 
other hand, 1-phenylnaphthalene (33) and 2-phenylnaphthalene (44) are 
nicely distinguished. 

There are eight PAH compounds for which agreement between the 
literature RI values and those calculated from CARD is poor. These 
are 5H-indeno (1,2-b) pyridine, 4-methylbiphenyl, 2-melhylbiphenyl, 
9-methylfluorene, indole, 8-methylbenz(a)anthracene, terphenyl and 
azulene. The possible reasons for the poor agreement include errors 
in library matching, variations in the initial GC oven temperature and 
changes in the chemical nature of the stationary phase with extended 
use. It also appears that azulene may be confused with napthalene, and 
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Figure 1 
Retention Indices for C2·naphlhalcnes 

indole with rnethylquinoline. 
Regression analyses of the literaure RI values for PAHs versus the 

median Rls from CARD were conducted using the SAS procedure PROC 
REG. When the regression was performed on the median RI of all 69 
compounds versus the literature values, the explained variance was 
97.55 % . Remove! of the eight compounds. mentioned above, for which 
the residual was over 10 index points, resulted in an explained variance 
of 99.75 % . Clear I y there is a strong relationship between the literature 
RI values and those calculated from CARD. This suggests that IIIOSI 

of the 69 compounds in Table I have been correctly identified, at lwt 
at the structural isomer level. 

These results show that systematic application of the PAH Retention 
Index system, by contract laboratories, in conjuoction with mass spectral 
library searching, might result in greatly enhanced qualitative identifi
cation of non-target compounds. Better quantitation would depend on 
methods for better estimating calibration response factors. 

Non-PAH Compounds 

The utility ofthis RI system would be greatly improved by extending 
it to non-PAH compounds. Retention time information for many com
pounds which are not on the CLP Target Compound List has been 
published in the Office of Water's method 1625C" and in method 525 
for drinking water" Retention indices were calculated from the 
method 1625 data for 23 compounds and compared to those from the 
CARD data; the results are presented in Table 2. 

The poor RI matching for some of the normal alkanes is probably 
a result of poor library matching due to the similarity of all alkane spec
tra. In contrast to PAHs. alkanes have a very weak or no molecular 
ion, with a characteristic "hydrocarbon" spectrum which does not vary 
much for alkanes above hexane. Note, however, that the retention Index 
from method 1625C is within the reponed range from CARD for all 
of the alkanes. 

Other compounds in Tuble 2 show better agreement between the 
method 1625C RI and the values from CARD. The exceptions are 
1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene and squalene, both of which suffer from 
small samples, and 7H-benz <de> anthracen-7-one(benzanthrone). The 
PAH Retention Index system ought to be as useful for non-PAH com
pounds as is any other system; example of such a system is one based 
on n-alkanes, as is the Kovats index. The traditional Kovats index is 
not applicable to the CLP semi-volatile method. since the CLP method 
is a temperature-programmed GC method. whereas the Kovats index 
is used for isothermal GC methods. Retention time data from Revision 
I (12/87) of RCRA method 8ro11 were examined and were found to 
be in conflict with method 1625C and the CARD data. The use of 
method 8ro as a reference for retention time data is not recommended. 

Thble 3 gives the RI of other method 1625C compounds which were 
not found in the CARD TIC data, and Tuble 4 gives RI date from the 
drinking water method 525. with means and medians from CARD. 
Agreement between method 525 and the CARD data is quite good. 



Tuble 2 
Miscellaneous Compounds from Method 1625C 
Comparison of Method 1625C Retention Indices 

And Tentatively Identified Compound Retention Indices 

Compound CAS No. Number RI-1625C 

alpha· terpineol 98555 5 201. 95 
Dode cane 112403 44 202.93 
Benzene, 1,2,3-trichloro- 87616 6 206.5 
1,3-Benzodioxole, 5-(2-propen 94597 10 220.65 
Benzene, 1,2,4,5-tetrachloro- 95943 2 228.94 
1,3-Benzenediamine, 4-methyl- 95807 3 236.42 
Tetradecane 629594 55 239.02 
Benzene, 1,1'-oxybis- 101848 17 241.14 
longifolene 475207 3 242.6 
2,6-di·t-butyl-p-benzoquinone 719222 15 250.41 
Benzene, pentachloro- 608935 9 261. 3 
2-Naphthalenamine 91598 2 266.34 
Benzothiazole, 2- (methylthio) 615225 3 273.5 
Hexadecane 544763 217 282.28 
Octadecane 593453 65 300.4 
Eicosane 112958 81 319.68 
Benzidine 92875 18 354.67 
Docosane 629970 87 361. 83 
Tetracosane 646311 29 388.87 
Squalene 7683649 3 391. 65 
7H-Benz<de>anthracen-7-one 82053 53 405.24 
Hexacosane 630013 51 413.85 
Octacosane 630024 140 440.07 

Tuble 3 
Retention Indices Of Other Method 1625C Compounds 

GAS No. Compound RI" !lib 

614-00-6 N-nitrosomethylphenylamine 206. 88 206. 33 
1888-71-7 hexachloropropene 208 .13 207. 4 7 
121-73-3 3-chloroni trobenzene 208. 94 208. 28 
700-12-9 pentamethylbenzene 219.51 218. 83 
108-46-3 1, 3-benzenediol 220. 32 219. 64 
l37-l7-7 2 ,4, 5- trimethylaniline 220.81 220.13 
120-75-2 2 -me thy lbenzo thiazo le 222. ll 221.43 
95-79-4 5-chloro-o- toluidine 222 .43 221. 75 
634-36-6 1, 2, 3- t:rimethoxybenzene 226. 83 226 .14 
608-27-5 2, 3-dichloroaniline 232. 03 231. 33 
3209-22-l 2, 3-dichloroni trobenzene 240. Bl 240. lO 
l30-l5-4 l, 4-naphthoquinone 242 .44 241. 72 
2027-l7-0 2-isopropylnaphthalene 247. 32 246. 59 
l00-25-4 1,4-dinitrobenzene 247 .48 246. 75 
99-30-9 2, 6-dichloro-4-nitroaniline 248. 13 247 .40 
134-32-7 alpha-naphthylamine 264.23 263.47 
96-45-7 ethylenethiourea 267. 97 267.21 
89-63-4 4-chloro-2-ni troaniline 274.47 273' 70 
99-55-8 5-nitro-o- toluidine 274. 63 273. 86 
103-33-3 azobenzene 277 .40 276. 62 
122-39-4 diphenylamine 277 .40 276. 62 
62-44-2 phenacetin 289 .27 288 .47 
92-67-1 4-ami.nobiphenyl 295.61 294.81 
23950-58-5 pronam.ide 300.00 299 .19 
882-33-7 diphenyldisulfide 308, 95 308 .00 
92-93-3 4-nitrobiphenyl 312.13 3ll. 20 
86-74-8 carbazole 314.31 313.40 
2243-62-l l. 5-naphthalenediamine 319.48 318.60 
91-80-5 methapyrilene 340. 36 339' 60 
92-84-2 phenothiazine 343. 34 342. 60 
7700-17-6 crotoxyphos 348 .5l 347' 80 
492-22-8 thioxanthone 351. 29 350' 60 
60-11-7 p- dimethylaminoazobenzene 368' 39 367. 80 
101-14-4 4 ,4' -methylenebis (2-chloroaniline) 400.42 400.00 
ll9-90-4 3.3' -dimethoxybenzidine 401. 89 401.48 
72-33-3 ethynylestradiol 3-methylether 426. 85 426. 63 
87-65-0 2, 6-dichlorophenol 202. 93 202. 27 
933-75-5 2, 3. 6- trichlorophenol 237. 72 237 .Ol 
58-90-2 2 ,3 ,4, 6-tetrachlorophenol 266. 34 265. 58 
1689-84-5 2, 5-dibromo-4-hydroxybenzonitrile 284 .23 283 .44 

referenced to naphthalene-dg, phenanthrene-d10 , chrysene-d 12 , perylene 

referenced to naphthalene, phenanthrene, chrysene, perylene 

Median Differl Mean Diff er2 STD DEV Minimum Maximum 

200.95 1 202.02 -0.07 2.56 200. 71 206,6 
202.57 0.36 211.02 -8.09 14.55 200.58 258.54 
206.17 0.33 206.18 0.32 0.17 205.98 206.4 
221.27 -0.62 221 -0.35 1.16 219.5 222.31 
237.25 -8.31 237.25 -8.31 0.48 236.9 237.59 

237.2 -0.78 237.46 -1.04 0.89 236.73 238.45 
238.28 0. 74 246.27 -7.25 22' 71 235.31 317.66 
240.12 1. 02 240.86 0.28 1. 56 239.3 244.89 
242.92 -0.32 244.2 -1. 6 2.23 242.89 246.78 
250' 77 -0.36 250.89 -0.48 0,78 249.88 252.17 
261.14 0.16 261 0.3 0.65 259.98 262.05 
264.44 1. 9 264.44 1. 9 1. 57 263.33 265.56 
273.65 -0.15 273' 85 -0.35 0.48 273.51 274.4 
272. 96 9.32 293.46 -11.18 42.12 239.98 413. 27 
297.42 2.98 298.06 2. 34 5. 72 276.67 325.14 
331.89 -12.21 339.46 -19.78 25.54 303.52 420.75 
350.73 3.94 350,86 3.81 1.05 348.96 352.96 
362.09 -0.26 380.24 -18.41 37.05 302.92 455' 11 
381. 45 7.42 383.42 5.45 5.57 375.04 394.07 
439.55 -47.9 438.85 -47.2 4.75 433.8 443.21 
386.68 18.56 389.18 16.06 3.81 382.79 396.82 
403.82 10.03 355.44 58.41 70.91 216' 13 434.7 
421. 01 19.06 391.74 48.33 56.62 268.1 454.84 

Tuble 4 
Retention Indices Of Method 525 Compounds 

M~tb2d ~Z~ !H8 'b CARD RI 
~ ~ I!. l! lliln Median 

2, 3-dichlorobiphenyl 16605-91-7 282. 57 285 .14 

simazine 122-34-• 288. 86 290. 72 

atrazine 1912-24-9 290. 96 292.42 294. 66 294. 65 

lindane 58-89-9 295. 85 296.07 296. 38 296. 38 

2, 4, 5- trichlorobiphenyl 15862-07-4 308 .18 309. 35 3l6. 82 316.82 

heptachlor 76-44-• 317 .82 3l8. 75 320.50 320.48 

2, 2 '4, 4' - tetrachlorobiphenyl 2437-79-8 324. 81 326. 92 

aldrin 309-00-2 328' 21 329 .17 

heptachlor epoxide 1024-57-3 340.43 342. 24 343 .19 343' 15 

2, 2' , 3' ,4, 6-pentachlorobiphenyl 60233-25-2 343.31 346. 32 

gamma-chlordane 5103-74-2 347' 73 350. 00 

alpha-chlordane 5103-71-9 352 .48 354. 90 

trans-nonachlor 39765-80-5 354.18 356 ,54 

2, 2' ,4,4', 5, 6-hexachlorobiphenyl 60145-22-4 360, 96 364. 71 

endrin 72-20-8 374.20 369.40 368 .46 368. 39 

bis(Z-ethylhexyl)adipate 103-23-1 388 .63 389' 83 384.28 383. 70 

2,2' ,3,3' ,4,4,6-heptachlorobiphenyl 52663-71-5 400,18 400.51 

me thoxychlor 72-43-5 401, 77 401.65 

2, 2' 3, 3 • ,4,5, 6, 6' -octachlorobiphenyl 40186-71-8 402.48 402.34 

8 Referenced to acenapthylene (RI-244.63) phenanthrene, chrysene, benzo(g,h, i)perylene 
(RI-501. 32). 

Columns A and B refer to the 2 temperature programs in Method 525. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The PAH Retention Index system is a promising candidate for the 
improvement of "Tentatively Identified Compounds" reporting. Because 
it uses compounds already present in the calibration mixture as reten
tion time markers, it will not require major modification to the present 
CLP semi-volatile method. The PAH Rls of hundreds of PAH and 
heterocyclic compounds, which can be used to confirm the identity of 
TICs without further laboratory work, are found in the literature. 1,3 

Tables 2,3 and 4 in this paper give additional Rls on non-PAH com
pounds. Thus, data reviewers could begin to use the system immediately. 

The ability to predict the RI based on molecular structure 
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descriptors4-s can short-cut the establishment of Rls for the rest of the 
compounds in the NIST/EPA/MSDC mass spectral data base, by 
eliminating the need to measure the retention time of all the 50,000 
compounds in the data base. 
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ABSTRACT 
Employers of workers exposed to hazardous substances are faced with 

a dilemma created, on the one hand, by a Congressional mandate to 
"provide a safe workplace for their employees," while, on the other 
hand, striving to maintain profitability by cost-containment. The issue 
is further complicated by a prevailing litigious climate generating far
reaching precedents from civil and criminal prosecution. Considering 
such external pressures, it is critical that employers incorporate an 
effective medical risk-management program in their business plan. The 
medical surveillance portion of that program is all too often treated as 
just a "physical examination." The long-term liability associated with 
toxin-exposure/absorption-related disease dictates that the prudent 
employer utilize available professional expertise and biological tech
nology to design a compliant, cost-effective medical surveillance 
program. 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper will discuss the changing relationships between public 

sentiment, current regulations, the recent focus of the legal profession 
on toxic torts and advances in today's medical technology. The antiquated 
view of medical surveillance as "just a physical examination" will be 
compared to the necessity for a medical risk-management program that 
embodies a comprehensive, well-designed medical surveillance program 
for toxin-exposed einployees. Finally, specific guidelines for the 
employer will be discussed to facilitate the design and implementation 
of a compliant, toxin-exposure medical surveillance program. 

DISCUSSION 

"For the first time in the history of the world, every human being 
is now subjected to contact with dangerous chemicals, from the moment 
of conception until death." It may seem strange to start a paper regarding 
medical surveillance with a quote from Rachel Carson's Silent Spring. 
The publishing of this book in 1962, however, was the catalyst for the 
formation of the U.S. EPA in 1970 amidst strong public sentiment 
regarding "poisoning of the planet" from chemicals. This land swell 
of public concern over the health and environmental impact of chemi
cals has progressively increased since 1970 and resulted in the passing 
of CERCLA among other legislation. Public sentiment, with regard 
to human exposure to chemical hazards, has gradually turned from fear 
to anger toward those responsible. Deviant generators of chemical waste 
and those who carelessly expose their employees to toxic chemicals 
will have difficulty finding a sympathetic ear in today's courtroom. 

That management has injured employees as a result of either their 
ignorance of health issues or their disregard for them is unquestioned. 
One has but to look at Gaulley Gap, the radon dial painters of WWII 
or, more recently, the Manville asbestos cases. The recent accelera-

tion of toxic torts, prosecution of corporate directors (The Chicago 
Magnet Wire case) and even CERCLA itself is a direct result of such 
ignorance and disregard. 

Many of the current medical regulations regarding toxin-exposure 
medical surveillance are in a state of flux and can be confusing. There 
are generic guidelines but there also are specific standards for certain 
chemicals and action levels that must be taken into consideration for 
many others. Uncontrolled hazardous waste sites represent the poten
tial for a multitude of health and safety concerns. The standards promul
gated in 29 CFR 1910.120 regarding a health and safety program are 
summarized in the Inter Agency Guidance Manual published in 1985 
by NIOSH, OSHA, USCG and the U.S. EPA. 

This manual assumes that a medical surveillance program will be 
used to complement engineering controls, personal protective equip
ment (PPE) and decontamination procedures. In addition, it assumes 
that the average toxic waste site contains many unknown chemicals. 
Even though site characterization may identify specific chemicals, it 
must be assumed that other chemical hazards may exist. The manual 
states, "The program should be designed by an experienced occupa
tional health physician or other qualified occupational health consul
tant in conjunction with the Site Safety Officer. The director of a site 
medical program should be a physician who is board-certified in 
occupational medicine or a medical doctor who has had extensive 
experience managing occupational health services. If an occupational 
health physician is not available ... (the program) ... may be performed 
by a local physician with assistance from an occupational medicine con
sultant." 

The regulations divide a site medical program into surveillance, treat
ment, record-keeping and program review. Medical surveillance includes 
three types of examinations: (1) pre-employment screening (baseline); 
(2) followup examinations (periodic); and (3) termination (exit) exami
nations. It should be emphasized that the regulations clearly state, "Be
cause conditions and hazards vary considerably at each site, only general 
guidelines are given." In most cases the final decision regarding the 
details of the site medical program is left to the physician consultant. 
These recommendations should be considered as minimal standards. 
Most forward-thinking employers do not feel comfortable with the lia
bility protection afforded by such standards. 

Behind-the-scene changes rapidly are taking place in the regulatory 
arena and the U.S. EPA is emerging as a dominant player in the 
enforcement of environmental laws. OSHA, as an agency of the govern
ment, acts slowly both in the promulgation and enforcement of laws 
and as of September 1989, the U.S. EPA is adopting the OSHA 
hazardous site worker standards promulgated by 1910.120. Due to the 
bureaucratic hierarchy, the U.S. EPA will now have the power to act 
swiftly to enforce standards and prosecute violators. In addition, the 
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U.S. EPA will have the ability to promulgate new standards more 
effectively than OSHA. 

Tu further complicate the picture, there are numerous other power
ful and respected groups exerting pressure on Congress. Unions and 
consumer advocacy groups are starting to take an active role in lobbying 
and enforcement of specific worker protection standards. Professional 
associations like the American Conference of Governmental Industrial 
Hygienists (ACGIH) and the American Industrial Hygiene Association 
(AIHA) are pushing for more stringent worker protection standards. 
In particular, these groups are recommending that board-certified 
occupational physicians should have the responsibility for designing 
medical surveillance programs. In addition, they are insisting on a more 
generic industry standard designed to stabilize the current fragmented 
approach to biological monitoring. 

The High Risk Notification Bill: California Proposition 65. complete 
revision of OSHA's permissible exposure limits (PELS), changes in 
hazardous waste transportation standards and revisions of the formal
dehyde and benzene standards are just a few of the upheavals in this 
industry. Many states are passing laws that are far more stringent than 
their federal counterpans. Compliant health evaluation programs 
designed for today could be obsolete by tomorrow. Only health profes
sionals with a focus and expertise in this regulatory-driven industry 
will be capable of designing and maintaining compliance-assured 
medical surveillance programs that provide health protection for the 
employee and maximum liability protection for an employer. 

The escalation of litigation regarding on the job injury and disease 
is reflective of the clout from the combination of public sentiment and 
rapid changes in worker protection laws. The Chicago Magnet Wire 
Case is an example of the extent of personal liability exposure and its 
consequences. A recent large settlement against an employer was the 
result of the plaintiff showing that benzene exposure can cause chronic 
as well as acute leukemia (Skeen v. Monsanto Co. Feb. 21. 1989). This 
case is a good example of the necessity for optimal environmental and 
biological monitoring and good recordkeeping (the exposure to benzene 
occurred in the mid-1970s). Benzene is a toxin that can be monitored 
for absorption prior to the onset of disease. Not only is the frequency 
of toxic torts increasing, but also the level of awards and punishment 
are likewise increasing. At present, there is no reason to believe that 
this trend will diminish. On the contrary, there is every indication that 
it will accelerate in the foreseeable future. 

The employer who is involved in the hazardous waste remediation 
business must keep in mind several seldom considered facts when 
planning for the health and safety of his employees. In the first place, 
the general guidelines noted above were revised in 1985 but were actually 
written in 1980. The sole purpose of the Inter-Agency Guidance M(lrlU(J/ 
was to provide a comprehensive guide for site safety. The Occupational 
Health and Safety Act of 1970 clearly states that it is the responsibility 
of the employer to provide a safe workplace. There is no qualification 
with regard to the limitations of current technology, unforeseen chronic 
adverse health effects or specific budgetary restrictions. In fact, some 
interpretations hold the employer responsible regardless of the circum
stances. The design of an effective medical risk management program 
depends on the assumption that the employer is ultimately responsible 
for worker health and safety, regardless. 

MEDICAL EXPERTISE AND BIOMEDICAL TECHNOWGY 

Modern 20th century medicine is generally accepted to be excellent. 
American medicine is thought by many to be the best in the world. 
Both of these commonly accepted statements may be true, but they must 
be evaluated relative to the end-point that would be considered the ul
timate. That end-point, quite simply stated, is the prevention of disease. 
Inarguably, medical authorities and the lay population would agree on 
that issue. If our ultimate goal is prevention of disease, we are far from 
achieving such a state. 

Even the most conscientious employer will be met with frustrations 
and limitations represented by the technological inadequacies of modern 
medicine. In the hazardous substance exposure business, the primary 
concern is absorption of chemicals through the skin, lungs, eyes, ears, 
ingestion or penetration. If we had the ultimate diagnostic tool, we could 
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scan an individual and detect even the most minimal absorption before 
the onset of disease. Unfortunately. this tool is not available and in ils 
place we must rely on a very inexact vast human experiment. This ex
periment constitutes the inadvertent exposure of large numbers of 
humans to chemicals for an unknown period of time and monitoring 
for the onset of disease. When disease is diagnosed, we must then 
retrospectively look backwards in the hope we can correlate some 
exposure to the disease. AI this point, it may be too late for the re
habilitation of the individual to normal health, and it also may be too 
late for the employer to convince an agency or jury of his innocence 
regarding the employee's injury or disease. 

This discussion does not imply that we are unable to detect absorp
tion with current medical technology. In many cases, we can, but the 
ability to monitor a chemical in a biologic system is just now emerg
ing. NIOSH recently announced that of the Oller 100,000 chemicals used 
in manufacturing today, chronic adverse health effects are known to 
occur with less than 20 % of that number. The commonaliry of chemi
cal pathways for metabolism and excretion is becoming clearly defined 
and identified. In fact, we are advancing far more rapidly in the area 
of absorption identification than in the area of treatment modalities for 
existing absorption disease. (Consider, for example, lung cancer 
resulting from absorption of asbestos). 

The above description of the limitations of biological moniroring is 
not designed to further confuse the reader. but rather to illustrate that 
technological overkill in a medical surveillance program, in addition 
to excessive cost. can be as fruitless as a .. bare minimum" approach. 
It also points out the complex and dynamic nature of medical technology, 
and the advances we may expect. in the early detection of chemical 
absorption prior to the onset of disease. The object is to again empha
size that only Cllperienced environmental health professionals are capable 
of staying abreast of these changes and translating this information into 
maximum protection for the employer and employee. 

THE MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM 

How does this translate into practical information and guidelines fur 
the modem remediation firm? It is critical that employers in the 
hazardous substances business recognize that a health surveillance 
evaluation is more than just a physical examination. It is an integral 
element in a plan. required by law and demanded by humanitarian prin
ciples, and designed to protect workers from adverse health c:ffi:cls ... ID 
attempt the prevention of disease as opposed to the discovery of dis
ease. Just as the chain is only as i.trong as its weakest link, the sound
ness of such a plan is only as effective as the most poorly planned and 
executed element. If we accept the premise that a site health and safety 
plan constitutes a risk-management program, then it logically follows 
that the health surveillance element of that plan is critical in the OYCl'

all effectiveness of the program. 
Many Superfund sites are located in rural areas, and a remediation 

firm may have multiple sites scattered around the nation. In all likeli
hood, many of these sites will be in areas void of occupational physi
cians trained and experienced in toxin-exposure medical surveillance. 
It will be necessary to depend on local physicians for the surveillance 
data. Because this situation is the rule rather than the exception, the 
examination protocol, in addition to being standardized and thorough, 
must be "user friendly" and coordinated with concise clinic operations 
manuals. Thi$ is the only mechanism by which the company's medical 
data can be reliably obtained from multiple medical practitioners. 

There are four basic sources of information utilized to design an 
examination protocol for a medical surveillance program: (1) the em
ployees' exposure profile and working conditions, (2) current regula
tions, (3) the company's philosophy toward worker health and safety 
and (4) current technology. (Fig. 1). The examination protocol provides 
procedural guidelines for the physician and his staff to complete a health 
evaluation of each employee. The protocol should provide the physi
cian with a completed personal and occupational history which he can 
augment at his discretion. With the current technological limitations 
in biological monitoring, the history provides, by fur, the majority of 
the information from the examination. It should be thorough, detailed. 
designed with planned redundancy, and, by necessity, it must be long. 



Because of its length, it must be completed with forethought and without 
pressure before the employee presents himself for his medical evaluation. 
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The Anatomy of a Toxin-Exposure, Health Surveillance Evaluation 

Likewise, the examination protocol guides the physician in the hands
on physical examination necessary to determine present state of health 
and physical capabilities. In addition to programed responses (Yes or 
No), it should encourage the physicians comments and suggestions. 
Lastly, the protocol guides the medical staff in physical measurements 
and ancillary tests like audiometry (hearing tests) and spirometry 
(breathing tests). Clinic laboratory equipment used to measure breathing, 
hearing, etc. must meet certain specifications by law. In addition, the 
technician who operates the equipment must be certified according to 
the standards. If these requirements are not met, the data obtained are 
questionable. Likewise, the original test results must be kept in 
retrievable fashion for 30 yr after termination. 

The protocol should direct the medical team in the obtaining and 
packaging of specimens (blood and urine) for mailing to a specific 
laboratory. The selection of a reference and specialty laboratory to ana
lyze blood and urine is critical to a sound medical monitoring program. 
Although such services are widely available, there is considerable 
variation in quality and reliability of results. A detailed discussion of 
the vicissitudes of this industry is not appropriate for this paper. The 
recurring theme is, again, the necessary reliance of the employer on 
a carefully selected occupational physician for guidance in the selec
tion of laboratory services. 

The end-point of all the medical data (history, physical examination 
and laboratory analysis) is review by the physician. It is here that the 
axiom "garbage in, garbage out" is appropriate. If these data are not 
extracted carefully, accurately and professionally, the results of the phy
sician's review could be erroneous. Equally as important, the company's 
financial outlay for medical surveillance could be wasted. Many 
employers select physician consultants with little regard to qualifica
tions. These consultants are selected to design and implement com
plex health monitoring programs simply because they work in a clinic 

that provides general occupational medicine services. Enormous sums 
of money and significant corporate and personal liability are put on 
the line when inexperienced and poorly informed health professionals 
are selected to manage medical surveillance programs. A working 
knowledge of the regulations and standards, experience in toxicology 
and training in the pathophysiology of disease from chemical absorp
tion are essential skills for the physician reviewing biological monitoring 
data. Following review of the medical data generated by the examina
tion process, the physician must generate a written report with recom
mendations to the employer and employee. This report must reach the 
employee within 15 days following the examination. Abnormalities must 
be addressed and a disposition made with regard to followup and res
trictions. It is the employer's responsibility to see that all medical data 
collected under 1910.120 are stored in retrievable form for 30 yr after 
termination. If a court action regarding a previous employee should 
arise 10 yr after a specific examination, OSHA and the court will ex
pect the employer to provide such records in readable form. Failure 
to do so could result in severe penalties and a less than adequate defense. 
It should be obvious at this point that medical surveillance is, in truth, 
a complex program, not just a physical examination. In addition to as
suring the ongoing health of a company's work-force, it must be recog
nized and utilized as an integral part of a corporate risk-management 
program. The tendency among less well-informed employers/managers 
when attempting to comply with regulations regarding medical surveil
lance, is to "cut comers" with the cheapest examination available. This 
approach may look good on the bottom line of a profit and loss state
ment, but the penalties from violations and the cost of litigation could 
be catastrophic. In many cases, a substandard program is more expen
sive than a professionally-designed and compliance-assured program. 
Cost is always a factor in business, but contracting with the lowest bidder 
may be false economy. 

GUIDELINES 

Every cost-effective medical surveillance program should contain the 
following services and benefits: 

• A board certified occupational medicine physician with experience 
in toxin-exposure disease 

• A corporate-wide examination protocol designed by, or in consult 
with, that physician 

• Review of the examination protocol by someone knowledgeable and 
current in the related standards and regulations 

• Designated, qualified clinics convenient to each site which have been 
trained in the use of the examination protocol 

• A nationally recognized laboratory to analyze biological specimens 
• Concise, compliant medical results in the form of a report received 

within 15 days of the examination 
• Reliable storage of all medical records in retrievable form for 30 yr 

plus the term of employment 

Fortunately for the employer, there are firms today which can pro
vide these medical services. If difficulty is encountered in locating such 
a firm, a board certified occupational medicine physician should be 
consulted for advice. A list of such physicians can be obtained by writing 
the authors or the American College of Occupational Medicine. 

CONCLUSION 

The standards regulating the hazardous materials industry require 
an employer to provide a medical surveillance program for exposed 
workers. The intent of such legislation is to insure the health and safety 
of the employee, but, from a business perspective, the standards pro
vide liability protection for the corporation and its directors. Such legis
lation is viewed by many employers as an unnecessary burden, but, 
in fact, it could be a blessing in disguise for companies which are not 
informed in matters of risk management. 

It has been demonstrated that a toxin-exposure health surveillance 
program is very complex and requires specialized medical expertise. 
Only an informed occupational physician who specializes in hazardous 
materials exposure can coordinate the appropriate regulations and bio-
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medical technology to provide a true medical risk-managemenl progmm. 
The prudent employer designing a site health and safoly plan would 
be well advised to consider his health surveillance pmgmm as an integrnl 
part of a sound risk-managemenl program. To !his end. he should con-
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suit with environment.al physicians who have experience in the field 
of absorption diseai.e for guidance. Cutting corners on medical sur
veillance could jeopardi7..e a c.ompany's entire risk-management program 
and, as a result, the company's future. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Massachusetts Contingency Plan (MCP) was promulgated on 
Oct. 3, 1988 to implement the State Superfund law (the "Massachusetts 
Oil and Hazardous Material Release Prevention and Response Act," 
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 21E, 1983). The assessment and 
remediation of state superfund sites are carried out in a phased approach. 
Site risk characterization is a critical part of the Comprehensive Site 
Assessment (Phase II) required under the MCP. 

M.G.L. Chapter 21E (the statute) requires the achievement of a 
"Permanent Solution" at all disposal sites, if feasible. A Permanent 
Solution eliminates any "significant or otherwise unacceptable risk" 
of harm to health, safety, public welfare or the environment during any 
foreseeable period of time. When feasible, a Permanent Solution will 
restore the disposal site to background levels. The answer to the ques
tion of what constitutes a significant risk (and subsequently, "How Clean 
Is Clean Enough?") became a major issue in the development of the 
regulations implementing the statute. 

The MCP approach employs risk assessment processes outlined in 
the National Academy of Sciences study "Risk Assessment in the 
Federal Government: Managing the Process"2 and is consistent with 
the methods adopted by the U.S. EPA for use at Federal Superfund sites. 
However, the state approach specifically defines significant risk in a 
manner which differs from the risk range approach used by the U.S. 
EPA. 

This paper will describe the Massachusetts methodology and draw 
comparisons with the U.S. EPA approach to evaluating "significant 
risk"at hazardous waste disposal sites. 

INTRODUCTION 

One or more factors may drive the remediation at a disposal site in 
Massachusetts. These factors include the risk of harm to human health, 
the risk of harm to the environment and the feasibility of restoring the 
site to background conditions. This discussion will focus primarily upon 
the characterization of the risk of harm to health [310 CMR 40.545 (g)]. 
Additional consideration should be given to the characterization of risk 
of harm to safety, public welfare and the environment [310 CMR 40.545 
(h)]. Currently, these concerns are being addressed through, primarily, 
qualitative methods. 

In 1987, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality 
Engineering (now the Department of Environmental Protection, DEP) 
contracted Wehran Engineering to survey state and federal environmental 
officials and the current scientific literature in an effort to develop a 
working definition of "significant risk" for use in the MCP. The result 
was "The 'Significant Risk' Project6. The Project surveyed the states 
of California, Michigan, New Jersey, New York and Wisconsin, as well 
as the U.S. EPA concerning methods of standard setting and their use, 

risk management policy and approach, definition and use of the term 
"significant risk" and their approach to a hypothetical pollution control 
scenario. 

Concurrent with this process, three goals were identified for the risk 
characterization process to be used in the Massachusetts Contingency 
Plan: 

• Disposal sites in Massachusetts would be remediated to levels which 
would be protective of the public health 

• Disposal sites would be remediated in a consistent manner through
out the Commonwealth's four regions 

• Disposal sites would be remediated in a manner consistent with 
existing state regulatory programs 

To achieve these goals, the Massachusetts Contingency Plan outlines 
[four methods] for the characterization of risk of harm to human health 
at Massachusetts disposal sites. Four methods were developed (as 
opposed to one set method) to more closely address the complex idio
syncrasies of individual sites. Central to this process is the inclusion 
of "Total Site Risk Limits" in the regulations. These specific risk limits 
contrast sharply with the risk range approach practiced at the federal 
level. 

The four methods were crafted to satisfy the three principal goals 
of the MCP. Since these methods are intended to achieve the specific 
requirements of the Massachusetts statute, they often go beyond the 
approach developed by the EPA for use at Federal Superfund sites. 
However, as the EPA updates the guidance given in the "Superfund 
Public Health Evaluation Manual"5 , the differences between the two 
programs will narrow. The recently completed "Supplemental Risk As
sessment Guidance for the Superfund Program"4 prepared by the U.S. 
EPA Region I Risk Assessment Work Group is in fact consistent with 
the Massachusetts DEP's "Guidance for Disposal Site Risk Charac
terization and Related Phase II Activities - In Support of the MCP"5 • 

The risk characterization process mandated by the Massachusetts 
Contingency Plan is described below, with emphasis on the definition 
and use of the term "significant risk." 

DEFINING AND EVALUATING "SIGNIFICANT RISK" 
UNDER THE MCP 

The Massachusetts Contingency Plan (MCP), promulgated by the 
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), became effective on 
Oct. 3, 1988. The MCP establishes requirements and procedures for 
identifying, evaluating and cleaning up releases of oil or hazardous 
materials to the environment. The regulations are based upon the State 
"Superfund Law" (The Massachusetts Oil and Hazardous Materials 
Release Prevention and Response Act of 1983) and major amendments 
passed by voter referendum in 1986. 
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The MCP responds to the public's clear mandate by establishing a 
cleanup process that is consistent, strict and highly protective of public 
health and the environment. Risk characterization and evaluation are 
at the heart of the cleanup process. 

As part of the requirements of the Comprehensive Site Assessment 
(in Phase II of the six phase process), the regulations provide a frame
work for determining: (1) whether remediation at a disposal site is 
required and (2) the extent of remediation needed to attain a perma
nent or temporary solution. The Phase I1 risk characterization directs 
consistent and conservative evaluations of human health, safety, public 
welfare and environmental risks at all of the disposal sites in the 
Commonwealth. 

lb supplement the language of the regulations and provide more 
detailed guidance for their implementation, the Department has 
published "Guidance For Disposal Site Risk Characterization And 
Related Phase II Activities - In Support of the Massachusetts Contin
gency Plan" (May 17, 1989). The guidance primarily addresses the 
characterization of risk of harm to human health. The evaluation of 
the risk of harm to safety, public welfare or the environment relies upon 
existing environmental standards and site-by-site considerations. The 
Department recognizes that more guidance is needed in this area. 

CHARACTERIZING RISK POSED BY DISPOSAL SITES 

The Massachusetts Superfund law (M.G.L.Chapter 21E) requires that 
cleanups must eliminate "significant or otherwise unacceptable risk" 
of harm to human health, safety, public welfare and the environment. 

As the MCP was drafted, a great deal of discussion centered on the 
questions of: (I) what constitutes a significant risk?, and (2) what 
methodology should be used to characterize risk at a disposal site? Risk 
assessment and risk management are not unique to the state and federal 
Superfund programs. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has imple
mented a number of regulatory programs which address environmental 
contamination in specific media, including air, drinking water, ground
water and surface water. One goal of the Contingency Plan was to 
preserve that the integrity of these existing programs; remediation at 
disposal sites would, at a minimum, meet any applicable or suitably 
analogous standards of these programs and the policies of these programs 
would be applied when appropriate. 

The Department also recognized that many disposal sites are fur more 
complex than the situations commonly addressed by the medium-specific 
programs. In particular, it was felt that the reliance upon standards and 
guidelines developed for single contaminant or single-medium situa
tions might be inadequate to protect the public health at a disposal site 
involving multi-media contamination and/or a mixture of contaminants. 

Finally, the Department wished to minimize costs to those performing 
the risk characterizations by relying upon standards, guidelines and/or 
existing sets of cleanup levels whenever possible. 

What emerged from these discussions were four risk characterization 
methodologies, only one of which would be appropriate at any given 
disposal site. The regulations describing these methodologies can be 
found in 310 CMR 40.545(3)(g) of the Contingency Plan. Only one 
of the four methods involves the classic, full risk assessment. Less 
complex sites would use simpler risk characterization methods. 

THE FOUR METHODS 

As detailed in the regulations and elaborated upon in the Department's 
Guidance Document, the characterization of risk of harm to human 
health is evaluated using one of four methods. As only one of the four 
methods is considered appropriate at any given disposal site, it is ex
tremely important that the correct risk characterization methodology 
be chosen at the beginning of the process. Since the promulgation of 
the regulations in 1988, increasing emphasis is being placed on the 
proper selection of a method for site evaluations in the risk characteri
zation process. The first revision of the Department's Guidance Docu
ment attempted to more fully describe and explain the selection process. 
The Methods are meant to be considered in a stepwise fashion, from 
the simplest (Method 1) to the most complex (Method 3b). 
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Method I 

Method I applies at sites where, under existing regulations, there 
are standards (NITT guidelines, Nar policies) applicable to each oil 
and/or hazardous material (OHM) in every medium (air, water or soil) 
to which persons might be exposed. 

In this Method, the risk characterization compares the OHM exposure 
point concentrations to the standards identified. Remediation is required 
if any concentration exceeds such a sta.ndatd, and the standards become 
requirements for a permanent solution. 

Presently, Method I does not apply to a large percentage of disposal 
sites under investigation in Massachusetts. Of the 23 contaminants most 
commonly found at state sites, ambient air quality standards exist only 
for lead, drinking water standards exist only for 12 of the 23 chemicals 
and no public health soil standards exist at this time. 

If Method 1 is not appropriate, Method 2 is to be considered. 

Method 2 
Under Method 2, exposure point concentrations of OHM are com

pared to specific sets of cleanup levels to be incorporated into the MCP 
(310 CMR 40.800). These specific sets of cleanup levels will be 
developed by the Department for certain types of disposal sites which 
present common problems. For example. a specific set of cleanup levels 
may be developed for leaking underground gasoline storage tanks in 
a residential area where there are private wells and where no exposure 
is thought to occur other than via drinking water. These levels will be 
specific for both the contaminants reported at a site and the potential 
exposures at such a disposal site. 

In this Method, the risk characterization consists of the comparison 
of OHM exposure point concentrations to corresponding values con
tained in the specific set of cleanup levels. Remediation is required if 
any concentration exceeds an identified cleanup level, and the set of 
cleanup levels becomes a requirement of a permanent solution. 

To date, no specific set of cleanup levels has been established; Method 
2, therefore, is unavailable for any disposal site. The Department 
currently is working on a number of such sets of cleanup levels, 
including sets for PCB - contaminated soil and Coal Gasification 
Waste disposal sites and petroleum contaminated sites. 

When neither Method l nor Method 2 apply to a site (or when 2 
is applicable, but not used), then either Method 3a or 3b is appropriate. 
It must be determined at this point whether the site fits the characteris
tics of a "Single Medium" disposal site (to be evaluated per Method 
3a) or a "Multi-Med.ia" disposal site (to be evaluated per Method 3b). 
Both Methods may make use of site-specific risk assessment techniques. 

Method 3a 

Method 3a is appropriate if exposure to the oil or hazardous materials 
at or from the disposal site occurs via one contaminated medium. Using 
Method 3a, exposure point concentrations are compared to com:s
ponding public health standards, guidelines or Departmental polices. 
If no such value is available fi:>r a particular chemical, then a site-specific 
guideline associated with an excess lifetime cancer risk equal to one 
in one million and/or a Huard Index equal to 0.2 should be proposed 
by the primary responsible party. 

ln this Method, the risk characterization consists of the comparison 
of the exposure point concentrations to the identified standards, guide-
1 ines, policies and/or proposed site specific guidelines. When remedi
ation is required, these standards, guidelines, policies and/or proposed 
site-specific guidelines become requirements fur a permanent solution. 

Method 3a has been used to characterize the risk at approximately 
10 to 25 % of the disposal sites assessed to date. (This figure is an esti
mate as the Department has not tracked the number of sites using each 
Method.) One common type of disposal site which would be charac
terized by this Method involves a contaminated drinking water supply 
where no additional exposures are thought to occur. The risk charac
terization process would employ the drinking water standards and guide
) ines developed by the Department's Division of Water Supply and Office 
of Research and Standards, as well as any applicable Departmental poli
cies. Any proposed site-specific guideline would be developed in a man
ner consistent with Departmental policy, using standard risk assessment 



techniques. This Method differs from Method 1 in that it is limited 
to single-medium situations and both guidelines and policies may be 
used in addition to standards. 

If Methods 1, 2 and 3a are not considered appropriate, then the site 
is evaluated using Method 3b. 

Method 3b 

Method 3b is appropriate if a receptor may potentially experience 
exposures to the oil or hazardous materials at or from the disposal site 
via more than one contaminated medium, and if Methods 1 and 2 are 
not applicable. In Method 3b, exposure point concentrations are com
pared to applicable or suitably analogous standards, promulgated under 
existing regulations. In addition, a site-specific risk assessment is con
ducted and the "Total Site Risk" estimates are compared to the risk 
limits presented in the MCP. For one or more hypothetical receptors, 
the estimated "total site risks" reflect potential exposures to all the OHM 
via all the exposure pathways. Guidance is given for the development 
of these hypothetical receptors for whom the total site risks are esti
mated. Note that even the chemicals for which standards exist are in
cluded in the calculation of the total site risk. Under Method 3b, the 
most flexible cleanup requirements may be developed while complying 
with total site risk requirements and applicable/available public health 
standards. 

The risk characterization process under Method 3b consists of the 
comparison of exposure point concentrations to applicable or suitably 
analogous standards, and the comparison of "Total Site Risks" to the 
Total Site Risk Limits. Total site cancer risks are compared to a total 
site cancer risk limit of one in one hundred thousand (1.0 x 10-5 _ To
tal site non-cancer risks are compared to a total site non-cancer risk 
limit which is a Hazard Index equal to 0.2. When remediation is 
required, the identified standards and the Total Site Risk Limits serve 
as remediation requirements. 

Method 3b has been used to characterize the risk at approximately 
75 to 903 of the disposal sites evaluated under the MCP to date. It 
is assumed that this level will be reduced in the future as more standards 
are set and as the Department develops specific sets of cleanup levels 
for use in Method 2. (Further consideration and evaluation of back
ground contamination levels will affect the implementation of this 
process). 

<YfHER REMEDIATION CRITERIA 

As noted earlier, the MCP also requires the characterization of the 
risk of harm to public welfare, safety and the environment. In addi
tion, there must be an evaluation of the feasibility of remediating a site 
to background levels. 

These additional factors may drive remediation of a site where, based 
on assessment of significant risk to human health, no adverse effects 
are expected. Such an approach is consistent with the Department's 
obligation to protect both public health and the environment. 

The Department has attempted to develop a comprehensive means 
of characterizing disposal site risks which relies extensively on the iden
tification of "otherwise unacceptable." Under the MCP, remedial al
ternatives may be developed that protect public health, while providing 
flexibility in the setting of cleanup levels for specific chemicals. In this 
manner, the Department has developed a process which methodically 
approaches the answer to the question, "How clean is clean enough?" 

COEXISTENCE WITH FEDERAL PROGRAMS 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts publishes quarterly lists which 
detail the number of state disposal sites and their status. As of July, 
1989, there were 1152 Confirmed Disposal Sites which require further 
investigation, 1634 Locations To Be Investigated and 270 Sites at which 
remedial action has been completed and for which no further actions 
are planned (not all of these fall under the requirements of the MCP). 
Included among the 1152 confirmed sites are 24 NPL sites. One addi
tional site has been proposed for the NPL. 

Federal Superfund Sites are subject to the requirements of CERC
LA, and SARA (collectively known as "Superfund") in addition to the 
State Superfund law, M.G.L. Chapter 21E. It should be noted here that 

most NPL sites would be considered "Multi-media Sites" under the 
Massachusetts Contingency Plan, and would thus be subject to the 
Method 3b risk characterization process. 

While there are many similarities between the two programs, several 
important distinctions can be made, particularly in the risk characteri
zation process. Care must be taken in the development of the Endan
germent Assessment (EA), the Remedial Investigation (RI), the 
Feasibility Study (FS) and the Record of Decision (ROD) to identify 
the requirements of the Massachusetts regulations and to explicitly meet 
them. It is, of course, most difficult to integrate newly promulgated 
regulations into a site remediation process which is already underway. 

The most obvious difference between the two programs is the MCP's 
Total Site Risk Limits. The U.S. EPA has es-tablished an excess life
time cancer risk range 00-4 to 107 into which the risk based cleanup 
goal should fall. Depending upon the site, however, the risk range has 
been applied to: (1) the risk associated with a single chemical via a 
single exposure route or (2) the risk associated with a mixture of chem
icals via a single exposure route or (3) the sum of exposure route risks 
which could approximate a total site cancer risk. Somewhat more dis
turbing is an interpretation that all estimations of risk which fall into 
the U.S. EPA risk range of 1 x 10-4 to 1 x 10-1 may be considered as 
acceptable. This poses particular concern when the estimated risk is 
as high as 9 x 10-•. In comparison, the MCP Method 3b total site 
cancer risk limit is 1 x 10-5 The intention of a risk limit is to guard 
that no potential receptor would experience an excess lifetime cancer 
risk greater than 1 x 10-5, regardless of how many potential exposure 
pathways existed at that disposal site. 

An additional difference is the estimation of the total site non-cancer 
risk, (i.e., Hazard Index, HI). Massachusetts has adopted a HI of0.2. 
The exposures related to a disposal site are allowed to contribute only 
20% of an estimated allowable daily dose. The approach taken by the 
Department is similar to that used by the U.S. EPA Office of Drinking 
Water to develop drinking water standards and health advisories. In 
its Superfund program, the U.S. EPA does not have a risk limit or range 
for non-carcinogenic risk. U.S. EPA Region 1 recommends (in the 
absence of such guidance) that a HI < 1 is acceptable and that a HI 
> 10 may be cause for remediation. 

In addition, there are strict requirements to evaluate [all] oil or 
hazardous material at or from a disposal site (eliminating the use of 
indicator chemicals) and specific consideration is given to the foresee
able future use of the site and the levels of contaminant which would 
exist in the absence of the disposal site (background). These distinc
tions can influence the choice of remedial alternatives necessary to 
achieve a permanent solution at a Federal Superfund site in Mas
sachusetts. 

CONCLUSION 

"Significant Risk" is a concept which has no absolute definition. 
When circumstances require developing a working significant defini
tion, many factors must go into that risk management decision. For 
the State Superfund program in Massachusetts, such factors included 
an explicit mandate to protect human health, public welfare, safety and 
the environment, and a need to be consistent with existing state regula
tory programs. The result is a risk characterization process which would 
utilize one of four Methods. Method 3b, which applies to the majority 
of disposal sites in Massachusetts, relies heavily upon risk assessment 
to determine the need for remediation and the level of remediation 
required. A Total Site Cancer Risk Limit of one in one hundred thou
sand and a Total Site Non-Cancer Risk Limit which is a Hazard Index 
equal to 0.2 apply at these Method 3b sites. 

The State Superfund program is not inconsistent with the Federal 
program, although care must be taken to insure that the requirements 
of both are met. The Massachusetts Contingency Plan's reliance on the 
total site risk approach rather than chemical- and medium-specific 
standards comes at a time when the Massachusetts Department of 
Environmental Protection is shifting its structure and focus away from 
solely medium-oriented programs. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This paper has not been subjected to Department of Environmental 
Protection (DEP) review and therefore does not necessarily reflect the 
views of the DEP. No official endorsement should be inferred. 
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Defense Priority Model for DoD Site Ranking 
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ABSTRACT 
The Defense Priority Model (DPM) is intended to permit the use 

of site-specific monitoring data from RI/FS and other site reports to 
refine priorities for remedial action. This model combines both quanti
tative and qualitative information on: (1) the hazards posed by pollu
tant sources, (2) the potential exposure pathways of surface water, 
groundwater and air/soil and (3) the potential human and ecological 
receptors. The information is combined to reach a final score for each 
site that lies between 0 and 100. 

The DPM differs from the HRS in that it is used to rank all sites, 
not just those for NPL consideration. In addition, it is designed to be 
applied later in the data acquisition process when more accurate and 
detailed data will be available. There are also some minor differences 
in the data that the two models consider relating to pollutant mobility, 
food chain exposure and the use of pollutant concentration in the model. 
In general, the DPM uses more detailed data and is a more focused 
model than the HRS. 

This model is being used by DoD to assess relative risk of sites which 
are ready for remedial dt<sign/remedial action in the fiscal year 1990. 
This will give a good indication of its performance and will help to 
identify areas where further development can prove beneficial. 

INTRODUCTION 

Work began on what is now the Defense Priority Model (DPM) in 
1984 when the Air Force recognized the need for a defensible metho
dology for ranking hazardous waste containing sites for cleanup. The 
initial work was conducted by Barnthouse and his colleagues at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory and resulted in the development of the 
Hazard Assessment Risk Model (HARM)'· 2 _ This model was then 
evaluated using comparative testing by a number of reviewers and the 
results led to the incorporation of a number of changes and the develop
ment of HARM IP. 

The Air Force determined that the model needed to be computerized 
to be maximally useful and decided that expert systems technology would 
be preferable to direct computerization using Lotus(r) or dBase(r). 
Expert systems technology offered some significant advantages 
including: 
• Ability to incorporate uncertainty 
• Ability to accommodate missing data 
• Ability to use alternative pathways to obtain an indication of an answer 
• Ability to manage flow through the program so that only appropriate 

questions are asked of the user 
• Ability to include expert knowledge and make this available to the user 
• Ability to include both quantitative and qualitative data in the decision

making process. 

The initial implementation encoded HARM II using the expert systems 

shell KES(r) from Software A&E on an IBM compatible PC/AT. This 
allowed for a rapid prototyping, but it did not support sufficient power 
or screen management. A decision was therefore made to convert the 
code to prolog, an AI programming language. Most of the KES code 
did not have to be rewritten, but complex definitions that translated 
the KES code into prolog were prepared. The prolog chosen was Arity 
Prolog version 5.l. 

This initial implementation was tested by six professionals ranking 
a total of 15 sites with two reviewers per site to determine whether the 
model provided a sufficiently broad range of answers, whether the sites 
ranked in a logical order and whether the model could be widely used. 
The answers to all of these questions were affirmative. Additionally, 
some of the reviewers' suggestions for improving the model and the 
computerized presentation were incorporated4

• 

Meanwhile, the U.S. EPA reviewed HARM II in 1987 along with 
several other site rating models to determine the best point to start 
developing their revised Hazard Ranking System under the NCP5

• 

Their decision was to continue to develop HRS, adding in those features 
felt to be missing, since no existing model met all of their requirements. 
This study did lead, however, to an identification of some of the rela
tive shortcomings in HARM 116

• These were: 

• There was no soil or air pathway 
• The 3 mi. limit on water use was too stringent 
• DPM does not consider the quantity of waste at a site 
• DPM does not consider pollutant mobility, only groundwater mobility 
• There is no provision for including documented evidence of human 

exposure 

Subsequently, a number of these points as well as those identified 
during the comparative testing have been incorporated into the modeF. 

In November of 1987, the Office of the Secretary of Defense proposed 
use of the model (renamed the DPM) for use in ranking DoD sites for 
remedial action under the Defense Environmental Restoration Program 
(DERP) and solicited comments from interested parties8 • Comments 
were received from the U.S. EPA and three states; model improvements 
have been made in response to these comments. 

This paper attempts to provide an overview of the Defense Priority 
Model currently being used by DoD to rank sites for remedial action. 

OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL STRUCTURE 

DPM considers th~ hazards associated with source materials, path
ways that may result m exposure and the presence of potential recep
tors. There are three pathways in DPM: 

• Surface Water 
• Groundwater 
• Air/Soil (considers vaporized compounds and dust). 
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DPM supports both human and environmental receptors, though· the 
human receptors are more highly weighted. The enviromental recep
tors include both aquatic and terrestrial populations as appropriate. 

Figure l demonstrates how the various pathway scores are combined 
to yield the six pathway/receptor scores per site. These six scores are 
then combined using a root mean square methodology to obtain a sin
gle site score (Fig. 2). All scores are normalized so that they range 
from 0 to 100. This score, by itself, has no meaning and should not 
be compared to the HRS ranking number for inclusion on the NPL. 
Most sites evaluated to date scored in the 20 to 30 range, but sites have 
scored as high as 89 and as low as 3, so a broad range of values can 
be expected9

• 
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Figure 2 
How Site Scores Are Computed 

PATHWAYS 

To more thoroughly understand what is included in the pathway scores, 
it is necessary to examine each pathway more closely with regard to 
the types of data that are used to obtain a pathway score. Different fac
tors have different weights. The basic approach is to obtain a score for 
each variable and to multiply this score by its weighting factor. The 
weighted scores for all factors in a pathway are then added and divided 
by the maximum possible score to obtain a normalized value. For each 
of the pathways, if a release is observed in that pathway, a maximum 
score is assigned. However, this score can be modified by a weighting 
based on how well the waste/hazard is contained. 

Surface Water Pathway 

The surface water pathway of DPM rates the potential for contaminants 
from a waste site to enter surface waters via overland flow routes or 
from groundwater recharge. If pollutants are not directly observed in 
surface water, but are present in sediments or soil, there is a potential 
for surface water contamination. The following variables are scored 
to provide an indication of this exposure potential: 
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• Distance to nearest surface water (scores are assigned up to l mi.) 
• Net Precipitation 
• Surface erosion potential (combination of slope and particle size) 
• Rainfall intensity 
• Surface permeability 
• Flooding potential (location within floodplain) 

The most important factor by far is flooding potential; net precipita
tion is the least important. The containment of the waste is also defer. 
mined and becomes an important weighting factor. 

Groundwater Pathway 

The groundwater pathway ranks the potential for pollutant exposure 
to occur from contaminated groundwater. If actual groundwater c.on
tamination has not been detected but there is contamination in soil or 
surface water. there is a potential for future groundwater contamina
tion. The following factors are scored to obtain a groundwater pathway 
score: 

• Depth to seasonal high groundwater 
• Permeability of the unsaturated zone 
• Infiltration potential (measured from net precipitation and the furm 

of the waste) 
• Potential for discrete features in the unsaturated zone to .. shon circuit" 

the pathway to the water table 

Waste containment effectiveness is also a weighting factor on the padl
way score. Of the above factors, the depth to the seasonal high water 
table is the most important factor. 

Air/Soil Pathway 

The original HARM model did not have an air/soil pathway. Conse
quently, it was felt that this model did not account adequately IOr 
exposure resulting from mlatization of organics from the soil or surface 
water; neither did it account for exposure to contaminated dust. The 
factors that are considered in scoring this pathway are: 

• Average temperature 
• Net precipitation 
• Wind velocity 
• Soil porosity 
• Days per year with significant precipitation 
• Site activity. 

All of these factors are weighted evenly. A factor for waste contain
ment is also used to modify the final score. 

CONTAMINANT HAZARDS 

The contaminant hazard component of DPM separately rates human 
health and ecological hazards of identified or suspected contaminants 
in each of the three pathways. Hazard scores are calculated differently 
depending on whether environmental contamination has been defeded. 
For a medium in which contamination has been detected, health huanl 
scoring is based on the concept of an acceptable daily intake (ADI}. 
The highest concentration observed at a site is used. The observed c:on
centration is first converted to a daily intake (ug/day) and then is divided 
by the appropriate benchmark concentrations (provided in the manual 
or on the computer system) which are estimated ADI's. Ecological 
hazard scoring for observed contaminants is similar, although an eco
logical benchmark is used instead. The sum of the ecological huanl 
quotients (concentration divided by the benchmark) is used for all 
detected components. 

For a medium in which contamination has not been detected, a health 
hazard score is based on the ADls and bioaccumulation factors of con· 
taminants known to be present at the site being rated. In this case, the 
score is based on the score for the highest scoring contaminant. 

Scoring is similar for all pathways, though the appropriate bench
marks will vary. For example, if the pathway is surface or goundwater, 
aquatic benchmarks will be used as well as terrestrial benchmarks. For 
the air/soil pathway, however, only terrestrial factors are employed. 



RECEYI'ORS SCORING 

The receptors portion of the DPM methodology rates the potential 
for human and ecological populations to be exposed to contaminants 
from a waste site. The potential receptors are considered separately 
for each pathway and for human and ecological targets. 

Human Receptors for Surface Water 

The following factors are scored to obtain a measure of human ex
posure to surface water pollution: 

• Size of population obtaining drinking water from potentially affected 
downslope/downstream surface waters (up to 5 mi.) 

• Water use of the nearest surface water 
• Population within 1500 ft. of the site 
• Distance to the installation boundary 
• Land use and zoning within 2 mi. of the site 

The first two factors listed above are weighted most heavily. 

Human Receptors for Goundwater 

The following factors are used as indicators of potential human recep
tor exposure to contaminants suspected in groundwater: 

• Estimated mean groundwater travel time from waste location to 
nearest downgradient water supply well(s) 

• Estimated mean groundwater travel time from current waste site to 
any downgradient surface water body that supplies water for domes
tic use or for food chain agriculture 

• Groundwater use of the uppermost aquifer 
• Size of population potentially at risk from groundwater contamination 
• Population within 1000 ft. of the site 
• Distance to the nearest installation boundary 

Of these factors, the estimated groundwater travel time is considered 
most important; the water use of the uppermost aquifer also is important. 

Human Receptors for Air/Soil 

The following factors are used as measures of the potential for human 
exposure: 

• Size of population near the site (4 mi.) 
• Land use in vicinity of the site 
• Distance to nearest installation boundary 

Land use has the most pronounced impact on the final score. 

Ecological Receptors-All Pathways 

Exposure of potential ecological receptors is determined by whether 
there are sensitive environments (i.e., wetlands or habitats of endan
gered species) within 2 mi. of the site and whether there are critical 
environments (i.e., lands or waters specifically recognized or managed 
by federal, state or local government agencies or private organizations 
as rare, unique, unusually sensitive or important natural resources). 

COMBINING PATHWAY SCORES TO OBTAIN 
A F1NAL SITE SCORE 

The scores for each pathway are obtained by combining the infor
mation on the pathway and the hazards for health and ecological recep
tors. The result are six subscores, one for each receptor/pathway 
combination. These scores are then combined using a root mean square 
methodology with the human health scores weighted five times heavier. 
The final score is then normalized by dividing by the maximum possi
ble score to obtain a site score ranging from 0 to 100. 

AUTOMATION OF THE DPM 

The computerized version of the DPM using Prolog has permitted 

the introduction of a number of improvements over the paper version. 
Some of these are due to the use of expert systems technology while 
others are merely due to the greater accuracy and ease of storing and 
retrieving data that computers providem The new features in the com
puterized version include: 

• Ability to answer a question once even if it is used in several separate 
pathways and calculations 

• Ability to record certainty of answers 
• Ability to automatically convert units 
• Ability to use alternate data if information is missing 
• Range checking of answers 
• Ability to change responses and to rapidly recalculate a final score 

In addition, the automated version can generate a report that includes, 
in addition to the scores, full documentation of the final score through 
comments and the certainty indication. The automated version also con
trols the user's passage through the model and only presents those 
requests for information that are deemed necessary depending on pre
viously supplied answers. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Work is progressing on DPM and the experience of using it for the 
FY-90 scoring will create a large body of data on actual sites. These 
data will be analyzed and changes in the weightings used in DPM will 
be incorporated where they are felt to be necessary. There is also a 
plan to convene a group of experts to determine whether additional data 
should be included in the model to facilitate future decisionmaking. 
There are also plans to incorporate more expert system features such 
as logical checking across related responses, more table look-up features 
and increasing the size of the benchmark data base. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Within the context of the prime questions for risk assessment in 
hal.ardous waste management, i.e., "How is the risk estimated?," "What 
is the magnitude of the risk?" and "Is this risk acceptable?," the con
cern for the uncertainties becomes the focal point of all decision-makers. 
Mathematically, risk can be defined as a function of the probability 
of a negative consequence occurring and the value of that consequence. 
Therefore, the uncertainty included in the risk assessment may be com
posed of the uncertainties associated with: (I) the probability estima
tion (2) the perception of potential consequences (3)the functional 
relationships involved and (4) the acceptable risk limits. Consequently, 
the uncertainty analysis addressed herein must deal with all these 
uncertainties simultaneously. 

For the probability estimation, a method based on event/fault tree 
analyses is developed for the convenience of review and revision. 
Through the anatomy of risk, the perceptive confusion of the risk can 
be precipitated. Applying the concept of revealed preference, the risk 
acceptability is analyzed. Sensitivity analysis is utilized to evaluate the 
variability of different risks and their acceptabilities while meeting the 
prescribed confidence limit. The risk assessment for dioxin analysis 
in a laboratory setting is used as an iJJustrative example for the uncer
tainty analysis. 

RISK FOR TCDD SAMPLE ANALYSIS 

The risk problem addressed here is concerned with the determina
tion of the specific level of safety measures required for the 
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) sample process and analysis at 
a U.S. EPA regional laboratory. 

To develop a range of potential risk situations, the laboratory proce
dures followed were those used by U.S. EPA laboratories and their con
tractors, beginning with sample packaging in the field and continuing 
through the final disposal of the TCDD ~ample n:~idue. In addition. 
it was assumed that the laboratory was located in a populated 
office/residential complex. The basic risk elements included the 
following key steps of the risk pathways (Figure I): 

• Sample packing in the field 
• Trans-shipment of packaged sample 
• Pre-analysis storage 
• Sample cataloguing or inventory 
• Extraction and cleaning of the sample in the laboratory 
• Concentration and digestion for 2,3,7,8-TCDD 
• GC/MS sample preparation 
• Intra-laboratory transport of the prepared concentrates of dioxin 
• GC/MS analysis 
• Data log-in for the computer 
• Disposal of the residue of sample and wastewater 
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• Contamination of the air in the building and to the surrounding 
community 
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To prepare for the risk estimation analysis, a series of alternative risk 
scenarios was developed (Fig. 2\ In developing the risk scenarios, 
alternative risk occurrence pathways and exposure situations for the 
laboratory personnel. the co-IM:lrkers in the building and the surrounding 
communities were considered. 

Th illustrate the risk relationship between potential hazards and events 
that may result from contamination to laboratory personnel, co-workers 
located in the same building and the surrounding populace, a fault tree 
was constructed. 

Contamination pathways for the dioxin may include one or more 
independent pathways. This is clearly delineated by the separate path
way columns in the fault tree. The hierarchy of the fault tree structure 
is established by the horizontal levels in the fault tree. 



The mathematical relationship quantifying the probability of dioxin 
contamination during its sample analysis was developed based on the 
accompanying fault tree and the assigned probability values of specific 
events as designated by the alpha-numeric variables printed next to the 
event in the fault tree. The fault tree formula is shown in Table 1. 

The variables used to define specific events are consistent with the 
designation of tree branches in the event tree (Fig. 2). For instance, 
A2 designates the event of contamination due to the sample packaging 
and A2a designates the event of contamination caused by the contami
nated vermiculite and/or plastic bags used in the packing. The only 
unique events included in the fault tree analysis are those events 
associated with the final consequences of the dioxin contamination such 
as events A2cl or A2c2. 

Tuble 1 
Probability Model Formulation 

P(t) • P(A2)+P(A+)+Any combination cf 
(A2,B2,C2 .•• G2) 

OK ERE 
P(A2) • P(A2o)!dA2al/A2a+P(A2a2/A2o)J 

+P(AH )P(A2bl/A2b) 
+P (A ic) (P (A2c l/ A2r:)+P (A:?c2/A2c:)) 
+P(A2c)P(A2cl/A2c) P(A2c2/A2cl) 

P(A+) • P(B2)+P(B+) 

' P(82) • P(82olf. 1 P(D2ol/82o) 

+P(D2b) f. 1 t'~IJ2bi/D2b) 

+P(BZc) ~•l P(B2cl/B2c) 

P(B+) • P(C2)+P(C+) 

P(CZa)l. 1 P(C2al/Clo) 
P(Cl) +P(Clb) l'(Clbl/Clb) 

+P(CZc) f. 1 P(C2c!/C2c) 

P(C+) • P(Ol)+P(O+) 

P(CZ) • P(02a) /.,. 1 P(02al/02a) 

+P(02b) P(02bl/02b) 
+P(OZc) P(Olcl/Olc) 

P(D+i .. i"'(E2) + P(E+) 

2 

P(EZ> • ~~~g~/-i)c~~!z;~~!;•> 
2 

+P(E'.2C) l-•l P(E2cl/E2c:) 

P(E+) • P(F2)+P(F+) 

P(F2) • P(F2a) [.
1 

P(F2al/F2a) 

+P(Flb) /.
1 

P(Flb!/Flb) 
+r(F2c:) P(F2c:l/F2c) 

P(F+) P(Glo) /.
1 

P(Gla!/GZa) 

+P(Glb) /. 1 P(G2b!/G2b) 

+P(G2c) f. 1 P(G2c:i/G2c) 

Based on this fault tree analysis, as shown in Figure 2, the prob
ability of occurrence for each of the potential dioxin contamination 
scenarios during its routine through the processing laboratory was evalu
ated. However, as historical data which can be directly utilized to pro
vide a basis for such assessments is almost non-existent for most of 
the events, many of the values given for each event are based primarily 
on subjective judgments. Other values are based on the values used 
for similar situations in the chemical industry. 

RATIONALE FOR ASSESSING PROBABILITY VALUES 

With few exceptions, most of the TCDD samples are in solid form. 
Because of the TCDD's low solubility and high adhesion to soil parti
cles, it is not likely to be separated from the soil in any medium. Mean
while, the undeniable facts do suggest that TCDD is quite persistent 
in its existence, and it appears unlikely to be degraded by itself. There
fore, the TCDD contamination to any exposed person will generally 
result from inhalation, ingestion or absorption through the skin. 

POI'ENTIAL ROUTES OF CONTAl\llNATION 

Inhalation 

TCDD-contaminated dust and TCDD vapors generated during the 
sample analysis procedure may accumulate in the air through the existing 
air circulation systems. Levels would be higher than those occurring 
where there is much better ventilation. 

Direct Ingestion 

Dust which settles on food or dirt on hands and is then transferred 
to the mouth could be ingested. This route would be of particular con
cern where non-voluntary co-workers, without the knowledge of specific 
spills or contamination, are involved. However, exposure that occurs 
via this route may vary considerably among individuals depending on 
their behavior regarding protection of food, washing of hands, etc. The 
judgmental value of probability placed upon this direct ingestion route 
is very shaky and its accuracy can be seriously questioned. 

Absorption through the Skin 

Dust which settles on exposed skin and direct contact with the .dirt 
provides opportunities for TCDD to be absorbed through the skin. 
However, this route for exposure in the laboratory is affected by the 
following considerations: 

Most of the skin area of the laboratory personnel is covered by clothing 
• The contact time, if any, may be very short 
• TCDD cannot pass through the skin unless it is removed from the 

dust particles; consequently, this route may be considered minimal 
when compared with all of the other possibilities 

Other Potential Exposures 

• Direct contact with TCDD when it is concentrated in the solvents 
• Inhalation of fumes of TCDD while it is being extracted, digested 

and concentrated 
• Direct contact of TCDD by non-workers or involuntary co-workers 

because of improper handling of the sample residues or the pre
inventory samples 

In view of all the potential routes of the various TCDD exposure path
ways, the air transport route probably would cause the highest or most 
severe exposure levels. 

ESTIMATION OF TCDD CONCENTRATIONS IN THE AIR 

Although laboratory and personnel movement play important roles, 
for this exercise the following are utilized: dust levels inside the labora
tory building are generally low; the activity of people inside and out
side the restricted rooms is moderate, causing minimum air turbulence 
or physical agitation of the dirt and subsequent escape of the dirt from 
the central area; the building is well ventilated, with the supply air in
take point located downstream along the prevailing wind of the exhaust 
point of the returning air; and the ventilation could create some recycling 
of the exhaust air and accumulation of the contaminated dust particles. 

The TCDD levels in the soil were found to range from 70 to 200 
ppb. It was assumed that the total dust levels in the air ranged from 
0.4 to 1.0 mg/m3• Assuming the TCDD levels in the dust particles are 
the same as in the soil, the concentration of TCDD in the air ' TCDD 
concentration in soil x total particulate concentration in air = 3 x 10"8 

to 2 x 10·1 mg/m3
• 

Due to its low vapor pressure, it has been widely assumed that very 
little TCDD would evaporate from contaminated soil. However, many 
investigators are now discovering that low vapor pressure compounds 
which also have low water solubility evaporate more readily from soil; 
thus TCDD may have an enhanced vaporization rate from the samples, 
particularly after it has been cleaned, extracted, digested and concen
trated. For these reasons, it was assumed that the vapor pressure of 
TCDD may be much higher than 10-i;mm of mercury. All these facts 
suggest that TCDD vapors could cause exposure inside the poorly
ventilated rooms. 

The toxicity of the TCDD to animals is fairly well documented; 
extrapolation of these effects to humans is unknown. It is assumed that 
its risk ratio is in the range of 200 to 300, which is the same as the 
worst ratios for vinyl chloride. 

Estimates of the probability values are based on the general percep
tion of the likelihood of occurrence of the events in consideration and 
should be considered as the conservative figures. Conditional proba
bility values following each of the key events are also based on the in
vestigators' judgments. In order to compensate for the uncertainties of 
these judgmental values, a fairly liberal range is given for each of the 
probability values. A subsequent sensitivity analysis for selected events 
should be conducted to assess the resultant probability of the contami
nation to both laboratory personnel and the community and the sensi
tivity of the various assumed values. 

RISK ACCEPTABILITY ANALYSIS 

In order to assess the acceptability of the risk associated with the 
dioxin laboratory analyses for both the laboratory personnel directly 
and indirectly involved and for the surrounding community, basic charac
teristics of the risk in terms of the probability of occurrence and the 
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potential consequence to both individuab and the society must be 
analyzed in detail. First, the basic characteristics of the risk must be 
defined and delineated. Second, the incremental risk acceptance value 
for each of the risks identified in terms of risk referent shall be deve
loped. Finally. the objective risk value computed, based on the poten
tial consequence, should be compared with the risk referent value tu 
determine the acceptability of the current practice. 

Based on the risk classification as outlined in Table 2. the risks 
associated with the dioxin laboratory analysis can be characterized as 
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immediate 'tat1,t1c·al accidents and catcgnrized as follows: 

• Risk for the laboratory personnel specifically assigned to the dioxin 
analysis: ordinary voluntary risk 

• Risk for the cn·'-'·Orker.; located in the same building: ordinary volun
tary regulated risk 

• Risk fur the surrounding community of the U.S. EPA Regional labo!1· 
tory: ordinary involuntary risk. 

The procedures to be followed for the determination of risk accepta-
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Thble 2 
Risk References for Immediate Statistical Accidents 

Risk 
Clas.si
fioation 

c:insequenoes 
Fatalities Health Atfects Prep. Damga Rab::tiai of 
Per M$/Per Life Span 
Year Year Year (Years) 

Naturally 
Ocolrri.rq: 

catastrophic: l x l~~ 
Ord.i.nacy: 7 x 10 

Man 
Originate:! 
catastrophic-

l 'I( 10~ Involuntary 
Voluntary 2 x 10 
Regulate:! 

3 x 10-5 Voluntary 
ordinary-

5 x 10-6 Involuntary 
Voluntary 1 x 10-4 
Regulate:! 

l x 10-4 Voluntary 

Man Triggered 
catastrophic-

2 x 10~ Involuntary 
Voluntary 4 x 10 
Ord.i.nacy 

l x 10-5 Involuntary 
Voluntary l x 10-3 

Regulate:! 
2 x 10-4 Voluntary 

5 x 10-6 

4 x lo-4 

5 x 10~ 
2 x 10 

3 x 10-6 

3 x lo:~ 
6 x 10 

6 x 10-2 

l x 10:: 
4 x 10 

0.02 
J 

2 x 10-2 

.4 

.4 

1 
200 

JO 

4 x io-2 

0.8 

J x 10-2 

0.2 

J x 10-4 

6 x 10-4 

6 x 10-2 

l x 10-2 

0.1 

0.1 

6 x 10~ 
6 x 10 

J x 10-2 

2 

0.2 

so.irce: Rowe, W., An llnatany of Risk, John Wiley' Sons, NY, 1977. 

'lhe procedures to be followed for the determinatiai of risk 
acceptability for the TaD prooessi.rq centers are: 
o Devel.op an eppropriate risk clas.sifioatiai scheme. 
o Determine the risk referen::ie value for each clas.s of risk 

eroount.ered in the dioxin analysis procedures. 
o Q:mpite risk referents for each clas.s of risk. 
o o::mpare the estbnate:I risk fran fault a- analysis with the 

risk referent values. 

bility for the TCDD processing centers are: 

• Develop an appropriate risk classification scheme 
• Determine the risk reference value for each class of risk encoun

tered in the dioxin analysis procedures 
• Compute risk referents for each class of risk 
• Compare the estimated risk from fault tree analysis•with the risk 

referent values 

In view of the risk confronted by different sectors of population in 
the laboratory and its surroundings, appropriate risk classifications 
developed for each sector of the population are summariz.ed in Thble 3. 
The dioxin analysis is essentially a typical man-originated, ordinary 
event. However, since the reliability and statistical validity of existing 
data characterizing various consequences of the dioxin exposure acci
dents are absent, only piecemeal information covering personal inju
ries and immobility could be collected and reviewed. Thus, the risk 
reference value characterizing the personal injury in terms of health 
effects per year is the only consequence included in the risk accepta
bility evaluation as shown in Table 3. In fact, based on limited data. 
personal injury seems to be the only visible and pronounced conse
quence due to dioxin exposure being reported so far. 

OBTAINING RISK REFERENT VALUES 

These risk reference values are estimated directly from historical and 
societal risk data that are analogous to the situations and consequences 
involved in dioxin analysis. Transforming the risk reference values into 
appropriate risk referents requires the following four steps: 

• Determine the appropriate risk proportionality factor (Fl) which 
incorporates the societal attitude due to its expectations associated 
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Table 3 
Summary of RL~k References for 
Dioxin Exposure in Laboratory 

'fype Risk Risk Classificatiai 

Voluntary, ordinary 

Risk Reference 
(Kl.th. Eff./Yr.) 

Per&aW. injury or 
ilmDbility far 
laborlltory ~ 

Per&aW. injury or 
illm:ibili ty far 
~inthe 
labor1ltmy 

Perscnil injury 
to the pcp.llat.ial 
in local o:mmmity 

ordinary re;ulata:1 
voluntary mn 
originated 

ordinary involuntary I 
llllln oriqinatad 

J x 10-1 

3 x 10-5 

with the degree of voluntarism of the affected population. 
• Determine the appropriate risk proportionality derating factor {Fl) 

which discounts the existing societal risk acceptable level due to the 
indirect benefit/cost balance considerations for the dioxin exposure 
via laboratory analysis (Table 4). 

• Develop and quantify the risk controllability factor (F3) which charac
terizes the basic control approach, the degree of control, the state 
of implementation and the judgment of control effectiveness (Tuble 5). 

• Determine the referent using the factors derived in the above three 
steps by the formula: 

Risk Referent = (Risk Reference) x Fl x F2 x F2 (I) 

These factors are subjective. The first two factors in Equation I 
address the inherent propensity of effected populations to take risks 
and also incorporates the additional decision dimension of indirect 
benefits/cost balance. This acknowledges the tendeDC) of people to 

accept higher levels of risk when the potential benefits far outweigh 
the potential costs. On the other hand. people may become increasingly 
risk aversive when the potential benefits are likely to be offset by the 
costs. 

The risk proportionality and its derating factors. as determined for 
different sectors of populations, are shown in Table 4. Though not to 

the same degree, the controllability factor also varies due to the target 
population, as shown in Table 5. 

Incorporating all the factors determined above. the appropriate risk 
referents for different affected population sectors are derived as shown 
in Table 6. 

Thble 4 
Risk Proportionality and Risk Proportionality Deraling Factor 

Factor 

Prqxlrt.ia-.ality Factor 

Derat.irg Factor 

RESULTS 

Laboratory Worker 
Cb-Worker in the aill.~ 
S\lrro..irdirg Ccml1mity 

Value 

1.0 

0.2 
0.1 
0.1 

On the basis of the above judgments and limited data, the ris.k referent 
values were compared to the estimated values the risks for both techni
cians and their co-workers in U.S. EPA laboratory are considered to 
be acceptable. On the other hand, the risks for the surrounding 
community may be marginally acceptable. 



l,aboratoly Worker 

Co-WorkerS in the 
ati.ldin;J 

surrcxmiln:J 
o:mmmity 

Thble 5 
Controllability Factor 

Control De;Jree of state of Control 
Approach Olntrol Illlplementn. Effectiveness 

1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 

0.3 0.3 0.1 0.5 

Thble 6 
Risk Referents and Estimated Maximum Risks 

Pop.llation Risk Risk Est. Max. 
Sector Reference Referen:e Risk 

USEPA Iab 
3 xio-1 3. x 10-2 3.2 x lo-3 Personnel 

USEPA Cb-
Workers in the 

6 x 10-2 1.5 x 10-3 1.2 x lo-3 Salle Btll.din;J 

SUrrOJrxlinJ 
3 x 10-S 1.4 x lo-a 1.1 x 10-6 camm.mity 

SENSITMTY ANALYSIS 

Sensitivity analysis is a post-solution evaluation technique, intended 
to detennine the degree of confidence which can be placed on the 
selected solution. In this dioxin analysis example, a wide range of proba
bility values for all events included in the fault tree as shown in Ta
ble 7 has been evaluated. Monte-Carlo simulation has been used to 
analyze the variability of the estimated risk values. The estimated 
maximum risks cited in Table 6 have a confidence limit of 95 % . 

Thus, all the risks shown in Table 6 can be considered as conserva
tive judgmental values for all potential accidents described in the fault 
tree. A difference of magnitude in the order of two to three may still 
be within the range of cumulative errors. In reality, the risk estimated 
for the community may be too high and it is therefore considered to 
be marginally acceptable. 

For the facility considered, the sensitivity analysis for specific faulty 
events indicates that with minimum modification of sample inventory, 
waste disposal procedures and installation of particulate air filters, the 
risk to the community can be significantly reduced to 1.1 x 10-8 which 
is well within the acceptable level. In addition, maximum estimated 
risk for the co-workers may be lowered from 1.2 x 10"3 to 2.1 x 10"' 
which is well below the acceptable level of 1.5 x 10·3 as reflected by 
the corresponding risk referent values. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Uncertainty Analysis for the risk assessment in hazardous waste site 
management can be resolved by the three-prong attack: 

• Develop a structured risk estimation model based on an integrated 
event/fault tree analysis 

• Based on a detailed anatomy of the risks involved, conduct the risk 
acceptability analysis using the revealed preference concept 

• Perform a comprehensive sensitivity analysis for the estimated risks 
to determine the confidence limit of the risk values 

In the illustrative example of the risk assessment for the potential 
hazards to laboratory workers, co-workers and the surrounding com
munity due to the dioxin sample analysis, we have determined that: 

• The risk to both laboratory workers and their co-workers in the 
building is acceptable. 

• The risk to the surrounding community may be considered marginally 
acceptable. However, with minimal modifications to the facility, the 
risk can become acceptable. 
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ABSTRACT 

Risk assessment is a critical step in decision-making in federal and 
local governments as well as the private sector. It combines informa
tion about the frequency, intensity and duration of human exposures 
to chemical hazards with data on the toxicity of those compounds to 
yield estimates of the risk of carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic effects 
associated with those exposures. 

Given the complexity and uncertainty inherent in human exposures 
there is a need to design great flexibility into the risk estimation process. 
Calculations often are repealed with slight variations in panicular inputs 
to identify the contribution of individual chemical compounds and 
exposure pathways to the health risk posed by a complicated scenario. 
For this reason most analysts now perform risk assessments on 
microcomputer spreadsheets. 

To accommodate the need to account for time varying inputs in risk 
assessments, we have developed a system on Macintosh computers in 
which programmed macros pass data and intermediate results between 
Microsoft Excel™ spreadsheets. The system has the capability to 
model lime varying exposures in the estimation of the average daily 
dose of a substance for assessing the risk of both acute and chronic 
effects. Both human parameters i.e. skin surface area, breathing rate 
and body weight which vary with age and environmental parameters 
(i.e. rate of emissions from an incineration facility) may be assigned 
different values for each year of exposure. 

The linked spreadsheets are designed to calculate exposure doses of 
chemical contaminants via inhalation, ingestion and dermal pathways. 
The carcinogenic risk for chronic effects and the "hazard index" for 
non-carcinogenic effects are automatically estimated for every chemi
cal compound, pathway and receptor and then summed across all 
pathways and compounds to yield an assessed risk for each receptor. 

INTRODUCTION 

Early in 1989, Alceon Corporation was asked to perform a risk 
assessment for a proposed Park & Ride commuter rail station. The 
station is proposed to be built on the site of a former municipal solid 
waste (MSW) landfill. Portions of the landfill not covered with asphalt 
during construction of the Park & Ride facility will continue lo receive 
deposits of ash for 7 yr from a MSW incinerator also located in close 
proximity to the proposed station. 

In order to estimate the risk to human receptors at the Park & Ride 
facility, it was necessary to calculate the average daily dose (ADD) of 
each chemical compound of concern, to each category of receptor, 
through all exposure pathways. Many of the parameters used in these 
calculations take on a series of values over time due to changes in 
incinerator operation, variations in gas generation rates from the MSW 
landfill due to the aging of buried waste and the variations in body weight 
and inhalation rate of receptors. 
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As an alternative to using average values for these time varying 
parameters in the dose calculations, a series of spreadsheets containing 
detailed parameter information for each year of exposure and facility 
operation has been developed. These spreadsheets are linked by macros 
programmed: (I) to calculate the average daily dose of contaminant to 
each type of human receptor in each year of exposure: (2) to locate 
the year of maximum exposure (the year in which average daily dose 
is greatest) to be used in the estimation of potential acute health effi:ds 
and (3) to calculate the average exposure across a /0 yr lifetime (the 
average of the average daily doses for all IO yrs of life) for the estima
tion of potential chronic health effects. 

DISCUSSION 

The receptors of concern in this case are adult and child (student) 
commuters using the Park & Ride facility and a security guard postal 
in the facility parking lot. Exposures to the security guard are assumed 
to continue for an entire 4S yr career, (i.e., age 20 until retirement at 
6S yrs of age), 8 hrs/workday. S workdays/wk. It is extremely conser
vative to assume that one employee would hold this position for 45 yrs. 
Exposures to commuters are assumed to occur for O.S hr. each 
commuting day as the commuters wait for the train and walk to and 
from their car or ride. Adults are assumed to commute for an entire 
45 yr career (age 20 until 65, again a very conservative assumption) 
whereas children are assumed to commute for 6 yrs of secondary school 
(between the ages of 12 and 18 yrs). The security guard and adult com
muter are assumed 10 experience exposures 
SO wk/yr (a 2-wk vacation is assumed). The child commuters are 
assumed to commute to school 40 wkslyr. 

Sources of contaminants to the air at the commuter rail facility include 
gaseous and particulate stack emissions, gas generated by the buried 
waste present in the landfill and particulate material released during 
the transport of ash and its disposal in the landfill. The most toxic 
carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic compounds released by these sourtCS 
were identified in a sequential ranking exercise and designated as indi
cator compounds for the risk assessment. 

Portions of the landfill not covered with asphalt during construction 
of the facility will remain active, receiving ash from the MSW in
cinerator for 7 yrs. It is estimated that the landfill will reach capacity 
after 7 more years of operation and it will be capped al that time. Starting 
in year 7, the ash will be transported elsewhere, eliminating the par
ticulate contributed by fugitive dust from the landfill and landfilling 
activities. The gas generated by the landfill will continue to contribute 
to contanlinant levels in the air at the commuter station since the capping 
does not include a collection system for gases. All active sections of 
the landfill will be fenced off, preventing direct contact with the soil 
by humans. Due to the security provided by the fence, human health 
risks may result only from airborne contaminants. 



Pathways of exposure considered in the risk assessment include: 
(I) inhalation of organic and inorganic compounds in gaseous form, 
(2) inhalation of organic and inorganic compounds in particulate form, 
(3) (inadvertent) ingestion of organic and inorganic compounds con
tained in dirt adhered to skin during daily work and (4) dermal penetra
tion of organic compounds also contained in dirt adhered to skin. 

The inhalation exposure model used to estimate the dose of chemi
cal contaminants to the child commuter by inhalation is examined here 
in detail since it incorporates several time varying parameters and 
provides an example of the technique used to handle these parameters. 

Inhalation Exposure Model 

The Inhalation Exposure Model is used to estimate the average daily 
dose (ADD) of a specific chemical to an individual exposed to air con
taining a known concentration of contaminant. All dose estimates are 
measured in units of milligrams of bioavailable chemical per kilogram 
of body weight per day. All the dose calculations are based on an esti
mation of the average daily dose on a day of exposure. Averaging factors 
are then used to calculate the average daily dose averaged over each 
year of exposure. The potential for health effects from compounds with 
systemic (non-carcinogenic) potencies, the Hazard Index, is estimated 
by dividing the maximum yearly ADD (the largest average daily dose 
occurring in any single year) by the reference dose for acute health effects 

1 (RefD) provided by U.S. EPA. 5 

Hazard Index = ADD max I RefD (1) 

The estimated carcinogenic risk associated with exposure to the levels 
of carcinogenic contaminants present at the facility is calculated by mul
tiplying the CPF (cancer potency factor provided by U.S. EPA,5 by the 

~ average of the yearly ADDs across a 70-yr lifetime. This calculation 
, yields a unitless carcinogenic risk estimate. 

Risk = CPF x ADDlffetime avg (2) 

As stated above, all calculations of average daily dose were performed 
by macros, written in Microsoft Excel™ for Macintosh computers, 
which link a series of spreadsheets, each containing some portion of 
the information required for the calculations. Table 1 is an excerpt from 
the spreadsheet in which the toxicological properties of the indicator 
compounds are stored. Since all the spreadsheets are linked together, 
calculations performed in other spreadsheets that require the cancer 
potency factors (CPFs) and reference doses (RefDs) draw the values 
directly from the toxicological properties table. Since each parameter 
value is stored in a single place, rather than in every spreadsheet in 
which it is used, updating the values with new information is very easy 
and efficient. 

Tuble 1 
Toxicological Properties of Indicator Compounds 

Inhalation 
Cancer 
Potency 

Indicator Factor 
Compound (mg/kg/d)-1 

Organic Compounds ~. 
benzene 2.90E-02,. 

benzo(a)pyrene 6.1DE+OO 
methylene chloride 1.40E-02 

carbon tetrachloride 1.30E-01 
vlnyl chloride 2.95E-01 

1, 1-dlchloroethylene 1.20E+OO 
1,2~1-dlchloroethylene 

1,2-dlchloroethane 9.10E-02 
trlchloroathylane 1.30E-02 

tatrachloroethylene 3.30E-03 
hexachlorobenzena 1.70E+OO 

2,3,7,8-TCDD 1.56E+OS 
lnorg. Compounds 

arsenic 5.00E+01 
berylllum 8.40E+OO 
cadmium 6.10E+OO 

chromium Ill 
chromium VI 4.10E+01 

copper 
lead 

nickel 1.19E+OO 
<Inc 

hydrog9n •ullldo 
Sources: 
I US EPA, 1988, IRIS 
b US EPA, 1987, PHRED 
c US EPA, 1986, SPHEM 

lnhalaUon Inhalation 
Weight CPF 

of Source 
Evidence 

(-) (-) 

A a 
82 d 
82 a 
82 a 
A b 
c 

82 
B2 a 
82 b 

• 
' 

A 
82 a 
81 a 

A 
D 
82 b 
A 

d GRI, Vol. 3, 1988 
e US EPA, 1988, Special Report 
# used other pathway as surrogate 

Inhalation 
AICor 

Reference 
Dose 

(mg/kg/d) 

1.00E-02 
6.00E-02 
7.00E-04 

9.00E-03 
2.00E-02 

1.00E-02' 
8.00E-D4 

5.00E-D4 
5.10E-03 

1.00E-02 
4.30E-04 

1.00E-02 
3.00E-03 

Inhalation 
AICor 
RFD 

Source 
(-) 

d 
# 
# 

# 

• 

# 

The spreadsheet macros allow the time varying nature of individual 
parameters to be accounted for in the averaging of dose across time. 
In the case of exposure by inhalation of contaminants, the following 
parameters are assigned values in the macros that vary with the age 
of the receptor: body weight and inhalation rate. In addition, other 
parameters are assigned values in the macros that vary with time such 
as the rate of gas generation from the landfill as the MSW ages and 
both the concentration of indicator compounds in particulate form and 
the fraction of particulate in the air which may be attributed to the site, 
before and after the landfilling of ash ceases. 

The inhalation dose model follows: 

ADD = [(Ca x Ir x Te x (5 day/7 day) x (40 wk/52 wk)] I Bw(3) 

Add = average daily dose of a chemical to an individual 
(mg/kg/day) 

Ca = concentration of contaminant in inhaled air (mg/ml) 

Ir = inhalation rate (ml/hr) 
Te = time duration of exposure per day of exposure (hr/day) 
Bw = body weight of individual (kg) 

As stated above, of the parameters used in the above calculation, Ir 
and Bw vary over the 6 yrs of child commuter exposure. The average 
daily inhalation rate of individuals varies with growth, with the peak 
rate occurring in the teenage years. The inhalation rate of commuting 
students involved in moderate activity was assigned the following values 
in the ADD calculation (data adapted from Snyder, et al., 4 and 
Anderson, et al., 1 for the U.S. EPA, 4 : 

Inhalation Rate 
(ml/hr) 

1.7 
1.5 

Age 
(yr) 

12 - 14 
15 18 

The average body weight of an individual increases with age until 
about age 17 at which point the average body weight reaches the average 
adult body weight, 70 kg (adapted from data presented by Snyder, et 
al.,4 and Anderson, et al. 1

, for the U.S. EPA, 4
: 

Body Weight 

(kg) 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 

Age 

(yr) 
12-13 
13-14 
14-15 
15-16 
16-17 
17-18 

In addition to the variation in characteristics of the exposed indi
viduals, the concentration of contaminant in the inhaled air, Ca, was 
projected to vary, due to variations over time in the generation of gas 
by the landfill. Depending on the length of time since disposal of the 
waste, the gas generation rate is known to vary significantly. l For the 
6 yrs of exposure to an individual child commuter, a single value of 
annual gas generation in ml gas generated per kg of waste deposited 
was selected; however, across the 45-yr exposure durations of both the 
adult commuter and the security guard, the gas generation rate from 
the landfill, and thus the concentration of contaminant in air, were 
assigned a series of declining values. 

The concentration of contaminant in air also varies due to planned 
changes in the operation of the landfill, such as the cessation of the 
disposal of ash after 7 yrs of Park & Ride facility operation. Since ash 
disposal in the landfill would occur only in the first 7 yrs of facility 
operation, the fraction of the concentration of particulate material 
occurring in the air as fugitive dust from the trucking and disposal of 
the ash is not included in the total concentrations of particulate to which 
adult commuters and the security guard were exposed after year 7. The 
child commuter, however, has an exposure duration of 6 yrs; years· 
therefore, the particulate contribution from ash landfilling activities i~ 
included throughout the child commuter's exposure. 
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Tuble 2 is an excerpt from one of the spreadsheets that performs the 
health effects calculations. Airborne concentrations of contaminants and 
various exposure factors are called to this spreadsheet by macros. The 
macros use the parameter values for each year of interest to calculate 
the ADDs. The actual macros are not shown in the excerpt. The ADDs 
are then passed to a summary spreadsheet such as the one shown in 
Tuble 3. The summary spreadsheet calculates the hazard index and in
cremental lifetime carcinogenic risk attributed to each indicator 
compound. Finally, the total hazard index and incremental lifetime risk 
estimate across all indicator compounds, associated with a single path
way (such as the inhalation of gaseous contaminants) for a single receptor 
(such as the child commuter), are tabulated. 

Tllble 2 
Excerpt from Spreadsheet Health Effects Calculation 

General Exposure•! Ulndftll Uindftll lnhal81lon Body 
Variables Age si.uon? AcUve 7 Yra lnacUv1 R•l8 Weight 

(yra) (Toggle) (Toggle) (Toggle) (m3/hr1 (kg) 

0 0 0 0 0.5 2.5 
1 0 0 0 9 

Houra per 2 0 0 0 1 11 
Day 3 0 0 0 1 13 

4 0 0 0 1 17 
o.s 5 0 0 0 1.2 20 

6 0 0 0 1.4 23 
7 0 0 0 1A 26 

Days per 8 0 0 0 1.4 30 
Week 9 0 0 0 1.4 33 

10 0 0 0 1.7 35 
5 11 0 0 0 1.7 40 

12 1 1 0 1.7 45 
Weeks per 13 1 1 0 1.7 50 
Year 14 1 0 1.7 55 

15 1 0 1.5 60 
40 16 , 0 1.5 65 

17 1 1 0 1.5 70 
Bioavallability 18 0 1 0 1.5 70 

19 0 0 1 1 .5 70 
20 0 0 1.5 70 
21 0 0 1.5 70 ------- ·-·· _ ....... -........................................ ·------........ -----·--· ---· --··········· ................................ ---....... 

CONCLUSION 

As more work is done in the field of uncertainty analysis, risk 
assessment calculations will include increasingly refined representa
tions of reality. Rather than assigning discrete values that vary with 
tinie to parameters used in the health effects calculations, a distinct prob
ability distribution for each year of interest will be assigned to the time 
varying parameters. 
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'Dible 3 
Child Commuter lnhaladon or Gaseous Contaminants 

VMt1·7 
bpoeuq Eallm.i.cl E8llmUd Hawdlndn ~ 

Point ADDi-yee/) ADD (lite) lor lJllUmo ...... 
eonc..tr- trom from NonCercl tor 

N11n• or Compound In Alt Expoeurn Expo9UIH c:... 
(lllglrn3) (mg/llWd) (ftlO/kold) (-) 1-1 

Orgenlc Compoufl41 

benune 2.11~ J.OllE-Ot 2Jl1E-o7 IU3f4 
benzo(•)pynlne 4.IOE-OI 4.77E-11 a.1111-12 4.11E41 1.-.11 

melllyleM ch- 2.87E-04 2.771!.41 1.-.or UlE-45 2.52Ut 
cu1>on181r8chloride ~ :a.Cl8Mll 2.01E-Ge 4.41£.05 2.11e..10 

vlny1clllorlde 7..uE.OS 7.71M7 5.02£4 1-.. 
1,1-<llcll~ 4.ASE-o5 •.62E-07 :l.01- L13&05 MIE-41 

1,2-l-<tlc/llorOellly- :L57E-CM 3.71- 2A1E-o7 1~ 

1,2-<1-- 1.11£.04 1.24- IJME.49 1.-. 
ltlch-llyWw 7.7U-cM l.03£.0I LUE47 .... 

tetrllClllorOellly- 4.711!AM ~ U2E-47 4~ tJllE.Ot 
lleucllklfOl>lnUne 2.40£.ot 2.Aft,11 1.12£-12 2.11S.. 2.116-12 

2.3,7,t.TCDO UOE-12 4.87£..14 l.1)41;.15 U*-10 

lnorgenlc Compound• 
hydrogen IUlllcle 2.2llE4I 3..38£-0S 2.20£.Cll 1.13£.42 

0.1 rv 
1.0 prl7CAM 
1.0polf7CAM T-- 1.21£..Cl2 1.-. 
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ABSTRACT 
To assess the potential impact of a proposed Hazardous Waste 

Incinerator in Niagara Falls, New York on terrestrial wildlife species, 
IT Corporation developed a simplified food web model to predict body 
burdens of selected constituents of concern. Appropriate habitat areas 
within 5 km of the incinerator were identified and eight species were 
selected for a detailed assessment. Only areas capable of supporting 
long-term habitation for the selected target species were considered 
appropriate for selection. An exposure assessment was performed for 
each species at each habitat. 

INTRODUCTION 

For the purpose of assessing the impact of the stack emissions to 
terrestrial species, appropriate habitat areas within 5 km of a proposed 
hazardous waste incinerator (HWI) were identified and eight species 
were selected fur a detailed assessment of the impact of non-carcinogenic 
compounds. Five mammalian species were evaluated to assess potential 
effects of carcinogens. An exposure assessment was performed for each 
species and the risks associated with these exposures were calculated. 

To conduct this terrestrial species assessment, assumptions and 
adjustments to toxicological data generally available in the literature 
were made. The majority of these data are derived using standard 
laboratory animals or agricultural crop species. Plants and animals in 
the natural environment tend to have longer exposures than those in 
the laboratory due to life span, multiple exposure pathways and 
differences in subspecies metabolism. The application of uncertainty 
factors provides a conservative adjustment for the use of laboratory 
derived data. General assumptions used in this assessment regarding 
incorporation of the selected indicator constituents into the biological 
system are: 

• Toxicity is assumed to be independent of dosing schedule 
• An average daily food/water consumptions are used for all calculations 

which assume no variation 
• The food-chain model used in this assessment incorporates emissions 

into single trophic levels of the food chain with bio-accumulation 
and bio-magnification at subsequently higher species levels 

• The HWI produces emissions for an indefinite time 

A screening methodology was applied to the waste stream and ll 
constituents were selected as indicators for evaluation. Ambient air 
concentrations and deposition rates for the selected constituents of 
concern were calculated using the U.S. EPA's ISCLT air disperion 
model. 

ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT END-POINTS 

Because of the complexity of interactions within a food-chain, it is 
difficult to assess the potential impacts to all receptors for all end-points. 

Receptors (the selected target species) are the components of the 
ecosystem that may or may not be adversely affected by the selected 
indicator constituents. End-points are the particular types of impacts 
a constituent has on a receptor. 

Possible end-points for ecological risk assessments can be divided 
into four levels: individual; population; community; and ecosystem. 
These levels may be further assessed as: 

Individual end-points of biological interest 
• Changes in respiration 
• Changes in behavior 
• Increased susceptibility to illness 
• Decreased growth 
• Death 

Population end-points of biological interest 

• Decreased genotypic and phenotypic diversity 
• Decreased fecundity 
• Decreased growth rate 
• Increased frequency of disease 
• Increased mortality rate 

Community end-points of biological interest 

• Decreased species diversity 
• Decreased food web diversity 
• Decreased productivity 

Ecosystem end-points of biological interest 

• Decreased diversity of communities 
• Altered nutrient cycling 
• Decreased resilience 

Presently, there are no regulatory standards concerning individual 
end-points of biological interest for non-human terrestrial species. There 
is, however, a general consensus defining adverse effects at the 
population level. For this reason, this level was chosen as the most 
appropriate end-point for use in terrestrial species assessments. 

HABITAT EVALUATION 

Areas inscribed by concentric 400 mi circles radiating out for 5 km 
from the HWI were addressed based on the determined ISCLT 
depositional pattern. Based on these results, no areas of high deposition 
beyond this radius were evident. Areas that could support the selected 
target species were delineated. Only areas capable of supporting 
long-term habitation of the target species were considered appropriate 
for selection. This selection process was based on the following criteria: 
habitat must have a sufficient receptor-specific food supply, adequate 
area to accommodate the receptor's normal range, sufficient water supply 
and a lack of continuous intervention by man. Areas selected are 
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representative of or a composite of the following biomes: Grasslands, 
Temperate Forest and Taiga. 

SELECTION OF TARGET SPECIES 

Not all organisms are suitable for use as target species to evaluate 
constituent impacts. General considerations and assumptions must be 
applied in selecting target species'. The following criteria were applied 
in the selection of target species: 

• Target species must be capable of accumulating the selected indicator 
constituent to measurable amounts 

• Target species should be easily collected or observed and be available 
should field calibration or verification studies become necessary 

• Relevant information pertaining to interactions between the target 
species and the selected indicator constituent(s) should be available 
in the scientific literature 

• Target species should, as a group, represent all levels of the food web 
• Target species should represent various exposure pathways 

Target Species 

The representative species of wildlife selected for this assessment are: 

Avian: 
Buieo jamaicensis (Raptor) Red-tailed Hawk 
Philohela minor (Non-passerine) Woodcock 
Mammalian: 
Blarina brnicauda (carnivore) Short-tailed Shrew 
Marmota nwnax (herbivore) Woodchuck 
Odocoileus virginianus (herbivore) White-tail Deer 
Sylvilagus floridanus (herbivore) Cottontail Rabbit 
J1dpes vulpes fulva (omnivore) Red Fox 
Reptilian: 
Chelydra serpenlina (omnivore) Snapping Turtle 

Figure 1 shows a general review of the potential routes of exposure 
and Figure 2 shows the simplified food web relationship of these target 
species. Individual pathway parameters of exposure are presented in 
Table 1. 

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT PATHWAY 
MEDIA CALCULATIONS 

From previously derived emission rates, the ISCLT model and the 
California Air Resources Board deposition algorithm were used to 
calculate the total deposition rate and air concentration at the defined 
receptor locations. 

The deposition rate was used to determine the average soil 
concentration which, in tum, was used to estimate the concentration 
accumulated in vegetation from root uptalce at each of the selected 
habitats. Emission rates were used to caJculate surface water 
concentrations which, in tum, were used to estimate the body burden 
of fish in the Niagara River and Gill Creek within a S km radius fi 
the HWI. The air concentration from the initial air modeling effort was 
used to caJculate the amount of each selected indicaJOr constituent which 
would be inhaled directly by the target species. 

Exposure Scenario 

A food chain or food web was constructed for each target species. 
A food web is, by definition. a series of food chains connecting 
producers and consumers in an ecosystem. Producers are the plams 
which make up the base trophic level. Comumers are the represeDlatiYeS 
of all other trophic levels including herbivores, carnivores, omniwrcs 
and parasites. 

The principal mode of constituent transport is via the atmospheric 
pathway with deposition onto soil, surface water and vegetation. 
Subsequent fate and transport processes result in the final constituent 
concentrations in the selected media as determined below. 

The total daily uptaJce (mg/kg/day) of the target species was calculaJcd 
by adding the amount of constituent ingested through: (1) consumption 
of vegetation. (2) direct ingestion of soil, (3) surface water, (4) fish 
tissue, (5) inhalation and (6) ingestion of other target species. 

Methodology for CakuJation of 
SoU Concentrations 

Soil concentrations of the selected indicator constituents were 
caJculated for each receptor location based on total deposition rates 

Tuble I 
Estimated Diets for Selected Turget Species 

Average Inhalation Arthropods 
Body Weight Water Soil Air Earthworms 

kg ml /day g/day L/day g/day 

S~ecies 

Avian 
360d Red-tailed Hawk 0.750 45.0a 

20.of Woodcock 0.135 8.1 a o.ol3c 65d 

Manrnalian 
3.zb lOd Short-tailed Shrew 0.022 a.ooze 22.0g 

Woodchuck 4.200 87 oa 0.420c 1362d 
Wr'te-tail Deer 50.00 3000A b 5.oooc 22454~ 
Cottontail Rabbit 1. 450 210.0 0.145c 470 
Red Fox 5.200 312.0a o.5zoc 1686d 

Reptilian 
600.ob 1248.0e 

d 

b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 

Snapping Turtle 10.00 

Average of 0.06 ml/g/day water required for metabolic homeostasis 
Average of 0.15 ml/g/day water 5equired for metabolic homeostasis 
Soil ingestion equals 1.0 X 10- of body weight 
Average of 0.6755 ml/g/hr oxygen required for metabolic homeostasis 
Average of 0.260 ml/g/hr oxygen required for metabolic homeostasis 
Average of 0.150 g/g/day food required for metabolic homeostasis 
Average of 1.00 g/g/day food required for metabolic homeostasis 
Average of 0.06 g/g/day food required for metabolic homeostasis 

Herbaceous 
Plants 
g/day 

252tioh 
1750 h 

43.5h 
78.0 

60.oh 

Newell et al., 1987. Niagara River Biota Contamination Project: Fish Flesh Criteria 
for Piscivorous Wildlife. 
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Shrubs 
Trees Prey Fish 
g/day g/day g/day 

112.of 

1750h h 
43.5h 
78.0 156.0h 

540.0h 



specific for each location. 
The basic formula used to determine the concentration of the selected 

indicator constituents in soil due to aerial deposition is: 

Soil concentration (mg/kg) = 
DR (ug/m 2/yr) • T • K • R 

3 
MD (m) • BO (kg/m ) 

Where: 
DR 
T 

K 

R 

Deposition Rate 
Accumulation Time of 30 years 
Conversion Constant ___l_!!!g 

1000 ug 
1.0 Representing no loss of constituents due 
to physical or chemical means 

Mixing Depth of 0.50 meters 

(1) 

MD 
BO 

3 
Bulk Density of soil at receptor site 1250 kg/m 

SELECTED REME01 WASTE CONSTITUENTS 

EMISSIONS DATA 
(CALCULATED EMISSION RATES) 

ENVIRON!.IEJAL FACTORS 

l 
---------- 1.10DELT DATA ---------------

orpos1T10N RATE SURFACE WATER CONCENTRATION AIR CONCENTRATION 

! ,. -~L-ro. 
SOIL CONCEtllRATION 

~-\ 
fOR TARGET SPECIES 

j\ 
CONCEtllRATION 

INGESTION BY 
TARGET SPECIES 'ltGETAllON \ 

j INGESTION BY 
TARGET SPECIES 

INGESTION BY \ 
TAAGCT SPECIES 

~ DAILY DIET OF FOOD/WATER/AIR 

TARGET SPECIES BODY BURDEN 
(TOTAL At.IOUNT OF INTAKE) 

Figure 1 
General Pathway 

Methodology for Calculation of 
Surface Water Concentrations 

INGESTION BY 
TARGET SPECIES 

The surface water concentrations were derived based on the Tier I 
analysis as referenced by the U.S. EPA8. Subsequently these 
concentrations will serve as the exposure concentrations for the 
calculation of constituent uptake by fish through the surface water 
pathway and transfer via the food chain into the target species. The 
following equation was used to calculate the surface water 
concentrations: 

Surface Water Concentration (mg/L) ER (g/s) • EC • R • K 

River flow (ft
3 
/s) 

(2) 

- -__ ;;_~:-·:~-~\------~~: ----- - I \ 

-~\V ~ 
-----i-----:~:~----

1 /~ 
SOll #ATER 

* SIMPllflED rooo WEB IN"TERACTION OF TARGET SPECIES 

where: 
ER emission rate 

Figure 2 
Food Web 

EC = emission constant, which represents the 
percentage of stack emissions depoited on the 
surface water 

R = fraction of selected indicator constituents 
in the water column 

K = conversion constant 1000 mg 

g 
• 

CONSUMERS I 

ft3 

28.32L 

River Flow = The average annual flow of the body of surface water. 

Methodology for Calculation of 
Plant Tissue Concentration 

Generally, there are four main pathways by which a constituent in 
the soil can enter a plant. These are: 

• Root uptake and subsequent translocation by the transpiration stream 
• Vegetative uptake of vapor from the surrounding air 
• Uptake by external contamination of shoots by soil and dust, followed 

by retention in the cuticle or penetration through it 
• Uptake and transport in oil cells which are found in oil containing 

plants like carrots and cress 

The amount of an organic constituent found in a plant will be the 
sum total of each of these transport routes minus metabolic losses. Their 
respective importance will depend upon the nature of the organic 
constituent, the nature of the soil and the environmental conditions under 
which plant exposure occurs. For the purpose of this risk assessment, 
both foliar deposition and root uptake are addressed. 

Using the soil concentration and total deposition rates derived 
previously, the plant tissue concentration can be determined using the 
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following formula: 

Plant Tissue Cone. (mg/kg) = Surface Deposition (mg/kg) 
+ Root Uptake (mg/kg) 

where: 

(3) 

Plant Tissue Cone. Concentration of the indicator constituent in 
vegetation as the result of foliar deposition 
and root uptake. 

Surface Deposition = Concentration of the indicator constituent 
in vegetation as the result of foliar 
deposition. 

Root Uptake = Concentration of the indicator constituent 
in vegetation as the result of root uptake. 

The following equation was used to calculate foliar surface deposition: 

) -kt I Cd {ug/kg =TOR (ug/m2/yr)[R(l-e )F 
y (kg/m2) • k (1/yr) 

(4) 

where: 

Cd• Concentration or the Indicator constituent In vegetation as the 
re so lt or ro 11 ar depos It Ion. 

TOR • Total Oepos It ion Rate 

R •Vegetation Interception fraction as derived from Baes et al., 1984. 

k • Rate constant for surface de~radat Ion processes as calculated from 
Baes et al., 1984 ( 36. J yr- ) 

T •Length of the growing season from Boes et al., 1984 (0.51) 

F •Fraction of the year the plant Is In the field (J.O). 

Y •Biomass of temporal/evergreen forest, Whittaker and Likens, 1973 
(36.0). 

The following equation was used to calculate root uptake concentrations: 

Root Uptake Concentration (mgfkg) = Soil Concentration x RUF x EP 
(5) 

where: 

Soil Concentration = use site-specific concentrations for 
selected indicator constituents. 

Root Uptake Factor RUF 
EP Edible Portion of plant, 50% (Heichel and Hankin, 1976) 

which accounts for the percentage from root uptake that 
is partitioned to the leaves and growing shoots of the 
vegetation. 

Root Uptake Factors (RUFs) of organic constituents were derived 
based on work by Briggs et al., 2• Briggs studied the uptake of organic 
constituents from solution by barley shoots and established the following 
relationship between the root concentr.ttion factor (RCF) and the 
octanol/water partition coefficient (Kow) for the organics tested: 

RCF = Antilog [0.77 (logK_) - 1.52) + 0.82 (6) 

The RUF for each constituent can be determined from the RCF given 
the following relationship: 

RUF= 

Where: Koc 
Foe = 
RCF = 

RCF 

(K
0

) (F,) 

Soil-organic carbon-water partition coefficient 
percent organic carbon content of soil 0.05 
Root Concentration Factor 

Koc values for the selected indicator constituents were obtained from 
the U.S. EPA, Superfund Public Health Evaluation Manual,• Foe 
values were obtained from the USDA Soil Survey. The Root Uptake 
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Factors for selected inorganic indicator constituents are those publisM.d 
by Baes, ct al 1• 

Methodology for Calculation of 
Fish Tissue Concentration 

The accumulation of the constituents in fish tissue involving the 
processes of bio-conccntration and bio-magnification were calculated 
using the following formula: 

Fish Tissue Concentration (mg/kg) Surface Water Concentration 
(mg/L) • BCP (IJkg) (7) 

where: 
Surface Water Concentration = Site-specific values 
BCF = Bio-concentration Factor of the selected 

indicator constituents 

Methodology for Calculation of Target Species 
Total Dally Exposure 

The methodology used in the calculation of the total daily exposure 
of each target species follows the methodology st"t forth by the U.S. 
EPA'. Since the methodology in the U.S. EPA's Manual bas been 
developed for human exposure, target species-specific factors were 
developed to more accurately describe the exposures to individual 
species. These factors are presented in Tuble I. This methodology 
assumes that the daily concentration of the selected indicator constituenl 
bio-accumulated in the target species is assumed to equal the daily dose 
ingested and follow a linear additive bio-magnification model. 

Tutal exposure of a rargct species is defined as the summation of 
exposure from each individual pathway. Sources of exposure can be 
represented mathematically as: 

Sollup.l"'\J/d•1l •Soll Cone. (1191'9) •Soll ln9Hted (t,/dQ') • W ·Of 

Son Cone. • So\\ cOi'C~tru ton. 

Sott ln;ested • Tht Uf'9'l ~Its \pe-<:Htc rite of t~tton of sotl u 
defined In hble I. 

GAF • A Gut •IOr'Pt '°" f.ctor of 100 percent .. , not vied for 
'"'' p.tt ..... , IS \Otl ,, not I ,.,,..., dttUf'J' c~t. 
Conitlt~t HMJCl1ttons vltft foochtuffs ft l!Mter, ire 
for the- 901.l .,..rt rTYertlblt; ""'°"'"'· p.1rttcv11r binding 
of COMl HUlfftU to sol l h for the .,u p.trt '"'"'°"tb1e. 
lherefore. foir 01h , .. posvre scenarto 1 &Al of IOI for 
tnort•ntcs (O.wtler et al., 1985) and lOl for ...,.,.1ct 
(Oe•lto et •1 •• 1988) h ••ed. 

Of • Ot9e<t1 ... roctor SSS (O.SS) .... tc• ropre-u the a ...... 
of .._,,..,,I (6511 •nd __ .._l,..nt (OS) tartel •PKIH 
{ll«yno•d et .... 1919). 

(8) 

Wot•'e•p. {<l<J/d.,) • Surf•<• ... 1., .__ (119/l) • .u., 1.,,..1ec1 (l/dQ') •GM• If 
(9) 

where: 

Wtttrup .. ~!~!l::n~..;::!:n~o:' w!::/•rtel SPKIH H ~ 
Surftct Wtttr Cone. • Wit~ concffttratton. 

w1ter lngeued • fM hnJ•t species spectflc rau of tngHtlon of we.Ur. 

GM • Gut Al>M>rplton r1ctor JODI (I.OJ. 

OF • Ot9Hlton hctor IDOi (l.O). 

V09eUlt°"eap·{<l<J/d.,) • Plant llnuo Cone. (119/t9) - -.nt lft9Uled (tg/dQ) • W •If 

(XI) 

V091tatlo"exp· • Con•tlluent 1iqio1ure or tho target tpKIH H tho 
result of Ingestion or vegotatlon. 

Pllnt Ttuue Cone. • Plant concentration. 

Mount Ingested • lhe torget species •pec:IFlc rate of tngostlon or 
v09otUlon. 

GM • Gut Al>•orptlon Factor IDOi (I.OJ. 

or • Ol9ost ton Factor 551 (0.55) ""lch repre-ts tht 
avtr•9• of .,.l111nt ('51) lftd non-.,.ln&nt (451) 
tarvet spectos (11171111'd et al •• 1919). 

Fh•exp· (119/d~) • Fllh Tissue Cone. (119/ltg) • rtsh lnguttd (kg/d~) • GAF• tlF (11) 



.tiere: 

f1shexp· • Constituent exposure of the target species as the 
result of Ingestion of fish. 

Ftsh Tissue Cone.• Fish concentration. 
fish Ingested • The target species specific rate of ingestion of fish 

as defined In Section EJ.O. 

GAF • Gut Absorption factor lOOS (l.O). 

Df • Digestion Factor SSS (O.SS) wlllch represents the 
average of ru•inant (6SS) and non-ruminant (4SS) 
target species (Maynard et 11., 1979). 

Me•texp• (mg/day) • P.S. Tissue Cone. (mg/kg) • P.S. Ingested (kg/day) • GAF • OF (12) 

where: 

Meat • • Constituent exposure of the target species as the 
exp result of 1ngest,on of meat.. 

P.S. Tissue Cone.• Prey species tissue concentration 

P.S. Ingested • The target species specific rate of Ingestion of meat 
as defined in Table 1. 

GAF • Gut Absorption factor IOOS (1.0). 

OF • Digestion Factor SSS (O.SS) which represents the 
average of ruminant (6SI) and non-ruminant (451) 
target species (Maynard et al., 1g19). 

Alrexp• (119/day) • Air Cone. (ug/m3) • .\Ir Inhaled (L/day) • LAf • K (m3/L)(mg/ug) (13) 

where: 

A1r exp· • ~~~~~~t~~"~n~:r.:~~~-of the target species as the 

A1r Cone. = A1r Concentration .. 

Atr Inhaled "' The target species specific rate of tnhalatton as 
defined In Table 1. 

LAF •Lung Absorption f4ctor 100% (LO). 

K = Conversion constants of m3/1000l and mg/100 ug. 

Therefore, total da11y oral exposure can be defined mathematically as: 

TOEoral (mg/kg/doy) • So11exp· (mg/kg/doy) + Waterexp· (mg/kg/day) + Dietexp· (mg/kg/day) 

where: 

"' Total dafly exposure of the target species as the result 
of all oral-assoc1ated pathways 

"' Const1tuent exposure of target species as the result of 
soil 1ngestton. 

Waterexp· "' Constituent exposure of target species as the result of 
water 1ngest1on. 

01etexp· -= Constituent exposure of target species as the result of 
vegetat1on, fish, and meat 1ngest1on. 

Wh11e the Total Oatly Exposure based on the 1nhalat1on exposure is equal to 
the inhalation pathway alone. 

TDEtnhalat1on (mg/kg/day) • Atrexp· (mg/kg/day) 

where: 

TDEtnhalation .. Total Oatly Exposure of the target species as the 
result of all a1r-assoc1ated pathways. 

A1rexp· .. ~:~~~:t~~nih:x~~~~~=t~~n~he target species as the 

RISK CHARACTERIZATION 

(14) 

(15) 

This section of the paper defines the risk characteriz.ation for terrestrial 
species based on methodologies developed for a human health risk 
assessment. Species-specific factors were developed to account for 
interspecies differences in uptake, absorption, excretion, etc. and adapt 
the models to assess risk to local target species. 

A comparison was made between projected intakes and available 
reference levels (RFDs) for non-carcinogens and between calculated 
risks and target risks for potential carcinogens. For non-carcinogens, 
direct comparison is made between estimated intakes and available 
reference levels, whereas for carcinogens, estimated intakes are 
combined with upper bound carcinogenic potency factors to calculate 
risk. 

The carcinogenic risk estimate for multiple constituents is represented 
by the following equation: 

Risk l (CDii x Carcinogenic Potency Factor;) (16) 

where: 

CDI i 

CPF 

Chronic Daily Intake for the ;th Constituent 

Carcinogenic Potency Factor from Superfund Exposure 
Assessment Manual (USEPA, 1988). 

Carcinogenic Risk of Constituents 

Eight carcinogenic indicator constituents are associated with stack 
emissions. These constituents were assessed to determine daily exposure 
by either inhalation or ingestion. Probabilities of additional carcinogenic 
risk of the selected indicator constituents were calculated for seven 
receptor locations via the following pathways: 

• Ingestion Pathway 
• Inhalation Pathway 

From the data derived for inhalation and ingestion pathways, a total 
probability index can be calculated per constituent. This index is the 
summation of probability indice~ for inhalation and ingestion exposures 
at each receptor location. 

Risk Calculation of Non-carcinogenic Effects 

To address the non-carcinogenic effects of the selected indicator 
constituents, a hazard index approach has been adopted based on U.S. 
EPA Guidelines for Health Risk Assessment of Chemical Mixtures (U.S. 
EPA, 1986). The hazard index for a specific constituent is defined as 
the ratio of daily intake for that constituent to the constituent specific 
RID. The constituent specific hazard indices were calculated using the 
following formula: 

Hl 
'P 

CDI. •RID 
'P ' 

(17) 

where: 

Hl 
'P 

individual hazard index for exposure to constituent i at 
location p 

daily dose for constituent i at location p cm •r 
RID, acceptable daily intake, or reference dose (RID), for 

chronic exposure to constituent i 

Any single constituent with an exposure level greater than the 
reference level will cause the hazard index to exceed unity (1.0), and 
when the index exceeds unity, there may be concern for a potential health 
risk. For multiple constituent exposures, the hazard index may exceed 
unity even if no single constituent exceeds its acceptable level. It is 
therefore emphasized that the hazard index is not a mathematical 
prediction of incidence or severity of effects. 

DISCUSSION 

A terrestrial food-chain assessment of a project such as a HWI is 
ultimately an integrated evaluation of historical, chemical, analytical, 
environmental, demographic and toxicological data that are as 
site-specific as possible. Ultimately the precision of an ecological risk 
assessment is limited by the size and quality of the data base. This 
limitation can be overcome by defining a range of extremes. Specific 
areas of uncertainty include: 

• Receptor species 
• Emissions data bases 
• Air modeling 
• Fate and transport estimates 
• Exposure estimates 
• Toxicological data and risk characterization 
• Complex interactions of uncertainty elements 

To minimize the effect of these uncertainties in the evaluation, each 
step should be biased toward conservative estimations. Since each step 
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builds on the previous one, this biased approach should more than 
compensate for adjustments made to the human health-based criteria. 
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ABSTRACT 

A risk analysis was performed for the surface water and groundwater 
contaminant transport pathways for a remediated dioxin site. The site 
had been used to store barrels of herbicide containing 
2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzopdioxin (TCDD). Leaks in the containers and 
subsequent TCDD migration had contaminated the soil at the site. 

The site had been remediated by removing and incinerating the soil 
which was then backfilled into the excavated areas of the site. The hazard 
associated with the remaining TCDD levels was determined by modeling 
the TCDD leachate from the soil and subsequent transport in the 
groundwater to off-site environs. A first order leaching model was used 
with semi-analytical solutions to the groundwater contaminant transport 
equation for a porous medium. First order kinetic processes were used 
to govern the contaminant mass in a recharged surface water body. 
Maximum contaminant concentrations were bounded by using an 
instantaneous release of the entire TCDD contaminant mass. 

TCDD was identified as a probable human carcinogen because of 
its classification as a B2 carcinogen through ingestion. Carcinogenic 
risks were determined for potable water obtained from the aquifer at 
a site boundary well and for the consumption of fish obtained from 
the surface water body adjacent to the site. 

INTRODUCI10N 

The site evaluated in this study had been used to store herbicides 
containing 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD). The soil in the 
herbicide storage area had become contaminated as a result of leaks 
in the storage containers. This soil was incinerated to reduce the TCDD 
contamination levels. After incineration, some residual TCDD remained 
in the soil that was backfilled into the excavated areas of the site. 

The health hazards associated with the residual soil contamination 
were evaluated using simple analytical water and groundwater surface 
water models and conservative assumptions. The use of simplified 
models frequently is adequate for regulatory purposes if they are 
conservative. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was performed in order 
to show the bounding, worst case scenario. 

The purpose of this paper is to present the methodologies used in 
this study and to demonstrate the effective use of simplified models 
when the available data do not warrant the use of more sophisticated 
models. This methodology is not limited to TCDD-contaminated sites 
and may be applied to other contaminants. 

CONTAMINANT MIGRATION PATHWAYS 

The contaminant migration pathways that were considered in the risk 
analysis included leaching of TCDD from the soil to the groundwater 
and discharge of TCDD-contaminated groundwater into a surface water 
body that was intercepting the groundwater aquifer. 

EXPOSURE PATHWAYS 

The exposure assessment considered two scenarios: (1) ingestion of 
drinking water obtained directly from the aquifer and (2) consumption 
of fish obtained from the surface water body. Individuals may be exposed 
to the fish which have bioconcentrated the TCDD from the contaminated 
water. 

The exposure scenarios considered a maximally exposed individual 
residing at the site boundary. The hypothetical individual was assumed 
to obtain all drinking water from a well located at the site boundary 
along the contaminant plume centerline. In addition, fish obtained from 
the nearby surface water body were considered to constitute a major 
portion of the individual's diet. The surface water body was also assumed 
to lie at the site boundary and intersect the groundwater aquifer. U.S. 
EPA 1•

2 values were used for drinking water and fish consumption rates. 

CONTAMINANT RELEASE SCENARIO 

The release of the TCDD to the groundwater was modeled as two 
distinct scenarios: (1) an instantaneous release of the entire residual 
TCDD mass in the soil and (2) a time-variant release. The time-variant 
release scenario used a first-order kinetic model to predict the TCDD 
release from the soil to the groundwater. This procedure allowed the 
determination of an upper bound estimate, using the instantaneous 
release scenario, and a best estimate, using a time-variant release 
scenario. This approach estimated the risk and the uncertainty of the 
risk analysis. 

CONTAMINANT RELEASE MODEL 

The TCDD release model was evaluated using the conceptual model 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

Gw 
Ocj = amount of TCDD In the soil (g) 
).. d = decay rate constant of TCDD In soil (s 1) 
).. L = leaching rate constant of TCDD from soil 

to the groundwater (51) 
G.v= groundwater 

Figure 1 
TCDD Release Model 

The rate of change of TCDD in the soil with respect to time was 
described by a first-order loss process as follows: 
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~=-(AL+ },,d) Qd 
dt 

= amount of TCDD in the soil (g) 

= decay rate constant of TCDD in soil (sec-1
) 

= leaching rate constant of TCDD from soil to the 
groundwater (sec-1) 

= time (sec) 

The solution to the above equation is: 

~(t) = Qdo (e-<At + >..d)t) 

where: 

= amount of TCDD at t = 0 

The Release Rate (R. g/s) was determined by: 

R = Qit) },,L 

Substitution of the solution for ~(t) yields: 

R = [~ (e-~ +>..d)t)]>..t 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The total quantity of TCDD released (T, g) was determined by 
integrating the release rate from zero to infinity: 

T = ~l :e -(\ + >..d)t dt 

Therefore, the total TCDD released (T, g) was given by: 

T 

The total TCDD mass at time t = 0 in the soil was given by: 

~=A*D*p 

where: 

A = the area of contamination (m2
) 

D = depth of contamination (m) 
p = bullt density (glm3) 

(5) 

(6) 

The leach rate constant used in this study was designed to in evaluate 
low level radioactive waste repositories-1. Although this work was done 
for radionuclides, these same parameters are defined for organic and 
non-organic contaminants and may be used to describe their transpon 
through the soil. The leach rate constant ~) was given by: 

},,L = p (8) 
(XWT 9) + (p K~XWT) 

where: 

P = percolation rate (cm/sec) 

9 = volumetric water content (cm3 of H,O/cm' of waste) 

p = soil density (g/cm3
) 

XWT = waste thickness (cm) 

The distribution coefficient may be related to organic adsorption 
phenomena by the organic carbon panitioning coefficient (K ) which 
is defined as: "" 

mg of chemical adsorbed/kg of organic carbon (
9

) 

= mg of chemical dissolved/liter of solution 

The distribution coefficient was defined in terms of the K"' by: 

K = K • f d oc oc 
(10) 
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where: 

f .. = the fraction of organic carbon in the soil 

The decay rate constant of TCDD in the soil is given by: 

Ln 2 
(11) 

where: 
T ,,

2 
is the half-life of TCDD in the soil (sec) {U) 

The volumetric water content 9 was determined using the following 
equation: 

The retardation factor (R,) was determined as follows (4): 

n P 
Rd· + Kd 

where: 

n. = effective porosity 

n = total porosity 

p = soil density (g/cm') 

Kd= distribution coefficient (mUg) 

GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER MODELS 

(13) 

A simple groundwater model was used which assumes a constanl, 
unidirectional flow field in a homogeneous porous medium of infinite 
lateral extent and finite thickness. A more sophisticated model was not 
warranted due to the lack of data characterizing the aquifer. However, 
simpler models frequendy giYC results adcquab: for regulalory purposes 
if they are conservative and pnwide a worst case scenario. An analytical 
solution to the groundwater transport equation was used to calculale 
the contaminant concentrations at a well located at the nearest site 
boundary. All release of TCDD from the soil was conservatively 
assumed to enter the aquifer without any interference or time delays 
in the unsaturated zone (Fig. 2). 

wen 

contaminate'-"~ ~ 
leachate plume 

groundwater flow ... 

Figure 2 
Cross Section of the TCDD Site 

The equation for contaminant transpon in groundwater is•: 

ac " 
- + - vc • v ovc - >.c 
at ~ 

C(O,x,y,z) • 0 aq t, x ,y, z•O, b) 
---------0 

az 



where: 
C TCDD concentration (g/L) 

D = dispersion coefficients (m2/sec) = aµ, 

a = dispersivity in x and y directions (m) 

Rd = retardation factor 

x~,z = distance in the x, y and z directions from the point of 
origin (m) 

>. = decay constant (sec-1
) 

µ, = pore velocity (m/sec) 

b = thickness of the aquifer (m) 

V = the de! operator 

= time (sec) 

If the source is represented by an area with length L and width w 
and the contaminant is released instantaneously at t = 0, then the 
solution to the above equation is4

: 

Qd 
C(t,x,y,z) • -- X(x,t) Y(y,t) Z(z,t) 

"• Rd 

where: 

I x + L/2 - A x - L/2 - A 
X(x,t) • - [erf ---- - erf ----]exp (-).dt) 

2L ( 40,t/Rd) l/Z ( 40,t/Rd) 112 

I y + w/2 -y + w/2 
Y(y,t) • - [erf ---- - erf ----] 

2w ( 401t/Rd) '" ( 40,t/Rd) 112 

Z(z, t) • 

where: 
A µ,t/Rd 

TCDD instantaneous release mass (g) 
= dispersion coefficient in the x direction (m2/sec) 
= dispersion coefficient in the x direction (m2/sec) 

D, = (XL* µ, 
= dispersion coefficient in the y direction (m2sec) 
= longitudinal dispersivity (m) 
= transverse dispersivity (m) 
= the length of the source (m) 
= the width of the source (m) 
= retardation factor 
= decay constant (sec-1) 

= pore velocity (m/sec) 
= effective porosity 
= error function 
= the thickness of the aquifer (m) 
= time after release (sec) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

This solution assumes complete mixing at the point where the 
concentration is calculated. The solution was modified for a continuous 
time-variant release by summing over a series of pulse releases. For 
a time- variant release, Qd is a function of time described by Qit). 
When the pulse spacing is kept small relative to the standard deviation 
of the pulse at the receptor, a continuous time-variant release can be 
simulated bys: 

X(x,t-t 1) Y(y,t-t 1) Z(z,t-ti) (19) 

where: 

= the TCDD mass released during a pulse i (g) 
= time of pulse release, i (sec) 
= the number of pulses 

Release rates were calculated on a yearly basis. The amount of 
contaminant in each pulse was given by: 

where: 
R 
0 

(20) 
R*o 

release rate 
= the incremental time step 

The incremental time step was determined by the dimensionless 
standard deviation of a pulse given as5 : 

where: 

2 
(

Pe 

8 
+ --) 0.5 

Pe 

Pe = the peclet number 

(21) 

The peclet number represents the ratio of advection to dispersion and 
is given by: 

x 
ex 

where: 

Pe= 
x 

= the longitudinal distance to receptor location 
= longitudinal dispersivity 

The incremental time step (o) was determined by: 

o = u * GWT 

where: GWT = groundwater travel time =(xiµ,) R, 

(22) 

(23) 

The contaminant flux entering a surface water body which intersects 
the aquifer for the conditions expressed for the groundwater model 
described previously is given by: 

where: 

µ L 
x --t+-

Rd 2 

and 

µ L 
x -- t 

Rd 2 

o. 
[exp( -z/) 

erf(z2)) 

(24) 

exp(-z/)]] exp(-).dt) 

(25) 

(26) 
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where: 

F(x,t) = TCDD flux at distance x and time t (g/sec) 

D, 

L 

erf 

TCDD impulse release mass (g) 

= dispursion coefficient in the x direction (m'/sec) 

dispersion coefficient in the y direction (m'lsec) 

the length of the source (m) 

retardation factor 

decay constant (sec) 

pore velocity (m/sec) 

error function 

time after release (sec) 

The corresponding flux for the time-variant release scenario is given 
by 5: 

where: 

k 
F { x, t) • }; F { x, t- t 1) Qd { t 1) 

i =I 

F(x,t) = TCDD flux at distance x and time t (g/sec) 

Q,<t) the TCDD mass released during a pulse i (g) 

t, time of pulse release. i (sec) 

k the number of pulses 

(Tl) 

The conceptual model illustrated in Figure 3 was used to model the 
contaminant mass in the surface water body. 

Source 
R(t) 

SWB = Surface water body 

SWB 
Q 

R(t) • discharge rate of TCDD to SWB (mg/a) 
Q • amount of TCDD in the SWB (mg) 

A 1 - 1088 rate conatant due to water exchange (a 1) 
A 

2 
- TCDD aurlace water decay rate constant (11) 

Figure 3 
Conceptual Model for the Surface Water Body 

The conceptual model may be represented mathematically hy the 
following differential equation: 

dQ 
= R(t) -(),, +A.) Q (28) 

dt 

where: 

R(t) = discharge rate of TCDD to the 'urface water body 
(mg/sec) 

Q amount of TCDD in the surface water body (mg) 
A, loss rate constant due to water exchange (sec 1) 

A., = TCDD surface water decay rate constant (sec 1 

t = time (sec) 
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The ,olution to the above equation with the conservative assumption 
that R(t) was a constant (R) and was equal to the maximum flux to 
the surface water body (R max F(x.t)J: 

R 
Q(t) { I (29) 

It was a''umed that the ma" of TCDD in the surface water body 
reached steady state, thu~ the above equation ~implified to: 

R 
Q (30) 

where. 

R maximum discharge rate of TCDD to the surface water 
body (mg/,ec) 

The resulting st .. dy-shte concentr1tlon or TCOO In the surr•ce w•ter 

body wu 9 I ven by 

where: 

c 
v 

R 

c • 
v 

steady state concentration of TCDD (mg/L) 

volume of the surface ""'3ter body (L) 

(31) 

The water level in the surface water body was assumed to remain 
constant. thus the loss rate constant was given h:: 

A. = F 
I ---

(32) 

v 

where: 

A., loss rate constant to due to water exchange (sec') 

F flow rate out of the surface water body (m3/sec) 

V volume of the surface water body (m ') 

CARCINOGE:'lilC RISK CALCl 1..ATIO~ 

TCDD is dassified by the U.S. EPA° as a B2 carcinogen through 
ingestion. which id.:n11fies TCDD as a probable human carcinogen. 
The potential car.:inogenic n'b from the consumption of potable water 
and fish consumption were determined using chronic daily intake 
1..~uations and carcinogenic potency factors according to guidance given 
by the U.S. EPA0

• Potential carcinogenic risks were determined for 
conccntrntions detennined in the surface water and groundwater al the 
receptor location for both the instantaneous and time-variant release 
scenarios. 

CONCLUSION 

In performing risk ass.:ssments. the analyst often 1s faced with a lack 
of the site-specific data needed to define the hydrologic conditions of 
the site. In this study, the lack of site data required the u..~ of simplified 
models and consena11ve assumptions. The use of simplified models 
and conservative assumplHms can provide adequate results fur regulatory 
purposes. The use of both instantaneous and time-variant release 
scrnanns allows the analyst to present a simplified quantitative 
assessment nf the expected uncertainty in the analysis. The models used 
in this study are not limited to TCDD- contaminated sites and may be 
applied at other hamrdous waste sites. 
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Groundwater Source Separation Using Chlorinated Organic 
Compound Degradation Series and Inorganic Indicators 

Martin J. Hamper 
James A. Hill 

Warzyn Engineering, Inc. 
Chicago, Illinois 

ABSTRACT 
The investigation was performed to determine if the volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) detected in groundwater adjacent to Winnebago 
Reclamation Landfill (WRL) are from leachate releases from the fucility 
or from a voe plume reported to be emanating from an upgradient 
NPL site, known as Acme Solvents Reclaiming, Inc. (Acme). The 
approach undertaken was to first compare the leachate chemistry and 
the groundwater chemistry to identify which wells have been affected 
by leachate from the landfill. The groundwater chemistry of VOC
impacted wells was compared with wells impacted by landfill leachate. 
indicating that a distinct leachate plume is present and different than 
the voe plume. 

The leachate plume from the landfill is well defined by chloride ion 
content and begins in the center of the landfill and extends to just past 
the downgradient edge of the landfill. There are chlorinated ethenes 
both in and outside of the leachate plume. indicating that the leachate 
plume is mixing in a pre-existing voe plume. The presence of VOCs 
at the east end of the landfill is not attributed to the presence of landfill 
leachate since they are present hydraulically upgradient of the landfill. 
and the chloride concentrations at that location are not increased as 
would be expected if leachate was the source. Groundwater chemistry 
which does not show the presence of chlorides in elevated concentra
tions is not affected by landfill leachate. 

The presence of voes at the southeast margin of the landfill gives 
the appearance of a bimodal distribution of voes in the groundwater 
in the area. This bimodal distribution may be due to one or more of 
the following causes: 

• The wells between Acme and WRL do not intersect a flow path 
through the fractured dolomite that is responsible for the transport 
of voes from Acme. 

• The appearance of a bimodal distribution could be the result of inter
mittent and spatially variable recharge. 

• Biodegradation may play an important role in explaining the 
appearance of the bimodal distribution of voes. Biodegradation could 
increase the concentration of less chlorinated species which could 
give the appearance of a bimodal distribution of voes. 

Introduction 

The primary focus of the investigation performed was to determine 
if the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) detected in the groundwater 
were the result of a release of leachate from Winnebago Reclamation 
Landfill (WRL) or from a VOC plume emanating from an upgradient 
NPL site, known as Acme Solvents Reclaiming, Inc. (Acme). The 
differentiation of sources of released materials is necessary for deter
mining responsibility for any required cleanup efforts. Warzyn's 
approach was to first compare the leachate chemistry with the ground-
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water chemistry and identify which wells have been impacted by leachale 
from the landfill. Secondly. the groundwater chemistry of\QC affeded 
wells was compared with wells impacted by landfill leachate. 

A previous study of these two sites as pan of the NPL listing process 
noted a bimodal distribution of organic constituents in the groundwater 
exists in this area. This analysis was interpreted to suppon the presence 
of separate groundwater plumes emanating each site' Both Acme and 
WRL were placed on the NPL and are being studied by consultants 
to the PRP groups. WRL was placed on the NPL due to the detection 
of arsenic and cadmium in a monitoring well adjacent to the landfill. 

The key organic groundwater chemistry difference noted in previous 
studies was that the relative amount of tram-1,2-dichlorocthene appeared 
to be greater in the groundwater under the landfill than under the Acme 
site'. Wood et al. stated that vinyl chloride, 1,1-dichloroethene, cis
and trans-1,2-dichloroethene. 1,1-dichloroethane and chloroethane are 
either not commercially produced or are not in wide use across lhe 
whole country as are parent compounds such as tetrachloroethene. trich
loroethene, I.I.I-trichloroethane and methylene chloride3. It is possi
ble that the appearance of a bimodal distribution of dichloroethene may 
be the result of biodegradation of the voe plume from the upgradient 
Acme site. Cline and Viste reponed that U.S. EPA Methods 601 and 
624 typically used to analyze water samples for voes do not differen
tiate between the cis- and trans-isomers of I.2-dichloroethene, although 
the data are reponed as the trans-isomer since it is the priority 
pollutant~. The cis-isomer is predominantly produced as the result bio
degradation of trichloroethene'. 

SE'ITING 
The WRL is located approximately 5 mi south of Rockford, Illinois, 

in the Rock River Hill Country of the Till Plains Section of the Central 
Lowland Province of Illinois•. The WRL occupies approximately 
60 ac on a topographic high between Killbuck Creek to the west and 
unnamed intermittent streams to the north and south. Killbuck Creek, 
a perennial stream, flows within 250 ft of the western WRL boundary 
and merges with the Kishwaukee River approximately 2 mi to the nonh. 
There are no other surface water bodies within I mi mile of the WRL. 

This municipal solid waste landfill has been licensed by the State 
of Illinois since 1972 and is nearing capacity. The facility has a 
bituminous liner and a leachate collection system. The leachate is dis
posed of off-site. A system of leachate/gas extraction wells is used to 
remove landfill gas and leachate. The western half of the landfill addi
tionally collects leachate through a perforated pipe leachate collection 
system on the top of the liner, which gravity drains to central collec
tion manholes. 

Wastes accepted at the landfill are composed primarily of municipal 
refuse and sewage sludge. Prior to the startup of the gas collection sys-



terns in 1984, the landfill accepted wet sewage sludge (vacuum filter 
cake at approximately 20 to 233 solids). Currently, the landfill gas 
is used to power sludge dryers, which dry the sewage sludge prior to 
disposal. A very limited quantity of special wastes were disposed of 
at the facility prior to December, 1985. Special wastes accepted at the 
facility were accepted under approved permits issued by the Illinois 
Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA). 

Approximately 1000 ft east of the WRL on an approximately 20-ac 
parcel is the Acme site. The Acme site was used for disposal of waste 
generated by Acme's solvent reprocessing facilities in Rockford, Illinois 
from approximately 1960 to 1973. The Acme site has been on the NPL 
since 1983. The materials disposed of at Acme are generally un
documented, but are known to have included solvent still bottom sludges, 
non-recoverable solvents, paints and oils. The waste materials were 
reported to have been transported to the site in drums which were either 
emptied into unlined disposal lagoons or stockpiled. The IEPA indicates 
four lagoons were actively used for the disposal of waste materials on
site. IEPA reported that between 10,000 and 15,000 drums may have 
been present on the site when it closed. The total quantity of waste 
disposed of at the site during its operation is unknown. IEPA inspec
tions in late 1972 and early 1973 indicate the waste materials in the Acme 
ponds were not removed, but were covered with soil borrowed from 
other portions of the site. It is also reported that an unknown number 
of drums stored on-site were crushed and buried, rather than 
removed1• Clean-up of the Acme site began in August 1986 and con
sisted of removal of buried drums and contaminated soils. 

SITE HYDROGEOWGY 
Unconsolidated Materials 

The surficial unconsolidated materials of the area are predominantly 
glacial drift deposits. The thickness of the unconsolidated materials 
ranges from 8 ft to greater than 70 ft. The body of the deposits thickens 
from east to west, forming a relatively thin mantle over the bedrock 
upland in the east, and filling the deep bedrock valley to the west. This 
transition begins beneath the eastern margin of the landfill where the 
bedrock surface slopes downward forming the preglacial bedrock valley 
wall. Based on regional information, the thickness of unconsolidated 
sediments is expected to be approximately 100 ft under Killbuck Creek 
near the WRL. 

The soils beneath and east of the site are poorly-sorted sand and gravel 
glacial ice-contact deposits. Portions of the sand and gravel were some
times recognized as weathered bedrock. West of the site in the Kill-

Figure l 
Water Table Map for May, 1989 

Cross-Section Locations Also Noted 

buck Creek Valley, and to the north of the site, the sediments are sand 
and gravel outwash deposits. The soil types are predominantly fine to 
coarse sands with occasional fine to coarse gravel zones 11 ft to 40 ft 
thick. The surficial deposits south of the site are predominantly a silty 
clay till up to 24 ft thick. 

Bedrock 
The unconsolidated sediments in the region are underlain uncon

formably by the dominantly carbonate rocks of the Galena-Platteville 
Groups (Ordovician System). The bedrock surface elevation is highly 
variable due to paleo-erosional features. Regional information indicates 
the thickness of these groups is expected to range from 250 ft in the 
bedrock upland east of the WRL to 100 ft in the adjacent bedrock 
valley5 . The bedrock near the WRL is composed of dolomite, with 
chert layers or nodules commonly noted throughout the dolomite. Shale 
partings and coatings were noted only below 695 ft MSL. The dolo
mite generally is fractured throughout the total depth sampled. The frac
tures are dominantly horizontal bedding planes, frequently cross-cut 
by high angle or vertical fractures. Vugs (void spaces) are consistently 
found throughout the dolomite, with their presence ranging from slightly 
vuggy to very vuggy. Cavernous zones were not noted. The Rock Quality 
Designator (RQD) of dolomite core samples ranged widely from zero 
to 1003, averaging 52.53, with a standard deviation of28.93 These 
data provide an indication of the variably fractured nature of dolomite. 
An up to Tl ft thick zone of highly fractured, soft dolomite was en
countered in the near surface bedrock during exploratory drilling in 
the vicinity of the northern intermittent creek on the Acme site, where 
the RQD ranged from "too soft to core" to 28 3. Highly fractured zones 
(low RQD) also were found between rocks containing few fractures (high 
RQD), indicating rock competence did not generally improve with 
depth. 

Groundwater 
The uppermost aquifer encountered in the vicinity of the WRL 

changes in character due to the abrupt sloping of the bedrock surface 
beneath the site. East of the WRL, and below its eastern third, the water 
table occurs within the dolomite bedrock. From this boundary to the 
west, the water table is present in unconsolidated materials. Regard
less of the type of matrix material, the uppermost saturated unit in the 
immediate vicinity of the WRL is under water table conditions. The 
water table also occurs in the silty, clayey till to the south of the site. 
The sand and gravel and/or dolomite aquifer beneath the till appears 
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to be under semi-confined conditions. 
Ground water generally flows from the uplands east of the WRL to 

the Killbuck Creek valley, but precise flow configurations within the 
fractured dolomite are likely to be more complex in detail (Fig. I). East 
of the WRL, the water table is a subdued expression of the bedrock 
topography; the water table slopes outward to the west, nonhwest and 
to southwest from a generally east-west trending groundwater "high" 
in the vicinity of the nonheast-southwest trending dolomite bedrock 
ridge (Fig. 1). The water table in the unconsolidated sediments gently 
slopes towards the Killbuck Creek floodplain to the south and west of 
the landfill. 

A groundwater mound has been observed seasonally in the vicinity 
of the nonhem intermittent creek, east of the WRL. It is thought the 
mounding is due to higher recharge rates localized in this area. As dis
cussed earlier, sandy sediments arc underlain by highly weathered dolo
mite bedrock perhaps enhancing the potential for recharge there. 

RFSUL1S AND DISCUSSION 

Tuble 1 contains a summary of the leachate inorganic chemistry data 
developed in this study. The leachate is dominated by high chloride 
content as well as high sodium and potassium content. The leachate 
also has high alkalinity and specific conductance. Figure 2 is a trilinear 
plot of the major cations: calcium, magnesium and sodium plus 
potassium fur groundwater and leachate samples as percent milliequiva
lents per liter. The data plot generally along a line from the endpoints 

Table 1 
Leachate Inorganic Analytical 

Chloride 17,300 3,740 3,630 2,720 
Al k.a lini ty 11, 200 9,090 8,520 7,860 
Specific 
Condition >50,000 27,100 26,200 24,200 
(wnhos/cm) 
pH 7.27 7.54 7.75 7.66 
Sodium 10,200 l ,620 1,440 l,090 
Potassium 1,750 1,220 1,300 710 
Calcium 241 40.3 37 29.9 
Magnesium 812 136 70.8 57. l 
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Figure 2 
Trilinear Plot of Groundwater and Landfill Leachate Data 
Showing Trend From Leachate to Leachate-Affected Wells 

To Unaffected Wells 
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of leachate samples and upgradient water samples, indicating that 
leachate samples and groundwater samples can be discriminated on this 
basis. 

The plot of chloride versus sodium plus potassium exhibits a strong 
linear relationship (R-squared = 0. 998) indicating that chloride, too, 
can be used to discriminate between leachate and groundwater samples 
(Fig. 3). Chloride is generally considered lo be non-reactive in ground
water systems" and so is very useful as a groundwater tracer. Alka
linity often is useful in discriminating between leachate and groundwater, 
but a plot of log alkalinity versus sodium plus potassium shows a less 
strong positive linear relationship (R-square.d = 0.82), indicating the 
potential for sources of alkalinity other than leachate (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 3 
Plot of Chloride (mgfL) Versus Sodium Plus Polassium (mgfL) fi>r 
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Figure 4 
Plot of Log Alkalinity (mg/L) Versus Sodium Plus Potassium ('li meg1I) 

for Leachate Samples' and Groundwater Sampler 
Note Variation in Groundwater Samples 
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Chloride concentrations are contoured on cross-sections along tran
sect A-A' for two separate sampling events (Figs. 5 and 6). Both plOIS 
depict a chloride plume originating from the landfill and extendiogjust 
past the dowogradient edge of the landfill. Downgradient movement 
is evident from the increased chloride concentration in the deeper well 
in .the distal well nest between the two monitoring periods. It is also 
evident that the deeper well (Bl5P) in the well nest where the plume 
appears to originate is unaffected by leachate since it has low chloride 
concentrations consistent with upgradient well concentrations. 
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Table 2 Chloride concentrations arc contoured on cross-section B-B' for both 
rounds of groundwater samples (Figs. 7 and 8). These cross-sections 
indicate that chlorides are elevated in the vicinity of only one well (0110). 
This indicates that the chlorides at GllO are an anomaly and not charac
teristic of a plume. This previously was attributed to intermittent surfi
cial leachate seeps currently under control. More recently it was reported 
that this area was used to load trucks for off-site shipment of leachate 
for treatment and disposal. Given that chloride is a good indicator of 
the presence of leachate, it appears that a well developed landfill leachate 
plume is not present at the southern margin of the landfill. 

Percent of Total Elhenes in Groundwater at Various Well Sites 

Inspection of plots of alkalinities on these same cross-sections indi
cates there are two zones of elevated alkalinities; one at Acme (84) 

and one at the southeastern margin of the landfill (Fig. 9). A similar 
pattern exists for pH (Fig. 10). It is evident that landfill leachate 1\ not 
responsible for patterns of alkalinities and pH since chlorides, a relia
ble indicator of landfill leachate, are not increased as would be expected 
if landfill leachate were present. 

84 
816 
G108 
Gl09 
812 
Gl 13 
Gll l 
Gll4 
GllO 
813 
815R 
Gll5 
MW106 
P3R 
Gll6 
816A 
BllA 
Gl09A 
GI 13A 
P6 
P4R 
Pl 
Gll6A 

PCE 

42.3 
12 

32.5 
18.3 
5.7 
22 

16.6 
0 
2 

8.2 
8 .1 
0 

3.6 
0 
0 
5 

34.l 
6.6 

14.l 
19.4 
15.7 

0 
19.6 

ill 

18.3 
14.3 
23 .1 

6 
6.6 
4.6 

11.6 
7.4 
7.6 

15.3 
23.2 

0 
31.6 
13.2 

0 
5.5 

15.9 
26 .1 
30 

22.5 
15.7 
16.7 
14.9 

OCE vc 

39.3 0.1 
73.7 1.3 
43 .1 1.3 
55.8 19.9 
80.2 7.5 
63.4 10 
71.8 0 
42.4 50.2 

13 77.4 
72 4.5 

52.6 16 .1 
29.2 70.8 
50.2 14.6 
71. 2 15.6 

0 0 
89.5 0 

50 0 
59 .1 8.3 
53.4 2.5 
58. l 0 
66.5 2 
62.9 20.4 
65.5 0 

voes found at highest concentration in groundwater samples col
lected during this study were chlorinated ethenes, perchloroethene 
(PCE), trichloroethene (TCE). cis-1.2-dichloroethene (DCE), vinyl 
chloride (VC) and chlorinated ethanes (l,l,1-trichloroethane, 
1.1-dichloroethane and chloroethane). Within each grouping, these com
pounds may biodegrade through loss of a chlorine atom• . .i Wood. et 
al. and Vogel and McCarty found that PCE degraded to TCE to DCE 
to VCJ.11 Wilson, et al., and Barrio-Lage, et al., also found that DCE 
degraded to VC 112 • Barrio-Lage, et al., additionally determined that 
the cis-isomer of DCE degraded to chloroethane as well as to VC 12 

The degradation product of trichloroethene is dominantly the cis-isomer 
of 1.2 dichloroetheneJ. The degradation process is biologically 
mediated and occurs under anaerobic conditions. The potential for 
degradation of chlorinated compounds and the less widespread use of 
less chlorinated compounds, indicates the presence of less chlorinated 
species in groundwater result from the degradation of a more chlori
nated parent compound. 

The percent of PCE and VC relative to the total concentration of 
ethenes in selected groundwater samples collected during this study 
exhibits a general trend towards decreasing proponion of PCE and 
increasing proportion of VC from east to west (Table 2). This finding 
and the fact that almost all 1,2-dichloroethene detected in these ground
water samples was the cis-isomer suggests that degradation is affecting 

the distribution of ethenes in groundwater. (Note that chloroethane was 
not included in these calculations because a specific concentration of 
chloroethane as a degradation product of cis-1.2-0CE could not reliably 
be assigned since chlorinated ethanes are also present.) The distribution 
of total ethenes in the groundwater is illustraled in Figure ll. The highest 
concentration of ethenes was observed at location 84 (19U ugll). on 
the ACME \Ile Concentrations generally decline moving westward in 
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the general direction of groundwater flow (Figure 11). Figure U is a 
cross-sectional contour plot of total voes in wells along cross-section 
A-N which shows that VOCs are present both inside and outside of 
the chloride plume. 

CONCLUSION 
The leachate plume from the landfill is well defined by the chloride 

content and begins in the center of the landfill and extends to just past 
the downgradient edge of the landfill. Chlorinated ethenes are present 
inside and outside of the landfill leachate plume, indicating that the 
leachate plume is mixing in a preexisting voe plume (Figs. 5, 6 and 
12). The presence of voes at the east end of the landfill is not attributed 
to the presence of landfill leachate since the chloride concentrations 
are not increased as would be expected if leachate were the source and 
the area is hydraulically upgradient of the landfill. 

The bimodal distribution of voes in this area may be due to one 
or more of the following possibilities: 

• fhe wells between Acme and the landfill simply may not intersect 
a flow path through the fractured dolomite that is responsible for 
the transport of VOCs from Acme. Indeed, the Illinois State Geo
logical Survey concluded that this dolomite is difficult to monitor 
because adjacent wells may be finished in fractures that are not con
nected to each other13

• The southeast margin of the landfill has a 
high density of monitoring wells in comparison with other areas on 
the bedrock upland increasing the chances of intersecting a voe flow 
path from Acme. 

• The bimodal distribution could be the result of intermittent and 
spatially variable recharge. This spatially variable intermittent 
recharge could dilute the voe plume resulting in variable voe 
concentrations, perhaps resulting in the appearance of a bimodal 
distribution. 

• Biodegradation may also play an important role in explaining the 
appearance of the bimodal distribution of VOCs. Biodegradation could 
increase the concentration of less chlorinated species which could 
give the appearance of a bimodal distribution of voes. 

A leachate plume from the landfill has been identified by the chlo
ride content and is mixing in a pre-existing VOC plume. Landfill 
leachate is not responsible for the groundwater chemistry anomalies 

at the southeast margin of the landfill due to the lack of elevated chlo
ride content and this area is upgradient of the landfill. 
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operations are being evaluated as potential sources of contamination. 
An Rl/FS is being performed at the Wyckoff/Eagle Harbor Super

fund site, which includes Eagle Harbor itself. This is an embayment 
located on the east side of Bainbridge Island in central Puget Sound. 
The harbor area was first settled in the 1870s. Current and historical 

Several recreationally harvested fish species are found in Eagle 
Harbor. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration research 
has shown the strong relationship between polynuclear aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAH) in sediment and impacts on English sole, including 
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inhibition of ovarian development. The ecological effects portion of the 
RJ/FS for Eagle Harbor attempted to better define the areas where 
ecological effects were likely, to determine what the sources of con
tamination were and to estimate whether existing levels of contamina
tion were likely to continue. 

During the Rl/FS, a variety of effects were identified. Sediments in 
large areas of the harbor have been shown to be toxic to marine 
organisms. The use of benthic taxonomic evaluation provided some 
additional supportive information. 

An evaluation of GC/MS results indicated that the sources of the PAHs 
in sediment are mostly of creosote type origin. 

Three distinct transport features appear to dominate the overall move
ment of sediment associated contaminants. These are, in order of 
importance: (1) remobilization of bottom sediments by vessel propeller 
induced currents; (2) near surface and possibly subsurface flow of dense 
non-aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) from the wood treatment facility 
and (3) the potential movement of material from Rockaway Beach to 
the north and into the harbor. 

Future depositions of sediments are expected to be significantly lower 
than in the past because of blocking of natural sediment sources, par
ticularly shoreline armoring. This implies very little potential for burial 
of existing contaminated material in subtidal areas. The potential for 
future flow of DNAPL to the harbor is still being evaluated. 

INTRODUCTION 
Eagle Harbor is a small embayment located in Central Puget Sound 

on the eastern border of Bainbridge Island. The harbor area was first 
settled in the 1870s. Historical operations along the harbor have included 
shipbuilding during World War II as well as wood treatment operations. 
Current operations now include ship repair and maintenance facilities, 
a wood preserving plant and several marinas. Figure 1 shows Eagle 
Harbor along with the major current operations. 
- Previous investigations bY the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration (NOAA)5.6, Washington State Department of Ecology9

•
11 

and the U.S. EPA have shown that sediments and clams in the harbor 
are contaminated with polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). 
NOAA found lesions and PAH accumulation in liver tissue in English 
sole collected during trawls of the harbor, as well as impacts on ovarian 
development, indicating possible impacts on future populations. In 1985, 
the Bremerton-Kitsap County Health Department issued a health 
advisory against eating shellfish from Eagle Harbor. 

The Wyckoff wood treatment facility and Eagle Harbor were pro
posed as a Superfund site in 1987. The U.S. EPA has since contracted 
CH2M Hill to conduct an Rl/FS on the harbor. As part of its focus, 
the study has attempted to answer a number of questions including the 
following: 

• What are the ecological impacts of sediment contamination in Eagle 
Harbor? 

• How large is the impacted area? 
• Where has the contamination originated from? 
• What are the major routes by which the contamination is moving 

around within the harbor? 

ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT 
General Ecological Characteristics 

Eagle Harbor is inhabited by at least 18 species of fish. The harbor 
provides nursery and adult habitat for a variety of invertebrate species. 
Important fish and invertebrates include rockfish, cod lingcod, cancrid 
crabs and pandalid shrimp. Several shellfish species are also present 
in the intertidal areas of the harbor. 

Most of the subtidal area in Eagle Harbor has sediment that is com
posed of sandy silt to silty sand. Previous investigations of Eagle Har
bor have shown elevated abundances of polychaeta-a pollution-sensitive 
group. The active biological zone in Eagle Harbor sediments is consi
dered to be the upper 10 to 20 cm. 

Like the subtidal fauna, the nature of the intertidal fauna is deter
mined in part by substrate (mud, sand or cobble). Intertidal communi
ties within Eagle Harbor and the surrounding area have not been 

extensively evaluated. The absence or near absence of macro
invertebrates has been noticed in the immediate vicinity of oily seeps 
around the Wyckoff facilityio 

Ecological Study Methods and Results 

Previous NOAA research has focused on identifying a variety of 
environmental effects in the harbor. The ecological effects portion of 
this study focused on identifying those portions of the harbor that were 
most likely to be producing those effects. The approach taken was 
modeled after the triad method for evaluating environmental effects4

• 

This approach involves evaluating three components of sediment 
quality-chemistry, toxicity and benthic effects. The toxicity of the sedi
ments is determined through bioassay tests in contaminated and reference 
areas. Benthic impacts are determined by evaluating the abundances 
of major groups of benthic animals compared with those values found 
in reference areas. In this approach to impact analyses, an area is con
sidered impacted if one or more of the biologic tests shows a signifi
cant effect. 

To evaluate sediment toxicity amphipod and oyster larvae bioassays 
were performed at 45 stations in Eagle Harbor as well as 10 reference 
stations. Statistical comparisons were then performed between Eagle 
Harbor stations and reference stations to determine whether a statis
tically significant effect was observed in the Eagle harbor station. 

One factor that has complicated the statistical comparison of stations 
is the high mortalities that were found at some of the reference stations. 
An evaluation of the data indicates that a likely reason for higher 
mortality at a reference station is the higher level of silt content. Higher 
mortality occurred only at reference stations with sediment containing 
30% or more silt/clay (primarily silt). 

Each station from Eagle Harbor was compared individually with a 
group of reference stations with similar silt content using a pairwise 
"t test." There were three possible positive end-points for the bioassays: 
(1) mortality of amphipods, (2) mortality of oyster larvae and (3) ab
normality of oyster larvae. Ten stations in Eagle Harbor had mortali
ties of amphipods that were significantly higher than their respective 
reference stations (Fig. 2 - PAH concentrations are shown in Fig. 3). 
Eleven stations had mortalities of oyster larvae that were significantly 
greater than reference, while nine stations showed significant levels of 
live oyster larvae abnormality. All three bioassay responses were sig
nificant at four stations. 

A benthic assessment was performed using counts of total crustacea, 
mollusca, polychaeta and amphipoda, as well as presence or absence 
of Phoxocephalid amphipoda. In Puget Sound, degraded areas generally 
are characterized by a high proportion of polychaeta and mollusca, a 
low proportion of crustacea and a general absence of certain amphi
pod families such as Phoxocephalids. However, benthic assessments 
are also confounded by the high station to station variability within 
impacted or non-impacted areas. Causal connections are also compli
cated by the variety of factors (biological competition, sediment charac
teristics and physical disturbances) that can impact community structure. 

At the stations sampled in Eagle Harbor, polychaeta and mollusca 
comprised more that 75 % of the fauna at 15 of the 42 stations sampled 
(Fig. 4). The percentage of benthic fauna that were crustacea was less 
than 25 % at most stations in Eagle Harbor. Statistical analyses were 
also performed in comparing benthic results with sediment physical 
characteristics and contaminant levels. Polychaeta were found to corre
late positively and significantly with HPAH and TPAH concentrations. 

One additional affect was noted as part of the ecological assessment. 
During the collection intertidal shellfish samples to evaluate PAH levels, 
an absence of shellfish was seen in areas where intertidal seeps oc
curred on the shoreline around the Wyckoff facility, and on the north 
shore near the ferry maintenance facility and ship repair yard, similar 
to the observations noted by Word, et al. m 

FATE AND TRANSPORT MODELING 
Potential Sources 

Possible scenarios for contaminant transport to Eagle Harbor include: 

• Atmospheric deposition 
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• Spills or dumps and subsequent redistribution by bottom currents 
• Intertidal and subtidal seeps from the Wyckoff facility 
• Longshore processes that would carry contaminated sediments from 

the Wyckoff facility 
• Seepage of creosote from pilings 

An ocean sediment transport model was used to identify possible as 
well as unlikely paths for contaminated sediments, identify possible 
areas of sediment deposition and erosion for both contaminated and 
uncontaminated sediments and provide semiquantitative estimates of 
rates for sediment transport and accumulation. 

Chemical Fingerprinting 
AH sediment chemistry results were evaluated in an effort to deter

mine whether PAH in a given sediment was due to fuel oil or creosote. 
All samples were analyzed for PAH concentration by an HPLC pro
cedure. Target compounds included the 16 PAH compounds on the 
Priority Pollutant list. Samples also were analyzed for nitrogen
containing aromatic compounds (NCAC) by GC followed by alakali
tipped flame ionization detection (AFID). Target NCAC compounds 
included: carbazole, quinoline, benzothiazole, benzonitrile, isoquino
line, indole, benzoquinoline, acridine and methylcarbazole. Confirma
tion of these analyses was performed on 25 % of the samples using 
GC/MS. The GC/MS analyses also allowed for source identification 
and tracing via analyses of tentatively identified compounds. 

PAHs constitute a variety of compounds that vary in their physical 
and chemical properties. PAH compounds are a major component of 
both creosote and fuel oil, which are the suspected sources of contami
nation in Eagle Harbor. Creosote, which may be approximately 90% 
PAHs, is a viscous liquid. Fuel oil typically contains 2 to 20% 1 
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One feature of PAH chemistry that complicates the task of separating 
past from present effects is that PAH mixrures in the enviromnent change 
over time. As lower molecular weight and more soluble components 
dissolve, vaporize or degrade, the remaining resistant components 
become relatively more abundant. 

The NCAC levels, relative amounts of paraffins and ratios of indi· 
vidual PAH compounds are useful indications of sources of contami· 
nation. Comparison of samples from Eagle Harbor with suspccted 
source materials indicates the presence of contaminants from creosoll: 
in the central harbor and on both the north and south shoreline. Other 
hydrocarbons are present in greater proportion along the north shore
line and at greater distance from the Wyckoff facility. Contamination 
near the Wyckoff facility closely resembles creosote or wood preser· 
vative wastewater and sludges. Figures 5 and 6 show this comparison 
for PAH ratios. The ratios for fuel oil and bunker oil are from Neff', 
the ratios for the "low napthalene" creosote are from Ingram2 and the 
creosote multi-component standard is from Nestler' 

Sediment Transport 

The model development involved the following elements: 

• A numerical model that computes the spatial and temporal distribu
tion of the velocity field from the known geometric and tidal boundary 
conditions 

• A numerical model that computes the velocity field generated in 
response to surface wind stress 

• A calculation technique that uses a number of model applications 
to predict alongshore transport 

• A computer model that predicts the velocity fields (and critical grain 
size for movement) generated by vessel propeller action 
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• A set of criteria that evaluates the potential for sediment erosion, 
transport and deposition 

Tidal circulation was simulated with a vertically integrated, two
dirnensional finite difference model; wind driven circulation was simu
lated with the same type of model. Vessel effects were assessed by using 
a far-field velocity prediction routine for propeller induced, jet-like 
flows. The overall circulation of the harbor was predicted by taking 
a linear superposition of the results of each of the above models. 

Oceanographic studies were performed to support this modeling 
effort. These include: 

• Bathymertric, hydrographic and water level measurements and data 
processing 

• Compilation and processing of existing wind data 
• Wave climate predictions 
• Current speed and direction measurements . 
• An evaluation of the potential for sediment movement and deposition 

Examination of velocities in the harbor, based on the model results, 
indicates that only a small interval of grain sizes will be subject to depo
sition. Very fine sand and course silt, if available, can be deposited 
throughout most of the harbor. Coarser material cannot be transported 
within the harbor, and finer material will not be deposited but will be 
flushed out by tidal currents. This phenomenon is shown schematically 
in Figure 7. 

Depositional areas in Eagle Harbor include deeper parts of the inner 
harbor, the shocll northwest of the Wyckoff facility and the immediate 
vicinity of streams entering the harbor (Fig. 8). Sediment probably does 

not accumulate in the area of the PAH "hot spot" in the central harbor 
because of the lack of source of coarse grained materials that could 
be deposited there. Ferry propwash prevents deposition of the finer sedi
ment in the central harbor that has accumulated in other parts of the 
harbor. 

In summary, three distinct transport features appear to dominate the 
overall movement of sediment in the harbor: 

• The potential movement of material from Rockaway Beach to the 
north and into the harbor 

• Remobilization of bottom sediments by vessel propeller induced cur
rents (Fig. 9) 

• Deposition of fine grained material in selected areas of the harbor 

Sedimentation rate studies using lead 210 data indicate deposition rates 
of LO to 1.7 mm/yr3 at three locations in the harbor. This result is 
based on cores dating back to approximately 200 to 300 yr. However, 
the sediment load from the watershed and shoreline sourt:es to the har
bor may have varied significantly from the long-term average in recent 
years due to land cover changes and land use practices in the watershed 
and the construction of shoreline protective structures. 

Although the lead 210 data may be expected to reflect past sedimen
tation rates, future rates are expected to be much smaller than in the 
past. T}'pically, 75 3 of the particulate load to Puget Sound is from river
line and shoreline sources. There is no reason to expect this deposition 
rate to be different for Eagle Harbor. An analysis of watershed processes 
and soil loss estimates, and the nearly total armoring of the shoreline 
of the harbor and adjacent Rockaway Beach, indicate that the major 
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sources of sediment have been effectively reduced or eliminated. Future 
sedimentation rates in the harbor will quite likely will be an order of 
magnitude less than in the past. 

PAH Fate and Transport 
The physical and chemical properties of PAH suggest that they are 

strongly absorbed to particulate surfaces. However, the relation between 
PAHs and particle size fraction is not clear-cut. Many organics are 
strongly associated with fine fractions. However, PAH compounds in 
Washington coastal sediment often have been associated with larger, 
low density particles. 

Groundwater transport of PAH compounds in creosote and fuel oil 
is also complex. As these products migrate through the saturated zone, 
PAH compounds can occur in three phases: floating, soluble and sinking. 
Seeps of floating product have been observed from the shoreline 
surrounding the Wyckoff facility. 

Transport of PAHs in Eagle Harbor probably involves three primary 
mechanisms: (1) absorption to sediment particles and transport or depo
sition of those particles; (2) solution and transport in water; and 
(3) separate flow of nonaqueous phase liquid. Results of sediment trans
port modeling suggest that removal or movement of PAH absorbed to 
sediment is likely to be slow. Rates of solution and transport in the water 
column cannot be predicted from existing data, but are likely to be very 
slow, especially for HPAH. 

Figure 8 

Movement of NAPL may affect distribution and redistribution within 
the harbor, but is not likely to be a loss mechanism except for floating 
NAPL. Flow of NAPL is a continuing source of PAH via intertidal 
seeps and is a possible continuing source to subtidal sediments, either 

Areas of Potential Deposition for Fine-Grained Sediment as 
Predicted by Transport Model 
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through near-surface or subsurface flow. 
Processes that effect the persistence of PAH in the biological zone 

of sediments in the harbor are biodegradation, photo-oxidation and 
volatiliz.ation. LPAHs generally are more likely to be dispersed from 
discharge areas by solution in water and volatilization to the atmosphere. 
HPAHs are lost by biodegradation and photo-oxidation, but are gener
ally very persistent in aquatic sediments. Of these processes, only bio
degradation is considered to have an impact on PAH persistence. 

Another process that can have a significant impact on PAH values 
in the biological zone is natural recovery or burial. Based on the sedi
ment transport assessment presented earlier, it appears that PAHs 
associated with bottom sediments: (I) will not be transported out of 
the harbor and will not be rapidly dispersed within the harbor and (2) 
will not be rapidly buried by clean sediment. In addition, reduced 
sedimentation may enhance concentrations of PAH arriving from the 
watershed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Available data do not permit us to determine whether the PAH present 
in percent amounts in the central harbor are there as a result of past 
discharges or spills are as a result of possible continuing discharges 
of DNAPL. Some suspension or resuspension of PAH-contaminated 
sediment may occur in areas affected by ferry propeller wash, but trans
port away from the areas of higher level contamination may be inhibited 
by the low bottom velocities and the grain size of the affected sedi
ment. Separate phase flow of DNAPL contaminants may occur over 
short distances in areas of the harbor where hydraulic gradients are 
present. Additional studies are being planned to evaluate the potential 
for DNAPL transport to the harbor. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The remediation of contaminated groundwater at hazardous waste 
sites often involves alternatives for its extraction, treatment and dis
posal. One alternative that may be considered is discharge of contami
nated groundwater to a municipal wastewater collection system for 
conveyance to a publicly owned treatment works (POTW). This paper 
presents observations made during extended use of a city's municipal 
wastewater collection system and POfW for discharge of trichloro
ethylene (TCE)-contaminated groundwater during aquifer and pilot 
testing for an NPL site in Missouri. 
~ part of the Remedial Investigation (RI) conducted at the site, aquifer 

testmg was planned for a deep bedrock aquifer to evaluate its hydrogeo
Iogic properties'. The deep bedrock aquifer was one of three area 
aquifers, and only it produced an adequate quantity of water for a 
drinking supply. It presently serves as the city's municipal water supply. 
T.he city's wastewater collection system and POfW were proposed for 
disposal of groundwater from the aquifer tests. 
l~ormati~n for this paper was gathered from three studies; a study 

which exammed the feasibility of using the existing sewer system and 
POTW for discharge, the RI and the FS2 • Data from these studies 
were organized in two phases for this paper: (1) an evaluation of the 
capacities and background contaminant levels of the existing sewer 
system and POfW; and (2) an extended pilot testing program which 
monitored TCE removal by air strippers, levels of TCE discharged to 
the sewer from the air strippers and from an off-site well, and TCE 
levels of the POfW influent and effluent . 
. To effectively and economically implement a remedial action for the 

site, numerous site hydrologic characteristics were investigated during 
the RI, including the extent of influence of recovery well pumping. To 
characterize this information, aquifer tests were conducted at selected 
on-s~te monitoring wells and abandoned Municipal Well No. 1 located 
off-site. The aquifer tests consisted of pumping the wells at various rates 
and measuring the water levels in surrounding wells to define the cone 
of depression associated with potential operation of the recovery 
well. 3. 

The proposed method for disposal of TCE contaminated groundwater 
gene~~ted during aquifer and pilot testing was discharge to the city's 
muruc1pal sewer system and treatment at the POfW. This method was 
agreed to by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) 
and the city, subject to pretreatment limits to be discussed later. The 
following goals and objectives were developed to answer questions 
ass~iated with the use of the municipal sewer system and POfW for 
possible extended disposal during remedial actions. 

• Evaluate the capability of the POfW to remove TCE contamination 
• Establish the POfW's National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 

System (~PDES) permit limitations or requirements 

• Determine the flow capacity of the sewer system 
• Determine existing TCE concentrations in the collection system flow 

path from near the site to the POfW 
• Determine if TCE volatilization or dilution were occurring in the 

collection system 
• Document the effectiveness of air strippers in removing TCE during 

aquifer testing and conformance to pretreatment requirements 
• Evaluate any health risks associated with TCE vapors in the collec

tion system or emissions from the POfW 

SITE INFORMATION 

The city is located in Missouri and has a population of approximately 
6,000 people. Figure 1 shows the location of the site in the city. A former 
industrial and manufacturing site, it had been leased and operated by 
a number of business concerns through the years. The site consists of 
a 21,000 ft2 lot enclosed within a 6-foot high chain-link fence. A 
former plant building, constructed before 1902, stood on the site. In 
1979, the northern portion of the building was destroyed by fire. The 
fire-damaged portion of the structure was demolished and the debris 
was pushed into the basement under that portion of the building. 

o • _ _.,ioo==="•oo'--__;;;;JOOO foec 

Figure 1 
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In June, 1982, MDNR and the U.S. EPA selected the city's municipal 
water supply wells for random sampling and analysis for volatile or
ganic compounds as pan of U.S. EPA's National Synthetic Organic 
Chemicals Survey. The locations of the municipal wells are shown in 
Figure I. TCE was detected at 15 mg/L in samples collected from 
Municipal Well No. I. This value was below Missouri's health-based 
criterion which, at that time, was Z7 mg/L. Additional samples from 
all three city wells were collected in March, 1983. A TCE level of 10 
mg/L was detected in Municipal Well No. 1 while none (at a detection 
limit of 10 mg/L) was detected in Municipal Wells No. 2 and 3. 

During the subsequent RI, volatile organic compounds, primarily 
TCE, were detected in on-site subsurface soils and groundwater of the 
three separate aquifer systems: the unconsolidated materials/fractured 
shallow bedrock system, unfractured shallow bedrock system and deep 
bedrock system. The unfractured shallow bedrock system is a minor 
aquifer. The deep bedrock system is a major aquifer capable of yields 
as high as 2,000 gpm. All of the city's municipal supply wells are localed 
in the deep bedrock aquifer. TCE contamination detected in the deep 
bedrock wells varied, depending on the location of the well in relation 
to the contaminant plume. TCE concentrations ranged from non
detectable for most off-site wells. up to 200 mg/L for Municipal Well I. 
and up to 18,000 mg/L for on-site wells. Aquifer tests and pilot tests 
were proposed for the deep bedrock wells to determine their hydro
geologic properties for development of remedial pumping strategies. 

BACKGROUND CONDmONS 

Based on historic data, it was anticipated that the aquifer testing and 
pilot testing \Wuld generate up to 200 gpm of potentially TCE
contaminated groundwater. Therefore, it was necessary to ensure that 
the groundwater generated during these activities be properly controlled. 
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treated and discharged in a manner which met all RCRA, state and 
local requirements. Because of the need for a readily available means 
of discharge, the city's wastewater collection system and POfW were 
proposed for discharge of the groundwater from aquifer testing. Before 
initiating discharge to the sewer, the feasibility of conveying test flows 
through the sewer system as well as the potential effects on the POrW 
and its anticipated performance were evaluated. The existence of any 
background levels of contaminants in both the sewer system and POrW 
also was established. 

Sewer System 

An evaluation of the s.cwer system was performed to determine if'OCE
contaminated groundwater could be discharged to the system. The 
objectives of the evaluation were to determine the following: 

• The presence of TCE in the sewer system 
• The ability of the sewer system to convey the additional flows 
Once the pl'C5Cnce of TCE contamination in the sewer system was 
established, other objectives were added. 

• Determine if volatilization or dilution of TCE from the wastewarer 
was causing a reduction of TCE levels in the system 

• Determine the possible effects of discharging untrealed or treated 
TCE-contaminated groundwater to the sewer system, such as TCE 
vapor build up, creation of health hazards to sewer maintenance 
\Wrkers. or development of explosive atmospheres 

Sewer System Description 

A layout of the sewer system, sewer flow direction and year of sewer 
construction are shown on Figure 2. Aows discharged from the site 
would be conveyed to the POrW through both gravity sewers and forte 
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Figure 2 
faisting Sewer System 
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mains. From the site, wastewater flows in 8- and 10-in. vitrified clay 
pipe (VCP) sewers, constructed in the mid-1950s, and continues in a 
15-in. reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) to the lift station, both constructed 
in the 1980s. From the lift station the flow is conveyed in a force main 
to 18- and 21-in. diameter gravity sewers leading to the POfW. 

The condition of the sewer system had been evaluated during an earlier 
infiltration/inflow (I/I) study4. The III study found the existing sewers 
flowing at less than half capacity during normal conditions, but 
surcharging during rainfall events. Infiltration/inflow was found to be 
excessive in the older sewer sections. The sewers near the site were 
found to surcharge during rainfall events. The III study recommended 
that a sewer system evaluation survey (SSES) be conducted to further 
evaluate the condition of the sewer system. The SSES included a physical 
survey, television inspection and smoke testing of selected portions of 
the system. The television inspection revealed that the condition of lines 
near the site varied. As would be anticipated for VCP sewer lines con
structed in the mid-1950s, many leaking joints and root intrusions were 
observed. A sewer system rehabilitation program was conducted in 1984 
to reduce III sources. 

Sewer System Background Sampling 

In December 1986, and January, 1987, the MDNR collected water 
samples in Southwestern Bell Telephone manholes near the site and 
found trichloroethylene (TCE) and other volatile organics. The detec
tion of these chemicals suggested the introduction of contaminated shal
low groundwater into the sewer system. Wastewater was sampled from 
selected manholes and analyzed for priority pollutant volatile organics 
to establish background conditions. In addition, wastewater flow was 
measured when the samples were collected using a calibrated V-notch 
weir. The sampling was conducted on three occasions: June, 1987; July, 
1987; and May, 1988. Sampling point locations and TCE concentra
tions are shown in Figure 3. 
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The wastewater in manholes on the gravity sewer leading away from 
the site contained TCE in various concentrations. In general, the TCE 
concentrations decreased with distance from the site, as would be 
expected, because of dilution by incoming wastewater from downstream 
branches. 

The decrease in TCE concentrations away from the site raised two 
questions. Was the decrease caused by dilution or volatilization in the 
turbulent wastewater flow? If significant volatilization was occurring, 
could vapor build up to levels which might present a health hazard to 
sewer maintenance workers? To determine whether dilution or volatili
zation was causing the decrease in TCE levels, instantaneous flow 
measurements taken during the June, 1987 sampling period were 
examined. TCE concentrations, flow rates and TCE mass loads for three 
manholes where flow was measured are listed in Table I. The manhole 
numbers correspond to those on Figure 3. 

Thble 1 
TCE Concentrations and Flow Rates in Sewers 

(June 1987 Sampling) 

Manhole No. 19. 
(ppb) 

Flow 
(gpm) 

5 

9 

10 

230 

17 

16 

12 

98 

101 

TCE Maes 
(pounds/day) 

0.033 

0.020 

0.019 

The decrease in TCE mass loading in downstream manholes indi
cated that volatilization may occur within the sewer system. However, 
the concentration of volatile organic vapors was measured before entering 
the manholes but organic vapors were not detected above background 
levels. 
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Figure 3 
Sewer System Sample Points and TCE Concentrations 
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Sewer System Evaluation 

The flow capacities of the newer sections of the sewer system were 
calculated from construction drawings. Flow capacities of the older 
sewer sections, for which no construction drawings were available, were 
established by a field survey to obtain pipe diameters and inven eleva
tions. The sewers had adequate capacity to simultaneously carry peak 
domestic wastewater flows and aquifer test flows. However, the sewers 
are known to surcharge during heavy rainfalls, which would prevent 
discharge of aquifer test flows during these periods. 

POTW 
The POfW was evaluated to determine if TCE-contaminated ground

water could be discharged to it. The objectives of the evaluation were 
to determine the following: 
• The presence of TCE in the POfW influent, effluent or sludge 
• The ability of the POfW to remove TCE from groundwater 
• The capacity of the POfW to handle the additional flows 
• Any adverse impacts the TCE might have on plant operations or 

performance 

POTW Description 

As shown on Figure 4, the POfW is an activated sludge plant using 
brush rotor aerators and mixed media filters. The design average flow 
was 926,880 gal/day or 644 gpm, and the hydraulic capacity was 7.34 
mg~ (5.fJ!O gpm). The plant is governed by a MDNR NPDES permit 
which stipulates monthly average limits of 10 mg/L for biochemical 
oxygen demand (BOD) and 15 mg/L for suspended solids (SS). The 
permit stipulates a monthly average TCE discharge limit of 2 mg/L, 
to be measured once every 6 mo. 

Raw wastewater enters the POfW through a manually cleaned bar 
~reen and is pumped by two enclosed 54-in. screw pumps. The flow 
IS m~ured. by a Parshall flume before it enters a multiple channel 
aeration basm. Aeration and mixing in the basin are accomplished by 
brush surface aerators. Next the flow enters two 55-ft diameter clari
fiers. The clarifier effluent flows to filters equipped with an automatic 
traveling bridge backwashing mechanism. Filtered effluent passes 
through a chlorine contact basin and is discharged to a reaeration 
structure. 

POTW Background Sampling 

A background sampling program was conducted al the P<JfW to determine 
TCE concentrations in the plan! influenl, effluenl, and sludge. The sample num
bers and locations are shown in Figure 4. Samples were collected on June 11 
and 12, and o~ July _14, ~987; the results are summarized in lllble 2. During 
the June sampling penod, influent and effluent samples were collected al different 
times of the day to determine diurnal variations in TCE concentrations. 

Table 2 
POTW Influent, Emuent and Sludge Samples 

Saaple 61161.lll~ 

llllllW. ~ llUa ill ill ill ill .l..ll 
(ppb) <ppb) <ppbl (ppb) (ppb) 

TPl In.fluent 6/11/87 3 .1 3. 9 7 .o ND ND 

TP3 Effluent 6/11/87 ND ND ND ND ND 

TP2 Influent 6/12/87 9.1 ND!6l 36.0 •. 6 ND 

TP2A Influent 6/12/87 10.0 2.2 38.0 '. 0 ND 

TP4 lffluept 6/12/87 ND ND ND HD ND 

TP5 Sludge 6/12/87 llD 2 7. 000 ND ND ND 

TPl Influent 7/U/17 ND 15.0 ND ND ND 

TP3 Effluent 7/14/87 llD ND ND ND ND 

TP3A Effluent 7/14/87 ND ND 11.0 ND 4.' 

TP5 Sludge 7/U/87 ND • ,800 6.1 ND ND 

Notei Concentration• below the detection 11.m.it of 2 ppb are indicated by ND. 

( l l - Trichloroothyleno 

(2) Toluene 

( 3) - Chlorofonn 

( 4) tran1-J., 2-D.tchloroethene 

(5) - 1,1,1-Trichlorootlume 
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The background TCE concentrations in the plant influent ranged from 
non-detectable to 10 mg/L. TCE concentrations in the plant effluent 
were below detection limits. There were no detectable TCE concentra
tions in the plant sludge samples; however, toluene was detected at a 
concentration up to '17JXX) ppb. 

TCE was detected in the POTW influent but it was below detectable 
levels in the POTW effluent. The POTW apparently could reduce 
influent TCE at the concentrations received during sampling to less 
than the 2.0-mg/L discharge limit. From this evidence the ability of 
the POTW to treat higher levels of TCE could not be determined. h 
also appears that at the influent TCE levels found during sampling, theit 
is no TCE carryover to the sludge. 

Evaluation of POTW Treatment Potential 

The potential of the POTW to remove the TCE that exceeded back
ground levels and to meet the 2 mg/L discharge limit was evaluated. 
A literature search was conducted to review the biological treatment 
of TCE from contaminated groundwater. POTWs have reported signifi
cant removals of volatile organic carbon (\IOC) by various treatment 
processes'·". These reponed removals include secondary treatment 
processes such as activ.tted sludge plants using surfuce aeration, ditfusa1 
air and pure oxygen; trick.ling filters; aerated lagoons; rotating biologi
cal contactors; air strippers; and advanced wastewater treatment systems 
which incorporate teniary treatment, such as mixed media filtration. 

The principal mechanisms involved in TCE removal at air activated 
sludge plants are air stripping, adsorption on the microbial growth and 
biodegradation. Volatilization by air stripping was reported to be the 
primary mechanism involved in removal of TCE in activated sludge 
plants. TCE can be volatiliz.ed into the atmosphere in the plant collec
tion system. wet wells, grit chambers. aeration basins and post-aeration 
devices (weirs). TCE removal efficiency values in activated sludge 
processes reponed in a U.S. EPA study0 ranged between 68 and 901 
and were up to '11% when followed by tertiary treatment such as effluent 
filtration. The wide range of removal efficiencies underscores the fact 
that removal estimation requires plant-by-plant evaluation. The remoYal 
capacities of individual plants are found to be strongly influenced by 
physical configuration. 

The POfW average design flow was 926,800 gpd (0. 93 mgd), 
however, it was determined that the POTW could handle a flow of 
l.46 mgd at the design per capita organic and solids loadings. The 
~ has a hydraulic capacity of 7.34 mgd and the capacity of the 
clar:ifiers, a~ normal design loading rates, is 2. 9 mgd. A<YM from aquifer 
testmg, which have no organic or solids loadings, were not expecllld 
to affect plant performance or its ability to meet NPDES requirements. 

EXTENDED AQUIFER TESfS - RESULTS 

Based on the background samples gathered from the sewer system, 
the ~ ~ other information, MDNR, the pretreatment authority 
for the cny s POrW, recommended the following discharge limits for 
the sewer system and the POTW which were adopted by the city: 

Honitorina Point 

Sewer Di1charge 
POT'W Influent 
POT'W Effluent 

* 

Table 3 
Pretreatment Discharge Limits 

Allowable 
ICE Concentration LJait 

(ppb) 

200 
io. 
2 

Eetabliehed by the POTW NPD!S permit. 

The city agreed to allow discharge of fluids into the sewer system 
and t!te POfW. The agreement allowed up to 200 gpm of groundwater 
meetmg the established limits to be discharged. 

Groundwater was discharged to the sewers from l\\Q sources, untreated 
gro~ndwater from Municipal Well No. I and treated groundwater from 
onsne wells. Groundwater from Municipal Well No. l was generated 
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POTW and Sample Locations 

during long-term aquifer testing. TCE concentrations in groundwater 
from Municipal Well No. 1, located approximately 500 ft south of the 
site, were below the 200 mg/L limit; therefore, no treatment was 
required. Discharge of groundwater from Municipal Well No. 1 to the 
sewer commenced in August, 1987, and was periodic through January, 
1988 and then essentially continuous from January, 1988 through 
January, 1989. The concentration of TCE during this period is shown 
in Table 4. Until March, 1988, samples from Municipal Well No. 1 
were taken at least once per day. After that date, the frequency was 
changed to once every 2 wk with the city's approval since the TCE lev
els in Municipal Well No. 1 were shown to be consistent. 

Groundwater which was generated from on-site wells during the 
remedial investigation contained TCE concentrations significantly higher 
than the 200 mg/L sewer discharge limit. Two air strippers, with a flow 
capacity of 150 gpm and operating in series, were constructed to reduce 
groundwater TCE concentrations to acceptable levels. The air strippers 
were operated intermittently for two periods: in September and October, 
1987; and January through March, 1988. TCE concentrations in the air 
stripper Tower 1 influent, Tower 1 effluent/Tower 2 influent, and Tower 
2 effluent/sewer discharge, including the total TCE removals, are shown 
in Table 5. The frequency of collecting samples from the Air Stripper 
No. 2 effluent/sewer discharge was one or more times per day. 

Concurrently with the discharge of groundwater to the sewers, the 
Parw influent and effluent TCE concentrations were monitored. 
Parw sampling began in June, 1987 and continued until January, 1989. 

The POTW influent and effluent TCE levels are listed in Table 6. The 
frequency of collecting POTW influent and effluent samples was once 
per day until March, 1988, when the frequency was changed to once 
every 2 wk. The City approved the request to decrease the frequency 
for this sampling also because the TCE concentrations were shown to 
be consistent. 

Figure 5 shows the relationship between TCE concentrations in the 
discharges from Municipal Well No. 1 and Air Stripper No. 2 to the 
sewer and the corresponding POTW influent and effluent TCE con
centrations. Based on expected sewer flow quantities, the travel time 
from the discharge point of Municipal Well No. 1 or Air Stripper No. 
2 to the POTW would be approximately 2 hr. Based on measured flow 
rates, the average hydraulic retention time at the POTW during the 
pumping was approximately 40 hr. 

Air samples were taken from the sewers and at the POTW during 
air stripper operation on Feb 3 and June 16, 1988 to determine the 
presence and/or concentration of voes in the air. The chemicals present 
were qualitatively identified using a portable gas chromatograph. Results 
of the samples are shown on Table 7. The sewer air samples were taken 
at Manhole MH-6, as identified on Figure 3, and the POTW air samples 
were taken downwind of the aeration basin channels. 

EXTENDED AQUIFER TESTS-DISCUSSION 

During extended pumping of Municipal Well No. 1, the groundwater 
TCE concentrations became stabilized in the range of 40 to 80 mg/L, 
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Table 4 
TCE Concentrations in Groundwater From Municipal Well No. 

TCE TCE 
SAMPLE CONCENTRATION SAMPLE CONCENTRATION 

DATE (PPB) DATE (PPB) 

08/10/87 32 01/01/88 76 

08/10/87 44 02104/88 20 
09/02187 180 02127188 27 

09/02187 110 03/01/88 43 

09/03/87 200 04/15188 57 

09/03/87 106 05/15/88 52 

09/03/87 117 06102188 48 

09/03/87 87 06/15188 40 

09/03/87 140 07/15188 43 

09/03/87 150 06/01/88 48 

09/03/87 89 08115188 46 

09/03/87 99 09/01188 27 

09/12187 150 09/15188 51 
10/24187 93 10/14/88 52 
10/25/87 100 11101/88 53 
10/26/87 88 11/15/88 58 
10/27/87 110 12101189 69 
10/28/87 99 12115188 57 
10/29/87 78 01/01/89 29 
10/29/87 67 
11/04/87 80 
11104/87 78 
11/05/87 64 
11/06/87 76 
11/07/87 127 
11/08187 83 
11/08/87 86 
11/09/87 80 
12115187 40 
12116/87 57 
12117/87 55 
12118/87 71 

Table 5 
Air Stripper lnnuent and Effluent TCE Concentrations 

TOWER 1 TOWER 1 EFFLUENT TOWER 2 EFFLUENT TOTAL 
DATE INFLUENT TOWER 2 INFLUENT SEWER DISCHARGE TCE 

TCE (PPB) TCE (PPB) TCE !PPB! REMOVAL !%1 

09/21187 6800 280 33 99 95 
09/21187 1800 76 21 98.83 
09/21/87 260 11 80 96.92 
09/24/87 830 160 11 98 67 
09/24/87 780 140 - -
09/24/87 6700 570 58 99 91 
10/16/87 360 NO 28 99 22 
11/03/87 - 110 26 ---
12/10/87 99 33 5 7 9<I 24 
01/18/88 3800 430 4 7 99 88 -- ---
01/19/88 3200 440 5 7 99 82 --.,_.____ 
01120188 4400 370 60 99 86 
01/21/88 4800 250 60 99 88 
01/22/88 4000 320 59 99 85 
01/23/88 3700 230 53 99 86 
01/24/88 3300 300 46 99.86 
01/25/88 4900 240 4 6 99.91 
01126188 3200 470 63 99 80 
01/27/88 3600 240 3.8 99 89 
01/30/88 2100 46 NO 99 90 
02/03/88 2500 - - -
06/18/88 4200 110 4 2 99 90 
12123/88 3800 150 62 99 84 
12/23/88 3900 160 6.4 99.84 
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Table 6 
POTW Innuent and Emuent Concentrations 

SAMPLE lr"f~LUC.I l1 Cl "LUC" 

DATE {PPB) (PPB) 
~ onrLvcm crrLVl:nl 

DATE (PP8) (PPB) 

7 I 17 187 NO NO 11 I 5 187 15 NO 
7 I 17 187 NO NO 11 I 8 187 27 HO 
7 I 18 /87 2.7 NO 11 I 7 187 27 HO 
7 I 19 /87 4.4 NO 11 I 8 187 28 NO 
7 I 29 167 NO NO 11 I 8 187 27 4 

7 I 30 167 NO NO 11 I 9 187 13 NO 
7 I 31 167 2.3 NO 11 I 10 187 14 ND 
8 I 1 187 2.8 NO 12 I 5 187 13 ND 
8 I 2 187 14 NO 12 I 16 187 20 NO 
8 I 5 187 48 NO 12 I 17 187 15 NO 
8 I 8 187 NO NO 12 I 18 187 11 NO 
8 I 10 187 NO NO 1 I 1 188 15 NO 
8 I 10 187 2.5 NO 1 I 18 188 81 ND 

8 I 12 187 NO NO 1 I 19 188 24 NO 
8 I 20 187 7 NO I I 20 188 28 HO 

8 I 20 187 10 NO 1 I 21 188 28 ND 
8 I 21 /87 3. NO I I I 22 188 15 6.1 

8 I 22 187 2. 7 NO I I 1/23188 21 ND 
8 I 23 187 33 NO I ; 1 I 24 188 18 ND 
8 I 2• 187 2 NO I 1 I 25 188 a.J ND 
8 I '6 187 NO NO I I I I 26 188 18 2.2 

8 I •7 187 8.J NO 1/27188 19 18 
8 I •9 187 78 NO I 1/30188 9-5 NO 

8 I Jl 187 4 2 NO 2122188 7.8 NO 
9 I 1 187 2 NO 2127188 ,. NO 
9 I 2 187 NO NO I 3 I 1 188 22 ND 
9 I J 187 81 NO I J I 15 1811 15 ND 

9 I 12 187 18 NO J I 21 188 18 NO 

9 I 17 187 NO NO I 4 I 1 188 8-6 NO 
9 I 17 187 86 NO : ' I 15 118 89 ND 
9 I 18 187 44 NO 5 I 1 188 5.3 NO 
9 I 18 187 •• NO 5 I 15 1811 6.4 ND 
9 I 24 187 8• NO 8 I 2 188 13 ND 
9 I 25 187 2.8 NO 6 I 15 188 6.8 NO 
9 I 28 187 5.5 NO ! 7 I 1 188 9-2 ND 
9 I 29 187 2. 7 NO i 7 I 15 188 NO NO 
9 I 30 187 3 NO 8 I 1 188 •.7 ND 

10 I 1 187 NO NO 8 I 15 188 6 ND 
10 I 2 187 NO NO i 9 I I 188 2 ND 

10 I 16 187 NO NO 9 I 15 188 3.8 ND 
10 I 2• 167 24 NO I 10 I 1 188 7.3 NO 
10 I 25 /87 29 NO 10 I 15 188 7.4 ND 
10 I 26 187 28 NO I 11 I 1 188 NO ND 

10 I 27 187 19 NO 11 I 15 188 7.5 NO 
10 I 28 187 18 NO I 12 I 1 188 11 NO 
10 I 29 187 15 NO I 12 I 15 188 9.5 NO 
11 I J 187 2. 1 NO 1 I 1 189 9.7 ND 
11 I • 187 12 NO 

Table 7 
Constituents Detected In Air Samples 

HaMol! l@-6 
Yolttile Orunict 

(ppb) 

Benz.en• 
Methylene Chloride 
Te t rachloroath1n1 
l, l, 1-Tr ichloroethane 
Tr ichloroethene 

HD (25) HD 
5000 NA 

HD 00) HD 
NA HD 
ND ( 25) 

(1.0) 290 NII (1.0) 

11000 KA 
0.0) 720 NII (S.Ol 
(100) NA NII (100) 

1. 0 770 i.o 
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Figure 5 
Ice Concentrations for Discharges from Municipal Well No. 1, 

Air Stripper No. 2, and PafW Influent and Effluent 

below the 200 mg/L discharge limit. Flow quantities from this well 
ranged from 50 to 75 gpm which did not exceed the flow capacity the 
sewer system at any time. 

The two air strippers operating in series effectively reduced TCE con
centrations in on-site wells below the 200 mg/L discharge limit. During 
September, 1987, a period of intermittent air stripper operation, the total 
TCE removal was greater than 94 % . During January, 1988, a period 
of continuous air stripper operation, the average total TCE removal was 
99.8 % or more, and TCE concentrations in the water discharged to the 
sewer system were consistently below 10 mg/L. Flow quantities from 
the air strippers ranged from 50 to 100 gpm which did not exceed the 
sewer system flow capacity at any time. 

Flows from Municipal Well No. 1 were not discharged to the sewer 
during the January 1988 operation of the air strippers. However, it is 
anticipated that even with a combined discharge from Municipal Well 
No. 1 and the air strippers, the sewer capacity would not be exceeded 
at any time except possibly during heavy rainfall events. During heavy 
rains, groundwater pumping could be temporarily halted to prevent 
surcharging the sewers. 

Background TCE concentrations in the POfW influent ranged from 
nondetectable to 10 mg/L. During the period from August, 1987 to 
January, 1989, when groundwater from Municipal Well No. 1 and treated 
groundwater from the air strippers were discharged to the sewer system, 
TCE concentrations in the POfW influent ranged from non-detectable 
to 29 mg/L. Ninety-five samples were collected during this period and 
the number and the percentage of samples which exceed selected TCE 
concentration ranges are shown in Table 8. 

Tuble 8 
Influent rarw Flows 

TCE 
Concentration Number of Cumulative 

Range Samples Percent Percent 
(ppb) (%) ( % ) 

21 30 12 13 100 
11 - 20 22 23 87 
ND 10 61 64 64 
Total 95 100 

Sixty-four percent of the samples did not exceed the highest TCE 
background level of 10 mg/L and 87 % were below 20 mg/L. Only 36 % 
of the samples exceeded the background levels. Peak TCE concentra
tions in the POfW influent appeared to increase slightly during 
discharge from either Municipal Well No. 1 or the air strippers. 

Background TCE concentrations in the POfW effluent were consis
tently below the detection level of2.0 mg/L, which is the NPDES dis
charge limit for TCE measured once every 6 mo. During the period 
when groundwater from Municipal Well No. 1 and treated groundwater 
from the air strippers were being discharged to the sewers, 95 POfW 
effluent samples were taken. In general, the Parw effectively removed 
TCE to below detection limits. Four effluent samples did exceed the 
detection limit of 2.0 mg/L. The TCE concentrations in these four 
samples were 2.2, 3.8, 4.0 and 6.1 mg/L. Possible reasons why these 
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samples exceeded detection limits were examined. 
Three of the POfW effluent samples above 2 mg/L were obtained 

between Jan 18 and Jan 30, while the air strippers were being operated. 
Groundwater from Municipal Well No. 1 was not being discharged to 
the sewers at the time. During this period, POfW influent TCE con
centrations ranged from 8.1 to 28 mg/L. However, air stripper effluent 
TCE concentrations ranged from non-detectable to 6.3 mg/L. In 
Figure 5, it can be seen that air stripper effluent TCE levels at the time 
were below PCYfW influent TCE levels, which suggests that other 
sources of TCE may exist in the sewer system. 

Air samples taken downwind of the PCYfW aeration basin contained 
TCE concentrations at or below detection limits which indicated that 
this basin was not a significant source of volatile emissions. TCE and 
other volatiles were detected in the one sewer manhole sampled. The 
concentrations of these volatiles were below the time-weighted average 
for normal workday exposure of 50 ppm established by the American 
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The sewer system and the PCYfW were evaluated for potential con
veyance and treatment of TCE-contaminated groundwater generated 
during remedial activities at the site. Wastewater in the sewer system 
was found to contain TCE at concentrations which decreased with 
distance from the site. This decrease could not be attributed directly 
to either dilution or volatilization. Air measurements did not indicate 
any volatile chemicals in sewer manholes above background levels. 

The sewers had extra capacity to convey remedial flows along with 
normal wastewater flows, except for periods of heavy rainfall. The 
PCYfW influent was found to contain TCE in concentrations ranging 
from non-detectable to 10 mg/L, and the PCYfW effluent TCE concen
trations were below the detection limit of 2 mg/L. The PCYfW had 
adequate hydraulic capacity available to treat the increased flows. 

The City agreed to allow the discharge of groundwater to the sewer 
system and the PCYfW provided the fluids met the pretreatment limits 
established by MDNR. TCE concentrations in groundwater from 
Municipal Well No. 1 became stabiliz.ed between 40 to 80 mg/L during 
extended pumping. These concentrations were below the 200 mg/L 
discharge level and thus did not require treatment. During continuous 
operation, the air strippers reduced groundwater TCE concentrations 
from onsite wells by an average of 99.8 % . Air stripper effluent TCE 
concentrations normally were below 10 mg/L. 
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Peale TCE concentrations in the POTW influent appeared to increase 
slightly during discharge from either Municipal Well No. 1 or the air 
strippers. However, the TCE concentrations in 64% of the POrW 
influent samples were below the background TCE level of 10 mg/L. 
The highest TCE concentration detected in the POTW influent was 
29 mg/L. The PCYfW effluent TCE concentrations usually were below 
the detection limit of 2 mg/L. Only in four of the 95 samples did effluent 
TCE levels exceed the 2 mg/L detection limit concentration. 

TCE levels in air were measured downgradient of the POfW aeration 
basins. During discharge from Municipal ~11 No. I or the air stripper 
operation, TCE concentrations were at or below detection limits and 
the aeration basins did not appear to be a significant source of volatile 
emissions. TCE levels also were measured at one sewer manhole during 
discharge from the air strippers. TCE was detected in the manhole air; 
however at a concentration less than the level established by ACGIH 
for normal work day exposure. 
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ABSTRACT 
The rate of migration and the concentration of hazardous chemicals 

in ground water is a major factor in determining potential extent of 
migration, in performing risk assessment and in designing remedial 
actions. To assess the rate of migration and concentration of chemicals 
in ground water requires a thorough understanding of the geochemical 
behavior of the hazardous chemicals in soil water systems. Organic 
chemicals can undergo a variety of reactions in the subsurface including 
hydrolysis, oxidation/reduction, volatilization, adsorption, and biodegra
dation. The importance of each of these processes in effecting the fate 
and transport of chemicals depends upon the site conditions and the 
specific chemical compounds of concern. Generally, adsorption and 
biodegradation are the major reactions effecting chemical transport in 
ground water. 

Adsorption can be evaluated and predicted using eight methods. These 
include: 

• Use of empirical field data 
• Methods based on K 
• Methods based on wi'ter solubility 
• Methods based on molecular structure 
• Methods based on surface area 
• Laboratory methods 
• Field column devices and injection tests 
• Methods based on plume location 

Several of these methods require orlly minimal site data that can be 
easily obtained. As many of the methods as possible should be used 
depending on data availability and on the purposes of the prediction. 
For example, laboratory studies may be necessary when a quantitative 
prediction of desorption is needed to design a treatment plant in terms 
of concentration and design life. In all cases, the prediction should be 
compared to actual site data. 

Of the processes which control mineralization of organic compounds 
in the subsurfuce, biodegradation is the most important mechanism in 
transforming short chain halogenated compounds in an anoxic environ
ment, and in breaking one8 and two8ring compounds under aerobic con
ditions. The reaction rates of these processes have been defined for both 
laboratory and field conditions and are usually modeled using the power 
rate law or the hyperbolic rate law. 

Modeling contaminant transport in the subsurface relies on a large 
body of site specific data including that required to represent adsorp
tion, biodegradation and dispersion of the compound of interest. 
Examples discussed include the lateral migration of trichloroethene and 
benzene in ground water, percolation of tetrachloroethene through the 
unsaturated zone, and volatilization of trichloroethene from the ground 
water surface followed by adsorption in the overlying soil profile. Where 
appropriate, adsorption and biodegradation are included in each 
simulation. 
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ABSTRACT 

A geostatistical block model of plume geometry provides a sci of 
powerful decision-making tools for enforcement and remedial design 
at sites of environmental contamination. These three-dimensional block 
models are most effective when geologic, hydrogeologic and historic 
information are incorporated into the modeling of these complex sites. 

The geostatistical modeling was part of an overall program to define 
zones of contamination and aid in a design of remedial measures for 
the industrial park. Data collected from various hydrogeological 
investigations during the last 30 yr were examined to create boundary 
conditions for the geostatistical evaluation. These data included 
MDNR · and PRP sponsored investigations for the contamination 
problems that began to surface in 1978. 

The MDNR investigation produced 795 vertical data points over a 
period of three mo. These data were subjected to quality control 
measures and then explored for patterns that might relate to the under
lying contaminant hydrogeology. A representative and geologically 
realistic block model was built with geostatistical techniques. The final 
block model was verified by funher field sampling. Thorough 
exploration of the sample data and an understanding of the geologic 
setting yielded conservative, defensible kriged estimates of contami
nation that were used as an enforcement tool. The results of the geo
statistics provided insight into source location and further data needs. 

INTRODUCTION 

The city of Cadillac is located in nonhwestem lower Michigan in 
Wexford county (Fig. I). The Cadillac Industrial Park is in the north
west comer of the city. Various facilities within the industrial park have 
been under inveMigation since the first private wells were found to be 
contaminated in 1978. During the ~ubsequent JO yr. eight sources of 
groundwater contamination have been discovereJ within an area of just 
over 0.5 mia a. The contamination and the proximity of the municipal 
water supply have won the industrial park two spoh on the 
CERCLA/SARA NPL a' well as funding from the Michigan Environ
mental Response Act (Act 3(17, 1982). 

In 1986, out of concern for the water supply. the Michigan Depart
ment of Natural Resources began a progmm to define known and sus
pected plumes of contamination. The major pollutant in the park is 
trichloroethene. A chromium plume has been defined at a separate NPL 
site. Over 180 wells have been drilled in an area of approximately 0.5 
mi' by contractors employed by the MDNR, the PRPs. 

Vertical sampling in 88 of the well borings enabled the MDNR to 
collect data with 795 discrete three-dimensional chemical analyses with 
which to analyze the contaminant distribution. Using the screened auger 
method 1

, vertical samples were taken between 30 and 180 ft below the 
surface. Six contaminant plumes have been defined, one of which, the 
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Figure I 
Wexford Counl). Ml 

East Plume. directly threatened the city well field. 
These data were used to construct a three-dimensional. geostatistical 

model of the plume geometry for enforcement and remedial design. 
This study focused on the East Plume area. The East Plume data 
included 280 vertical samples from Y7 wells. 

The samples were analyzed in the field with a Photovac lOAIO porta
ble gas chromatograph. Sample results were reported in total volatile 
organic carbon (VOC). Contract laboratory result\ showed trich
loroethene to be !fl to 100~ of the voe field-reported concentration. 
Taylor and Serafini' showed the field results to be well correlated (r 
= 0.83. n = 48 dt) with the laboratory results. Their work demon
strates that the use of field screening data is applicable for the pur
poses of this project. 

SITE GEOLOGY 

Cadillac is situated on a basin of glacial origin (Fig. 2). It is loca~ 
at the southern end of the Cadillac outwash plain. This outwash plam 



is hemmed in to the east and south by the Valporaiso Moraine and to 
the north and west by the Lake Border moraine. This condition caused 
intermittent ponding in the south and east of the outwash plain during 
the Lake Border stand. The stratigraphy in Cadillac consists of out
wash sands alternating with lacustrine clays. The sediments consist of 
alternating clays and well sorted outwash sands. Four outwash layers 
were described in the 290 ft maximum depth of exploration. The un
saturated zone is 30 ft thick. The two uppermost clays pinch out in 
the southeast half of the industrial park, resulting in the three upper 
outwash layers becoming one in the northeast half. The deep clay ap
pears to be a regional till. 

~ Lake Border Moraine D out Woeh ~::::::::l Locustrlne Sand le Grovel 

~ Valporolso Moraine @&iii Water (:·:·:·:·:·:·3 Port Huron Moraine 

Figure 2 
Glacial Geology of Wexford County 

The lake clays exist as "bowls within bowls," having been formed 
by the infilling of the Cadillac basin. Sands filled the basin during peak 
glacial melting. The clays were then deposited into successively smaller 
lakes during times of low melt or inefficient drainage. Lakes Mitchell 
and Cadillac (Fig. 2) are remnants of this process. Five discrete lake 
clays have been observed in well logs from the Cadillac area, two of 
which extend into the industrial park. These two lake clays pinch out 
in the park on a N30W strike (Fig. 3). The shallow lake clay pinches 
out at an elevation of 1265 ft (MSL) and dips to the SSW at a gradient 
of0.02 (Fig. 4). The deep lake clay pinches out at an elevation of 1140 
ft and dips to the SSW at a gradient of 0.01. The ground surface eleva
tion averages approximately 1295 ft. The bottom of the basin is a regional 
till clay at an average elevation of 1070 ft. The till lies above an older 
outwash sand layer that extends to at least an elevation of 945 ft. 
Bedrock elevation is approximately 545 ft. 

The presence of sloping clay layers that pinch out in the middle of 
the study area makes a complex situation. The bulk of the East Plume 
data lay beyond the shallow clay but above the area of the lower lake clay. 

HYDROGEOWGY 
The presence of two confining clay layers that both pinch out in the 

industrial park make a complex hydrogeologic system, as well. Where 
both clays exist, there are three aquifers above the regional till (Fig. 4). 
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Cadillac Industrial Park 

Glacial Stratigraphy 
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North of where the clays pinch out, there is only aquifer. The city well 
field is screened in an older outwash aquifer below the regional till. 
Hence, depending on location, there are from two to four aquifers to 
be considered. The groundwater in the uppermost aquifer flows north 
to n~rtheast above the upper clay. T~e regional flow in all other aqui
fers IS toward the northwest. There IS a downward vertical gradient in 
all aquifers. Therefore, three directions of groundwater flow have to 
be considered. 
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The shallow aquifer is a water table aquifer above the shallow lake 
clay. There are 30 ft of unsaturated sand above this aquifer. The satu
rated thickness ranges between 5 and 10 ft where the clay pinches out, 
to 60 ft at the south end of the industrial park. Groundwater flow in 
this aquifer is toward the nearest edge of the clay. In the industrial park, 
this causes the flow to vary from north 10 northeast (Fig. 5). There 
is a downward vertical gradient in this and all other aquifers studied 
for this project. The decrease in saturated thickness downgradient causes 
an increased flow gradient to the north. The gradient increases from 
0.0019 to 0.0029. With no change in hydraulic conductivity, this 65 % 
increase in gradient does not compensate for the 600 % loss of saturated 
thickness. It is obvious that there must be leakage through the shallow 
clay. Lakes Mitchell and Cadillac are the recharge areas for the shallow 
aquifer. 
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Figure 5 
Groundwater Aow Directions in the Upper, Intenncdiate, and Lower Aquifers 

The intermediate and lower aquifers lie below the shallow and lower 
lake clays, respectively (Fig. 4). Both aquifers flow towa.rd the north
west. Their recharge area is the high country of the Valporaiso Moraine 
to the east (Fig. 2). The saturated thickness of the intermediate aquifer 
is approximately 130 ft. The gradient remains constant at 0.001. The 
lower aquifer is approximately 40 ft in saturated thickness. Its horizontal 
gradient is 0.001. Vertical gradients in these aquifers are also down
ward. The groundwater discharge area is the Manistee River, 18 miles 
to the northeast at an elevation of 810 ft (Fig. 2). 

With the absence of the lake clays in the northeast portion of the in
dustrial park (Fig. 4), all three of the above mentioned aquifers merge 
into one. Consider that there are 12 in. of recharge per year to the water 
table from precipitation. There is no change in aquifer thickness, 
hydraulic gradient or hydraulic conductivity in the northeast part of 
the study area. These observations alone lead to the conclusion that 
there is leakage through the till clay into the deep aquifer. 

The city's wells are screened in the deep outwash aquifer below the 
regional till (Fig. 4). This aquifer is at least 110 ft thick; the bottom 
confining layer has not been reached by any well. The well field 
produces an average of2.2 mgd with a capacity of 10.5 mgd from seven 
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wells. Groundwater flow is toWard the well field as all monitoring weUa 
screened there were within the pumping zone of influence. Hydraulic 
conductivity for all of the aquifers is in excess of 5 x 10-1-3 ft/sec. 
A pump test performed on the city well field concluded that leakage 
through the till contributed a significant portion of the well field pum. 
page. As much as 5 % of the pumpage is coming through the till where 
it is overlain by contaminated portions of the upper aquifers (Fig. 6). 
When this situation came to light, it was deemed an emergency. Im
mediate steps were taken to further define the vertical and horizontal 
extent of contamination for remedial design. 
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Figure 6 
Location of VC:X:: Plwnes 

The geostatistical study, therefore, had to consider the geological and 
hydrogeological parameters outlined above. That is, three directiom 
of groundwater flow, movement through and around the confining layers 
and leakage within the influence of an active well field. 

EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS 
The East Plume data were thoroughly examined prior to the geo

statistical estimation. Eitploratory data analysis techniques were used 
to identify patterns in the sample data. These patterns were compared 
to the current hydrogeologic visualization of site conditions. Exploring 
the data provides both a quality check on the data and a reality check 
on the modeling process itself. Insight gained during this step can be 
rapidly incorporated into the geostatistical block model to produce 
superior estimates. 

The data were first eitplored as a single collection of measurements. 
A quantile plot was used to provide a picture of the distribution of the 
data. A plot of the ordered sample values against their reported WC 
concentrations, the quantile plot highlights several patterns and 
groupings (Fig. 7). Roughly a third of the observed samples were below 
detection level or traces. These coded values are plotted in the tower 
left hand comer of Figure 7. Such values serve to bound the lcriged 
estimates in the final three-dimensional block values. 

The other three groupings (l to 4 ,UL, 5 to 10000 ,JL. and > 10000 
µ/L) may represent factors involved with the introduction and traDS· 
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Figure 7 

Quantile Plot of log 10 VOC Values 

port of the contaminants. These factors include intermittent dumping, 
rainfall passing through contaminated soils, the descent of dense non
aqueous phase liquids (DNAPL) through the aquifer, hydrogeology and 
glacial stratigraphy. Each of these "post-source" sources can produce 
a different distribution signature in the aquifer. 

The two extreme values found at the upper left of the quantile plot 
represent two outliers, (observations that seem to lie too far from the 
majority)2•3• An order of magnitude greater than the other samples, 
these concentrations were measured in the same boring. Their impact 
on the spatial continuity between samples was investigated during the 
varicography phase of the process. 

Vertical aspects of the East Plume data also were examined during 
this stage of the process. Samples values were collected and displayed 
using their elevation. Values above 1 mg/L were grouped according 
to their vertical location within the three-dimensional block model. The 
model consists of multiple levels. Each level is 10 ft thick. Levels are 
numbered from the top of the model down. Level 1 starts at the ground 
surface. 

The box plot display of the log
10 

VOC samples by levels showed an 
informative pattern; a cyclic pattern in median values (Fig. 8). The 
median is the horizontal line within each box. Two local highs are clear 
in this display with local maximums occurring in levels 8 and 14. This 
pattern may indicate a vertical clumping of high VOCs within the East 
Plume study area. VOC behavior can be explored further by examining 
how the length of the box changes by level (same figure number). The 
spread of the bulk of the data, the central 50 % , is shown by the length 
of the box. Note how spread varies with depth. The middle levels exhibit 
much less spread in their raw data values than the upper and lower levels. 
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Figure 8 
Box and Whisker Plot of East Plume Block Model by Level 

The short box length of levels 10 and 11 also presents evidence that 
two of the sample values, the two extreme values mentioned above, may 

be out of the ordinary for these levels. These two, represented as squares 
in the display, fall outside of the bulk of the data for their levels. The 
box plot was also used in the interpretation of the varicography. 

VARICOGRAPHY 

The next step of the geostatistical decision-making process is to quan
tify the spatial relationships that exist between sample pairs. This quan
tification process is done with the variogram, a basic tool of geostatistics. 
The variogram provides key information for the actual estimation 
process, kriging. 

By successively using each sample as a datum, the sample variance 
for all predetermined intersample distance categories is calculated. Then 
the distance (x-axis) vs. variance (y-axis) plot, the variogram, is drawn. 
When the variance is calculated from data that fall within certain angular 
windows from the datum, quantitative changes in the trend with direc
tion can be determined. Figure 9 shows the ideal form of a spherical 
model variogram4

• The plot begins at the origin and rises until it 
reaches a maximum variance, the sill (C), where the variance remains 
constant for greater distances. The sill of the average variograrn will 
be equivalent to the total sample variance. The distance at which the 
sill is attained is the range. At distances greater than the range, the rela
tionship between samples no longer is influenced by distance. 
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Figure 9 
Idealized Spherical Model Variogram 

h 

If the plot has a Y-intercept greater than zero, that value is called 
the nugget (C

0
). If the modeled variogram does not pass through the 

origin, it is indicative of a high degree of variability over short dis
tances. This anomaly can be the result of laboratory error sampling 
error or the intrinsic microvariability of the environment itself. 

Being directional in nature, the variogram is also an excellent tool 
for investigating possible anisotropic conditions at the site. Several types 
of variograms were calculated to verify if different measuring scales 
showed consistent patterns. These were the general relative and indi
cator variograms. By looking at the East Plume data from several 
different viewpoints, consistency was built into the final block model 
estimates . 

The protocol for modeling the variograrns was to first calculate and 
model general relative variograms for different directions. Indicator 
variograms using a median cut were used to temper the general rela
tiv~ ranges. Indicator variograms use the "cut" value as the datum by 
which they compare all other values. Such indicator variograms are 
more resistant to extreme values and thus provide a second, conserva
tive estimate of the range. 

An average general relative variograrn which used all available data 
pairs was used to estimate the nugget (CJ and the structured variance 
(C1) (Fig. 10). Variograms were then calculated and modeled on the 
four cardinal direct_ions; azimuths 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees. Vario
grams were for azimuths 22.5, 67.5 and 157.5 to better investigate 
anisotropic conditions. 
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Figure IO 
General Relative Variogram for East Plume 

A huge general relative sill resulted. Quantile and box plot evidence 
gathered during the exploratory data analysis phase of the process 
indicated that the two largest voe values were quite different from the 
other Z78 sample values. Excluding these two values from the vario
gram calculations reduced the sill tenfold. The general relative vario
gram parameters used for the kriged block estimates were a nugget of 
0.5 (C0 = 0.5) and a structured variance of 6.9 (C

1 
= 6. 9). The 

modeled average variogram is given in Figure IO 
Modeled ranges demonstrated a 2:1 anisotropy present within the 

study area. The range rose for the East Plume shows a strong trend 
from the southeast to the northwest (Fig. 11). This is the predominant 
groundwater flow direction in this area of the Cadillac Industrial Park. 
This flow direction is in keeping with the hydrogeologic model of the 
geology. Only one horizontal flow direction is involved north of the 
shallow clay. 
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Downhole variograms were used to quantify the vertical spatial rela
tionship between sample pairs. A distinct double structure in the cross
sectional distribution of the VOC samples is shown in Figure 12. A 
range of 40 ft was modeled. A striking similarity to the box plot of 
VOC values by level (Fig. 8) can be seen. 

These two graphical data analysis displays were derived in very dif
ferent ways and are not directly comparable. However, their similarity 
contributes to the overall understanding of site conditions. As discussed 
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above, more than one factor is involved in the distribution of con
taminants in the aquifer, especially in the vertical distribution. It is more 
likely that this result may have to do with two source mechanisms as 
opposed to contaminant transport types. The aquifer is very uniform 
to about 130 ft and there do not appear to be any altered flow vecron 
here as exist in the southwest part of the industrial park. 'The modeled 
variogram resulis were incorporated into the three-dimensional block 
kriging estimates of voe concentrations. 

Direction: 0.0 
Window: 180.0 

General Relative Model 
a = 40.0 
Co = 0.5 JO Variance: 9.9 c = 7.4 

SSE "' 431.6 
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Figure 12 
General Relative Venical Variogram for East Plume 

KRIGED BLOCK MODEL 
Kriging is an interpolation technique for regionalized data. The tech

nique is a best linear unbiased estimator; best being that with the smallest 
variance. The process uses information from the surrounding sample 
locations and the autocorrelation structure of the data to estimate values 
at unsampled locations. Block kriging, the technique used on this 
project, estimates the average value over the entire block. Kriging is 
the only known estimation technique that calculates individual inter
polation errors for every estimated value. Kriging provides both an es
timate of the contaminant and the reliability of the estimate. This dual 
result of kriging provides an objective evaluation of the modeled con
taminant distribution and the adequacy of the data. 

The modeled horizontal and vertical general variogram information 
was incorporated into the kriging equations. The kriged estimates them
selves were produced using the program KRIGE3 (Geostat Systems 
International, Inc.). 

Based upon current project objectives and understanding of the geo
logic and hydrogeologic setting. the three-dimensional block model was 
defined. The conservative block dimensions selected provided the nettS· 

sary resolution needed for remediation design without going beyond 
the information inherent in the data. Block dimensions of 50 ft by 50 
ft in the horizontal and 10 ft in the vertical were used for the kriging 
estimates. There were 21 levels. Within this overall framework, 54.285 
estimates of me concentration could be made. Tu better model the 
site geology, blocks that were coincident with the three-dimensional 
extent of the any mapped clay layers were excluded from the cstima· 
lion process. 

The estimated locations of the zones of highest contamination were 
chosen for the screened intervals for three purge wells. Krigcd esti
mates were compared to the results of funher sampling done where 
the plume directly overlies the city well field. These results were con
sistently higher than the modeled estimates. This result shows the model 
to be conservative and more reliable from an enforcement standpoint. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Geostatistics, as in any modeling technique, is enhanced by being 
drawn into an overall model of the geologic conditions that exist at the 
site. Exploring the data under the existing constraints of the system aids 



in bringing out trends that might not otherwise be quantifiable. It also 
suppresses false trends that might appear as a result of using techniques 
that are not supported by the geologic model. This process, therefore, 
yields a more reliable variogram with which to construct the kriging 
estimation ellipse. The modeling methods used in this study gave con
servative, defensible, kriging estimates that were used as a tool for 
enforcement and remedial design. 
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INTRODUCTIO'.'i I • ·> J ~ • •' Jl"JO 

The Picatinny Arsenal is located in Morris County, New kN·~. 
approximately 4 mi northeast of Dover (Fig ll. The installation, officially 
known as the U.S. Anny Annament Research Development and 
Engineering Center. perfonns research on munitions and weapons. 
Recent investigations have found trichJoroelhylene (TCEJ and other vola
tile organic solvents in groundwater. The metal plating shop in 
Building 24 has been identified as a possible source of contamination. 
TCE and other solvents were used in decreasing operations at th1' metal 
shop. 

The contaminant plume was found in the water table (top) layer of 
a three-layer aquifer system with some evidence of minor amounts of 
contamination in lower layers. The objective of the study was to 'ite 
wells for a proposed remedial action plan that included the pumping 
of contaminated groundwater and treatment in an air ''ripping tower. 
One important question WdS whether the well' in the water table layer 
of the aquifer \y,t<:m would effectively control gradient\ in the lower 
aquifers and stop contamination that could be in the lower aquilc:r-. from 
migrating off-site. To am.-wer thi' question, a three-dimensional "'lute 
transport model was used. 

Groundwdtcr modeling j, a powerful tool that may be u,<:J to predict 
contaminant transport at hazardous WdSte ,ite\. Onl'- and lw•>
dimensional groundwater now and ~olutc transport models art• used 
to predic1 contaminant transport. There arc 'ituations, however. where 
a three-dimensional simulation capability i' nl'ct:\\ary Then: art: a 
number of weU-known groundwdtcr noo •111< .Jcl' with thrce-dimcn.,1(lnal 
capability, such as the USGS Modular Thrce-Dimrn,ional. Finite
Difference Ground-Water 1-l"v. Model (MODFLOWJ' and the 
Prickett-Lonnqu1'>t Aquifer Simulation Model (PLASM3D). but there 
are relatively few three-dimensional '"lute transport models. 
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A new three-dimensional 'olute transport model. RANDJD wa' 
developed a.\ pan of th1' project. The RANDJD model j, a '"lult: tr.m'
pol1 model utilizing the random-walk algorithm. A prcpniL·c,,nr code 
(PREMOD3D) was written to u'c the output of the MODl·LOW model 
as input and create files of velocity vector' for the RAND3D model. 
The RAND3D model runs intcrnctivcly on an IBM PC while di'playing l.ncal11ll1 of Picatinn~ Arsenal 
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the progress of the plume graphically. Figure 2 shows the conceptual 
relationship between the data and computer models used on this project. 
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Figure 2 
Conceptual Relationship Between Models and Data 

RAND3D MODEL 

The RAND3D program is a three-dimensional version of the random 
walk algorithm developed by Thomas Prickett, et al., at the Illinois 
Water Survey as an efficient algorithm for solving groundwater solute 
transport problems2

• The model originally was developed for two
dimensional solute transport. Thomas A. Prickett and Associates 
developed a three-dimensional version of the model, and further modifi
cations and improvements were made to the model as part of this project. 

The random-walk technique is based on the concept that dispersion 
in porous media is a random process. A particle, representing the mass 
of a specific chemical constituent contained in a defined volume of water, 
moves through an aquifer with two types of motion. One motion is with 
the mean flow (along streamlines determined by finite differences), and 
the other is random motion (governed by scaled probability curves 
related to flow length and the longitudinal and transverse dispersion 
coefficients). A sufficient number of particles are included in simula
tions so that their locations and density, as they move through a flow 
model, are adequate to describe the distribution of the dissolved con
stituent of interest. Each particle represents a fixed mass of solute. As 
more particles, with correspondingly smaller masses, are used in a given 
simulation, accuracy improves. 

One major feature of the RAND3D model is -its interactive opera
tion on an IBM PC or compatible microcomputer. After velocity files 
are prepared using PREMOD3D or some other suitable procedure, the 
user may use this program to simulate solute transport and watch the 
results on the monitor. The program operates from a menu. The user 
is prompted for all data inputs. A major feature of the model is the 
ability to display geographic features on the computer screen and su
perimpose the plume simulation. The user may zoom in on any area 
of the model to see a more detailed simulation. The geographic fea
tures are input by the user in any convenient right-handed (x-y) coor
dinate system in ft (such as a State Plane coordinate system). These 
features may then be displayed on the screen as background reference 
for the plume simulation. 

The RAND3D model includes the following features: 

• Calculation of horizontal advective transport based on a four point 
interpolation of the input velocity vectors 

• Calculation of vertical advective transport based on linear interpo
lation between the input vertical velocity vectors at the top and bottom 
of each layer 

• Calculation of dispersion using constant dispersivities: longitudinal, 
transverse and vertical 

• Calculation of first-order decay 
• Calculation of linear, reversible adsorption (retardation) 
• The ability to originate solute (particles) in the model as sequences 

of prisms, cylinders, or lines 
• Calculation of solute concentrations exiting the model at sinks (wells 

or gaining streams) 
• Mapping of solute concentration in user selected areas of the model, 

either plan view or cross-section concentration maps may be prepared 
• Output of gridded solute concentrations by layer for plotting 
• Interactive operation 
• On-screen display of plume (particle) movement in user selected area 
• On-screen display of user input geographic features at user selected 

scale as background for the plume display 
• Saving and viewing of screen slides 
• Saving and restart of model parameters at any time 
• Transient flow simulations may be simulated by inputting a series 

of velocity files 

The RAND3D model was designed for an IBM PC or compatible 
microcomputer with 640K, a numeric co-processor, a hard drive and 
a color monitor with a color graphics adapter. The program is written 
in Microsoft Quick Basic Version 3.0. Current limits in the program are: 

• Maximum input grid of 45 columns, 45 rows and three layers 
• Maximum number of particles is 10000 
• Maximum number of sinks (wells or gaining streams) is 99 
• Maximum number of special feature files is 20 

SITE GEOLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY 

The study area is located in the drainage basin of Green Pond Brook, 
a tributary to the Rockaway River. The Rockaway River flows into the 
Boonton Reservoir, a water-supply reservoir for Jersey City. Green Pond 
Brook runs through the middle of the Picatinny Arsenal. 

The Picatinny Arsenal is located in the Green Pond syncline, a struc
tural region within the New Jersey Highlands physiographic province. 
The New Jersey Highlands is comprised of a northeast-southwest system 
of folded and faulted Proterozoic to Devonian rocks that form a sequence 
of valleys and ridges. The Green Pond syncline is a narrow, northeast
trending, faulted syncline containing a thin section of P-aleozoic sedi
ments. Bedrock at the site consists of gneiss, quartzite, dolomite and 
conglomerate. The bedrock is overlain by approximately 200 ft of glacial 
deposits. The glacial deposits are stratified, consisting of sublacustrine 
sands and gravels, lake-bottom silts and deltaic sands and gravels3 • 

Groundwater flow at the site generally follows the topography; ground
water flows towards Green Pond Brook and down valley. Vertical 
gradients are downward except around Green Pond Brook where there 
is some upward movement of groundwater. 

FLOW MODEL CALIBRATION 

The USGS MODFLOW model was used to simulate the groundwater 
flow at the site. The groundwater flow system at the site was repre
sented as a three-layer model: the first layer was the water table aquifer 
in the permeable glacial sediments near the land surface; and the second 
layer was the confined glacial aquifer. The third layer was the frac
tured limestone and dolomite underlying the glacial sediments. A 35 
column by 43 row grid was defined as shown in Figure 3. The model 
was calibrated to the existing observation well data assuming steady
state conditions. Figure 4 shows the water table in the upper layer of 
the model generated from the calibrated model. Observation well water 
levels were compared to water levels predicted by the model. The average 
error across 41 wells was 0.12 ft and the root mean-square error was 
1.76 ft. 
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Figure 3 
Model Grid 

ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS 

Six different pumping schemes for remedial action were simulated using the 
three-dimensional solute transpon model, RAND3D. The firs1 alternative 
analyzed was lhe no action alternalive. The existing position of the plume was 
input to the model and the movemenl of the plume towards Green Pond Brook 
was simulated IOr 60 yr. After 5 yr, 60% of the contamination had entered Green 
Pond Brook. 

The first active remedial action scheme simulated wa~ a group of three col
lection wells, each pumping at 36 gpm. located to crea!C a hydraulic barrier 
between Building 24 and Green Pond Brook. These wells were input to the 
MODFLOW model, the new water table was simulated and a set of velocily 
files that reflect the transienl conditions in the aquifers wa' created for input 
to the RAND3D model. After 6 yr of pumping, 91 % of the TCE has been 
removed; 88% by the well~ and 6% by the stream. 

The third remedial action scenario simulated was the group of collection wells 
plus injection wells. Four injection wells were assumed to be placed on the 
upgradient site of Building 24 (the assumed source of the plume). Each collec
tor well was assumed to be pumped al a rale of 72 gpm, twice that used in the 
collector well scenario. Of the 216 gpm to be lreated, 200 gpm would be in
jected back into the water table aquifer. Letting some lreated water discharge 
to surface water insures that the system as a whole (total of pumping and injec
tion) causes a slight depression in the water table, so if the assumptions are 
incorrect, contamination will still remain in the area, rather than being pushed 
away fa~ter than it would without injection. Each injector well would recharge 
50 gpm. After 6 yr of pumping, 98% of the TCE has been removed; 94% by 
the collection wells and 4 % by entering Green Pond Brook. 
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The fourth al1ema11,c timulated "'as USil1! three collection wells and~ 
the treated water to Bear Swamp Brook, which is upgradienl of Building 24 
and the contamination plume. The assumption was that by increasing the Dow 
and depth of flow in Bear Swamp Brook, the recharge to the watier table aquitb
would increase. The resullS of this simulation indicate that this allerlllllM: is 
not significantly diffettm from the three collection wells with discharge of treated 
water to Green Pond Brook. Infiltration to Bear Swamp Brook was small. 

The fifth alternative -imulated was using four collector wells. The first three 
wells were at the !>lime positions as in the other pumping alternative simula
uuns (equally spaced row between Building 24 and~ ~nd Brook). A both 
well was placed adjacent to Green Pond Brook, where substantial concen111-
11ons of TCE had been measured in the water table aquifer. This fourth well 
was assumed to be pumped at a rate of 44 gpm fur I yr and then turned off. 
After 6 yr of pumping, 94% of the TCE has been removed; with 92'J by the 
wells and 2% by entering the stream. 

The sixth and final alternative simulated was variable pumping at the three 
collector wells. By pumping more from wells in the middle of the TCE plume 
and less from wells at the edges, it was hoped that the overall efficiency of the 
collection and lrcatment system would increase. Pumping more water flOm the 
wells at early times \\Uuld also capture more of the contamination that is between 
the collection wells and the stream. The collection well in the middle of the 
plume assumed to be pumped at a rate of 80 gpm fur the first year, 60 gpm 
for the second year and 54 gpm fur the third year. One well at the edge of the 
plume was assumed to be pumped at a rate of 18 gpm and the collection well 
on the other side of the plume was assumed to be pumped at a rate of 36 gpm. 
After six years of pumping. 95% of the TCE has been removed; 92~ by the 
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wells and 3 % by entering the stream. 
Figure 5 shows several of the screen graphic displays generated by the RAND3D 

program for the variable pumping scenario. The first column of results shows 
the a top view of the plume after 60 days of pumping, after 2 yr of pumping 
and after 12 yr of pumping. The second column of results shows the corresponding 
cross-sectional views of the aquifer system. 

Collection Wells with Variable Pumping 

A sensitivity analysis was perfonned on the model predictions. The 
parameters with the greatest amount of uncertainty that also had a sig
nificant impact on the simulation results were the retardation coeffi
cient (adsorption), the amount of TCE still leaching from the unsaturated 
wne to the water table aquifer over time and the amount of TCE ad
sorbed in the confining clay beds between aquifers. The sensitivity 
results indicate that the cleanup (pumping and treatment) could extend 
for more yr than predicted. With the maximum reasonable retardation 
coefficient, 90% cleanup would take approximately 15 yr. With a 
reasonable worst case scenario for TCE leaching into the water table 
aquifer from recharge, 90% cleanup would take more than 20 yr as 
TCE is continuously entering the aquifer. The collection of TCE that 
may be trapped in the confining layer takes even longer. Assuming that 
TCE is trapped in the confining layer near Building 24, after 50 yr 
of pumping and treatment, 50% of the TCE is still present in the aquifers 
and confining layers . 

CONCLUSIONS 

A practical model for simulating three-dimensional solute transport 
in groundwater on an IBM PC has been developed. This model uses 
the groundwater flow results of the MODFLOW model and simulates 
solute transport using the random-walk algorithm. The model operates 
interactively and generates graphic displays of plume movement as the 
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simulation takes place. 
The results of the modeling of the Building 24 TCE plume at 1he 

Picatinny Arsenal indicate that there is no clearly superior pumping 
design for cleaning up the contaminated groundwater and preventing 
TCE from reaching Green Pond Brook. All of the simulated scenarios 
that do not include recharge wells upgradient of Building 24 achieve 
similar long-term removal rates. Recharge wells would speed the remOV'.il 
ofTCE from the aquifer, but effective recharge wells may not be feasi
ble because of a shallow water table and the likelihood of injection well 
clogging. The pumping plans that remove groundwater from the aquifer 
rapidly collect more TCE from the water table aquifer faster. All the 
collection well scenarios simulated effectively formed a barrier 10 the 
movement of TCE towards Green Pond Brook. Placing collector wells 
closer to Green Pond Brook would effectively collect more of the TCE, 
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reduce the amount entering Green Pond Brook, but result in larger 
amounts of pumpage containing lower concentrations of TCE. 
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ABSTRACT 

At landfills or other waste disposal sites, the off-site impacts due to 
air toxics generated by intrusive activities are a principal concern. To 
assess these impacts, the multivariate statistical technique of canonical 
correlation has been applied to ambient air toxics sampling data col
lected during a remedial investigation of a landfill in the metropolitan 
area of Los Angeles, California. The goal of the analysis is to deter
mine whether a site activity produces significant ambient air toxics 
impacts in the area immediately downwind of the site. 

Canonical correlation analysis of the data collected at the downwind 
site reveals that the primary physical process occurring is dilution of 
contaminants by wind, with secondary slight increases in contaminant 
levels primarily due to boring activities. Although the canonical models 
are not strong enough for quantitative predictions for this data set, they 
do provide a realistic qualitative analysis of the physical situation. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents the results obtained from application of canonical 
correlation analysis to ambient air toxics sampling data collected down
wind of a landfill site during RI activities. Canonical correlation is a 
multivariate statistical technique that can be used to evaluate the rela
tionship between groups of variables, in this case, meteorological 
conditions, site activities and ambient air toxics levels. The technique 
is an extension of traditional multiple regression analysis, which seeks 
to relate a single variable to a group of other variables. 

Canonical correlation was chosen as an analytical tool because of 
its ability to provide information beyond the scope of traditional statistical 
comparison techniques, such as simple tests for equality of means or 
multiple correlation. The use of multivariate methods allows better 
resolution of the complex interactions between the atmosphere and the 
variety of air toxics compounds that may be present due to intrusive 
activities on a landfill site. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 
The site chosen for this study was an urban landfill located in the 

Los Angeles, California area. Historically, the site was used for dis
posal of general construction-type debris, but petroleum wastes and 
solvents also were potentially disposed of there. The site investigation 
was prompted by plans for new construction over the landfill site. 

The site is located at the intersection of two major thoroughfares, 
with the upwind sampling location near the intersection. The down
wind air sampling site was located beyond the northeast corner of the 
landfill area. The heavy automobile traffic around the site had a definite 
influence on the sampling results, particularly at the upwind site. 

DATA COLLECTION 
Ambient air samples were collected at the upwind and downwind 

locations during the 3-wk site investigation. Wind speed, direction and 
air temperature data were collected concurrently with the sampling. 
Due to the consistent land-sea breeze circulation pattern at the site, day
time winds were most frequently from the southwest. The wind rose 
for the site activity period is shown in Figure 1. The upwind and down
wind sampling locations were therefore the same for all samples and 
were chosen based on this wind pattern. 
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During the activity period, 31 high-volume air samples and 33 vola
tile organics samples were collected. The compounds detected included 
eight toxic volatile organic compounds (VOCs), copper, lead, zinc and 
asbestos. The following eight VOCs were detected in at least 75 % of 
the samples; 

• acetone 
• benzene 
• ethylbenzene 
• styrene 
• toluene 
• xylenes 
• tetrachloroethene 
• 1,1,1-trichloroethane 
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The VOCs were collected using passivated stainless steel canisters 
(U.S. EPA Method T0-14) and the metals were analyzed from high
volume air samples of particulate matter. Asbestos was detennined using 
low-volume personal pumps and filter cartridges. 

Site activity was parameterized as the durations of the two principal 
intrusive activities: boring (soil core samples) and drilling (ground
water monitoring wells). Activity durations were obtained from the site 
log books. 

In addition to the activity period data, background samples were col
lected on the 3 days immediately prior to the start of intrusive site ac
tivities. The mean contaminant levels in these three samples are used 
to establish a benchmark level to assist in interpreting the activity period 
results. 

SAMPLING RESULTS 

For the activity period, a complete range of descriptive statistics was 
calculated for the upwind and downwind locations. The statistics include 
the average. standard deviation, standard error. maximum. minimum. 
median and the 25th and 75th percentiles (lower and upper quartiles). 
These statistics were used to generate the box-and-whiskers plots 
presented in the next section, used for upwind vs. downwind 
comparisons. 

Mean concentrations of air toxics measured during the activity period 
are compared to mean background concentrations for all contaminants 
in Figure 2 for the solid contaminants and Figure 3 for the volatile 
organics. Concentrations of the solid contaminants were higher during 
the activity period than background means in all cases except for the 
downwind lead and upwind zinc levels. For the voes. all concentrations 
levels were higher than corresponding background levels. The concen
trations of acetone. styrene, toluene and xylenes during the activity 
period were markedly higher than their background levels at both 
locations. 
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UPWIND/DOWNWIND COMPARISONS 

Tu assess the amount of contamination introduced into the ambient 
air by site activities. a comparison of upwind and downwind means 
can be used, Normally, a I-test for equality of means v.ould be used 
in the comparison. However. the t-test assumes that both samples are 
normally distributed. This is not a reasonable assumption fur the air 
toxics data being considered, as they tend more toward a log-nonnal 
distribution. Rather than performing the log transform to .. fon:e" the 
data to become nom1aJ. a nonparametric comparison of medians was 
performed using the Wilcoxon two-sample test for independent SaJD

ples. None of the upwind/downwind pairs of medians were significantly 
different at the 10% level. 

The upwind/downwind sample sets also were compared using side
by-side box-and-whiskers plots. A box-and-whiskers plot (or simply a 
box plot) is designed to display the distribution of a sample and allow 
visual comparison of samples. The plot consists of a box bounded by 
the 25th and 15th percentiles (lower and upper quartiles) of the data 
set, with a bar between them indicating the 50th percentile (median). 
The "whiskers" extend from the quartile edges of the box to the maxi
mum and minimum values in lhe sample. ln addition to these standard 
features, a circle has been added at lhe sample mean, along with an 
error bar stretching one standard error unit above and below the mean. 
This addition allows visualimtion of lhe skew of the distribution and 
allows easy comparison of means in side-by-side plots. 

Interpretation of the plots is straightforward. A normally distributed 
sample would have a perfectly symmetric plot, wilh the mean and 
median collocated at the center of the box. Skewed samples have means 
above or below the median and disproportionate whiskers. 

Side-by-side box plots were used lo compare upwind and downwind 
sample sets. Figure 4 shows the dam for all of the solid contaminants 
and Figures 5 and 6 show the VOCs in two groups. The plots are 
generated from the descriptive statistics for the activity period only. 
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Box Plots for Activity Period: Solid Contaminants 

These figures effectively purtray the difficulty in determining whether 
the downwind contaminant levels are in any way distinctly greater than 
the upwind levels, using normal "yardsticks" such as means or medians. 
Using these methods of comparison would lead to the conclusion that 
site activities had no distinguishable impact on contaminant levels, with 
the apparent exception of acetone. However, the broad overlap of the 
box plots for acetone indicates that the two samples are not meaningfully 
different (a conclusion supported by the Wilcoxon test). 

DOWNWIND CANONICAL CORRELATION 

The primary goal of this analysis was to determine the potential 
impacts of site activity on nearby downwind (i.e., off-site) locations. 
Therefore, the remaining discussion in this paper is limited to the down
wind data collected during the activity period. 

The canonical correlation procedure was performed based on the 
correlation matrix for all contaminant variables. The northerly and 
easterly wind speed components were mean values covering the period 
from 0700-1700 L each day. The values of these variables for each day 
are tabulated on Table 1. Note that the vector wind components are 
directed to the north and to the east. Thus, a northeast wind would 
have both components negative, while a southwest wind would have 
both components positive. 

Canonical correlation extends the sample correlation concept from 
two single variables to two sets of variables. The two sets are analo
gous to the dependent and independent variables in traditional regres
sion analysis. The canonical correlation procedure finds the most highly 
correlated pairs oflinear combinations of the variables in each set. These 
linear combinations are known as canonical variable scores and the 
sample correlation between a pair of scores is the canonical correla-

Table 1 
Daily Mean Wind Components 

Day North East 
Cmph) (mph) 

1 2.74 0.68 
2 3.28 3.05 
3 3.30 0.33 
4 2.93 3.27 
5 2.33 3.75 
6 1. 39 2.41 
7 2.28 2.31 
8 1.02 5.62 
9 2.11 3.13 

10 1. 32 4.93 
11 0.66 4.73 
12 0.64 3.85 
13 1.48 4.33 

tion coefficient. The scores may be interpreted by examining the 
component variables6 sample correlations with the resultant score. 

Solid Contaminants 

A summary of the results of the downwind canonical correlation 
analysis for the solid contaminants is shown on Table 2. The first two 
pairs of canonical variates are significant at the 10% level. The corre
lations of the two pairs of scores with their component variables are 
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shown in Table 3. In Table 3 and in all subsequent tables including 
sample correlations, coefficients significant al the JO% level are flagged 
with a ( <) symbol. 

Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Table 2 
Summary of Canonical Correlation Results 

Downwind Solid Contaminants 

Canonical 
Correlation 

0.9715 
0.9027 
0.7421 
0.4159 

significance 
Level 

0.0069 
0.0951 
0.3274 
0.5145 

Based on the significant correlations, !he liN pair of variates rcflecb 
low copper levels occurring with soulhcrly winds. Considering all !he 
correlations, the general relationship expressed by the firs! pair of \Cores 
is lower contaminant levels and more southerly winds, which is con· 
sistent with site geography. A stronger easterly wind component is neces· 
sary to carry contaminants towards the downwind s11e. Therefore, the 
southerly component would contribute to transport away from the \1h: 

(dilution.) Therefore, the fiN set of canonical variates appears to 
represent the general reduction of contaminant levels at the downwind 
site by dilution. 

The second pair of variates reflech higher lead levels and longer 
boring periods, based on the significant correlations. In general, the 
relationship is between higher contaminant levels and longer boring 
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Table J 
Dow·nwind Cornf.ations or Canonical Variates 

\\Ith Component Variables 

Contaminant Scores 

Asbestos 
TSP 
Copper 
Lead 
Zinc 

First 
Pair 

-0.427 
-0.170 
-0.511< 
-0.199 

0.122 

Second 
Pair 

-0.048 
0.228 

-0.190 
0.669< 
0.467 

Wind/Activity Scores 

North 
East 
Boring 
Drilling 

First 
Pair 
0.704< 

-0.061 
-0.209 

0.383 

Second 
Pair 
0.248 

-0.427 
0.939< 

-0.150 

times. There is also a relatively high correlation in the activity/wind 
score with westerly winds. As previously discussed, westerly winds 
(high easterly cornponents) are primarily responsible for contaminant 
transport to the downwind site. Therefore. the second pair of variates 
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represents the general elevation of contaminant level at the downwind 
site during site activity with more westerly 7sea breeze8 flow regimes. 

The logical extension of this analysis would be to attempt to predict 
the quantitative effects of varying levels of site activity on contaminant 
levels. Constructing such a model would require establishing a solid 
relationship between the variables and the scores. Unfortunately, the 
correlations are too weak to be of predictive value. However, the 
canonical correlation analysis does indicate that elevated contaminant 
levels are qualitatively associated with increased boring activity. 

Volatile Organic Contaminants 

The canonical correlation analysis is summarized in Table 4, with 
one significant pair of variates indicated. The correlations in Table 5 
show no contaminants significantly correlated to the contaminant score. 
- this type of ambiguity occurs in canollicaf correfa.tion - analyses 
whenever there are strong correlations between many variables in either 
group. Such a high degree of correlation does exist amongst many pairs 

Thble 4 
Summary of Canonical Correlation Results Downwind Volatile 

Organic Contaminants 

Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Canonical 
Correlation 

1. 0000 
0.9934 
0.7811 
0.7272 

Significance 
Level 

0.0000 
0.1675 
0.8137 
0.6406 

Thble 5 
Downwind Correlations of Canonical Variates 

With Component Variables 

Contaminant Scores 

Acetone 
Benzene 
Ethylbenzene 
Styrene 

PCE 
Toluene 
TCA 
Xylenes 

First 
Pair 
0.196 

-0.218 
0.013 

-0.023 
0.018 

-0.082 
-0.287 

0.086 

Wind/Activity Scores 

North 
East 
Boring 
Drilling 

First 
Pair 
0.716< 

-0.640< 
-0.329 

0.159 
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of voes, principally due to the influence of nearby traffic emissions. 
The use of highly correlated predictor variables in linear regression 
produces an analogous effect. 

More definitive results might be possible if some of the highly 
correlated contaminant variables were eliminated. Such an elimination 
of variables would be arbitrary, based on available data and so was not 
attempted. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the interpretation of ambient air sampling data collected during 
field investigations at a landfill, "traditional" statistical comparisons 
(e.g., comparison of means) may fail to reveal meaningful relationships 
between site activity and resulting air contaminant levels. This shon
coming is due to the inability of single-variable statistics to account 
for the more subtle interactions often present in air toxics sampling. 
The use of a multivariate technique such as canonical correlation allows 
a more detailed examination of the interrelationships among sampling 
variables. 

When applied to a set of actual ambient air toxics data collected during 
activities at a landfill. comparisons of the upwind and downwind samples 
using box plots and Wilcoxon two-sample tests for equal medians did 
not reveal any significant increase in contaminant levels. This was due 
mainly to the wide variability inherent in the data. 
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Canonical correlation analysis of the solid contaminant levels and 
the activity/wind variables at the downwind site shows that: 

• There is primarily dispersion of contaminants across the nonnal sea
breeze wind direction (southwest) 

• Boring duration and elevated levels of metals are positively related 

These canonical relationships are not strong enough for quanti
tative use. 

Canonical correlation analysis of the VOC data at the downwind site 
are rendered indetenninant due to a high degree of inter-correlation 
among the volatile contaminants. These interrelationships arc due mainly 
to traffic on the thoroughfares bordering the site, which likely obscures 
any relationships between VOC levels and site activity. 

The overall conclusions of the canonical correlation analysis of 
ambient air toxics sampling dunng remedial investigations at this site 
may be summarized as foll<JM: 
• On-site activities resulted in slighlly elewred concentrations cl copper, 

lead and zinc in the ambient air downwind (nonheast) of the site 
• The increases in levels of these contaminants arc not statistically 

significant 
• No significant increases in toxic VOC levels were linked to site activity 

The use of canonical correlation to analyze results from other air 
sampling effon.s in suppon of RJ/FS operations proved useful in this 
case and may prove to be of even greater use in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Theresienfeld landfill, located 30 km south of Vienna, Austria, 
contains several thousand drums of waste solvent material mixed with 
municipal garbage. The landfill operated from 1972 to 1985. Since the 
early operating periods at the facility, waste solvents have leaked and 
leached into a highly productive aquifer of the region. As part of a feasi
bility study/design process for remediation of this landfill, a limited 
groundwater modeling effort was undertaken to provide a general under
standing of continual contaminant migration and a relative prediction 
of future solute transport under two scenarios: with remediation of the 
landfill materials and without remediation of these materials. 

This waste facility is situated in the southern portion of the Vienna 
Basin, which is a large, elongated, trough-shaped depression created 
by classic horst and graben tectonics. Basin sediments consist of Tertiary
age clay deposits overlain by 100 to 150 m of Quaternary gravel inter
mixed with thin silt and clay lenses. The unconfined aquifer within the 
gravel deposit is a principal future groundwater resource for Vienna. 
General hydraulic conductivity values for this aquifer are in the range 
of 10-2 to 10-3 m/sec. Groundwater flow velocities within the aquifer 
range from 6 to 20 m/day along the longitudinal axis of the graben 
structure. 

In the 1960s, gravel mining in this area was prominent. At this par
ticular location, mining operations resulted in a large pit with dimen
sions of 100 m wide by 750 m long by 20 m deep. Early in the 1970s, 
mining was no longer profitable, and this site was sold to a local entre
preneur who began using the pit as a landfill, but without the use of 
contaminant prevention techniques such as liners and leachate control. 

Leachate from the landfill has since seeped into the relatively fast
flowing Vienna Basin aquifer and resulted in organic contamination of 
several nearby downgradient monitoring, residential and industrial wells. 
Specific contaminants of the plume consist primarily of chlorinated 
hydrocarbons including trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene and 
1,1-dichloroethane at total concentrations of approximately 500 to 1000 
µIL immediately downgradient of the landfill. 

In addition to this landfill, there are several other contaminant sources 
that likely are impacting aquifer ground water quality. Highly indus
trialized cities such as Wiener Neustadt and Ternitz are situated upgra
dient of the landfill. In particular, industrial facilities such as old steel 
mills in these two cities likely have contributed to groundwater con
tamination in the main recharge area of the aquifer. 

Groundwater modeling consisted of evaluating average flow and solute 
transport conditions in the general basin area surrounding the landfill 
using the Analytical RANDOM-WALK Model. This model was used 
to assess two-dimensional flow conditions under a finite difference 
formulation, while integrating solute transport from particle-in-a-cell 
for convective effects and random-walk techniques for dispersion in a 

porous medium as a random process. This particular code was selected 
for this study because of limited time constraints, limited data base and 
the model's ability to simulate two-dimensional mass transport problems 
in homogeneous/isotropic aquifers under steady8state water table con
ditions. Thus, although the results of this study are at best qualitative, 
they do provide a general and relative indication of long-term impacts 
on the aquifer. 

In this modeling effort, flow parameters and contaminant loads were 
determined based on chronological assumptions and best available data 
in the general basin area with dimensions of 23 km by 46 km. Three 
general sources of contamination were incorporated in the model: the 
landfill as a point source, and two areas upgradient of the landfill as 
line sources to simulate existing and continual inflowing contaminated 
groundwater. These conditions were then calibrated to the most current 
data set to best simulate the actual contaminant plume extent in two 
dimensions as it currently exists. 

The calibrated modeling simulation showed clearly that remediation 
of the landfill source immensely improved groundwater quality of the 
aquifer. However, low level contamination slightly above Austrian 
drinking water standards would persist in much of the aquifer without 
remedial action on assumed upgradient sources in the cities of Wiener 
Neustadt and Ternitz. Without remediation of the landfill, the plume, 
as originally estimated, would become more concentrated with the 
various contaminants and would increase in extent to impact a much 
larger area of the groundwater resource. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Theresienfeld landfill is a large, uncontrolled hazardous waste 
facility located in a rural area about 30 km south of Vienna, Austria 
(Fig. 1). Environmental effects from this landfill resulted in national 
publicity and a government investigation of this and several other waste 
disposal facilities in the area. 
- The Theresienfeld site is situated in the Vienna Basin, one of the 
major present and potential future groundwater sources for Vienna. A 
few years ago, several communities installed drinking water produc
tion wells at a location downgradient of the landfill. To the dismay of 
these communities, the wells contained concentrations of chlorinated 
solvents ranging from 20 to 30 µg/L throughout the central axis of the 
Vienna Basin. 

As a re.suit of detectable contamination in the water production wells, 
the Austnan government began monitoring the basin aquifer and detected 
a widespread problem. The Theresienfeld landfill, as well as other con
taminant sources from Ternitz and Wiener Neustadt, industrial areas 
hydraulically upgrad~ent of T~eresienfeld, seemed to be contributing 
to the problem. Termtz and Wiener Neustadt have been heavily indus
trialized since before World War II. 
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The purpose of this modeling effort was to illustrate a simplified rela
tive impact on the aquifer of a total cleanup operation implemented 
at the landfill and to determine if the aquifer can recover to a useful 
condition if the contamination source is controlled. Generalized two
dimensional groundwater modeling results are presented under two 
scenarios that yield insight on potential future horizontal contaminant 
plume migration: (1) the landfill is left in its current condition, and 
(2) the existing contaminant source (landfill materials) is removed. 

In order to simulate the contaminant plume, sources of contamina
tion upgradient of Theresienfeld were simplified and taken into account. 
These sources generate the base load contamination of the upgradient 
groundwater, which is superimposed onto the load from the Theresien
feld landfill. 

For this study, only the horizontal plume migration was evaluated. 
Furthermore, this evaluation was performed utilizing the best availa
ble data, which are limited in amount. However, the results demon
strate that the groundwater system will recover slowly if the source is 
controlled. 

This two-dimensional model provided reliable results because the 
aquifer in this area is fairly homogeneous with increasing depth to the 
impermeable zone and vertical head differences likely are not signifi
cant. Because oflimited data and funds, a vertical contaminant predic
tion was not performed. 

BACKGROUND 
Mined-out pits evidently end up being used for deposition of waste 

materials all over the world. This was the case at Theresienfeld. 
Beginning in 1966, an extensive gravel mining facility existed at this 
location. Sometime in the late 1960s, the gravel production business 
experienced dwindling prices, and by 1970 many gravel producers in 
the area shut down operations. The excavation at Theresienfeld was 
one such operation and resulted in an elongated pit about 100 m wide 
by 750 m long by 20 m deep. 

In 1972, the owner leased the Theresienfeld gravel pit to a nearby 
paint and solvent manufacturing and recycling plant. The paint and 
solvent plant obtained a permit from local authorities to dispose of 
drummed waste materials in the pit. According to the permit, all 
drummed waste was to be deposited in layers, with 20 cm of fill material 
placed between each layer. However, the landfill operation was initiated 
without any contaminant migration prevention technology, such as im
permeable liners, leachate collection or gas control systems, or even 
·security. Later, the new operator also obtained permission to dispose 
of wastes from other industries in the pit. Within 1 yr after initiation 
of the landfill operation, inspection authorities observed pooled 
chemicals in various areas of the facility. The pools apparently were 
the result of haphazard drum disposal or the dumping of free liquid 
into the excavation. Improper disposal practices at the landfill continued, 
and numerous problems were documented. Over the remainder of the 
decade there were several chemical fires at the landfill. The operator 
began to accept waste materials such as paint and solvent residue sludges 
and shredded rubber, metal and manufactured items. Used oils were 
spread over the shredded materials, apparently under the assumption 
that they would serve as a sorbent. 

By 1980, the landfill had begun to accept household wastes. By this 
time, nearly half of the pit was full. In addition, approximately 200 
drums were illegally buried in trenches at the bottom of the unfilled 
half of the pit. Figure 2 is a map of the Theresienfeld area showing 
the filled and unfilled portions of the pit. 

HYDROGEOLOGY 
The Theresienfeld area is situated in the central portion of the trough

shaped depression known as the Vienna Basin (Fig. 3). In Austria, th_e 
basin is approximately 60 km long and in the Theresienfeld area appr~xi
mately 10 km wide. The basin extends in a north-northeast direction 
from Neundirchen to the Danube River near Vienna. The basin was 
formed by classic horst and graben tectonics. The associated structural 
movement has resulted in down-thrown Tertiary- and Quartemary-aged 
rock materials which make up the graben and upthrown Jurassic- and 
Tertiary-aged units along the basin6s flanks. Faulting has occurred deep 

in the Tertiary sediments within the basin, perpendicular to the graben 
structure. In the area of Theresienfeld, the result of this faulting 
phenomenon is a sub-basin known as the Mittendorfer Senke, which 
is one of four major sub-basins within the larger Vienna Basin. 

In general, the stratigraphy of the Vienna Basin consists of Quar
temary gravel deposits which overlie Tertiary clays, clay marls and con
glomerates. This gravel deposit was transported and deposited by the 
numerous rivers that drain into the basin from the surrounding upland 
terrain. The gravel formation is fairly homogeneous, with localized clay 
and sand lenses sporadically located throughout. In the Vienna Basin, 
the gravel varies in thickness from 3 m to 150 m. In the Mittendorfer 
Senke, the gravel is approximately 100 m thick. 

A thick Tertiary clay deposit exists below the gravel and extends 
throughout the entire Vienna Basin. This formation consists of a blue
gray clay intermixed locally with limestone fragments and layers of sand. 
Most of this clay is impermeable. The average clay thickness in the 
basin is believed to be approximately 300 m. The interface between 
the gravel and clay is very distinct, and the depth of this boundary is 
highly variable within the Vienna Basin. In the Theresienfeld area, the 
clay surface is estimated to range in depth from 25 m in the area south 
of Theresienfeld, to 100 m in the immediate vicinity of Theresienfeld, 
to 25 m in the area north of Theresienfeld. 

The unconfined, very permeable aquifer which resides in the gravel 
formation of the Vienna Basin is believed to be one of the best fresh 
water resources in Europe. The aquifer is recharged primarily by the 
Schmarzau and Piesting Rivers which flow out of the mountainous 
region located southeast and east of the Vienna Basin. These rivers, 
along with several others to the south, are also the main surface water 
features in the basin. All of the surface water eventually drains into 
the Danube River which transects the basin at the northwest end. 

The depth to the water table in the Theresienfeld area is approxi
mately 20 m below the surface. The regional groundwater flow direc
tion of this aquifer is generally north-northeast, parallel to the 
longitudinal axis of the basin. In the Theresienfeld area, the local 
groundwater flow direction is also northeasterly. Dye tracer tests per
formed by local authorities have shown that flow rates in this aquifer 
in the Theresienfeld area are very rapid, ranging from 6 to 10 m/day 
near Theresienfeld, and increasing toward the recharge area at the south
west end of the basin to as much as 20 m/day. 

This surficial aquifer supplies drinking water to most of the popula
tion of the Vienna Basin area, except for Vienna. The city of Vienna 
currently receives its water via aqueducts from the uplands to the south
west. However, the demand for water at Vienna is exceeding the ca
pacity of current supply sources, and it is anticipated that the city will 
have to begin drawing on Vienna Basin groundwater sources in the near 
future. 

In 1982, based on periodic sampling of several wells throughout the 
Vienna Basin area, local authorities directed the Theresienfeld landfill 
operator to sample and analyze groundwater from nearby existing wells 
for chlorinated hydrocarbons and metals. As a result of this sampling 
and regional ongoing investigations, the authorities concluded that the 
landfill was contributing substantial contamination to the groundwater 
with trichloroethylene, perchloroethane, toluene and 1,2-dichloroethane 
being the major chemicals of concern. 

During the period from 1982 to 1985, the Austrian government 
installed a number of monitoring wells around the landfill perimeter 
and sampled these wells and nearby private wells on several occasions. 
The drilling installation methods and construction details of these wells 
are unknown. 

Based on the available groundwater sampling data, a lateral contami
nation plume was defined (Fig. 4). In addition, in 1984, soil gas sampling 
was performed in the landfill area by a German firm. The soil gas results 
were quite similar to the groundwater sampling results. Thus, the data 
clearly indicate that significant contamination is leaching from the land
fill to the groundwater aquifer and migrating downgradient. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 
A semi-quantitative mass transport model known as Analytical 

RANDOM-WALK1 was employed for this study. The flow portion of 
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this model is based on groundwater velocities actually measured in this 
basin aquifer. 7 Expanded regional solutions for groundwater flow were 
obtained analytically in this model based on an average of these 
velocities. 

Aquifer parameters were discretized by superimposing a finite dif
ference grid over a map of the basin aquifer area. This grid covers a 
large area downgradient of the site with equidistant x and y axis lengths 
of 23 km by 46 km, respectively. This area was further divided into 
100 distinct cells with dimensions of 2300 m by 4600 m (Fig. 4). Input 
parameters for this particular model include both flow and solute trans
port conditions. The final parameters used for this project are listed 
in Tuble 1. The following discussion explains how these final conditions 
were developed. 

Table 1 
Groundwater Model Input Parameters 

English Metric 

Aquifer thickness (saturated) 264 ft 80 m 

Hydraulic conductivity 2,846 gpd/ft2 1.34 x 10·3m/sec 

Porosity (dimensionless) 0.3 0.3 

Regional flow velocity 19.7 ft/day 6 m/day 

Transmissivity 747,000 gpd/ft 1.06 x 10·1m2/sec 

Storage coefficient (dimensionless) 0.2 0.2 

Retardation (dimensionless) 10.0 10.0 

Longitudinal dispersivity 60.0 ft 18.3 m 

Transverse dispersivity 10.0 ft 3.05 m 

Annual Mass Loading Rate 280,000 lb 27,170 kg 

Flow Parameters 
The parameters for the groundwater flow portion of the model con

sisted of transmissivity, hydraulic conductivity, storativity and flow 
velocity obtained from the available data base and personal interviews. 

The flow field parameters were based on local research sources7 and 
showed that groundwater in this area commonly flows at 6 m/day in 
the general area of the basin. In this simplified modeling effort, only 
a single flow trend is used for mass transport conditions. Hydraulic 
conductivity (K) was obtained from average field measurements made 
during the November, 1985 geotechnical investigation of the empty west 
pit area. Transmissivity (T) was obtained by simply calculating the 
product of K and the estimated average saturated thickness of the aquifer 
(80 m). As expected, this groundwater system has a relatively large 
transmissivity. The storage coefficient was assumed at a value of 0.2, 
which is typical for an unconfined aquifer. 4 

Solute Transport Parameters 
Parameters for the solute transport segment of the model were 

determined based on limited background information with regard to 
total chlorinated hydrocarbons as the primary leachate at the landfill. 
In the development of the solute transport parameters, a typical land
fill leachate formation process has been assumed to occur. Under this 
assumption, once the leachate begins to form by precipitation recharge, 
it migrates slowly downward through the landfill where physical, chemi
cal and biological forces act upon it. Eventually the leachate reaches 
saturated strata, where it moves as defined by the hydraulic flow velo
cities. From this point on, the leachate concentration will decrease due 
to several phenomena, including dilution, filtration, sorption, microbial 
degradation and dispersion. General input solute transport parameters 
to simulate the process described above in this modeling effort consist 
of contaminant mass flow rate, retardation and dispersion. 

The leachate leakage rate was determined in a two-step process and 
based on the equation: 

QC 
0 

= Leachate mass/year 

Where: Q = Source area X recharge rate 

C
0 
= Initial concentration, (µ,g/l) of Leachate 

In this equation, the source area and recharge rate were obtained from 
the available data as 35,000 m2 and 716 mm/yr, respectively; thus, Q 
equals 68.7 m3/day. Co has not been measured except for very high 
concentrations detected in samples collected from excavated drums. The 
drum concentrations, however, cannot be directly used because once 
the material leaks from the drums, mixing and dilution occur from 
recharge wastes. Therefore, the leachate concentration was first esti
mated based on the solubility of trichloroethlyene and then adjusted 
to simulate concentrations that had been measured in the nearby wells. 
Hence, an annual input of 78, 972 kg 7pounds8 wa~ used as a mass con
taminant loading rate into the model. This acontaminant loading, in 
turn, corresponds to an initial leachate concentration of approximately 
3,146 mg/L in the landfill. 

Retardation is used to represent the change in the solute concentra
tions of the groundwater caused by chemical reactions within the aquifer 
matrix. These reactions include absorption, organic fixation, chelation, 
etc. Chemical reactions between the dissolved components and the 
aquifer matrix have a tendency to retard contaminant movement rela
tive to groundwater movement. The retardation value for this model 
was determined by using the following equation (Gabarini and Lion 
1986): 

Where: 

V" Pb 
R = ___ = 1 + ___ Kd 

Ve n 
e 

R= Retardation (dimensionless) 

V 
0 
= Groundwater Velocity 

v. = Contaminant Velocity 

Pb= Subsurface Bulk Density 

n, = Effective Porosity 

Kd = % Organic Carbon (Koc) 

(2) 

K = Soil/Substrate-Water Partition Coefficient for the oc 
Chemicals of Concern (chlorinated hydrocarbons) 
and Normalized to the Substrate's Organic 
Carbon Content 

Dispersion of the leachate in the groundwater system essentially causes 
the contaminant concentrations to decrease with increasing distance of 
flow. It is caused by a combination of molecular diffusion and 
hydrodynamic mixing. Dispersion can be both longitudinal and trans
verse, the net result being a contaminant plume with a general conic 
configuration downgradient from the continuous pollution source. The 
contaminant concentrations are less at the margins of the cone and 
increase in the middle toward the source. For this modeling, disper
sion is input as dispersivity, the difference being that the dispersion 
includes velocity. 

The dispersivity parameters for this modeling evaluation were first 
obtained from literature values given for a groundwater system of a 
similar gravel aquifer in Loins, France1 and then adjusted by model 
calibration using observed groundwater quality data from the landfill 
vicinity so that the modeled contaminant levels generally paralleled 
actual field measurements. As a result, the model output is most relia
ble near the source and progressively decreases in reliability with 
increasing distance away from the source. 

Chronological Assumptions 

The final step in setting up the model consisted of developing a 
reasonable chronological history of the site based on previous waste 
disposal practices at this location. Because of the large area covered 
in this modeling evaluation, contaminant loading was performed for 
both the continuous and discontinuous source simulations at a point 
~here ~e landfill _materials c~rrently exist. In both cases, the modeling 
slIDulat1on began m 1972, which is the approximate date when disposal 
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operations were initiated. 
Sources of contamination were assumed as follows: 

• Theresienfeld landfill as a .. point source" 
• Upstream sources as two "line sources'' 

- One line source parallel to the groundwater flow to bring into the 
model in 1972 the already existing contamination. 

- One line source on the upstream boundary of the model, trans
verse to the groundwater flow, simulating the inflowing contami
nated groundwater from upgradient sources. 

It was assumed that the contamination from upgradient sources re
main constant at an average of about 30 g/L which is the present situa
tion. As previously discussed, in 1982 detailed groundwater quality 
measurements showed a contaminant plume extending beyond a near
by well (W-83) located hydraulically downgradient of the site. The 
horizontal longitudinal plume configuration is essentially parallel to 
the northwesterly groundwater flow direction, which is toward two 
recently installed Vienna production wells and the Danube River. 

For the continuous source or no-action simulation, it was assumed 
that contaminant release would occur indefinitely and predicted to the 
year 2040, or 50 yr past 1990, which is the likely realistic point at which 
the source would be mitigated. In the second simulation, contaminant 
discharge was assumed to end in 1990 following implementation of 
source control measures and removal of waste materials. 

SOLUTE TRANSPORT SIMULATION 

The transport simulation was performed in two phases. First the simu
lation was calibrated to best parallel the limited data available. Next, 
following calibration of the model, two predictions were made to show 
what the horizontal plume extent effects are if: (1) the landfill situation 
is left in its present state and release of contaminants continues, or (2) 
the landfill materials are removed. 

Calibration 

Model calibration consisted of using the chronology and parameters 
previously discussed to best simulate the actual contaminant plume 
extent as it currently exists based on the known well data. As a result, 
several runs were performed starting with the initial 1972 period in order 
to achieve reasonable calibration. In each run of the model, input 
parameters consisting principally of contaminant particle mass, retarda
tion and dispersion were altered in various combinations to a point at 
which the modeled contaminant plumes roughly resembled the current 
plume configuration. Figures 5 and 6 show the estimated total chlori
nated hydrocarbon plume for 1972 and 1982, respectively. Figure 7 shows 
the predicted modeled plume for December, 1990, which has general 
dimensions of approximately 9.2 km long by 4.6 km wide, or a total 
approximate area of 42.3 km2 • These figures illustrate how the system 
was polluted over time and the associated contaminant spreading. 

The variety of complex facts that control the movement of leachate 
and the overall behavior of the contaminant plume are difficult to assess 
accurately within the given data limitations in that the final effect 
represents several factors acting simultaneously. Therefore, the illus
trations shown here, and the predictions of concentration and plume 
geometry that follow, are, at best, only to be used as relative estimates 
that provide an idea of potential aquifer restoration if the landfill source 
is removed. 

Contaminant Movement Prediction: Landfill Source Continuous
. (No Action) 

The first prediction was based on the premise that the landfill would 
be left in its present state, i.e., no action and contaminant leaching con
tinues. Figures 8 through 10 illustrate the modeled areal extent of the 
plume for the years 2000, 2020 and 2040, respectively. Essentially, these 
figures represent 10, 30 and 50 yr beyond the present time. Concentra
tions are shown in µg/L of total chlorinated organic contaminants. 

Asdepicted in the figures, the model predicts thanhe plume evi
dently contaminates a wide and long strip of the aquifer. The predicted 
50 yr contaminant plume extends approximately 19.5 km hydraulically 
downgradient of the landfill and attains a maximum width of approxi-

mately 10 km. Hence, a total approximate area of 195 km2 of the 
aquifer will be contaminated at a concentration greater than 40 µg/L 
according to this simulation. Thus, from these results clearly show that 
as long as nothing is done to control the contaminant source, the resulting 
plume will grow larger and impact downgradient resources to a much 
greater extent. At the movement rate depicted by this simulation, the 
contaminant plume front theoretically could reach the Danube River 
area (about 40 km downgradient from the site) in 150 yr. 

Contaminant Movement Prediction: Landfill Source Removed 

A second prediction was made to show how the contamination will 
spread with time if the landfill materials are removed or contained so 
further leaching cannot occur. Figures 11 through 13 show the general 
modeled areal extent of the plume for the. years 2000, 2020 and 2040, 
respectively. These figures represent time sequences 10, 30 and 50 yr 
following source control of the landfill. Concentrations are shown in 
mg/L of total chlorinated organic contaminants. 

As shown in the illustrations~ the model predicts that the plume will 
migrate as a large slug parallel to the predominant groundwater flow 
direction as expected. In addition, the 30- and 50-yr predictions show 
a slight transverse spreading due to advection and dispersion mechanisms 
as the plume migrates further. According to this prediction, the area 
immediately downgradient of the landfill will begin to be restored to 
natural conditions in 20 to 30 yr, provided that other upgradient sources, 
and any heavier-than-water contaminants that have possibly accumu
lated at the bottom of the aquifer below the landfill, do not exist. 

It must be understood that this prediction does not account for what 
may occur vertically; the vertical plume spatial extent was not evaluated. 
Realistically, the effect of vertical relationships may be important because 
certain contaminants, such as trichloroethylene, may exist at high con
centrations at low areas along the impermeable layer interface of the 
aquifer and thus act as additional sources. A verification of segregated 
concentration levels with depth is required to consider this condition 
further. The given prediction, however, provides a reasonable estimate 
for planning purposes. It also should be noted that the given predic
tions do not take into account additional increased pumpage effects 
associated with water demand from the City ofTheresienfeld, the gravel 
pit operation or any other downgradient production wells as well as 
any impact from the nearby canal. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Theresienfeld landfill represents Austria6s first experience with 

hazardous waste site problems and the resulting effect on critical ground
water resources. In response to the growing concern of how this par
ticular landfill has and will impact the Vienna Basin Aquifer of eastern 
Austria, a limited groundwater modeling study was implemented using 
the very flexible and dynamic Analytical RANDOM-WALK code6 • 

Although the area modeled was very large and the existing data base 
limited, through the use of this model, a qualitative prediction was per
formed to demonstrate on a general scale the overall impact to the aquifer 
under two separate scenarios: (1) with remediation of the contaminant 
source area and (2) without remediation of the source. 

In essence, the two separately calculated scenarios show that by 
remediating the Theresienfeld landfill, i.e., total source removal, the 
groundwater quality of the Vienna Basin Aquifer will significantly 
improve. However, a contamination leachate slug that would still exist 
once the source is removed, together with other regional continuous 
contaminant sources upgradient of the landfill (located in Wiener 
Nuestadt and Ternitz), would still adversely impact this aquifer, and 
contaminant levels will continue to exist in excess of Austrian drinking 
water standards unless these sources also are remediated. Hence, this 
limited RANDOM-WALK modeling study met an overall objective to 
provide the public with a general understanding of existing Theresien
feld landfill effects on the Vienna Basin Aquifer. 
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Economic Analysis of Public and Private Management 
of Remedial Actions 
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Houston, Texas 

ABSTRACT 

From 1983 to 1989, the two Superfund Projects analyzed in this paper 
proceeded from preliminary investigations to construction. One project 
was managed by a state agency (public), the other by PRPs (private). 
The U.S. EPA provided varying degrees of over,sight for both projects. 
This paper discusses the magnitude and distribution of costs for the 
two projects and compares the project management performance. 

Overall, private management controlled construction costs much better 
than public management, with bid prices for the Private Project being 
$125,000/ac of clay cap, compared to $512,000/ac of clay cap for the 
Public Project. However, the Private Project had significantly higher 
administrative and engineering costs due to the central role the U.S. 
EPA and its oversight contractors played in the remedial process. The 
redundant management style imposed on the private project added 
$1,425,000 to the design phase and will add up to $1,800,000 to the con
struction phase. 

The U.S. EPA should reduce its oversight of privately funded remedia
tion projects to a compliance review role. A reduced role would improve 
the design phase, the cost-effectiveness of projects and the rate at which 
remedial construction is completed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Private management, with the qualities necessary to succeed in the 
competitive marketplace, has the potential to outperform public manage
ment of remedial actions. Public agencies are organized and staffed 
to regulate, not construct, while private parties (industrial corporations) 
routinely design, bid and con-struct complex facilities. The most 
important quality necessary to manage projects is flexibility, the ability 
to develop an approach which continually adjusts to the specific needs 
of a project. When Public Agencies are placed in the unfamiliar role 
of project management, they are required to apply inflexible procedural 
requirements to all projects instead of developing an individual approach 
for each project. 

This paper compares performance of public and private management 
by comparing two Superfund remediation project costs. Underlying 
reasons for differences in performance are examined for the two projects. 
The comparison is divided into three phases: (1) design, (2) bidding 
and (3) construction. The general characteristics of the projects are 
discussed first as background for the comparisons that follow. 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROJECTS 

Differences in the size, nature and location must be described before 
comparing the engineering and construction activities of different 
projects. For these projects there are a number of similar components 
in the remedial design which can be directly compared; however, the 
private site is remote and weather conditions frequently delay construc
tion work. 

Both projects proceeded in a similarpath from preliminary investi
gations to construction over the time period 1983 to 1989. The Public 
Project has a clay/membrane cap which covers approximately 11 ac, 
while the Private Project's clay/membrane cap covers 41 ac. Both projects 
have slurry walls constructed using the excavated soil mixed with slurry 
for backfill. The maximum depths of both walls are 40 ft and the total 
square footage of the walls are similar: 100,000 ft2 for the Public 
Project and 150,000 ft2 for the Private Project (not all of the Private 
Project was contained by slurry walls). 

The Public Project is in a major metropolitan area and is readily 
accessible to the labor, materials and utilities necessary for construc
tion. The Private Project is remote, the daily commute to the site is 
approximately 40 mi and the site is not served by public telephone, 
water or sewer lines. 

Annual rainfall at the Public Project site is 42 in compared to 62 
in at the Private Project site. The Public Project is occasionally delayed 
by rainfall but site drainage is good. Construction schedules are strongly 
affected by weather at the Private Project site with flooding and rain
fall frequently causing extended delays in the work. Contractors, in 
determining the cost of the work, considered weather an insignificant 
factor for the Public Project and a significant factor for the Private 
Project. 

COMPARISON OF DESIGN PHASES 

The design phase includes all of the work from preliminary site 
investigations to final agency approval of the construction documents. 
The Rl/FS, consent decree, construction plans, specifications, worker 
health and safety plan, construction quality assurance plan, operation 
and maintenance plan, quality assurance project plan and all other 
reports, studies and contract documents necessary to proceed with bid
ding and contracting for the work are included in this phase. The mag
nitude and distribution of design phase costs for the Projects are 
compared in Table I. It is evident that the Private Project has many 
more types of expenditures than the Public Project. These additional 
expenditures include negotiations with the agencies, monitoring U.S. 
EPA site activities, U.S. EPA oversight, legal and administrative costs. 

Negotiations with the agencies include the engineering and legal work 
necessary to develop the comprehensive and detailed agreements 
between the U.S. EPA and the private parties for remediation. Negoti
ation of this agreement, the Consent Decree, added $340,000 to the 
cost of the Private Project. There is not a directly comparable cost for 
the Public Project as potential responsible parties did not enter into 
a Consent Decree with the U.S. EPA. 

'Yith!n the Private_ Pr~ject there is a broad area of duplicate effort 
wh1~h mcludes momtormg, oversight and preparation and review of 
duplicate reports. For example, both the U.S. EPA and the private parties 
produced Rls and FSs because U.S. EPA's early policies regarding Con-
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sent Decree terms were not acceptable to the PRPs. Duplicate effon 
is an apparent significant burden on the Private Project, representing 
an additional cost of $1,425,000. However, in the case of this site, it 
definitely reduced overall project costs because it prevented U.S. EPA 
from unilaterally selecting an overly conservative and more costly 
remedy. This duplicate effon is in part a result of the organizational 
set-up illustrated in Figure I in which the U.S. EPA and its Consul
tants play a poorly defined parallel management role from beginning 
to end of the project. The problems associated with this organizational 
setup are aggravated by the high turnover rate in the U.S. EPA and its 
oversight consultants. The U.S. EPA project manager and oversight con
tractor changed three times during the Design Phase of the Private 
Project. 

Thble I 
Design Phase Costs 

PRELIMINARY 
Remedial Investigation 
Monitoring EPA 
Feasibility Study 
Past Agency Responae Costs 
EPA Rl/FS Critique 
consent Decree Negotiation• 

DESIGN 
Ceotechnical Investigations 
Remedial Deai.qn 
oversight Review Response 
EPA's oversight 
EPA's Oversight contractors 
State's Oversight 

ADMINISTRATION 
Legal 
Accounting 

( D'• 

TOTAL 

( .. ;.. ~ ....... 
( """~"") 

SlATE 

ei.&tlli!O 111tl 

$670,000 
0 

230,000 
0 
0 
0 

$900,000 

0 
250,000 

0 
0 
0 
0 

s250;'0oii 

0 
0 

---0 

$1,150,000 

PRP'1 

r.r...l.:au._ur.. 
$270,000 

67,000 
104,000 
900,000 

43,000 
340, 000 

Sl,624,000 

400,000 
390,000 
200,000 
70,000 

240,000 
5,000 

Sl,295,000 

400,000 
)0,000 

410,000 

$3,349,000 

c~} 

OVERSIOKT 
MCOllTUCTOI 

ENOINJ!ER 

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT PRIVA !( MANAG(M(NT 

Figure I 

The parallel management role the U.S. EPA and their consultants 
played in the Private Project Design Phase can best be described by 
recounting the review and approval process for the plans and specifi
cations. During this 12-mo process, there were a total of 251 review 
comments on the specifications and related documents and over JOO 
review comments on the plans. Responses to many of the comments 
required an extensive effort because of the broad nature of the questions 
and the many issues they raised. 

The scope of the comments ranged from minute details to requests 
for far reaching revisions to the basic design which was carefully speci
fied in the Consent Decree Statement of Work. A request to specify 
the tightening torque for certain fittings is an example of a minute detail 
request. A request to increase the thickness and slope of the clay cap 
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is an example of a comment which would have involved a major revi
sion to the Consent Decree Design. The process was not a traditional 
regulatory review of compliance with defined design criteria. In effect, 
a parallel management team had been established by U.S. EPA which 
directed the design process away from the Consent Decree Design. It 
became private management's job to supply the parallel U.S. EPA 
management team with background and information necessary to bring 
the process back on the Consent Decree course after each review cycle. 
In this arrangement, private management had to devote its resources 
and talents to review response rather than design initiatives and 
refinement. 

The central role assumed by the U.S. EPA and its oversight contrac
tor during the design phase was nor well defined or productive. Despite 
the hundreds of review comments submitted during the Private Site 
design phase, there were no significant changes in either the cooecpt 
or details of the remedial design. Lengthy responses were drafted, dis
cussed and submitted. For example, it took a considerable effon to con
vince the U.S. EPA and its consultants that SARA TnJe ill did not apply, 
that federal, stale and local permits were nOI necessary and that 
continuous temperature monitoring of the workers was unreasonable. 
There were extensive submittals accompanied by theoretical calcula
tions concerning the mechanical stability of the geofabric, potential ef
fects of lateral deformation of soft clays on the slurry wall and the 
moi.srure density ranges for the clay cap even !hough the geofabric, the 
slurry wall and the clay cap were routine applications, specified in a 
slandard manner. Editorial comments and small changes which did oot 
increase construction costs or unduly complicate the specifications were 
commonly adopted simply to advance the reviC\111' process. In focusing 
the attention and resources a( the priWIC management team on the review 
process, opponunities in improving and refining thc design conc:ep15 
were cenainly lost. These lost opponunities. the cost ofthe review and 
delays in the projec1 were all thc result of imposing a parallel manage
ment structure without clear objectives on the Private Project 

The Public Project design phase process took 6-mo as compared to 
12-mo for the Private Project. The Engineer's cffons during the Public 
Project design were devoled to design instead of response to review 
comments. Review comments were limited and directed at co~ 
inconsislencies or omissions in the plans and specifications. The U.S. 
EPA played the t.raditional role of a regulatory agency: it reviewed lhe 
results of the design process rather than becoming part of it. The benefits 
of this brief review process are obvious in the schedule and costs of 
the Public Project design phase. 

Legal and accounting costs for the Private Project were $430,000. 
There is no comparable expenditure for the Public Project. These costs 
result from the continual threat of U.S. EPA taking control of the project 
and completing the project with Superfund monies and the need to 
develop written agreements among the many parties involved in the 
Private Project and to administer those agreements. The legal and 
accounting services include: researching the records; developing cost 
sharing agreements; punuing non-responsive PRPs; and creating and 
supponing the steering committee in implementing the remedy. 

Pcrformant.-e factors can be calculated and compared for the Public 
and Private Rls and FSs. The primary objective of the RI is to define 
the location and concentration of the ha7Jlrdous wastes on the site through 
sampling and analysis activities. The costs of the sampling and analy
sis activities should be a high percentage of the total cost of the RI. 
The percentage of sampling and analysis costs to the tobl.I RI cost v.'8S 
17 % for the Public Project and 41 'l> for the Private Project, indicating 
that the Private Project performed significantly better than the Public 
Project. 

Accurate construction cost estimates for alternate remedies are an 
important part of the FS. The unit prices used in the Public Project 
FS were generally lower than the bid prices. The unit prices used in 
the Private Project FS were generally higher than the bid prices. 

Neither FS accurn1ely estimated the construction cost of the projects. 
FSs are an example of a rigid procedure developed by the U.S. EPA 
which does not serve a useful project management function. bul is 
applied by regulation to all projects. 



COMPARISON OF BIDDING PHASES 

The Bidding Phase consists of preparing bid documents, bidding the 
project and awarding the construction contract(s). Table 2 compares 
the bid prices for the Public and Private Projects. The Public Project 
has very high mobilization costs compared to the Private Project. The 
high mobilization costs for the Public Project are the result of the Con
tractor's perception that initiating a job with a government agency is 
expensive and the specific mobilization requirements specified are more 
extensive than those for the Private Project. Table 2 indicates that the 
public management team selected off-site disposal as part of the 
remediation which represents a large portion of the construction bid. 
Excluding off-site disposal, the Public Project construction bid prices 
were $512,000/ac of clay cap compared to $125,000/ac of clay cap for 
the Private Project. Table 3 compares the unit costs for construction 
common to both projects. With the exception of sand, the unit costs 
are much higher for the Public Project than for the Private Project. 
The higher sand costs for the Private Project are associated with the 
remoteness of the site. 

Table 2 
Bidding Phase Results 

Bid Amounts 
Public Site Private Site 

Construction Costs 

Non-Construction Costs 

$4,590,000 

117,000 
730,000 
210,000 

$5,140,000 

Bonds 
Mobilization/Demobilization 
Sampling/Analysis 
Administrative Delay 27,000/day 

0 
145,000 

0 
0 

Transportation/Disposal 10.500.000 0 

TOTAL $16,130,000 $5,285,000 

Estimated Construction Phase Engineering Costs 

Oversight 500,000 800,000 
Sampling/Analysis 0 200,000 
EPA oversight Unknown 1. 800' 000 

TOTAL $500,000+ $2,800,000 

GRAND TOTAL $16,630,000+ $8,085,000 

Table 3 
Unit Cost Comparison 

Public Site Private Site 

Clay ($/cu.yd.) 

60 mil HOPE ($/sq.ft.) 

Sand ($/cu.yd.) 

Topsoil ($/cu.yd.) 

Slurry wall ($/sq.ft.) 

Seeding ($/sq.yd.) 

Clearing ($/acre) 

8.00 5.00 

0.50 0.35 

15.00 16.85 

18.00 2.50 

3.70 1.50 

0.65 0.25 

4,500.00 1,300.00 

Bid prices depend on the Contractor's perception of the project and 
the prices suppliers quote for the materials of construction. The Con
tractor's perception includes how he perceives his competition, clarity 
of the contract documents, the unit pricing structure, contract imposed 
project overhead costs, contingencies and the working relationship with 
the Owner. Material prices depend on how well the specifications foster 
competition between suppliers. 

Successful bidding requires the management team to do much more 

than prepare plans and specifications and put them out to bid. They 
must develop a bidding strategy and actively address concerns and 
options raised by contractors and suppliers during the bidding process. 
The bidding strategy must develop a unit pricing structure which iso
lates contingencies but comes as close as possible to a single lump sum, 
hard money contract. Where unit prices are used, there must be an 
accurate method of selecting the quantity to bid and measuring quanti
ties constructed. This may require a predesign site investigation more 
detailed and directed toward the selected remedy than that accomplished 
during the RI. An investment in such a predesign data gathering step 
usually will return its cost several times over in lower construction costs. 
The Bidders should believe that a good working relationship will be 
established with the Owner. The management team must develop this 
belief through the manner in which the pre-bid conference and other 
communications with the bidders are conducted. 

The cost differences summarized in Tables 2 and 3 are the result of 
specific differences in the bid documents and different bidding strategies. 

The Public Project required performance and payment bonds in the 
amount of the contract price. These bonds added $117,000 to the cost 
of the Public Project. The purpose of the bonds is to provide security 
that, in the event the contractor fails, the work will be completed by 
the bonding company at the prices bid and subcontractors will be paid 
so that liens are not placed on the property. 

Public agencies typically require bonds on construction projects, but 
the costs often exceed the benefits. If there are many competitive bids 
for a project, it is easy to find a replacement for a failed contractor 
and the procedure for replacing a contractor is simpler if a bonding 
company is not involved. With proper construction management, the 
contractor always has completed more work than he has been paid for 
at any given time in the contract, and it is not difficult to verify that 
subcontractors are being paid. Bonds are expensive insurance for 
problems that can be handled effectively through the contractor selec
tion process and construction management. 

The bid strategy for the Public Project resulted in 40, mainly unit 
quantity, bid items. The bid strategy for the Private Project resulted 
in 12 bid items, half of which were unit quanti,ties. The success of the 
Public Project bid strategy depended on accurately estimating bid quan
tities and completely defining the work with a large number of specific 
bid items. The difficulty in accurately estimating quantities, especially 
for hazardous waste work and without detailed site investigations directed 
specifically toward the selected remedy unit quantities, leaves the Public 
Project open to change orders and scope of work disputes. 

The Private Project combined 85 % of the work into two lump sums. 
Unit pricing was used to isolate contingencies and allow adjustment 
of certain field controlled activities where there was a potential for con
siderable savings if properly managed and small downside risks. The 
structure of the Public Project's unit pricing allowed payment of $700,000 
for quality control, health and safety and mobilization before the start 
of construction. Comparable costs for the Private Project were $120,000, 
and this amount was paid after the start of construction. 

The Public Project left contingencies in some bid items. For example, 
there was only one unit price used to bid the slurry wall, but the specifi
cations defined several actions the contractor would have to take if 
affected materials were encountered. The contractor had no choice but 
to assume the worst and include the contingency costs in the one bid 
item. This contingency is one explanation for the higher slurry wall 
unit cost for the Public Project as shown in Table 3. 

The Public Project placed the primary responsibility for QA/QC on 
the Contractor. This requirement distorts the engineering costs for the 
Public Project by making the QA/QC costs part of the construction costs 
and, more importantly, this does not provide independent construction 
quality assurance as required by U.S. EPA guidance documents. The 
construction quality ass~rance ~rsonnel ~d organization were indepen
dent o~ the ~ontractor m the Pnvate Project, providing clear definition 
of engmeermg and construction costs and the separation necessary be
tween the Contractor and QA/QC work. 

The ~blic Pr~ject bid ~ocuments have many standard requirements 
absen~ m ~e. ~n~ate Project. These additional requirements include 
pollutmn liability msurance, a procedure to obtain indemnification which 
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includes lengthy documentation, MBE/WBE requirements, Davis-Bacon 
labor and wage requirements, federal audit, procurement and record
keeping procedures and the requirement for preparation and submis
sion by the contractor of several techniL:al plans for quality control. 
health and safety and spill control. Private management can be nexi
ble in developing contract documents including only the requirements 
necessary for particular projects and insurance and indemnification 
necessary for potential risks. Private management also has the ability 
to pre-qualify contractors and sub-contractors which can be used to 
improve the bidding and contractor selection process. 

Public management's rigid procedures and standard requirement~ di~
courage all but a limited group of large national contractors who 
specialize in bidding U.S. EPA-funded remedial work. This limit\ com· 
petition and will drive bid prices up rapidly if the U.S. EPA increases 
the rate at which projects are put out to bid. Private management ha\ 
the flexibility to limit bidding requirements and the ability to solicit 
bids from local contractors. This flexibility creates a competitive bidding 
environment, results in low unit prices for the work and the selection 
of a prequalified contractor familiar with local working conditions. 

COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION PHASF.S 

The construction phase starts with the contractor mobilizing onto the 
site and ends with completion of the work. It includes all of the con
struction work necessary to complete the remedial action and the 
engineering oversight required to assure compliance with the plans and 
specifications. One means of measuring performance during the con
struction phase is the comparison of estimated quantities, bid prices 
and projected oversight costs to the actual quantities, prices and costs 
The number and extent of change orders are also an indicator of per
formance. Numerous or extensive change orders which increase the 
contract time or price indicate problems in the bid documents and/or 
project management. 

As of June, 1989, the Public Project had been under construction 
for 14 mo and the Private Project for 7 mo. While the projects are not 
complete, there is sufficient information to measure the Public and 
Private management performance through June, 1989 and discuss the 
trends established. 

Mobilization and site clearing were the only work items completed 
during the first 14 mo of construction for the Public Project. Even with 
the small amount of construction work completed, the effect of delays. 
inaccurate quantity estimates and change orders on the project costs 
have been established. Oversight, stormwater disposal and administra
tive costs have conti.nued to increase during the delays. Engineering 
oversight and stormwater disposal costs have increased $1,000,000 from 
the bid amounts. Administrative delays claimed by the contractor during 
the first 14 mo will add $1,500,(XX) to the Public Project. The site clearing 
quantity. the only construction item completed during the first 14 mo, 
was three times the bid quantity, increasing the cost for this item from 
$50,000 to $150,000. Twelve change orde~ were i~sued for the Public 
Project in the first 14 mo of construction. increasing the Contract Price 
by approximately $200,000. 

All of the site clearing work, drainage facilitic~ and .,Jurry walls con
struction, and 60% of the geofabric, porewdter drnin sy.,tcm and cap 
fill were completed during the first 7 mo of construction at the Private 
Project. There have been no increases in the contract price due to delays, 
quantity estimates or change orders. The project should be completed 
substantially ahead of schedule and engineering over.,ight costs should 
be at least $300,000 less than the originally estimated amount. 

Construction phase result~ are shown in Figure 2 for the Public 
Project. The shaded area illustrates the effect of having several con
tract cost items adjusted by delays; the construction cost~ continue to 
increase while the percentage of construction completed remains 
unchanged. Figure 2 presents the same information for the Private 
Project, illustrating that the project is on schedule and should be com
pleted for the bid price. Tables 4 and 5 compare the costs as they are 
projected in the construction phase to the bid amount' for two projects. 
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Figure 2 
Construction Phase Results 

The results of the Contracting and Construct.ton phases demonstrate 
the ability of Privnte Management to outperfonn Public Management 
in Superfund remediation projects. The Private Project is on schedule 
and there have been no increases in the contract price during construc
tion. The Public Project has experienced extensive delays, the contraet 
price has. in the initial phase of construction, already increased by 151Ji 
and the per-acre bid prices were four times greater than those for the 
Private Project. 

The design phase demonstrates a problem with the U.S. EPA's 
approach to oversight of private projects. The Private Project's con
struction costs only account for 50% of the total project cost. Con
struction costs. especially for prnjects of this size, should account for 
at least 75 % of the totaJ project cost. The redundant management style 
imposed on the Private Project by the U.S. EPA's oversight role and 
standard procedures arc the primary reason for the imbalance between 



construction and non-construction costs. The U.S. EPA does not take 
an active central role in publicly funded remedial actions and should 
not in privately funded actions. They are not staffed to do it and it does 
not improve the site remediation process. 

The U.S. EPA should regulate privately funded remediation in the 

Table 4 
Public Project Construction Phase Results 

Construction Costs 

Non-Construction Costs 
Bonds 
Mobilization/Demobilization 
Quality Assurance 
Administrative Delay 

Transportation/Disposal 

TOTAL 

Bid 

$4,590,000 

117,000 
730,000 
210,000 
27,000/day 

10.500.000 

$16,147,000 

Estimated Construction Phase Engineering Costs 

oversight 
Sampling and Analysis 
EPA oversight 

TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL 

500,000 
0 

Unknown 

$500,000 

$16,647,000 

Projected Total 
After 14 Mo. of 

construction 

$ 5,590,000 

117,000 
730,000 
210,000 

1,500,000 

10.500.000 

$18,647,000 

800,000 
0 
0 

$ 800,000 

$19,447,000 

same manner they regulate industrial wastewater discharges. They should 
issue clear standards and actively enforce those standards. If this were 
done, the abilities of private management would be free to achieve the 
U.S. EPA's goal of remediating Superfund Sites in a fast, cost-effective 
manner. 

Table 5 
Private Project Construction Phase Results 

Construction Costs 

Non-Construction Costs 
Bonds 
Mobilization/Demobilization 
Quality Assurance 
Administrative Delay 

Transportation/Disposal 

TOTAL 

Bid 

$5,140,000 

0 
145,000 

0 
0 

0 

$5,285,000 

Estimated Construction Phase Engineering Costs 

oversight 
sampling and Analysis 
EPA oversight 

TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL 

800,000 
200,000 

l. 800' 000 

$2,800,000 

$8,085,000 

After 7 Mo. of 
Construction 

$ 5,140,000 

0 
145,000 

0 
0 

0 

$5,285,000 

600,000 
100,000 
500.000 

1,200,000 

b,485,000 
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ABSTRACT 

The U.S. EPA Office of Waste Programs Enforcement (OWPEJ has 
developed a data base to provide a basis for estimating response action 
costs at CERCLA sites for settlement purposes. OWPE may use these 
estimates in the CERCLA settlement process to add a "premium" to 
response action cost estimates. The premium payment is an additional 
amount included in the settlement to account for the possibility of cost 
overruns or additional. unforeseen response actions. This data base is 
imponant to OWPE, the U.S. EPA Region, and the states because it 
represents the first empirically based source of data and methodology 
to calculate premium payments. 

The estimates the data base provides are unique because they are 
derived from information on both the estimated cost that usually is 
developed at the ROD stage and the actual remedial cost that has at-'Crued 
over time. The difference between the ROD estimate and the actual 
costs for a given technology can serve as a basis for the premium 
payment. 

The data base currently contains more than 350 records. Each record 
represents an NPL site for which a ROD has been signed. Records 
contain general background information on the site. the type of remedy 
being implemented, the type of contaminants at the site and the con
taminated media, the cost estimate for the remedy as set forth in the 
ROD and the actual costs that have accrued over time. The actual cosL~ 
were generated from CERCLIS reports that show the outlays and obli
gations for each NPL ~ite. 

The data base has additional uses besides calculating premium 
payments and cost estimates. It can be used to quickly gather figures 
on the number of sites using a particular remedy or the number of sites 
with a particular type of contamination. 

THE CERCLA CLEANUP COST DATA BASE SY~TEM (CCCDS) 

The CCCDS combines coM, location and technical information from 
the U.S. EPA RODs and the Comprehensive Environmental Response. 
Compensation and Liability Information System (CERCLIS) to assist 
the U.S. EPA in the Superfund settlement process and other Super
fund activities. To date, the U.S. EPA has entered data from more than 
350 RODs and corresponding CERCLIS data fields into CCCDS. 

The data from the RODs include both general identification and 
location information (such as the ROD identification number, site name. 
ROD publication date. state and region) and more detailed technology, 
contaminant and cost informal.ion. The data from CERCLIS provides 
location and identification information (such as operable unit number. 
U.S. EPA identification number, address, remedial project manager 
name and telephone number) as well as cost information on remedial 
de~ign and remedial action obligations and outlays for each operable 
Unit. 
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CCCDS combines the ROD and CERCUS information to produce 
35 different data elements (listed and described in Table I) for each 
record in the data base. Each record ~nts an individual Supcr
fund site operable unit that has a signed ROD. CCCDS bas been 
designed to generate reports or provide various analyses. 

After the ROD information was included in the CCCDS, the 
remaining data fields were completed with CERCLIS information. The 
CERCLIS information was generated by two ad-hoc CERCLIS reports 
that showed the site location information and the obligation and outlay 
data for each site that had a signed ROD. 

As the data base currently exisis. the CERCLIS cost information is 
a one-time, "snapshot" view of the actual costs. The cost information 
is updated quarterly in CERCLIS as it accrues for each site, but was 
entered only once into CCCDS. Updates of CCCDS will link the 
quarterly CERCLIS updates directly into CCCDS. 

USING CCCDS TO CALCULATE SUPERFUND 
SE1TLEMENT PREMIUM PAYMENTS 

A primary purpose of CCCDS •~to provide an empirical basis for 
calculating settlement premium payments using historical Superfund 
site data. The U.S. EPA's Superfund scnlement policy ' allows the 
Agency under certain circumstances to offer responsible parties at Super
fund sites a limited release from liability in exchange for reimburse
ment of response costs that may include a "premium" payment to COYer 
the nsk of cost overruns or the need for additional response actions. 
Additionally, a.s the Superfund program evolves, the use of historical 
data becomes more and more "iable as an analytical aid. 

Background 

Sel·tion 107 of CERCLA. as amended by SARA. holds responsible 
parties liable k>r cleaning up a hazardous waste site - whether as current 

or past owners. or as operators, transporters or generators of hazardous 
substances. Through CERCLA. che Congress demanded that those 
responsible for the presence of hazardous substances at Superfund siteS 
either carry out the site cleanup themselves or pay for the response 
actions the U.S. EPA conducts. 

The liability standard for cleanup under CERCLA is "strict., joint 
and several," 2 so that the U.S. EPA may recover the entire cost of 
cleanup from any contributor without obligation to identify or seek out 
all liable parties. In practice, however, the U.S. EPA has attempted to 
negotiate with responsible parties. though there may be hundreds at 
a site, in an effurt to persuade them to allocate costs among themselves. 
The agency increasingly has encouraged out-of-court settlements. that 
do not compromise protection of public health and the environment, 
to procure PRP cleanup of the site or recover cleanup funding. The 
U.S. EPA prefers to have the PRPs conduct the remedial actions rather 



Table 1 
CCCDS Data Elements for Each Site Record 

CCCDS DATA 
ELEMENT DESCRIPTION 

SITENAME Preferred name of the site 

RODID Record of Decision identification number (EPA assigned number to a 
particular ROD) 

EPAID A unique identifier (either in Dun and Bradstreet or GSA format used to 
indicate a hazardous waste site or an unanticipated removal (incident) 
occurring at a location not previously identified as a site in the CERCLIS 
inventory (e.g. oil spill) 

OPUN!TNUM A designation for the operable unit at which events are occurring. 
Legitimate entries are '00' to '99' 

REGION EPA Region in which the site is located 

ADDRESS Street address, route number, or other specific identifier of the physical 
location of the site or incident 

CITY Name of the city, town, village or other municipality in which the site is 
located or incident occurs. If the site is not located or if the incident did 
not occur within such a jurisdiction, the nearest geographical place name 

STATE Code that identifies the state or territory in which the site is located or 
incident occurs 

ZIP Code that identifies lhe U.S. Postal Service delivery area in which the site 
is located or incident occurs 

RCNAME Regional contact name 

RCPHONE Regional contacl phone number 

RODDATE Date when the Record of Decision was signed 

REMTECHTYPE Code(s) of the type(s) of remedial technology selected by EPA and 
described in the ROD 

REMTECHSP Code(s) of remedial technology specifications (design/engineering 
specifications 

ESTDESCOST Estimated design cost (cost to complete the remedial design) 

ESTCONCOST 

DESCONCOSTS 

ESTOMCOST 

NUMOMYEAR 

ESTPRWORTH 

RDCOMPDT 

RDPR!OROBL 

RDCURROBL 

RDOUTLAYS 

RACOMPDT 

RAPR!OROBL 

RACURROBL 

RAOUTLAYS 

KEYCONTAMN 

DRUMS 

BKLIQU!D 

SOIL 

GROUNDWATR 

SURWATER 

AIR 

Estimated construction cost (cost to construct or implement the remedial 
technology after a final design has been completed) 

Total costs of design and construction (only if total is provided in the 
ROD) 

Estimated operations and maintenance O&M cost (cost to operate and 
maintain the medial technology after construction) 

Number of years of operations and maintenance 

Estimated total present worth of the remedial technology (sum of estimated 
design, construction and O&M costs only as listed in the ROD) 

The actual completion date of the remedial design 

The dollar amount that was obligated (set aside) for the remedial design 
for the prior fiscal year 

The dollar amount that was obligated (set aside) for the remedial design 
for the current fiscal year 

The dollar amount outlayed (paid) for the remedial design to date 

The actual completion date of the remedial action 

The dollar amount that was obligated (set aside) for the remedial action for 
the prior fiscal year 

The dollar amount that was obligated (set aside) for the remedial action for 
the prior fiscal year 

The dollar amount outlayed (paid) for lhe remedial action to dale 

Code(s) of the key contaminant(s) at the sile 

Drums as a contaminated medium or source of contaminated medium at 
the site 

Bulk liquid as a contaminated medium or source of contaminated medium 
at the site 

Soil as a contaminated medium at the site 

Ground water as a contaminated medium at the site 

Surface water as a contaminated medium at the site 

Air as a contaminated medium at the site 

than simply provide cleanup funds. 
Congress in SARA Section 122(f) authorized the U.S. E~A t~ e~ter 

into covenants not to sue, empowering the agency to provide hm1ted 
releases from liability to PRPs in settlements. The covenants not to sue 
usually include "reopeners" that allow the U.S. EPA to revisit the ~e~le
ment to recover additional costs incurred due to unknown cond1twns 
or new information that arises after remedial actions begin - but that 

may be waived when, for instance, the U.S. EPA has determined that 
"extraordinary circumstances'' exist. The extraordinary circumstances 
waiver may be applied based on the effectiveness and reliability, or per
manence, of the remedy, the nature of remaining risks at the facility, 
the demonstrated effectiveness of the technology, the involvement of 
PRPs, litigative risks or "whether the Fund or other sources of funding 
would be available for any additional remedial actions that might even
tually be necessary at the facility." 3 Under certain circumstances, the 
U.S, EPA may thus waive the usual reopeners when PRPs have sub
mitted a premium payment above baseline remedial costs. 

METHODOWGY FOR DEVEWPING CCCDS 

The CCCDS data base was designed for easy use by the U.S. EPA 
regional and headquarters staff involved in CERCLA settlements and 
other activities. Because the CCCDS is menu-driven, little or no training 
is necessary to begin using the data base. The CCCDS software has 
been compiled for speedy operation using the royalty-free Foxbase run
time PC software. Foxbase, however, is not required to run the soft
ware. The U.S. EPA also is developing a users manual for routine 
procedures such as data input, report generation, data querying, coding 
form generation, data backup, data displaying and printer selection. 

The U.S. EPA conducted a detailed review of each of the 350 RODs 
in CCCDS and recorded data on coding sheets. The data on the coding 
sheets were then entered into the system. Professional judgment was 
sometimes required to match site-specific technologies with a master 
list of control, removal and treatment technologies. Additionally, 
extended review and professional judgment were required to identify 
technical specifications associated with each technology. 

The Premium Payment Concept 

The premium payment concept is documented in the U.S. EPA policy 
and guidance. 4 The premium payment levies a surcharge above 
cleanup costs. Similar to an insurance premium, the payment offsets 
the risk the U.S. EPA assumes in providing PRPs with a limited release 
from liability with a payment that exceeds the cost contemplated to com
plete remediation. That premium should be enough to compensate for 
both potential cost overruns and unexpected additional costs, 5 yet may 
provide an incentive to settlement by supplying a release from future 
liability. When using a premium payment, releases from liability are 
of two general types: (1) a release from responsibility for cost overruns 
in implementing the remedy contemplated in the settlement agreement, 
or (2) a release from additional site remediation if the selected remedy 
is not protective of human health and the environment. Either type com
monly carries reopeners that allow the U.S. EPA to recover additional 
costs from PRPs if conditions arise that were unknown when U.S. EPA 
determined that remediation was complete. 

The U.S. EPA guidance states that the premium should be set at a 
level that shields the government from having to bear potential cost 
overruns and that provides funds "to protect public health and the en
vironment in the event that additional response work will be needed 
at the site." The premium should be adequate to protect against future 
liability that may arise due to remedy failure or mistaken assumptions 
about the effectiveness of the remedy. In addition, new information dis
covered about a site, perhaps during the U.S. EPNs 5-yr review required 
under CERCLA section 121(c), may demand further remedial work. 
In such cases, the guidance says, both the likelihood and the cost of 
future remediation should be considered, and the premium should be 
allocated in terms of each PRP's percentage of the total estimated 
remediation cost. 

Still, the method of calculating the premium remains unresolved. The 
current U.S. EPA OECM guidance provides only general guidelines. 
A recent publication has suggested a framework of procedures that can 
be used to derive a premium payment on a case-by-case basis.6 The 
methodology relies on premium ratio multipliers that were derived from 
statistical distribution functions that represent the consequence of the 
risk t.he U.~. EPA retai~s balanced against the probability that the 
premmm wtll be sufficient to cover any additional costs. CCCDS 
provides an empirical foundation for the premium payment previously 
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discussed. The system provides, for the first time, an historical picture 
of cost overruns and unexpected additional expenses in the Superfund 
remedial program. 

Calculating Premium Payments Using CCCDS 
Historical Data From Other Superfund Sites 

Ideally, two types of cost information are needed to calculate a 
premium payment: (I) the estimated cost of cleanup at the time of settle
ment, and (2) the actual cost of cleanup at the completion of cleanup. 
The difference between these two costs represents the premium pay
ment that should be assessed during a cash-out settlement. 

At the time of a cash-out settlement, however, both parties (the U.S. 
EPA and the PRPs) have only the estimated cost for each site specific 
remedial technology that will be used in the cleanup. Because of the 
nature of premium payment (included as part of an up-front. cash-out 
settlement), actual costs are not available. Although actual costs are 
not available fur the specific site being settled, they may be available 
for other sites that have implemented the same or similar technologies. 

If, therefore, historical data are reviewed for other sites that have im
plemented the same or similar technologies, then a premium payment 
may be based on the statistical mean (or other measure of central 
tendency) of the difference between the estimated costs and the actual 
costs for each site. An alternative approach would be to calculate the 
statistical mean of the difference between the site-specific estimated 
cost and the actual costs at each of the other sites. 

Sources or Estimated Costs 

Estimated costs of cleanup are refined throughout the Rl/FS process. 
Generally the closest estimate at the time of settlement are the figures 
that appear in the Superfund ROD. These estimates generally are based 
on the results of the feasibility study and are calculated using a U.S. 
EPA costing model. This model is a software-based system that incor
porates the recommended remedial technology specifications and site 
considerations into a site-specific cost estimate. 

The ROD usually includes cost estimates, technology specifications 
and ocher site characteristic data. Through a review of sites with similar 
technology specifications and site characteristics. the estimated costs 
from RODs at other sites can be used to help calculate a premium pay
ment for settlement purposes. 

Sources or Actual Costs 

Actual costs are available only when the cleanup has been completely 
designed and constructed and all operations and maintenance completed. 
While this figure rarely is available, since most Superfund sites have 
not reached this phase, different types of actual costs may be obtained. 
One type of actual cost is the cost of implementing the remedial tech
nology as indicated by the final remedial design. For premium pay
ment purposes, the actual cost would be the sum of: (1) the cost of the 
remedial design, and (2) the projected cost of implementing the final 
design. 

Another type of actual cost is the cost at the completion of the remedial 
action (construction), but before long-term operation and maintenance 
begins. For premium payment purposes, this would be: (I) the cost of 
the remedial design, and construction, and (2) the projected cost of 
the operating and maintaining the technology until the site is properly 
cleaned. 

These actual costs are shown in CERCLIS as either obligations or 
outlays. Obligations arc dollar set-asides that the Agency has committed 
to spend. For example, an obligation for remedial action is based on 
its projected cost as documented in the final remedial design. CERCLIS 
shows both current year and prior year obligations. Outlays are dollar 
amounts that the Agency has already spent. For example. an outlay for 
remedial design or remedial action represents an invoiced amount that 
the Agency has paid. 

CCCDS Capacity To Calculate 
CERCLA Premium Payments 

CCCDS is designed to help the U.S. EPA calculate premium pay
ments using many different combinations of data. As discussed above, 
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Table 2 
List ~ 'IKhnoloala Coded and F.lltered Imo CCCDS 

INGINEERING CONTROL 
Tf.CllNOLOCllS 

TtthoolOJIH 

Air Lmiu)on.1 Con11ol 

• pipe ven11 
• 1rench venu 
• pt berrien 
• pa collec1 ion 
• overlM(kina 

Surf1ce W11ar Coairol 

• 1urf1co ~•II (capt) 
• natflClt Wiler divarUoe 

11>d collttttoa •Yl .. IDI 
• diU. ud bennt 
• di&dMI. diYen.Mm:J .... ..,....YI 
• Chula IM downpipe ... _ 
• _,, *"" ud duchet 
.... .-.l>dbeec:het 
• andl•p 
.,...,. .. lloa 
• 1utf'Aa! wtlaf pvmp1n1 

Oroundwaln Cool~ 

• imoc,....ble burWr 

tlurrywalb 
1rou1 curulm 
thftl p1bap 

• permeable uatmc111 btdl 

. ,,,, __ .., _ ....... n. . ..

WOIU bble ed;an-1 
plum. coataiaateaf' 

• '-hi"' cootrol 

1ubn1rlace dra.im 
draanqe dilCMI 
llMf'I 

Asphlll Dryer 

Oa-li" RCRA Lllldfill 

Temporary On-1i11 S&or.,. 

Oa-.... Disposal 

Aerauon 

OFF-SITI TRANSl'OllT, STORACI, 
TRI.A TMINT OR DISPOSAL 

Of'f.111e Transporuuoa 10 RCllA Luctrill 

orr -lite Trusponatioll IO RCltA lllciMn1or 

()(f ·lite Tramport.a11o11 10 odtier Tratmcat 

REMOVAL Tf.CHNOLOCllS 

.......... -
Hydreuhc O.edti•t 

Modwllcal Dreclailll 

ProviJioa of Allumli¥O Wiier Supphea 

• utdivHSual trealmeal 11.11i1J 
• .... , dlSUibudoa tyitenu 
• new wells la • new location or 

detper welb 
• ciltenu 
• upt,.ded lrUlmenl ror HilliDI 

dis1rlbution 1ys111n1 

Drum Removol 

TlllA TMll'IT TlCHNOLOC 115 

• modif'ood <ODYHlioaJ -ler 
-&ldoalqam 

• a.aerobic, aemed. -
focuJtati••.._ 

• --- arowdl blolosbJ 
Cllemical Metllodl 

• clalori.utioa 
• prec:lpibt.iaa, IlocaalltioD. 

sedimntat ..... 
• oeutralirallool 
• oquali&ltioa 
• cJieaucal<t&idaboe 
• dec:hlorillatm 

• lit ruippiaa 
·cat-~ 
• ioa udluae ............... 
. ....-blebed-
• - air o•idalioll 
• inciaeratioe 
·-s>UM~ 
• ICti-lludit 

y...,_, 91 Solh - !lee-b 

• soloclificatioa •1-'°' 

• .... ..... •iaiaa. (11111 -.. .. 
Oallliq) 

• llhtnliD•ioti/delO•uatioa 
• aicrobiolDaical dep9dltioa 

R.iocatioa fll Rooiclen11 

hilclillt R<cnonl 

TukllemoVll 

a.a Uqajcl ......... 

SAMPLINC/MOMTORll'IC 
TECIDIOLOCllS 

Install Monitorina Walb 

Sampliaa IJld Analysis (o( -Ila, IOil, 
leechlla, surface -tor. air etc.) 

SITE PREPARATION TECRNOLOGllS 

Accas Road 

Gr..iina 

R<Ytltabtion 

Clearina and Grubbina 

Fenc•111 

Doconiamlnation 

• Buildin.1 Drconn.manarioD 

these premium payment calculations are based on the actual costs 
associated with sites that already have implemented similar technologies. 

CCCDS is best suited to calculate the cost overrun component of 
the premium payment. The cost overruns can be calculated using either 
obligations or outlays. Because outlays more realistically represent actual 
costs, the calculations using outlays are also more realistic. 

Th calculate overruns using outlays. CCCDS would first be queried 
to list all sites where: (I) the total of remedial design and remedial action 
outlays is greater than the ROD's estimated costs (total estimated cost 



of design and construction), and (2) the ROD's estimated costs are 
greater than zero. For each of these sites, CCCDS can calculate the 
absolute value of the overrun (difference between total outlays and the 
estimated cost) as well as the percentage of overrun. CCCDS can then 
calculate a mean, median, variance, standard deviation or standard error, 
among other measures, for the resulting sample of cost overruns. 

CCCDS can perform a similar calculation using only the obligation 
fields for remedial design/remedial action (RD/RA). Use of the obli
gation fields would provide a greater sample size because many more 
sites have funds obligated for RD/RA but have not yet had actual out
lays. The obligations, however, would not provide premium payment 
calculations that are as accurate as the outlays, for two reasons. First, 
funds may be obligated for RD/RA and then deobligated. Second, the 
obligation may be greater or less than the subsequent outlay. The cal
culation of the premium payment would in any case proceed the same 
as in the calculation for the outlays. CCCDS would first be queried 
to list all sites where: (1) the total remedial design and remedial action 
obligations are greater than the ROD estimated costs, and (2) the ROD 
estimated costs are greater than zero. CCCDS would then calculate 
statistical summaries of the cost overrun. 

CCCDS also can calculate the cost overruns using a combination 
of outlays and obligations. For example, it can list cost overruns for 
all sites where the RD outlays plus the RA obligations were greater 
than the ROD estimates. CCCDS also can display the results in dif
ferent subgroups. Determining the cost overruns by different tech
nologies probably would be the most useful for premium payment 
calculations, but the system can further show cost overruns by the U.S. 
EPA region, type of contaminant or contaminated medium, ROD date 
and other aggregations. 

CCCDS also is capable of providing historical data on the need for 
additional, unplanned response actions, although this calculation is more 
involved and less empirically based. Determining the need for addi
tional, unplanned response actions would first involve a search of 
CCCDS to determine which sites contain more than one operable unit. 
A further review would be needed to determine if the additional operable 
unit was described in the original site plan. If it was not, then the total 
outlays for that operable unit would represent an additional component 

of a premium payment. These calculations could be grouped easily by 
technology, region or other components. 

OTHER USES OF CCCDS 

CCCDS can be used for purposes other than calculating settlement 
premium payments. Because the system contains detailed information 
on remedial technology types, remedial technology specifications and 
contaminants and contaminated media, the system can be used to help 
plan site-specific response actions at other sites. For example, this might 
include reviewing other sites that already have implemented a particu
lar technology, addressed certain contaminant types or any combina
tion thereof. Table 2 shows a list of the technologies that have been 
coded into the system. 

CONCLUSION 

CCCDS can help provide an empirical basis for calculating settle
ment premiums at Superfund sites. The system can provide estimated 
costs from Superfund RODs and actual costs from CERCLIS for each 
site that has a signed ROD. CCCDS can perform various calculations 
with the ROD and CERCLIS data to develop premium payments based 
on: (1) cost overruns and (2) the need for additional response. CCCDS 
also can be used to review technology types, specifications and site
specific data for remedial planning. 
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Waste and Emergency Response, signed Sept. 15, 1988. 

5. Guidance on Premium Payments in CERCLA Settlements, p.2. 
6. Johnson, Gillis and Fries, "Using the Premium Payment Concept to Pro

mote Superfund Settlements," presented at the HMCRI Superfund Conference, 
Nov., 1988. 
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ABSTRACT 

Under Section l22(g)(l) of SARA. the U.S. EPA is provided the 
explicit authority to enter into so-called "de minimis" settlement. in
volving only a minor portion of the response costs, with certain classes 
of responsible parties. De minim is parties would include. for eumple. 
a landowner who did not contribute to a hazardous waste release and 
did not conduct, have knowledge of or permit hazardous waste activities 
at the site. During the past few months. a significant de minimis settle
ment was reached involving a Superfund site in the midwest. The settle
ment was reached based on a unique quantitative approach utilized 
during the negotiation phase of site remediation. All site records were 
organized. screened and analyzed for information regarding waste ship
ments to the site. Quantitative information was entered into a 
computerized data base. The data base was then manipulated to identify 
hundreds of de minimis parties. These parties were approached by the 
U.S. EPA for their portion of the cleanup. During negotiat.ions. the data 
base was modified using suggestions from the U.S. EPA staff to "fine 
tune" the levels of responsibility for each de minimis party. The end
result was one of the largest de minimis settlement to date - over II 
million dollars for site remediation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Section 122(g)(l) of SARA provides the U.S. EPA with explicit 
authority to enter into so-called de minimis settlements with certain 
classes of PRPs whose involvement at the site mandates responsibility 
for only a minor portion of respon!>t: costs. Although individually these 
de minimis settlements usually include small sums of money, a de 
minimis settlement with several hundred PRPs can yield quite a sub
stantial amount. The case study described below is just such an 
example- A "de minimi~" settlement for over II million dollars. 

SITE DF.SCRJPTION AND Hl~IORY 

Located on less than 100 ac in the Midwest, the landfill ~1te ("the site") 
accepted industrial wastes for nearly 10 yr prior to the 1980 implemen
tation of hazardous waste disposal regulations mandated by the passage 
of RCRA. Close to 20,000,000 gal of wastes were indiscriminately 
disposed of at the site, including hundreds of toxic chemical compounds. 
Hazardous substances and wastes were dumped into unlined ponds and 
barrels were deposited in an unlined pit and subsequently buried. Wastes 
from the ponds and drums polluted hundreds of thousands of cubic yards 
of soils, producing toxic sludges and contaminating local groundwater. 

The U.S. EPA closed the site in the late 1970s after years of chronic 
violations of its state permit and of industrial disposal laws. A high 
hazardous ranking system (HRS) package score resulted in the site's 
placement on the NPL in 1983. Cleanup of the site will involve resto-
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ration of groundwater quality and require some fonn of relDOYlll and 
destruction of contaminated soils and sludges. Sile invcstigalion and 
remediation costs will probably stretch well into the nine figure range. 

To date. several hundred PRPs have been identified. These PRPs 
include generators and transporters of hazardous subsraoces and W8SICS 
disposed of at the site. Apprmimately one-third of these parties formed 
a steering committee to participelc in investigation and cleanup activities 
at the site. 

In the mid-1980s. the United S1a1es filed suit Wlder CERCLA agaiosl 
more than 30 responsible panics at the sire. many of whom were Sleering 
committee members, for implementation of the U.S. EPA's selected 
remedy and for payment of response costs. Later. the steering commit
tee filed a third-pany action against more than one hundred other PRPs 
not named in the U.S. EPA's earlier suit. The action sought to show 
that these third-pany defendants were also liable in connection with 
activities at the site and asked the court to order these parties to pay 
their share of cleanup costs. 

Many of the defendants identified in the thi.rd-party actions were "de 
minimis" parties. as determined by the U.S. EPA pursuant to Section 
122 of SARA. This section of SARA provides for settlement with par
ties whose waste contributions have been minimal in comparison with 
the total volume of hazardous substances at a site. The U.S. EPA 
negotiated with a group of the "de minimis" parties and the parties 
agreed upon a consent decree for "de minimis" settlement and release 
from liability in connection with the site. 

The proposed Consent Decree: provides for final settlement of alleged 
liabilities for site cleanup and response costs: raises revenues to be 
applied to cleanup activities: and will greatly reduce the expense and 
i:omplexity of pending litigation with defendants and non-settlors. 
Effectively. "de minimis" parties will be released from future liability 
with regard to the site as long as no new infonnation on their waste 
contribution to the site is uncovered. By entering into the settlement 
and resolving the liability issue, a "de minimis" party also will be 
protected from the third-pany action filed by the defendants. 

Eligibility for participation in the settlement was based on a party's 
waste contribution to the site. Volumetric waste allocations were 
determined using a transactional data base developed by the authors 
under a litigation support contract to the U.S. EPA. An alphabetic listing 
of participating parties and their respective volumes and cash payments 
was developed from the data base and appears as an attachment to the 
proposed Consent Decree. Cash payments were calculated by 
multiplying a party's pen:entage of total waste volume at the site by 
the U.S. EPA's estimate of total past and future response costs plus 
premiums. Th date, the settlement includes OYCr I~ "de minimis" parties 
and is valued well in eiccess of II million dollars. 



LITIGATION SUPPORT PROCESS 

The authors were first hired to provide litigation support and evidence 
audit services on the case in the mid-1980s. These services included 
sample chain-of-custody audits, case file inventories, the development 
of a transactional data base, and the ongoing compilation of a record 
documenting the findings made by the U.S. EPA in entering into the 
"de minimis" settlement. Through this 5-yr process, the authors became 
thoroughly familiar with the elements of the case and the case documen
tation. This familiarity enhanced the authors' ability to develop a trans
actional data base made up of more accurate volumetric waste 
transactions. 

Volumetric waste allocations forming the basis for cash payments for 
parties entering the proposed "de minimis" settlement were then derived 
from the transactional data base. It summarizes site waste transactions 
for more than 350 parties over a 10-yr period. 

Documentation for developing the data base was acquired by the U.S. 
EPA at first by using its authority under RCRA Section 3007 and 
CERCLA Section 104(e)to request information. Additional evidence 
was gathered during the discovery phase of litigation and during settle
ment negotiations with parties interested in participating in a "de mini
mis" settlement. 

Logs obtained from the owner recorded transactions at the site on 
a monthly basis throughout its business life. Daily records, which 
covered the last few years of operation, also were acquired. These logs 
provided specific information on transactions by date, transporter and/or 
generator and listed volumes and waste types. 

Reports were obtained from state agencies detailing monthly trans
actions by transporters. These reports specified the source of wastes, 
the volume and waste type hauled and the destination for disposal. While 
transporters from out-of-state who used the site were not required to 
file monthly reports with state agencies, most kept in-house records 
providing similar information. 

A state-mandated manifesting system was in effect during the period 
that the site accepted wastes. These manifests provided potential evidence 
supporting alleged site transactions. Manifests typically were initiated 
by the generator at his facility, executed by the transporter when a load 
was accepted and signed by the site operator upon receipt of the load. 
A completed and executed manifest provided agreement between these 
parties on the date of a transaction, the source of wastes and the volume 
and waste type disposed of at the site. 

Shipping tickets and receipts provided additional information on site 
transactions. Manifests and logs often cited receipts and tickets, provid
ing additional evidence that a transaction had actually occurred. A trans
action poorly supported by other documentation was often confirmed 
by a receipt or ticket bearing the site owner's signature. 

Many of the documents mentioned were provided with parties' 
responses to the U.S. EPA's requests for information. Some par:ties 
provided additional evidence on transactions in the form of narratives 
or tables constructed from in-house records. These responses also 
provided historical information on corporate affiliations and relation
ships. Other information was obtained from depositions conducted pur
suant to preparation for litigation. 

Documents from the above sources were sorted, numbered and then 
organized in transaction packets. Each packet contained documenta
tion supporting a specific disposal event at ~e site. ~ac~e~ were then 
filed in chronological order in a folder assigned to md1v1dual PRPs. 

All important information regarding a specific transact~on was 
extracted from the individual packets. Ideally, extractable data mcluded 
the generator, transaction date, waste type, volume, unit type, trans-
porter, document type and document number. . . 

A written record was created for each PRP that contamed its name, 
an assigned code, addresses, the name and address of its conta~t and 
the names of any other companies with which the PRP was ass~c1ated. 
Lists also were created for all the unique waste types and umt types 
that were found in the transaction documents. Each unique waste or 
unit was assigned a code number. This information was thus prepared 
for entry into computerized data bases. 

The computer system used to store extracted information was a 

Tuble 1 
Transactional Data Extraction Sheet 

Extraction Date 

GENERATOR: Initials 

DATE !WASTE TYPEIVOLUMEIUNITSITRANSPORTERIDOC. TYPE I DOC NO. I 

PRIME Z755 minicomputer operating under the PRIMOS operating 
system. A resident software package known as the HEN CO INFO data 
base management system was used for this case. This hardware and 
software combination was chosen because of its unique suitability for 
handling the amount of information that was to be stored and retrieved. 

Four main data file structures were developed to accommodate the 
four major sources of information that the U.S. EPA provided. The first 
three structures respectively held data from transporter reports filed 
with state agencies, the site's monthly log and transporter in-house 
records. The fourth data file contained data from the site's daily log, 
as well as supporting evidence from waste manifests, CERCLA Section 
104(e) responses, shipping tickets and receipts. 

A series of data files call.eel "match files" also was created to store 
recurring data from the written PRP records and from the respective 
waste and unit type lists. Screen drivers were developed to facilitate 
on-line input and edit all data types. Once data entry was completed, 
reports of entered data were generated using quality control programs 
written specifically for that purpose. These reports were compared with 
original documents to ensure the accuracy of data entry. Changes neces
sary to correct extraction and entry errors were made to the data, and 
a second quality control report was generated. This report was used 
to verify that the paper changes were reflected in the data base. 

Programs were developed for the production of summaries listing 
particular information in the various data files. For instance, one 
program converted all unit types into gallons, from which summaries 
were generated that could rank generators or transporters by the amount 
of waste contributed to the site and identify waste types associated with 
each volume. These summaries, an example of which is shown in 
Table 2, assisted the U.S. EPA attorneys in identifying the relative status 
of PRPs. 

Tuble 2 
Generator Ranking 

RANK GENERATOR WASTE TYPE GALLONS i OF TOTAL 

72 COMPANY A ASBESTOS 3150.00 0.061 
ASBESTOS INSULATION 3600.00 0.070 

6750.00 0.131 

73 COMPANY B CYANIDES 990.00 0.019 
ETCHING-SOLPTION 3250.00 0.063 
NITRIC ACID 1430.00 0.028 
OIL 935.00 0. 018 
PAINT SLUDGE & WATER 110. 00 0.002 

6715. 00 0.130 

74 COMPANY C ALCOHOL 200.00 0.004 
CHLOROTHENE 825.00 0.016 
ISOCYANATES 440.00 0.009 
OIL 1485.00 0.029 
PAINT SLUDGE 1485.00 0.029 
PHENOLIC SAND RESIN 1650.00 0.032 

6085.00 0.119 
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Ultimately the four main data files were combined into a compre
hensive data file which contained all the information ex1racted from 
the site documentation. Software was developed to produce a transac
tional summary printout of this data file. The transactional summary 
report was organized alphabetically by facility/party. Transactional 
information specific to a facility/party was listed chronologically by 
month (Thble 3). Monthly volumes were presented from up to four of 
the data files containing the four categories of transactional data men
tioned earlier. Of the volumes present for a specific month, the largest 
quantity was reported in the last column. Tutals for each data category 
and the "largest quantities'· column appeared at the bottom of each 
party/facility report. 

Table 3 
Transactional Summary Report 

Note: All amounts given In 11allon.• 

GEKERATOR: COlll'ANY D 
ADDRESS: 12 3 KELP STREf:T 

STATE MONTHLY TRANS. DAILY LARGEST WASTE 
RllQJ!l -1.QlL. -1.QSL -t.QSL OUAlfTITX ~ 

DEC 1975 400.00 400.00 33 

SEP 1976 360.00 300.00 300.00 360.00 ll, 12 

NOV 1977 300.00 300.00 280.00 300.00 300.00 33,57 

NOV 1978 300.00 200.00 300.00 300.00 77 

KOV 1979 J00.00 300.00 J00.00 33, 77 

TOTALS 1360.00 1100. 00 280.00 1200.00 1660. 00 

Using this transactional summary report, the U.S. EPA and was able 
to identify parties it considered "de minimis." This process facilitated 
the formation of a coalition of "de minimis" parties interested in 
settlement negotiations with the U.S. EPA. 

PROBLEMS 
Early drafts of the transactional summary report were somewhat 

inaccurate for a variety of reasons. "De minimis" parties were quick 
to point out perceived discrepancies in their individual volumes. The 
U.S. EPA attorneys were soon cognizant of the need for adjustments 
to some reported volumes. 

Volume discrepancies were attributable to a variety of factors. 
Opinions on the proper conversion factors to be used in the data base 
to convert some unit types to gallons were diverse. For example, the 
U.S. EPA assumed that the amount of wasle in a drum was 55 gal unless 
irrefutable evidence to the contrary could be presented. PRPs often 
claimed that the drums that they disposed of at the site were smaller 
or contained a lesser amount of waste. 

A recurring problem arme in reconciling different types of documen
tation pertaining to a specific transaction. Discrepancies in reported 
information between documents often led to the enrry of a transacliun 
into the data base twice (i.e., double c-0un1ing a single 1ransaction). 
For example, a daily site log might record receipt of a shipment a month 
later than the pick-up date recorded by the transporter in his report 
to a state agency. Similarly, two pieces of documentation on one trans
action might report two seemingly different waste types, e.g., spent 
hydrochloric acid in the generators 104(e) response and tank bottoms 
on the site log, or incompatible units, e.g. cubic yards on an invoice, 
pounds on a receipt. Once again, the potential for double counting 
ex.isled. 

Another type of problem arose from the general task of party/facility 
identification. The PRP files were originally compiled at the direction 
of U.S. EPA attorneys and contained aliases, name changes and affilia
tion information for parties identifying subsidiaries, parents, etc. During 
the course of litigation and negotiations, some of these relationships 
changed either because of acquisitions, mergers or other reasons. The 
result was that some parties had transactions listed under multiple names 
or had the same transaction attributed to too different entities not known 
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to be the same or related. In both situations, there was potential for 
reporting the correct amount of waste for the PRP. 

Finally, some transactions were simply not well documented. Only 
by developing transactional packets and comparing supponing docwJm. 
talion could they be substantiated. Certain generic assumptions had to 

be made. 

SOLUTIONS 
Discrepancies were resolved by a variety of means. As negotiations 

began to produce potentially realizable settlement terms, the authon 
re-audited transactional packets and eliminated the cited SOllJtt5 ct errors 
in quantities. A hierarchy was established for ranking the quality of 
data presented by the many document types, and slandards for evaluating 
the quality of documentation as evidence of a transaction at the site 
were re-examined. Additional infonnation obtained from depositions 
and new or supplementary responses to infOnnation request letters clari
fied many of the quantity, conversion factor and party/facility identity 
problems. Negotiations and communications with some .. de minimis" 
panics on their volumes also resulted in the submission of additional 
or clarifying infonnation. \blumes were literally negotiated in a few 
C8SCl; where irrefutable evidence of a transaction existed but the YOlumc 
or some other fuctor was unclear. 

Changes were made to the data files. reflecting the resolution of dis
crepancies. and reports similar to Table 4 were generated for use in 
the '"de mmimis" settlement process. One of these reports ultimalely 
became part of the volumetric allocation attached to the proposed 
Consent Decree. 

lable 4 
Tramactioaal Summary Report 

Now: All -nts giYeD la pllons 

GENERATOR: COMPANY £ 
ADDRESS: 123 YOU'ii LIJl1! 

STATE MONTlll.Y TRAJISP. DAILY 
&U2Rt ~ ~ _M&.. 

SEP 1979 3600.00 

NOV 1979 4200.00 

DIC 1979 4000.00 

l'EB 1980 3200.00 3200.00 

APR 1980 uoo.oo 4200.00 4200.00 

JUN 1980 4200.00 3600.00 

REVISED llASTE 
Q!1Al!Illl ~ 

3600.00 8l 

3600. 00 81 

3600.00 84 

3600.00 81 

4200.00 65 

3600. 00 81 

TOTALS 3200.00 1400.00 mo:oo 22800.00 22200.00 

RESULTS-PROPOSED CONSENT DECREE 
FOR "DE MINIMIS" SE'ITLEMENT 

TOTAL: 22200.00 

The re-audit of the transactional files and the data base was com
pleted last fall. The process was documented in a series of audit reports 
submitted to the U.S. EPA. reponing on discrepancies identified and 
their resolution at the direction of the U.S. EPA attorneys. Subsequent 
to the generation of a list of "de minimis" parties, the negotiated Con· 
senr Decree was distributed to parties for consideration. By early spring 
of this year, over 150 parties, representing nearly half of those eligible. 
had submitted executed Consent Decrees. 

The U.S. EPA's decision making process in entering into the settle
ment has been carefully documented in a "De Minimis" Settlement 
Record. At this writing, the proposed Coment Decree still has not been 
fonnally entered by the court. Discrepancies with all participating parties 
have been resolved, and comments received during a public comment 
period were addressed with the assistance of the authors. 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The de minimis settlement process described was a definite success 

story, but the authors learned several lessons during the project. These 
lessons are summarized in the recommendations listed below: 

• Start the process early - identify as many de minimis settlers as 
possible so the response costs can be spread and thus reduced for 
any given party. 

• Identify and collect all relevant waste transaction documentation
new waste information will change totals. 

• Organize-a complete document organization and control system will 
facilitate location and retrieval of important waste contribution data. 

• Automate-modifying waste contributions is much easier using the 

computer. 
• Communicate-all parties on both sides of negotiations must be aware 

of all waste transaction assumptions used in building the data base. 
• Check for accuracy-constant quality assurance will increase the level 

of comfort for all involved in the process. 

DISCLAIMER 
This paper was prepared with the knowledge of the U.S. EPA's 

National Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC) and has been 
reviewed by representatives of this agency office. Statements and 
opinions expressed are those of the authors. No official support or 
endorsement by the U.S. EPA or any other agency of the federal govern
ment is intended nor should be inferred. 
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ABSTRACT 

INTRODUCTION 

A great deal of emphasis traditionally has been placed on the threat 
Superfuod sires pose to public health. Though this is of primary 
importance, CERCLA as amended by SARA of 1986. also requires the 
assessment of any adverse impacts to the environment. In recent years, 
this need to address the environment has begun to be recognized. As 
a result, there has been a rising emphasis on performing environmen
tal assessments as pan of Superfund investigations. This assessment 
process has resulted in a heightened awareness of natural resource trustee 
concerns at Superfund sites. It has forced us to recognize the need to 
address natural resource damage issues early in the remedial process, 
with coordination between Federal and State natural resource trustees 
and PRPs. 

The assessment of natural resource damages resulting from a release 
of oil or hazardOU\ substances has been ignored, panicularly in the 
Superfund program. Although the requirement has always been 
mandated under CERCLA, Section 107 and by the Clean Water Act 
<CWA). Section 311, the issue was forced into the limelight by promul
gation of regulations by the Department of the Interior (001) in 1986 
and 19871 on how such assessments might be conducted. Unfor
tunately, the DOI regulations have been contested by regulatory agencies 
and environmental groups alike, due to a lack of agreement on the 
proposed economic valuing of damages1. Incorporation of the natural 
resource damage assessment requirement into the already existing Super
fund program further complicates the ii;sue. 

In the event natural resource damages are identified at a site, 
CERCLA, as amended by SARA, allows PRPs to request a release from 
future liability for any additional natural resource damages upon agree
ment on a remedial action. Such a release request was received by the 
State of Delaware from a group of PRPs for the Wildcat Landfill Site. 
This prompted us to address the natural resource damage assessment 
and release requirements. This evaluation also resulted in the develop· 
ment of a mechanism to address future release requests. 
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REGULATORY FR.AME\\ORK 

CERCLA. as amended by SARA. Section 107 and CWA. Section 30 
required the Governor of each State to appoint a natural resource truslCC 
for State natural resources. The Governor of Delaware appointed the 
Slate's Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources and Environ
mental Control (DNREC) as the State's rrustee in February. 1987. 

CERCLA, Section IOI (16) defines natural resources as " ... land, 
fish. wildlife. biOla, air, water. groundwater. drinking water supplies ... " 
The State natural resource trusree. similar to its Federal counterparts, 
is responsible for carrying out the assessment of damages to, or poten
tial for damages to. natural resources resulting from a release of 
hazardous substances or oil. Funhermore. the trustee is responsible 
for ensuring that any natural resources damages are rehabilitated. 
restored, replaced or that equivalent resources are acquirccfl. 

For Superfund sites. it is important that both the Federal and State 
natural resource trustees become inYOlw:d early in the remedial process. 
By doing so, their concerns reganhng the identification and appropriate 
remediarion of any damages to natural resources can be heard and 
incorporated into the RJ/FS and ROD. (Fig. I). Such early involve
ment will hopefully preclude any unnecessary delays al the end of the 
process. 

When a PRP is financing remediation at a site, trustee involvement 
is essential as the PRP may request a release from future liability for 
natural resource damages after the ROD is signed. In accordance with 
CERCLA. Section 122(j)(2). a covenant not to sue may be granted by 
natural resource trustees •• ... if the potentially responsible party agrees 
to undenake act.ions to protect or restore the natural resources damaged 
by such a release or threatened release of hazardous substances." 

Though a natural resource trustee is responsible for assessing damages 
resulting from any release of hazardous substances or oil, the scope 
of this paper is limited to the discussion of natural resource damage 
assessments for Superfuod sites on the NPL. In the case of a cataS
trophic release, there are usually obvious damages to natural resources 
and a clear need to assess the damages and acquire compensation for 
restoration of the resources. For NPL sites, where the release often 
is ongoing. the damage assessment process will be more subtle and 
can be incorporated into the already existing remedial process fur Super
fund sites. This can prevent any overlap in the performance of environ
menlal assessments. limit the role of the trustee to one of oversight and 
enhance the overall scope of the remedy selected. 

DELAWARE'S APPROACH 

The Slate of Delaware was prompted to take action towards the 
development of its own natural resource damage asses.<irnent policy upon 
receipt of the request for a release from future liability for damages 
10 natuml resources associated with a Superfund site. The State natural 
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Fig. 1 
Natural Resource Trustee Involvement in the Superfund Process. 

resource trustee (the Secretary of the DNREC) oversees the manage
ment of the State's environmental concerns in the Department's five 
divisions. These divisions of the agency include the Division of Air 
and Waste Management, the Division of Water Resources, the Divi
sion of Fish and Wildlife, the Division of Parks and Recreation and 
the Division of Soil and Water Conservation (Fig. 2). Those divisions 
with affected resources were formally contacted to comment on the 
RI/FS and ROD and to "sign off' on the release for the specific 
resources in question. The following pathway led to their eventual con
currence on the damage release requested: 

• Various division representatives were involved throughout the 
remedial process for technical support. 

• The investigation of any damages to natural resources was incorpo
rated into the RI. 

• The development of restoration/replacement activities was performed 
during the FS. 

• The selection of an appropriate remedial action to compensate for 
any natural resource damages identified was made along with other 
remedial decisions during the development of the ROD. 

• The design of the appropriate remedial action was incorporated into 
the remedial design document. 

The agreement by the PRP to perform a remedial action was prompted 
because of the authority the State and Federal trustees held with the 
covenant not to sue. The end result was adequate compensation for any 
natural resource damages. 

DELAllARE DEPARTMENT OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 

I 
Division of Air and Division of Fish and Division of Soil and 

llaste Management llildl ife llater Conservation 

- Air Fish and llildl ife - Soll 

Division of llater Division of Parks and 
Resources Recreat;on 

- Surface water Rare/Endangered 
Gra<ndwater Plants 
- lletlands 

Fig. 2 
Structure of the Delaware Department of Natural Resources 

and Environmental Control (DNREC). 

MAKING THE PROCESS WORK: A CASE STUDY 

The Wildcat Landfill is a 45-ac site located along the St. Jones River 
in Kent County, Delaware, approximately 2.5 mi southeast of Dover 
(Fig. 3). The landfill was privately operated, accepting both municipal 
and industrial wastes from 1962 until it was ordered closed by DNREC 
in 1973 due to numerous permit violations. The landfill was later in
vestigated by the U.S. EPA and DNREC and placed on the NPL in 
1982. From late 1985 to 1988, an RI/FS4 was conducted by DNREC 
under a cooperative agreement with the U.S. EPA. 

The major findings of the RI were: 

• Groundwater beneath the landfill and to the southeast of the landfill 
was contaminated with low levels of trace metals and organic con
stituents. 

• Landfill contents, including drummed wastes, were exposed within 
and at the boundary of the landfill. 

• Leachate seeps with inorganic and organic constituents were found 
along the periphery of the landfill in the area of an adjacent pond. 

• Surface water and sediments in the adjacent pond were contaminated 
by inorganics. 

• Aquatic fauna in the adjacent pond exhibited elevated levels of in
organics. 

Two RODs were developed to address the activities required to 
remediate the site and the adjacent pond. The problems on and within 
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Fig. 3 
Location of the Wildcat Landfill Site in Kent County. Delaware 

the landfill were addressed in the first ROD in June, 1988'. The pond 
adjacent to the site wa~ addressed in a second ROD in November. 
1988". 

The first ROD required a partial landfill cover, replacement of cel'Ulin 
private wells in close proximity to the landfill, removal and disposal 
of drummed wastes, placement of institutional controls on-site and to 
the southeast of the site, and groundwater monitoring. The second ROD 
required that the pond adjacent to the site be filled to eliminate possi
ble future impacts to indigenous and migratory fauna. Additionally. a 
replacement pond was to be created elsewhere on the owner's property 
in an area unaffected by the landfill. 

Both the U.S. EPA and DNREC agreed that the first ROD should 
be finalized in the int.crest of keeping the remedial process moving. 
Because the environmental assessment of the pond wa~ ongoing at that 
time, it was decided a second ROD would be developed pending the 
outcome of the assessment 

Negotiations with the Wildcat PRPs began almost immediately fol
lowing finalization of the firs! ROD and prior to the second ROD (negoti
ations with the PRPs prior to initiation of the Rl/FS were unsuccessful). 
During these negotiations (for implementation of the selected remedy), 
the PRPs requested that the second ROD be completed prior to entry 
into a consent decree and that a release from future liability for natural 
resource damages, from both Federal and State trustees, be granted. 
The Federal trustees for this site included the Department of Interior 
(represented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) and the Depart-
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ment of Commerce (represented by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration). The State of Del~'s trustee was 
DNREC. 

The second ROD was finalized and required filling the adjacent pond 
and creating a replacement pond on an unaffected ponion of the 
property. The alternative selected for the pond represented a \\Orst case 
scenario and wc1S selected partly because of the request for release from 
liability for future natural resource damages from the PRPs. Both the 
U.S. EPA and DNREC regarded the biological evidence for the pond 
a\ somewhat inconclusive and placed language in the second ROD such 
that the selected remedy would be re-evaluated if it was not implcmeorcd 
by the PRP group. 

The language granting the natural resource damage release was in
corporated into a consent decree negotiated between the PRPs, the U.S. 
EPA and DNREC, with considerable comment by the ~ and Stale 
trustees. The wording of the release is as follows: "The United Stale$ 
and the (State of Delaware) hereby waive and release with respect ro 
the Settlers any claim that they may have for damages to natural 
resources at or arising from the WtJdcat Site resulting from releases 
or threaL' of releases at or from the site for which the Settlers are allegicd 
to be liable pursuant to Section 107 (a) of CERCLA or from the imple
mentation of the Remedial Action pursuant to the OecRe." Note that 
the natural resource damages, as defined in the release language, can 
be either from releases from the landfill or from implementation of 
the selected remedy. 

The damages associated with releases from the landfill include con
tamination of groundwater. contamination of surface water and sedi
ments. and bioaccumulation of inorpnics in mummichogs (Fwubdus 
heterocUtus) and painted turtles (Ch.rysemys picta) in the pond. The 
damages associated with implementation of the remedy include the loss 
of wetlands around the periphery of the pond and potential effects on 
rare plants on the site. It should be OO(C(f that 29 acs of wetlands were 
originally Jost at the time the landfill wus operated due to the direct 
placement of landftJJ wastes upon prior existing tidal wetlands. This 
loss of wetlands occurred prior to the existence of Federal or State sta
tutes protecting wetlands. Further. this loss is not the result of release 
of any hazardous substances from the site nor from the remedial action. 
Consequently, the Federal and State agencies did not pursue recovery 
of these resources. 

The Secretary of DNREC, as the State's designated trustee. required 
the concurrence of numerous agencies within the Department. including 
the Division of Water Resources (for groundwater, surface Wctter and 
wetlands), the Division of Parks and Recreation (for plants) and the 
Division of Fish and Wildlife (for fauna). As discussed earlier, an effi
cient internal mechanism wus required to ensure the timely input by 
these divisions prior to agreement by DNREC to grant the release. The 
Division of Air and 'Mlste Management, responsible for the Superfund 
program. coordinated involvement of the other divisions in the remedial 
process (Rl/FS and ROD stages) and also in the subsequent develop
ment of the remedial action work plan attached to the consent decree. 
This assured that the State's natural resource concerns were adequate
ly addressed during all stages of the process. Concurrently, the U.S. 
EPA coordinated involvement of the Federal trustees. assuring that their 
natural resource concerns were adequately addressed. 

Both the Federal and State trustees were signatures to the consent 
decree. These agencies will also be involved in review of the remedial 
design prior to initiation of remedial action at the site. 

Though the Federal and State natural resource trustees took a risk 
in granting the release request, they were comfonable in doing so 
because of their participation throughout the process. The consent decree 
contains a reopener clause should the remedial actions not be com
pleted by the PRPs or not meet the requirements defined by the l\W 

RODs. Nonetheless. the PRPs felt that the remedies would be success
ful and agreed to enter into the consent decree in spite of the inclusion 
of the reopener language. 

CONCLUSION 

The State of Delaware's experience on the Wildcat Site has led us 
to move forward on the development of a policy to address natural 



resource damages resulting from any releases of hazardous substances 
or oil. It has taught us the importance of early notification and coordi
nation of natural resource trustee agencies to effect a favorable resolu
tion to environmental issues surrounding Superfund settlements. 

The proposed policy calls for DNREC to identify damages to natural 
resources resulting from any release of hazardous substances or oil. 
Upon discovery of the release, a central coordinator within DNREC 
is notified. This individual then works with the appropriate DNREC 
division responsible for managing the investigation and cleanup of the 
release. Together, along with the Federal agencies in cases of joint 
trusteeship, the assessment of any damages to natural resources is com
pleted and, if necessary, the appropriate compensation is pursued. In 
this way, the necessary natural resource damage assessments of inci
dents ranging from slow releases at NPL sites to major spill events can 
be addressed in a consistent and organized fashion. 

The implementation of the remedies selected for the Wildcat Land
fill represents a landmark for interagency, intra-agency and PRP co
operation at a Superfund site. The development of an efficient 
mechanism for the identification of natural resource damages and the 
subsequent damage claim release procedures by the State allowed for 

successful and timely completion of negotiations by Federal and State 
government and private parties in rectifying environmental problems 
at Superfund sites within the State of Delaware. 

FOOTNOTES 
1. Two sets of Natural Resource Damage Assesment rules were published by 

DOI. The Type A rule, finalized on Mar. 20, 1987 in 52 FR 9042, addresses 
assessments for spills of hazardous substances or oil in coastal and marine 
environements. The rule uses a computer model to perform simplified 
assessments. The Type B rule, finalized on Aug. l, 1986 in 51 FR 21674, 
addresses more complex assessments of damages in other environments. 

2. A federal ruling made on July 14, 1989 requires DOI to revise both the Type 
A and Type B natural resource damage assessment procedures. 

3. See CERCLA/SARA Section 107 (f) (2). 
4. CH2M Hill Southeast, Inc. Wildcat Landfill Remedial Investigation Report, 

Volume l, May, 1988. 
5. Record of Decision. ROD Decision Summary: Wildcat Landfill Site, Kent 

County, Delaware., June, 1988. 
6. Record of Decision. ROD Decision Summary: Wildcat Landfill Pond, Kent 

County, Delaware., Nov., 1988. 
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ABSTRACT 

Soils from sites in Montclair and Glen Ridge. New Jersey, are con
taminated with radium-226 and thorium-230. Barium-radium sulfate. 
partially extracted ores and other radiominerals, allegedly an artifact 
from a radium extraction mill, are found mixed to varying degrees with 
the native soil and constitute a radiological hazard characterized by 
elevated levels of radon and gamma radiation. 

Soil samples from the site were characterized with respect to 
radionuclide distribution and particle size by wet screening and radio
chemical analysis. In both soil samples, a significant amount of 
radium-226 and thorium-230 activity is found in the smaller-sized soil 
fractions. Based on the results, a washing process that includes vigorous 
mixing of the soil with water and physical separation of particles by 
size was developed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Soils from residential and business communities in Montclair stopped 
and Glen Ridge, New Jersey, are contaminated with radium-226 and 
thorium-230. The contamination allegedly was produced by a radium 
extraction mill that operated nearby in the early pan of the century. 
As a result of the subsequent use of this radium residue as landfill during 
construction, approximately 300,000 yd) of soil on more than 95 ac 
are contaminated; almost 1,700 people in more than 500 homes are 
affected to some degree by elevated levels of gamma radiation and 
radon-222 gas. The radon, produced by the radioactive decay of 
radium-226, i~ of particular concern since it may enter homes con
structed on areas containing contaminated fill material. The most 
significant contaminant' producing the gamma radiation are radon and 
radium-226, ranging from approximately 40 to 1.000 pCi/g of soil. and 
thorium-230, ranging from approximately 20 to almost 900 pCi/g' i. 

The contamination is the result of the presence of process residue 
containing barium-radium sulfate precipitates, partially extracted ore~ 
and other radiominerals that are mixed to varying degrees with the native 
soils3

• Earlier studies on uranium mill tailings indicated that volume 
reduction by physical separation and chemical extraction might be a 
feasible means of remediation of the Montclair and Glen Ridge sites•. 

PROCEDURES 

Determination of Particle Siu and Siu Distribution 

Wet sieving was performed on two soil samples from the Montclair 
site and on one soil smaple from Glen Ridge. One Montclair sample 
was labeled "Montclair," while the other was labeled "Representative" 
since, as reported in COM Reports''. the specific activity of 
radium-226 contamination in the latter represents an average value for 
the overall sites. The soils were dried at 60°C and wet-sieved using 
a Brinkman, model VS, vibrating siever. 
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Radiochemiad Analysis 

All soil samples and soil fractions were dried at 60°C and prepared 
for analysis of radium-226 by gamma-ray spectroscopy using high purity 
germanium defectors'. Radium-226 was identified and measured using 
the 186 KIN phocopeak. Since only very small quantities c:l unmium-235 
were found in the samples (less than 0.1~). interference by the 
uranium-235 185 KeV photopeak was not a significant consideration. 
Selected samples with low specific activity were counted after being 
sealed in air-tight container.; for 30 days to allow for equilibrium of 
radon-222 and its daughters. 

Soils and selected wet s~ fractions and samples were also analyml 
for thorium-230'. Aliquots were completely solubiliz.ed in acid 
mixtures, and the thonum was separated by ion-exchange chroma
tography and counted by alpha spectroscopy using thorium-234 as a 
tracer to determine the chemical yield of the procedure. 

Wash Studies 

Four soil fractions were identified for wash studies: ( +4 designates 
material retained by a number 4 sieve), -4/+16 (-4/+16 designates 
material that passes through a number 4 sieve but is retained by a number 
16 sieve). -161+30 and -30/+50. Based on the literature SUJ"e)", water 

and several salt or salt/acid solutions were selected as initial wash 
reagents (Table 6). 

Samples of the selected soil fraction, prepared by dry screening on 
a Gilson TM-4 screener. were anaJyzed for radium-226. The samples 
were then mixed with water or the selected wash solution (5 mUg) 
in a I-gal container and shaken between 100 and 350 rpm on a Lab
Lme Orbit Shaker. model 3590, at room temperature for 1 hr. Al the 
end of that time. they were rinsed with water, and the solid residue 
(RI) was collected over the appropriate sieve (i.e., number 4 for a +4 
soil fraction or number 16 for a -4/+ 16 fraction). The residue was dried 
at 60°C, weighed and analyzed. The filtrate was subsequently filtered 
through a Whatman No. I filter paper and then a 0.4m polycarbonate 
filter. These residues were dried and weighed. The volume of the fi.ltmle 
was measured and, along with the residues, analyzed for radium-226. 

Two-cycle wash studies were perfonned as described aboYe for a one
step study, but water was used exclusively as the washing agent during 
the first cycle. The initial wash mixture was shaken for a period of only 
5 min. The residue from the first cycle was washed again for 1 hr with 
water or one of the wash reagents selected for the study. 

Three-step wash studies were performed as described for a two-step 
study except that the residue from the second step was washed again 
with water for I hr. 

Th determine the recycle capability of the wash water, samples of 
soil fractions were washed using the procedure described for one-step 
wash studies; the micropore filtrate was collected for the second step 



of the study. In the second step, a new soil fraction was washed with 
the filtrate from the first step. The filtrate from the second step was, 
in turn, used to wash a third new soil fraction. 

Combined Washing and Wet Sieving of Total Soils 

Soil samples were weighed and analyzed for radium-226. After 
analysis, the samples were mixed with tap water (5 mL/g) in a 1-gal 
container and shaken at 350 rpm at room temperature for 30 min. The 
soil mixtures then were sieved under vacuum on a Gilson Wet-Vac Sieve 
Tester using the selected sieve sizes. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Particle Size and Radiochemical Distribution 

Table 1 gives the average specific activity of radium-226 and 
thorium-230 in the Montclair, Glen Ridge and Representative soil 
samples based on their dry weights. The specific activity of radium-226 
is approximately six times higher in the Glen Ridge soil than in the 
Montclair soil, while the Representative soil contains less than one half 
that of the Montclair soil. Thorium-230 specific activity in the Mont" 
clair and Glen Ridge soils is equivalent to that of radium-226. The 
thorium isotope specific activity in the Representative soil is 
considerably less than that of the Montclair soil. 

Soil 

Montclair 

Glen Ridge 

Representative 

Tuble 1 
Total Soil Radiochemical Analysis 

Ra-226 
(pCi/gr) 

132 ± 18 

828 ± 51 

54 ± 10 

Th-230 
(pCi/gr) 

123 ± 12 

826 ± 28 

18 ± 2 

Error for specific activity represents ± 1 sigma. 

The distributions of radium-226 and thorium-230 by particle size are 
indicated in Tables 2, 3 and 4 for the Montclair, Glen Ridge and 
Representative soil fractions, respectively. Note in Table 2 that the 
radium-226 specific activity is moderate, less than 100 pCi/gr, in the 
Montclair fractions larger than 600 micron (30 mesh size), but it 
generally increases as the particle size decreases. There is a noticeable 
increase between the -10/+16 and the -161+30 fractions and between 
the -2001+400 and the -400 fractions and an unexpectedly high value 
for the -161+ 30 fraction-more than twice the value of the preceding 
fraction. The thorium-230 values are, with the exception of one fraction 
(-16/+30), less than that of radium-226. 

Table 3 shows that radium-226 is distributed in a similar manner in 
the Glen Ridge soil, but the increase in specific activity is not as uniform 
with decreasing particle size. There is, again, a noticeable increase from 
the number 16 to 30 mesh size and from 400 to -400 mesh; a doubling 
in activity, with a very high activity in the -400 fraction. Thorium-230 
activity specific activity is also inversely related to the particle size with 
the activity, doubling between the 16 and 30 mesh size and between 
the 400 and -400 fractions. In each fraction, however, the thorium-230 
is less than that of radium-226. 

Table 4 indicates that the radium-226 is more evenly distributed in 
the Representative soil, but an increase in specific activity is observed 
with relatively significant increases from the -30/+50 fraction to the 
-50/+100 fraction and from the -100/+140 to the -1401+200 fraction. 
Each fraction contains less thorium-230 than radium-226. 

The elevated specific activity in the fine soil material is clearly demon
strated by these data. Thus, partial remediation of the soils by wet sieving 
techniques appears to be feasible. 

Size 

+4 

-4/+10 

-10/+16 

-16/+30 

-30/+50 

-50/+100 

-100/+140 

-140/+200 

-200/+400 

-400 

Tuble 2 
Montclair Soil Wet Sieving 

Ra-226 
Weight Percent• (pCi/gr) 

18.25 44 ± 20% 

7.94 26 ± 24% 

3.23 39 ± 31% 

4.54 84 ± 15% 

7.46 117 ± 12% 

14.16 113 ± 12% 

6.74 138 ± 11% 

5.55 170 ± 8% 

10.85 194 ± 11% 

~ 382 ± 8% 

100.00 

Th-230 
(pCi/gr) 

7 ± 6% 

12 ± 9% 

15 ± 8% 

175 ± 4% 

71 ± 5% 

62 ± 5% 

68 ± 5% 

115 ± 4% 

132 ± 4% 

283 ± 5% 

*Percentage of sieved material; 3.34% of soil is large rocks and 
1. 4 6% is trash. 

Percentage error for specific activity represents ± 2 sigma 
error. 

Table 3 
Glen Ridge Soil Wet Sieving 

Ra-226 Th-230 
Size Weight Percent• (pCi/gr) (pCi/gr) 

+4 31. 78 346 ± 9% 76 .± 6% 

-4/+10 9.74 307 ± 7% 154 ± 4% 

-10/+16 3.61 268 ± 10% 108 ± 5% 

-16/+30 4.93 535 ± 8% 211 ± 4% 

-30/+50 5.85 492 ± 5% 289 ± 4% 

-50/+100 11. 09 472 ± 5% 302 ± 4% 

-100/+140 5.64 498 ± 5% 365 ± 3% 

-140/+200 4.02 677 ± 5% 500 ± 3% 

-200/+400 7.62 1,006 ± 4% 987 ± 4% 

-400 15.70 2,855 ± 3% 2801 ± 5% 

99.98 

*Percentage of material sieved; 0.65% of soil is large rocks and 
0.30% is trash. 

Percentage error for specific activity represents ± 2 sigma 
error. 

Tables 2 through 4 also summarize the particle size distributions of 
the material sieved. In the Montclair soil, Table 2, approximately 30% 
of the soil is retained by the number 16 sieve; 34 % is retained up to 
the number 30 sieve (600 micron). Table 3 indicates a similar trend 
for the Glen Ridge soil. At least 45 .% of the sample is retained up to 
the number 16 sieve during wet sieving; 50% is retained up to the num
ber 30 sieve. 

Table 4 indicates that the Representative soil is similar to the Mont
clair .in distribution of particles by weight. However, it contains 
approximately 10% more fine material (-400 mesh); unlike the Mont
clair soil, no large rocks ( > 2 in.) are present in the soil. 

Soil Wash Studies 

Examination of the distributions of radium-226 concentrations in the 
Montclair and Glen Ridge soils along with data from the geological 
characterization3 indicated that preliminary wash studies should be 
performed on +30 soil fractions. These fractions had been separated, 
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size 

+4 

-4/+10 

-10/+16 

-16/+30 

-30/+50 

-50/+100 

-100/+140 

-140/+200 

-200/+400 

-400 

Table 4 
Representative Soll Wet Sieving 

Ra-226 
Weight Percent• (pCi/gr) 

15.79 14 ± 9, 

6.70 22 ± 9' 

2.65 27 ± 10, 

4.74 25 ± 9' 

7.73 25 ± 7' 

12.29 33 ± 5, 

5.55 33 ± 25, 

4.56 52 ± 16, 

10.48 58 ± lOt 

....ll...ll 105* 

100.00 

Th-230 
(pCi/gr) 

5 ± 9' 

8 ± 6, 

8 ± 6' 

9 ± 5' 

16 ± 5t 

23 ± 5\ 

23 ± 5, 

39 ± 5t 

55 t. 4\ 

•• 

•calculated tro• total activity of the sample sieved and 

percentage ot the fraction. 

••Not aeasured. 

Percentage error for specific activity represents t. 2 sigma 
error. 

by ~e methods described above, from Momclair and Glen Ridge soils 
obtained from the New Jersey site in October, 1987. 

Table 5 is a summary of the initial results of single-step wash studies 
with water and gentle shaking. With one wash. water removes approxi
mately 50% of the radium-226 activity from the +4 fraction and 
approximately 85% of that in the -4/+16 fraction. The da1.a indicate 
that these results were primarily accomplished by removing fine soil 
particles and suspending them in the wash water - note the weight 
percentage of sample recovered during washing. especially the per
centage of the -4/+16 and -161+30 fractions recovered. It is not sur
prising that less sample is recoYCred (more is lost) from the smaller-sized 
fractions during washing, since more surface area is available for 
adherence of fine material on these fractions. and this fine material 
should be removed during the wash process. In addition, these smaller 
fractions would be expected to contain a larger percenLage of loose fine 
material from dry screening than the larger-sized fractions. In each case, 
the filtrate con1.ains little to no activity (dala not shown in Tuble 5). 
The final average specific activity of the Montclair samples ranges from 
10 to 71 pCi/g. Although the Glen Ridge samples follow the same trend, 
the. ~nal activity is well above 71 pCi/g (121 to 330 pCi/g). since the 
act1v1ty of the samples initially is high. 

liible S 
Summary of Results rrom One-Step Wuh Study with Water 

lnltial Pinal .......... Waltbt lnt./Plnal 
ap. I.ct. Ip. Mt. Of ToUl .. ...,.,.. Ip. Ml. 
Ila-Ju a.-JH A.cth'ity ot lampl• 'I'll-no 

lail ....1.1.J.a_ ~ .uii;J..£a.[L --- -- .l.lllaLln 

" +4 <•> 1t .t_ '7 ,D 10 !. ,, 7 SJ t '·O •• .t ••• 17/J 

-4/+ll(b) 104 1 14 )l 1 •. > '' 1 J .• tS t J.D 106/U 

-16/+JO(c) 161 1 u 71 i •• , '' t .... u t , .• ltl/H 

G +4(1) Ul t 17 Ul t 21 40 1 14 

12 t l.S 

17 1 J.3 

U t 4.J l.017/U 

•4/+U (b) 9'0 t 14 Jll t SJ 

-U/+JO(o) 1,ota t 11 not u 

•• l. J.' 
.. t 1.J 

(•I llepn••nt• th• av•nqa •nd atan4ard devht1on ot a.van runa. 

(kt) hpr•••nt• t.h• 1ver19a and atandard devht1on of elfbt rune. 

(C) llepraaanta th• averaqa and •t•n4ard deviation of tour runa. 

Sh.akint' velocity wa• 100 rpm. 
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The final specific activity of the Montclair +4 and -4/ +16 fractions 
indicates a promising trend for remediation by washing and screening, 
since their averag~ values after washing m: 10 pCi/g and 33 pCi/g, 
respectively. Thorium-230 values are lower than those of radium-226, 
indicating that ingrowth of radium-226 would not be a long-tenn 
problem. 

In most msLanccs. the MAit solutions produce similar, and in several 
cases slightly better, results <Table 6). The data generally indicate, 
however, that, relative to water, salt solutions increase the activity of 
radium-226 in the filtrate, appm:otly by solubilizing more of the 
radionuclides. 

Tahle 6 
Summary al Results rrom One-Step Wash Study with Saba 

lnlt.1•1 Plnal -- """" Ip. an . .,. -· rutnca ot TOt.a1 -aa-JH .. -JJI ... -. -.1 .. 1ey or ..,.i. 
la.LL .it..t.L --- .lal:UaU ~ .llll:U1l.. ---... ...... 
" .. ha JI H l04 •• .. 
" .. ICl H lO u ,. .. 
" .. ::!of"Cl H u ... .. .. 
• .. JI u . .. IS 

• -4/• ll ir.ct II 41 lM ,. •• • -•/•ll lltl •• It . ., tl .. 
• -4/•ll =·/Cl lOl .. 1 ..... .. u 
• -t/•U ,., u . to .. 
G .. ir.ct UI Ill '" " .. 
G .. lltl ... IU ... .. .. 
• .. =,JWCI ... "' 4.1 .. .. .. 
a .. l .. lot . •• .. 
a •4/•U ha ••• • •• • .. " • -4/•U ICl ... . .. 1.ttl .. •• c -•t•ll =·/kl ... us s.uo fl .. 
a -4/•U 11> ... . .. .. 
. Mot. -9'ilr911. 
lh.U.1119 •eloon,. ... ioo rs-. 

An imporLanl consideration in a large-scale remediation process using 
water is the amount of water required. If the wash water can be recycled. 
an appreciable amount of water will be conserved during volwne reduc
tion. Further, recycling will avoid the necessity of disposal or treat
ment of large volumes of radioactive liquids. In a study designed to 
examine the feasibility of water reqcling. a -4/+16 soil fraction was 
w.tShed first with deionized 'Miter: the filtrate was collected after fiheriog 
through a micropore filter and used to wash a new -4/+16 fraction. 
The filtrate from the second wash was used, in tum. to wash anocher 
new fraction. In each step of the wash process, the same percentage 
of activity is removed leaving samples with comparable specific 
activities. The activity of the filtrate in each case is less than 5 pCi/L. 
Thus. the study indicates that wash water filtered through a micropore 
filter to remove suspended particles may be recycled at least twice with 
no significant decrease in removal efficiency. 

The effect of two- and three-step washing also was examined. With 
each fraction. the study indicates that the two-step process. compared 
to ~~ on~·step p~ess. removes a greater perceni.age of radium-226 
ac11v1ty. Like the single-step procedure. each step of the process remcM:S 

some mass from the sample. The first step removes the majority of 
the associated fines, but visual examination of the sample after t\W wash 
steps indicates that the material has less fine particles associated with 
it than does a comparable sample washed only once. The loss of material 
during the second wash step is approximately 5 % of the initial sample 
weight. In every experiment, the specific activity of the filtrate is less 
than 5 pC1/L. The results of the three-step wash study with water indi
cate that. only a very small amount of additional sample is removed 
by the third wash step. Examinations of the residues from the nw- and 
three-step studies support this observation since there is no visual 
physical .difference in comparable residues. There is no significant 
increase m the loss oftoLal activity of the samples after the third wash. 
and the specific activity is essentially the same. 

A preliminary study of washing rocks with water was initiated. Similar 
to the +4 soil fractions, the geometry of the rock sample presents more 
of a problem for radium-226 analysis by gamma-ray spectroscopy than 
those of smaller fractions. The Montclair rocks. however indicated a 
specific activity of less than 15 pCi/gr and were not washed. On the 
other hand, the Glen Ridge rocks with more coal-like and coaly-slag 



character have a specific activity of260 ±217 pCi/g, but the wash study 
is not conclusive. 

Combined Washing and Wet Sieving Studies of Total Soils 

The results of the wet sieving and water-wash studies indicated that 
the examination of a combination of the two processes applied to a total 
soil sample would be appropriate. The results presented in Tuble 7 
demonstrate that by combining vigorous shaking (350 rpm) with vacuum 
sieving, up to 35 % of the Montclair soil can be separated with an average 
radium-226 specific activity of 15 pCi/g, a specific activity very simi
lar to that obtained in the preliminary studies. With the inclusion of 
the -501+ 100 fraction, however, almost 43 % of the Representative soil 
can be recovered with a radium-226 specific activity of 15 pCi/g. It 
is important to note that 56 % of this soil sample can be recovered with 
a specific activity of 16 pCi/g and 67% can be recovered at 19 pCi/g. 

Table 7 
Final Studies of Vigorous Shaking and Subsequent Sieving of 

Soils on the Wet-Vac Siever 

R H 

Size 
W•iqht Ra-226 Weight Ra-226 Weight Ra-226 
Percant (pCi/qr) Percent (pCi/gr) Percent (pCi/gr) 

•• 11.06 12 21.94 15 18.68 102 
-4/+16 5,59 21 5.69 15 11. 73 151 
-16/+30 4.10 14 2.67 16 2.91 175 
-30/+50 7.99 14 ...i.J.i ..ll _Lil ll1. 

34. 79* 15** 38.84• 134** 

-50/+100 ll..ll ll 10.46 42 11.63 174 
42. 63* 15•• 

-100/+200 13.46 22 13.61 59 11.41 246 
-200/+400 ~ ll 13.12 92 8.23 ••• 67.49 19** 

-400 ....ll...U 180 ~ 427 --2.L.l!.i :t,581 
100. 00 100.00 100.00 

Th-230 •1>9cif'ic activity tor each fraction vaa l••• than the speci(ic activity of Ra-226. 

•cumulative vdqht p.:r:·cent. 

0 Weiqhted average of •pecitic activitie• of above tractions. 

Although vigorous shaking and wet sieving with vacuum do not 
produce a sufficiently remediated Glen Ridge soil, the process does 
separate approximately 55 % of the soil ( + 30) with less than half the 
specific activity of a sample that has been shaken gently (125 rpm), 
120 pCi/g compared to 290 pCi/g. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Considering the need to develop a simple, safe, economical, on-site 
treatment process that would produce a significant volume of remediated 
soil to remain on-site, the results of these studies indicate that water 
washing is a prime candidate for a process that meets these criteria. 
Using water exclusively would eliminate the necessity for removal of 
salt and/or acids by processes that would require one or more steps, 
possibly including, among others, ion-exchange, neutralization, or 
~recipitation. Since the data indicate that little radium-226 is present 
m the filtrate after washing the soil fraction up to three times with water 
it is likely that the water could be disposed directly or, more impor: 
tantly, be recycled several times during the washing process. Thus, a 
wash process that would include wet screening of the Montclair soils 
to separate the +50 or +100 fraction would be followed by filtration 
of the -50 or -100 fraction to remove wash water that in tum would 
be recycled in the process. The -50 or -100 fraction could then be col
lected for disposal or additional treatment. 
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ABSfRACT 

It has been estimated that approximately three to five million under
ground storage tanks in the United States are used to store liquid 
petroleum and chemical substances. Further estimates indicate that 
100,000 to 400,000 of these tanks and their associated piping systems 
may be-<>r have been-leaking. The resulting soil and groundwater 
contamination. especially to primary drinking water aquifers, have left 
the United States with a massive cleanup problem. and in some cases. 
with the necessity of abandoning water supply wells for indefinite periods 
of time. 

The U.S. EPA through its Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory's 
Release Control Branch has undertaken research and development efforts 
to address the problem of remediating contaminated soils resulting from 
leaking underground storage tanks. Under this initiative, the Releases 
Technology Staff is currently evaluating soil washing technology as an 
economically viable and technically feasible cleanup remedial alterna
tive to the current practice of hazardous landfill disposal. 

Soil washing is a high energy, dynamic physical volumetric reduc
tion and feedstock preparation process in which soluble contaminants 
are extracted from the solid fraction into liquid medium, usually water. 
In addition, the separation of the highly contaminated fine soil pani
cles (silts, clays and colloids) from the bulk of the soil matrix is 
accomplished through the mochanism of volume reduction. As a result, 
significant fractions of the contaminated soil can be "cleaned" and 
returned into the original excavation or used a~ cleaned "secondary" 
fill (i.e .. road beds, bridge foundations) or aggregate material for con
crete and asphalt production. Since the contaminants of interest are typi
cally roncentrated in the fine soil fractions, their separation and 
segregation from the bulk soil increases the overall effectiveness of the 
process. Treatment of the sp¢nt wash solution prior to recycling is 
required. The "enriched" rontaminated "fines" fraction has now been 
readied for an appropriate ultimate treatment technology such as solidifi
cation/stabilization. biological treatment, solvent extraction, low tem
perature desorption, incineration, etc. 

The soil washing program is evaluating the effectiveness of soil 
washing technology in removing petroleum products (unleaded gaso
line, diesel/home heating fuel and waste crankcase oil) from soils and 
treating the generated residuals. The program consists of testing of soil 
washing technology at the bench scale, pilot scale, and through filed 
demonstrations in order to develop the applicability and design criteria 
for full scale implementation as a long-term corrective action at leaking 
underground storage tank sites . 

. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Based on the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 and 
its Land Ban Regulations. the U.S. EPA has discouraged the excava
tion and landfill disposal practices of the past for contaminated soils 
resulting from leaking underground sroragc tanks (USTs). The U.S. Ew. 
has encouraged the use of on-site treatment technologies. however. 
problems have plagued the development of on'site treatment technolo
gies for the treatment of petroleum contaminated soils. Technical sup
pon is needed to develop effective loog-feml comctivc actions at leaking 
underground storage tank sit.es. design cleanup program guidance. and 
help implement state programs. 

The remedial options available for the treatment of conlaminated soils 
from UST sites are broadly segregated inlo two main categories. namely 
those which remove the contaminants without excavation (in-situ rr:ch
niques) and those which requiJe excavation of the soil and subsequent 
cleaning on-site. The former group of remedial options have not yet 
been demonstrated for high efficiency removal of contaminants from 
the subsurface. These techniques are plagued by the uncenainty of soil 
contamination levels in the subsurface after treatment. Soil excawtion 
followed by extensive cleaning of the soil will ensure a more complete 
and expedient removal of contaminants over in-situ techniques which 
require long periods of time. 

On-site soil washing of excavated soils is a viable alternative to in
situ techniques and has been shown to be effective for the cleanup '1 
applicable Superfund and leaking underground tank sites. The goal '1 
this effon is to demonstrate the feasibility of soil washing for cleaning 
up petroleum contaminated soils. 

The U.S. EPA developed soil washing technology is a physical process 
in which excavated soils are contacted with an aqueous based wash 
solution with selective additives predicated upon the soil characteris
tics and specific contaminants of interest. The highly water soluble con
taminants in the soil matrix are extracted from the solid fraction into 
the liquid medium. The two principle cleaning mechanisms include 
the dissolution of the contaminants into the extractive agent and/or the 
dispersion of the contaminants into the extraction phase in the form 
of particles (suspended or colloidal). 

In addition, the separation of the highly contaminated fine ( > 74 
micron) soil particles (silts, clay and colloidal) from the bulk of the 
soil matrix is accomplished through the mechanism of volume reduc
tion. As a result, a significant fraction of the contaminaled soil is cleaned 
and can be put back into the original excavation following testing and 



approval by the appropriate lead agency. Since the contaminants are 
more concentrated in the fine soil fractions due to their typically higher 
cation exchange capacity and "relatively" hugh surface areas, their 
removal from the bulk soil increases the overall effectiveness. Subse
quent treatment is typically required for the spent wash waters and the 
fine soil fractions. The information developed from this project is 
assisting the U.S. EPA in defining the criteria for developing soil washing 
as a Jong-term corrective action at leaking underground storage tanks. 

PROGRAM STRATEGIES 

Under Phase I of the U.S. EPA's research program, a surrogate soil 
matrix containing a range of petroleum products at varying concentra
tion levels was prepared and subjected to bench-scale performance evalu
ations of soil washing technology. This paper covers the formulation 
and characterization of the U.S. EPA's surrogate soil matrix described 
as the Synthetic Soil Matrix (SSM). 

Prior to spiking the full scale quantities of SSM, several bench scale 
experiments were performed to develop a dose/response relationship 
between the quantity of petroleum product added to the soil matrix and 
the analysis quantification. The petroleum products evaluated during 
this study include unleaded gasoline, diesel oil and waste crankcase 
oil. The full scale SSM was then blended with a specific quantity of 
petroleum product to obtain a predetermined concentration level. TPH 
analysis was performed to verify the concentration levels for diesel and 
waste oil and BTEX analysis was performed to verify the concentra
tion levels for gasoline. 

The bench-scale washing experiments were designed to simulate the 
U.S. EPA-developed pilot-scale Mobile Soils Washing System (MSWS) 
or also known as the "mini-washer." Bench-scale experiments simu
late the pilot- and full-scale drum-screen washer which separates the 
>2-mm soil fraction (coarse material) from the <2-mm soil fraction 
(fines) by use of a rotary drum screen. In the pilot and full scale system, 
high pressure water knives operate at the head of the system to break 
up soil lumps and strip the water soluble contaminants of the soil par
ticles and separate the highly contaminated fines from the cleanable 
coarse fractions. 

SYNTHETIC SOIL MATRIX CHARACTERIZATION 

The basic formula for the SSM was determined by the U.S. EPA under 
the Best Demonstrated Available Technology Program from an exten
sive review of contaminant groups and soils types found at Superfund 
sites throughout the United States. The SSM was blended from a 
predetermined mixture of clay, silt, sand, top soil and gravel in two 
15,000 pound batches. 

A review of the existing soil characteristics were made and additional 
tests were conducted to further delineate the physical and chemical 
properties of the SSM. The tests included particle size distribution, 
moisture retention curve, Atterberg limits, cation exchange capacity, 
base saturation, organic matter, chemical constituents and mineralogy. 
Quantification and assessment of these specific properties will assist 
the technical community to understand the differences that may be 
observed between the performance of soil washing technology on the 
SSM and on actual site specific UST site soils. 

The SSM is composed of 60 percent sand, 19 percent silt and 21 per
cent clay as determined by particle size distribution analysis (Table 1 
and Figure 1). Based on this composition the SSM would be classified 
(USDA) as having a sandy clay loam texture. Particle size distribution 
data may be used to estimate hydraulic properties (Mishra et al. , 1989), 
residual saturation (Hoag and Marley, 1986), capillary movement, bulk 
density, and surface area of the soil prior to more extensive analyses. 

The moisture content of the SSM ranged from 33.l percent at satu
ration (0 bar) to 8.7 percent at the permanent wilting point (15 bars). 
The moisture content at field capacity (0.1 bar) was 21.0 percent. The 
moisture-retention curve (Fig. 2) developed from the moisture content 
data was indicative of a finer textured soil. The moisture content data 
can be used to evaluate moisture and chemical characteristics of the 
SSM. For example, the amount of soil wate~ ~at can be extracted ~rom 
the SSM under typical environmental cond1t1ons (0 to 15 bars) will be 

Table 1 
U.S. EPA Synthetic Soil Matrix Particle Size Distribution (USDA) 

USDA(%) uses(%) 

GRAva 

SAND TOTAL 60.0 58 
V.COARSE 16.0 
cx::w=tSE 8.8 
MEDIUM 11. 7 
FINE 23.5 

SILT 19.0 15.2 

CLAY 21.0 26.8 
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Figure I 
U.S. EPA Synthetic Soil Matrix Particle Size Distribution Curve 

24.4 percent. The- remaining soil water is considered as "unavailable" 
which can be removed by artificially induced vacuums or pressures. 
Some similarities exist between the moisture content and residual satu
ration of petroleum hydrocarbons in the soil. Generally, stronger com
petitive adsorption of water for soil occurs and displaces non-ionic 
organic chemicals that are present in petroleum hydrocarbons (Chiou 
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Figure 2 
U.S. EPA Synthetic Soil Matrix Moisture-Retention Curves 
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et al, 1989). Residual saturation will be dependent on moisture con
tent and decrease with increasing moisture. 

Analysis of the SSM for concentrations of various exchangeable ions 
indicated that phosphorous was moderate, potassium was low, and both 
magnesium and calcium were very high (Tuble 2). 

Table 2 
Chemical Characteristics of SSM 

PAA>METER 

ORGANIC MATIER 

pH 

CATCN EXCHIWGE 
CAPACITY (CECl 

BA.SE SATURATION 

Cl 
Mg 
K 
H 

AVAILABLE PHOSPHORUS 

WEMBRAY 
~ 

UNITS 

meq11000 

ppm 

ppm 

ppm 

ppm 

1.3 

8 

21 7 

99% 

86.2 
12.4 

1 .3 
0 

20 
31 

112 

324 

3740 

TYPICAL 
AA'GE 

0 4 10 0 

4 

4 34 

The pH of the SSM was 8.0. This pH value is generBlly the result 
of the presence of bases such as ea2• and Mgi- ions. Such bases may 
be readily removed with addition of water and/or other ions which may 
displace the Ca2• and Mg2• ions and thus lower the pH. The pH of 
the SSM will in part effect the CEC of the pH dependent fraction of 
the soil (primarily organic matter), and the adsorption of metals. 
Mobility of most metals such as lead (Pb) will be minimal as long as 
the SSM pH exceeds a value of 6.5. 

Cations exchange capacity of the SSM was 21.7 meq/lOOq. This CEC 
value is somewhat typical of soil with a texture finer than a sandy loam 
or with elevated organic carbon content. Determination of CEC is es
scruial in the evaluation of the fate and transpon of charged ionic species, 
but will have little influence on the non-ionic organic compounds present 
in petroleum hydrocarbons. 

The base saturation of the SSM was 99.9 percent, and was dominated 
by the Cal+ ion (86.2 percent). Addition of water or any leaching 
solution should considerably reduce the base saturation of the SSM 
as the Ca2+ is replaced by H' and AP• ions. 

The results of the dose/response tests are shown in Tuble 3. The lab 
tests indicate that the soils reach a level of liquid saturation at about 
23% liquid (both water and gas or diesel). The tests were conducted 
such that the soils were all prepared to a 20% water level. However. 
this limited the amount of gas or diesel which could be mixed into the 
soil mixture. 

At 20% water, the highest achievable BTEX concentration was about 
3000 mg/kg. ror diesel, at water content of 20%, the highest TPH con
centration was 60,000 mg/kg. 

The dose/response curves are plotted in Figures 3 and 4. A linear 
regression of the data yielded the following relationships for 
dose/responses: 

Gasoline: 
G = gasoline concentration, mg/kg 
B = BTEX concentration (sum of benzene, toluene, ehtylbenz.ene and 

Eq. (2) G 13.33(8) - J75 

The correlation coefficient r, for this equation i~ 0. 998. 
Diesel: 
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An additional experiment was conducted to determine if a higher level 
of BTEX could be achieved if a lower moisture content was used. In 
this experiment, a sample of soil was moistened to a 10% water con
tent and then saturated with gasoline. The results, shown in Table 4 
as "Jar 9;' indicated that the BfEX content was increased to 4670 mg/kg. 

The percent overdose required to achieve desired BfEX concentra
tions for gasoline are shown in Table 4. Theoretical BfEX added to 
the soil was calculated by assuming that the gasoline used for these 
tests consisted of 16% BfEX by weight, as referenced in Thble 4. 
Theoretical amount of BfEX was compared to the lab data to obtain 
the percent overdose. The amount of overdose obtained based on the 
above assumption ranged from 80 % to 194 % . 

Table 4 
UST-Soil Washing Gasoline/BTEX Overdose Results 

Jar No. Theoretical Lab Determined % Overdose 
Added BTEX BTEX 

Concentration•• Concentration 
(mQ!l<g) (mg/kg) 

976 406 

4,829 2,200 

9,335 4.420 

2,343 1,280 

13,753 4,670 

.. This number represents 16% of the added gasoline concentration as referenced by 
Hoaq, G.E.; Bruell, C.J.; Marley, M.C., 1984, A study of the mechanisms oontrolling 
gasoline hydrocarbon partitioning and transport in groundwater systems. 

140 

120 

11.1 

83 

194 

Storrs, CT: Institute of Water Resources, University of Connecticut. Prepared for U.S. 
Department of the Interior, Geologic Survey Reston, VA. Project No. USGSG832·06, 
NTIS No. PB85-242907. 

Equations 1 and 2 can be used to determine the amount of diesel 
or gasoline to add the SSM to reach the desired concentrations. Based 
on these calculations, estimates were made to determine the amount 
of gasoline and diesel fuel to add to the SSM to obtain the desired con
centrations of BfEX and TPH for the bench scale experiments. The 
SSM blends were prepared in the U.S. EPA SSM Blending Facility in 
Edison, NJ in 50 lb batches for use in the bench scale soil washing 
experiments. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

With the SSM being fully characterized and the dose/response tests 
completed, the next step was to conduct bench scale soil washing tests. 
These experiments involved washing the SSM spiked with gasoline, 
diesel fuel, or waste crankcase oil under several operating conditions 
to obtain sensitivity analysis curves on various parameters affecting soil 
washing efficiency. 

The experiments were conducted by contacting approximately 1400 
g of soil with varying amounts of washwater. The contact time varied 
according to experiment as did the rinsewater volume. The washing 
of the soils was conducted by shaking the soil and washwater in a 
2-gallon jar in a shaker table operating with a stroke and frequency 
of 1.6 inches and 4 Hz respectively. The rinsing of the soils was per
formed in a Gilson Wet-Vac Model WV-1 which both rinsed the soils 
as well as separated the particles into three fractions _using N?. _10, 
No. 60 and No. 140 sieve trays. The process of the washing and rmsmg 
yielded five distinct fractions - the soils on the three sieve trays, a wash
water, and a rinsewater. All fractions were measured for mass (or 
volume) as well as contaminant concentration. A measure of total BfEX 
(benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and o-, m-, and p-xylenes) was used 
on gasoline spiked soils, and total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) was 
used on diesel spiked soils. . . . . 

Preliminary screening tests were conducted on soils spiked with d~esel 
and gasoline to determine the optimum conditions for contact time, 
washwater volume, rinsewater volume and washwater temperature. 

Figures 5 through 8 present some of the data obtained from the screening 
experiments. The results of the screening indicate that the optimal wash
water parameters for SSM spiked with diesel and gasoline are: 20 to 
30 minute contact time, 1:1 soil to washwater mass ratio, 3:1 rinsewater 
to washwater volume ratio, and ambient temperature for the washwater. 
These conditions resulted in a 90+ % removal of TPH and BfEX in 
the No. 10 and No. 60 sieve fractions. 
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Type of SSM: High Diesel 

Constant Parameters; 

Additive • None 
Soll : Washwater • 1:1 
Alnsewater : Washwater - 3:1 
Wash Temperature · 77-84 F 

Contact Time Effect on Percent TPH Removal 

Washwater to SSM Mass Ratio 

Figure 6 
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Type of SSM: High Diesel 

Constant Parameters: 

Alnsewater : Washwater - 3:1 
Additive · None 
Wash Temperature · 77-84 F 
Contact Time - 30 min. 

Washwater to Soil Ratio Effect on Percent TPH Removal 
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Figure 7 
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Constant Parameters: 
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Wash Temperature · 77-84 F 
Contact Time - 30 min. 

Rinsewater to Washwater Ratio Effect on Percent BTEX Removal 
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It should be llOICd that the conditions stated above represent the most 
cost-effective operating conditions for bench scale treatment of SSM 
using soil washing technology. Operating conditions for each site soil 
may vary and should be determined on a case by case basi.s. 

The SSM can be characteriz.ed as somewhat allcaline, sandy clay loam 
with a moderated CEC and low organic matter content. The allcaline 
nature of the SSM is due to the presence of dolomitic limestone. The 
clay formulation of the SSM is only partially represented by kaolinite 
and montmorillinite. The swelling of the SSM is minimal. 

Soil washing of the SSM should decrease the pH and base saturation 
while removing a considerable amount of the Cai. and Mgl•. As the 
limestone is removed, the texture of the SSM should become coarser. 
Organic carbon determinations should be made only after removal of 
the inorganic carbon. 

The dose/response tests provided the necessary information to 
determine how much gasoline and diesel fuel should be added to the 
SSM to obtain the desired concentrations of BTEX and TPH respec
tively. 

• 
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Preliminary soil washing bench scale screening tests indicate that 
removals of greater than 90% of BTEX and TPH can be obtained for 
soils in the No. lO and No. 60 sieve fractions using the following oper
ating conditions: 20-30 minute contact time, 1:1 soil to washwater mass 
ratio, 3:1 rinsewater to washwatcr volume ratio, and using washwater 
at ambient temperature. 

Further work: is being conducted to determine what, if any, effect 
additives to washwaters have on the removal of TPH on soils spiked 
with waste oils. The additives being investigated arc CitriKJcen (an 
organic-based solvent). and a surfactant. Bench scale experiments will 
also be conducted using actual site soils where leaking underground 
storage tanks have resulted in soils contaminated with gasoline and 
diesel. The results and conclusions of these experiments will be 
published in future papers. 

These initial results show great promise in providing a feasible and 
cost-effective technology to the user communiry in the remediation of 
soil contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons from leaking Wider
ground storage tanks. large buck storage lank farms, refineries and 
associated transponation and handling accidents. Stay tuned for fur
ther developments! 
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ABSTRACT 

Efforts are being made to devise technologies and treatment systems 
to remediate contaminated soil-on site without generating significant 
wastes for off-site disposal. Two technologies under current study are 
washing excavated soils in above ground treatment units (soil washing) 
and flushing soils in place, without excavation (soil flushing). A recent 
bench-scale soil washing study was performed on soil samples with 
high organics and metals contamination obtained from a CERCLA site. 
The soil washing study demonstrated greater than 90 % removal of a 
large number of the contaminants using various surfactant, organic 
solvent and acid washing solutions. For a second CERCLA site, a pilot 
soil flushing study is being conducted by passing water, or water with 
modifying additions, through columns of undisturbed soils. The three
phased soil flushing study has, to date, demonstrated significant removals 
of metal and organic contaminants. The pilot study has also yielded 
preliminary identification of relationships between various flushing pro
cess parameters, which will be confirmed in the third phase of the study. 

INTRODUCTION 
In concept, soil washing consists of applying a solvent solution to 

excavated soil placed in an above ground treatment system and pro
cessing the soil until adequate amounts of contaminants are removed. 
The process of soil washing, depicted in Figure 1, consists of segregating 
excavated soils into appropriate size fractions, feeding the soils into a 
tank containing a solvent and allowing the solvent to dissolve soil con
taminants into the liquid solvent phase'. The excavated soils may 
require dewatering to remove excess liquids prior to washing the soil 
solids. These steps are followed by separating the resulting solid phase 
for further treatment and/or disposal. The treated solids may require 
dewatering prior to disposal. Frequently, the used solvent (or soil 
washing solution) is collected and treated to allow recycle back to the 
treatment system to reduce costs. 

Transfer of contaminants from the soil solids to the liquid phase can 
occur by dissolution, chelation or shearing of the contaminants bound 
to a soil matrix due to the action of the solution. The exact nature of 
the soil washing solution required depends on the chemical nature of 
the contaminants to be removed and the mineralogy of the soil. 

Selection of the optimum washing process would be based on data 
derived from treatability studies, beginning with the type described in 
this paper, as well as pilot study for testing the most promising process 
options. Process options for consideration would include: a continuous
mix batch reactor, a high-pressure washer, a soaking system, a counter
current or concurrent flow system or any combination of these processes. 

Soil flushing, as described in this paper, is the application of a solvent 
solution (usually water) to the ground surface (or at depth) of an un
excavated, undisturbed soil, allowing the solution to percolate downward 
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and "flush" the entire soil contamination zone. A number of methods 
could be used to apply the solution, including infiltration by surface 
ponding, subsurface drainage fields, spray irrigation or pumping to the 
subsurface using wells or well points. At the base of the contamination 
zone, the flushing effluent is recovered at the groundwater table using 
subsurface drainage pipes, trenches, wells or well points. Frequently, 
the effluent from flushing is treated to allow recycle back to the flushing 
system. In the majority of cases, water is used as the flushing solution, 
although dilute acids or bases, chelating agents, selected minerals, 
aqueous surfactant solutions and organic solvents have been suggested. 

In this paper, a soil washing and a soil flushing bench-scale study 
are discussed and the results from each are presented. Each study was 
conducted on soils from separate hazardous waste (i.e., CERCLA) sites. 

SOIL WASIDNG STUDY 

Site Conditions 

The Soil Washing Study was conducted on soil from a non-operating 
commercial tract of land (approximately 6 ac) located within the 
Piedmont geologic province of New Jersey. As shown by the cross
section in Figure 2, materials encountered at successively lower depths 
in the subsurface are: (I) fill soil having variable compositions and 
particle sizes, (2) peat, (3) silt and (4) clay2 Over the site area, the 
fill soil ranges from about 3 to 11 ft. 

Figure 3 presents a representation of the fill soil components which 
include natural soil particles (including clay and peat) as well as waste 
fragment materials from site construction. The total volume of 
contaminated fill and peat is approximately 115,000 yd3 

( c.y.). The site 
is covered with construction debris. A sludge disposal or spill area 
contains dark, greasy sludge underneath a dry soil crust. A 10,000-gal 
waste tank, which contains less than 20 c.y. of highly contaminated 
sludge, is present on-site. 

Information from past site investigations indicates that there are three 
groundwater aquifers on-site: (l) a water table aquifer, (2) a till aquifer 
and (3) a bedrock aquifer. The water table is typically only 2 ft below 
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the ground surfuce. To date, possible groundwater contamination in these 
aquifers has not been fully characterized. 

Study Objecdves 

The overall objective of the Soil Washing Study was to make a 
preliminary evaluation of onsite soil WB!>h>ng technologies for 
remediating the contaminated fill soil, as well a!> tank and pit wastes, 
at the CERCLA site. Tank and pit wastes were cvalualed since their 
relatively small volume may make them candidates for coprocessing 
with the soil. The specific objectives of the Soil Washing Study were 
to provide a preliminary indication of the following: 

• The feasibility of extracting metals and organic chemicals from the 
site soil and waste 

• The type(s) of solvents that may remove significant percentages of 
the soil/waste contaminants 

• The types of contaminants that may be difficult to remove 
• The solution contact time required for removal of contaminants and 
• The levels of contaminants that may be transferred to the used 

solutions 
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Site Sampling 

Sampling locations were selected to obtain soil and waste sample com
posites representative of the range of contaminant types and concen
trations at the site. Composite samples were obtained to represent the 
highest detected concentrations of individual contaminants and overall 
site contamination. Consequently, soil washing tests were conducted 
on the following six soil and waste samples: 

• A soil composite containing the highest concentrations of alJ soil con-
taminants ("High Contamination SoiJ") 

• A soil composite for high lead contamination ("High Lead Soil") 
• A soil composite for high PCB contamination ("High PCB Soilj 
• A soil composite containing all soil contaminants, but at concentra

tions less that for soil areas (i.e .... hot spots") with comamination 
similar in magniiude ID that of the highest detected CODCCDtratiom 
of contaminants ("Overall Soil Composite") 

• A waste composite for high base neutral organics contamination 
("High Base Neutrals Waste") and 

• A composite of aJI wastes from the Waste Tank and the Waste Pit 
("Overall Waste Composite") 

These composite samples consisted of combined grab samples of soil 
and tanlclpit wastes. Actual sampling locations and depths were sclcacd 
based on a previous site investigation. Soil sampling deplbs varied 
between 0 and 5 ft below the ground surface. Grab samples were 
collected using back-hoes followed by shovels or hand trowels. One 
or more grab sample layers were placed in a Teflon-lined, plastic col
lection bag. depending on the type of composite sample required. Con
siderable amounts of rubble were present al some of the sampling loca
tions. Rubble material was not included in the soillwaste samples. 

Soil/Wiste CbaraderizaCioo 

All sample analyses in this study were conducted by a U.S. EPA
certified Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) laboratory. Analyses con
ducted arc listed in Table I. All analyses were reported as individual 
organic compounds (or elemental metals), except that petroleum 
h)drocarbons were reported as a local compound class. CLP protocol 
followed included the Statement of \\brk (SCM') I086 tor organics (with 
revisions through S<:NI 1/'KJ for inorganics). Either the CLP Low Con
centration Method or the CLP Medium Concentration Method tor solid 
samples was used in analyzing the study samples for organics. The High 
Concentration Method included in the CLP protocol was not used fur 
this study, since it was DOI approved by U.S. EPA. At the time of the 
study, U.S. EPA had DOI appn7t'Cd any laboratories to perform the High 
Concentration Method. 

All sample types had high organic chemical and heavy mcW con
centrations. even the sample type (Overall Soil Composite) which 
represented the average soil concentrations. Certain sample types con
tained fragments of concentrated organic solids or sludges. The High 
Contamination Soil Composite contained nocably higher concentntions 
than the Overall Soil Composite of the following contaminants: copper, 
lead, cadmium. xylene, ethylbenzenc, toluene and lrichlorocthcne. 

The High Base Neutrals Waste Composite contained no dcteclable 
levels of base neutral organic compounds. The lack of base neutrals 
may be due to either; (1) uncenaintics in the data base used to select 
the sampling locations or, (2) a high variability in the contamination 
levels in the Waste Pit Area. The lilnkJPit Waste Composite contained 
high concentrations of total PCBs. total xylcnes, lead, copper and 
chromium. 

Selection of Solutions 

In designing the Soil Washing Study, various chemicals and chemical 
solutions were evaluated for possible use. This evaluation was based 
on the results of a literature survey and direct communications with 
chemical vendors, various research and development branches of the 
U.S. EPA and investigators conducting similar studies. The solutions 
used in this study had been used at other sites to reduce organic andlor 
inorganic contaminant levels in soils. In the Soil Washing Study, higher 
solution strengths were used than those reported in the literature, since 
contaminant levels at the site were higher. 



Tuble 1 
Summary of Raw Sample Analyses for Selected Parameters 

CONCE!IIRATIOH fin M(l;ol IN SlU>Y SAllPLES 
HIGH 

CONTAlllNATIOH OVERALL PCBs LEAD BASE NEUTRALS 
CO!ITAIUNAN'TS SOIL ..ID!._ lli.l. lli.L WASTE 

fili 
Aroclor 1242 190 NO NO 
Aroclor 1254 22.0J NO NO 
Aroclor 1260 HO NO S.2 J 

~g]ltl]§: Q[gi[!J~5 

Methylene chloride 5.6 J 1.3 
Acetone 64.0 2.4 
trans-I, 2-0ichl oro- 4. 7 J 0.7 

ethene 
Chlorofor11 140 3.8 
1,2-Dlchloroethane 93 NO 
l, I, 1-Trlch loroethane 47 ND 
Trlchloroethene 270 NO 
4-Hethyl-2-pentanone 28.0J 0.16 
Trlchloroethene NO 1.8 
Benzene ND 0.45 
Tetrich 1 oroethene 210 7 .6 
Toluene 530 3.6 
Ch 1 orobenzene 7 .3 J 0.45 
Ethyl benzene 88 I. 2 
Xylenes (total) 390 14.0 

Base Neutral 
OC91Di&i 

Phenol ND NO ND 
J, 2-Di ch 1 orobenzene 17.0 J NO ND 
Naphtha 1 ene 31.0 J ND ND 
l,2,4-Tr1ch1 oro- NO ND ND 

benzene 
2-Hethyl naphtha 1 ene 15.0 J NO ND 
b1s(2-Ethylhexy1) ISO 27 ND 

phthahte 
Diethyl phthahte 15.0 J ND ND 
Blltylbenzyl phthalate ND ND ND 
Phenanthrene 19.0 J ND ND 
DI ·n-Butylphthalate 29.0 J ND ND 

lk1ill 

Antimony 3.9 3.8 
Arsenic 7 .7 14.8 
BerylH .. 0.6 0.4 
C1dmiu.o 18.6 0.7 
ChromtU11 81.3 89.8 
Copper 1,790 399 
lead 979 596 1,540 
Mercury 6. 7 8.5 
Nickel 20.8 26.4 
Selenium 1.5 1.3 
Zinc 612 874 

NOTES: (I) Source: ERH, Draft Feasibll tty Study, 1989 

(2) Study sample identifications are •• follows: 

PCB Soll 
Lead Soll 
High Contuination Soil 
Overall Soil 
Base Neutrals Waste 
Overall Waste 

High PCBs Soil COllllJOStte 
High Lead Soil Composite 
High Contuination Soll Composite 
Overall So11 Composite 
High Base Neutrals Waste Compostte 
Overall Waste Compos I te 

OVERALL 
..JIAill... 

130,000 
16,000 

NO 

970 
2,100 

NO 

4,800 
1,700 

600 
1,500 
2,400 
1,500 

970 
70,000 
29,000 

ND 
3,000 

12,000 

4,000 
16,000 

290 
920 

140 
2,700 

2,800 
300 

ND 
270 

421 
33.8 
o.o 

361 
6,060 
4,020 

59, 700 
103 
35.6 
I I. I 

2,510 

(3) An unexpected result was the detection of no base neutral organics 1n the 
High Bue Neutrals Waste sample, which was collected from previously identified 
Silllpltng points. The cause of this result t~ unknown. 

-·- Not •nalyzed 
NO Not detected 

This study included soil and waste sample washing with four solu
tions: (1) a 5 % (by weight) solution of aqueous surfactant (i.e., Triton
X-100), (2) a 103 (by volume) solution of hydrochloric acid and (3) 
hath a 5 % and (4) a 10% (by weight) solution of citrate solvent (i.e., 
Citrikleen). Water was used as a base for preparation of all wash solu
tions. Each wash solutions was analyzed for the same contaminants as 
the soil samples. The Triton-X-100 surfactant did not contain any of 
the organic compounds detected in the soil/waste samples and the 
Citrikleen contained only one (i.e., acetone) of these compounds. 

Total petroleum hydrocarbons were detected at levels of 5.2 and 4.1 
mg/L in the 5 % Triton-X-100 and the 5 % Citrikleen solutions, respec
tively. The surfactant solution contained less than 0.5 mg/L each of 
copper, lead and zinc. The citrate solvent solution contained less than 
0.5 mg/Leach of copper, lead, zinc and chromium. These hydrocarbon 
and inorganic contaminants could have been introduced into the solu
tion by the laboratory or by the manufacturers of the Triton-X-100 or 
Citrikleen. The hydrochloric acid solution contained trace amounts of 
inorganics but no organics. 
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Figure 4 
Soil Washing with One Fluid 

Tuble 2 
Soil Washing Study 

Soil/Waste Process Trials 

TABLE ~ 

SOIL WASHING sruov 

SOIL/WASTE PROCESS TRIALS 

PROC£SS 
TRIAL SAHPLE TYPE 

..llllW&... lliillll>filll 

PT -1 through High lead So11 
PT-12 High Conta111tnat1on Soll 

Oven\ l St>1 l to111pos \ te 
Overall Waste Composite 

PT -13 through High PCB So11 
PT-24 High Contamination Soil 

overall Sotl Composite 
overall Waste CD41POslte 

PT-25 through Htgh PCB Sot1 
PT -36 Overall Soil Composite 

High B;ue Heutrals Waste 
Overal 1 Waste Composite 

PT -37 through H1gh PCB Soll 
PT-48 overall Sotl Composite 

H1gh Bue Neutrals Waste 
Overall Wa.ste Composite 

SYSTEM 
CONTACT 
--1lllli... 

~S/90/180 
45/90/180 
45/90/180 
45/90/180 

45/90/180 
45/90/180 
45/90/180 
'5/90/180 

45/90/180 
45/90/180 
45/90/180 
45/90/180 

45/90/180 
45/90/180 
45/90/180 
45/90/180 

Wuhil\9 wlth Tr1 ton-X-100/5% PT -49 through Htgh Contam1nat1on So11 270 
>iultlple Hydrochloric uld/loi. PT-51 Overall Soll Composite 270 
Fluids Cltrlkleen/lOS Overall Wute COllPOS1te '70 
(Sequential) 

NOTE: The fluid appltcltlon rat1o wu 111a1ntilned at a constant (10 g fluid: I g umple) 
for a.11 process trials. 

ANALrn: 
S~LI. 
SOLIDS/ 
!'LO'ID 
COMPOSI'l'E 

STAG£ NUMBER 
CONTACT OF 
...1Ufil... illlli 

(HIN.) (HIN.) 

15/30/60 
15/30/60 
15/30/60 
15/30/60 

15/30/60 
15/30/60 
15/30/60 
15/30/60 

15/30/60 
15/30/60 
15/30/60 
15/30/60 

15/30/60 
15/30/60 
15/30/60 
15/30/60 

90 
90 
90 

All solutions at their application strengths had relatively low viscosity. 
Both the surfactant and citrate solutions were opaque and tended to foam 
when agitated. The hydrochloric acid solution tended to emit acid fumes 
when agitated. The surfactant had a musty odor and the citrate solvent 
had an odor of oranges. 

Soil/Waste Washing Trials Using One Solution 

Figure 4 provides a simplified representation of the washing trials 
using one wash solution (i.e., process trials PT-I through PT-48). Each 
trial consisted of three individual washes (or process stages) perform
ed on the same, preweighed volume of a single sample type. 

Most of the process trials run in this Soil Washing Study involved 
washing soil or waste samples with only one of the selected solutions. 
The limited time available for completing the trials (2 wk) and sample 
analyses (3 wk) required the study to focus on only two process 
variables: the type of washing solution and the total time in which a 
sample type was in contact with a solution (i.e., the "system contact 
time"). Forty-eight different trials were conducted using the six sam
ple types, four different washing solutions and various system contact 
times. Table 2 contains a list of the different combinations used. 

As shown, contact time varied among trials with the acid solution, 
the Triton-X-100 and the Citrikleen. For each sample and solution type, 
three process trials were performed, each with a different system con
tact time, to determine the effect of contact time on contaminant removal. 
The wei.ght ?f sample per weight of solution (i.e., the "application ratio") 
was mamtamed at a constant (25 g of sample per 250 rnL of solution) 
for all 48 trials. 
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Sequential Washing Trials Using Multiple Solutions 

In addition to the process trials for testing a single solution type. three 
"sequential trials" were performed which consisted of successively 
washing a single sample type with more than one solution. Figure 5 
provides a simplified representation of the three sequential trials: PT-49, 
PT-50 and PT-51. In each trial. the following three solutions were ap
plied to the same sample volume, each solution being applied in a 
separate washing stage: 5 % aqueous surfactant. 10% hydrochloric acid 
and 10% Citrikleen. Each solution was applied for 90 min in a single 
stage (unlike the earlier trials), so that three washing stages resulted. 
The same application ratio was used as for the previous 48 trials. 
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Sequential Washing with Multiple Fluids 

Results of the Soil Washing Study 

For the trials with a single solution, the process samples collected 
and analyza:I included: (I) the treated sample solids prior to a final water 
wash, (2) the final, treated sample solids and. (3) a composite of the 
solution volumes used in each washing stage. For the three sequential 
trials. the process samples collected and analyzed included: (I) the final. 
trea.ted sample solids. (2) the used aqueous surfactant from the first 
stage, ( 3) the used hydrochloric acid from the second stage. ( 4) the us
ed Citriklcen solution from the third stage, (5) the water wash at the 
end of the second stage (6) the sodium carbonate wash following the 
second stage water wash and (7) the final water wash. The carbonate 
wash was used to neutralize the sample prior to washing with the citrate
based solution (the last stage). Table 3 summarizes the results of these 
process sample analyses. 

The percent contaminant removals achieved in the washing trials are 
summarized in Table 3. As shown. washing with hydrochloric acid 
generally removed a high percentage of lead from all sample types in
vestigated. The acid washing also removed a high percentage of copper. 
but a lesser percent of chromium. Washing with 5% surfactant remov
ed a high percent of PCBs (between 66 and 78 % ) and total xylenes 
(between lr7 and 99%). The 5% CitrikJeen solution removed between 
91 and 98 % of a number of volatile and base neutral organics, but the 
degrees removal of PCBs with thi\ solution could not be detcm1med 
due to analytical difficulties. Table 5 summari1.es some observation~ 
about how certain proces~ variable~ affected contaminant removal~. 

This preliminary study did not attempt to remove the maximum pos~i
ble contamination. but generally showed that high remtwdl~ an: ix)\\i
ble. Used wash solutions contained high level~ of met.al and organic 
contaminants. Notable level~ of ~elected contaminants, 11s detected in 
the used solutions, are summarized in Table 4. 

Re!>idual concentrations (i.e., following Wdi.hing) of lead. copper and 
chromium of up to 733. 363 and 68 ppm, respectively. remained in 
the washed High Contamination Soil sample (Table 3). Between 80 and 
450 ppm of lead residual was detected in the Wd~hcd High Lead Soil. 
Residuals of PCBs. xylencs and toluene of up to 7.4, 9.6 and 4.8 ppm, 
respectively, remained in the High Contamination Soil sample. Residuals 
of xylenes and tetrachloroethene of up to 1.8 and 0. 96 ppm, respec
tively, remained in the washed Overall Soil Composite. However. the 
degree of removal of PCB~. xylenes and toluene in this sample wa~ 
inconclusive due to analytical difficulties. 
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Table 3 
Summary of Percent Removal1' for Selected Contaminants 
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During \.llmple analyses, significant analytical difficulties were 
encountered from the use of U.S. EPA CLP methods. 1bese difficulties, 
listed below, ofien required the laboratory to repon residual contami
nant concentrations as less than between to and 2.500 ppm, rather than 
the lower. actual value expected. 

I. The methods did not include a procedure for analyzing samples con
taining surfactants. ConsequentJy, a foam was generated during the 
preparation and analysis of samples previously washed with surfilc
tant solution. The foaming problem interfered with the introduc
tion of the preparation extract into the GC/MS and could only be 
mitigated by repeated sample dilutions. 

~ Contaminant concentration values were obtained for treated samples 
and used solutions in cases where contaminant levels were lowered 
to within the calibration range of the analytical instrument (i.e., the 
GC/MS). H~er, the methods frequentJy did not allow determina
tion of precise contaminant concentrations in solid and liquid pro
cess samplrs. This problem is relatively common during con
taminated soil analysis and was due to the high levels of multiple 



PROCESS 
VARIABLES 

FLUID TYPE 

SYSTEM CONTACT 
TIME (SC:f) (!) 

Table 5 
Observed Effects of Process Variables 

GENERAL EFFECTS OBSERVED 

Higher PCB removals were achieved with citrate-based 
solvent that with surfactant (Triton-X-100) 

Similar removals of toluene, xylenes, ethylbenzene, 
and tetrach l oroethene were achieved with the 
citrate-based solvent and with Triton-X-100. 

PCB removal via extraction with Triton-X-100 
increased as the SCT was increased over 45 minutes. 

Removals of toluene, xyl enes, ethyl benzene, and 
tetrachloroethene did not increase with increasing 
contact time, fo extractions with Triton-X-100. 

Lead removal via extraction with hydrochloric acid 
i n~reased as the SCT was increased over 30 minutes. 
This trend was not observed for copper and chromium 
removal. 

USE OF A WATER WASH Overall metal removals increased after application 
of a final water wash. 

Overa 11 organics removals were not 1 ncreased by 
applying a final water wash. 

NOTE: (1) The system contact time is the total time (over all 
washing stages) that the soil/waste sample was in 
contact with the extraction fluid. 

contaminants, making high sample dilutions necessary to keep the 
chromatographic peaks for the contaminants within the instrument 
range. 

SOIL FLUSHING STUDY 

Objectives 

The Bench-scale Soil Flushing Study was initiated at a hazardous 
waste (CERCLA) site to investigate and determine the feasibility of soil 
flushing as a remedial technology for subsurface soils. A second and 
related purpose was to determine the contaminant retardation 
characteristics of soils within the existing groundwater contamination 
plume of the site. This information is required for the design of facilities 
to recover and treat groundwater. 

The flushing study was planned in three phases: 

• Phase I - Preliminary Bench-scale Investigation 
• Phase II Flushing Water Bench-scale Investigation 
• Phase III Final Bench-scale Testing 

In Phase I, a preliminary estimate of flushing feasibility were made. 
In Phase II, the effects of different additions to the water used for flushing 
were evaluated. The purpose of Phase III is to confirm the feasibility 
of flushing by bench-scale testing using the methods and procedures 
optimized in the first two phases. 

To date, Phase I and II have been completed and are the subject of 
this report. 

Site Conditions 
The hazardous waste site investigated is located within the Atlantic 

coastal plain of the eastern United States. The site was operated as an 
uncontrolled hazardous waste dump from the early 1950s to 1962. Wastes 
reportedly were dumped at the site in drums or as bulk liquids and 
either burned or buried in open pits or trenches. The surface of the 
site is characterized by the absence of vegetation, the presence of a black 
tar-like or asphalt-like material and areas containing corroded drums, 
broken glass and other debris. A composite view of waste disposal 
activity, taken from past aerial photography of the site, is shown in 
Figure 6. 

The site has remained virtually unchanged since 1962. An initial in
vestigation by the U.S. EPA in 1983 lead to the site being listed on the 
NPL. In 1986, a remedial investigation of the site was begun by the 
U.S. EPA. The U.S. EPA has issued a draft feasibility study for the 
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site, and a ROD for remedial action will be issued by the end of 1989. 
The site topography is relatively flat with occasional small hills. The 

32-ac denuded area of the site is surrounded by forest. Soils at the site 
and in surrounding areas consist of welJ drained, bleached, weathered 
sand underlain by a sandy loam subsoil containing minor percents of 
clay minerals. These soils have a low organic content, a low pH and 
exhibit a low cation exchange capacity (CEC). Unsaturated soils beneath 
the site range in depth from 16 to 18 ft. 

The sandy aquifer beneath the unsaturated soils extends to a depth 
of over 180 ft until reaching the first confining layer. Groundwater flows 
with an average horizontal hydraulic gradient of approximately 0.003 
ft/ft. The transmissivity of the sandy aquifer beneath the site ranges 
be~v.:een 75,000 ~d 15?,000 gal/day/ft. Groundwater quality is naturally 
ac1d1c and contams high concentrations of iron, manganese, carbon 
dioxide, dissolved and suspended solids. The natural pH, iron and 
manganese groundwater concentrations exceed federal drinking water 
standards. 

Disposal of waste materials in the 1950s and 1960s has contaminated 
the surface soil, subsurface unsaturated soils and groundwater. Plans 
for remediation of surface soils include off-site encapsulation and off
site ~reatment of .liquid an~ s~I?iliquid wastes unsuitable for encap
s~lat1on. Due .to high transrmsslVlty of the aquifer beneath and downgra
?1ent of the .site, a gro~ndwater contamination plume extends approx
imately 1 m1 from the site. To accurately estimate the duration oftreat
~ent plant operation, site-specific information must be obtained regar
dmg the retardation of contamination in the sandy aquifer. Contami
nant retardation is expressed as the rate of groundwater flow versus 
the normally .slower rate of contaminant movement in an aquifer. 
. One potent~al method of remediating subsurface unsaturated soils 
mvolves flushing these areas with treated groundwater to remove con
tamination from the soil. If feasible, in situ soil flushing could reduce 
~ubsurface remedial costs by at least 90% over other methods involv
mg exca~ation. Bioremedia~ion of this site had been previously evaluated 
by EEC and was determmed to be only partially effective. 
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Some of the hazardous volatile and semi-volatile compounds found 
al significant concentralions (1 10 100 ppm) in subsurface unsaturated 
soils at the site arc: 

• Chlorobenzene 
• Styrene 
• 1.l.2.2-Tetrachloroethane• 
• bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate* 
• Thluene* 
• bis (2-chloroethyl) ether* 
• Chlorofonn• 
• 4-methylphenol* 
• 1,2-Dichloroethane* 
• 2-methylphenol* 
• Ethylbenzene• 
• Naphthalene 
• Trichloroetht"n,.• 
• Phenanthrene 
• Tetrachloroethenc* 
• Phenol 
• Benzene* 
• 1,2-Dichlorobenzene 
• 2-Butanone 
• 1.4-Dichlorobenzene 
• Acetone 
• DIJr 
• Xylene 
• DDD• 

Compounds with an asterisk are those identified by the U.S. EPA 
as chemicals which pose a potential health risk and are. thus, of primary 
concern at the site. The distribution of contaminated subsurface soil 
is shown in Figure 7 as unsaturated contaminated soil thick:nes.~ isopleths. 
Figure 1 also shows the edge of existing surface waste. As shown, con
taminated soils extend to the water table in the west central portion of 
the site where standing liquids were observed in 1956 and 1962 
(Figure 6). 

Existing conditions at both sites indicate that in situ soil flushing may 
be feasible. Soils at the site are well drained and have a relatively low 
cation exchange capacity (CEC) and organic contenl, which limits their 
ability to retard contaminant flow. The results of site characterization 
work indicate areas of subsurface unsaturated soils which are con-
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taminatcd with soluble organic compounds. Since the site has been 
"narurally flushed" by percolating rainfall for CJVer 30 yr, the rnajoriry 
of soluble site contaminants should be located at depth, just above or 
in groundwater. 

This assumption is partially confirmed by past site investigation which 
shows that groundwater beneath and downgradient of the site contains 
compounds al concentrations one order-of-magnitude less than those 
in contaminated subsurface soils. In addition, subsurface soil volatile 
organic contamination was found to be relatively widespread with the 
highest concentrations usually occurring at the groundwater table. 

Th as~ist in detennining both the effectiveness of flushing subsur
face soils and the time required for groundwater pumping and treat· 
ment plant operation. a bench-scale soil flushing study was conducted. 

Pha.11e I 
Phase I of the Soil Flushing Study involved the collection of three 

contaminated-undisturbed soil columns for bench-scale testing. One soil 
column was obtained near the surface of the site and the remaining ™> 
from just above and just below the groundwater table at the location 
shown in Figure 7. 

Soil flushing bench-scale testing of all three soil columns was con
ducted using the apparatus shown in Figure 8. As shown, the apparatus 
utilius a stainless steel Shelby tube to obtain an undisturbed column 
of soil for testing. The only materials an conlael with the soil or Ousbing 
water are Teflon, glass or stainless steel. A steel plate and rod assembly 
was used to seal the top and bottom Teflon end caps securely against 
the stainless steel Shelby tube. To aid in the prevention of water loss, 
Teflon tape was placed CJVer the threaded ends of the Teflon connectors 
and Teflon 0-rings were placed between connections. Prior IO use, all 
pa.rts of the apparatus were decontami.naled. 

Figure 8 
Bench-Scale Flu.siting Appararus 
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The apparatus is air tight and uses Teflon gas bags for influent and 
effluent collection. Flow is under gravity conditions and is regulated 
by a valve in the bottom Teflon end cap. For Phase I. distilled water 
was used as influent Effluent was sampled every 12 to 24 hr fur analysis 



of 12 subsurface site contaminants on U.S. EPA s Target Compound 
List (TCL). Effluent samples, as well as soil samples, were obtained 
from the soil columns for analysis of all TCL parameters at the beginning 
and end of the bench-scale test. Soil samples taken in the field adja
cent to those used for bench-scale testing were analyzed for gradation 
(% sand, % silt and % clay) organic content, cation exchange capaci
ty, pH, density and porosity. 

Results from Phase I of the bench-scale flushing test show that effluent 
concentrations from flushing the two columns, taken just above and 
just below the groundwater table, significantly decreased during the 
test. This effluent concentration decrease, however, was directly cor
related to a significant decrease in flow through the soil (i.e., perme
ability) also experienced during the test in the two columns taken just 
above and just below the groundwater table. Similar reductions in 
permeability during bench-scale testing did not occur with the soil col
umn taken near the surface. Effluent concentration changes during 
bench-scale testing of the surface soil column were mixed, with some 
contaminant concentrations decreasing and others having wide varia
tions during the test. 

As previously indicated, subsurface soils at the site contain minor 
percents (2 to 4 3) of clay minerals. Review of the Phase I soil flushing 
results indicated that flushing with distilled water removed double
valence, positively charged ions of calcium and iron as well as single
valence, positive ions of sodium from the soil matrix. Removal of these 
ions, specifically from the clay in the subsoil, may have induced disper
sion and swelling of the clay which, in turn, reduced soil permeability. 

As a result, three additional soil columns taken adjacent to those sub
jected to soil flushing, were tested for permeability. Permeability testing 
of these soil columns was conducted using tap water which contained 
approximately 43 parts per million (mg/L) of calcium, 35 mg/L of 
magnesium and 26 mg/L of sodium. This tap water permeant had a 
very limited capacity to remove either double or single-valent, positive 
ions from the soil matrix. Thus, permeability reductions from clay 
dispersion and swelling should have been prevented. Significant reduc
tions in permeability, however, still occurred in the soil column taken 
below the groundwater table. 

Based on Phase I testing, it became apparent that the phenomenon 
of permeability reduction during flushing was more complex than anti
cipated. Other factors which may have contributed to reduced 
permeability include dissolution and/or precipitation of inorganics in 
response to changes in pH or precipitation of iron in the presence of 
dissolved oxygen. 

The pH of the water used to conduct soil flushing and permeability 
tests was approximately 7 and 8.3, respectively. Changes in pH may 
have induced the formation of metal complexes. Metal ions present 
within the soils can complex when a sufficient amount of hydroxide 
becomes available in solution. These complexes form within the in
terstices between soil grains and restrict flow. Soils at the site contain 
a significant amount of iron, which can precipitate and clog soil pores. 
A pH increase also produces additional negative charges on the clay 
particles present in the soils at the site. Increases in the negative cha~ge 
of clay particles cause the clay to disperse and swell, whether the m
crease is from a rise in pH or removal of positive ions. 

The water used for permeability and soil flushing tests had a dissolved 
oxygen content of approximately 6 and 7 mg/L, respectively. Grou~d
water at the site contains no measurable dissolved oxygen, but high 
amounts of carbon dioxide. Therefore, the addition of dissolved oxygen 
to the soil could easily result in the precipitation of iron_ fro_m the _soils. 
Reductions in soil permeability (clogging) may ~e a maJ?r rmpedrment 
to the soil flushing process. Phase II of the Soil ~lushmg S~dy was 
designed to investigate additions to flushing water m~uent which may 
prevent reductions in soil permeability during flushmg. 

Phase II 

Flushing influent variables which have been ide_ntifi~ during Phas~ I 
are pH, dissolved oxygen content (DO) an~ c~cmm 10n concent~at10n 
(Ca). To determine the optimum combmation of these va_nables 
economically, bench-scale testing in Phase II was planned usmg the 

23 statistical experimental design of these variables, shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 
Phase II Soil Flushing Study Experimental Design 

Soil Column/Solution ACTUAL INFLUENT CONCENTRATION 
Number Ca {1:rnml fill DO { 1rnml 

1 39.32 4.2 1.19 
2 381.37 4.2 1.17 

3 39.31 5.7 1.16 
4 383.26 5.8 1.16 

5 38.52 4.2 8.35 
6 386.94 5.5 8.70 

7 42 .13 5.6 9 .14 
8 387.26 5.6 8.96 

9 0.00 6.3 9.30 

As shown in Table 6, nine soil columns were tested during Phase II. 
Distilled water was applied to column 9 to match Phase I conditions. 
The solutions used for Columns 1 through 8 were made by adding the 
appropriate concentration of calcium chloride. Lower pH solutions were 
obtained with the addition of hydrochloric acid. Decreased DO was 
achieved by bubbling nitrogen gas through the solution. 

Each soil column tested during Phase II was obtained from just below 
the groundwater table at the sampling locations used in Phase I. In Phase 
I soil taken from just below the groundwater table clogged using both 
distilled and calcium enriched tap water. To determine the effects of 
different Ca, pH and DO influent concentrations on soil permeability 
as well as on contaminant removal, all soil columns for Phase II were 
taken from soil zones with as near identical conditions as possible. The 
horizontal and vertical location of samples were surveyed to match the 
Phase I location. In addition, each column contained 18 in of soil. 

The same apparatus used in Phase I was used for Phase II. As in 
Phase I, effluent was sampled every 24 hr for analysis of 12 TCL sub
surface contaminants. To determine if the solutions used affected the 
soil matrix, effluent was also analyzed every 24 hr for total suspended 
solids, calcium, chloride, iron, silicon, sodium and zinc. As in the first 
phase of testing, soil samples were obtained from the soil column for 
analysis of TCL parameters at the beginning and end of bench-scale 
testing. Unlike Phase I, however, the actual soil in each column was 
analyzed for gradation organic content, cation exchange capacity, pH, 
density and porosity. 

Throughout Phase II of the Soil Flushing Study, no reduction in soil 
permeability was evident. Flows through all nine soil columns remained 
consistent. Effluent concentrations of the 12 TCL compounds measured 
from Columns 1 through 7 decreased quickly as compared to Columns 
8 and 9. After approximately 15 pore volumes, effluent concentrations 
of the volatile compounds monitored were reduced to nondetectable 
levels ( < 1 ppb). To determine if the influent solutions used inhibited 
contaminant removal and/or prevented a reduction in soil permeability, 
the influent of all nine soil columns was changed to distilled water after 
approximately 15 pore volumes. After changing the influent to distill
ed water, no additional contamination was removed and reductions in 
soil permeability did not occur. After Phase II bench-scale testing was 
completed, soil column concentrations of all site-related TCL volatile 
compounds were nondetectable. 

To evaluate the effects of each solution on soil permeability, the 
inorganic effluent results obtained during solution testing were reviewed. 
Although Column 9 showed no apparent signs of reduced permeability, 

it was the only column in which total suspended solids were removed 
during flushing. This indicates a breakdown of the soil matrix. Removal 
of sodium from the columns also indicates an increased potential for 
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dispersion and swelling of any clay present. Sodium was removed from 
all columns. A preliminary statistical analysis of the data, however, in
dicates that removal of sodium from the soil matrix is reduced using 
the higher calcium. low pH. low DO solutions. 

To detennine the effect of each solution on contaminant removal . soil 
contamination concentration data obtained from bench-scale testing were 
used to fit the following first-order decay equation. 

C (V) exp·K\' (I) 

Co 

Where: V = Number of pore volume~ 
C(V) = Soil contaminant concentration at pore volume V 

Co = Soil contaminant concentration at z.ero 
pore volumes. 

exp = napierian base 
K = Decay constant for a particular compound 

and soil 

In Equation l. the larger the value of K. the lower the number of 
pore volumes required to remove the contaminant. A statistical analysis 
program known as MINITAB~ was used to fit Phase D experimental 
data to Equation I using multiple regression analysis. For each com
pound and each soil column, a regression coefficient, K, was 
detennined. 

The ranges of K for each compound found in the soil columns are 
shOW"n in Table 7. In the gas chromatograph used for effluent analysis. 
1,2-dichloroethane and bis(2-chloroethyl)ether coelute. Thus. the K 
values shown in Tuble 7 are for l,2-dichloroelhane and bis 
(2-chloroelhyl)elher combined. As shown, K values for each compound 
have significant variations. Since effluent concentrations decreased 
quickly from Columns l through 7, K values were generally half an 
order-of-magnitude 1treater than for Columns 8 and 9. 

Table 7 
~ 0 Soil Flushing Study Regression CoelTlclenl!l 

water 
Regression K So 1 ubll ityl 

Compound Value •zo0q PPll J 

1,Z-Olchloroethane/ 
bls(2-chloroethyl)ether 

O. 196 to . 991 8690/10200 

Benzene 0.090 to 1.73 1780 

Trlchloroethene 0.125 to 1.17 1100• 

Toluene O.IS8 to 0.898 SIS 

p-and •-Xylene 0.117 to 0.865 198** 

o-Xylene 0.130 to 1.25 17S 

fthylbenzene o.089 to o.S8S 15Z 

1,1,2,Z-Tetrachloroethane o. 314 to I. 06 ISO* 

2 

from Verschueren, 1983, Handbook of Environmental Oata on Organic 
Compounds 

• 
•• 

l,Z-dlchloroethane and bls(2-chloroethyl) ether coelute during 
effluent analysis. K values shown are for the combination of both 
compounds. 
At 2s0c 
For p-Xylene at zs0c 

To determine if K values were related to the influent solutions used, 
the regression K values were statistically compared to influent calcium. 
pH and dissolved oxygen content, as well as 'rnl density. porosity, 
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percent sand, percent silt, percent clay and percent organic matter. In 
addition to influent and soil physical characteristics, regression K values 
also were compared to a total concentration of the 12 TCL compounds 
measured in each soil column (total Co) and total 
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (BEHP) initially found in each soil column. 
BEHP is a common contaminant in each column and the only major 
semi-volatile present. 

Preliminary results of this analysis indicate that: 

• For relatively soluble compounds of 1,2-dichloroethane, 
bis(2-chloroethyl)ethcr and benzene, the regression K values are 
related to the Tutal Co in the soil column, the concentration of BEHP 
initially present and the dissolved oxygen content in the influent 
solution used for flushing. The regression K constants are larger for 
soils with low Total Co and BEHP concentrations and low influent 
dissolved oxygen concentrations. 

• For modera1ely soluble compounds of trichJoroethene, toluene, 
chlorobe111.cne, xylene, ethylbenzcne and 1,1.2,2-tetrachJoroetbane, 
regression K values are directly related to the BEHP concentration 
initially present in the soil and the pH and/or dissolved oxygen con
tent of the flushing influent. A\ with the higher soluble compounds, 
the regression K values are larger for soils with low initial BEHP 
concentration and low influent pH and dissolved oxygen 
concentration.\. 

These results are consistent with accepted theories of partitioning 
between the wlid and solution phase l/i(6) (i.e., soils with greater 
organic content tend to retain organics). 

CONCWSIONS 

From results of the Bench-scaJe Soil Washing Study the following 
conclusions can be made: 

• Removal of volatile and semi-volatile organics, petroleum h)dro
carbons. PCBs and a variety of heavy metals is possible using soil 
washing methods. 

• Both the aqueous surfactant and the aqueous citrate-based solutions 
are effective for high removals of aJI classes of organic compounds 
tested. The citrate-based solution appears to be slightly more effec
tive than the surfactant for PCB remoYaL 

• Chromium, nickel, mercury and arsenic are contaminants that may 
be more difficult to remove to acccpublc levels using a hydrochloric 
acid solution. 

• Single-stage soil washing is capable of removing high percents of 
contaminants. However. due to the level of residual concentrations 
in this study, a greater number of stages would be required to meet 
cleanup goals. 

• Used solutions would require significant pretreatment for reuse due 
to their high contaminants levels. For the site investigated in the soil 
washing study, complete replacement of spent washing solutions with 
fresh solution mlumes may be necessary during initial stages of soil 
washing. Complete replacement and disposal of used solutions may 
involve significant cost which, in tum, each impact the feasibility 
of soil flushing. 

• The CLP pmtocol used for process sample analysis was not suitable 
due to the high constituent concentrations. 

From results of the Bench-scale Soil Flushing Study. the following 
conclus1ons can be made. 

• In situ removal, to nondetectable levels. of many volatile compounds 
fnnn soils by soil flushing is possible. 

• Soil flushing can cause reductions in soil permeability which, in tum. 
can prevent the removal of soil contaminants. 

• Selection of soil flushing influent should be based on a review of 
site soil chemistry to prevent penneability reduction during flushing. 

• The first-order decay equation (Eq .1) accurately expresses the reduc
tion in volatile soil conmmination during soil flushing. The decay 
constant is related to the initiel total concentration of wlatile and 
semi-volu1ile contaminants present in the soil. 

Both studies require additional bench) and/or pilot) scale work to 
fully demonstrate feasibility of the soil remediation technologies. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Tucoma Tur Pits Site is a Superfund site on the Puyallup River 
in Tucoma, Washington. Coal tar and hydrocarbon liquids are present 
in shallow ponds and as discontinuous lenses within site soils. Soils 
and shallow groundwater are contaminated with lead, PCBs and coal 
gasification products including phenols, polycyclic aromatic hydro
carbons, benzene, toluene and xylene. Portions of the site are covered 
with up to 3 ft of automobile shredder fluff and associated debris. 

The principal remedial technique named in the ROD on for the site 
is on-site fixation (stabilization/solidification) of shallow soils and auto 
fluff. In a bench-scale soil fixation treatability study, site soil. coal tar 
and auto fluff were mixed in various proportions and fixed via a 
proprietary product. The resulting monoliths underwent testing for con
taminant concentration, physical-engineering properties and leaching 
behavior. These properties were determined: 

• contaminant concentrations as compared to site cleanup goals and 
other ARARs 

• volume increase due to fixation 
• wet/dry durability 
• compressive strength as a function of time and monolith composition 
• permeabiliry 
• the effect of wet-dry stressing on monolith strength, permeability 

and leaching 
• effect of fixation on the TCLP leaching of five classes of contaminants 
• ANS 16.1 leaching behavior, with and without wet-dry stressing. 

Using calculated diffusivity values for the contaminants of concern. 
long-term leaching from a full-si1.e monolith at the site was projected. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Tucoma Tar Pit!> is a Superfund \ite in the industrial district of 
Tucorna adjacent to the Puyallup River. A coal gasification plant operated 
on the 30-ac site from 1924 until 1956. Since 1967, a scrap-metal 
recycling facility has occupied most of the site. Current site features 
are shown in Figure I. 

RI/FS of the site has been conducted by the PRPs. 1.' The RI showed 
that wastes from the coal gasification and metal recycling operations 
are distributed over the entire site. Several acres are cavered to a depth 
of I to 3 ft with decomposing auto fluff-the foam, rubber and non
ferrous metal products of an automobile shredder. There are approxi
mately 5000 yd 3 of coal tar within the shallow soil (chiefly in a "tar 
boil area") and in a small pit. Organic non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) 
forms lenses within the soil over much of the site. 

These wastes are the source of several types of contaminants. Phenols, 
benzenes and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are the chief 
components of the coal tar and NAPL. In the auto fluff and underlying 
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Fig. I 
The licoma Tur Pits Site. 

fill. concentrations of inorganic contaminants (principally lead, mercury 
and arsenic) are elevated. PCBs are found in the auto fluff and the 
underlying fill. Varying levels of metals, PAHs. phenols and benzenes 
have been me.asured in the shallow aquifer on the site. 

ROD for the Tur Pits Site established cleanup goals for site soil, 
surface water and groundwater. 1 Goals were established in each 
medium for lead, benzene, tocal PC8s and PAHs (the sum ofbenzo(a)py
rene, benzo(a)anthracene, benzo(b )fluoranthene. benzo(k)fluoranthene. 
dibenz(a.h)anthmcene and indeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrcne). The ROD named 
stabilization/solidification of shallow soils and auto fluff as the prin
cipal component of site remediation. 

Using materials from the Tur Pits site, a bench-scale treatability study 
was conducted. Its purpose was to test fixation as a treatment technique 
for multiple, physically heterogeneous waste matrices containing several 
classes of contaminants. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study Design 

The study was designed not to optimize treatment parameters but, 
more fundamentally, to determine whether stabilization/solidification 
would even 'Mlrk on the waste matrices from the Tur Pits. Figure 2 
shows the study design. The tint phase of study planning established 
the properties of the raw and fixed wastes that would be tested in 



assessing the success of the treatment. 
Based on these properties, specific chemical, physical and leaching 

tests were chosen. The parameters chosen to track were the four 
contaminant classes named in the ROD, plus phenols. To assess the 
physical integrity of the monoliths, tests of permeability, durability and 
compressive strength were specified. The leaching tests selected were 
one regulatory test (the TCLP) and one test that would allow projec
tions of long-term leaching (American Nuclear Society Test 16.1). 

Fig. 2 
Material Flow Through the Testing Procedure 

The second phase of study planning involved (1) selecting the dif
ferent waste materials and combinations of materials to be treated and 
(2) the degree of replication at each step. The number of samples that 
could be generated was constrained by the high analytical costs asso
ciated with the five contaminant classes. Six matrices were selected 
for testing:(!) site soil; (2) a l:l(w/w) mix of site soil and auto fluff; 
(3) a 3:1 soil-fluff mix; (4) coal tar; (5) a 1:1 soil-tar mix; and (6) blank 
sand (a clean commercial sand). Although tar fixation was not proposed 
in the ROD, tar was chosen for testing to define the limits of fixation 
technology for site materials. This testing would also help determine 
what would happen if, during remediation, subsurface tar were encoun
tered and inadvertantly incorporated into the feed stream of the soil 
treatment unit. 

Once the study design was finalized, additional planning steps 
included determining the appropriate sizes of the fixed coupons, cal
culating the needed volumes of site materials and devising the site 
sampling plan. The project workplan5 sets forth all of the methods 
used and the rationale for their selection. 

Field and Laboratory Methods 
The sampling and fixation experiments took place in January 1988. 

The sampling design was biased towards the collection of highly
contaminated material to provide maximum challenge to the fixatives. 
Site materials were collected over the full depth interval that would be 
excavated for site remediation. Seven soil samples were collected from 
pits 1 ft deep. They were composited on-site and screened through 3/8-in 
hardware cloth. Approximately 150 lb of field-moist soil were collected. 
Auto fluff was collected from four locations where the RI indicated 
NAPL contamination. The greatest thickness of fluff sampled was 
2 ft. Particles larger than 3/8 in were screened out, and the fluff was 
homogenized on-site. Approximately 100 lb of fluff were sampled. A 
total of 3 gals of liquid tar were taken from the tar pit. 

Before processing, site samples were stored at ambient temperature 
(40 to 50°F) for 5 days. Mixing and fixation took place at the U.S. 
EPA Region 10 laboratory in Manchester, Washington. All mixing was 
done in 2-kg batches using a Hobart rotary mixer. After site materials 
were mixed in the predetermined ratios, sub-samples of the unfixed 
materials were created for chemical analysis and TCLP extraction. Then 
the mixtures were treated by measured addition and mixing of tap water 

-1:~, 
and one or mor r rea ent Fixed mixtures were poured into 
small cylindrica molds of three different sizes, as required by the dif
ferent tests. These were capped, labelled and stored at 100% relative 
humidity in closed plastic trays. 

Materials to be tested for compressive strength were dispatched to 
the physical-testing laboratory the day after fixation. All other coupons 
were cured at ambient temperature for 28 days before further handling. 

Phenol analysis was by colorimetry. All other chemical analytes were 
quantified according to Contract Laboratory Program methods by CLP 
laboratories. Physical/engineering tests were performed by U.S. EPA's 
Center Hill Laboratory according to its standard protocols for stabi
lized/solidified materials (6). Each type of monolith was tested for 
ultimate (28-day) unconfined compressive strength by a modification 
of ASTM D1633-84. The development of strength was traced by testing 
cylinders of the 3:1 soil-fluff mixture at 3, 7, 14, 22 and 29 days. Perme
ability was tested in a pressurized upflow apparatus by a method similar 
to EPA Method 9100-2.8(7). Durability was examined by a wet-dry stress 
test similar to ASTM D-559. The test entails 10 cycles of 6-hr immer
sion in deionized water followed by 18 hr of drying at 140°F(60°C). 
Seasonal wet-dry exposure of the full-scale monolith via shallow ground
water is possible at the Tar Pits site, and monolith strength and perme
ability might be affected. Therefore, two sets of fixed samples were 
subjected to wet-dry stressing, then one was strength tested and the 
second was tested for permeability. 

Raw and fixed materials were crushed and leached by the TCLP. Both 
standard and zero-headspace extractors were used. Fixed materials were 
also extracted via a modification of the ANS 16.l test. In this test, a 
cylinder was suspended in deionized water under quiescent conditions. 
After 1, 3, 5, 7, 14, 28 and 90 days, the leachant was replaced by fresh 
water and subjected to chemical analysis. A full set of fixed coupons 
underwent this testing. In addition, a set of 3:1 soil-fluff cylinders 
underwent wet-dry stressing (6, 14 or 24 days) followed by 90 days of 
standard ANS leaching. In these tests, the initial leachates were collected 
during the wet-dry stressing period. 

Resource constraints prohibited a fully-replicated experimental and 
analytical design. Instead, precision was assessed at every step by testing 
triplicate samples of the 3:1 soil-fluff mixture. 

Volatile compounds were analyzed in several types of samples, with 
the understanding that the reported concentrations may not be repre-

Table 1 
Contaminants in Site Materials 

Contaminant Material 

Lead 

Phenols 

Benzene 

Soil 
Fluff 
1: 1 Soil-Fluff 
Tar 

Soil 
Fluff 
1 : 1 Soil-Fluff 
Tar 

Soil 
Fluff 
1: 1 Soil-Fluff 
Tar 

Total PAHsa Soil 
Fluff 
1 : 1 Soil-Fluff 
Tar 

Total PCBsb Soil 
Fluff 
1:1 Soil-Fluff 
Tar 

Concentration (mg/kg) 

Reported 
from RI 

73-12,900 
2910-4700 

37 

<1 

150 

<0.001 

430 

1 .1-<1 08 

2665 

<0.7-135 
11-204 

Treatability Study 
Raw Fixed 

2490 
3670C 
3080 

377 
79oc 
584 
200 

0.002 

<0.007 

13.S 
<1 c 

5.6 
3240 

6.2 
sac 
32 

<198 

877 
4663C 
2170 

52 

<1450 

<1970 
<1 050 

13.2 

<348 
2950 

6.6 
26C 

16.2 
<28 

a. Sum of benzo(a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, 
benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene, indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene and 
dibenz(a,h)anthracene 

b. Sum of Aroclors 1016, 1221, 1232, 1242, 1248, 1254 and 1260 

c. calculated from the concentrations in the soil and 1:1 soil
fluff mixes 
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sentative. At no stage of sample handling w.is any attempt made 10 

capture or quantify esrnping '"'latile,. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Chemical Concentrations 

Contaminant concentrations in selce1ed raw and fixed material' arc 
summarized in Table 1 and compared with data from the RI. Concen
trations in the raw materiab generally fell within the previously-reponcd 
ranges. Lead concentrations in soil and fluff were 2000 lo 5000 mg/kg. 
The soil collected for the treatability study was cnnlamin.itcd with 
NAPL. as evinced by the phenol and PAH \alue'. but volatile con
taminants were nearh undetectable. PAH concentrations in fluff were 
less than half those i.n soil ( < 1 '' 13 mgkgl. reflecting the fact that 
the auto shredder began operation long aftn the cnal-gasification v.'a,te' 
were released on the propeny. The shredder fluff 1' the chief 'ource 
of PCB' at the site. and total PCB concentration' in the 'amplcd flu fl 
exceeded 50 mg/kg (calculated from the '"JI.fluff mixes). 

The dilution factor caused h~ adding fixatllln reagent ... to the rav. 
materials was approximately 71Y~. The pre- and post-fiullon concen
tration results did not reflect this factor closely (Table I). The 'ource 
of the variation is not clear; data from triplicate 'amples indicate that 
between-sample \-ariation v.'as 10 to 15 '{. 

Physical Properties 

Volume increases of site materials resulting from fixation ranged from 
45 to 95%. These relatively large volume increases reflect the high bulk 
density of the in-place soil (about 130 lb/ft') and the high reagent 
dosages used in the treatability study. 

In the wet-<I~ stress test of fixed monoliths. durabil1t~ wa.\ measured 
by monolith ~ight loss. There are no standard criteria for acceptable 
v.eight loss. but a weight loss nf 5 % or less generally is judged accept
able.' In the treatability study. tar and tar-soil cylinders had weight 
losses exceeding 5 '){ (11.8 and 9 2 % . respectively l. Among the soil and 
soil-fluff monoliths, one experienced a 5.~% v.e1ght In"; the ;:m:r.1gc 
weight loss was less than 3 % . 

Figure 3 traces the development of monolith comrrc"i\'e 'trength 
O\·er time. In concrete work. the 28-<lay strength 1s the measure nf 
"ultimate strength." As shown in Figure 3. the 3:1 sod-fluff L! hndcr' 
were 'till measurably gaining strength at 29 days. The inclusion of fluff 
and organic compounds probably slowed the development of strength; 
this phenomenon has been v. idely demonstrated.• In such materiah. 
a longer test (50 or 60 days) may give a more accurate measure of ulti
mate strength. 

Figure 4 depicts the 29-day compressive strengths uf the 'arious 
monolith~. Water oontenl\ of all the mixes were similar. The m1 \e' with 
higher proponio!ti of soil developed greater 'trength; both auto fluff 
and tar detracted from monolith 'trcngth. Among unstres!>e<l <.)'linders, 
fixed soil had the greatc't strength (895 psi) while fixed tar had the 
least (zero). For every material type. ~)'linders ~ubjectnl to wet-dry 
'tressing were stronger than umtr<:\\<:d cylind<:r' During the dry por
tions of the 'trc"ing cycles, l)linden. were held at 14D'·f- (60"(') which 
accelerated their curing. Becau'e of this, dll"ds due ,.,kJy to cyd1~· 
wetting and drying cannot be d1'tingu1'hcd 

There currently are no general 'tandard' lor the 'trength of monolllh' 
created during remediation of NPL 'Iles. The Nudear Regulatory l 'om
mission requires a strength of 150 psi in rigid wa-CL' rnatenab. The 
proposed minimum strength for land-d1'p<>scd RCRA ,oJid "a't._., " 
50 psi. At the Tar Pih. the overburden pn:,sure on a fuJl-,itc monolith 
would be 2 to 5 psi. Most of the tested mixes rnuld rl'adily suppon 
thi' load. 

Figure 5 shows the pcrmeabil1t1l'' of the fixed materials. Among the 
unstressed materials, the mo't permeable wa' the 1:1 t;1r-soil cylinder 
(5xl0 "cm/sec); the least pcm1cable was fixed tar (l.2xto· 9 un/sec) 
Permeabilitic' of the soil and soil-fluff monoliths were all w11hin a fact• •r 
of three. suggesting that the inclusion ol fluff did not increase permea
bility. For every type of fixed material. wet-dry 'tre"ing 111nca,cd 
permeability by more than an order of magnitude. This incrca'c' 111 

permeability may have been an cflcct of accelerated curing Alterna-
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tively, it may have been caused by micropores near the cylinder sur
faces, created through dissolution or other mechanisms. Leaching data 
(see below) indicate that such dissolution did occur. These results suggest 
that the physical integrity of an in-place monolith would be greatly 
enhanced by keeping it dry. 
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Leaching Properties 
Table 2 summarizes the TCLP data for the contaminants of concern 

in leachates from selected materials. The data indicate that fixation was 
very effective in immobilizing lead, diminishing its leaching by more 
than 99 % . Levels of lead greater than 10,000 ug/L leached from unfixed 
samples containing site soil, whereas leachate from fixed samples 
contained less than 50 ug/L lead. More than 5000 ug/L total phenols 
and 200 ug/L benzene were extracted from the raw tar; high concen
trations of these contaminants also leached from fixed tar. As might 
be predicted from their solubilities, the PAHs and PCBs were found 
at very low levels in all leachates. The six individual PAHs of interest 
were undetectable at 26 ug/L, and total PCB levels were below 2 ug/L. 
Fixation did not inhibit the release of volatile compounds from cylinders 
in '!Yhich they were very concentrated; benzene leached from fixed tar 
at 500 ug/L. 

The Tar Pits ROD established the following cleanup goals for surface 
waters at the site boundary (all in ug/L): lead - 3.2; benzene - 53; 
PCBs - 0.2; PAHs - 5 to 30. If the TCLP leachates are considered 
without dilution raw tar extract would exceed the benzene goal, and 
raw soil leachat; would exceed the lead goal by three orders of magni
tude. Both fixed tar and fixed soil would still exceed these standards. 
None of the TCLP leachates generated in this study would exceed the 
PAH or PCB standards. 

Fixed cylinders of all types were subjected to the ANS l~.l. leaching 
test. Figure 6 shows representative leachate pH and conduct1v1ty trends 
for these tests. All of the fixed materials showed an initial release of 
alkalinity into the leachant (as indicated by high pH and conductivity) 

Contaminant 

Lead 

Phenols 

Benzene 

Total PAHsa 

Total PCBsb 

Table 2 
Summary of TCLP Results 

TCLP Leachate Concentration (ug/L) 

Raw Fixed 
Material Material Sample 

Soil 51,000 17 
1:1 Soil-Fluff 12,500 23 
Tar 165 <1 
1:1 Soil-Tar < 1 

Soil <135 <418 
1:1 Soil-Fluff <139 23 
Tar 5250 420 
1:1 Soil-Tar 1180 

Soil <5 
1:1 Soil-Fluff <5 
Tar 200 540 
1:1 Soil-Tar 59 

Soil <24 <72 
1:1 Soil-Fluff <24 <78 
Tar 3 <72 
1:1 Soil-Tar <72 

Soil 0.06 
1 : 1 Soil-Fluff <0.35 
Tar <2.1 
1:1 Soil-Tar 

a. Sum of benzo{a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, 
benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene, indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 
and dibenz(a,h)anthracene 

b. Sum of Aroclors 1016, 1221, 1232, 1242, 1248, 1254 and 1260 

which diminished after 2 wk. These results suggest that during the early 
portion of the tests alkaline oxides and hydroxides derived from the 
fixatives dissolved from the monolith surfaces. When the readily-soluble 
surface constituents were gone, leaching was limited by the low diffu
sion rate in the solid cylinders. 

Selected leachability indices calculated from the ANS 16.l data are 
summarized in Table 3. Each index is the inverse logarithm of the 
effective diffusivity, in cm2/sec, averaged over the seven leaching 
intervals. The index is calculated from the duration of the leaching 
interval, the time since the beginning of the test and the fraction of 
contaminant leached during that interval. Index values decrease with 
increasing leaching rate. 

Contaminant 

Arsenic 
Lead 

Phenolsb 

Naphthalene 
Pyrene 
Benzo (a) pyrene 

Total PCBs 

Table 3 
Leachability Indices of 

Selected Fixed materials 

Average Leachability Indexa 

1: 1 1:1 
Soil Soil-Fluff Tar Soil-Tar 

>13. 6 12.2 
>12.2 >13. 2 

12.4 11. 7 0. 9 0. 9 

>9. 2 1o.9 10.3 
>12. 5 >12. 2 >13.2 >12.7 
>13. 1 >15.2 >14.7 

>12.1 >13.4 

a. Average of seven leaching intervals totaling 90 days. 

b. Initial concentrations in the fixed cylinders not 
quantified; assumed to be half those in the raw materials. 

A leachability of 5 would indicate a fairly mobile compound, while 
a value of 15 would indicate a compound essentially immobile in this 
system10

). Most of the contaminants of interest in the Tar Pits materials 
exhibited leachability indices greater than 10, indicating they were rela
tively immobile in the fixed coupons. Furthermore, there was no time 
trend in the leaching rates of most organic and inorganic contaminants 
~calculated leachability in~ices were the same for all seven leaching 
intervals). The sole exception was phenols: in all types of cylinders, 
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phenol leaching decreased over time. Since phenols arc weak acid~. 
their concentration might have been expected to increase as leachate 
pH fell. The fact that it decreased instead suggests that diffusion through 
the solid cylinders was the factor limiting phenol leaching. 

The leachability indices were used to make rough projections of con
taminant release from a full-scale, on-site monolilh. The projections 
assumed an unfractured monolith with the underside contacted by 
slowly-moving groundwater. Under these conditions, it was projected 
that less than 10% of the lead in the monolith would be released in 
1000 yrs (Fig. 7). Leaching of organic compounds from a soil or soil
fluff monolith also would be less than 10% over 1000 yrs. On the other 
hand, phenols, naphthalene and possibly other PAHs were projected 
to leach from a soil-tar monolith at higher rates, such that 50% or more 
would be released over 1000 yrs. Hydrologic modeling would be required 
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to ascenain whether these compounds, very concentrated in the soil
tar monolith, would ever be present al measurable levels in the shaJlow 
groundwater. 

c: 
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Fig. 7 
Projected Leachmg of a Full-Scale 1:1 soil fluff 

~fonolrth at dJe Tar Pits Site. 

1000 

Since a full-scale monolith at the Tar Pits 1s likely to undergo alter
nating periods of wetting and drying. one set of 3:1 soil-fluff cylinders 
was subjected to wet-dry stressing followed by ANS 16.1 leaching. 
Surface weathering of the cylinders (as expressed by leachate pH and 
conductivity) was accelerated by the wet-dry cycles (which were con
ducted at room temperature). 

However, leachate concentrations of all individual contaminants were 
low, and calculated leachability indices were similar to those generated 
from simple ANS tests. lbere was no evidence for enhancement of 
contaminant leaching by wet-dry stre~ing. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, various physical and leaching tests were used to ascer
tain whether stabilization/solidification is a viable remedial technology 
for the materials at the Tucoma Tur Pits site. Test results indicate that. 
for site materials not containing high le\'Cls of tar, stabilization is a 
promising technology. The physical tests suggest that a monolith of soil 
or a soil-auto fluff mixture 'lllQuld be sufficiently strong, durable and 
impermeable to meet site-specific remedial goals. A fixed 1:1 mixture 
of tar and soil probably would have sufficient physical i.ntegrity, but 
pure fixed tar probably would not. 

TCLP results indicate that in most fixed materials the contaminants 
of concern could be immobiliz.ed effectively enough that the leachates 
would nearly meet cleanup goals without dilution. However, leachates 
from fixed tar could not readily meet the goals. Results of the ANS 
test.; suggest that long-term contaminant leaching from a full-sea.le 
monolith would be very slow. Organic compounds leached from W

rich monoliths might be measurable in slowly-moving groundwater. 
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ABSTRACT 

Contamination of soils with heavy metals is a significant problem 
at many uncontrolled haz.ardous waste sites. Chemical stabiliza
tion/solidification (CSS) has been proposed as a technology that reduces 
the mobility of heavy metals and other contaminants. 

This paper presents the results of a bench-scale investigation of the 
capability Lo reduce the mobility of arsenic, cadmium, copper. lead and 
zinc from contaminated soils through application of CSS technology. 
Individual samples of contaminated soils \\ere collected from three sites. 
Three generic CSS processes \\ere evaluated: Ponland cement, lime/fly 
ash and cement kiln dust. Physical strength of the specimens was 
evaluated using unconfined compressive strength (UCS). Contaminant 
mobility characteristics we.re evaluated using the State of California 
Waste Extraction Test (WET). 

1be results of UCS testing indicated substantial strength development 
for all binders tested. The results of the WET procedure indicated 
substantial reductions in leaching of all contaminants as a result of CSS. 
However, leachate concentrations for arsenic and lead exceeded the State 
of California's promulgated criteria. 

INTRODUCTION 

Chemical stabilization/solidification (CSS) is a process that involves 
the mixing of a contaminated soil with a binder material to enhance 
the physical and chemical propenies of the soil and to chemically bind 
any free liquid' The CSS process involves the addition of water and 
binder material to the soil followed by mixing and a curing period. A 
schematic flowchan of CSS processing is shown as Figure I. Typically, 
the binder is a cement or pozzolan. Proprietary additives also may be 
added. In most cases, the CSS process b changed to accommodate 
specific contaminants and soil matrices. Since it is not possible to dis
cuss completely all possible modifications to a CSS process, discus
sions of most CSS processes arc related directly to generic proces.~ types. 
The performance observed for a specific CSS system may vary widely 
from its generic type, but the general characteristics of a process and 
its products usually are similar. General discussions of CSS processes 
are given in Malone and Jones'; Malone, Jones and Larson•; and U.S. 
EPA'. 
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Schematic of the Chemical Swbili1.ation/Solidificution Process . 
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CSS systems that have potential application to contaminated soils 
include both Ponland cement processes and pozzolan processes. l\>n
land cement processes use Ponland cement to produce a type of soil/con
c re te composite. Contaminant migration i~ reduced by 
microencapsulation of the contaminants in the concrete matrix and con
version of the metals to a less soluble form. Pozzolanic processes use 
the finely divided. noncrystalline silica in fly ash and the calcium in 
lime to produce low-strength cementation. Contaminant containment 
is produced by the same mechanisms in for the cement processes. 
Proprietary and non-proprietary admixtures. designed to enhance one 
or more properties of the mix. may be added to all CSS processes. 

The specific objectives of this study were to determine if CSS tech
niques can be applied to soils contaminated with heavy metals to reduce 
contaminant leaching and to characterize the effect of CSS on the con
taminated soils. Three solidification proc~ were used to stabilize/ 
solidify the contaminated soil and are differentiated by the type of binder 
material used in the process. The three processes included: Ponland 
cement. kiln dust and lime/Hy ash. 

MATERJALS AND METHODS 

Materials of Interest 

1be materials of interest were contaminated soils obtained from three 
sites. Contaminant-; of interest included arsenic, cadmium, copper. lead, 
nickel. selenium and zinc. Analytical results from performing the 
California Waste Extraction Tust (WEn1 on the untreated soils are 
presented in "fables 1 and 2. 1be soils were generally classified as clay. 
The moisture content of the untreated soils was approximately 55, 25 
and Z7% f?r Soils 1, 2 and 3, respectively. A 5-gal composite sample 
?f each sod was collected. The sample was collected from the top 12 
m. of soil. Upon receipt at the laboratory, samples were placed in cold 
storage until implementation of the CSS evaluation protocol. 

Tuble I 
Total Threshold Leaching Concentration (1TLC) Mela.ls for Untrealed Soil 

Criteria O.toctl.on Ll•lt Soll l Soll 2 Soll l 
l!ll:IAILll: '•1£l\1l '••li•l '••lk•l '•4•l '••lk&l 
Ar••nic ~00 0.01 ))00 0 93.0 )I 0 

Cadlllua 100 0.00~ 9. 2 2)0.0 42.0 

Copper 2. ~00 0.025 110.0 1,550 l,000 

Load 1,000 0.2 10.0 31,800 19,600 

Nickol 0.04 84.0 llDL 70.0 

Solenlua 100 0.00~ 3.0 12.0 7 .4 

Zin< 5.000 0.02 220.0 233,000 97 ,)00 



Table 2 
Soluble Threshold Leaching Concentration (STLC) 

Metals for Untreated Soil 

Criteria Detection Limit Soil 1 Soil 2 Soil 3 
~![IMte;r;: {mglll (mg[ll (mglll (mgl'.1l {mglll 
Arsenic 5.0 0.01 16. 0 1. 8 1.1 

Cadmium 1. 0 0.005 0.1 7. 6 2. 7 

Copper 25 0.025 1. 3 61. 0 68 .0 

Lead 5.0 0. 2 BDL 370. 0 500.0 

Nickel 0.04 BDL BDL BDL 

Selenium 1.0 0.005 BDL 0. 21 0. 36 

Zinc 250 0.02 12. 0 12. 500 10, 700 

Initial screening test 
The objective of the initial screening test was two-fold: the first 

objective was to determine the appropriate water to soil ratio (WIS or 
WSR), by wet weight, for each CSS process; the second objective was 
to narrow the range of binder to soil ratios (BIS or BSR) used for detailed 
evaluation. The soil was moist; however, it was necessary to add water 
to the contaminated soil to provide sufficient water for effective hydra
tion. WSRs and BSRs selected for initial evaluation were based on the 
previous experience of testing personnel. 

Determination of the appropriate WSRs and BSRs for detailed 
evaluation was based primarily on the results of the Cone Index Test 
(Cl) performed on the initial screening test samples after they had cured 
for 48 hr. The CI measures the resistance of a material to the penetra
tion of a 30-deg, right circular cone using the method specified in TM 
5-5304. The CI value is reported as force per unit surface area, in psi, 
required to push the cone through a test material at a rate of72 in./min. 

Preparation of Specimens for Detailed Evaluation 

Specimens were prepared by mixing water and binder with the 
contaminated soil in a Hobart K455S mixer. The resulting slurry was 
poured into 2-by-2 in. brass molds. Immediately after the slurry was 
placed in the molds, the molds were vibrated to remove voids. At the 
higher BSRs, the mixture was very viscous and vibration was an 
ineffective method for removing voids. These specimens were tamped 
according to ASTM C 109/861• The molded specimens were cured in 
the molds at 23 °C and 98 % relative humidity for a minimum of 24 
hr. Specimens were removed from the molds when they developed suffi
cient strength to be free standing, and curing was continued under the 
same temperature and relative humidity conditions until further testing. 

Unconfined Compressive Strength 

Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) was used to define and 
characterize the effects of the CSS process on the physical characteris
tics of the soil. The UCS of the treated soil test specimens was deter
mined using ASTM method C 109/861

• UCS testing was performed 
on cubes after they had cured for 21 and/or 28 days. UCS was reported 
as the force per square inch, in psi, required to fracture the cube. 

BSRs that exhibited UCS values greater than 50 psi were selected 
for evaluation of the contaminant-release characteristics of the treated 
soil. A UCS criterion of 50 psi was based on Office of Solid Waste 
and Emergency Response (OSWER) Policy Directive 9487.00-2A7. 

Contaminant Mobility Testing 

Since the sites under investigation are located in California, the 
California Waste Extraction Test (WET) procedure was used to evaluate 
contaminant mobility2. The California procedure requires evaluation 
of both Total Threshold Leaching Concentration (TTLC) and Soluble 
Threshold Leaching Concentration (STLC). The TTLC/STLC analyses 
were performed by IT Corporation, Cerritos, California. S~ecimens 
selected for the extraction tests were forwarded to IT Corporation under 
chain-of-custody. TTLC and STLC extracts were analyzed for metals 
according to the methods and within the time constraints summarized 
in the Federal Register9 and specified in SW-846 10 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Initial Screening Test Results for Soil 1 

In the initial screening test for the cement binder, WSRs of 0.1 and 
0.5 were evaluated. The 0.1 WSR did not sufficiently hydrate the mix
ture, resulting in a dry, powdery specimen. At the 0.1 WSR and 0.4 
BSR, the CI value was 647 psi after 48 hr of curing. Although the CI 
values were relatively high, the 0.1 WSR did not provide sufficient water 
for efficient hydration. In contrast, the 0.5 WSR resulted in very wet 
mixtures and yielded specimens with relatively low CI values, 93 and 
260 psi for the 0.4 and 0.6 BSRs respectively. Based on past experience, 
observation of test specimens and the initial screening data, a WSR 
of0.2 and BSRs of0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 were selected for detailed evaluation. 

The results of the initial screening test using kiln dust as the binder 
were similar to the cement binder results. Although relatively high CI 
values were obtained at the 0.4 and 0.6 BSR (693 and > 750 psi, respec
tively) at the 0.1 WSR, the samples were not adequately hydrated and 
dry, powdery mixtures were produced. Using a WSR of0.5 and BSRs 
of 0.4 and 0.6, the samples were very moist and developed relatively 
low CI values (185 and 167 psi, respectively). Based on past experience, 
observation of test specimens and the initial screening data, a WSR 
of 0.2 and BSRs of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 were selected for detailed 
evaluation. 

The results of the lime/fly ash initial screening test were similar to 
cement and kiln dust binder results. At 0.1 WSR, the samples evaluated 
were not sufficiently hydrated and at 0.5 WSR the samples were too 
wet for efficient hydration. Based on past experience, observation of 
test specimens and the initial screening data, a WSR of 0.2 and BSRs 
of 0.2L/0.2F, 0.2L/0.4F, 0.4L/0.2F and 0.4L/0.4F were selected for 
detailed evaluation. 

UCS Results for Soil 1 

The results of the UCS tests for Soil 1 are shown in Figure 2 and 
discussed below. 
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Figure 2 
Twenty-eight Day UCS for Soil 1 Using Cement, Kiln Dust and 

Lime/Fly ash as Binders 

For the cement binder, the 28-day UCS increased as the BSR in
creased, with the UCS doubling for each 0.2 increase in BSR. For 
example, at 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 BSRs, the average UCSs were 134, 278 
and 640 psi, respectively. Similar results were obtained when the UCS 
tests were run on 21-day cubes, indicating that the sample reached near 
maximum UCS at a 21-day cure time. 

UCS results for the kiln dust binder were similar to those obtained 
with the cement binder. The 28-day UCS increased as the BSR was 
increased and a BSR of 0.8 developed three times the 28-day UCS of 
the 0.2 kiln dust BSR. The contaminated soil treated with a 0.2 kiln 
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dust BSR developed a 28-day UCS of 119 psi, and the 08 BSR developed 
a 28-day UCS of JKl psi. As the BSR increased, the UCS also increased 
but at a decreasing rate with each innea~e in the BSR. The O.o and 
0.8 ratios had approximately equal 28-day UCS result~. indicating little 
or no strength gain for BSRs greater than 0.6. 

The interpretation of the lime/fly ash UCS data is more difficult than 
the cement and kiln dust UCS data because both the lime BSR and 
the fly ash BSR were varied. The 0.2L/0.2F BSR had UCS result~. 
155 psi, similar to the 0.2 cement and 0.2 kiln du,1 BSRs (134 and 119 
psi. respectively). The average 28-day UCSs for 0.2L/02F and 
0.2L/0.4F were 154 psi, and 182 psi, respectively. A O 2 increase in 
the lime BSR resulted in doubling the UCS. w11h 0.4U0.2F and 
0.4L/0.4F UCSs of 330 r~1. and 389 p~1. respe.ctively compared ti• 155 
and 189 psi, for the 0.2L/0.2F and 0.2U0.4F. 

Extraction Tust Results for Soil 1 

As shown in Figure 2. all the binders, at the BSRs investigated. 
developed 28-day UCS well above the 50 psi. selection criterion. hence, 
the specimens with the minimum BSR were selected for Wl'T analy
sis. The BSRs selected for extractions included: 0.2 cement, 0.2 kiln 
dust, 0.2 lime/0.2 fly ash. The results of the WFT for treated Soil 1 
are given in Tuble .3. The TTLC resulh reflect the dilution resulting 
from the addition of the binder material. The STLC result~ reflect sub
stantial reduction in the apparent leachability of the conlarninants. 
However, leachate arsenic concentrations for all binders exceeded the 
STLC arsenic criterion 15 mg/L) by a factor of three to seven. Other 
contaminants were less than 1heir respective criteria. Of the binders 
evaluated, Ponland cement appeared to perform the best, with kiln dusl 
and lime/fly ash demonstrating roughly equal performance. 

Table 3 
Results of Solidilication/Stabilb.alion Studies on Soil I 
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Initial Screening Test Results for Soil 2 

In the initial screening test for the cement binder. WSRs of 0.2 and 
0.5 were selected for evaluation. A 0 2 WSR did not thoroughly hydrate 
the sample, but a 0.5 WSR provided a mixture of good con,1-,h:rKy and 
adequate Cl value~. The 48-hr Cl value al a 0.5 WSR and BSR.' of 0.4 
and 0.6 were 133 p~i. and 467 psi, re,rx:cll\dy. Base<l on pa~t 

experience, observation of test specimens and the initial screening data. 
a WSR of 0. 5 and BSRs of 04. 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 were M:lccte<l for detailed 
evaluation. 

Based on the moi'>ture contents and the rnulb of the initial 'crccnlllg 
test for the cement binder. WSRs of 0. 2 and 0. 5 were also u~ed !or the 
kiln dust binder initial screening 1e,1 For the '>amc reasons !"led for 
the cement binder initial screening 1e,1. a 0.5 WSR Wds \l'lcl·ted li1r 
detailed evaluation of kiln dust. Because the ini11al screening test resulh 
for a 0.5 WSR and 0.4 BSR were low, a 0.6 BSR Wds selected a' the 
lowest BSR for detailed evaluation. Other BSRs '>elected lor detailed 
evaluation were 0.8, 1.0 and I. 2 

For the lime/fly ash binder, WSRs of 0.2 and 0.5 were initially evalu
ated. Because both lime and fly a'h arc used, the mixtures using a 0 2 
WSR were much dryer than the cement and kiln dust m"e' prepared 
at a 0.2 WSR. A 0.5 WSR resulted in mixtures of good consistency 
and Cl values, ranging from 125 to 517 P'i. for the BSRs evaluated and 
was sele.cted a' the WSR for detailed evaluation. The 0.21./0.2F BSR 
was selected as the lowest rntio for detailed evaluation hn·au'e sub-
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stantial strength wa' gained after only 2 days of cure. Based on past 
experience, observation of test specimens and the initial !IC:reening data, 
the BSR.s selected for detailed evaluation were 0.2L/0.2F, 0.2L/0.4F, 
02L/0.6F, 0.4L/0.21" 0.4L!0.4F, 0.4L/0.6F, 0.6L/0.2F. 0.6L/0.4F and 
06L/0.6F 

l CS Result~ for Soil 2 

The results 'if the UCS ll'\h for Soil 2 are shown on Figure 3 and dis
cussed below. 
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Figure J 
T"'Cnl)·eight Oa) L'CS k>r Soil 2 U~ing Cement, Kiln Dust and 

Lime! Fl) ash a.s Bmdc~ 

Each BSR for the cement binder exceeded the 50-psi, criterion. Al 
the lowe't BSR. 0_4, the average L'CS was 198 psi .. The average UCS 
increased approximately 100 psi. with e.ach 0.2 increase in the BSR. 

Each BSR for the kiln dust binder exceeded the SO-psi. criterion . 
As expected, the 0.6 kiln dust BSR (ll4 psi.) did not develop as much 
strength as the 0.6 BSR for cement. As the BSRs were increased by 
increments of 0. 2. the UCS also increased until the BSR reached I. 2 
At this point, the kiln dust deh)draled the sample very quickly producing 
an extremely Jr;. mixture. with a resulting decrease in UCS 

For the lime/fly ash binder. the average UCS did not increase sig
nificantly as the BSR was increased. Al 0.2L/0.2F. the average UCS 
"-.is 85 psi, and al the 0.oLO.oF BSR the average UCS was 260 psi. 
The most significant m~·rea~ in L'CS was at the 0.4L 0.6F BSR. which 
e\hibited an increase L)f 100 P'' · over the 0.4U0.4F BSR. Similarly 
to Soil 1 re .. ults. the increase m lime had more effect than an increase 
in fl) ash 

Extraction Test Results for Soll 2 

As shown in Figure 3. all the binders. at the BSRs investigaled. 
developed a 28-da) UCS well above the 50 psi. selection criterion. The 
BSR..' selected for WET extraction included: 0.6 for cement, 0.8 for 
kiln dust and 0.2/0.4F for lime/fly ash. The results of the WET for 
treated Soil 2 are given in Tuble 4. The TTLC results reflect the dilu
tion resulting from the addition of the binder material. The STLC results 
reflect substantial reduction in the apparent leachability of the con
taminants. However. leachate lead concentr.1tinns for all binders 
ncenlcd the STLC lead cn1cr11•n (5 mg IL) by a factor of seven to 22. 
Zinc ncl'eded the STLJ · criterion for the lime/fly ash binders by a factor 
of 10. Other cnn1aminants were less than their respective criteria. Of 
the hinders evaluated, Portland cement appeared to perform the best. 
with kiln dust and lime/fly ash demonstrating roughly equal 
performance. 



Thble 4 
Results of Solidification/Stabilization Studies on Soil 2 

Standard IJntrHted Soil Cem•nt Kiln Dust Lime/Flyash 
TTLC STLC TTLC STLC TTLC STLC TTLC STLC TTLC STLC 

l•r!!!!•ter !!Ylkl!i l '!!li!lll! '!!!5lksl '!!!!illl '!!Y!ilk!l '!!!!lll i!!!5lk15l '!!Y!illl !e.slkl!il 'mal1l 
Ar111.oic 500.0 s.o 93.0 1.8 79.0 0.1 61.6 0.3 68.3 O.J 

Cadmium 100.0 l.O 250.0 
7 ·' 

166. 7 0.2 140,0 0.1 160.0 2 • 

Copper 2500 .0 25.0 1550.0 6l.O 1303.3 10. 7 976.7 16.7 1250.0 21 3 

L .. d 1000. 0 s.o 37800.0 370.0 23100.0 64.0 19066. 7 45.3 23666. 7 78 7 

Kict.•l ND<;ZOO.O HD<li.O 292,0 o.• BS. 7 '-' 113.3 ND<0,4 

S1hnium 100,0 l.O 12.0 0.21 1.27 0.1 1.47 0.18 2.2 0.2 

"" 5000 .0 250.0 ZJJOQO .0 12.500.0 U.7333,0 2.13.0 11933.l,O 49.0 135333.0 2500.0 

Initial Screening Test Results for Soil 3 
The two WSRs evaluated for the cement initial screening test were 

0.2 and 0.5. Th~ O.~ WSR resulted in samples that were not adequately 
hydrated resultmg ma dry, powdery mixture. In contrast, the 0.5 WSR 
was very moist. The 0.5 WSR and 0.6 BSR had a CI value over 750 
psi. At 0.5 WSR and 0.4 BSR, the CI value was 150 psi. These results 
indicated that by lowering the WSR, the BSR also could be lowered 
while ?btaining simil~r strength results. Based on past experience, ob~ 
servat10n of test specimens and the initial screening data, a WSR of 
0.35 and BSRs of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 were selected for detailed evaluation. 

WSRs of 0.2 and 0.5 were used for the kiln dust initial screening 
tests. The 0.5 WSR resulted in a very wet mixture, with low CI values 
of 33 psi, and 73 psi, at 0.4 and 0.6 BSRs, respectively. At a WSR of 
0.2 and BSRs of 0.4 and 0.6, the CI values were much higher, 550 and 
567 psi, respectively. Although the CI values for the 0.2 WSR were 
adequate, a WSR of 0.35 was chosen for detailed evaluation because 
laboratory notation indicated that the samples were not effectively 
hydrated at the 0.2 WSR. BSRs of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 were selected for 
detailed evaluation. 

WSRs of 0.2 and 0.5 were used for the lime/fly ash initial screening 
tests. For the 0.2 WSR, CI values ranged between 490 and 533 for the 
BSRs evaluated. For the 0.5 WSR, CI values ranged between 63 and 
343 psi,. Like the cement and kiln dust, a 0.2 WSR as too low and 
a 0.5 WSR was too high. The 0.5 WSR did not achieve significant 
strength except at the highest BSR, 0.4L/0.4F, evaluated. A 0.35 WSR 
and BSRs of 0.2L/0.2F, 0.2L/0.4F, 0.4L/0.2F and 0.4L/0.4F were select
ed for detailed evaluation. 

UCS Results for Soil 3 
The results of the UCS tests for Soil 3 are shown on Figure 4 and 

discussed below. 
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Figure 4 
Twenty-eight Day UCS for Soil 3 Using Cement, Kiln Dust and 

Lime/Fly ash as Binders 

For the cement binder, the UCS of the 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 BSRs were 
69 psi,, 173 psi, and 254 psi, respectively. As the BSRs increased, the 
rate of increase in UCS decreased. From 0.2 BSR to 0.4 BSR, the UCS 
increased by 104 psi, but from 0.4 BSR to 0.6 BSR, the increase was 
only 81 psi,. 

The kiln dust binder results contrasted with those of the cement binder 
evaluation. The UCS of the 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 BSRs were 19 psi, 64 psi, 
and 128 psi, respectively. The 0.2 BSR did not obtain enough strength, 
only 19 psi, to pass the 50-psi, criterion. As a result, 0.2 BSR was not 
evaluated further. The UCS increased with increases in the BSR, tripling 
from 0.2 BSR to 0.4 BSR and doubling from 0.4 BSR to 0.6 BSR. As 
expected, kiln dust was not as effective as cement in this segment of 
the solidification/stabilization of Soil 3. 

The BSRs tested for lime/fly ash were 0.2L/0.2F, 0.2L/0.4F, 0.4L/0.2F 
and 0.4L/0.4F with a WSR of0.35. The respective average UCSs were 
111 psi, 143 psi, 206 psi, and 200 psi. Increasing the fly ash BSR by 
0.2 resulted in a 30-psi, increase in UCS; however, increasing the lime 
BSR by the same amount doubled the UCS. Increasing both lime and 
fly ash caused the UCS to triple at 0.4L/0.4F. 

Extraction Test Results for Soil 3 

As shown in Figure 4, all the binders, except the 0.2 BSR kiln dust, 
developed a 28-day UCS above the 50-psi, selection criterion. The BSRs 
selected for extraction included: 0.4 for cement, 0.4 for kiln dust and 
0.2L/0.4F for lime/fly ash. The results of the WET for treated Soil 3 
are given in Table 5. The TTLC results reflect the dilution resulting 
from the addition of the binder material. The STLC results reflect sub
stantial reduction in the apparent leachability of the contaminants. 
However, leachate lead concentrations for all binders exceeded the STLC 
lead criterion (5 mg/L) by a factor of nine to 46. Copper concentra
tions slightly exceeded the criterion. Other contaminants were less than 
their respective criteria. Of the binders evaluated, Portland cement 
appeared to perform the best, with kiln dust and lime/fly ash demon-

strating roughly equal performance. 

Thble 5 
Results of Solidification/Stabilization Studies on Soil 3 

st. .. nd1111rd Unt.reat.ad Soil C111111ent. Kiln Dust. Lima/Flyash 

TTLC STLC TTLC STLC TTLC STLC TTLC STLC TTLC STLC 

P11rlll1let.ar (mg/ks) Crnan2 <mg/ksl !gill !fll6fkg) (mg/l) lmgfb) {mkll.l <mgl\:.e} Smglll 

A.r:senic soo.o 5.0 37 .o 1.1 32.33 0 167 32 0 0.13 
" 0 

Cacliniwn 100.0 l 0 li2.0 2. 7 37 .33 0.07 35.0 0,21 35. 7 0 06 

Copper 2500 0 25.0 1000.0 68.0 890.0 1.5.4 953.0 30.0 876. 7 33.0 

Lead 1000.0 s 0 19600,0 500,0 13967 .0 106.4 llo600.0 66.0 13666. 7 220.0 

Nickel 70.0 ND<• 6.li.O o.• 69. 7 ND<0.4 72. 7 ND<O. lo 

Seleniua:i 100.0 l.O ... 0.36 Nt><0.5 0.07 '-' 0.27 1.1 0.3 

Zinc 5000.0 250.0 97300.0 10700.0 71200.0 136. 7 7&933.0 83.0 J'i033. 3 ~6. 3 

CONCLUSIONS 

A laboratory study was conducted to investigate the effects of three 
CSS processes on a contaminated soil. Both UCS and WET tests were 
performed on the stabilized/solidified specimens and based on the results 
of these tests, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
• Small quantities of binding agents produce materials with UCS well 

above the 50-psi, criterion. 
• Water must be added to the contaminated soil in order for the binders 

to develop strength. 
• The binders can be easily mixed with the contaminated soil. 
• The stabilized/solidified soil sets within 24 hr and no free liquid was 

observed after this 24-hr period. 
• The CSS processing of the soil effectively reduced the mobility of 

the contaminants in the soil. 
• Because of the high concentrations of the contaminants and/or the 

aggressiveness of the WET procedure, none of the CSS processes 
prod~ced a product that meets the California Department of Health 
Services TTLC/STLC criteria. 
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In Situ Remediation of Groundwater and Soils: 
Seminar Outline 

Scott B. Wilson 
Groundwater Technologies, Inc. 

Concord, California 

BRIEF HISTORY 
• 1946 - CE Zobell publication: Hydrocarbon Microbiology 
• 1950s - Single cell protein development showed relationship of 

bacteria/oil/water 
• 1967 Focus on ocean oil spills and bacterial degradation: first 

environmental focus 
• 1970s - Microbial enhanced oil recovery technology showed rela

tionship of bacteria/oil/water/mineral 
• lm - First application of in situ aquifer bioremediation, Sun 

Oil Company under the guidance of Paul Yaniga (Groundwater 
Technology, Inc.) 

• 1980s - Bioremediation technologies shown to be a proven and 
cost-effective remediation strategy for many organic waste con
taminated sites. 

BIOMECHANISM OF ORGANIC CHEMICAL DEGRADATION 

• Aerdbic •Oxidation 
• Use of oxygen as terminal election acceptor 
• Most rapid biomechanism for degradation of most organic 

wastes 
• Products are oxidized intermediates, carbon dioxide and water 

• Co-oxidation 
• Use of co-metabolite to degradation of an otherwise recal

citrant compound. 
• Harder to control than simple aerobic oxidation. 
• Rates vary greatly depending upon pollutant, co-metabolite, 

etc. 
• Anaeliobic Dehalogenation 
• Simple :biologically mediated redox reaction 
• Requires very anaerobic condition 
• Simply dehalogenates substrate, not mineralized 

BIODEGRADABILITY OF ORGANICS 

• Unsubstituted Hydrocarbons 
• Rapidly degrade 
• Multiple ring structures are more resistant 

• Resistance imparted by substitution 
• Halogens 
• Ethers 
• Methoxy groups 
• Etc. 

• Molecular Complexity 
• Greater the complexity - greater resistivity 

BACTERIAL ATTACHMENT TO ORGANIC POLLUTANTS 

• Cell surface hydrophobicity 
• Hydrophile - lipophile balance of cell surface 

• Oil/water partitioning 
• Biosurfactant production 

• Activity of cell surface 
• Surface activity of biomolecules 
• Action on pollutants 

• Forms of pollutants available to bacteria 
• Droplets 
• Dissolved molecules 
• Microemulsions 

BACTERIA CAPABLE OF IN SITU BIODEGRADATION 

• Dependent upon pollutant 
• Dependent upon environmental factors 
• New organisms being discovered regularly 

BACTERIA FOR USE IN AN IN SITU 
DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM 

• Genetically engineered strains 
• Not likely due to regulatory constraints 
• Acclimated strains 

• Generally unnecessary for most applications 
• Almost impossible to use effectively in subsurface ground
water systems. 

• Stimulation of indigenous strains 
• Generally best way to approach bioremediation 
• Appropriate bacteria generally present 

NUTRIENTS NECESSARY FOR IN SITU AEROBIC 
BIOREMEDIATION SYSTEMS 

• Oxygen 
• Air spargers 
• Hydrogen peroxide 
• Soil aeration 

• Nitrogen 
• Phosphorous 
• Trace elements 
•pH 
• Temperature 

NUTRIENTS NECESSARY FOR 
CO-OXIDATION BIOREMEDIATION 

• Same as for Aerobic System with the Systems Addition of a 
co-metabolite. 

NUTRIENTS NECESSARY FOR ANAEROBIC 
DEHALOGENATION SYSTEMS 

• Same as aerobic oxidation systems except: 
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• No oxygen should be added 
• Need supplementary carbon sources 

IN SITU BIOREMEDIATION SYSTEM DESIGN 

• Saturated Zone 
• Hydraulic control 
• Infiltration 
• Closed loop recycle 
• Nutrient system 
• Monitoring 

• Unsaturated zone 
• Soil aeration system 

• Forced air 
• Negative pressure 
• Nutrient percolation 
• Soil pore moisture 
• Monitoring 

ON-SITE BIOREMEDIATION SYSTEM DESIGN 

• Soils/Sludge treatment 
• Cell construction 

• Aeration 
• Nutrient addition 
• Off-gas treatmenl 
• Monitoring 

CASE STUDIES 

CASE #I 

In Situ Bioremediation: A Case Study through Closure. 
• Contaminated site setting 
• Biorcmediation system design 
• Performance of system/site data 
• Post-closure monitoring 
• Associated cosis of project versus other treatment technologies 

CASE lfl 

In Situ Bioremediation: Unsaturated rone and Saturated Zone. 
• Contaminated site setting 
• Bioremediat.ion feasibility study 
• Comprehensive system design 
• Performance of systemlsitc data 
• Ai;sociated costs of project 

CASE #3 
On-Site Bioremcdiation of Heavy Oil Contaminated Soils. 

• Site selling 
• Fea.sibi lity study 
• Site e:iteavation/construction 
• Nutrient amendment 
• Performance data 
• Associated costs of project versus other treatment technologies 

Appendix I 

i ___ Focus ___ i 
In Situ Bioreclamation: A Cost-Effective Technology 

to Remediate Subsurface Organic Contamination 
by Sall/ B. WU- .,,,/ Rklttlld A . .,,_ 
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OXYGEN /NJ MJTRIENT 
INFILTRATION WELLS 

~~/ ~.--~~~~~~ 

PASSIVE IN SITU BIORECLAMATION SYSTEM 

tory pilot study should be conducted to discern the 
biodegradability of the contaminants and the subsurface 
parameters necessary ro .JlimuJate maximum <kgradarion. 
This is accomplished by a microcosm evaluation., which 
consists of a soil/water sluny of site material designed to 
emulate the site environment. Inorganic nutrient (e.g. 
nitrogen and phosphorous sources) and ox.ygcn (where 
applicable) concentrations arc adjusted to give the greatest 
rate of degradation. In complex mixtures, the rates and 
sequenttS of specific compound degradation should be 
evaluated. Based on the microcosm studies., an estimate 
of remediation time can be derived under these optimum 
conditions. Once this is accomplished, an engineering 
evaluation should be conducted to determine the feasibility 
of obtaining these conditions in the subsurface and to 
define potential problems that could arise during the 
implementation of the in situ program. 

Conaptual Syslem Desipi 
Proper design of an in situ biorcclamation system 

provides for mass transfer into and out or the contami
nated area. This can be achieved through a pas.sivc system 
by simply inflltrating nutrients into the contaminated 

REGIONAL 
GIOWWl<TER 
GIWllENT ¢ 

OX'IGEN AND NUTRIENT 
ADDITION~ 

subsurface (Figure 1). Often. however, at sites where 
ground water is being rtCOYCrcd, reinfi.ltration of aug
menred site water is performed in a dynamic sysrem 
design (Figure 2). The advantage of a dynamic sys1em 
design is that induced hydraulic gradients can be created 
to control flow and thus movement of nutrients and 
contaminants. 

It is generally unncccssary to add bacteria to the 
subswf ace. Bacteria capable of degrading a wide range of 
organic contaminants have been shown to exist in sub
surface environments (McKee, et al. 1972, Litchfield and 
Carte 1973) and can be stimulated to degrade the contam
inants of concern as indicated by positive laboratory pilot 
study results. 

0•1cmSupp1y 
For those systems requiring aerobic microbial pro

cesses, oxygen is generally the limiting factor to the bio
reclamation process. Support for this is shown in reports 
by many workers including a study by W'llson ct al. 
( 1985), in which ii was concluded that oxygen supply was 
limiting crcosol biodcgradation in contaminated aquifer 
material. One method of supply is the feeding of atmos-

RECOVERY WELL 

\ 

~ ORGMIC 
~ CONTAMINANT 

~OXYGEN ANO 
~ MJTRIENTS 

DYNAMIC IN SITU BIORECLAMATION SYSTEM 
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phcric oxygen lhrougb air spargen. These spargcrs, 
generally of silicon carbide, have the capaci1y to diffuse 
atmospheric air into ground water at a rate of up to 10 
cubic feet of air per minute when placed in wells and 
driven by an adequate air compressor. Problems asso
ciated wilh this approach to aeration, however, can be 
critical. Biofouling (sliming) of the sparging swface occurs 
iii the presence of the induced aeration, often inhibiting 
flow of air outward into the well bore. Biofouling of the 
well's filler pack can also occur, decreasing flow and 
diffusion into and out of the native soils. Remedying 
these problems generally entails the laborious pulling of 
the spargen for cleaning and the treatment of biofouled 
wells with an appropriate chemical. 

Oxygen can also be supplied to ground water chemi
cally by the use of hydrogen peroxide solutions. Hydrogen 
peroxide decomposes naturally in the presence of heavy 
metal catalysts and certain microbial enzymes (e.g., cata
lasc) to produce waler and oxygen: 

2H20 2 - 2H20 + 0 1• 

This decomposition is completed over time and has 
been shown to present no hazards to ground water (Texas 
Research Institute 1982). Although used as an antiseptic 
at high concentrations (i.e., 3 percent solution), hydrogen 
peroxide can be supplied to hydrocarbon-utilizing bacteria 
at up to 2SOO ppm without showing cytotoxic effects 
(fexas Research Institute 1983). The proper application 
of hydrogen peroxide to the subswfacc allows for adequate 
oxygenation of the contaminated ground water while 
controlling the biofouling of the infi.ltration points. 

Nutrient Supply 
The nutrients necessary to stimulate bacterial degra

dation in the subsurface should be studied and defined at 
the laboratory pilot study stage. Generally, however, nut
rient requirements consist of phosphorous and nitrogen. 
Phosphorous can be supplied in one of several forms but 
common sources for ground water augmentation arc 
orthophosphate and polyphosphate salts. It should be 
recognized that phosphates arc ~ily adsorbed onto 
soils and if improperly a pp tied can precipitate from solu
tion. affecting the hydraulic conductivity of contacted 
strata. 

A wide range of nitrogen sources have potentiaJ for 
use in situ. Common supplies arc ammonium salts, as 
these are inexpensive, easy to handle, and the ammonium 
ion is readily assimilated in bacterial metabolism. Any 
time a nitrogcosourceis added to ground watcr(particu
larly when inducing aerobic conditions) it is imponant to 
monitor levels oflhe inorganic nitrogen species, including 
ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate. lbis allows for an under
standing of the total quantity of inorganic nitrogen avail
able and of the subsurface oxidation-reduction potential. 

Tratt elements, by and large, u.,.wilablc in sufficient 
quantities in ground water environments. These include 
calcium, magnesium, manganese, iron. sulfur, etc. How
ever, in situ biodegradation systems have been applied 
where native ground water quality was augmented with 
trace elements to ensure maximum biodcgradation as 
defined in initiaJ laboratory pilot studies. 
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Monflorins and Analylil 
The proper operation of any in situ bioreclamation 

system includes the monitoring of ground wattr quality 
with regard 10 dissolved oxygen, pH, inorganic water 
chemistry, organic water chemistry, and bacterial enu
meration. Particularly critical is the ini1ial stanup period 
when infiltration of nutrients (and oxygen) is begun 
Such shakedown moni1oring establishes subsurface 
transpon patterns, nutrient transport times, oxygen con
sumption rates, and c.ontaminant release and degradation 
rates. Throughou1 operation, monitoring should be con
ducted to ensure optimum conditions arc being maintained 
in the subsurface 10 affect maximum degradation rates. 
Monitoring of the system may also be necessary lo ensure 
that any hydraulic control requirements are being met to 
contain contaminant and nu1ricnt migration. 

Case Study 
The case study to be discussed is the remediation of a 

gasoline contamination site. Tbe leak was estimated at a 
volume of 900 gallons of leaded gasoline. the dissolved 
fraction of which was impacting a municipaJ water supply. 
The soils impacted were calcareous silty sandy clays and 
calcareous argillaccous silty and/or gravelly sands. This 
was underlain by a highly fractured and solution
channclod impure limestone and dolomite aquifer of high 
productivity. The areal extent of lhe dissolved contami· 
nation wi1hin the aquifer was within a 100-foot radius of 
the spill site. 

After adequate assessment of the site conditions, a 
comprehensive ground water remediation program was 
undertaken. The program involved hydraulically con
trolling the initially observed dissolved hydrocarbon con· 
lamination using a water-table depression pump. lllls 
central pumping point served as a collection for phase
separated hydrocarbons using a dual-pump system 
(Yaniga J982). Rccovc~ water was treated via a 
counter~urrcnt flow air stripping system. The total 
amount of phase-separated product recovered was 
approrilnately 100 gallons, with excavation of contami
nated soils removing an estimated .50 gallom of hydro
carbons. lbe balance of contamination was bound in the 
soil as the adsorbed phase and dissolved in the ground 
water. 

A laboratory pilot study showed a hydrocarbon 
degrading consortium of bacteria present within the con
taminated aquifer (approximately 1.0 x 104 cfu/ mL). 
1bis consonium was shown to provide maximum bio
degradation of the contaminants under aerobtc conditions 
with ammonium chloride and sodium phosphate nutrient 
augmentation. The geochemistry of site soil and water 
appeared to be compatible with this mixture of inorganic 
salts, showing no effects upon soil permeability or infil
tralion even when subjec:tcd 10 hydrogen peroxide feed. 

An in situ biorcclamation system was implemented at 
the site. Recovered water treated through the air stripper 
was augmented with ammonium chloride and phosphate 
salts, as well as hydrogen peroxide and reintroduced to 
the contaminated subsurface through an infiltration 
gaJlcry in a dynamic-type in situ bioreclamation system. 
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allow ror timely transport or nutrients, and the soil and 
water chemistry must be compatible with the nutrienu 
introduced. 

Proper system design includes a laboratory pilot study 
lo discern the biodegradability or contamination under 
site conditions and an engineering evaluation to study 
effects or implementation upon site soils and the aquifer 
itself. Nutrients (and oxygen where applicable) can be 
added 10 1he subsurface both passively and in dynamic 
systems requiring recovery and infiltration of water. 

In situ biorcclamation rapidly attacks 1he residual 
contaminants trapped within site soils, as well ~dissolved 
wilhin 1he aqueous phase. Because of lhis simultaneous 
reduction or both the symptom, as well as the source of 
contamination, in situ bioreclamation has proven to be a 
very cost-effective remediation alternative. 
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Appendix II 

OXYGEN SOURCES POR BIOTECHNOl.OGICAL APPLICATIONS 
Richard A Brown. Groundwater Technology. Inc. 

It is well recoqnized that microorganisms play prominent roles 
in the transformation and degradation of organic chemicals in 
virtually every major habitat except the atmosphere. Microbial 
co1t1111unities in nature exhibit a truly impressive biochemical 
versatility in the nwnber and kinds of synthetic organic compounds 
that they are able to metabolize (1,2)-

Virtually the only natural transformation of polluting 
chemicals that can result in complete mineralization occurs via 
microbial metabolism. However, there are limits to the metabolic 
versatility of microorganisms. Many xenobiotic substrates are 
transformed so slowly that they cause some degradation of 
environmental quality. This resistance to biodegradation, though, 
is not a feature that is strictly associated with exotic chemical 
compounds. Decomposition is a function of the a) structure of the 
particular contaminant, b) the existing environmental conditions, 
and c) the physiology of the requisite microorganisms (3,4). Of 
these, the environmental limitations are the easiest to rectify. 

In order to grow, microorganisms need a suitable physical and 
chemical environment. Microorganisms, like all other forms of 
life, are primarily composed of c, H, O, N, P, S, although a 
variety of other elements are also found in trace amounts. These 
substances are required to varyinq degrees in order for 

microorganisms to proliferate; these materials must already be 

present or be supplied in the proper form and ratios to the 
requisite microorganisms. Extremes or temperature, pH, salinity, 
and contaminant concentrations can also markedly influence the 
rates of microbial growth and substrate utilization. The nature 
of the limiting environmental factor(s) will often help dictate the 
strategy in applying biotechnology to hazardous waste treatment. 

In most cases the organic pollutants themselves are able to 

supply the carbon and energy required to support heterotrophic 
microbial growth- However, the introduction of carbonaceous 
materials to soils and groundwater aquifers can cause an imbalance 
in the natural biodegradation processes, limiting the microbial 
transformation of the organic pollutant. For example, when labile 
carbon is introduced to an aerobic aquifer, the microorganisms 
consume oxygen along with the carbon substrate- An anaerobic 
aquifer can be expected whenever the rate of aerobic respiration 
exceeds the rate of oxygen input to the site. To sustain aerobic 
microbial growth, oxygen, therefore, must be supplied to the 
subsurface microorganisms. 

The importance of oxygen supply to in-situ biodegradation was 
well documented recently in a study of a wood treating site in 
Conroe, Texas (5). A downgradient portion of the contaminant plume 
was characterized by low levels of organic pollutants and dissolved 
oxygen, while inorganic contaminants (i.e., chloride), which were 
associated with the organic wastes, remained at elevated 
concentrations. The authors suggested that oxygen was consumed 
during the aerobic metabolism of the organic contaminants by the 
indigenous micro-organisms. Hydrocarbons persisted in areas of the 
plume where oxygen levels were insufficient to support aerobic 
bioloqical activity-

Artificially increasing the oxygenation of subsurface 
environments will dramatically increase the growth of heterotrophic 
bacteria. In a study of petroleum hydrocarbon degradation, sand 
colu1D11s were used to determine the effect of oxygen supply on 
bacterial growth and degradation of gasoline. 

Several columns were prepared under identical conditions usinq 
50 mL of wet sand sieved to 40-60 mesh. Fifty •illiliters of 
gasoline were added to each column and allowed to drain through. 
An average of 4.3 mL of gas was retained. The columns were then 
washed with 2 liters of nutrients made up in groundwater. 
Different levels of oxygen were supplied to the columns by using 

air, oxygen or hydrogen peroxide dissolved in groundwater. The 
columns were treated for two weeks- At the completion of the 
experiments the columns were drained, and analyzed for gasoline 
content, total organic carbon (TOC), total bacteria and gasoline 
utilizing bacteria. 

Bacterial counts in the interior of the column showed a very 
strong dependence on the oxygen level: 

DEPENPENCE OF BACTERIAL GROWTH ON AVAILABLE OXYGEN 
Bacteria, Colony Forming Units (CFU) / Gram Dry Soil 

Available oxygen, 
ppm <Ave.> 

8 

40 

112 

200 

correlation w D.O. 

Ratio of counts ' 200 ppm D-0·: B ppm 

Heterotrophic Bacteria 
~~~_.<~x--.1~0'..__~~~~ 

.05 

5.5 

75 

207 

.979 

4 x 103 

D-0. 

Gasoline Utilizing 
Bacteria ex 1061 

.0001 

.7 

27 

31 

.933 

3 x 105 
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A• can ba •••n fro• th• data, th• bacterial count• incraaaad 
dra•atically vith increasin9 available oxy9en. Gasoline utiliain9 
bacterial ara even •ore sensitive to oxy9en level• thin •r• 9enar1l 
h•tarotrophic 81cteria. 
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_ll.LIU_ ....l.'.__ 
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Based on •v•r•9• of >.V 9 ori9lnally preaent. 

Total Gnolln• 
llaaOYad 

...llllU- ---1.'._ 
l.091 JI.ti 

1. 171 0.1 

1. HJ o .• 
1.761 H.7 

.974 

l.60 

Sever.i tlll1>9s ahould be noted fro• this data. Firat, the 
•ore oxy9en that va1 aupplied, th• .or• 9aaolin• that vaa 
biod99radad. Second, th• reta of biod99r1d1tion under hi9hly 
oxy9anatad conditions vaa 9reater than th• rite of phydc1l 
removal/disaolution. 

Th••• sand coluan atudies de•onstrat• that bacterial 9rovth 
and .. taboli•• are very dependent on oxy9enation. Aa a raault, an 
ill(>Ort.ant part. of the biol09ical treataent of ha11rdoua vast• ia 
OlJCY9•n npply. 

Ttoara are basically tvo ••thod• of oxyven aupply - pllyaic.l 
and ch .. ical. l'tlyaical aupply involves forcl119 air and/or pura 
oxy9en into th• contaain1ted aatrix. Chealcal oxy9en aupply 
involve• th• eddition of aubatanc•• vhlcll c1n ba converted to 

oxy9an, auch a• hydroqen peroxide (6)1 or aubatanca• vtlicb can act 
•• tanoinal election acceptors directly auch a• nitrate (7,1). lll 
of th••• .. thod• have been uaad in treatin9 conta•inatad aoile and 
aquifere. 

'Ito• choice of an oxy9enation •ethod depends on eeveral 
factors. Basically, one vant• to achieve .. xi•ua efficiency in 
oxy9enation. Too little oxy9en supply relative to th• aaount of 
conta•ination raault• in •uch 101>9ar re•adiat!on ti-•. Too much 
oxy9en relative to the a100Unt of conta•inat!on beincJ treated can 
result in elevated r•••dial costa. Th• principal i• to balance 
oxy9an supply vitb oxy9an deund. Th• factors that auot ba 

conaidared in acbievl1>9 th!• daaand are: 

oxy9en •••• tr•n•fer, pound• per unit ti .. , auppliad 
by aacb ••thod 

conta•inant load and location 

ease of tranaport/utiliaation 

Fi rat, con•idari1>9 oxy9an ••n trans far, it h •HY to 
calculate the a•ount or oxy9en aupp11•4 by th• different ••thod1. 
The •ore oxy9en supplied per unit ti••, the 9raatar th• potential 
l.vel ot b!oracla•at!on. 

Air 1par9!n9, on• ot th• •i•pler tachn!quaa, provide• oxy9en 
by d!tfus!nq air/oxy9en into a vall bore. Tbi• is acc011pl!sbad by 
udn9 a porous stone, ac!nturad ••tal or titted 91an dltf11Hr. 
Th• vatar in the vell bore b saturated vitb oxy9an and dltfu•H 
out into th• formation. The aaount ot oxy9an auppllad ii a 
function, therefore, ot the rate of vater tlov by tha well bore. 
Thi•, in turn, ia • function of the hydraulic conductivity, the 
9radient and th• aurtace area of the formation affected by th• well 
bore. Th• follovin9 Htrix calculates th• pound• of oxy9en per 
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day an air apu9ar providH par vall for different hydraulic 
conductivities and 9ndient•. Tlla tabla anume• a >O foot 
s•tur•t•d thickn••• and that the lateral intluance of tile va11 is 
) ft. 
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A• can ba Hen air 1par9incJ la a li•itad source of oxy9an. 

Spar9i1>9 pure oxy9an !nataad of air v!ll increase the pound• par 

day by a factor of five ao that th• uxi•u• on th• .. trix vould be 

JO lb1. oxy9an per day !nataad of s. 

A 1econd ay•t•• i• to pwtp air/oxy9an saturated veter into a 

conta•inatad aquifer. Tlla pound• par day of oxy9an supplied h a 
function ot injection rate: 
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Air vant1"9 ayata .. era an art !ciant -an• of aupplyi1119 DX}'9911 

throu9b unHturetad conte•ineted aoUa. 'nil• technique i• uMd in 
treatlnq vado .. &one conta•ln.t!on or in treatll'llJ excavated aoil 
piles. Air cen be added by either injection or by vithdraval. In 
vadosa &one treat.ant. tM c-n Mtbod 1• vacuU9 vitMlraval. 
Thia .. thod has the added adventacJ• of phyoically r-1111J volatUa 
conte•inanta in addition to aupplyi"'ll oxyqan. 111• .-nt ot Oll)'9•n 
supplied h a almple function of t.ha air flow ntH. Tll• follovinCJ 
tabla UH• • 20l oxy9an content tor air to calculate air supply: 
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F!n1l ly, than are tvo ch••ical carrier syst .. a Bydl'O'J•n 
peroxide and nitrate. Wbil• both of th•H .. tarlala are lli9hly 
•oluble, their c-n u1e rate h abollt 1000 pp. (.U). 111• nll9bar 
ot oxy9an equivalent• aupplied is dependent on the chuistry 
involved. Rydroqan peroxide la convert.ad throu9h dacoitp0aition to 
oxy9an1 

1110. -------+ a,o + l/Z Pa 

tacb part ot hydroqan peroxide aupp11H .n parta of OX)'9•n. 
Hltrata h, on th• other band, directly utUhad as a terminal 
alaction accaptor. Its oxy9en equlvalant1 can ba calculated by 

co•parin9 th• ••ount of nitrate required to oddhe a aubatrata 
varau1 the ••aunt ot oxy9an. Take, for exaaple, the oxld•tion of 
Methanol: 

Oxy9en1 
Hitreta1 

at1oH + >12 01 ---- ---+ COr + 2H1o 

HO,' + i.oaat10H • H' ---+ .ouc1H,ito1 + .011
1 

.. 

• 76C01 + 2. 44H10 



Based on these above equations, one part of nitrate is equivalent 
to .84 parts of oxygen. 

The oxygen equivalents supplied by these two chemical carriers 
is a simple function of injection rate. 

Injection rate 
gpm 

1.0 
5.0 

10.0 
20.0 
50.0 

POll!!DS PER PAY OXYGEN IOUIVALINTS SUPPLIIP 

BY CHEMICAL CAJ\RIIRS, IINOLI !ZLL 
I 1000 ppm 

(, 47 
H\O> 

egu Y 2,Ll?Al:LH,221 

5.6 
28.0 
56.0 

112.0 
280.0 

C.84 
No,··· 
equiv 2,Latl..Jf2,l 

10.0 
50.0 

100.0 
200.0 
500.0 

The second factor in considering an oxygen source is the 
contaminant load and location. Contaminant location is important 
in that vent systems require unsaturated environments and will, 
therefore, be excluded in treating contaminants below the water 
table. Contaminant load, on the other hand, impacts all means of 
oxygen supply, in that it determines oxygen demand. What drives 
contaminant load is the phase distribution. 

PetroleWll hydrocarbons exist in the subsurface as three 
condensed phases: mobile free product (phase aeparated), 
residually saturated soil (adsorbed phase), and contaainated ground 
water (dissolved phase). The distribution of hydrocarbons into 
these different phases, while a result of dynamic transport, is 
ultimately a function of their physical and chemical properties, 
and the hydrogeological and geochemical characteristics of the 

formation. One must examine the phase distribution by two means: 
the areal extent of contamination or the volume of. the subsurface 
impacted by a phase and the severity of contamination or the amount 
of the contaminant within a phase, measured as either total weight 
or concentration. The following table gives the phase distribution 
for a gasoline spill in sand and gravel: 

PMBE DISTRillOTJON 07 OASOLIHJ IN IMP AJm GRAUL 

Extent of Kass 
Contamination Distribution 

Volume, t of Cone. ' of 
ElD..u J<lL.....XlL. ~ ~ ....l2l1lL ~ 

Free phase1 780 5. J 126, eoo' 90.9 
Adsorbed (soil) 2,670 18. J 11, 500 2,000 8. 2 
Dissolved (water) ll, 120 76. J 390 15 o. J 

1 Actual value recovered from site 

There are several generalizations that can be made from the 
above data concerning the distribution of petroleum hydrocarbons 
between the different phases. First, groundwater tlow is the 
primary long term mechanism for spread of the contamination once 
the free product layer has achieved flow equilibriWll. Thus, the 
areal extent of groundwater contamination is typically greater than 
that for other phases. However, the amount of material in the 
groundwater is small compared to that retained in the soil matrix, 
less than 5\. The residually saturated soil, if untreated, is a 
continuing source of groundwater contamination. 

In looking at the contaminant load, the presence of and the 
diatribution between the different phases is an important factor. 
The following table gives the pounds per cubic yard of aquifer for 
dissolved and adsorbed phase contamination. The calculation 
assumes a porosity of Jot and a dry soil bulk density of 
2700lb/yd5• The soil levels are generally two orders of magnitude 

higher than diasolved levels. 

Dissolved 
Phase t 

l ppm 
10 ppm 

100 ppm 

COMPARISON or CQNTMINNIT LOAPING 
DISSOLVID l\lfI) ADBORBEP PIJASI 
• I ydJ or AOUirJR K71TERIAL 

Adsorbed Phase 
t/ydJ Phase • 
5ielo:; 100 ppm 
5x10 1,000 ppm 
5x10·2 10,000 ppm 

l/ydJ 

.27 
2.7 
27.0 

From this data it is obvious that contaminated soil drives the 
contaminant load. The more the volume of contaminated soil and the 
higher the level of contamination, the greater the contaminant 
load. One cubic yard of soil contaminated at only 100 ppm contains 
as much contaminant as 5.4 yd3 of contaminated aquifer material 
(dissolved phase). 

The third factor in considering an oxygen source is the ease 
of transport and utilization. This involves the means of 
application, the maintenance of system, and the rate/degree of 
utilization. 

An air sparger system uses a small compressor able to deliver 
-lCFM per well. The sparger itself _is either a porous stone, a 
scintured metal diffuser, or a fritted glass diffuser. Power 
consWllption is ainimal. The transport of the aerated water is 
limited by the rate of groundwater flow. The aost 8ignificant 
operating cost is an air sparger system i• maintenance of the 
compressor and of the diffuser and well screen. Biofouling or 
inorganic fouling of the diffuser and well screen can be 
significant and well therefore require a high degree of 
maintenance. Bacterial utilization of the dissolved oxygen is very 
high. 

Injection of aerated/oxygenated water is a relatively simple 
system. The simplest approach is to use an air stripper to aerate 

the water. Often in treating a contaminated aquifer, groundwater 
is recovered and air-stripped to achieve hydraulic control of the 
contaminant plume. Reinjection of the stripped groundwater, can 
therefore, be accomplished for relatively low cost. Tbe aain cost 
of operation is controlling fouling of injection system. Transport 
of the oxygenated water is dependent on the geology (hydraulic 
conductivity). Bacterial utilization of the injected dissolved 
oxygen is very good. 

Venting systems, while limited to unsaturated soils, are very 
efficient means of oxygen supply. The primary capital cost is the 
vacuum pump(s) needed to drive the system. Maintenance of the 
pumps is fairly simple and power consumption is minimal. The 
efficiency of the vent system is enhanced by volatile removal. The 
largest potential cost with a vent system is treatment of the vapor 
discharge. This can be accomplished by using disposable carbon, 
regenerable carbon or catalytic oxidation. Regenerable carbon and 
catalytic oxidation are capital systems. 

A hydrogen peroxide system is generally a low capital, easy 
to maintain system. It does entail a fairly high O'M cost due to 
the chemical cost of the hydrogen peroxide. The cost of hydrogen 
peroxide is dependent on the volW11e used. Small quantities cost 
more per pound than do large quantities. On a per pound of oxygen 
basis, the cost will range from $1.50 to $2.50. The biggest cost 
factor involved with hydrogen peroxide is how quickly it 
decomposes. There are two mechanisms of decomposition - Biological 
and metal catalysis. Ideally, one would like ainimal metal 
catalyzed decomposition. In some soils, however, that contain high 
levels of iron or manganese, metal catalyzed decomposition can be 
severe. In such cases the solubility of oxygen is rapidly exceeded 
and the water phase degassed, loosing available oxygen and 
drastically reducing the efficiency of the system. 

Finally, nitrate systems are a potential electron acceptor 
alternative. Operationally, these systems have not been proven. 

Capital costs for a nitrate system would be fairly low consisting, 
as with peroxide, of a supply tank and metering pWllp. Chemical 
costs for nitrate are $.60 - .70 /lb oxygen equivalent. The issue 
with nitrate, however, is not the cost or ease of addition, but 
instead the biochemistry of utilization and the regulatory issues . 
In a recent test of nitrate utilization, it was found that even 
with an extremely labile substrate such as sucrose, there was a 
significant lag phase in the utilization of the nitrate when oxygen 
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was alao availabla at low level•. It would appear that nitrate 

utilization requir•• low oxy9an condition•. rr th• biochaaiatry 

of nitrat• h eoaplicat•d, the ra9ulatory inu•• become 

ai9nif icant. Nltrat• level• in 9round veter are re9ulatad •t 10 

ppm. If nitrate i1 not rapidly utlli1ed, injection would have to 

be ti9htly controlled and aay ba precluded. 

To put th• above coats and analy1ea into perapectiva, one can 

coapare th• operation of th• di fferant •Y•t••• for a 1aapla 

9asolin• probl••· Th• •it• charactariatica are •• follow1: 

Area of contaaination 

soil - 100 x 50 e 5ft (Ht •bova: Ht below veter) 
9roundwater 150 x 70 x 5ft 

Contaminant concentration• 

aoil - 1200 ppa 
9roundvatar - 11 PP9 

Aquifer characteriatiea 

hydraulic conductivity 
hydraulic 9r•dient 
puapin<J rat•/well 
aaturated thickn••• 
DTV 

Cont•ainant distribution 

5 x 10' bal/day/ft1 

. 01 ft/ft 
JS 9P9 
25 ft. 
15 ft. 

aoil 
CV 
Total 

2500 lb.(1500 lb abova/1000 lb balov 
JO.O lb. 

15JO lb. 

Th• eonfi9Uration of th• ayat••• would vary. 11'1• b••lc lay

out• would ba a• follow•: 

Air Sparqing: Spar9ln<J would b• throu9h 15 wall• •paced 
thrOU<,Jh-OUt the plua•. Thar• would ba no recovery wall a. 

Matar InsRtctlon: Th• ayat•• would eon•i•t of 1 recovery 

wall• puaptd at >5 9P• aach. Each vall vould have a 25 ft. 

cros1-9radient capture radiua. Tba 70 9P• water would ba 

air atripped thro1>9h a 1 ft. x 11 ft. air atrlppar and 

relnjected throu9h two UpcJradlant 9all•rle1. 
Yant Syatca: Vantln9 would be throu9h 4 well• placed on 40 
ft. canters. Each well would be puaped at 40-45 Cl"ll. Th• 

aystea would require a •in9l• 2 H.P. hi9h vaeuua blower. 

Vapor di1char9• would be treated throu9h a catalytic 
ox id izar. 

Peroxide Systea: Hydraulic control ia aaintaine<l by 1 

dovn 9radiant recovery valla each operated at )5 9pa. 

Of the 70 qpio recovered. JS 9pa would ba reinjactad 

thr0U9h a 9all•ry and 2 upcJradiant injection wells. 
Peroxide would ba added et 1000 ppa. Excess water 

would ba air stripped and aavered. 

Nitrate Syataa: Because of the concern with off alt• 

ai9ration of nitrate, thara would ba 4 doV1>9radient 

recovery well•. Two of the valla, on th• laadi119 ad9a of 

th• pluaa, would ba operated at JS 11J>8 ••ch. 11'11• vat•r 

would ba aaanded vith nitrat• (1000 ppa) and r•lnjacted 

throu9h 4 UPQr•dient well• and an injection 9allary. 'I'll• 

two additional recovery valla would be placed 50 ft. 

dOVn<Jradiant of th• pluaa to cr••t• a barrier to •i9ration 

of nitrate. They would ba oper•t•d at J0-40- qpa. 

Udn<J thh data, th• c•pit•l and oper•tinv cost• for ucll 

ayat•• can be calculated. Th• follo<ti119 tabla 9ivaa a coaparl1on 

of th• different ayot•••· 

A• can be •••n, there la a vid• variance in boUI co•t 

•ff•ctiv•n••• and in tr•at••nt 1trectivane11. In t•na• of coat 

perforaanc•, th• order la: 

Vantln<J > > peroxide > nltr•t• > air apar91r > v•ter injection 

In ord•r of traat .. nt •ftactivan••• the order is: 

Peroxide • nitr•t• > vat•r in,1ction > v1ntin<J > •ir •parvi119 

111111• vanti1>9 i• a vary coat affective Mt.bod it 1a Ualtad to 

traati1>9 th• vadoaa 1on1. Conaaquently, lt'a trutaent 

1ffactivene11 11 lialted. 

Thi• above •n•ly•l• l• 9ivan for • situation vlUI extensive 

contealnation. If the de9r•• ot conta•inant• h chan<J•d ao that 

th• aoll contaalnatlon h alnlul, th• enalyH• would cha1191. 
Aaa\UlinQ that t.h•r• 1a no aol l contaaination above tba voter table 

and that the aoil levels era <100 ppe, th• perforaanca of ti>• 

dlftarent ay1t•as would be•• follova. all oUler factor• r1 .. lni"9 
constant: 

OOIT/PIUO~. LD1' DIGUI or COWTUIDTIOI 

Syate• lb$/day TIM of T'r .. t.aent • lb 0")'9•ft 

---0.-- d1u MW 

Air 1perJl"9 ' 110 o.ss 
Water In ectlon • JJO H.55 
Ventl1>9 llot Appl I cable 
Peroxide ltO 110 Jl.>t 
Nitrate 211 HO .,.,, 

lfllen th• d89r•• of conta•lnation la leaa, •i-s>l•r ayata.a auch •• 
air 1par9i119 becoae •ore coat eftactiva. When tha contaainetion 

la only t.h• dhaolvad pha••. •n atr 1pa1"9er ayat .. la Ula beat 
choice. 'n>• follovi1>9 tebl• au ..... r1u1 the baat c:lloiea• for 
different cont••inatlon situations. 

'n>• choice of •n oxy91n aupply la dependant on th• eontaainent 

lo•d, th• •••• tranahr end the en• of tranaport/utllh.ation. 
Dapandin9 on what th• d9<1r•• of contaaination ia, different ayat .. 1 

vlll be aoat effective. 

UFIUICltl 

11 

2) 

Al•xandar, M., 1911. lio4tqradatlon pf Ch••lcala pf 
lnyirpna1nt1l Cpncarn. SCIENCE, 211:1>2-lJI. 

lobayaaki, M. and I.E. Rittaann, 1912. Microbial R11t9y1l 
pf H11ardpu1 Organic Coapoynda. [llVIROll SCI TECHllOL, 16: 

170a-11Ja. 

CO•t/PerforwAnc• COl8Pllrlaon for Varloua Oxyqan ~y•t~•• 
High ()(>qrPr of Conta•lnAtlon 

+--------------CO.t•----------------· 

Sy•t- capital Operation ... lntenance 

----------------- --------- ------------ -------------

•--------------------Perfonu.nce----------------------~-----+ 
lb•/Dlly ' Sit• Utlli:r:atlon Tl- or $/Lb 0.,...... 
Oxyqen Tr.ated Errlclency ' Tr••t-nt U8ed 

--------- --------- ------------- ----------- -------------
Air SparlJi"9 S>5,000 SI00/9onth $ U00/11e>nth 6 41 70 .,. d•y• $U.IO 

Veter Injection $17,000 SU00/9onth Sl000/11e>nth • ,~ 50 •~•o day. $H.62 

VenUn11 ay1t•• SH,500 $1500/-th 0000/llOnth 4000 60 5 132 d•Y• s l.12 

Pwroxld• Sy•t•• $60,000 s10,ooo/-th snoo/.onth 190 lOO 15 no d•y. Sll.60 

Nitrate Sy•t- $120,000 $6500/-th SlOOO/llOftth 211 100 12.5 ))5 d•y• $22.06 
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Prioritization of Systems for Different Contaminant Situations 
(l•Best) 

Types and location of Contamination 

System Dissolved Only 
Dissolved and 

Soil Below Water 

Soil Above and 
Water Table 

Dissolved 

Below 
and Soil Above 

Water Table 
----------------- --------------- ----------------- ------------------- -----------------

1 2 

3 3 

2 1 

Air Spat'9er 

Water Injection 

Vent System 

Peroxide 

Nitrate (Not Recomaended at present) 

J) Alexander, M., 1965. Biodeqradation: Problems of Molecular 
Recalcitrance and Microbial Fallibility. ADV APPL MICROBIOL, 
7:35-80. 

4) Alexander, M., 1973. Nonbiodeqradable and Other Recalcitrant 
Molecules. BIOTECH BIOENGINEER, 15:611-647. 

5) Wilson, J.T., J.F. McNabb, J.W. Cochran, T.H. Wang, H.B. 
Tomson and P.B. Bedient, 1985. Influence of Microbial 
Adaption on the Fate of Organic Pollutants in Ground Water. 
ENV TOXICOL CHEM, 4:743-750. 

6) Brown, R.A., R.D. Norris and R.L. RaY111ond, 1984. ~ 
Transport in Contaminated Aquifers. Proceedings of the 
NWWA/API Conference on Petroleum Hydrocarbons and Organic 
Chemicals in Ground Water-Prevention, Detection and 
Restoration. Nov. 5-7, 1984, Houston, TX. 

7) •use of Biotechnics in Water Treatment: Feasibility and 
Performance of Biological Treatment of Nitrates,• A. 
Leprince, Y. Richard, Aqua Sci. Tech. Rev., 1982 (5), PP· 

455-62. 

I) "Nitrogen Removal in a Subsurface Disposal Syatem,• A. 
Andreoli, R. Reynolds, M. Bartilucci, R. Forgione, Water 
Science Tech. 1981, lJ (2), pp. 967-76. 

System Layout 

Water lnlectlon 

Infection 
G•llerln 

Air Stripper 

Contaminated Soll 

GroundweterPlume 

Gl'Olllldw9ler Plume 

Recovery 
Wells 

3 

2 3 

1 

1 2 

System Layout 

Venting 

Blower Catlllytlc Oxkllzer Groundwater Plume 

Contaminated Soll 

Peroxide 

Grounctwater Plume 

Contaminated Soll 

System Layout 

Nitrate 

Groundw81er Plume 

Contaminated Soll 

GaRery 
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Funher 1nalysh, beyond ora:udc t.calU, lhowc.d 1 oeed to ..S. 
drc.11. lnorpnlc, U wen II, otpnJc C:Ompoundt. The analydcal 
resull1 dlcllted I.hi development or. phydco/chcmlcal lrftl• 
mcnt process th.at rcUcd on nculrallz.1tlon, wboa achorpdoll, 
kxl cxchanae. and blolostc conuol Cfiaure S). ThJs comblna
lton o( treatment llCpl produced acuhcUcaDy usable water, 
which was (rec of any residual dissolved orpnlc compound&. 

INITIATION OF ABATEMENT/AQUIFER RESTORATION 

In bnplcmcn1In1 lhc deslsned proaram, a pracdcal apptoecb 
•U kept In mind 1h.a1 look into account the nature of the 
ixoblem. the source. the coollJUr•tioo o( the ~umc, the na
ture of 1he 1roundw;i1er system, Hid the c:huac1er o( the 
community. The prosu.m dcvelopmcn1 'MU curled OUI lo a 
lo&fal sequence which Included: 

• Dcvelopmen1, lnsuDation and shakedown leslin& o( the 
physico-diemical walct 1rca1mcnt systems on domestic welb. 

• Ex.uv11lon and disposal or hi&hJy coruvnin11ed soO la 
the lank pl.I area. 

• Conversion or 1he 1ank pi1. via backfill with crushed 
stone, lo an inOhntion plkry. 

• Construction of a pumping well loalcd In the cenlcr or 
the plwnc 10 control 1he water l~ble and movemcn1 of COO· 

t<1mina1cd &roundw~tcr. 
• Pump leSl or 1hc central weD to aDow c:dculations of 

1he expected udius of influence, to 1sseu the wcU's capability 
10 conll'Ol thc mi1ration of the plume. 

• Conrtruceion Utd crcalon or .1r1 air arip~r for riola
tlk ocpnic removal. 

• Developmcnl of nu11icn1 mix rahos for addition 10 the 
poundw.11cr sy1tc1n to acrelerue hydrocubon-odllzinc 
bacteria fot reduc1ion of 1he foJitfve orpnks.. 

• Dc:w:lopment of medunical means of ail supply and air 
1par1'ins to deliver oxyseP into the poundwa1er system. Prc
riously cxisUn1 ob$.e1Y.11ion wells were used ss air 1pus,in& ll"ld 
nulrient addjUon poinu. 

• Development and coru1n.1ctJon or a nutrient mix tW la 
the area of the lnfiltralioo p.!kry foe bitch feed or nutricntJ 
lo Che contaminated tank pi1 area. 

• Shakedown tutin1 of the 1ptem 10 ensure opcralioml 
efficiency In the control of the orpnic plume. 

The sysicm, u desipd, ~ to lnitb.te pumpinJ al the 
ccnual "'cD, lnducins water In the plume 10 Row ~IJy la
'Mlrd from 1hc periphery. The recovered concamlna1cd •ater 
•H then passed l.hrouc,h an 1lr 1trlppln1 towcf where vobllk 
otpnla were removed 1.od oxnc11. WU 1ddcd. Nulricnll we111 
Chen l<fdtd lo 1hc hydroc.ubon·rrce/oxyp:n·rtch waler, which 
wal Chen pused 1hrou&h the con1unlna1cd sofh and pouncf. 
watcr 1y11em thus ac~lcratins chc ln-Utu reduction or orpnlc 
compounds Yb lhe incruscd numbcn or hydrocvbon-u1Jllzln1 
b:1c1cria. The concrol of the iprcad or nu1tknu/ox11en uid 
bio/01ic communlly wu maint11ned by the ccnual pumpins 
wen. whkh had rcdirccicd 1rouMwa1er mo«mcn1 10 that 
point. TI1e lrc::i11ncn1 rot !he or1an1a WU enhanced ria the 
addition o( 1,u:ygcn ~nd nuuicnu on the periphery of the 

15" 

plume. Thb w11ct w• then purled bftk lluoqh lht eon. 
untlnatcd 1.on1 to the cea1nl pumplns weD. 

RES UL TS OF THE ABATEMENT PROGRAM 

The resulu or tbc tqult'tt restonrJon proaram were quur 
p>Od. Tlte phyrica/cltank.J tl"et1trrwt1 {Yltem (or 11.c do
mestJc weEb (unc:tloocd wen. produclna 1 reliably u.sablc n1cr 
supply (Flaum Sa and Sb). Ju I.he tocaJ tqul(er clcan'9F pro
pun mowid rorward, dC'Cfl:Ued rrcqucocy of ltc.atmcnl axdil 
uchanie wu required, dr.ua attestlnc lo over:aD contamfnan1 
reductloa. The centrS pump"'6 wU contained 111d eoauoDetf 
the plwnc conll1un.lloa lb an ln-dtu treHmCll.t nsxl Cfi&· 
W'e 6). Tbc W 1trlppflv rower, subsequcni 10 shakcdowo 
lntinJ, pcr(onncd u desipcd wtth vca1cr than98 lo99 per
cent cffidcncy fOJ rcmonJ of •obtOc orpnlcs (Fiiwc 7). The 
ck:s.Jancd ln/Umm·on 1allay. localed ln the former tank pi1. 
proved runetlonal Ill 1cccptin1 the 30.000 10 JS,000 pDons 
pa day or treated OX)'Ffl and nutrient rich WllCf. Hca..,. 
sprinl ralnl and rcchup caused some concern rcsvdinsovtr 
1oppin1ofthe111Jcry. which, however, did not occur. 

The •" 'P'Vflnt iyrtan. tonsi11ins or mcch;r,nic::il air corn. 
pres:son, air llnt:l, and down weD diffuscn, proved 10 be cf . 
rcc1ive 10 pvU1Uy effective ln deliw:rina needed oxnen 10 
peripheral areas or lhc plume ouuidc the lnrillntion p.Uery 
Major Umh1Uon rocuscd on the maximum qu111ity of oxnen 
th11 couhf be Induced 1n10 I.he around~ter l)"Slem (10 ppm) 
a1 the sparcfns polnt and rhe foullllg/pluggln1 o( the rparpn1 
points by lhc developmeal or thic:t bioJop; arowths. Thcit 
two hems precluded opt.lmum OX)'leD transfer 10 !he (rxturcd 
bedrock syncm and rcquiRd rrcquent mcchankal cleanin&. 

Dcipilc lhb ooa-optimum condition o•uall f!{fidmcia of 
dean-up Ot'Cf the firsl ck-tea months showed a pcnl .SO 1o 

85 f)<.rcutt reduction la orpnlc contaminants. Sew~ -n~ 
provcd 10 be 1bsenl o( 11!J orpnk c:or111minants 11 this poi.n1 
(Fipc a and 9). 

While pleased "'Ith the ovcrd resulu, the spcdf'1a of 
OlQ'&t• tru.s<cr ntcs were 6mlUn1 bioloak communltypvwdi 
and kn(thcnlns the. ptoje<:t re:stontlon tlmernme: therd'ort. 
1 propmi to accclctatc lhl:s problem wu developed. 1hc:: pro. 
Pll1l invohoed 1 comprehca.sive awoach that Included: 

• laboruocy re:Katch, 
• fkkfsiudlcs,, 
• fotther hydroieoSopc and cn&incerlna uscmncnt, and 

• lnfonna11on/educ:aUonal mectinp and coalact with re 
pccscatatlves or the comcrunit)' and rqula1ocy qendcs.. 

The rnuJU o( lhC appticd tefforts WU lht devclopmCDt or I 
comprchcn.rhe •woach to deliver lncrcased quandda o( 

oxyp 10 the voundw11ct' 1yS1em ~ J.he Jrickle feed and 
db.modatloa or dilute qu1ntlUcs of hydroaea pcroaidc. 
Ubora!Of)' 1tudlc1 conducted jointly by Mr. Richard L Ly. 
mond and FMC (Rlchud A. Brown) showed lhal Inducing 
dilu1c conccnu11kln1 or hydroten peroxide dkl not kill ck 
~ired hydrocarbon uu1iziac; b1c1erla. On rhe cnnuuy, chis 
UICrcned 1helt numben and the rate o( hydrocarbon rt. 

duction. Field uudics by R. l. R.:iyinond ~lso ihowed iimibr 
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Groundwater Extraction System Design for a 
U.S. EPA Superfund Site 

Donald M. Dwight 
Metcalf & Eddy, Inc. 

Wakefield, Massachusetts 

ABSTRACT 

Baird & McGuire, Inc. operated a chemical mixing and batching 
facility in Holbrook, Massachusetts, producing household and indus
trial products including floor waxes, wood preservatives and pesticides. 
Widespread contamination of the bedrock and overburden aquifers by 
over 200 chemicals including pesticides, volatiles, semi-volatiles and 
metals has occurred due to improper handling and disposal of products 
and waste. The town well field, located 1,500 ft from the site, was aban
doned in 1982 because of volatile chemicals detected in the water. In 
1982, the site was scored on the hazardous ranking system and cur
rently is ranked high on the U.S. EPA NPL. 

In 1988, Metcalf & Eddy, Inc. was contracted to design remedial 
measures for the site including the design of a groundwater extraction 
system, a recharge system and a groundwater treatment plant. Moni
toring wells were installed and two aquifer tests were performed to obtain 
design information. By utilizing a state-of-the-art electronic data 
acquisition system developed by the Illinois State Water Survey, a high 
density of accurate data characterizing aquifer behavior was collected. 

The data ~.um the pumping tests were used to construct and calibrate 
a three-dimensional groundwater flow model of the site. The model 
was utilized to predict the effects of various extraction well schemes 
on the flow regime and to locate wells strategically to result in quick 
and efficient groundwater cleanup. The USGS Modular Groundwater 
Flow Model (MOD3) was used in this study. Calibration of the model 
involved replicating aquifer behavior exhibited during the pumping tests 
and matching assumed steady-state head distributions. Model simula
tions provided a better understanding of aquifer interconnections, 
recharge areas and interactions with a river flowing through the site. 
Ultimately, the model was used to determine the optimal well con
figuration based on an evaluation of capture radii. The design of the 
groundwater extraction system was based on modeling results indicating 
pumping well location, pumping rates and well screen depth and 
intervals. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes the approach taken to the design of a ground
water extraction system for a U.S. EPA Superfund Site in Holbrook, 
Massachusetts. The system is part of a groundwater remediation scheme 
involving groundwater extraction, treatment and reinfiltration. The 
groundwater at this site is contaminated with over 200 chemicals 
including pesticides, volatiles, semi-volatiles and metals. The objec
tive was to design a groundwater extraction system to capture contami
nated groundwater in three somewhat distinct aquifers ·and to promote 
flushing of the aquifers. 

The approach that was used to develop the data necessary for design 
included three basic steps: 

• Exploratory drilling and the installation of monitoring wells to gather 
information about the potentiometric surface, the bedrock, the over
burden geology and groundwater quality 

• Pumping tests, utilizing a state-of-the-art electronic data acquisition 
system, to characterize the flow characteristics of the aquifers, iden
tify hydrologic or impermeable boundaries and determine the degree 
of hydrologic connection between the aquifers 

• Three-dimensional groundwater flow modeling to determine optimal 
extraction well locations, screened intervals and pumping rates 

BACKGROUND 

For over 50 yr, Baird & McGuire, Inc. operated a chemical mixing 
and batching facility producing household and industrial products 
including floor waxes, wood preservatives and pesticides. In 1982, the 
town well field, located only a few hundred feet away from the site, 
was closed due to the detection of volatile chemicals in the water supply. 
After site investigations, it became obvious that improper handling and 
disposal of waste products had resulted in contamination of bedrock 
and overburden aquifers. 

The bedrock is a gabbro-diorite formation, the top 20 ft of which 
are fractured and weathered. The overburden consists of two hydro
geologically distinct units. The lower layer is glacial till consisting of 
sand, silt, cobbles and boulders. The upper layer is stratified drift con
sisting of fine to coarse sand with trace amounts of silt. Within the strati
fied drift, two layers with distinct textural differences were identified. 
The lower part of the stratified drift is predominantly coarse-grained 
sand. The upper part consists mostly of silty fine sand. 

An RI/FS performed by other engineering consultants indicated that 
groundwater contamination exists predominantly in the bedrock, till 
and coarse-grained sand layers. Information from approximately 70 wells 
installed under the Rl/FS was used to determine piezometric surfaces 
and the direction of groundwater flow. Groundwater quality data from 
the Rl/FS and an additional sampling episode conducted by M&E were 
used to identify the plume boundaries. From these studies it was 
determined that contaminated groundwater flows toward the Cochato 
River that flows through the site. A downward vertical gradient was 
identified in the western portion of the site, while an upward vertical 
gradient was identified in the vicinity of the river. 

The horizontal extent of the plume with respect to the river and site 
boundaries is illustrated in Figure 1. The studies indicated that con
taminated groundwater migrates horizontally and vertically downward 
to deeper layers in the source areas located in the western extent of 
the plume and ~v~ntually discharg~s to the Cochato River. The portion 
?f the p~ume ex1stmg on ~e ?th~r side of the river exists predominantly 
m the till and bedrock, md1catmg that some contamination migrates 
past the river. 
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Sile Map With Plume Delinea1ion 

WELL l~STALLATION 
Additional field work beyond that conducted under the Rl/FS was 

needed to fill in data gap~. In particular. information regarding areal 
and vertical extent of contamination near the river and the source area 
was lacking. Therefore. the first phase of the field work involved in
stalling additional monitoring wells in stratified drift. till and bedrock 
in those area.~ to further define the extent of contamination. These wells 
also were used to refine the interpretation of the piezometric surface. 
M&E sampled 50 new and existing welb to determine the present-day 
plume configuration. The data indicated that the greatest contamina
tion levels exist in the coarse-grained layer of the stratified drift. Till 
and bedrock were found to be moderately contaminated. 

In addition to the well~ installed for \ampling purpo'e'. 16 oh'<:rva
tion wells and two extraction welb were installed for U\C during the 
pumping test. Information obtained from an exploratory boring in the 
vicinity of the pumping test location was used to determine 'i:reen 'i1_e 
and screen location of the pumping wells. 

AQUIFER TESTING 

The second phase of the field work involved performing two ground
water pumping te\L\ to determine aquifer flow characteristin. The tests 
were performed in the till and stratified drift aquifer,. Originally. a 
test was to be conducted in the bedrock aquifer a' well. However. during 
well development. it was observed that groundwater yields within the 
consolidated bedrock was too low to permit aquifer testing. 

The pumping tests were designed by performing pretest calculations 
utilizing data from previous geological 'itc 'tudie.,. Utilizing transmi.~
sivity values obtained from ~lug tests and grain size analyse~. an esti
mate of the zone of influence of the extraction wells W'ds made to locate 
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observation wells an adequate distance away from the extraction wells. 
Observation wells were installed in clusters consisting of stratified drift, 
till and bedrock wells. The intent was to monitor the d~own in all 
layers during the pumping of each O\"erburden layer to characterize the 
degree of hydraulic connection between layers. The well clusters were 
installed at right angks to the extraction wells to detennine the degree 
of anisotrophy. A skell·h of the aquifer test set-up is provided in 
Figure ~. Based on the estimated low yield of the bedrock pumping 
well. and the drillen.· opinions that the weathered bedroclt holds a con
siderable amount of water. a decision was made to install two addi
tional observation wells in the upper fractured and weathered bedrock 
zone. These \\ells were monitored during each lest to detennine the 
influem:e of pumping the till and stratified drift on the weathered 
bedrock. 

The pumping rates and the length of each test 1Nere governed to some 
extent by !he eventual fate of the pumped water. The pumped water 
was expected to be highly contaminated. precluding the possibility of 
convenient discharge to a surface water body or se1Ner system. After 
investigating various discharge alternatives, it was decided to store the 
water on-site in a holding tank. A 500,000-gal storage tank was con
structed approximately 200 ft away from the pumping wells. The struc
ture was a rectangular tank consisting of galvanized steel sides and 
suppon frames. The tank was fitted with an HDPE liner and floating 
cover to prevent the escape of water and volatile chemicals to the en
v irnnment. The capacity of the tank governed the pumping rate and 
the length of each test. Based on this. two consecutive pumping tests 
of !he till and slratilied drift aquifers consisting of 3-day pumping and 
3-day recovery periods were conducted. The pumping rates 1Nere 20 
gpm and 75 gpm for the till and stratified drift aquifers. respectively. 
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Aquifer Test Area Sketch Map 

Thirty-five wells were monitored during the aquifer tests. Fourteen 
wells located within a 100-ft radius of the extraction wells were moni
tored by an electronic data acquisition system built by the Illinois State 
Water Survey. The system utlilizes submersible pressure transducers 
to monitor water pressure. Anaolog-to-digital and current-to-voltage con
version circuitry allow direct transmittal of water pressure measure
ments from submerged pressure transducers to a laptop computer. The 
data are then stored in a floppy disk. The laptop computer allows the 
data to be viewed as they are being recorded. This added convenience 
allowed the test operator to evaluate the behavior of each aquifer dur
ing each test and was helpful in making decisions regarding operation 
of the test. 

The data acquisition system proved to be an extremely useful tool 
in this application. By logarithmically logging a high density of accurate 
data, the response at each aquifer was clearly defined, thus facilitating 
analysis. The data from the pumping test were plotted and analyzed 
utilizing various software analysis packages. Time-drawdown, distance 
drawdown and recovery analysis resulted in somewhat consistent results. 
Values of transmissivity, storage coefficient and vertical permeability 
of each layer were computed. 

An evaluation of the shapes of the curves (clearly defined by the high 
density drawdown measurements) indicated that the upper stratified drift 
behaved as a unconfined aquifer with delayed yield, while the deeper 
till and bedrock units behaved as semi-unconfined aquifers (unconfined 
with leakage from higher permeability confining layers). The conclu
sion was that the stratified drift and till aquifers are highly connected 
with differences in transmissivity of only a factor of three. The analy
sis of the drawdown data from weathered bedrock wells indicated that 
the unit responds similarly to the till unit and has a similar hydraulic 

conductivity. The values of transmissivity, storage coefficients and ver
tical permeabilities as well as the shapes of the time drawdown cures 
and the results of the evaluations of the relative response of the aquifers 
were used to construct and calibrate a representative flow model of the 
site. 

GROUNDWATER MODELING 
The final step in the extraction system design involved construction 

and calibration of a representative groundwater flow model and then 
utilization of the model to predict the effect of various extraction well 
schemes on the groundwater flow regime. The model used in this study 
was the three-dimensional modular groundwater flow model (MOD3) 
written by Michael G. McDonald and Allen W. Harbough of the 
U.S.G.S .. A three-dimensional model was needed in this study to simu
late the hydraulic relationship of the aquifers with each other and with 
the river flowing through the site. It was apparent at the outset that 
it would be pertinent to incorporate the effects of these relationships 
into the design of the extraction system. The model consisted of three 
layers. 

• Silty-fine sand layer-the uppermost layer of the stratified drift. 
• Coarse-grained layer-the lower-most layer of the stratified drift. 
• Till and weathered bedrock-the lower most overburden unit. 

A graphic interpretation of a vertical cross-section through the model 
is shown in Figure 3. As the figure indicates, neither the silty-fine sand 
aquifer nor the coarse-grained sand aquifer is continuous throughout 
the site. Both layers pinch out to the west. Due to the similar response 
exhibited during the pumping tests, the glacial till and weathered bedrock 
were modeled as one unit. This layer (layer 3) extends down to compe-
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tent bedrock where the hydraulic conductivity is assumed to be 
negligible. 

Figure 3 
Model Cross-Se<:tion 

A steady-state calibration of the model was perfonned by adjusting 
transmissivity, vertical permeability, river bed conductance, recharge 
and boundary conditions until the model-computed piezometric head 
distribution for each layer matched the observed distributions. The dis
tributions were observed to be very similar for each layer except in 
a few areas where vertical gradients were detected. Due to the lack 
of seasonal data, the steady-state head distribution was assumed to be 
the most recent interpretation of head distribution. A mass balance calcu
lation was perfomed to detennine the amount of groundwater flowing 
into the river and out of constant head boundaries. This value was used 
in evaluating the effectiveness of each extraction system scheme. The 
calculation results indicated that most of the water existing in the system 
eventually flows into the river while a small amount of water flowing 
in deeper layers migrates past the river. This explained the observed 
contamination in deeper layers on the oposite side of the river. 

Utilizing data from the aquifer tests, a transient calibration was per
fonned to verify the predictive capabilities of the model. In this effort, 
each aquifer test was simulated by inserting extraction wells and running 
the model for a 3-day pumping period. Model-computed drawdowns 
in each layer were compared to those exhibited during each test. Input 
conditions were adjusted further until a good match was achieved. The 
parameter that had to be varied the most was the vertical penneability. 
This was expected due to the relative uncertainty in the calculation of 
the value. Thirty-two comparisons of computed head and observed head 
over two tests were made utilizing 17 wells within the model area. The 
average difference between model computed head and observed head 
was 0.51 ft. At this point it was assumed that the predictive capabilities 
of the model were adequate. 

The next step in the modeling effort was to utiliz.e the model to predict 
the effect of various extraction well schemes. The objective was to de
tennine the optimal extraction scheme that would effectively remove 
the contaminated groundwater by fonning a cone of depression that 
encompassed the contaminant plume. Due to schedule constraints, 
preliminary design of a groundwater treatment system bas already com
menced, based on an estimated maximum flow rate of 200 gpm. All 
model simulations were performed at a rate of 200 gpm or less. The 
steady-state head distribution utilized as initial conditions for layers I, 
2, and 3, respectively, are illustrated in Figures 4, 5, and 6. The figures 
illustrate the horizontal extent of each layer. Areas in which the con
tours are discontinous represent locations where the deeper layers crop 
out at the surface. 

Various extraction well configurations were modeled with different 
well locations, screened intervals and pumping rates. System flow rates 
were varied from 100 gpm to 200 gpm. It was found that the full 
200 gpm would be needed to capture the entire contaminant plume. 

RESULTS 

The final design was reached through an iterative process of varying 
individual well pumping rate, well depths and well locations and 
detennining the resultant impact on the aquifers. The design includes 
two wells located in the till and weathered bedrock and four wells located 
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Figure 4 
S1eady-S111te Head Dtwibution-Layer I 
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Figure 5 
Steady-State Head Diwibution-1..aycr 2 
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Figure 6 
Steady-State Head Distribution-Layer 3 



in the coarse-grained sand layer which is the most transmissive. Figures 
6, 7, 8 and 9 illustrate the cone of depression created in each layer. 
The groundwater mound formed in the right side of each figure is created 
by the basin recharge system. The water will be conveyed to this sys
tem after it has been treated in the on-site treatment plant. The figures 
indicate that the cone of depression will effectively contain and remove 
the contaminant plume. 

Figure 7 
Head Distribution After Long Term Operation of 

Extraction And Recharge Systems-Layer I. 

Figure 8 
Head Distribution After Long Term Operation of 

Extraction and Recharge Systems-Layer 2 

~120 

Figure 9 
Head Distribution After Long Term Operation of 

Extraction and Recharge Systems-Layer 3 

Precise predictions of the time it takes to remove all contaminants 
from groundwater could not be made utilizing a flow model alone. 
Furthermore, the large array of chemicals existing in the groundwater 
makes it difficult to estimate retardation effects. However, rough esti
mates of pore-volume removals indicate that considerable cleanup may 
occur in Jess than a decade. Calculations show that more than 10 pore 
volumes may be removed from the contaminated area in this time, 
indicating that a significant amount of flushing and removal will occur. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The design of the extraction system discussed in this paper was based 
on the results of three-dimensional groundwater flow modeling. Keeping 
in mind that the representativeness of model predictions is governed 
by the quality of the field information used to construct the model, the 
field work performed under this project were tailored to meet the data 
needs of the model. 

The use of an electronic data logger proved to be a cost-effective way 
of acquiring a high density of accurate drawdown measurements during 
aquifer tests. In effect, it simplified the evaluation of aquifer behavior 
and enhanced the representativeness of data used to construct the ground
water model. MOD3 proved to be an effective tool for optimizing 
extraction well schemes. Although groundwater modeling results often 
are viewed with some skepticism, it cannot be argued that a well
constructed and representative model can provide valuable insight into 
the behavior of a complex hydrogeological system. Used correctly, a 
groundwater model can be a useful design tool. 
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ABSTRACT 

The most common method for addressing contaminated groundwater 
is extraction and treannent. Tu evaluate the effectiveness of this process 
in achieving concentration goals in the groundwater, data from 19 
ongoing and completed groundwater extraction systems were analyzed. 
This analysis indicated several trends including: containment of ground
water plumes was usually achieved; contaminant concentrations initially 
decreased significantly followed by a leveling out; after the period of 
rapid decline, the continued decreases in containment concentration 
were usually slower than anticipated; and data collected during the 
remedial investigation were often insufficient to optimize system design. 
design. 

Factors limiting the achievement of concentration goals fell into four 
basic categories: hydrogeologica.I factors. such as subsurface hetero
geneity, low penneability units and presence of fractures; contaminant
related factors, such as high sorption to soil and presence of non-aqeous 
phases (dissolution from a seperate non-aqueous phase or partitioning 
of conlaminants from the residual non-aqueous phase); continued migra
tion from source and size of the plume itself; and system design factors, 
such as pumping rate, screened interval and extraction well location. 

The findings of this study indicate that groundwater extraction is an 
effective method for preventing further migration of contaminant plumes 
and achieving risk reduction by removing a substantial mass of con
taminants from the groundwater; however, the findings indicate that 
in certain situations, it may not always be practicable to achieve health
based cleanup concentrations throughout the groundwater to fulfill the 
primary goal of returning groundwater to its beneficial uses. Where 
cleanup to health-based concentrations throughout the groundwater is 
not practicable, extraction and treatment can be operated to to optimize 
contaminant mass removal and contain the groundwater plume. Con
clusions that can be drawn from the ~tudy are: plume contammcnt should 
be considered early during site management planning; certain data not 
currently collected on a routine basis should be gathered to belier esti
mate restoration time frames and system response; and groundwater 
remedies should be flexible to allow for modification to the system. 

INTRODUCTION 

Laboratory researchers and hydrogeologists involved in groundwater 
contamination cleanup have been encountering several conditions that 
can limit the rate at which contaminanb can be removed from the 
subsurface. The project described in this paper was initiated to assess 
the validity and prevalence of these findings in actual experiences with 
groundwater extraction to date. The purpose of the project Wds to assess 
the effectiveness of groundwater extraction systems in achieving speci
fied goals at sites where groundwater extraction systems had been 
operating for a period of time long enough to generate performance 
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information. 
Several sources of dala were reviewed man effon to identify ground

water extraction systems currently m operation and actions that had 
been completed and pumping terrnmated. Information on 112 sites 
including Superfund. RCRA and industrial sites where groundwater 
response actions were being implemenlcd by the U.S. EPA, other Federal 
Agencies. States or responsible parties, was collected and organized 
in a data base for review. lbe majority cX these sites, however, had 
not reached a full implementation phase and consequently were not 
useful for this study. Nineteen cases were identified as good candidates 
for more in depth evaluation based on the data available on actual 
perfonnance. 

This paper presents the findings or the study and provides examples 
from the 19 case studies examined in detail that illustrate the various 
factors that can affect the performance of groundwater extraction 
systems. Finally, recommendations based on this study are summarimi. 

BACKGROUND ON CASES 

The 19 case studies fonn a representative sample of the variety of 
conditions frequently encountered when performing groundwater 
extraction. ~ninent aspects of the 19 sites is provided in Table I. Selieral 
general characteristics are worth nocing. 

In all cases. one of the goals of the extraction systems was to prevent 
further migration of contaminants. Twelve of the cases also specified 
quantitative concentration or contaminant ma....s reduction goals as weU 
as containment. The seven remaining cases generally indicated a desire 
for contaminant mass reduction but did not clearly specify this as a 
goal. Three of the sues involved treatment at existing well-heads; 
however. this action was incorporated into the groundwater extraction 
system, generally not with the goal of reducing contaminant concen
trations but with the intent of preventing funher migration beyond the 
wells. The existing wells acted as a barrier system which p~ted c:on
taminant migration to other drinking water wells. 

The period of operation of the 19 extraction systems at the time avail
able data were reviewed ranged from 5 mo to 6 yrs. In most cases. 
the systems had been operating longer than the projected time required 
for cleanup; however. concentration-based goals had not yet been 
attained and extraction was continuing. 

The variety of contaminants encountered in these sites was limited. 
The primary contaminants in all but two cases were volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). This finding is not surprising since VOCs are the 
most prevalent groundwater contaminants found at Superfund sites and 
tend to be more mobile than other classes of compounds. Semi-volatiles 
were also present in two cases. Chromium, pesticides and creosote were 
detected at one site each. 

The 19 case studies represent a broad spectrum of geologies from 



Table 1 
Summary of Case Study Site Characteristics 

Date of Initial Remedial Chemicals Innovative 
Site Name Extraction Objective Present Geologic Environment Technologies 

~enol Corporation January 1987 Restoration Organics Unconsolidated glacio-fluvial 
sediments 

Black & Decker, Inc. May 1988 Restoration Organics Glacial till & fractured Fracture 
emancement 

Des Moines TCE Decerrtier 1987 Restoration Organics Unconsolidated glacio-fluvial 
sediments 

Du Pont Mobile Plant Decerrtier 1985 Containment Organics Alluvial sand & clay 

Emerson Electric CORpSny Decerrtier 1984 Restoration Organics Sand 

Fairchild Semiconductor 1982 Containment Organics Alluvial sand & gravel Slurry wall 
with silt & clay layers 

General Mil ls, Inc. Late 1985 Restoration Organics Peat, glacial deposits, 
& fractured rock 

GenRad Corporation Late 1987 Restoration Low Sorption Glacial sand, gravel Intermittent 
Organics punping 

Harris Corporation April 1984 Well-head treatment Organics Sand & shell with a Well points 
& Restoration Metals clay layer 

IBM Dayton March 1978 Was restoration, Organics Sand with clay layers Well points 
now containment Reinjection 

IBM San Jose May 1982 Restoration Organics Alluvial sand & gravel 
with silt & clay layers 

Nichols Engineering January 1988 Restoration Organics Weathered & fractured shale 

Olin Corporation 1984 Containment Organics Unconsolidated glacio-fluvial 
sediments 

Ponders Corner Septenber 1984 Well-head Low Sorption Unconsolidated glacio-fluvial Vapor extraction 
Treatment Organics 

Savannah River Plant Septenber 1985 Restoration Low Sorption Coastal plain sand, 
Organics silt & clay layers 

Site A August 1988 Restoration Organics Limestone & sand 

Utah Power Light October 1985 Restoration & Organics Alluvium & fractured Intermittent 
Containment basalt punping 

Verona Well Field May 1984 Restoration & Organics Glacial sand, gravel, Vapor extraction 
Contairvnent & clay 

Vil le Merci er 1983 Canta i rvnent High and Low Unconsolidated glacial 
Sorption sediments & fractured rock 
Organics 
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various geographic locations. Two of the sites are located in the north· 
western United States, seven are located in the southeast, six in the 
northeast, two in the southwest and two in the midwest. This geographi
cal distribution was considered an important fuctor in assessing the role 
that varying hydrogeologies may play in impeding or promoting 
extraction of contaminants. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

Several trends were observed in looking at the overall performance 
of the systems. As discussed above, a common goal of all the actions 
was containment of the contaminant plume. In the majority of the caliCS, 
this goal appeared to be successfully achieved. Groundwater gradient 
data indicated an inward gradient toward the center of the plume and 
little or no movement of contaminants beyond plume boundaries that 
existed at the initiation of the action. 

Contaminant mass removal was usually significant. Removal of 
thousands of pounds of contaminants (up to 130,000 lbs in one case) 
was not uncommon. However. the rate of mass removal often declined 
quickly to low levels. This initial drop in removal rate is thought to 
be the result of a combination of removing groundwater faster than the 
contaminants can desorb from the soil, lowering water tables below 
the most contaminated portions of the subsurface and diluting concen
trations by drawing in less contaminated groundwater from surrounding 
areas. Although concentrations in the groundwater appeared to be 
reduced significantly, the levels remaining were generally above health
based standards for drinking water, which was the most common con
centration goal of the actions. 

FACfORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE-CASE EXAMPLES 

The factors affecting the performance of the extraction systems 
examined in this study fell into the following four primary categories: 

• Aquifer properties such as subsurfuce heterogeneity and presence 
of low permeability units or fractures 

• Contaminant properties such as level of sorption to soil, immisci· 
bility (dissolution from non-aqueous phases or partioning of other 
contaminants from residual non-aqueous phase) and density 

• Adequacy of source removal and siz.e of the plume itself 
• System design such as pumping rate. location of extraction wells and 

depth/length of screened interval 

The following sections illustrate the impact th.ese factors may have 
on the perfonnance of groundwater extraction systems using examples 
from the case studies reviewed. 

Aquifer Properties 

All of the cases reviewed in this study reflected complications resulting 
from the heterogeneous nature of the subsurface. Well-sorted 
homogenous hydrogeological systems below a contaminated site tend 
to be the exception rather than the norm. At a chemical plant site in 
Alabama, it appeared that the implications of the heterogeneous nature 
of the subsurface material may not have been accounted for in the design 
of the extraction system. The water level data from monitoring wells 
located around the site indicated that plume capture had been achieved. 
However, a mass balance on the system revealed that about half the 
contaminant mass was escaping the recovery wells. A possible expla
nation for this apparent conflict is that contaminant' were moving be
low the screened interval of the extraction wells. This explanation i~ 
supported by the fact that the hydraulic conductivity of the subsurface 
material increased with depth and a.II the on-site wells were screened 
in the upper, less permeable portion of the aquifer. In addition, a near
by ~rodu~tion .well screened at the lower depths continued to operate 
dunng this penod and may have increased the vertical migration of con
taminants. 

The impact of low permeability uniL~ in the subsurface is illustrated 
by the Ponder's Comer site in Lakewood, Washington. At this site, the 
variation of contaminant concentrations with depth Wds assessed and 
correlated to the subsurface stratigraphy. This analysis indicated that 
almost 90% of the primary contaminant, tetrachloroethylene (PCEJ. 
present was located in a very low-permeability silt and clay unit. Con-
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taminant removal rates are limited not only by the slow rate at which 
groundwater can be pulled through this unit, but also by the fact that 
the soil in this zone has a higher organic carbon content and conse
quently enhances sorption of the PCE to the soil. 

Several of the case studies involved sites where fractures played a 
role in contaminant movement At the Black and Decker Site in Brock
port, New York. the identification of discrete fractures lead to the con
clusion that recovery of TCE-contaminated groundwater would be very 
difficult. In order to create interconnections between the discrece 
fractures, explosives were set off in the contaminated zone. 

Contaminant Propertle!i 

Another factor that plays a role in vinually all the case studies 
reviewed is sorption. The amount of contaminants sorbed to the soil 
often is not accounted for in estimating restoration time-frames or in 
confirming that final cleanup goals have been attained. Al the Savannah 
River Plant in Aiken, South Carolina. the contaminant mass in the 
groundwater was estimated based on groundwater concenlnltions. After 
3 yn. of extraction, a comparison was made between the mass removed 
at the extraction wells and the difference in the estimated mass remaining 
insitu based on the groundwater concentrations before and after extrac
tion. The ma'iS actually rerJXM:d by the system wa.\ 148,000 lbs; lloweYer, 
the groundwater concentration comparison indicated that only 23.000 
lbs had been remoYcd. The discrepancy can be attributed to contaminanls 
sorbed to the soil that were di~solving into the groundwater as it was 
drawn to the extraction wells. 

The presence of non-aqueous liquids that either float or sink in the 
aquifer can substantially increase the restoration time by acting as a 
continuing source of contaminants to the groundwater. At the mM Day
ton Facility m South Brunswick. New Jersey, the extraction system was 
operated for 6 yrs, and concentrations appeared to be stabilizing at a 
level determined to be acceptable to the State. Extraction was then ter
minated. Continued groundwater monitoring revealed that containment 
concentrations were increasing. It was concluded that this was the result 
of contaminants present in a non-aqueous phase more dense than waler 

that had sunk within the aquifer. Because it would be very difficult 
to locate and completely remove the pockets of contamination, the goal 
of the extraction system was changed to containment. Extraction was 
re-initiated at a lower pumping rate and was projected to continue 
indefinitely. 

Problems can result from non-aqueous liquids that are less dense than 
water, as well. At the \krona Well Field site in Battle Creek, Michigan, 
a non-aqueous phase liquid layer approximately I ft thick was detected 
floating on the water table. Traditional product recovery techniques in
volving creation of a dra\\\iown cone into which product would flow 
and could be recovered were used to reduce this layer to approximaldy 
I in. At this point, product recovery techniques were no longer effi:c
tive. but the remaining floating layer was sufficient to provide a source 
of contaminants to the groundwater at levels above the cleanup goals 
established for the site. A vapor extraction system was then installed 
to remove the remaining product. 

Adequacy or Source Removal 

One of the more obvious factors that can affect the ability of ground
water extraction systems to achieve concentration reductions in the 
groundwater is the adequacy of measures taken to prevent continued 
contaminant migration from source areas. Soll cleanup levels often are 
based on an evaluation of direct contact th.reats and may not account 
for the continued migration of contaminants to the groundwater. At an 
industrial site in Minnesota, concentrated wastes were removed from 
a disposal pit during the source act.ion. Contaminated soil below the 
waste was not removed, despite sampling results which indicated that 
significant levels of contaminants were present in the soil. This factor 
probably contributed to the difficulty ex.perienced in efforts to reduce 
groundwater concentrations during extraction at this site. 

System Design 

Ano~er factor affecting extraction perfi>rmance is the design of the 
extraction system. In the case of the Alabama site previously discussed, 



the screened interval of the extraction wells may have been too shallow 
to contain the plume of contaminated groundwater. At an industrial site 
in Florida, portions of the contaminant plume were not captured by 
the extraction system since the extraction system did not address con
taminants in the upper aquifer. Fortunately, the extraction system 
included the operation of barrier wells (existing water supply wells with 
well-head treatment systems) downgradient from the restoration system 
which were expected to capture the portion of the plume that escaped. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this project highlight factors and approaches that are 
prudent to consider in developing and implementing groundwater 
response actions. These findings do not alter the primary goal of 
returning groundwater to its beneficial uses in a time-frame that is 
reasonable given the particular site circumstances. Rather, they argue 
for the collection of data to allow for the design of an efficient cleanup 
approach that more accurately estimates the time-frames required for 
remediation and the ultimate cleanup levels achievable. The conclusions 
cover three basic aspects of site remediation: consideration of early ac
tion, site characterization and remedy specification. In addition, con
sideration on a more routine basis of various methods to enhance the 
effectiveness of groundwater extraction appears warranted. 

Conclusion 1: Plume Containment Should 
Be Considered Early 

One of the program management principles identified in the revised 
NCP is the intent of the U.S. EPA to balance the goal of definitively 
characterizing site risks with the bias for initiating response actions 
as early as possible. Where groundwater contamination is involved, 
this bias for action should be reflected by considering, early in the site 
management planning process, measures that can be implemented to 
prevent further migration of contaminants if these measures will prevent 
the situation from getting worse and provide useful information to design 
the final remedy. Because the data needed to design a containment system 
often are more limited than that needed to implement full remediation, 
it will in many cases be valuable to prevent the contaminant plume from 
spreading while the site characterization to select the remediation system 
progresses. 

The determination of whether or not to implement such a system 
would be based on existing information, best professional judgment 
and data defining the approximate plume boundaries, contaminants 
present and approximate concentrations. The justification for taking 
the action would be based on a comparison of the benefits of taking 
an action and the possible benefits of waiting to act until the investiga
tion has been completed. 

The advantages of early action include prevention of further con
taminant spreading and the generation of useful data on the response 
of the hydrogeologic system. If it is determined that a containment action 
should be implemented, the advantages of initiating an action should 
be maximized by carefully monitoring system response. In particular, 
groundwater flow should be monitored frequently, immediately before, 
during and immediately after initiation of the action to obtain informa
tion on system response. 

Conclusion 2: Data That Will Assist In 
Assessing Contaminant Movement and Likely Response to 
Extraction Should Be Collected 

In addition to the traditional plume characterization data normally 
collected, assessments of contaminant movement and extraction effec
tiveness can be greatly enhanced by collecting more detailed informa
tion during construction of monitoring wells. Frequent soil or rock 
coring and the use of field techniques to assess relative contaminant 
concentrations in the cores are ways that might be used to gain this 
information. Analysis of contaminant sorption to soil in the saturated 
zone can also provide the basis for estimating the time-frame for 
reducing contaminant concentrations to established levels and identifying 
the presence of non-aqueous phase liquids. Cores taken from depths 
where relatively high concentrations of contaminants were identified 
might be analyzed to assess contaminant partitioning between the solid 

and aqueous phases. 

Conclusion 3: Flexibility Should Be Provided 
In The Selected Remedy That Allows For System 
Modifications Based on Information 
Gained During Operation 

In many cases it may not be possible to determine the ultimate con
centration reductions achievable in the groundwater until the ground
water extraction system has been operated and monitored for some 
period of time. Remedies should provide flexibility that allows for 
modifications, or should indicate that the initial action is an interim 
measure and that the ultimate remedy will be evaluated at some speci
fied future date. This iterative process of system operation, evaluation 
and modification can effectively result in the optimimum system design. 
Three options for describing remedies that ·account for the uncertainty 
in system response to extraction are outlined here. The appropriate
ness of a given option relates to the level of confidence associated with 
the expected performance of the extraction system with respect to 
achieving specified concentration goals. The options are listed below 
in order of decreasing confidence that specified concentration goals 
are practicable to attain: 

1. Select a remedy designed to achieve specified concentrations in the 
groundwater that reflect achievement of the basic goal of returning 
groundwater to its beneficial uses. If the achievement of these goals 
is determined to be impracticable based on data gathered during im
plementation, the remedial action would be continued or modified 
to achieve the secondary goal of optimizing contaminant mass 
removal. The methods used to evaluate when optimum mass removal 
is achieved and any associated ARAR waivers would be fully 
described in advance as a contingency remedy. 

2. Select an interim remedy that will be monitored carefully for some 
specified period of time; e.g., 5 yrs, to determine the practicability 
of returning the groundwater to its beneficial uses. At the end of 
this defined observation period, the effectiveness of the remedy would 
be evaluated and the final action determined. 

3. Select a remedy designed to optimize mass removal, reducing risks 
to the extent praticable, over those portions of the aquifer where 
contaminant concentrations cannot be reduced sufficiently to return 
the groundwater to its beneficial uses. Any ARARs, such as MCLs 
or State standards, that would not be acheived in the area of attain
ment would be waived. Institutional controls would be implemented 
in perpetuity to prevent access to portions of the groundwater where 
contaminants remain above health-based levels and containment 
measures would be continued to prevent migration of contaminants 
at concentrations exceeding health-based levels to clean groundwater. 
The decision to use this option must be based on data that clearly 
indicate the impracticability of returning groundwater to its benefi
cial uses. A contingency should be included to the effect that if 
operation of the system indicates that health-based goals can be 
attained, the remedy should be operated to achieve this goal. 

Under all of the options, groundwater monitoring should continue 
for at least 2 to 3 yrs after active remediation measures have been com
pleted to ensure that contaminant levels do not begin to increase. For 
cases where contaminants remain above health-based levels, a review 
after 5 yrs would be required. 

If it is determined that the primary goal cannot be met over some 
portion of the area of attainment, an evaluation of when optimum mass 
removal has been achieved must be made. This evaluation might be 
based on reaching a point of diminishing returns; that is, concentra
tion reductions are no longer significant although contaminant mass 
continues to be removed (concentrations approach an asymptotic level). 
Alternatively, the evaluation may be based on the concentrations that 
would be expected to migrate from the site should the extraction system 
be shut off. Experience to date on this phase of groundwater remedia
tion is limited and more definitive guidance can only be developed with 
c?ll~c~io~ of data during actual system operation. When the point of 
d1m1mshmg returns has been reached, however, this should be viewed 
as a signal that some re-evaluation of the remedy is warranted. 
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Conclusion 4: Methods to Enhance Extraction 
Effectiveness and Efficiency Should be Considered 

It is clear from many of the case studies that variations on system 
design and operation can improve the effectiveness and efficiency of 
extraction. Some of these methods such as infiltration/re-injection and 
construction of slurry walls are fairly traditional. Others. like vapor 
extraction in conjunction with groundwater extraction and fracture 
enhancement, are relatively new and appear promising for cenain types 
of situations. It may be appropriate to use some innovative technolo
gies, such as in-situ biorestoration, in a treatment train where extrac
tion is used to achieve initial concentration reductions followed by the 
use of the innovative technology to reduce concentrations an additional 
increment. Finally, some alterations of traditional pumping systems may 
be worth consideration in the majority of cases. This includes inter
mittent pumping to allow for containment and water level 
re-equilibration. Another consideration is how operation of the system, 

. 
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e.g., location of operating extraction wells, can be progressively 
modified based on observation of aquifer and plume response. 

SUMMARY 

Groundwater extraction will continue to be a primary method for 
addres~ing contaminated groundwater to reduce plume spread and 
remove contaminants from the groundwater. An evaluation of several 
representative cases of groundwater extraction indicates that there are 
sveral factors and circumstances that can limit the overall performance 
of extraction. These factors should be recognized during site investi
gation through more detailed data collection. Also, remedies should 
be modified during system operation in response to data collected. In 
addition, it is valuable to consider the benefits of implementing a con
tainmen1 system prior to full site characteriz.ation to prevenl contaminant 
migration a!> the investigation is completed . 
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ABSTRACT 

Under the direction of the U.S. EPA, a remedial investigation was 
performed at an inactive municipal landfill. Leachate from this 
municipal landfill had contaminated an upgradient municipal well in 
an adjacent residential area with organics. Methane and other gases 
were historically detected in homes in the same area, apparently entering 
the homes from the subsurface. 

Determination of the source/pathway from the landfill to the municipal 
well was complicated by the fact that the well was upgradient and that 
rapidly moving inorganic contaminants associated with leachate (i.e., 
cations, anions) were never detected in the well discharge. Thus, it was 
suspected that there was a relationship between contaminants in the 
subsurface gas phase and those detected in groundwater at the municipal 
well. In order to determine the nature and extent of contamination and 
to design appropriate remediation, both ground water and subsurface 
gas contamination needed to be assessed. 

A field investigation and sampling protocol were designed to study 
the relationship between contaminants in various media including gas, 
groundwater and soil. Groundwater monitoring wells were installed 
upgradient and downgradient of the landfill. Soil samples were collected 
from the vadose zone during the installation of subsurface gas monitoring 
wells. Gas monitoring wells with multilevel probes were installed in 
the adjacent neighborhood. Groundwater samples were collected to co
incide with seasonal gas sampling events. Samples of landfill leachate 
and gas emanating from the surface of the landfill also were collected, 
and an evaluation of the landfill gas migration control (extraction) system 
was performed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The landfill site described in this paper is located in New York State, 
on Long Island, where residents rely almost exclusively on ground
water for drinking water. The regional geology consists of bedrock, 
overlain by Cretaceous deposits including the Lloyd aquifer, the Raritan 
clay (a significant aquitard) and the Magothy formation. These Creta
ceous deposits lie under Pleistocene glacial deposits over most of the 
Island. The Lloyd aquifer, Magothy formation and Upper Glacial for
mation all are used for water supply in communities neighboring the site. 

The landfill is located in a former sand and gravel pit which is adja
cent to a residential area. The pit was excavated towards the residential 
area, creating a sand cliff. Refuse was placed in this pit (Fig. 1). Because 
of poor construction records, it is not clear if a continuous clay barrier 

was installed between the refuse and the residential area. 

Construction and filling of the landfill began in 1974. As refuse was 
collected, a 20-mil PVC liner was installed until an area of 29 ac was 
covered. There were several documented leachate spills prior to com-

l:JS}IE: 
• ~ concsnrrsllons R11presanta11vs Of Total Volatlla Organic Priority Pollutants. 

Figure 1 
Conceptual Block Diagram of Contaminant Transport 

pletion of the liner. Approximately 260,000 tons of municipal and con
struction debris were disposed of each year until the landfill ceased 
operation in 1981. There also were undocumented reports of illegal 
dumping and drum disposal in the landfill. Refuse is still received in 
an active fill area adjacent to the inactive landfill. 

During the winters of 1979-1981, small explosions (furnace ··puff
backs") occurred in several homes in the residential area. Air monitoring 
by the local fire department and the department of health revealed that 
methane levels exceeded the lower explosive limit (LEL) in several 
homes as well as the subsurface. Other gases, including vinyl chloride, 
benzene, toluene and tetrachloroethene, also were detected in homes. 
In 1981, a passive gas venting system was installed around the periphery 
of the landfill. Soon after, additional vents were installed and blowers 
were attached to create an active gas extraction system for the landfill. 
Also in 1981, volatile organic contaminants were detected in the upgra
dient municipal supply well located in the adjacent neighborhood 
(Fig. 1). The municipal well was closed because of this contamination. 

Current operations at the inactive landfill include a gas extraction 
system (active system) consisting of stainless steel and PVC active vents 
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(located around the periphery of the landfill) attached to a manifold 
blower system. Gases are pumped 10 a horizontal combustion unit for 
destruction. There is also a passive gas venting system consisting of 
PVC vents around the periphery of the landfill and large concrete cisterns 
(passive vents) throughout the fill. A leachate collection system was 
installed in 1976, and leachate is collected and aerated at the base of 
the inactive landfill before being pumped 10 a POfW. This landfill is 
not capped, and rainfall entering the fill, generates significant quanti
ties of leachate. 

The understanding of contamination prior to initiation of field 
activities indicated that if the landfill were 10 be the souf'(e of upgra
dient groundwater contamination al the municipal well. then there would 
have to have been a transport mechanism that could account for the 
organic contaminants alone (i.e .. without inorganic contaminants). 
Because of the gas contamination which had occurred in the subsur
face surrounding the fill, it was suspected that contamination existing 
in the gas phase was contributing to contamination detected in the 
groundwater. 

FIELD PROGRAM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The sampling program was designed to evaluate the nature and extent 
of contamination and to evaluate the source/receptor pathway for the 
contamination detected off-site. Historically, methane and volatile 
organic vapors (such as vinyl chloride and tetrachloroethene) had been 
detected off-site. The installation of the gas venting system al the land
fill had reduced significantly off-site migration of methane gas, but trace 
concentrations of volatile organics continued to be detected in subsur
face wells designed to monitor the effectiveness of the gas venting 
system. The quality of groundwater hydraulically upgradient of the land
fill had not been characterized except for the historic detection of vola
tile organics at the municipal well and at monitoring wells directly 
adjacent to the landfill. 

Prior to the start of the field investigation, various contamination 
sources and pathways were considered for evaluation. These pathways 
included discharge of leachate to the groundwater (although the lack 
of inorganic contaminants at the upgradient municipal well limited this 
hypothesis), gas to soil to groundwater partitioning of organic con
taminants in the subsurface, condensation of gas phase contaminants 
when wann moist air from the landfill encountered cooler ambient soil, 
and direct gas to groundwater partitioning when rainfall percolated 
through the vapors in the subsurface surrounding the landfill. 

The field investigation set out to first, fill in the data gaps for both 
the groundwater and the subsurface gas, and second, to assess whether 
the landfill was the source of upgradient groundwater contamination. 
The effort to supplement the existing groundwater data included the 
installation of an extensive groundwater monitoring well network, the 
sampling of new and existing groundwater wells, and the performance 
of hydraulic permeability and pump tests. In order to address the sub
surface gas data gaps, additional, multi-level gas monitoring wells were 
installed off-site, and samples of the subsurface gas were collected from 
the new and existing gas wells. Finally, an assessment of the effective
ness of the landfill gas extraction system was performed, and !>amplcs 
were collected to determine the emission rate of volatile organic com
pounds (VOC) through the surface of the landfill. The results from the 
groundwater, subsurface gas and landfill auessment investigations were 
compared to address whether the landfill was the source of upgradient, 
groundwater contamination. 

Groundwater Investigation 

Groundwater monitoring wells were installed upgradient of the landfill 
between the fill and the contaminated municipal well and at background 
locations. Additional wells were installed hydraulically downgradient 
of the landfill to determine if additional contamination existed at down
gradient locations and to compare contamination patterns. The 
monitoring wells were installed in the Upper Glacial formation with 
several clusters which included wells screened in the Magothy formation. 

Two rounds of groundwater samples were collected to coincide with 
two of the seasonal subsurface gas sampling event~. The basic contami-
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nation pattern indicated a significant plume of volatile organic con
taminants (total voe concentrations > 500 mgfL) associated with the 
monitoring wells just upgradient of the landfill. Lower concentrations 
of these contaminants were detected in wells funher upgradiem from 
the landfill, closer to the municipal well. Contamination was not de
tected when the municipal well was sampled. However, the well had 
been off line for over 6 yr. 

Groundwater contamination was also detected downgradient of the 
landfill. In comparison, this contamination wa.~ similar to that which 
might result from leachate contamination. Downgradiem groundwater 
contained not only some voes, but also various semi-wlatile and in
organic compounds. Contamination was detected at much lower con
centrations (generally < JO mgfL for a few individual volatile and 
semi-volatile organic contaminants). The inorganic compounds were 
detected at proportions very similar to the leachate collected from the 
landfill. However, many more organic contaminants were detected in 
the leachate than in the downgradient groundwater. 

The results of earlier pump tests which had been performed on the 
closed municipal supply well indicated that the wne of capture of this 
well extended well under the inactive cell of the landfill during both 
summer (maximum) and winter (minimum) pumping conditions. 1be 
pattern of contamination ob!.crved during groundwater sampling (highest 
groundwater contammation closest to the landfill. with decreasing con
centrations with distance from the landfill) led to the conclusion that 
the landfill was the likely source of upgradient contamination. Com
parison to observed downgradient concerurations indicated that upgra
dient contamination probably was not the result of leachate migration. 
Also. the known historical pattern of contamination indicated that con
centrations and types of contaminants did not result from leachate. 

Subsurface gas investigation 

The focus of the RI into the subsurface. '<'apor phase contamination 
was to define the nature, degree and extent of this contamination within 
the unsaturated 1.0ne off-site and to determine whether this was inter
related with the groundwater contamination problem. 

In an effort to define the nature. degree and extent of the vapor con
tamination problem. a complex gas monitoring well network and 
sampling plan was devised. The goals rl this approach were: (I) to 
determine whether subsurface '11por contamination was related ID landfill 
generated gases in terms or composition and concentration, and (2) ID 

evaluate the potential for landfill generated gases to migrate from the 
landfill to the vadose zone off-site. by performing a mass balance 
approach on the landfill and by analyzing the effectiveness of the ex.isling 
gas migration control system. 

At the initiation. and during the coune of the study, several concep
tual pathways were identified to explain the observed patterns of con
tamination in off-site gas and groundwater. Several•of these pathways 
included vapor phase contamination from the landfill affecting con
centrations of organic contaminants in groundwater. It was recognized 
that the result of the study would probably indicate that a combination 
of pathways was octing. The conceptual pathways are outlined as roUows: 

I. Gas-Water Partitioning: 
Relationships for vapor-liquid equilibrium for dilute aqueous solu
tions arc very well defined and are governed by Henry's law, which 
:.tales: 

p = Hx 
where p = partial pressure of a substance at a given temperature 

(T) and pressure (P) 
H = the Henry's law constant at a given T and P, 
x = the liquid phase concentration at a given T and P 

Therefore. Henry's law defines the distribution of a substance between 
the vapor and liquid phases for a system in equilibrium. If we assume 
that gases within the subsurface are in equilibrium with infiltrating rain
water, then Henry's law defines a pathway for the transpon of vapor 
phase contaminants to the groundwater. 

2. Gas-Soil-Water Partitioning 
Several researchers1

•
2 have studied the sorptive characteristics of 

soils for volatile organic compounds (\'OC's) under conditions 



representa~ive of the saturated and unsaturated (or vadose) zones. 
T~ese stud1~s have shown the soil-vapor partition coefficients to sig
mficantly ~1ffer such that the soil-vapor partition coefficient (soil 
~oncentration to vapor concentration) is orders of magnitudes greater 
m unsatu~ted ~onditions rather than saturated. Thus, gas partitioning 
to the sohd~sml phase, with subsequent partitioning to the liquid 
phase from mfiltrating rainwater could be a significant mechanism. 

3. Direct or Indirect Landfill Condensate Discharge 
G~es gene~ted within a landfill carry large quantities of water, along 
with any pnmary gases or trace contaminants. In fact, gases within 
a landfill are saturated 7relative humidity of 100%) with landfill tem
peratures ranging from 80 to 140°F. Due to this high moisture con
tent, condensate traps are standard requirements for all landfill gas 
extraction systems. The condensate formed when these warm 
moisture-saturated gases are extracted to cooler surroundings usual!; 
contains high concentrations of VOCs, and, in fact, can form a free 
organic phase. 3 Due to a poorly designed manifold system between 
active wells at this site, it was observed that condensate from ex
traction vents within the landfill could collect in the headers and 
then drain into active vents external to the landfill and into native 
soil. Additionally, it was theorized that indirect discharge could result 
from condensate forming as moisture laden landfill gas migrated 
from the warm landfill (80 to 140°F) into the vadose zone off-site 
where subsurface temperatures dropped to approximately 50 °F. 

The subsurface gas field investigation was designed to test all the 
pathways contributing to the contamination, except for the discharge 
of leachate, and included several different field activities. The activities 
are described in the following paragraphs. 

Monitoring Well Network Installation 

To define the nature, degree and extent of off-site, subsurface gas 
contamination by voes, a monitoring well network using multilevel, 
nested, subsurface gas monitoring wells (denoted landfill gas wells or 
LFG wells) was installed. The purpose of the wells was to determine 
the lateral and vertical (with depth) distribution of vapor phase con
taminants. T)'pical well construction for the LFG wells is shown in 
Figure 2. The wells contained four probes (labeled A through D) set 
at approximately equidistant intervals. The probes were 0.5-in. O.D. 
virgin Teflon-TFE tubing with the bottom 5 ft perforated with 0.25-in. 
holes. Each perforated section (designated as the probe section) was 
screened in a 15-ft zone of #1 moire gravel and isolated from the other 
probes by a 2- to 5-ft layer of bentonite/cement slurry. Each well was 
installed using hollow-stem auger drilling techniques. 

The LFG wells were placed both to supplement existing LFG wells 
and to complement new and existing groundwater wells (Figures 3a 
and 3b). During installation of the LFG wells, soil samples were col
lected in specially designed split-spoon sampler liners to evaluate the 
vapor-soil-water contaminant pathway. The samples were collected in 
two foot intervals to correspond to the intervals in which the gas 
monitoring probes would be set. The intervals were generally 20-22, 
50-52, 100-102, and 120-122 below grade. The soil samples were col
lected in decontaminated stainless steel sleeves inserted into 21 split 
spoon samplers. The ends of the samples were covered with air tight 
plastic caps and Teflon inserts. This method minimized volatilization 
of soil contaminants. 

Sampling of the LFG Wells 

A large amount of landfill gas monitoring data had been collected 
from the site before the initiation of the RI. This included an investiga
tion by U.S. EPA's FIT team and monthly sampling of existing landfill 
gas wells by the local municipality. However, up to this point most of 
the gas sampling data lacked the quality to withstand litigation. For 
this and other technical reasons (including a need to cover a wide range 
of concentrations, the affects of humidity on sorbent traps and analyti
cal reproducibility) SUMMA canisters were chosen as the method of 
sampling. 

SUMMA canisters are stainless steel canisters with a specially pas
sivated internal surface (passivated by the SUMMA process) that makes 

+--- 0.5 1100.x 0.375"10. TFE Teflon Tubing 

10_: § 
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D .......... Morie #t or #0 Sard 

D ....•••••• Bentonite/Cement Slurry Seal 

Figure 2 
Typical EPA LFG Well Construction 

them inert to the adsorption, desorption and degradation of voes. 
Although, the SUMMA technology is relatively new, U.S. EPA-RTP 
has tested the stability of voes within the canisters4

•
5 and has had suc

cess using them in ambient air studies. It appears that U.S. EPA may 
eventually support SUMMA canisters as the recommended method for 
air and vapor sampling for VOCs, replacing EPA draft methods 10-1 
and 10-2. 

At the time of the field investigation, several methods for the analy
sis of gas/air samples from SUMMA canisters had been developed,6

•
7 

but the U.S. EPA's draft method 10-14 (for the analysis of VOCs from 
SUMMA canisters) was still under preparation. A modified version 
of water method 624 (GC/MS), where the gas from the canisters was 
passed through a sorbent trap and then desorbed to the GC/MS sys
tem, was applied and proved to be very successful. 

Four rounds of LFG well sampling were performed, one in each 
season, in an attempt to measure seasonal effects on the concentrations 
of VOCs within the subsurface off-site. Additionally the LFG well 
sampling events were performed concurrently with the four rounds of 
landfill surface emission rate sampling and the two synoptic rounds 
of groundwater sampling. 

Landfill Assessment 

In order to assess the potential for landfill-generated gases to migrate 
from within the landfill to the unsaturated zone off-site, and to provide 
a basis for selection of remedial alternatives for the FS, an assessment 
of the effectiveness of the existing landfill gas migration control system 
(or gas extraction system) was performed. This assessment of the gas 
extraction system involved the following activities: 

• The installation of multi-level, nested, pressure-probe wells at radial 
distances from a representative extraction vent. These probes, when 
monitored under the varying conditions of the vent testing, would 
provide an estimate of the sphere of influence for the extraction wells 
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Location of Groundwater Monitoring Wells 
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and thereby determine the proper welJ spacing within the refuse;.., 
• The collection of extraction vent gas samples for primary gas (02, 

C<Y, N1, CH4) analysis and for voe analysis and the measurement 
of well head vacuums, flow rates and methane contents under con
ditions of varying applied vacuum; 

• An examination of the physical condition of the extraction system 
including the measurement of water and sediment levels in extraction 
venl5; 

• Sampling of condensate collected within the extraction system 
manifold for voes. 

Also, under the heading of the landfill assessment, but concurrent 
with the LFG well sampling, samples of the gas venting through the 
landfill surface were collected using specially designed flux isolation 
chambers (flux boxes). The flux boxes were adapted versions of those 
used by Radian and the U.S. EPA 11 The purpose of thc&c samples was 
to quantify emission rates from the landfill to the ambient for use in 
the public health evaluauon (PHE) for the RI. 

Other studies have suggested that surface flux emission rates along 
with data from pressure probes and vent tests could be used to perform 
a mass balance analysis on a landfill" This approach was examined 
during the RI to see if it could be used to determine estimated quanti
ties of gas migrating off-site. 

The general approach for performing a landfill gas mass balance 
analysis on a landfill involYeS estimating or measuring each stream 
leaving the landfill and estimating an overall emission rate. Consider 
a control volume around the landfill. which identifies each ofthe fol
lowing four streams exiting this particular landfill: 

• Migration out of the landfill into the subsurface off-site 
• Gas removed via the active gas extract.ion vents 
• Gas emitted from the passive venting plastic YCD1S and concrete cislem 

vents 
• Gas emitted through the surface (soil cover) of the landfill 

By estimating the gas production rate, P. and measwing streams 2, 
3 and 4, one can determine the quantity of gas migrating into the sub
surface off-site. However. it was determined in the study that because 
an overall gas production rate and an overall surface emission rate arc 
both gross figures, from measured point samples. and due to the large 
heterogeneity in trace gas compositions (of VOCs) at any point within 
or a1 the surface of the landfilJ. the mass balance approach lacks the 
accuracy and precision required for the RI. 

~ULTS OF THE LANDF1LL GAS INVFSTIGATION 

Landfill Gas Well lmestiption and Sampling 

Table I contains data on the concentrations of voes detected in the 
LFG wells during three rounds of sampling and compares them with 
the results from neighboring groundwater wells. Although it is no1 shown 
on this table, only three (probes B. C, and D) of the four probes (A, 
8, C. and 0) from the U.S. EPA wells were sampled. The shallowest 
probe (probe A) showed no observable variation from the barometric 
pressure, and was assumed to be in good hydraulic connection with 
the almosphere. Generally. the medium (C) and deep (D) probes for 
all the LFG wells consistently exhibited the greatest number of con
taminants and the higher concentrations. However, some of the detec
tions from the B probe exhibited the highest concentration for a 
particular contaminant. Nine voes were identified as the major con
taminants in the off-site, subsurface gas based upon their frequency of 
detection and also their presence in the groundwater: 

1,2-Dichlorocthane 
Trichlorocthene 
I, I, I-Trichloroethane 
1,1-Dichlorocthene 
Thtrachlorocthene 
Chloroform 
1,2-Dichloroethene (total cis/trans) 
Vinyl Chloride 
1,2-Dichloroethane 

Except for chloroform, each of these contaminants also was present 



in the gas sampled from the gas extraction vents and the flux boxes 
(Tables 2a/2b and 3). The presence of these contaminants in both the 
subsurface gas off-site and in the gas collected directly from the land
fill establishes that the off-site, subsurface gas contamination most-likely 
originated from the landfill. Ideally, to further verify the correlation 
between the off-site gas and the landfill, the relative concentrations 
between the two should compare favorably. However, due to the hetero
geneous nature of a landfill, the comparison is poor. In fact, the vents 
within the landfill do not compare well with each other (Table 3). 

Finally, there are no general trends in the lateral distribution of sub
surface gas contaminant concentrations off-site. This probably is due 
to the unsteady-state nature of this landfill. Each round of LFG well 
sampling only represents a "snapshot" of the subsurface gas concen
trations at the time of sampling. It is believed that the subsurface gas 
concentrations are relatively dynamic due to the influence of varying 
weather conditions (e.g., barometric pressure, temperature and rain
fall) and due to the discontinuous operation of the gas extraction system. 
Therefore, the measured LFG well concentrations may not be represen
tative of any type of average condition, if one exists. 

The soil samples collected during the installation of the LFG wells 
indicated the presence in the groundwater of very few VOCs (TCE, 
toluene and 2-butanone) each estimated at 10 mg/Lor less (Table 4). 
Based upon these results, there does not appear to be a significant degree 
of partitioning to the soil phase. 

Landfill Assessment 

Results from the landfill assessment consisted of data and samples 
collected during the flux box emission rate sampling, vent testing, and 
condensate sampling events. The analytical results for the flux box and 
condensate samples are shown in Tables 2a/2b and 5 respectively. The 
system performance data recorded during the vent testing (for use in 
the FS Alternatives analysis) are not necessarily pertinent to this paper 
<1nd therefore are not presented. 

The primary purpose of the landfill assessment was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the landfill gas extraction system and determine whether 
gases were migrating from the landfill to the subsurface off-site. At 
the time of the vent testing program, the landfill gas extraction system 
had fallen into disrepair. Numerous sections of the extraction manifold 
piping were blocked by collected condensate (which caused surging) 
the extraction blowers were operating below design capacity and the 
entire system was operated 8-12 hrs out of every 24 hr day. Additionally, 
methane was found in 1 of the LFG wells at concentrations up to 3 % 
of the lower explosive limit (LEL) and in another well at up to 100 % 
of the LEL. Due to the fact that the vent testing could not be performed 
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Tuble 1 
Correlation Between Detected Landfill Gas and 

Groundwater Contamination 

OBSERVED CONCENTRATIONS 
---·-·········-----············ 

GRWND 'WATER LANOFnl GROOND WATER (ug/l) VAPOR PHASE (ppbv) • 

MOIUTORING \JELL GAS \JELL CONTAHINANl RND ' RNO 2 II.ND 1 l!ND 2 RIJO 3 

EPA 106 EPA 20J 1, 1·Dichloroeth11ne " 12 " Tr1chloroethenr " 9 , 
1, 1, 1 ·Trichloroethane 

' J 
,., 90 " 1, 1-0ichloroethene ' Tetrach\oroethene 6J 478 105 "' Chlorofonn 1 J ' 112-Dichloroethieoe (total) ' V1nyl Chloride 

1,2-Dichloroethane 

fPA 105 EPA 201, 1, 1-Dic:hloroethane 
1rlchloroethene 

79 46 " 1, 1, 1·Trichloroethane ZJ 
1, 1-Dlchloroethene 

' J "' 15 " Tetrachloroethene 
Chloroform ' ' 1,2-Dlchloroethene (total) 
Vinyl Chloride 
1,2-Dichloroethane 

EPA 101< TNH LFG7 1, 1-Dichloroethane 2 J " Tr I chi oroethene 
z J IJ 112 692 212 1, 1, 1·Trichloroethane 

1, 1-Dichloroethene 1 J 9 
Tetrach\oroethene 1 J 5 J 6Z " Chloroform ' 7 
1,2-Dichtoroethene (total) 9 J 
Vinyl Chloride 

" 1,2-Dichloroethane 

TNH \0/9 ..,. 1, l·O\ch\oroethane 52 " 27 ,6 

Tr1chloroetherte 12 14 5 3 
1, 1, 1-Trichtoroethane "' " " " 1, 1·Dlchloroethene 7 9 2 ' Tetrach\oroethene " 2Z 101 116 
Chloroform ' 2 J 2 
1,2-Dlthloroethene (total> " " 17 
Vinyl Chloride 11 7 

TNK LfGl 

1,2-Dithloroethane 

TllH 6 TNH LfG4 1, 1-0ichloroethane 117 100 
Trichloroethene 2D 18 

" 1, 1, 1·Trichtoroeth1ne 106 91 
1, 1-Dichloroethene 9 " ' Tetrachloroethene 67 " 2D ' Chloroform 

m 1,2-0ichtoroethene (tout) 
Vinyl Chloride " 1, 2-Dichloroethine 

EPA 202 EPA 202 1, 1-Dichloroethine 'J "' "' "' T rl ch l oroethene 119 " " 1, 1, 1·Trichloroethane 27 "' "' 147 
1, 1-Dtchloroethene 1 J 

,, 19 
Tetrachloroethene 1D " '" Z92 "' Chloroform 1 J ' 1,2-Dichloroethene (tot1I) 2 J 2J 68 
Vinyl Chloride 
1,2-Dichloroethane 

Notes: J - Esti11121ted Value 
* - Reported value Is highest detetted It any of three probes s~led . 
.. _ lleporte-d value for TNH l:l/9 is geometric meen of cof'ICentrat1Dr1S measured for both monitoring wells 

to its fullest extent (surging caused inaccurate flow and wellhead vacuum 
measurements and the applied vacuum could not be varied) and the 
detection of elevated levels of methane off-site verified the ineffective
ness of the extraction system, in its current condition, the vent testing 
program was terminated early. Interpretation of the results from this 
abbreviated testing indicated that landfill gas was migrating from the 
landfill to the subsurface off-site. 

The flux box sampling results were only used for the Public Health 
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Table lb 
Flux Box Eml~ion Rates (Round 2) 

-... -. , .... ...... 
··- , ..... 
-·- ~-·· 

ll•t--·- ...... 

- .. , ... 
.... _._,...-..-.. --.... '-__ _.. _____ ,...,_.., ... _, 

Evaluation (PHE). Due to the high variability in on-site gas concen
trations and emission rates. and the generally poor precision of overall 
surface emission rates and gas production rates, the mass balance 
analysis was not useful and was therefore not performed. 

Interrelatiomhip Between Groundwater and Gas Concentrations 

Comparing the observed subsurface vapor concentrations with the 
observed groundwater concentrations shown in Thble 1, we first con
cluded, does oot appear to be a direct relationship between the vapor 
phase and groundwater concentrations of VOCs. However, if the data 
are compared using the Henry's Law relationship, 11 one sees that 

much of the data are comparable, i.e., the calculated equilibrium water 
concentrations arc close to the observed groundwater concentrations. 
Tublc 6 presents an example of this calculation. 

Two notable exceptions to the close correlation are ground water wells 
TNH-6 and TNH 10/9 (wells 10 and 9 arc a nested pair of wells at 
the same general location). These wells exhibited much higher con
centrations than predicted according to the vapor phase concentrations. 
The explanation of the anomalies at these two wells may be several
fold. For instance, the ground water and vapor phase concentrations 
of voes near TNH 9 and IO had been greater prior to the installation 
of the gas migration control system and when the public supply well 
was in operation (and drawing water from beneath the landfill). Since 
that time. the concentration of voes in the water from these two wells 
has been decreasing with time. The current groundwater concentra
tions may then be a result of residual contamination. 

However, this trend noted above does not explain the results from 
TNH-6, which has remained relatively constant over time. In this in
stance, two explanations have been proposed. First, TNH LFG4 usually 
doe\ not measure representative subsurface gas concentrations due to 
the wcll's close proximity to two gas extraction vents (as a result, when 
the gas system is on. ambient air is drawn into the LFG monitoring 
well, thereby diluting the subsurface vapor concentrations). Second, 
it has been postulated that the consistently high concenuations at lb.is 
well may be a result of the indirect discharge of concentrated conden
sate due to the change in temperaturc between the landfill and the 
surrounding soils. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of the field investigation into the various sources of con
tamination from a municipal landfill no1 only provided a basis for com
pleting the RI and FS. but also verified the applicability of and the 

'hble 3 
Volatile Orpnk: Analysis from On-site Gas ~DIS 

Co•pound 

V11\yl cbloudo 

Chlorol'or• 

"•thylene chloride 

l,l-d1chloroethen• 

l,l-d1chloroeth•n• 

1.l-dichloroethan• 

Trana l,l-d1chloroeth•n• 

Bro•od1chloro•elhane 

Trl~hlotoothehll 

1,1,2,l-letrachloro•lh•n• 

1,1,1-tr&chloroethana 

T•tl•chlu1oethlh• 

C•rbon totrochlotldo 

S 1J,2-trichloro•lhan• 

Bant•n• 
Chlorobanian• 

!IOTCS: 

Vent 

No. I 0 l 

1107411 

SI. S 

I.SIU 

I. '6U 

9.11 

I.SO 

H.6 

l1. s 
I .HU 

16 9 

10 .• 

I.JIU 

61.l 

l. OIU 

• .SI 

IO 
ISi 

U •Undetected at the det•ction ll~lt 1hown. 
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Active Vent• ••••l•• •••t• 

Coacr•t• 

Vent Vent Vent Vent Coacr•t.• Cleterft ···-· No. lU No. lU ldupl llo. lll 110. & Ch tori\ tdvpt l•l•t 

11t07Ut lll01Jt1 1107111 1107UI llOl04 I 1101t41 llOHO 

19.9 n.s s. J4 '4l )4) HI ll .O 

I, SIU I.IOU l. SIU I.SIU I.SIU l.SIU l.SIU 

I. '6U 1.17 l.UU l.Uu >. lt l.U u., 
0.9lU 0, 16U o.nu lO.l , .64 , . ,, 12.9 

I .69 I, 16 0. IU us l).) 12 .6 U.D 

I . 94 1.U 0. 91U '. i. l. 11 l. lS l.6J 

l. SS l.H o .nu '. ll lt.O lt.1 J4 .s 
I."~ I. PU 1. ssu l. ssu l·UU l.UU l. ssu 

l. 10 1.16 I. l7 ll. l 6.11 6.00 ll.S 

I l. 70 1. uu l9.I l.6U l.6U l.6U "·' I. JIU I .OIU I. JIU 1).6 l. HU l.llU l.l9 

~ .69 s.,. I. 11 SJ. 6 11. l ll.1 St.I 

l.OIU I. HU l.Olll l.OIU l.OIU l.OIU J.OIU 

l.SlU l. HU I. SlU I. SlU l. SlU l.UU 4.09 

16. J 11,) 
) . " ll1 SI. I 0.6 ISl 

Ill 11 > ).0611 lS> ) .0611 60.1 uo 

All concentrat1on1 in parta per billion on a volu•• p•r volu•• ba•i•. 



Well No. 

EPA LFG 201 

EPA LFG 202 

EPA lFG 203 

EPA LFG 204 

Notes: 

Table 4 
Analytical Results from Soil Samples Collected 

During Installation of EPA LFG 201 to EPA LFG 204 

S~l ing Interval 
Below Grede (ft) 

20 to 2' 
50 to 54 

100 to 104 

126 to 130 

29 to :Jl, 
60 to 65 
90 to 95 

120 to 125 

Results 

No voleti le organic c~s detected 
No volati Le organic c~s detected 
No volatile organic ccn-polrlds detected 
No vol at I le organic c~unds detected 

Toluene detected at a concentration of 2J 
Toluene detected at a concentration of SJ 
No volatile organic CCJl!l>OundS detected 
Tetrachloroethene detected at e concentration of 2J 
Toluene detected at a concentration of 2J 

io.5 to 15.5 No volatile organic coipounds detected 
29.5 to 34.5 No volatile organic coopounds detected 

92 to 97 
110 to 115 

15 to 20 
50 to 55 
90 to 95 

124 to 129 

No volatile organic coopounds detected 
No volatile organic COlfPOundS detected 

No volatile organic conpounds detected 
No volati Le organic c~unds detected 
No volatile organic CCYJl>Ounds detected 
2·ilutanone detected et a concentration o'f 1CJ 

A.~ l concentrations are reported in ug/kg. 
J ~Estimated concentration. 

X Moisture 
Content 

15 

14 
12 

13 
l3 
15 
10 

10 
12 

15 

Table 5 

success in using several new and innovative monitoring and sampling 
techniques. 

As for the RI, the following conclusions could be made based upon 
the results of the investigation and upon historical data: 

• Landfill generated gases containing trace constituents of voes have 
historically migrated and continue to migrate from the landfill into 
subsurface soils off-site 

• The large degree of heterogeneity in landfill gas concentrations both 
on- and off-site make it difficult to positively prove, by a "finger
print" comparison of relative voe constituent concentrations, that 
off-site vapor contaminants originated from the landfill 

• The presence of the same nine VOes in samples of landfill gas, off
site subsurface gas and groundwater, plus the absence of leachate 
characteristics indicates that somehow voe contaminants (possibly 
vapor borne) are being transferred to the groundwater upgradient of 
the landfill. Probable mechanisms for this interphase transport are 
from the combined action of indirect condensate discharge (through 
vapor condensation via a temperature change) and by vapor-to-liquid 
partitioning of voes to infiltrating rainwater 

• Except for several anomalies and despite the large heterogeneity in 
both on- and off-site gas concentrations, comparison of groundwater 
and gas data generally support the vapor/infiltrating rainwater parti
tioning mechanism. 

Results of Condensate Sampling 

Sa•ple I 

Sa•ple l.D. 

Co•pound 

Chloro••than• 

Broaoaethane 

Vinyl chloride 

Chlo(O•thane 

Ketl\ylene Chloride 

Acetone 

Carbon Disulfide 

1,1-Dichloroeth•n• 

l,l-01chloroethan• 

l,2-Dicl\loroetl\ene (total) 

Chlorofora 

1,2-0ichloroeth•n• 

2-Butanone 

1,1,l-Trichloroethane 

Carbon T•tcachlorid• 

Vinyl Acetate 

Broaodichloroa•than• 

l,2-0icl\loropropane 

c1a-l.l-Di~hloroprop•n• 

Trichloroeth•n• 

Dibto•ochloro••than• 

1,1.2-Trichloroethane 

trana-1,l-Oichloroprop•n• 

Broaofor• 

4-Kethyl-2-pentanone 

2-Hexanone 

Tetr•chloroeth•n• 

l,l,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 

Toluene 

Chlorobenzen• 

Ethylbenzen• 

Styrene 

Xyhne (total) 

NO 

f"QA 

J 

Not Oetected. 

railed Quality Assurance. 

Eat1••t•d Value. 

BR 821 BT 257 BT 258 

KD KO NO 

KD NO 110 

RD ND NO 

ND ND ND 

ND NO ND 

lS,000 2,900 J ND 

NO NO ND 

NO ND NO 

NO ND NO 

NO ND 24 

NO ND NO 

NO ND NO 

4,600 J l,600 J FQA 

NO ND ND 

ND ND ND 

FQA NO NO 

NO ND NO 

NO NO ND 

NO NO NO 

ND ND NO 

NO NO NO 

ND NO NO 

RD 

ND 

NO 

ND 

NO 

RO 

ND 

ND 

ND 

110 

ND 

ND 

NO 

NO 

RO 

ND 

NO 

NO 

ND 

ND 

NO 

NO 

ND 

NO 

NO 

NO 

35 

11 J 

NO 

HD 

12 

IJ 

NO 

16 

Field Blank 

BT 259 

110 

ND 

110 

ND 

NO 

NO 

ND 

NO 

ND 

NO 

ND 

NO 

FQA 

NO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

ND 

NO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

ND 

ND 

NO 

ND 

NO 

NO 

l'ID 

ND 

NO 

ND 

NO 

NO 

BT 260 

NO 

110 

1'10 

1'10 

NO 

560 

ND 

ND 

NO 

21 J 

ND 

ND 

87 J 

NO 

ND 

FQA 

NO 

ND 

ND 

ND 

NO 

ND 

ND 

NO 

NO 

ND 

NO 

NO 

ND 

17 J 

ND 

NO 

ND 

ND 

Trip Blank 

BT 261 

RO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

2 J 

ND 

NO 

ND 

ND 

NO 

4 J 

NO 

FQA 

ND 

ND 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

ND 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

ND 

ND 

NO 

NO 

NO 

BT 262 

llD 

110 

RO 

ND 

RO 

6]0 

ND 

RD 

NO 

47 

NO 

NO 

200 J 

NO 

NO 

FQA 

NO 

NO 

RO 

RD 

NO 

ND 

20 J 

RO 

RO 

61 

NO 

NO 

ND 

4S 

RD 

44 

RD 

54 

BT 26l 

llT 264 

Dup 

RD KD 

RO KO 

RO l'ID 

NO RD 

110 !ID 

2,100 J 2,900 

ND RD 

NO RO 

ND NO 

64 J 49 

1'10 1'10 

NO NO 

NO 19 J 

160 J RO 

l'ID 1'10 

NO FQA 

NO NO 

l'ID NO 

l'ID ND 

NO ND 

1'10 RO 

NO NO 

NO 

110 

110 

ND 

RD 

NO 

RD 

ND 

RD 

NO 

ND 

ND 

ND 

NO 

RD 

RO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

NO 

16 J 

RO 

RO 

ND 

BT 264 la a duplicate •••pl• of BT 26l 

BT 266 ia a duplicate •••pl• of BT 26S 

All concentrations are in (U9/l) 

llT 265 BT 266 

RO llD 

RO RO 

RO 110 

RD 110 

RO RO 

11 • 000 12. 000 

RD RD 

RO RO 

1'10 RO 

1'10 NO 

1'10 NO 

RO ND 

3,400 J ],200 J 

RO NO 

RO NO 

FQA FQA 

NO NO 

ND !'ID 

ND RO 

NO RD 

RD ND 

ND NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

NO 

NO 

ND 

RO 

RD 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

NO 

RD 

RD 

RO 

RD 

RD 

NO 

NO 
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Tuble 6 
Calculation or Equilibrium Water Concentrations 
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Regarding sampling and monitoring techniques the following were 
successful applications of innovative technologies: 

• Split-spoon liners were successfully employed to collect undisturbed 
soil samples for chemical analysis 

• SUMMA canisters were demonsll'llted to be a viable technique for 
the collection of subsurface gas and landfill gas samples 

• Nested probe design landfill gas monitoring wells were successfully 
used to monitor the migration of subsurface ga.~ from a landfill 

Further areas of research in the field of subsurface and landfill gas 
migration should include numerical modeling of migration in order to 
better predict the impact of subsurface gas sources, such as landfills, 
on surrounding areas. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Wyckoff Company facility on Bainbridge Island occupies 
approximately 40 ac at the mouth of Eagle Harbor adjacent to Puget 
Sound in the state of Washington. The facility, which currently is used 
for log peeling, storage and shipping, had been used as a wood 
preserving and treating plant since the early 1900s. Contamination of 
soils and groundwater exist in the operations area comprising approx
imately 15 ac of the facility. Groundwater contamination exists in 
immiscible and miscible phases. 

In 1987-1988, the U.S. EPA and Tetra Tech evaluated alternatives for 
dealing with identified contamination as part of an expedited response 
action. As part of that evaluation, a hydraulic barrier well system along 
the perimeter of the site was identified as the preferred means of 
addressing seepage of product and contaminated groundwater into Puget 
Sound. 

The site is particularly complex because of the multi-phase nature 
of contaminants and very large tidal influences. Four pump tests, 
including monitoring of tidal responses, were performed to develop a 
better understanding of the site. Additional analysis based upon the 
results of the pump tests suggested that the hydraulic barrier well system 
would not be a viable option for the site. The proposed option is 
hydraulic control in the form of pumping from the central portion of 
the site where the majority of the contaminants occur and more modest 
pumping in shoreline areas where product is known to leave the site. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Wyckoff Company facility on Bainbridge Island occupies ap
proximately 40 ac at the mouth of Eagle Harbor, adjacent to Puget Sound 
(Fig 1). The average ground surface elevation is approximately 10 ft 
above mean sea level (MSL). The ground surface is composed primarily 
of permeable fill, with some paved surfaces over operational areas of 
the site. The facility borders approximately 0.8 mi of shoreline along 
its eastern and northern edges. A bluff at the southern boundary of 
the facility ascends toward the island interior to an elevation exceeding 
200 ft. 12 • 

The area of concern at the facility has been identified as the opera
tions area which occupies approximately 15 ac in the northern portion 
of the facility. This 15 ac area of concern is referred to as the Wyckoff 
site. 

Operations at the Wyckoff site included aromatic oil and creosote 
unloading and storage, chemical storage, wastewater treatment, untreated 
pole and pile storage, log rafting, log peeling, wood preserving, tre~ted 
wood storage and shipping. The site currently is used for log peelmg, 
storage and shipping. • 

The site had been used for wood-treating since about 19105. The 
original wood-treating operation was constructed on a small peninsula 

~ Esgl~ Harbor 

Figure l 

FUELOll 
TAM< 

Site Map of the Wyckoff Bainbridge Island Facility1' 

PUGET 
SOUND 

formed by longshore currents in Puget Sound that pass across the mouth 
of Eagle Harbor. The area of the harbor between the peninsula and 
the shoreline of Bainbridge Island formed a cove which, before it was 
filled in the 1920s, was used as a untreated and treated log storage and 
shipping area. 

Prior to 1929, the eastern and northern shoreline of the peninsula 
(facing Puget Sound) were protected from tides and wave erosion by 
a bulkhead located inshore of the present bulkhead. The site has 
undergone at least two major changes, once in the 1920s and again in 
the 1940s. 6 • A significant amount of fill has been added to the site, 
extending the shoreline into Eagle Harbor and Puget Sound. 

Contamination at the site includes soil contamination, buried sludges 
and groundwater contamination. Chemicals of concern include 
Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) and chlorinated phenols. Ground
water contamination exists in three phases at the site. A floating pro
duct phase exists with total PAH concentrations ranging from 6. 9 to 
36 3 . Groundwater at the site also shows soluble PAH concentrations 
ranging from less than 80 to 166,000 ug/L. Finally, sinking product 
identified in several wells at the site has shown total PAH concentra
tions ranging from 0.5 to 503 12

• Petroleum products seepage into 
Puget Sound from this site has been observed for at least 25 yr'2 . 

Expedited Response Action 

In 1987-1988, the U.S. EPA and Tetra Tech conducted an evaluation 
of alternatives for dealing with identified contamination at the site as 
part of an expedited response action. As part of that evaluation, a 
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hydraulic barrier consisting of six wells spaced along the perimeter of 
the site was identified as the preferred means of addressing the seepage 
of product and contaminated groundwater into Puget Sound. The U.S. 
EPA and Wyckoff Company signed an Administrative Order on Con
sent in 1988 to perform this response action. 

Prior to implementation, the practicality and effectiveness of a 
hydraulic barrier well system was re-evaluated. Among the major con
cerns were the estimated material properties for the site and the large 
tidal effects. The tidal water level fluctuation in Puget Sound can exceed 
15 ft. 

These concerns were initially addressed by numerical modeling and 
sensitivity analysis by Wyckoffs consultant, Hydrotechnique. The 
preliminary analyses indicated that the existing data were not sufficient 
to provide reasonable assurance of the effectiveness of a h)draulic barrier 
well system. Accordingly, four pump tests and additional analyses of 
a hydraulic barrier well system were performed. The better estimates 
of material properties derived from the pumping test and the results 
of the additional analyses indicated that the hydraulic barrier was not 
a viable option for the Eagle Harbor site. 

This paper includes a discussion of the analysis of the four pump 
tests that were run at the site, analysis of the hydraulic barrier wells 
based upon the results of the pump tests and a discussion of proposed 
strategy for the site. 

PUMP TFSJS 

The major factors complicating the performance and analysis of the 
pump tests were the large tidal effects and proximity of the ocean. The 
fluctuation in water levels due to tidal responses in the near-shore areas 
can actually be larger than the drawdowns that can be achieved by 
reasonable pumping rates in testing wells. The distances from the areas 
of interest to the shoreline are also comparatively small and the tests 
were therefore susceptible to irregular boundary conditions. 

Methods 

Four pumping tests were performed to estimate properties. Each test 
consisted of pumping out of one 8 in diameter pumping well and 
observing dr.MdOIVllS in the pumping well and two to four 2-in diameter 
observation wells. The wells were 39 ft deep with screening from 
approximately 5 to 35 ft. Test durations ranged from 5 to 24 hr. 

Tidal corrections were applied to both pre-test pumping and the long
term pumping tests at each of the four test locations. Water levels of 
the ocean and in available wells were monitored for a period of 
approximately 24 hr prior to pumping. Tidal correction factors based 
upon attenuation of the amplitude of water level fluctuation and phase 

• • G • 

Predic led Tidal Response 
w,ckolf - [oqle Hot"bOt 
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Figure 2 
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lags were determined from these data. The corrected data for each well 
were obtained by subtracting the estimated tidal influence from the 
uncorrected data for each well. Comparison of the estimated tidal in
fluence al the well with the actual recorded water level in test well PW-2, 
shown in Figure 2, indicates good agreement. 

Analysis of Pumping Test Data 

Estimation of hydrologic properties for each test was performed on 
the basis of an unconfined model. Selection of the unconfined model 
was based upon-comparison of data to unconfined, confined and leaky 
aquifer solutions. An analytic solution for analysis of pumping test data 
from an unconfined aquifer developed by Neuman' .. was used for the 
analysis. The major assumptions include: 

• The fluid is isothermal and single plwe with constant viscosity and 
density 

• The aquifer is homogeneous and its principal directions of hydraulic 
conductivity are oriented horizontally and vertically 

• The aquifer overlies an impermeable horizontal layer and is of infinite 
lateral extent 

• The well fully penetrates the aquifer and is of infinitesimal radius 
{i.e. no wellbore storage effects) 

• No skin effects 
• The initial drawdown m the aquifer is zero and a constant flow of 

rate Q is imposed at the wellbore at time t = 0 

An inverse fitting technique was used to analyze the data from the 
four Eagle Harbor pumping tests. The governing equal.ion was evaluared 
numerically with standard numerical integration schemes"'. 

Analysis of the long-term pumping test data suggests that flow in the 
areas of the four tests occurs under unconfined conditions. This con
clusion is consistent with observed geohydrologic conditions at the site. 
An example of dr.Mdown versus time for an observation well associated 
with pumping well PW-I located in the central portion of the site is 
shown in Figure 3. The horizontal hydraulic conductivities for the four 
tests ranged from 4 x l<t~ m/sec to 2 x 1()-' mlsec, respectively. Ver
tical hydraulic conductivities ranged from 5 x Kt, m/sec to 2 x 10' 
m/sec. The storativities estimated ranged from 2 x 1(}1 to 8 x D'. The 
specific yields for the four tests range from approllimately 0.1 to 0.3. 
Some uncertainty is associated with the specific yields because they 
were derived from the later portions of the various tests where the ocean 
boundary condition may be significant. 
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ANALYSIS OF HYDRAULIC BARRIER WELL SYSTEM 
The preliminary sensitivity analyses of the hydraulic barrier well 

system performed before the pumping tests, involved a numerical model 



with p~mping wells and time-varying boundary conditions. A simpler 
appro":1mate model was used in the analyses described here. The 
numerical model was not used because the preliminary analyses sug
ges~ that the h~rdraulic barrier would not be viable for the types of 
maten'.11 properties derived from the pumping tests; the numerical 
modelmg suggested that the approximate model provided reasonable 
accuracy and the results of the approximate model would not be used 
for design of a hydraulic barrier well system. 

The analytical model used for the analysis is based on combining 
two sub-models, namely a pumping well model and an ocean tide model. 
The pumping well model is used to analyze distributions of ground
water levels due to pumping. The ocean tide model is used to analyze 
distributions of groundwater levels resulting from response to the ocean 
tides. Because the governing equation and boundary conditions for 
groundwater flow in an unconfined aquifer can be approximated as 
linear9

, the distributions of groundwater level at the site can be ap
proximated by combining of groundwater levels predicted by the 
pumping well and ocean tide models. 

To illustrate the performance of a hydraulic barrier well system, a 
pumping well located in the areas of Milwaukee Dock, shown in 
Figure 4, was considered where shoreline seeps are visible during the 
outgoing tide. The distances from the pumping well to the eastern, 
western and northern shorelines are approximately 30.5 m, 244 m and 
213 m respectively. Because the eastern shore is much closer to the 
pumping well than the northern and western shores and the tidal 
response drops off exponentially with distance, the influences of the 
northern and western boundaries were ignored. 

omaO .... 0 I~ IM 

Figure 4 
Location of Cross-section !\A for Hydraulic Barrier Well System Analysis. 

Note that subsequent figures illustrating the models and 
results are presented with A on the left and I\ on the right 

(i.e., Al\ as opposed to /!\A.)3
• 

Pumping Well Model 

In order to predict drawdowns in such a system, the method of 
images' was adopted. An imaginary infinite system, shown in 
Figure 5, was used. The system includes one real pumping well and 
one imaginary injection well. The distributions of water levels resulting 
from pumping and injection can be predicted by the unconfined aquifer 
solution presented by Neuman9 • Tidal effects were considered by a 
tidal response model. The material properties used in the analysis were 
those derived from pumping tests. 

Ocean Tide Model 
In general, in an unconfined aquifer, fluctuation in groundwater levels 

in response to the ocean tide decreases with distance inland from the 
shoreline. Analysis of tidal influence on groundwater flow in the areas 
near the shoreline was approximated by solving a one-dimensional flow 
in a semi-infinite domain with a sinusoidal approximation of the ocean 
tide. The governing equation for the one-dimensional problem can be 
expressed as: 
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Figure 5 
Schematic Representation of the Method of Images for the 

Pumping Well Model2 

where 

S aH 

T at 

H = water level with reference to the mean sea level 
x = distance inland from shoreline 
T = transmissivity; (K= b) 
S = effective storage co~fficient 

=time 

x 

(l) 

To solve the above equation, it is assumed that the initial water level 
of the aquifer is zero (mean sea level) and that boundary conditions 
include H = H

0 
sin 2 7rt/t

0 
at x = 0 (shoreline) and H = 0 at x = 

ala, where t
0 

is the tidal period. The steady periodic condition at the 
site was expressed as: 4

·
13 

H = H
0 

exp [-x ( 7rS/t
0 
P] sin [27rt/t

0 
- x( 7rS/t

0 
T) "] (2) 

In Equation 2, H
0 

represents the amplitude of the ocean tide for the 
major tidal period, t

0 
and TIS represents the average hydraulic dif

fusivity of the aquifer. To application of Equation 3 to the Wyckoff site, 
the value of T derived from the long-term pumping tests was used. S 
is derived by solving Equation 2 for S with field observations of tidal 
response to a l2 hr tide. Through this calibration process, it was found 
that the effective storativity S is on the order of 0.02. 

The solution for the ocean tide is one-dimensional and for a confin
ed aquifer situation. It was selected for simplicity. The approximation 
with the large storativity is stated by Todd 13 to be reasonably good for 
an unconfmed situation and the overall solution derived from combining 
the pumping and tidal influences to corresponded reasonably well with 
the results of the numerical model used in the preliminary sensitivity 
studies for the hydraulic barrier well system. The large storativity which 
was derived from calibration with field data can be viewed in a sense 
as a lumping of storativity and specific yield. 
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Figure 6 shows the range of groundwater fluctuation versus distance 
from shoreline predicted by Equation 2 with T = 1.83 x 10 1 m2/sec, 
S = 0.02, t0 = 12 hr and H0 = 1.68 m. Groundwater fluctuations 
shown in Figure 6 are reasonably consistent with those observed at the 
site, indicating that the model and the parameters used are appropriate 
for the site. 
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Range of Groundwater Level Response to Ocean Tides1 
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Contour of Groundwater Levels at Low Tide Predicted by 
Combination of Pumping Well and Ocean Tide Models 

(Pumping of 40 gpm from a well, Case 1)1 
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Superposition of Models 

Evaluation of a hydraulic barrier well system was made by combining 
of the pumping well and ocean tide models presented in the previous 
sections. For a scheduled pumping of 40 and 100 gpm from a well in 
the areas of Milwaukee Dock, distributions of groundwater level for 
low tide in these areas arc shown in Figures 7 and S. respectively. 
Figure 7 shows that the pumping rate of 40 gpm would not be suffi
cient to create a hydraulic barrier to movement of groundwater flow 
from the site to Puget Sound during the low tide period. At IOO gpm 
(Pig 8), the gradient between the well and the ocean is nearly revers
ed. The drawdowns illustrated in Figure 7 were in reasonable agree
ment with drawdowns observed during the pumping teSIS. 
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Contour of Groundwater Levels at Low Tide Predicted by 
Combination of Pumping Well and Ocean Tide Models 

(Pumping of IOOgpm from a well, Case 2)3 
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Evaluation of these results indicated that the well spacing rcquin:d 
to form a continuous hydraulic barrier is approximately 15 m and 30 m. 
For the present purposes, a well spacing of 23 m is adopted. Bcc.ause 
the perimeter 30 m inland from the shoreline of the site is on the order 
of 550 m, the number of wells required for the barrier system is 
approximately 24 wells, resulting in a very large total pumping rate 
of approximately 1,200 gpm (average over the full tidal cycle). 

After reviewing this analysis and considering other potential problems 
discussed in the following section, the hydraulic barrier approach was 
abandoned in favor of the hydraulic control approach discussed below. 

HYDRAULIC CONTROL STRATEGY 

The major complexities at the Eagle Harbor Site are the very large 
tidal influences, multi-phase nature of the contaminants, existence of 



multi-phase contaminants off-shore and nature of the expedited response 
action. As in the case of the hydraulic barrier well system, these fac
tors suggest that immediate cessation of seepage off-shore or contain
ment probably can not be practically achieved by implementation of 
reasonable physical barriers. 

Because of their complex nature and lack of data, direct analyses 
of movement of contaminants at the site were not performed. Accurate 
estimates of movement of the floating, sinking and soluble phases in 
the heterogeneous, variably saturated media at the site would require 
a multi-phase numerical model. The lack of data such as relative con
ductivity and capillary pressure curves and 1retardation1 data for various 
contaminants suggests that such an undertaking would not be justified. 

It is known, however, that product, especially floating product, is 
significantly more abundant in the central portion of the site and that 
contaminated groundwater occurs in most portions of the site, but with 
higher concentrations in the central area and in the area of the old sump. 
There are three considerations: stopping off-shore seepage, removal of 
contaminants from the central portion of the site and prevention of move
ment of contaminants from the central area to the near-shore areas of 
the site. 

It is likely that the central area is ultimately the major contributor 
to off-shore seepage. The central area likely remains significantly more 
contaminated than the near-shore areas not only because of the initial 
locations of spills, but also because net movement seaward associated 
with the regional gradient is far smaller that the cyclic landward-seaward 
movements of groundwater associated with the tides. Near-shore 
activities directed at immediate containment and stoppage of off-shore 
seeps will not address the overall problem and in the case of a very 
high pumping rate hydraulic barrier well system could potentially worsen 
the problem by accelerating the movement of contaminants from the 
central to near-shore portions of the site. 

Given the logistic as well as technical problems associated with the 
hydraulic barrier, attention was directed at more modest near-shore pum
ping and direct control of the contaminated central portions of the site. 
The strategy that is described below is being developed in cooperation 
with Wyckoffs consultants (Hydrotechnique and Fahrenthold and 
Associates), the U.S. EPA, the Washington State Department of Ecology 
and the U.S. EPA 's consultant (CH2M Hill). 

There are two basic objectives. In the central portion of the site, the 
objective is control, in the sense of removal of contaminants and 
minimization of migration to near-shore areas. In the near-shore areas, 
the objective is to intercept product and soluble contaminants that are 
leaving the site because of the regional gradient and tidal influences. 
It would appear that the central portion of the site is more important 
to the long term solution, but that timeliness dictates that a large, im
mediate effort be directed at the near-shore areas. 

There is general concern about movement of immiscible phases from 
more contaminated to less contaminated areas both horizontally and 
vertically. Movement of oil from a contaminated area through a clean 
area can result in residual saturation of oil in the originally clean area 
that will be very difficult to remove. The large drawdowns associated 
with very high pumping rates have the potential to pull a floating layer 
of product down through or laterally across a comparatively clean 
medium. 

This finding suggests that contaminates should be attacked at their 
sources, but that initial pumping rates should be modest and caution 
should be exercised in near-shore areas. Given the uncertainties 
associated with movement, particularly of immiscible phases, a phas
ed startup of pumping in the central portion and near-shore portions 
of the site is proposed. The first phase will include relatively low 
pumping rates from each of three wells located in the central portion 
of the site. Well startup will be staggered so that product thicknesses 
and concentrations of soluble contaminants in pumping and observa
tion wells can be monitored. This monitoring will provide a better 
understanding of the movement of contaminants. 

Because of the importance attached to stopping off-shore seepage, 
it is proposed that pumping in the near-shore areas be started as soon 
as the information derived from pumping the central portion suggests 

that such pumping may be safely initiated. The proximity of the ocean 
will result in smaller drawdowns in the near-shore areas and in effi
ciency because most of the water ultimately will originate from the 
ocean. This has a negative impact on the area from which contaminants 
may be drawn but, on the positive side, lessens the possibility of drawing 
contaminants from the central portion of the site. 

As in the case of the wells in the central portion of the site, the start
up of wells in the near-shore area will be staggered and start at a com
paratively low pumping rate. Given the importance attached to off-shore 
seepage and the expected small drawdowns, however, it is expected that 
pumping in the near-shore areas may be increased more rapidly than 
in the central portion of the site. Subject to findings during startup, 
the total pumping rates in the near-shore areas may exceed those in 
the central portion of the site. The near-shore extraction system will 
include four wells whose locations are based primarily upon areas where 
off-shore seepage is known to occur. The first well is northeast of the 
transfer pit. The second well is east of the retorts, and the third well 
is in the area of the Milwaukee Dock. An additional well is being add
ed next to a recently installed monitoring well near the Milwaukee Dock 
where the most visible seeps are observed. The area is also farthest 
from the central area contamination and will be started first. 

It is expected that the early phases of operation of the near-shore 
wells will provide a better understanding of movement of contaminants 
in this area of high tidal influence. This information will allow for final 
adjustment of pumping rates in these areas. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The large tidal effects and multi-phase nature of the contaminants 
at the Eagle Harbor site make it difficult to develop a definitive remedia
tion strategy. Preliminary analyses suggest that direct containment by 
a hydraulic barrier well system is not a viable option for the site. The 
proposed source control and more modest pumping in the near-shore 
areas is believed to be a practical alternative. There is little question 
that such source control will, as a minimum, have a positive impact 
on conditions at the site. Monitoring early phases of pumping will help 
to provide the additional information that is necessary to more fully 
evaluate the system. Final analyses on the design of the system are 
presently underway. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ultraviolet oxidation technology has had limited exposure to the 
various engineering disciplines despite having been commercialized 
almost 9 yr ago with the installation of an ULTROX® system at IBM 
in Boulder, Colorado. The application of this technology is steadily 
expanding, ~r. as it offers a means of solving many cl the problems 
created by the toxic, water soluble organic chemicals that are found 
in groundwater, wastewaters, leachate and drinking water supplies. 

More conventional or better known unit processes and operations 
such as liquid/solids separation, reverse osmosis, air stripping. biotreat
ment or granular activated carbon can remove many toxic organics from 
water. However, these methods may solve the one problem only to create 
a problem in another medium. Air stripping removes VOCs from water 
only to discharge them into the ambient air; reverse osmosis generates 
a reject stream of concentrated contaminants that must be dealt with; 
granular activated carbon requires either regeneration or burial; and 
liquid/solids separation obviously creates sludges requiring disposal. 

Therefore, it is significant that UV/oxidation, when used in tandem 
with some of the above mentioned proces!>. , or as a stand alone treat
ment process, can effectively destroy or render non-toxic many of the 
organic chemicals found on the priority pollutant list. 

Chemical oxidation without ultraviolet enhancement has been used 
in water treatment for a number of years. Potassium permanganate, 
chlorine and chlorine dioxide also have been used to treat solutions 
containing organics such as phenol, and hydrogen peroxide with a 
catalyst such as Fenton's Reagent has been used to oxidize phenol. 

There is a need for more powerful oxidizing methods which do not 
produce hazardous by-products. Thi~ paper describes the experience 
of Ultrox International in applying ultraviolet/oxidation for the destruc
tion of organic chemicals in wastewaters, drinking wdters, leachates 
and groundwaters. The oxidants used in the!><! applications are ozone 
(OJ and hydrogen peroxide (H,O,J. Ultrox International Wds issued a 
process patent in 1988 covering the application of UV light, ozone and 
hydrogen peroxide to a broad range of organic compound~. Excell'L'i 
from the company's patent application arc shown in Table I. 

DF.sCRIYfION OF THE UV-OXIDATION PROCF.sS 

Ultraviolet light, when combined with OJ and/or Hp
1 

produces a 
highly oxidative environment significantly more destructtve than that 
created with 0 1 or H,O, by themselves or in combination. UV light 
significantly enhances ozone or Hp

2 
reactivity by: 

• Transformation of 0, or HP; to highly reactive COH) radicals 
• Excitation of the target orgamc solute to a higher energy level 
• Initial attack of the target organic by UV light 

. 
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The importance of the conversion of the ozone or ~Ol to (OH) can 
be more easily understood after studying the relative oxidation power 
of different chemicals. 

Sf"cies 
Fluorine 
Hydroxyl Radical 
Atomk Oxygen 
Ozone 
Chlorine Dioxide 
Hydrogen Peroxide 
Pcrhydroxyl Radicals 
Hypochlorous Acid 
Chlorine 

• Based on chlorine as reference ( =1.00) 

Oridalion 
Pote mi al 

HJ/ts 
3.06 
2.80 
2.42 
2.(11 
1.96 
1.77 
1.10 
1.49 
1.36 

&Jmiw 
Oxidolion 
~,.. 

2.25 
2.05 
1.78 
1.52 
1.44 
1.30 
1.25 
1.IO 
1.00 

The design of the equipment in the ULTROX• system is based on the use 
of component~ which are highly reliable and require very liule maintenance. 
These sys1cms operate either in a continuous flow or batch mode. They utilize 
high efficiency UV lamps wuh a long hfe and a micro-processor to control and 
automate the process. 

The ULTROX• UV-oxidation system consisis of u llV-oxidation reactor and 
an oxidation soun:c-an ozone generator with an air preparation system and/or 
a hydrogen peroxide feed system. Reactor volumes range from 75 to 5,000 gal 
treating up to 250 gpm . 



The reactor is fabricated from stainless steel. The UV lamps are 
enclosed within quartz tubes for easy replacement and are mounted 
vertically within the reactor. Depending upon the size of the reactor 
and the type of water to be treated, the reactor can have four to eight 
stages. Lamps are installed either in all stages or in designated stages, 
depending upon the type of treatment specified. 

When ozone is used as the oxidant, it is introduced at the base of 
the stage. The ozone is dispersed through porous stainless steel diffusers. 
The number of diffusers needed will depend upon the type of organics 
being oxidized and the degree of removal required. If hydrogen peroxide 
is substituted for ozone, it is directly metered into the influent line to 
the reactor. 

Within the reactor, the water flows from stage to stage in a sinusoi
dal path using gravity flow. When the reactor uses ozone, the residual 
owne in the off-gas is decomposed back to oxygen by the use of a fixed
bed catalytic unit operating at 150°F (66°C). The off-gas is then vent
ed to the atmosphere with less than 0.1 ppmw 0

3 
(OSHA Standards). 

APPLICATION OF UV-OXIDATION 10 VARIOUS WATERS 

The UV-oxidation equipment developed in the past few years can be 
used for a wide variety of waters. Table 2 shows compounds found in 
groundwaters and wastewaters that have been successfully treated with 
UV /oxidation. 

Table 2 
Common Industrial Effiuents and Groundwater Contaminants 
Amines 

Analine 

Benzene 

BIS (2-Chloroethylether) 

Chlorinated Solvents 

Chlorobenzene 

Complex Cyanides 

Creosote 

Dichloroethylene 

Dioxins 

Dioxanes 

Freon 113 

Hydrazine Compounds 

Isopropanol 

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 

Meth~l Isobutyl Ketone 

Table J 

Methylene Chloride 

PCB's 

Pentachlorophenols 

Perchloroethylene 

Pesticides 

Phenol 

Polynitrophenols 

Polynuclear Aromatics (PAHs) 

ROX 

1,1,TCA Tetrahydrofuran 

Trichloroethylene 

TNT 

Toluene 

Triglycol diethyl ether 

Polynitrophenols 

Vinyl Chloride 

Direct Operating & Maintenance Costs 
for UV/Oxidation at Industrial Installations 

VOLUll! 
CONTAMINANT DISCHARGE TREATED DIRECT OUI 

:i:nz Q:t: Ha:i:m ~6Hilf6Bl:S g;j!U!:;;nrrRATU2H _.m__ UL.l26L ~ 

Wood Treating Pentachloro- 150 ppm PO'l'W 30,000 $1.25-$1.35/ 
Waetevater phenol and 1000/qal 

phenol 

Wood Treating Pentachloro- 5 ppm PO'l'W 86,.400 $0.90-$1.00/ 
Groundwater phenol and 1000 qal 

phenol 

Fwoo Hydrazine, 5,ooo ppa Biotraat- 600-1500 $O.OB6/9al 
Scrubber Monom.ethyl- aant Plant 
Water hydrazine On-Site 

Un.9yimatrical-
dim.ethyl-
hydrazine 

Contaainated TCB, traruo 5 PP" surtace 300, 000 $0.47/1000 9al 
C:Oundvater DCE, KoClz Water 

Contui.nated TCB, TCA, 600 ppb PO'l'W 72,000 $0.33/1000 9al 
Groundwater DCA, PCB, 

KeC11 ViCl 

Conta.ainated THF lPP" Ground 216,000 $0.39/1000 qal 
Groundwat.r 

Waetevater Phenol 90 ppa PO'l'W .. ,300 $6.41/1000 qal 

Drinkinq water PCE 15 ppb Di•trib-
ution Sy•tu 

.i., JOO, 000 $. U/1000 qal 

Wa•t• water eyanid•• 5.0 PP• POTll 75,000 $2. 25/1000 

Table 3 reports direct O&M costs encountered at commercial projects 
treating industrial wastewater, groundwater and drinking water. Con
taminants in these waters include phenols, chlorinated solvents, hydra
zine, dimethylnitrosamine, tetrohydrofuran and formaldehyde. 
Commercial systems have been designed, built and installed to treat 
flows varying from 1,200 to 1,360,000 g pd. 

Standard equipment designs are used in all of these installations. 
Reactor size varies from 300 to 4,800 gal. Ozone generators range from 
21 to 150 lb/day. In several cases, hydrogen peroxide is used in place 
of or with ozone. 

Before designing a treatment plant treatability studies are carried out 
in the laboratory using glassware equipment to determine the feasibility 
of treating the water with UV/03 or UV!Hp2• 

If the results are encouraging, the next step in the study involves the 
installation of a skid-mounted, pilot plant on-site. Sufficient design and 
economic data normally are collected within 2 to 4 wks. Specifications 
for the full-scale system are then prepared. Standard reactors, ozone 
generators and hydrogen peroxide feed systems are utilized. 

Full-scale systems, in most cases, are automated using microprocessor 
control. The system usually requires periodic monitoring (once per shift 
or once per day). The systems are designed to operate in a batch or 
continuous mode depending upon treatment requirements. 

In a number of cases, UV-oxidation is used as part of a treatment 
train. For example, at wood treating sites prior to the UV-oxidation 
treatment, the wastewater or groundwater requires breaking of oil/water 
emulsions and removal of suspended matter as well as adjustment of pH. 

CASE STUDY-WRENTZ BARREL AND DRUM SITE 

The U.S. EPA has established a formal program to accelerate the 
development, demonstration and use of new or innovative technolo
gies to be used in site cleanups. This program, called the Superfund 
Innovative Technology Evaluation (SITE) Program, has four goals: 

• To identify and, where possible, remove impediments to the develop
ment and commercial use of alternative technologies 

• To conduct a demonstration program of the more promising inno
vative technologies for the purpose of establishing reliable per
formance and cost information for site characterization and cleanup 
decision-making 

• To develop procedures and policies that encourage selection of avail
able alternative treatment remedies at Superfund sites 

• To structure a development program that nurtures emerging tech
nologies 

Each year, the U.S. EPA solicits proposals to demonstrate innova
tive technologies. To identify the best available technologies, an exten
sive solicitation is necessary. A screening and selection process follows, 
based on four factors: 

• The technology's capability to treat Superfund wastes 
• The technology's performance and cost expectations 
• The technology's readiness and applicability to full-scale demon

strations 
• The developer's capability and approach to testing 

Ultrox was selected in the third year to the SITE program to demon
strate its UV/oxidation technology. The Lorentz Barrel and Drum 
Superfund site in San Jose, California, was selected for the demon
stration project. 

The Lorentz site was used for drum recycling for nearly 40 yr. Over 
this period of time, the site received drums from over 800 private com
panies, military bases, research laboratories and county agencies in 
California and Nevada. Drums arrived at the site containing residual 
aqueous wastes, organic solvents, acids, metal oxides and oils. 

Since 1968, there have been several regulatory actions at the Lorentz 
site. In 1987, the Lorentz facility ceased operation and the U.S. EPA 
assumed lead agency responsibility for site remediation. Investigations 
revealed that the groundwater beneath the site was contaminated with 
a number of chlorinated solvents, chlordane, toxaphene and PCBs. 

An ULTROX® P-150 pilot plant was moved to the site on Feb. 21, 
1989. Thirteen tests were conducted between Feb. 24 and Mar. 9, 1989, 
on extracted groundwater from the site. During the treatability bench 
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studies, TCE, TCA and DCA were chosen to monitor the progress 
of the pilot. 

The final report has not yet been issued by the U.S. EPA. However, 
based on the preliminary results, the UV/oxidation process was 
successful in the reduction of all of the voes present in the ground
water at the Lorentz site to below drinking water standards. 

The bicarbonate level of the groundwater was extremely high ( 1200 
mg/L). Because of this, treatment costs are higher than what would 
be experienced in more normal groundwater applications. Based on 
the conditions tested at the site, treatment costs were estimated to be: 

Flow Rate: 100 gpm 
Influent Concentration: 250-1000 µ./L VOCs, 

Effluent Concentration: 
Treatment Costs: 
Ozone(@ $0.06/kwh) 
HP2 (@ so. 75/lb) 
UV (incl. power and annual lamp 

replacement 

O&M Cost 
Capital Amortization 
(16%/year) 

Total Treatment Cost: 

pesticides, PCBs 
<JO µ.g/L 
$/1000 gal 
s 0.370 

0.156 

0.836 

1.36 

0.75 

s 2. ll/1000 gal 

CASE STUDY-AUTOMOTIVE PARTS 
MANUFACTURER, MICIDGAN 

Water tested beneath a Michigan automotive parts manufacturer 
revealed significant VOC contamination. TCE levels of 5,000 to 10.000 
µg/L were recorded as well as trace levels of other chlorinated sol
vents. The Michigan Department of Natural Resources required that 
the manufacturer pump and treat the groundwater. 

The manufacturer investigated air stripping with GAC off-gas treat
ment, aqueous phase GAC and UV /oxidation as possible treatment 
alternatives. Bench-scale studies were conducted at a GAC supplier 
and at Ultrox6s laboratory. While all treatment tochoiqucs could pro
vide the required removal levels, UV /oxidation was the most econom
ical. A pilot-scale treatment system was delivered to the site. Testing 
over a 2 wk period confirmed the data obtained in the laboratory. A 
full-scale treatment system was ordered and installed in April, 1989. 
The system is currently operating and achieving the following results, 
which exceed Michigan requirements: 

Flow Rate: 
Influent Concentration: 
Effluent Concentration: 
Treatment Costs: 

Ozone (@ $0.06/kwh) 
HP2 (@ $0.75/lb) 
UV (incl. power and annual 
lamp replacement 

O&M Cost 
Capital Amortization 
(16%/ycar) 

Total Treatment Cost: 

210 gpm 
5500 µ.g/L TCE 
I µ.g/L TCE 
$/)()()()gal 
$0.119 

0.188 

0.133 

0.44 

0.29 

S 0.73/1000 gal 

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATION 

When selecting a treatment process, a number of factors obviously 
must be considered. Does the process destroy toxics on-site? Does it 
solve an immediate problem but create a new problem or a Jong-term 
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risk to the environment, e.g .• air stripping without emission control 
equipment? 

Ultraviolet/oxidation certainly destroys toxics on-site and docs not 
create residual problems. However, one must be aware of the limita
tions on UV/oxidation systems. Table 4 is a comparison of features 
of two different UV /oxidation methods. Table 5 contains an econom
ic comparison of UV/oxidation systems. 

Table 4 
Performance Comparison Between UVIO/H,P1 and High Pres
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CONCLUSIONS 

Over the last 15 yr, UV/oxidation has progressed from research and 
development to commercial operation. During these years, Ultt0x bas 
advanced its design through applied bench testing, pilot studies and 
full-scale systems that remove contaminants from a wide variety of 
wastewaters and groundwaters. 

UV /oxidation technology is not suitable for every organic contami
nation problem. It can, however, effectively address a wide range of 
contamination problems. This form of on-site chemical oxidation can 
offer real advantages over conventional treatment techniques and should 
be considered when evaluating water treatment alternatives. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Weldon Spring site, considered for inclusion on the NPL, presents 
a combination of unique geologic features which precludes the appli
cation of conventional contaminant migrating transport modeling to 
determine the fate of contaminants from four on-site raffinate pits. A 
contaminant transport model provides a numerical solution to a con
tinuum of contaminant dispersion along a groundwater flow path with 
the option of a linear retardation term. This approach, however, is not 
suitable for the modeling of the discontinuous geochemical and hydro
logical events along a flow path which occur at Weldon Spring. 

Contamination at this site, located near St. Louis, Missouri, stems 
from TNT production during the 1940s and uranium refining opera
tions in the 1950s and 1960s. Although significant sources of uranium 
and related radionuclides, nitrate and sulfate, heavy metals and nitro
aromatic compounds have been identified on-site, off-site receptors show 
only low levels of uranium, nitrate and nitroaromatics. This paper dis
cusses the transport of uranium and nitrate from the raffinate pits and 
does not address nitroaromatics. 

The off-site contamination by nitrate and uranium has resulted from 
a series of discontinuous events. Seepage from the raffinate pits, chemi
cal retardation at the raffinate pit/overburden interface, groundwater 
flow through porous media and subsurface conduits, recharge from 
losing streams and spring discharge all contribute to transport. 

To better understand the sequential effects of these factors, a sound 
conceptual model identifying the discrete segments of the flow paths 
and the dominant processes controlling contaminant transport, followed 
by an analytical solution when appropriate, proved to be a practical 
and useful approach. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Weldon Spring site is located approximately 30 mi west of 
St. Louis in western St. Charles County, Missouri. The site includes 
the four raffinate pits constructed to contain wastes from uranium 
refining and the Weldon Spring Chemical Plant. Together these are 
encompass 217 ac. The U.S. Department of the Army produced TNT 
from 1941 to 1944 at Weldon Spring, and the U.S. Atomic Energy Com
mission operated a uranium feed material plant between 1957 and 1966. 

Weldon Spring is located on the drainage divide between the Missis
sippi and Missouri River basins (Fig. 1). Nearby streams include Schote 
Creek, a tributary of Dardenne Creek north of the site and the southeast 
drainage, which is an unnamed tributary of the Missouri River south 
of the site. Three lakes, known as Lakes 34, 35 and 36, have been con
structed on the drainages in the August Busch Wildlife Area to the north 
of the site. 

Several springs and seeps, some of which flow only after a rain, are also present 
in the vicinity. Burgermeister Spring, a major perennial spring located imme
diately upstream of Lake 34, is hydraulically connected to both groundwater 

\ 
Mlnl11lppl River__/ 

c--..,,__we1don Sprlno 
Chemlcal Plant 
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I 

Fig. 1 
Weldon Spring Site and Vicinity 

(from MK-F and JEG, 1989) 

and surface water discharge from the site. This spring has been affected by 
uranium and nitrate transport. 

TNT production at Weldon Spring introduced nitric and sulfuric acids, metals 
and nitroaromatic compounds to the site soils and water. This contamination 
generally was confined to areas near the TNT processing plants, wastewater 
discharge lines, lagoons, the wastewater sludge incineration areas. The wastewater, 
commonly called red water, was stored in lagoons constructed within surface 
drainages, and historical records suggest that the lagoons frequently overflowed 
into ditches and streams. The major component of the wastewater was sodium 
sulfite, used in the purification of TNT. A surface water impoundment, called 
the Frog Pond, was constructed as a settling basin for TNT wastewater discharge 
(Fig. 1). 
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Uranium metal production from processed uranium ore, or yellowcake. at 
Weldon Spring involved the use of nitric, sulfuric and hydrofluoric acids; magne
sium; sodium carbonate and hydroxide; and other chemicals. The raffinate pit' 
were constructed of local soils to contain neutralil.Cd acidic wastes (Fig. I). Decant 
water from the pits was discharged off-site into the southeast drainage. Ash Pond, 
north of the raffinate pits, was constructed to contain ash from an on-site coal
fired steam generating plant and from incineration of materials contaminated 
with uranium (Fig. I). 

The groundwater and surface water transport pathways from on-site 'ources 
to off-site receptors are controlled by geochemical proces'e' within a complex 
hydrogeologic regime. Two primary mechanisms contribute to the transport of 
contaminants to the groundwater: leaching and seepage frnm the surface and 
subsurface sources through the unsaturated rone into the groundwater, and 
infiltration of contaminated surface water from streams oil-site. 

Analysis of the site's geohydrology, contaminant distribution in surface and 
groundwater and the geochemical processes immobilizing contaminant~ has shown 
that the Weldon Spring site does not meet the requirement' for conventional 
contaminant modeling. The example.\ given in this paper fucus on the Oow path 
from the raffinate pits and Ash Pond, the major soun·cs of contamination, north· 
westward to the streams and ultimately lo Burgcrmci,ter Spring. 

Many of the data referenced m this paper were developed during the site charac· 
terization and Remedial Investigation conducted by Morrison- Knudsen and Ja~-obs 
Engineering Group for the U.S. Department of Energy. 1 During these 
studies, site geology, hydrology and geochemistry were interpreted based 
on borehole logs, hydrologic measurements and water chemistry analysis 
from geotechnical or monitoring wells drille.d to various depths in the 
overburden and bedrock. 

Data presented here were selected from an extensive project data base 
to illustrate the transport of nitrate and uranium from the raffinate pits. 
Dye tracing studies to identify the conduit flowing from the site were 
conducted by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources.' Local 
hydrologic information was derive.d primarily from U.S. Geological 
Survey investigations.) 
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Fig. 2 
Representative Strntigraphy of the Weldon Spring Site 

(from MK-F and JEG, 1989) 
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GEOWGY 
The geology beneath the site is characteriz.ed by 15 to 60 ft of clayey 

overburden overlying an argillaceous cherty limestone bedrock of lhe 
Burlington/Keokuk Formation (Fig. 2). The ov~rburden has. ~n 
divide.d into ~ix reco~nizable units. based on phy~1cal c~nst1cs. 
These arc, in ascending order: residuum, basal ull, clay ull, Ferrel
view Formation, loess and topsoil/fill. The overburden generally is 
thickest over bedrock lows. Much of the original upper overburden 
stratigraphy and the original surface drainage. system ac~s the sile 
were obliterate.d by cut and fill operations dunng construction of lhe 
uranium fee.d material plant. 

The Missb~ippian Burlington/Keokuk bedrock has been divided into 
two uniL~ distinguishe.d by the degree of fracturing and weathering 
cxhibite.d in the rock. The upper weathered unit ranges in thickness 
from 9 to greater than 50 ft. The competent unit extends to about 
130 ft to another unit of limestone. 

The bedrock surface exhibits a high on the eastern portion of lhe 
site and a low on the north/northwest portion of the site (Fig. 3). The 
upper unit is highly weathered at the top. exhibiting solution features 
ranging from pinpoint vugs to small cavities which generally are filled 
with clay. No large-scale cl~ depressions characteristic of sink bole 
development have been identified on the surface of the bedrock. Linear 
deprc~sions developed on the bedrock surface are interpreted to be 
prcglacial drainages. The formation of these features appears to have 
been controlled by northeasterly and northwesterly trendi.ng joint sets. 

!IOO 2'0 0 !IOO 

Fig. 3 
Conlour Map of Thp of Limestone Bedrock 

at the Weldon Spring Site 
(from MK-F and JEO, 1989) 

HYDROWGY 

•000 

The Weldon Spring site is divided into three general drainage systems. 
Ash Pond and the raffinate pits drain to the northwest, Frog Pond and 
related streams drain in the northeast portion of the site and the southeast 
drainage nows from the site to the Missouri River. Surface run-off from 
Ash Pond and the outside embankment of the raffinate pits flows off
site via an NPDES-permitted stormwater discharge point into a tribu· 



tary of Schote Creek and into Lake 36. Surface water leaving the south
eastern portion of the site flows through the southeast drainage toward 
the Missouri River. 

Most local streams are intermittent and are characterized by losing 
and gaining stream reaches. These streams have highly variable flows 
and derive most of their water from direct run-off. They lose water 
by seepage through the stream bed and gain by inflow from springs, 
creating a dynamic connection between surface water and groundwater. 
Lost discharge resurges at springs downgradient in the same drainage 
or in adjacent drainages. Both wet-weather springs and perennial springs 
are present. 

With respect to contaminant transport, the aquifer of importance below 
the site occurs within the upper zone of the Burlington/Keokuk 
Formation. Depth to water ranges from approximately 35 to 65 ft. The 
potentiometric surface shows groundwater flowing in a northerly direc
tion from the site, forming a trough toward Burgermeister Spring 
(Fig. 4). An east-northeasterly trending divide exists across the site, 
which roughly corresponds to the regional surface water divide (Fig. 5). 
The groundwater divide passes beneath Raffinate Pits 1 and 2, within 
approximately 330 to 660 ft of the site's southern border. Groundwater 
to the north of the divide flows toward the Mississippi River; south 
of the divide, groundwater flows to the Missouri River. 
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Fig. 4 
Potentiometric Surface of Upper Bedrock Aquifer in the 

Vicinity of the Weldon Spring Site 
(from Kleeschulte and Emmett, 1987) 

Results from packer tests, insitu (slug) tests and pu~p t~sts. show th~t 
the hydraulic conductivity of the limeston~ below the site is highly vari
able. Hydraulic conductivities, as determmed by the tests, range from 
approximately 10-3 to 10-s cm/sec, _with a gene~al tend~n~ _for values 
to decrease with depth. Both spatial and vertical vanab1hty can be 

~o 250 o 500 

Fig. 5 
Potentiometric Surface of Shallow Bedrock Aquifer 

Weldon Spring Site from MK-F and JEG, 1989 
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attributed to the degree of weathering and fracturing, type of fractures 
and interconnection of the fractures in the limestone. 

Groundwater movement in the limestone aquifer beneath the site is 
believed to occur predominantly by diffuse flow along horizontal bedding 
planes and, to a lesser extent, through vertical fractures. Due to its higher 
degree of weathering and fracturing, and generally higher hydraulic 
conductivities, the upper 10 to 20 ft of saturated bedrock may provide 
a preferred zone for groundwater transport. As the intensity of 
weathering and fracturing decreases with depth, the aquifer becomes 
less homogeneous, flow paths are more widely spaced and the influence 
of vertical fractures is more limited. Based on hydraulic measurements 
and water quality data, flow to lower zones and deeper aquifers is 
believed to be insignificant. 

Groundwater flow off-site occurs by diffuse flow as well as through 
free-flow conduits. Although specific conduits, such as that from Ash 
Pond to Burgermeister Spring, have been identified, no evidence has 
been found for conduit flow immediately beneath the site. Dye tracing 
tests show that surface flow from the site is lost to the subsurface 
immediately west of the site and reemerges at Burgermeister Spring 
approximately 48 to 72 hr later, depending on precipitation condi
tions. 2 The straight-line subsurface distance is approximately 6,500 ft. 
Comparison of daily flow hydrographs of Burgermeister Spring and 
corresponding rainfall indicates that the discharge from the spring 
responds quickly to rainfall (Fig. 6). 

CONTAMINANT DISTRIBUTION 
Water within the four raffinate pits is a source of several elements. 

Elements not present at high concentrations in the raffinate water appear 
to be elevated above background concentrations in on-site groundwater. 
This contamination is assumed to be due to the proximity of contami
nated soils. Nitrate and uranium, however, are the principal elements 
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which appear in off-site receptors at concentrations above background 
(Table I). 
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The groundwater distribution patterns of uranium and nitrate, shown 
in Figures 7 and 8, illustrate the processes of geochemical retardation 
and dispersion. Nitrate is typical of those elements whose concentrations 
are controlled primarily by dispersion. Uranium concentrations, on the 
other hand, are more affected by geochemical retardation processes. 
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Groundwater monitoring wells MW-3007, MW-3008, MW-3009 and 
MW-3013, listed in Table 1, were installed adjacent to the raffinate pits. 
Comparison of uranium concentrations in the raffinate pit water to con
centrations in the groundwater adjacent to the pits shows a significant 
retardation between the base of the raffinate pits and the groundwater. 
This retardation is attributed primarily to the geochemical process of 
precipitation as uraninite. The concentration of nitrate at thousands of 
mg/L in the groundwater downgradient of the pits, however, suggests 
minimal geochemical retardation. The concentrations of nitrate and 
uranium measured in three downgradient monitoring wells situated along 
the flow path, MW-2003, MW-2002 and MW-2001, are attributed to 
hydrodynamic dispersion. 

Within the raffinate pits, uranium concentrations average approxi
mately 829 ug/L, decreasing to an average of 6 ug/L in MW-3007 and 
to background levels (less than 7 ug/L) in MW-2003, MW-2002 and 
MW-2001 (Fig. 7). Geochemical thermodynamic calculations performed 
using PHREEQE4 suggest that this decrease in uranium concentrations 
between the raffinate pits and groundwater is caused by precipitation 
of uraninite. Precipitation is encouraged by chemically reducing con
ditions within the overburden and limestone formations, caused by the 
presence of organic carbon and sulfide minerals in the soils and rock. 

Highly soluble iron concentrations, up to several hundred ug/L, within 
the groundwater confirm that this medium is also characterized by the 
presence of chemically reducing conditions. These reducing conditions 
allow the precipitation of arsenic, molybdenum and vanadium in a 
fashion similar to the natural processes occurring during the forma
tion of uranium roll front deposits. 5 The retardation of radium is 
attributed to adsorption and coprecipitation. 

The pattern of nitrate concentrations in the groundwater illustrates 
the dispersion of elements along the groundwater flow path, since nitrate 
is not significantly affected by geochemical retardation processes. 
Although the reaction from nitrate to nitrite is thermodynamically 
favored at the redox potentials of the groundwater, slow kinetics of this 
reaction limit the significance of this process. 

Within monitoring wells MW-3007, MW-2003, MW-2002 and 
MW-2001, mean nitrate concentrations are 4,259 mg/L, 2,811 mg/L, 
2,532 mg/L, and 28 mg/L, respectively. The spacing between these 
four wells is roughly equidistant. The decrease in nitrate levels from 
greater than 4,000 mg/L to approximately 2,500 mg/L over a distance 
of approximately 600 ft between MW-3007 and MW-2002 is typical 
of hydrodynamic dispersion. The decrease from approximately 2,500 
mg/L to 28 mg/Lin MW-2001 over approximately 300 ft suggests that 
a significant inflow of water with low nitrate concentrations is causing 
a dilution of nearly 1 to 100. This contribution of water appears to be 
from the subsurface conduit which extends from Ash Pond. This con
duit carries a large flow of groundwater recharged from the ground
water divide as well as surface water lost to the subsurface outside of 
Ash Pond. The surface water from Ash Pond contains a mean nitrate 
value of 48 mg/L. Nitrate concentrations in the discharge from Burger
meister Spring range from 11 mg/L to 203 mg/L, with a mean value 
of 68 mg/L. 

The contribution of surface water from Ash Pond to the groundwater 
is illustrated by the uranium concentrations in the groundwater, surface 
water from Ash Pond and Burgermeister Spring. The uranium concen
tration in the groundwater near Ash Pond is within background con
centrations. The surface water from Ash Pond contains greater than 
2,000 ug/L of uranium. However, uranium concentr~tions in Burger
meister Spring range from 31 ug/L to 240 ug/L, with a mean value 
of 125 ug/L. This decrease in uranium concentratio~s b~tween ~h P~nd 
runoff and Burgermeister Spring is due to a comb1~a~10~ of d1spers10n 
into the groundwater system and removal by prec1p1tat10n due to the 
changes in chemistry between the surface water and the groundwater. 

The comparison between the mass flux of nitrate and uranium dis
charging from Burgermeister Spring illust~ates th_e differences between 
the transport patterns of nitrate and uramum (Fig. 9). The mass flux 
of nitrate is inversely proportional to the discharge, whereas the mass 
flux of uranium is directly proportional to the discharge. The inverse 
relationship between mass flux of nitr~te and d.isch~ge suggest~ a 
dilution of nitrate concentration by the mcrease m discharge, which 

is primarily from surface run-off lost to the subsurface. The direct rela
tionship between mass flux of uranium and discharge supports the idea 
that the major source of uranium is the surface run-off lost to the sub
surface. The concentration of uranium remains relatively constant, and 
the increase in mass flux is attributable to an increase in discharge. 
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Fig. 9 
Contaminant Flux vs. Discharge of Burgermeister 
Spring, 1987, 1988 (from KM-G and JEG, 1989) 

CONCLUSIONS 

Waters discharging from Burgermeister Spring are contaminated with 
nitrate and uranium. Nitrate concentrations are reduced by a factor of 
50 between the groundwater at the site boundary and Burgermeister 
Spring. Concentrations of uranium in the surface water leaving Ash 
Pond are reduced by a factor of 15 before resurging at Burgermeister 
Spring. 

The mechanisms of contaminant transport between the raffinate pits 
and Burgermeister Spring comprise a series of discontinuous geochemi
cal and hydrologic events. These events are: 

• Seepage from the raffinate pits 
• Chemical retardation of uranium and most of the other contaminants 

with the exception of nitrate and other anions, to levels near back~ 
ground within a few hundred feet of the raffinate pits 

• Dispersion of nitrate and low levels of other contaminants in the area 
between the raffinate pits and Ash Pond 

• Mixing of nitrate-contaminated groundwater with infiltration of 
surface run-off, from Ash Pond which is lost to the subsurface 

• Chemical precipitation of uranium from Ash Pond waters as the 
surface water mixes with the groundwater system 

• Conduit flow of groundwater to Burgermeister Spring 
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This sequence of discontinuous events acting on contaminant trans
pon between the on-site sources of nitrate and uranium and the major 
off-site receptor illustrates that conventional contaminant transpon 
modeling would not appropriately describe the existing contaminant 
distribution. 
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ABSTRACT 

A community maintenance facility experienced a loss of 1000 gal 
of gasoline from an underground storage tank. The loss caused an eco
nomic impact fur beyond the cost of the lost fuel. Like many older com
munities, the location of added-on service facilities grew from an 
as-needed perspective. As a result, the fuel storage facility was located 
near the community well field. The loss of fuel resulted in adsorbed, 
dissolved, vapor and phase-separated organics in the same carbonate 
aquifer from which the community drew its 1,000,000 gal of water a day. 

An immediate response program, coupled with a comprehensive 
short-range aquifer restoration program, eliminated the dependence on 
imported water and restored the wells within the impacted aquifer to 
service. The elements of on-site/in situ treatment included: 

• Volatilization of adsorbed phase organics above the vadose zone with 
a soil vent system 

• Phase-separated organic recovery from the aquifer proper using a 
Scavenger™ two pump system 

• Air stripping for removal of dissolved phase organics in the 
groundwater 

• Enhanced Natural Degradation END™ via native micra9organism 
stimulation to remove residual adsorbed phase organics in the vadose 
and water saturated zone. 

INTRODUCTION 
A small community in Northeastern Pennsylvania was the first to 

use Comprehensive Site Remediation (CSR™) to save its drinking 
water supply wells from hydrocarbon contamination. Using CSR™, 
soil and groundwater pollutants decreased to U.S. EPA-acceptable risk 
levels following implementation of this technology, which eliminated 
993 + of the total contamination. 

The contamination occurred in late January, 1985, in Catasauqua, 
Pennsylvania, a borough 20 mi north of Allentown. Approximately, 
1,000 gal of regular leaded gasoline leaked from a 20-yr-old under
ground storage tank at the borough's Public Water Works, 50 ft from 
one of the supply wells. Analytical data indicated contamination of 
municipal well #1. 

After discovering the leak, borough officials closed all three wells 
and all water pumps and purchased water from a neighboring commu
nity. Quick resolution of the contamination problem was essential; many 
residents were without water and the borough could not afford to buy 
water indefinitely. The normal combined yield of the wells was approxi
mately 1,000,000 gal/day. 

SITE DESCRIPTION 
The site is approximately 300 ft east of and uphill from, the southern 

flowing Catasauqua Creek. The site area is underlain by impure lime-

stone and dolomite of the Epler Formation. This formation is locally 
a highly fractured and solution-channeled limestone that produces large 
quantities of water from the joint sets and solution channels. Two of 
the observation wells (OW 1 and OW 5) encounter competent bedrock 
at approximately 25 to 30 ft below surface grade. Calcareous silty sandy 
clays and calcareous argillaceous silty and gravelly sands overlay the 
bedrock. 

The shallow groundwater system, as monitored in the installed 
observation wells, is under water table conditions. Depth to ground
water in the immediate spill area varies from 15 ft to 28 ft below grade. 

The water table gradient at this site is relatively flat. This flat lying 
gradient limited the rate of groundwater contaminant migration from 
the spill site under non-pumping conditions. The natural gradient 
measured from the installed wells at the site is approximately 0.1 ft/100 ft 
towards Catasauqua Creek (west of the loss area). 

INVESTIGATION 

To define the direction of groundwater flow and confirm the presence 
of gasoline in the groundwater system, the project team constructed 
five observation wells around the loss area. Interceptor wells also moni
tored contamination at the water supply wells. The project team con
structed the wells to penetrate the upper 10 to 15 ft of the aquifer. This 
is the zone typically impacted by free/phase-separated, dissolved product 
and adsorbed phase organics. 

The annular space of all wells was gravel-packed with 118-in by 1/4-in 
gravel as a filter medium. After gravel packing, they developed the wells 
by air lifting to remove solids. 

The project team then surveyed well elevations and tied them into 
a USGS topographic map. They collected water level data from all five 
observation wells and the Municipal Well #1. The direction of the 
groundwater gradient was west, toward Catasauqua Creek with a slope 
of approximately 0.01 ft/100 ft. 

The retention capacity of soils for gasoline is dependent on soil type. 
The finer grained the soil, the greater the capacity to retain hydrocar
bons. In order to reach the water table as a dissolved or free floating 
phase at Catasauqua, the gasoline needed to overcome the formation's 
retention absorption capacity. 

After installing the observation wells, which showed an initial (stabi
lizing) absence of free floating product on the water table, GTI con
ducted a detailed soil analysis. The analysis defined elevated soil 
concentrations in the tank pit area ( > 30,000 mg/kg). The team con
ducted limited excavation of this area, as the elevated concentrations 
of materials remaining in the soil could leach as dissolved components 
to the groundwater system and the ~ater supply wells. Depth to ground
water (less than 20 ft) and the physical configuration of the site limited 
the effectiveness of this excavation to less than 10% of the total loss. 
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After tank removal, the team found a concrete pad (approximately 
12 in thick) in the bottom of the tank pit. The pad had prevented direct 
infiltration of gasoline downward from the entire tank pit base. After 
removal of the concrete slab. staining and odors in the formation showed 
gasoline infiltration was primarily in the nonhwest area of the tank pit. 
Based on these data, excavation of contaminated soil continued in this 
area of the tank pit. 

During excavation, samples were collected and anaJyred for total gaso
line. Gasoline concentrations in the soil ranged from 0.26 gal/ft' to 
less than 0.09 gal/ft' with an average of 0.14 gal/ft' As a field guide 
to excavate accessible soils, project geologists selected the most con
taminated material by field scanning with an HNu PIOI photoionizer. 
Depth and anthropogenic features limited access to this soil. 

Laboratory analysis of excavated samples determined it was not pos
sible to recover more gasoline by soil excavation. The result~ indicated 
that excavation of more than 15 yd' of soil recovered only about 0.15 'l 
of the estimated 7JXXJ lb loss. This calculated recovery value was based 
on the average concentration of 3.7 gal/yard'. As a result of thc'c 
findings and calculations. no funher excavation was necessary. 

After Gfl geologists defined the plume. they also installed a 6-in 
recovery well and began pumping the contaminated water. In initiating 
the CSR"' program. the technicians equipped the recovery well with 
a two-pump oil/water Scavenger™. The Scavenger had a two-fold 
purpose: (I) containment of the plume, and (2) recovery of phase
separated product. In addition, a small-scale aeration apparatus was 
utiliz.ed. The system stripped groundwater of dissolved constituents and 
allowed it to be discharged into a local surface stream. Recognizing 
that pump and treat alone could address less than 15 % of the contami
nation at th.is site. scientists gathered samples for alternative cleanup 
feasibility strategies. 

The project team examined the traditional cleanup processes including 
massive excavation. pumping. treatment. removal. storage and replace
ment of contaminated soil and determined none of them to be practical 
them not feasible. The contaminated plume extended under the water 
works and outlying buildings. Successful excavation would require 
demolition of these buildings, which was not feasible. Also. the high 
costs of such an approach, with the long-term liability of storing con
taminated soils. was a major concern for borough leaders. 

A bioremediation feasibility study helped to determine the safety and 
cost-effectiveness of using in situ biodegradation as an alternative to 
long-term conventional pump-and-treat techniques. The CSR™ 
program design and implementation focused on reducing soil-adsorbed 
and dissolved phase hydrocarbons. Scientists accomplished the soil by 
using both standard pump-and-treat technology with the END™ 
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process for in situ treatment. The focus on the adsorbed-phase organics 
became paramount because residual adsorbed phase organics accounted 
for more than 80% of the residual aquifer impacts at concentrations 
in the tens of thousands of mg/kg. 

Microbiologists, after designing and piloting the nutrient mix pro
gram, began adding hydrogen peroxide and nutrients to the contami
nated water to enhance the natural degradation process. Hydrogen 
peroxide acted as an oxygen source to overcome cenain oxygen trans
fer limitations through the silty sand soil residue. 

RESIDUAL CONTAMINATION CLEANUP 
Losses of hydrocarbons to the subsurface can lead to a four-fold 

problem, dependent on the type and quantity of loss and the nature 
of the underlying geologic/hydrogeologic system. 

Small losses can lead to the development of an adsorbed phase only 
with pos~ible generation of vapors. Larger losses create an adsorbed 
problem followed by the development of a dissolved phase within the 
aquifer. Each type of loss can generate a vapor phase problem. In cer
tain environments. losing significant volumes decreases the ability of 
the soil to adsorb hydrocarbons and the groundwater S)'SICm to dissolve 
hydrocarbon. creating a free-product phase. In this case. all phases con
tribute 10 the evolution of vapors. With this background knowledge, 
one must be aware of the various phases and knowledgeable about their 
potential environmental impact. 

In most losses. the largest volume of contaminants is in the adsorbed 
phase. Smaller amounts normally are present in the vapor phase. 

The free-product phase can represent varying amounts from 0 to 40% 
or slightly more in cenain coan.e-graincd aquifers. The dissolved phase 
usually amounts to less than 1()% of the overall problem. In this case, 
12 % of the hydrocarbons were recovered as phase-separated organics, 
less than I % as vapor and approximalely 2 to 3 % as dissolved organics. 

The CSR'" process incorporates the natural elements of hydro
geology and soil microbiology to construct an in situ bioreactor. The 
program involves a comprehensive scientific approach which: 
• Uses native groundwater samples coniaining the indigenous com

plement of bacteria for evaluation of beneficial hydrocarbon
consuming species 

• Samples impacted water for analysis of the type and concentration 
of organic contaminants present 

• Samples impacted soil for analyses of contamination to define vertical 
and areal impact of fugitive organics 

• Defines the specific hydrogeology or rates pre-existing data for the 
application of such information into the construction of an in situ 
bmreaction cell, of circulating hydration 

• Rates the response of the native microorganisms to nutrient stimula
tion and enhanced degradation of organic compounds 

• Optimizes the nutrient additives to create a formulation of enrich-
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Figure I 
Contuminated Plume 
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Project Location Borough Water Works Catasauqua, PA 

ment added to the circulating loop of hydration to initiate and sustain 
a bioreaction 

• Designs an applicable program for site-specific installation of equip
ment which will initiate an accelerated in situ biorestoration of 
impacted soil and groundwater 

BOIREMEDIATION PROCESS 
For several years, Groundwater Technology, Inc. has used hydrocarbon 

bioremediation as part of an overall CSR™ program. Bioremediation 
is a program utilizing a naturally occurring process for the oxidation 
of organic contaminants by indigenous bacteria: Naturally existing 
bacteria flourish within the groundwater and soil of the subsurface 
environment. The bioremediation enhancement process provides tech-
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Figure 4 
Dissolved Hydrocarbons (ppb) Borough Water Works Catasauqua, PA 

nical or food grade constituents necessary for increased growth of 
bacterial proliferation to those native microbes. This program rapidly 
accelerates this natural process (by increasing cell numbers and 
metabolism rates) whereby the aerobic species of bacteria biochemi
cally oxidize organic compounds to C0

2 
and water. Bacterial con

sumption of these compo1_mds as energy and carbon sources reduces 
their concentrations in the environment. Simultaneously, the dissolved 
phase concentration of then organics decreases as a result of bacterial 
consumption as does the amount of contamination in the adsorbed phase. 

The primary target of bioremediation is the adsorbed phase of con
tamination. Reduction of contaminants from the adsorbed phase 
mitigates not only the dissolved phase but also reduces the amount of 
volatile organic vapors. 

In a bioremediation system, a carefully balanced pump/injection cell 
supplies oxygen- and nutrient-enriched water over and through the area 
of concern. This external supply system reaches the adsorbed phase 
target. By supplying a properly balanced amount of inorganic nutrients 
and oxygen-rich water to the bacteria in the presence of the organic 
contaminants, a bloom of beneficial hydrocarbon-consuming bacteria 
occurs. 

The natural consortium of hydrocarbon-consuming bacteria incor
porates some of the carbon compounds into cell mass via reproduc
tion; other carbon is oxidized to COr The bacteria, once formed, 
further use the organic constituents as an energy source, removing the 
contaminant concentrations from the subsurface environment. The by
products of aerobic degradation are more bacterial cells, C0

2 
and 

Hp. 
Construction of a system capable of bringing all these factors into 

balance and ~ccomplishing a steady-s~te bi_oreaction. is very compli
cated. The sciences ofhydrogeology, engmeenng and microbiology work 
together to fo~ulate ~ compre~~nsive pl~n of action to accomplish this 
techn?lo~y. ~1te-spec1fic cond1t10ns which need careful analysis and 
exammat1on mclude: geology, hydrogeology, chemistry-both organic 
and inorganic, biochemistry and microbiology. 
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FIELD APPLICATIONS and RESULTS 

. Feasibility studies revealed a rich and plentiful microbial population 
m the groundwater at Catasauqua. Of the normal soil saprophytes 
present. there was a small percentage present capable of degrading 
petroleum hydrocarbons. Although the microbial consortium decreased, 
its fate .was fa~rable for biostimulation based on laboratory studies 
of ~utnent ennchment. Microbiologists expected that an effective 
nutnent formulation could bring about a rapid bloom of hydrocarbon
utilizing bacteria. 

The recommended nutrient mixture was the following: 

Amount (parts) Constituent 
400 pts Groundwater 

2 pts. NH Cl 
1.5 pts. Na,HPO. 
0.5 pts. Nali1PO, 

The inorganic chemistry and geochemistry of this site were not totally 
~rable to biostimulation but the overall feasibility for END™ with 
design, changes was good. Microbiologists recommended the procc~s 
highly, based on the laboratory data. 
~u~ to the nature of the geology and the resistance to infiltration 

exh1b1ted via the native soils, GfI decided to consider chemical oxygen 
supply by hyd~en peroxide additions. This enhanced oxygen source 
could offset certam permeability limitations. GTI determined in bench
scale studies, that a period of acclamation by the bacteria wo~ld precede 
effective use of H2<Y. 

The bacterial tolerance of hydrogen peroxide was very low in non-
3:cclimated populations. In unadapted samples, the lethal concentra
tion of hyd~n peroxid~ was only 30 to 50 mg/L. Samples of ground
water, ennched by nutnents and allowed to acclimate bloom in the 
presence of oxygen for JO days before hydrogen peroxide additions, were 
more tolerant to the peroxide additive. Sub-lethal effects only began 
when hydrogen peroxide concentrations reached 500 mg/L and lethal 
effects occurred above 1000 mg/L (0.0I % ) . Tutal sterility occurred at 
concentrations above 35,000 mg/L (3.5%). 

These s~di.es indicated that _direct injection of concentrated hydro
gen peroxide 1s lethal to bactena, but that dilution would use of hydro
gen peroxide as a soluble oxygen source. 

The ~turation for oxygen at ambient groundwater temperatures is 
approximately 100 mg/L; exceeding that level is wasteful. The system 
should maintain a balance between tolerance levels and usable concen
~ion. If anything interrupts the constant supply of oxygen, the micro
bial cells are stressed. The bacterial consumption of hydrocarbons is 
most effective if the oxygen source is constant and consistently regu
~ated to supply s_afe, usable concentrations. In designing the system. 
It was ext~mel~ unportant to deliver the proper concentration of hydro
gen pe~x1de directly_ to the _groundwater. The design of the delivery 
system mcluded ccrtam !'Cstnctio~s for safety and liability of handling 
concentrates. The peroxide was diluted to avoid shock or lethal injury 
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to the microbes within the zone of contamination. 
~~ preliminary study empirically determined that hydrogen peroxide 

additions arc necessary to the groundwater below the zone of contami
nation. If the rone of adsorbed contamination is as much as 20 ft below 
the water table, joint injection of the hydrogen peroxide must be JO ft 
below that or 30 ft below the water level. 

At the infiltration gallery influent, the scientists calculated that the 
chemical concentrations were in a usable range as the hydrogen peroxide
enriched waler reaches the contaminated zone. Microbiologists took 
care .to ~ot ovcrdo.se ~he system by using a diluted hydrogen peroxide 
solution m the begmmng followed by steady, gradual increases in h)dro
gen peroxide concentration. Microbiologists expected consumption of 
all the hydrogen peroxide. It was not the intention of the operacors to 
exceed the requirement to prove delivery of the hydrogen peroxide. 
Tracer stud.ics by other chemical mc~ods proved that hydrogen perox
ide was derived. Operators took care m the startup phase of the nutrient 
additions not to sub-lethally or lethally shock the system. 

After the first 3 mo of cleanup, Catasauqua began limited use of its 
drinking water sul':'PI~. Groundwater Technology, Inc. stopped adding 
nutrients temporanly m March, 1987. At that time. the water table stabi
lized at a historic high level, limiting Gfl's effectiveness IO treat the 
1.one of impact. Soon thereafter. before a low water table, GfI micro
biologist\ began to add nutrients again. The additional nutrients caused 
a bloom of the naturaJly occurring bacteria IO occur as the water table 
was sinking. This finding verified remediation at lower ronc levels in 
the aquifer where low concentrations of contaminants remain adsorbed 
to soil. 

An ~~inauo~ of dissolved hydrocarbons showed nearly complete 
remed1a110~ of soil a~ groundwater. Project phasc9aut of biodcgrada
llon began m the. spnng because of the CJ1CeUcnt rate of degradation. 
The project achieved more than 99~ + reduction to 1 mg/L total 
hydrocarbons in the recovery well. The town's water supply returned 
to normal. 

CONCLUSION 

. ~ro.ugh a ~iew of the collect1vc data, the applied multi
d1sc1phned/mult1faceted. comprehensive site remediation CSR™ 
employing Enhanced NaturaJ Degradation (END"'l was most effe<:
tive in reducing or eliminating contaminant load and restoring aquifer 
use. 

Key clements to the success of the program included: 

• Rcc~nition of the adsorbed phase of organics at 2 to 3 orders of 
magmtude greater concentration than dissolved as the loon-term 
source of impacts 

• Dcvelopm~nt of a closed loop in situ reactor CSR™ system that 
addressed unpacts at the source in a contained manner 

• Use of h>'.drogen peroxide as an oxygen enhancer to accelerate biologic 
degradation of the organics bound in the silty sand vadose rone 
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ABSTRACT 

Volatile Organic Compounds were detected in a manufacturing facility 
production well constructed in a fractured bedrock aquifer of Triassic 
age. In order to design a remedial alternative for the contaminated 
aquifer, interval packer tests and long-term pumping tests were planned. 
A borehole geophysical logging program was designed and implemented 
to characterize the structural and lithostratigraphic properties of the 
aquifer. The information provided by the geophysical logs and nine 
interval packer test results were used in the design of a long-term pump 
test. The geophysical data and pump test information were integrated 
to define the hydrogeologic system and to design a remedial alternative 
for the recovery of groundwater beneath the site. 

The borehole geophysical logging program was designed to obtain 
required hydrogeologic information within a specific budget. Informa
tion needs included fracture location and formation geometry as well 
as other lithostratigraphic parameters necessary to characterize ground
water flow at the site. Natural gamma ray, single point resistance, spon
taneous potential, compressional wave acoustic and caliper logs were 
recorded in eight groundwater monitoring wells. Digital geophysical 
logs in excess of 600 ft were obtained. 

Geophysical logs were interpreted and cross-sections prepared illus
trating spatial variability of lithostratigraphic units at the site. Fracture 
zones were identified based on caliper and acoustic logs for each well. 
The geophysical information developed was used to identify potential 
water yielding zones within wells. Using the geophysical data, interval 
packer tests were designed to provide information on both individual 
zone yield and cumulative yield for the wells. The packer tests also 
provided a comparison of the water quality of each testing zone. 

A long-term pumping test was designed for an interval packer tested 
well incorporating eight additional site observation wells. The test design 
was based on the interpreted hydrogeologic information obtained from 
the geophysical logs and interval packer tests. The long-term pumping 
test results were incorporated with geophysical logging and interval 
packer test data to further define the site groundwater flow system. 

The interpretation of the geophysical logs for the monitoring wells 
provided a better understanding of the subsurface hydrogeologic con
ditions than previously possible using only lithologic drilling logs. Using 
geophysical logs, it was possible to better define discrete lithostrati
graphic units and structural features and to design an effective packer 
test and pump testing program. Integration of three major components 
of the investigation, specifically, geophysical logging, interval packer 
testing and long-term pumping tests, made characterization of the 
hydrogeologic system possible. Investigation results are being used to 
guide selection and implementation of a site remediation program. 

INTRODUCTION 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) were detected at a manufacturing 

site production well in Southeastern Pennsylvania during a routine water 
sampling program conducted by the state regulatory agency. Investi
gations were conducted to confirm the existence and determine the extent 
of VOCs in soils and groundwater at the facility. Investigation results 
indicated the locations of potential source areas and the lateral extent 
of on-site groundwater contaminants. Unfortunately, the existing facility 
data base did not provide adequate information to design an appropriate, 
cost-effective site remedial action. A borehole geophysical logging 
program was completed to expand the existing data base by charac
terizing subsurface geology. The information provided by the borehole 
geophysical logs was used to design interval packer tests and long-term 
pumping tests to define the site groundwater flow regime. 

The site is located within the borough of a small suburban town which 
uses surface water resources for its water supply. Well records indicate 
that no water supply wells are used within a 0.5-mi radius of the site. 
Few industrial water supply wells are located between 0.5 mi and 
I mi of the site. Because of site conditions and limited groundwater 
use, public health risk from site contamination was considered limited. 
The site is underlain by a Triassic age (240 to 205 million years old) 
sedimentary formation subdivided into three members: Upper, Middle 
and Lower. The Middle Member, which directly underlies the site, is 
approximately 2,300 ft thick. It is composed of fine-grained arkosic 
sandstone interbedded with red siltstone and shale. 1 

These rocks were deposited as coalescing alluvial fans deriving their 
sediment from nearby crystalline highlands. 1 This depositional en
vironment typically forms rocks that exhibit abrupt vertical and lateral 
changes in both lithology type and texture. Mineral constituents of the 
fine-grained sandstone include from 50 to 703 quartz, 30 to 503 
feldspar. and I to ~ 3 iron minerals. 1 Much of the feldspar, originally 
present m the matnx, has undergone retrograde metamorphism altering 
to sericite and other clay weathering products. 1 

Continued deposition of overlying deposits caused downwarping of 
the formation units resulting in a simple homoclinal formation dip of 
12 ° North. Durin~ downw~ing and subsequent loading/unloading 
~vents, the formation was subject to fracturing and faulting. Figure I 
illustrates fracture sets developed in formation outcrops perpendicular 
as well as parallel to bedding. The frequency and interconnection of 
fractures were considered to be potential factors in groundwater move
ment beneath the site. 

The primary objective of the investigation was to define the hydro
geolog1c system to the extent necessary to design an effective ground
wate~ recovery system for the identified contaminant plume. Critical 
~o this task was an adequate definition of subsurface geology and its 
mflu.e~ce on. gr~und~ater occurrence and movement. At the initiation 
~f this 1~vest1gat1?~, site-specific information concerning the subsurface 
hth?log1es, cond1t1on of the rock matrix, or fracture frequency was not 
available. The effect of a pumping recovery well on the groundwater 
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system wa\ unknown. Addi11onally. the venical e\tent of aquifer 
contamination due to voes was not known . Thi' paper summan1e' 
the integration of ~veral technolog1e' including borehole geophym:' 
and pump tests required to characten1e the site. to the degree nece\
sary. for the selection of a remedial approach . 

TECHSICAL APPROACH 

The results of previous environment.al con,ult.ant in\·estigatmn' 
indicated elevated concentrations of voes to 7.5 µgiL in ground..-.;uer 
beneath the site. The venical extent of thi' cont.aminallon had not been 
defined. and the deep production well repeatedly cont.ained elevated 
voe concentrations. 

Prior to this investigation. a 'implified 'ite groundwdter flow model 
was used . This model was developed using limited mfonnation gathered 
during investigations designed for source area and groundwater plume 
definition . Three types of geologic information penaining to the \ite 
existed : <ll general geologic agenq information. ' t:!I geologic infor
mation obtained during the drilling of \ite monllonng wells and 
(3) structural and fracture trace mformation gathered from outnup \tudy 
and fracture trace analy\i\. The above information. although u..cful . 
did not prO\ 1de an adequate mterpret.ation of 'ite hydmgeology 

The pre..cnce of dominant fracture seb. perpendicular and parallel 
to bedding plane,, and the environment of depo,111on make the ground
water flow beneath the \lie comple\ and not ea\lly pred1l'lablc . Prior 
to thi' inve,tigalion II Wds a.\\umcJ lhat 'ome component of ground
water flow occurred m fracture' and bedding planes a' well a' through 
primary matri\ pore\ The degree to wh1rh fral·tun:, , lledding plane' 
and litholog1c change' nmtrolled groundwater fl<M lleneath the \llC 
W'd\ unknown . Specifically. the effel'I of aquifer anl\otropy on ground · 
water flow to a pumping well Wd\ undear 

The followmg ta'k.' were de\lgned to meet the mlormallonal need' 
of the inve\tigat1on: 

• E)UIJTlination of cutting' colledcJ during groundwJter momtonng wi:ll 
in,t.allation 

• Conducting a borehole geophy\lcal inve,tigat1on mdudmg natural 
gamma ray. 'pont.aneou' poten11al. 'mglc point re\l,tanl·e. ralipcr 
and compre"ional wave acou,111: log' in mne \lte well' wh1rh range 
in depth from 38 to 600 ft 

• De,ign and pcrformanl·e of interval packer te't' on a ;!90 ft deep 
produl·tion well 

• De.,ign and pcrformam:e of a .l-day pumping te't of the produl'lion 
well 

• Performance of 'hon-tenn pumpmg te\I.\ on 'hallow· momtnnng well' 
lo e\timate the variahiluy in tran,mi"1vitie' over the \Ill' 

The above approach wa\ de\lgned to prov ide a ma\lmum amount 
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of mfonnation concerning the hydrogcologic system and venical ext.cm 
of cont.amination, while performing the \mrk within a relatively shon 
time-frame and restricted budget . Borehole geophysical logging of site 
well' provided a cost-effective charactcrizalion of site geology. Lilho
~tratigraphic and structural details were made available for interpre
tation !including a well that previously had no information) on the day 
thal logging Wd\ performed . This approach provided a broader dala 
ba'e l·onrerning the \Ubsurface geology for the design of nine inlenll 
pader te,ts and one long-term pumping tcsl thal would later provide 
add111onal hydrogeolog1c <lat.a . 

Scanning Electron Micro!M:opy !SEMI was used ID examine uadf:r. 
lying lledrnck petrography Culling.\ collce1ed during drilling of grouall. 
water momtonng well\ were examined with emphasis placed • 
d1agenetll' change\ 'pec1fic to lhe sandstone and intcrbcdded 1illlt0ml 
and 'hale,. 

The horchole geophy\11:al program was designed by analysia ~ 
regional geology. 'lle - ~pecific well construction data and pump• 
n:qu1rcmenl\ Geophyi;1cal tool sclCC'lion was guided by bedrock~ 
temtll'' and included an examination of primary lithologies u well• 
fradurc ocrurrence . for ~t wells al the sitc. there was little or m 
mformallon available coocemmg the materials pencll'Bled . Selecdm 
of geophy\lcal tool' was al"l based on engineering parameten <casils 
"'e. depth and integnt)' J of interest. 

The mo't l·nst-effec11ve logging suite tor the investigalion wu da 
determmed . To 1den11fy hthologies. logs sclce1ed were na1ural pimm 
ray. sponlaneou.\ potcnual and single poina electrical resistance. To loca 
open bedding planes and fraL-cures. a scnsi1ive three-arm caJiper tool 
wa\ -.elected . Compressional wave acoustic logging was completed b 
specific monitoring wells 8.\ an indcpendcrf vcnfication ~porosity and 
fr.icture occurreoce. 

Field dat.a were acquired onl) after the optimum borehole geophysi
cal logging program was designed . Operacions included tool calibra
tion. parameter rne<l!iurerneru and recording. digital data processing and 
QA IQC logging runs. 

Natural gamma ray values were recorded in standard American 
Petroleum Institute (APll uniis. Three-arm caliper rneasuremcnis were 
made with a sc:nslli\'e caliper dC'\ice capable of dCICcling borehole wall 
geometry l·hanges to 0.1 in . 1bc caliper logs v.-cre pl()(tcd at an exag
gerated !>Cale for easy fracture.'bcdding plane identification. 

GeophysKal tool al·cura9 was use~ by repeating tool measure
ments over a crillcal 100-ft borehole section . O\'erlll)' comparison o( 
the original geophysical dala and repeat geophysical data for each 
mea~urement pn.Mdc:J assurance that the recorded data were corrccc. 
P<K·ker test mtervah ..-.ere Jctcnnined on the basis o( borehole geophysics 
mterpretc:J htholog1c l·hanges as well 8.\ locations of fracture and 
weathered bc:JJmg plane localions. P'ad:er test intervals were also 
..clcl·ll-J hasc:J on the caliper logs such that packer locations would pro
,·ide an cffC\.·ti,·e seal against the borehole. Figure 4 prescnis interprcced 
hthl1log1c\ a\ well as interval packer test results. 

The: 1ntenal pal·ker test of the facility production ..-.-ell was designed 
u'mg the data pn."' 1dc:J hy the gcoph)~1cal logging program. 1bc packer 
WJ\ configured to isolate ninc potential subsurface water-yielding zones. 
The,c /llnc' ..-.1!rc 1dent1fic:J for isolation and testing based on intcr
prctcd horchulc gt."liphysical dat.a . 

A long-term. ninst.ant rate pumping test was conducted on the same 
far1lity proJurtmn well after the step dra..Wown tests ..-.-ere completed. 
lnfom1ation used in the design of the test included: (I) geophysical logs. 
t:!l mformation obt.ained from the interval packer tesl\ and (3) yield 
information from a step dra..Wown test performc:J after the interval 
parker test The: long-tcnn pumping test was conductc:J for a period 
of appro:rnnatcly ·' days while l·ontinuously monitoring water levels 
in the plant prnJul·tion well and eight monitoring wells. 

DISCUSSION 01-' RESULTS 

SEM data for shale samples indicate that primary depositional fabrics 
have been destroyed hy diagenesis. S~·ific grain boundaries of clas1ic 
silt and day si1.cd panidcs arc ohscurcJ hy silica overgrowth and al
ternllon of feldspars to sericite and other day mineral weathering 
produl·ls . Little or no inlergrunular pomsity was observed within the 



shale interbeds. In contrast, SEM data for sandstone samples indicate 
that, in addition to both silica cementation and feldspar alteration, secon
dary rhombohedral calcite precipitation has significantly reduced in
tergranular porosity (Fig. 2). Calcite filled fractures were documented 
during drilling at the site. It appears that little interconnected pore space 
exists in the sandstone matrix. 

----

Fig. 2 
SEM Photograph of Sandstone Encountered While 

Installing Photograph of Sandstone Encountered 
While Installing Monitoring Well. 

Porosity Obscured by Sericite and Silica Overgrowth 
(Photo Courtesy West Chester University). 

....... 
1Mlljlo.,tR.21111 ... 

Even though sandstone and shale were subject to varying degrees 
of diagenetic alteration, the effect on the hydraulic properties of the 
units are similar. Destruction of interconnected pore systems indicated 
that critical hydraulic characteristics of the rock beneath the site may 
not be wholly attributed to primary matrix porosity. The original deposi
tional properties of the shales and sandstones did not appear to be a 
dominant factor influencing the groundwater flow system. 

Interpretation of the geophysical logs was completed after the data 
had been verified as accurate and precise. Natural gamma ray, spon
taneous potential, acoustic and single point electrical resistance logs 
were used to aid in lithology interpretation. The three-arm caliper log 
was used to identify fracture/bedding plane positions. 

Figure 3 illustrates both lateral and vertical site stratigraphy. In 
general , the site is underlain by interbedded sandstone, siltstone and 
shale of varying fracture density. 

Three major sandstone units were encountered by the wells at the 
site. Small interbedded silty shale units were identified in these sand 
units. Fractures and weathered bedding planes appeared to be better 
developed in the shale units rather than the overlying and underlying 
sandstone units. Open fractures and weathered bedding planes were 
well developed in shale sequences. 

From the borehole geophysics completed at the site, outcrop exami
nation and petrographic microscope work, it appeared that groundwater 
movement may be strongly controlled by fracture interconnection. 
Specific depth intervals were targeted for packer testing to determine 
relative hydraulic characteristics (transmissivity, and storativity). 

As shown on Figure 4, packer test intervals were designed to pro
vide coverage of the entire borehole. Each zone was pumped in step
drawdown fashion while recording the change in water level within each 
zone and in the open borehole above. Water quality samples were 
obtained for each zone that yielded a sufficient amount of water. The 
interval packer test data collected were used to evaluate the vertical 
distribution of voes entering the well, vertical head distribution of 
the nine zones tested, approximate yield of each zone and to estimate 
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the relative hydraulic conductivity of the zones tested. The results also 
provided information concerning the amount of vertical interconnec
tion between water producing zones. 

Based on the vertical profile ofVOCs entering the well, it was deter
mined that only the upper 200 ft of the plant production well were con
taminated. A packer was placed in the well at 200 ft so that only the 
upper 200 ft of the well were tested during the long-term aquifer test. 

An elongated cone of depression developed over the site during the 
long-term aquifer test. The orientation of the major axis of the water 
table surface at an angle to bedrock strike suggests that ground water
flow is fracture controlled. This is consistent with the observed features 
documented during geophysical logging and with the hydraulic properties 
of the zones packer tested. 

In general, the geophysical logs delineated the locations of lithologic 
and structural features. Petrographic analysis indicated that sandstones 
and shales had little or no primary matrix porosity. This observation 
was further confirmed by the results of the packer testing, which showed 
very little yield from tested sandstone units, but relatively high yield 
from tested zones containing frequent open weathered bedding planes 
and fractures. This information indicated that the hydrogeologic system 
was heterogeneous and anisotropic. Further, the packer test results 
demonstrated the potential for sandstone units to act as confining units 
within the aquifer. This information aided in the selection of an ap
propriate analytical solution for determination of hydraulic properties 
from aquifer test data. The long-term aquifer test documented the 

anisotropic nature of the flow system and helped define the dynamics 
of groundwater flow to a pumping well under the site conditions. This 
information and other data collected during the investigation were used 
in the selection and design of a remedial alternative for the site. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The geophysical logs provided a continuous, quantitative and quali
tative record of the site geology. Subsurface stratigraphic correlations 
were more straightforward than available drilling logs and provided data 
on wells for which none were previously vailable. Aquifer tests were 
then designed to characterize the subsurface hydraulic characteristics 
of the lithologic and structural features identified using borehole geo
physics. 

The integrations of geophysical logs and pump test data were useful 
in defining the hydrogeologic system present beneath the site. Investi
gation results are being used to guide selection and implementation of 
a site remediation program. Based on pumping test results, the most 
effective remediation system was determined to target identified frac
ture systems rather than specific lithostratigraphic units. 
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Remedial Action-A Success Story 

Clyde Hutchison, P.E. 
Virginia Bretzke, EIT 

B&V Waste Science and Technology Corp. 
Overland Park. Kansas 

ABSTRACT 
The cleanup of hazardous waste sites presents many challenges above 

and beyond typical construction projects. Al the Petro-Chemical Systems 
site near Liberty. Texas. the remedial action was completed success
fully. Elements of interest associated with the design and construction 
at the site include: health and safety issues; challenges of an expedited 
schedule and limited data; and projecting and monitoring costs. When 
the project was completed, the objectives of the remedial action. to 
improve site access and minimize potential for contaminant exposure. 
were effectively met with a final construction cost less than 2 ~ above 
the original bid price. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Petro-Chemical Systems, Inc. site, originally the site of a waste 

oil processing company. was identified in 1970 as a potentjal environ
mental problem. While the company was in operation, waste oils were 
stored in several pits on approximately 4 to 6 ac of the site. Records 
indicate waste oils were also spread on the access road. Frontier Park 
Road, as a dust suppressant. All waste oil disposal operations were dis
continued in June, 1970, at the request of the Texas Water Quality Board. 
The State granted a commercial disposal facility permit to Petro
Chemical Systems in 1971, but the permit application was subsequently 
withdrawn in 1974. 

Preliminary sampling conducted in 1982 and 1984 by the Texas Water 
Commission (TWC) and the U.S. EPA indicated elevated concentra-

lions of several polyaromauc hydrocarbons in the formerly used dis
posal pits. The documented presence of haz.ardous constituents on-site 
led to placement on the NPL in late 1984. 

In March, 1985, the State initiated a RJ/FS for the Petro-Chemical 
Systems, Inc. hazardous waste site. The initial phase of this cffon con
centrated upon Frontier Park Road, the primary access to the site. 
Frontier Park Road was an wUmproved road extending eastward from 
State Road FM-563 approximately 2 mi to a crossing at TunJe Bayou 
(Fig. 1). The area was heavily wooded along both sides of the road, 
except for sections cleared at residences. The area is relatively flat with 
little topographic relief. The crossing al Turtle Bayou, consisting or 
several culverts encased in concrete, had washed out. Due to the ab
sence of an adequate drainage s11Ucture at Turtle Bayou and at local
ized drainage ways along the road alignment, the road was impassable 
much of the year. 

The RI documented the extent of contamination along the road. The 
highly and moderately contaminated areas of the roadway are shown 
on Figure I. Highly contaminated soils are defined as having greater 
than 100 ppm polyaromatic h)drocarbons (PJl\Hs) or total wlatiles (T'W), 
while moderately contaminated soils ~·e between 10 to 100 ppm PAHs 
or TVs. The highest levels of contamination in these areas were gener
ally within the upper 2 ft of the roadway. 

Based on the findings of the Rl/FS., a ROD was issued in March, 
1987. The purpose of the remedial action authorized by the ROD was 
to provide access to the site so to conduct a thorough RI of the entire. 
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The selected remedy for the remediation and reconstruction of the road 
highlighted the following features: 

• Excavate contaminated soil to below 100 ppm PAHs and/or 100 ppm 
TVs. 

• Te~porarily. dispo~e of contaminated soils in an on-site storage 
facility, designed m accordance with RCRA guidelines. (Final 
remediation of contaminated soil will be evaluated in the full site 
Rl/FS.) 

• Construct a new asphalt road over excavated areas and existing 
roadway. 

• Temporarily relocate on-site residents during construction. 

The work was authorized to be completed as an Expedited Response 
Action (ERA), which has a statutory limit of $2 million and a 1-yr limit 
for design and construction. This fast-track approach was selected so 
that site access would be available for the second phase of the Rl. Black 
& Veatch, as an associate firm of CH2M HILL under the REM IV 
Contract with U.S. EPA, prepared the design and served as Construc
tion Manager (CM) for the project. 

The scope of work for the construction subcontract was defined in 
detail in the plans and specifications that were developed. The design 
included the following elements: 

• Excavate approximately 5000 yd3 of highly contaminated soil in 
Frontier Park Road between FM-563 and Station 18+00. 

• Construct a double-lined on-site storage facility (vault) for temporary 
secure storage of the excavated material. 

• Backfill the excavated area and other portions of the road which were 
below finished grade with uncontaminated native soils. 

• Construct a road from FM-563 to east of Turtle Bayou, a length of 
approximately two mi. The road work consisted of excavation and 
filling to the subgrade elevation and construction of a lime stabilized 
subbase, a flexible crushed rock base course and an asphalt surface 
course. 

• Shape and grade drainage ditches and install corrugated metal pipe 
culverts and a structural aluminum-plate crossing at Turtle Bayou. 
The existing drainage structure at Turtle Bayou was demolished and 
removed from the site. 

• Construct two vehicle decontamination stations. 
• Provide site security'.. including fences and a guardhouse. 

Seven bids for the construction contract were received, with Tricil 
Environmental Response, Inc. selected as the lowest responsive, respon
sible bidder. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

Health and safety issues are of utmost concern when working at a 
hazardous waste site, and they differentiate remedial actions from stan
dard construction projects. The remedial action must be designed to 
minimize potential exposure to contaminants and to provide protection 
to the health of residents and construction workers in accordance with 
OSHA regulations ( 40 CFR 1910). 

Before initiating any on-site activities, the CM developed a site safety 
plan for activities by their personnel and the surveying and geotech
nical testing subcontractors, while the Contractor was responsible for 
his own site safety plan. Based on the contaminants at the site and the 
activities being performed, the site safety plan specified the type of 
protective clothing to be worn and methods for health and safety 
monitoring. Most of the work in contaminated areas was conducted 
in Level D protection. Level C protection was used when there was 
a potential for respiratory exposure to contaminated dust, such as when 
the highly contaminated material was excavated from the roadway and 
placed in the vault. All personnel working on-site were required to be 
medically monitored and health and safety trained, including a 40-hr 
training course. 

Because of concerns about protecting the health of the residents during 
construction, residents living along Frontier Park Road were temporarily 
relocated. The road was blocked and site security was set up at the 
entrance to control access to the site. A temporary bypass road was 
constructed around the first 1,600 ft of roadway, which was highly con-

taminated, to prevent contact with the contaminants during construc
tion. Use of the temporary bypass road also controlled the spread of 
ontaminants by limiting traffic through the highly contaminated area. 

The plans and specifications also addressed methods for preventing 
the spread of contamination to other areas of the site. Vehicle decon
tamination stations were included near the section of roadway with the 
highly contaminated material and near the vault to avoid contaminating 
clean areas of the site while transporting highly contaminated material 
to the vault. A material tracking system was established to document 
that all excavated contaminated material was placed in the vault and 
that the transporting vehicles were decontaminated. 

Water from vehicle and personnel decontamination areas, as well as 
water that contacted contaminated material in the excavation area and 
the vault, was collected and treated. The water had to meet discharge 
requirements established by the State before being released to Turtle 
Bayou. The Contractor provided large frac tanks for water storage. The 
first tank was used for contaminated water while the second was used 
for water treated by the on-site treatment system. The treated water was 
retained until laboratory results confirmed State discharge requirements 
were satisfied. Careful planning of construction activities to periods 
of dry weather minimized the volume of contaminated water requiring 
treatment. 

The storage vault was constructed in conformance with OSHA guide
lines to protect workers during construction and to prevent releases of 
contaminants. Following clearing and grubbing, a 12-in lime-stabilized 
subgrade was constructed. Since a portion of the area where the vault 
was constructed was contaminated, workers wore Level C protection 
for the subgrade construction and for construction of the first lifts of 
the 3-ft clay base. Equipment remained within the exclusion area until 
these activities were completed and was decontaminated prior to removal 
to clean areas of the site. 

Levels of protection were downgraded for the remainder of the base 
construction since work was being performed on clean material and 
air monitoring showed no respiratory exposure from surrounding areas. 
This approach resulted in improved worker productivity while main
taining health and safety protection. A similar approach was followed 
for placement of the contaminated material in the vault. Compaction 
equipment remained in the vault for the duration of the filling. 

Level C dermal and respiratory protection was worn during place
ment of the contaminated soil and installation of the first lifts of the 
multilayer cap. This protection was downgraded after the waste was 
covered and workers could work on clean imported material. 

SCHEDULE AND DATA LIMITATIONS 

One of the challenges of this project was the expedited schedule under 
which the project had to be completed. Because the project was initially 
pursued as an ERA, the schedule was established to satisfy the 1-yr 
completion requirement. Three months were allowed for design, 2 mo 
for advertisement, bid and award of the construction contract, and 7 mo 
for construction activities. A ~y element to completing the work on 
an expedited schedule was the cooperation among all entities involved, 
including the U.S. EPA, the CM, the Contractor, representatives from 
State and local agencies and the local residents. 

The schedule constraints were a primary factor in developing the de
sign approach. The key personnel on the design team visited the site 
soon after project initiation to evaluate existing conditions and to con
tact local utilities and agencies. Because some of the existing site data 
were not adequate to complete the design, methods were needed to 
collect the necessary data without impacting the schedule. 

The geotechnical data for the site were limited to soil borings along 
the roadway. These data were adequate to establish the structural foun
dation requirements for the road and on-site vault. However, additional 
geotechnical data were required to design the lime-stabilized subgrade 
for the roadway and vault. The permeability of the native soils also 
needed to be established to evaluate design options for the RCRA vault. 

Five bu!~ soil samp~e.s were collect~ and ~alyzed for these physi
cal prop~rt1es. In add1t10n, geotechmcal testmg was required during 
construction to confirm that elements of work met the specified require-
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ments. Considering the expedited schedule for the project, a single 
procurement was used for both design and construction phase gcotcch
nical testing support. Because the extent of gcotcchnical testing during 
construction was not well defined at the beginning of the design phase, 
the subcontract was bid on a unit price basis, allowing for adjustments 
based on the final construction specifications and the field conditions 
encountered during construction. 

Surveying was required during the design phase to assess the topo
graphy of the proposed vault area and to ensure that the vault was con
structed within the appropriate property boundaries. Benchmarks were 
established along the roadway, and the road design was prepared based 
on a limited survey of the road conducted during the RI. The roadway 
was surveyed in detail by the contractor at the beginning of construc
tion. Adjustments to the designed roadway and drainage patterns were 
made based on this detailed survey. For example, no drainage existed 
south of the roadway as projected on the USGS map. Consequently, 
the drainage design was adjusted to direct runoff in roadway ditches 
east to Turtle Bayou. During clearing of the roadway alignment and 
the subsequent survey, a number of additional driveway culverts were 
identified which had not been discovered in the RI survey. The timely 
discovery of the drainage and culvert features allowed early adjustments 
and eliminated schedule impacts. Unit prices bid for culverts and ditch 
construction allowed equitable cost adjustments, eliminating potential 
schedule delays due to change order negotiation. 

Because the RI concentrated on the roadway, little data were availa
ble on the extent of contamination in the vault area. Grab samples of 
soil were collected and tested for organic and inorganic contaminants. 
The analyses results were used to evaluate whether clear and grub 
material from the vault area had to be processed as contaminated 
material. If untested, the clear and grub material would have had to 
be considered contaminated and placed m the on-site vault. The ulti
mate cost of final disposal of contaminated material justified the col
lection of samples so that a significant portion of the material could 
be handled as standard clear and grub material. 

Other provisions were included in the contract documents to accom
modate data gaps that could not be filled within the design period. In 
some cases, U.S. EPA helped define the scope of work and set guide
lines so the \mfk could proceed on an expedited schedule. For example, 
U.S. EPA directed that the limits of highly contaminated material 
excavated from the roadway be as defined in the RI. Although samples 
were collected at the bottom of this excavation to verify that the con
tamination was removed, the area could be backfilled immediately, 
without waiting for the analytical results. The U.S. EPA also made the 
necessary arrangements to get access to the property during construc
tion. This process included both temporary access during construction 
and permanent extension of the roadway casement for extension of the 
ditch construction. The U.S. EPA also made arrangements to relocate 
local residents for the construction period and worked with the con
tractor to accommodate resident access needs during construction. 

Good communications and timely decisions were important clements 
in keeping the project on schedule during construction. The on-site Con
struction Manager represented the U.S. EPA and the design team and 
worked with the Contractor on changes due to field conditions. Monthly 
project meetings with representatives of the Contractor, the CM and 
the U.S. EPA were held to expeditiously handle any problems that arose. 
Tum-around time for the review of shop drawings and preparation of 
change orders was minimized. Shop drawings had to be reviewed within 
14 days of when they were received; often, however, they were reviewed 
immediately upon receipt. Gcotcchnical field testing was also conducted 
in a timely manner, with the testing firm aYdilable to perform field tests 
within 48-hr notice. This cooperative effort allowed the construction 
to be substantially complete in the required 7 mo. 

COSTS 

This project was initially authorized as an ERA and had a funding 
limit of $2,000,000. All costs associated with the project had to be within 
this limit, including construction and other subcontracts, engineering 
fees, operation and maintenance costs and expenses incurred by the 
U.S. EPA. Based on the preliminary cost estimate for the project of 
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$1.27 million presented in the FS, it appeared that the entire project 
could be completed under the $2.000.000 limit. However, when all the 
clements of the design were included, it became apparent that the 
$2,000,000 limit would be exceeded. The actual low bid for construc
tion W8!> $1,690,889. In order lO have enough funding to cover other 
project expenses, as well as allow for contingencies in the construc
tion cost, it was determined that this project was better suited lO be 
conducted as a Remedial Action (RA), which docs not have budget 
limitations, rather than as an ERA. 

Although it wa.~ recognized in the early stages of design that the cost 
would be more than $2,000,000, it took time for the U.S. EPA lO change 
the funding mechanisms. The overall schedule for the proje.ct was 
lengthened almost 4 mo, between the time the design and bid phases 
were complete and the time the contract could be awarded. This delay 
emphasi1.es the impon.ance of making sure FS costs are realistic and 
account for design details, since budgets are often based on this cstimare. 

Because of the limited data available at the time of design, the con
struction contract was established with a mix of fiJ!ed prices and unit 
prices. For cases where the scope of work was wet.I defined, such as 
the vault base and the decontamination facilities. flJICd prices were used. 
Otherwise. unit prices were used to allow for field modifications and 
to account for actual quantities of materials used. Since the level cf 
personnel protection required has a significant impact on productivity, 
a level of protection was listed on the bid fonn for each item lO serve 
as a basis for estimating the probable cost of the work. For some it.ems, 
the work was divided into two levels of protection. For example, the 
road subgrade was treated with lime in both moderately contaminated 
and non-contaminated areas. Therefore. unit prices were given for 
preparing the lime-treated subgrade in both Level C and Level D 
protection. Unit prices were also bid for upgrading or downgrading 
from the assumed level of prolCCtion that was listed on the bid form. 

During construction, the on-site Construction Manager monitored 
the work, reviewed the Contractor's payment requests, negotiated the 
payment allowances based on personal observation and records of the 
work and made recommendations regarding payment. He also worked 
with the Contractor in responding to changed field conditions. and 
negotiated change order costs. Costs were controlled by this careful 
monitoring, so that the final constfUC'tion cost (including 10 change 
orders) was less than a 2 'Ai increase over the bid amount. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF REM.EDY 

In addition to the objectives stated in the ROD, the following criteria 
for the remedial action were developed in the Rl/FS Report to meet 
the cleanup objectives established by TWC and the U.S. EPA. for Frontier 
Park Road: 

• Improve access for equipment to the site to facilitate the planned RI 
sampling and monitoring of the on-site waste disposal areas and to 
facilitate furu.re remedial actions 

• Prevent contact with highly contaminated soils. defined as PAHs 
and/or TVs in excess of lOO ppm 

• Minimize dim."'! contact with moderately contaminated soils. defined 
as PAHs and/or TVs between JO and JOO ppm 

The asphalt road was constructed to provide access to the site, in
cluding access across Turtle Bayou. Additionally, the decontamination 
station by the vault was left in place for use during futuJc site investi
gations. Therefore, the remedial action cffi:ctively met the first cleanup 
objective for improved site access. 

The highly contaminated materials were excavated to the limits indi
cated in the Rl/FS, as directed by the U.S. EPA, with revisions made 
to the I Im its based on visual observations. Samples were collected from 
the bottom of the excavated area to•document the level of cleanup 
obtained. The cleanup goal established in the ROD targeted the 100 
ppm level of PAHs and/or TVs. Sixteen of the 18 samples. or 89%. 
met the combined cleanup criteria. The cleanup goals were based on 
a residential setting with the potential for multiple routes of exposure 
due to the unimproved condition of the road. The remedial action at 
the site has reduced this potential for exposure. The majority of the 
highly contaminated material has been removed from the roadway and 



is secured in an on-site facility. The placement of clean fill and instal
lation of an asphalt road over this area (and moderately contaminated 
areas) has further reduced exposure potential and effectively fulfills 
the second and third cleanup objectives. 

Hence, the requirements of the ROD were met by the remedial action. 
Most of the highly contaminated soils were excavated and disposed of 
in the project-constructed on-site storage facility, thereby mitigating the 

risk of human exposure to contaminants. A new asphalt road was con
structed, providing access to the site and covering areas of moderate 
contamination. The residents were temporarily relocated during con
struction, and the Contractor cooperated with the residents to provide 
them access to their property. Through the cooperative effort of all 
entities involved with the remedial action, the work at Frontier Park 
Road was successfully completed. 
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Case History: Fort A.P. Hill 
Dioxin incineration Project 

Thomas O. Mineo, P.E. 
Metcalf and Eddy Technologies, Inc. 

Somerville, New Jersey 

Dominique K. Edwards 
U.S. Army, USATHAMA 

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 

ABSfRACT 

Metcalf & Eddy Technologies, Inc., under contract to 0 H. Materials 
Corporation, performed the remedial action in which dioxin
contaminated soil and building debris at Fon A.P. Hill, Virginia, were 
thermally treated and destroyed. The site, located 60 mi south of 
Washington, D.C.. contained 190 tons of dioxin-contaminated material. 
Rotary kiln incineration was chosen as the most effective method to 
achieve the U.S. Army's goal of ultimately disposing of the dioxin
contaminated material stored at the Fon. 

This paper describes the process Metcalf & Eddy Technologies, Inc. 
used to develop the engineering and design repon as well as the process 
utilized in the field to perform the work. The U.S. Army Toxic and 
Hazardous Materials Agency represented Fort A.P. Hill for this project 
and required that all actions be performed in accordance with CERCLA 
and ARAR.s. 

The Engineering and Design Repon was written to consider the 
remedial design plan. incineration technologies. standard operation 
procedures. sampling and anaJysis plan, site-specific health and safety 
plan and the project management plan. As the repon was developed, 
Metcalf & Eddy Technologies' field management was consulted on all 
details to assure a practical design. 

The description of the process includes a discussion of materials 
handling operations, materials shredding operations, rotary kiln incinera
tor operations, ash handling operations and sampling operations. Brief 
description of the quality assurance and site-specific health and safety 
requirements also are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

In February and March of 1989, Metcalf and Eddy Technologies, 
Inc., under contract to O.H. Materials Corporation, performed a 
remedial action in which dioxin-contaminated soil and building debris 
were thermally treated and destroyed on-site by rotary kiln incinera
tion. The remedial action WdS performed at Fon A.P. Hill on behalf 
of the United States Army Toxic and Hv.ardous Materials Agenc.")' 
(USATHAMA). 

BACKGROUND 

The Fon A.P. Hill Site, a U.S. Army installation located in Bowling 
Green, Virginia, had a small stordge building on the facility that wJs 
contaminated by leaking containers of herbicides which were stored 
inside. The herbicides included 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T and silvex. Dioxins. 
which are known contaminates of the herbicides, were discovered in 
the building's wooden floor, block foundations and soil adjacent to the 
building. The bulk of the material contained dioxins in concentrations 
of0.001 to 0.002 ppm, with the highest concentration equal to 1.030 ppm. 

The contaminated materials were excavated and isolated in 35-gal 
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fiberboard drums and !!Ubsequcntly OYCr-packed into 55-pl steel drums.. 
A total of 1138 drums of material was stored in a secure building on 
the site. USATHAMA initiated a FS in July, 1987 to analyze alterna
tives for ultimate disposal of the dioxin-contaminated materials being 
stored at Fon A.P. Hill. The study was performed in accordance with 
the NCP which governs procedures for such studies. The draft final 
FS was completed in March, 1988. The preferred disposal alternative 
identified in the study was on-site incineration. Following review by 
U.S. EPA Region Ill and the Virginia Department of \\tite Manage
ment. the FS was finalized in Augusc, 1988. 

A two-phased contract task was awarded 10 O.H. Materials, Corp. 
to prepare operating and design plans (phase [) and conduct incinera
tion of the dioxin-contaminated material (phase II). Metcalf & Eddy 
Technologies, Inc. was subcontracted to prepare the design and operating 
plans and direct the field activities. 

ENGINEERING AND DFSIGN REPORT 

Metcalf & Eddy, Inc. was assigned 10 prepare the Engineering and 
Design Repon for the project. The repon describes the specific proto
cols for each task that \\"llS to be carried out as a part of the remedial 
action. Specifically, the repon included the following sections. 

• Summary repon 
• Remedial design plan 
• Review of incineration of acutely hlll.antous wastes 
• Standard operating procedures 
• Sampling and analysis plan 
• Site specific health and safety plan 
• Munagement plan 

The schedule set by USATHAMA required destruction of all dioxin 
by Apr. 30, 1989. In order 10 meet this schedule, it was necessary to 
prepare the first draft of the over 200-page document in a period of 
6 wk. This draft repon was completed on time and submitted to 

USATHAMA for review and approval. 

REGULATORY REVIEW 
Regulatory participation was an integral pan of the successful dis

posal of the dioxin-contaminated material stored at Fon A.P. Hill. All 
plans and repons were reviewed by both federal and state regulators 
as well as various Army agencies and commands. Adequate review 
periods were incorporated into the schedule to allow draft plans and 
reports to be thoroughly evaluated by the necessary parties. Timely 
review was crucial to maintain the st.ringent schedule. The U.S. EPA. 
Region Ill and the Virginia Depanment of Waste Management were 
involved with meetings with the Army prior to the conduct of the FS. 
Once the FS identified incineration as a potential remedial alternative, 
the Virginia Air fullution Control Boanl became involved with reviewing 



plans and reports. 

I~ acco~dan~e with the CERCLA and SARA, a public comment 
penod which mcluded a public meeting was held at the completion 
of the FS. When these events had been completed, the FS was finalized 
and a RO~ was prepared. The ROD contained a Responsiveness Sum
mary w~1ch documents. all questions and comments received during 
the p_ubhc comment penod and responses to the questions which were 
provided through the USATHAMA Public Affairs Office. Information 
Repositories of convenient access (e.g., local libraries) were located 
near Fort A.P. Hill to allow the public to review plans and reports. 
The ROD documented the decision to implement on-site incineration 
using a mobile rotary kiln. 

_Multiple copies of the draft operating and design plans were sub
mitted to USATHAMA as required under contract. USATHAMA 
retained a C?PY fo~ review and forwarded the remaining copies to the 
Fort A.P. Hill Environmental Office for distribution to the appropriate 
reviewers. Copies of all plans and reports were sent to the U.S. EPA 
~e~ion _III, the_Virginia Department of Waste management, the Vir~ 
glilla Air Pollut10n Control Board, Fort A.P. Hill, the U.S. Army Toxic 
and Hazardous Materials Agency, the U.S. Army Environmental 
Environmental Hygiene Agency, the U.S. Army Forces Command Envi
ronmental Office and the Department of Army Environmental Office. 

Once the comments about the draft design and operating plans were 
received, a meeting was held in January, 1989 to discuss issues. The 
draft plan was then revised to incorporate the appropriate changes. This 
revision was a very critical part of the program since it provided the 
reviewing regulatory agencies with the opportunity to input their recom
mendations and assured the Army that all federal, state and local regula
tory requirements were met. 

FIELD OPERATIONS 

Field Operations starting with site preparation and equipment mobili
zation began after the design and operating plans were finalized. The 
USATHAMA project officer was present for the majority of the field 
operations to monitor the contract, to verify that field activities were 
in accordance with the operating plans and to provide timely decisions 
when modifications to the operating procedures were required. 
Fort A.P. Hill personnel routinely inspected the site to monitor progress. 
U.S. EPA Region III personnel and their contractor provided round
the-clock oversight. 

The field operation, with the exception of preliminary site prepara
tion and ash drum disposal, took place on a 24-hr schedule for 7 wk. 
During this period, a group of specialty subcontractors, brought together 
by Metcalf & Eddy Technologies, integrated their unique capabilities 
to successfully carry out this remedial action project. 

Mobilization 

Mobilization took place in a period of 2.5 wk. During this time, a 
chain link fence was installed to delineate the drum storage area and 
the exclusion work zone area. Electric power and telephone services 
were brought in from the road 650 ft away. Five site support trailers, 
two water supply trailers and four LPG tanks were set up. As the site 
was being prepared, equipment arrived. The thermal destruction unit 
(TDU) was the largest single piece of equipment. It included an 
incinerator trailer, a pollution control trailer, a feed hopper and con
veyor, an ash discharge hopper and conveyor, a lamella separator and 
vacuum filter, and several tanks for caustic and water. All of the TDU 
equipment was supported on steel plates placed directly on the crushed 
stone and required no special foundations. The other major equipment 
utilized on-site was a trailer mounted low speed double shredder. Wood 
cribbing directly under the shredder portion of the trailer was all that 
was required to adequately support the shredder. 

A 1200-ft2 temporary building constructed of modular wood framing 
was erected on the area between the shredder and TDU. The building 
was placed directly on the ground and anchored. Three strategically
located HEPA filter exhaust fans were placed inside the building to main
tain negative pressure and minimize dust within the building. 

All 1138 drums were brought over from the storage site to the work 
area; a distance of 3 mi. The drums were placed in the drum storage 

area. The warehouse where the drums had been stored was cleaned 
with HEPA filtered vacuum cleaners. 

Finally, field quality control personnel set up their field sample 
collection facility. They also set up an on-site computerized drum 
monitoring data base designed to track the materials during operations. 
Health and Safety personnel reviewed the site conditions and made final 
revisions to the site Health and Safety Plan. All personnel attended on
site safety briefings, and the operations phase was ready to begin. 

Operations 

After a final walk through by the U.S. EPA, USATHAMA, Fort A.P. 
Hill personnel and contractor representatives, the site was declared 
operational. All work for the next 4 wk would be carried out in Level 
C protection. 

The operations activities included the following: 

• Feeding material into the shredder 
• Shredding the material 
• Staging discharged shredded material within the building enclosure 
• Feeding material into the TDU hopper 
• Incinerating the material 
• Feeding ash discharge into drums 
• Storaging ash drums 

The 55 gal steel drum overpacks were opened on the concrete decon
tamination pad which was set at the gate joining the work area (Level C) 
and the drum storage area (Level D). A forklift with a drum handling 
device carried each drum to the shredder and emptied the 35 gal fiber 
board drum into the hopper. The empty 55 gal steel overpack was 
returned to the decontamination pad for decontamination. 

The material entering the shredder was reduced in size and discharged 
within the building enclosure adjacent to the shredder. The discharged 
material went into one of IO steel bins used to supply a 12-hr supply 
of material for the TDU. 

The bins within the building enclosure were emptied into the TDU 
feed hopper which also was located inside the building. The material 
was moved within the building by a small forklift and was discharged 
into the TDU feed hopper by means of a self dumping mechanism on 
each bin. 

Material was fed continuously into the TDU 24 hr/day. Material 
entering the TDU was carefully controlled and regulated by means of 
a sophisticated control system which monitored and controlled primary 
kiln temperatures, secondary combustion chamber temperatures, gas 
flow and other parameters as required by the approved Engineering and 
Design Report and government regulations. The unit operated using 
rotary kiln combustion technology. Pollution control equipments 
including a wet scrubbers was monitored and controlled integrally with 
the combustion unit by means of a computerized control center. Auto
matic shutdown sequences and alarms built into the control system 
ensured an environmentally safe operation. 

The ash from the rotary kiln was discharged into 55 gal shipping 
drums. Forklifts fitted with drum handling devices carried these ash 
drums to the decontamination pad where they were given an external 
cleaning and transferred into the drum storage area. A separate forklift 
in the Level D drum storage area carried each drum to its final staging 
area prior to off-site disposal. 

During all operations, Metcalf & Eddy quality control personnel 
maintained records, gathered samples and checked the overall quality 
of work. Ash samples taken each day were sent to an off-site labora
tory for 48-hr tum-around dioxin analysis. 

Health and Safety personnel held daily briefings for each shift and 
continuously monitored on-site personnel for conformance to safety 
requirements. Everyone was required to present proof of OSHA CFR 
1910.120 training before being allowed into the work area. No serious 
injury or exposure occurred during the remedial action. 

Demobilization 

All equipment was systematically decontaminated in order to minimize 
the potential for dioxin contamination after TDU shutdown. All equip
ment was demobilized in a period of 1.5 wk. 
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OFF-SITE DISPOSAL 
The drums filled with ash residue were approved for disposal at a 

Class I hazardous waste landfill in Oklahoma. The ash drums were 
removed from the site in June, 1989. Carbon filtered process water also 
was removed from the site in June, 1989 and sent to an approved 
industrial water treatment facility in New Jersey. 
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CONCWSION 

The remedial action at Fort A.P. Hill met the U.S. Army's objec
tives of ultimately disposing of lhe dioxin-contaminated material stored 
at lhe Fort. In achieving this objective, the U.S. Army was extremely 
understanding of local community concern. A tour given to the news 
media of lhe mobilized site prior to the stan of operations is one exam
ple of Fort A.P. Hill openness in carrying out chis remedial action. 
All dioxin-contaminated material was lreated and ash residues were 
removed from the site before the end of June, 1989. 



Decontamination of Explosive Contaminated 
Sructures and Equipment 

U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency 

Craig MacPhee 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 

ABSTRACT 

As a result of past operations, the U.S. Army has numerous buildings 
and large quantities of process equipment which are contaminated with 
explosives. The Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency has been con
ducting a three-phase study aimed at developing a safe, economical 
and non-destructive method of rendering explosive contaminated 
materials ready for reuse or disposal. 

In Phase I of the study, 56 technologies were assessed for possible 
use. Of the 56, the five most promising technologies underwent labora
tory scale testing in Phase II. A thermal process which uses hot gas 
to heat the contaminated materials to approximately 500°F emerged 
from the Phase II tests as the best technology. The hot gas process was 
selected because of its relative safety and low labor costs. 

Phase II of the development program which is now in progress is 
full-scale pilot testing of the hot gas decontamination process. To test 
how well the process works on structures, an extensive test program 
on a building previously used for explosive munition demilitarization 
was completed in August, 1987. In order to determine how effective 
the hot gas process is on explosive contaminated processing equipment, 
a flashing chamber in the Western Area Demilitarization Facility at 
Hawthorne Army Ammunition Plant, Nevada, was modified for hot 
gas testing. The series of tests was completed in September, 1989. 

A wide vaiety of materials such as contaminated sewer lines, piping, 
electrical motors and mixing kettles were successfully decontaminated. 
Exposing items to 500 °F for 12 hr. removed all the explosive con
taminants present (TNT, RDX, HMX, NC and NG). 

INTRODUCTION 
Probably the two most common methods in present use for removing 

explosive material contamination are steam cleaning and decontami
nation by fire (bum to the ground). Steam cleaning is, in most cases, 
effective but provides only surface decontamination and is not effec
tive on hard-to-access areas. It is difficult to completely decontaminate 
concrete with steam. Steam cleaning of complex items such as motors 
cannot assure that interior areas are cleaned. 

Burning of structures contaminated with explosives has several draw
backs. If other structures are nearby, burning the building may be risky. 
Additionally, buildings with asbestos should not be burned. Finally, 
open burning of a contaminated structure can be viewed as an uncon
trolled release of toxic substances, local and state regulators may prohibit 
intentional building fires. 

In 1982, the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency 
(USATHAMA) began a project aimed at developing new, improved 
procedures for decontaminating structures and equipment contaminated 
with explosives. The goal of this ongoing project is to develop a method 
which will be safe, will produce little or no waste and will assure a 

high degree of decontamination. Target compounds for removal are all 
the major military explosives (TNT, RDX, HMX, NG, Tetryl, etc.). 
The process to be developed would have to effectively remove con
taminants from metal, wood, painted concrete and bare concrete. An 
additional goal of the project is to develop a decontamination method 
which is universally applicable and thus can be used on large struc
tures as well as process equipment. The first phase of this project was 
a review of existing techniques and the consideration of novel techniques. 

Thermal Decomposition Concepts 
Flash blast 
Microwave heating 
Solvent Soak/Burn 

Electropolishing 
Sandblasting 
Ultrasound 
Vacu-blast 

Contact Heating 
Flaming 

Infrared Heating 

Abrasive Concepts 
Acid Etch 
Demolition 
Cryogenics 

Hot Plasma 
Hot Gases 
C0

2 
Laser 

Scarifer 
Drill and Spall 
Hydroblasting 

Extractive Removal Concepts 
Solvent Circulation Supercritical Fluids Rad Kleen 
Surfactants Strippable Coatings Manual Steaming 
External Steam Vapor Phase Solvent 

Generator 

Radical Initiated 
Decomp. 
Molten Decomp. 
Microbial 
Ultraviolet and Cat. 
Nucleophilic 

Displacement 
Solid State 

Extract 

Chemical Concepts 
Base Initiated 
Decomp. 
Sulfur Base Reduct 
Reduction Cleavage 
Gamma Rad. 
Ozone 

Gels 

Decomp. with DS2 

Sodium Borohydride 
Reactive Amines 
Chromic Acid 
Ascorbate 

Foams 

PHASE I OF DEVEWPMENT PROGRAM, 
TECHNOWGY SCREENING: 

Under contract ~o USA~~A, Ba~lle Columbus Laboratories per
formed an analysis of ex1s_tm_g explosives decontamination techniques 
and also developed descnpt1ons of novel concepts. Information was 
gather~d from government and private industry manufacturers of 
explosives. Government facilities were visited to inspect contaminated 
structures and equipment. In a July, 1983 report, Battelle documented 
the detailed analysis of the following technologies: 
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Hydrogenation 

Various combinations of methods also were considered. Each tech
nology was evaluated based on destruction efficiency, mass transfer, 
safety, damage to buildings, penetration depth, applicability to com
plex surfaces, operating costs, capital costs and waste treatment costs. 

Among the thennal decomposition concepts, hot gases received the 
highest ranking overall and received high scores in all categories. The 
hot gas process involves exposing contaminated materials to hot gases 
in order to vaporize or decompose the contaminants. The hot gases 
together with the vaporized explosives and breakdown products are sent 
to an afterburner for complete destruction. 

The bum-to-ground method received high scores in most categories 
but received the lowest possible scores for safety and building damage. 
The only thermal concept recommended for further development was 
hot gas treatment. 

All of the abrasive concepts received poor scores for waste treatment 
costs. The abrasive concepts also received low scores for penetration 
depth. None of the abrasi\'e concepts were considered for further 
development. 

External steam generator (pumping steam into the structure) scored 
the highest of the extractive removal concepts. However, the low solu
bility of some explosives in hot water prevents the steam method from 
being universally applicable. Vapor circulation was the only extraction 
technology selected for further development. 

Three chemical decomposition techniques were selected for further 
development. 1be concepts selected were radical initiated decomposi
tion, base initiated decomposition and sulfur based reduction. 

From the combination methods evaluated, only a combined chemi
calJhot gas concept was considered to be MJrthy of further development. 

In all, 55 technologies or combinations of technologies were consi
dered. Six concepts were selected for further investigation. The selected 
technologies were hot gases, combination chemical/hot gas, vapor cir
culation. radical initiated decomposition, base initiated decomposition 
and sulfu.r based reduction. 

PHASE II, LABORATI>RY TFSl'S 

In Phase D, the technologies selected from Phase I were developed 
in more detail. Probably the most important aspect of the development 
work was the laboratory tests. Test coupons of steel, painted concrete 
and unpainted concrete were spiked with known quantities of2,4 DNT, 
2/J DNT, TNT, TETRYL, RDX and HMX. The test coupons were 
then subjected to the processes under investigation. After appropriate 
treatment times, the coupons were inspected for residual explosives. 
Hot gases and the combination of chemical/hot gases yielded the highest 
degrees of explosives removal. In many cases the residual explosive 
levels were below detection limits. Although each of the six processes 
evaluated in the laboratory phase of testing offered some advantages 
and disadvantages for particular operations, it was the hot gas process 
which had a greater range of applications and provided the most 
complete decontamination. 

The laboratory tests did identify some potential problems with the 
hot gas process. During testing, the fonnation of explosive crystals on 
the outside surface (originally uncontaminated) of concrete test coupons 
indicated that hot gases may cause explosives to migrate through con
crete. This finding raises the concern that during decontamination of 
a concrete structure, the explosives may be driven out of the structure 
rather than destroyed. It was also noticed that the hot gas process dried 
out and thus weakened the concrete. 

Pretreatment of concrete with a caustic chemicaJ led to quicker 
destruction of explosives and allowed hot gas decontamination to proceed 
at lower temperatures. Quicker destruction of explosives reduces the 
possibility of migration. Operating al a reduced temperature lessens 
the drying effects on concrete. Thus, it was concluded that the combi
nation of chemical treatment and hot gases would be the best route to 
complete decontamination without migration of explosives and with 
minimal damage to concrete. 

The hot gas process, complemented by chemical pretreatment, 
emerged from the laboratory tests as clearly the most promising tech-
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nology for widespread application. The next step was to see how well 
the process would perform outside the laboratory on a contaminated 
building. 

PHASE II PILOT TFSI'S: 

The Comhusker Army Ammunition Plant CAAP) Tests: 

Pilot tests of the chemical/hot gas decontamination method were 
conducted at Cornhusker AAP in 191J7. The tests were conducted for 
USATHAMA by Arthur D. Little, Inc. The objectives of these first 
pilot tesl~ were to: 

• Determine the effectiveness of hot gas with and without chemical 
pretreatment 

• Evaluate the effects of test conditions on the integrity of an actual 
structure 

• Provide design criteria for full-scale systems 
• Provide test data for regulatory pennitting of the process 

After numerous potential sites were considered, a projectile washout 
building at Comhusker AAP was selected as the test site. 1be building 
has concrete walls, a concrete floor and a wooden ceiling. Dimensions 
of the building were 2S ft. long. 2S ft. wide and U ft. high. Some modifi
cations lo the building were necessary such as construction of a false 
ceiling to protect the wooden roof, replacement of the windows and 
doors with sheet metal and insulation of the outside of the building. 
Although inspection of the building revealed some TNT contamina
tion, the level of contamination was too low to sufficiently challenge 
the decontamination method. This problem was resolved by placing 
TNT contaminated concrete blocks, which were removed from a sump 
cesspool, inside the test building. 

Hot gas was supplied to the building through ductwork by a 3D million 
BTU/hr. propane-fired burner. Gases exited the building into a propane
fired afterburner. Gases entering the building. exiting the building and 
exiting the afterburner were analyud. In tests where chemical pretreat
ment was used, a solution of sodium h)droxi<le and dirnethylfonnamide 
was employed. lberomocouples were used to monitor temperatures in
side the building during treatment. Concrete samples were subjected 
to mechanicaJ propenies tests before and after hot gas treatment. 
Conclusions drawn from the Cornhusker pilot tests were: 

• Hot gas decontamination of a building is !>life and fi:a.sible. 
• Although treatment of surfaces with caustic chemicals did increase 

explosive removal on the surface of concrete, it has no effect on 
interior contamination. Funher, longer treatment with hot gas alone 
should be capable of providing complete decontamination. 

• The hot gas decontamination process caused the concrete block to 
loose 5 % of its compressive strength and 20 to 30 % of its bend (ten
sile) strength. The effects of this loss in strength would have to be 
judged on a case by case basis for each building treated. Of course. 
if the building is not going to be reused, the condition of the con
crete after 1rea1rnen1 is of no concern. 

• Initial design criteria and cost estimates tor decontamination of small 
and large buildings were developed. 

• Process data, such as composition of effluent gases from the after
burner. was collected and can be used for applying for regulatory 
permits for future operations. 

The Hawthorne AAP Pilot Tests: 

Further pilot tests of the hot gas process (without chemical pretmll
menl) were conducted in the summer of 1989 at Hawthorne AAP. TilCSC 
tests were conducted for USATHAMA by Roy F. Weston, Inc. This 
test series was directed towards the decontamination of process equip
ment used in explosives operations. The objectives were to: 

• Test the process on a variety of materials (vitrified clay, steel and 
aluminum) with variety of contaminants (TNT, NC, NG and ammo
nium picrale). 

• Test the process on a variety of items including intricate equipment 
which has areas inaccessible to other treatment processes (pumps, 
pipes, ship mines, risers and transfer containers). 

• Detennine the temperatures and treatment times required to reduce 



contaminant levels to below detectable limits. Define a process that 
will render equipment items fit for unrestricted use or disposal. 

• Render large quantities of contaminated equipment fit for unrestricted 
use or disposal. 

A flashing chamber at Hawthorne AAP was modified to accommo
date the hot gas process. The same burner and afterburner that were 
used at Cornhusker AAP were used at Hawthorne AAP. Hawthorne 
AAP has a large store of equipment and munition items which require 
treatment. Test items were selected from Hawthorne AAP's stores, 
placed in the modified flashing chamber and treated with hot gas. Test 
samples also included highly contaminated clay pipe removed from what 
was once the West Virginia Ordnance Works. 

Test items were sampled for explosives prior to testing. Some items 
were spiked with explosives. After testing, the items were sampled for 
residual explosives. The detection limit for explosive contamination was 
approximately 10 mg/m2

• 

Conclusions for the Hawthorne pilot tests were: 

• The hot gas process successfully decontaminated all items tested. 
TNT, RDX, HMX, DNT, NC and NG were completely removed 
for both exterior and interior surfaces. 

• Heating contaminated items to 500 °F for 12 hr. rendered the items 
completely decontaminated. 
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Stabilization of Petroleum Sludges 
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ABSfRACT 
Petroleum refineries historically have produced large quantities of 

waste acidic petroleum sludges which typically were disposed of in open 
pits. These practices have resulted into the need to develop a cost
effective method to prevent the migration of these materials into the 
environment. This paper describes the work performed in the first half 
of a 3-yr resean:h effon designed to investigate methods to effectively 
stabilize and solidify acidic petroleum sludges. 

Specific additives to achieve stabilization and solidification have been 
investigated including several commercial products and processes, 
generally proprietary in nature. Conventional stabilization agents, such 
as cement and fly ash, along with more innovative agents such as 
organically modified clays (organophilic clays) were utilized in these 
laboratory investigations. 

A large number of stabilization agents was evaluated with regard to 
their effectiveness in stabilizing petroleum sludge. The solidification 
was evaluated quantitatively in an unconfined compression test. The 
Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure was used to evaluate the 
leachability of the treated material. Results of these laboratory studies 
are presented along with recommendations for funher testing. 

The laboratory tests were found to be limited in their ability to 
differentiate the stabilization effectiveness for the materials tested. 
Despite the limitations of the test techniques, the effectiveness of a 
variety of stabilization mixes was assessed in relative terms, based upon 
comparisons of the stabilization mix test results. 

ln general, the organically modified clay mixes have shown the most 
promise in stabilizing the petroleum sludge. In the case of the organo
philic clay mixes, the higher the cost of the mix, the better the perfor
mance with regard to the measured test parameters. These clays, used 
in conjunction with some type of binder material such as ponland 
cement, appear to provide the sy~tem necessary to adequately stabilize 
and solidify organic-bearing hazardous Wdstes. In this system, the 
organic contaminants are contained by the clay and also arc trapped 
in the physical matrix formed by the cement or other pozzolanic 
material. 

INTRODUCTION 

These investigations consisted of an evaluation of various stabiliza
tion agents for effectively stabilizing and solidifying an acidic petroleum 
sludge, typical of those produced by oil refineries in the period from 
approximately 1920 to 1970. This paper describes the results of the 
studies conducted during the first half of a 3-yr project designed to 
develop a stabilization technique which effectively stabilizes and 
solidifies the organic (hydrocarbon) constituents of a specific acidic 
petroleum sludge. 

At the stan of the investigation, a bibliography of applicable litera
ture was compiled and reviewed and a survey of commercial vendors 
wa~ undertaken to identify applicable candidate technologies available 
in the marketplace. These literature and vendor surveys provided the 
basis for selecting and evaluating additives and processes to be funher 
studied in the laboratory' 
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Table I. 
StabUl.utlon Mb Summary 

MU llO, Mii COHPOSITIOll 

1 lludgt/Attap.il9fu/fty A1h/Oufckll• (1/0.,2/0.ll/0.0I) 
l lludgt/l_l_/fly A1h/Oulckll• (1/0.4/0.l/0,0I) 

J lludv•ll•ntonfl•"ly A1h/Oulckl I• Cl/0.4/0.l/0,0I) 
4 lludv•/1-1-/ltnlonflo/Fly Aah/Oulcktl• (1/0.4/0.2/0.3/0.0I) 
S Sludgt/Clayl- APA,,ly Aall/Oufckl I• 11/0.,/0.l/0.0I) 

6 Sludgt/AIUpul9fle,,ly Alh/Oufckl ·- (1/0.4/0.3/0.08> 
1 lludv•/Suapent-/Fly A ... /Oufckl I• (1/0.,/0.l/0,0I) 

I Sludvo/Cleyl- 40/fly Aall/Oulcktl• (1/0.4/0,3/0.08) 

9 lludt•ll-1-/0lat-•- hrlh/Oulcktl• (1/0.4/0.3/0.0I> 
10 Sludge/1_1_/fly A1h/lydnled LI• (1/0.4/0.]/0.0I) 

II Sludge/Allepul9lto/C.-nt (V) (1/0.4/0.25) 
12 lludt•/1-1-/C.-nl (V) (1/0.4/0.25) 

13 lludgo/lontonllt/C-t CV> (1/0,4/0.25) 
14 lludgo/Suapentone/C-..1 (V) (1/0.4/0.25) 

IS studge/Cl1y1- 40/C-nt CV) (1/0.ZS/O.O 
16 lludgt/Cloyt- APA/C-nl (V) (1/0.4/0,15) 

17 Sludee/lentonl lt/Mlcroflne c_,.1 CllC·SOO> (1/0.4/0.ZS> 
II lludgo/Allep.ol1lte/lllcroflne C.-nt (llC·SOO> C 1/0.4/0.ZS) 
19 Sludge/Sorbond CIS II (1.0/0,65) 

20 Sludge/Sorbond CIS II ( 1.0/0. n1 
21 Sludgt/AIUpul1lte/fly A1h/Oulckl ·- (1/0.4/0.]/0.0I) 
22 Sludg1/Attaput11le/fly Aah/Oulcktl• (1/0.7/0.]/0.0I) 
2J lludet/C-nt (I) (1/1.S) 
24 Sludgt/C_,,t (II) (1/1.5) 

ZS lludgt/Suopentone/C_,.t (I) (1/0.4/0.5) 

26 Sludge/fuJ lbelOfl ' Clayt- APA ( 1/0.6) 
27 Sludo•/fuJlbelon' Clayl- APA (1,0/1.0) 
21 lludoe/C-nl lltn Oust <t.0/1,0) 
29 Sludge/C.-nt Elin Dutt (1.0/1,S) 

lO lludge/ltnlonlte/Mlcroflne c-nt (llC·500) ( 1/0.4/0.lS) 

Jt Sludge/lentonlto/Mlcrollne C_,,t (HC· 100) (1/0,4/0.25) 

J2 Sludge/C_,,t llln Dutl/Sohblt soc11 ... sll tcue (1/1/0. H 
]J Sludge/C"""'t llln Dust/Sohble Sodl.,. Sii lclle <.t/1/0.2) 

34 Sludge/Ceeent (I )/Sohble Sodhn Sii lcate (I/I .S/0,]75) 

lS Sludge/Cl1yt- APA/C-nt (l)/Sohblo Slllcue (l/0,4/0.2S/O,IS) 

36 lludgt,,·40/P·27 !Silicate 1echnol09y) (1/0.3/D.:S> 
l7 1ludge/P·40/P·27 (SI tlcate technoloey) (1/0.6/0,6) 
38 Sludge/Sorbond CIS II (l.0/1.0) 

39 Sludge/ZHf/C-nt (I) (1/0.4/0.S> 

40 lludgt/U·SS/C-nt (I) < 1/0.4/D.S> 
41 Sludge/Cl.,.,_ 40/Mlcrollne c......,,t (MC·SOO) ( 1/0.4/0.25) 
42 Sludge/Clayt- 40/Mlcroflne c-nl (MC•100) !1/0,4/0.25) 
4J Sludge/Susf)9nt-/C....,nl rlln Dutt (1/0.4/0.5> 

44 Sludgt/lon:ltone/f ly A1h/Gulckl 11111!/SI 1 lcate ( 1/0.:S/0,S/0, 1/0. t) 
45 Sludgt/Clayt- APA/HC·SOO/Solubla Silicate (1/0,4/0,ZS/0.ts> 

46 Delonlled llattr/Cleytont 40/C-nt II) 11/1.2/0.75> 
47 Dolonlled llller/lentonlte/Cc.nc>nt (I) (l/l,2/0.7S) 
411 lludga/C-nt (I )/hntonl la/Fly Ash (1/0.4/0, 1/0. 1) 
49 lludge/C-nt (I )/lentonlte/fly Aah tl/0,,/0.1/0.1) 

SO Sludge/C-nt (I )/ltntonlte/Fly Aah (1/0,4/0, 1/0.1) 



A laboratory testing program was developed which included physi
cal and chemical characterizations of the untreated sludge and of the 
treated material after mixing and after a 2-wk curing period. Results 
of these initial laboratory studies will be used to refine the stabiliza
tion methods in the second half of the investigation which will include 
full-scale field studies. 

The stabilization agents employed in the investigation include those 
used in mixes described in the literature. Products from commercial 
vendors as well as other generic materials were incorporated into this 
investigation. The mix ingredients are listed on Table 1 and described 
more fully elsewhere2

• In summary, the testing program included 
mixes from previous studies3 and custom mixes employing sorbents 
such as processed clays, organically modified clays, binding agents, 
soluble silicates and proprietary agents from vendors. The ingredients 
were mixed with the sludge in various combinations and proportions 
aimed at stabilizing the acidic petroleum sludge. The mixing proce
dures and methods of evaluating the treated material are described 
elsewhere4

• Studies also were conducted to evaluate the sorption 
capacity of the various organophilic clays5 • 

The laboratory testing program consisted of physical and chemical 
testing of both the untreated sludge and the stabilized product. Table 1 
presents a summary of the first 50 stabilization mixes, including the 
proportions by weight of each of the stabilization mix ingredients. 

The unconfined compression test results for those mixes which con
tained sludge ranged from 2 to 90 psi. These data emphasize the inhi
bition of hydration reactions due to the presence of the organic sludge. 
For the mixes which contain sludge, five of the six strongest mixes, 
as evaluated by the unconfined compression test, contain an organophilic 
clay. This result indicates the strength benefits which result from the 
addition of an organophilic clay. 

The chemical testing consisted of performing a modified TCLP test 
on each specimen after it had been tested in unconfined compression. 
The concentrations of the identified chemical constituents were com
pared with those limits specified in the TCLP. In all cases, the reported 
concentrations of the selected organic compounds were below the 
maximum concentration levels specified by the TCLP. 

ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS 

The following sections view the data from the perspective of spe
cific groups of mixes. Average values for the entire set of mixes are 
compared to the average values for each subset of mixes (Table 2). The 
subsets consist of mixes which contain specific stabilization agents. 

Fly Ash and Lime Mixes 

Fifteen of the 50 stabilization mixes contained fly ash. The fly ash 
and lime mixes initially were stronger than the mixes without these 
ingredients but, with curing, this strength advantage disappeared. High 
phenol concentration and sum of organics values indicate that the organic 
constituents present in the sludge were not contained by the mixes with 
fly ash and lime as well as by some of the other mixes. 

Cement Mixes 

Of the 50 stabilization mixes, 23 contained cement. As seen in 
Table 2, there are only slight differences between the averages for the 
cement mixes and the averages for all the mixes, with regard to the 
strength and chemical parameters. These similarities in average values 
between the cement mixes and the entire set-of mixes are due, in part, 
to the large number of cement mixes contained in the data set. 

Most of the stabilization mixes with Type I, II or V portland cement 
resulted in mixes with favorable total organic carbon values but the rela
tive hydrocarbon concentration values for these mixes varied. The mixes 
containing microfine cement, MC-500 or MC-100, had favorable rela
tive hydrocarbon concentration numbers but mixed total organic carbon 
results. The strengths, as measured by the unconfined compression test, 
were inconsistent for both the cement and the microfine cement mixes. 
The stabilization mixes were intentionally designed to limit the amount 
of cement (binder material) so that the effects of the adsorbent (primarily 
the organically modified clays) could be observed. With the addition 
of more binder material, it is believed that the strength of the treated 
product would increase. 

Organically Modified Clay Mixes 
The mixes containing an organically modified clay include 24 of the 

50 stabilization mixes. The as-compacted strengths for the organoclay 
mixes are similar to those of all of the mixes. However, after the 
organophilic clay mixes had been cured, their strengths were higher 
than those of the other mixes. The ability of the organophilic clay to 
adsorb the organics reduces the organic inhibition for the cement hydra
tion process. 

In the chemical analyses, the carbon analyses, phenol concentrations 
and sum of organics are lower for the organoclay mixes than for the 
entire data set but the relative hydrocarbon concentration averages are 
approximately the same. The results for the mixes containing an 
organically modified clay generally are favorable with respect to con
taining the organic constituents of the sludge. 

Table 2. 
Test Average for Stabilization Mix Goupings 

INITIAL CURED TOTAL I 
NO. OF POCl::ET. VOLUME llET DRY POCl::ET UNIT ORGANIC TOTAL PHENOL SUH OF 

CROJPING MIXES I PENETR. CHANCE I DENSITY DENSITY PENETR. USC STRAIN CARBON CARBON I RHC CONC. ORGANICS 
(psi) CXl (g/cm3) (g/cm3) (psi l (psi) (X) (PPM) (PPM) (PPH) (PPB) (PPB) 

ALL MIXES 48 10.9 44.6 1.34 1 .03 38.6 15.5 7.3 118. 15 130.92 1.32 I 289. 18 512.73 
I 

FLY ASH/LI HE 15 15.3 45.5 1 .29 1.0D 35.9 11.7 8. 1 130. 14 147 .84 1 .42 418.36 I 770.00 

CEMENT 23 10.0 42.3 1.36 1.02 38.9 16.9 8. 1 112.61 118.04 1.21 292.17 478.70 

I 
ORGANOCLAYS 24 13.4 I 45.1 1.27 0.97 43.6 I 21.5 6.0 76.21 61.03 1.33 I 248.91 I 439.00 

I I I I 
BENTON I TE/A TT APULCI TE 15 13.7 38.7 1.33 I 0.99 33.3 10.9 I 10.1 172.53 190.39 1. 13 I 461. 10 I 721 .67 

I I I I I 
SOOIUM SILICATE I 6 11.8 58.7 I 1 .38 I 1.06 I 51.0 I 22.4 3.5 111 .23 121. 17 I 1.45 I 197.00 I 457.33 

I I I I I I I 
CEMENT KILN DUST I 5 5.3 I 49.4 1.50 I 1 .20 I 42.4 9.5 4.7 156.84 198.25 I 1.44 I 258.20 I 627.60 

I I I I I I I I 
PROPRIETARY 7 I 5.8 I 42.2 I 1 .35 I 1.03 I 30.6 I 18. 1 I 9. 1 105 .87 110.97 I 1 .04 I 69. 17 I 256. 14 
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Bentonite and Attapulgite Mixes 

The mixes which contained an unmodified clay, either bentonite or 
attapulgite, comprised 15 of the 50 stabilization mixes. The unmodi
fied clay mixes were weaker and more plastic, on average, than all of 
the mixes being studied. 

With regard to the chemical analyses. the average values for the 
carbon, phenol and organics summation analyses are higher for the 
unmodified clay mixes than for the entire set of mixes. However, the 
average relative hydrocarbon concentration value for these mixes is 
slightly lower than for all of the mixes. 

Soluble Sodium Silicate Mixes 

Of the 50 mixes prepared in these investigations. 6 contained solu
ble sodium silicate. The average cured strength of the silicate mixes 
is higher than the average cured strength of all of the mixc~. The solu
ble sodium silicate brought about a noticeable increase in the strength 
of the stabilization mixes. The chemical analyses revealed that the 
average test parameter values for the soluble sodium silicate mixes did 
not significantly vary from the average values for the entire set of mixes. 
It is concluded, therefore, that, should strength increases be needed, 
soluble sodium silicates may be added to the stabilization mix. 

Cement Kiln Dust Mixes 

Cement kiln dust mixes accounted for five of the 50 stabilization mixes 
analyzed. The average computed bulk densities for these mixes were 
greater than the overall mix averages. In the case of most soil-like 
materials. denser materials correspond to greater strengths but these 
values indicate that. for the cement kiln dust mixes • the densities are 
higher. on the average and the unconfined compressive strengths are 
lower than the entire set of mixes. 

The chemical parameters indicate that the average leachate total 
organic carbon values for the cement kiln dust mixes are higher than 
the overall average mix values. This indicates that, with respect to the 
carbon analyses, the cement kiln dust mixes are less effective in con
taining the organic constituents of the sludge than the entire set of mixes. 

Proprietary Mixes 

The proprietary mixes accounted for seven of the 50 mixes tested. 
These mixes included ingredients from American Colloid Company, 
Waste Solutions International and Silicate Technology Corporation. 
These mixes were grouped together to compare the results of commer
cial mixes to those of generic products. Overall, the proprietary mixes 
are not as strong as the other mixes. 

The chemical analyses reveal that, for the proprietary mixes. the 
average values for relative hydrocarbon concentration. phenol concen
tration and summation of organic constituents are lower than the over
all average mix values. A few of the proprietary mixes were exceptionally 
soft and plastic and, as a result, did not provide an acceptable surface 
area for leaching in the TCLP. 

These leach test results are anificially low a~ a result of the plastic 
nature of the materiaL In general, the data revealed that the proprie1ary 
mixes contained the petroleum sludge to a greater degree than the entire 
set of mixes. 

TEST RELATIONSHIPS 

The strength of the samples. as measured by a (>11\.·ket penetrome1er 
and an unconfined compression test, was analyzed. Figure I. A~
Compacted Pocket Penetrometer vs. Unconfined Compressive Strength, 
did not reveal a well-defined relationship. This result demonstrates thal 
the pocket penetrometer is of limited usefulness in predicting the 
unconfined compressive strength of these stabilized sludges. 

The relationship between the chemical test parameters and the 
unconfined compressive strength of the samples was also examined. 
The total organic carbon was plotted against the unconfined compres
sive strength in Figure 2. No relationship was apparent between these 
two test parameters. The graph of relative hydrocarbon concentration 
versus unconfined compressive strength is shown on Figure 3. The data 
are scattered, with relative hydrocarbon concentration values varying 
for similar unconfined compressive strength values. The slronger sam-
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pies had similar relative hydrocarbon concentration values which were 
approximately in the middle of the range of recorded values. 
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Phenol concentration data and unconfined compression test data were 
compared in Figure 4. There was no distinct relationship between these 
two test parameters. 

The relationships between the chemical test parameters were also 
investigated. Tutal organic carbon and total carbon concentrations were 
plotted on Figure 5. A strong relationship existed for these data. For 
lower values. the total carbon values were approximately equal to the 
total organic carbon values. As the concentrations increased. the total 
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carbon values were slightly greater than the total organic carbon values. 
In general, most of the carbon measured in the leach extract was or
ganic carbon. 
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Since total organic carbon was related to the sum of organics, Figure 6 
and the sum of organics was weakly related to the relative hydrocarbon 
concentration, Figure 7, it was anticipated that the total organic carbon 
and the relative hydrocarbon concentration would be related in some 
way. As shown in Figure 8, there is no distinct relationship between 
the total organic carbon values and the relative hydrocarbon concen
tration values. The data points are scattered, with low relative hydrocar
bon concentration values existing with both high and low total organic 
carbon values. This finding gives rise to the dilemma as to which 
parameter is a better indicator of performance, total organic carbon 
or relative hydrocarbon concentration. 

In summary, there is not a well-defined relationship between strength, 
as determined by an unconfined compression test and organic concen
tration in the mix extract, measured by total organic carbon, total carbon, 
relative hydrocarbon concentration, phenol concentration or summa
tion of organic concentration. Mixes with high strengths did not neces
sarily have low total organic carbon or relative hydrocarbon 
concentration values. As expected, when greater quantities of cement 
were added, the strength of the stabilization mix increased. However, 
it was not necessarily true that the stronger mixes prevented contaminants 
from leaving the solidified matrix during a leach test. The possible 
exception may be indicated by the observation that at strengths above 
35 psi, leachability generally was reduced. 

MIX REPRODUCIBILITY 
The ability to obtain consistent test results for the same mix design 
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was evaluated by testing replicate samples. All of these mixes are shown 
in Table 3, along with the corresponding test results. In general, the 
physical test parameters reveal that good reproducibility exists among 
the replicate samples. The chemical results also reveal that there is 
generally good reproducibility. In summary, this limited replicate testing 
indicates a high degree of confidence in the results of the chemical 
analyses. 
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Table J 
Mix ReproduclbUlly 

UNTREATED SLUDGE TREATED SLUDGE (2·W£EIC CURE)) 

REPLICATE MIXES ANO BLANKS 
IULK WATER LOSS ON 11£T ORT WATER LOSS ON 

MIX NO. MIX COMPOS I Tl ON pit DENS ITT CONTENT IGNITION ! DIC DUSI IT DENSln COllTUT IGllll ION ucs 
I a/Clll]) (l) (l) (a/ao3) (11/cm3) (l) (%) (Dal) 

6 SlUCIGe/AtUcul Qi te/FI v Alh/Oui ck l lme ( 1/0. 4/0. l/0. 08) 7.0 0.99 43.l M.11 9.0 1.26 0.87 30.8 3S.7 23.13 
ZI S\udae/Attacu\al te/F \ v A1h/Oul ckl lme (I /0.4/0. l/0 .08) 6.0 1.01 47. 7 91.Z I 1.0 I 1.Z9 0.9S Z6.0 16.11 10.SZ 

I ! 
17 Sludae/hntonite/Mlcroflne Cement (MC-500) (1/0.4/0.25> 6.0 1.02 24.4 90.9 drv! 1.ll 0.9S za.2 40.2 6.22 
10 Sll.doe/Bentonlte/Mlcroflne Cement (MC-500) (110.4/0.25) 6.0 1.01 44. 7 87.9 dtY 1.Zl o.as 31.2 44.7 4.29 

I 

46 Deionized 111tor/Clavtone 40/C....,,t (I) ( 111.210. 75) • . . . drvi 1.14 0.99 Z6.ll 24.8 SDS.61 
47 Deionized 11.rer/Bentoniu/C_,t (I) (1/1.2/0.75) . . . . dn' 1.59 1.09 31.6 7.3 266.76 

48 Sll.doe/C-.t (I )/8entonlte/flv Alli (110.4/0. 1/0.1) s.o 1.04 37.6 86.0 II 1.49 1.18 20.8 36.1 1.59 
49 Sludae/C.._,t (I )/lentanlte/Flv A1h ( 1/0.4/0.110.1) 6.0 1.03 36.4 87.S II 1.43 1. 10 22.9 34.1 1.96 
50 Sludae/Cement (l)/Bentanlu/Flv A1h ( 1/0.4/0.110. 1) 6.0 1.01 16.11 117.6 II 1.4S I 1.07 25.9 32.6 1.75 

!SELECTED CHEMICAL ANAL TSU OF THE TREATED SL\.OGE_ <2·11£EC O.Jllf) ' I I 
I 

TOTAL RELATIVE I 

I OllGANIC I HTOROCARIOll IENZTL 
MIX NO. I CARBON : COllC. PHENOL DE CANE Al.COHO\. 

• 

(PPM) I (RHC) (PPB) (PPB) (PPI) 
6 I 131.1 I 1. 708 348 NO 38 
21 I 199.2 I 2.592 6111 4 NO 

I 
17 150.8 0.596 650 15 l 
10 I H'l.1 i 0.411 MO NO 110 

: : 
46 2.7 o. 159 . . . 
47 ! 2.5 0.111 . . . 
48 119.4 0.712 . . . 
49 I 161.2 0.608 . • . 
50 ·. 155 .I> 0.540 I . • . 

NO -·DETECTABLE 
• • NOT AVAi LAllLE 

CONCWSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Test Applicability 

! 

METHTL 8ENZTL 
PHENOL ACETATE 
(PPI) (PPB) 
257 NO 
614 I 29 

I 
NO 29 
llO llO 

I . . . . 
i . . . . . . 

The stabiJiz.ation mixes in this study were evaluated based upon a 
chemical leach test (a modified form of the Toxicity Characteristic 
Leaching Procedure) and a strength test (unconfined compression test). 
The results from these test.s did not correlate well with each other. There 
was not a well-defined relationship between strength and organic con
centration in the TCLP mix extract, measured by total organic carbon, 
total carbon, relative hydrocarbon concentration or specific compound 
concentrations. 

Stabilization Mix Investigation.Ii 

From the investigations described herein, the effectivcnc~~ of a variety 
of stabilization mixes was assessed and 'ome general conclusions were 
reached: 

• Mixes with greater quantities of cement generally were stronger. 
However, the stronger mixes did not necessarily prevent contaminants 
from leaching from the solidified matrix during the leach test. 

• The mixes containing fly ash did not have high strengths and did 
not effectively immobilize some of the organic contaminants, as 
reflected by the relative hydrocarbon concentration values and the 
phenol concentration values. 

• The unmodifie.d clays, attapulgite and bentonite, also had little success 
in containing the organics, as indicated by their total organic carbon 
values. 

• Soluble sodium silicates may be added lo the stabilization m1.xcs tn 
increase strength. 

• The microfine cement mixes provided some success with regard to 
containing the hydrocarbons, as quantifie.d by the relative hydrocarbon 
concentration values but had mixed success with regard to other 
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I 

i 

I 

I I I 
I I I I I 
I Diil/TTL I I 

NAPHTHALENE I PHTllALAfE CHROll!jl I LEAD i lllXtL ! CAl*lljl aJ'PER ZllC 
(PPI) I (PPI) (PPtl) I <""'> (PAO i (PPtl) (PPll) (-) 

12 I IO 0.02 l 0.00 l 0.00 I 0.00 0.10 0.02 
9 IO 0.01 I 0.00 i 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 

i i I I 

7 I NO I 0.64 I 0.10 0.00 0.00 D.00 1.75 
llO I 2 ( 0.50 I 0.00 t 0.20 I o.ao 0.01 I l.00 

I i i . I . 0.00 i 0.00 O.DS I 0.00 0.00 0.01 . I . 0.27 I 0.10 0.34 I 0.00 0.07 D.37 
I . i . 0.11 I 0.00 o.:u I o.oo 0.02 0.15 . i . 0.00 I 0.00 o.oo I 0.00 o.oo 0.76 . I . 0.00 I 0.00 0.43 I o.oo o.oo 0.95 

organic parameters. 
• In general for the mixes which contain an organophilic clay, the more 

expensive the mix, the better the mix performance with regard to 
the measured test parameters. 

The organically modified clays have shown the most promise and 
will be investigated further in order to op«irnize their impact on organic 
contaminant immobilization. 1llCSC clays. used in conjunction with some 
type of binder material such as portland cement. may provide the sys
tem necessary to adequately stabilize and solidify organic-bearing 
hazardous wastes. 

The principal problem with the organophilic clays is their high unit 
costs. These clays were much more expensive than any of the other 
~U1bili1.ation agents and. although technically more successful than some 
of the 01her mixes, were not economically feasible as a treatment 
alternative. As a result, mixes with lower proponions of organophilic 
clays will be investigated in an attempt to reduce the tocal mix cost while 
effectively siabilizing the acidic petroleum sludge. 

The conclusions reached in this paper are based upon the initial test 
data, which have limited siatisticaJ significance. Funher testing is neces
sary to strengthen and confinn these findings. Also, these conclusions 
may only be directly applicable to the specific petroleum sludge used 
in these studies. However. the findings may be useful as a staning point 
for stabilization studies involving other types of hazardous organic 
wastes. 
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ABSf RACT 

Westinghouse Environmental Services and Geotechnical Services, 
Inc (Westinghouse) conducted a bench-scale compost treat.ability study 
of an ethylene glycol waste sludge from a CERCLA site associated with 
a fiber manufilcturing plant. The study was performed as part of a feasi
bility study of remedial alternatives for disposing of the sludge. The 
site required remediation because leachate from the landfill contami
nated an aquifer supplying drinking water to nearby residences. The 
waste sludge's composition changed with location in the landfill, but 
contained up to 3,200 mg/kg ethylene gl~ol, 128.000 mg/kg TOC and 
6,400 mg/kg antimony. The objectives of the treat.ability study were: 

• To evaluate the potential for biodegredation of the ethylene gl~ol 
sludge using the compost process 

• Th determine the degree to which metals in the sludge would be 
immobilized 

• Th determine sludge to bulking agenr mix rates and other operat.ing 
parameters 

Results indicated that more than 99% of the BOD, COD and TOC 
were removed. Ethylene glycol was reduced by more than 94 % . With 
the exception d Barium, RCRA metals were not teachable. However. 
Barium in the leachate was below the U.S. EPA EP toxicity standard 
of JOO mgfL. A mix of 15 % waste sludge to wood chips. by weight, 
was identified as an optimal mix for the composting process. Pile 
temperatures of up to UOaxaF were observed for that mix. 

INTRODUCTION 

Composting is a biological process used primarily for the stabiliza
tion of organic materials that are relatively high in volatile solids 
such as manures and sludges (Sikora and Sowers. 1985)'. The 
degradation of the volatile solids results in the production of heat 
and in a subse.quent temperature increase characteristic of the 
composting process. The use of composting as a means of degrading 
organic industrial wastes has received considerable attention recently. 
An in-vessel composting system may be beneficial for the degradation 
of toxic constituents that may be subject to volatilization and/or 
leaching. Rose and Mercer (1986)1 found that the insecticides 
diazonin, parathion, and dieldrin degraded rapidly when composted 
with cannery wastes. Deever and White (1978)1 found significant 
reductions in toluene-hexane extractable grease and oil after 
composting petroleum refinery sludges. Sikora et al. (1982)' showed 
in a preliminary laboratory study that composting however was no 
more efficient in degrading pentachlorophenol and pentachloro
nitrobenzene than degradation at a constant temperature of 25 °C. 
Although composting as a treatment method for municipal wastes 
and sludges has been done for some time, (Wilson and Dalmat, 
1984)\ composting of industrial and hazardous wastes is rarely 

(l) Westinghouse Environmental and Geotechnical Services, Inc. 

(2) U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service 

Beltsville, Maryland 
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done. Thii. paper decails the bench-scale testing procedures and resul15 
of a study conducted by \\btinghouse Environmental and Gcotech
nical Services, Inc. (Westinghouse) on the composting of ethylene 
glycol wastes at a Superfund site. 

BACKGROUND 

A remedial investigation (RI) conducted by Ykstinghouse in June, 
1986. found groundwarer contamination linked to malerial landfilled 
at the industrial plant in Nonh Carolina. The primary source of the 
contamination was wastes from the Glycol Recovery Unit (GRU) 
buried in trenches during the early 1960s. The RI, feasibility study 
(FS) and remedial design (RD) for groundwater remediation at the 
site have been completed and are the source of another paper. This 
paper focuses on the treatment of the GRU material. 

The FS for the source material identified composting as a method 
applicable for ethylene glycol waste trealmcnt. To verify that theory, 
a treatability study was conducted on the GRU material. 
The objectives of the treatabilily study were: 

• to assess the ability of composting to degrade organic materials in 
the GRU sludge 

• to determine the proper mix ratios of GRU sludge to bulking agent, 
inoculants. etc. 

• to determine operational parameters such as run time, optimal pH 
and moisture content, peak temperature, etc. 

• to determine if the resulting residual from the composting operation 
system would be classified as hazardous based on U.S. EPA's definition 
of hazardous waste 

• to determine operational efficiencies for the development of cost 
estimates for fuJl-scale operation 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The GRU material used in this study was white to grey in color and 
had a consistem."Y ranging from soft cottage cheese-like material to dry 
friable material. The GRU material had an average content of ethylene 
gl~I. chemical oxygen demand (COD), and total organic carbon (IOC) 
of I, 900 mg/kg. 120,000 mg/kg and 120,000 mg/kg, respectively. 

Additives used for composting included wood chips, top soil and 
sewage sludge, dry molasses, ammonium nitrate, 10-10-IO fertilizer and 
lime. The purposes of the additives are as follows: 

• The wood chips were added as a bulking agent and an additional 
source of carbon. 

• The top soil and sewage sludge were added as a source of diverse 
microorganisms or "inoculants." 

• Dry molasses was added to provide a readily available carbon source 
to stimulate microbial growth during acclimation. 

• Ammonium nitrate and 10-10-IO fertilizer were added as a supple-
mental source of nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus. · 

• Lime was added periodically to maintain the pH above 6.0 for 
maximum microbial activity. 

Reactors were constructed using 32-gal plastic trash cans. Air was 



s~pplied using a blower and PVC pipe diffuser and distribution system. 
Air was controlled using valves located at each reactor. Excess moisture 
was re?1oved using.an underdrain. Ten reactors were used for this study. 
A typical reactor 1s shown in Figure 1. 
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The reactors were set up to simulate composting using different con
centrations of GRU material and wood chips. Parallel reactors at 20%, 
IO%, 5 % , 2 .5 % and 0 % GRU material by volume were evaluated. The 
reactors containing no GRU served as controls. Table I contains data 
on the compost mixes. 
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The samples were mixed in a portable mixer. To thoroughly coat the 
wood chip particles, the GRU sludge material was first mixed with tap 
water until fluid. Fertilizer, lime and molasses were added to the 
liquefied GRU sludge. This mixture was then blended in the mixer with 
the wood chips. The sewage sludge and soil were then added. Water 
was added into the mixer to a predetermined moisture content. A 20-gal 
sample of the mix was placed in the reactor. 

For process control, temperature, percent oxygen, moisture and pH 
were monitored throughout the test. The temperature was monitored 
daily as an indication of biological activity. The percent oxygen was 
monitored daily, and the air flow was adjusted so that at least IO% oxygen 

was maintained in the exhaust gases. Moisture and pH were measured 
once a week to assure that the pH was maintained above 6 and that 
the moisture was sufficient for microbial growth (40-60%, w/w) but 
not in excess so as to result in anaerobic conditions. 

Analyses were conducted using methods similar to that found in 
Standard Methods (1975)6 to determine: 

• removal efficiencies of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), COD 
and toxic organic compound (TOC) 

• degradation rate of ethylene glycol 
• nutrient levels - to assure sufficient nutrients to maintain growth 
• initial and residual compounds and the mobility of those compounds 

RESULTS 

Summary of removal efficiencies is presented in Table 2. Figures 2, 
3, 4 and 5 present changes in BOD, COD, TOC and ethylene glycol 
concentration plotted against the test time. The data indicate: 

• Removal efficiencies generally were in excess of 95 % for the 
parameters evaluated. 

• The removal of the ethylene glycol was accomplished in less than 
30 days with all reactors except the 20% mixtures. The 20% mix
tures took considerably longer for acclimatization than the other 
reactors. 

A consistent and strong increase in temperature was observed in all 
reactors except the 20% mixture indicating microbial activity. Reactor 
temperatures exceeded 105 °F which is indicative of the biological 
activity and the insulation of the mass in the reactor. Percent oxygen 
in the reactors which proved useful for controlling process airflow 
rate also indicated significant microbial activity throughout the test. 

Tuble 2 
Contaminant Removal Efficiencies 

Reactor BOD COD TOC Glycol 
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Moisture and pH controls were adequate for the microbial growth 
during the test. Results of pH monitoring indicate that a pH of 7 
to 8.3 results in rapid BOD reduction, that the pH of the reactors 
dropped approximately one pH unit during the course of the process, 
and that 100 grams of lime a per pound of GRU sludge is adequate 
to maintain the pH. Moisture content did not appear to have a sig
nificant effect on the test as long as it was kept within a range of 
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40% to 60%. 
Composting with a bulking agent would necessitate a screening step 
to reduce the volume of the final product for disposal. Sieve analysis 
indicated that 30% to 40% of the final product would pass a No. 
4 sieve. Literature suggests that an overall volume reduction of20% 
to 30% can be achieved during composting (Sikora et al., 1981);' 
however, in the bench-scale tests a 10% increase in volume was 
observed, probably because of handling of the mixtum to add lime 
that took place during the runs. 
EP Tuxicity extractable metals analysis i.ndicated extractable, RCRA 
controlled, metal levels present in the compost equal to that in the 
control. The concentrations allow the compost to be land disposed. 
Extractable Target Compound List (I'CL) compounds were detected 
in the compost but only at concentrations from about i\lO uglkg and 
JlOO ug/kg. Subsequent analysis of screened compost materials in
dicated the presence of benzoic acid and di-n-butyl phthalate near 
their respective detection levels of 1000 ug/kg and 230 ug/kg. The 
concentrations of lhese components would allow land disposal of lhe 
compost. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Data indicate that microbial activiry was occurring in lhe compost 
reactors, and that over 9S % removal rates is achievable for the 
parameters evaluated. AU mixes composted rapidJy except the 20% 
mix by volume, which expcricnccd a considerable lag period before 
showing microbial activity. 
Based on the data a number of conclusions can be drawn: 

• Composting is possible for use in treating the GRU sludge in 
preparation for land disposal 

• The IO% (volumetric) GRU mix would be the best mix 
• Process control data and moniioring proccdum; for composling were 

developed 
• Analytical data indicate the final product can be landfilled or land 

applied 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

.Although bench-scale lest results show subsra.ntial degradation of the 
organic components of the ethylene gl~ wastes. pilot-scale testing 
is recommended prior to full-scale use. To further test the applicability 
of this technology and further define operational parameters, the 
following tests are recommended: 

• Conduct tests using concentrations between 10% and 20._, GRU by 
volume to determine a pouible higher concentration than 10._, which 
can achieve give acceptable results 

• Test the effect of an acclimated seed on the process 
• Field test mixing and sieving equipment 
• Consider the use of a mechanically-mixed system versus the static 

pile method 
• To confirm test results, send a sample of the wastes to a commercial 

vendor of composting equipment for testing 
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Recycling of Battery Casings At A Superfund Site 

David A. Tetta 
U.S. EPA 

Seattle, Washington 

ABSTRACT 

The NL/Gould site is a former battery recycling facility located in 
Portland, Oregon. As secondary lead smelting facility was in operated 
on the site between 1949 and 1980. Facility operations consisted of: 
lead-acid battery recycling; lead smelting and refining; and lead oxide 
production. Approximately 80,000 tons of battery casing materials 
remain on-site. 

The Record of Decision for this site includes predesign studies to: 

• Define recyclability criteria for the casings that will be used to 
determine the volumes that can be recycled 

• Determine process requirements to separate casings in a manner that 
minimizes fugitive emissions 

• Determine the modifications required to adapt existing separation 
technology to conditions at the site 

Predesign studies currently are being performed. The bench-scale 
test program indicated approximately 20% of the waste on the site is 
recyclable by separation alone. This recyclable material consists of lead 
oxide/sulfate sludge (17 % ) and a lead concentrate (3 % ) . Additional 
cleanup can be achieved by treating the excavated material. At the present 
time, approximately half of the waste would require stabilization in order 
to be left on-site. This material includes 14 % matte and 23 % that is 
treatment products. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Gould uncontrolled hazardous waste site is located in the Doane 

Lake area of Portland, Oregon. A secondary lead smelting facility went 
into operation in 1949. Activities included lead-acid battery recycling, 
lead smelting and refining, zinc alloying and casting, cable sweating 
(removal of lead sheathing from copper cable) and lead oxide produc
tion. Operations continued under a variety of owners until 1980. In 1981 
U.S. EPA and State of Oregon DEQ began investigating the site; it was 
placed on the NPL in 1983. NL Industries, Inc. and Gould, Inc., under 
an administrative order on consent with U.S. EPA, contracted with 
Dames & Moore to perform an RI/FS. 

During the smelter's period of operation, of 86,900 tons of battery 
casings and 6,570,000 gal of battery acid were estimated to have been 
disposed of at the site. In addition to acid and battery casings, a third 
waste product called matte was produced by the smelting operation. 
Matte disposal was estimated at 11,800 tons' 

The battery casings consist of hard rubber, ebonite, plastic casings, 
metallic lead, lead oxides and associated soil and debris. Lead con
centrations (mostly lead oxide) ranged from 7,600 mg/kg (0.76%) to 
190,000 mg/kg (19%). All of the battery casing samples had EP Toxicity 
(EP Tox) results for lead above the regulatory limit of 5.0 mg/L. These 
values ranged from 21 mg/L to 220 mg/L'. 

Figure l shows the locations the casings and other wastes. Approxi-

mately 2 % of the total volume of battery casings is located in surface 
piles on the Gould property, the remaining 98 % is located as fill on 
the Gould and adjacent properties and in the sediments of East Doane 
Lake. The subsurface casings are in direct contact with groundwater 
underneath the site. The characteristics of the surface piles of casings 
differ somewhat from the subsurface piles. During the RI, the surface 
piles were found to contain a higher percentage of plastic and metallic 
lead relative to subsurface casings on the Gould property or from the 
Rhone-Poulenc property, which contain a higher percentage of rock 
and slag. The metallic lead, plastic, ebonite and lead oxide components 
of these casings have been considered potentially recyclable. The esti
mated fractions of the various components in the surface and subsur
face casings as determined in the RI are shown in Table l. 

The matte materials consist of metallic sulfide chunks containing 
primarily iron and lead. Lead concentrations in the matte samples ranged 
from 6.4 % to 11 % . All of the samples had EP Toxicity results for lead 
above the regulatory limit of 5.0 mg/L. Low concentrations of arsenic 
and cadmium also were detected in the EP Toxicity leachates. These 
concentrations were within the regulatory limits (5.0 mg/Land 1.0 mg/L, 
respective I y). 

In addition to battery casings and matte, large quantities of soil at 
the site are contaminated with lead and can serve as secondary sources 
for lead transport. The quantity of surface soil at the site considered 
to be a secondary source is approximately 3,400 yd'. The volume of 
subsurface soils estimated to be a secondary source is 12,800 yd'. 

Sediment samples collected from East Doane Lake contained total 
lead concentrations ranging from 160 mg/kg to 12,000 mg/kg. Based 
on these results, the estimated quantity of contaminated sediment in 
East Doane Lake is 5,500 yd'. 

Lead contamination at the site has impacted groundwater in the 
shallow fill aquifer as well as an alluvial aquifer deeper down. Lead 
concentrations at points in these aquifers has exceeded the MCL for 
lead of 0.05 mg/L. Total lead migration from the site into the ground
water is estimated to be from 0.3 to 0.6 lb/yr' 

U.S. EPA'S DECISION ON REMEDIATION 

In March, 1988, U.S. EPA issued an ROD for this site. The remedy 
that U.S. EPA selected focused on attempting to recycle the battery 
casings at the site. It included: 

• Excavation of all of the battery casing fragments and matte from the 
Gould property and adjacent properties where casings have been 
identified 

• A phased design program to determine the amount of material that 
can be recycled and to minimize the amount of material that must 
be RCRA landfilled 

• Separation of the battery casing fragments 
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• Recycling of those components (or ponions of components) that can 
be recycled. off-site disposal for non-recyclable components that fail 
the EP Toxicity test and on-site disposal of non-ha7.ardous, non
recyclable components 

• Excavation, fixation/stabilization and on-site disposal of the remaining 
contaminated soil, sediment and matte 

SURVEY OF RECYCLING AT SUPERFUND SITF.S 

Prior to beginning predesign studies at the Gould site, a survey of 
battery recycling attempts at waste sites and general industry capabili
ties was perfonned1 . Several previous recycling and/or separation 
attempts on battery scrap piles were identified by personnel from the 
U.S. EPA and other environmental agencies. These prior recycling 
attempts include effons at the Sapp Battery site in Marianna, Florida. 
in September, 1984. to separate approximately 4,000 yr' of battery 
scrap. Separation equipment also was used to conduct an engineering 
study on separating battery scrap component-; at the Granite City, 
Illinois, Superfund site. Neither of these attempts to recycle ebonire 
casings was successful. An attempt to use a commercial facility to recycle 
casings from the Gould site was also performed during the Rl/FS. The 
casings did not pass EP Tux. 

A number of commercial vendors were contacted in the search for 
a process that could recycle the Gould battery casings. Several facili
ties feed the ebonite component of the battery casings directly to a 
smelting furnace as a source of fuel and carbon. When this is done, 
the lead content of the ebonite is not a factor; in fact, higher lead con
tents of the feed to the furnace are desired to make the process more 
profitable. Most of these companies expressed reluctance to accept the 
Gould battery casings because the amount of recoverable lead in the 
ebonite is lov.· and it would slow down lead production capacity' 

Current industry recycling practices are shown in the generalized 
process flow diagrams in Figure 2. The battery casings pass through 
several steps designed to protect the process equipment by removing 
large rocks. chunks of slag, large pieces of scrap metal and ocher debris 
such as automobile bumpers. discarded equipment and wood. These 
steps usually include an electromagnet to remove ferrous metals, a screen 
to remove large items and a manned inspection station 10 fu.nher remoo.-e 
possibly damaging materials. 

A hammer mill reduces the remaining material to 112-in. 10 I-in par
ticles and helps loosen and remove some of the lead oxide caught in 
cracks CO'Yering the surface of the ebonite. The particles are passed over 
a screen and washed with various agents such as water. surfactants or 
acid, with water only being most common of the processes. The solu
tion washes out the fine particles of lead oxide and soil. which are then 
clarified and dewatered. 

A series of wet classification separators is used to separate the plas
tic, lead and ebonite components. The separators are usually flotation 
separators or heavy-medium countercurrent separators with a screw 
auger or drag chain to remove settled solids. However, air separators 
and separators using clean water washing rather than a heavy-medium 
also are used. If a flotation separator is first, the plastic is removed 
and the lead/ebonite stream 1s sent to a heavy-medium or other separa
tor. If a heavy-medium separator is first, the lead is removed and the 
plastic/ebonite stream is sent to a flotation separator. Once the ebonitc 
has been separated from the other battery casing components, it cun 
be washed again with water or surfaclanL~1 . 

None of the companies contacted had ~uccessfully o;eparated a waste 
battery pile and produced an ebonite product that meets the EP Toxicity 
standard for lead. Even a company that successfully processes whole 
batteries or battery casings will have trouble cleaning battery wastes 
from a Superfund site for the following reasons:' 

• The presence of rock and slag; these materials will have to be removed 
to avoid damaging the process equipment 

• The presence of soil present will two problems: foaming and degra
dation of the lead oxide product. The soil will usually remain with 
the lead oxide because of similar panicle size. Foaming problems 
can be solved by adding appropriate anti-foaming chemicals. 

• Lead oxide may be more finnly embedded in the ebonite as a result 
of storage in the ground for a long time. These two materials may 
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thu~ be very difficult to separate. 

The Bureau of Mines has successfully cleaned casings at the bench
scale level. Using a I hr pre-wash with a carbonate solution, granula
tion to less than -3/8 mesh and soaking I hr in a nitric acid solution 
resulted in casings with a lead level of less than 100 ppm and an EP 
Tox level of less than 0.2 mg/L1

• 

PREDESIGN STUDIF.S 

In 1989, U.S. EPA and NL signed a consent decree which required 
NL to perfonn a series of predesign studies. The work is being per
formed by Canonic Environmental and Hazen Research. Key features 
of the studies include: 

Site &fe"nce Maurials. Because of the high variability of lead con
tent in casings and soils on-site, Samples of Site Reference Materials 
(SRMJ were prepared which are representative of the materials that 
will require treatment. SRM samples include battery casings, subsur
face wils, surface soils and matte. SRM materials were evaluated for 
physical and chemical characteristics. 
&cycling Pilot Studies. A series of bench-. pilot- and demonstration
lcvel \ludies is being dC\·eloped. The purpose of" these studies is to in
ve..'iligate the requirements and feasibiliry of separating the buried banery 
casings into output streams of ebonite. plastic, lead oxide and mecallic 
le<id. Major features of these pilot studies include: 

• Optimizing throughput capacity 
• Water washing, crushing and screening techniques for cleaning the 

ebonite and plastic casing..'> enough to that they can pass the EP 
Toxicity rest for lead 

• Evaluation of fugitive emissions during the processing of"the casings 
and an investigation of" the effecuveness of various mitigation 
measures; the purpose of this task is to investigate the feasibility of 
reducing airborne lead levels and suspended particulate maner to med 

applicable standards 

This work ii; being performed in three phases. Bench-scale and pilot
scale studies are being performed at the Hazen Research facility in 
Golden, Colorado. Demonstration-scale studies will be performed at 
the Gould site. 

BENCH-SCALE STUDIES 

The purpose of the bench-scale studies was to develop a treatment 
process which will meet the three criteria mentioned earlier. The RI 
indicated that the contaminated material on site is extremely hetero
geneous, consisting of a mixture of casings and furnace wastes which 
were randomly landfilled over a period of some 30 yr. The first task 
was to ~mple the wastes at the site. Casings at four areas of the site 
are the focus of the bench-scale work. These samples include casings 
from the Gould surface piles, Gould buried casings, Doane Lake casings 
and Rhone- Poulenc buried casings. A summary of the waste composi
tion is presented in Thble I. 

Once the materials had been characterized, the approach for the 
process development was determi.ned. This approach. illustrated in 
Figure I, involved extracting the components of the waste which are 
l'C(.')'Clable and treating the remaining components to produce recycla
ble products or clean material which can be backfilled without stabili
zation. The remaining materials could be stabilized for on-site disposal 
in a monolith. 

The bench-scale test program indicated approximately 20,, of the 
waste on the site is recyclable by separation alone. This material con
sists of lead oxide/sulfate sludge (17,,) and a lead concentrate (3,,). 

The remaining 80% of the waste required treatment to produce 
additional products for recycling and clean products for on-site disposal. 
The treatment process was developed by inspecting the materials to be 
treated and selecting a variety of unit operations to accomplish the 
cleaning task. These processes were tested using different combina
tions of flow rates. liquid solids ratios, etc., until an optimal combina
tion of parameters was reached which resulted in cleaning to meet the 
required criteria of 5 mg/L lead in the EP Tux extract. 

Using this method, an additional 20% of recyclable material was 
generated. The material consisted of2% plastic and 18% clean ebonite. 
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Figure 1 
Location of Battery Casings & Matte 



Table 1 
Estimated Battery Component Quantities 

·----~· - ~----------~---------

Rhone-Pou I enc & Density Volume Me l9ht Per C•nl 

Gould Subsurface !lbs/cu.ft> <cu. ydsl Tons <w•IQhtl 

Ebonlte 68.00 69 ,008 63, 349 74 3 

Plastic 46.56 4,070 2 ,558 ) 0 

Metallic lead 297. 46 117 469 0 6 

Lead Ox I de/Mud 238. 31 2,703 8, 700 10 2 

Rock/S 1a9 105. 56 I, 938 2, 762 3.2 

Qther 74. 28 1. 264 1,268 1.5 

Moisture 62. 30 __J ....Ll.!J 1. 2 

Total 79.80 79, IOO BS.218 

Gould Surface 

Ebonlte 65.81 899 799 50.0 

Plastic 45.06 595 362 22. 5 

Metall lc Lead 287.88 24 I 5 

lead O•lde/Mud 230 69 52 161 10.0 

Rock/Slag 102. 16 148 204 12. 7 

Hot sture 62 30 __ o _.ll... 3. 1 

Tohl 10.01 l, 700 1,609 
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Figure 2 
M.A. Industries Simplified Process Flow Diagrnm ' 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is not certain at this time whether the cleaned ebonite can be recy
cled. At a minimum, however, this material is sufficiently clean to allow 
backfilling on-site without stabilization. The lead concentration and 
EP Tox levels of the material before and after cleaning are presented 
in Tables 2 and 3. 
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Table 2 
Physical Makeup ol Battery ~ Matenm 

!Mltb! "trctntl 

Gould GoulG ......._,.,,,1, .. 
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The remaining material which cannot be treated consists of the mane 
and waste products produced by the stabilization process. Trials with 
several different processes did not successfully produce a recyclable 
lead product or clean material from the matte which would pass the 
EP Tox test. Significant progress was made in identifying the specific 
ponions of the waste stream which cause this material to fail the EP 
Tux text. As indicated in Tuble 4, it was possible to significantly reduce 
the toxicity of this material even at high lead contents. 

During the treatment of the materials, the lead relTIO\'ed from the 
casings was concentrated in a fine fraction which docs not pass the 
EP Tox test for lead. Treatment of this material has not successfully 
produced either a lead concentrate or a clean tailing. The bench-scale 
lest work indicated that 23 % of the waste on-site consisted of this tine 
fraction. It is anticipated that the amount of fines can be reduced sig
nificantly by improving size reduction methods during the pilot plant 
phase of the program. At the present time, approximalely half of the 
waste would require stabilization in order to be left on-site. This 
materials includes the 14 % matte and 23 % treatment products. 

The proposed technology as designed will enable approximately 40% 
of the waste lo be recycled, resulting in removal of 89% of the lead 
on the site. A summary of the disposition of products is presented in 
Tuble 5. 



Table 4 
Toxicity Reduction of Matte by Treatment Based on Lead 

EP Tox 
Material/Project Percent pb ~ 

Gould matte as received 6.41 

Quenched matte 6.98 

Slowly cooled matte 5.08 

S111ca stab111zed matte 3.69 

Table 5 
Preliminary Material Balance Based on the Results of the 

Bench-Scale TES Work 

Excavated Materials 

Potential Recycle Products: 

Lead Sllnes 

Clean Plastic 

Clean Ebon He 

Metallic Lead 

Potentially Stabilized Materials 

Matte, Rocks, Lead, and Trash 

Ebonlte Fines 

Note: 

Tons 

127,577 

21,630 

2,670 

22,579 

3,827 

3,601 

20 '774 

% by 

Weight 

17 

18 

3 

16 

1,460 

496 

146 

64 

1. The separation between coarse and fines ls made at 10 mesh. 

2. Disposition of contaminated ls not included lnthe materlalbalance. 

RECYCLABLE 
OR CLEAN 

COMPONENTS 

SITE MATERIALS 

SEPARATE 

Figure 3 

NON-RECYCLABLE 
COMPONENTS 

TREATMENT 

RECYCLABLE OR 
CLEAN PRODUCTS 

Bench-Scale Testing Approach to Cleanup of the Gould Site 

It is anticipated that future work through pilot and field demonstra
tions will increase the amount of recyclable material and the amount 
of lead removed from the site. 
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ABSTRACT 

Site remediation under RCRA presents new challenges for design 
professionals. In some cases of remediation, such as at Reichhold, 
Tucoma. well eslablished technologies are not always available to meet 
the performance objectives that have been established. 

The challenge at the RCI Tucoma site has been the treatment and 
destruction of pentachlorophenol contaminated groundwater. Due to 
the land ban restrictions, all technologies which resulted in significant 
volumes of solid generation were avoided due to the inability to dispose 
of this material at this time. This criteria ruled out a significant number 
of well established technologies. 

Chemical oxidation, although not a commonly used technology. W"tlli 

selected as an applicable technology at this facility. This involves des
truction of organics through chemical oxidation u.~ing hydrogen peroxide 
and ultraviolet light. The initial stan-up phase of this unit has been 
completed and many perfonnance and operational questions still remain 
unanswered. A rigorous performance testing program is currently m 
progress to evaluate the entire treatment system. The results of this test 
program will provide a better understanding of the par.uneters which 
affect the performance of this technology. 

INTRODUCllON 

Reichhold Chemicals, Inc. (RCO. owns and operates a manufacturing 
facility on about 52 ac. in the Tacoma. Washington Commencement 
Bay industrial area. Since the facility began operations in 1956, a variety 
of chemical products have been manufactured al the facility. 

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) was a major product of the Tucoma facility 
over the years. PCP is a chlorinated phenolic compound, used exten
sively in the treatment of wood and lumber products. RCI discontinued 
PCP production and dismantled the production area in 1985. 

In January of 1988, Reichhold Tacoma applied for a U.S. EPA RCRA 
Pan B permit to address past practice is~ues. This permit was granted 
in November of 1988 under RCRA. The Pan B permit contains many 
conditions which apply to the operating plant under RCRA. Most 
important ID this discussion is the Interim Corrective Action Plan (ICAP) 
incorporated into the Permit which establishes the framework under 
which the current interim control mea~ures and site remedial activities 
are being conducted. 

The interim corrective actions underway al the Reichhold facility are 
based on the conditions of the Permit and on site assessment work con
ducted under a previous consent order. The current interim corrective 
actions underway involve control and isolation of surface water and 
groundwdter. Additionally, final corrective action measures implemented 
to date include soils treatability technology screening and scheduled 
pilot demonstrations of several remedial technologies for on-site treat
ment of soils. 

. 
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The constituents present on-site in the soils and groundwater include 
pentachlorophenol and other phenolic compounds. Regulatory restric
tions on wa..~tes conlJlining peruchlorophenol from manufacruring (R)21) 
under 40 CFR Part 261 do not permit off-site incineration, disposal 
or treatment. Therefore, the U1lerim corrective measures were proposed 
for isolation and cont.ainmenl of soils and groundwater until the 
appropriate technologies for permanent destruction or detoxification 
of the hazardous constituents in the site soils are selected and im
plemented. 

INTERIM CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN 

As stated previously, the pwpcr.;e of the interim corrective actions 
currently being implemented at the sile are to protect human health 
and the environment until implementation of the on-site soils cleanup 
and final closure. The objectives of the ongoing interim corrective 
actions are to diven precipi1a1ion, surface water and groundwater away 
from contaminated soils to ~nt coruact d clean water with hazardous 
constituents found in the sile soils and groundwater; and to prevent off. 
site migration of contaminated groundwater. The specific actions which 
have been implemented or an: currently under construction at the facility 
include: 

• grading and placement of a site cover (concrete, asphalt and gravel 
sections) over the contaminated soils to diven precipitation and surface 
runoff away from these areas. 

• installat.ion of a french drain through the shallow aquifer at the facil
ity perimeter. The drain i111erccpcs contaminated water befbre it tn<JYes 

off-site. Recovered water from the shallow aquifer is pumped to the 
on-site water treatment system. 

• installation of intermediate aquifer extraction wells in areas where 
contaminants above action levels have been detected in the ground
water. Eight extraction wells have been installed to date. 

• installation of an on-site water treatment system to process recovered 
groundwater prior to discharge to the local public sewer system. 

WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM DESIGN AND INSTALLATION 

Design Basis 

Prior to selection of the most appropriate treatment technology, it 
was necessary to establish the objectives of the treatment system, and 
assess the site specific regulatory and physical restrictions under which 
the treatment plant would be required to function. 

The Water Treatment System (WTS) is regulated under Section 307(b) 
of The Clean Water Act, and is not specifically regulated under RCRA 
since ii is considered a wastewater pretreatment system for discharge 
to the sanitary sewer. However, the provisions of the RCRA permit re
quire the groundwater in the system to be managed as a hazardous waste. 



This affects the health and safety practices of plant operations. It also 
requires that all solids removed from the process or any material which 
comes in contact with the process feed water (recovered groundwater) 
be managed as a listed hazardous waste. In this case, the land ban re
quires that all waste or solids be stored indefinitely or treated on site. 
Given the thirty year planned operating life of the system, water treat
ment processes generating large amounts of solids were not considered 
during the technology screening analysis. 

Pending final negotiations with the local sewer district, discharge 
criteria to the public sewer system were initially assumed to be at or 
near OCPS pretreatment criteria. For PCP, a discharge limit of 20 to 
50 parts per billion (ppb) was used for the initial technology screening. 
An ultimate plant influent flow rate of between 100 and 200 gallons 
per minute, and 5000 parts per billion influent PCP concentration were 
used as initial design assumptions. Due to the complexity of the site 
geology and to meet the tight schedules for implementation of the in
terim corrective actions, these initial assumptions were used for the 
treatment system technology screening evaluations. At the same time, 
parallel hydrogeological assessments were conducted concurrently to 
refine the estimates of groundwater recovery rates and influent water 
quality. These design parameters have been reevaluated later as more 
data becomes available. 

Initially, the scope of work and schedule were established with the 
following tasks identified to implement the water treatment portion of 
the groundwater recovery and treatment system: 

• Technology assessment and screening 
• Bench-scale treatability testing 
• Technology/vendor selection 
• Revise design basis 
• Field pilot demonstration 
• Evaluate performance and revise design basis 
• Engineering/procurement/construction of full-scale system 
• Start-up and handover 

This initial work plan was established at the onset of the project with 
the expectation that further revision to this plan may be necessary. The 
complexity of the site geology, the uncertainty associated with using 
an innovative treatment technology, and the regulatory aspects involved 
with implementation of the ICAP dictated that the scope of work remain 
flexible to accommodate new developments in the overall implementa
tion of the ICAP. 

Technology Screening and Assessment 

The initial screening studies identified several technologies that were 
technically and economically feasible. Biological degradation (activated 
sludge), carbon adsorption, and various methods of chemical oxida
tion were selected as potential treatment technologies. Solids disposal 
issues quickly eliminated both biological treatment and activated carbon 
adsorption as impractical choices due to the regulatory restrictions 
placed on solids handling. Chemical oxidation, although not a commonly 
used technology, was selected as a potentially applicable technology 
for use at the Reichhold facility. This technology involves the use of 
one or several oxidants to destroy organic constituents in a water stream 
and therefore does not generate a waste stream or solids. 

Treatability Testing 
Three vendors of chemical oxidation water treatment systems were 

selected to perform bench-scale treatability testing on groundwater sam
ples collected from the site. Small quantities of groundwater were trans
ported to vendors' treatability labs. All tests were witnessed by CH2M 
Hill technical staff, and parallel chemical analyses of the test waters 
were conducted at the CH2M Hill CLP (Contract Lab Program) ana
lytical laboratories under rigid quality assurance protocol for confir
mation of the vendors' results. Field visits to operating facilities were 
conducted using the enhanced oxidation units to evaluate full-scale sys
tems in operation and discuss system performance with operating per
sonnel. Upon completion of the witnessed bench-scale treatability testing 
and the site visits, each vendor submitted proposals for both 
demonstration-phase and full-scale treatment systems. A comparative 

technical and economic evaluation was performed. Peroxidation Sys
tems, Inc. was chosen to provide a leased demonstration unit for the 
demonstration-phase installation. 

Revise Design Basis 
Initially, the field pilot demonstration system was scoped as a 

10 gal/min unit. However, it was determined that a larger system would 
be necessary to treat substantial amounts of water generated during con
struction activities, and testing of the well and sump systems. The final 
design throughput for the demonstration-phase treatment system was 
revised to 70 gpm with an influent PCP concentration of 5,000 ppb. 

A plan for a phased installation of the treatment system was then 
adopted. It was compatible with other ongoing field investigations, con
struction, and the start-up of the many components of the interim cor
rective action implementation. Per the revised plan, the 
demonstration-phase system would be designed to treat groundwater 
in batches, and, ifthe system met performance objectives, would later 
be expanded and modified to operate continuously after start-up of the 
entire groundwater recovery system. The objectives established for the 
demonstration-phase treatment system were established as follows: 

Perform a field demonstration of the selected equipment under actual 
site conditions prior to final commitment to a full-scale system. 
• Collect operating data to be incorporated into the design basis for 

the full-scale system expansion. 
• Provide a water treatment system to treat and discharge wastewater 

generated during ongoing hydrogeological assessments and construc
tion activities. 

Demonstration-phase Installation 

Design and installation of the demonstration-phase water treatment 
system proceeded after selection of the Peroxidation Systems, Inc. 
chemical oxidation system. In March of 1989 the initial startup of the 
demonstration-phase UV/hydrogen peroxidation system began. The start
up of the system was to occur in three steps: 

• Mechanical shakedown of the completed system with potable water 
to insure that the system was mechanically complete and functional 
before introducing contaminated process streams into the system. 

• Batch processing of water which was collt;cted during on-site con
struction activities. 

• Batch processing of groundwater received from the intetmediate 
aquifer extraction wells. Two wells located in one of the areas with 
higher detected contaminated levels were completed in May. Installa
tion of the treatment system would allow continuous pumping of these 
wells to obtain additional hydrogeological and chemical data on the 
groundwater. 

A start-up and testing plan wa~ prepared prior to completion of the 
installation. This plan was established as a guideline. Flexibility was 
written into the plan to accommodate changes which might be neces
sary due to water quality conditions, schedule changes, and other con
straints imposed by other ongoing site activities. Objectives were 
established as a basis for the test program: 

• Equipment performance guarantee. 
Demonstrate that the vendor-supplied UV/hydrogen peroxide treat
ment system can perform in accordance with the performance 
guarantee. 

• System Optimization and Operation. 
Demonstrate that the entire water treatment system and each indi
vidual component function according to the performance criteria 
established. 

• Baseline Data Collection. 
Collect initial chemical and physical data on the recovered ground
water from intermediate aquifer extraction wells. 

• Effluent Discharge Compliance. 
Establish a discharge monitoring and performance history for evalua
tion by the local sanitary district. As negotiated with the City, dis
charges would be on a batch by batch basis during the demonstration 
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phase program. Each batch would be approved for discharge by the 
City during this demonstration program. 

Final issue of the long-term discharge permit would follow a suc
cessful record of discharges during the demonstration-phase program. 

The initial stan-up proceeded cautiously with a mechanical shakedown 
of the various process components. Potable water was used in the sys
tem to eliminate the possibility of any accidenta.1 discharges of ground
water or contaminated construction water during this period. 

The first available source of water for testing the system was con
struction water. Well water was then processed after successful treat
ment and discharge of the construction water. Routine operations 
proceeded as batches of construction and well water generated from 
other site activities were treated and discharged. It was soon noted that 
the water coming to the treatment system from various sources exhibited 
a large variability in water and chemistry. It was not well understood 
at the time exactly which chemical parameters had the largest impact 
on system perfonnance, but large variat.ions in system perfonnance were 
observed as the influent water characteristics varied. Given the varia
bility of the feed water. it was only possible to establish generali1.ations 
about system perfonnam:e during this operating period. Although the 
system was adequ.ately providing treatment of construction water to allow 
other site activities to progress. the changing contaminant levels and 
chemistry of the groundwater resulted in ambiguous pcntachlorophenol 
destruction rate data. It was not possible to conduct an adequate 
assessment of system performance under the variable operating 
conditions. 

It was observed during this period that several variables in the feed 
water seriously affect system perfonnance. Although monitoring well 

. 
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data had indicated the presence of iron in the intermediate aquifer 
groundwater, iron concentrations in water pumped from the wells have 
been up to four times higher than the initial estimates. Since perfonnance 
of a UV /hydrogen perollide :.)'Stem is a function of ullJ'aViolct light trans
mission, treatment of turbid water with suspended iron particulate has 
proven especially difficult. Other variables such as the pm;cnce of other 
organic compounds and the presence of suspended silt have also affected 
the rate of pentachlorophenol destruction. The effect of other wetter 
quality variables such as alkalinity and pH are unknown at lhis time. 

Prior to initiating the !>)'Stem eltpansion, a rigorous perfonnance test 
program is being perfonned to evaluate the effect of various operating 
parameters. The test plan is based on testing three diJcrete and 
homogeneous water sources under a variety of operating conditions. 
The results of the tcsl will be uM!d to establish a predictive operating 
model to facilitate routine sys1em opcr.itions. This level of understanding 
is e~..cntial prior to proceeding into design of the ellpanded system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As with any plant design and construction project. careful attention 
should be given to establishing a work plan for a remedial corrective 
action. However, uncenainty of scope, a shifting regulatory environ
ment. unccna.in and complex sile conditions, and the use of new, untested 
technologies can require substantial alteration to that plan at any stage 
of the project. II i!> essential to acknowledge this and build contingen
cies into work plans and schedules. Due to schedule constraints, it may 
be impossible to re~lvc issues related to establishing a design basis, 
and thus may require that !he engineer design considerable flellibility 
in10 a syi;tem . 
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ABSTRACT 

The Department of Defense has the Installation Restoration Program 
(IRP) to identify and permanently remediate hazardous material dis
posal sites at its military bases across the United States. Pursuant to 
this guidance, Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) 
selected In Situ Vitrification (ISV) to remediate an old fire training area, 
Fire Protection Training Area (FPTA) No. 2 at Arnold AFB in 
Tennessee. 

The ISV technology was developed by Pacific Northwest Laboratory 
(PNL), Richland, WA for the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) and 
will result in for the destruction and encapsulation of the petroleum
oil-lubricants (POL) and heavy metal-constituents found at the FPTA 
and adjacent over-flow pond. ISV operates by passing a measured current 
of electricity into the ground through a set of electrodes. The resulting 
heat causes the soil to melt and form a solid vitreous (glass) mass similar 
to naturally occurring obsidian or basalt. In the process, organic con
stituents will be pyrolyzed (changed by heat) by the ensuing heat whereas 
the non-organic material will be incorporated into the glass matrix. 
Successful bench-scale tests were accomplished during the summer of 
1988, and a successful pilot-scale test was accomplished in February 
of 1989. 
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Figure I 
Arnold Engineering Development Center Location 

INTRODUCTION 

Situated in the rolling countryside of middle Tennessee lies the Air 
Forces' best kept secret-Arnold Engineering Development Center 
(AEDC) at Arnold AFB, Tennessee. AEDC is located in Coffee and 
Franklin Counties, Tennessee, midway between Chattanooga and Nash
ville (Fig. 1). The entire AEDC reservation encompasses 39,081 ac 
devoted to testing, research and development facilities. AEDC was con
structed in the early 1950s with initial testing starting in 1953. The Center 
has, since its beginning, conducted a wide range of tests and simula
tions in aerodynamics, propulsion and aerospace systems. 

The U. S. Department of Defense (DOD) has developed a program 
to identify and evaluate past hazardous material disposal sites on DOD 
property, to control the migration of hazardous contaminates and to 
control hazards to health or welfare that may result from these past 
disposal operations. This program is known as the Installation Res
toration Program (IRP). The IRP initially had four phases consisting 
of: Phase I, Installation Assessment and Records Search; Phase II, Con
firmation and Quantification; Phase III, Technology Base Development; 
and Phase IV, Operations and Remedial Actions. The U.S. DOD now 
follows the terminology of the U. S. EPA: PA/SI, Preliminary Assess
ment and Site Inspection; Rl/FS, Remedial Investigation and Feasibility 
Study; RD/RA, Remedial Design and Remedial Action; and LTM, 
Long-Term Monitoring. 

During the investigation of Arnold AFB, 17 sites were initially were 
identified as being potentially hazardous. Subsequently, two sites were 
added as a result of discoveries made by base and/or contractor per
sonnel. Five of the original sites were subsequently dropped from any 
further investigative work after the initial investigation. With the 
exception of the two newest sites, all others are well into the RI phase 
of investigation. One site is in the RD phase and one site is getting 
ready to begin RA. This paper concerns the activities at the site in the 
RA-Site 10, composed of three identifiable activity areas: Fire Protec
tion Training Area (FPTA) No. 2, Burn Area No. 1 and Landfill No. I. 

Site 10, which comprises approximately 14.5 ac is located northwest 
of the Model Shop (Bldg 451) and northeast of Gate 5 (Fig. 2). The 
FPTA was constructed in 1973 and was closed in April, 1988. The 
training area consisted of an unlined gravel burning area connected by 
drains to a small overflow pond. 

During a typical fire training exercise, water was first applied to the 
burn area surface. Combustible material, typically lighter than water, 
was added then ignited. The ignited area was then used as a training 
exercise for AEDC fire protection personnel. Contaminated petroleum 
fuels, fuel filters, waste oils, thinners, solvents, and some propellants 
were burned up to the late 1970's. Since then, the materials burned have 
consisted primarily of JPD4 fuel and some sodium-potassium alloys. 

A typical burn consumed 500 to 600 gal of fuel and occurred up 
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to 21 times per year. Landfill No. I served as a disposal site for many 
installation wastes, including refuse, garbage, construction debris and 
some shop wastes. The shop wastes generally were placed in a trench 
located at or near Landfill No. I and burned (this area is know a~ Bum 
Area No. I). Some of the shop wastes included waste oils, contaminat
ed fuels. solvents thinners and other combustible wastes. 

IN SITU VITRIFICATION (ISV)-HOW IT WORKS 
ISV is a thermal treatment process that 1..'0Verts contaminated soil into 

a chemically inen, stable glass and crystalline solid. Four electrodes 
are inserted inio the ground in the form of a square array to a predeter
mined treatment depth (Fig. 3). Since soil is not electrically conduc-

GRAPl<l!f 
AHO fRIT 
STARTER 

HECIROO! 

VllRlflfO SOIL WAS If 

Figure 3 
In Si!u Vitrification Process 

live once the moisture has been driven off. a condul·tive mixture of 
flaked graphite and glass fit is placed between the electrodes to act as 
a staner path. A high silica content, fiber material acting a~ an insulating 
thermal blanket is placed on top of the starter material and soil to aid 
in initial heat retention (the blanket is consumed in the melting process). 

An electrical current i~ applied to the path. The resulting power heats 
the staner path and surrounding "oil up to 3600°F, well above the soil's 
initial melting temperature. The starter eventually will be consumed 
by oxidation with the current being transferred to the now electrically 
conductive molten soil. . 
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During the growth of the vitreous zone. non-volatile elements (com
pounds) are incorporated into the melt while organic components are 
dNroyed by pyrolysis. The pyrolyzed by-products migrate IO the surface 
of the vitrified zone, where they oxidize in the presence of oxygen. 
A hood placed over the proces~ing area provides confinement for the 
combustion gases which are drdwn into the off-gas treatment system. 
The hood area is larger than the area to be vitrified to assure that the 
gases driven off during the process are captured. The hood has a skin 
along the bo11om edge to contain the gases and to aid in developing 
a panial vacuum, both important criteria in the treatment system for 
off.gases. 

As the melt grows downward and outward. power 1~ maintained at 
sufficient levels to overcome the heat losses from the surface and to 
the surrounding soil. In generaJ, the melt gWM ourward ro a total width 
of approximately 50% of the spacing of the electrodes. Therefore, if 
the electrode spacing is 18 rt center to center, a melt width of approxi
mately n ft would be observed under normal conditions. The molten 
zone " a roughly square with slightly rounded comers, reflecting higher 
~r densities around the electrodes. As the resi5ta11Ce decreases during 
the melting prclCe\\, the voltage is constantly monitored and adjusted 
via electrical transfonner voltage taps to maintain a constanl operating 
power. 

The equipment necessary to produce a vitrified mass can be divided 
into five major groups: (I) electrical power supply, (2) off-gas hood, 
(3) off-gas treatment, 141 off-gas suppon and (5) process control. All 
of these components, except the off-gas hood, are contained in three 
standard size lnliler; (Fig. 4). 

The off-gas hood and a\SOCiatcd piping arc dismantled and transported 
on a flat-bed lnliler between sites. The off-gas trailer is the most 
expensive and complex of the three. This sysrem cools, scrubs and filters 
the gaseous effluents exhausted from the hood. A glycol cooling unit 
cools the scrub solution to extract built-up thermal energy. This cooling 
process allows the scrub solution to be recycled back through the sys
tem. Equipment necessary tor the off-gas hood includes a small crane 
to lift and position the hood for each melt and a small bulldozer (if 
necessary) to grade and level the area before the hood is set in place. 
Craft suppon. such as electricians. pipefiners. riggers. operators, etc., 
is required to set up the ISV equipment as well as move the equipment 
from setting to setting. 

Figure 4 
Large-Scale Process Equipment for In Situ Vitrification 

The long-tenn stability of the glass is, of course. a significant factor 
in this process. The glass has been subjected to a variety of leach testS, 
including the U.S. EPA Extraction Procedure Thxicity lest (EP Tux) 
and Tuxic Characteristic Leach Procedure (TCLP). These tests show 
a uniformly low leach rate for heavy metals of approximately I x I0-5 
lb/ftl/day or lower. Additional testing along with comparisons to 
nalurally occurring obsidians indicate that the mean life of the vitri
fied material would be on the order of 1.000,000 yr'. 

BENCH-SCALE TESTING 

Bench-scale testing was perfonned on AEDC soils. Initial bench
scale testing was conducted at AEDC during May, 1988. A follow-up 
bench-scale test was perfonned at PNL in July, 1988. Soils were tesled 
from both IRP Site 10 and IRP Site I. IRP Site I is a landfill/leach 
pit area. The initial bench-scale test at AEDC was unsuccessful. The 



problem was identified as the lack of electrically conductive elements 
or fluxing agents (e.g., sodium carbonate) in the AEDC soils. Addi
tional bench-scale testing using fluxing additives was conducted at PNL 
using a modified single-phase electrical connection of the engineering
scale power supply. The engineering-scale system was used instead of 
the bench-scale system because the power supply better simulates the 
power density, melt rate and control of the larger scale of operational 
ISV systems. 

The assessments of Site 1 and Site 10 soil compositions showed the 
AEDC soil to have a high alumina/silica content. This material is suitable 
acceptable for making a good glass product, but ISV also requires a 
sufficient quantity of alkali elements (Li, Na and K) to lower the melt 
temperature and provide electrical conducting. Typically, 5 % of the 
alkali material is required for ISV to perform effectively. AEDC soils 
assessed for bench-scale testing contained t 1 % of these materials; there
fore, soil fluxing additives were required. Ten percent (by weight) 
sodium carbonate was added to ensure successful ISV processing. 

As a result of the bench-scale testing, the following was concluded: 
(1) with the addition of a fluxing additive such as sodium carbonate, 
ISV could process the contaminated soils from Sites 1 and 10 into a 
more compact and environmentally stable (immobilized) form, (2) 
organic contaminants were effectively destroyed, (3) leach testing results 
from the Extraction Procedure (EP) Toxicity and Toxic Characteristic 
Leach Procedure (TCLP) showed that metals of concern were below 
the maximum permissible limit which indicates that inorganic con
taminants are immobilized and (4) 5% to 10% sodium carbonate addi
tions are necessary to process AEDC Sites 1 and 10 soils. Based on 
the results of these tests, it was recommended to perform a pilot-scale 
test at the AEDC Site 10 fire training pit to verify the efforts of the 
bench-scale tests prior to actual remediation of the site with ISV2• 

PILOT-SCALE ISV TEST 

The pilot-scale test was conducted at AEDC during February 1989. 
The pilot-scale test system used at AEDC utilized four electrodes with 
3 ft , separation and consisted of a power control unit , off-gas contain
ment hood over the test site and an off-gas treatment system housed 
in a portable semi-trailer. The actual pilot-scale setup at AEDC IRP 
Site 10 in shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5 
Pilot-Scale Setup at AEDC IRP Site 10 

The pilot-scale power system utilizes a Scott-Tee connectio~ to trans
form a three-phase input to a two-phase secondary load on diagonally 
opposed electrodes in a square pattern. The 500-kW power supply may 
be either voltage or current regulated. The alternating current primary 
is rated at 480 V, 600 A, three-phase, and 60 Hz. This three-phase 
input feeds the Scott-Tee connected transformer providing a 2 phase 
secondary. The transformer has four separate voltage tap settings-1000 
V, 650 V, 430 V and 250 V. Each voltage tap has a corresponding 
amperage rating of 250 A, 385 A, 580 A and 1000 A per phase, respec-

tively. The amount of three-phase input delivered from the transformer 
is controlled by silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs) . During the pilot
scale test, this power system very effectively maintained a balanced load 
to the electrodes. 

The upper section of the off-gas containment and electrode support 
hood (Fig 6) is 10 ft by 18 ft long, and is constructed from seven panels 
of 20 gauge stainless steel bolted together. The lower structure is a sup
port structure covered and sealed with a high temperature fiberglass
based, silicon coated fabric. The fabric was bolted to the upper struc
ture and covered with soil at the base to form a seal with the ground. 
The overall hood height was 6 ft. 

Figure 6 
Off-Gas Containment And Electrode Support Hood 

The off-gas system is shown schematically in Figure 7. The off-gas 
passes through a venturi-ejector scrubber and separator, Hydro-Sonic 
scrubber, separator, condenser, another separator, heater, one stage of 
HEPA filtration, one stage of activated carbon filtration and a blower. 
Liquid to the two wet scrubbers is supplied by two independent recir
culation tanks, each equipped with a pump and heat exchanger. The 
entire off-gas system has been installed in a 45 ft lon.g semi-trailer which 
makes the system portable. Equipment layout within the trailer is illus
trated in Figure 8. 

CONDE'-ISEll 

I S(P•l ... l.TO'I 

Figure 7 
Off-Gas System Schematic for the Pilot 

Figure 8 
Pilot-Scale Process Equipment 
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The primary objective of the pilot-scale test was to confirm the beoch
scale testing results on the actual Site 10 Fire Trdining Area contami
nated soils. The testing evaluates process operations effectivene\s and 
off-gas behavior of volatile or entrained materiab. The earlier tesb 
showed the need for additional fluxing additives to increa~ the elec 
trical conductivity to allow ISV processing. 

The additives were placed differently in the pilot-scale te\t than they 
were in the initial tests. The initial tests were of a smaller -.cale and 
allowed total blending of the flux.ant (Na~CO,) with the entire w1l 
volume. AEDC did not want to disturb the contaminated soil at Site 
10. therefore a "cover layer" method was used to blend the flux.ant . 
For the pilot-scale test. the flux.ant wa~ mixed with clean soil and placed 
over the contaminated soil. The depth of the "cover layer" was 3 fl 
and had a flux.ant concentration of 17%. The fluxing additives have 
been shown to mix with the contaminated soil as the melt pmgresM:s. 
The cover soil also serves to enhance the process destruction efficiency 
of the organic contaminants and allows ISV to establish a molten zone 
of soil prior to contacting the organic. This thermal inenia mass of 
molten soil achieves pyrolysis of the organics as opposed to volatilizing 
the organics if ISV were staned at the contaminated soil surface. 

Four 2-in diameter molybdenum cores with 6-in diameter graphite 
collar electrodes were placed to the 10-ft depth from the cover soil sur
face. The electrodes were positioned on a 3-ft square separation. Two 
of the electrodes had fiber optic. depth monitoring transmitters attached 
to them which enables the depth progress of ()c ISV melt to be tracked . 

The test was performed on the southern edge of the Fire Training 
Area. This location was chosen to allow application of ISV to an actual 
ponion of the contaminated site and to allow thermal transpon 
monitoring to the clean surrounding soil. Pretest and post-test soil core 
sampling was performed to obtain before and after soil profiles. A 
surface view of the ISV block after processing is shown in Figure 9. 

figure 9 
Surface View of ISV Block After Procc"ing 

PILOT-SCALE TE.\llNG 

Analyses of the data from the pilot-scale test regarding the pcrfor-
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mance of the ISV proceH to AEOC Site 10 10il11 provide the following 
conclusions: 

I. Fluxing additions arc needed to process AEOC soils. Addition of 
fluxing additives to the 3 ft of cover soil allowed ISV to treat a por
tion of the Site 10 soil, but did not result in efficient ISV process 
operations or effective fluunt mixing to the desired depth with AEDC 
wils. Therefore. to ensure achieving the desired depth. these fluxing 
additives should be added to the entire vitrification volume by soil 
mixing or injection techniques instead of concentrating them in the 
cover soil layer. 

2 The pilot-scale ISV electrical and off-gas treatment system operated 
effectively within design constraints throughout the 168-hr operaling 
period . 

l The operation produced a 15-ton vitrified block measuring 5 ft deep 
and 8 fl wide on each side. A greater melt depth was desired. but 
soil composition variations, the amount and type of ftuunll added 
and the method of adding the ftuunts affected the depth achieved. 

4 . Inorganic paniculate releases from the melt to the off-gas system 
were minor. No detectable paniculate releases were measured out 
the stack after off-gas treatment . The ISV process effectively retains 
inorganic materials within the melt . Of the small quan1ities released 
<025 lb). the off-gas treatment syslCnl peri>rms a very dflcienl scrub
bing and filtering of the paniculates. 

5. Organic contaminants were effectively destroyed to the 8941 level 
for the fuel oil-contaminated Sile 10 soil solely by the ISV melt ex
clusive of any off-gas treatment. The overall ISV system destruction 
and removal efficiency <DRE> was 99.SS'l which included the otf. 
gas trcatmenc system. 

6. Leach testing results passed both the Extraction Procedure (EP) 
Tm.icily and Toxic Characteristics Leach Procedure (T'CLP) leach 
tests and showed that all metals of concern arc below leach ~leue 
limits. This result indicaees that inorganic ronwninanu are inunobi
lized to a level that should allow the site to be liSled as non-hazardous 
material according to regulatory criteria. 

7. Pretest soil samples showed the highest organic concentration in the 
surface soil samples at the original surface grade position. Post-test 
analyses showed that the samples in the close prollimity region to 
the vitrified block (<I ft away) displayed a noticeable decrease in 
the organic concentration between the pre and post-test samples from 
the same relative positions. The ~ilable data indicate that ISV 
processing will deplete a zone near the block of organic material 
but docs not thermally transpon the organic species away from the 
vitrification zone. 

In summary, pilot-scale testing confirms the potential for ISV treat
ment of organic contaminates soils from the Fire Training Area at IRP 
Site 10. Based on the results of the bench-scale and pilot-scale teses. 
ISV is a potential solution that could be used to ~mediate the soils 
at the AEOC Site 10 Fire Training Arca. 
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Combining Innovative and Traditional Technologies for Effective 
Remediation of PCBs and VOCs Contamination 
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The presence of PeBs and VOes in the soil and groundwater present 
a challenge in designing a complete and effective remediation program 
due to the different chemical nature and mobility of these compounds. 
This paper discusses the problem in a case study of a site in Pennsyl
vania that has PeBs and VOes contamination in a complex hydro
geologic setting. Innovative and traditional technologies were evaluated 

and applied to effectively remediate the site. All investigations and 
remedial plans were developed with the concurrence of the State Regula
tory Agency in this voluntary site cleanup. 

Through the implementation of a phased hydrogeologic investigation, 
the nature of the subsurface aquifer system and the extent of the con
tamination were defined and characterized. It was determined that PeBs 
and voes were present in the unsaturated zone soils, a perched water 
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table, the regional sand and gravel aquifer and a lower bedrock ground
water zone. Also, two separate free9phase petroleum product pools were 
detected on the groundwdter. 

Remedial program challenges required simultaneous treatment of soils 
in place, recovery and treatment of groundwater, recovery of the free 
phase product and immobilization of the PCBs. These goals were suc
cessfully accomplished by employing a creative combination of m situ 
air stripping, soil bentonite slurry cutlloff \W.lls, granular activated carbon 
treatment and counter-current packed column air stripping technologies. 

BACKGROUND 

This machining facility had, in the past. four types of disposal and 
chemical usage areas, including the following: 

• Underground storage tanks and pits 
• Electrical transformers 
• Drum storage area 
• Miscellaneous construction debris and rubble disposal sites 

The analysis of the soils beneath the removed tanks and pits prompted 
a hydrogeologic investigation. Electrical transfonncrs and waste oil tank,, 
had existed on-site and may have contributed to the PCBs detected. 
Overflow of drums had stained surface soils which were later removed 
in 1975 and 1980. Miscellaneous disposal areas also had existed and 
consisted of a variety of materials including construction debris, and 
rubbish. 

A hydrogeologic investigation conducted at the site during 1987 iden
tified a contaminated soil volume of approximately 18,000 yd~ 
containing up to 50 ppm VOCs (Fig. I). Approitimately 2.000 lb of 
voes are projected to be contained in the soils located within a half 
paved-half grassed 125,000-ft1 area. 

The hydrogeologic investigation also identified three contaminated 
groundwater zones: 

• Perched water table 
• Overburden Aquifer 
• Bedrock Aquifer 

Because silt and clay are the upper natural soil unit at the site, rain
water that percolates through the overlying fill material is trapped in 
the perched zone above this clayey zone. The perched zone is approxi
mately U to 17 ft below ground and is configured approximately a half 
circle with a radius of about 400 ft. A PCB concentration up 18 mg/L 
and voes up to a concentration of 113 mg/L were detected in the perched 
zone soils. 

Underlying the perched zone is a regional groundwater table occurring 
at depths of 16 to 32 ft. The water table in the overburden was deter
mined to be unconfined and exhibited a saturated thickness of 25 to 
30 ft. The concentration of voes and PCBs from this aquifer ranged 
from 21 mg/L voes and 0.083 mg/L PCBs. Flow in this aquifer tlows 
to the southwest and discharge' to the river opposite the pen:hed zone. 
Two product pools were found on this Wdter table in two locations. 
Approitimately 15.000 to 25.000 gal of product contain from 5 to 7 mg/L 
PCBs. 

Pump test analysis conducted within the overburden aquifer ~howed 
a range of transmis~ivity value~ of 12.000 to 21,500 gal/day/ft for the: 
coarser material while values for the liner grained soils ranged from 
2,400 to 12,000 gal/day/ft. Aver.tge hydrdulic conllul1ivities ranged from 
416 to 125 gal/day/ft1 

Beneath the overburden aquifer, groundwater is m the fractures of 
the underlying limestone and shale bedrock. Groundwater within the 
bedrock flows toward the river and produces yields of 75 gal/min in 
shallow levels to 300 gal/min in deeper levels. The groundwater in the 
bedrock contains VOCs and no detectable concentrations of PCBs. 

SOIL AND GROUNDWATER CLEANUP OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the soil remediation portion of the project were 
to remove the source of VOCs in the soil to prevent continued addi
tional contamination of the groundwater and to permanently immobi
lize in place the PCBs in the soils to prevent them from further migrating 
into the groundwater. 
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The objective of the groundwater portion of the project were to remove 
and treat the contaminated groundwater and prevent the contamination 
plume from migrating to off-site receptors. 

SCREENING OF REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVES 

In developing a remedial plan for soils and groundwater, a screening 
of remediation techniques was conducted to determine which techniques 
are applicable. which techniques require pilot or bench testing to 
determine their applicability, and which techniques can be eliminated 
as potential treatment components of the remedial plan. 

There is a limited number of remedial alternatives for the treatment 
of soils containing a mixed matriit of voes and PCBs. The following 
alternatives were evaluated for consideration: 

• No action 
• Construction of physical barriers 
• In situ treatment (biological treatment) 
• In situ air stripping 
• Excavation and disposal off-site 
• Excavation and incineration 

The No Action alternative was eliminated as a remedial alternative 
smce it would allow the soi.I contaminants to migrate into the ground
water which was not considered to be acceptable. 

The construction of physical barriers consisting of an impermeable 
cap and slurry cut-off wall would be appropriate for preventing recharge 
of the perched zone from either rainfall or seasonal overflows from 
a nearby stream. The presence of a natural silty clay layer below the 
perched zone would allow the slurry cut-off wall to be .. keyed .. in pro
viding complete encapsulation. Since PCBs are only slightly soluble 
in water and would migrate primarily in paniculate form, this tech
nology would be effective. However. this technology might llOl be 
effective for the voes since the transport of the voes through the soil 
is not entirely governed by the moisture in the soil. 

While in situ biological treatment was eliminated based on its fitilure 
to degrade PCBs and chlorinated voes. in situ treatment employing 
air stripping has been extensively pTOYCn effective in the field for V0Cs 
but not effective for PCBs. 

For small quantities of voe- and PCB-contaminated soil. disposal 
off-site or incineration is a viable alternative. HoweYCT, since the volume 
of material is significant at th.is site to incinerate or dispose of the soil 
off-site would result in an enonnous cost. 

In addition to the cost of incineration. it frequently is difficult to ob
tain sufficient landfill or incinerator capacity at the tune of disposal 
and there is additional liability associated with transporting the material 
to an acceptable facility. For these reasons, incineration and disposal 
off-site were not considered e.'cept for small quantities of material. 

There are a number of alternatives for the treatment of groundwater 
containing elevated levels of \QCs and PCBs. Considering site-specific 
conditions and contarrnnants of concern, the following altemati11CS ~re 
evaluated for consideration: 

• No action 
• Construction of physical barriers 
• In situ treatment (biological treatment) 
• Pump-and-treat with ozone 
• Pump-and-treat with carbon adsorption 
• Pump-and-treat with air stripping 

The No Action alternative was eliminated since it would allow the 
VOC- and PCB-contaminated groundwater to migrate off-site to possi
ble receptors. Physical barriers including low permeability caps and 
groundwater cut-off walls could be constructed to inhibit migration of 
contaminants off-site. The low permeability caps would prevent rain
fall from leaching additional VOCs and PCBs into the soil and the 
groundwater. The cut-off walls would prevent horizontal seasonal migra
tion of groundwater from the nearby stream to the perched zone and 
subsequent migration of \IOCs and PCBs in a horizontal direction. 

Although the capping and cut-off wall are appropriate for preventing 
intercommunication between the seasonal stream bed and the perched 
zone, they would not prevent the intercommunication of groundwater 



between the overburden aquifer and the bedrock at the site. 
Like biological treatment of soils, treatment of groundwater can be 

effective only if the microorganisms can use the contaminants as a food 
source. For the same reasons biological treatment was not applicable 
to VOC- and PCB-contaminated soil, it also would not be effective for 
groundwater cleanup. 

Using ozone to oxidize the VOCs and PCBs could be effective. 
However, since ozone is not selective in its oxidizing ability, excess 
ozone would be required to achieve the stringent water discharge limits 
for PCBs. The health and safety issues relating to ozone usage in this 
industrial atmosphere also do not support its application. 

Adsorption of VOCs onto granular activated carbon(GAC) is a poten
tial method for meeting the required effluent criteria. The adsorption 
tendency of organic compounds is a function of molecular weight and 
water solubility. Most of the VOCs found in the groundwater at this 
site are not efficiently adsorbed onto GAC and therefore do not pro
vide a high loading capacity onto GAC. However, PCBs found on-site 
are readily adsorbed onto GAC and will preferentially replace VOCs 
under loading conditions. Since there are high levels of VOCs and low 
levels of PCBs in the groundwater, GAC treatment to remove the PCBs 
coupled with a technology to remove the VOCs may be the most cost
effective solution. 

Air stripping has widespread application for the removal of VOCs 
from groundwater since the technology makes use of the moderate to 
high volatility of voes. Typically, air stripping columns are able to 
remove 90% or more of the VOCs but are not able to effectively remove 
PCBs. This alternative in conjunction with GAC treatment provides 
the capability to remove the VOCs and PCBs to the required discharge 
limits. 

Based on the preliminary screening of alternatives, the following treat
ment components were proposed. 

Soil treatment 

• In situ air stripping for VOC removal (pilot testing required) 
• Asphalt capping and cut-off wall for PCB containment (pending in 

situ air stripping testing) 

Groundwater Treatment 

• Pump-and-treat with GAC for PCB removal 
• Pump-and-treat with air stripping for voe removal 

PILOT TESTING 
An in situ air stripping pilot program was conducted to determine 

if this technology would be effective for in situ treatment of voes at 
the site, therefore enabling design of a full-scale system to remediate 
the balance of the contaminated soils. The goal was to remove 95 % 
of the voes from the soils by in situ air stripping. 

The design of the in situ air stripping system incorporated air with
drawal wells and air inlet wells. A portable trailer9mounted blower was 
connected to one of the five withdrawal wells. Flow and concentration 
data from the withdrawal well and pressure readings from the air inlet 
wells were collected to determine the effectiveness of the system during 
a 1-mo period. 

The concentration of Trichloroethylene (TCE) in the air removed from 
the withdrawal well verses time is given in Figure 2. The figure shows 
that the concentration ofTCE in the discharge air initially ranged from 
60 to 100 ppm TCE, but was reduced over time to a level of 30 ppm. 
The initial large changes in concentrations were a result of increases 
in blower speed. 

The mass flow rate of TCE verses time is given in Figure 3. The 
Figure shows that the mass flow rate of TCE discharged, which initially 
ranged from 0.5 to 0.8 lb/hr of TCE, was reduced with time to approxi
mately 0.2 lb/hr. Initially, the large changes in mass flow rate of TCE 
were attributed to the increases in blower speed. 

The cumulative mass of TCE discharged from the withdrawal well 
verses time which reflects the change in concentration and air flow rate 
is given in Figure 4. The slope of the graph shows that the TCE removed 
was initially at the highest rate and asymptotically reduced over time. 
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Concentration TCE vs. Time 
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Based on observed differential pressure readings in the air inlet wells, 
a minimum radius of influence of 20 ft was realized. 

The data collected during operation of the in situ air stripping system 
show that the technology effectively removes VOCs. According to mass 
balance calculations using pre-treatment soil boring data and in situ 
treatment system data, soils subject to treatment during the pilot test 
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were remediated from approximately 20 ppm to I ppm. Thercll1re, full· 
scale in situ treatment will be a component of the final remedial plan. 

REMEDIAL DESIGN FOR SOILS 

To remediate the soils, a full-scale soil air stripping system will be 
installed in the perched zone to remove voes from the unsaturated 
soils. The system will consist of a series of withdrawal (air i~ with
drawn from the soils) wells and air inlet (air is permitted to flow into 
the soils) wells. The system will use a total of 32 air withdrawal welb 
to remediate the soils coupled with their respective air inlet wells. 

An asphalt cap and slurry cut-off wall was constructed atop and around 
the PCB contaminated portion of the perched wne. This cnn,truction 
effectively isolated the area of the perched zone containing PCBs from 
percolating rainwater and inflow from the nearby stream. 

Approximately 25 % of the ground surface above the perched 1.0ne 
was bare ground or covered with gravel. This area was cnvcrc<l with 
new asphalt material. In addition lo this area. asphalt capping W'Js in· 
stalled following the inslallation of: {I) underground pipelines for the 
groundwater treatment system; (2) the in situ air stripping system; and 
(3) the slurry cut-off walls within the perched zone area. 

The slurry cut-off wall was approJtimately 800 ft long (Figure I). 

eJttended 15 to 20 ft below ground and was keyed into the undisturbed 
silty clay below !he perched zone. The slurry cut-off wall consisted 
of a soil bentonite miJtture that achieved a permeability rate of I Jt 10 
-7 cm/sec. 

REMEDIAL OF.SIGN FOR GROUNDWATER CLEANUP 

Seven recovel')' wells were installed at various predetermined loca
tions at the facility to collect groundwater for treatment. The wells were 
constructed of carbon steel casings with stainless steel screens. One 
recovery well was located in !he perched water zone, four in the over· 

burden aquifer and two in the bedrock aquifer. Due to the presence 
of an oily product in the overburden aquifer, three of the recovery wells 
included product recovery pumps and groundwater pumps while the 
remaining recovery wells only included groundwater pumps. Oily 
product is pumped to above ground storage tanks for off-site disposal. 

Groundwater from the seven recovery wells is pumped to an influent 
vault where two submel'llible pumps (one operating and one in standby 
statui.) transfer the groundwater to one of two multimedia filten>. The 
multimedia filtc~ (one operJting with one in standby status) remove 
solids, oil and grease in the groundwater prior to its entering two GAC 
contacto~. operated in series. PCBs arc preferentially adsorbed in the 
GAC uniL'i prior to entering the packed column air stripper where VOCs 
an: removed. Treated effluent from the air stripper is discharged to a 
river \ia the CJtisting mumcipal storm !iCWCr system in compliance with 
'trict CNPDES> discharge limits. As shown in Figure S, the process 
equipment i~ housed in a 40-ft by 40-ft st.ructurc. 
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Backwash from the multimedia filters is discharged to an off[line back
wash holding tank. Solids are allowed to settle in the tank prior to pump
ing the decant through a bag filter and into the influent vault. The average 
and maximum design flow of the treatment system components are 400 
and 600 gpm, respectively. Empty bed contact time (EBCT) for each 
GAC contactor at average and maximum flow is 9 and 13 min, respec
tively. 

Analytical data collected since January, 1989 indicate that the system 
is meeting design and regulatory requirements. VOC and PCB con
centrations in the influent vault ranged from 35 to 8 mg/Land 15 mg/L 
to non-detectable Oess than 0.0002 mg/L), respectively, while the voe 
and PCB concentrations in the second GAC contactor effluent ranged 
from 7.5 mg/L to non-detectable for VOCs and non-detectable for PCBs. 

Effluent from the air stripper indicated maximum VOC and PCB con-

centrations of 0.025 mg/L and non-detectable, respectively, as shown 
in Table 1. 

CONCLUSION 

The presence of PCBs and VOCs in the soil and groundwater present 
a challenge in designing an effective remediation program. Evaluating, 
selecting and implementing the proper innovative and traditional tech
nologies can provide an effective and reliable treatment system as 
described above. The groundwater and recovery pumps and ground
water treatment system has been operating for approximately 7 mo. The 
slurry cut-off wall and asphalt cap have been installed. Full-scale oper
ation of the in situ air stripping system is anticipated to begin in late 
1989 and continue through 1990. 
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Membrane-Like-Material Extraction of Oily Wastes 
From Soils and Solids. 

James Keane 
Kenterprise Research Inc. 

York, Pennsylvania 

ABSTRACT 
Membranc-Like-Matcrial (MLM) is a new kind of Liquid Membrane. 

but it is not like those that have been investigated in recent years. It 
has. instead. very low permeability to gases and oily compounds and 
has the propcny of picking up a layer of oily material that is adherent 
to a solid surface and leaving in its place a layer of water. The material 
that has been picked up is then used in the process of formation of the 
membrane. which occurs at ambient temperature. 

The MLM effect has been used to strip many differenl oil compounds 
from solid surfaces and experiments have shown that ti much as 40'.{ 
bentonite clay can be present. and lhe water/oil exchange process still 
1mrks. Thc very first successful separation !hat was achieved in the 
laboratory was on an oil-soaked Bcntonite clay. for which lhe oil con
tent was reduced to below the values !hat were obtained on the same 
sample. using Soxhlet Extraction. 

Thc process is emerging from lhe laboratory and offers lhe promise 
of a new way to reduce the volume of materials contaminated wilh such 
lhings as oils. PCBs. dioxin and olher materials found at Superfund 
sites. or al the aft.cnnalh of oil spills such as the Valdez Disaster. For 
each of lhesc applications. lhe key point is !hat once an oil-wet surface 
has been converted to a watcr-wet surface. Further applications of oil 
or solvents will not re-contaminate the solid surface. 

MEMBRANE-LIKE-MATERIAL 
This paper is based on lhe di!K:overy that a temporary membrane will 

form at lhe interface between certain wlvenb. water and a compound 
extracted from Alhabasca Bitumen. The membr.me. called MLM . for 
Membrane-Like-Material, will panition solvenl and oily solutions from 
aqueous mixtures. capture and hold oily materials from solid surfaces 
and depress the residual amounl' of panly w.11er soluble solvents in 
water. Two applications of the technology arc represcnled in the 
proposal : (I) one 10 remove oily contaminanb from solid surfal·es sul·h 
as soils and (2) the other 10 separate the oily pan from the non-oily 
pan of the water used in the MLM soih deaning process. or which 
was taken inlo the proces~ with the w.tsle material. 

THE MLM LIQUID MEMBRANE 
MLM <Membrane-Like-Material) is a new chemical class of Liquid 

Membranes, quite unlike those described in the literature. It is an 
inclusion lypc of Liquid Membrane, so called because it includes the 
targel species during its initial formation, from which the included 
material is recovered. following a funher separation step. The MLM 
appears a~ sludge. with lhe target species trapped in it. While it remains 
within lhe water phase, ii is very stable. with lhe target specie firmly 
held. However. ii docs nol form a comJXiund wilh the target and it 
promplly dissociates at the air to water interface. The extr.iction of oily 
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compounds using MLM-forming solvencs. cannoc be compmed wilb 
similar extractions using repeated solvent washes. especially wbea the 
solvents ~ selected to be the mne for each mdhod. In an MLM '-I 
extraction. the solvent itself is counted a an oily compound and is 
removed wilh the target species. In M>IYClll CIU'lletion, the IOlvcm raidue 
may be many times larger than the volume or mau of the llUl£l tpeeiea; 
it usually is not ~ as an oily compound. and IDLlll Ihm be Cldnded 
in a funher step. In the case of soils. this M>lvena residue can alDOlllll 
to 30 to 60 % of the soil by weight and the mosa frequendy cited medlod 
of removing it is the application of heal. To compuc the two llldbodl 
on the same basis, the final remmal of solven1s for bolh mccbods IDLlll 
be considered . When !his is done. the~ bcc:omel moot. since 
the nature of the comparison has then been changed k> compuing die 
extraction of solvent using MLM. to the exuaction of the same IOI,,_ 
using Heat . 

Figure I - 8 show an experiment that was performed as an MLM 
demonstration for the Valda operation. The MLM stripping was com
pared wilh conventional solvent extraction, in the presence of waler. 
As can be seen. the convcnaional method has no ~. but the MLM 
method has completely relnlMld the oil from the sand. The origiml 
proposal consisud of two stripping saages. one an in silu sprmy-on method 
for the beach, and the other a water-oil separation for the residues. 

Th1• proc••• d...,netration C0111pAr•• a ••ptba Sol,,...t 
lxtract1on, vith KUC 011 to Nater Surtece Ch .. ietry excba1MJ9. 1'le 
••nd •aapl• vae beech ••nd that vae dried end -keel with 
Peruvian Crude 011, to •i•ulate beach eend. 



, 
Figure 2 

Split Sample 

Figure 3 

' 

Naptha - Left. MLM- Right 

Figure 4 
Water Added to Both 

The spectrum of target materials and associated applications for the 
MLM extraction process, is related to the solubility of the solvent 
selected and thus is very wide when the solvent is properly chosen. 
It is fortunate that the best solvents for the formation of MLM are like
wise the best solvents for oily compounds that are the most trouble-

Figure 5 
Naptha Side - Stirrea 

Figure 6 
MLM Side at 10 Seconds of Stirring 

Figure 7 
Water Wash is Completed at 3 Minutes 

some. On the basis of the criteria described, the actual oily residues 
must be divided by the solvation ratio used immediately prior to MLM 
extraction. Since these values can be as high as 40 to l , oily residues 
can be very low indeed. The MLM Process might therefore be described 
more as a method of extracting a solvent rather than as a solvent ex-
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Figure 8 
MLM Cleaned, Sample Tlken. Naplha Side Hu Been Drained 

MLM SOLIDS ~ING 
The MLM Process was discovered in 1981 during work on a process 

thal used kerosene as the agent in a surfactant based water exchange 
process. The purpose of the work was IO develop a process suitable 
for the extraction of m sand. The process Wider dcYelopmcnl was found 
IO be only (JO.., dJectM and had IO be supplemenlai with soils washing 
and waller cleaning ll:dmiques IO make it usable. The USC of surfactants 
at or near the Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) was the attractive 
feature o( this older tEchnology. 'M>rking at or near the CMC leads 
IO surfacwtt values near 200 mg/L instead of the 2.., or 20.000 mg/L 
and up for ocher methods. It was necessary IO develop a Sand Washing 
tcchniquc, deri\<al from our then current waler trcatmcnt program. This 
resulted in thRC unit processes needed IO make this system work. 

The challeQIC was thus emblishcd by these difficulties. IO find other 
ways IO eiictaansc oil IOr water at a solid irurface, once we knew that 
it was possible. It was found that certain solvents, in the praence of 
a component found in Athabasca Bitumen. would form a film at an 
interface between a solution of the solvent and water. This film was 
remarkably stable in the waler phase. but obviously had one side ac
tive in waler. The other side was adjacent IO the oily phase and initial 
experiments showed thal the film was not only stable in the oil phase. 
but also thal the film would dissolve until the area of the film equalled 
the area of the interface. Other experiments showed that the film thick
ness was not of molecular dimensions, but was thick enough IO be 
manipulated and had palpable tensile strength, considering its origin. 
A condensation effect was ohlerved thal relcucd oily compounds cap
tured by the film, into the oil phase. If the area of the surface was sud
denly reduced, then wrinkles and folds would occur in the skin, that 
slowly dWolwd, leaving a new layer d MlM that occupied the seduced 
surface area. It was found that this material could be literally cul out 
of the surface and lifted away inio the waler phase, where it could be 
manipulated, measured and handled "like" a membrane. A new layer 
of MLM would form in the cul out area, and over perhaps 30 min, 
the region would be completely healed. 

It was postulated that since the water side seemed IO be so stable, 
that perhaps the MLM could be formed adjacent 10 an oil-coated 
particle, with the water side facing into the particle. It turned out that 
conditions could be established to ensure the formation of the MLM 
in the proper manner to effect removal of the oily compound. The com
pound. with the solvent. and the bitumen extract in contact with the 
particle, was then lifted off and used to form the MLM. with the 
introduction of water. Thus ii became evident that the hereiofore 
impractical separations of oily materials from surfaces would be 
possible. 

The spreading rates were determined, using very simple sand sub
strate experiment~. They were approximately two orders of magnitude 
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greater than in surfactant hued systems. The method used in thele 
experiments was IO oil-wet a known surface area of sand, typically 2000 
ft 1 and then IO effect the separation, while determining the time f'or 
the separate process IO occur. Thi1 time was the spreading rare of the 
MLM throughout the sand mas1. It was noted thal the MLM formed 
a front that was remarkably well defined. In a 4 in deep sand bed in 
a scparaiory funnel, the interface front moved through the sand with 
a fully oil-wet IO fully water-wet exchange occurring in only 0.125 in; 
moreover. this front was flat, with no fingering. 

The ronc in which the exchange of oil and waler was taking place 
had a turbulence that could be clearly seen. Since the relatively heavy 
solvent was being displaced upward by the lighter waler, it was postu
lated that the driving force was the weight of the solid particle falling 
through the MLM after it was coated with water. Later work lhowtd 
that cylindrical vessels could be used and al50 thal the range of opera
tion extended from large acas liquid amounts to allOOll dry, pnwidcd 
that the starting condition for the water exchange s&ep was properly 
dctcnnincd. 

Experimental rcsulll showed thal the conditions of the soil and oily 
contaminant, at the stan of the MLM formation llep. were impoltaal, 
with the heavier molecular weight materials being harder IO ~
Once it was leamcd thal the solvcna used lllUll pend'* all thc _, 
to the actual solid IUl'Dce, so lhll thc MLM can i>rm lbere. dlele 
difficulties were circumvcllled. If thc solvcna docs not racb thc IOlid 
surface, the MLM, if it formed u a layer, could be ona.d thc WnJmg 
wsy or would fonn u an amorphous mau and be hldfec:liw. If thc 
MLM formed in this manner, then the lasa molecular layer o( oily 
material would not be avaiW>le to dfect the fonmtion ~ thc MLM. 
If the MLM formed an amorphous mas, then thc t.yeriag. __, 
to effect clean ..,.,.000. lMJUld DOI be praena. The llmting cod
tions are the bench-level cldcnnimlioas o( thc baa w.U. ~ 
solvent and oily compound thal will permil thc C!ldwnF *P ID ID 
IO completion. These condibcm vary principally widl thc Wr 
tion of oily material prcsen1 and thc moleculu weigbl o( thc ..... 
species. 

The greater the molecular weight o( thc compound ID be aiplllled, 
the more solvent must be present at the solid iDlerDce b the MLM 
IO form. A typical concenuD>n o( lnllerial for which this proclCll ,_ 
originally developed, was 00.000 IO 200,()()0 mg/L, o( oily ~. 
with molecular weights all the wsy up IO the heaviest componms o( 
heavy ~ and bitumens, for which WC cxpectDd ID W residues d under 
20 mg/L of solvent plus oil, with a final solvation ratio, at the end o( 
the counter flow extrlletOr, o( as much as 40 to I. 

CONVENTIONAL SORS WASHING 

We found during the early development work thal surflictanls CIOUld 
act as an interferant in the MLM water exchange *P· The puzzle,_ 
solved when our glassware was divided inlo IWO pans. The first ,_ 
cleaned in comentional dcfiergent cleanen, rinsed and dried. The Giber 
was then cleaned using solvent extraction, i:>llawed by 8Cid cleaning. 
The extra steps in the cleaning procc11 elimin-.1 the illlelferenDe eftDcll. 
This finding lead to anempcs to model the surflctaat openlioo, end 
to re-invcstiptie the question u IO why the original sw1iiclul.-.ed 
technology thal we staned with was only (JO~ dfec:tiw in establishing 
water-wet surface area. 

The model that was proposed was thal the oil-soluble tails o( thc 
surfactant molecules would enter the residue oil layer, leaving the __. 
soluble heads IO form a layer that would then be above the oil layer. 
This process inhibits all further oil removal, since neither the solvents 
nor the surtiK1ants can subsequently appro.ch the oil layer Wldernellh, 
due to the presence of this water layer. We believe thal this effect is 
real and that it represents a limit IO the effectiwness of all soil wubing 
processes that use surfactants. It might be nocecl that this same limit 
also applies to enhanced oil recoYery. The surfactant \\esh will cer
tainly increase the oily material recoYery somewhat, but it can never 
approach the performance d a replacement system where the oil is 
physically replaced with Mtcr. 



THE MLM PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM 

. A sim~lified flow diagram is shown in Figure 1. This process flow 
diagram ts based on the detailed Mass Flow Process Diagram that has 
been prepared for API Separator Waste. The actual flow diagram was 
prepared .from ~sting. at hen.ch-scale level on waste samples from a 
refinery site. This particular site had material characteristics that varied 
from 5 % to 95 % spent catalyst, which is an inherently water-wet 
material, and which makes solvent extraction very difficult. 

The operation of the MLM Soils Washing System, is described below. 
A conveyor, such as a screw conveyor, feeds a constant stream of 

input material into the receiving hopper of the MLM Solids Treatment 
Unit, prior to the first mixer stage. 

The material is then passed to a second mixer stage, where conven
tional solvent extraction of most of the oil is performed. The solvent 
extraction step is divided into two stages to allow two different solvents 
to be used as a process option. A non-halogenated solvent is used in 
the first stage and a halogenated solvent, suitable to form MLM, is 
used in the second. Only one solvent extraction step is shown in Figure 
9. 

After solvent extraction in the third mixer stage, the oil-coated, solid 
particles are then coated with solvent, plus the MLM Extract. Thus, 
small amounts of contaminant materials on the soil have been largely 
substituted with larger amounts of a solvent. The solvent extraction 
process ensures that sufficient time has elapsed to allow the two oil 
phase components of the MLM to penetrated all the way to the solid 
surface. If the target contaminant is present at only the mg/L level, 
then the composition of the solvent and MLM extract alone are adjusted 
to ensure that MLM forms in the correct orientation and strength, once 
the water part is added. Upon the completion of the solvent extraction 
to the degree required, the solid material is pumped to the fourth mixer, 
where water is added and the mixture is stirred to ensure complete 
coverage of all of the material with MLM. 

The MLM-coated material is then passed to mixer number five, where 
the MLM residue is removed using a water flush. The water films around 
each soil particle will not permit either oily material or solvent to re-
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attach to the soil particle. Flushing must be sufficient in this stage to 
effectively remove all of the MLM, and any solvent that may have been 
used. Solvent residues are believed to be primarily from the interstitial 
areas, where solvent resides after washing. The cleaned soil is then 
sent to a dewatering unit, after which it exits the system and is ready 
for disposal. 

Meanwhile, the collected water from the oily rinse stage and the 
MLM-flushing stage is returned to the MLM water treatment unit, where 
all of the oily fraction is collected, also using MLM; the oil contain
ment leaves the unit as a solvent-bearing sludge. This sludge is then 
taken away for further treatment in a solvent recovery system. 

The solvent recovery unit can be a Wet Still, where the condensa
tion occurs in a counterflow water stream. Solvent recovery must take 
into account the vapor pressures of the site contaminants that are 
expected, to ensure that any with lower boiling points than the solvent 
selected will be recovered separately. 

EARLY CLAY TESTS 
The MLM process was developed to recover Tar and Bitumen at ef

fectively 100% recovery, leaving a water-wet residue. A definitive test 
was made to determine the final residue of the solvent on the water
wet sand and from a starting condition of 130,000 mg/L, the solvent 
plus oil residue was determined by GC methods to be less than 20 mg/L. 
Several dozen samples of various waste materials and tar and oil sands 
were tested for separation efficiency. In all cases, separation was es
sentially complete. For a deposit of light oil in Bakersfield, Califor
nia, which is in a clay formation, complete separation was achieved, 
even though the sample consisted of 40 % bentonite, with the oil bound 
on the clay. No other potentially commercial process has been found 
to process this material. 

The results on clay-bound oil proved to be important in that the process 
was shown to be effective in removing oily compounds from soil, and 
few soils have 40% bentonite. In the U.S. EPA SBIR Project, dioxin 
was shown to be reduced by an order of magnitude for each extraction. 
However, it is likely that the extraction was more effective than this, 
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since the MLM concentrate could not be analyzed by the U.S. EPA 
method. The MLM apparently binds the dioxin within its temporary 
structure to an extent that defeats the GC analytical process. All of the 
other parts of the sample were successfully measured. so that the dioxin 
removal could be inferred, but it could not be measured. 

In comparing removal efficiencies in clay-type soils relative to oily 
wastes and other media, it should be pointed out that the two cases 
cited compare a dioxin sample at 10 ppm starting concentration with 
an oily waste at 190.000 mg/L. The samples were, in fuct. sandy material 
at 0.020 to 0.030 in in diameter for the dioxin case and bentonite clay 
for the oily waste case. with the particle size extending down into the 
low micron size range. Thus. the comparison takes the highest oily con
tent. on the finest material and compares it with the lowest oily con
tent on the most coarse material. This comparison shows a broad 
effective performance range for MLM. regarding the soil type and par
ticle size. 

An additional example of the potential application of this process is 
the treatment of API Separator waste which is refinery residue that can 
consist of large amounts of spenl catalyst. sand, rust and other wastes. 
A preliminary study. undertaken as a prerequisite to the project, con
sisted of 10 different waste types including Tank Bottoms and Drilling 
Mud residues which were processed in a demonstration. All of the sam
ples were cleaned, yielding a solid residue that showed no signs of oil 
in a solvenc extraction seep done after heat drying of the water-wet solids. 

THE MLM SOLIDS PROCFSSlNG 

A typical selection of equipment includes a five-pass Ribbon Mixer. 
consisting of identical stages. with the material lifted from one stage 
to the next. Our requirements are that all of the mixers have a water 
blanket, with the solvent contained all the time. Available mixer.; an: 
able to meet these needs and one or more stages can be modified to 
effect the MLM fonnation. 

THE MLM PROCFSS STEPS 
In these discussions, "water-wet .. means that the water is in direct 

adherent contact with the surface and is a Surface Chemistry condi
tion. Likewise, .. oil-wet" means the direct contact of the oil with the 
surface. Each cond.ition implies the absence of an underlying layer of 
the opposite species. It is not possible to change from one condition 
to the other without intervention. The MLM process provides the 
intervention necessary to move the surface conditions from oil-wet to 
water-wet, after which it is not possible to again oil-wet the solid sur
faces without a further intervention, such as heat far above the boiling 
point of water. 

The process consists of the steps discussed belov.. Wat.er Wash is used 
first to separate the non-oily material from the mixture, if the water
wet material is in the fonn of fines and if it is not contaminated. An 
example of that kind of material is spent catalyst in API separator waste. 
If the contamination level i~ in the low ppm range, so that the fines 
are likely to carry the contaminant out with the wash, this step may 
not be used. An example of the latter is a very small amount of a material 
such as PCB in the presence of a large amount of fine clay, where it 
would be preferable to wet the fines with solvent, rather than to try 
to separate them in a water wash. 

For spent Catalysts in API waste, the fines have been found to be 
water-wet and constituting as much as 99% of the total material present. 
In this case, the oily material is attached to large parlldes and its density 
is likely to be well over 1.0, so that the relatively 'mall amount of heavy 
oily material separates well from the large amount of non-oily material. 

MLM will form around large lumps of water-wet fines and prevent 
the solvent from penetr'dling into the ma~s Thus. for wastes from API 
Separators, the spent catalyst must first be removed with a water wash 
and the fines will not carry out contaminants because they are not con
taminated. 

In many fine soil wastes, the water wash cannot be used, since the 
fines are contaminated and will carry out the contaminant 1f a water 
wash is used. The occurrence of soils with water-wet fines also has 
been experienced. The sequence of steps therefore, needs to he estab
lished on a site-specific basis using bench-scale tcsh 

. 
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Solvent Extraction 

A countercurrent solvent extraction iii employed next to remove the 
bulk of the oily material from the oil-wet ponion of the waste and to 
solvent-wet any dry materi.al that is present, using a solvent selected 
to form MLM. If the oily pan of the resulting mixture is in the high 
ppm concentration range. such as in an oil sludge, a solvent may be 
selected to optimize the solvent extraction step and not be chosen neces
sarily for che MLM formation, which '°"°'"d then be done in the next 
step. 

Second Extraction 

A halogenated solvent. such as methylene chloride, or a suitable com
pound already present at the site in large quantities, or p-xylene, togdher 
with a ~mall amount of an extract of Athabasca or other Bitumen, are 
then used in a counter-current solvent extraction. When the oil and soI
venl concentration reaches the level where MLM oil-to-water exchange 
is pos..;ible, &.'i detennined from bench testing. w.tter is added. This point 
is detennined in the laboratory, where the solvent color showing the 
residual contaminant density and the dwell time for full penetration 
of the solvent, are used to determine the iniual conditions for the water 
exchange to take place. The MLM. as it is being formed, then strips 
and isolates the oily compounds. from the surface, replacing them with 
a film of water. 

As the mixing proceeds. the oil-to-water exchange process irreversi
bly coats all of the material with water. even if it was originally dry 
and had no oil on it, as would be found in a typical Superfu.nd Site 
where some uncontaminated material is mixed in with the oily frac
tion of the contaminated maten.al. lbe solvent is recovered and the con
taminant appears as a concentrate. lbe extract of Athabasca Bitumen 
is nol recovered and goes with the contaminant. since its cost does not 
justify recovery. 

Water Wash 

A water wash is employed to flush away all of the MLM that remains 
with the waste after it has been weakened by funher exposure to sol
vent. if necessary. This material is coUected by the water treatment sys
tem and recovered for disposal. lbe cleaned material is water-wet and, 
after being de-watered, can be returned to the site or disposed of in 
a landfill. 

The bulk of the oily residue will be carried in the solvent used for 
the preliminary extraction. If this oil is a usable oil, the solvent selec
tion for the first extraction might be kerosene. naptha or some other 
solvenl that will nol interfere with the subsequent use of the residue. 
in which case. the solvent need not be recovered. 

The use of a halogenated compound for the solvent extraction step 
will make it difficult for a refinery to accept the oil for processing. 
since chlorine is not compatible with the catalysts used in the refining 
process. p-Xylene is acceptable, however and, in addition. will perform 
about as well as methylene chloride. Its main drawback is that is very 
difficult to handle in the pure state since it can convert large amounts 
of pumping turbulence energy into electrostatic energy resulting in an 
extreme fire hazard. Methylchloride also must be used alone and not 
in the presence of the other two isomers, since only one of the three 
isomers will form MLM. while the other two inhibit the formation of 
MLM, even in the presence of p-xylene. 

Problem Contaminants 

If the oil is dioxin- or PCB-contaminated, the recoverable oil is almost 
certainly not commercially usable. The solvent selection will then be 
optimized for best Turget Material extraction, i.e .. for best MLM for
mation. Some of the oily material will appear in the solvent that will 
form the M LM for the waste involved; the rest will appear in the MLM 
sludge. This solvent will be selected from methylene chloride, p-xylene. 
tetrachloroethanc I.I.I or any other halogenated solvent. Work is 
proceeding to find other non-halogenated solvents. 

The solvents are always used either under a water blanket or in a 
closed container. The selection of a solvent must take into account the 
vapor loss from leaks in the solvent recovery system, with a much 
smaller amount of a solvent leaving the process with the solid residue . 



We are very conscious of the need to select the solvent so as to be neither 
phototropically active nor present a health hazard. The MLM-extract 
from Bitumen is a high molecular weight material that is used in low 
~g/L qua~tities in the MLM forming solvent. It is retained with the 
oily matenal from which it can be extracted if necessary, but this is 
very unlikely since it is relatively insoluble. 

MLM WATER TREATMENT 

Considerable portions of the MLM and free oils are likely to show 
up in the wastewater stream. Also, a large amount of water is often 
present with the oily waste material and is carried into the MLM process 
with it. Conventional water treatment for the resulting wastewater is 
difficult and expensive. 

An MLM-based water treatment system for broad spectrum oily 
materials is under development with a Phase II and Phase III SBIR 
project for industrial laundry and other industrial wastes. This process 
is an adaptation of the MLM process for solids to allow the formation 
of large amounts of MLM, in the presence of salts such as sodium chlo
ride, or calcium chloride and to form a floe. Adding air to this mixture 
allows standard flotation techniques to be used for the separation of 
oily materials. 

Pilot plant tests have shown that chlorinated solvents, such as perch
loroethylene, were reduced to concentrations near non-detectable in 
water; additionally, the heavy metal content of the industrial laundry 
wast!! was reduced to less than local municipal discharge limits in a 
single pass. The heavy metal reduction was not expected until it was 
realized that the oily contaminants were particles that included the bulk 
of the heavy metals and these were removed en masse from the waste 
water, without solid and oil separation. 

The MLM Water Treatment Unit is rated at 20 gpm, but the hydraulic 
limit is well over this, depending on the contamination level. The 
capacity of the water treatment system is approximately in balance with 
the solids processing system at the nominal flow ratings. The water solu
ble components will not be extracted by the MLM Water Treatment 
system, but will be treated in a following stage using a different method. 

Wastewater containing oily contaminants is pumped to a static mixer 
where a foam consisting of CaC1

2
, water, solvent and MLM Extract 

is created. The resulting mixture is fed to a second static mixer, to which 
a metered quantity of air is added. The resulting mixture is then passed 
to a separation tank where the oily fraction is floated off and the clear 
water, with its dissolved components, is fed to an outlet pump. The 
water level in the tank is controlled by an automatic control valve on 
the discharge side of pump, and water flow rate is controlled by an auto
matic control valve on the discharge side of the drive pump. 

The MLM water treatment unit will handle water containing over 
20 % oil and will reduce the oil concentration into the range of 1 to 
10 mg/L, leaving water soluble materials in place . 
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ADVANTAG~ OF THE MLM TECHNOWGY 
The goal was to design an Oil Production process that was environ

mentally and economically sound. To meet both economic and environ
mental needs, the process yield must be high. The most important 
contribution that the MLM Process and related technology offers, is 
that it allows the development of a realizable remediation process at 
reasonable cost. The major cost of an oily waste remediation is not 
the process cost, but is the handling cost of the materials. Excavation 
and return of contaminated soil is expensive, but not nearly so great 
as reburying or incinerating a hazardous material. 

The MLM Process is based on a new principle, not previously known 
or used. It provides an enhancement to the separation and treatment 
option that has not heretofore been available. Working at the molecular 
level, it introduces an impermeable barrier to the return of the con
taminant that makes separation easy for all wastes that are oil soluble. 
The separation step is a potentially low-cost extraction which is a com
plete separation of soils and organic materials. 

The MLM Process at it's presently developed stage will remove any 
material that is soluble in the solvents selected, including the solvents 
themselves. 

WASTES AMENABLE TO THE MLM PROCESS 
Oil wastes encountered in oil production, refining and transport will 

be particularly amenable to treatment by the MLM soil washing process 
as demonstrated by laboratory tests. It is expected that the MLM process 
will also be effective in the treatment of halogenated and polycyclic 
organic materials. Soils which are present together with contaminated 
material can be either removed or processed through the MLM water 
exchange step, without performance penalty. 

SUMMARY OF MLM ~ULTS TO DATE 
A process evaluation procedure was developed for the rapid deter

mination of yields greater than 99. 9 % . A mass balance was performed 
on each sample tested to determine, by weight, the amount of solvent 
residue lost on the sand or soil. An upper limit of 50 ppm of solvent 
plus oil on a solid phase, was established, above which the sample would 
be rejected and further process development would be performed. This 
criterion was selected primarily as a commercial yield limit and it was 
recognized that it was far better than the .then best mining practice. A 
second test was established using a colorimeter with the reference cell 
filled with clean solvent and the test cell filled with known amounts 
of oil plus solvent. The upper limit of 50 ppm of residual oil was used 
for the screening tests, but this value was never reaehed. Selected 
samples were tested for solvent plus oil residue at an independent labora
tory. The results were as follows: 

Figure 10 
MLM Water treatment Unit 
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• No oily material was found that could not be processed to better than 
99. 9 % removal after process adjustment. 

• The sample size varied from IO to 1800 g. Two groups of solvents 
were used, one for preliminary stripping and the other for MLM 
stripping of the oil plus the first solvent residue. Many solvents were 
tried, both Halogens and non-halogens; with the exception of p
xylene, no non-halogenated solvent would work. 

• Solvents which would not form MLM were always found to be re
moved to the oily side and none of them appeared a' interferences, 
so that oils could always be extracted without halogen residue with 
an appropriate choice of solvent. 

• Some of the materials tested are shown below. Sample 3 (athabasca 
Tar Sand), which was the most intensely studied of the oil group, 
was also tested to see if sea water could be used instead of fresh water; 
as it turned out, sea water could be used. This result then led to test.-. 
on Sample 12, the Ohio Brine, which demonstrated the existence 
of the very strong partitioning effect between water-soluble sail' and 
other dissolved materials and non-soluble. or panly soluble materials 
such as oils and solvents. The test also led to the approach which 
was successful. for our industrial laundry wa.\tewater cleaning project, 
with the Phase II Project, for the SBIR Program of the U.S. EPA. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The MLM technology represenlli an innovative soil washing/contaminant 
recovery process which can achieYc significant reduction of various heavy orgamc 
materials. 1be process satisfies the goals of the SITE emerging technology pro
gram since illi functional characteristics are applicable to a wide variety of Wll5tel' 
in a Yllriety of soils. The process also has the potential of being an effective 
resmm:e m."OVCT)' technology which will substantially reduce the amount and 
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Contaminated Materials Tested 

OILS 
% 

No. Source Type %Oil ppmRano¥al 

I. Athabasca lir Sand 14% l40,D0099. 9 + 
2. AthabaJ>Ca Tar Sand IO% I00,{)0099. 9 + 
3. Athabasca Tar Sand 

(oxidized) 83 80,()0099.9 + 
3. Peru, S.A. Heavy 011 14% l40,D0099. 998 
4. Columbia.S.A. Heavy 011 13% 130,{)0099.9 + 
5. Utah, US. Tar Sand 8% 80,{)0099. 9 + 
6. New MCJtieo Tar Sand H 80,{)0099. 9 + 
7. Alabama Tar Sand 6'l 60,{)0099.9 + 
8. California Light Oil 19% 190,{)0099.9 + 

API WASTES 
9. Montreal API Wute 25~ 250,()0099.9 + 

IO. Calgary Can. APIWastc 20'l 200.(XX)99 9 + 
DIOXIN 

II. Wes Ion .-.ample dio:11in l090.0 
BRINES 

12, Ohio Brine 6% 60,{)0099. 9 + 

cn'l.' of envunnmental control rcqu1rcmcnu bctauK of the umqucly high effi
ciency of stnppmg oily and heavy organic matenals from !iOils. 

The procCS!l can be U5ed cffectrvely as a concentration step yielding deaned 
water-wet wils and low volume concentrated "'~ which could be further 
procosed by other means wch Bli mc1ncrauon. lbc proces.s operating paramclerS 

in ambient conditions offer the .tvanlap: ol low rosa simple and reliable opcraling 
systems which should enhance operational acceplability. 
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Table 1 

Remediation of hazardous waste sites requires the integration of 
science, technology and engineering to cost-effectively cleanup complex 
contaminants. Bioremediation, long recognized as an effective tech
nology for treating petroleum hydrocarbons, is also effective treating 
more complex compounds such as pesticides and chlorinated phenolic 
herbicides. This paper will discuss the application of bioremediation 
technology to more complex waste sites, the various bioremediation 
technologies and actual case histories of complex site cleanups of soil 
and groundwater using bioremediation in above ground and in situ 
processes. 

Examples of Superfund Wastes and Hazardous Constituents 
Which Can be Treated by the Solid-Phase Processes 

INTRODUCTION 

Hazardous waste disposal represents one of the major environmen
tal problems in the world today. Numerous methods and techniques 
have been proposed and tried for treating and disposing chemical wastes 
and their by-products to render them harmless to man and his environ
ment. In spite of all the effort and money spent, no single technology 
has evolved which is economically and technically satisfactory for all 
waste constituents and matricies. One of the most promising technolo
gies for this enormous problem, however, is the application of biotech
nology. 

Biodegradation, the microbial transformation of organic compounds, 
has long been recognized as an effective process for the removal of toxic 
chemicals from the environment. Biodegradation offers a relatively in
expensive yet highly efficient method of removing toxic chemicals from 
contaminated soils and groundwater. 

Bioremediation, the controlled use ofbiodegradation to remove toxic 
chemicals from soil and groundwater, is an effective and efficient 
remedial technology for many complex sites, utilized alone or in 
combination with other physical and chemical treatment strategies. The 
purpose of this paper is to address some of the principles of biological 
degradation of toxic chemicals and to demonstrate through actual field 
experiences the effectiveness of bioremediation of contaminated sites. 

DESCRIPTION OF BIOTREATABLE WASTE 

Biological processes have been used for many years to remediate 
petroleum hydrocarbons such as gasoline, diesel, crude oil and creosote. 
More difficult compounds, such as pesticides and their derivatives (i.e. 
phenoxyacetate herbicides, carbamates, and organophosphates); 
chlorinated solvents (i.e., methylene chloride, trichloroethylene (TCE) 
and vinyl chloride); and halogenated aromatic hydrocarbons (i.e., penta 
chlorophenol, chlorinated benzenes and even some PCBs also can be 
biodegraded successfully. Microbiologi,cal processes can also poten
tially be used to transform and recover metals such as lead, cadmium, 
mercury and chromium (Table 1). 

The biochemical pathways for many contaminants fou.nd at hazardous 
waste sites have been extensively studied in a range of 
microorganisms1•2_ The complexity of the environment and the 
complexity of organic material substances often preclude easily predic
table biodegradation results in hazardous waste sites. However, 
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accumulated data and an understanding of minobial biochemistry make 
it possible to generalize to some extent the relative rates of biodegra
dation of compounds found at the site. Treatability studies are conducted 
to establish degradation potential rates for specific site contaminants. 

An understanding of the metabolic pathway(s) is required in order 
to control and manipulate the environment to bring about optimum bio
remediation at complex sites. The controlled biodestruction of com
plex hazardous materials by natural microorganisms 1s not an accident 
of nature but the systematic interaction of scientific knowledge (ecology, 
physiology, genetic, chemistry and hydrogeology) with sound 
engineering principles to maximize the desired metabolic reactions in 
environmental cleanups. 

Biological processes can be used to rcmediate water, soil. sludge. 
sediment and other types of materials contaminated with organic and 
inorganic constituents. A prerequisite to the development of effective 
bioremediation processes for the aforementioned types of media i' the 
design of materials handling and engineering systems which ensure that 
the contaminated material is processed into a form which is amenable 
to bioremediation. Clays can be particularly difficult to treat because 
of material handling problems and the tendency of the day to keep con
taminants away from the microbial cultures. This latter problem. one 
of limited bioavailability, is one of the more challenging prohlcms to 
overcome from an engineering standpoint. 

BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES 

Biological tre.atment technologies for contaminated soils and ground
water fall into four main categories: (I) solid-phase biotreatment (land
farming); (2) slurry-phase biotreatment; (3) insitu biotreatment; and 
(4) combined technologies with chemical or physical treatment. The 
selection of a specific tl"l!<itment process is a function of the phys1-
caUchemical nature of the contaminant, the contaminant concentrations. 
the waste matrix and economic considerations (i.e .. overall cost, treat
ment time-frame. etc.). 

Solid-Phase Biotreatment 

Solid-phase biotreaunent relies on principles applied in agriculture 
in the biocycling of natural compounds. The conditions for biodegra
dation are optimized by aerating the soil with regular tilling and by 
the addition of nutrients and water. Naturally indigenous microbial popu
lations are diverse and often contain the appropriate microorganisms 
for degradation of many site contaminants found in the contaminated 
soils. 

The rates of bioremediation of contaminated soils are enhanced by 
optimizing oxygen levels, moisture content, available nutrients such as 
nitrogen and phosphorous, pH and contact between the appropriate 
microorganisms and the contaminants. This technique has been 
successfully used for years in the managed disposal of oily sludge and 
other petroleum refinery wastes through a process called landfarming. 
Solid-phase b1otrea1ment of contaminated soils is probably the most 
widely used and cost-effective biotrea1men1 technology applied today. 
Typically, the process, illustrc1ted in Figure I. is used for petroleum 
and creosote-contaminated soih. Typical co,Lo; for 1h1' type of treat
ment are $40-$90/yd1 but are highly dependent on condillons at the 
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figure I 
Typical Solid-Phase Biorcmcdiation Diagram 
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site and materials handling costs. These costs compare favorably with 
disposal costs that typically range between $2S0-$300/yd1 for Class I 
disposal. Recent federc1l regulation (RCRA, Land Ban) may even 
prohibit dii.posal of some wa.o;tes due to fugitive emissions and leaching 
of organics and metal~. thus requiring treatment prior to disposal. 

Generally, solid-phase bioremediation can be conducted without 
extensive engineering of a treatment unit. As shown on Figure I, con
taminated soils are spre.ad over an area of the site and treated using 
landfarming techniques. When leachate collection is required, because 
the waste is highly leachable and/or there is groundwater near the sur
face, leachate collection systems using liners, trenches and/or wells can 
be employed. 

An example of a highly controlled solid-phase bioremedialion system 
wa.\ engineered and constructed by ECOVA to control volatiles and 
leachate. The System consisted of a treatment bed which was lined with 
a 80-mm high-density liner with heal welded seams on IOp of which 
wa' placed clean sand. The sand provided protection for the liner and 
proper drainage for con,tammated water as it leached from contami
nated Mlili; placed on the treatment bed. Lateral perforated drainage 
pipe was placed on top of the synthetic liner in the sand bed for collec
tion of soil leachate. The lined soil treatment bed was completely en
closed with a modified plastic film greenhouse. An overhead spray 
irrigation system contained within the greenhouse provided moisture 
control and a means of distributing nutrients and microbial inocula (as 

needed) to the soil treatment bed. 
Contaminated leachate that drained from the soil was transponed by 

the drain pipes and collected in a gravity-flow lined sump. Leachate 
was then pumped from the collection sump to an on-site bioreactor for 
treatment. Treated leachate was used as a source of microbial inocula 
and reapplied to the soil treatment bed through the overhead irrigation 
system. after adjusting for optimum nutrients and environmental 
parameters. 

Volatile organic compounds which were released from the soil during 
processing were controlled by an air management system. which was 
attached to the soil treatment facility enclosure. As the volatile com
pounds were released from the soil. they were drawn through the struc
ture to the air management system. 

Biodegradable volatile organic com.pounds can be treated in a vapor 
phase bioreactor. Non-biodegradable volatile organic compounds can 
be removed from the effluent gas stream by adsorption on activated 
carbon. The design of choice will depend on the nature. concentra,tion 
and volume of the air enussions. regulatory controls and cost
effectiveness. 

Soil heap bioremediation is a modificat.ion of solid-phase trea.tment 
used when available space (area) is limned. In soil heap bioremedia
tion, contaminated soil is e.\cavated and stockpiled into a heap on a 
lined treatment area to prevent funher contamination. Microbial 
inoculum (as needed) and nutrients are applied to the surface of the 
stockpile and allowed to percolate down through the soil. The pile can 
be covered and an air emissions recovery system installed as described 
above. A leachate collection system is used to collect the fluid, which 
is recycled. An internal piping system may be installed to blow air up
wards through the soil and thus accelerate the biodegradation process 
through the addition of oxygen. During operation. pH and moisture 
content are maintained within ranges conducive to optimum microbial 
ac11vi1y. Typical costs are similar to conventional solid-phase treatment. 

Composting processes are another modification of solid-phase treat
ment in which the system is operated at higher temperature due to 
increased biological activity. This technology \\\lUld be used for highly 
contaminated soils, treatment of poorly textured soils and in areas where 
temperature is critical to the sustained treatment process. Contaminated 
soils arc mixed with suitable bulking agents, such as straw. bark or 
wood chips, and piled in mounds. The bulking agent improves soil 
texture for aeration and drainage. The ~)'Stem is optimized for pH. 
moisture and nutrients using irrigation techniques and can be enclosed 
to contain volatile emissions. Care must be ta.ken for leaching control. 
for volatile emissions control and that the bulking agent does not inter
fere with the biodegradation of the contaminants (preferential carbon 
source). 



Slurry-Phase Soil Bioremediation 

The biotreatment of organic waste in bioreactors has been an effec
tive treatment system for wastewater, groundwater and other waste types. 
Several commercially available bioreactor treatment systems have been 
used for hazardous wastewater treatment3. These systems will not be 
described here except to emphasize the need to optimize the advan
tages of the system from both microbiological and operational perspec
tives regardless of the choice of system. Some of the advantages of using 
a bioreactor include: 

• Greater process management and control 
• Increased contact between microorganisms and contaminants (less 

heterogeneity) 
• Use of specific cultures or inoculum 
• Decreased acclimation times and faster biodegradation rates 

Slurry-phase bioremediation is a process where contaminated soils 
are treated as an aqueous slurry in large, mobile bioreactor tanks. This 
system maintains intimate mixing and contact of microorganisms with 
the hazardous compounds and creates the appropriate environmental 
conditions for optimizing microbial biodegradation of target con
taminants. One disadvantage is the additional excavation and material 
handling of the contaminated material that is often required. The slurry 
retention time may be varied, as required, and the bioreactor has the 
potential to operate in batch or continuous modes. Treated soils are 
dewatered and the water containing high populations of acclimated 
microorganisms is recycled. This process greatly reduces the acclima
tion and treatment times for subsequent batches. The general schematic 
of slurry-phase treatment is shown on Figure 2. 

!NQCULUM MOQlll f 
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Figure 2 

Typical Slurry-Phase Bioremediation Diagram 

The first step in the treatment process is to create the aqueous soil 
slurry. During this initial step, all stones and rubble greater than 0.25 
in. in diameter are physically separated from the soil, and the soil is 
mixed with water to obtain the appropriate slurry density. The water 
used to make the slurry may be contaminated ground,water, surface 
water or another source of water. A typical soil slurry contains approx
imately 403 solids by weight; the actual percent solids is determined 
in the laboratory based on the concentration of contaminants, the rate 
of biodegrada,tion and the physical nature of the soils. The soil is 
mechanically agitated in a reactor vessel to keep the solids suspended 
and the appropriate environmental conditions for enhancing biodegra
dation maintained. Inorganic and organic nutrients, oxygen and acid 
or alkali for pH control may be added to maintain optimal conditions. 
Microorganisms may be added initially to seed the bioreactor or ad
ded continuously to maintain the correct concentration of biomass neces
sary for rapid biodegradation. The residence time in the bioreactor varies 
with the soil matrix, physical/chemical nature of the contaminant (in
cluding concentration) and the biodegradability of the contaminants. 
Once biodegradation of the contaminants is completed, the soil slurry 
is dewatered. 

Depending on the nature and concentration of the contaminants, and 
the local regulations, volatile emissions may be released to the at
mosphere or treated to prevent emission. Because the soil is treated 

in a contained process, a remediation system can be designed for soils 
contaminated with a complex mixture of hazardous compounds. The 
design of the slurry-phase bioremediation process can be modified to 
treat soils that are con,taminated with biodegradable semi-volatile and 
volatile compounds, as well as some heavy metals. 

The cost of treatment using slurry-phase bioremediation is higher 
than other biotreatments per unit cost but is substantially lower than 
incineration or direct disposal. Costs are influenced by materials 
handling, retention times, equipment needs, volume of waste and reactor 
designs. Slurry-phase reactors can be as simple as lined ponds or lagoons 
engineered for slurry-soil treatment. Costs for slurry-phase treatment 
typically range from $75-$150/yd3

• 

In Situ Bioremediation 

In situ bioremediation is the biological treatment of contaminated 
soils and groundwater without excavation, usually where contamina
tion is deep in the subsurface or under buildings, roadways, etc. In situ 
treatment involves the controlled management and manipulation of 
microbial processes in the subsurface. This process requires an under
standing of both microbiological processes relative to biodegradation 
of the target contaminants and the soil physical and chemical environ
mental effects on the microbial processes. 1)'pically, these systems utilize 
aerobic processes and involve the addition of oxygen as air, oxygen gas 
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Typical In Situ Bioremediation Diagrams 
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or hydrogen peroxide and small amounts of inorganic nitrogen and phos
phorous. Recent evidence has shown anaerobic processes may be ef
fective in the biotreatment of, at least, BTX (gasoline) type 
contamination. 

The in situ bioremediation system usually is accompanied by a surface 
bioreactor for treatment of the recovered groundwater which can then 
be reinjected to enhance the subsurface active micronora. The design 
and engineering of any system site is highly dependent on types of con
taminants, permeability of the soils, regulatory constraints, contami
nation of vadose zone, etc. Therefore, a design is highly dependent upon 
the site and costs vary greatly. Two adaptations of in situ bioremedia
tion are schematically shown in Figure 3. 

Biological degradation of subsurface contaminants can be accom
plished through delivery of an oxygenated nutrient solution to the zone 
of contamination to stimulate natural microbial activity. Areas of 
contaminated soils above the water table can be treated by anificially 
raising the groundwater table. Water is cycled through the subsurface 
using a series of recovery and recharge trenches or wells. Figure 3 sche
matically depicts an in situ bioreclamation system using recovery and 
recharge wells. Water recharge (using recovered groundwater and 
supplemental makeup water) causes groundwater mounding in the water 
table where the bulk of the contaminants are located. The water is reco
vered in a downgradient trench or well and is pumped to a surface bio
reactor where it is treated to remove residual contaminants. amended 
with nutrients and oxygen, and reintroduced into the subsurface. Water 
may be oxygenated by sparging with air or pure oxygen or by adding 
hydrogen peroxide. The system can be cycled by reversing the role of 
the recharge and discharge wells to target zones if contamination is 
located above the existing water table. 

CASE HISfORIES 

In Situ Bioremediation of Chlorinated Phenolic Herbicides 

Shallow groundwater contamination was detected beneath a herbi
cide formulation filcility in 1981. The aquifer consisted of 35 ft of glacial 
outwash deposits; 25 ft of silty sand and clay overlaying JO ft of coarse 
sand and gravel which rested on shale bedrock. The major contaminants 
were identified as chlorinated phenols, primarily 
4-<hloro-2-methylphenol (4C2MP). A pump and treat system (consisting 
of 11 extraction wells feeding two activated carbon units) was installed 
in 1983. Effluent from the system was returned to the aquifer via eight 
injection wells. To achieve a more rapid reduction in contaminant lev
els, an in situ program was evaluated in 1987. 

Aerobic laboratory culture techniques were used to assess 4C2MP 
biodegradation potential in the site groundwater. High 4C2MP biodcgra
dation potentials were observed in groundwater samples obtained from 
three site wells (Table 2): 

Tuble 2 
4C2MP Concentrations In Aerobic Cultures 

1-4 

P-4 

P-8 

x • 1133 

x • 3400 

x • 710 

x • 1133 

x • 710 

X • Average 4C2MP conccnlralion (3 rcplicalc:s). 

C0 • Initial Conc.cnltation. 

Ck • P'Ulal Con1tol Conccn1ra1ion (7 day&). 

c. • P'Ulal Te&l Conccnlration (7 day&). 

Ca '&Removed 

x • <41 ~% 

x • 1380 60 

x • <41 >'lol 

High 4C2MP biodegradation potentials were observed with no 
nutrient adjustment. This study showed that only aeration was needed 
to reduce 4C2MP concentrations in the groundwater. 

In 1988, the number of recovery wells was increased to 19 and two 
additional injection wells were installed. Airlift pumps were placed in 
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the recovery wells, thereby increasing the oxygen concentration in the 
injected effluent. Initial results are promising: 

• Significant reduction in off-site contaminant plume siz.e was effected 
by gradient control of the recovery system. 

• Decreased dissolved oxygen concentrations were initially ~u~ 
in the injection wells; this suggested that phenolic degrading nucrobial 
populations had been established adjacent to the injection w.el~s-

• In the mitial 3 mo of operation, the total phenol plume exJubned 
a 25 to 35% reduction in size; after 6 mo a 50% reduction was 
observed. 

Bioremediation of PesUclde..contamlnaled SoU and 
Groundwater - North Dakota 

ECOVA Corporation was responsible for the cleanup of soil. surface 
water and groundwater at a site in Nonh DakOla after it had been 
contaminated during a fire at a pesticide storage facility. Water u.sed 
to put out the lire carried large amounts of insecticides and herbi
cides into the soil beneath the warehouse facility and into a nearby 
creek which carried contaminants downstream. The principal con
taminants were 2.4-dichlorophenoxyacc,tic acid (2,4-D) and 
4-chloro-2-methylphcnoxy-acetic acid (MCPA), with lesser amounts 
of trifluralin. alachlor, carbofuran and others. 
The remediation program involved extensive material handling, soil 
and material segregation and the use of several bioremedialion 
techniques. The remediation techniques included solid) and slurry
pha.";C biological treatment of soil. ~ biological trcabnenl 
of water and in i;itu biodegradation. Activities during this project 
included the foll<M·ing: 

• Decontamination of over 12.000 )'d' of soil. containing from lO to 
2.000 mg/kg 2,4-and other pesticides. in slurry-phase and solid-phase 
bioremediation systems. 

• Surface and in situ biorcmcdia1jon along with surface granular acti
vated carbon (GAC) t.reatrnent of over 5.000.000 gal of groundwater 
to a 100 ugfL cleanup criterion esiablished by the overseeing regula-
1ory agencies. Opera1jon of the GAC groundwater treatment units 
was conducted in temperatures as low as -20"F. 

• Separation of approximately 650 )'d' of riprap from the soils, 
followed by decontamination and plattmcnt in municipal sewage 
lagoons. 

• Construction of a sandblasting containment filcility to decontaminate 
200 )'d33 of concrete. 

Initial feasibility s1udies ~re designed to establish the effectiveness 
of biological treaunent of pesticide-contaminated soils and groundwa1er 
and to identify the treatment conditions needed to lllllllimize biodegra
dation of the compounds present at the site. Three treatment systems 
were studied: water treatment and both solid- and slurry-phase treal
men1 of soils. 

Contaminated waler from the site which contained JOO mg/L 2,4-D 
was biologically treated to below 1 mg/L within 4 days in the laboratory. 
Laboratory studies on soils showed moderately contaminated soils coold 
be treated in a solid-phase bioremcdiation system 10 meet regulatory 
crit.eria (total MCPA and 2.4-D=IO mg/kg-I). Two site soil samples 
were incubated as soil slurries to determine biotreatability. One soil 
was a highly-contaminated sample from the center of the bum site 
(14,000 mg/kg-I 2.4-0) and the other was a moderately contaminated 
sample from the edge of the bum site (400 mg/kg-I 2,4-D). 

The inoculum used was strain JMP..134. At 4-day intervals, 0.5 ml 
of a washed suspension containing approximately 10" cells/ml was 
added to each inoculated slurry. Nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) 
were added at the beginning of the incubation. 

When moderately contaminated soil was treated in a soil-slurry bi
oreactor, the contaminant concentrations declined on average from 390 
to 15 mg/kg over 16 days. 

In the highly-contaminaled soil, the 2,4-D concentrations declined 
from 13,200 to 2,610 mg/kg in nutrient amended soil and to 2,220 mg/kg 
in soil which had been inoculated and nutrient-amended. The n:sults 
showed that even highly contaminated soil could be rapidly treated in 
a slurry-phase reactor. Further, soil with contaminant concentrations 



near the expected average for the burn site area (200 mg/kg of 2,4-D) 
could be treated to achieve the regulatory criteria in approximately 
2 wk. The systems became nutrient limited after initial growth and 
nutrient additions produced the lowest final contaminant concentrations, 
particularly evident in the highly contaminated soil. Inoculation with 
2,4-D degrading bacteria had no effect on the rate of biodegradation. 

Using the treatability data, solid-phase biological treatment techniques 
were implemented to remediate 10,000 yd3 of soil contaminated with 
the complex mixture of herbicides and insecticides as illustrated in 
Figure 4. To treat this soil, ECOVA designed and constructed a soil 
treatment area approximately 5 ac in size. The treatment area was con
structed with an engineered clay liner 12 in. thick and a drainage system 
to control water movement both inside and outside the facility. 

Figure 4 
Integrated Bioremediation Treatment Approach 

Following construction of the solid-phase treatment facility, 10,000 
yd3 of soil were removed from the burn site and contaminated creek. 
The soil was spread on the treatment bed to an average depth of 15 in. 
During the 3 mo of field operations, soil conditions were optimized 
for biological activity by daily tilling and by maintaining the soil moisture 
content between 8 and 15% by weight. The combined 2,4-D and MCPA 
concentrations decreased from 86 to 5 mg/kg during the 3 mo of 
operation of the solid-phase treatment facility (Table 3). In addition, 
over 1,000,000 gal of contaminated water were treated biologically. The 
water was treated in on-site bioreactors and then either discharged or 
applied to the solid-phase bioremediat,ion facility to maintain moisture 
content. 

Table 3 
2,4-D and MCPA Concentrations During Field Operations 

2,4-D Cone. MCPA Cooc. Total 
Jax Mkll!! s.Q. Mkll!! ill Coocentra!ioo 

----------------mg/kg---------------
0 41.8 63.5 44.2 31.5 86.0 
7 17.8 16.7 32.3 24.5 50.1 
25 4.6 5.1 23.0 12.5 27.6 
33 4.0 4.9 16.0 152 20.0 
55 2.5 2.4 < 5.o• -- 7.5 
77 4.0 3.5 1.2"0.6 5.2 

' Not detected io all samples, detection limit of 5.0 mg/kg. 
"Maximum value, since ooly 7 of 24 analyzed samples had detectable MCPA al a detection .limit of I 

mg/kg. For samples with oo detectable MCPA, a value of 1.0 mg/kg was used for calculat1oos. 

Slurry-phase soil bioremediation techniques were used to treat more 
than 750 yd3 of soil contaminated with up to 1,500 mg/kg 2,4-D and 
MCPA. Three slurry bioreactors capable of treating 26,000 gal of fluid 
were mobilized to the site along with equipment to slurry the soil and 
optimize the biodegradation process. Material was withdrawn from a 
stockpile of highly contaminated soil and added to a trommel unit that 
slurried the soil and separated out stones and rubble greater than 1/4 in. 
in diameter. The slurry was then pumped into 26,000 gal bioreactors. 

Each reactor was capable of holding approximately 60 yd3 of soil. 
Temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen were optimized to increase the 
rate of degradation. 

Biodegradation of pesticides in the soil slurry reduced 2,4-D and 
MCPA levels from 800 mg/kg (400 mg/kg in the slurry) to less than 
10 mg/kg in 13 days (Table 4). The estimated 2,4-D half-life was 2.1 
days over this period, again similar to that observed in the treatability 
study with moderately contaminated soil. Upon completion of the bio
logical treatment, the slurry was spread onto the solid-phase treatment 
facility. 

Table 4 
2,4-D and MCPA Concentration During Operation of the 

Soil/Slurry Bioreactor 
2,4-D Cone. MCPA Cone. 

Day (mg/kg) (mg/kg) 

0 
2 
4 
6 
13 

204 
104 
10 
5 
3 

186 
177 
246 
51 
ND 

ND = Not Detectable. Detection Limit = 15 mg/kg. 

Groundwater treatment continued during the winter months of 
1988-89. A hydrogeological assessment revealed subsurface ground
water contamination in three areas: (1) the burn site, (2) a subsurface 
location 1,800 ft downstream of the burn site and (3) the impoundment 
(an area blocked off to contain the run-off water from the fire). The 
contaminant level at the burn site has been reduced so that only 
monitoring is necessary. At the latter two areas, long-term recovery 
systems were designed and built to recover and treat over 5,000,000 
gal of groundwater by carbon filtration and in situ biodegradation which 
reduced the treatment time by half. 

An upgradient injection gallery was established to flush treated water 
and nutrients, as required, through the contaminated plume. Downgra
dient recovery well and trenches recover treated groundwater. During 
treatment, the groundwater was monitored to guard against off-site 
migration. 

Additional groundwater treatment was accomplished by using auto
mated GAC treatment units. These units, consisting of sand filters, GAC 
filters and automated control systems, successfully treated groundwater 
at the site through sub-zero temperatures. 

This case history demonstrates that microbiological processes can 
be used to develop cost-effective, onsite remediation systems for 
hazardous waste sites. 

The initial laboratory treatability studies showed that both water and 
soil at the site were amenable to bioremediation. These studies also 
provided reasonable estimates of degradation rates in the three treat
ment systems used at the site: above-ground water treatment, solid-phase 
treatment of moderately contaminated soil and slurry-phase treatment 
of highly contaminated soil. 

When the project was complete, over 12,000 yd3 of soil, riprap and 
concrete and 6,000,000 gal of water had been decontaminated for less 
than half the cost of off-site disposal. The site has been restored to it6s 
pre-contaminated state and can be redeveloped by the owner. 

Solid-Phase Bioremediation of 
Contaminated Soil - California 

A former manufacturing facility producing heavy equipment for over 
65 yr had soil contaminated with volatile organic compounds and 
hydrocarbons. Motor oil, diesel fuel and cleaning fluids had been stored 
?t the site during its operation. During demolition of the plant, soils 
m two areas of the plant were found to be contaminated. These con
taminated soils (approximately 16,000 yd3 were excavated and stock
piled for remedial action. ECOVA's objective was to biotreat the 
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stoclq>iled soib using solid-phase bioremediation to n:Juu: conuiminant 
concentrations to a target level that would allow J1'P"'al of the tn:atc:d 
soil in a Clas' III landfill (100 mg/kg TPH) 

Preliminary chemical evaluation (35 samples) detected TPH concen
trations ranging from detection limits (IOmg/kg} to 16.000 m~ !...~ with 
an average concentration of l.!75 mg/kg. Aerobic m1cT<"-1rg;m1'111' were 
relatively abundant ranging from Hf 10 10' ccJl,/g twcn. Bench-scale 
biotreatability evaluations indicated that biodegradation nf the petrole
um contamination could be stimulated rc:lativ.:I~ rapidly; b~ the fourth 
week of treatment. the TPH concentration w~i' reduced to below 100 
mg/kg (Fig. 5). This biodegradation occurred with the addition of 
nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorous} and aeration of the '""' Inocu
lation with microorganisms which degrade dies.el fuel constituent' wa' 
not necessary. 

Hydrocarbon Contaminated Soil 
Lab Biotreatability 
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For ECOVA's solid-phase b1oremediation of the 'lie. the contaminated 
soils were spread ll\er the treatment area. Due t<l the limited treatment 
area, the contaminated soils required treatment in two la\.:r' (30 in ). 

Over-sized material and debris tcnno:ret.:. etc.) were rem~ed from the 
treatment zone during spreading. Becaw;e little rainfall w;i' expected, 
no liner wa!> installed. Treatment operations consisted of dad~ opera
tion of the upper lift (18 in.) with the 'oil 'tab1li1er 1 h~ 6l 
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tor which tills the .\oil and adds nulnc:nt\ in a single pa" A nutrient 
mixture developed in ~:COVA\ laboratory was applied al a rate d.:tcr 
mined in the laboratory and monitored periodically during operation 
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Remediation monitoring included soil sampling for TPH from 35 
separate cells, air monitoring samples for volat1lc contaminants, 
microbial enumeration and nutrient <NH'4) concentration. 

Tw11 applications of nutrients were required during treatmenl (Fig. _7) 
t< 1 maintain optimum microbial activity but not overload the system wtlh 
nutrients. The microbial population increased rapidly and stayed at a 
high level throughout the remediation process t hg 8). Treatment of 
the M!Cond lift wa\ completed within 4 wk to target concentration. 
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Thi~ .:a~.: ,1udy exemplifies the utility of b1<)logical technology m 
the rapid treatment of petroleum) contaminated soils. The ct)St of treat
ment wa\ $65.00 yd'. 

CONCLUSION 

Bioremediation "a technicall) kas1bk and cn~t-c:fkct1ve treatment 
for a wide rangl· nl V.'1,te' Effective design and implementation of bio
remediation 'Y'tc:m' relies on a detailed understanding ,)f the ph~s1-
ral,d1c1111.:al nature of the contaminant~ and the site sn1b and 
groundwater. Much of thb information can be obtnined by conducting 
carefully designed bench- and pilot-scale trcatability studies. Selection 
of the most effective pnn:e"· whether it be solid-phase, slurry-phase 
or in situ 'ystem,, depends upon analysis of this type of information 
by experienced professional scientists. mianbiologists. chemists, 



hydrogeologists and engineers. The case studies presented here are but 
a few of the examples of successful applications of bioremediation sys
tems to a wide array of hazardous wastes. 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of liquid/solids contact reactors (LSCs) for hmremediation 
is increasing because these Lreatment~ offer rapid on-site treatmenl with 
low land area requirements and little risk of off-site contamination. LSCs 
are biological treatmem systems operated to maximize mass transfer 
rates and contact between contaminants and microorganisms capable 
of degrading the contaminants. The purpose of this paper is to provide 
an overview of the concepts and current results from using LSCs for 
the cleanup of soils and sludges contaminated w 11h hydrocarbons. The 
data show thal LSCs can sustain high numbers of microorganisms and 
rapid respirarion rates in comparison to unmanaged soils or simulated 
land treatment. The results also show that microbiological moni1oring 
of LSC reactors 1s critical for optimizing performance during treatment. 
Representative data from laboratory studies and field applications 
demonstrate the usefulness of LSCs for destruction of hydmcarbons 
in both oil refinery sludges and wood preserving wastes. Result~ of p1lot
and full-scale teSting show that LSCs can achieve contaminant removal 
rates much greater than those typical of land treatment. 

ll'iffRODUCTION 

Bioremediation is a proven cleanup technology for soils and sludges 
contaminated with heavy hydrocarbons such as creosote or oil (I). The 
use of liquid/solids contact reactors <LSCs) for bioremediation is 
increasing because it offers rapid on-site treatment, with low land area 
requirements and little risk of off-site contamination. The purpose of 
this paper is to provide an overview of the c.oncepl'> and practical aspects 
of using LSCs. After a brief discus\lon of the rationale behind the 
developmenl of LSC technology and the basic concepts involved. the 
results of laboratory and field resting of LSCs will be prc~nted. Results 
of microbiological monitoring will be d1sc.:us~ first, both to demon
strate the increases in numbers and activity which arc achievable. and 
to introduce the critical operational parameters which muM be controlled 
to maximize the effectiveness of LSC treatment. hnally. n:presenta
tive data from laboratory studies and field applicalions are presented 
to demonstrate the usefulness of LSCs for dcslruction of hydrocarbons 
in different organic wastes. 

BASIC CONCEPTS 

Rationale for LSCs 

Bioremediation has become recognized a~ an effel'live and cost
efficient approach for on-site cleanup of a wide variety of hazardous 
o~ganic ~as.le~'. Historically, land treatment has been the principal 
b1oremed1atmn method for contaminated solids, and it j, ,rill the least 
expensive and most widely used altemative1·'. However, recent restric
tions on land disposal (Federal Register. 40 CFR P.Jrt 268), driven by 
concerns over off-site migration, will require that some form of rnn-
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tained b1oremcdiatmn be u~"d in man) cases. either as an alternative 
form of trea1mcnt or a' a pretreatment before land application in many 
cases. Contained bioremcdialioo alternatives include enclosed land trea1-
men1 (in lined reacuon cells wuh emission controls if needed). 
composting and LSCs Of these alternatives. LSCs are capable of 
producing the fa.stes1 and mo">I effective cleanup m many cases. and 
field experiences have sh<M n that the technology can be readily 
implemented and complelcd at reasonable cosl. 

Besides the ability to contain wastes and 1hereby reduce the risk of 
off-site contamination. LSCs also Nl\'e the imponant advantages of rapid 
rc;u:llon r.ilcs. low land area requirements and a high degree of flexi
bilit). The rapid reaction rates achici1able in LSCs resuh from the ability 
10 maximize ma.-;s tr.msfer rates and pro1nde optimum conditions for 
microbial activity. Because solid!> can be treated rapidly in contained 
reactors. much less area is needed for on-site remediation than during 
land trearment. Also. bench-scale LSCs can be used in laboratory test
ing to establish the feasibility of bioremcdiation more rapidly than simu
lated land treatment. 

The flexibility derives from the fact tha1 the wastes are contained 
m a relatively homogenous form i.n an engineered system designed for 
precise and rapid control of environmental conditions. This flexibiliry 
allows for the use of a variety of different biological treatment options 
as well as the use of biologica.l trcatmem in conjunction with chemical 
and ph~ical tmument pnx-cdures. such as soil washing or phase sepa
ration. The variety of option.s aYailable for mixing and aeration allows 
treatment of a wide variety of materials with differing handling charac
tens110.:s. 

Technology description 

Liquid/solids ~·ontact 1reatmen1 is analogous to conventional biological 
suspended gn:M·th treatment (e.g .• activated sludge). LSCs are designed 
to relieve the environmental lilctors conunonly limiting microbial gra.vth 
and activ11y in snil (principally the availability of carbon sources. 
inorganic nutrients and O'<ygen). To achieve this goal of maximizing 
biological acrivity. the wastes arc suspended in a slurry and are mixed 
to maximize mass transfer rates and contact between contaminants and 
the microorganisms capable of degrading those contaminants. 

Aerobic treaunent in batch systems has been the most common mode 
of operation. but LSCs arc sufficiently flexible to allow anaerobic treat
ment at a variety of redox potentials, or aerobiclanaerobic cycling. LSCs 
can be operated in single batches, in sequenced batch reactors or in 
semi-continuous or continuous feed. LSC treatment can be performed 
in contained mobile reactors or in lined in situ lagoons (Fig. I). 

A principal goal of the mixing and aeration is to supply sufficient 
oxygen throughout the slurry matrix to prevent oxygen transfer limita
tions to activity which generally occurs when oxygen must be supplied 
by diffusion over even short distances. Mixing can be provided by 



aeration alone or by aeration and mechanical mixing. Aeration can be 
provided by floating or submerged aerators or by compressors and 
spargers. 

Chemicals added to LSC reactors include nutrients and neutralizing 
agents to relieve any chemical limitations to microbial activity. Other 
materials, such as surfactants, dispersants and cometabolites (compounds 
supporting growth and inducing degradation of contaminant compounds) 
can be added to improve materials handling ,characteristics or increase 
substrate availability or degradation. 

Since the overall goal of LSC operations is to maximize microbial 
numbers and activity, microbiological monitoring can be used as an 
inexpensive monitoring parameter to provide rapid feedback on per
formance. The next section of this paper gives typical data on microbial 
numbers and activity as well as examples showing the use of these data 
to optimize LSC performance. 

FLOATINO AERATOR 
OR MIXER (OPTIONAL} 

Figure l 
Schematic Diagram of ReTeC's Mobile LSC Reactor, 

Showing Various Options for Mixing and Aeration 

MICROBIOWGICAL MONITORING 

Microbial numbers 

Biodegradation of hydrocarbons can be viewed as proceeding by the 
following stoichiometry, in which biomass is produced initially (Eq. 1) 
and then is eventually completely degraded (mineralized) to carbon di
oxide and water': 

C
1
H

12 
+ 50

2 
+ NH, -+ C

5
Hp

2
N + 2C0

2 
+ 4Hp (1) 

C
5
Hp

2
N + 50

2 
-+ 5C0

2 
+ 2Hp + NH3• (2) 

The first phase can occur much more rapidly than the second, so 
that biomass can increase 3 to 4 orders of magnitude during the initial 
stages of degradation in batch reactors. Under typical operating condi
tions, the microbial population densities increase dramatically at the 
start of LSC treatment and then stabilize and slowly decline (Fig. 2). 
Additionally, the organisms responsible for PAH biodegradation are 
capable of rapid increase both in total numbers and in relative 
abundance. Microbial population densities remain high for a longer 
time in sludge with higher levels of contamination, reflecting the fact 
that substrate depletion occurs after most of the readily-degradable 
material has been used. 

As indicated in Figure 2, the lag period cornmunly observed when 
hydrocarbons are added to a pristine environment is generally brief 
during LSC treatment. The lack of an apparent lag period results from 
the rapid growth rate in LSC reactors and the fact that appropriate 
acclimated organisms are generally present in these materials, since 
the sites have a long history of exposure to the contaminants. As a result, 
microbial inoculation usually is not beneficial5

, although it can be use
ful in some cases, such as the cleanup of highly concentrated wastes 
or extremely recalcitrant compounds6

• 

To some extent, the success of enhanced bioremediation can be gauged 
by monitoring microbial numbers. Generally, unmanaged soils and 
sludges have population densities on the order of 106 cells/g solids 
(Table 1). The numbers typically increase to between 107 and 108 

cells/g during land treatment of soils or sludges. Numbers of recovera
ble cells (which represent 1 to 10 % of the total number of cells present) 
rarely exceed 108 cells/g in soil, even when high levels of organic 
matter are present7. This upper limit to population densities during 
land treatment is probably a result of the diffusion-limited, nutrient
and oxygen-supplying capability in soils. However, during LSC 
operations, the numbers typically range between 108 to 109 cells/g 
when soils are treated, while for sludges, which have relatively high 
organic carbon contents, microbial populations generally range from 
109 to nearly 1010 cells/g solids. These results reflect the success of 
LSCs in maximizing microbial growth and demonstrate that LSCs are 
particularly useful for highly contaminated sludges with high oxygen 
demands. 
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Number of microorganisms in LSC reactors over time during batch operation. 
Open circles represent total aerobic heterotrophic microorganisms and closed 
circles show numbers of PAH-degrading microorganisms. Results are shown 

for creosote-contaminated soils with high or low PAH concentrations. 

Respiration 

Direct measurements of microbial activity are a more important 
measure of performance than microbial counts or biomass estimates, 
because the amount of activity per cell or per gram of biomass can 
vary widely. For example, oxygen uptake rates (OURs) were measured 
at various times during operation of the LSCs described in Figure 2. 
The results (Fig. 3) show that the specific OUR varied over time, so 
that microbial numbers were not necessarily correlated with activity. 
This was true whether the specific OUR was expressed as a function 
of the microbial biomass as measured by plate counts (Fig. 3A, assuming 
1012 cells/g) or as a function of the volatile suspended solids (Fig. 3B). 
The pattern seen in the low contamination reactor is the most common, 
in which the organisms are relatively active initially and specific OUR 
then declines with time. 

Because respiration should be directly correlated with overall bio
degradation, OUR measurements in an aerobic reactor are the best 
measures of performance and the effects of amendments. Equations 1 
and 2 suggest that complete biodegradation will require nearly 4 g 
O/g Carbon (C) mineralized, so that the progress of biodegradation 
can be estimated by measuring cumulative oxygen uptake as a proportion 
of the total organic carbon. 

For example, the data in Figure 4 are taken from LSCs operated with 
creosote-contaminated material from three separate sites. The solids 
were all c~eosote-con~.ated impoundment sludges, similar in physical 
and chemical charactensttcs, except that the sites had varying concen-
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trations of the wood preservative pentachlorophenol (PCP), which is 
highly toxic to microorganisms. The ratio of cumulative 0 1 uptake: 
roe content over one month varied from 1.9 (half the theoretical 
maximum) in the sludge with low PCP to 0.7 in the sludge with the 
highest PCP concentration (near 3000 mg/kg). Figure 4 also shows that 
respiration in the site C material during LSC treatment was approxi
mately four times faster than that measured during simulated land 
treatment. 

Thble I 
Microbial Population Densities In Samples from Unmanaged Sites 
(lime 0 samples before treatment) and In samples taken during 
steady-state operation of either land treatment demonstrations 

(LTD) or liquid/solids reactors (LSC) with IJle same 
wastes used in laboratory treatablllty studies. 

Site No. Saaple Type Treataent 

Creosote 

l Soil Tiae o 
LTD 
LSC 

2 Soil Tiae 0 
LTD 
LSC 

3 Sludge Ti•e 0 
LSC 

Total Aerobic HeterotrFRh• 
(CP'll/9 dry wei9ht x 10 

0.3 
8.9 - 15.3 
22 - 94 

0.1 4.7 
2.0 9.6 
22 57 

0.2 0.6 
440 1600 

Oil Refinery Waatea 

Soil Time 0 1. 4 
LTD l.l - 9.7 
LSC 59 107 

5 Soil Ti•e 0 0.07 
LTD 0.3 - 0.6 
LSC 5.3 8.8 

6 Soil Tiae 0 0.4 
LSC 3.5 10.2 

7 Sludge Ti•e 0 0.4 
LSC 55 - 895 

8 Sludge Ti•• O 0.8 
LSC 44 - 157 

Coal Gaaitication Waete• 

9 Sludge Ti•e 0 0.04 
LTD 4.0 - 25 
LSC 380 - 1450 

10 Sludge Ti•e 0 0.09 
LTD 8.4 - 17.3 
LSC 130 400 

OPTIMIZING PERFORMANCE 
Microbiological monitoring can be used to assess the impact of 

alternate operating practices and to ensure adequate performance during 
operations. Obviously, any aerobic biologicaJ treatment process must 
be operated to maintain adequate pH (generally from S.S to 8.0), 
dissolved oxygen (in excess of 2 mg/L) and salinity levels. However, 
there are operating considerations that are unique to LSCs or deserve 
extended discussion. 

Nutrients 

Equation 1 suggests that nitrogen (N) availability can be an impor
tant factor controlling biodegradation rates, and that the demand for 
N during the initiaJ stages of LSC operations can be very high. This 
N will be recycled eventually (Eq. 2), so that N must be supplied in 
large amounts initially but in lesser amounts as treatment progresses. 
To estimate N demand, we can use the microbial numbers presented 
earlier. A typical cell density during LSC operations may be roughly 
109 cells/mL, or approximately 1 g/L dry weight of cells. Since 
microbial cells are approximately 50% C and have a C:N ratio of 
roughly 5:17, this means that 100 mg/L of N will be required for the 
initiaJ rapid population increase. 
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However, the demand for nitrogen, and other nutrients (especially 
P), is hard to predict and can represent a major cost in LSC opera
tions. It is therefore generally necessary to empirically determine the 
nutrient demands. Respiration monitoring can aid in this determina
tion. For example, in the case shown in Figure S, 100 mg/L of nitrate
N were added to all reactors at stan-up, and SO mg/L were added at 
the indicated times to simulated LSCs containing varying amounts of 
solids with a 10C content of24%. CaJculations based on the responses 
observed at varying solids loadings indicate that the inorganic N required 
was equivalent to a C:N ratio between 120 and 240:1. Using the lower 
value as the supply rate resulted in substantial cost savings over the 
commonly-assumed target C:N ratios of between 10:1 and SO:l' 
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Figure 3 
Specific oxygen upcakc in low- or high-contamination soils 
during batch LSC operation. Tutal uptalcc is normalized to 

the total cell numbers (A) or the volatile suspended solids (B). 
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60 

Solids loading 

It is economically desirable to operate a LSC with as high a I solids 
content as possible. The ability to sustain a reasonable suspension sets 
an upper limit on the loading at between 30 and 40% solids (dry weight 
basis). However, there may be toxicity problems which require a lower 
solids content, or the ability to achieve adequate mixing and aeration 
may be reduced at the higher loading rates. Figure S presents evidence 
for this type of inhibition at higher loading rates. Thus, respiration 
increased on a per unit reactor volume basis as the solids loading 



increased from 5 to 20% dry weight of solids. However, it is apparent 
from the data that the relative respiration rate (g O/g solids) decreased 
as the solids content increased, suggesting some inhibition resulting 
from either less effective mixing and oxygen transfer or from toxicity 
of the contaminants. 
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Oxygen uptake per gram total organic carbon in three PCP and 
creosote-contaminated sludges during LSC treatment. 
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PCP concentrations increase from sites A through C. 
Uptake during simulated land treatment of the 

site C sludge is shown for comparison. 
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Figure 5 
Oxygen uptake during LSC treatment of creosote-contaminated 

sludge at three loading rates (5, IO or 20% dry weight of 
solids). Arrows show times of supplemental nitrate additions. 

Mixing 

30 

One of the more surpnsmg findings has been that high-energy 
mechanical mixing does not necessarily improve performance. Typical 
mixing energy requirements needed to keep solids in suspension range 
from approximately 0.1 to 1 hp/1000 gal depending on the solids con
tent and the physical characteristics of the solids. Higher mixing ener
gies are not only more expensive, but they also can be detrimental. 
For example, Figure 6 shows data from two reactors containing the same 
sludge but operated either with or without mechanical mixing (in 
addition to identical mixing through aeration). The faster respiration 
in the unmixed LSC reactor was not due to nutrient availability, since 

nutrients were added until no response was observed. However, the 
increased respiration rate was associated with visibly larger average 
floe size in the mixed reactor. It therefore appears that mechanical mixing 
can impair LSC performance in some cases by promoting agglomera
tion of oily materials and therefore reducing the surface area available 
for dissolution and microbial colonization. 
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Figure 6 
Cumulative oxygen uptake during LSC treatment of ail refinery 

sludge in reactors with aeration only or aeration plus 
mechanical mixing. Arrows indicate times of supplemental 

nutrient (N and P) additions. 

CONTAMINANT REMOVAL 

60 

LSCs have been used predominantly in two types of situations: 
(1) wood preserving wastes, especially impoundment sludges and the 
surrounding soils contaminated with creosote oil and PCP; and (2) oil 
refinery wastes, principally sludges from storage and treatment lagoons. 
In both these cases, the wastes have high concentrations of oil and grease 
and relatively high levels of higher moleeular9weight hydrocarbons, 
including the potentially carcinogenic PAHs. 

This section presents examples of the degree of contaminant destruc
tion achievable in LSCs used for bioremediation of t~se wastes . 

Wood preserving wastes 

LSCs have been used by ReTeC for the remediation of geosote- and 
PCP-contaminated soils and sludges in at least 10 full- or pilot-scale 
field treatment systems. Significant reductions in both solids mass and 
contaminant concentrations have been achieved. Successful cleanup 
resulting in closure has been achieved in full-scale remediation efforts. 

Table 2 presents typical data on the solids and mass loss of total PAHs 
during LSC treatment of sludge contaminated with creosote at two solids 
loadings. The results show that very little of the material is in the aqueous 
phase, since the solubility of the compounds is low and degradation 
of the compounds in the aqueous phase is rapid. Almost 30% of the 
solids were lost in both cases. This loss can reduce the costs for eventual 
disposal or further treatment, if either is necessary. Also, the solids 
mass loss must be known to calculate the true amount of contaminant 
destruction during treatment. The analytical results indicate that 
approximately 90% of the total PAHs were degraded over 55 days of 
operation. 

It is also important to note that there are differences in the degrada
bility of different compounds. Representative data on the loss of various 
PAHs is shown in Figure 7. As typically observed, biodegradation of 
the 2- to 4-ring PAHs was much more rapid than degradation of the 
more carcinogenic 5- and 6-ring compounds, although all compounds 
were degraded to some extent. The differences in degradability reflect 
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the lower solubilities and greater inherent resistance to degradative 
enzymes of the 5- and 6-ring PAHs9 However, the removal rates 
observed during LSC treatment were substantially faster than those 
typical of land treatmentn11 • 

Tuble 2 
Concentrations and total masses or solids and total PAHs 

before and after 8 weeks of simulated LSC reactor operations 
with two samples from a wood-preserving site contaminated 

with amounts of creosote oil. 
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LSCs have been used for the successful full-scale treatment of wood 
preserving WclStes in aerated on-site lagoons. In one representative case, 
100 yd3 of impoundment sludge containing PCP and creosote were fed 
into an on-site sequenced-batch LSC weekly. Closure criteria were based 
on the concentrations of PCP and the combined concentration of the 
PAHs phenanthrene and anlhracene. These criteria were exceeded during 
operations, with an average reduction of PCP concentrations from 2600 
to 32 mg/L and an average reduction in the target PAH concentrations 
from 1200 to 86 mg/L. 

Oil refinery wastes 

Oil sludges have extremely high oxygen demand~. with much of the 
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organic material consisting of relatively degradable compounds. Thus, 
it is not surprising that these wastes are excellent candidates for treat
ment in LSCs. Oxygen uptake measurements show that, on a unit reactor 
volume basis, treatment of oil refining wastes produces extremely high 
rates of metabolic activity (Fig. 8). The oxygen uptake rates were almost 
twice those of creosote sludges, which have somewhat lower 10C 
contents and a higher proportion of resistant organic compounds, and 
10 times faster than contaminated soils. 
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Figure 8 
Cumula1ive ~ygen upcake (nonnalized to ~~ of solids) 

during bench-scale LSC 1rea1ment of a variety of conwninatcd solids. 
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In addition to several laboratory-scale t.reat.ability tests of oil sludges 
in LSCs. ReTeC has perfonned several pilot-scale demonstrations of 
LSCs for biological treatment of oil refining sludges. RelllOYlll rates 
for oil and grease have been rapid in comparison to land treatment data, 
but results have varied widely. principally because the sludges differ 
in the proportions of readily-degradable and recalcitrant hydrocarbons . 
Typical land treatment half-lives for similar sludges range from 6 to 
15 mo (C..-Cl2. l30..-D). Assuming first-Older kinetics fi:>r our studies, 
half-lives for oil and grease generally ranged from 2 to 4 wk for lagoon 
sludges and 6 to 14 wk for more recalcitrant stockpiled sludges in sludge 
ponds and pits (Fig. 9). 
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Figure 9 
Oil and grease losses during LSC treatment of oil Sludges from 

wastewater lagoons or from sludge storage pond. 
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Losses of PAHs were also relatively rapid, again varying depending 
on the nature of the waste and loading rate. In one study, the losses 
of carcinogenic PAHs (principally the 5- and 6-ring PAHs) ranged from 
30 to 80% over 2 mo, while virtually all of the non-carcinogenic PAHs 
were degraded (Fig. 10). The total PAH reductions ranged from 70 to 
95 % , again well in excess of typical losses during land treatment of 
oil sludges over a similar time period 14
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Figure IO 
Total concentratioins of carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic PAH compounds 

before and after 60 days of LSC treatment of oil sludges 
at differing solids loading rates. 

CONCLUSION 

LSC technology represents a method for rapid biological treatment 
of contaminated solids in a contained reactor. The technology has proven 
highly effective for oil refinery sludges and wood preserving wastes. 

LSCs are operated to maximiz.e microbial activities by encouraging rapid 
mass transfer and maximum contact between contaminants and micro
organisms capable of degrading the contaminants. Microbiological 
monitoring demonstrates that the technology effectively enhances 
microbial numbers and activity and provides the rapid feedback needed 
to optimize performance. Pilot- and full-scale applications have shown 
that LSCs can provide highly effective on-site bioremediation, with con
taminant removal rates much greater than those typical ofland treatment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is well recognized that microorganisms play prominent roles in 
the transfonnation and degradation of organic chemicals. Microbial com
munities in nature exhibit a truly impressive biochemical versatility 
in the number and kinds of synthetic organic compounds that they are 
able to metabolize11 Microbial metabolism is virtually the only 
natural transformation of organic contaminants that can result in 
complete mineralization. 

However, there are limits to the metabolic versatility of micro
organisms. Many substrates, even those that are known to be highly 
biodegradable. are often transformed so slowly in nature that they cause 
some degradation of environmental quality. This resistance to 
biodegradation is primarily a function of: (a) the existing environmen
tal conditions; (b) the structure of the particular contaminant; and (c) 
the physiology of the requisite microorganisms'•. Of these, the 
environmental limitations are the most common and the most easily 
rectified. 

In order to grow, microorganisms need a suitable physical and 
chemical environment. The nature of the limiting environmental factor(s) 
can be classified as general environmental quality or metabolically 
dependent. In the first case, extremes of temperature, pH, salinity and 
contaminant concentrations will markedly influence the rates of 
microbial growth and substrare utilization. In the second case, micro
organisms must have the basic requirements for growth and metabolism. 
Like all other forms of life, microorganisms are primarily composed 
of C, H. 0, N. P and S. although a variety of other elements are also 
found in trace amounts. These substances must already be present or 
be supplied in the proper form and ratios for the rcquisire micro
organisms to proliferate and degrade organic substrates. 

In most cases, the organic pollutants themselves are able to supply 
the carbon and energy required to support heterotrophic miaobial 
growth. However. the introduction of carbonaceous materials to ~oils 
and groundwater aquifers can cause an imbalance in the natural 
biodegradation processes, limiting the microbial transformation of the 
organic pollutant. For example, when labile carbon i~ introduced to 
an aerobic aquifer, the microorganisms consume oxygen along with the 
carbon substrate. An anaerobic aquifer can be expected whenever the 
rate of aerobic respiration exceeds the rate of oxygen input to the ~ite. 
To sustain aerobic microbial growth, oxygen. therefore, must be sup
plied to the subsurface microorganisms. 

. 
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IMPORTANCE OF OXYGE:'li 

The imponance of oxygen supply to i.n situ biodegradation was well 
documented recently in a study of a wood treating site in Conroe, 
Texas'. A downgradient portion of the contaminant plume was 
chardcterized by low levels of organic pollutants and dissolved oxygen, 
while inorganic contaminants (1.e .. chloride). which were associarcd 
with the organic wastes. rerna.incd at ele-.-ated concentrations. 1bc 
authors suggested that oxygen was consumed during the aerobic 
metabolism of the organic contaminants by the indigenous 
microorganisms. Hydrocarbons persisted in areas of the plume where 
oxygen levels were insufficient to support aerobic biological activity. 

Artificially increasing the oxygenaiion of subsurface environments 
will dramatically increase the growth of heterotrophic bacteria. In a 
study of petroleum hydrocarbon degradation. sand columns were used 
to determine the effect of oxygen supply on bacterial growth and 
degradation of gasoline. 

Several columns were prepared under identical conditions using 50 ml 
of wet sand sieved to 40 to 60 mesh. A total of 50 ml of gasoline was 
added to each column and allO\\'Cd to drain through. An average of 
4.3 mL of gasoline was retained in the colwnn. The columns were then 
washed with 2 L of nutrients made up in groundwater. Different levels 
of oxygen were supplieJ to the columns by using air, oxygen and/or 
hydrogen peroxide dissolved in groundwater. The columns were kept 
at design oxygen levels for 2 wk. At the completion of the experiments. 
the columns were drum~'d and analyzed for gasoline content. total 
organic carbon (TOC). total bacteria and gasoline utilizing bacteria. 

Bacterial counts in the interior of the column showed a very strong 
depemlcnce on the oxygen level: 

Table I 
Dependence Of Bacterial Growth On Available Ox}ICll 
Bacteria, Colony Forming Unus (C'FU) I gram dry soil 

Available Oxygen 
(mgl, ar) 

8 
40 
112 

200 
Correlation w/D.O. 

He1cro1rophic Bacteria 
(x UY') 
O.Q5 
5.5 
75 

2ITT 
0.979 

Gasoline Utilizing 
Bacteria (x 10') 

0.0001 
0.7 
'lJ 
31 

0.933 



As can be seen from the data, the bacterial counts increased 
dramatically with increasing available oxygen. Gasoline-utilizing 
bacteria are even more sensitive to oxygen levels than are general 
heterotrophic bacteria. 

The biodegradation of gasoline in the columns also was affected by 
the oxygenation: 

Thble 2 
Dependence of Gasoline Degradation on Oxygen Levels 

Available Gasoline Bio- Gasoline Flushed Total Gasoline 

oxygen degraded Out Removed 

[2l,2m (ave. I g;c:~ms ~ 9'.l:::s:!;IDS 

.388 .71 1.098 

40 .508 • 77 J..278 

112 .773 .59 1.363 

200 1.272 .49 1. 762 

Corr. w o.o. .994 -.93 • 974 

Two conclusions ban be drawn from these data. First, the more oxygen 
that was supplied, the more gasoline was biodegraded. Second, the rate 
of biodegradation under highly oxygenated conditions was greater than 
the rate of physical removal/dissolution. 

These sand column studies demonstrate that bacterial growth and 
metabolism are very dependent on oxygenation. As a result, an impor
tant part of the biological treatment of organic contaminants is oxygen 
supply. 

METHODS OF OXYGEN SUPPLY 

There are basically two approaches to oxygen supply-physical and 
chemical. Physical oxygen supply involves forcing air and/or pure 
oxygen into the contaminated matrix. Chemical oxygen supply involves 
the addition of substances which can be converted to oxygen (such as 
hydrogen peroxide)6 or substances which can act as terminal electron 
acceptors directly (such as nitrate)7·8• All of these methods have been 
used to treat contaminated soils and aquifers. This paper will review 
five methods of oxygen supply: air sparging; injection of aerated/oxy
genated water; venting; injection of hydrogen peroxide; and injection 
of nitrate. 

The choice of an oxygenation method depends on several factors. 
Basically, one wants to achieve maximum efficiency in oxygenation. 
The principle is to balance oxygen supply with oxygen demand. The 
factors that must be considered in achieving this balance of supply and 
demand are: 

• Contaminant load and location 
• Oxygen mass transfer, (lb per unit time) supplied by each method 
• Ease of transport/utilization 

CONTAMINANT WAD 

The first factor to consider in choosing an oxygen source is the con
taminant load and location. Contaminant location is important because 
vent systems require unsaturated environments and will, therefore, be 
excluded in treating contaminants below the water table. Contaminant 
load, on the other hand, impacts all means of oxygen supply in that 
it determines oxygen demand. What drives contaminant load is the phase 
distribution. 

Petroleum hydrocarbons exist in the subsurface as three condensed 
phases: mobile free product (phase separated); residually saturated soil 
(adsorbed phase); and contaminated groundwater (dissolved phase). 
The distribution of hydrocarbons into these different phases, while a 
result of dynamic transport, is ultimately a function of their physical 
and chemical properties and the hydrogeological and geochemical 
characteristics of the formation. One must examine the phase distri
bution by two means: (1) by the areal extent of contamination or the 
volume of the subsurface impacted by a phase and (2) by the severity 

of contamination or the amount of the contaminant within a phase, 
measured as either total weight or concentration. The following table 
gives a representative phase distribution for a gasoline spill in sand 
and gravel: 

Table 3 
Phase Distribution of Gasoline in Sand and Gravel 

Extent of Mass 

Conta.minationed Distribution 

Impacted Sediments of Hydrocarbons 

Voluae, \ of Cone. .\' of 

ElAll ~ l2tAl ll<.. 

Free phase1 780 5.3 26, 8001 69. 3 

Adsorbed (soil) 2,670 18. 3 11,500 ~,ooo 29.1 

Dissolved (water) 11,120 76. 3 390 15 1. 0 

1 Actual value recovered from site 

There are several generalizations that can be made from the above 
data concerning the distribution of petroleum hydrocarbons between 
the different phases. First, groundwater flow is the primary long-term 
mechanism for dispersion of the contamination once the free phase 
product layer has achieved flow equilibrium. Thus, the areal extent of 
dissolved phase hydrocarbon contamination is typically greater than 
that for other phases. However, the amount of material in the ground
water is small compared to that retained in the soil matrix less than 
5 % . The residually saturated soil (i.e., adsorbed phase), if untreated, 
is a continuing source of groundwater contamination. 

In looking at the contaminant load, the presence of and the distribu
tion between the different phases is an important factor. Table 4. gives 
the amounts of contaminants in lb/yd3 of water for the dissolved phase 
and lb/yd3 of soil for the adsorbed phase contamination. The calcula
tion assumes a dry soil bulk density of 2700 lb/yd3

• From these data, 
it is obvious that contaminated soil drives the contaminant load. One 
cubic yard of soil contaminated at only 100 ppm contains as much con
taminant as 45 yd3 of contaminated water (dissolved phase) 
contaminated at 100 mg/L. Thus, knowing whether or not there is a 
high contaminant load, adsorbed phase· or a low contaminant load, 
primarily dissolved phase, is important in choosing an oxygenation 
method. 

Dissolved 

Phase at 

1 ppm 

10 ppm 

100 ppm 

Thble 4 
Comparison of Contaminant Loading Dissolved 

and Adsorbed Phases 

Water Adsorbed 

~ Phase at 

6x10"5 100 ppm 

6xlO .. l,ooo ppm 

6x10" 10, 000 ppm 

OXYGEN MASS TRANSFER 

Soil 

(~ 

.27 

2.70 

27.00 

The second factor to consider in choosing an oxygen supply method 
is oxygen mass transfer. It is easy to calculate the amount of oxygen 
supplied by the different methods. The more oxygen supplied per unit 
time, the greater the contaminant load that can be treated. 

Air Sparging 

Air sparging, one of the simpler techniques of oxygen supply, pro
vides oxygen by diffusing air/oxygen into a well bore. This supply pro
cess is accomplished by supplying air (or oxygen) to a porous stone, 
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sintured metal or fitted glass diffuser beneath the water surface. The 
water in the well bore is saturated with oxygen and diffuses out into 
the formation. The amount of oxygen supplied is a function, therefore, 
of the rate of water flow by the well bore. The rate of water flow, in 
tum, is a function of the hydraulic conductivity, the groundwater gradient 
and the surface area of the fom1ation affected by the well bore. The 
matrix in Tuble 5 shows the amount of oxygen an air sparger provides 
per well per day for different hydraulic conductivities and gradients. 
The table assumes a 30-ft saturated thickness and that the lateral 
influence of the well is 3 ft. 

Table 5 
Oxygen Supplied 

By Sparging, Single Well {lb/day) 

(high) 

Hydraulic Conductivity 0.t 

Hydraulic Gmdtcnl 
(fi I ft) 

(medium) 

O.ot 

(low) 

0.001 

gals I day I tr (air) (m.ygcn) 1a1r\ (oxygen) (airl (oll.ygen) 

10' (gravel) 6 30 O.li 03. 0.06 0.3 

Kl2 (medium sand) 0.06 OJ 6\IO ' 3xl0 2 6xl0 ·• 3x10 ' 

10-• (silt) 6lll0'' 3xl0 ' 6xl0 • 3lll0'; 6xl0 ' 3x10-e 

As can be seen. air sparging supplies a limited source of oxygen. 
Sparging pure oxygen instead of air will increase the amount of disolved 
oxygen supplied by a factor of five so that the maximum oxygen delivered 
would be 30 lb. oxygen per day instead of 6 lb/day. 

Saturated Wiler 

A second system is to pump air/oxygen saturated water into a con
taminated aquifer. The amount of oxygen supplied is a function of 
injection rate (Thble 6). 

Table 6 
Oxygen Supplied 

By Aerated/Oxygenated Water Injection 
Single \\ell (lb/day) 

Oxygen Supplied (lb/day) 

Injection Rate, (gpm) 

aerated water 

(10 mg/L D.O. 
oll ygenaled water 

( 50 mg/L D.O. 

0.12 0.60 
12 6.0 10 

100 12.0 60.0 

Air Vent Systems 

Air vent !>)'Stems are an efficient means of supplying oxygen through 
unsaturated contaminated soils. Thb technique is Ul>ed to treat vadose 
zone contamination or to treat excavated soil piles. Air can be added 
by either injection or by withdr.iwc1I. In vadose 1..oue treatment, the 
common method is vacuum withdrawal. Thi~ method hai. the added 
advantage of physically remO\ling volatile contaminanL' in addition to 
supplying oxygen. The amount of oxygen supplied i~ a simple function 
of the air flow rates. The following table uses a 20% oxygen content 
for air to calculate air supply 
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Table 7 
Oxygen Supplied 

By Venting System (Unsaturated Soils) 
Single Well 

(scfm) Obs/day) 

I B 
5 117 

10 233 
20 467 
50 1170 

100 2DO 
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Chemical Supply 

Finally, there are two chemical carrier systems. hydrogen peroxi~e 
and nitrate. While both of these materials are highly soluble, their 
common use rate is about 1000 mf/L. The number of oxygen equivalents 
supplied is dependent on the chemistry involved. Hydrogen peroxide 
is converted through decomposition to oxygen: 

Hp1 ----- Hp + 112 02 

Each pound of hydrogen peroxide supplies 0.47 lb of oxygen. Nitrare 
is. on the other hand. directly utilized as a terminal election accepcor. 
IL~ oxygen equivalents can be calculated by comparing the amount of 
nitrate required to oxidize a substrate versus the amount of oxygen. 
Take, for example, the oxidation of methanol: 

Oxygen: CH,OH + 312 0: ---• C01 + 2Hp 

Nitrate: NO, + 1.08 CH,OH + H' ···• 0.()65 C~H,N01 + 0.47 N2 

+ 0.76 CO, + 2.44 Hp 

BalOC<l on the above equation~. I lb of nitrate is ~uivalent IO 0.84 lb 
oxygen, 

The oxygen equivalents supplied by th~ t~ chemical carriers are 
a simple function of injection rate. 

Injection rate 

(gpmJ 

1.0 
5.0 

I0.0 

20.0 
so 

Table 8 
Ox)'lfll Equmletda Supplied 

By Chmdcal Carrien, Siogk Wdl 
(at IOOO mg/L) 

°"' ygen Supplied (I bi day) 

Hp, N01 

(0.47 equl\ 01 put "P:> lo..84 equ1.,, 0/put NO,) 

6 IO 
211 so 
S6 100 

112 :?00 
2!0 500 

EASE OF TRAi"llSPORT 

The third factor in considering an oxygen source is the ease of 
transpon and utilization. This factor involves the mode of application. 
the maintenance of the system and the rate and/or degree of utilization. 

An air sparger system uses a small compressor able to deliver l cfm 
per well. The sparger itself is either a porous stone. a sintured mcia1 
diffuser or a frilled glass diffuser. Power consumption is minimal. The 
transpon of the aerated Wdter is limned by the rate of groundwater flow. 
The most significant operating cost in an air sparger system is 
maintenance of the compressor and of the diffuser and well screen. 
Biofouling or inorganic fouling of the diffuser and well screen can be 
significant and therefore require a high degree of maintenance. Bacterial 
utilization of the dissolved oxygen is very high. 

Injection of aerated/oxygenated water is a relatively simple system. 
The simplest approach is to use an air stripper absorber to aerate the 
water. Often in treating a contaminated aquifer, groundwater is l"CC'O't'Cl'ed 
and air-stripped to achieve hydraulic control of the contaminant plume. 
Reinjection of the stripped groundwater can therefore be accomplish
ed at a relatively low cost. The main cost of operation is controlling 
fouling of the injection system. Trunspon of the oxygenated water is 
dependent on the geology (hydraulic conductivity). Bacterial utilil.a
tion of the injected dissolved oxygen is very good. 

Venting systems, while limited to unsaturated soils, are very efficient 
means of ox~n supply. The p~ary capital cost is the vacuum pump(s) 
needed to drive the system. Maintenance of the pumps is fairly simple 
and power consumption is minimal. The efficiency of the vent system 
is enhanced by volatile chemical removal from the soil. The largest 
potemial cosl with a vent system is treatment of the vapor discharge 
which can be accomplished by using disposable carbon, regenerable 
carbon or catalytic oxidation. 



A hydrogen peroxide system is generally a low capital cost, easy to 
maintain system. The use of hydrogen peroxide does have a fairly high 
operating cost due to the cost of the purchased hydrogen peroxide which 
is dependent on the volume used. On a per pound of oxygen basis, the 
cost will range from $1.50 to $2.50. The greatest cost factor involved 
with hydrogen peroxide is how quickly it decomposes. There are two 
mechanisms of decomposition - biological and metal catalysis. Ideally, 
one would like minimal metal catalyzed decomposition. However, in 
some soils containing high levels of iron or manganese, metal catalyzed 
decomposition can be severe. In such cases, the solubility limit of oxygen 
in the water is rapidly exceeded and the water phase degased, losing 
available oxygen and drastically reducing the efficiency of the system. 

Finally, nitrate systems are a potential electron acceptor alternative. 
Operationally, these systems have not been proven. Capital costs for 
a nitrate system would be fairly low, consisting of a supply tank and 
metering pump (similar to hydrogen peroxide). Chemical costs for nitrate 
are $0.60 to 0.70/lb oxygen equivalent. The issue with nitrate, however, 
is neither the cost nor the ease of addition, but instead the biochemistry 
of utilization and the regulatory issues. In a recent test of nitrate utiliza
tion, it was found that even with an extremely labile substrate such as 
sucrose, there was a significant lag phase in the utilization of the nitrate 
when oxygen was also available at low levels. It would appear that nitrate 
utilization requires low oxygen requirements. If the biochemistry of 
nitrate is complicated, the regulatory issues become significant. Nitrate 
levels in groundwater are regulated at 10 mg/L. If nitrate is not rapidly 
utilized, injection would have to be tightly controlled and may be 
precluded or the nitrate would have to be removed. 

COST ANALYSIS 

To put the above analyses into perspective, the costs and effectiveness 
for the different oxygenation systems will be compared for a high degree 
of contamination (significant adsorbed and dissolved phase) and for 
a low degree of contamination (primarily disolved phase only). 

The analysis for the high degree of contamination assumes an area 
of contamination of approximately 250 x 100 ft with a loss of approxi
mately 500 gal of a petroleum hydrocarbon fuel in a permeable sand. 
The example also assumes that the majority of the contaminant is 
adsorbed phase and is at, or above, the water table. Based on these 
assumptions, Tables 9 to 11 were constructed to compare the various 
oxygen systems. 

Table 9 
Operating Cost Comparison High Degree of Contamination 

Treabnent Total 

1:111:!!! ~1eit1il 2R!in::atism Kaini:§D§Do~ ~ ~ 

Air Sparqinq $35,000 $800/mnth $1200/mnth 1716 d $150k 

Water Injection $77 ,ooo $1200/mnth $1000/mnth 1580 d $194k 

Ventinq (vpr ctrl) $88,500 $1500/mnth $1000/mnth 132 d $10lk 

Hydroqen Peroxide $60,000 $10000/mnth $1500/mnth 330 d $187k 

Nitrate Injection $120,000 $6500/mnth $1000/mnth 335 d $210k 

Several things should be noted in this table. First, the nitrate capital 
costs are high because of a projected need for tight off-site control of 
nitrate due to groundwater regulation of nitrate levels. Second, the vent 
system includes a vapor phase control system - a catalytic oxidizer which 
costs approximately $60,000. If vapor phase controls are not necessary, 
then the capital and total cost would be reduced significantly for the 
vent system. 

Table 9 gives the gross operating and capital costs for the different 
oxygen systems. It does not, however, take into account the effectiveness 
of treatment. The different systems will not equally treat all phases of 
contamination. For example a vent system is ineffective in treating 
contaminated groundwater and in treating adsorbed phase contamina
tion below the water table unless the water table drops naturally or is 
artificially lowered. An air sparging system is ineffective in treating 
vadose zone contamination unless the water table rises. The following 
table takes into account these factors and other effeciency factors and 
estimates a cost-effectiveness for the different systems. 

Table 10 
Cost-Effectiveness Comparison 
High Degree of Contamination 

Flow Site System Treatment Contaminant 
Utilization Treatment 

System Rate Oxygen Treated Efficiency Time Cost 
(lb/day) (%) (%) (days) ($/lb) 

Air Sparging 15 wells 6 41 1 (sparg) 1716 90.3 
@2cfm 70 (D.0.) 

Water Inject 70 gpm 8 85 50 1580 100.2 
Venting 160 cfm 4000 72 5 132 13.4 

Peroxide 70 gpm 190 95 15 330 65.1 
Nitrate 70 gpm 211 85 13 335 77.2 

(120 gpm recovery) 

As can be seen from Table 10, there is a wide variance in both cost
effectiveness and in treatment-effectiveness. In terms of cost per
formance, the order is: 
venting • • peroxide • nitrate • air sparger • water injection 

In terms of treatment effectiveness, the order is: 
peroxide • nitrate = water injection • venting • • air sparging 

While venting is a very cost-effective method, it is limited to treating 
the vadose zone. Consequently, its treatment-effectiveness is limited. 

The above analysis is given for a situation with extensive contamina
tion. If the degree of contaminantion is changed so that the soil con
tamination is minimal, the analyses would change. Assuming that there 
is no soil contamination above the water table and that the soil levels 
are < 100 ppm, the performance of the different systems would be as 
follows assuming all other factors, such as capital, operating and 
maintenance costs, etc. , remain constant 

System 

Air Sparging 
Water Injection 
Venting 
Peroxide 
Nitrate 

Table 11 
Cost/Performance 

Low Degree of Contamination 
(Dissolved Phase Only) 

Oxygen Delivered Time of 

02 (days) 
(lb/day) 

6 180 
8 330 

Not Applicable 
190 180 
211 240 

Cost of 
Treated 
($/lb) 

117 
314 

134 
166 

Where the degree of contamination is less, simpler systems such as 
air sparging become more cost-effective. Where the contamination is 
only in the dissolved phase, an air sparger system is often the best choice. 

The choice of an oxygen supply is dependent on the contaminant load, 
the mass transfer and the ease of transport/utilization. Depending on 
the degree of contamination, different systems will be most effective. 

CASE HISTORIES 

To examine the performance of different oxygenation systems, three 
case histories will be discussed. All three case histories deal with 
gasoline contamination. In the first case history, the oxygenation system 
was an air sparger network. In the second case history, hydrogen 
peroxide was used. In the third case history, a vent system was used. 
Each case history will discus the degree of contamination, the installa
tion and operation of the oxygenation system and the results attained. 

Case History 1: Air Sparging Network 

In this case history, the contamination problem occurred when an 
undetermined amount of gasoline leaked from a below ground storage 
tank. The area of the loss is underlain by approximately 6 to 7 ft of 
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red-brown, heavy silt loam which, in turn, is underlain by a fractured 
red-brown shale and siltstone. Depth to groundwater is 20 to 25 ft below 
grade within the bedrock system. Impact from the loss included a 
dissolved phase hydrocarbon plume that extended approximately 250 
ft in a north-south direction and 350 ft in an east-west direction with 
concentrations ranging form lO mg/L to 15 mg/L for gasoline-type 
hydrocarbons. Ten domestic water supply wells were impacted in 
addition to organic vapors within nearby residential basements. Free
floating phase hydrocarbons were absent. 

The remedial system designed and implemented at this site included 
contamination plume and water table manipulation via pumping. 
dissolved organic removal of the pumped water by air stripping, and 
accelerated in situ bioremediation of adsorbed and di,solved phases 
by the physical addition of oxygen and nutrients (Fig. I). The physical 
addition of these components to the original loss area wa.~ accomplished 
through the re-infiltration of treated oxygen and nutrient-rich ground
water into an infiltration gallery located in the fom1er tank pit. An air 
sparging system, consisting of mechanical air compressors, air lines 
and down well diffusers. provided needed oxygen to peripheral area~ 
of the plume outside the infiltration gallery. 

DISSOLVED HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATION 

•' 
• RECOllEJIY WELL 
e 08SERVATIOH WELL 

A DOMESTIC WELL 

• All' SPARGING WELi. 

c:::::> .A1A COMPRESSOR 

'9 INFILTRATION GALL£llY 

11 Alll STRIPPIHG TOWfA 

.@9c Nl£A Of' CONTAMINATION 
-- Alll.UNE 

WAn:ll CllSCHAllGE UNE 

I 
I 

A / 

" 

Figure I 
Schematic of Bioredamauon System 

The air sparging system effectively to panially effectively delivered 
needed oxygen to the peripheral areas. Major limitations focused on 
the maximum quantity of oxygen that could be induced into the ground
water system (10 mg/L) at the sparging point and the fouling and plugging 
of the sparging points by the development of thick biologic growth~. 
These conditions interfered with optimum oxygen transfer to the frac
tured bedrock system and required frequent mechanical cleaning. 

The first 11 mo of operations showed a general 50 to 85 % reduction 
in organic contaminants, despite the non-optimum conditions of the air 
sparging system (Fig. 2). At 85% reduction, the treatment stabilized 
indicating that the air sparging was a limited system. The residual 
contamination was adsorbed phase trapped in the fractures of the 
bedrock system. 
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A comprehensive program to accelerate oxygen transfer rates ~ 
subsequently incorporated at the site in an effon to reduce the project 
restoration time-frame. The program involved the delivery of increased 
quantities of oxygen to the groundwater system via the trickle feed an:<' 
disassociation of dilute quantities of hydrogen peroxide <JOO mgfL) · Tuts 
case history demonstrates that air sparging is ineffective in treating 
adsorbed phase hydrocarbons. lt also indicates that maintenance of the 
air sparging system is significant and therefore 1s not a desirable 
application for long-term programs. 
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Fagun 2 
Total Hydrocarbon Conccn1rauom IOr Air Stripping Tower 

Case History 2: Hydrogen ~nn.ide 
This case study involves petroleum leakage over a period of time from 

underground storage tanls. pumps and line\ at a service station, The 
area in which the loss occurred has complex geology with a varied 
hydrocarbon phase distribution within the water table in both the 7-
to 10-ft thick variable fill overburden and in the underlying fractured 
limestone bedrock. The subsurface hydrocarbon contamination was not 
only limited to the propeny on which the loss occun. but also migrated 
with natural groundwater flow across a busy intersection to a conuner
cial building (Fig. 3). 

Three general areas of interest were addressed by the remedial 
program (Fig. 3): Arca A was a lightly contaminated area with most 
of the subsurface hydrocarbons being found in the fill material; Area B 
was the location of the underground storage tanls and included signifi
cant contamination in both the fill and the bedrock; and Area C was 
the commercial building basement which had been impacted by phase
separnted hydrocarbons. 

The general remediation program designed for this site involved the 
in situ biorcmediation of impacted groundwater and sediments through 
the addition of aerated water supplied with nutrients and hydrogen 
peroxide. Remedial response was strongly correlated to the product 
d1smbution and the geology. A 95 % reduction in dissolved hydrocarbon 
levels W"dS achieved in 5 mo of operation in Area A (Fig. 4). Response 
in Arca B was the least dramatic and most variable, with the greatest 
reduction of dissolved levels (40 to 50%) achieved in a few months 
representing treatment of the adsorbed phase in the more permeable 
till. Following this initial response. the remedial response slowed 
representing treatment of contamination in the bedrock. Area C ach~ 
an 85 % reduction in hydrocarbon contamination in approximately 6 mo. 

Hydrogen peroxide was added to the groundwater system at both the 
infiltration gallery and IOmlCr air sparging wells. The most recent results 
show overall hydrocarbon concentration levels to have declined in the 
core area with only five of the original 10 home owner wells still 
contaminated. 

Case History 3: Soll Venting 

In this case study, a pre-closure site investigation of a 10m1er service 
station facility in Massachusetts revealed low levels of both dissolved 
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and adsorbed phase gasoline contamination associated with the 
underground storage tanks. The highest concentration of adsorbed phase 
hydrocarbon contamination was found to be present at a depth of 9 to 
11 ft in soils that are in a zone of seasonal groundwater fluctuation. 

A soil venting system was installed at the site to address the adsorbed 
phase hydrocarbons above the water table. The system designed for the 
site included six soil vapor extraction points, two of which were placed 
within the former underground storage tank locations. The points were 

Table 12 
Air Sample Result Sheet 

CARBON ETHYL 

OXYGEN 

ppm 

DIOXIDE METHANE BENZENE TOLUENE BENZENE XYLENE 

DATE ppm Pl"' Pl"' Pl"' ppm Pl"' 

02/07/89 210000 11000 740 1.20 0.44 0.22 2.00 

02/08/89 210000 10000 750 0.00 0.52 0.22 1.80 

02/09/89 210000 10000 420 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

02/13/89 210000 2900 55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

02/14/89 210000 2800 230 1.40 0.00 0.00 0.68 

02/27 /89 210000 1700 170 0.36 2.50 4.20 3.90 

03/09/89 210000 1300 100 0.36 0.29 0.00 0.00 

04/12/89 210000 1300 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

04/25/89 210000 1400 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 

All selrf)les taken from effluent of soil vent blower 

TPH 

ppm 

560 

88 

51 

240 

130 

190 

46 

21 

WATER 

ppm 

15000 
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Figure 4 
Bioreclarnation Results Area ''Pl.' (MW-1,2,13,14) 

constructed of2-in. diameter schedule 40 PVC with 0.020-in. slot well 
screen extending over the contaminated zone and placed using a 30-ft 
radius of influence. Granular activated carbon for adsorption of volatile 
organic carbons from the soil vapor was utilized for the soil vent blower 
effluent. 

Effluent air sample results of the system's operation over an approxi
mately 1.5-mo period during the dry late winter and early spring are 
presented in Tables 12 and 13. Up to 122 scfm of soil vapor-were drawn 
through the system during the period. Figure 5 shows C0

2 
production 

rates basically parallel vapor phase concentration of methane and total 
petroleum hydrocarbons in the effluent soil vapor. This ooservation 

Table 13 
Air Sample Result Sheet 

HYDROCARBONS REMOVAL RATE 

\lATER MOL VELOCITY STACK BARO STATIC STA.CK FLCM -----------------------·--· 

VAPOR WEIGHT HEAD TEMP PRESS PRESS VELOC RATE lbs per lbs to approx 

lb8. per cubfc day date equiv 
OATE prop lb • .ale tn.w1ter In.mere in.water ft/sec ft/mJn g•l Ions 

02/07/89 0.015 28.88 0.15 55 30.02 0.00 21.4 113.8 8.2 8.2 1.3 

02/08/89 0.015 28.84 0.11 55 29.99 o.ao is.4 97.4 7.0 15.2 2.4 

02/09/89 0.015 28.84 0.15 55 30.05 0.10 21.4 11l.8 3.1 18.3 2.9 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
02/13/89 0.015 28.74 o. 15 55 30.52 o.oo 21.3 115.0 3.1 30.7 4.9 

02/14/89 0.015 28.74 0.15 55 30.20 0.00 21.4 114.4 3., 33.8 5.4 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
02127/89 0.015 28.68 0. 10 55 29.67 o.oa 17. 7 92. r Z.5 76.6 U.2 

03/09/89 0.015 28.76 0.10 55 30.44 0.00 17.4 93.7 4.6 103.7 16.5 

04/12!89 0.015 28.75 0.17 55 30.37 0.08 22.7 122.1 1.5 229.8 36.5 
------------------------·----------------- .. ----------------------------------------------------·-----------
Al I ca11ples t•l::en fr"<m effluent of sofl vent blower 
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demonstrates that significant biodegradation occurs even with highly 
volatile compounds. 
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Nonnal C~ con1en1 of air is O.o43; the 113 C0
2 

observed initially 
represents a :l/5-fold increase in col. This response demonstrales that 
bacteria can readily use oxygen provided by a vent system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Regulatory restnct10ns on land disposal of certain wastes have 
prompted closure of land treatment systems. Remaining soils are often 
highly contaminated. This paper compares some system characteristics 
measured in soils at an intensely-loaded petroleum waste treatment 
system when it was operating and when loading ceased. Results indi
cate that microbial activity decreases rapidly as usable substrate be
comes limiting, leaving high concentrations of inassimilable waste in 
the soil. Remedial options are discussed for soils of former land treat
ment systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The technology of hazardous waste land treatment is evolving rapidly 
in the face of regulatory restrictions and concerns about long-term lia
bility and environmental damage. Systems presently are designed with 
double-walled liners to protect against the migration of hazardous 
leachate, atmospheric emissions collection and air delivery systems, 
providing oxygen to maintain aerobic soil conditions. The treatment 
pad and associated appurtenances are constructed at the remediation 
,site. When the project is completed, the system is disassembled. These 
systems are more carefully engineered than old landfarms, which 
essentially took advantage of the natural soil assimilative capacity for 
organics. The kinetics of waste degradation and degree of success varied 
tremendously among different systems. The differences arose from geo
graphic location and from management practices. These systems usually 
were operated with minimal environmental controls and containment. 
Most systems were designed to control rainwater run-on and potentially 
contaminated run-off. The U.S. EPA mandated a monitoring program 
for land treatment facilities that included installation of lysimeters for 
soil pore liquid monitoring, groundwater monitoring wells and soil core 
monitoring1

• 

Given the number and history of use of industrial waste land treat
ment systems few reported episodes of environmental con-tamination 
have occurred. Streebin, et al. 2 have documented that metals are 
generally immobilized in the top 25 cm of soil at land treatment sites. 
They found, however, trace quantities ofpolynuclear aromatics migrating 
into the unsaturated zone and high levels ofTOC and COD in soil pore 
water. The American Petroleum Institute3 reports that poly-nuclear 
aromatic hydrocarbons have sufficiently high organic carbon partition 
coefficients and, as such, will be strongly adsorbed in soil and immobi
lized in land treatment systems. 

Remedial use of land treatment created many systems which are now 
being closed. Other factors also are responsible. The 1984 Hazardous 
and Solid Waste Amendments to the RCRA mandate a land ban on dis
posal of specific waste streams. Two-thirds of listed wastes are now 
regulated; the remainder are scheduled for regulation by May 8, 1990. 

For some areas of the country such as southern California, tightening 
air quality restrictions and land use pressures have contributed to the 
closures. 

Soils of treatment systems require remediation or disposal when waste 
incorporation ceases. A moderate, continuous waste application rate 
is needed for maximum stabilized performance of land treatment 
systems4

• When applications cease, micro-biological activity declines. 
The petroleum industry historically has operated land treatment 

systems for selected waste streams economically at moderate loading 
rates. Petroleum waste materials are generally easily biodegraded by 
an acclimated consortia of microorganisms. This paper reports a 3-year 
monitoring study of an intensely-loaded petroleum waste land treatment 
facility. System performance was evaluated by monitoring operational 
variables such as waste loading rate and frequency, soil physical varia
bles and microbiological parameters such as carbon dioxide evolution 
and microbial population density. Additionally, aspects of the struc
ture and function of the microbial ecosystem were inferred from the 
monitoring results. Waste additions were more or less continuous until 
November, 1987, when operations ceased completely. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Representative soil samples were obtained from the land treatment 
facility in pre-sterilized sampling jars. Samples used for analysis were 
selected from a composite of soils from aparticular section. This sam
ple compositing was done to reduce spatial variations introduced from 
waste loading practices, a significant source of variability even in systems 
that practice uniform waste application and incorporation4 • 

Total Viable Count 

Soil samples were mixed with sterilized, distilled water and gently 
swirled and sonicated under low power to break up the oily agglo
merates. Growth media compositions for enumeration of microorgan
isms were chosen on the basis of ability to select for 
petroleum-degraders5

• Brain-heart infusion agar was chosen as a base 
to which amendments were added, described elsewhere5• Enumeration 
of bacteria, fungi and actinomycetes was accomplished by plating 10-mL 
drops of successively diluted suspensions on hardened agar. The proce
dure, developed by Harris and Sommers6

, is a modified most proba
ble number determination. The number of organisms determined is a 
function of the entire dilution series rather than the most dilute member 
of the series. 

Respiration 

Degradative activity of the microorganisms was measured as carbon 
dioxide e~ol~tio~ in 250-mL ?iomete~ flas~s (Belko Biotechnology). 
Carbon dioxide IS absorbed m alkah and Is analyzed titrimetrically 
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following precipitation with BaC1
1

• Details of the procedure can be 
found elsewhere'. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The land treatment system received no waste loading after Novem

ber, 1987. The fortuitous closure allowed comparison of measurements 
of system parameters during continuous waste loading and after loading 
ceased. 

Microbial Numbers and Activity 
Active treatment system soils harbor a diverse assemblage of micro

organisms. Figure I shows seasonal fluctuations of microbial numbers 
for one section. Millions of organisms per gram of soil are recorded 
from all seasons with peak numbers occurring in the hot summer 
months. Bacteria, fungi. yeast and actinomycete groups were cultura
ble from the treatment soils. Statistical analysis of the ecological rela
tionships of the microbial groups have been presented'. 
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Figure I 
Total Viable Coun1 Measured in Landfann Secuon A from 

February 1987 lO July 1989 

Substantial densities of microorganisms are present in the treatment 
soils of the closed facility. However. fewer kinds of colonies were 
observed. The lower diversity of microorganisms suggests more 
restricted resource partitioning. Organisms currently inhabiting the treat
ment soils are viable, but presumably substrate-limited. 

Respiratory activity, as measured by microbial col evolution. is 
influenced by time of year, general environmental conditions and the 
presence of a continuous supply of usable substrate. Figure 2 shows 
respiration values in mg CO/g soil/day for one section of the land
farm from February, 1987 to August, 1989. The values indicate high 
levels of microbial activity and substrate decomposition until about 
July, 1988. Proper environmental, biochemical and physica.I conditions 
were maintained in this period. Loading ceased in November, 1987. 
In late summer of that year, approximately 400 tons of waste were 
applied to each section. This substantia.I wa.~te loading enabled degrada
tive activity to continue for approximately 6 mo. The rate of degrada
tion began to decline in late summer of 1988 and eventually leveled 
off at low, constant activity. 

Degradation Kinetics 

Steady-state concentrations of 15 to 30% oil in soil by weight is an 
assimilable loading when environmental conditions are not stressful and 
a reasonable portion of the waste is usable substrate. Martin et al. 1 

showed that for representative land treatment units, activity in the system 
was a function of the waste half-life and the weight percentage of oil 
added with each application. Larger molecular-weight, more recal
citrant, less soluble organics wiJJ biodegrade slowly or cometabolically. 

Polynuclear aromatics, heteronuclear species or poly-substituted 
molecules will degrade by different pathways than simple hydrocarbons. 
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The degradation kinetics of these groups may differ from the overall 
performance of the system. 

Come1abolic substrate decomposition of a particular group may be 
first-order (or some other order) with respect to the energy-yielding 
substrate. Diauxic relationships. whereby one substrate is prefemd over 
another until that substrate becomes l~ are also likely. Thus. while 
overall system performance may be driven by an excess of usable sub
strate. degradation kinetics for specific groups are likely more com
plex. System performance is best described by a multiple-substrate 
kinetic model. However, rate coefftcienlS describing breakdown of in
dividual waste componenlS are presently unknown. The rapid break
down of some or these groups is contingent on the supply of readily 
assimilable substrate for maintenance of a stable microbial communi
ty. This is the driving force for tOOll system respiration. 

Continuous applications of differing quantities and quality d 
petroleum waste makes predictioos of waste degradation kinetics difficult 
in functioning systems. Manin n al.' demonstrated the dependence d 
the predicted stabilized weight percen1age of oil in soil on waste half
life. For a facility located in a moderate climate that can operate with 
a waste application frequency of weekly fbr 52 weeks per year (0.35f. 
oil in soil per application). the predicted weight percentages concspond 
with the following half-lives: t,. = 60 days. 5.7,., t..,112 = 125 days. 
12.2%, I, = 146days. 14.2~. t., = 304days. 30~'. Maintcnanced 
a reasonable waste degradation half-life is essential. Buildup or recal
citrant organics will occur regardless of how a system is operated, but 
the process may be slowed by repeated. modest waste applications. 

Cessation of waste loading caused profound changes in system 
dynamics, Respiration rates fell to low levels. remaining oonstant under 
varying seasonal conditions (Figure 2). The decline in respiration rateS 
to present levels occurred as usable substrate presumably became 
limiting. 

Tuble I shows a comparison of the length of time to reduce oil con
centrations to nominal levels. A concentration of 15~ oil in soil by 
weight (150.000 parts per million) was chosen as represen1alive of present 
conditions in the facility. The cleanup level chosen was 100 ppm (0.0I' 
oil in soil), current regulatory levels fbr petroleum hydrocarbons in soil. 
The kinetic coefficients were estimated from col evolution data cor
responding to conditions of intense activity (1.0 mg CO/g soil/day) 
and closure conditions (0.10 mg CO/g soil/day). The results of the 
two calculat.ions are presented; time lo reach the targeted cleanup level 
using zero-order and first-order kinetic equations. A ten-carbon allcane 
was chosen as a represenUltive waste molecule fur calculation of the 
moles of oil per gram of soil, although the actual weight of material 
present in the facility is likely heavier. The calculations presented in 
Tuble I are likely extreme estimates. The time predicted by first-order 



kinetics for natural remediation of the soils indicates the process is not 
a practical alternative. The calculation asswnes equilibriwn conditions; 
time to reduce a one-time application of 15% oil in soil is predicted. 
However, the z.ero-order prediction is too simplistic; some materials 
in the treatment soils have more complicated cometabolic (probably 
first order for growth-supporting substrate) biochemical pathways. The 
calculation assumes all substrate is completely assimilable by the 
microbes. The indication is that the treatment soils will require reme
diation. The community of microorganisms adapted for life in intensely
loaded land treatment facilities require supplies of readily usable sub
strate to maintain adequate degradation activity. 

Table 1 
Comparison of Times to Reduce Oil in Soil Concentrations 

Initial Concentration = 150 mg oil/g soil (15% by weight) 
= 1.056 X 10~ moles oil/g soil 

Final Concentration 

Zero-order Kinetics 
(1) Operating System 

evolution rate 
t = 500 days 

(2) Closed System 
evolution rate 

t = 5000 days 

Remedial Options 

0.10 mg oil/g soil (0.01%) 
7.042 X 10- moles oil/g soil 

First-order Kinetics 
(1) Operating System 

1. O mg C02/g soil/day 
t = 3650 days 

(2) Closed System 
o. 1 mg co2/g soil/day 

t = 36,500 days 

The preceding discussion show that options and remedial strategies 
are necessary for soils of closed land treatment facilities. The high con
centrations of polynuclear aromatics limits the applicability of several 
developing strategies for reuse of hydrocarbon-contaminated soils. Con
taminated soils have been used in asphalt production, although limits 
are set on hydrocarbon concentrations and clay content of the soils. 
Fixation of soil hydrocarbons with chelating agents and polymer material 
or batch chemical oxidation with subsequent reuse of the soil as fill 
material have been used at sites with petroleum or gasoline contami
nation. Again, it is unlikely that either process would be adequate for 
the high concentrations of heavier molecular weight hydrocarbons in 
the former treatment soils. Concerns about long-term stability of soils 
with chemically-fixed hydrocarbons have also been raised. 

The concentrations of petroleum waste in the treatment soils man
dates that off-site disposal be in a Class I landfill. Costs for disposal 
and transportation for 18,000 cubic yards of soil (conservatively esti
mated for a 9 acre landfarm of 1 foot depth) could cost between $300 
to $400 per cubic yard or 5.4 to 7.2 million dollars. Additionally, the 
generator would maintain liability for the landfilled waste. 

An aggressive in-situ remedial program re-stimulating the dormant 
natural petrolewn-degrading organisms should be investigated. Bench
scale studies can determine an appropriate substrate addition to stimu-

late natural biodegradation and cometabolism of the larger-molecular 
weight organics. The compound chosen would provide the driving force 
for breakdown of the remaining waste materials. The substrate may be 
a petroleum hydrocarbon or some other compound. Monitoring oxygen, 
nutrients and soil water content would assure the correct environmen
tal conditions. A surfactant carefully applied may facilitate the solubili
zation of the more recalcitrant molecules. Insoluble or sparingly soluble 
organics are readily adsorbed and act to bind soil particles together, 
creating anaerobic zones. 

Solubilization in pore or hygroscopic water promotes microorganism
substrate contact. Microbial augmentation may be attempted, although 
the natural petroleum-degrading organisms are highly adaptable and 
ubiquitous. The oil in soil concentrations could be reduced to levels 
where other remedial options could be utilized. Without substrate 
additions, it is unlikely that biological remediation would be successful. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Soil characteristics of the closed treatment facility dictate that effec
tive options be developed for management of the highly contaminated 
soils. Biodegradation decreases to an unacceptably low level, in part 
as a result of a high percentage of remaining high-molecular weight, 
recalcitrant organics and a minimal supply of growth-supporting sub
strate. Contaminated soils allowed to lie fallow for long periods restrict 
land usage and increase the chance for undesirable environmental 
impact. Soil remedial options currently in widespread use for gasoline 
or waste oil contamination may have limited applicability because of 
the nature and concentration of the petroleum residuals. An effective 
in-situ remedial program would include development of a suitable 
cometabolic substrate addition with maintenance of environmental con
ditions conducive for biodegradation. Applications of such an approach 
would include remediation of contaminated soils at former coal gasifi
cation plants and abandoned oil fields slated for redevelopment. 
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ABSTRACf 

(Solvent extraction is a separation process that has emerged as an 
&ive har.ardous waste treatment tcchnology.Cll.has been success
fully applied to industrial wastewatcrs. soils and sludges contaminated 
~ObiiW1'.'5. ~!cum pfyduc&s and hi'IVy organic com@iids. 

ven1 extJactJon IS mg considered as an altemauvc treatment tech
nology at the Arrowhead Refinery Supcrfund Site in Hermantown, 
Minnesota. the location of a former waste oil recycling facility. Highly 
acidic. mdal-ladcn sludge bottoms and oil-saturated clay filter cake were 
disposed of in a 2-ac lagoon. The peat layer underlying the lagoon and 
the surrounding soils arc contaminated with oil. metals and numerous 
organic compounds. 

Under subcontract to CH2M HILL. Resources Consel'Vlltion Com
pany (RCC) conducted bench-scale tests on sludge peat and soil wastes 
from the Arrowhead Refinery site using its Basic Extractive Solvent 
]ecbnol<>Q'._(8.E.S.T. • ). The results of the bench-SCilc ICsi IM the 
applicability of the process to the wastes at the site arc discussed . 

INTRODUcnON 

The Arrowhead Refinery Site occupies approllimately IO ac in north
east Minnesoca near Duluth. According to Minnesota POiiution Control 
Agency (MPCA). milk cans were retinncd at the site bei>re 1945. From 

Figure I 
Arrowhead Refinery Sludge I .<igcwin 
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1945 to February. IC/17, the site wu used as a "*oil ~ling r.cllily. 
The ~ oil was uc.cd with sulfuric acid IO deemulsify lhe oill...

mi Jtture. WasliCWater from the process was recovered and dilClwpd 
to the wastewater ditch. lbe waste oil wu lhen faltered through a 
clay/sand filter. The sludge from the deemulsification proceu and lbe 
filler cake were disposed of in an unconlained 2-ac l..,aa in a •
land on the site. The filler cake also was used as fill in lhe proc::a1 
area adjacent to the lagoon (Figs I and 2). 

Site ChandttizatJoa 
The U.S. EPA and MPCA investiplCd lhe environmental dkts al 

on-site waste disposal from 1979 through 1984. lbe results dlheir in
vestigations indicated that a variety of orpnic and inorganic coa
taminants arc prcsenl al the sille in the subsurfilce soil. scdimeal, um 
water. groundwater and sludge lagoon. The nM> major ~ 
sources defined in the remedial investigation were the conrami..-d 
soils in the process area and the sludge and faller cake disposed d in 
the lagoon (Fig. 3). 

The surface soils consist of gravelly sand. silt. and fiU material thll 
were deposited during site opel'llions. Much d the soil is visibly stained 
and saturated with waste oil. lbe lagoon roncains a viscous. black oily 
liquid sludge and a black filler cake that consisu of an oily chly ..a 

Figure 2 
Arrowhead Refinery Wastewater Ditch 
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Figure 3 
Site Plot Plan 

a silty sand and gravel fill layer. The entire lagoon is underlain by a 
peat layer that appears to be persistent throughout the site and is also 
highly contaminated. Contaminants detected at the site included poly
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), volatile organic compounds, lead, 
zinc and small quantities of PCBs. 

As documented in its ROD for the site, the U.S. EPA's selected 
remedial action was thermal treatment of site wastes. The U.S. EPA 
and MPCA are both interested in the application of alternative tech
nologies that might achieve similar levels of treatment more economi
cally than thermal treatment. As a result, the U.S. EPA agreed to fund 
a treatability study of the refinery wastes using a solvent extraction treat
ment process. 

CH2M HILL had previously performed a remedial investigation and 
feasibility study of the site for the U.S. EPA. Under contract to the 
U.S. EPA, CH2M HILL subcontracted the treatability tests to Resources 
Conservation Company (RCC). 

SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

Background 

Solvent extraction technology has been used for many years as solvent 
leaching to recover valuable minerals from ores, to remove unwanted 
materials from coal processing operations and to de-oil quench waters 
in refinery processing operations. More recently solvent extraction has 
been used to treat sediments and soils contaminated with PCBs, wastes 
generated by chemical manufacturers and oily hazardous and toxic 
wastes. 

Organic solvent extraction is particularly suited for treatment of oily 
wastes, becaus~ the wastes can be separated into product oil, solids 
and water fract10ns. Solvent extraction can effectively extract the oil 
fraction of a waste, including PCBs. The remaining solids can some
times be disposed of as non-hazardous wastes and the water discharged 
to a wastewater treatment plant. 
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The successful application of solvent extraction depends on solvent 
selection. process configuration. the nature of the waste and the con
taminants. and the economic value of the recoverable compounds. Sol
vent extraction can be an especially viable treatment alternative where: 
(I) valuable products can be recovered from the waste; (2) the process 
can yield non-hazardous residual solids; or (3) inordinate wastewater 
disposal or air emissions problems are not encountered. 

8.E.S.T. (!, 

RCC is the owner of the B.E.S.T. ·" solvent extraction technology. 
a patented process that takes advantage of the peculiar solubility behavior 
of certain aliphatic amines. Triethylamine (TEA) has chemical and 
physical properties that make it a good candidate for use in solvent 
extraction. 

At temperatures below 65°F. TEA is completely miscible with water 
and is a good solvent for a variety of organic compounds such as PCBs. 
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PAHs, and petroleum products. The soluble organic and water compo
nents of a waste can be separated from the solids component using TEA. 

When TEA is heated, the solubility of water in TEA decreases IO 
less than 2 % , separating the water fr.i.ction from the soluble organic 
fraction. The TEA is then removed 10 yield an organic fraction. The 
B.E.ST. process separates the waste into three waste products: (I) a 
solid with soluble organic contaminants removed. (2) a waslCWlltCr that 
may ~uire treatment before di.scharge and {3) an oil product that can 
be recycled for energy recovery or incinerated (Fig. 4). 

TEA is a basic compound that reacts with acids in the waste yielding 
ammonium \alK E«essive reaction of the basic solvent with an acidic 
waste will result in the loss of expensive solvent. To minimize solvent 
loss. the B. E.S.T. process includes the addition of caUSlic to increase 
the pH of the waste above II. The high pH has the side benefit of 
precipitating low concentrations of metals into the product solids and 
thereby potentially decreasing the lcachability of metals in the EPA 
toxicity test . 

To evaluate the ability of the process to treat a given waste, RCC 
conducts bench-scale treatability tests at its laboratory facility. In the 
treatability test.\. I-kg batches of waste are subjected to the same unit 
proccsM:s ai. a full-scale operation. The performance of the process 
·~ evaluated at each step of the process. and samples <:I the products 
and process intermediates are analyzed to determine if the wastes are 
being treated effectively. 

Treat.ability Testing 

Samples of the contaminated soil. sludge and peat wastes were sent 
to RCC, and bench-scale treatability ~ were conducted in May. 1989. 
Samples of the raw waste and the treated waste produru were analyzed 
through the U.S. EPA's Contract Laboratory Program. RCC reponed 
its final results to the U.S. EPA in August. The final project repon is 
scheduled to be submitted by CH2M HILL in September for the U.S. 
EPA and MPCA review. The results of the treatability study and the 
conclusions of the report will be available after the review of the project 
report by EPA and MPCA. The results of the study are scheduled IO 

be reported in November. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The number of organic compounds introduced into the environment 

by humans has increased dramatically in recent years. 1 As a conse
quence of this xenobiotic (i.e., man-made) introduction, the fate of these 
compounds, such as pesticides, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and 
domestic wastes, in the environment is a very important issue. Of par
ticular concern is disappearance, persistence, and/or partial transfor
mation of such compounds and its potential hazardous effect. While 
many are readily biodegradab!e, others have proven to be recalcitrant 
and persistent in soil and water. In recent years, a great deal of research 
has been done on the biochemistry and genetics of xenobiotic-degrading 
microorganisms. Both the newer literature on biotechnology and the 
older literature on industrial microbiology describe important commer
cial processes in which microbial microorganism cultures play an im
portant role23 

• 

This discussion of microbial processes of importance to scientists 
and engineers involved in an active remediation program on refinery 
sludges/solids is presented as an overview of the subject only. The 
primary focus is bacterial processes due to the considerable volumes 
of information available. However, fungal and actinomycete contribu
tions to soil biotransformation processes/productivity are of equal im
portance and will be presented within the context of the discussion. 
Although some bacteria and fungi can cause adverse effects, most 
species are benign, and many are involved in processes of direct benefit 
to man. Most of the adverse effects are subject to control and a relatively 
limited number of species are pathogenic. Life on earth depends on 
their activity, playing an important role in the biotransformation and 
mineralization of organic compounds, such as the transforming of free 
nitrogen molecules in the air for use by plants. 

MICROBIAL FORMS 

Microbe/Surface Interactions 
The evolution of different forms of life has resulted in many large 

groups which can be divided quite clearly into two categories, plants 
and animals, showing a variety of well-established characteristics 
specific to each one. Microorganisms have developed in a different way 
in which the "plant-animal" relationships are not always well-defined 
and the criteria for life has to be modified3

• The majority of organisms 
which comprise the major microbial group are of microscopical dimen
sions, generally with no differentiation of tissue as in higher organisms 
and living in an interrelated group in nature. 

Bacteria include a great variety of unicellular microorganisms of dif
ferent size and shape, present in almost all natural environments, often 
in extremely large numbers. Bacteria are usually about 0.2 to 1.5 µm 
in diameter. The mean diameter is about 1.0 µm. Bacteria have rigid 
cell walls, as do plants, but some are motile and require organic 

nutrients, as animals do. 
Bacteria, along with molds, yeasts, viruses, and algae are allocated 

to the vegetable kingdom. Bacteria have been assigned to the Protophyta 
division, class Schizomycetes. The class Schizomycetes may be divided 
into 10 orders. The orders Eubacteriales and Pseudomonadales con
tain the largest number of species and include most of the bacteria im
portant to man. 

Morphology of Bacteria 
Bacteria are procaryotic cells, that is they do not have a true nucleus. 

The procaryotic nucleus has no membrane, does not undergo mitosis, 
and its hereditary material is contained in a single naked DNA molecule. 
The procaryotic cell has none of the specialized structures found in 
eucharyotic cells, such as mitochondria for respiration, an endoplasmatic 
reticulum as an extension of the cell membrane, lysosomes containing 
hydrolytic enzymes, and a Golgi apparatus to transport metabolic 
products4

• They are usually not photosynthetic microorganisms. On 
the basis of their shape, bacteria are divided into three conventional 
groups: cocci, bacilli and spiral forms. 

The cocci are spherical or nearly so. They vary in size from 0.5 µm 
to 1.0 µm in diameter, and their arrangement depends on the order of 
successive cell division. If this is random, the organisms may occur 
in clusters and are called staphylococci from the Greek t\ford for grape. 
When the division takes place in the same plane and the daughter cell 
adheres to another, chains are formed, called streptococci. 

Bacilli, by far the most common, are bacteria shaped-like rods or 
cylinders. They are about 1.0 p-m to 10 µm long and 0.3 µm to 1.0 µm 
wide. The end of the rod appears to be rounded or square, and some 
tend to form chains. Spiral forms comprise a large variety of cylin
drical bacteria which, instead of being straight like bacilli, are con
voluted in varying degrees. Vibrios are curved rods, Spirilla are spirals 
with their bodies relatively rigid, and Spirochetes are also spirals but 
able to flex and wriggle their bodies. 

Filamentous forms of bacteria are also found and these may be several 
hundred µm long but are usually only about 1 to 2 µm in diameter. 
The shape of bacteria is determined by its heredity, but some organisms 
may show morphological changes depending on age and certain en
vironmental conditions. 

Structure of a Bacterial Cell 

It is generally accepted that all kinds of living cells have some form 
of outer wall or membrane, cytoplasm, and nuclear material, with each 
component making its own contribution to the life of the cell. The outer 
part of the bacterial cell is made up of three definite structures: slime 
layer or capsule, cell wall, and cytoplasmic membrane. 

The slime layer is the outside coating of the bacterial cell. It is a 
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jellylike layer and may vary in thickness even in different cells of the 
same culture. When it becomes sufficiently thick and firm to have a 
fonn, it is called a capsule. It is usually a polysaccharide (or a polypep
tide) and continually produced by the cell as a result of its metabolic 
activity. Its formation may depend on the presence of carbohydrate in 
the environment. In many bacteria, this structure is a high-molecular
weight polymer (a long molecule made up of repeating structural uniL~) 
of a simple hexose sugar. such as glucose (dextrans) or levulose (levan.~). 
In others, the structure is chemically much more complex, being formed 
of units of simple sugars (glucose, mannose, and galactose). derived 
sugars (amino sugars). and sugar acids (gluconic and glucuronic). The 
slime layer is not an integral part of the cell but a result of iL~ meta
bolic activity, and consequently it is greatly inOuenced by the 
environmenr The capsular material confers type specificity on the 
organism; for example, the type of pneumonia which develops in a host 
depends on the molecular composition of the capsule. 

The chemical composition of the cell wall varies with different 
bacteria. All bacteria are made up of proteins and complex carbohydrates 
or polysaccharides, frequently with large amounts of fat or lipids. The 
structural component of the cell wall is murein. The most commonly 
studied cell waJls most studied are Staphylococcus aureus, a compleit 
polymer of N acetylglucosamine (the basic structural unit in chitin from 
insect exoskeletons). In general. bacteria cell walls appear to be double 
or triple layered structures. The cell wall limits the volume occupied 
by the cytoplasm. providing a strong rigid structural component that 
can support the high osmotic pressure caused by high concentrations 
of cytoplasmatic content in the cell. The cell wall also plays an impor
tant role in cell division and a major role in regulating the passage of 
various materials between the internal and external environment of the 
organism. 

Bacteria can be divided into two large groups on the basis of a dif
ferential staining technique called the gram stain. These two groups 
of bacteria differ mainly in their cell walls: gram-positive and gram
negative cell walls. The gram-positive cell walls consist of 60 to 
JOO percent murein. Some have a glycerol type of teichoic acid located 
between the cell membrane and the cell wall. Gram-negative cell walls 
are chemically more complex, containing about 10 10 20 pen:ent murein 
There is a second structure outside of this layer composed of proteins 
and fatty acids linked to polysaccharides. 

The cytoplasmic membrane. located just inside the rigid cell wall, 
is a semipermeable membrane composed mainly of proteins and lipids 
acting as pan of the osmotic barrier between the external and internal 
environments of the cell, regulating the permeability of substances 
entering and leaving the cell. It contains many of the oxidation-reduction 
enzyme systems concerned with energy metabolism. The cytoplasmic 
membrane accounts for 8 to 10 percent of the dry weight of the entire 
cell, and it is chemically composed of a molecule containing a 
lipoprotein. 

The cytoplasmic membrane always initiates division of the cell and, 
because of its semipermeable na1ure. plays an important role in con
trolling the passage of waste producL' ou1 of the cell without permit
ting the cell contents to escape. The cytoplasm is 1he internal environ
ment of the cell. It is a colloidal system coniaining sail~. sugars. pro
teins, fats, carbohydrates. vitamins. granules, and other materials 
characteristic of a particular organism. The major component of liv
ing cells is water, which accounts for approitimately 75 percent of the 
total mass of the cell. It serves as the medium in which soluble com
ponents are diffused, and it serves to hydrate large molecules whose 
functions depend nol only on their chemical composition bul on their 
configuration in space as well. The cytoplasm contains most of the en
zymes necessary for metabolic proces;es of the cell and growth of the 
organism. 

Procaryotic cells, or cells restricled only to microorganisms. do not 
poss~ss a true nucleus. The nuclear region is seen as a weakJy con
tr~stmg area that contains thin fibrillar material of deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA), the genetic material of the cell. Sometimes more than one 
n~clear regio~ is seen in a single cell, but each of these probably con
tains only a smgle DNA molecule. 

Various inclusions have been observed in the cytoplasm, such as 
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granules of starch-like compounds called ganulose. flat droplets, 
pigments, and a polymer of inorganic phosphate called volutin. Under 
deficient conditions these granules are broken down to provide useful 
energy and building blocks to the cell. When fru from inclusions, the 
cytoplasm appears homogeneous.The cytoplasm also contains some 
particles called ribosomes which arc pan of the protein synthesizing 
machinery of the cell composed of ribonucleic acid (RNA) and protein. 
The bacteria nucleus differs from 1he nucleus in higher organisms 
because it has no membrane with only one chrom<>llOme in the form 
of a ring. 

Many types of bacteria have the ability to move by themlielves. Almost 
all spiral bacteria and many of the bacilli are motile. Cocci are usually 
nonmotile. The propulsive mechanism of motion is a threadlike 
appendage called Oagellum, arising from within the cytoplasmic mem
brane, generally several times the length of the cell. Motility can be 
observed most satisfactorily in young cultures. 

A large number of bacteria have short fibers. called pili or fimbriae, 
attached to their walls. These filamentous appendages, usually shoner 
than flagella. are composed of protein and have been found only in 
gram-negative bacteria. Such bacteria have more tendency to stick to 
each other because pili apparently are used for attachment to the sur
faces. Pili can be dissociated into smaller identical subunits called pilin. 
This accumulated mat is referred to as a glycocalyit. 

MICROBIAL FU~CTIONS 
Nutritional Requirements 

Microorganisms can be classified into three major groups based on 
the types of material used as energy source.'>: (I) chcmoorganotrophs 
that use the energy of organic compounds; (2) photoautotrophs tha1 
utilize radian energy: and (3) chemolithtotrophs that oxidize inorganic 
molecules. Most bacteria are chcmoorganotrophs. 

As do other forms of life, bacteria require water. minerals, vitamins. 
and sources of carbon and nitrogen for much the same purposes, but 
in relatively smaller quantities; tap water will often meet their mineral 
needs. Necessary mineral ions mcludc such trace elements as 
molybdenum, manganese. and cobalt. Phosphates are frequently added 
to a media, both as a source of phosphorus for the synthesis of nucleic 
acids and as a buffer for the media against occssive acidity to neutralize 
acids. Tables 1 and 2 list the major and minor bi~lements. respec
tively, their sources, and some of their functions in metabolism. 

c 
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re 

Tabk I 
The Ten Major Bio-Elmlt'nts. Their Sources, and 

Somt ol Their Functions in Mkroorganisms: 
Adapted From Bacterial Metabolism CGilttscbalk, 1979) 

orgo.nlc compound$, C02 
02. H2(). orgaruc compounds, CO:! nwn con<lltucn11 of cell ma~al 
H2, H20. orgllnic compounds 
Nll•4. H0-3. N1. ~anic compound! 
S01·4, llS·, SO, S202·3, coostituenrofcysicinc. melhlOOlnc 
orgamc •ulfor compounds lluamin pyrophospharc, cocnzymr: A. 

biotin, and lipoic acid 

HP02·4 consli1uen1 or nucleic lie.ids, phospholipids 
and nucleotides 

K+ principal inorganic cation in lhe cell, 
cofac!Or of some enzymes 

Mg2+ coracior or many cney!lle$ (e.g., ltinues); 
prcscnr in cell walls, membranes, and phosphalC 
eslcn 

Ca2+ cof1e10r of enzymes; pesenl in cxoenzymes 
(amylucs, proieues); Ca-dipicolinale is an 
importanl componcn1 of cndosporc$ 

Fe2+, Fc3• prucnt in cytochromcs, fcrrcdo~ins, and other 
lmll-sulfur proteins; cof ..:tor or enzymes 
(some dchydralllScs) 



The chief vitamin requirement for bacteria is B complex. Biological 
assay methods based on these requirements for specific vitamins or 
minerals by specific strains of bacteria have been developed7

• 

The source of carbon in synthetic media is usually glucose but other 
carbohydrates can be used in a diagnostic test. Because few species 
form lipases, or enzymes capable of hydrolyzing fats, generally they 
do not use fats as such. However, many can utilize salts of the lower 
fatty acids, especially acetic and butyric acids (and other organic acids), 
required mainly for synthesis of cell protein7

• For precise study of 
bacterial physiology, a synthetic medium made from known constituents 
is preferable. 

The energy released by a catalyzed enzyme oxidation of carbon, 
whether a PAH or glucose, is accumulated in the chemical bonds of 
the adenosine-5- triphosphate (ATP) when formed from the addition 
of inorganic phosphate Hl0

4
4- (Pi) to adenosine diphosphate (ADP) 

in a vital energy process required by all living cells called oxidative 
phosphorylation. Cellular processes utilize the energy of biological ATP 
changing back to adenosine-5-diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic 
phosphate in a reverse reaction (Fig. 1). The formation of phosphate 
bonds requires energy. The energy stored in ATP is released when the 
bond connecting the last phosphate is broken. The principle involved 
when ATP absorbs the energy given off during oxidation and transfers 
it to the different processes of the cell is called energy coupling and 
is applied to many metabolic reactions. The energy liberated in these 
reactions is directed primarily toward biosynthesis of cell materials 
(Fig. 2). 

Adenosfne tr1phosphate (ATP) 

Pi ft -o - P - o - P - o - iedenos1nel + 
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Relation Between Adenosine Triphosphate ATP and 
Adenosine Diphosphate 

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) consists of a monosaccharide called 
ribose to which a nitrogen heterocycle, adenine, and a triphosphate group 
are attached. The triphosphate group has two phosphates bonds. They 
work as excellent phosphorylating agents and are used as such in a large 
number of reactions by all organisms, activating the intermediates of 
cell metabolism to further reactions of condensation, cleavage, and 
reduction. 

The chemical change in the body of living organisms depends on 
enzymes. The enzymes formed by a bacterial cell determine whether 
a bacterium can digest a complex material and use it for food. These 
compounds are biological catalysts that increase the rate of reaction 
but are not used up in the process. Enzymes are very large protein 
molecules that bind to the substrate, reacting chemically. Substrate is 
defined as the compound on which an enzyme exerts its catalytic effect. 
Inside each microbial cell about 4,000 to 10,000 different chemical 
reactions take place in order for that to grow and functions. Each 
enzyme has a special region on to which it binds, called an active site, 
as well as specific activity for the substrate. Certain substances known 
as inhibitors prevent or slow down the action of enzymes. Competitive 
inhibitors are molecules similar to those of the substrate. They bind 
reversibly at the active site, stopping the enzyme from catalyzing the 
reactions. 

Molecules involved in a reaction must have a certain amount of energy, 
called the activation energy. Enzymes decrease the activation energy 
barrier of the reaction resulting in more product in a shorter period 
of time. Some enzymes need an extra non-protein part essential for 
their functioning, called a cofactor. If the cofactor is an organic molecule 
it is called a coenzyme. 

The utilization of 0
2 

as an electron acceptor is called respiration and 
can be measured by the uptake of oxygen gas by the respiring organism. 
Many respiratory reactions are fundamental for almost all forms of life, 
including bacteria. If free oxygen enters the reaction, it is called aerobic 
respiration. Atmospheric oxygen functions as the final hydrogen acceptor 
in the series of oxidation and reduction reactions and liberates the energy 
from food in the metabolic process. When 0

2 
accepts electrons, it is 

reduced to H20. Since enzymes are proteins and exist in living cells, 
certain environmental conditions, such as temperature, pH, and salt 
concentration, must be met in order for the enzyme to be active. 

One of the most important factors affecting the rate of microbial 
growth is environmental temperature. There is always a temperature 
below which growth will not occur because of the deactivation of the 
enzyme-catalyzed system, as well as a maximum at which heat 
denaturalization will occur. Between these limits, there is an optimum 
temperature for bacterial growth, resulting in a very rapid increase in 
the rate of activation of heat-sensitive cell components, such as enzymes, 
ribosomes, DNA, and membranes• In general, an increase in 
temperature produces increased molecular motion which promotes more 
rapid bacterial growth. Most enzymes experience their optimum activity 
at a temperature between 20 °C and 30 °C. 

The hydrogen ion concentration (i.e., the acidity or alkalinity) of the 
solution markedly affects the activity of an enzyme. Some enzymes 
are active at rather low acid pH values, pH 3 to 4, while others may 
be active at alkaline pH values as high as 11 or 12. The majority of 
bacteria (whole cell) prefer a neutral medium neither markedly acid 
nor alkaline, demonstrating a maximum activity in the range of pH 6 
to 8. 

Additional concentrations of sodium chloride have been shown to 
increase bacterial growth by increasing the osmotic pressure up to an 
optimal point. However, when the concentration is too high, osmotic 
pressure is raised to a level that inhibits bacterial growth. 

Reproduction of Bacteria and Population Growth 

Sexual reproduction has been demonstrated in only a few bacteria; 
they are, for the most part, asexual. Bacteria multiply by an elongation 
of the cell, followed by a division of the enlarged cell into two cells 
by a ~eg~tative proces~ called binary fission. Although bacteria can 
vary .1~ size, they ~etam their unicellular structure, and the primary 
defimt10n of bactenal growth is reflected in an increase in the number 
of individuals. When a bacterial cell grows and divides, the final out-
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come is two cells where there was one. Cell division requires the 
doubling of all cell constituents and their orderly partitioning into two 
daughter cells. For this process to be completed, therefore, every atom 
and molecule in the parent cell has to be duplicated and then inserted 
into its correct place in the developing structure that will eventually 
become the mature daughter cell. 

Under favorable conditions almost all bacteria are able to reproduce 
very rapidly. Nuclear division is the first step, followed by the division 
of the cytoplasm into two equal portions separated by an inward growth 
of the cytoplasmatic membrane. A cross wall then divide' the cell. pro
viding each daughter cell with a complete cell wall, followed by the 
final step which separates the sister cells, right after the cell wall is 
formed. Some bacteria do not separate ea.~ily and form chains. When 
long chains are formed, they appear to he rough or wrinkled because 
of the resistance to their continued elongation'· 

Growth of a single cell with an orderly increase m the cons\ltuenh 
of the cell is going on all the time. while multiplication is only occurring 
at the instant of the division•. When bacteria are inoculated in a 
suitable medium and incubated under optimum conditions. the popula
tion of bacteria generally increases through several well defined steps 
(Fig. 3) in a predictable manner. 

Reproduction usually docs not begin immediately. If conditions are 
favorable, a period of adaptation to the new environment is required 
by the organisms to begin their growth. This is called the lag phase 
and its duration usually varies from an hour to several days depending 
on the type of bacteria, the age of the culture, and the available nutrients 
provided in the medium. This period is characteriz.ed by the lag in multi
plication only since the cells are very active metabolically (Fig. 3). 
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Figun: 3 
A Common Form of Bacu:ria Growth Under Favorable Conditions 

Following the lag phase is the period of most rapid reproduction in 
which the typical charactcristio of active cells are observed. This i~ 
the period of exponential growth. Individual cells grow approximately 
linearly with time, while the population of cells grow exponentially, 
doubling at each period of cell division. It i~ the phllliC of a constant 
and rapid generation time, called the log phase. 

When rapid growth is halted by exhaustion of nutrients. a Jdirn:nt 
supply of oxygen or an accumulation of toxic end product. growth 
declines to a point where the number of cells remains constant. This 
is called the stationary phase. During this phase the cells remain in 
a state of suspended animation. The length of 1he stationary phase 
depends upon favorable condi1ion' and the specific ITUCroorganism. 
Unl~ss the c~lls arc lransferred into a new environment capable of sup
partmg continued growth, they will eventually die. This death phase 
in old cultures often becomes exponential in a repeated process until 
no cells remain. 

Kinetics of Bacterial Growth 

When the logarithm of the number of cells 1s plollcd ver;us the time 
of growth, a straight line results. The rate of exponential growth is 
usua~ly expressed as the generation time. or doubling time, which is 
the lime 1t takes for the populatmn to double". Bacterial cells can be 
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maintained in the logarithmic phase by continually transferring them 
to a fresh medium of the same constitution. The process can be con
tinued au1omatically by using a chemostat11 

The generation time of an organism can be detcnnined during the 
log phase. At thb period, some cclh are just beginning to divide, othm 
are half divided, and still others are finishing division. Each genera
tion resullli in a doubling of the cell number. With this infonnation, 
the following can be used to calculate the genera1ion time: 
B. = number of bacteria at beginning of time interval 
B, = number of bacteria at end of any interval of time (l) 

g = generation time, usually expressed in minutest = time, usually 
expre"sed in minutes 

n = number of generalions 
B, = B .. > 2• 

By taking the logarithms of both sides of the equation, we find 

log B, = log B.. + n log 2 

Solving for n yields 

log B, - log B .. 
n = ~~~~~~~~~-

log 2 

Smee by definition 

n 

and 

n = 

g 

Substitution generates the l'ollCMing equations: 

g 

then 

g = 

= log 81 - log Bo 

log 2 

t log 2 

log Bt - log Bo 

Generation time depends on the type or organism, concentration of 
available nutrients. temperaiure. pH, and oxygen. In general, species 
muhiply rapidly when pro1o·ided with faYOrable conditions"'. 

MICROBIAL PROCFSSES 

The Concept Of Biotransformation!Biodegradation: 
Polycyclic Aromatit' Hydrocarbon Degradation A.§ A Case Study 
lmmduction 

Microbial metabolism of hydrocarbons has been reported in the litera-
1ure for several decades. Some of the first investigations date back as 
early as 1928, when Gray and Thornton" first reponed soil bacteria 
rnpable of decomposing certain aromatic compounds. In 1941. Bushnell 
and Haas~ documented microbial degradation of certain hydrocarbons. 
Sisler and Zobell':, in 1947 used microorganisms of marine origin in 
their experiments to degrade aromatic hydrocarbons. They studied the 
utiliz.ation of polycyclic aromatic hydmcarbons (PAHs) by mixed cultures 
of marine bacteria. PAHs were introduced into seawa1er cultures ad· 
\nrbed lo ignited sand. The ru11oun1 of PAH metabolized by the bacteria 
wa~ determined by measuring the amount of carbon dioxide evolved 
m hydrocarbon oxidation and subtracting carbon dio~ide produced by 
the control cultures. In these experiments. phenanthrcne and anthraccne 
were metabolized more rapidly than naphthalene. bcnz(a)anthracene. 
and dibenz(a,h)anthracene•: 

In the present decade, it is well known that hydrocarbons an-; 
ubiquitous in the environment and even found in relatively pristine are.as. 
Their sources are of natural as well as anthropogenic origin. Due to 



the toxicity, mutagenicity and carcinogenicity that many of them exhibit 
after undergoing metabolic activation, hydrocarbons in the environment 
may pose a hazard to the biota and, ultimately, to human health13 

Major environmental fate/transport mechanisms include: 
evaporation (volatilization) 
photochemical oxidation 
sedimentation 
microbial degradation 

Of these, microbial degradation is the area most extensively studied 
and commercialized as evidenced by the most recent developments in 
biotechnology and genetic engineering. It is a major mechanism for 
compound removal from sediments and terrestrial systems. Microbial 
degradation of aromatic hydrocarbons by bacteria as well as fungi has 
been documented in numerous publications. The degradation processes 
are generally inversely proportional to the ring size of the respective 
PAH molecule. The lower weight PAHs are degraded more rapidly, while 
molecules with more than three condensed rings generally do not serve 
as amenable substrates for microbial growth24

, hence, the effectiveness 
of creosote as a wood preservative. 

Aromatic and Aliphatic Hydrocarbons 

The capacity of microorganisms to grow in a given habitat is deter
mined by their ability to utilize the nutrients in their surroundings 14 

Among the energy sources available to be utilized by soil heterotrophic 
microorganisms are cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, starch, chitin, 
sugars, proteins, hydrocarbons and various other compounds 14 • 

Numerous hydrocarbons, or their derivatives, are naturally synthesized 
within the soil while others are added to the soil from various pollu
tion sources. Their mineralization and formation by the indigenous 
microflora are a fundamental component in the general carbon cycle14 . 

The three major types of microbial metabolism are: fermentation, 
aerobic respiration and anaerobic respiration 15

•
16

. Aerobic respiration 
plays the most important role in the transformation of PAHs. Very lit
tle anaerobic respiration of PAHs has been reported. However, anaerobic 
biodegradation of PAHs has been observed where suited electron ac
ceptors were supplied 17 Aerobic respiration initially involves the in
corporation of molecular oxygen in the hydrocarbon molecules. The 
hydrocarbons are then converted to more oxidized products. Energy 
produced during these oxidation processes is partially used in the syn
thesis of protoplasmic constituents 15

• 

Definition 
Hydrocarbons are compounds containing carbon and hydrogen. 
Aliphatic hydrocarbons are straight or branched chain hydrocarbons 

of various lengths. Aliphatic hydrocarbons are contained naturally in 
waxes and other constituents of plant tissues as well as in petroleum 
or petroleum products. Their transformations are therefore of great 
significance in the terrestrial carbon cycle14

• The rate of their decom
position is markedly affected by the length of the hydrocarbon chain14 

Aromatic hydrocarbons contain the benzene ring as the parent 
hydrocarbon. Several benzene rings joined together at two or more ring 
carbons form PAHs. The toxicity of these molecules is determined by 
the arrangement and configuration of the benzene rings. The hydrogens 
in the aromatic hydrocarbons may or may not be substituted by a variety 
of groups. Some of the common substituents are -Cl, chloro; -Br, bromo; 
-I, iodo; -N0

2
, nitro; -NO, nitroso; and -CN, cyano60 

Sources and Formation 
Most of the aromatic hydrocarbons are initially formed by the 

pyrolysis of organic material 15
• In this process, the temperature deter

mines the type of compound formed. For example, unsubstituted PAHs 
are formed at high temperatures (2,000 C) whereas alkyl-substituted 
molecules predominate at 80-150 C. The latter temperature range is 
usually associated with the formation of petroleum15 Generally, PAHs 
are formed when organic material containing carbon and hydrogen is 
subjected to temperatures exceeding 700 C, which is the case in pyrolytic 
processes and with incomplete combustion 16 Some common sources 
associated with incomplete combustion are cigarette smoke, automobile 
exhaust, and industrial processes. 

The higher the number of joined benzene rings, the lower the rate 

of degradation. The very high molecular weight PAHs are less signifi
cant in environmental pollution problems, due to their low volatility 
and solubility 16

. The growth rates of bacteria on PAHs are directly 
related to the solubilities of the PAHs 16

. Solubility and relative adsor
bance are the most important physical properties that influence the rate 
of transformation. Among the chemical properties, photochemical reac
tivity is the most relevant. Tricyclic or larger PAH and related 
heterocyclic systems show a very reactive photochemical behavior. They 
have strong UV adsorption at wavelengths longer than 300 nm (present 
in solar radiation) and most are readily photo oxidized. Photo oxida
tion plays one of the major roles in the removal of PAHs from the 
environment17

•
18

·
19 Adsorbed PAHs are photo oxidized more rapidly 

than dissolved PAHs 16
• 

The chemical structures of some of the major aromatic hydrocar
bons are shown well known 15 Biological activity of these compounds 
depends on their inherent stereochemistry. The addition of another 
benzene ring in a select position of the compound can result in the for
mation of a powerful carcinogen, even if the parent compound does 
not exhibit much toxicity2°. The reactive sites of the molecules are 
called "Bay-regions20 

." Such a Bay region is found in phenanthrene, 
the simplest PAH. It resembles that of benz(a)-anthracene and 
benz(a)pyrene, and is the region between an angular benzo ring and 
the rest of the molecule21 •22 • If dihydrodiol-epoxides are formed in this 
region, the molecule becomes very biologically reactive and is suspected 
to be a ultimate carcinogen. The primary active carcinogen is usually 
in the form of a diol epoxide21 . Phenanthrene itself has been shown 
to be inactive or only slightly mutagenic in Salmonella assays, but its 
metabolites may be highly mutagenic and tumorigenic22

. 

Historically, it was believed, that a certain area, called the "K region" 
was related specifically to the carcinogenic potential of a hydrocarbon 
compound. Evidence now suggests that activation of PAHs is not likely 
associated with this K region, but rather occurs via a two step oxida
tion with the eventual formation of dihydrodiol epoxide20 Another 
portion of the molecule, called the "L region" can increase the 
carcinogenic potency of the molecule, if there are substituents on these 
positions (i.e., the 7 and 12 carbons in benz(a) anthracene-20

• 

Microbial Metabolism of Hydrocarbons 
There are various and controversial scenarios reported in the literature 

as to the physical form under which the hydrocarbons are metabolized. 
Some studies indicate the presence of large hydrocarbon droplets, others 
mention micro-drops as small or smaller than the microbial cells, still 
others suggest the importance of the water soluble fraction (WSF) or 
the utilization of the hydrocarbons in a vapor phase23 There are also 
reports on the importance of emulsifying agents for initiating hydrocar
bon utilization. However, most reported microbial hydrocarbon 
metabolism processes are intracellular oxidation processes23

• 

Historically, most of the investigations of PAH biodegradation were 
concerned with measuring the amount of C0

2 
produced or the frac

tions of the toxicants (parent, molecule) converted into CO . In these 
early studies, co2 production was the major focus of atte~tion with 
little consideration paid to the intermediates formed. Only recently has 
it been recognized that there is a need to investigate these metabolites 
and the ratio of polar compounds to C02 • The oxygenated polar com
pounds may be highly mutagenic and/or accumulative in the aquatic/ter
restrial environment and thus be dangerous to living cells. Recent ad
vances in analytical techniques (such as Thin Layer Chromatography 
and/or MS) have revealed the subtle complexity of biotransformation 
intermediates and end products. 

Bacterial Transformation (Biotransformation) 
Bacteria are the dominant group involved in the degradation of PAHs. 

The most widely occurring species are Pseudomonas, Myobacterium, 
Acinetobacter, Arthrobacter, Bacillus and Nocardia 14 • Bacteria can 
oxidize ~AHs ranging from the size of benzene to benzo(a)pyrene. For 
more highly condensed PAHs, there is little evidence of bacterial 
oxidation15 

·The mechanisms used by bacteria for the introduction of hydroxyl 
moieties into PAHs will depend on whether the substrate contains alkyl 
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substituents". The initial step of aromatic metabolism consists of the 
modification or removal of substituents on the benzene rings and the 
introduction of hydroxyl groupsn The first metabolites of un
substituted PAHs created by bacteria are cis-dihydrodiols, formed by 
the incorporation of two atoms of molecular oxygen. Fungi, in con
trast, form trans-dihydrodiols. The enzymes catalyzing these processes 
are oxygenases, known as cytochrome P • .., enzyme complexes. 
Bacteria use dioxygenases, a multi-component enzyme system consisting 
of a flavoprotein, an iron-sulfur protein, and a ferrodoxin°. 

Although, initial phases of the degradation pathways differ, the 
reactions proceed such that only a few common and key intermediates 
are produced. These few are then metabolized by essentially similar 
processes. Most common of these intermediates are catechol. proto
catechuic acid, and to a lesser degree, gent.isic acid"' These three 
molecules have in common the presence of two hydroxyls. The products 
of these reactions, namely pyruvate, fumarate, and succinate may then 
be incorporated in the TCA and other biochemical cycles. The degrada
tion pathways involved are dictated by the site of cleavage of the aromatic 
nucleus. 

Naphthalene and its alkylated homologs are among the most water
soluble and potentially toxic compounds in petroleum. The product of 
bacterial oxidation of naphthalene is catechol. There are also different 
pathways for the bacterial oxidation of phenanthrene" Oxidation of 
this compound by fungi has not been reported. Special interest has been 
paid by various researchers to the degradation of anthracene and its 
derivatives. 11lCSC compounds are not acutely toxic, but possess a struc
ture also found in other carcinogenic PAHs'' Degradation of 
anthracene has been reponed by bacteria as well as fungi and follows 
the general degradation pattern of the other PAHs. 

Fungal Transformation (Biotransfomuuionlbiodegrruialion) 
Many fungi cannot grow with PAHs as a sole source of carbon and 

energy, but still have the ability to oxidize these compounds~ Fungi 
carry out reactions similar to mammals in the degradation process. 
Therefore. fungi are often used as model systems. Their enzyme systems 
for the oxidation of PAHs differs from that of bacteria (e.g., mono
oxygenases) and is similar to that of higher organisms. The cytochrome 
P.,., mono-oxygenase system catalyzes the initial steps in the oxidation 
of these lipophilic PAHs. Many fungi add hydroxyls to the ring struc
tures without being able to open the ring, but subsequent ring opening 
and cleavage of ether bonds can then be brought about through com
etabolic conversions'". Cometabolism is defined as the metabolism of 
a compound by a microorganism that the cell is unable to use as an 
energy source or source of growth"' An example for a fungal 
metabolic pathway quite similar to those in mammalian systems for the 
oxidation of naphthalene is given by Douu:on:• In contrast to bacteria, 
fungi incorporate only one atom of molecular oxygen into naphthalene 
via a cytochrome P.'° mono-oxygenasell. 

BIOKINETICS OF PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS 
IN SLUDGES/SOILS IN A BIOLOGICAL 
CONTACT UNIT (BCU) 

Introduction 
The following section reviews the results of data sets generated in 

a laboratory/field pilot test of a biological contact unit for the semi
continuous treatment of petroleum hydrocarbons. Investigations were 
carried out in a multiple-task effort to achieve, by microbiological 
methods, detoxification of contaminated soils at an abandoned 
petrochemical facility along the Mississippi River. This faci.lity, 
designated a CERCLA/SARA site by state and regional environmental 
agencies, presented particular difficulties using non-biological conven
tional methods in accomplishing remediation due to close proximity 
to the flood protection levee (dike) system of the river. Wa.'ite materials, 
consisting primarily of aliphatic and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAH's) found in buried soil/sludges and lagoon wastes were examined. 
Optimal toxicant loading levels were evaluated on the basis of 
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biodegradative potential tests and acute toxicity of leachate. 
Microbial ATP and microbial diversity were used in conjunction with 

the Microtox,. Test to establish an acceptable land treatment experi
mental design. The biodegradative potential of the microbial consor
tium was evaluated using laboratory mcsocosms (phase U) at a predeler
mined optimal waste loading rate, based on percentage oil and grease 
<O&G), mixed with a predetermined optimal soil mixture of river silt 
and sandy clay (one pan river silt: two parts sandy clay). Experimental 
mesocosms were inoculated with an adapted indigenous microflora. 
Microbial ATP, microbial diversity and the Microtox,. test were used 
to establish the detoxification efficiency. Quantitative toxicant concen
trations and transformations were documented by GC/MS methods. 
GC/MS data in phase D studies (mesocosms) and phase ill studies (field 
verification studies) documented substantial biotransformation and 
biodegradation of the wastes at these optimized loading rates. 

The hazardous waste site investigated was located on the East bank 
of the Missis.-.ippi River near Darrow, LA. The site was designared as 
a priority Mle for Superfund assistance in April.1982, scoring highest 
out of the five qualifying sites in Louisiana, with 48.98 on the EPA 
Superfund list. This abandoned oil reclamation facility, the Inger Oil 
Refinery, wa..~ operated between 1967 and 1978. Waste oils were brought 
to the site by barge and truck. re-processed in cracking tcMCrs by healing. 
With produced ftnaJ produel'i being transported from the faciJity by truck. 
As pan of plant operatiorui, sludges were stored in large, open lagoons 
and/or buried shallow pits. Some wastes were spilled into an adjacent 
swamp in March 1978. contaminating a tot.al of 16 acres of the surroun
ding area. This spill was associated with the unloading of used oil from 
a barge in the Mississippi River. A shut-off valve failure or human enor 
led 10 ovenopping a tank and a containment area. Failure by the owner 
to clean up the site resulted in the formal declaration by the Louisiana 
Environment.al Control Commission in June. 1981. that the site was 
abandoned. 

The site occupies about sixteen acres. including a 7.5 acre swamp. 
The most highly contaminated wastes arc found in the tanks.. lagoons, 
and diked containment areas. Conlllminalion is found to a depch ofduee 
to five feet in the areas of the closed lagoon and filled portions of rhe 
~-wamp. Swamp sediments are less contaminated. The wastes identified 
at the site were consistent with the nature of the oil reclamation plant 
They were mixtures of refinery oils, motor oils, and lubricating oils. 
As is typical of waste oils. hazardous priority pollutants such as bemr.ne, 
toluene and PAH's were present. No PCB's were found; very low IC\ds 
of chlorinated hydrocarbons and low levels of heavy metals were fuund. 

The site soil consists predominantly of silty and sandy clays, sills 
and fine sands. to a depth of about U5 to 125 feet"'. Below this is a 
substratum silty sand. a potential water supply source. The average \W

tical and horimntal permeability is about 1 x 10-1 cm/sec (10 ft/ year). 
Groundwater was em.'OUntered generally at a depth of six to twelve fed, 
however rising to within a few feet of the ground surface. Trace lllDOlldS 

of some tw.ardous compounds had migrated venically through the site 
soils to depths of 20 feet or more. Trace amounts (parts per billion) 
were found in the groundwater at the site to a depth of 75 feet. The 
potential for continued vertical and horizontal migration of huanlous 
compounds exists. 

Pure wastes were classified as "buried waste" and "lagoon~ .. 
with the river silt (control) IOr all laboratory and field testsM. All were 
collected from the site and analyzed prior to waste application as deter· 
mined by GC and GC/MS. About 24 polynuclear aromatics (PNAs) 
were identified (F-2 fraction) and 22 aliphatic hydrocarbons (F-1 frac
tion)'. Quanlitation was by external standard GC in all cases. Some 
analyses were semi-quantitative due to problems in obtaining accurate 
external standards. Large dilution factors necessary to prevent GC ddec-
1or saturation also conlributed to variability in wustc analysis. Detec
tion limits for both fractions was 10 ppm due to the large dilution factots 
and the lower response factors of the higher molecular weight com· 
ponents. The detection limit for the control soil, however. was 1 ppm. 

Optimal toxicant loading rates, determined in earlier screening tests, 

were shown to be acceptable for inducing microbial biotransforma
tion/biodegradation in laboratory mesocosms and field application plolS 
with minimal acute leachate toxicity. In the above studies, all compounds 



Element 

Zn 

Mn 

Na 

a 
Mo 

Se 

Co 

Cu 
w 
Ni 

Table 2 
Minor Bio-elements, their Sources, and Some of their 

Functions in Microorganisms 
[Adapted from Bacterial Metabolism (Gottschalk, 1979)) 

Zn2+ 

Mn2+ 

Na+ 

Cl-
Mo2-4 

Se02-3 

Co2+ 

Cu2+ 
W02-4 
Ni2+ 

Source Function m Metabolism 

present in alcohol dehydrogenase, alkaline 
phosphatase, aldolase, RNA and DNA 
polymerase 

present in bacterial superoxide dismutase; 
cofactor of some enzymes (PEP carboxykinase, 
re-citrate synthase) 

required by halophilic bacteria 

present in nitrate reductase, nitrogenase, and 
fonnate dehydrogenase 

present in glycine reductase and 
fonnate dehydrogenase 

present in coenzyme B 12-containing enzymes 
(glutamate mutase, methylmalony!-CoA 
mutase) 

present in cytochrome oxidase and oxygenases 
present in some fonnate dehydrogenases 
present in urease; required for autotrophic 
growth of hydrogen-oxidizing bacteria 

analyzed exhibited decreases in concentration over time for both 
laboratory and field tests. The decreases were mostly attributed to 
microbial activity by the indigenous soil microflora. However, undefined 
abiotic losses were noted and need to be further studied. Both waste 
types, the lagoon and buried wastes, at loading rates of 2.5 % and 4 % , 
were degraded by the indigenous microflora. Microtox™ data suggested, 
that time periods between sequential reloadings need to be carefully 
evaluated and adjusted according to environmental parameters to pre
vent downward leaching of organic constituents. 

Analyses of mesocosm data provided indications of the biotic and 
abiotic factors affecting toxic chemical breakdown in field studies. Com
parisons of toxicant half-life estimates of targeted waste toxicants in 
mesocosm tests and field validation tests is shown in Tuble 3 and Table 4. 

Addition of Commercial lnoculum 
In addition to investigations of the biotransformation processes by autochthonous 

microflora, it 'MIS of special interest to evaluate the use of a commercially available 
blend of bacterial cultures. These commercial cultures are marketed for their 
known ability to biodegrade polynuclear aromatics. Their application is refer
red to by the supplier as "bioaugmentation." The inoculum used in the experi
ment was purchased from Microbe Masters, Inc., Baton Rouge, LA. Three of 
the 9 mesocosms were inoculated with the commercial bacterial blend at the 
suggested rate of O.oI lb/ 4.5 kg soil mixture and contained waste at 43 load 
plus the inoculum. 

The commercial inoculum showed an enhanced degradation rate for these com
pounds over the first 14 days of the experiment. The rate of degradation was 
almost linear for the observed time period. The autochthonous or adapted 
mesocosms at the 4 % load again exhibited an initial lag phase of biotransfor
mation, indicative of some microbial acclimation to the waste loading. Minimal 
degradation was observed over the first 14 days of the experiment. Following 
day 14, however, there was an increase intoxicant degradation rates. Biotransfor
mation rates, at concentrations at or approaching 40 % residual of the original 
toxicant addition for both autochthonous and commercial inoculum, were similar. 
However these rates were noted for commercial mesocosms on day 7 and 
autochth~nous microcosms at day 28. This was directly attributable to relative 
viable biomass contributions. Commercial inocula exceeded autochthonous levels 
during the first two weeks of the study. Final residual concentrations for both 
inocula were similar. Half-life estimates for compound disappearance for all 
mesocosms are summarized in Table 3. 

At the conclusions of field investigations, noticeable variation in biotransfor
mation/degradation by the commercially available mutated bacterial cultures over 
the autochthonous microflora 'MIS evident. Residual levels for 4 % O&G loadings 

Table 3 
Residual Concentrations of Toxicants in Mesocosms 

Mesocosm Toxicant(Load*) Residual* 

2.5% O&O Acenapthalene(20) 0.2 ( 1.0) 
(autochthonous) Anthracene(97) 4.2 ( 1.0) 

Phenanthrene(l 38) 1.3 ( 1.5) 

4.0%0&0 Acenapthalene( 46) 3.6 ( 1.1) 
(autochthonous) Anthracene(l 18) 12.1 ( 1.0) 

Phenanthrene( 167) 6.6 ( 1.5) 

4.0%0&0 Acenapthalene( 43) Adjusted 
(autochthonous) Anthracene(l54) Adjusted 

Phenanthrene(l42) Adjusted 

4.0%0&0 Acenapthalene(57) 0.4 ( 1.0) 
(commercial) Anthracene(149) 4.6 ( 1.1) 

Phenanthrene(202) 5.5 ( 1.5) 

*expressed as mg/kg dry weight soil (based on GC/MS ) 
0 expressed in days . 
Adjusted: correction for acclimation to waste loading 

Table 4 
Residual Concentrations of Toxicants in 

Field Verification Study 

Field Plots Toxicant(Load*) Residual* 

4.0%0&0 Acenapthalene(66) 2.9 ( 1.1) 
(autochthonous) Anthracene(235) 11.8 ( 1.0) 

Phenanthrene(288) 5.9 ( 1.0) 
Phytane(l31) 26.8(1.0) 

4.0%0&0 Acenapthalene( 48) 1.9 ( 1.1) 
(allochtonous) Anthracene(212) 6.8 ( 1.0) 

Phenanthrene(290) 0.9 ( 1.0) 
Phytane( 144) 13.7(1.0) 

* expressed as mg/kg dry weight soil ( based on OC/MS ) 
0 expressed in days 

Half-Life 0 

6.94 
5.31 
4.67 

19.72 
18.91 
14.36 

7.14 
4.98 
5.01 

6.47 
4.65 
4.32 

Half-Life0 

17.24 
14.98 
15.01 
19.66 

9.24 
8.98 

12.01 
10.66 

are shown in Table 4. Specific toxicants were biotransformed at different rates 
and reflected not only loading rates (%0&0) but also inoculum source. Cor
recting for acclimation by the indigenous microflora at 4 % O&G, economic dif
ferences in microbial populations are then seen. Thus, commercial inocula would 
appear to be effective in site remediation from two perspectives: (1) the inocula 
used in this study was technically viable in achieving acceptable rates of toxi
cant biotransformation; (2) although autochthonous (adapted) populations were 
equally effective, an acclimation period must be considered for initial waste 
loading, i.e., the commercial inocula provides a commercially significant ad
vantage in kinetics performance. 

A decision to proceed with site remediation , using a modified biotreatment 
approach, was approved by state and federal environmental agencies. Post-closure 
monitoring of soils and leachate collected from the site was recommended for 
a time period of 30 years after completion of soil biotreatment. 

BIOKINETICS OF PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS IN 
SLUDGES/SOILS IN A LIQUID SOLIDS CONTACT REACTOR 

Introduction. 
The five-ring polynuclear aromatics and related compounds are known to exist 

in many sludges, contaminated soils, and contaminated slurries of materials having 
significant hydrocarbon content. Of particular concern to state and federal agencies 
are the benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(a)anthracene, and chrysene found in chloroaliphatic 
wastes such as creosote waste materials, particularly those materials containing 
high oil and grease concentrations 14 To document to EPA biokinetic data 
on these and other PNAs of concern, liquid /solids contact (LSC) reac-
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tors, were constructed and placed in an environmentally closed laminar 
flow hood and inoculated with acclimated microbial populations 
developed in earlier pentachlorophenol studies 11 

• Sf?ecific 
measurements included microbial ATP for the de1errnina11on of 
microbial biomass". parent compound disappearance, contribution of 
incident UV light on photolytic decompositio~ processes, and. post
treatment residual determinations of dioxins using GC/MS. Particular 
emphasis was on following the degradative pathway of bel\1..o(a)pyrenc 
in creosote sludges. . . . 

Each unit consisted of a 1,000-ml reaction vessel in which tox1cants 
or substrates were introduced via peristaltic pump. Te.mpe~lu!'C ~as 
maintained by a heat lamp system regulated by a proponional ind1cat1ng 
temperature controller. The pH/Eh of the reaction vessc~ was main
tained by a series of controllers connee1ed to t.he penstaluc pumps. or 
gas regulators. Samples were withdrawn aseptically fmm the reaction 
vessel by means ofmicropipet or syringe. Samples co~sisted of aqueous 
slurries, grab-sampled from reactor vessels. at periodic intervals. Con
tents of the agitated reactors were pre.~umed to be homogcnous suspen
sions. However, all calculations of toxicant residuals were determined 
on a dry weight basis. 

LSC Creosote Studies Roughing Cell Reactor and 
Biotreatment Reactor Tests 

At the conclusion of initial abiotic and biotic te.~ts on PAH wash water.. 
contaminated creosote waste was suspended in LSC reactors over a 
seven-day period followed by a 14-day biotreatment test. This seven
day roughing step provided indications of mixing phenomena for 
creosote, predominantly KOOi constituents, and also provided indica
tions of fate of percent ring PNAs associated with these wastes. After 
seven days of high energy contact, the supernatant was transferred to 
a polishing biological reactor cell where additional biological treatment 
was again performed for a 14-day period. Over these time frames. GC 
IMS determinations were made of the primary KOOi constituents as 
well as the chlorinated dioxin and chlorinated furan contaminanL\. 

To identify microbial contributions to PNA degradation. two 
approaches were considered. Sterile LIS contact tests were conducted 
using the aforementioned laboratory approach. Antibiotics were used 
to hinder microbial growth and kinetic response. Comparisons were 
made between abiotic and biotic tests for targeted removal. 

Biotransforma1ion Of Creosote ltbsre KOOi Con.stiwe111s 
Figures 5 and 6 provide information on the residual levels of key 

KOOi constituents for all reactors for roughing cell and biological treat
ment. 1be roughing step involves the actual resuspension and solubiliza
tion of creosote and pentachlorophenol materials over a seven-day 
period. 

LSC Process Treatment: Creosote 
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Figure 5 
KOOi Bio1ramfor1TU1llon 

This key initial step forces the solubilization of the KOOi constituenl\ 
as a result of the addition of surfactant (Triton XIOO, Sigma) and pH 
adjustment (to 7.3) resulting in the increased availability of these 
materials for biological attack. 

The data presented show high concentrdtions of fluorene, phenan
threne, and fluoranthrene for initial waste loading. Reactor cell #I had 
the highest levels of these KOOi constituents in concentrations exceeding 
7!XXJ ppm. Reactors cells #2 - #4 had concentrations approaching 8,000 

. 
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ppm or less with the exception of phenanthrene, averaging 15.000 ppm. 
It is impon.ant to note that the initial concentrdtions varied in terms 
of chemical content, however, they all represented a 20% loading rate 
based on solids for all reactors. With combined microbial addition and 
surfactant addition, the residual level for fluorene. phenanthrene, 
fluoranthrene, and pyrene were greatly reduced after seven days of con
tinuous aeration and agitation. 

Residual concentrations from this roughing cell step, which is then 
normally transferred to a polii.hing reactor \tep, averaged in concen
tration between 500 and 4.000 ppm with phenanthrene appearing to 
be the most resistant to the continuous agitation over a seven day treat
ment period. In reactor test 113, minimal microbial levels were noted 
as determined by direct plate counts and microbial ATP estimates. As 
a consequence of this. minimal rern<J\-al leveli. for all KOOi constituenU 
were noted. In particular, pyrenc and chrysenc resulted in negligible 
biodegradation. Phenanthrene was marginally reduced from 13,000 ppm 
to approximately 10.000 ppm. Fluoranthrcnc and fluorene appeared to 
be the mo\t significantly reduced of the KOOi constituents. 

Reactor #I, having the highest KOOi constituents loading rates, had 
the greatest reduction in total h)'drocarbon content. In particular, pyrene 
and cry..ene were more dramatically reduced in reactor cell II as com
pared 10 reactor cell 113. High biomass leveJs were noted in reactor cell 
#1. Microbial ATP levels exceeded Kr cells per ml for continuous 
treatment. For final biological treatment, phenanthrene and fluorene 
were both significanlly degraded to below 100 ppm residuals within 
21 days. Fluoranthrenc and pyrene were reduced to levels below 500 
ppm over the same time frame. 

Cardnogenic P.'4Hs 
Figure 7 provides information on the initial and final concentrations 

of key five-ring polynuclear aromatics found in creosotclpellla
chlorophenol waste materials. Of panicular interest is the 
bcnz.o(b)fluoranthrenc and benzo..(a) p)rt:ne consutucnts of these wastes. 

As in the previous data sets on KOOi constituents, reacto~ II, 12 and 
#4 provided significant reduction in the fule-ring polynuclear aromatics. 
Reactor cell #I • having the highest accumulated biomass, indiared 
the greatest reductions to < 500 ppm for all constituents. Reactor cell 
#3 which experienced incomplete mixing showed negligible reduction 
in the benzo-(a) pyrene. Note in panicular that benzo-(b) fluoranthreoe 
was not significanlly reduced during this 7-day mixing step. With 
biological treatment. notable reductions were seen for a)J 5-ring PNAs. 
However. as was noted previously. benzo(b) tluranthrene was not as 
significantly reduced as the other PNN.. 
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Summarv 
Thble S provides kinetic expressions for LSC biotreatment of highly 

concentrated PAHs. 

LSC Rationale 
Optimal mixing of PAH waste materials such as creosote can result 

in significant reductions in KOOi constituents. Reactor cell /13 had 
minimal performance in KOOi reductions. This correlated with poor 
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Biokinetic Rates of KOOi Reductions in LSC Reactors 

KOOi Constituent Initial Conccntralion(ppm) Rate: (mg/kg soil/day) 

Phcnanthrene 13,000(mean) 584.8 

Fluorene 7,200(mcan) 316.6 

Fluoranthrene 8,000(mean) 367.4 

Pyrene 6,000(mcan) 261.9 

Benzo(a) pyrene 9,000(mcan) 366.7 

Benzo(b )fluranthrene 13,300(mean) 595.2 

Benzo(a)anthracene 11,000(mean) 521.4 

Mean values are based on 4 replicate LSCs for each experimental and control test and 3 GC sample 

analyse for each day sampled. 

microbial performance and mixing. Thus, a key component in the ability 
to biologically transform these materials rests with the ability to suffi
ciently mix and suspend by wet weight the creosote materials in ques
tion. In subsequent investigations not reported here, more optimal 
mixing of the KOOi materials was achieved with a reconfiguration of 
the reactor cell. This reactor cell includes baffle systems to prevent 
settling and incomplete mixing. Rates of KOOi disappearance responded 
to this improvement in reactor design. 

BICYfRANSFORMATION OF POLYNUCLEAR AROMATICS. 
GEOCHEMICAL INFLUENCES 
IN REFINERY BIOREMEDIATION 

The Requirement For Some Metals By Microorganisms. 
Very low concentrations of certain metals are required by all 

microorganisms for normal cellular functioning. These include 
potassium, magnesium, manganese, calcium, iron, cobalt, copper, zinc, 
and molybdenum. For example, copper zinc and molybdenum are con
stituents of specialized enzymes. Cobalt is found in vitamin B12 and 
its coenzymes. Magnesium, iron, manganese, calcium and potassium 
are also enzyme cofactors24. Of these metals, copper, iron, potassium, 
and magnesium are required to a greater degree than the others, which 
are usually required only in trace amounts. These micro-nutrients are 
often, in fact, toxic at high concentrations25 . Cadmium, however, has 
no known metabolic role. 

Metal Toxicity and Microorganisms 
High levels of heavy metals in the environment are usually toxic to 

microorganisms. Some microorganisms may even be affected by quite 
low concentrations of particularly toxic metals. For the overall cell 
population toxicity may manifest itself as a drop in cell numbers due 
to cell death, bacteriostasis, or extension of the lag phase of the cell 
cycle25. If bacteriostasis, or a lengthened lag phase occurs, cell 
metabolism is interfered with, but not severely enough to cause cell 
death. Heavy metal toxicity may also manifest itself in altered cell 
morphology26 . The toxic metal is likely to interfere with transport 
systems within the cell77 This may be a result of interference with cell 
function by protein denaturation28, disruption of enzyme structure, and 

disruption of DNA25. 
In general, the toxicity of a heavy metal is determined by its degree 

of attraction to natural metal binding sites on and within the cell. The 
similarity in chemistry of some heavy metals to other elements required 
for cellular functioning may result in some being actively accumulated 
within the cell. In general, the ability of a toxic metal to penetrate 
through to the cell cytoplasm is a significant measure of its potential 
toxicity25 . However, metal toxicity is mediated by several factors. The 
nutritional state of the organism may alter toxicity as cells in a nutrient
depleted environment are often more susceptible to metal toxicity. En
vironmental factors heavily influence heavy metal toxicity and some 
of these are reviewed below. 

Influence of the Environment On Metal Toxicity 
The presence of metal-chelating compounds, other ions, and pH of 

the environment all affect the toxicity of heavy metals to microorganisms. 
Other cations, particularly those of similar ionic radii, can decrease 
toxicity due to competition for binding sites25·28·29·30. 

Low pH, (i.e., high hydrogen ion concentration) reduces metal 
toxicity25

•
28 , probably due to ionic competition between hydrogen ions 

and metal ions31 . High pH may enhance metal toxicity32 due to low 
hydrogen ion concentration leading to less ionic competition, but for 
some metals, increase in pH beyond a particular point may lower toxicity 
because of precipitation removing metal from solution29·30. Agents 
capable of chelation can affect toxicity by binding the metal. For 
example, in nature Kaolinite and montarillonite clays can reduce heavy 
metal toxicity by binding the metal. Humic, fulvic acids and proteins 
can also have the same effect28. The presence of synthetic chelating 
agents such as E.D.T.A. have been shown to reduce heavy metal toxicity 
toward micro-organisms25 . 

Resistance To Metal Toxicity By Microorganisms 
Microorganisms exposed to adverse environmental conditions may 

soon produce strains capable of surviving in a hostile environment 
through genetic modification. In many cases the evolved mechanisms 
are highly specific. In bacteria this metal resistance is often plasmid
linked26·33·34 and often associated with antibiotic resistance33·35 . Two 
general strategies exist for achieving resistance to toxic metals: 

• Increase impermeability of the cell to the metal 
• Biochemically achieved transformation of the metal. 

The former process protects the cell from toxic elements in its environ
ment. The latter detoxifies the immediate .environment of the cell by 
eliminating the toxic metal from it or altering it to a non-toxic 
form26;34. 

Increased impermeability may be achieved non-specifically by pro
duction of an outer protective layer around the cell. This allows some 
metal to be bound at a distance from the cell wall with little damage 
being caused30. This non-specific mechanism appears to be employed 
by the bacterium Z.Ooglea ramigera, a common member of sewage sludge 
microbiota. Comparison of metal toxicity on strains of Z. ramigera 
capable of producing extracellular polysaccharide around the cell with 
that of a strain incapable of exopolysaccharide indicated that the former 
fared better in metal contaminated solutions and also accumulated more 
metal than the latter30 . ·Encapsulated strains of Azobacter have been 
found to survive better in lead-rich solutions than non-capsule produc
ing Micrococeus luteus, due to the former's ability to immobilize lead 
without the metal being able to exert toxic effects at the cell surface 
or intracellularly. Some periphytic pseudomonads have been found to 
take up copper predominantly in their extracellular polymer, with on
ly a fractional amount actually reaching the cell. 

Capsulate strains of Klebsiella aerogenes were found to survive in 
lOmg/l cadmium better than a strain that did not secrete extracellular 
polysaccharide around the cell. Furthermore, when capsular polysac
charide was separated from polysaccharide producing strains and added 
to non-producing strains in cadmium solution, the survival of the latter 
was enhanced25

• A layer or matrix of extracellular polymer therefore 
appears to enhance cell tolerance of toxic metals by immobilizing them 
away from the immediate proximity of the cell where they cannot bind 
to functional groups on the cell surface or within the cell. It should 
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be noted, however, that extracellular polymer capsules and matrices 
may not have evolved specifically to protect bacterial cells from toxic 
metals; they are also known to offer resistance to phagcx.)'tosii. inges
tion by amoebae or phagocytes. protect against bacteriophage and 
dessication, and might also act as a food reserve"' 

More specific resistance mechanisms to toxic metals arc known in 
which cellular permeability to the metal is decreased. Some strains of 
Staphylococcus aureus are more resistant to cadmium to:iticity than 
others. due to an alteration of the specific tmnspon system responsible 
for bringing cadmium into the cell. Some Eschericia coli strains arc 
cobalt resistant due to a change in the specific uptake system responsi
ble for translocation of cobalt2~ 

The alternative strategy to increasing cell impermeability 1s transfor
mation of a toxic metal into a non-toxic form. This may be achieved 
intracellularly, but is more commonly achieved extracellularly. Alter
natively, a toxic metal may be tmnsformed into a form that 1s in
assimilable by the microorganism. Thxic metals may be oxidiz.cd. 
reduced or methylated to produce less toxic compounds. Mercury 
resistance is often plasmid-linked via a plasmid-determined enzyme 
which can transfonn mercury and organo-mercurials into volatile fonrn. 
which are soon lost from the environment. Another mechanism for 
removing metals from solution is production of hydrogen sulphide by 
microorganisms. As most heavy metals form insoluble sulphides. the 
production of sulphide by the bacterium Desulplwvibrio desulpluuicam. 
the fungus Poria vaillmuii and some strains of the yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiM results in precipitation of the metal from solution11 Some 
fungi are aJso capable of producing chelating agents which bind metal 
away from the cell. Corrollus palustris, among others, can produce 
oxaJic acid to enhance its copper tolerance by this mean?. Thus it can 
be seen that many mechanisms exist by which microorganisms may 
enhance their tolerance of toxic metals. 

Accumukuion of Hean· Metals By Microorganisms 
Several mechanisms exist by which microorganisms remove heavy 

metals from solution. These may be divided into two general categories: 
metabolism dependent uptake into the cell and binding of metal ioni. 
to extraeellular materiaJ (e.g .• capsular polymer), or the cell wall which 
is not an active process:io.•u• Some potentially toxic metal ions have 
aJready been previously mentioned to be micronutricnts at low con
centration. Most are divalent metal ions (for example, Alcaligenes 
eutrophus exhibits a growth requirement for nickel) and active uptake 
systems exist to bind these ions. 

These divalent cation uptake systems tend to be panicularly specific; 
however some do transpon metals into the cell apan from those 
pnrnarily required. The magnesium uptake system of E. coli is suspected 
also to accumulate Ni2•·cCY··and Zn1

• The Mg'' transpon system of 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae is known to take up Cd' Mn1' Zn1' and 
Nil+ Generally. ion uptake systems are specific for ions of a cenain 
ionic radius. Thus monovaJent cation uptake mechanisms tend not to 
take up divalent metal ions or metal ions of a higher valency. excluding 
the toxic heavy metals. However, caesium and radio isotopes of cuesium 
and T'' have been observeJ to be taken into the cell via the polllssium 
transpon systemu. 

Anion transpon systems have also been implicated in l·arriage of toxic 
metals into cells. Metab that exist as oxanions 111 solution may be ac
cumulated by such systems. Chromate for example. has been 
demonstrated to be competitive with sulphate ions for uptake via the 
sulphate permease system of Neurosposa crossa. Many of the cases 
of intracellular uptake of toxic metals known are active processes. but 
intracellular uptake of toxic metal by non-viable cells is also known 
to occur2• 

The term 'biosorption' has been coined to describe the non-active 
adsorption of heavy metal iom by microorganisms or biological 
polymers. Thb process has been defined by Shumate and Strandberg1' 

as "the non-directed, physical-chemical complexation reaction between 
dissolved metal species and charged cellular components, akin in many 
respech to ion exchange. Such processes usually occur as interactions 
between negatively charged ligands and metal ions and may occur as 
ion-exchange or formation of complexes. The most likely components 
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of microbial polymen capable of ion exchange are carboxyl ~ups, 
organic phosphate groups and organic sulphate groups. Chelat~on or 
complex fonnation tend!. to occur on biopolymers where neutral divalent 
oxygen, sulphur atoms, or trivalent nitrogen atoms are present. Examples 
include amino- and heterocyclic nitrogen groups of proteins and nucleic 
acids and also the carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygellli of the !>ilme polymers. 
The la11er two groups are also found in polysaccharides. 
polyheterocyclics and polyphenics"'. As previously mentioned, 
extracellular polymer.; have been demonstrated to bmd heavy metals, 
such as the binding of metal to the extracellular polymers produc.ed 
by the bacteria Z. romigeru and K. aerogem!s. E.xtrru:e/Jular accunuda
tion of l7ll!lals has also been demonstrrlled w occur with thL t:XJmcellll/ar 
poly.raffharitks of the algae Mesotaenium kramstei and MesotaLnium 
caldariorum"'. 

Accumulation of metal at or within the cell surface has been observed 
to occur with many microorganisms. The bacteria &dllus subtilis". 
&cillus licht:11fom11.r''. and £.scherichia coif' have been demonstrated 
to bind heavy metal ions to their cell surfaces. Among the fungi Sac
charnm~·a $ crrevisiae2', Nf!ocosmosporo vasinff!ctall, Rhiwpw 
arrhi::.iw IT~c1.0s and \blesky. 1981), Nf!urosporu crwsa and a 
Penicilli111n spec1es'1 have all bound metal to their cell walls. Con
siderable d1ven.ity e~isL'\ between the cell wall com~ition of bacteria 
and fungi, yet all apparently contain groups capable of metal binding. 

Beveridge and Murray" and Doyle et. al." have ident.ified the 
predominant divalenl metal ion binding group in &cillus subtilis cell 
v.~11ls a' the glucamic acid 1.-arboxyl groups of the wall peptidoglycan. 
Beveridge and Koval" proposed thal the polar heads of the cell 
envelope phospholip1ds of E coli were primarily responsible for its 
metal binding. For &cillus lichenfonnis the predominant metal bm
ding sites in the cell wall tur.·e been shov.TI to be the ICChoic acids"'. 
For Rhiwpus arrhi:.ius the chilln of the cell wall has been irnplkalcd 
in uranium binding" and thorium binding"6. Accumulation of metals 
by microorganisms is widespread and occurs by a variety of mechanisms. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Biokinetic Data Bases 

Microorganisms, whether ma constructed remediation cell or deep 
ocean environment. are con.stantly faced with fluctuating environmen
tal conditions. Tidal action, upwelhngs, storms. and solar radiation cause 
changes in salinity, temperature, pH. and oxygenation; they can also 
tran.-;pon microbes lo new e1wironments. The most important parameler 
ts the availability anJ quality of nu1rients. The majority of 
microorganism~ in stressed soil/sludge micro-environments are 
oligotrophic. and their inhabtlants must cope with the uncenain. and 
often unsuitable. conditions for survival. The complexity and diversity 
of these microorganisms. and of their environment, makes it vimially 
impossible for optimal condition.., to exist for each organism. Therefore, 
at 11ny one time. most microbes are surrounded by waters lacking suf
ficient energy-yielding substrates (nutrienL'> from which ATP can be 
produced). Without energy. can viability be maintained"! The concept 
of "starwtion survival" deals with this panicular situation, and the adap-
1111ions that organism~ have evolved to deal with the problem. 

This discussion has concentrated on heterotrophic microbial popul• 
tions. Biodegradable organics arc the "energy-yielding substrates" of 
these genera. When "~11er or allochthonous forces deposit a bacteria 
in an area of nutrient deficiency. the organism must adapt or perish. 
Inherent in any living thing is the necessity for the continuation of the 
species. Micnxlrganisms enter a transient state of dormancy until e.-<
ternal conditions impnwe. Apparently. bacterin are very .. patient" and 
can maintain this state for many. many years. Starvation survival dor
mancy is a physiologically rnmplcx occurrence. 

Each specie.'i hos a characteristic threshold for utilizing nutrients. The 
threshold may be lower in organisms that have a high affinity. and low 
specificity for nutrient uptake. Below this threshold concentration. the 
organbrn is unable to grow, and reproduce: it must take drastic action 
to remain viable itself. Onset of the starvation survival condition is often 
characterized by division of the bacteria, without concurrent growth, 
to produce ultmmicrocells. In vitro, the increase in cell numbers has 



been observed up to 400 % as a result of introduction into a starvation 
media. Miniaturization results in a larger surface to volume ratio, which 
is an advantage in scavaging; the increase in cell numbers increases 
the probability of survival of the species. Upon encountering an area 
with utilizable nutrients, the ultramicrocells will resume normal size 
proportions, indicating that dormancy is reversible, and is a function 
of the availability/concentration of suitable energy yielding substrates. 

Microbial uptake of nutrients is a competitive process, so dormancy 
includes several mechanisms, that operate primarily under low nutrient 
stress, to increase the inherent ability to compete. The capacity of an 
organism to find an essential nutrient, "capture" it, and then bring it 
into the cell is especially important in oligotrophic environments. The 
oligotrophic organism must be able capture the substrate and then hold 
it on its surface long enough for active transport to occur across the 
cell membrane. Periplasmic binding proteins are the structural entity 
that perform this task. It appears that some binding proteins also func
tion as chemoreceptors. This chemotactic ability further increases the 
efficiency of a bacterium in its search for energetically rich substrates. 
Lab experiments have shown that there is an "optimum chemotactic 
period." It is possible that if the organism has not been successful at 
the end of that period, it may then enter its state of dormancy. During 
dormancy, endogenous metabolism is reduced virtually to zero, although 
laboratory studies have demonstrated that dormant bacteria maintain 
high levels of RNA and amino acids, and a high energy charge. In vitro, 
this build-up begins shortly after introduction to low nutrient condi
tions. Although energetically expensive, this allows the organism to im
mediately (and efficiently) utilize a nutrient when it becomes available. 

Microbes can be considered as living catalysts. Technically, a catalyst 
is a substance whose presence alters the velocity at which a reaction 
proceeds; a catalyst can be recovered unaltered at the completion of 
the reaction. Microbes often cannot be recovered from the reactions 
in which they participate (much less do they remain unaltered). Bacteria 
function to convert DOC to POC for higher order consumers. Other 
microorganisms produce organic metabolites which serve as food for 
other organisms. However, they themselves are eventually consumed, 
as are the bacteria, by organisms of the next trophic level. Strictly from 
a biomass perspective, the catalyst could be recoverable at each in
termediate. Therefore, as the base of the food web, microbes do facilitate 
the flow of organics through the system. By increasing the efficiency, 
microbes affect the rate of carbon cycling through the ecosystem. In 
this way they do serve a catalytic function, but are not ·'catalysts" in 
the strictest sense of the word. But as catalysts, they are the central 
focus in biotreatment effect in a bioremediation system. 
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Biological Detoxification of a RCRA Surface Impoundment Sludge 
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BACKGR0l1'.';D 
Remediation of contaminated soil prei;ents a major challenge to hu'

iness. sciemist.s. and regulators. Remediation of solid and hazardou' 
WclSte sites containing soils were first required under the Resource Con
servation and Recovery Act of 1976 <RCRAl and the Comprehem1\c 
Environmental Response. Compensation. and Liability Act of 1980 
(CERCLA)_ The authority of regulators to order cleanups preferen
tial!) through permanent. on-site remedies was established under the 
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendment~ of 1987 CHSWA) and the Su
perfund Amendment~ and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA>. SARA 
in subparagraph 121 (l)b says in principal part: 

"Remedial actions in which treatment permanently and signifi
cantly reduces the volume. toxicity or mobility of the hazardous sub
stances. pollutants. and contaminanlli as a principal element. arc 
to be preferred over remedial actions not involving su.:h treatment. 
The off-site transport and disposal of hazardous substances or con
taminated materials without such treatment should be the least l.i
vored alternative remedial action where practicable treatment 
technologies are available ... · 

This regulatory authority has laid the groundword for allowing h1-
oremediation and thermal treatments to be considered as permanent 
remedies. 

BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT FOR SOILS 

A number of biological remediation technologies have been used in 
demonstration or in full-scale on contaminated soib. Those technolo
gies include: 

• Land Treatment-or ~ii reactors 
• Compositing-a type of land treatment ')'Lem u'ing well-nmed pile 

material with chem1c.:al. nutrient. and biochemical amendments. The 
piles may be aerated to enhance dcgradallon rntes. 

• In-Situ Treatmenl--or initiation of biological a~·1ion in the subsur· 
face environment. 

• Liquid Solids Contact (LSC}-A methodology using high c1wrgy. 
suspended growth reacto" capable ol 10-20 percent "11iJ, suspen
sion lo treat the organics in contaminated \oil. Thi' proce\s rc,em
bles a batch-activated sludge process. 

• Biological Soils Conditioner (BSC)- a variant of the LSC pro1:c" 
where the \Olids concentration is as high a' 50% dry weight solid,. 

LAND TREATMENT SURFACE IMPOUNDMENT CWSURE 

A Fortune 500 chemical company located in Plaquemine. LA. had 
a 30,000-cubic yard surface impoundmenl called the "North-South 
Pond." The impoundment wa' 180 feet by 250 teer by 25 feet deep and 
contained sludge and 'oil aming from previous spill cleanups, 1m:lud
ing a rail tank car 'Pill cleanup. The impoundmenl was clas.,itinl as 
a RCRA facility. The principal chemical conslituenL~ ... hown in ·lltble 
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I were aromallc chemicals. Table I depicts the contammants and range 
of concentrauon,. 

Tabk I 
C'omtiltM'nb o( ltw RCRA Cbcmlc:aJ Contamination 

Chemical 

Phenol 
Cwncne 
Acctophenone 
Benzene 
Bcnzyl Alcohol 
Tan 
Vinyl Chlondc 
Styrene 

Range of Conhlminanl 
Concmtralion mg/kg 

1().3(,00 
<1-48 
<1-212 
<1-16 
<1-150 
.500-2500 
<1-6.S 
2.S· 100 

1.-.s mcasun:d byTocal ~uoleum Hydrocarbon~ Melhod 418.I 

<10 
< I 
< I 
<0.S 
< I 
<1001 
<O.S 
< I 

·-----------------·-------·-··---------------~ 

A h1oremediation closure \\115 designed usmg excavation and abcl\le· 
ground treatment. The s.011 residual was treated to specified postdosure 
care limi~ ;ind \~ill be placeJ in the original impoundment and capped_ 

The closure was developed after si\ months of bench-scale piloting 
and five months of field demonstration work treating 20 cubic yards 
of ,011 After preparation. the soil was placed in a Biological Closwe 
Unit (BCUI. An EPA precedent was used to construct this temporary 
facilll~ without TSO permits. Its construction featured 80-ml HOPE 
liner.; and a leak-detection system. Aeration was achieved through week
ly tilling of the site and moisture was maintained using a sprinkler sys
tem developed for this closure. An overview of the remediation process 
is ,ho'" n in Figure I. The design of the BCU is shown in Figure 2. 
Three lifts of contaminated soil were to be pretreated and placed in 
the fudlity. The loadings were designed on the pilot studies. Tuble n 
depicts the treatment design parameter.>. 

QUALITY ASSURANCF)QUALITV CONTROL 
To analy 1c the degree of treatment achieved with high accuracy. a 

quality assurance/quality control program was dc.. .. igncd into the closure. 
The features of this program were: 

• Replin11e initial lift composites of al le.ast twenty locations, four repli· 
cates taken. 

• Repeal of samplng at least bimonthly, 
• Double-blind sample labeling, and 
• Use of spiked and blank samples. 

Control analyses consisted of pH. lot.al organic carbon, total Kjel· 
dahl nitrogen, orthophosphate, and adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Turgct 
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hydrocarbons consisted of total phenol and a GC/MS analysis of Ta
ble I constituents at lift beginning and end. 

AIR MONITORING AND EMISSION CONTROL 
During the field demonstration phase, air monitoring showed low 

potential for hydrocarbon release outside the BCU. During full-scale 
remedial design, all measures to prevent air emissions were considered, 
Eventually high ring levees, moisture control covers, and masking agents 

Table 2 
Land Treatment Design 

Volume Initial Concentration Target Concentration 
Lift# c.y. T. Phenoll, mg/kg T. Phenol, mg/kg 

1 7,000 -500 <10 
2 4,300 -200 <10 
3 5,300 -200 <10 
4 <10 
5 <10 

TOTAL 16,600 

Treatment Time 
(Design) days 

90 
75 
75 

240 

I Tola! phenol was used as a design and QA/AC parameter. TCLP was used as guidance for 
post closure care levels. 

were used to control emission. During Lift One, five air monitoring 
stations were set up. One was inside the BCU at the decontamination 
pad, while four were outside the BCU. None of the units outside the 
BCU showed detectable hydrocarbons of interest above background. 

RESULTS 
The replicates from the BCU Lift One initial treatment averaged 

mg/kg phenol on Day 0. A hot spot was found in Quad 1, which had 
phenol concentrations of 4,000 mg/kg phenol. This spot was diluted 
by spreading it throughout the BCU to allow biodegradation. After regu
lar addition of bacterial product and tilling of the soils, treatment tar
get levels of < 1 mg/kg was achieved by Day 71. Phenol values of < 10 
mg/kg in all quadrants were used as a guide for reloading events. Lift 
One was accepted as complete by all parties on Day 71 of the closure. 
Table III depicts the treatment results. The mean value of phenol dur
ing the closure of Lifts One and Two is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 
depicts quadrant phenol levels versus time. 

Table 3 
Treatment Results (Actual) 

Volume Initial Concentration Final Concentration 
T. Phenol, mg/kg 

Treatment 
Time, days Lift # cu. yds T. Phenol, mg/kg 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

TOTAL 

'2 
.!2 150 

·e ... 
Qj 
c. 
UI 100 
t: 
as s 
0 
c: 50 
Qj 
.c 
c.. 

7,200 
4,300 
5,300 
3,600 
2,600 

23,000 

First 

0 
5124188 

137 
19 
15 
20 
38 

<1.0 
<1.0 
<1.0 
<1.0 
<1.0 

Bioremediation of Phenol 
in Contaminated Soil 

Second lift Third 

9128188 1119188 

Treatment Time 

Figure 3 
Bioremediation of Phenol in Contaminated Soil 

71 
28 
28 
30 
28 

185 

12115188 
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Soil Phenol Concentration VS Time 

Due to excessive rain in the BCU area. reloading with 4,_\00 rnbK 
yards of material for Lift Two w.is not completed until Day 135. Thi' 
8-inch lift was mixed with up to 6 inche' of the previou~ lift to allow 
the microorganism population grown on Lift One to metabolize new 
substrates. During Lift. One. ATP and microoranism concentration had 
markedly increased as shown in Table IV. 

Table 4 
Microbial Activity 

Estimated Organisms Soil Bioremedlallon (Lift One) 

Day 

0 
8 

15 
36 
43 
57 
64 

Microbes/gram Soil 
(Mean Values) 

2.4 x 103 
1.3 x 103 
5.0 x 106 
4.0 x 106 
4.9 x 106 
6.3x 106 
5.6 x 106 

============================ 

This data is based on individual quadrant microbial concentration depict
ed in Figure 5. The relationship of the phenolic 'ubstrate to mean 
microbial concentration is 'hown in Figure 6. Additional bacterial 
product \WS added to enhance the eX!'llng microbial population. A com
mercial microbial culture, Micro Pro ''Cee." Wd.~ u'ed on Day 8 "' 
inoculating seed. 

As a result of the mixing of the lift,, Lift Two had an initial phenol 
concentration of 24.3 mg/kg. On Day 147 or 14 day' after the Lift Two 
application. all quadrants exhibited phenol value' of < 10 mg/kg. The 
lift was accepted as complete by all parties on Day 14 7 of the closure. 

The third reloading of 5,300 cubic yards of W'dste W'dS completed by 
Day 177 of closure. Reloading was carried out as before by miidng the 
new material with some of the previously remediated 'oil to introduce 
acclimated bacteria and augmentation by bacterial product. By Day 21 
of Lift Three (Day 194 overall) three of the four replicates had phenol 
levels of <10 mg/kg. By Day 205 (Day 28 of Lift Three). all phenol 
levels had fallen below JO mg/kg and the clo~urc was complete. 

.. 
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Additional material above that of the original 1.-ontamination was treat
ed in two lifts of 3600 and 2600 cubic yards respectively. All material 
passed a TCLP screening prior to initiation of post-closure care. 

CONCLUSIONS 

i 

A land treatment closure of a RCRA surface impoundment was car
ried out using a temporary treatment facility. Over 30.000 cubic yards 
were excavated and 23,000 cubic yards were treated to achieve final 
phenol levls of < 10 mg/kg and meet TCLP criteria. A microbial seed 
wu~ added which appeared to increase microbial 1.-oncentration as meas
ured by adenosine triphosphate (ATP).The authors recommend con
sideration of similar treatment methodology for contaminated soils with 
characteristics like those of the Plaquemine. Louisiana site. 
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A major petrochemical company operates a refinery and an olefins 
plant in Houston, Texas. The refinery and petrochemical plant combined 
to form the fifth largest chemical complex in the continental United 
States. The refinery crude oil capacity exceeds 265,000 barrels per day. 
The olefin plant contains two surface impoundments on site which are 
part of the complex's NPDES permitted treatment facility. The 
impoundment serves as wastewater surge capacity immediately after 
an API separator. The two impoundments are depicted in Figure 1. OPl 
had an initial sludge volume of nearly 4000 cubic yards while OP2 had 
an initial sludge volume of 2600 cubic yards. The sludge was classified 
by the refinery/olefins complex environmental staff and found to be 
nonhazardous solid waste. An analyses of the sludges is shown in 
Table 1. During chemical plant turnaround, a project was initiated to 
clean the surface impoundments for future use. The alternatives 
presented to the refinery complex were: 

INLET 

I .... ~-------ggg·-----1 
25 HP 

AERATOR 

0 
25 HP 

AERATOR 

0 
f:'\ 15 HP 
VMIXERS 

OLEFIN PIT NO. 1 

25HP 
AERATOR 

0 

f:'\ 15HP 
VMIXERS 

25 HP 
AERATOR 

0 

API ~ 
SEPARATOR~ 

OUTLET 

185' 

DIVERSION CURTAIN 
(99 FEET WIDE, 6 FEET WIDE) 

NOTE: AERATORS AND MIXERS WILL MOVE TO PIT NO. 2 WHEN 
COMPLETED WITH PIT NO. 1 

Figure l 
Olefins Pit No. 1-Two Typical 

Table 1 
Analyses of Olefin Sludges, Selected Parameters 

Parameter 

pH 

Oil and Grease 

Benzene 

Toluene 
Xylene 

Ethylbenzene 

Napthalene 

Phenanthrene, 
Anthracene 

Moisture 

Solids 

Ash 

Concentration 

mg/kg 

Ql'.l. Qe2 

6. 5 6.3 

32.5% 41. 4% 

15 28 

4 5 
o. 93 17 .30 

17 33.4 

360 448 

860 410 

66% 68% 

34% 32% 

9% 4% 

lusEPA SW-846, Third Edition 

Method 

90711 

82401 

82401 

82401 

82401 

82701 

82701 

209A2 

209A2 

20902 

2standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 16th 

Edition. 

• Sludge dewatering by belt or plate-and-frame press followed by off-site 
disposal of solid waste, 

• Sludge removal and stabiliz.ation followed by off-site disposal (without 
volume reduction), and 

• Sludge volume reduction through Liquid/Solids Contact 
Bioremediation processes. 
The third alternative was selected as a form of remediation which 

offered volume reduction in place at competitive costs, while ensuring 
that the residual would be low in objectionable organics. The residual 
was to be removed from the impoundment at the end of biological 
treatment and placed on the refinery complex's existing land treatment 
facility. In order to meet the refinery's requirements regarding volume 
of material applied to this land treatment facility each year, a minimum 
sludge volume reduction of 504 was required. 

PREL™INARY LABORATORY ASSESSMENT AND STUDIES 

An initial assessment of the sludge was conducted using composite 
sampling techniques. A survey crew with a boat divided the pond into 
grids and pulled sludge samples from at least 8 locations within each 
surface impoundment. Samples were taken by inserting a 6-inch PVC 
casing and pumping out free liquid. A 2-inch-diameter PVC pipe was 
then inserted into the sludge portion and used to take a vertical section 
of sludge. This step was repeated until all 8 locations within each pond 
had been sampled. The sludge was composited in a 5-gallon bucket 
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and mixed with a paint mixer. The analysis of the constituenlS is shown 
in Table I. The waste contained low concentrations of volatile 
hydrocarbons and higher concentrations of semi-volatile base neutrals. 
Oil and grease ranged from 32 to 42 % . As free liquid disposal to the 
waste~ter plant and solids residuals to disposal to the land farm were 
contro'1ed by oil and grease. This was used as a target hydrocarbon 
for the treatment program. 

A Liquids/Solids Contact (LSC) simulation reactor, was set up to 
determine feasibility of sludge reduction. Oil and grease samples were 
also taken periodically throughout a study which lasted 14 days. The 
study was run with indigenous as well as commercially available 
microbial produclS in replicate. The study was run for 17 days and a 
vigorous bacterial population was established with indicator protozoa 
appearing in both reactors within 10 days. Sludge volume in the 
augmented reactors was reduced 50% and oil and grease reduced 60% 
by mass. Based on acceptable reduction of sludge and mass, a target 
reduction of 50% volume reduction and 60% mass oil and grease 
reduction was set for the performance ponion of the project. Treatment 
then proceeded to the field. 

LIQUID/SOLIDS CONTACT REACfOR DESIGN 

Each existing impoundmenl was set up as an in-situ Liquid Solid~ 
Contact reactor. The reactor was designed to suspend sludge in liquid 
in a l:l (v/v) ratio. ln each impoundment, five 25-horsepower surface 
aerators (modified to pump 14,000 gpm) and a 15-horsepower, 
direcHirive floating mixer were placed to supply mixing and aeration. 
1be units were energiz.ed through a local power system comolled on-site 
by a field operator. The unit was energized in OPI on October I. 
1988,and on OP2 on November 2. 1988. After 24 hours of mixing, liquor 
samples were taken to ensure solids were suspended at at least 15 % 
dry weight solids. A chemical amendment consisting of surface active 
agents, pH control chemicals, macro and tr.ice nutrient amendmenlS, 
and an adapted microbial culture (Micro Pro Super "Cee"J were added 
to enhance microbial degradation. Sludge and liquid depth were 
measured weekly throughout the impoundment. Composite samples 
were analyzed for oil and grease content using EPA Method 9071. 
Composite samples taken on a weekly basis from the sludge were 
analyzed for oil and grease concentration in a similar manner. Mixed 
liquor control samples were also taken weekly. These were analyzed 
for pH. total Kjeldahl nitrogen, total phosphorous, adenosine 
triphosphate, and COD. Samples were also settled to determine 
supernatant COD because ultimate disposal of free liquid to the 
wastewater treatment plant would require a COD of less than 450 mg/I 
and an oil and grease of less than 100 mg/I. 

AIR MONITORING AND PERSONNEL SAFETY 

Personnel at the site were trn.ined in accordance with OSHA 29 CFR 
1910.120 and outfitted in minimum level C personal protective 
equipment. A.ir monitoring was provided m the vicinity of each pond 
during stan-up and on a daily basis during the first week of operation. 
As pan of the written health and safety plan contained at the site. 
measuremenlS exceeding 0.5 ugtn> resulted in the operator shifting 10 

level B personal protective equipment or breathing air. It was found 
that breathing air was adopted during the first week of each treatment 
operation when fugitive benzene emissions were at their height. During 
this period of time, benzene measurements taken at the top of the reactor 
levee measured as high as 2 ppm benzene. An exclusion wne established 
at the bottom of the corresponding levee was another mea.,urement site. 
Benzene was not measured at any location outside the exclusion zone 
during the entire treatment process. 

MIXED LIQUOR AND SLUDGE SAMPLING 

Mixed liquor and sludge were sampled on a weekly basis throughout 
the proje.ct. To do this the reactor was de-energiz.ed and a crew (equipped 
in level B personal protective equipment) entered the area with a boat. 
One operator in the boat took level measurements. These were taken 
using I-inch-diameter PVC pipe marked off in I-foot and 1/2-foot 
increments. At the end of this pipe was a 12-inch square plate which 
was coupled to the PVC pipe. The plate was thrust down and the operator 
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probed for resistance, first to the settled sludge layer, then to the hard 
clay soils at the bottom of the impoundment. The operator doing the 
work signaled another operator and engineer who recorded 
measurements of liquid and sludge depth. After measuring sludge dcpdJ 
of 8 stations throughout the impoundment, the operator returned and 
took his sludge samples in accordance with the procedure described 
previously. TilCSC sludge samples were labeled and retained for analysis 
with full chain-<>f-custody procedures. Preservation, uansportation, and 
analytical methods were in accordance with USEPA SW 846. The 
reactor was re-energiud and the crew took 4 m.ixod liquor samples 
approximately l5 minutes later. The 4 mixod liquor samples were then 
combined to perform a single liquor composite. The liquor was analyud 
for the parameters to determine microbial population (adenosinc 
triphosphate (ATP) and nutrienis). Sludge was analyzed for oil and 
grease. acid extractable and base neutral compoundJi (Method Sm), 
and moisture solids and ash. 

RFA~ULTS 

Table 2 prO\'ides the sample dates and a summary of analysis and 
calculations from settled sludge and the final supcrnalallt sample in 
in OPI. Initial oil and grease was 32.5% on 1112188. The final sludge 
samples taken on 11122 /88 showed a settled sludge oil and grease of 
36. 3 % . The measurable sludge at that time was 1288 cubic yards or 
a volume reduction of 68%. This met the performance slandard of 8l 

least 50% 'JOlwne reduction. Table 3 shows the mass balance calculaled 
for OPI. This was calculated by taking the initial sludge volume and 
multiplying it by the dry weight oil and grease to derive the mass of 
oil and grease in the sludge on a dry weight basis. This amount wu 
tracked throughout the 21 operating days wiil adequalc volume rcductioo 
was achieved. On the last day, 11122188. samples of both mixed liquor 
and sludge were analyzed to allow closing of the mass balance of oil 
and grease. These values were added together to produce a tora.I mm 
on Day 21 of 299. m pounds oil and grease dry weight, or a 62~ 
removal over the 21-day period. Figure 2 depicts this mass removal for 
OPI sludges. 
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Table 3 
OPI Mus Balance 

Data Day Naaa 0 I G lba, dry vt . Sample 

·------------------------------------------------------- .. 
11/02 
11/08 
11/18 
11/22 
11/22 

0 ., 
ll 
21 
21 

Total Mass Day O 

Total Mass Day 21 

Removal 

Time 

808,8'15 
'183,080 
459, 56'1 
291,60'1 

7.'165 

- 808,875 

Settled Sludqe 
Settled Sludqe 
Settled Sludqe 
Settled Sludge 
Supernatant 

• 299, 372 (291, 607 + 7, 765) 

- 62\ 

~ 21 days 

The average temperature during treatment was l8oc 

The volume of OPl was 1.33 million gallons 
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Figure 2 
OP#! Mass Balance 

In a similar manner, calculations shown in Tables 4 and 5 depict the 
mass balance calculation for OP2. Figure 3 depicts the mass oil and 
grease reduction. OP2 was run a much longer period of time because 
of treatment initiation late in the year. Actual treatment of OPl operating 
temperature for mixed liquor averaged 18 °C. Oil and grease was 
calculated to have a half-life of 16 days based on the field data. During 
OP2, average operating temperature was 14cc or much lower. This 
resulted in extended oil and grease degradation. The final mass balance 
shows an 85 % mass reduction of oil and grease in 61 days at 14 cc. 
This is consistent with an oil and grease half-life of 40 days for OP2, 
which can be converted to a 32-day half-life at 20°C. 

Table 4 
Lyondell Petroleum Data OP2 - Oil and Grease 

O ' G Moieture Volume Maes O&G 
Date Day Sample (%) (%) (cu.yds) (#) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
12/02 1 Settled Sludge 41.4 62 2590 J., 058, 897 
12/19 18 Settled Sludge 49. 0 29 1491 952, 368 
12/28 27 Settled Sludge 64. 0 76 2576 726, 456 
01/12 43 Settled Sludge 56.0 55 1 1762 205, 437 
01/25 56 Settled Sludge 28 .1 55 1424 330, 599 
01/31 61 Settled Sludge 18. 6 65 1017 121, 556 
01/31 61 Supernatant 0. 67 99. a 1. 08 mgal 12, 070 

1Assumed, not recorded 

Table 5 
OPl Mass Balance 

Date Day Mass o & G lbs, dry wt. Sample 
----------------------------------------------------------
12/02 
12/19 
12/28 
01/12 
01/25 
01/31 
01/31 

0 
18 
27 
43 
56 
61 
61 

Total o & G Mass Day 0 

Total o & G Mass Day 61 

Removal 

Time 

1,058,897 
952,368 
726, 456 
205,437 
330,599 
121,556 

12,070 

1, 058, 897 

Settled Sludge 
Settled Sludge 
Settled Sludge 
Settled Sludge 
Settled Sludge 
Settled Sludge 
Supernatant 

133,626 lbs (121,556 + 12,070) 

87.3% 

61 days 

The average temperature during treatment was 14°C 

The supernatantvolume of OP2 was 1.08 million gallons on Day 61 
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Figure 3 
OP#2 Mass Balance 

The final material which was disposed in the complex land farm was 
characterized for parameters equivalent to those shown in Table 6. As 
is indicated in Table 6, these parameters show the volatile hydrocarbons 
to be stripped or biodegraded during the treatment process. It is 
interesting to note that napthalene, phenanthrene, and anthracene 
(significant base-neutral compounds) did not significantly increase in 
the reduced-volume residual left over from the treatment process. This 
indicates significant reduction of those hydrocarbons above the amount 
identified in the volume reduction. 

Table 6 
Chemical Characteristics of Sludge Residual 

Parameter 

pH 
Oil and Grease 
Benzene 
Toluene 
Xylene 
Ethlybenzene 
Napthalene 
Phenanthrene,Anthracene 
Moisture 
Solids 
Ash 

SUMMARY 

OPl 
Residual 

6.9 
36.3 
<0.1 
<0.1 
<0.1 
1.2 

423 
620 

65 
35 
13 

OP2 
Residual 

6.6 
18.6 
<0.1 
<0.1 
<0.1 

6.1 
117 
406 

65 
35 
18 

A Liquids/Solids Contact reaction technology was used to reduce 
sludge volumes and oil and grease content in two wastewater treatment 
lagoons at a major olefins refinery outside of Houston, Texas. In OPl, 
a degradation time of 21 days was required to achieve 68 % volume 
reduction and 62 3 mass oil and grease reduction at an operating 
temperature of 18 cc. In OP2, a treatment time of 61 days was required 
to achieve 613 sludge volume reduction and 87.3 3 mass oil and grease 
reduction in a lagoon containing 2590 cubic yards operating at 14 °C. 

For sludges which have similar biodegradable characteristics, this 
offers a major alternative to standard dewatering practices such as 
plate-and-frame press. Selection of a method of treatment for individual 
sludges should be based on site or laboratory treatability studies 
conducted to account for losses from volatilization, absorption, and 
other nonbiodegradable sources. 
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TOPIC 4: Modular Bioreactor Approaches For 
Remediation Of Groundwater: 

A Case Study With Volatile Chlorinated Aliphatics 

David D. Friday, M.S., P.E. 
Environmental Remediation, Inc. 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

Ralph J. Portier, Ph.D. 
Institute for Environmental Studies 

Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

ABSTRACT 

Most of the current efforts in biotechnology of waste management 
have relied upon conventional genetic and microbial technology. The 
genetic engineering of microorganisms has found very limited use. 
mainly due to concerns regarding the question of environmental release. 
In this manuscript. a technology will be presented which is based upon 
the principle that natural populations of microorganisms are able to 
adapt to biotransfonn mixtures of refractory molecules. lnfonnation 
on a field investigation in which an immobilized microbe bioreactor 
was used to treat high concentrations of the chlorinated aliphatic ethylene 
dichloride (EDC) will be provided. EDC ts one compound in this class 
of xenobiotics which have been implicated as the most common 
contaminants in industry effluents and groundwater. 

THE BIODEGRADATIVE POTENTIAL 

People commonly associate bacteria and most microorganisms with 
pathogen.icity, but the majority arc benign and arc essen11al to the ecology 
of our planet. They assimilate nitrogen for plant growth, and recycle 
carbon (from plant and animal tissues, biological and chemical wastes) 
for both aquatic and terrestrial primary consumers. It is this natural 
ability to biotransfonn and mineralize organics that we harness. and 
manipulate in biological remediation of hazardous waste. Bacteria either 
feed directly on an organic pollutant, degrade it concomitantly with 
another primary carbon source, or secrete enzymes to break down the 
compound. Many biodegradation events proceed through a cornetabolic 
pathway. In the process of breaking down an abundant primary carbon 
source, the pollutant is fonuitously catabolized. Bacteria have been 
isolated to degrade a wide range of toxic and recalcitrant compounds.' 
(Balthazor. 1986. Haley1

, 1988, Roberts, 1987 and Ponier, 1982) The bulk 
of bioremediation research i~ being conducted with organisms whos~ 
natural abilities have been enhanced. Timmis and his collaborators at 
the University of Geneva (Timmis and Harayama 1987) are dedicated 
ro tiesigning original catabolic pathways, lclCallng the genes necessary 
for the reactions, and engineering, by recombinant DNA, 1he complete 
pathway into a host cell. However. recombinanl DNA is still a new 
technology and as fate-and-effect data regarding releases accumulates, 
the regulations will become more consistent. 

Nature has the ability to recycle and purify itself, but in recent years. 
the demand placed on the environment by huge amounts of 
anthropogenic pollution exceeds its capacity to recover. Biorcmediation 
technologies simply attempt to optimize the natural capacity of 
microorganisms to degrade organic compounds by supplying essenltal 
inorganic limiting reactants and minimizing abiotic stress. 
Biodegradation techniques are versatile and can be utilized al various 
stages of treatment. There are three basic ways that the above can be 
accomplished: I) Direct Relea5e. Bacteria, or their extracellular products 
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may be released directly into the contaminated envi~. 2) 
Enluu1c~111 of /ndigmow Microbes. Enhancemenl of the indigenous 
population's degradative potential may avoid the aforementioned 
problems of prcdauon, nutrient competition, and subsequent ~looy 
inactivation. Enhancement i.s achieved prunanly by supplemennngdie 
natural supply of nutrients at the site with additional oxygen. nitrogen. 
phosphorous. essential vitamins. or an orgartic com~ nee~ 
for cornetabolism. 3) Mic~s in ConlaiMd &actors. Microorgamsms 
may be used in contained reactors to cin;umvent the problems of a 
complex. and often unf1M>rable. natural environment .. ~ ~to 
be presented m this paper iovolve use of such specialized biolog_ical 
reactors. In an enclosed bioreactor. parameters like pH/Eh. ox)'BCll8b00. 
nutrient concentration, temperature. and salinity can be controlled for 
optimal biodegradation. Applications include removal of conraminllls 
from raw materials prior 10 proceMing; treatment of pipeline waSICS 

before discharge; treatment of effluent st.reams; and decontamination 
of soils. scdimenls. surface water, and groundwater. (Portier et al .• 1986) 

IMMOBILIZED CELL BIOREACTORS 

The technology to munobilizc whole cdls for the decomposition .<I 
toxic organics has only been developed within the last decade. Bacierial 
immobiliz.ation involves the entrapment of cells onto a matrix. Onct 
bound. the cells are then readily accessible to the surrounding substndc 
(Ponier et al • 1986). Chitin. cellulose. glass. and diatomaceous earth 
have been tested for use as the solid suppon material. Bacteria adhere 
to chitin, cellulose. and diatoms through covalent bonding and 10 glass 
through adsorption. (Ponier, 1987). Chitin and diatomaceous earth act 
as sorptive surtiices for many orpnics and nutrients (Portier", et al, 1988). 
There are threshold ~-oncentrations below which microorpnisms cannot 
scavenge nutncnts. ChemK-al sorption creates a microenvironmenl abool 
the organism that is more copiotrophic than the surrounding medi~ 
situation that greatly enhances growth and decomposition. Immobilized 
column bioremediation technology is based on the theory that natunl 
populations of bacteria can be adapted to break down refTactorY 
compounds. The purpose of the packed bed is to provide a large surface 
area for microbial colonization. 

GROUNDWATER BIOLOGICAL REMEDIATION OF 
CHLORINATED ALIPHATICS 

Due to the volatility and envinmmental persistence of low molecular 
weight chlorinated hydrocarbons, a very large fraction of them simply 
volatiliu into the atmosphere when wastewaters contaminated with them 
are discharged into conventional industrial aeration lagoons, discharged 
into conventional industrial aeration lagoons has simply ~latilized into 
the atmosphere, The major route for their vapor phase abiotic destructiOO 
is thought to be photo-induced tropospheric hydroxyl ion attad 
(Pearson. 1982). When EDC is oxidized in this manner, the 



intermediates are thought to be the mutagenic compounds 
2-chloroacetaldehyde, formyl chloride, and 2-chloroacetate (McCann, 
et al., 1975). 

The challenges to building an effective aerobic biotreatment system 
for volatile organic chlorinated aliphatics are creating conditions under 
which aerobic organisms can account for a large fraction of the 
compound disappearance rate and selecting/maintaining a biological 
population with maximum degradation kinetics and minimal exogenous 
production of dangerous intermediate compounds. A 75 L, continuous 
flow, immobilized cell bioprocess system was developed specifically 
for volatiles degradation and was tested at a chemical production site 
having extensive halocarbon contaminated ground water. The 
groundwater contains a variety of one- and two-carbon chlorinated 
compounds. EDC is present in far greater concentration than any of 
the other organics, and was routinely observed at concentrations in 
excess of 1,800 mg/L. 

A detailed discussion of the reactor design has been presented 
elsewhere (Friday and Portier, 1989) and is summarized as follows: 
the current system consists of three functionally distinct subsystems. 
The first is a raw effluent conditioning system which removes foreign 
materials via a 100µ. filter, dilutes recovered ground water to the degree 
required to achieve biologically acceptable toxicant concentrations, adds 
nutrients, and adjust/maintains media pH and temperature. Biological 
conversion occurs in the second subsystem (reactor vessel) which is 
partitioned into two distinct volumes. In the first, air is sparged into 
the feed waters to mix and aerate the influent water. Admixed air is 
then separated from the water before it enters the second reaction stage. 
In the second section, the water moves in plug flow through a bed packed 
with porous biocarrier on which the selected chlorinated 
aliphatic-degrading organisms are immobilized throughout the support. 
Modular column units have been fabricated which can be mechanically 
coupled to provide a desired packed bed volume and control the extent 
of the bioconversion. Design considerations have included gas 
sparging/gas distribution, maintenance of carrier integrity, gas/liquid 
separation, and materials of construction. The reactor is instrumented 
to allow pH, temperature, and dissolved oxygen levels to be continuously 
monitored and controlled. In addition, a gas scrubbing unit is attached 
to remove organic vapors from process off-gases prior to release into 
the environment. A third subsystem provides final clarification of the 
decontaminated water. 

Adapted Microorganisms 

Bacterial cultures which aerobically metabolize EDC as a sole source 
of carbon and energy were adapted for continuous degradation of EDC 
using protocols as discussed in detail in Portier, et al .1983. These strains 
were adapted for detoxification applications using mechanisms outlined 
in earlier aquatic microcosm studies. Particular efforts were made to 
insure that no other sources of carbon were available for metabolic 
maintenance and that volatilization losses were controlled to avoid 
erroneous estimates for substrate availability. 

Site Deployment 

The reactor was deployed on site at the facility and connected to the 
existing ground water recovery system to provide a continuous source 
of contaminated water. Compressed air (oil-free), was introduced at 
the base of the well-mixed section of the reactor at approximately 500 
standard cc/min. The reactor operating pressure was regulated to 30.0 
psig and temperature was controlled at 30 °C. The pH of the ground 
water was automatically maintained between 6.5 and 7.5 by addition 
of 1 M sodium hydroxide solution. Ambient temperatures ranged from 
11-35 °C over the 30 day field trial. Approximately 12 .75 kg of 
diatomaceous earth carrier (Type R-630, Manville Filtration and 
Minerals) was installed in the system for the initial pilot test. This carrier 
is unique in that it has a controlled porosity for optimal colonization 
of microorganisms, thus providing a considerable biocatalytic capability. 

BIOTREATMENT OF EDC-CONTAMINATED GROUNDWATER 

Contaminated ground water, diluted 33 % , was treated during the 
course of the field pilot study. Ethylene dichloride (EDC), the primary 

waste constituent of concern in this process stream, was monitored for 
microbial mineralization at dilute and elevated levels of contamination. 
Both batch and continuous modes of operation were investigated. Batch 
tests were initiated with initial concentrations of 1.5 to 2.5 mM EDC, 
while continuous flow tests were run on influent streams with more 
than double this concentration. Time zero concentration averaged 2.30 
mM EDC (Molecular Weight EDC = 98.96 g/gmole) for Batch Tests 
#3 (Figure 1). EDC concentration was undectable after 20 hours of 
holding time. Thus, for batch #3, a mineralization rate of0.14 mM/L/h 
was realized. As reported elsewhere, with an influent flowrate of 2.85 
L/h, steady-state removal rates for continuous flow mode were 1599 
mg EDC/h (Friday and Portier, 1989). Influent feed concentrations 
entering the system averaged 5.68 mM EDC. Effluents from the reactor 
averaged 0.009 mM EDC (see Figure 2). A carbon trap in series with 
the reactor off-gas sorbed volatilized EDC at the rate of 4.84 mg/h, 
inferring that in excess of 99 % of the observed removal rate was due 
to biodegradation. GC/MS analysis of an off-gas sample collected 
downstream of the carbon trap just prior to removing it showed 
non-detectable levels of EDC, indicating that no organic break through 
occurred. 

Chlorinated Ethane Ground Water Study: Gas Chromatography Analyses 
Batch Operation #3 
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Figure I 
Batch Biotreatment of Ethylene Dichloride (EDC) 

Using an Immobilized Bioreactor 
(Adapted from Friday and Portier, 1989) 

• EDC: Gas Chrom. Feed (mM) 

ml EDC: Gas Chrom. Export (mM) 
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Figure 2 
Reactor Influent .and Effluent. Ethylene Dichloride (EDC) 

Concentrat10ns m Contmuous Flow Operation 
(Adapted from Friday and Portier, 1989) 

DISCUSSION 

The technologies evaluated to date for the effective treatment of 
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contaminated ground waters and industrial effluents in industrialized 
corridors have provided pragmatic, cost-effective solutions for the 
removal of xenobiotics. 
"Once developed and proven. biodegradation is potentially less 
expensive than any other approach to neutralizing toxic wastes. Such 
systems involve a low capital investment, have a low energy 
consumption, and are often self-sustaining operations" Office of 
Technology Assessment (Nicholas ,1987) 

Biological treatment of many groundwater contaminants will 
significantly minimize the associated cosL\ of excavation, transport and 
incineration of these materials which are the current commercially 
available technologies. Additionally, since many xenobiotics have been 
effectively decomposed to nontoxic substances, a permanent !>olu11on 
to the removal and disposal of such materials can Ile realized. Biological 
solutions which involve treatment in place further reduce the risk to 
the general public by minimizing the necessity of large !>Cale exrnvation 
and transportation from contaminated sites to U.S. EPA approved 
disposal facilities. Future applications of these modular bioreactors in 
treating waste streams associated with the manufacturing of high 
technology systems such as circuitry, computers and advanced 
metallurgical processes is anticipated. Additionally, the usefulness of 
these systems as recycling devices in life-support systems is technically 
feasible and, currently. under evaluation. 
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TOPIC 5: A New Solid/Liquid Contact Bioslurry Reactor 
Making Bio-Remediation More Cost-Competitive 

Gunter H. Brox 
Douglas E. Hanify 

EIMCO Process Equipment Company 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

ABSTRACT 

The reactor system described in this paper has been developed based 
on slurry agitator technology used in the mineral processing industry. 
The reactor has been modified to act as a vessel in which naturally 
occurring biological degradation processes are enhanced. It provides 
aeration, mixing, temperature control, nutrients, and in certain 
applications, volatile emissions control. A bioslurry reactor approach 
is recommended to biodegrade organic hazardous substances in a matrix 
where in-situ land treatment often fails. A bioslurry reactor can also 
be used in a soil-washing flow sheet for the fine particle fracti9n which 
contains often the highest contaminant levels. 

The bioslurry reactor presented in this paper can handle solids 
concentrations in the 30-50 wt% range. Energy consumption is typically 
only 25-50% of that needed in conventional liquid/solid contact (LSC) 
reactors which use turbine mixers or surface aerators. The reactor is 
presently being tested in RCRA and Superfund applications. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many of the organic substances listed by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) as hazardous are biodegradable.' On 
most Superfund sites organisms have been identified which can biodegrade the 
organic contaminants given the availability of oxygen and nutrients, and under 
the right environmental conditions (soil pH, temperature, moisture). Since none 
of these parameters are usually in the optimal range for the bacteria involved, 
biodegradation in nature is often very slow. 

Table 1 summarizes the four methods commonly used for bioremediation. 
Most experience has been gained with land treatment, particularly in the oil 
refining industries, 2 and whenever hydrocarbon spills are being cleaned up. It 
is the bioremediation technology of choice if land is readily available and time 
is no constraint. In colder climate, bioremediation by land treatment often comes 
to a virtual standstill durng the winter months as the top soil freezes. Clean-up 
levels in a slurry reactor system are more predictable than land treatment units. 

Composting, on the other hand, produces some heat and may become 
a more widely used bioremediation technology, especially in colder 
climates. 

In-situ treatment is the only alternative when the contaminants have 
reached deep subsurface levels or are primarily under buildings and 
excavation is not possible. Hydrogeologists play a major role in the effort 
to get nutrients and oxygen to the contaminated areas and stimulate 
bacterial activity. 

Liquid/solid contact systems have been used, primarily in lagoons 
(in-situ) or where tanks are available on site. However, it has been found 
that energy input has to be kept quite high in order to keep the soil 
particles suspended. Solids concentrations often have to be limited to 
10-20 wt% in order to keep the particles sufficiently suspended. Power 
outages can cause significant operating problems as the materials settle 

Thble 1 
Bioremediation 

• Land Treatment 

• Composting 

• Liquid/Solids Contact systems 

• In Situ Treatment 

out and compact. Air is often provided through spargers which can clog 
quite easily during a prolonged power outage. An LSC reactor is shown 
in Figure 1. This features above ground tank construction, draft tube 
with direct-drive mixing, and control of volatiles. 

The EIMCO Biolift™ reactor, shown in Figure 2, is basically a modified 
slurry agitator that uses a dual drive design which EIMCO has 
manufactured for its Reactor Clarifier™ for decades. Thisjlual drive 
allows independent operation of the axial flow impeller and the rake 
arms at two distinctly different 'speeds. In a large diameter tank, the 
impeller, mounted on a separate shaft, typically rotates at 20-30 rpm 
while the rake arms turn at less than 2 rpm. Diffuser pannels consisting 
of vertically stacked diffuser tubes are mounted on the rake arms. The 
diffuser tubes are of a special rugged design, allowing rotation through 
an often viscous slurry without breaking at the point of connection to 
the air manifold. The diffuser membranes typically consist of a slotted 
elastomeric material which has been selected to chemically resist the 
organic contaminants found in the soil slurry. Such diffusers are known 
to be relatively clog free and to have superior oxygen transfer efficiency. 
In addition, release of the rotating curtain of fine air bubbles keeps 
most of the fine particles in suspension and creates the necessary 
turbulence to enhance the mass transfer of oxygen, nutrients and 
substrate molecules into the bacteria cell. The impeller turning at a 
higher speed causes a downward flow and affects bulk blending. 
Variability in contaminant concentrations in the feed stream is less a 
proJ?lem in such a completely mixed reactor than it would be in a batch 
reactor, where high substrate concentrations at the onset can be 
inhibitory to the bacteria. 
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TYPICAL BSC TANK REACTOR 
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The tank is baffled lo enhance mixing. Coarser particles which are 
nol kept in suspension by the fine bubble diffusers and have settled 
to the tank bottom are raked to a central airlift which pumps them to 
the top, where they are discharged into a specia.lly Jc,igned ,(urry 
removal system. A Y-shaped pipe with a vertical leg connected to a 
funnel collects the slurry direc1ly from the airlift. Since the airlift 
transporting material from the tank holtom will contain a higher 
concentration of coarse .~olids than the average slurry in the reactor, 
it is possible lo regulate the quantity of coarse solids within the tank 
by means of this take9off device and pass a fraclion of thi' material 
on to the next reactor or out of the system. Control of coarse "11id' 
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is essential in order to minimize torque on the mechanism. 
Depending on the application, any number o( reactors can be arranged 

in a cascading system to permit continuous feed and OYCrfiow. The more 
stages are arranged in series, the more the system approaches true plug 
flow conditions. At the same lime. optimum biokinetic rate is achie\led 
in each stage. The bacteria population is fully acclimated to the organic 
contaminants and biomass concentration has reached an optimum in 
accordance with substrate concentrations available. 

Alternatively, the EMICO Biolift"' Reactor can be run in a batch or 
a semi<ontinuous feed mode. From a process engineering point of view, 
such a mode of operation is more easi.ly controlled, but kinetic rates 
will be slower because of a lag phase in bacterial activity as a result 
of acclimatizauon and biomass growth. 

In order to use a sluny reactor effix."ti\'cly in a soil remediation project. 
some pretrea1men1 will be required to relllO\'C all oversize material. A 
proposed remediation flow wheel is shown in Figure 3. The exc.avatrd 
contaminated soil is first mO\'Cd through an attrition mill to slurry up 
the malcriaJ. After this, ii passes through a trommel screen 10 remove 
any gl'll\'CI. debris. and other overziz.e material. The soil passing through 
the scn.~n 1s then fed into a coun1er<urrcn1 washing screw classifier. 
Most of the sand will be clean after these three washing steps and can 
be discarded. The finer materials and the excess wash water that can 
nol be recycled a.re then passed into a series of bioshmy reactors. 

Total hydraulic residence lime in these reactors will vary depending 
on the nature of the organic contaminants, their concen1ration, and 
dean-up level required. The soil slurry is finally dewatered in either 
a pressure filter, vacuum filter, or centrifuge, The most efficient and 
economical dcwatering equipment is dependent on the soil characteristics 
and the quantities of slurry to be processed. It must be evaluated on 
a case-by-case basis. 

The process shown uses bioslurry reactor.; as the primary treatment 
step. Other flow sheets are possible as long as they achieve the 
pretreatment objectives of slurrying. washing, and classifying into 
different si1.e fractions. 

VOLATILES EMISSION CONTROL 

In many instances volatiles emission control is very desirable, 
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particularly if discharge of toxic air emissions would ex.eed applicable 
air pollution control standards. Since a number of these volatile organic 
compounds are readily biodegradable, but are air-stripped by the 
diffusers before the bacteria have metabolized them, a mode of operation 
was devised whereby the off-gas, collected in the reactor top, is 
recirculated back into the slurry via the diffusers. The reactors are 
gas-sealed and the compressor recompresses the off-gas. This gas stream 
is continuously analyzed by on-line oxygen and carbon dioxide 
analyzers. The flow schematics are illustrated in Figure 4. 
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The gas analyzers have control capability and can actuate solenoict 
valves at pre-determined setpoints. For example, if carbon dioxide, due 
to the bacteria's metabolic activities, increases above the setpoint, a 
portion of the gas stream is passed through a scrubber until the carbon 
dioxide concentration has been reduced to an acceptable level again. 
Likewise, when the oxygen concentration due to bacterial uptake drops 
below the setpoint, air or pure oxygen is admitted to the system until 
ambient oxygen concentration has been restored. An equivalent volume 
of air is treated through a carbon adsorption column to remove any 
residual non-biodegradable organic volatile compounds. Operation in 
the gas recirculation mode reduces the cost for expensive volatile 

emissions treatment significantly. The reactor is always operated at a 
slight vacuum of 1" to 2" W.C. to avoid any undesired emissions. 

FIELD EXPERIENCE 

The EIMCO Biolift™ reactor has been used to date in two applications. 
In one application a RCRA refinery sludge with an oil and grease 
concentration of approximately 40 wt% was aerobically digested. Total 
solids concentration in the reactor was 25 wt%. The reactor was operated 
in the batch mode and a 60 wt% reduction in the oil and grease was 
obtained after 39 days. After all of the carcinogenic compounds of 
concern have been removed to acceptable levels, the material can then 
be further treated in a land treatment cell. In this application, gas 
emission control was particularly important. 

In a second application, the reactor is presently being used to treat 
the fine particles stream, residue from a soil .washing operation. The 
contaminants are primarily PAH's and pentachlorophenol. Based on 
preliminary results, a 90 to 95 % removal can be achieved in a three-stage 
continuous flow system. 3 

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
The advantages of the EIMCO Biolift™ reactor are primarily related 

to operating and maintenance costs. Energy consumption is typically 
less than one half of what is required when turbine mixers or surface 
aerators are employed. In a recent cost comparison between the two 
technologies for the bioremediation of approximately 30,000 yd3 of 
contaminated soil, capital costs were $76/yd3, and operating costs were 
$60/yd3 for employing surface aerators and draft tubes. Using the 
EIMCO Biolift™ reactor would result in the same capital costs but 
would show operation cost savings of $13/yd3

, primarily due to energy 
savings. Because of the large size reactors required to meet the clean-up 
schedule, all the bioslurry reactors would be depreciated over the life 
of the project as reuse on another project wo.uld be difficult. 

Capital costs are strongly influenced by the size of the project and 
the time schedule in which it has to be executed. In order to achieve 
further economies, it is important to standardfae the bioslurry reactor 
as much a possible. Presently it is envisioned to build four reactor sizes 
from 70 m3 to 1,100 m3• The first size reactor would still be 
transportable completely assembled and thus would require only minor 
erection work in the field. After its use and decontamination on site 
it would be shipped and reused on the next site. Any reactor larger 
than can be transported by road in one piece will need to be assembled 
and erected in the field. The rake and airlift mecheanism can be 
constructed such that it can be dismantled into several pieces which 
can be reconnected and reused. Tanks may or may not be reusable 
depending on the circumstances. 

OUTWOK 
EIMCO Process Equipment Company is presently engaged with 

several process engineering firms in the proposal of pilot and full-scale 
remediation projects intending to use bioslurry reactors. The issue of 
scale up is being investigated in order to design large scale reactors 
based on the kinetic data obtained at the bench scale. Several alternatives 
to provide mixing and aeration in a more cost-effective manner are being 
examined as well. It is believed that bioslurry treatment in large scale 
reactors will one day be as common as Activated Sludge processes in 
waste water treatment. To reach this point a concerted effort will be 
required between process engineering companies and equipment 
manufacturers. 
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Calcining Rotary Kiln For Detoxification 
of Non-Autogenous Wastes 

James F. Angelo 
Universal Energy International Inc. 

Little Rock. Arkansas 

ABSTRACT 

An advanced multiple burner system has been invented and 1s being 
developed and tested. The multiple burner is designed to direct and 
fucus a pluraht)'. usually 30 to 40 individual burner flames. dircdl~ 
on the tumbling bed of contaminated feed stock to be them1ally treated. 
detoxified. and calcined in a rotary kiln combustion system Combus
tion air which is pre heated, natural gas or LP gas and/oxygen is deli
vered to each burner through a patented and proprietary free spanning. 
air cooled, platform and manifold. The principal objects of this new 
burner system are to increase throughput. improve Jc,truction 
efficiencies. decrease particulate entrainment and fundamentally impm'<c 
the thermal destruction/treatment and calcination of feed stock-. wh11:h 
are contaminated with organic constituent~ and are non-autogenous m 
nature such as soils. sludges. slurries and excavated landfills. for 
example, in rotary kilns. 

l!'liTERACTION 

For many decades, rotary kilns have be.en w1del~ viewed <L' the "\\Ork 
horse" of the calcination and toxic/hazardous/industrial waste inciner
ation/thermal treatment/destruction industry. Globally. thousands of 
rotary kilns are in use thermally treating/incinerating thousands of feed 
stocks, many contaminated with various organic chemicals. It is widely 
accepted that vinually any solid, sludge. slurry, etc .. or combination 
thereof. can be processed in a rotary kiln. Many kilns calcine hme and 
cement, as well. 

In spite of rotary kiln's advantages and abilities to JCCommodate and 
process almost all solid feed.stocks, kilns have traditionally been •ID 

inefficiem process Rotary kiln!> have been '11.ed with very large com
bustion volumes in order to reduce veloc111cs of the gases as they exit 
the kiln, in the effluent, in order to reduce paniculate entrainment. Kiln.' 
normally have to be fitted with large and npcn,1vc scrubbers to reduce 
paniculate discharges to permittable level\ The relatively large volume 
of kilns has increased their Capital costs ar. well as their operating costs, 
particularly the replcement of refructorie'> pcnodically. a 11me-i.·on.~uming 
and costly operation. Adduionally, the inefficienc1c' of the heat loss 
and dissipation of heat energy, through the kiln 'hell, which often 1' 
a significant waste of energy, increases operating expenses. Trm.huon
ally, kiln~ calcinating non-autogenous materials utili1c large 011. gn' 
or combination burners which are mounted in the firing hood(s) or 
breeching(s) of the kiln. Normally, the burner's flame pattern cover' 
or contacts only a portion, often only a 'mall wnc or section of the 
tumbling bed of feed stock, an inefficient method. The poor wntact 
between the burner flame and the tumbling bed of non-uutogenous feed 
stock being thermally treated typically requires rotary kilns to be quite 
large and particularly long. 
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'IULTIPLE BUR~ER SYSTE.\I 

The multiple burner \)'Siem is t) pically 30 to 50 individual. small 
burnen;, usually wuh thermal outputs of 0.5 to 1.000.000 BTU/HR 
burner. These burner' are distributed along an air cooled platfonn and 
manifold which spans from head/breeching to he.ad/breeching. geomlly 
in an offset. axial locallon within the kiln. The offset location allows 
fnr the md1vldual flames. which are typically 3 ft in length, to be diftictl:d 
at and on the tumbling bed of wil. sludge. slurry. lime, cement or 
excavated landfill feed stock. 

The the rmaJ output of these bumen an be regulated by adjusting 
the combustwn air, gas and oxygen flCM rates. The combus1jon air is 
Jlso lhe 1.·oolmg air for the platform and i~ pre-heated due to the cooling 
effect. The cooling effect enables the maintenance of the structural in
tegrity of the air cooled platform sy.tem. The flame temperature can 
be regula1ed from 2.500"F to ·H>OO"F with maximum oxygen 
enrichment 

The flame 1., positioned so that 11 is generally tangential to the kiln 
shell. This tangential flame direction positioning has an additional 
benefit in that a cyclonic, swirl. helical panern of air. gas and particu· 
late is induced. Previously. tangential combustion air injection systems 
and technologies developed b)· the author have repeatedly demonstratr:d 
the ability to centrifuge panicu.late out of the air/gas/paniculale mixture 
in rotary kiln incineration systems due to this beneficial tangential 
injection of air and other gases. 

US Department of Energy studies have documented the dramatically 
reduced parti<·ulate loading in a kiln's flue gases due to the centrifugal 
effccL' derived from the tangential injection d combustion air. in swirling 
patterns. throughout the entire length of rotary kilns via a plurality of 
combustion air injection nozzles. Particulate loadings of flue gases tuM 
been rnni.istcntly demonstrated and documented at 0.08 GR/SCF 
utili11ng the earlier ~"Ombustion air injection ven;ion of this free~ 
system. Paniculate entrainment rates. in flue gases, bel™· 0.08 GRISCF 
have been demonstrated with ccnain feed stocks. as well. This cycloni<: 
cfh·t on paniculate entrainment can eliminate the need fur scrubbers. 
In other case~. gas cleaning systems can be down-sized and arc subject 
to less wear. maintenance and abrnsion than is typically the case. 

KILN DOWNSIZING 

This new system 1s showing great promise with its ability to shonen 
rotary kilns. A great many very large rotary kilns are operating in 
calcining modes. producing lime and cement. Most of these kilns are 
150 to 400 feet in length. Our studies indicate that this i.)'Stcm of multi· 
pie burners, directed and fucused on the rumbling bed of feed stock. 
rather than one large flame, with its uneven heat transfer and hot/cold 
10nes, can dramatically reduce lengths of kilns from 150 to 400 ft d<YNll 



to 60 ft in length while maintaining throughputs. Thermal processing 
and efficiency are improved and fuel is saved. 

An additional goal in the testing and demonstration of the process 
is to improve destruction efficiencies of the organic contaminants in 
the non-autogenous feed stocks. 

Another feature of the process is its ability to divide a rotary kiln 
into four or more independently controllable zones. 

These systems typically are outfitted with thermocouples which are 
distributed along the air cooled platform. There usually is one 
thermocouple per zone and four usually are installed. The thermocouple 
bases and wiring are protected in the air cooled, free spanning system. 

RESEARCH AND DEVEWPMENT PROGRAM 

A Research and Development/Demonstration project is being 
implemented for this patented and proprietary system now assigned to 
Universal Energy International, Inc. The system discussed herein will 
be installed on a test center rotary kiln owned by Fuller Company's 
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Fuller Power Corp. of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Additional participants 58 
are Air Products & Chemical, Inc.'s Applied Research and Develop-
ment group. A wide variety of non-toxic, non-hazardous materials will 
be pyro-processed. Destruction of surrogate contaminants in feed stocks 

Figure 2 
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Figure 4 

will be studied and destruction efficiencies will be established. Air 
Products & Chemical"s, Inc. is providing oxygen control and regula
tion systems and technical input. 

Certain versions of these systems and technologies are being offered 
for immediate commercialization. The assignee of this technology has 
offered proposals to sell two systems which are approximately 60 ft 
long for commercial soils detoxification and incineration projects, both 
portable and fixed sites and systems. 

Grant applications are pending with the U.S. Department of Energy 
and the National Science Foundation. Plans are being developed to 
demonstrate this system under a U.S. EPA SUPERFUND program, 
the innovative technology program. Research and development funds 
have been allocated and set aside by the U.S. Department of Energy/ 
Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center for a similar test demonstration, 
and R & D program where an air/sorbent injection/data acquisition 
version of this proprietary will be operating during the parallel program. 
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Site Remediation Using Mobile Thermal Destruction 
At the Electric Utilities Site in LaSalle, IL 

James F. Frank 
Richard M. Lange 
Greg R. Michaud 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
Springfield, Illinois 

ABSTRACT 

Electric Utilities Co. (EUC) was a manufacturer of capacitors in 
LaSalle, Illinois until 1981. EUC left this site in 1981 and filed bank
ruptcy in 1983. During operation, EUC had used PCB dielectric fluid 
in the product and had used w.lste oils for dust control both at the facility 
and in an adjoining residential neighborhood. Subsequently, wind 
erosion and vehicle traffic transported PCBs up to 1.2 mi from the site. 
In addition to PCB soil contamination, the local groundwater has been 
impacted by chlorinated solvents. 

Two phases of remedial action (RA) were planned: to (1) off-site soil 
contamination in Phase I, and (2) on-site soils, groundw.iter and stream 
and sewer sediments in Phase II. On-site thermal destruction is the 
selected alternative to remediate this site. Phase I is in progress with 
Phase II in the procurement process. 

The Phase I RA which involved 1.2 of inner city state highway 
required relocation of 25 families during excavation. After excavation, 
extensive landscaping was required to restore the neighborhood to pre
excavation conditions. This landscaping required replacement of 
$120,000 in trees and perennial plants and 27,000 yd3 of sod. 

The excavated material was segregated into two stockpiles based on 
levels of PCB contamination. One stockpile contained less than 50 ppm 
PCB-contaminated material while material with more than 50 ppm PCBs 
was placed in the other. The total payable yardage excavated was 23,258 
yd3 and was nearly equally divided between less than 50 and greater 
than 50-ppm contaminated material. Thermal destruction is ongoing 
at this time on the greater than 50 ppm waste under authorization by 
IEPA, with concurrence by the U.S. EPA. Treatment of the less than 
50 ppm material is complete. Thermal destruction services are being 
provided by Westinghouse-Haztech utilizing an infrared unit originally 
manufactured by SHIRCO. 

The thermally treated soil has to meet a cleanup criterion of 2 ppm 
total PCBs and originally was regulated as a State of Illinois Special 
Waste. The Phase I RA treated soil is going off-site for disposal to a 
landfill where it is permitted to be used as daily cover. The Phase II 
treated soil will be used as on-site backfill where possible. This handling 
of treated soil allows control of the material but does not consume valu
able landfill capacity. 

The unique feature of this RA is the extensive interaction with the 
residential population due to the extensive excavation of lawns. This 
project posed a major community relations challenge. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Electric Utilities Company (EUC) site in LaSalle, Illinois is cur
rently the subject of Phase I of a multiphased Remedial Action (RA). 
The EUC manufactured industrial capacitors utilizing PCB as a die
lectric fluid. In 1981, the company left this location and relocated their 

operations to North Carolina. Soon after moving, EUC entered 
bankruptcy and dissolved the company. During their final years in 
LaSalle, EUC had been the subject of a number of regulatory com
plaints and enforcement actions by both the Illinois Environmental Pro
tection Agency (IEPA) and the U. S. EPA. 

In 1983 and 1984, Immediate Removal actions by the U.S. EPA re
moved some w.lste material and redirected surface water flow back onto 
the site and into a pond for sedimentation and infiltration. An adjacent 
off-site business parking lot and driveway were asphalted to limit access 
to contaminated soil. In 1986, the IEPA conducted a followup Imme
diate Removal action to dispose of 260 drums of waste and 735 gal of 
trichloroethylene (TCE). Following in IEPA's tradition of reducing quan
tities of waste for disposal, this solvent was analyzed and determined 
to be of sufficient quality to appropriately re-enter the commercial 
market. 

The Remedial Investigation identified extensive on-site soil contami
nation by PCBs on-site, certain soils contaminated by chlorinated 
naphthalenes, on- and off-site contamination of groundwater by various 
chlorinated solvents (predominantly TCE) and PCBs (including free 
oil) and extensive off-site PCB contamination. The off-site PCB con
tamination of soils unexpectedly included widespread contamination 
in residential yards, business properties, agricultural fields and approxi
mately 1.2 mi of street right of way. Some of the more unusual areas 
contaminated with PCBs included the presence of PCB dust in the in
teriors of homes and businesses including furnace ducts, storm and sani
tary sewer sediments and stream sediments where the storm sewers 
surface. 

The measured quantities from Phase I of the RA and the Engineers' 
estimate for the Phase II RA revealed the extent of contamination. The 
following quantities and types of waste have or will be remediated: over 
23,500 yd3 of off-site soil and 42,000 yd3 of on-site soil with PCB con
centrations ranging up to 113,000 ppm; as much as 1000 gal of trans
former oil with PCB concentrations expected in the 50 to 60% range; 
up to 1000 ft of a remote off-site stream requiring excavation. Over 
7500 ft of storm and sanitary sewer will be hydraulically and mechani
cally cleaned and 3500 ft of passive groundwater collection will be 
piping placed at depths to 25 ft to feed a water treatment plant which 
will be constructed for remediation of the solvent- and PCB
contaminated groundwater. This water treatment plant is expected to 
generate an additional 188 tons of PCB-contaminated oil. 

The factory building complex is so heavily contaminated with PCB 
that demolition is the selected option followed by thermal destruction 
of al~ ~menable mate~ials. Additionally, the factory buildings and 
remammg process eqmpment harbor significant quantities of asbestos 
contaminated with PCB. This material will require off-site disposal in 
an appropriate secure facility. 
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The Feasibility Study (FS) evaluated the standard options to protect 
the human health and environment including the No Act.ion Alterna
tive, Waste Consolidation and the construction of an On-site Landfill 
and Off-site Disposal in a Landfill. Additionally, the FS evaluated the 
long tenn pennanent solutions of Off-site Thennal Destruction and On
site Thennal Destruction. The landfill options seemed to meet the 
criteria for appropriate alternatives but did not satisfy citizens· con
cerns about removing the contaminated material from their town and 
making the property a usable resource. Additionally, this option was 
not fully acceptable to the State of Illinois because it failed to provide 
the pennanence of destruction, leaving the state a long-tenn operation 
and maintenance responsibility. The alternative which was ultimately 
selected utilizes on-site mobile thermal destruction for all treatable 
material, with off-site landfill disposal held to a minimum. The only 
on-site disposal will be for innocuous. thermally treated material. 

PHASE I REMEDIAL ACTION 

During Phase I RA. 23.258 yd' of PCB-contaminated soil from off
site locations was excavated and placed in stockpiles on the site pending 
thennal treatment. The containable material was placed imo t'"1 separate 
stockpiles based on the level of contamination. One stockpile was 
reserved for material with PCB concentrations of Jes, a 50 ppm and 
the other for material found to have concentrations greater than or equal 
to 50 ppm. Thennal treatment of the less than 50 ppm material was 
initiated on Nov. 29, 1988. under an interim Operating Approval Letter 
issued by the IEPA. Completion of thcnnal treatment of this material 
was accomplished on June 14. 1989, and treatment of the 50 ppm or 
greater material began on that date. Treatment of the greater than 
50 ppm material is also taking place under an Operating Approval Letter 
issued by IEPA with U.S. EPA Region V concurrence. 

The thennally treated soil from this RA was originally being trans
fem:d as Special 'Mlste to a local, IEPA- permitted lllinois Special 'Mlste 
Landfill under Ulinois' Special Waste Manifest system (Special Waste. 
as defined in Dlinois, means any industrial process waste. pollution con
trol waste or hazardous waste). After sufficient experience with the 
treated soil was gained (both chemically and physically) by IEPA, the 
RA Contractor and the landfill operator the following program was has 
been approved: the thermally treated soil from the Phase I RA has been 
delisted as lllinois Special Waste and is simply considered waste; the 
treated soil is no longer subject to manifesting requirements and the 
treated soil is permined to be utilized at the landfill as daily cover 
material. This delisting resulted from a coordinated effort by all parties. 
This delisting and daily cover use meets two needs. The material is 
sufficiently innocuous to require no manifesting or special management. 
Useable as daily cover, the material is being removed to an appropriately 
secure facility for public comfort but is not consuming valuable land
fill capacity. 

In addition to the excavation and thermal treatment of PCB
contaminated soils, the Phase I RA included cleaning of the interiors 
of 25 private homes and 2 businesses and the replacement of all land
scaping material removed during excavation in their yards. This effort 
involved the laying of Zl,000 ydi of sod and the replacemeni of over 
$120,000 worth of landscaping. 

PHASE II REMEDIAL ACTION 

In the Phase II ponion of thi~ RA, a contractor will demolish the 
existing factory complex with the goal of decontaminating or thermally 
destroying all possible materials, in order to reduce off-site disposal 
to a minimum, thereby reducing disposal facility coni.umption and 
reducing the State's long-term liability. Thi\ waste minimization effon 
is being encouraged by the absence of various pay items in the bid 
specifications and financial encouragement of thermal destruction, the 
payment for certain decontamination efforts and the return of all salvage 
dollars to the contractor. One example of these specifications will be 
an extensive coring and sampling effon directed at over 68,000 ft' of 
concrete flooring; this concrete will be analyzed in an attempt to iden
tify the depth of PCB penetration. Where the concrete overlays uncon
taminated soil the contaminated surface of the concrete will be 
mechanically removed and the collected material will be thermally 
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treated. Following decontamination, this concrete may go to a "Demo
lition Debris Only" landfill or, in the absence of reinforcing steel, may 
be used as clean fill in land reclamation or as rip r.tp in local surface 
water projects (the town of LaSalle is located on the Nonh bank of 
the Illinois River). 

Following demolition of the factory buildings, cxcavalion of an esti
mated 42,000 yd' of PCB-contaminated soil can proceed unencum
bered. One significant difference between Phase I and Phase D iJ that 
in Pha'>C II the area of excavation will be under complete control o( 

the remediation contractor and the State of Illinois. This control will 
allow the use of treated soil as backfill on site. In Phase I. the excava
tion and backfill had to proceed rapidly to reduce impact on various 
residential and business property owners. thereby requiring an imme
diate source of backfill material; in Phase n. the excavation of con
taminated material can more closely follow the production capacity o( 

the thermal destruction unit. This item is not specifically required in 
the specifications but 11 encouraged by the absence of both a Backfill 
pay item and an A.sh Disposal pay item in the contract documents. ()b.. 
viou~ly, the contractor is financially encouraged to utilize treated soil 
a\ on-site backfill. The chemical quality of the treated soil will be closely 
monitored. and the treated material will not be used within I ft of final 
grade; this requirement should assure rapid establishment of vcgcca
tive cover and reduce the potential of light tillage operations turning 
treated material to the surface, thereby unnecessarily raising public 
concern. 

The removal of contaminated sediments. soils and debris from the 
off-site stream will follow relatively standard cleanup methods as will 
the sewer cleaning operations_ One exception ~ to the scandald medlods, 
1s that trees and brush must be removed to construct a teqiorary acccu 
road to the stream area. All v.aody vcgct.ation growing in unconlllJni.. 
nated areas. and vegetation noc in contact with contaminaied soil, must 
to be mulched for landscaping use or destroyed in an Air Cuna.in Des
tructor. None of this material will be allowed to consume landfiU 
capacity. All sediments. soi.I and poccnually contamina&ed vcgdlllioo 
must be collected and treated in the Thermal Destruction Unit 

The remaining significant ponion of the Phase 0 RA is the ground· 
water treatment system. As previously stated, the aquifer under the site 
1s contaminated with boch chlorinated solvents and PCBs in both a free 
oil and dissolved state. Tuts treatment plant will be supplied by 
approximately 3500 ft c:A perfOrated P~ pipe in a washed gravel bedding 
with the bedding encased in a fiJter fabric outer casing. This piping 
nerwork will be placed at depths of up to 25 ft and will be placed in 
such a manner as to gl1l\'ity feed a single wet well collection point IOr 
pumping to the water treatment plant. The treatment plant will consist 
of an oil/water separator, a particulate filter system, two air stripper 
columns and a pair of carbon filters. The plant will duplicate air strip
pers and carbon units to allow a higher initial flow rate by using these 
units in parallel. Later. during normal operation. series operation will 
be employed to obtain higher effluent quality. Finally, one unit may 
be placed in standby status to allow operation to continue when a unit 
must be removed from use awaiting service. 

The water treatment plant will discharge its effluent to the City of 
LaSaHc wastewater treatment plant and be relatively maintenance free 
to allow case of operation. The operation of this plant will be turned 
over to another pany when the Phase II RA contractor exits the site. 
The groundwater treatment effort is expected to be operated an additional 
8 10 JO yr. 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

Three factors suggested that community interest would be relatively 
high at this site: (I) location in a residential area with over 10,000 resi· 
dents; (2) presence of PCB in high concentrations; and (3) location 
in the hometown of a state legislator who is an active member of the 
legislative committee which reviews the IEPA's budget. 

Following a community assessment in the fall of 1983, the first com· 
munity relations activity was a joint presentation with U.S. EPA offi· 
cials at a City Council meeting in January, 1984. During the RIIFS. 
personal interviews, telephone calls, fact sheets and "living room" 
meetings were used to identify and respond to community concerns. 



During the RI, soil and groundwater sampling revealed high con
centrations of PCBs on-site and, unexpectedly, on adjacent property. 
A literature review and discussion with state and federal potentially 
impacted groups as a result of contact with PCB-contaminated soils: 
(1) children when playing in yards and, (2) adults when gardening. This 
discovery was presented individually to the City Council, LaSalle 
County States Attorney, owners of the 26 affected properties and finally 
the news media, in personal meetings conducted by two teams of com
munity relations and technical staff. It was felt that releasing this 
information only through a letter or news release would be inadequate 
and could create confusion or panic in the community. None of the 
residents reacted negatively. 

Four risk communication guidelines were followed in designing this 
public information effort to inform the community of these results. First, 
the Agency wanted to explain what the numbers meant, with a special 
emphasis on exposure and routes of exposure. In this case, a literature 
review and discussion with the Illinois Department of Public Health 
(IDPH) and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) indicated two 
exposure routes: (1) children playing in the dirt and, (2) to adults gar
dening. Second, IEPA needed to coordinate both internally as well as 
between agencies (U.S. EPA, IDPH, etc.) to prevent sending out mixed 
or contradictory messages. Third, the IEPA followed a strict sequence 
for releasing the results to prevent affected families from hearing about 
this problem through the news media first and to enlist others, notably, 
City officials and the States Attorney's office, to provide a calming effect 
from within the community. Finally, a practice session was held in which 
the IEPA developed and critiqued an approach based on a simple, 
candid, low-key explanation using words easily understood by each 
resident. 

A year later the FS, describing proposed remedies, was completed 
and presented to the community. At this time, IEPA preferred a remedy 
which included mobile incineration. However, several issues existed 
which threatened community acceptance of this remedy. A newly elected 
Alderman was openly critical of the IEPA. A popular state senator from 
LaSalle expressed reservations about incineration of hazardous waste. 
A small portion of the community still doubted that the site posed any 
health threat and 25 families would have to temporarily leave their homes 
while their yards were excavated. Also, at the time this remedy was 
being considered, a mobile incinerator had not been successfully used 
to destroy on hazardous waste anywhere in the state. 
- Upper management agreed that if significant opposition from the com
munity arose towards this remedy, another remedy would be selected. 
A fact sheet summarizing the proposed remedies, their advantages and 
drawbacks and explaining how to submit comments was distributed 
through the mail and made available at the LaSalle City Hall. Small 
group meetings with, interested citizens, city and county officials and 
local news media were held to discuss the proposed remedies. Following 
these meetings, a public hearing and a 3-wk public comment period 
were scheduled. A list of anticipated questions was prepared and an
swers were critiqued before the hearing. Verbal and written comments 
received at the hearing and during the public comment period supported 
the proposed remedy which included mobile incineration. Both the Al
derman and state senator, who had previously expressed concern, 
provided statements of support for the incineration project. 

Yard excavations were conducted during the summer of 1988. The 
excavation offer was voluntary. In addition to the 25 families which would 
have to temporarily vacate their homes, approximately 80 more resi
dents were offered partial excavations, primarily of the right of way 
area in their front yards. Every affected resident provided access and 
cooperated. 

Nearly 8 mo of planning preceded the first yard excavation and 
hundreds of hours of planning were devoted to identifying and preparing 
for the multitude of details which were expected to arise. The families, 
many of whom were lifelong residents of the area, faced considerable 
anxiety at the prospect of moving out of their homes and seeing their 
yards and lawns excavated to depths up to 4 ft. 

Food and lodging for the families were provided through the Super
fund program at no charge to the residents. Some of the special 
accommodations arranged by the Community Relations staff included: 
professional health care for the blind; sick and elderly; around the clock 
security for the vacated residences; strongboxes at a local bank for 
personal items; meals to meet different dietary needs as well as dif
ferent eating arrangements for those on unusual work schedules; care 
for pets; customized room arrangements for special family needs; and 
schedule adjustments to meet business needs. 

The project's Community Relations staff served as liaison between 
residents, the contractor and a landscaping subcontractor to coordinate 
landscaping changes and respond to differing aesthetic values. Drought 
conditions reinforced the need for the Community Relations staff to 
assist in advising homeowners about proper care of new sod and land
scaping. 

The safety of nearby residents, particularly children, was a major 
concern. Community Relations and other Agency staff met with city 
officials, state police officers and officials of the State Department of 
Transportation to discuss traffic safety. Truck drivers hauling contami
nated soil from the excavated yards to the storage area were instructed 
to take special precautions as they drove through an adjacent neigh
borhood where many grade school children resided. 

The close working relationship developed with city officials over the 
previous 3 yr proved to be very useful in the summer of 1988. City 
officials helped with closing streets during excavation, posting new speed 
limit signs and maintaining water service despite disruptions caused 
by'the excavation work. 

An important part of any effort to mitigate fear is providing timely, 
accurate information. Tours were arranged for the news media, the com
munity, government officials and other interested parties, to show and 
discuss both the excavation process and the incinerator operation. A 
time-consuming, yet worthwhile method of preventing fear is 
maintaining regular contact with affected residents. This contact was 
accomplished through visits, telephone calls and letters. More than 1,600 
contacts were made by the Community Relations staff with the fami
lies scheduled to have excavation done in their yards. 

RESULTS 

"Knowing that the PCBs are gone is a tremendous relief,'' one resi
dent said. "It takes a lot of worry and fearful thoughts away, re_garding 
my children and how it would affect them in the future." 

Phase I of the RA will be completed in the spring of 1990, and the 
Phase II specifications require completion of activity in the summer 
of 1993. Including the Immediate Removals, the RI/FS and the Phased 
RA, this site will be fully remediated about 2001 to 2003. Although 
this process will have taken over 18 yr by the time the RA is complete, 
the site will be free of use restrictions and all waste will have been 
destroyed or placed in facilities of the utmost environmental integrity 
and away from the residents of LaSalle, Illinois. Property values are 
already on the rebound in the adjacent neighborhood and the EUC site 
can be returned to the local tax base or placed in use for the public 
good. Although the process was lengthy, it will result in an effective 
and permanent solution to the problem. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dioxin has been called "the most toxic chemical known to man." 
As a result. incineration of dioxin-contaminated material requires strin
gent preparation and extensive safety precautions to assure all involved 
parties that operations and procedures are safe. These requirements must 
be met irrespective of the amount of material that needs to be reme
diated. 

Reponed here is a case study of a successful small-scale remedia
tion of 190 tons of dioxin-contaminated materials at Fon A. P. Hill-a 
job site that was scrutiniz.ed closely because it previously had been pub
licized as a dioxin site in local, state and national media. All site proce
dures were critically resean:hed to satisfy the review of the U.S. EPA, 
the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency, the U.S. Army 
Environmental Hygiene Agency, the Commonwealth of Virginia 
interested individuals and public panicipation groups. 

The remediation was performed according to an engineering and 
design repon prepared and approved by the Army agencies and U.S. 
EPA prior to the commencement of field work. The design repon 
detailed the plans, equipment, procedures, rationale and methodology 
for each activity performed on-site during the remediation. The repon 
included an evaluation of the effectiveness of a mobile rotary-kiln 
incinerator, the required performance criteria for the incinerator, the 
necessary sampling, analysis and health and safety considerations and 
the procedures necessary to effect the overaJI implementation of the 
thermal treatment of dioxin-contaminated materials. 

More than 190 tom. of dioxin-contaminated material were \Uccess
fully decontaminated despite numerous obstacles encountered. On sui:h 
a small-scale site, however. numerous adjusunenb were required 10 com
plete the remediation. This paper describes how appropriate treatment 
techno~ogies were combined ~ith effective site management, engineering 
expen1se and advance planrung strategies to safely remediate a dioxin
contaminated site. 

INTRODUCTION 

Metcalf & Eddy (M&EJ was contracted by O.H. Materials, on be
half of the U.S. Army Toxic and Haz.ardou., Matcriab Agenl)' 
(USATHAMA), for the Pha.<>e I (engineering/design) and the Phase II 
(subsequent remedial action) programs at Fort A.P Hill. Fort A.P Hill, 
a U.~. Army installation located in Bowling Green, Virginia, needed 
to dispose of building debris and soils contamin11ted with acutely 
~.rdous organic materials-including 2.3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p
dioxm (~.3,7,8-TCDD). On-site incineration using a mobile rotary kiln 
had earlier been recommended as the remedial method of choice in 
the site feasibility study prepared for USATHAMA. 

For P~ase I, M&E researched and provided the specific engineering 
and design plans needed to assure that each remediation task would 
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be properly performed. for Pha..'iC II. M&E implemented the remedial 
action-the on-site thermal treatment of the contaminated ma.rerial
according to the Phase I Engineering/Design Repon. AJI wort was 
performed in accordance with U.S. EPA guidance. in compliance with 
the CERCLA. 

The U.S. EPA has mandated that thermal treatment (incineration) 
1s currently the only sufficicnlly demonstrated treaunent technology 
for dioxin-containing wast~ (51 FR 1733). However, the successful 
application of incineration to a dioxin cleanup at the Fon A.P. Hill site 
differed from the approach used for other dioxin remediations. such 
as Denney Farms, because a much smaller quantity of material needed 
to be cleaned up. Since the 100ll wlume of waste lrcaled at the Fort 
A.P Hill site was only 190 tons, the remediation was a very temporary 
operation. All activities (CllCluding residue disposal) were completed 
in 51 days. 

A site involving a smaller volume of 'IWSte actually requires much 
more advance planning (including anticipation of problems that may 
arise and resolutions), effective site management and appropriate treat
ment technology. Due to the shon durat.ion of the remediation. any 
problem causing system down-time results in a major pen:entagc increase 
in the effon and time required for the completion of the project. 

Regantless of the '<Ulume of material to be treated. implementation 
of a dioxin remediation requires all of the same quality assurance and 
health and safely safeguards and all of the same tasks as a longer disposal 
project. At the Fort A.P. Hill site. M&E had to perform these taSks 
under media scrutiny because the site had received national publicity 
due to the Boy Scouts of America jamboree that is held at the Fort ev
ery 4 yr M&E provided two tours of the remediation site fur conccmcd 
l:itizens and newspaper and television reponers. The Army had kept 
the public informed throughout the planning fur the remediation. As 
a resuh. there was public suppon for the remediation of the dioxin· 
wntnminated material, in pan because everyone was eager to •cJose 
this chapter of the dioxin saga' prior to the August, 1989, Boy Srou1s 
jamboree. 

SITE BACKGROUND 

The Fon A.P. Hill site is a 76.000-ac Army installation located in 
Caroling County near Bowling Green. Vuginia. The installation grounds 
are now used for Army training purposes and for other events. Fon 
A.P. Hill is hc-.t known for the Boy Scouts of America jamboree held 
at the site every 4 yr. 

From 1962 to 1978. the Army stored the herbicides silvex 
(2,4.5-trichlorophenoxy-propionic acid), 2.4-D (2.4- dichlorophenoxY-
111.:etic acid) and 2.4,5-T (2.4,5-trichlorophenol), 4 of which dioxin is 
a known impurity, in Building #225, which has since been demolished. 
The hcrh1dde-containing containers corroded, allowing the contents 



to leak onto the floor of the storage building and eventually onto the 
ground below. The leaking containers were repacked in 1978 and 
removed from the base in 1980. 

In 1984, the vertical and horizontal extents of silvex, 2,4- D, 2,4,5-T 
and dioxin contamination were defined. In 1985, an interim response 
action was undertaken in which Building #225 was demolished and the 
soils underlying the building were excavated. The excavated soils and 
miscellaneous debris were containerized in 35-gal fiberpack drums 
which were then overpacked in 55-gal drums and stored in a warehouse 
(Building #P01288) inside a secure, fenced area on the Army base. 

A feasibility study prepared for the site in 1987 recommended on
site incineration of the contaminated materials and subsequent disposal 
of the residues in a licensed hazardous waste landfill. 

WASTE CHARACTERIZATION 

Table 1 shows that the site was contaminated by ppm-levels of 
2,3,7,8-TCDD and other related constituents. The 2,3,7,8-TCDD isomer 
is recognized as the most toxic of the 75 possible dioxin isomers. The 
U.S. EPA classifies 2,3,7,8-TCDD and related organic compounds, 
referred to as dioxins and furans, as acutely hazardous materials. The 
classification and the public awareness of the possible hazards associated 
with dioxin, prompted the 1985 interim response action which yielded 
the 1,138 drums of contaminated materials which were stored in the 
warehouse at the base from 1985 to 1989. The contents of the 1,138 
drums were categorized as: dirt, block, wood and miscellaneous, as 
noted in Table 2. 

Thble 1 
Chemicals Detected in Excavated Soils at Fort A.P. Hill 

compounds 

*2,3, 7 ,8-TCDD 

L indane 

0, P' -ODD 

P,P'-DDD 

P,P'-DDE 

0, P' -DDT 

P,P'-DDT 

Chlordane 

PCB (Arocl or 1260) 

2,4-0 (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) 

*2, 4, 5- Tri chl oropheno 1 

*Silvex (2,4,5 Trichlorophenoxy-propionic acid) 

Penta ch 1oropheno1 

Range of Concentrations 
Detected (ppm) 

ND-1. 03 

ND-0.008 

N0-0.04 

N0-0.04 

ND-1.88 

N0-0.66 

ND-2.64 

N0-0 .10 

ND-0.25 

ND-0.74 

ND-I. 98 

ND-I. 57 

N0-0.89 

*Chemical constituents for which wastes are listed under F027 

METHODOWGY FOR SITE REMEDIATION 

Remediation of materials classified as acutely hazardous must be well
planned so that the thermal treatment technology selected for the job, 
the proposed operating conditions and the data needed to verify com
pliance with U.S. EPA requirements are all recognized as the best treat
ment to meet all relevant cleanup and operating standards. These 
planning requirements are not significantly reduced even if only a rela
tively small volume of contaminated material requires remediation. 

Tuble 2 
Contaminated Materials Stored in Drums in Building P01288 at Fort A.P. 

Hill 

Number of Drums 

767 

186 

120 

65 

Total 1,138 Drums 

Contents 

Soil 

Cinder block (broken up) 

Wood (cut up) 

Miscellaneous: VISQUEEN(RJ, 
Debris, Carbon, Lab wastes 
(bottled liquids, primarily, 
methanol and trichloroethylene) 

Source: EPA Region 3 Report "Summary Report for ERCS Action: Dioxin 
Contamination at Fort A.P. Hill, Virginia." 

TECHNOWGY 

The thermal treatment system used to destroy the contaminants in
cluded pre-feed shredding, a controlled waste feed system, a two-stage 
incineration system including a rotary kiln primary combustion cham
ber (PCC) and a secondary combustion chamber (SCC), an air pollu
tion control system, a fan and a stack. 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 
The minimum operating conditions selected for the Fort A.P. Hill 

remediation are described in Table 3. These conditions were proposed 
after investigating data established during previous tests and remedia
tions that have proven to be effective in destroying dioxins and/or related 
hazardous materials. The incinerator system operations were wholly 
monitored, controlled and logged by computer. Even under worst-case 
conditions, these conditions assured complete dioxin destruction 
(99.9999%). 

Table 3 
Minimum Operating Conditions for Mobile Incinerator at Fort A.P. Hill 

Parameter 

Kiln Temperature 

sec* Temperature 

Stack Oxygen 

Stack CO 

sec Retention Ti me 

Chloride Removal Efficiency 

Destruction and Removal Efficiency 

Particulate Emission Rate 

Operating Conditions 

1400 degrees F, minimum 

2048 degrees F minimum 

4 percent, mimimum 

100 ppm by volume, maximum 

2 seconds, mimimum 

99% minimum or 4 lb/hr., maximum 

99.9999%, minimum 

180 mg/dscm, maximum 

* SCC represents the Secondary Combustion Chamber 

REMEDIATION-PROCESS 

Site Preparation 

The location to set up and operate the thermal destruction unit (TDU) 
was selected because of the availability of 3-phase power and access 
to an already cleared and fenced area from a paved road. 
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Everything necessary to do the job had to be trucked to the site. The 
site preparation requirements included making provisions for equip
ment installation, utilities, personnel, equipment decontamination afCll.'i, 
institutional and containment controls and a support area. Figure I shows 
the site layout. Utilities required for operations included clectrici1y. 
water, telephone service and propane gas as fuel for the incinerator. 
Ample lighting was installed at the site to assure a well-lit area during 
evening and night operations. 

The remedial action site was cleared and covered with gravel. Selected 
areas, on which the heavier equipment was to be situated, were surfaced 
with asphalt. The site Wclli secured with a chain link fence after the 
incinerator and shredder trailers were placed in the exclusion zone. 

11111! lllll 

H 

The area outside the fence was organized into a support area. The 
support area consisted of tM> decontamination trailers, three project 
trailers, three water tankcn and other support items. Personnel access 
to and from the exclusion wne was controlled to requiJe passage through 

EXCLUSION ---+--1"--r.: -~ OCJN111tU} 
- n---ZONE AREA 

.__I _-__ :__,191'!!.(T_ - _J 

ORUM 
STAGING 

AREA 

ORUM STORAGE AREA 

DlCCNl-Tal !*AO nlllMI( _.,. 

J 1 
ORA WING NOT TO SCALE 

NOTES; 
1. UllJllES: 

A. ltMPORNtY lE.D'ttONE AND El£CTRIC stR"1CE WAS 
INSTAU.ED FROM SOUlH RNfCi€ ROAD TO Sill. 

B. STORAGE TANKS WERE BROUGHT TO M snt FOR 
SUPPi. Y Of NA 1URAL OAS (INQN£RA TOR F\IEl.S) AND 
POTA8L£ WATER. WAS'l!:WA'f'ER WAS OIR£Clt'D 1o STORAGIE 
TANK FOR OFF snt DISPOSAL TO A WAll:R TR£A1\IENT FAauTY. 

2. UGHTINO: 

A. ALL W0RJ< M£AS WERE PROW>ED M1H lOIPORNtY UGHllNO 
N1H INltHSITY " ACCORDANCE WllH 29 en 1110.120 (m) 
TA8l[ H-102-1. 

Figure I 
Site Syslem Layout 
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the decontamination trailers via the contamination-reduction zone. All 
other entry and exit points were restricted. 

A high-vertical-clearance wooden building with a wooden floor was 
erected in the exclusion zone to house the outlet of the shredder, the 
10 bins used to store the shredded feed material, the small forklift, the 
weigh scale and the incinerator feed hopper. The building was kept under 
slight negative pressure to contain any fugitive particulate emissions 
that might be generated during the waste shredding and incinerator feed 
operations. 

A bermed decontamination pad was installed to accommodate the 
staging of drums and decontamination of drums and equipment. The 
high-pressure water spray used for decontamination was collected in 
an area of the decontamination pad equipped with a sump. 

Health and Safety 

All personnel at the site were required to abide by the master health 
and safety plan prepared for the remediation. All personnel were safety
trained in accordance with CFR 1910.120 and participated in a medical 
surveillance program. 

The hazard posed to the workers performing activities at the Fort 
A.P. Hill site was generally rated as low. This low hazard rating was 
based on the fact that the dioxin-contaminated materials were already 
contained in drums, the dioxin was already adsorbed on particulates 
and the remediation was short in duration. The low-hazard ranking due 
to short-duration operation was a major benefit associated with the small
scale operation. 

The remediation site was segregated into two distinct, fenced work 
areas: the drum storage area and the exclusion zone. The fenced drum 
storage area was used to store the drummed contaminated wastes, the 
drummed incineration residues and the storage tank for the carbon
treated contaminated water. All workers were required to be in Level 
D protective gear when working in the drum storage area. 

Workers in the exclusion zone (where the shredding, incinerating and 
handling of the contaminated material were performed) were required 
to be in Level C protective gear, which includes a full-face air purifying 
respirator to protect against particulates. The standard Level C pro
tective gear was modified to include a second layer of (TYVEK) pro
tective clothing. This second layer of protection was added to reduce 
any off-site migration of contaminants via underclothing and to eliminate 
on-site washing of the clothing. All employees who entered the exclu
sion zone to perform their duties were required to shower in the 
shower/locker trailers prior to leaving the site. An M&E health and 
safety officer, assigned for each of the three shifts, was responsible for 
the well-being of the site workers. 

Once the first waste-containing drum was opened, the safety levels 
for each zone were formally in effect 24 hr/day. These levels were not 
downgraded until incineration was completed, the temporary building 
was demolished, the site was cleared and all site samples were found 
to be free of dioxin. 

Materials Handling Prior to Incineration 
Drums were trucked to the incineration site in 31 trips between the 

site and the warehouse. Drums were stored within the fenced areas. 
Once the incineration began, the drums were staged on the decon

tamination pad in the exclusion zone, opened and fed to the shredder. 
The contents of the 55-gal overpack drums were dumped into the shred
der hopper with a forklift equipped with a drum-handling attachment 
(a grappler). The forklift and grappler replaced electronic arm hydraulic 
drum-handling equipment because the latter equipment was bulky and 
difficult to maneuver in the limited space of the drum-staging area. 
The drums were fed in a pre-determined sequence according to waste
type categories to assure a homogeneous feed. Drum handling posed 
logistical difficulties due to limited space, poor weather conditions and 
incorrectly marked drums, which markedly increased the amount of 
time required to feed drums. Mislabeled drums caused non
homogeneous feed-initially resulting in an 80% wood feed that caused 
incinerator temperature maintenance problems. M&E adjusted to this 
condition by improving quality control documentation measures and 

modifying the predetermined drum feeding sequence. 
Other difficulties were more difficult to overcome. The contents of 

some of the drums were frozen. Record-breaking low temperatures for 
the month of March in Virginia created significant difficulties with emp
tying the drums. Some of the equipment was immobilized by snow and 
ice. Fiberpacks leaked and their contents froze against the overpack 
drum walls. 

Time lost due to these difficulties was minimized due to rapid 
adjustments and decisions made on site. Frozen contents of drums were 
manually removed by hitting drums with a sledge hammer. Manual 
equipment replaced the hydraulic equipment used to feed waste into 
the shredder. 

M&E planned to re-use decontaminated 55-gal overpack drums to 
contain the ash and other residues. However, some of the overpack 
drums had corroded and exhibited pinholes from the deterioration 
resulting from 4-yr storage of wet materials. Therefore, new drums were 
ordered, delivered the next day and used to contain the ash. 

Once shredded, materials were collected in metal bins inside the 
wooden building. A small forklift, dedicated to operations inside the 
building, was used to move the bins from the outlet of the shredder 
to the weigh-scale to the incinerator feed hopper. 

The shredding initially operated 12 hr daily. This generated suffi
cient shredded material for the entire 24 hr of operation during mild 
weather conditions. Shredding operations were extended to 15 hr in 
cold weather due to the drum handling problems noted above. Shredder 
operation was extended to 18 hr when feed material had to be reshredded. 
Reshredding was required by the incineration subcontractor to reduce 
the shredded-feed dimensions to accommodate their ash-discharge con
veyor requirements. 

Incineration 
The selected incineration unit had been proven to be capable of com

plying with all the hazardous waste incineration technical standards set 
by RCRA and TSCA. The primary combustion chamber (PCC) that 
was used was a countercurrent, cylindrical, refractory-lined rotary kiln. 
The non-combustible materials (ash) were discharged through the bottom 
ash conveyor. 

Combustion of the off-gases generated during the destruction of the 
organic materials in the PCC (kiln) was completed in the SCC, a 
cocurrent afterburner. The off-gases from the afterburner were cleaned 
in a three-stage scrubber system to remove acid gases and other impu
rities in the gas stream. Cleaned flue gas was exhausted to the 
atmosphere. 

M&E submitted, as part of the remedial design plan, an explanation 
why a trial bum was not necessary at the Fort A.P. Hill site. The demon
strated performance of rotary kiln systems at well-defined operating 
conditions on materials of similar composition was suffic'lent to verify 
that the incinerator would provide effective destruction of the hazardous 
organic constituents. Operational controls provided better assurance of 
contaminant destruction than a trial bum would have provided. 

The start date for the incineration was delayed several times. The 
first delay occurred because the truck driver delivered the incinerator 
controls/equipment to Bowling Green, Kentucky instead of Bowling 
Green, Virginia. It took several days to locate the instrumentation/con
trols and have it delivered. A second major delay resulted when large 
pieces of refractory broke from the kiln during controlled heating of 
the unit to temperature. The system was cooled, the refractory was 
repaired and the system was reheated to temperature before incinera
tion could begin. 

The incinerator requires as long as 48 hr of controlled heating to 
reach operating temperatures. The unit's temperature had to be main
tained 24 hr/day to avoid repeating the heatup period. Therefore, the 
incineration of contaminated materials was performed in a 24 hr/day, 
7 day/wk operation. Each subcontractor devised his own staffing 
schedule, which allowed for personnel overlap. The staffing schedules 
of each subcontractor were staggered to avoid crowding in the decon
tamination trailer and the contamination reduction zone. 

The short duration of the remediation allowed subcontractors to 
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operate with two or three shifts daily until all work was completed. 
This schedule allowed smaller crews to complete the remediation than 
would have been required for a long-term remediation. 

Incinerated material totaled 190 tons. The feed rate for the system 
ranged from 1400 to 2600 lb/hr. The range of operating temperatures 
for the unit is described in Tuble 4. 

Tuble 4 
Incinerator Operating Temperatures 

Pnllll!ter 

Pr181ry Co8bust too ChUlber 
T9111Per1ture 

Secondary COllbust Ion Chamber 
T9111Ptrature 

81001 of ODertllno Condll !goi 
PropoHd Ac tua 1 

1coo 1soo° F "ss1 IJZJ0 f 

2oso - 1 sooo r 22 u - 22co0 r 

• 857° F In 1 counter-current kiln was dete,..lned to correspond to 1490° F 
ln • co-current kiln 

The minimum PCC operating temperature achieved during reme
diation differed from the proposed operating temperature. The proposed 
conditions. based on tests al other sites, applied to a cocurrent-fired 
PCC system. A countercurrent PCC has a different kiln temperature 
profile than a co-current kiln. M&E adjusted the discrepancy between 
the proposed and actual temperature and verified ade{juate destruction 
temperatures by placing five thermocouples across the outside of the 
primary kiln and measuring surface temperatures. A temperature of 
300"F on the outside surface of the kiln was calculated to correspond 
to a PCC outlet temperature of 857"F and an inside kiln surface tem
perature of approximately 1490°F - which is above the proposed 
minimum kiln operating temperature. 

Another problem encountered during the incineration arose due to 
an inconsistency between the two feed-weighing ~)'stems ca weigh-scale 
in the enclosure and a weigh-belt feeder to the incinerator). The 
measured amount of processed waste differed by more than 25 % 
between the two weighing systems. As the incineration subcontractor 
was paid on a per-ton-incinerated basis, accurate feed weights were 
essential. This inconsistency was resolved by recalibrating the scale 
and weigh belt using a known amount of sand. The results of this exercise 
determined that the weigh belt reading was 25% too high. Other major 
problems included the periodic breakdown of the ash conveyor, pump 
failure in the air pollution control system and a buildup of fly ash in 
the sec. 

The shear pins on the ash conveyor failed numerous time during opera
tions. Each conveyor failure took several minutes to fix. At other timc.:s. 
pieces of metal caught in the conveyor chain, rc.:ndering the conveyor 
inoperative. This problem took w. long a~ six hr to repair. An improved 
conveyor design might have reduced these problems. 

The system wa~ shut down for several days due to excessive buildup 
Of fly ash in the SCC. The system WdS cooled, the combUSllOO Cham
ber cleaned and the system was re-heated to temperature. 

Even with the numerous difficulties encounlcred and the unavoid
able delays, the 190 Ions of material were incinerated in 18 days. The 
~tal remediation effort (site preparation to site dosure) was completed 
m less than 2 mo (except for final re~idue staging and disposal). 

Materials Handling After Incineration 

The kiln ash Wds discharged through an enclosed conveyor and 
deposited in re-conditioned 55-gal steel drums A ~ample was collected 
from each filled ash drum as part of a daily composite. The filled drums 
wer.e sealed .and labeled (date and time) and moved 10 a temporary area 
des1gn~ted m the hot wne. During the night shift, after shredding 
operatmns had ended for the day, the drums were decontaminate-d and 
moved to the storage area. 

At the end of every 24 hr period, each composile drum was scaled 
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and thoroughly mixed before being re-opened and having a sample col
lc.:cted for analysis. This drum was sealed, labeled and placed with the 
other ash drullll>. 

Sampllna and Analysis 

Daily composite samples of the incinerator residue were collected 
and shipped IO the analytical laboratory. The samples were analyud 
for polychJorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs) and polycbJorinattd 
dibenwfurans (PCDFs) on a 48 hr tum-around bw.is, using U.S. EPA 
Method 8280, as specified in 40 CFR 261, Appendix X. Results from 
the analysis of the dioxin congeners were weighted according to Toxicity 
Equivalent Factors (TEF). These factors convert data on dioxin/furan 
i!>Dmers into an equivalent toxicity of 2,3,7,8-TCOD. Toxicity equiva
lents for dioxins and furans are shown m Table 5. 

Tabl~ 5 
Detectloa l..im.l&slToxkity Equivaknts ror CODI and COF1 

tlJlll)ougd DetKllon Toalctty TEf Contrlbut IOll 1t 
Croup1 l t•lll £quh1lenu lint-

2. l, 7,8· TtDO Detection Llalt 

Toti I TC001 s 0.1 ppb 0.1 ppb 

Total P~Clllh s 0.5 ppb 0. 5 0.25 ppb 

Total HztOOs i 2.5 ppb 0.04 0.1 ppb 

Total Hp(OOs i 100.0 ppb 0.001 0.1 ppb 

Total TCOFs i J.O ppb 0.1 0.1 ppb 

Total P•COFs i 1.0 ppb 0.1 0.1 ppb 

To ta I HJ:COFs i 10.0 ppb 0.01 0.1 ppb 

Tota 1 Hp(Ofs i 100.0 ppb 0.001 0.1 ppb 

Tot1 l TH Bise-cl on 0.95 ppb 
111.t ,_ Detect IOll Z,l,7,8- TalO 
llaH Equh1l•nt 

NOH: If each or then groups Is pr.sHt 1t I ppb (u In tit• 11lwllbl• TCLP 
requlr .. nts) the Hf would be 1.7 ppb Z,l,7,S·TCDO equlv1lent. 

For the Fon A. P. Hill site. the acceptance criterion for the incinera
tion process was set so that the ash or other residues of incineration 
had to be proved to contain less than 1 ppb TEF of2,3.7.8-TCDD. M&E 
was prepared to re-incinerate all materials that did not meet this criterion. 
None of the materials required re-incineration. 

In addition to the PCDDs and PCDFs tests, the ash samples were 
also subjected to the Extraction Procedure Toxicity (EP Tux) test. as 
specified in 40 CFR Pan 261 and a Tuxicity Characteristics Leaching 
Procedure (TCLP) analysis, as specified in 40 CFR Pan 268. The EP 
Tux leachate was analyzed for the eight RCRA metals and the pesti
cides and herbicides detected in the samples of material at the site to 
assure that the residues would not be considered toxic. The TCLP ex
traction was analyzed for PCDDs, PCDFs and chlorinated phenols to 
assure that the residues (F028 wastes) could be land disposed. 

Dioxin-contaminated soils (f'027 wastes) are considered acutely 
luwudous wastes. Residues resulting from incineration of dioxin wastes 
are still considered ha7.an1ous because of toxicity and are classed as 
f'028. 

Analytical Resull"i 

The residuals generated during the remediation that required dispooal 
were: ash, SCC ash (the fly ash collected from the SCC), air pollution 
control, system tilter cake a~ the treated ~rocess water. The personnel 
protective gear (Tyrek clothing) worn on-site was incinerated daily. The 



carbon used to treat the process water and decontamination pad sump 
sludge also was incinerated as part of site closure. The ash, the secon
dary ash and the filter cake were tested for dioxins/furans, EP toxicity 
and TCLP analysis. 

The post-incineration residues that required disposal were: final 
decontamination pad sump sludge, two drums of carbon, personnel 
protective gear generated after the incinerator shutdown, shredded wood 
and miscellaneous debris. The post- incineration residuals were tested 
only for dioxins/furans. The analytical results for these samples are 
shown in Table 6, along with the regulatory limits. 

Table 6 

Site Closure 
Preliminary decontamination procedures commenced soon after 

laboratory confirmation that all ash samples from the drummed waste 
had met the U.S. EPA dioxins/furans criteria. Heavy equipment, hand 
tools and other miscellaneous items that were no longer needed were 
decontaminated and removed from the exclusion zone. The secondary 
wastes (decontamination pad sump sludge, carbon, vacuum filters, the 
floor of the wooden building and miscellaneous debris) were incinerated. 
This procedure insured that all of the contaminated materials had been 
incinerated. 

Analytical Results of the Residual Samples at Fort A.P. Hill 

No. of Samples 

Collected Dloxins/Furans 
Matrix Analyzed 2,3,7 ,B-TCDD equivalent 

Soil sample NO 
of genera 1 area 

SI te background NO 
soil/gravel 

Ash from incineration (3) 13 NO 
of dioxin-contaminated 

material 

"Fly" ash from secondary ND 
combustion chamber 

Post-incineration (4) 0.19 ppb 
"Fly" ash from secondary 

combustion chamber 

Filter cake ND 

Waste water 17 .5 ppt 
after carbon treatment 

Water after retreatment ND 
with carbon 

Carbon from initial ND 
treatment of process water 

Carbon from retreatment ND 
of process water 

Trash 0.4B ppb 

Wood building B ND 

Wood pal lets B ND 

Final site background ND 

soil/gravel 

(1) ND - not detected 

(2) (-) - not analyzed 

(3) Chromium and nickel were only detected in one sample. 

Regulatory limits: 

lnorganics 

Phenol 

Barium - 1 ppm 

Chromium - 5 ppm 

Nickel 16 ppm 

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol - <0.05 ppm 

Chlorinated 

Herbicides 

NO(l) 

NO 

NO 

NO 

ND 

ND 

The ash was stabilized by the disposal facility prior to being landfilled. 

(4) Regulatory limit for cadmium is 1 ppm. 

EP Toxicity 

lnorganics 
(ppm) 

_(2) 

Barium 
Chromium ( 0. OB3) 
Nickel (0.049) 

Barium (0.043) 

Barium (0.165) 

Cadmium (0.09B) 

Nickel (0.091) 

ND 

Pesticides/ 

PCBs 

NO 

NO 

ND 

NO 

ND 

NO 

Dioxins/ 

Fu rans 

ND 

ND 

NO 

TCLl' 

Phenols 
(ppm) 

2,4,6 Trichlorophenol 
(NO 0.007) 

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol (0.006) 

2,4,5-Trichlorophenol (0.05) 

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol (0.009) 
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Site closure activities continued by dismantling the wtxxlen building. 
The shredder was then decontaminated and used to shred the wooden 
building and the wood pallets used to store the 1,138 waste drums. The 
building and the pallets were shredded separately, sampled, analy1AI 
and stored in their own roll-off container for disposal. A rempornry 
enclosure was constructed on top of the shredder and feed conveyor 
to contain fugitive emissions during closure activities. 

Upon verification that all residue analyses met U.S. EPA 'uindarth. 
it was determined that incineration was complete. The incinerator was 
run for an additional 2 hr al elevated temperatures to assure complete 
contaminant destruction. During this rime. the shredder and the 
remaining equipment were decontaminated. After all the equipment 
was removed from the fenced area, the exclusion 1.0nc was thoroughly 
cleaned. 

The wastewater from personnel and equipment decontamination was 
treated by carbon adsorption and stored in a tanker. The water was 
sampled and found to contain traces of 2,3.7,8-TCDD (at pgfL level). 
The water was retreated by carbon adsorption and rcsamplcd. The 
carbon used for retreating the water also was sampled. When re-tested. 
the water and the carbon did not show detectable TCDD. 

Samples of various areas in the exclusion 1.0ne were collected and 
analyzed to \'Crify that the site had not been contaminated during the 
remediation. 

Residue Disposal 

M&E prepared the RCRA waste codes for each residue and the final 
disposal destination. A residue disposal scheme, delineated in Table 7, 
was approved by USATHAMA and concurred with by U.S. EPA. 

. 
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llable 7 
Waste Code and F1naJ Dntinallon al Raidua Generaled 

al Fort A.P. HDI 

TYPC( I) llAST£ COO£ OESTI 11A Tl Oii( Z J 

Ash f028 USPCI 

sec Ash f028 USPCI 

ft Iler Cake fOZ8 USPCI 

Tr11ttld ll1ter Non· H1urdou1 duPont 

Tynk1, Misc. Mon· Miu rdou 1 USPCI 

Carbon Hon-Hazardous USPCI 

s.,.., S1ud9• Non-H1zardou1 USPCI 

(I) Shrtldded wood Ind decont•t nattld overp1ck d,,. disposal was arranged bJ 
otlltr1. 

(2) USPCI • · U.S. Pol Jut Ion Control, Inc., In llaynoh, OklahON 
duPont • · duPont fac 11 tt7 In Otepwtter, New Jersey 

AU rcsiduah generated as a rcsuJt of the remediation have been proper-
1 y disposed at permitted treatment and disposal facilities. The off-site 
disposal option j, noc available to large-scale dioxin sites. However, 
off-site di\posal allowed the Anny to "close the chapter on the dioxin 
!>llga" at Fon A.P. Hill by completely destroying all contamination and 
shipping the residues off-site . 
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ABSTRACT 

Williams Incineration Services owns and operates a 15 ton/hr trans
portable rotary kiln incineration system that was used to burn 9,200 
tons of creosote-contaminated soil at the Prentiss Creosote Site in Mis
sissippi in February 1989. This incinerator will be used next at Bog 
Creek Farm, New Jersey. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is considerable interest in incinerating organic wastes at Super
fund sites because burning is a permanent solution for organic wastes 
and costs are lower than for off-site treatment. The terms mobile and 
transportable are frequently heard in connection with on-site incinera
tion. While no clear delineation exists, the author defines transportable 
systems as those systems with more than a 5 ton/hr soil treatment 
capacity and construction times of less than 2 mo, with all components 
shippable by road with only normal oversize/overweight permits. Mobile 
technology is generally restricted to a capacity of less than 2 ton/hr 
capacity, is shipped without need for special truck permits and can be 
set up and ready to operate in less than a week. 

This paper discusses the larger - a system with 15 ton/hr capacity. 
A system of this size can compete with smaller systems at a site with 
10,000 tons of contaminated soil and reaches an economy of scale above 
20,000 tons. 

PRENTISS SUPERFUND SITE 

The Prentiss Creosote Superfund site was a wood treatment facility 
for 19 yr, supplying treated forest products to wide variety of markets. 
Plant lagoons containing wastewater and creosote sludge threatened to 
overflow into Little White Sand Creek. In March 1987, U.S. EPA Region 
IV initiated a cleanup and removal action which consisted of on-site 
treatment of pumpable lagoon water, solidification of sludges and ex
cavation of contaminated soils. 

On Dec. 22, 1987, the U.S. EPA signed a contract with Envirite Field 
Services (now known as Williams Incineration Services) to incinerate 
the soil. The project duration was 14 mo and cost $1,831,642, including 
insurance pass through and additional tonnage, for an average of $199/ton 
of soil treated. 

Operations commenced on-site in April, 1988. After equipment erec
tion and checkout, incineration of soil began on July 'Il. The unit 
achieved 100% capacity within 7 wk of that date. The trial burn was 
completed Oct. 12, production burn finished Dec. 6 and the project 
was closed out on Feb. 17, 1989. 

In January, 1989, a contract was signed for incineration of soil at the 
Bog Creek Farm site in New Jersey. This second project for the 
incinerator will involve approximately 22,500 tons of sandy soil con
taminated with solvents and paint sludge. 

CONTAMINATED SOIL CHARACTERISTICS 

The Prentiss soil was a soft, sandy, clay-like material with a strong 
creosote odor. It contained moderate amounts of gravel, wood, metal 
objects and moisture. The creosote sludge had been stabilized with 
approximately 2,100 tons of cement kiln dust and fly ash. 

Tests on a composite sample (made from over 80 core samples) 
showed that the soil had a relatively high heating value of 1,148 Btu/lb 
dry basis (Table 1). While the heating value was high, it did not on 
the average exceed the heat release limits of the kiln at rated capacity. 

Tuble 1 
Proximate and Ultimate Analysis of Contaminated Soil 

on a Wet Basis 

Percent Weight 

Proximate Ultimate 

Water 10.07% 10.07% 

Ash 82.18% 82.18% 

Volatiles 6.95% 

Fixed Carbon 0.80% 

c 6.90% 

H 0.46% 

N 0.22% 

s 0.13% 

Cl 0.12% 

o2 (by difference) 

Total 100.00% 100.08% 

Using U.S. EPA SW-846 test protocols, the soil was found to contain 
seven polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Table 2). These 
organic compounds were consistent with the major creosote constituents 
noted in the wood treating literature. No pentachlorophenol or arsenic 

·compounds were found. Small amounts of inorganic chloride were dis
covered. Inorganic and organic sulfur were present in small quantities. 
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Table 2 
PAH Analysis of Composite Core Sample 

Compound Dl.9.Lk9 

Phenanthrene 1400 

Naphthalene 1100 

Anthracene 1100 

Acenaphthene 1000 

Fluorene 900 

Fluoranthene 520 

Pyrene 220 

SITE OPERATIONS 
The site plan is shown in Figure I. The incinerator was positioned 

on high ground adjacent to the stockpile and away from the creek to 
avoid flooding. 

Figure I 
Site Plan Prcnliss Crcosole Sile 

The soil feed system 1s shown in Figure 2. Front-end loaders moved 
contaminated soil to the siaging area, which was a roofed, concrete 
pad. A vibrating screen removed material larger than 2 in. Oversized 
material (which was not soil) was stockpiled for final disposal by U.S. 
EPA. Material less than 2 in siu was s101.:kpiled on the pad and then 
fed to the hopper of the apron feeder. which in turn fed the wcighbclt. 
A magnet over the wcighbclt conveyor removed steel S<.·raps which wen: 
stockpiled separately. A sufficient amount of soil was screened and piled 
on the pad to last until the next ~cheduled .,crcening opcnuion. 

Although some soil blending occurred when the lagoons were dredged 
and the soil was slabilized, the pile was not homogeneous and addi
tional blending was required to mainiain a stable feed system. This 
occurred during soil removal from the stockpile. screening opcrationi;, 
storage on the pad, placement into the apron feeder hopper and when 
the soil moved through the apron feeder, weighbelt and rotary dryer/con
ditioner. 

DESCRIYTION OF THE TDU 

The general process tlowsheet of the thermal destruction unit CTDU) 
is shown in Figure 3, and the general TDU equipment layout " shown 
in Figure 4. The equipment was produced by Boliden Allis. Inc. 
(formerly the Allis-Chalmers Minerals Division), an experienced kiln 
and combustion system vendor. 
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Figure 2 
Soil Feed System 

Figure 3 
TDU Pmcessi .. Flow Diagram. 

Figure 4 
TDU Layout 



From the apron feeder, the soil dropped onto a weighbelt which 
recorded the soil feed rate to the rotary dryer/ conditioner. Integrated 
weight totals were used to report quantities of soil processed. 

The dryer/conditioner partially dried the soil, broke up large 
agglomerated particles, homogeniz.ed the feed to the kiln and micropelle
tized the fines fraction of the soil. Solids moved from the dryer/con
ditioner in an enclosed conveyor to the rotary kiln, where drying was 
completed and creosote compounds were volatilized and burned. 

Solids exited the kiln and were conveyed by a chute into a rotary 
cooler. Adding water moisturized the decontaminated soil to minimize 
dust emissions and promote compaction. 

The rotary kiln was fired with two burners. One burner produced 
an intense flame (via a custom secondary air scroll) to rapidly dry the 
solids and initiate volatilization of the organics. The other burner had 
a long flame to burn the volatiles. The kiln was operated to maintain 
an exit gas temperature of approximately 1600°F. 

The kiln exit gases passed through a cyclone dust collector, where 
much of the entrained particulate matter was removed prior to entering 
the secondary combustion chamber. A portion of the gases exiting the 
cyclone was diverted to the dryer/conditioner to partially dry the soil, 
while the dryer/conditioner exit gases were returned to the inlet of the 
cyclone. 

After the cyclone, the gas temperature could be increased to as high 
as 2200 °F at a residence time of 2 sec in the secondary combustion 
chamber. A more typical temperature level in the secondary combus
tion chamber for this waste was 1700 °F. To ensure complete combus
tion, a minimum of 3 % excess oxygen was maintained in the secondary 
combustion chamber exit gas. 

Exiting gases entered a quench tower, where they were cooled by 
atomized water, and then entered the baghouse, where particulates were 
removed. Dust collected from the secondary combustion chamber, 
quench tower and baghouse was conveyed to pug mill where it was mixed 
with water prior to discharge onto the belt conveyor. Use of a baghouse 
eliminated the production of vast quantities of sludge which would be 
produced by a wet scrubber (e.g. , high pressure venturi particulate 
scrubber). The baghouse also did a better job of removing fine salts 
and metals, which can be formed by vaporization in the incineration 
process. 

After the baghouse, flue gases passed through the 350-hp induced 
draft fan to an acid gas absorber where HCl and S02 were removed. 
Scrubber blowdown water passed through an activated charcoal filter 
before being used to cool processed soil. A flue gas sampling condi
tioning system extracted gases from the stack and fed them into the 
continuous analyzers for regulatory and process monitoring and control. 

TDU PROCESS PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 

The TDU design criteria meet or exceed the RCRA technical require
ments of 40 CFR 264. Table 3 summarizes the design data. The burner 
input rating of 82 million Btu/hr is the total design capacity (higher 
heating value) of all three burners. Most of the fuel value for the system 
was derived from the heating value of the creosote contaminated soil. 

Process Variables Monitoring 
Major variables monitored were the flow of solids and fuel, tempera

tures, pressures and process gas stream constituents. A weighbelt located 
in line with the feed conveyor monitored the feed rate of the soil to 
the TDU. The readout in the control room gave the instantaneous feed 
rate in tons/hr and integrated totals. The following data were 
continuously recorded: 

• Waste soil feed rate 
• Combustion gas velocity 
• Temperature at the exit of the kiln and secondary combustion chamber 
• Stack gas carbon monoxide concentration 
• Particulate level 
• Absorber water flow rate 
• Kiln draft 
• Dryer draft 
• Baghouse inlet temperature 

These data were recorded by strip chart recorders and a 48-channel 

Table 3 
TDU Process Performance Specifications 

Waste soil rate, wet basis @ 15% 

moisture 

Solid residence time 

Kiln size, diameter x length 

Kiln outlet gas temperatu;·e 

Secondary combustion chamber 

outlet temperature 

Secondary combustion chamber 

residence time @ 22000F 

Fuel for burners 

Burner rated capacity, maximum 

15 tons/hour 

45 min minimum 

7.5 ft x 45 ft 

1200-20000F 

2 sec 

Propane or natural s 

82 million Btu/hr 

data logger. Sheathed type K thermocouples, shielded from direct flame 
radiation, sensed the combustion temperatures. 

Emissions Monitoring 

The TDU is equipped with several continuous gas analyzers. The 
oxygen concentration was measured at the kiln exhaust and at the out
let of the secondary combustion chamber. An extractive flue gas 
sampling and conditioning system removed gases downstream from the 
air pollution control system for analysis of 0

2
, C0

2
, CO, TUHC and 

NO,. A backup monitor was provided for CO monitoring. 

Disposal of Processed Soil and Scrubber Blowdown 

Processed soil was placed in conical piles with a volume equal to 
24 hr of incinerator output. Samples were taken to ensure that the soil 
was clean (less than 100 ppm PAH). Clean soil was moved to the final 
disposal site after analysis. 

The scrubber liquor and equipment wash water passed through a sedi
ment filter and an activated carbon adsorber to be stored in a 25,000 
gal tank. This water was used to cool the processed soil, eliminating 
the need to discharge wastewater. 

TRIAL BURN 
The trial burn for the incinerator was performed on Oct. 11 and 12, 

1988. Naphthalene was used to test overall incineration destruction 
efficiency. Naphthalene was selected as the POHC (principal organic 
hazardous constituent) because of its relatively high stability rating 
(ranked 5th of320 compounds) in U.S. EPA's Thermal Stability-Based 
Incinerability Ranking (revised ranking issued Dec. 14, 1988). No 
spiking was done, as naphthalene was present in ample concentrations 
in the soil along with a variety of other polynuclear organic compounds. 
The natural soil concentration was measured and used to calculate 
incinerator loading and DREs. 

Two test conditions were used. The first test was at a kiln tempera
ture of 1620 °F and a secondary combustion chamber temperature of 
1670 °F. The second test used a kiln temperature of 1570 °F and a 
secondary combustion chamber temperature of 1710°F. For both tests, 
the average waste feed rate was just above the 15 ton/hr design rate for 
the incinerator system (Table 4). 

The incinerator stack test results showed that during all tests and under 
both test conditions, the incinerator achieved a ~ 99. 998 % destruction 
removal efficiency (DRE). The DREs were unusually consistent. The 
DREs for total PAHs were, without exception, higher than those for 
naphthalene. This result suggests that naphthalene was a good choice 
for the POHC, for it was more resistant to thermal decomposition than 
the average PAH compound. The DRE data from the second test were 
all "more than" values, since insufficient POHC was accumulated in 
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Tllble 4 
Trial Burn lest Results Usina Tnnsportable 

lnclMrator at Prfntlu, Mlululppl 

IESI COHPlllQJ! _lil111A£B _.I 

Kiln Operating t••p•r•ture. r 1620 

Secondary Co•buat ion Chaaber , r 1670 

Pl\IWIETER lll1J! lll1J! llWI 

Waat• F'••d- TPH 1,. l l ' - 1 I'-' 
Naphthelene Feed, lb/ hr 1L1 41 . J 91. 1 

Tot.al PAH Feed, lb/ hr uo a' ... 
Naphthalene DRE , ' 99 . 9911 99 . 9911 99.9911 

Total PAH-DRE, ' :-99 . 999 !> >99.9996 >99 .9991 

Particulate Eaiea1on Rate 

9r/ docf at ,, 
02 0 . 01 )0 0 .01 04 0.0107 

TEST COlfDITJON lftllllB 2 

){iln Operating teaper,.,ttn•. r 

1110 

" • " ' 14 • 
,. ' JO ' 44 . 

Total PAM f•ed, lb1hr 4 01 4 01 211 

Naphthalene OR£ . \ ·•• 9996 ·•• 9998 ... 9996 

Total Po\H·OH . l ,99 . 99 cp •99 9991!1 ... 99Q7 

qr 1 d•c t at i t O:i 0 0 } '.I 0 0 I 1 l 0 0 I 0 l 

tu'UAli.J: 

l' ) 

,. . 1) 

141 

99 . 9917 

• 99.t999> 

0 . 0111 

" . ) I' 

, .. ... QC,,'4 • ... 
,. l.' ' . 

the XAD resin to quantify the destruction and remCJ\'lll efficiency. In 
this case. the limits of detection were used to back-okulate DRE . An 
311erage paniculatc emission rate of O.Ol.2 grainYdscf (corrected to 7 'l 
oltygcn> was measured. some sill times bencr than RCRA ~uiremcnl\. 

The DRE for the total PAH compounds was determined to be 
~99.999':{. at least 10 times better than ~uin:d by RCRA standard~. 
The ICM data for DRE and paniculatcs from the trial bum arc sum
marized in Table 4. 

Hydrochloric acid gas concentration. determined from preliminary 
tcSl\, showed that the total HCI emission r.ue (as calculated from the 
theoretical chlorine feed r.ue based upon s01l analysis) w.ts less than 
4.0 lbs./hr. Actual stack concentr.tt1ons were negligible. at less than 
0.1 lbs/hr. 

Sulfur diollide wa..\ gencr.ttcd by organic sulfur in the coal tar.; . 
Uncontrolled levels were eltpectcd to be in the 160 ppm range . Con· 
tinuous emission monitoring data during the trial bum showed con· 
centrations from 0 to IO ppm. well beluw the stale of Mississippi limit 
of 500 ppm. 

Ash tcsl\ were performed during the lrial burn and on a daily hasis 
throughout the project In all lest\, the ash product contained less than 
the required IOO ppm total PAH compounds and WllS beluw the more 
stringent land ban requirement\. The PAH level Wlls less than detec· 
tion limit for each compound (minimum detection limll 0.05 ppm) on 
35 3 of the tests. Total PAH w.ts below 5 ppm for 92 ':{ of the ash tests . 
Mallimum total PAH Wds 35 ppm. eltperienced on one test during star· 
tup of the system. 

Problem." Encountered and Solution.., f.lnployed 

The primary problem encoumercd during stanup wds the higher than 
eltpect«l fines content of the soil. The stahili1..ation reagent (cement 
kiln dust and fly ash) and local clays produced an elttremcly fine ash. 
Approximately 40% of the ash output WllS from the air pollution con
trol system (t)'clone through haghouse) . The conveyor.; on this system 
were undersi1.cd and were changed out The secondary comhustion 
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chamber ongmally had no~ extraction sys1em. A water cooled screw 
conveyor was added to remove fine solids which accumulaltld there. 

Slagging occurred on tM> initial Uiakcdown runs. resulting in 
agglomeration of the ash. llus problem was solved by running al kMu 
temperatures and by rclocaung the kiln exit thermocouple which bad 
been reading low due to seal air lcabgc. 

Initial tests showed inconsistent DREs. This problem was due IO a 
duct which collected Stain and dust from the product cooler being 
vented mto the baghowc. Thu~ line 'ML\ rerouted inao the secondary 
combustion chamber to p~nl bypaMing. 

General mechanical problems occurred in the malerial handling 
s-ystcm, pnnctpally with the apron feeder. 1bc5e problems were solwd 
by upgrading individual dnvc components and by consistent feeding 
of the feed hopper by the front~nd loader. 

U..S. EPA ACTIVITIES A.lliiil> 
REGULATORY FACTORS 

U.S. EPA Region IV has taken a leadership position in the use of 
on-site destruction tcchnolou to rcmcdiate hazardous waste sites. The 
Region has anempced 10 llllJ\'C away from landfilling and other tem
porary solutions and ICM'Ud destruction and permanent remedies in 
accordance with SARA which emphasizes pennancnt solutions. 
Acrnrdingly. incineration was the chosen method for remediation of 
the Prentiss site. 

Since this was a Superfund site. permits. per sc, were noc ~uirtd. 
However. dat.a ~u1rcmcnts were essentially the same as those for a 
fom1al Pan B permit. These data were submitted in a ~ plan which 
was rev icwcd and approved by U.S. EPA. Regulations were primarily 
federal. with the major State of Mississippi concern being SO: 
(limited to 500 ppm) . 

BOG CREEK FARM PROJECT 

The second use for the transportable incinerator will be the inciner
ation of approltimately .2.2.500 tons of solvent and paint sludge con
taminated soil at the Bog Creek Farm Superfund Site in New Jersey. 
The projC\.·t is being contracted by the U.S. Corps of Engineers. U.S. 
EPA Region II (New York) is in charge of the site. The contract wu 
signed the first week of January. 1989. 

The wastes were deposited in trenches by a past owner. Sol~IS and. 
to a lesser degree. metallic contaminants arc entering the groundwaltr. 
Chemical Waste Management is the prime contractor on this $14 mil
lion project and will coordinate the activities of the incineration, CJCI· 

vation and water treatment subcontractors. As of July. 1989, all plans 



were submitted to U.S. COE, U.S. EPA and NJDEP and approvals were 
being issued. The project will take 400 days to complete from issuance 
of the notice to proceed. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Prentiss project marked the first field remediation action involving 

the incineration of creosote wastes. The experience gained is directly 
applicable to remediation efforts for sites which have soils containing 
significant amounts of stable organic contaminants. The incinerator has 
been designed to meet RCRA and TSCA regulations and brings state-

of-the-art technology to field remediation of all types of organic 
hazardous waste. 

DISCLAIMER 
Because the preceding paper has not completed the U.S. EPA tech

nical and administrative review, it does not necessarily reflect the views 
of the Agency and no official endorsement should be inferred. 

LEnvirite Field Services, Inc., was acquired in December, 1988, by 
Williams Environmental Services and is now being operated as Williams 
Incineration Services, Inc. 
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Mobile Thermal Volatilization System for 
Hydrocarbon-Contaminated Soils 

Gregory. J. McCartney, P.E. 
George H. Hay 

0. H. Materials Corp. 
Findlay, Ohio 

ABSTRACT 

In view of the current major environmental concern about leaking 
underground storage tanks and spilled fuel. 0. H. Materials Corp. 
(OHM) undenook the development of an innovative system for the ther
mal treaunent of petroleum hydrocarbon-contaminated soils. The 
objective in the development of the Mobile Thermal Volatilization 
System (MTVS) was to design a technically-sound and cost-effectt\C 
method for the on-site treatment of hydrocarbon-contaminated soils 

This technology is applicable to the treatment of organic compounds 
wnh boiling points of up to 800°F including diesel fuel. hea1jng oil 
and high boiling point aromatics. The equipment designed for the 
cleanup process was limited to only non-halogenated hydrocarbon l'Om· 
pounds which eliminates the need for a high-tempernture a.fterbumer 
and acid scrubbing equipment. 

A prototype unit was designed in the winter of 1986 and construe· 
lion was completed in August, 1987. The prototype unit has been 
operated al several locations from which valuable production and 
performance data were obtained and used in the design of the second 
MTVS. 

The second MTVS was designed in maximize production with a 
design feed rate of 10 tons/hr. The air pollution system consists of a 
hot cyclone. an afterburner (1400°F) and a venturi scrubber. The tech
nical basis of the design of this unit will be discussed. 

ll'.'TRODt:CTION 

Leaking underground petroleum '>lorage tanks are a major threat 111 
groundwater supplies. When the tanks are removed and replaced. the 
contaminated soil must also be addressed. Presently, these \Olb arc 
not regulated by the U.S. EPA and the authority for their treatment and 
disposal has fallen to the individual 'tate!>. Several 'l•1lcs require the 
disposal of these soils in haz,ardoui. waste landfills which can n1,1 from 
$100 to $220/ton plus the cost of lran,punation and future liability 

Low temperature thermal treatment was identified by OHM a' a 
potential on-site treatment proces\ for hydrocarbon-cont.Dmanated 'oils 
The objective in the development of the Mobile Thermal Volatili1,.ation 
System (MTVS) was to design a technically-sound and co~t·eflcl·tive 
method for the treatment of hydrocarbon-contaminated ).oih The equip· 
ment designed for the cleanup process was limited to only non
halogenated hydrocarbon compound' which eliminate' the need for a 
high-temperature afterburner and al·id \Crubbing equipment. 

The goal of the equipment design Wds to achieve maximum proce"ing 
throughput in a highly mobile, single trailer system of legal-si1ed load. 
The prototype unit was designed in the winter of 1986 and the con· 
struction was completed in August. 1987. The prototype unit has heen 
operated at six locations from which valuahle operational and per· 
formance data have been obtained and used in the design of the second 
MTVS. 
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EQUIPME~I 

The theory behind thermal \'Olatih1..ation consists of healing the soil 
to the temperature at which the organic contaminant is vaporized and 
removed from the wil. The vapors are then passed through an after
burner which oxidizes the organic consutuents to carbon dioxide and 
water. The off-gases are then cooled and scrubbed to relTIO'YC paniculale 
matter before discharge to into the atmosphere. The technical specifi
cations which were devcloped during the design phase of the project 
are contained in Table I. 

Tabk I 
Procoty~ \\llitiDUon s,~rm Tedmical SpKirlc:ations 

System Design: 

Haximum feed rate 

Particle size 

Haximua hydrocarbon content 

Moisture content 

Soil discharge temperature 

Primary heat capacity 

Solids retention time 

Secondary te•perature 

Secondary volume 

Secondary heat capacity 

Secondary retention time (min) 

Vater requirements 

Performance: 

Design VOC destruction 
Particulate emissions 

Soil Cleanup Quality: 

Hydrocarbon content 

Benzene 

Toluene 
Xylene 

12,000 lbs/hr 

up to 3 inches 

5 percent 

15 percent 

400°F 

6.0 KMBtu/hr 

15 •inutes 

l,400°F 

160 f t 3 

3. 0 HKB tu/hr 

0.6 seconds 

6 gpm 

99% 
<O. 04 gr /DSCF 

<100 ppm 

<0.5 ppm 

<0.5 pp• 
<0.5 ppm 



The thermal volatilization process consists of a feed hopper which 
regulates the flow of material into the primary chamber. The primary 
chamber is directly heated to approximately 800°F using natural gas 
or propane. This 800-°F temperature results in a 300- to 600-°F soil 
discharge temperature. The required soil discharge temperature is 
dependent on the vaporization characteristics of the hydrocarbon 
contaminants. 

The conveyance system on the primary chamber of the prototype unit 
is a 4 by 8 ft pugmill. The pugmill consists of two shafts with paddles 
attached at a slight incline that rotate at approximately 60 rpm which 
aids in conveying and mixing the soil. The burners are mounted over 
the pugmill and directed down toward the soil. 

The conveyance system on the second unit consists of a rotary drum 
which improves the heat transfer efficiency in the primary chamber. 
The rotary drum also allows for greater soil discharge temperatures 
and throughput. 

Both units have afterburners which have been designed for an 
operating temperature of l,400°F and a gas retention time of 0.6 sec. 
This temperature was chosen based on the auto-ignition temperature 
of the anticipated hydrocarbon compounds as listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Autoignition Temperature of Some Common Organic Compounds 

Temperature 
Compound (degrees Fahrenheit) 

Benzene 1075 

Carbon monoxide 1205 

Cyclohexane 514 

Ethyl benzene 870 

Kerosene 490 

Methane 999 

Propane 974 

Toluene 1026 

Xylene 924 

The air pollution control equipment consists of a hot cyclone which 
is used to remove the majority of the particulate from the gas stream 
before it enters the wet scrubber. The gases are quenched in a stainless 
steel-lined duct before passing into a venturi scrubber which is followed 
by a mist eliminator. The cleaned gases are then exhausted from the 
system by an induced draft fan which maintains a negative draft on the 
entire system. The fan also controls fugitive emissions from the system. 

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

The prototype unit has been in operation since September, 1987, when 
it was first tested in the Fabrication Shop. The results showed that the 
system achieved a significant reduction in soil hydrocarbon contami
nation. A summary of these resuhs is presented in Table 3. 

A total lead analysis was also performed on the feed sample and the 
concentration was found to be indistinguishable from background. No 
lead was detected in the scrubber water at a detection limit of 10 µ,IL. 
Stack emissions testing was not performed during this preliminary 
program due to schedule constraints. 

The first field use of the equipment was for the moisture reduction 
of a recyclable sludge. A metals fabrication facility was closing its 
primary settling lagoon. The sludge in the lagoon contained a high con
centration of titanium, which could be recycled. A mobile filter press 
was used to the waste, producing filter cake. The prototype MTVS was 
then used to reduce the moisture of the filter cake from 40 % to 5 % . 

Table 3 
Results Summary of Initial Testing of the 

Thermal Volatilizing System 

Test 1 Test 2 

Yaste Soil spiked Soil spiked 

Description with 3.8 percent with 1.9 percent 

No. 2 diesel No. 2 diesel 

and 1.9 percent 

leaded gasoline 

Feed Rate 4 tons per hour 4 tons per hour 

Discharge 220 degrees F 440 degrees F 

Temperature 

Hydrocarbon 86 percent 99.3 percent 

Reduction 

The second project took place at a service station in Cocoa, Florida, 
where leaking underground gasoline storage tanks had contaminated 
approximately 800 yd3 of fill. Before the tanks were removed, a new 
set of tanks was installed in another location on the site. This enabled 
the service station to continue operation throughout the remediation 
process. The State of Florida required stack emissions testing of the 
unit for particulate and organic emission at the beginning of the project. 
The results of this testing are contained in Table 4. 

Table 4 
State of Florida Required Emission Tests 

Soil Contamination 

Feed Rate 

Soil Discharge 
Temperature 

Particulate 

(corrected to 
7% oxygen) 

Volatile 

Emissions 
(by VOST) 

Opacity 

Soil Quality 

755 ppm total hydrocarbons 
12 percent moisture 

5 tons per hour 

340 degrees Fahrenheit 

0.011 gr/dscf average 

0.31 lb/hr 

Benzene 22.2 ug/m3 

Toluene 16.0 ug/m3 
Ethylbenzene 3.1 ug/m3 
Xylenes 15.0 ug/m3 

0.0 percent 

Total Petroleum <100 ppm 
Hydrocarbons by GC 
Aromatic Volatile <100 ppb 
Organics 
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Based on this testing, a Florida sta1ewide permit to insiall was issued 
for the system in November 1988. 

Using the data and operational experience gained with the prototype 
unit, a second unit has been designed and constructed. This unit is simi
lar to a rotary dryer which is thermally more efficient than a pugmill. 
The construction of the MTVS II was completed in September, 1988. 

PROCESS TESTING OF THE MTVS II 

The new unit is designed with a 5-ft diameler rotary drum for con
veyance of the soil. The use of this rotary drum improves the thennal 
efficiency of the unit and increases the soil discharge temperature and 
processing rate. A process flow diagram is shown in Figure I. 

CIHn Combu1Uon 

'··-~----~ L..,!I Aocery VOlial•llttng Cf\alnbef 

Figure I 
Mobile Thermal Volatilization Sy•tcm 

-Soll 
Dlocharv-

The flow of gases from the primary chamber enters a high-efficiency 
cyclone where the majority of the pan1culate is removed. The gases 
then flow into the afterburner which is followed by a wet scrubber. The 
scrubber is mountod on a separate trailer and consists of a quench section 
and pumpl~ vencuri. The technical specifications for the second MTVS 
are contained in Table 5. 

The initial soil testing of MTVS II was conducted at the manufac
turer's facility in Connecticut. The results of this soil testing are illus
trated in Table 6. 

The initial testing indicates that the technology will successfully 
remove gasoline and diesel fuels from contaminated soih 

After the unit was delivered, a State of Ohio compliance tesl was 
conducted. The test consisted of three trial runs conducted with soils 
spiked with a combination of diesel fuel and gasoline. Swnples were 
collected from the exhaust slack, feed hopper. soil discharge screw and 
scrubber water. These sample' were subsequently analy1.ed for total 
petroleum hydrocarbons. benzene, toluene and total xylcnes. 

The results of the stack emM1om testing are contained in Table 7. 
These result!> demonstraled compliance with the State of Ohio Air Pol
lution regulations. The results of analysis performed on the soil and 
scrubber water are shown in Table 8. 

CONCLUSION 

The second generation MTVS has been successfully used to treat 
hydrocarbon-contaminated soil at several sites in Ohio and Pennsyl
vania. The treated soils have been placed back into the el\cavation areas 
after analytical verification that the cleanup l·riteria were obtained. 

The use of a low-temperature thennal treatment unit for hydrocarbon
contaminatcd soils is now a viahle alternative to off-site land disposal. 
The remediation of underground storage tank leaks and transportation 
spills can be completed on8site with minimal future liability. 
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Table S 
Technical Specification for MTVS II. Rotary Drum 

Thermal Tmitment Systcm 

System Design: 
Maximum feed rate 20,000 lbs/hr 

Particle size up to 3 inches 

Maxi11U11 hydrocarbon content 5 percent 

Moisture content 15 percent 

Soil discharge temperature 500-800 oF 

Primary ther8al rating 10 IOfB t u/br 

Solids retention time 10-60 minutes 

Secondary temperature 1400-1600 oF 

Secondary theraal rating 10 KHBtu/br 

Secondary retention time 0.6 seconds 

Vater requirements 12 gp• 

Performance: 

Design voe destruction 99 percent 

Particulate emissions <0.04 gr/DSCF 

Soil Cleanup Quality: 

Hydrocarbon content <50 ppm 

Benzene <O. l ppm 

Toluene <0.1 ppm 

Xylene <O. l ppa 

Tii~ 6 
~liminary Tm Results of MT\'S II, TrTatmeot fl 

H)drocarbon-contamlnated Soil 

TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3 

Vaste Soil vith Soil vith Soil vith 

Description 1.5% gasoline 2.5% diesel 2.5% diesel 

Percent 8.0 percent 12.5 percent 6.0 percent 

Moisture 

Feed 6.5 tons/hr 8.25 tons/hr 6.0 tons/hr 

Rate 

Discharge 420 °r 412 °F 550 OF 

Temperature 

Discharge <100 ppb VOA <50 ppm TPRC <50 ppm TPRC 

Soil 

Quality 



Table 7 Table 8 
Demonstration Test Stack Emissions Results MTVS II for the Demonstration Test Results for Tests on MTVS II 

Rotary Drum Thermal Treatment System Rotary Drum Thermal Treatment Systems 

ELEMENT TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3 --- ---

Waste Feed: 
Particulate 0.03 0.04 0.04 

Waste Feed Rate 12,380 16,203 17,500 
Collected (lbs/hr) 

(gr/dscf) 

Calculated 309 405 437 

Particulate 1.1 1.23 1.14 Hydrocarbon 

Collected Feed Rate 

(lbs/hr) (lbs/hr) 

Benzene <24 <15 <10 Moisture (%) 10.0 10.2 9.5 

(mg/m3) Benzene (ppm) 9.50 6.47 2.96 

Toluene (ppm) 198 73.1 48.4 
Toluene <24 <15 <10 

Ethylbenzene (ppm) 46.0 20.0 18.l 

(mg/m3) Total Xylenes (ppm) 349 129 128 

Xylenes <24 <15 <10 

(mg/m3) Ash: 

TPHC (ppm) 144 382 505 

Non-Methane 71 87 79 Benzene (ppm) <LO <LO <LO 

Hydro Carbons Toluene (ppm) <LO <LO <LO 

(ppm) Ethylbenzene (ppm) <LO <LO <LO 

Total Xylenes (ppm) <LO <LO <LO 
Methane (ppm) <3 <3 <3 

Carbon 34 62 68 Scrubber Water: 

Monoxide (ppm) 
Benzene (ppb) <LO <LO <LO 

Toluene (ppb) <LO <LO <LO 

REFERENCE Ethylbenzene (ppb) <LO <1.0 <LO 
I. Brunner, C. R., Incineration Systems Selection and Design, Van Nostrand 

Reinhold Co., New York, NY, 1984. Total Xylenes (ppb) <LO <LO <LO 
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Contaminated Soil Remediation by Circulating Bed Combustion 
Demonstration Test Results 

Brenda M. Anderson 
Robert G. Wilbourn 

Ogden Environmental Services, Inc. 
San Diego, California 

ABSTRACT 

The Circulating Bed Combustor (CBC) is an advanced generation 
of incinerator that utilizes high velocity air to entrain circulating solids 
in a highly turbulent combustion loop. Because of its high thennal 
efficiency. the CBC is ideaJly suited to treat organic wastes with low 
heat content. including contaminated soil. This paper discusses the 
development of the CBC technology for the treatment of con1amma1e~ 
soils and its application to site remediation. The CBC pnx:ess. pilot 
plant and transponable field equipment units are described and the 
results of four re.cent tests are presented. 

In March. 1989. a Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation 
demonstration test burn of McColl Superfund site soil was conducted 
in Ogden Environmental Services" Circulating Bed Combustion research 
facility. In Stockton. California. two perfonnance tests of soil con-
1aminated with fuel oil were conducted during February and July of 
1989. A demonstration test of PCB-contaminated soil was perfonned 
in Sepcembcr of 1988 at Swanson River, Alaska. resulting in the June, 
1989 issuance of a U.S. EPA TSCA permit for operation. The result~ 
of these tests demonstrate that the Circulating Bed Combuster meets 
or exceeds all applicable California. Alaska and U.S. EPA criteria for 
each of these projects. 

LIMESTONE 
FEED 

COMBUSTION 
CHAMBER 

t 
COOLING 
WATER 

Figure I 

FLUE GAS 
tOUSTJ 
FILTER 

D STACK 

' 
10 
FAN 

-ASH CONVEYOR 
SYSTEM 

Schematic Flow Diagram of Circulating Bed Combustor ror 
Soil Treatment 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Circulating Bed Combuster (CBC) is ideaJly suited to treat feeds 
with low heat content. including contaminated wil (fig. 1). Soil is 
introduced into the combustor loop at the loop seal where it contacts 
hot recirculating soil from the hot cyc-lone. HazaJdous materials adhering 
to the introduced feed wil are rapidly heated and continue IO be exposed 
to high temperatures throughout their residence time in the ceramic 
lined combustor loop. Hig.h velocity air (14- to 20-ftls) entrains the feed 
with ~1rculating soil which lnlVCls upward through the combustor into 
the cyclone. Retention tunes in the combuslOr range from 2 sec for gases 
to 30 min for larger feed materiah 

A cyclone separates the ,·ombustion ~ from the hot solids, which 
return to the combustion chamber through a proprietary. non-mechanial 
seal. Hot tlue gases and tly a.sh that are separated at the cyclone pass 
through a convective gas cooler and on to a baghouse filter which 
removes the tly ash. Filtered tlue gas then exhausts to the atmosphere. 
Heavier particles of purified !oOil remaining in the lower bed of the COlll

bustor are removed at a controlled rate by an ash conveyor system. 
A... a consequence of the hig.h turbulence in the combustion zone. 

temperature~ around the loop (combustion chamber. hot cyclone. n:rum 
leg) are uniform lo within ±SO°F over the typical operating range of 
1450 to 1800°F The uniform low temperatures and high solids turbu
lence also help avoid the ash slagging that is encountered in other types 
of incinerators. 

Acid gases fonncd during destruction reactions are rapidly captu.n:d 
in the combustor loop by limestone that is added dirccdy intothccom
bustor with the feed. HCI and SO, that are formed during the com
bustion of chlorine- and sulfur-beanng wastes react with limestODC ID 
fonn dry calcium chloride and calcium sulfate. Due to the high com
bustion efficiem .. ]' attainable in a CBC. an afterburner is not needed. 
In more than 90% of the cases studied to date, post-combustor acid 
gas scrubbing is not required. Emissions of CO and NO, are con
trolled to low levels by the excellent milling resulting from turbulence. 
relatively low temperatures and staged combustion which is achieved 
by injecting secondary air at kl<.:ation.~ ascending the combustor. Because 
of the design and operating features, the CBC can attain required des
truction and removal efficiencies (DREs) for both hazardous wastcS 
(DRE 2:;99.99%) and tollic wastes (DRE 2:;99.9999%) at tcmpcratureS 
below those used in conventional incinerators which typically bum al 
temperatures greater than 2000°F. 

The Circulating Bed Combustion technology is well developed and 
is being applied on two contaminated soil site remediation projects that 
will clean over 80.000 tons of contaminated soils. OES and its prcdeceS
sors hove pursued a systematil· technology development and an appli
cations approach comprised of the following elements: 

• Definition of treatable soil contaminant waste types 
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Research Facility CBC Process Schematic 

• Fifteen years of fluidized and circulating bed pilot plant testing 
• CBC performance demonstrations in private and governmental 

programs, including the Superfund Innovative Technology Evalua
tion (SITE) program 

• Extensive permitting activities 
• Design, engineering, fabrication, deployment and operation of 

modular transportable CBCs for hazardous waste site cleanups 

OES CIRCULATING BED COMBUSTOR UNITS 

Research Facility 

Ogden Environmental Services (OES) research CBC is the heart of 
an integrated, highly flexible waste combustion demonstration facility 
located in San Diego, California. Initial CBC-soils treatment develop
ment and engineering studies were carried out in this 16-in., 2 million 
Btu/hr CBC. The test data obtained were used to design the larger, trans
portable CBCs. The configuration of the research CBC is shown 
schematically in Figure 2. Figure 3 is a photograph of the 16-in. CBC 
unit. 

Transportable CBC's 

The transportable 36-in., 10 million Btu/hr CBC consists of seven 
structural steel modules that contain the process equipment and provide 
the structural framework of the CBC. The modules do not exceed meas
urements of 8.5 ft wide, 10.3 ft high and 35 ft long. As a result, the 
modules can all be transported on single drop trailers that do not require 
special highway transportation permits. The CBC cyclone and com
bustor are mounted to the top of one of the structural modules. When 
erected, the transportable CBC itself sits on a pad of 30 by 50 ft and 
is approximately 60 ft in height. In field operations, the transportable 
CBCs are incorporated in a complete system layout which includes 
ancillary equipment units and transportable buildings, e.g., a control 
room, a motor control center, an analyzer room and a chemistry sup
port laboratory (optional). Figure 4 is a photograph of the OES Stock
ton Project field assembled, transportable 36-in. (i.d.) CBC unit. 

MEDIA TREATED 

Circulating Bed Combustion is widely applicable to many hazardous 
waste forms. Solids, including contaminated soils, liquids and sludges, 
are treated with equal facility by using the appropriate feeding systems. 
OES has conducted extensive pilot-plant and field-unit testing on soils 
contaminated with hydrocarbons and chlorinated hydrocarbons. 

PROCESS WASTE STREAMS 

The CBC process typically produces solids (i.e., bed and fly ash) 
and stack gas, as shown in Figure 1. The composition of the stack-gas 
system effluent must meet U.S. EPA and other governmental require
ments in accordance with permitted conditions. All the CBC incinera
tion tests of contaminated soils verify that the purified soil treated by 
the CBC is non-hazardous with respect to organic residuals. Since most 
metals migrate to the ash during combustion, the disposition of ash 
is specific to each waste feed case and must be determined on an in
dividual basis. For most organic-contaminated soil sites, the ash 
produced by the CBC meets the criteria for redeposition on-site. At 
both Stockton and Alaska the purified soil is deposited on-site as non
hazardous soil. It is expected that McColl ash will be non-hazardous 
since the SITE program McColl ash leach testing found organic and 
metal concentrations to be well below the regulatory limits. Post
combustion fixation processes may occasionally be required if the ash 
metals content or leachability exceeds permissible levels. 

RECENT TESTS WITH CONTAMINATED SOIL FEEDS 

Through the two large-scale site remediation projects that will treat 
over 80,000 tons of contaminated soil and the pilot-scale operations 
during SITE program testing, OES has proven the effectiveness of trans
portable CBCs by locating and operating them cost-effectively in 
demanding environments. Every regulatory requirement for site oper
ations has been meet. The transportable CBCs have been operated in 
weather as cold as -40°F and as high as ll0°F. The ruggedness of the 
units has been demonstrated by mobilizing and operating successfully 
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hgurc -' 
lti-m CBC in the San D1cl{o Rc'can:h fa,·11il) 

in a remote and ecologically sensitive wildlife refuge. OES has main· 
tained high levels of availability through the U!>C of careful logistil·s plan
ning that includes design factors. maintenance and supply planning. 
A description of the projects is given below. 

Superfund Innovative Technol~ Evaluation PrORram 

In 1986 the CBC was selected by U.S. EPA for a demonstrntion under 
the SITE progrnm. Contaminated soil from the McColl Supcrfund site 
in Fullenon, California was selected as the waste feed for the demon
stration project. Due to multiple delays encountered in the securing 
all of the required pcrmib, it was not possible to condul'I the planned 
feasibility demonstration test until this year. 
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The trcatability study was conducted during Man:h. 1989. The demon
strat ion approximately 31 hr over a 4-day period. The project was moni
tored by the U.S. EPA, the California Department of Health Services 
and the San Diego County Air Pollution Control District. A toW of 
7500 lb of contaminated soil were processed through the CBC. of which 
4,700 lb were ac1ual McColl wasle. The materials tha1 were processed 
induded: unblended waste. was1e blended with clean sand and 
unblended waste spiked wilh carbon telrachloride. The materials were 
pnl\:cssed without difficulty. 

Samples of lhe waste feed, fly ash. bed ash and stack gas were taken 
by a U.S. EPA contrac1or for analysis. The samples were analyzed tor 
organic compounds. (including dioxins and furans), metals. criteria pol· 



lutants and physical properties. 

Figure 4 
36-in. Diameter Transportable CBC at Stockton Site Leaking 

Underground Storage Tank Remediation Photo 

Table 1 
Tuble 1 contains operating conditions and data on stack criteria pol

lutant and acid-gas emissions from the triplicate testing. Test, l fed 
325 lb/hr of McColl waste blended with sand. Tests 2 and 3 processed 
waste alone and waste spiked with carbon tetrachloride. The tests were 
performed at the target temperature of 1700°F at lower than maximum 
throughput. While permit limits on this test precluded the evaluation 
of feed rates higher that 200 lb/hr of waste, the successful results indi
cate that processing in a commercial CBC is feasible. The criteria 
pollutant and acid-gas release data obtained are well within federal, 
state and local requirements. Particulate emissions were more than ten 
times lower than the 0.08 gr/dscf corrected to 7 % oxygen federal limit. 
Combustion efficiency and DRE were consistently higher than the 
regulatory limits. 

McColl SITE Tusts: Operating Conditions 

The U.S. EPA has officially released preliminary data which has been 
checked to assure that it meets U.S. EPA standards and the complete 
demonstration test report will be available in late 1989. 

The results show organic material was effectively destroyed as 
exhibited by the DRE value (99.9937%) shown in Table 1. Complete 
stack and ash analysis for volatiles, semi-volatiles and metals indicate 
that no significant levels of hazardous compounds left the CBC system 
in the stack gas. Ash analysis indicate that no significant levels of 
huardous organic compounds remained in the bed and fly ash material. 
A Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) test was per-

Test Conditions 

Combustor temp, OF 

Residence time, sec 

Soil throughput, lb/hr 

Carbon tetrachloride, lb/ hr 

Flue gas oxygen, dry t 

co emissions, ppm 

HC emissions, ppm 

so2 capture, " 
N011: emissions, ppm 

Carbon dioxide, dry % 

HCl emissions, lb/hr 

Particulate gr/dscf at 7t 02 

Combustion efficiency, " 
DRE, (\) 

Test l Test 2 Test 3 

1721 1726 1709 

1. 54 1.52 1.55 

325 170 197 

0 0 0.22 

11 9.9 11.8 

30 30 26 

5 1 2 

>95% >95t >95t 

49 58 48 

9.9 11.9 9 . 2 

<0.0090 <0.0085 <0.0098 

0.0041 0.0044 0.0035 

99.97 99.97 99.97 

99.9937 
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formed on the McColl CBC ash. Arsenic, selenium. barium, cadmium. 
chromium, lead. mercury and silver leachabilities were found to be 
well below the federal requirements (40 CFR P.Jrt 268) 

While the McColl site wJste averages 8 % sulfur. the soil ... elected 
for this testing ranged between 4 and 5 3 sulfur to comply with rc!>earch 
facility permit feed concentration limits. The efficiency of in-situ sulfur 
capture using limestone was > 95 3. Further quantitation is not pcissi
ble as the sulfur dioxide continuous emissions moniwr low r.rnge was 
not perfom1ing to specification. 

Waste. limestone. ash and flue gas were analy7.cd for the following 
17 metals: arsenic, antimony, barium, beryllium, cadmium. chromium. 
copper. lead. mercury. manganese, nickel. selenium. silver. thallium, 
zinc, cobalt and tin. Table 2 lists the partitioning results for the w; 

metals found in all three waste samples at more than twICe the minimum 
detection limit for that metal. Waste concentrations for these six metal' 
were not high. ranging from 3 mg/kg cohalt to 211 mg/kg manganese. 
making it difficult to trnce their fate. Total metal ma ... s exiting the process 
further illustrate the small quantities. Ma\s balances around the me
tals did not account for more than 91 % of the input and typically ac
counted for about half of the feed metal content. This is to be expected 
when low concentrations of naturally occurring metals arc measured 
in complex soil matrices. 

Two figures are listed as ·· < .. to indicate that the metal WJs not 
detected. Detection limiL~ were used to quantify these partition frJctions. 
Partition data is therefore to be used with caution. As expected. the 
fly ash consistently showed both higher metal concentrations and metal 
mass flows than the bed ash. Zinc data is not presented due to inter
ference from zinc coatings in the equipment. 

Table 2 
McColl SITE Test: Metal' Pllrtitioning 

Hetal Total fl ya sh Sod ash Flue Cas 
mg/hr frnction fraction f'nlction 

Test l Copper 688 0. 769 0. 195 0. OJ7 

Nickel 1350 0.714 0.278 0.007 

Cobalt 226 0. 765 0.218 0.018 

Chro111iulD 3206 0.843 0. 154 0.00) 

Bar lum 6110 0.8)2 0. 16 7 0.001 

Manganese 15687 0.761 0.238 0.000 

Test 2 Copper 122 l 0.9)8 0.0)6 0. 026 

Nickel 11 7 l 0.904 0.049 0.047 

Cobalt 204 0.906 <O.OSJ o. 041 

Chromium 2932 0.948 0.036 0.016 

Bari um (.4) '.. 0. 9)-, 0.061 0.00) 

Manganese 2074 l (J. 9'J8 (). 04 l 0.001 

Test ) Copper 8 '/4 (,. 9 4 'J 0. 028 0.0iJ 

Nickel ~)2 (;. 8 7 'l 0. 10'/ 0.022 

Cobalt l f_.,Q (,. 941 0. 04 I 0.012 

Chromium 16)0 0.951 0.043 0.006 

Bari um 4 l ';, 7 0.972 • 0. 026 0.002 

Manganese 11682 0. 91,R 0. OJ;• 0. 001 

--------- -~-- ------- -- ---------

The U.S. EPA ha\ concluded the le'! WJs \UCccs,ful hascd on the 
available da_ta. Pha~c II of the SITE testing has proposed to demon
\tratc a 36-in. CBC at the Fullerton \lie in 1990. 
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TRANSPORTABLE CBC UNIT FIELD 
DEMON~TRATION TESTS 

PCB Site Remediation Project 

OES conducted a PCB-contaminated soil demonstration test burnat 
a Sw.rnson River. Alaska remediation site project in September, 1988, 
in accordance with a test bum plan prepared by OES and appnMld 
by the U.S. EPA Office ofToJtic Substances. The t.est bum was c:ondaQled 
under witne~s of the U.S. EPA and the Alaska Department ofEnviJDn. 
mental Con~rvation CADEC) at the remote Swanson River Alaska• 
on the Kenai peninsula. All r«jUired performance criteria were met 
and in June. 1989 OES was granted a nation-wide PCB Dilpoal 
Operalmg Permit for 11.s transportable 36-in. CBC unit. 

The ARCO Ala~ka Inc. Swanson River site is located wilhin lbe Kaai 
Wildlife Refuge. PCB contamination was identified during site soil.,.. 
piing conducted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1984. The 
contamina110n was an indirect result of a compressor explosion wbldl 
occurred in 1972. Remediation activities were ini1ialed by a volwary 
"Order by Consent" signed by the site opera.tor. The remedialion is 
being conducted under lhe direction of the U.S. Fish and ~ 
Service. the Bureau of Land Management, the Alaska Depanmelllct 
Environmental Conservation and the U.S. EPA. Region X. 

OES wa-" selected for the remediation project. OES' sire n:media-
1ion work.scope includes mobilization. on-site demonstration tadag, 
excavation. contaminated vegetation clearing, incineration. COQ!amj.., 
waler treatment, concrete and metal surface decontamination, demoblli-
1.at ion and site restoration. 

The completion of the Sw.mson River project is scheduled fiJr Ille 
end of 1991. Upon completion. over ~.000 ions of PC~ 
gr.ivellsilt soil will have been treated. Figure 5 is a phorograph cttbe 
Swanson River site. Soil 1s fed into the CBC at a rate of 4.S um per 
hr. The treated soil is analyzed for PCBs and then released by lbeon
s1tc lab after the _PCB level has been verified to be less than 2 Jllllll. 
The treated soil 1s placed into a clean dis.charge area. 

OES has established a chemistry and analytical laboratory at lbe silc 
that performs most required chemical and physical analyses requiml 
al the site. including anal}~S of PCB in pre-and post-treated soils, soil 
physical par.uneters. air quality and water quality. Samples can typically 
be prepared. analyzed and reponed within 8 hr. substantially less time 
than required by an external laboratOI')' and at considerably less cost. 
The laboratory has been audited and passed by the U.S. U.S. EPA on 
unannounced \'l~i1s. 

The laboratory equipment. which includes two Varian 3400 gas ehro
rnatogrnphs with electmn .:aprun: and flame 1oniz.ation detectors. enables 
high sample throughput and rapid turnaround time. Decontamination 
verification on equipment and other pieces of machmel)· or buildings 
arc analyzed in-house and reported quickly to provide real cost savings. 
The num_~r of samples anal}'7.ed in a week has been a~ high as 200 
samples lollowing U.S. EPA Method 8080 and adhering 10 QA criteria. 

The operaung .:onditions during the two demonstration tests are listl!d 
in Tables 3A and 3B. Two sets of tests were conducted under different 
pnKess conditions on PCB-contaminated soil in accordance with the 
Tmjc Substaoces Control Act guidelines and a U.S. EPA approved 
demons1ra11on test plan. Each test consisted of triplicate test bums. A 
continuous em1ss1ons monitoring system measured concentrations of 
oxygen, carbon monoxide. total hydrocarbons as methane. sulfur ox
ides. nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide in a constant sample of cooled, 
desiccated flue gas. Monitoring equipment used in OES commercial 
CBCs arc detailed in Table 4. Both tests surpassed all regulatory re
quirements. 

As_ shown in Tables 3A. 3B and 5. the DR Es were greater than the 
required 99. 9999% and the purified soil PCB con.:entrations were sig
n1fican1ly le_ss than the regulatory limit of 2 parts per million. Com
hus110n effincnq• exceakd the regulator) requirement of99.9%. Dioxin 
and furans were not detected in the purified soil. Stack gas emissions 
did not cont.am measurable levels of dioxins and furans above the U.S. 
Ll.S. EPA Offa·e of Toxic Substances minimum quantitation limit of 
10 ng/m.3/cogener. The results demonstrate that the OES CBC meets 
or exceeds all U.S. EPA-TSCA criteria for incineration of PCB con· 



Figure 5 
PCB Remediation at Swanson River Alaska Project Site, Aerial Photo 

Table 3A Table 3B 
Swanson River Tests: Operating Conditions Tests 1 through 3 Swanson River Tests: Operating Conditions Tests 4 through 6 

Test Conditions Test l Test 2 Test 3 Test Conditions Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 

Combustor temp, •F 1620 1606 1620 Combustor temp, •F 1701 1693 1686 

Residence time, sec l. 68 l.68 l. 67 Residence time, sec l.52 l.47 l.53 

Soil throughput, lb/hr 8,217 8,602 8 , 603 Soil throughput, lb/hr 8,194 9,490 9,555 

Soil PCB cone., ppm 632 615 801 Feed PCB cone . , ppm 289 608 625 

Flue gas oxygen, dry ' 7 . 1 7 . 4 6.9 Flue gas oxygen, dry ' 6.2 6.1 8.1 

co emission, ppm 12 11 17.5 co emissions , ppm 8.7 10 12.5 

HC e11issions, ppm 2 2 2 HC emissions , ppm 2 2 2 

S02 emissions, ppm 16 15 13 so, emissions, ppm 27 21 20 

NO, emissions, ppm 89 88 88 NO, emissions, ppm 82 90 95 

Carbon dioxide, ' 8.8 8.7 8 . 6 Carbon dioxide, ' 8 . 8 8 . 9 a.a 
HCl emissions, lb/hr l.49 l.08 l. 37 HCl emissions, lb/hr l.42 l. 57 1.21 

Particulate gr/dscf at 7t o, 0. 0072 0.0065 0.0093 Particulate gr/dscf at 7\ o, 0 . 0120 0.0190 0.0182 

Combustion efficiency, ' 99.980 99.990 99.985 Combustion efficiency, ' 99.990 99.990 99.990 

DRE, ' >99.99993 >99.99992 >99.99997 DRE, ' >99.99996 >99 . 99994 >99.99993 
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Table 4 
Transportable 36-in. CBC Monitoring Equipment 

Accur•aY '' 
Principal or or ruu Sl•pllnq 

N•••/P'Unction Operation Ranqe Scale) Nathod 

Plue 9aa 02 Probe 11rconia Cell 0-10, in aitu 

!Xtractive Ga• Analy•i• 

oxyqen P•r•••qnetic 0-2'' atnctlw 
co Infrared 0-250pp• -.-.ctlw 
C02 Infrared 0-2" atnctlw 
NO/NO, Chea Luaiin•. o-5ooppm ~lw 

S02 Infrared 0•500ppm at.netlw 
HC Pl••• ionh.ation 0-200ppm atnctlw 

coabu•tor Preaaure 

Varloua Dlapllro911 varlou• in •ltu 

ftaperatu.rea 

Variou.a Theraocouple 0-2000 "r o.z ln ait.u 

soil Peed Rat.a• Correlation 0-10°' 10\ n/• 

• Soil feed rat.u are det:erained froa • corr•lation of aotor •peed V•. feed 
rate. 

Table S 
Swanson River Demonstration 'Jest, Swnmary, of 

lest Resullli and Perfonnance CakulatiorL~ 

TPT - pea COlfCDl'f"UT"JOll DIOXD COWTPT ....... CGWTDT ClllDl.tDU ... 
...... llTACll ... 1nca ... llTAO mo ITACll ... ..... . .. 
.... - Yll/•ln .... U9f•ln ... ..._,.1" .... ,,.,... 

... ct.O ... I .. .. '' .. , . ,,_, .... ,,_, ... c ll .• ... U9U ... <t ·' <U.J .. ..... c&, Qt-• ... . •I .. .. , ... 
' >ff.9tHi' ... ... . J ... . <t1.7 <,_,._, <11.J d.llpl ... ct. t . ,...,. .,,., .. ,., .. u.o c'U.J <ll.I ~•. , ..... ... I ot:l. ,,_, .. I 

' >tt '"'' 
.... ot:Ja.1 ot:lOl d-••-• .i:J.U•S ... . .. . 

• ...... _,,..,.., •lS. t cn.s <H.l ., ',._, ""''·. <l.11·1 '" 

.: ~: e:~,r.ir o~~;~~:" ... JYO • s.ai-oi.ui. o..-.a11lc.a 

taminated soil. 

.... l'YO••• 

,,.,... ,,.,... 

)I. t UI.) 

)C .• tu.a 

u.t •• 
.. 0 o.' 

... 

Swanson River DRE measurement was limited both by the size of 
the stockpile of contaminated soil and by the concentration of PCBs 
in the soil. OES was not allowed to bring any PCBs into the Kenai 
National Wildlife Refuge for any purpose. including feed spiking. even 
though the available soil concentrations and quantity were low. In all 
6 tests, the DREs are based upon estimated maximum possible 
concentrations rather than detection limits or measured quantities since 
the measured quantities of PCBs in the flue gas were so low. The Swan
son River DREs are the highest possible with these feed concentrn
tions and current deleetion limiL\. Had OES been allowed to spike the 
soil to 10.000 ppm. as in the 1985 lesl al the research facility, higher 
DREs would have been possible a\ they were then. Soil Wds incinerated 
during four tests in August. 1985, three at 1800°F and one at 1625 °F. 
The feed concentration' ranged from 9,800 ppm to 12.000 ppm and 
the DR Es were all between 99. 99998 % and 99. 999995 % . 

FUEL OIL SITE REMEDIATION 

For more than 50 yr, a leaking underground storage tank at a cannery 
in Stockton, California contaminated surrounding clay soil with No. 6 
fuel oil. OES was contracted by the site operator to remediate the site 
using one of its transponable 36-in. CBCs. OES developed and is now 
completing a remediation plan that encompasses site characterization. 
demolition of tanks and buildings, installation and operation of Wdler 
intercept wells, water treatment, soil excavation. stockpiling. CBC treat
ment, placement of slurried purified soil and ,ite and building 
restoration. 
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The excavation and backfilling is complete and the CBC thennal ~
ment of stockpiled soils is nearing complecion (August, 1989). Upon 
completion of the project, over 11.000 tons of contaminated soil will 
have been treated. Following restoration, the site will have its full com
mercial value restored and it will be available for unrestricted use. FJgUJt 
4 is a photograph of the Stockton project site. Tuble 6A details the 
February, 1989 source test operating conditions performed at Srock
ton. The emissions are comparable to those from the other two CBC 
units. In July, 1989 a demonstration test was performed using 
naphthalene-spiked soil. Destruction removal efficiency data was the 
only preliminary information available in August. Table 68 lists the 
DREs from the three tests. all other results and operating conditions 
were similar to those recorded during the February source test detailed 
in Tuble 6A. 

TREATMENT COSTS 

Site remediation costs are divided into three categories. The first coa 
category include5 both direct and indirect costs for engineering design, 
ba.'iC equipment cost, materials. fOundation and installation labor lo erect 
a mechanically complete unn. The second cost category includes labor, 
materials. utilities. repair and maintenance and indirect costs. The third 
category includes material handling opera1ions including excavation. 
feed processing and ash disposal. Costs for all three CBC soil remedi
ation cost categories combined typically range from $100-$300/ton o( 

soil depending primarily on soil moisture content and the quantity o( 

wastes to be processed. 

TabkM 
SCocktoo Source Tat: Operating Conditlons 

Para•eter Test l Test 2 

Collbustor te•p, ., 1588 1588 

Residence ti-. sec 1.8 1.8 

Soil th.rouqhput, lb/hr 4000 4000 

Soil TPH cone. , PP• 21l0 116D 

rlu• qas oxyqen, dry ' l) .6 l).6 

co ••i•aiona, pp• at " 0, 28.0 25-4 

HC ••i••iona, ppm at ,, 0, <2 <2 

sol ••iaa1ona, lb/day 16.6 12.0 

sol ••i••ions, PP• at " 0, 84 61 

NO, eaiaaions, lb/day 7.• 7.3 

NO, .. 1aaiona, PP• at ,, 0, 52 52 

carbon dioxide, ' 7.0 6.6 

Particulate qr/d•cf at " 0, 0.0•5 0.046 

Collbustion efficiency, ' 99.989 99.990 

Table 68 
Stockton Demon.'ltration lest: Preliminary Results 

Naphthalene cone., pp• 431' 4730 

DRE, ' >99.9960 >99.99956 

Conclusion 

Test] 

1517 

1.1 

•OOO 

l•SO 

U.6 

23.6 

<2 

2•.2 

Ul 

6.7 

n 

6.~ 

o.01s 

99.990 

U06 

>99. 99958 

OES has developed a Circulating Bed Combustion waste treaunent 
technology and demonstrated its applicability in private- and 
government-sponsored programs including the Superfund Innovative 



Technology Evaluation program. Based on this development and testing 
program, modular CBC units have been designed, fabricated and 
deployed. CBC treatment is being utilized in two large remediation 
projects. 

Treating contaminated soil in a CBC is cost-effective, highly effi
cient and meets all performance and operation criteria established by 
regulatory agencies. Ogden Corporation, OES' parent company, has 
made a major commitment to the site remediation business by building 

four units, with two units now in operation and two ready for 
deployment. 
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Site Program Demonstration Test of the CF Systems Inc. 
Organics Extraction Unit 

Richard Valentinetti 
U.S. EPA 

Washington, D.C. 

ABSTRACT 
The Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation (SITE) Program 

demonstration of the CF Systems organics extraction technology was 
conducted at the New Bedfurd Harbor Superfund site in Massachusetts. 
The demonstration was conducted concurrently with pilot dredging 
studies managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, from which 
samples of contaminated harbor sediments were obtained for use in 
the demonstration. Several tests were conducted on a trailer-mounted. 
pilot-scale unit to obtain specific operating. analyt.ical, and cost 
information that could be used in evaluating the potential applicability 
of the technology to New Bedford Harbor and other Superfund sites. 
The primary objective of this demonstration was to evaluate the 
developer's treatment goals fur extracting PCBs from harbor sediments. 
Secondary objectives included an evaluation of (I) the unit's performance 
in terms of extraction efficiency and a mass balance, (2) system operating 
conditions, and (3) health and safety considerations. 

The developer achieved an overall PCB concentration reduction of 
89 percent for sediment samples that contained 350 ppm and 92 percent 
for sediment samples that contained 2,575 ppm. The unit generally 
operated within specified conditions for flow rates. pressures, 
temperature, pH and viscosity. Results of the demonstration tests show 
that the CF Systems technology is capable of reducing the PCB content 
of contaminated sediment by greater than 90 percent without a risk to 
operating personnel or the surrounding community. 

INTRODUCTION 

Through the SITE program, the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) is assisting technology developers in the development 
and evaluation of new and innovative treatment technologies. The SITE 
program's objective is to enhance the commercial availability and use 
of these technologies at Superfund sites as an alternative to land-based 
containment systems that are used most often at Superfund sites. Part 
of the SITE program involves field demonstrations to gather real-world 
data on a technology. The developer is responsible for the cost of 
operating the equipment during the demonstration. while EPA is 
responsible for the analytical cosl~ and evaluation associated with the 
demonstration. In most cases, the demonstration is performed at an 
actual Superfund site that provides appropriate site and waste 
characteristics for the specific technology to be tested. 

PROCESS FWW OF UNIT 
CF Systems I~c .• of Boston Massachusetts, developer of a liquefied 

propane extraction technology, was selected to demonstrate their 
pilot-scale system. New Bedford Harbor was chosen for the 
demonstration site for CF Systems technology. The harbor sediments 
are contaminated with polychlorinated biphcnyls (PCBs), a complex 
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organic substance amenable to extraction with CF Systems' proceu. 
The developer's pilot-scale treatment technology is a trailer mounted 

unit designed to handle purnpable soils. sludge. or sediments. The unit 
operates in the six basic steps shown in Figure I, that can cover 
extraction. phase separations. and solvent recovery. A mixtuR ft 
liquefied propane and butane was used as the extraction solven1. 

In step one, pumpable (slurried) solid waste is fed into the top ft 
an extractor. Then (step two). the solvem. a propane/bulllDC mix, is 
condensed by compression and aJlowed IO flow upward through the same 
extractor. In the extractor the solvent maltes non-reactive contact with 
the waste. dissolving out the organics ii contains. This is a somewbal 
non-specific organic extraction process. though it is based on the 
solubility of the organic waste in the extracting liquefied gas. Following 
this extraction procedure. the residual mixture of clean water or 
water/solids can be removed from the base of the extractor (step three). 

In step four. the mixture of solvent and organics leaves the top rl 
the extractor and passes to a separator through a valve which panially 
reduces pressure. The reduction of pressure causes the solvent to 
vaporize out of the top of the separator. It is then collected and reqclod 
through the compressor as fresh solvent (step five). The organics left 
behind are drawn off from the separator. 

The demonstration tests devised by CF Systems for their pilot-sc.ale 
units (PCU-20 nominal capacity · 20 bbl/day) were designed to 
demonstrate the treatability of New Bedford Harbor sediments and to 
provide operating and scale-up data to assess potential commctcial-scale 
applications. The demonstration included equipment setup; a 
"'shakedown" stage to set process conditions; and daily swt-up. 
operation. and shutdown. When tests were completed. the demonstration 
concluded with equipment decontamination and site closure. Thus. an 
of the major components of a full-scale cleanup of New Bedrord Harbor 
were demonstrated. 

TEST DESIGN 

Sediments were dredged from five New Bedford Harbor locations 
and stored in 55-gallon drums fur proce..'iSing by the pilot unit. Drummed 
sediments were sieved to remove particles greater than one-eighth inch 
that could damage system valves. Water was also added to produce a 
pumpable slurry. The drummed sediments were blended to provide 
feedstocks for fuur tests. MeasuremenL~ were also included on the 
decontamination of the equipment. 

A test consisted of a number of "passes." When the sediment was 
treated or processed through the unit, the treated sediment became the 
feed stoc.k for another "pass." The variation in the number of passes 
was to simulate a large full-scale unit. and to get additional design 
parameters on such a unit. The following are the test, concentration 
of the PCB's in the feed stock and purpose of the test: 



1. Test 1 was run as a shakedown test to set pressure and flow rates 
in the PCU. The feed was a 50-gallon composite of sediments. The 
feed had a PCB concentration of 360 ppm. Three passes were run 
to gain experience with materials handling. 

2. Test 2 was a 10-pass test. The feed was 350 ppm of PCB, and was 
contained in a 511-pound composite of sediments. Ten passes were 
run to simulate a high-efficiency process and to achieve treated 
sediment levels less than 10 ppm. A 350 ppm PCB concentration 
was chosen for this test since this represents an average, or typical, 
PCB concentration in the harbor. 

3. Test 3 was a 3 pass test. The feed was 288 ppm, and was contained 
in a 508-pound composite of sediments. The purpose of this test 
was to reproduce the results of the first three passes to Test 2. 

4. Test 4 was a 6 pass test. The feed was 2,575 ppm of PCB, and was 
contained in a 299-pound composite of sediments. The purpose of 
this test was to reduce a high-level waste to a lower level waste such 
as that used in Tests 1, 2, and 3. High-level wastes are found at several 
"hot spots" in the harbor. 

Decontamination of the system involved running toluene through the 
PCU as a solvent wash. Samples were taken of the feed at the 
commencement of each test. Treated sediment products and extracts 
were planned for sampling at each pass. Additional samples were taken 
of system filters and strainers. The amount of PCB contained in these 
miscellaneous samples later proved to be small. The pilot unit's operating 
pressures, temperatures, and flow-rates were monitored throughout the 
tests. Field tests were conducted for feed viscosity, pH, and temperature. 

TEST RESULTS 

The objectives of this testing program were to evaluate: (1) the unit's 
performance, (2) system operating conditions, and (3) health and safety 
considerations. 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

The evaluation criteria established for system performance were: 

• PCB concentration in sediments before and after treatment 
• PCB extraction efficiency with each pass of sediments through the 

PCU 
• Mass balances established for total mass, solids, and PCBs. 

These criteria are discussed with respect to analytical results below. 

PCB CONCENTRATION REDUCTIONS 

PCB analyses for feed sediments and treated sediment, conducted 
for samples collected at each pass, are shown in Table C-1. The data 
·show that treated sediment concentrations of 8 ppm are achievable and 
that as much as 84 percent of the PCB contained in sediment can be 
removed in a single pass. In Test 2, feed containing 350 ppm of PCB 
was reduced to 8 ppm after 9 passes through the PCU. In Test 3, a 
288 ppm feed was reduced to 47 ppm after just one pass. In Test 4, 
a 2,575 ppm feed was reduced to 200 ppm after 6 passes. The percent 
reductions in PCB concentration, based in a comparison of untreated 
feed to the final pass, for each test were: 

Test 
2 
3 
4 

Percent Reduction 
in PCB Concentration 

89% 
72% 
92% 

Number of 
Passes 

10 
3 
6 

The data for each test show general reduction trends based on 
differences between initial feed and final treated sediment 
concentrations. However, these trends are not consistent on a 
pass-by-pass basis. For example, PCB concentrations in treated 
sediments increase at Test 2, passes 4 and 10, and at Test 3, passes 
2 and 3. These anomalies are not related to the extraction process. 
Instead, they reflect cross contamination within system hardware, and 
partially attributed to the limited analytical precision and accuracy. Since 
the treated sediment collection tanks were under pressure, it was not 

possible to clean out collection hardware and piping. Therefore, a 
pass-by-pass mass balance could not be established. 

Data for each test show the potential number of passes required to 
reduce PCBs in harbor sediments to specific concentrations using the 
Pit Cleanup Unit (PCU). If data from Test 2, 3, and 4 are displayed 
side-by-side such that similar concentrations coincide, then a PCB 
reduction can be plotted. Data are displayed in table C.1 side-by-side 
so that similar concentrations overlap. 

TEST 4 

2,575 

1,000 

990 

670 

325 

240 

200 

Table - Cl 
Pass-by-Pass PCB Concentrations 

TEST 3 

288 

47 

72 

82 

TEST 2 

350 

77 

52 

20 

66 

59 

41 

36 

29 

8 

40 

Based on the presentation of the data in Table C.1, it can be construed 
that harbor sediments containing 2,500 ppm of PCB could be reduced 
to 100 ppm after 6 passes through the PCU. A level less than 10 ppm 
may be achievable after 13 passes. 

EXTRACTION EFFICIENCY 

For each test, the first pass results in efficiencies greater than 
60 percent. However, at later passes efficiencies range from negative 
values to 72 percent. This wide range is the result of cross-contamination 
of solids retained in the treated sediment subsystem. 

Data show that the system irregularly retained and discharged treated 
sediments. For some passes, as much as 50 percent of the feed was 
retained in the system. That feed was treated sediment that clung to 
internal piping and tank surfaces. If discharged with a later pass, the 
combined discharge could have a higher concentration than feed for 
the later pass. For example, assume an extraction efficiency of 
60 percent, a feed concentration of 350 ppm, and a carry-over of solids 
from the first pass to the second pass of 25 percent. Then, the treated 
sediment would contain 77 ppm, instead of 56 ppm if no cross 
contamination occurred. 

Cross contamination did affect the interpretation of each test, but 
it does not invalidate the fact that treated sediment concentrations as 
low as 8 ppm were produced. Furthermore, the decontamination 
procedure showed that PCB which accumulated in system hardware 
was contained in the extract subsystem, not the treated sediment 
subsystem. 

OPERATIONAL ISSUES 

System operating criteria were set during the shakedown portion of 
the demonstration. 

Extractor pressure was controlled at the unit's main compressor and 
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at the organics discharge from the extraction segment of the urut. Solvent 
flow rate and the solvent to feed ratio are set after laboratory bench-scale 
tests were run on various mixtures of solvent and feed. 

The feed temperature represents the temperature of the material 
pumped into the feed unit. Feed in the extractor was maintained above 
60°F to avoid the possibility of hydrate formation, which could have 
infered with the extraction process. If the feed is above 120°F, it must 
be cooled to prevent vaporization of the solvent. 

The feed flowrate represents the rate at which material is pumped 
from the feed kettle into the unit. Operational flow rates above the listed 
maximum can force segments of the system, such as decanters and 
control valves, beyond their effective h}draulic capacity. 

The viscosity and solids content must be such that the feed material 
is pumpable. Feeds with a viscosity above the listed range were slurried 
with water to yield a pumpable viscosity. In order to prevent damage 
to the process equipment, the pilot-scale unit has a maximum limit for 
solids size. 

OPERATIONAL MEASUREMENTS 

Process controls, wasteslream masses, and utilities were measured 
at various intervals during each test. Listed below are critical operational 
parameters and measurement frequencies: 

• Feed temperature, viscosity. and pH-measured at each pass 
• Feed sediment and treated sediment mass-measured at each pass 
• Feed flow rate-measured every 10 minutes 
• Extractor pressure and temperature-measured every 10 minutes 
• Solvent flowrate-measured every 10 minutes 
• Extracted organics mass-measured each test 

OPERATIONAL RESULTS 

The urut generally operated within the specifications with only several 
exceptions. Criteria were met for feed flowrates, solids content. 
maximum possible size, viscosity, and pH as well as extractor pressure. 
The solvent flow rate and solvent to feed mass ratios fluctuated above 
and below criteria throughout the tests but did not have an observable 
effect on pass-by-pass extraction efficiency. Temperature of the feed 
sediments fell below the minimum temperature criterion during passes 
6. 7, 8, 9, and 10 of Test 2. 

Commercial-scale designs for application of the technology should 
ensure that operating specifications are maintained. Feed materials are 
likely to be well below 60F throughout winter month.s and this could 
affect system performance. Therefore, heat must be added to sediments 
fed to a commercial-scale unit (or the unit could be located in an 
enclosed structure). Coarse solids removal will be required to maintain 
feed sediment particle sizes below one-eighth inch. Wide fluctuations 
in the feed to solvent ratio should be minimized. Extraction efficiency 
is directly related to the amount of solvent available for solubilizing 
organics contained in the feed. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES 
The Health and Safety Plan established procedures and policies to 

protect workers and the public from potential hazards during the 
demonstration. Implementation of these procedures and health and safety 
monitoring showed that OSHA level B protection is necessary for 
personnel that handle system input and output. although only OSHA 
level C protection is necessary for unit operators. 

Combustible gas meters indicated that levels at approximately 
20 percent of the lower explosive limit for propane were encountered 
while samples were taken. Background air sampling and personnel 
monitoring results indicate that organic vapors and PCB levels were 
present at levels below the detection limit for the analytical methods. 
Site spoil samples taken before and after the demonstration indicate 
that demonstration activities did not result in increased PCB levels in 
the staging area soils. 
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In the design of this treatabilily demonstration, and in many <>!her 
cases. the demonstralion plan is fraught by the reality of the field 
implementation. A perfectly good premise. even backed by previous 
field data. can go awry. and this was the case in this demonstration. 
The premise was thal by recycling the malcrial through the unit a number 
of times it would stimulate a full-scale unit. Even though there was 
a recognized deficiency in this method. it was fell that substantial d8ll 
could be obtained on extraction rales and efficiencies. But the apparent 
cross-examination and retention of solids and PCB's in the equipment 
flawed the basic premise. There was a lack of consistency in the d8ll 
as reflected in Table C. I, and there was an actual increase in PCBs in 
the process from one pass to another in some of the runs. In fact. if 
you review the last two passes of test 2 (the 350 ppm of PCB in the 
original feed with JO passes). there is an increase from 8 ppm to 40 ppn 
of PCB's in the last pass. This last data poinl was in contrast IO the 
general downward trend of the ocher passes. but this outiler dala point 
was used for final determinant data point for this treatability test. If 
the 9 passes were used in the determination of the extraction raie, the 
total test extraction efficiency wouJd have been 97~ rather than the 891 
with the use of pass 10. 

Besides the possible issue of cross contamination. the precision and 
accuracy of the sampling procedures and the analytical methods for 
PCB's at the low ppm range. cause problems in the interpretation of 
the data. Even within limils set by QA/QC there is a wide variant in 
the 95 % confidence range. thus making the data difficult IO interpret 
at these low levels. 

PCB Analytical Method 8080 precision criteria established for this 
project were plus or minus 20 percent and accuracy criteria were plus 
or minus 50 percent. Despi1e the occurence of the cross contamination 
and its effect on each test, this does not invalidate the fact that t:rcated 
sediment concentrations were as low as 8 ppm. Funhermore. the 
decontamination procedure (using toluene rinse) showed that the PCB's 
which accumulated in the system hardware were contained in the cxuact 
subsystem, not the treated sediment subsystem. 

In contrast, the retention of solids in the pilot unit was a concern 
on the operating ability ofthe full-scale unit. The developer has indicaled 
that the design of the full-scale unit will compensate for solid retention 
issue. This claim will be validated by the review of data from a full-scale 
unit (200 barrells/day) in December 1989. This evaluation should answer 
many of the questions associated with the on-line capacity of the 
full-scale unit. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the field evaluation results of the ultraviolet 
radiation (UV)/oxidation technology developed by Ultrox International, 
Santa Ana, California. The field evaluation of the technology was 
performed at the Lorentz Barrel and Drum (LB&D) site in San Jose, 
California, under the Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation 
(SITE) program from Feb. Z7 through Mar. 10, 1989. 

The UV/oxidation technology uses UV radiation, ozone and hydrogen 
peroxide to oxidize organic contaminants present in water. At the LB&D 
site, this technology was evaluated in treating groundwater contami
nated with volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The Ultrox system 
achieved VOC removals greater than 90%, and the majority ofVOCs 
were removed through chemical oxidation. However, for a few VOCs, 
such as 1,1,1-trichloromethane (1,1,1-TCA), and 1,1-dichloroethane 
(1,1-DCA) stripping also contributed toward removal. The treated 
groundwater met the applicable discharge standards (NPDES) for 
disposal into a local waterway at 95 % confidence level. There were 
no harmful air emissions from the Ultrox system into the atmosphere. 

INTRODUCTION 

The EPA is finding better solutions to hazardous waste remediation 
through its Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation (SITE) 
vrogram. The SITE program was created to demonstrate and evaluate 
technologies that may destroy or permanently change the composition 
of hazardous waste in the environment by significantly reducing the 
waste's toxicity, mobility or volume. The SITE program also generates 
reliable performance and cost data for these treatment technologies to 
be used in evaluating alternatives under the Superfund site remedia
tion process. 

In 1988, Ultrox International's proposal for its ultraviolet radiation 
(UV)/oxidation technology was selected by U.S. EPA's Office of 
Research and Development (ORD) and Office of Solid Waste and Emer
gency Response (OSWER) under the SITE program. This technology 
was demonstrated at the Lorentz Barrel and Drum (LB5D) site in San 
Jose, California, through a cooperative effort between Ultrox Interna
tional, ORD, OSWER and U.S. EPA Region IX. 

UV/OXIDATION TECHNOWGY: EQUIPMENT 
AND PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

The Ultrox UV/oxidation treatment system uses UV radiation, ozone 
and hydrogen peroxide to oxidize organics in water. The major com
ponents of the Ultrox system are the UV/oxidation reactor module, air 
compressor/ozone generator module, hydrogen peroxide feed system 
and catalytic ozone decomposition (Decompozon) unit. An isometric 
view of the Ultrox system is shown in Figure 1. 

The UV/oxidation reactor used in the demonstration (Model PM-150) 

Figure 1 
Isometric View of Ultrvox System 

has a volume of 150 gal and is 3 ft long by 1.5 ft wide by 5.5 ft high. 
The reactor is divided by five vertical baffles into six chambers and 
contains 24 UV lamps (65 w each) in quartz sheaths. The UV lamps 
are installed vertically and are evenly distributed throughout the reactor 
(four lamps per chamber). Ea,ch chamber also has one stainless steel 
Sparger that extends along the width of the reactor. These spargers uni
formly diffuse ozone gas from the base of the reactor into the water. 
Hydrogen peroxide is introduced in the influent line to the reactor from 
a storage tank. An in-line static mixer is used to disperse the hydrogen 
peroxide into the contaminated water in the influent feed line. 

The Decompozon unit (Model 3014 FF) uses a nickel-based 
proprietary catalyst to decompose reactor off-gas ozone to oxygen. The 
Decompozon unit can accommodate flows of up to 10 scfm and can 
reduce ozone concentrations in ranges of 1 to 20,000 ppm (by weight) 
to less than 0.1 ppm. 

During the Ultrox system operation, contaminated water first comes 
in contact with hydrogen peroxide as it flows through the influent line 
to the reactor. The water then comes in contact with the UV radiation 
and ozone as it flows through the reactor at a specified rate to achieve 
the desired hydraulic retention time. As the ozone gas in the reactor 
is transferred to the contaminated water, hydroxyl radicals (OH 0 ) are 
pr.oduc~d._ The hydroxyl radical ~ormation from ozone is catalyzed by 
UV radiation and hydrogen peroxide. The hydroxyl radicals, in general, 
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are known to react with organics more rapidly than the ox.idants ozone, 
hydrogen peroxide and UV radiation. They are also much less selec
tive in oxidation reactions than the three oxidants. Ozone that is nol 
transferred to the contaminated water will be present in the reactor off. 
gas. This ozone is subsequently destroyed by the Decompozon unit be
fore being vented to the atmosphere. The treated water flows from the 
reactor for appropriate disposal. 

LB&D SITE ffiSTORY 

The LB&D site is in San Jose. Sanw Clara County, California. This 
site was used for drum recycling operations from about 1947 to 1987. 
The drums contained residual aqueous wastes, organic solvents, acids, 
metal oxides and oils. A preliminary site assessment report for the 
LB&D site showed that the groundwater and soil were contaminated 
with organics and metals'. In 1987, the LB&D facility ceased opera
tion due to a restraining order issued by the California Department of 
Health Services. U.S. EPA Region IX a.'isumed the responsibility for 
site remediation. 

The shallow groundwater at the LB&D site was selected as the waste 
stream for evaluating the UV/oxidation technology. Groundwater sam
ples collected in December, 1988, indicated that several volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) were present in the shallow aquifer. voes detected 
at high levels included trichloroethylene (21l> to 920 µIL), vinyl chloride 
(51 to 146 µIL) and 1,2-trans-dichloroethylene (42 to 68 µIL). The pH 
and alkalinity of the groundwater were approximately 7.2 and 600 mg/L 
as CaCO,. respectively. These measurements indicated that bi
carbonate - ion (HCO ), which acts as an oxidant scavenger, was 
present at high levels. &her oxidant scavengers such as bromide, cyanide 
and sulfide were not detected. 

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION 

1be objectives of the technology demonstration were 10: (I) evaluate 
the ability of the Ultrox system to treat voes presenl in the ground
water at the LB&D site at different operating conditions; (2) determine 
the extent of VOC stripping, if any, from the bubbling of ozone gas; 
(3) evaluate the efficiency of the Decompozon unit to decompose reactor 
off-gas ozone; (4) determine the operating conditions needed for the 
effluent to meet applicable discharge slandards (NPDES) for disposal 
into a nearby waterway; and (5) develop the information required to 

estimate operating costs for the treatment system, such as electricity 
consumption and oxidant doses. 

Testing Approach 

Eleven test runs were performed to evaluate the Ultrox system under 
various operating conditions. After these runs, two additional runs were 
performed to determine if the system's performance was reproducible. 
The operating conditions for the runs are summarized in Table I. All 
13 runs were performed over a period of 2 wk. 

The study was designed to evaluate the Ultrox system by adjusting 
the levels of five operating parameters: (I) influent pH, (2) retention 
time, (3) ozone dose, (4) hydrogen peroxide dose and (5) UV radiation 
intensity. The initial operating conditions (Run I), given in Table I. 
were based on the treatability study conducted by Ultrox on LB&D 
site groundwater. 

During the demonstration, a preliminary estimate of the Ultrox 
system's performance in each run was obwined based on the effluent 
concentrations of three indicator voes. The VOCs selected for this 
purpose were trichloroethylene (TCE, a major volatile contaminant at 
the site), 1,1-dichloroethane (1,1-DCA) and 1,1.1-trichloromethane 
(1,1,1-TCA). 1,1-DCA and 1,1,1-TCA were ~elected because Ultrox's ex
perience indicated that these voes are relatively difficult to oxidize. 

In the first three runs, the influent pH was adjusted by adding sul
furic acid to evaluate the system's performance and to determine the 
··preferred" influent pH ("preferred" operating conditions are those 
conditions in which: (I) effluent concentrations of indicator VOCs are 
below NPDES limits and (2) the relative operating costs are the lowest). 
Once the "preferred" influent pH was determined, it remained at that 
level for the remaining runs. The Ultrox system performance was then 
studied by varying other parameters, one at a time, as shown in Table I, 
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Table I 
Operating Paramcten Matrix for the Ultrox Sylllem Demonstration 

Run tfo. ket.entJon 01one H,o, UV IAllP• lntlu.nt p11 
Tia• 00•• OOH 

---·---------·· 

6 

10 

II 

U' 

IJ' 

X' .,. ~ All Oii 

x All Oii 

x y All Oii 

1.H y All Oii 

o. ,. y All Oii 

Preferred 1. 'Y All Oii 

Pr•t•rred u. llY All Oii 

Preferr-.d Preferred '. 'z All Oii 

Preferred Preferred O. ~z All Oii 

Preterr-ed Preferred Preferred Only Oii ln 
the tint 
t.hr•• ch&aben 

Unadjll8ted 

(Unadjuted • ll 

(Unadjll8ted • ZI 

Pref erred' 

Preferred 

Preferred 

Preferred 

Pr•farred 

Prelerndi 

Preferred 

Preferred Preferred Preferred only a. 1n Pr•f•rred 
the l••t 
t.ltrM cballlbera 

Preterr..S Preferred Preferred Preferred Pr•fened 

Preferred Pr• ferred Preferred Preferred Preferred 

x • to alnu~. 

Y • 71 ~/L. 

Z • 35 ~/L. 
(X. Y, •nd I vahM• vere deterwlned by Ult.ro• International to Ill tM 
opti- concllti- ror t.rHti"9 9round "Oler ln U.. tr .. tAl>Ulty •bid)' 
•l tb• 1..860 •it.•.) 

"Preferred• opu•tl"9 condltion11 are u.o .. cond1Uona 1J1 Vllicll (1) tlla 
concentr•t.lon. of eftl"•nt lndlcator YOCa are below their rupectJ.we 
NPDES 11a1ta end (2J the relative operet1nq coeu •r• t.be lovut. 

Ver1flcet1on ......,. perro.- to check ltlHt reproduc:lbllitJ ot UM Oltna 
•r•t-·a pe.rfol'9Anc:e at the •preferred• oparatl.nt con41t.iofta. 

to determine the "preferred" values for those parameters. 1be criteria 
were the same as those used in determining the "preferred" value for 
the influent pH. After the ''preferred" values were determined for all 
five operating parameters, t\\O runs (12 and 13) were performed to verify 
the reproducibility of the Ultrox system6s perfunnance at the .. prefemd" 
operating conditions. By duplicating the "preferred" operating condi
tions determined during the previous 11 runs, the two verification runs 
served to ensure that the results could be based on repeated observa
tions. with comparable findings. 

Sampling and Analytical Procedures 

Air and water samples were collected from the U1troJt system al the 
locations shown in Figure 2. For the critical parameters in this study 
(\QCs in water), six replicate samples were collectrd. Duplicale samples 
were collected for other parameters listed in lilble 2. Sampling al the 
influent port began approximately 15 min after each run was started. 
At other locations in the reactor, sampling began after three retention 
times to allow the system to reach steady-state. All the air and W81Cl 

samples for off-site labora1ory analysis were preserved as required bdOn: 
being shipped to the laboratory. 

The analytical methods followed in this study are listed in 'Jllble 2. 
Th obtain reliable data, strict QA/QC procedures were followed. DcWls 
on all aspects of the QA/QC procedures are presented in the Demon
stration Plan and the Thchnology Evaluation Report2.J. 

RF.sULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section summarizes the results of the U1trox system demonstra
tion and also presents an evaluation of the UV/oxidation technology's 
effectiveness in removing VOCs from the groundwater at the LB&D site. 

Summary of Results for VOCs 
The purpose of the test runs was to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

Ultrox system in removing 44 VOCs present in the groundwater at the 
LB&D site. The removal efficiencies and concentration profiles of all 
VOCs are not presented in this paper. Instead. a summary of the results 
is given. 

The mean concentration profiles and the discharge standards (NPD~) 
for the three indicator contaminants (TCE 1,1-DCA and 1,1,1-TCA) in 
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Figure 2 

Ultrox System Sampling Locations 
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each run for each sampling location are plotted in Figures 3, 4 and 
5. The VOC concentrations progressively decreased from the influent 
to the mid-point and from the mid-point to the effluent except for Run 
3. In Run 3, the concentration of 1,1-DCA at mid-point was higher than 
that in the influent. It is believed that either the mid-point concentra
tion or the influent concentration is just an outlier. This progressive 
decrease in containment concentration is due to the ozone and the UV 
radiation provided in the last three chambers (after the mid-point) and 
the increase in the retention time from the mid-point to the effluent 
port. Additionally, the effluent and mid-point voe concentrations are 
comparatively high in Run 7, which appears to be due to the decreased 
ozone dose during that particular run. 
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TCE Concentrations in Different Runs 

The average effluent concentrations (determined during the demon
stration by analyzing only two of the six replicates) for each indicator 
VOC with the discharge standard (NPDES) showed that the effluent 
met the discharge limits in Runs 8 and 9. Since a lower hydrogen 
peroxide dose was used in Run 9, compared to Run 8, Run 9 was chosen 
as the "preferred" operating run. However, based on a complete analysis 
of the six replicates performed after the demonstration, the mean con
centration of 1,1-DCA was found to be slightly higher than 5 µIL, the 
discharge standard for the VOC. Since Run 9 had the "preferred" 
operating conditions during the demonstration, the verification runs 
(12 and 13) were performed at those conditions. 

A comparison of 95 % upper confidence limit (UCL) values for the 
effluent VOCs in Runs 9, 12 and 13 with the discharge standards 
(NPDES) is presented in Tuble 3. The UCL values were calculated using 

Analyte 

Alkalinity 

Arsenic 

BNA 
(Semi volatiles) 

Chromium 
(Cr"') 

Chloride 

Chromium 

Conductivity 

Hydrogen 
Peroxide 

Metals 
{Barium, Cobalt, 
Iron, Manganese, 
Nickel, Zinc, 
Potassium, Calcium, 
Magnesium, and 
Sodium) 

Ozone 

Ozone 

pH 

Pesticides/PCBs 

Silica 

Sulfate 

Temperature 

Total Organic 
Carbon 

Turbidity 

Volatile Organics 

Volatile Organics 

Volatile Organics: 

Vinyl Chloride 

1,1-Dichloroethene 

i,1-Dichloroethane 

1,2-Dichloroethene 

1, 1, 1-
Trichloroethane 

Trichloroethene 

Benzene 

l,l,2,2-
Tetrachloroethane 

Acetone 

Table 2 
Analytical Methods 

Matrix 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Air 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Method 
Type 

Field 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Field 

Field 

Lab 

Field 

Field 

Field 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Field 

Lab 

Field 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Lab 

Method 
Reference 

MCAWW 310 .1• 

SW-846 7060' 

SW-846 8270' 

SW-846 7195' 

SM 429vv 

SW-846 7191' 

Manual)Q 

Boltz et al. 
(1979)' 

SW-846 6010' 

Bader and 
Hoigne(l982)~ 

40 CFR Part soix 

Manualx 

sw-846 0080' 

SW-846 6010' 

SM 429" 

Manual xi 

Manual111 

SW-846 8010 
and aoiov 

SW-846 8240' 

NIOSH 1007' 

NIOSH 1015' 

NIOSH 1003' 

NIOSH 1003' 

NIOSH 1003' 

NIOSH 1022' 

NIOSH 1500' 

NIOSH 1019' 

NIOSH l.300' 

the one-tailed Student's t-test. Table 3 shows that the effluent met the 
discharge standards for all regulated voes at the 95 % confidence level 
in Runs 12 and 13. In Run 9, the mean concentrations for 1,1-DCA and 
1,2-DCA exceeded the discharge standards. Although 1,1-DCA and 
1,2-DCA were present at levels slightly greater than the discharge 
standards, the difference in performance among the three runs is 
negligible. 

The mean concentration profiles for total VOCs are given in Figure 6. 
A comparison of the VOC concentrations presented in Figure 6 with 
those in Figures 3, 4 and 5 indicates that the concentration profiles for 
total voes are similar to those for the indicator voes. For example, 
the peaks present at the mid-point and effluent for indicator voes are 
also present in the total voe concentration profiles. 

The percent removals for the indicator VOCs and total VOCs are 
presented in Figure 7. The figure shows that the removal efficiencies 
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Tllble 3 
CompllliMHI or Emuent VOC Concentrations In Rum 9, 12 and 13 

Moan,1'9/L 95\ UCL,1'9/L RT,1'9/L Conclueioa 

RUD nuaber1. 
1,1,1-TCA 
1,1,2,2-PCA 
1,1-0CA 
l, 1-DCf: 
1, 2-0CA 
1,2-DCPA 
Benzene 
Chloroethene 
Chlorotono 
PCE 
T-1,2-DCE 
TCE 
Vinyl Chloride 

Run nuaber1 u 
1,1,1-TCA 
1,1,2,2-PCA 
l, 1-0CA 
1,1-DCI! 
1,2-DCA 
1, 2-DCPA 
Benzene 
Chloroethane 
Chlorotono 
PCE 
T-1,2-DC1! 
TC! 
Vinyl Chloride 

Run nuaber1 u 
1,1,1-TCA 
l,l,l,2-PCA 
1, 1-0CA 
1,1-DCI! 
1, 2-0CA 
1, 2-DCPA 
&anzene 
Chloroethane 
Chlorotono 
PC! 
T·l, 2-DCE 
TCE 
Vinyl Chloride 

Notea: 

0.75 
0.045 
5.) 
o.ooo 
1.) 
). 3 
0.023 
o.ooo 
1.1 
0.24 
o.ooo 
1.2 
0.11 

o. 43 
o.oo 
J.8 
0.000 
0.92 
2.6 
0.023 
o.ooo 
o. 74 
0.19 
o.ooo 
0.55 
0.11 

0.48 
o. 04!1 
4-2 
o.ooo 
1.0 
2.9 
0.45 
o.ooo 
0.81 
0.091 
o.ooo 
0.6) 
0.12 

95' UCL: 
RT: 

Upper 95\ Confidence Liait 
1te9Ulatory Tbreabold 

1.0 
0.04!1 
5.5 
o.ooo 
1.4 
). 4 
0.026 
o.ooo 
1.2 
0.6) 
0.000 
1.) 
0.11 

o. 48 
0.045 
4.2 
o.ooo 
1.0 
2 .9 
0.026 
0.000 
0.12 
O.ll 
0.000 
0.65 
0.11 

0.54 
0.045 
4.5 
o.ooo 
1.0 
J.1 
0.!12 
0.000 
0.87 
0.17 
0.000 
0.7) 
0.12 

OK: Effluent .. t the requlatory threshold 

5 
5 
5 
5 
1 
!I 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
!I 
2 

5 
!I 
!I 
5 
1 
5 
!I 
!I 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 

!I 
5 
5 
5 
1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 

N: Effluent did not .. et the requlatory threabold 

Abbreviation•: 

01 
01 

• 01 

• OI 
OI 
01 
01 
01 
OI 
01 
01 

01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
OI 
01 
OI 

01 
Olt 
Olt 
01 
OI 
01 
01 
Olt 
Olt 
Ol 
01 
01 
OK 

1,1,1-TCA: 1,1,1-Trichloroethane: 1,1,2,2-PCA: 1,1,2,2-
Tetrachloroethane: 1,1-0CA: 1,1,-Dichloroethane; 1,1-DC!t: 1,1-
Dichloroethylene: 1,2-DCA: 1,2-0ichloroethane: 1,2-DCPA: 
1,2-Dichloropropane: Pelt: Tetrachloroethylene: T-1,2-DCI: 
Trana-1,2-Dichloroethylene: TCE: Trichloroethylene. 

for TCE were higher than !hose for 1.1-DCA and 1,1,1-TCA which is 
consistent with the rationale used in selecting the indicaror \Ues. The 
percent removals for local \Oes and the indicalor 'ltOCs decreased con
siderably in Run 7, which appears to be due to the dccrcased ozone dose. 
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Figure 7 
VOC Removals in Different Runs 



Since ozone gas is bubbled through the groundwater treated by the 
Ultrox system, the voe removal could be attributed to stripping in ad
dition to oxidation. To determine the extent of stripping within the treat
ment system, VOC samples were collected from the reactor off-gas. 
Twenty-five samples were collected during the demonstration. Although 
1,1-DCE, 1,2-DCE, benzene, 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane and acetone were 
present in two samples at concentrations close to the detection limits, 
TCE, vinyl chloride, 1,1,1-TCA and 1,1-DCA were detected more fre
quently. To determine the extent of stripping, the emission rates in the 
reactor off-gas for these latter four voes were compared to the voe 
removal rates (estimated by difference between the voe input rates 
at the influent and output rates at the effluent ports of the Ultrox system). 
The results are summarized in Table 4. 

Thble 4 
Extant of voe Stripping in the Ultrox System 

Air t:low rate Percent Strigging Contribution For 
Run Water flow rate 1,1-DCA TCE 1,1,1-TCA Ve" 
No. 0.0043' 0.0091' 0. 014' o. 082' 

l 2.1 7.4 2.0 43 0.013 

2.3 9.1 3.4 34 0.95 

2.1 9.9 2.7 31 0.013 

2.0 7.4 3.0 29 0.01 

5 2.1 17 3.5 29 l. 7 

6 4.5 16 1.2 65 0.072 

7 1.0 4.9 l. 2 12 3.1 

8 4.5 23 7.5 85 1.2 

9 4.5 16 6.6 58 0.04 

10 4.3 27 9.4 73 l.l 

11 4.6 44 24 >99 13 

12 4.4 34 7.0 76 8.9 

13 4.3 37 26 75 1.8 

Notes: 

a VC: Vinyl Chloride 

b Henry's law constant of the voe, atm-m'/mol. 

Since the extent of stripping for any particular VOC is expected to 
be proportional to the ratio of the air flow rate to the water flow rate, 
this ratio is presented in the table. The ratio for Runs 1 to 5 is approxi
mately 2; for Run 6 and Runs 8 to 13, it is approximately 4.5; and for 
Run 7, it is 1. If stripping contributed to the total removal of the four 
VOCs, the extent of stripping should be the least in Run 7 and the most 
in Runs 6 and 8 to 13. The data presented in the table follow this trend 
for three of the four VOCs (except for the vinyl chloride in Runs 6, 
7 and 9). However, a quantitative correlation of the extent of stripping 
cannot be made because the operating conditions were different in each 
run. For example, at a given air to water flow ratio, when oxidant doses 
are varied, the extent of oxidation also varies. Therefore, the extent 
of stripping will be indirectly affected. 

Table 4 also presents the Henry's law constants for the four VOCs 11
• 

By comparing these constants for the VOCs, their volatility is expected 
to increase from left to right: 

1,1-DCA a->a TCE a->a 1,1,1-TCA a->a vinyl chloride 
However, a significant removal fraction for 1,1,1-TCA and 1,1-DCA 

were observed to be due to stripping. Conversely, the extent of stripping 
was low for vinyl chloride and TCE. This difference in stripping rates 
is because it is easier to oxidize vinyl chloride and TCE than 1,1-DCA 
and 1,1,l-TCA because there are double bonds between the carbon atoms 

in TCE and vinyl chloride. In other words, in the UV/oxidation process, 
stripping is a significant removal pathway for compounds that are 
difficult to oxidize. 

Performance of the Decompozon Unit 

The ozone concentrations in the influent to and the effluent from the 
Decompozon unit were analyzed in each run. These concentrations are 
presented on a semi-log plot in Figure 8. The effluent ozone concen
trations were low (less than 0.1 ppm) for Runs 1 to 8, approximately 
1 ppm in Runs 9 and 10 and greater than IO ppm in Runs 11, 12 and 
13. The high ozone levels (greater than 1 ppm) in the effluent are 
attributed to the malfunctioning heater in the Decompozon unit. The 
temperature in the Decompozon unit should have been 140°F for the 
unit to properly function, whereas the temperature for Runs 11 to 13 
was only approximately 80°F. The ozone destruction efficiencies greater 
than 99.99% were achieved in Runs 1 to 10. 

3 5 

RUN NUMBER 

~-

Figure 8 
Orone Concentration in Different Runs 
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Although the primary function of the Decompozon unit is to remove 
ozone, the data presented in Table 5 inclicate that significant VOC 
removal occurred when the unit functioned as designed (Runs 1 to 8). 

Thble 5 
voe Removal in the Decompozon Unit 

Run TCE, ppm l,1-DCA, ppm 1, l, 1-TCA, ppm Vinyl chloride, ppm. 
Ho. Influent Effluent Int'luent Effluent Intluent Effluent Influent Effluent 

0.15 <0.15 0.1 <0.1 0.15 <0.1 0.002 <0.002 

0.15 <0.U 0.1 <0.1 0.1 <0.1 0.070 <0.002 

0.15 <0.15 0.1 <O.l 0.1 <0.l 0.002 <O. 002 

0.15 <0.15 0.1 <0.1 0.1 <0.1 0.002 <0.002 

o.15 <0.15 0.2 <O.l 0.1 <0.l 0.150 <O, 002 

0.15 <0.15 0.1 <0.l 0.1 <0.1 0,003 <0, 002 

0.15 <0.15 o.l.S <0.l 0.1 <0.1. 0.517 <0.002 

0.15 <0.15 0.1 <0.l 0.1 <0.l 0.041 <0.002 

0.15 <0.15 0.1 <O.l 0.1 <0.1 0.002 0.061 

10 o. 225 <0.15 0.15 <0.1 0.1 <0.1 0,064 0,078 

11 0.55 0.325 0.25 0.2 0.2 <0.1 0.570 0.189 

1> 0.15 <0.15 0.2 <0.l 0.1 <0.l 0.271 0.006 

1l 0.45 <0.15 0.22 <O.l 0.1 <0.1 0.420 0.004 

Summary of Results for Noncritical Parameters 
In addition to the critical parameters (VOCs), many non-critical 

parameters also were measured. The non-critical parameters for organics 
included changes in semi-volatiles, PCBs/pesticides and total organic 
carbon (1DC); the non-critical parameters for inorganics included 
changes in pH, conductivity and alkalinity. Temperature, turbidity 
residual oxidants and electricity consumption also were measured. ' 

No semi-volatiles or PCBs/pesticides were detected in the influent 
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or effiuent. TOC removal was achieved only at trace levels indicating 
that complete oxidation of organics to carbon dioxide and water did 
not occur. However, since no new VOCs were found by GC/MS analy
sis and GC analysis of the effiuent, the oxidation products were not 
voes. 

Metals such as iron and manganese were present at low concentra
tions in the influent and no significant metal removal occurred. No 
changes in alkalinity and conductivity were observed after the treat
ment. However, the pH increased by 0.5 to 0.8 units after the treat
ment. The increase in pH is probably due to the reaction between 
hydroxyl radicals and bicarbonate ion (the predominant form of alka
linity at the groundwater pH, which is 7.2) in which hydroxyl ions are 
produced13

• 

Turbidity increased by I to 4 units after the treatment. This increase 
may be due to the insignificant amount of metal removal by oxidation 
and precipitation. The temperature increased by approximately 4 to 5 "F 
after the treatment and was due mainly to the heat from UV lamps. 
The efficiency of ozone gas transfer to the groundwater was over 95 % , 
with 5 % remaining in the reactor off-gas. After the reaction, the residual 
ozone and hydrogen peroxide concentrations in the effiuent usually were 
less than 0.1 ppm. The average electrical energy consumption to operate 
the Ultrox system was approximately 11 kwh/h of operation. 

CONCWSIONS 

The groundwater treated by the Ultrox system met the discharge 
standards for disposal into a nearby waterway at the 95 % confidence 
level at a hydraulic retention time of 40 minutes, an influent pH of 7.2 
(unadjusted), an ozone dose of 110 mg/L, a hydrogen peroxide dose 
of 13 mg/L and with all 24 UV lamps operating. 

There were no voes detected in the air emissions from the treat
ment unit into the atmosphere. 

The ozone destruction unit (Decompozon unit) destroyed reactor off
gas ozone to levels less than 0.1 ppm (OSHA Standards) with destruc
tion efficiencies greater than 99. 99 % . 

The Ultrox system achieved removal efficiencies as high as 90% for 
total voes present in the groundwater at the LB&D site. The removal 
efficiencies for TCE were greater than 99%. However, the maximum 
remowI efficiencies for 1,1-0CA and 1,1,1-TCA were approximately 65% 
and 85 % , respectively. 

The removals of 1,1-DCA and 1,1,1-TCA are due to both chemical 
oxidation and stripping. Specifically, 12 to 75 % of the total removals 
for l,l.1-TCA and 5 to 44 % of the total removals for l,l-OCA were due 
to stripping. However, stripping for TCE and vinyl chloride was ob
served to be less than 10%. fur other voes, such as 1,1-dichloroethenc, 
benzene, acetone and 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane, stripping was found to 
be negligible. voes present in the gas phase within the reactor at levels 
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of approximately 0.1 to 0.5 ppm were removed to below dete.ctioo levels 
in the Dccompozon unit. 

Based on the OC and OC/MS analyses performed for voes, semi
volatile organics and PCBs/pesticides, no new compounds were dis
covered in the treated water. The organics analyud by GC methods 
represent less than 2 % of lhe 10C present in the water. Very low 10C 
removal occurred, a resuh which implies that partial oxidation of 

organics took place in the system but not complete conversion to carbon 
dioxide and water. 

The Ultrox system's average electrical energy consumption was 
approximately II kwh/hr of operation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Soliditech technology demonstration was conducted at the 
Imperial Oil Company/Champion Chemicals Superfund Site in Mon
mouth County, New Jersey. The primary contaminants at this site include 
PCBs and lead. Oil and grease and other metals are considered 
secondary contaminants. 

The Soliditech process consists of mixing the waste material with 
proprietary additives, pozzolanic materials and water in a batch mixer. 
Methods used to evaluate the effectiveness of the process include: 
(1) batch extraction and engineering test, (2) long-term extraction and 
leaching tests, (3) petrographic examination and (4) structural integrity 
observations. 

Three different waste types were treated: contaminated soil, waste 
filter cake material and a filter cake-oily sludge mixture. Pure sand 
was substituted for waste in one solidification batch to provide samples 
to evaluate the chemical constituents of process reagents. 

The analytical results did not indicate the presence of PCBs and vola
tile organic compounds (VOCs) in the 1CLP extracts of treated wastes. 
Metals concentrations were reduced significantly in 1CLP, EP Toxicity 

and BET extracts of treated compared to un-tteated wastes. Low con
centrations of phenols and cresols were detected in some post-treatment 
TCLP extracts. Negligible release of contaminants was observed from 
all extraction and leaching tests performed on solidified samples. The 
pH of treated waste was near 12. Unconfined compressive strength of 
treated wastes was high; permeability was very low. Weight loss of 
treated samples after repeated wet/dry and freeze/thaw cycles was very 
low. 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. EPA's Office of Research and Development has been 
carrying out the Agency's formal program to accelerate the develop
ment, demonstration and use of new or innovative technologies which 
can provide permanent cleanup solutions for hazardous waste sites. 

The Soliditech, Inc.'s waste solidification/stabilization process was 
the seventh technology to be demonstrated within this Superfund 
Innovative Technology Evaluation (SITE) program. 

In cooperation with U.S. EPA's Office of Solid Waste and Emergency 
Response (OSWER), the Imperial Oil/Champion Chemical Superfund 
site in New Jersey was selected as the location to demonstrate the 
Soliditech SITE technology. This site currently is partially occupied 
by a private company involved in blending and packaging oil products. 
Technical staff of the New Jersey Department of Environmental 
Protection (NJDEP) provided data describing the characteristics and 
extent of contamination at this site and assisted U.S. EPA in public 
relations aspects of the demonstration. 

This technology demonstration was conducted in early December, 

1988. A batch-mixer, a supply of portland cement, Urrichem reagent, 
other additives for their formulation and accessory equipment were 
provided by Soliditech, Inc. The U.S. EPA's support contractor provided 
a sampling team. The demonstration was completed over a five-day 
period, resulting in nearly 14 yd3 of solidified material and over 300 
individual samples for analyses of the numerous parameters applied 
to evaluate this technology. 

PCBs and lead were the primary contaminants of concern on the 
Imperial Oil/Champion Chemical site. These contaminants were 
determined in 1CLP and EP Toxicity extracts of untreated and treated 
wastes to assess chemical stabilization by the Soliditech process. 

PURPOSE 

The primary goal of the SITE program is to evaluate the effective
ness of a technology by conducting a field-scale demonstration of each 
technology, collecting samples of treated waste materials and analyzing 
data from a variety of laboratory tests. 

TEST METHODS 

The Soliditech SITE technology evaluation was based on the results 
oflaboratory tests on samples of waste material before and after treat
ment. Physical tests included particle size analysis, water content, un
confined compressive strength', bulk density of treated waste, 
permeability of treated waste and wet/dry and freeze/thaw tests on treated 
waste2 • Extraction tests included 1CLP extraction, EP Toxicity, Batch 
Extraction Test, American Nuclear Society 16.13 and Waste Interface 
Leaching Test'. U.S. EPA SW-846 methods were applied for pH, Eh, 
total dissolved solids, total organic carbon, oil and grease, voes, serni
volatile organic compounds, PCBs and metals5

• 

Methods used in the evaluation of the Soliditech process were 
described in the Demonstration Plan, which was written and peer
reviewed prior to initiation of field activities6

• This Demonstration 
Plan also included an approved Quality Assurance Project Plan which 
described all planned sample acquisition and analytical methods. 

APPROACH 

Contaminated soil was excavated from a pit approximately 5 ft wide, 
3 ft deep and 8 ft long in off-site Area One of this Superfund site. Filter 
cake waste was collected from the open face of a waste pile (Fig 1). 
Oily sludge was scooped from an abandoned storage tank with a bucket 
and stored in steel drums until the waste was processed. A filter cake/oily 
sludge mixture was prepared for processing by mixing equal parts of 
filter cake and oily sludge. All waste feedstocks were screened to pre
vent large objects such as rocks, roots, bricks or other debris from being 
incorporated into the treated waste. Although this debris would not have 
interfered with the Soliditech process, it was removed to prevent inclu-
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sion within samples taken for analytical testing. 

A 
B 
D 
F 

Proprtetary addtttves 
Portland Ct11ent supply 
Drums containing otly sludge 
Forws for treated waste 110noltths 

Figure I 

M Mtxtr 
s s...,1. preparation 
U Urrlch .. supply 
W Fllttr cakt wastt pile 

Soliditcch Technology Dcmomtration Opcralioru 

Waste materials were milled in a ribbon-blender shown in Figure I. 
Water was added 10 the waste within the mixer to provide the proper 
mixing consistency. Ponland cement, other specific additives formu
lated by Soliditoch staff and Urrichem were then added and milled . 
1be mixture was discharged from the mixer into I-yd' plywood forms 
(Fig. I) . Aliquots of the slurried mixtures were taken from the forms 
and poured ink> waxed cardboard and PVC cylindrical forms, of several 
different sizes. lo provide samples for various physical and chemical 
analyses. 

All materials were allowed to set for 28 days inside a heated ware
house. Cylindrical samples were transported 10 the storage area of an 
analytical laboratory. Nearly 14 yd' of treated waste were contained 
within the plywood forms to form the treated waste monoliths (TWM). 
lltcse monoliths were placed in a llM>-tiered stack and covered with 
a plastic sheet for subsequent long-term examination. 

Figure 2 illustrates the approaches used to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the Soliditoch process. The Quality Assurance Project Plan, within 
the project's Demonstration Plan", specified the details of sample col
lection and preservation, analytical protocols, matrix and surrogate spike 
procedures, blanks, replicate analyses and statistical procedures 10 be 
applied to data evaluation. Triplicate samples were provided for all ana
lytical determinations on the treated materials. The Demonstration 
Rcpon' presents the complete data resulting from this technology 
evaluation. 

SHORT-TERM 
TESTING 

E.clr1cllon THll 

TCIJ> 
EP 
ANS 18.1 
BET 

Ch1mlcal An1ly1"' 

EVALUATION PARAMETERS 
, ...... ,. 1
. 

LONG· TERM 
EXTRACTION ANO 

LEACHING TESTING 

TC Lr 
EP 
WILT 

' .... . ......... 

' ' ' ' 
\ '' \ ' 

\ 

PETROGRAPHIC 
EXAMINATION 

C111 Cyllnd111 
Cut S11b1 
Thin S1cllon1 
Powder 

Phy11tal An1lyH1 Figure 2 

TREATED WASTE 
MONOLITHS 

Phyllcal S11blory 
Ind W11lh1rlng 
Chlr1ct1<l1tlc1 

Evalualmn P.dramcler~ Used lo Evaluate the Solidlcch Pmccss 
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RESULTS 
Table I shows the compositions of the wuce treatment mixtwa. 1be 

reagent mixture includes clean und u a substitute for Wlllle. The fillrr
cakeloily-sludge consists of fdter<akc and oily sludge because Solidiledi 
preferred not to treat the oily sludge in ill original liquid i>nn. 

" .. , I ............. .. ,,,....., ,., .. , c-. ., ............ 
..... ........ ,., .. .. .. .. 
,,,. 11 '-- " ' II " .. .. 
Wffll.,_ 11 1 . . .. • • .. ..... , ... ,,, I I .. 
...... , II .. u 
, .... , ... ~ l lNI · ·" .... " ·* u ... 

Table 2 shows that. after treatment, the bulk dcnsiry increased 8lld 
water content dccreucd in all cases. lbcsc results arc attribural ID die 
eff~ of ccrncri in the trcaUnenl process. In fact, bulk c1emjcjcs, pameo
abilities and UCS were directly relalcd to the amount of type 0 c:amd 
added in the proccu (Table I) . 1be permeabilities of traled walle -. 
very low with values below I x ~8 cm/sec. 1bc unconfined compra
sive strengths ranged from 390 to 860 psi . 

.... .... "' ,.,. .... 
"-• - ••• , •• c...., 
.......... ~·•er .... ,,. •• 

- ....... ,. .. 

1Wlle 2 
,..,... Pro.,enles ol ~ M..m.11 
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I 1' I •> I II . .. ... ... - ... .. . ' . , •.. .. It • ar9 .. - • -
" ' " . ... .. ' 

..... _ .. - -... ..• - .. 
• , .. ., 
• -
n• U.I 

Total chemical analyses. shown in Tables 3 through S. for ....-1 
and treated wasaes indialr a variable efticct from~ proca1 ~ 
10 untreated waste. PCBs varied from no observable change ID CMI' 

one-third less in the treated waste. Analyses of pure sand solidified wll 
the Soliditech process showed that arsenic was prcsclll at S9 lllf'Q. 
Chromium. copper. lead. nickel and zinc were noccd ID the eKlm fl 
a few tens of mg/kg in this sand plus reagent mixture. A few mW'I 
of phenols and cresols were detected in analyses of the trcaled ..
for semi-volatile organic compounds. Although the origin « Ibale 
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Thble 4 
Chemical Analysis of Untreated Filter Cake/Oily Sludge 

Wastes and Their TCLP and EP Extracts 

IR1iill 6Dll:lf:lil m r: EB1:1,:11iU EE bliil:l!OU 
Untr•at•d Traated Untnatad Truted UntrHUd Tnatad ._ .. 

\l'aat.41. VHta Vasta Waat• Vasta 
<•Ilka> (•g/l) (11g/l) 

•• 3.6 12.0 ... 11.6 4.8 11.8 

VOCo 50 NO l.3 NO NA NA 

SVOC1 " 17 0.38 0.97 NA NA 

,,,., 43 15 NO NO ND ND 

OU and Gnau 130,000 60,000 1.6 2.4 <0.4 3.1 

Ar11nlc " 40 0,01 ND 0.01 0 002 

Chro•iWI 5.' " ND NO ND 0.04 

Coppu " 43 0.02 ND ND ND 

Lead 2,500 850 5.4 0.01 o.ss O.OB 

Zinc 150 54 1.3 ND 0.86 <0.02 

Thble 5 
Chemical Analysis of Untreated and Treated Off-site 
Area One Wastes and Their TCLP and EP Extracts 

IR1iill 6n1h:1i1 n:a.t lilli1iil:llii1iil Ef: El1iil:l!iilil 
1lntr.ata4 Trutad Untnated Trutd Untreated Truted 

VHte Va•t• Vaata Vute Vaata V11ta 
(•a/k&) (•g/l) (11g/l) 

pH 7 •• 12.0 5.1 11.5 4.8 ll. 7 

voco 10 NO 0.87 ND NA NA 

svoc. " 16 0.12 0.32 NA HA 

'"'' 43 40 ND ND ND NO 

011 and GnaH 28,000 46 ,000 1.9 12 2.6 

Ar1nic .. " 0.20 0.02 0.18 0.028 

Chrot1lU111 11 29 ND 0.04 ND ND 

Copper " 43 HD 0,04 ND 0.06 

Lead 650 410 0.50 0.01 0.12 0,012 

%1.nc 120 " 0.60 NO 0.26 <0.02 

phenolics is uncertain, laboratory contamination and contribution by 
the Soliditech additives and reagents have been ruled out. Volatile or
ganic compounds were detected in levels up to 30 mg/kg in the off-site 
Area One soil and filter cake/oily sludge mixtures. Volatiles were not 
found in the treated wastes and were not detected by monitoring the 
atmosphere above the mixer as waste batches were being processed. 

Tables 3 through 5 show chemical constituents determined in TCLP 
extracts. Extracts of both untreated and treated wastes showed undetec
table quantities of PCBs. Lead concentrations of 4.3 and 5.4 mg/L were 
found in TCLP extracts of untreated filter cake and filter cake/oily 
sludge, respectively. These levels were reduced to below 0.01 mg/L as 
a result of treatment with the Soliditech process. Arsenic in the extract 
from treated off-site Area One, at 0.020 mg/L and lead in the extracts 
from treated filter cake and treated filter cake/oily sludge mixture each 
at 0.010 mg/L, were the highest levels of metals of concern detected. 
Chromium was found at 0.060 mg/L in extracts from both treated filter 
cake and treated sand reagent mix. 

Analyses of EP extracts showed no detectable PCBs from either 
untreated or treated wastes. Tables 3 through 5 show reductions in 
extractable lead and other contaminants after treatment. 

The Batch Extraction Test (BET) consists of crushing a sample to 
pass an ASTM No. 100 sieve (150um), followed by 7-day extraction 
with distilled water of separate samples at the three solid-to-liquid ratios 
of 1:4, 1:20 and 1:1002 • Data from this procedure provide an indica
tion of the maximum solute concentration and the capacity of the sample 
(as a reservoir) to provide a source of leachable solutes. No PCBs were 
detected in any of these extracts. Lead was not found ( < 0.05 mg/L) 
in extracts at all three solid/liquid ratios. This immobilization occurred 
even where the untreated filter cake/oily sludge waste released 1.7 mg/L 
of lead into the 1:4 extract. Arsenic was present only at hundredth mg/L 
levels in all extracts of treated wastes and decreased with decreasing 

solid/liquid ratio. 
Data from the ANS 16.1 28-day leaching test indicated that PCBs, 

chromium, copper, lead, nickel and zinc were not leachable from any 
of the three treated wastes. Arsenic was present at 0.005 to 0.006 mg/L 
in all leachates from the treated off-site Area One waste. This analyte 
represented the only presence of a contaminant of potential concern 
and its concentration was quite low. Thus, no contaminants of concern 
were found in the leachate in amounts sufficient to allow calculation 
of a leachability index, as described by the ANS-16.1-1986 procedure. 

The Waste Interface Leaching Test (WILT) includes submersion of 
3 in and 6 in diameter by 18 in length monolithic cylinders in distilled 
water, with analysis of solutes at 2-week intervals over 6 mo. Cylinders 
of each size from each of the three treated areas were leached in tripli
cate. Data available after the first six drainage collections showed no 
detectable PCBs in the WILT leachate from any of the treated wastes. 
Arsenic decreased by factors ranging from 20 to 100, to as low as 0.001 
mg/L from the first to the sixth leaching increment. Lead was not 
detectable ( < 0.05 mg/L) in any of the leachates from treated wastes. 
Total dissolved solids decreased by about a factor of three from the 
first to the sixth leaching. Calcium, a good indicator solute derived 
from the portland cement, also decreased by about a factor of three 
from the first to the sixth leaching. 

Petrographic examination of the solidified, treated wastes was planned 
in order to characterize the homogeneity of mixing, extent of curing 
of the concrete-like matrix, mineralogic composition of the solidified 
mass, voids within the solid matrix and potential long-term weathering 
effects. In addition, morphologic examination of the treated waste 
monoliths (TWM) provides long-term data which describe how well 
these large blocks withstand environmental exposure. Preliminary 
observations show that the oil and grease appear widely dispersed in 
globules throughout the cast cylinders prepared for laboratory study 
and in the TWMs. The millimeter-size globules appeared to be isolated 
and not contained within a continuous pore system. Detailed charac
terization data will appear in later reports. 

Morphologic examination of the TWMs after 28-day initial curing 
showed a few large masses of oil and grease, suggesting that the first 
batch of waste processed in this technology demonstration may not have 
been thoroughly mixed. A few stress-relief cracks were noted along 
comers of some of the TWM blocks. Observations after 6 mo showed 
several of the large blocks contained distinct fractures that appeared 
to penetrate at least 10 cm in depth from the surface. Observers were 
unsurprised by fracture development in view of: 1) the richness of added 
portland cement in the treatment mixture; 2) th~ rapid setting time after 
mixing; and 3) the absence of any reinforcing bars or wire mesh within 
the large block masses. No distinctive color changes were evident on 
any of the blocks. Several of the blocks contained light salt deposits 
in surface trails suggestive of either weeping from the blocks or sur
face flow of condensation which may have developed under the cover 
over the stack of blocks. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The high unconfined compressive strength, very low permeability 
and high resistance to wet/dry and freeze/thaw deterioration indicate 
a high degree of physical stability of the three treated wastes. Since 
the concentrations of all contaminants found in the EP Toxicity and 
TCLP extracts of treated samples were below levels of concern, the 
Soliditech process stabilized contaminants in the waste from the site 
of this demonstration. It is significant that, as measured by TCLP, EP 
Toxicity, BET, ANS 16.6 and WILT procedures, lead is barely detecta
ble in extracts of treated wastes. This result indicates a high degree 
of physical and chemical stability. The BET data confirm the stability 
of the treated wastes against aqueous leaching of lead and arsenic. The 
extremely low amounts of contaminant solutes found in the WILT 
leachates support the parallel findings in the shorter-term extraction tests. 

Morphologic observations, both immediately after curing and after 
6 mo, confirm the necessity to evaluate large masses of cement-solidified 
waste over an extended time. 

The absence of any mechanical equipment problems during the 
demonstration illustrated the reliability of the Soliditech treatment 
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system. After the equipment operator gained familiarity with waste 
materials at this site, the process mixed all components into a homo
geneous solidified product. 
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ABSTRACT 

A goal of the U.S. EPA is to integrate RCRA and CERCLA at 
hazardous waste sites where both laws may apply. On May 15, 1989, 
the U.S. EPA, the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) 
and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) entered into an Interagency 
Agreement to provide a legal and procedural framework for cleanup 
and regulatory compliance at the numerous hazardous waste sites at 
DOE's Hanford Site. This document is entitled the Hanford Federal 
Facility Agreement and Consent Order. Hereafter, it is referred to as 
the Tri-Party Agreement or the Agreement. 

The objective of this paper is to describe a creative approach to in
tegration of the RCRA and CERCLA programs and to explain the 
development of an efficient, productive working relationship between 
the joint regulatory agencies; the U.S. EPA, Ecology and the owner 
of the Hanford Site, DOE. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Hanford Site is the largest CERCLA site in the nation, encom
passing 560 mi. in Southcentral Washington. The site is bordered to 
the north and east by the Columbia River and is adjacent to the northern 
boundary of the city of Richland, Washington (Fig. 1). Four general 
areas of the Hanford Site were proposed for inclusion on the U.S. EPA's 
NPL on June 24, 1988. EPA anticipates that the proposal will be finaliz.ed 
in late FY-89. These four areas include over 1000 inactive waste dis
posal and unplanned release sites, ranging in scope from minor spill 
areas to burial grounds up to 100 ac. in size. The areas also contain 
55 RCRA treatment, storage or disposal (TSD) groups which contain 
over 300 individual RECRA units that will be closed or will be per
mitted to operate in accordance with RCRA. 

The areas include significant amounts of contamination. Estimates 
of the extent of soil contamination exceed a billion cubic yards, and 
there are known plumes of contaminated groundwater totaling over 
230 mi. The contamination is in the form of RCRA hazardous waste, 
radioactive mixed wastes (hazardous waste mixed with either high-level 
or low-level radioactive waste, the hazardous component of which is 
subject to RCRA regulations) or CERCLA hazardous substances (such 
as radioactive waste which is not regulated under RCRA). 

The State of Washington has received authorization from the U.S. 
EPA to implement the state's dangerous waste program in lieu of the 
federal RCRA program. In addition, the state has received authoriza
tion to implement the U.S. EPA's radioactive mixed waste program. 
The state currently is planning to apply for authorization to implement 
the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 (HSWA). There
fore, an argument could be made that all of the hazardous or mixed 
waste units could be investigated and remediated under either 
RCRA/HSWA authority, eventually to be delegated its CERCLA 
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authority to the state. There also was a concern about how to deal with 
contaminated groundwater plumes which contained contaminants from 
both CERCLA and RCRA regulated units. The DOE was very con
cerned that only one regulatory agency direct the investigation and 
remediation at each unit and that cleanup ·Standards be consistent under 
the RCRA and CERCLA authorities. These potential sources of conflict 
and confusion were recognized early in the process of the Tri-Party 
Agreement negotiations and were primary topics and underlying themes 
throughout the negotiations. 
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SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE 
TRI-PARTY AGREEMENT 

Section 120 of CERCLA requires the U.S. EPA to enter into Inter
agency Agreements with Federal Facilities which are listed on the NPL. 
The U.S. EPA encourages its state counterparts to be involved with such 
agreements since. in many cases, the states' cleanup standards will be 
applicable or relevant and appropriate to be a CERCLA action. In thi~ 
case, Ecology had an ongoing RCRA program at the Hanford Site, and 
the need for an active state role in the lnteragency Agreement was even 
more evident. The formal negotiations for the Tri-Party Agreement 
began in February, 1988, resulting in a draft document which was issued 
for public comment in February, 1989. The final Agreement was signed 
and became effective on May 15, 1989. 

The three parties recognized the need to incorporate the CERCLA 
program, the federal RCRNHSWA program and the state's Dangerous 
Waste program into the Tri-Party Agreement. A~ such, the scope of 
the Agreement includes all actions leading up to CERCLA remedial 
actions and RCRA/HSWA corrective measures. The Agreement also 
includes activities related to RCRA interim status compliance, RCRA 
permitting and RCRA closure activities-all of which apply to TDS 
units that last received waste after Nov. 19, 1980. 

There were numerous specific objectives that the parties intended 
to meet through the Tri-Party Agreement. A major objective was to 
bring the Hanford Site into full RCRA compliance and to achieve full 
cleanup within 30 yrs. The parties considered this a reasonable period 
of time based on the extent of contamination, complexity of the site 
and wastes involved, need fur development of new technology and realis
tic expectations fur funding. Another objective was to create a clear 
picture of the work that needs to be done by specifying detailed schedules 
and milestones. This type of planning is necessary to support the large 
amounts of money that DOE will have to request over the next 30 yrs. 
Another specific objective, as noted above, was to provide specific roles 
and a plan of interaction between the regulatory agencies. All three 
parties considered this to be an essential element in order to minimize 
potential conflicts and disputes as the Agreement is implemented over 
the years. Another objective focused on a coordinated RCRA-CERCLA 
public involvement process in order to maximize available resources. 
to avoid duplication of effort and to provide a consistent format for the 
public. 

RCRA - CERCLA INTEGRATION 

Because of the large number of sites or units to be investigated and 
remediated at Hanford, the CERCLA "operable unit" concept was 
deemed necessary. The parties agreed to divide the site into 74 opera
ble units (Fig. 2) plus four groundwater operable units. Each operable 
unit will undergo a separate investigation and remediation process on 
a priority basis. The criteria used to assign specific waste management 
units to operable units are identified in the Tri-Party Agreement, as 
are the criteria used to prioritize operable units for scheduling purposes. 

·1000---
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Figure 2 
RCRA I CERCLA Integration 
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There has been a recent effon by the U.S. EPA to provide better 
coordination between the RCRA and CERCLA programs, specifically 
in regard to remedial actions or corrective measures. Some of the 
primary examples of this effon are the requirement to adhere to ap
plicable or relevant and appropriaie requirements as pan of CERCLA 
remedial actions, elimination of RCRA permitting requirements for 
certain activities during CERCLA remedial actions, significant enhance
ment of quality assurance provisions to RCRA laboratory protocols 
(SW-846), the U.S. EPA's corrective action rule which contains sig
nificant parallels to the CEDRCLA approach and the U.S. EPNs evalua
tion of a RCRA "deminimus ruJe" (yet to be proposed) which would 
consider cleanup standards for listed wastes as something other than 
background concentrations. In shon, there is a recognition oflhe need 
to draw these two statutes closer together, whenever possible, to 
eliminate conflicting procedures and requirements. The U.S. EIWs 
general approach to the private sector (i.e., non-federal facilities) is 
that if RCRA applies at a facility, the U.S. EPA will not pursue that 
facility through the CERCLA NPL ranking process. AU of the cleanup 
or corrective actions ~Jd be taken under RCRA authority. Al federal 
facilities, both the RCRA and CERCLA statutes apply and, the~. 
a rational approach to integration is necessary. 

The parties aJso have integrated certain administrative elements o( 

RCRA and CERCLA in addition to technical elements. For inslance, 
a single administrative record is being maintained by DOE and its con· 
tractors. As a federal facility, DOE is required to maintain the adminis
trative record under CERCLA. Since many of the CERCLA activities 
are closely tied to RCRA work, the parties decided that DOE M>Uld 
maintain one overalJ administrative record. to include both RCRA and 
CERCLA. The system in place allows sorting of the data base in a 
number of different ways, allowing the user maximum utility by 
reviewing the entire record or by extracting specific components. 

Another task that was viewed as a cost-saving, practical step was the 
consolidation of the public involvement activities under RCRA and 
CERCLA. A significant amount of time was spent developing lhe joint 
Community Relations Plan to merge the requirements d both programs 
into a single process. This joU. Community Relations Plan will simplify 
the process for both the parties and the public and will maximize the 
efficiency of available resources used for public involvement. 

RCRA AND CERCLA AUTHORITIES FOR 
PAST PRACTICE UNITS 

The parties reached agreement that any of the operable units could 
be managed under either RCRA or CERCLA authority. This was a 
major step during negotiatiom. Accordingly, each d the first 20 operable 
units has been assigned to either the RCRA past-practice program or 
the CERCLA program for investigation and remediation. Additional 
assignments will be made annually, as the work schedule is updan:d. 
The Tri-Party Agreement requin=s the U.S. EPA and Ecology desig
nate the regulatory process to be used at these additional operable units. 

Most of the past-practice activities involved mixed waste. 'lben:fule. 
the first area of agreement between the parties was that, in general. 
the radioactive component of mixed waste would be addressed as part 
of a RCRA corrective measure. This does not extend RCRA or stale 
Dangerous WMte authority to regulate radioactive wastes: rather, it pro
vides an understanding that DOE has agreed to address radioactive 
wastes as pan of a comprehensive investigation and corrective action 
at an operable unit, whether the operable unit is being managed under 
RCRA or CERCLA. The Agreement states that "the corrective action 
proc~ss selected for each operable unit shall be sufficiently compre
~ens1ve to satisfy the technical requirements of both statutory authori
ties and the respective regulations" (Fig. 3). It is imponant to note that 
the authority for radioactive wastes remains under CERCLA. This 
agreement eliminates the potential for a worst-case scenario-the 
~pplication of requirements of both programs at the same unit, a situa· 
lion which would not serve the best interest of any party or the public. 

The success of this approach requires flexibility in interpretation of. 
the statutes and regulations by the U.S. EPA and Ecology and is prcdi· 
cated on certain assumptions and requires some concessions on the part 
of all parties. It also provides a solid framC'M>rk under which the parties 



can work cooperatively toward cleaning up the Hanford Site. 

INCLUSION OF RCRA LAND DISPOSAL UNITS 
IN OPERABLE UNITS 

Fourteen of the operable units contain significant RCRA land disposal 
units that received hazardous waste or mixed waste after Nov. 19, 1980. 
All of these TSD units are scheduled for closure under RCRA and, 
therefore, operational activities at these units will not be included in 
the Hanford RCRA pennit. In some cases, the units will be covered 
in the Hanford RCRA permit for post-closure activities. The remaining 
41 TSO groups contain only storage and treatment units. These storage 
and treatment groups have not been assigned to operable units, since 
the level of investigations required for storage or treatment Part B per
mit applications and closure plans is less comprehensive than that re
quired for land disposal units (Fig. 2). Accordingly, the schedule for 
submittal of Part B applications and closure plans for these groups is 
separate from the operable unit schedule. The need for RCRA - CERC
LA integration obviously centered around those operable units which 
contained the 14 RCRA land disposal groups. The parties agreed to 
the basic approach that the RCRA land disposal groups would be in
vestigated concurrently with the past-practice sites within the operable 
unit and that the overall priority and schedule for the operable unit would 
drive the schedule for submittal of the closure plans and post-closure 
Part B applications. For this approach to succeed, the parties had to 
agree that a CERCLA RI/FS for an operable unit would yield a suffi
cient level of detail to develop a closure plan or post-closure Part B 
application. As with the integration of past-practice units, the worst 
case scenario, from an efficiency standpoint, would be a duplication 
of effort by the U.S. EPA and Ecology, using their different authorities. 

In some cases, identically designed units located side-by-side may 
have received the same RCRA regulated waste streams, differing only 
in the date on which waste receipt ended. If that date was after Nov. 19, 
1980, the unit would be a RCRA TDS unit. If the date was prior to 
Nov. 19, 1980, the unit would be regulated as a past-practice unit under 
either RCRA/HSWA or CERCLA. The parties concurred that a single 
investigation and coordinated timing for a remedial action and closure 
activity would be the most efficient method of dealing with this issue. 
For this reason, the parties agreed that only one investigative process
either RCRA or CERCLA-would be used within an operable unit. 
As stated earlier, this approach required agreement that the investigative 
procedures of CERCLA and RCRA as implemented at the Hanford Site 
would provide results that could be used to support technical decisions 
under either program. 

LEAD REGULA10RY AGENCY CONCEPf 

The design of an efficient and comprehensive regulatory compliance 
and cleanup program for implementation under the Tri-Party Agree
ment incorporated numerous factors. One major factor, the integration 
of RCRA and CERCLA authorities, has been discussed above. Before 
this system could begin to work, the parties had to come to agreement 
on another major element-the roles of the two regulatory agencies. 
One can envision numerous logistical and efficiency problems that would 
be encountered if both regulatory agencies were to insist on full in
volvement with their respective authorities. 

It became apparent early in the negotiations that a work-sharing 
approach for the regulatory agencies would be necessary. This approach 
was carefully crafted in the Agreement so that responsibilities were 
shared and clearly spelled out, but that authorities could not be trans
ferred arbitrarily between the U.S. EPA and Ecology. In this way, the 
regulatory agency with the responsibility for oversight can fulfill its 
obligation to keep the projects running as efficiently as possible, 
obtaining the co-signature of the agency having authority, when 
necessary. 

The concept of a lead regulatory agency was developed for the regula
tory oversight of each operable unit. Its definition and use is restricted 
to that level. The U.S. EPA and Ecology will decide which agency will 
be assigned as the lead regulatory agency in each case. Such assign
ments have been made for the first 20 operable units, and additional 
assignments will be made during each annual update of the work 
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RCRA I CERCLA Comparison 

schedule. The regulatory agency not designated as the lead regulatory 
agency will automatically be designated as the support agency. The roles 
are defined below. 

Lead Regulatory Agency Responsibilities 

The lead regulatory agency is responsible for overseeing all activi
ties that are related to a given operable unit. This may include a com
bination of RCRA TSO and CERCLA work, RCRA TSD and RCRA 
past-practice work, or CERCLA work without any RCRA activity. The 
lead regulatory agency serves as the primary contact for DOE, the sup
port agency or the public rfegarding any questions or issues at the 
operable unit. 

Ecology may serve as the lead regulatory agency for an operable unit 
that has been designated under either the RCRA past-practice program 
or the CERCLA program. Likewise, the U.S. EPA may be the lead 
regulatory agency for such operable units. Ecology and the U.S. EPA 
have agreed to certain general criteria in the Agreement for designating 
the lead regulatory agency. Much of this agreement centers around 
whether significant TSD units are present in the operable unit. Such 
operable units generally would be assigned to Ecology, and the RCRA 
past-practice authority would be used. Since there are only 14 of these 
situations, as discussed earlier, this criterion will have no effect on the 
majority of the assignments. For those operable units involving only 
radioactive waste, the U.S. EPA generally would be the lead regula
tory agency and the CERCLA process would be designated. 
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One important criterion for the designation of the lead regulatory 
agency is the availability of each agency's resources at any point in time 
to provide adequate oversight of the activities at the operable unit. Main
taining the proper balance of resources will be an ongoing effon by 
both regulatory agencies. 

Support Agency Responsibilities 

Both the U.S. EPA and Ecology believe that it is imponant that the 
suppon agency stay informed of the progress at every operable unit. 
In some cases, the lead regulatory agency and the suppon agency roles 
may be reversed at adjacent or nearby operable units. These situations 
will require close coordination of field activities and data, since tech· 
nical information obtained at one operable unit may overlap to another. 
Cenainly, the level to which the suppon agency can become involved 
will depend upon available resources and the issues at hand. The sup
pon agency may submit comments on work plans or other documents 
submitted by DOE for review. In such cases. the suppon agency will 
submit its comments to the lead regulatory agency in order to maintain 
a single point of contact and to avoid the potential for DOE to receive 
conflicting comments from the regulators. 

CONCWSIONS 

The two processes described above for designation for the regula
tory process and of the lead regulatory agency at each operable unit 
form a basic structure on which the Tri-Pany Agreement is imple
mented. While the approach may seem simple from an overall view 
of efficiency and what makes sense, the construction of this approach 
into a working document was a complex task. It required a substantial 
amount of initial technical work to accurately identify the universe of 
waste sites and to design and prioritize the operable units. From the 
point, it required significant negotiations between the U.S. EPA and 
Ecology to determine appropriate regulatory processes and lead agency 
responsibilities for the operable units. This type of lnteragency Agree
ment has been referred to as a "carve out agreement," since much of 
the workload distribution, has been determined prior to signature of 
the document. By expending a large amount of effon in initial planning, 
the parties believe that the total resource needs for this project have 
been established with some degree of accuracy. This makes it much 
easier for each pany to identify and justify its resource needs over both 
the shon and long-term. 
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One must keep in mind that this approach was developed speciftcally 
for the Hanford Site, due to its size; the number of units; the state's 
authoriz.ation status and its involvement and commitment to regulatory 
compliance and cleanup; and the number of situations which would 
require the integration of RCRA and CERCLA. This approach may 
not be appropriate for all sites at which RCRA and CERCLA in1egra. 
tion is an issue. It can only work when all of the parties negotiate in 
a cooperative manner and when the U.S. EPA and the state are willing 
to place a significant amount of trust and confidence in each other. 

The U.S. EPA and Ecology have included a dispute resolution process 
section in the Tri-Pany Agreement that can be implemented in the event 
they can not come to agreement on cenain integration issues. The DOE 
is not a party to that dispute resolution process since it involves only 
decisions between the regulatory agencies. 

Present Status 
The bottom line of any methodology can be simply stated as "Docs 

it work?" The panics to this Agreement are now 3 mo. into implemen
tat ion. At this point, we arc still hiring staff and developing some fi 
the detailed procedures necessary for efficient implementation. lb dale. 
work plans have been submitted for the first five operable units. Three 
of these are under the CERCLA process with the U.S. EPA as the lead 
regulatory agency and two are under the RCRA process with Ecology 
as the lead regulatory agency. One of the RJ/FS work plans has been 
approved and field work has been scheduled. Overall, the process is 
running relati\'Cly smoothly, and we are optimistic that it will gel beuer 
as to get over some of the hurdles for the first time. 

Future 
Many federal facilities currently are negotiating cleanup and com

pliance agreements with the U.S. EPA and/or state agencies. As these 
facilities are added to the NPL. some are faced with the potential 
conflicts of concurrent application of CERCLA and RCRA. lb the exten1 

that it may apply. the approach used by DOE, the State of Washington 
and the U.S. EPA could be used as a framework or model for negotia
tions between such federal facilities and the regulators. The experience 
gained at Hanford can be used to foresee and eliminate many of the 
conflicts and redundancies of the two regulatory programs, resulting 
in a streamlined approach to cleanup and compliance. 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of electrical energy in the form of plasma has been con
sidered as a potentially efficient means of decontaminating hazardous 
waste. Only a few attempts have been made to actually treat hazardous 
waste with plasma, however. This paper discusses both direct and in
direct waste heating with plasma. Direct heating involves the direct in
jection of liquid waste into the plasma plume. Indirect heating involves 
using the plasma to create a bath of molten solid material which is used 
to heat and decontaminate solid hazardous waste. This paper summarizes 
the experience to date with plasma based hazardous waste treatment 
and discusses the implications of the limited data available. 

INTRODUCTION 

A plasma is created when gases are ionized by passing through an 
electric field strong enough to strip electrons from the molecules of 
the gas. Even though the aggregate gas remains electrically neutral, 
this occurs only because it is made up of equal numbers of positively 
and negatively charged particles. These charged species contain a high 
level of energy. When the ionized species in the plasma recombine with 
the stripped electrons, significant amounts of energy are released. This 
energy can be used in a variety of ways. Plasma torches have been used 
in the metals industry and have been considered for use in wood gasi
fication, glass manufacturing and in radioactive waste nitrite 
reduction1

•
2

•
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_ Because of the large amounts of energy that can be deli
vered by plasmas, plasma torches have been considered as a possible 
means of decontaminating hazardous wastes. 

Relatively little data are available on the use of plasma to treat 
hazardous waste. Basically, there are two ways in which plasma can 
be used to decontaminate hazardous wastes. One way is to inject the 
waste directly into the plasma. In this way, plasma energy is used to 
break apart molecules of various hazardous substances into their con
stituent atoms. The other way is to feed waste into either a molten metal 
bath or a bath of molten soil. While direct heating has been shown to 
treat only liquids and gases, indirect heating can also treat solids. The 
bath heats the waste feed, volatilizing the waste contaminants. Once 
volatilized, these waste contaminants are thermally destroyed in the hot 
atmosphere of the reactor. The molten material solidifies into a vitri
fied mass which, if containing heavy metals, is non-leachable. 

This paper discusses the relative advantages and potential disadvan
tages of the use of both direct and indirect heating with plasma as a 
means of treating hazardous waste. Since there are only limited data 
available on this use of plasma, more questions will be asked than 
answered. Hopefully, asking questions will stimulate discussion on this 
topic. The U.S. EPA is interested in obtaining as much information as 
possible on the use of plasma technology because the Agency currently 
is evaluating it for its potential use in hazardous waste decontamination. 

The potential advantages of the use of plasma in this application 
include the following. 

Plasma may be able to deliver high levels of energy to the waste. 

When injected directly into the plasma plume, hazardous wastes are 
directly subjected to the high intensity plasma energy. This energy is 
believed to be sufficient to break the molecular structure of the individual 
waste compounds into their atomic constituents and is far in excess of 
what is possible with conventional incineration. 

Upon recombination, carbon dioxide, water and other common and 
relatively innocuous end products of combustion are formed. Products 
oflncomplete Combustion (PICs) are not believed to be formed in sig
nificant quantities. PIC formation can be a problem with conventional 
incineration and the use of plasma could eliminate it. 

Plasma may be able to treat metal contaminated solids. 

When plasma is used to create a molten bath of soil, metals or glass, 
a very uniform, high temperature environment is created. While the 
temperatures achieved are far below plasma temperatures, they are hot 
enough to ensure the thermal destruction of organic waste constituents 
treated in this way. Cold spots where PIC formation may be exacer
bated are eliminated in this environment. In addition, it may be possi
ble to entrap metal contamination in the melt. Upon cooling, this would 
result in a non-leachable solid residue which would not require further 
treatment. Fluxing agents could be added to the melt to adjust its proper
ties (i.e., melting point and residue leachability). 

If enough energy is provided through the plasma, the process could 
be very versatile and would be able to treat waste with any physical 
characteristics including entire waste-filled drums. This capability would 
eliminate the need for waste pretreatment. Combined with the produc
tion of non-leachable organic-free residues, the use of indirect plasma 
heating could eliminate the need for either pre- or post-treatment. This 
capability would reduce the overall costs associated with plasma treat
ment and may compensate for the likely additional energy costs for 
this process 

Both oxidizing and non-oxidizing atmospheres can be used while still 
achieving very high temperatures. 

Since the only requirement for creating a plasma is that the gas used 
be ionizable, plasma can be used in the absence of oxygen in situations 
in which high temperature pyrolysis is desirable. Since the ionization 
potential of gases varies, torch efficiencies will vary with the torch gas 
used2

•
7

• 

Two instances in which plasma is being used or is being developed 
for use in hazardous waste treatment will be discussed. One instance 
involves direct heating by plasma and the other concerns indirect heating. 
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DIRECT HEATING WITH PLASMA 

Waste decontamination through direct heating by plasma has been 
studied more than indirect heating. For direct heating, non-transferred 
torches are used. Figure 1 is an illustration of a non-transferred plasma 
torch in which both positive and negative electrodes of the torch are 
contained in the body of the torch itself. An electric arc 1~ created 
between the two electrodes. Ga' passing between the terminal\ passes 
through the electric arc and is ionized, thu' forming the plai.ma. 

Rear 
8ectrode 

....... 

Arc Gas 

Hot Gas 

Figure 1 
Non-transferable T1 irch 

The Westinghouse Pyroplasma unll. originally developed by Pyrol
ysis System~ Inc. of Ontario, Canada. was tested for po"ible use at 
Love Canal by the Nev. York Depanment of Environmental Const·n a
tion (NYDECJ and the U.S. EPA. A schematic diagram of the Mobile 
Pyroplasma Unit is provided in hgure 2'. Tht' entirt' system. 
including the analytical laboratory, is contained in one trailer and 
operated as follows. 

Figure 2 
Mobile Pyroplasma Unit 
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Up to 1 gpm of solids-free liquid feed was injected into the plume 
of a 350-kw non-transferred electric torch. Air was used as the torch 
gas. Exhaust gas from the plasma torch was treated by aqueous scrubbing 
and w.itcr separation prior to being released into the atmosphere via 
.1 flare. Exhaust ga\'e' were sampled upstream of the flare and were 
analyzed on-site through the use of continuous emission moniton; and 
an on-line gas chromatograph•. 

Two tests took place from 1982 to 1986. Both tc\t\ involved the treat
ment of simulated liquid wastes consisting of chemicals diluted in a 
mixture of methanol and methyl ethyl ketone. The fir..t test treated car
bon tetrachloride diluted in MeOH/MEK. The second test treated a 
mixture of PCBs also diluted in MeOH/MEK. These liquids contained 
no ,u,pcnded solid' and were free of water. Table 1 shows the Des
truction and Removal Efficiencies (DREs) achieved. 

Table I 
DREs Ach~ Durlntt liw CCl4 and PCB Trial Burm4 

Chem1c1J IuLi Illi....Z illU 
CC14 99.99995 99.99996 99. 99996 

Honodecachlorobyphenyl 99.99999 99.99994 99. 9999 

Tr1decachlorobyphenyl 99.999999 99.99997 99.999999 

A few pans per trillion of Dioxins and Furans were discovered in 
the stack gases during the PCB trial bums. 

In use. the ~fobile Pyroplasma Unit was quite sensitive to changes 
in waste feed or operating conditions. Vinually no solids could be 
present in the feedstream without causing operational problems. Cost 
data are not available from either study. Torch efficiency was 80%'. 

Recent data made available by Westinghouse Environmental Systems 
and Services confirms the VC!') high DREs achieved earlier (and shown 
above). These tests inmlved the treatment of 300 gal (at I gpm) of trans
former oil containing ;,)...8Q'l PCBs by \\eight' These data are shown 
in Table 2. 

Table 1 
Recent PCB De-structlon Test Results' 

Test l Test 2 Test 3 

DRE% 99.999999 99.999999 99.999995 

HCl lb/hr 0.941 0.972 0.343 

Particulate Gr/DSCF 0.00837 0.00845 0.00441 

The results of the operating experiences with the Mobile Pyroplasma 
Unit raise several questions. 

Question 1 . 
Is injecting waste directly into a plasma hazardous waste .. overkill" 

since the energy delivered is far in excess of that normally needed to 
thermally destroy most waste compounds'1 

Question 2. 
Is injecting 'M!Ste directly into a plasma really worth all of the precau

tions necessary to assure solids-free and uniform feed since PICs can 
still form from the recombination of fragmentary molecules during the 
decay of the plasma? 

Even though the levels of PIC material produced were relatively low. 
the presence of PICs in the exhaust suggests that the waste chemical 
molecules are not completely broken down into their constituent atoms 
when injected into a plasma plume. The free radical chain reactions 
of conventional fossil fuel/air combustion result in the fonnation of some 



PICs when the free radicals and/or fragmentary molecules recombine. 
Is it possible that these recombination reactions still occur even in a 
very high temperature plasma environment? 

Evidence that this can happen is provided by Drost, et al. 5 , in a 
study of the effect of recombination reactions on the formation of 
products from reactions at plasma conditions in shock tube experiments. 
Conditions in the pressure waves of shock tubes are similar to plasma 
conditions and so were used to study the effects of hydrogen ions on 
the formation of products produced when hydrogen was used as a plasma 
gas. Hydrogen decreased the formation of acetylene from methane, 
presumably by recombining with methyl radicals initially created in 
the plasma. Hydrogen also decreased the furmation of soot from these 
reactions as a result of recombining with methyl radicals. These results 
contradict the previously held notion that the torch gas used to create 
the plasma acted only as a medium for the transfer of energy and did 
not react with the waste. They also suggest that PICs can be formed 
from the use of plasma gas just as they can be in conventional com
bustion. 

These studies, in combination with the observed results, suggest that 
not even the intensive energy of plasma is sufficient to guarantee that 
waste compounds will be completely oxidized without forming any un
desirable side products. If this is true, yet another question is raised. 

Question 3. Is the type of torch gas used very important in deter
mining the types and levels of any PI Cs formed? Or, is it merely neces
sary to use air or oxygen? 

Question 4. 
Finally, can real waste streams be treated in this device given the 

need to filter out all solids and the overall sensitivity of the process 
to the properties of the waste materials fed? 

INDIRECT HEATING WITH PLASMA 

For indirect heating, a transferred torch is used. Figure 3 is an illus
tration of a transferred torch. As the name implies, transferred torches 
strike an electric arc between the torch and a conductive body external 
to the torch. That body can be the heat conducting medium used in 
the case of indirect heating. 

8ectrode 

Insulator 

Nozzle 

Melt (0 Ground Potential) 

Figure 3 
Transferred Torch 

There is less experience with indirect heating. The Centrifugal Reactor 
developed by Retech Inc. of Ukiah, California, uses a transferred torch 
to melt soil and debris. Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the Cen
trifugal Reactor8. The system operates as follows. Waste is fed through 
a screw feeder and enters the rotating tub in the upper chamber. There 
the rotating tub retains the solid waste for sufficient time to allow the 
500-kw torch to melt and vitrify the soil. The torch fuses the solid matter 
into a slag, presumably trapping less volatile metals. The hot environ
ment helps to oxidize the organic material volatilized from the slag. 
Air pollution control devices downstream of the reactor's secondary 
chamber remove particulate and acid gases from the exhaust gas stream. 

J££0CR 
Ool•d m•leue•• 

ROTARY 
CONDUCTING 

SPINDLE 

1-11\ 101e11ng 
tnn., chemb«J 

Figure 4 
Centrifugal Reactor 

The reactor currently is being evaluated under the Superfund Innova
tive Technology Evaluation (SITE) program at the U.S. Department 
of Energy's (DOEs) Magnetohydrodynamics Component Development 
Integration (CDIF) in Butte, Montana. The demonstration of this device 
will begin as soon as development work is completed which will 
optimize the performance of the reactor. DOE is interested in evaluating 
the reactor for its potential use in consolidating Transuranic waste 
currently stored at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). 
DOE has planned a 6-mo study to evaluate its potential usefulness in 
this application. The study will take place at the CDIF and will occur 
in conjunction with U.S. EPA's performance evaluation under the SITE 
program. 

Even though there are no i-esults yet, several questions can be raised 
about the applicability of indirect plasma heating to the treatment of 
hazardous waste. 

Question 1. 
How energy intensive is indirect plasma heating relative to conven

tional incineration? Is added energy input worth it in order to form a 
non-leachable solid residue that will require no further treatment? Or, 
is it cheaper and less risky to incinerate the organics and treat the ash? 

Question 2. 
How sensitive is indirect plasma heating relative to changes in waste 

properties such as water content and heating value. Indirect heating 
with plasma is presumed to be less sensitive to changes in waste proper
ties. Since plasma is capable of melting rocks etc. the belief has been 
that treatment processes based on indirect heating with plasma were 
omnivorous and required very little, if any, waste pretreatment. Is this 
.true or just a myth? Given the potential difficulty of providing suffi
cient energy to these processes, so much energy might be used to heat 
rocks and water that not enough would be available to thermally des
troy hazardous wastes. 
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Question 3. 
How efficient is the use of plasma in the heating of solid material 

when compared to the use of other forms of electrical heating? 

Question 4. 
Is plasma, therefore, useful only for certain types of waste such a~ 

high BTU low water content wastes? 

Question 5. 
Can fluxing agents be used to enhance melt propenies and residue 

quality? How would the use of such agents affect the economics and 
practicality of the process? 

CONCLUSIONS 

Only limited data are available on the use of plasma to decontamina1c 
hazardous waste, although the idea of doing so has been considered 
for a number of years. Although some of the results achieved thus far 
are promising, a number of questions remain about the usefulness of 
plasma in this application. Until more data become available. it will 
be impossible to answer these questions and to determine how plasma 
might best be used in this application. Information from future tesl' 
on the Retech Centrifugal Reactor and the Westinghouse Pyroplasma 
Unit will provide needed information to further assess the use of plas-
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mas in hazardous waste treatment. 
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of the U.S. EPA's Superfund Innovative Technology 
Evaluation (SITE) Program is to develop reliable performance 
and cost data for unique and commercially available hazardous 
waste treatment technologies. A major challenge which faced the 
SITE Program was how best to insure that the cost evaluation 
process produced cost projections which would be useful to 
Superfund decision-makers. In this evaluation process, several 
impediments to the collection and analysis of cost data were iden
tified. This paper discusses the four most important problems en
countered and then offers a set of five cost guidelines which 
address those problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

Among the programs created by Congress through the passage 
of SARA was the Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation 
(SITE) Program. The goal of the SITE Program is to help the 
Superfund decision-making process through the formation of re
liable performance and cost data for unique and commercially 
available hazardous waste destruction and treatment technol
ogies. 

Interestingly, of all the language contained within SA~, the 
following section is the only one which specifically reqmres the 
Agency to collect and report cost data for those technologies be
ing demonstrated. Section 311.e. states that the SITE Program 
will prepare an annual report for Congress, in which shall be 
" ... an evaluation of each demonstration project ... , findings 
with respect to the efficacy of such demonstrated technologies in 
achieving permanent and significant reduction in risk from haz
ardous waste, the cost of such demonstration projects, the poten
tial applicability of, AND PROJECTED COST FOR, s~ch. tech
nologies ... " (emphasis added). While other language withm the 
legislation indirectly speaks to the cost issue, either by specifying 
the need to select technologies for the Program that "are likel~ to 
cost-effective and reliable" (Section 311.b.7.B.), or by statmg 
that the demonstrations will determine "whether or not the tech
nologies used are effective and feasible" (Section 311.b.5.A.v), 
no specific guidance is offered on the scope or content of the 
economic analysis. . 

Within the Agency, implementation of the SITE Program is 
handled jointly by the Office of Research and Development ~d 
the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. As stated m 
the SITE Program's first "Report to Congress'", 'it's goals are 
fourfold: 
• To identify and, where possible, remove impediments to the 

development and commercial use of alternative technologies 
• To conduct a demonstration program of more promising inno

vative technologies to establish reliable performance and cost 
information for site characterization and cleanup decision
making 

• To develop procedures and policies that encourage selection of 
available alternative treatment remedies at Superfund sites 

• To structure a development program that nurtures emerging 
technologies 
In order to participate in the SITE Program, interested tech

nology developers first are asked to submit a detailed proposal to 
the Agency. This proposal should highlight the innovative aspect 
of their process, offer any preliminary test results and provide 
proof that they can commercialize the process. From those pro
posals submitted, the Agency selects roughly 10 technologies per 
year. Those accepted are invited to enter into a cooperative agree
ment with the U.S. EPA. Under the terms of that cooperative 
agreement, the government's primary financial commitment is to 
cover those costs involved with the collection and analysis of 
data. The developer, on the other hand, is responsible for all costs 
associated with the actual operation of the equipment. After the 
demonstration results have been analyzed, the engineering and 
cost evaluations for each SITE technology are then presented 
within one of a series of outputs; a report entitled "SITE Tech
nology Application Analysis.'' This document is designed to pro
vide the reader with an in-depth overview of the process includ
ing a report on the demonstration, an analysis of the test results, 
cost projections, case studies and comments by the developer. 
Draft versions of the cost analysis are prepared by the U.S. EPA 
Project Manager and his support contractor in consultation with 
the SITE Program's staff economist. Before publication, this 
draft version undergoes an extensive review. In the case of the 
cost projections, this review is performed in order to examine the 
soundness of the analytical approach and to insure conformity to 
the generalized cost protocol described later in this paper. 

Thus, one effect of the SITE Program is to create a limited 
partnership between the U.S. EPA and the technology devel
oper; between the public and private sectors. Nonetheless, the 
Agency has a significant responsibility to provide the public with 
an impartial analysis of each technology. The ultimate challenge 
to the SITE Program is to balance the need to remain neutral 
while encouraging the adoption of promising new technologies. 

As tlie details of the SITE Program were being formulated, the 
special nature of this public/private sector interaction suggested 
the need to design a method for projecting the costs of new haz
ardous waste treatment technologies. This paper examines four 
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issues which limit the ability of the SITE Program to establish 
protocols for the conduct of each technology's cost analysis. 
After this paper has explored these issues, it will describe the cost 
methodology currently in use by the SITE Program. 

PROBLEMS 

The first problem that limits the ability of the Agency to pro
vide Superfund decision-makers with accurate cost projections 
for new technologies confronts everyone involved with Superfund 
cleanups. Every cleanup operation represents a mix of factors 
unique to that site; these variables include the waste matrix, the 
amount of waste to be treated, the physical characteristics of 
the site and the cleanup treatment goals. The way that these fac
tors combine will vary from site to site. Thus, any data (engi
neering or cost) collected during a given demonstration speak 
directly to the conditions found on a particular site at a given 
point in time. The ability to extrapolate those data to other haz
ardous waste sites is constrained in large part by the degree to 
which similarities exist between the demonstration site and other 
sites. The more similar the conditions, the more confidently we 
can predict the outcome. 

Layered on top of these individual site variations arc those vari
ables directly related to the operation of the SITE Program. 
These variables include regulatory restrictions, programmatic 
and budget constraints, the level of the developer's experience 
(both working with the technology and operating within the haz
ardow waste field) and the expertise of the SITE Project Man
ager and his support contractor. Once again, the data collected 
duriq a demonstration are a reflection of the interaction of all 
variables. The lesson to be learned here is that the costs observed 
duriq a demonstration represent nothing more than one of many 
scenarios possible under different operating conditions. The 
problem confronting the cost analyst is how best to capture and 
portray the most likely costs; to generate a base-case cost pro
jection which will have broad appeal amona Superfund decision
makcrs. 

The need to collect and analyze efllineerina and performance 
data under rigorous QA/QC conditions presents the second limi
tation to the Agency's ability to project future technology costs. 
When the research objectives of each demonstration arc coupled 
with a finite demonstration budget, the ability of the Agency to 
collect economic data is reduced. There are many reasons why 
this is so. 

Each developer needs to finance all costs associated with the 
operation of his equipment durina a demonstration. Contracting 
his services to a third party is a good way to do that. It is likely 
that the actual demonstration will be conducted durina an on
going site remediation. The developer's primary responsibility is 
to meet the dictates of his contract; to treat the waste. From his 
perspective, the SITE demonstration activities are at times an im
pediment to that remediation. The Agency's samplina and analy
tical plan will specify the number and nature of the samples to be 
taken. Typically, the collection of samples will occur during a 
tery smaJI subset of the equipment's total operating time. The 
benefits derived from this "snapshot" view of the process are 
that it limits both the sampling costs and the interruptions to 
the process. The downside is that this sampling period may be the 
only opportunity that the Aacncy has to closely observe the oper
ator and the equipment, thus virtually eliminating the Agency's 
ability to aathcr long-term economic data. 

It may be impossible to directly observe other operations and 
record the cost of those activities. These items range from peri
odic maintenance to the average on-line utilization rate. The cost 
implications of these activities must be obtained from secondary 
sources or be estimated. Even in those cases where the developer 
is prepared to provide regular access to the equipment, the ability 
to collect variable cost data can be hampered by normal sampling 
requirements. Continuous process operations may need to be rou-
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tincly interrupted as aamplina occurs. When this happem, 
observed costs must be adjusted to account for such activity. 
Finally, one-time factors that are inherent in the operation of any 
new equipment (particularly in equipment incorporating innova
tive designs features) further limit the ability of the Agency to 
collect rcaJ-time economic data. These include the need to sep
arate startup and shakedown problems from normal operatiom, 
including unplanned field modifications, materials handling ad
justments and scale-up problems. 

CommerdallzatJoa 

One of the stated aoaJs of the SITE Program is to encourage 
the commercialization of innovative technologies. As such, the 
SITE Program has had to cope with both the impact that market 
forces have on each participatina firm as well as the impact the 
SITE Program itself has on the market. This concern is the gen
esis for the finaJ two cost problems which confronted the Pro
gram. 

Each vendor accepted into the SITE Program must have 
demonstrated the potential to commercializ.c his technology. To 
put this requirement in economic terms each vendor has repre
sented himself as profit maximizer willin& (and prepared) to oper
ate within a competitive marketplace. As a profit maximizer, each 
developer bas formulated a unique strategic view of that market; 
one which be believes will ultimately sustain long-term profitabil
ity. The SITE Program needs to be sensitive to each developer's 
strategic viewpoint, which is colored in large part by the under· 
lyina condition of his balance sheet. 

Company Flnuc:W StrenatJI 

The SITE Program has seen great diversity in the financial con
dition of vendors accepted into the program. Many firms enjoy 
advantaaes made possible by some form of long-term financial 
commitment. With this, they have the ability to withstand cash 
flow problems inherent in the conduct of research-oriented engi
neering work. These firms, and their backers, recognize the ben
efit in deferri.na short-term profits in order to pin an opportunity 
to establish their presence in the market and position themselves 
for long-term benefits. At the other extreme are those developen 
who enter the program with pilot-scale equipment, a promising 
idea, but limited financial resources. Participation in the SITE 
Program provides a wonderful opponunity for a firm to estab
lish a presence in the marketplace. However, the precarious finlJl
ciaJ position of some firms often limits the time they have avail· 
able to enter the market. Engineering, operational or regulatory 
delays of any sort may severely hamper a company's ability to 
successfully commercialize it.s technology, much less remain a 
viable corporate entity. The firm's corporate strategy likely dif
fers greatly from that of its better-financed counterparts. 

Since one stated objective of the Program is to •'identify and 
remove impediments to the development and commercial use of 
alternative technologies," it is important for the Agency to be 
sensitive to these corporations' financial positions. Each firm will 
use a different method for apportioning its research and develop
ment expenditures. Each firm will have its own marketing strat· 
egy which places emphasis on exploiting some niche within that 
market. Each firm's growth potential will be constrained by its 
ability to raise capital and attract (and retain) a competent tcc:h· 
nical staff. Each firm will have established target levels of profit
ability, with a pricing strategy to reflect this. These points com
bine to form a framework which guides corporate decision
maldna. 

Finally, each firm understands the important distinction be
tween "cost" and "price," a point which is easily lost on those in 
the public sector unconcerned with the profit motive. In simple 
terms, cost reflects expenditures by the firm and is inherently a 
function of accounting. Price, on the other hand, is the end pro
duct of neaotiations between the firm and those wishing to obtain 



its services. It is much simpler for the outside observer to project 
costs than it is to project price. In the end, the price which the 
developer charges becomes a direct function of both the firm's 
strategic view of the market lllld the interaction of supply and 
demand forces. 

Confldendal Data 

Armed with an understanding of the central role that a firm's 
business strategy plays, and given the highly competitive nature 
of the hazardous waste treatment market, it is easy to see why 
any firm would have a strong incentive to withhold its cost data 
from the public record. Such information, if placed in the hands 
of a competitor, could severely undermine the firm's chance for 
long-term success in the market. In those cases where cost data 
are offered by a firm, one must ascertain the motivation of that 
firm in releasing such data. Are the data accurate? Do the data 
truly represent the firm's actual costs or do they represent costs 
which the firm would like the market to believe are true? The 
Agency must accept the proprietary nature of each firm's cost 
data, despite the problems it creates in trying to project future 
costs. Even SARA acknowledges the sensitive nature of a firm's 
cost information when it states in Section 311.b.8. that all data 
collected during a demonstration shall be made available to the 
public except for "trade secrets or other proprietary informa
tion." This secrecy provision leads to the unhappy conclusion 
that SITE technology cost projections may end up being con
ducted without input from the developer 
-The final cost issue confronting the SITE Program is· the Pro
gram's own impact on the hazardous waste treatment market. For 
better or worse, the U.S. EPA's evaluation of demonstrated tech
nologies will carry significant weight among decision-makers in 
both the public and private sectors. Merely participating in the 
Program confers a special status to those who are in it. The judg
ments offered by the Agency on a technology's effectiveness are 
likely to be viewed by the public as a U.S. EPA "Seal-of
Approval," regardless of the Agency's intention to remain im
partial. Opinions offered by the U.S. EPA regarding the engi
neering effectiveness of a given technology can be supported 
through reference to vast amounts of QA/QC data generated dur
ing the demonstration. Not so with the cost projections. By con
trast, those projections are supported for the most part by the 
quality of the underlying economic analysis. 

Cost Projecdons 

As the SITE Program's ability to influence the market grows, 
the real danger for all parties concerned is to discover that the 
Agency's cost projections have been overly optimistic or pessi
mistic. If it turns out that the cost projections end up being signif
icantly lower than true costs, Superfund decision-makers will be 
misled into concluding that the technology is exceptionally cost
efficient when compared to other alternatives. In tum, other tech
nologies under consideration may be rejected out of hand for 
appearing to be too costly. Eventually, the developer may be 
faced with the difficult problem of trying to negotiate a fair price 
with a buyer who harbors false price expectations. At the other 
extreme, if the cost projections end up being much higher than 
true costs, potential users conducting a preliminary screening may 
exclude the technology as being too expensive. Rather than help
ing to promote new technology, the Agency will have inadvertent
ly limited the developer's market. In either case, making a signifi
cant error in its cost projections is the best way to endanger the 
SITE Program's long-term credibility with Superfund decision
makers. 

In review, there appear to be four problems which significantly 
limit the ability of the SITE Program to generate useful cost pro
jections for the technologies it demonstrates: 

• Each field demonstration represents a mix of unique factors 

• The research and development aspects of each demonstration 
will impact observed costs 

• Each developer is a profit maximizer operating within a com
petitive marketplace 

• The SITE Program creates unique interactions between pub
lic and private sector forces 

SOLUTIONS 

After reviewing the four issues presented above, it became 
clear that a single, rigid cost protocol would not serve the goals of 
the SITE Program. With the potential for several dozen demon
strations to be conducted over the life of the SITE Program, the 
sheer number of independent variables involved with each 
demonstration made the usefulness of such an effort suspect. 
What was possible, however, was to establish broad rules to guide 
Project Managers and their support contractors as they worked 
through the cost projections. The idea was to create a high degree 
of uniformity among all the SITE cost analyses while allowing 
the conditions of the demonstration to dictate the basic approach 
used in each cost projection. Most importantly, insuring that all 
cost projections follow the same basic rules should enhance the 
ability of Superfund decision-makers to make relative cost com
parisons between technologies. The remainder of this section will 
highlight four major cost guidelines which, when taken together, 
address the concerns set forth in the previous section. 

Cost Categories 

The first and most critical step was to establish a set of cost 
categories which would serve as a common framework for a base
case cost analysis. These 12 categories are listed in Table 1. While 
the descriptions of each category have been omitted from this 
paper, they are intended to encompass the range of activities 
which could occur during a demonstration or cleanup. It is recog
nized that these categories are but one combination of activities 
and, in the long run, other ways of classifying these activities may 
be more appropriate. Under the most ideal conditions, each 
demonstration would provide enough information to make cost 
projections for each of the 12 categories. However, each demon
stration is a mix of unique factors, reducing the likelihood that 
any final cost estimate would be based on the sum of all 12 cate
gories. When assigning costs to these categories, it is incumbent 
upon the analyst to leave empty those categories for which data 
are unavailable. In other words, if data are unavailable for three 
of the 12 cost categories, then the report should clearly state that 
fact so that the reader fully appreciates the underlying basis for 
the cost projection. 

Aside from providing a common framework for all SITE cost 
projections, use of these categories should help reduce the temp
tation many have to compare the cost of technologies when the 
bases for each of the cost projeetions are not equivalent. For ex
ample, if technology A's cost projection is based on the sum of 
eight categories while technology B's cost projection is based on 
costs incurred in all 12 categories, comparing their projected costs 
without first compensating for the difference in their bases would 
lead one to reach a false conclusion about the relative cost-effec
tiveness of one technology over the other. 

Order of Magnitude Estimates 

The second rule simply requires all cost projections to be pre
sented as "Order-of-Magnitude" estimates, a precision level 
established by the American Association of Cost Engineers 
(AACE). The expected accuracy of "Order-of-Magnitude" esti
mates is within +50"7o and -30%. The AACE defines this level 
of precision as being those estimates generated without the bene
fit of detailed engineering data. 2 AACE suggests that this type of 
estimate is appropriate for feasibility studies or to aid in the selec
tion of alternative processes. This analysis is the intended use of 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

Table I 
Coat Cateaortea 

SITE AppUcalion Analy1b Report. 

Site Preparation 

Permitting & Regulatory Requirements 

Capital Equipment 

Start-Up 

Labor 

Consumables & Supplies 

7. Utilities 

8. Effluent TreatmenL & Disposal 

9. Residuals/Waste Shipping & Handl1nq 

10. Analytical Services 

11. Maintenance & Modifications 

12. Demobilization 

the SITE cost projections. While decision-makers may desire 
greater precision in the cost projections, doi111 so would require 
the preparation of much more detailed design work than is cur
rently possible. 

Bue Cost Projedion 

The third rule provides that each cost analysis will generate a 
base-case cost projection which presents the reader with a full dis
closure of all assumptions and calculations. The key idea here is 
full disclosure. There should be no question as to how final cost 
projections are derived. Providi111 full disclosure not only means 
clearly stating the assumptions, but it also means providing the 
source of that information. Were cost figures based on direct 
observation of the process or were they derived from secondary 
sources? The Agency has an obligation to clearly indicate where 
data points were obtained, allowing the reader to make an inde
pendent judgment on their worth. Regardless of whether the data 
arc taken from the developer, a standard reference source, a cost 
curve or are arrived at through an educated guess, the analysis 
should be forthright and state the source. Formulas must also be 
presented, and where calculations are complex, each step should 
be outlined. Using the 12 cost categories will help to insure that all 
relevant assumptiom are covered. 

Adherence to thiJ rule will provide several benefits. At the min
imum, it places the burden of proof upon the reader to examine 
the assumptions used to generate the cost projections and insure 
they arc appropriate, given the details of his cleanup problem. 
Un~~rtunately, experience suggests that the tendency is for many 
dec1S1on-makers to seek out and focus upon a single unit-cost 
estimate. The result is that these unit-cost projections often are 
taken out of the context of their assumptions and as noted 
understanding the nature of the assumptions is criticai to the use'. 
~ulness of .the projection. While this rule cannot hope to stop the 
mappropnate use of cost data, it will insure that if and when 
questions arise surrounding a cost projection the answers will be 
readily available. ' 

Full Disclosure 

The full disclosure of assumptions and calculations also will 
produce an end-product which the reader can replicate on his 
own. Suppose the reader finds the basis for a cost projection to be 
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inappropriate. It ls very likely to be the case. As was stated earlier 
each Superfund site represenu a mix of factors. Any attempt ~ 
set forth a "standard" Superfund site upon which to bue each 
cost projection is an e.xerciae in futility. Thw, the bue-aue cost 
projection offered by the U.S. EPA can only hope to represent 
the most typical outcome of an infinite number. By affording the 
reader the means to recreate the cost analysil it becomes 1 
st~ai~tforward matter .for him to recalculate the projection, sub
sutuuna any wumpuom deemed inappropriate with others 
more in line with his own situation. In thiJ way, each reader ia 
offered the limited ability to tailor the cost projections to fit the 
needs of his problem. 

Ensfaeerin1 Puameter V artadom 

Havin& aenerated a base-case cost estimate, the next rule spells 
out the need for the analyst to examine the effect on COii from 
chanaes in key engineerina parameters. In other words, what dev
iation.a from the base-case assumptions will lead to significant 
i~creascs or decreases in final costs? At the minimum, this analy-
111 should offer the reader a short narrative which details the 
effect these alternative assumptiom can have on the bue-cue. 
When the opportunity presents itself, the analyst is encollfliCCf to 
conduct a numeric sensitivity analysis which will demonstrate the 
dearcc to which these changes can impact cost.a. The identifica
tion of these key parameten is a task best left to the judgment 
of.the Agency's Project Manager. His goal is to apply the insighu 
gamed from the demonstration to the question of cost so that the 
reader will have enough information to ask intelligent questions 
concerning cost. 

Market Forca 

The final guideline attempts to address the problems that arc 
created by the Program's interaction with market forces. AJ 
earlier portions of this paper have pointed out, the Agency needs 
to be ~nsitivc to the fact that corporations will employ different 
strategies as they pursue the goal of commercializi111 their tech
nologies and maximizing profit. The U.S. EPA cannot (and 
should not) factor these strategies into its cost projections. How 
does the Agency assi.at the developer's attempts at commerciali7.a· 
tion when it need.a to remain at arms' length from that developer? 
T_hc solution is to provide each developer with a forum to present 
hiJ own cost analysis. This process iJ accomplished by setting 
aside a chapter just for the vendor's comments within the "SITE 
Technology Application Analysis." 

In practice, the developer is given a chance to review and com· 
ment on the draft versions of the "Application Analysis." While 
the developer is free to offer criticisms regarding any of the Re
port's findings, the Agency is under no obligation to change the 
results of its evaluation. Instead, the developer is asked to prepare 
a chapter for the "Application Analysis" in which be is able to 
state his case, free from the U.S. EPA's editorial control. This 
means that the vendor has an opportunity to present a cost analy
sis which should implicitly account for all the market forces be 
perceives to be significant. In other words, the strategic view· 
point from which the vendor approaches the market will fonn the 
basis for his cost projections. In the end, the "Application Analy
sis" presents the reader with two different perspectives on the 
technology's cost-effectiveness. By comparing the developer's 
cost projections with the U.S. EPA's, the reader should be in a 
better position to determine the true r&111e of future costs. 

Coat Analysis Summary 

In review, the five rules which govern the conduct of each 
SITE cost analysis are as follows: 

• Place each base-case cost analysis within a common framework 
of 12 cost categories 

• Present each base-case cost projection as "Order-of-Magni· 



tude'' estimates ( + SOOJo and - 300Jo) 
• Provide full disclosure of all assumptions and calculations used 

in the base-case analysis 
• Identify key operating parameters which are likely to have sig

nificant cost implications beyond the base-case 
• Offer developers the opportunity to present their own cost 

analysis 

CONCLUSIONS 

No methodology will insure that projected costs can be cal
culated with the same degree of precision as engineering or chem
ical data can be. When one combines the imprecise nature of cost
estimating with the heterogenous condition of Superfund sites 

and the unanticipated problems one is likely to encounter work
ing with new technologies, one must be prepared to accept the 
fact that the cost projections will be imperfect. However, cost 
data which will give decision-makers meaningful insights into the 
relative cost-effectiveness of new and innovative Superfund tech
nologies can be prepared. 
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ABSTRACT 

A Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to rank and select 
residential propenies for remediation in a remowl project at the Bunker 
Hill NPL Site. This site encompasses a 21-mi22 area surrounding a 
defunct primary lead-zinc smelter in northern Idaho. Approximately 
5.000 people live in the area. More than 1.000 home yards are con
taminated with soil lead IC'1Cls exceeding 500 ppm. More than 75% 
of these home yard soils exceed 1,500 ppm. 

The GIS served an initial inventory function. For each of 3,000 
individual propenies, basic data were encoded to a relational data base. 
The primary information included: (I) legal and ownership data obcained 
from county tax records; (2) childhood health and census data and 
(3) sampling data. 

PINEHURST 

CEACLA SITE BOUNDARY 

SHOSHONE COUNTY 

Figure I 
Bunker Hill NPL Study Area 
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Each property attribute was location-coded and a base map of all 
properties was created from the tax records. Specific uses of lhe GIS 
in the removal ranking process included: notifying owner/resident and 
verifying data using mail-merge options; identifying popdations •risk; 
ranking risk according to sampling results; characterizing neighbor
hoods according to aggregate risk and population characteristks; idelm
fying candidate properties for rctl10Y8J; and preparing exhibits IDr public 
meetings and discussions. The GIS pTOYed to be an efficient tool in 
performing a variety of tasks related to selecting and ranking proper
ties for remediation. 

INTRO DU en ON 

Site Background 

The Bunker Hill NPL Site encompasses a 21-mP area surrounding 
a primary lead/zinc smeJting aimplcx in Nmhcm Idaho. Smdliel opera
tions shut down in 1981. The industrial complex has since been sal
vaged through unregulated activities and is rapidly dderiorating. 1..aJF 
waste piles, dilapidated buildings and defunct industrial process ~ 
ment litter the 365-ac smelter complex siee. The study area is localed 
in a deep narrow, sub-alpine river valley in the Northern Rocky MOOD
tains (Fig 1). Years of sulfur dioxide abuse have left IDllJI)' of the hill· 
sides denuded and subject to scvcrc erosion. On the valley Ooor, massive 
impoundments of mine wastes and major deposits cl unconfined tailiqp 
dominate the Oood plain and major bydrologic drainage syseem. Four 
incorporated cities, home to a population cl more than S,000, are bmd 
within the site boundaries.•-~ 

This area was the scene of epidemic lead poisoning in children during 
the 1ms. More than 75 % of the area's children exhibited excess blood 
lead absorption in 19'741' These poisonings were largely associaled 
with environmental lead contamination resulting from uncontrolled 
smelter emissions. More than 1.000 children experienced lead levels 
in excess of current Centers for Disease Control (CDC) health crileria 
during the 19iUs'. In 1983, 2 yr after smelter closure, community-Wide 
testing revealed that 25 % of the preschool children in the most con
taminated residential areas continued to have blood lead levels abme 
the CDC critcria6

• 

Subsequent studies linked this excess absorption to contaminated soil 
and dust exposures in the community. More than 1,000 homes hl\'e 
yard soil lead levels exceeding 500 ppm. Seventy-five% of those yatds 
exceed 1,500 ppm, with 47% greater than 2,SOO ppm. HouseduslS as 
high as 52,"/00 ppm lead have been measured and average 3.400 ppm 
in the most contaminated residential area. 

As a result of these studies, the Bunker Hill Site was placed on the 
NPL in 1983. In 1985 a large multi-phase Rl/FS commenced and ~ 
expedited response activities have been undertaken. 



RI/FS and Response Actions 

The structure of the RI/FS and Response Action activities reflect the 
complexity of this site. The overall project is managed by Region X, 
U.S. EPA, with major investigation responsibilities delegated to the State 
of Idaho in the populated areas of the site and to the PRPs in the non
populated areas. The U.S. EPA exercises oversight responsibilities in 
both cases. The major portions of the PRP effort include the smelter 
complex, denuded hillsides, waste piles and tailings impoundments, 
groundwater problems and the river and floodplain system. The State's 
responsibilities encompass the health-related and private property
ownership issues. These include two major efforts: (1) an RI/FS to in
vestigate contaminated soils, homes and features in the populated areas 
and (2) a health intervention program to reduce lead absorption through 
a combination of testing, followup and education response actions un
til source control measures can be implemented. 

Several expedited response actions also have been implemented to 
reduce exposures. In 1985, an aggressive public health intervention pro
gram was undertaken to reduce excess absorption among young children 
in the community. The program included door-to-door testing of chil
dren for elevated erythrocyte-protoporphyrin (EP) levels, follow-up 
testing for blood-lead home visits and parental counseling fur the families 
of children who had elevated blood leads. Additionally, public educa
tion programs were instituted with schools, community service organi
:zations and health professionals. These programs stress the preventative 
hygiene, behavioral and home environment modifications that can 
effectively reduce lead absorption in young children. 

In 1986, a removal action was instituted to reduce soil and fugitive 
dust exposures on publicly owned and accessed areas of the site7• Soil 
removal and replacement, seeding, sodding, cover and dust control 
efforts were instituted in parks, playgrounds, schoolyards and street 
berms. These efforts substantially reduced exposures in common areas 
accessible to community children. The combination of testing, educa
tion program and remedial measures was quite successfully reduced 
the prevalence of excess absorption. The percentage of children exhi
biting excess absorption declined from 25 % in 1983 to 2 % by 1986. 
However, area participation rates for the important testing portion of 
the program had decreased by one-third in the 3 yr from 95 % coverage 
in 1985 to 65 % in 19878• There was significant concern that the 
effectiveness of the screening program was compromised by the low 
participation rate. Informal community surveys revealed that the suc
cess of the program (i.e., individuals believing the problems had been 
solved) and public frustration regarding the pace of cleanup were 

resulting in a growing complacency in the community. Of greater con
cern, was the fact that many of those who were dropping out of the 
program were from socioeconomic groups at higher risk of lead 
poisoning. 

As a result, a decision was made to expedite cleanup of private proper
ties where there was a high risk of lead poisoning to young children. 
A removal project was scheduled to begin in the summer of 1989. In 
addition to designing the remedial action, there were great logistic and 
informational challenges in initiating the removal. Those challenges 
included determining cleanup criteria; informing the public; contacting 
owners; determining which homes to remediate; securing access agree
ments with owners and residents; and implementing the project in the 
most health protective, efficient and cost-effective manner. 

The Geographic Information System (GIS) data base management 
strategy developed for this project assisted the various agencies involved 
in accomplishing these tasks. This paper discusses the development of 
the populated areas data base and its use in helping to rank and select 
properties for expedited response actions during a 1989 soil removal 
project. 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT/THE GIS 

In implementing such an involved project structure on this complex 
site, the U.S. EPA recognized the need for effective information manage
ment. At the beginning of the project, a determination was made to 
employ a GIS-based strategy. That system was briefly described in an 
earlier HMCRI conference9• This system has been used extensively in 
the populated areas to integrate health, population and property-related 
data bases for risk assessment, inventory and notification purposes. 

Methods/Data Base Development 

The GIS Data Base contains two principal components. The Base 
Map is the vector data base that provides spatial reference for each piece 
of information. The Attribute Files contain the scaler data or descrip
tive information about a location. Attribute files are maintained in a 
relational data base with a location-specific reference to the Base Map. 

Base Map 

The Overall Base Map encompasses the site as a 3 X 7 mi rectangle 
centered on the smelter complex (Fig 2). The populated portions of 
the study area are maintained as a series of sub-unit base maps repre
senting each town. Each sub-unit serves as an inlay to the overall site 
base map. These maps were digitized from the County property tax 
inventories. Shoshone County properties are tracked by parcels assigned 

Figure 2 
Bunker Hill GIS Base Map 
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unique identification numbers per a sub-division, bltx.:k and lot hierar
chy. All local government information pertinent to that parcel i~ in
dexed to the Property ID Number. 

Attribute Files 

Attribute files are maintained in ASCII fonnat indexed to the Property 
ID Number. Three types of attribute files were developed for th1~ effort. 
Those are County Tax Records. Health Census Data and Sampling 
Regime Results. 
County Tax Records'' pmv1de ownership deta1b and legal de~npt1ons 
of the property. The County maintams these files by Propert~ ID 
Number. Health Census Data' have been collected a.' part of the 
Health Intervention Progrnm described above. All homes 111 the health 
surveys are coded by a Block•Lot• Unit h1crnrchy analo~wus to federal 
census techniques. These files were cross-referenced to the Property 
ID Number and converted to a propcrty-spcl·ific data file. 

Severn! Sampling Regimes""' have heen undertaken at this '1te. The 
most extensive was the 1986 Res1den11al Soil Survey effort 111 which 
surface soil samplmg was offered to each property owner 111 four of 
the site's five residential area~. This survey w-Js designed usmg the GIS 
data base. 

A base map of each property w-Js generated showmg the Propert~ 
ID Number. Fig 3 shows the map for the City of Smelterville. These 
maps were sub-divided into block maps (sec inset Fig 3) used by field 
crews when mterviewing residenl5 and securing penmssion to sample 
yards. These data were merged with the County Tax Records and used 
to pro,ide sampling assignments and track field CJ"e\lo' progress. Infor
mation secured through questionnaires administered and protocols com
pleted during the survey were then indexed with sample results to the 
Propert) ID Number. This resulted in attribute files containing the 
information shown in Table I. 

Other. less extensive. sampling regimes have been accomplished at 
the site. These are indexed to the Property ID Number and can he ac
cessed by the GIS and mclude: deep-core soil profiles; houscdusts; 
historical health. environmental and garden vegetable surveys conducted 
in 1974. 1975. 1977 and 198J 

Dt!t Sf! 

COU'lty Tax lec:ordll 
<19U ~!•) 

Meeltlt C-ut Dall 
(1974, 197'5, 
1983, 1986, 
19U) 

S-.ile lecorda 
(1974, 197'5, 
1983, 1986, 
19119) 

GIS Capabllitle11 

Table l 
Data Bue Attribute fo1Je Summary 
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Property ID.._, '"'dint'•-. eddrn1 
- t•llfll>orw rut.er, ........,. end - of 
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fP, Zn £Pl, ,..,...ohold end Ytrd condhl-, 
per.,, tdM:etlon end tnc .... _...,.., dltld 
bollnlor !outdoor pley !I•, dietary vlt•lrw, 
oral bellnlor> end ld>ool attended 

Properly ID ........ rHldlnt - end eddrn1, 
rttulta of eoll, lftler - hOUMClat •1111 
IMpl Ing (Pb, Cd, Zll, At, Se, '*"• 0., lbl, 

•""''' crtv, rHldln! ~ • .-pie datt, 
ti.'lk da!t, lab a.pie ..-r, a.pie IJPO, 
end lab tr-far 

p ...... .... "' Dl11rlq 

......... 

... 1111 
Dlttrln 

The comhmat10n of base map<i and attribute files provides a com
plete and comprehensive \UnunaI)' of the information available for eadi 
property on the \lie. GIS utiliz..e~ these dala to perform four key func-
11on' common to daia ba.se management: inventory. tracking, analysis 
and d1,pl;iy. The: principal achant.ages inherent m GIS are that each piece 
of 111fonna11on 1~ S)'Stema11caJI)· indexed in space and time. Tbat rt
qu1re~ that all dala be reduced to a common format and meet minimum 
qual11y control criteria. That function. alone. is valuable for dala 
mventory purposes in a project involving five major agencies and a 
do1..en contractors compiling dala and performing analyses. 

The structure a]S{) prondes for ease of updating and tracking. New 
data can be added by subst1tut111g or addending attribute files. For ex
ample. the County Tax Record.s are updated each year as the new IU 
roles are prepared. Residents are tracked annually through the Health 
Survey' and the data base is updated by substituting new infonnation. 
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New sampling regimes are appended as separately accessible files. 
The greatest advantages associated with GIS, however, are analyti

cal capabilities. The GIS offers a "tool box" of map analyses which 
may be grouped into the four categories described below: 

• Reclassification functions create new maps by assigning new values 
to existing maps. Reclassification values can be based on the position, 
size, shape, or initial value of the original map's categories. For 
example, properties with soil lead levels less than 500 ppm could 
be reclassified into a map showing areas of "acceptable risk." 

• Overlay functions are used to create new maps based on point-by
point or area relationships between independent maps of the same 
area. For example, a map delineating private properties with; 
(1) excess lead levels and (2) young children can be generated from 
individual maps representing each of the categories. 

• Distance and connectivity operations include measurements of sim
ple distance, perimeters, areas and volumes. These procedures are 
also expanded to include the concepts of proximity and connectivity 
(e.g., identifying equidistant zones of proximity to a smelter). 

• Neighborhood characterization involves creating maps as a function 
of an independent value within a specific area or cartographic neigh
borhood of a location. The first step is defining the cartographic neigh
borhood. For example, the neighborhood might be all "downwind" 
locations within .5 mi of a smelter. Numerous maps then describe 
categorical values within the defined neighborhood such as mean 
childhood blood lead levels or number of children to exceed CDC 
health criteria. 

By organizing these four general analytic processes sequentially, 
higher techniques of map analysis, called cartographic modeling, can 
be developed to perform more complex analyses. Cartographic modeling 
provides flexibility, "what if' analyses, rapid simulation of various 
strategies, optimization and effective communication through flow 
charting, while documenting the factors and assumptions used in the 
decisionmaking process. 

GIS USE IN THE 1989 RESIDENTIAL REMOVAL 

GIS analyses served five basic functions in the 1989 Home Yard Soil 
Removal Project. Each of those functions is briefly discussed below. 

Data Verification and Owner/Resident Notification 

Health agencies had a responsibility to notify homeowners and resi
dents of the data collected, provide interpretation of sampling results 
and communicate the risk involved. Many of the data are confidential, 
requiring individual summaries and notification letters. As more than 
1,500 homes were involved, this was an onerous task. The relational 
data base aspects of the GIS were exploited to prepare individual 
property summaries containing the ownership, childhood census, sample 
results and risk indices obtained for that property. Fig 4 shows a sample 
Property Summary Sheet. 

Data were also extracted from the data base to provide name, ad
dress and key variable files for input to conventional mail-merge soft
ware. Individual data were substituted into mailing labels and master 
letters that explained the form and risk indices, asked recipients to pro
vide updated information and invited them to attend public informa
tion forums. 

Providing Master Lists and Maps for Project Managers 

Each notification letter and summary form was tailored to the 
individual recipient. Several confidentiality issues were involved. For 
example, only owners and residents could obtain sample results, property 
owners did not receive confidential information about their tenants, 
individual data were not released publicly, etc. Owner-occupied resi
dents received a different letter than renters. Owners, whose tenants 
had refused to have samples collected, were similarly notified. 

Project managers and health response personnel, on the other hand, 
require complete summaries and maps of all results. Confidential 
Property Summary Sheets containing all data for each property were 
prepared for select project personnel. The reclassification functions of 
GIS were used to develop a number of maps for confidential project 

CQllFIDENTIAL: NOr .TO BE RELEASED 1 

BONKER MILL SITE SIJ>EllFUll> REPORT 
. PROPERTY. SlllWIY 

DATE IDIPLETEi> 01NOl/88 

pROPERri iD # F-0100-001-013-() · ...• 
Dlo'llERSHif> / LE~. INFIJ!iiAnlJll 

WNER: JOllN SMITH 
A.Dl>R~Ss: 10Q HAIN SlREET ..... 
c; I TY: DENYER; !;() . . 55S55 
LEGAL OESCR I PTfON Lor 13 ·. 

au;. 1 s~t. ;Js ... 
SMEL Tl<RV1L~£ 1 ST AO~ · 

·•>·</•···••· .. ·•· SM~ltERVitLE 

~~(bii&ii C~~sO~ NR 
Wr .RESIDENCE i:tjr~s 

··•···· ·•····· ••• ····lii:s1ifEN{• ·eoe ooe · 
.• ...•. · ....• 8/86· 

~~t ~i~~rlte 
t!BD SAMPll NG . 

RES !DENT BOB DOE 

COMMENT 

. 203 HILi. 
SHELTERVlllE irr 8386& 
WANtS ~ROEN TEST 

1
0JOtJi!6 SNIPLlllG lMFOl!MATJ(il 

..,,;,;;;.ioli :,mL " ""'. .~2~ti ... 
RESULTS LEAD ZlNC CA.DHllJI ARSENIC AilTiMONY COPPER 

MG/KG 5839 746 19 5'1'.. 14'6 96.5 . 

SAM~L~ T~PE•sok~tri:Ar{ .. ·. · .. ·.·.·· .. • .. I.Ail.# T 4322 ·• 
RESULTS i.EAb .··. ZINC cADHIUM ARSENIC ANTIMONY COPPER 
M~/KG 37110 6l9 A~ .64 . 17., 2 . .J.06.8 

SAMPLE TYPE LITTER 
RESULTS lEAD 

i.Ali # 
ZINC cADl41UH ARSENIC 

MG/ICC 4070 1390 48 62 

SAMPLE lYPE LITTER PUPl.ICAl£ LAB # H 5433 
RESUl TS LEAD ZtNC CADMIUM ARSENIC 

HG/KG 3410 1277 42 70 

SUB· CHRONIC HAZARD INDEX 
FOR LEAD IN YARD SOIL 

Fictional data for display only 

Figure 4 
Example Property Summary Sheet 

use. These maps were similar to Fig 5 except sample concentration 
and health survey attributes were substituted for lot ID #s. These maps 
included such items as: 

• Top-inch Soil Metal Levels - As, Pb, Zn, Cd, Sb, Hg, Cu 
• Litter Metal Levels As, Pb, Zn, Cd, Sb, Hg, Cu 
• Soil and Litter Lead Hazard Indices (Color Coded) 
• Children's Blood Lead Levels 
• Sample Status (i.e., whether sites had been sampled, owners con

tacted, etc.) 

These series of summary sheets and maps allowed project managers 
to quickly access and evaluate individual data when dealing with resi
dents and parents. 

Public Display and Risk Communication 

For public presentation it was necessary to use maps and displays 
that contained no identifiable individual results. GIS neighborhood func
tions were used to prepare non-confidential maps for risk communi
cation purposes in public meetings. Neighborhoods were defined and 
summary statistics were developed. Fig 5.shows the results for Smelter
ville. Table 2 shows one of the inset summary tables from this map. 
There are 88 homes in this sub-division; 70 of these homes were sam
pled. A Sub-chronic Hazard Ranking (SHR), (soil lead level divided 
by 1,000), was developed to describe to residents how their soils com
pared to proposed national criteria. The average for this area was 3.7 
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(i.e., 3.iUO ppm). Comparing data in Tuble 2 to the risk criteria shown 
in Tuble 3 shows that 3 % of the homes had acceptable soil concentra
tions, 7% were recommended for individual consideration and 90% 

Table J 
Sub-chronic Huard Rank Criteria for lllnl Soll Lead Levels (ppm) 

were candidates for remediation. · 

Table 2 
Summary Table for Smellsvllle 

F·0100 

Smelterville 1st 
Addition 

I resid 88 
' • ..,led 10 
Average SHR 3.7 
SHR < 0.5 3X 
SHR 0.5 • 1.5 7l 
SHR > 1.5 90~ 

Ranking Properties for Remediation 

So fl 
IHB ~!IS! 'm!!l Bi!~ 

< .5 < 500 Acceptable 
.5·1.5 500·1500 Margfnal 
> 1.5 > 1500 Unacceptable 

Pre-school children and pregnant women arc those groups at gratat 
health risk from lead absorption. Reclassification functions substituting 
health census data were used to develop maps of homes where )'OWlg 
children or pregnant women resided. Using overlay functions, these 
maps were then intenected with the risk indices maps to yield output 
maps of "high risk residences." 

Neighborhood funclions were then used to assess "cleanup zones." 

The 1989 removal suggested that resources were available to remediate 
about 100 homes. Reclassification, overlay and neighborhood functions 
were used to help select which propenies should be remediated. 

The original rernowJ strategy was a zonal approach, where cleamip 
would be accomplished in particular areas of towns. Construction ICCb
niques that isolated entire blocks, kept equipment in single areas or 
accomplished block-long removals followed by replacemeuls ~ 
among the ~ral logistic considerations that made cleanup zones a 
favored approach. 

All sites - summary 
I resld 271 
I sampled 202 
Average SHR 3. 7 
SHA < 0.5 5% 
SHA 0.5 - 1.5 14% 
SHA> 1.5 81% 
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f-0200, F-0250 
Miiier Amd. Addition 
Slier Addition 

r-0000, r-0050,. r-0150, 
F'-0300, F-0350 
Smeltervllle Town site 
Elchels Addition 
SwHny Townslte 
# resld 75 
# sampled 48 
Average SHR 4.9 
SHA< 0.5 2% 
SHA 0.5 - 1.5 17% 
SHA> 1.6 81'W. 

F-0100 
Smelterville 1st 

Addition 

II resid 103 
II resld 88 
II sampled 70 

II sampled 80 
Average SHR 3.1 
SHA< 1.6 6% 
SHA 0.5 - 1.5 19% 
SHR > 1.6 75% 

Figure S 
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GIS .neighborhood functions are particularly efficient in such analyses. 
Potential cle~n~p zones were defined as any 100 contiguous lots and 
summary stat1st1cs were produced for each possible combination. These 
analyses showed that no single 100 unit area would address more than 
11 homes having preschool children. No more than 21 homes would 
be affected if the definition of the risk group were extended to children 
under 9 years. 
Beca~se of the small number of.children impacted, zonal strategies 

were rejected. The second evaluation examined all possible combina
tions of non-contiguous blocks. This methodology resulted in a best 
combination including 20 homes (out of 100) having pre-school chil
dren present. 

Based on these findings, the cleanup "zone" strategy was abandoned. 
U.S. EPA, Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) 
and State Heal~ officials opted for a house-by-house strategy that tar
geted young children and pregnant women. This was precisely the ·'map 
of h~gh risk residence" d.eveloped above. However, the problem of 
rankmg. these h~mes.rema1?ed. In this case, that was accomplished by 
overlaymg the high nsk residence map over the soil lead concentration 
map ~n~ ranki~g the pr?perties by lead concentration. An output file 
c?ntammg the mformation shown in Fig 6 was produced for all high 
nsk homes. These data were used to contact homeowners and residents 
and initiate removal activities. 

Property ID 
OWner ..... 

D-1010-001-oos-o John ooe 
0·0010·018·002-A Bill smith 
F-0550·001•015·0 Joe Wf ll is 

OWner OWner 
Address Cl ty 

1480 Mafn Kellogg 
510 Howard Ket logg 
812 F St Boise 

Resident 

""""' 
Resident 
Address 

Resident 
City 

John Doe 1480 Haln Kellogg 
Fred Jones 115 Hill St Kellogg 
Carol Hiller 817 Main St Smelterville 

Blood Le-ad Sanple Resul t.s Pb (Pf:m) 
Property ID 

0-0100-001-oos-o 
0·0010·01_8·002-A 
F-0550-001-015-0 

Cua/dl> Soil l htu Dust 

40 
33 
30 

U400 9660 5240 
9820 8370 2480 
8330 10500 4550 

(1) Fictional data for display only 

Figure 6 
Sample Listing of Prioritized High Risk Homes1 

Tracking Remedial Progress 

Several steps are involved in accomplishing remedial activities on 
these properties. Both homeowners and residents must be contacted 
and permission must be obtained. The remediation must be negotiated 
and completed and there is provision for continued monitoring of both 
the environment and the residents. All of these functions can be easily 
tracked as attribute files in the GIS. This will aid in recordkeeping, 
providing progress maps and logistic assistance in future remediations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

?IS proved to .be a valuable tool in several aspects of the 1989 yard 
soll removal project. The overall data base was accessed to provide a 
mechanism for contacting the nearly 3,000 affected homeowners and 
residents. These contracts served a dual notification and data verifica
tion purpose. The system was then used to produce non-confidential 
data displays for risk communication in public forums and detailed con
fidential maps and summaries for project personnel to use in individual 
consultations. 

Cartographic analysis techniques were then used to rank properties 
for remediation based on land use, susceptible populations and soil con
taminant levels. These results were used to assess and select remedial 
strategies based on health risk and logistic criteria. The GIS will also 
be us~d to track remedial progress. These multiple tasks and inventory 
fu~ct10ns demonstrate the utility and flexibility of GIS in projects of 
this type. 
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ABSTRACT 

The observational method, developed for application in the 
field of geotechnical engineering by R.B. Peck, has been applied 
to the Whittier Narrows Operable Unit Feasibility Study (OUFS). 
The observational method, a means of engineering under uncer
tainty, presents opportunity for potential savings in project time 
and costs. Recent U.S. EPA guidance has proposed implement
ing this "Streamlined Approach" as a way to improve the Super
fund RIIFS process. The key components to the observational 
method are described and illustrated by case example in this 
paper. 

The Whittier Narrows OUFS is part of the San Gabriel Basin 
Superfund site RIIFS. Groundwater is only known to leave the 
approximately 200 mi2 San Gabriel Basin, located in northeast 
Los Angeles County, California, through the U-mi-wide Whit
tier Narrows. The purpose of the Whittier Narrows Operable 
Unit is to control the migration of contaminated groundwater out 
of the San Gabriel Basin. Remedial alternatives presented and 
evaluated in the Whittier Narrows OUFS incorporate technolo
gies for groundwater extraction, treatment, treated water use and 
monitoring. 

Data from a limited site investigation were used to formulate a 
working hypothesis of the most probable site conditions and the 
maximum credible deviations to those conditions. Alternatives 
were developed to address both potential site conditions. In addi
tion, general response actions to potential deviations are pre
sented for each remedial alternative. Cost ranges based on the 
most probable case and the maximum credible deviation case are 
presented for each alternative. 

The greatest challenge in applying the observational method to 
the Whittier Narrows OUFS revolved around developing response 
plans for the maximum credible deviation case. The maximum 
credible deviation case is not a "worst case" scenario. It is based 
on an evaluation of the uncertainty in the extent of contamina
tion, the types of contaminants and their concentrations, and the 
hydrogeologic parameters that govern contaminant transport. 
However, if potential deviations to every parameter that affects a 
remedial alternative are considered to occur simultaneously (i.e., 
compounding uncertainty), the required response is unrealistic. 
For the Whittier Narrows OUFS, potential deviations to the 
three-dimensional extent of contamination and respective con
taminant concentrations (the parameters with the greatest uncer
tainty and the greatest effect on potential remedial actions) are 
used as the basis for the maximum credible deviation case. That 
is, by developing response plans to address potential deviations to 
the nature and extent of contamination, it is expected, in this 
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cue, that deviations to the other parameters that affect contam
inant migration can be manqed with the same response. 

In applying the observational methods to an OUFS involvina 
several parameters that could affect a remedial action (lround
water flow conditions, contaminant types and concentrations. 
extraction rates, etc.), it became apparent that a high number of 
possible combinations of deviations could occur. Thus, it is not 
practical to define specific responses to deviations for each al
ternative. Instead, general response actions for the main com
ponents of each alternative (e.g •• extraction, treatment, water dis
posal and monitoring) are presented along with design considera
tions to facilitate modification. In the design phase. however, 
specific plans for monitoring to detect potential deviations and 
for subsequently modifying the remedial action will be developed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Whittier Narrows Operable Unit is part of the San Gabriel 
Basin RIIFS. The San Gabriel Basin, a 170.mil groundwater 
basin, is located in northeast Los Angeles County (Fig. 1). 
Groundwater is the primary source of drinking water for the more 
than 1,000,000 residents of the San Gabriel Valley. Extensive vol
atile organic compound (VOC) contamination prompted the U.S. 
EPA to place the San Gabriel Basin on the NPL. 

Whittier Narrows is a I .~-mi-wide gap in the hills which serves 
as the boundary between the San Gabriel Basin to the north and 
the Central Basin to the south (Fig. I). Groundwater is only 
known to flow out of the San Gabriel Basin through Whittier 
Narrows. VOC contamination in and up-gradient of Whittier 
Narrows prompted the U.S. EPA to designate the Whittier Nu
rows area as an Operable Unit. The primary objective of the 
Whittier Narrows Operable Unit is to control the migration of 
contaminated groundwater from the San Gabriel Basin, through 
Whittier Narrows and into the Central Basin. 

In accordance with the NCP, a Draft Operable Unit Feasibility 
Study (OUFS) for Whittier Narrows has been prepared. The 
Draft Whittier Narrows OUFS was released for public review in 
fall of 1989. A ROD is expected in early 1990. 

APPROACH-OBSERVATIONAL METHOD 

An approach to remediation that is demonstrated in the Whit· 
tier Narrows OUFS to be more efficient and timely than the cur· 
rent process for Superfund site remediation is proposed for the 
Whittier Narrows Operable Unit. This approach, referred to as 
the observational method (recently coined the "Streamlined 
Approach" by the U.S. EPA), has been adapted from similar 
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methods developed for engineering under uncertainty in the geo
technical field. This application of the observational method is 
demonstrated in the Whittier Narrows OUFS to be consistent 
with CERCLA/SARA, the NCP and U.S. EPA guidance for re
mediation. The method provides a logical and consistent integra
tion of the RI, FS, ROD, Remedial Design (RD) and Remedial 
Action (RA) process. 

The current Superfund process of remediation is based on the 
traditional "study-design-build" engineering project sequence. 
This process assumes that after the Rl/FS is complete, residual 
uncertainties at a site are reduced to manageable levels. The 
observational method recognizes that while considerable time, ex
pense and effort can be devoted to attempting to characterize 
the complex subsurface, residual site uncertainties can be signifi
cant; and monitoring and modifications to the remedial action 
are to be expected. Using this approach,, remedial action activities 
may be initiated more quickly than with the traditional approach. 

The complete application of the observational method embod
ies eight general ingredients. The term "ingredients" is used be
cause they are not necessarily followed in a sequential manner. 
And, in fact, several of the ingredients are conducted iteratively. 
The eight ingredients of the observational method· (according to 
Peck1) are as follows: 

• Evaluate existing data and conduct investigation sufficient to 
establish the general nature, pattern and properties of the phys
ical setting and contamination conditions. The level of site 

characterization depends on the site and the expected general 
response actions. 

• Assess the most probable site conditions and maximum credible 
deviations from these conditions. The most probable site con
ditions are working hypotheses based on interpretation of 
available data and are not necessarily based on a statistical eval
uation. The maximum credible deviations from the most prob
able conditions do NOT represent worst-case scenarios or max
imum conceivable conditions, but credible conditions based on 
interpretation of existing data. If a reasonable working 
hypothesis of the most probable site conditions cannot be 
developed, additional remedial investigation may be required 
(i.e., the ingredient above). 

• Evaluate alternatives and establish a remedial design based on 
the hypothesis of the most probable site conditions. 

• Calculate or estimate the physical and chemical conditions ex
pected to be observed during implementation and operation of 
the remedial action, given the most probable site conditions. 

• Calculate or estimate the same parameters for the remedial 
action given maximum credible deviations to the most prob
able conditions. 

• Select a course of action based on the most probable con
ditions, and prepare contingent design modifications for fore
seeable maximum credible deviations. 

• Construct and operate the selected remedial action, monitor the 
selected parameters and evaluate the observed conditions with 
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Application of Obaervational Method to 
Superfund Remedial Process 

respect to the working hypothesis of the most probable con
ditions and credible deviations. 

• Modify the remedial action through t.bc predetermined course 
of action to suit actual conditions, as required. 

The general application of the observational method to the 
Superfund remedial process is illustrated in Figure 2. 

The observational method offers distinct advantages to the 
timely and effective implementation of remediation in the pres
ence of substantial uncertainty. In addition, by developing re
sponse plans, design modifications for deviations and a flexible 
initial design, required RA modifications resulting from observed 
deviations can be expedited. 

The reamifications of usina the observational method occur in 
almost every section of the Whittier Narrows OUFS. The site con
ditions and the nature and extent of contamination arc described 
for most probable conditions and maximum credible deviations; 
and the uncertainty in developing these hypotheses is clearly 
spelled out. For the baseline risk assessment, a range of potential 
exposure point concentrations based on most probable conditions 
and credible deviations is estimated. 

Remedial alternatives presented in the OUFS incorporate four 
main components: groundwater extraction, treatment, treated 
water use and monitoring. In this OUFS, these components arc 
based on probable conditions. Also, modifications to the initial 
remedial action, in response to an observed deviation, arc also 
presented for each component. For example, extraction options 
mcorporate the estimated number and location of wells required 
to control contaminant migration given the most probable extent 
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of contamination. Additional wells and pumping rates are iden
tified to respond to deviations, if they occur. For the treatment 
options, a required facility is determined from most probable 
conditions; and modifications to that facility to respond to poten
tial deviations are identified. For example, in response to an ob
served deviation in influent voe concentrations, a larger blower 
on an air stripping facility may be retrofitted to increase the air
to-water ratio and enhance the voe removal rates. Such mod
ifications arc included in the cost estimate range. 

Measures to facilitate implementation of modifications in re
sponse to deviations are also presented for the major compon
ents. For example, it is recommended that treated water distribu
tion pipelines be sized and constructed with the capacity required 
for the maximum credible deviation case. It is expected to be 
more cost-effective in the long term to install the oversized pipe
lines rather than construct a smaller pipeline and have to tear up 
streets, remove t.be original pipeline and reinstall a larger pipe
line, in, very possibly, the near future. 

Remedial alternatives presented and evaluated in the OUFS arc 
based on both most probable conditions and maximum credible 
deviations. Alternatives include initial remedial actions and mod· 
ifications that may be required if maximum credible deviations 
occur. Thus, a range of cost estimates is presented for each altern
ative. As much flexibility as possible is incorporated into remed
ial alternatives. 

The final section of the Whittier Narrows OUFS presents a gen
eralized stratei)' for implementina the observational method. 
Specifically, a generalized approach for responding to observed 



deviations, and flags that indicate modification to a remedial 
action component may be required, are presented. An imple
mentation strategy is crucial to executing the observational 
method for several reasons. Primarily, deviations are likely to 
occur incrementally; and, thus, incremental modifications to 
some or all of the remedial action components would be expected 
to be required. 

HOW THE OBSERVATIONAL METHOD IS 
INCORPORATED INTO THE MAJOR REMEDIAL 
COMPONENTS 

There are four main components to potential remedial actions 
in Whittier Narrows: 

• Groundwater Extraction 
•Treatment 
• Discharge of Treated Water 
• Monitoring 

How the Observational Method is incorporated into the evalua
tion of these components for the Whittier Narrows OUFS is dis
cussed in the following sections. Applying the observational 
method, given the uncertainty in the numerous aspects of remed
iation, provided a significant challenge. 

Groundwater Extraction 

Factors affecting the groundwater extraction rate required to 
meet the remedial objectives are summarized as follows: 

• Nature and Extent of Contamination 
Types of contaminants 
Horizontal extent 
Vertical extent 

• Groundwater Flow Hydraulics 
Hydraulic conductivity 
Specific yeild (storage coefficient) 
Porosity 
Hydraulic gradient 
Aquifer thickness 
Pumping 
Recharge (natural and artificial) 
Basin boundary conditions 
(e.g., groundwater outflow) 

• Contaminant Transport Parameters 
Dispersivity 
Retardation 
Degradation 

A working hypothesis of the most probable conditions with re
spect to the parameters listed above has been determined based on 
available data and numerical modeling. 

A dilemma was encountered in estimating maximum credible 
deviations to the most probable conditions. Credible deviations 
are to account for uncertainty. However, compounding the un
certainty in a few of the parameters above, let alone all of them, 
results in conditions that are unrealistic (i.e., no longer credible). 
For example, the amount of extraction required to control con
taminant migration, given combined maximum credible devia
tions to the extent of contamination and hydraulic conductivity, 
would result in extracting every single drop of groundwater that 
flows through Whittier Narrows (e.g., up to approximately 
40,000 ac-ft/yr, or 25,000 gpm of continuous pumping 24 hr/day 
year-round). 

Credible deviations to the parameters that have the greatest un
certainty and the greatest effect on required groundwater extrac
tion schemes were evaluated individually (i.e., assuming most 
probable values for the remaining parameters). These parameters 
are as follows: 

• Nature and extent of contamination 
• Hydraulic conductivity 
• Hydraulic gradient 
• Storage coefficient 
• Aquifer thickness 
• Porosity 

Of these parameters, the nature and extent of contamination 
and hydraulic conductivity have the greatest uncertainty and 
greatest effect on required groundwater extraction in Whittier 
Narrows. Deviations to contaminant concentrations, lateral ex
tent and vertical extent have been evaluated. Hydraulic conduc
tivity, which has the greatest effect of groundwater flow hydraul
ics, was evaluated using the mean absolute deviation to the over 
100 calculated values of hydraulic conductivity for the area. Re
quired groundwater extraction under the various conditions was 
evaluated using numerical modeling. 

The estimated required pumping given maximum credible devi
ations to the nature and extent of contamination is approximate
ly the same as the estimated pumping required under maximum 
credible deviations to hydraulic conductivity. And, as previously 
discussed, combining deviations to both parameters is unrealistic. 
For the Whittier Narrows OUFS, the required pumping given 
credible deviations to the nature and extent of contamination is 
used for a maximum credible deviation case. This increase in 
pumping due to deviation consideration represents up to a 41 "lo 
increase in the required extraction over that required under most 
probable conditions. 

Groundwater extraction schemes proposed in the Whittier 
Narrows OUFS are based on most probable conditions, with 
modifications (additional wells and/or higher pumping rates) 
for observed deviations. Observations that indicate modification 
to an extraction system may be required are discussed later. 

Treatment 

The following treatment technologies were incorporated into 
potential Whittier Narrows remedial alternatives: 

• Stripping (packed tower, rotary and steam) 
• Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) Adsorption 
• Advanced Oxidation with Ozone/Peroxide· 

Influent flow rates (i.e., groundwater extraction) and contami
nant types and concentrations were estimated for most probable 
conditions and the maximum credible deviation case. Each of the 
proposed treatment technologies would require modification for 
deviations. However, some technologies would require substan
tially more modification than others. A few examples of devia
tions, required modifications and design considerations to facili
tate modification are briefly described below. 

'rr11111.tment 

Technology 

Stripping 

GAC 

Advanced 
Oxidation 

Davia ti.on 

Higher voe 

t.rat.ion 

Higher voe 
concen-
t.ration 

Rig bar 
influent. 
flow rat.a 

Higher 
vinyl 
chloride 

t.rationa 

Higher 
-t.hylene 
chl.c.ride 

and/or 
carbon 
tetra-
chloride 

t.raUona 

Modification 

J:ncrease air1 
wat.er ratio 

Onait.111 carbon 
re9enaJ:ation 
for off-911.111 

Add •tripping 
towers and 
carbon bads 
for off-gas 

Replace GAC 

•Y•tem (unable 
t.o adequately 
ad•orb vi.ny1 
chl.orida) 

Add post. 
at.ripping 
with off-gas 
t.raataant. 

<-thylane 
chloride and 
carbon tetra -
chl.oJ:ida not 
adequately 
oz..idized) 

Dfl•ign Considerations 

Install v1u:iabl111-11peed 
bl over~ oJ: al.low for 
raplace•ant. of blower 

Ovaraiz:a carbon bads 
on off-ga• •y11tam, 
da•ign for possible 
addition of facilit.iaa 

De .. ign for additiona1 
tower• t.o be added, 
adequate area at. 
t.raat.llent. plant 11it.e 

Design alt.erna ta 
t.reat.ment. •rat.em 

Design for additional 
facilit.iea, adequate 
area at t.reat.lllent plant 
aita required 
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Observations that indicate modification to a treatment facility 
may be required are discussed later. 

Water Dllcbarae 

Pipelines are proposed to distribute treated water to local dis
tribution systems and/or points of recharge. Deviations to flow 
rates would be handled by expanding water distribution to addi
tional local systems and/or by constructing injection wells. 

Design considerations to facilitate modification to treated 
water distribution systems include oversizing pipelines where 
additional future capacity may be required. Constructina an over
sized pipeline (i.e., sized for the maximum credible deviation 
case) would be less expensive than replacing a pipeline in the near 
future, especially in an urbanized area where pipeline construc
tion involves digging up streets. 

Momtoriq Proaram 

lo applying the observational method, a monltorina program 
is crucial. In addition to performance monltorina of the RA, the 
monitoring program must be designed to verify most probable 
conditions and detect deviations. By initiatina the monitoring 
program during the design process, an early indication of base 
conditions, relative to the most probable case or the maximum 
credible deviation case, is provided. 

Parts of the monitoring program that provide information to 
the RD are highlighted in the Whittier Narrows OUFS. Those 
activities that are proposed for performance monitoring, but are 
not crucial to the RD, are not proposed for implementation as 
part of the RD. 

As with the other components to remedial alternatives, devia-

GROUNDWATER EXIBACTION 

OBSERVATION 

Q8S(R',I' 
[XT(NT OT 
CONT AMINA nON 

OBSERVATION 

lions to expected conditioDI may require modificatlODI to the 
monltorin& program. Modificatlon1 to the RA may require mod
ificationa to the monltorin& program. 

Estimating potential modifications to the monitorina proaram 
that may be required is difficult. For the Whittier Narrows 
OUFS, it is estimated that 331/t additional monitorina welb may 
be required for the maximum credible deviation cue. 

lndicatiom that modification to the monltorin& proaram may 
be required are disawed below. 

HOW THE OBSERVATIONAL METHOD 18 
MANIFESTED IN THE OUFS 

The observational method ii manifested throughout the 
Whittier Narrows OUFS. Description of the physical tettiq, 
which includes the nature and extent of contamination, is pre. 
sented in terms of most probable conditioDI and maximum cred
ible deviatiom. For the baseline risk usessment, two risk ca1cuJa. 
tiom are presented: one risk calculation was based on the IJlOlt 
probable nature and extent of contamination and one wu bued 
on the estimated maximum credible deviation cue. Remedial 
alternatives are developed for most probable conditiom, and 
modifications are identified that may be required in respome to 
deviatiom. COit estimates for both conditions are included. The 
description of alternatives includes discussion on the actiom 
neceuary to respond to the deviatioru and design COD1ideratiom 
to facilitate the timely modification if deviations are observed. 

The detailed evaluation of alternatives in the OUFS addrmes 
the followin& criteria (per U.S. EPA Guidance for Concluctiuc 
an Rl/FS Under CERCLA. October, 1988): 
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• Overall Protection of Human Health and the Environment 
• Compliance with ARARs 
• Long-term Effectiveness and Permanence 
• Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility or Volume Through Treatment 
• Short-term Effectiveness 
• Implementability 
•Cost 

A remedial alternative may undergo modification in response 
to observed deviations. Differences between the alternative de
signed for most probable conditions and that alternative as mod
ified for the maximum credible deviation case are addressed with 
respect to the criteria listed above. For example, if a treatment 
plant is modified for on-site carbon regeneration, consideration 
is given regarding ARARs (e.g., requirements regarding trans
port and disposal of condensate) and cost. 

Two cost estimates are presented for each remedial alternative: 
one estimate is based on most probable conditions and one is 
based on the maximum credible deviation case. For the Whittier 
Narrows OUFS, estimated costs for the maximum credible devi
ation case are based on the assumption that initial construction 
of all facilities is required. This assumption was made for ease of 
preparing cost estimates, and because it is possible that the max
imum credible deviation case currently exists. Most likely, the cost 
of gradual or incremental modification would vary from this 
estimate. 

Cost estimates for the most probable case include costs for 
measures that would facilitate modification (e.g., oversized pipe
lines). The greater up-front cost could be expected to result in a 
net future cost savings if deviations occur, as are expected. 

The final section of the Whittier Narrows OUFS presents a 
summary of the general strategy for responding to observed dev
iations from: (1) the most probable site conditions and (2) the 
expected performance of an implemented remedial action. Given 
the high number of possible combinations of deviations that 
could occur, it is not practical to define specific responses to devi
ations for each alternative at the OUFS level. In the OUFS, gen
eral strategy for dealing with observed deviations, and indicators 
of a deviation that may require RA modification, are presented. 

For the major components of the remedial alternatives 
(groundwater extraction, treatment, water use and monitoring), 
a general strategy for dealing with observed deviations is shown 
graphically in Figure 3. 

Water quality parameters in Whittier Narrows to be observed 
· in the monitoring program are presented in the OUFS. Table 1 
summarizes the ranges of expected contaminant concentrations 
for most probable conditions and deviations to the nature and ex
tent of contamination in the Whittier Narrows area. 

Table 2 summarizes expected contaminant concentrations 
observed during performance monitoring. 

Table 3 summarizes indicators of deviations and responses or 
modifications to the treatment technologies that may be required 
if deviations to treatment plant influent or effluent are observed. 

Table 4 summarizes options for dealing with deviations in dis
charge rates. Indications that modification to the treated water 
distribution system may be required are straightforward in that 
the receiving distribution systems either do or do not have the 
capacity to take additional water. 

An important point discussed in the Whittier Narrows OUFS 
is that careful reevaluation of the RA will be required prior to 
modification. 

As more data on the nature and extent of contamination, aqui
fer properties and flexibility of the chosen treatment technology 
become available during remedial design and pilot testing, plans 
for response to observed deviations can be refined and specific 
modifications can be designed. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Applying the observational method is expected to result in 

Table 1 
Ranaes of Expected Contaminant Concentrations Representlna Most 

Probable Conditions and Deviations to the Nature and Extent of 
Contamination In Whittler Narrows 

Well Number 
or Group 

Central Basin 
production wellsP 

Proposed clusters near 
basin boundaryb 

Barcolo Wellsc 

Proposed new wells in 
upgradient areas of 
Whittier Narr01<lsd 

Wells located between 
the two large areas of 
contamination' 

01900001 

01900094 

01900331 

01901749 

01902529 

01902579 

08000004 

06000049 

11900095 

41900745 

81902525 

81902635 

MP-1 and WC-1 

WC-2, MP-4, and MP-7 

MP-2 

Notes: 

Ranges Expected For Most 
Probable ConditionsCug/l) 

All contaminants <MCLa 

All contaminants <MCLs 

TCE- to 8, others at or 
near MCLs 

All contaminants <MCLs 

All contaminants <MCLs 

PCE- MCL TO 25, TCE- MCL to 
10, all others <MCLs 

PCE, TCE- MCLS to 10, all 
others <MCLs 

All contaminants <MCLs 

PCE- to 10, all others 
<MC Ls 

PCE- 50 to 200, TCE- MCL to 
10, all others <HCLs 

All contaminants <MCLs 

PCE, TCE- HCLs to 10, all 
others <HCLs 

PCE- MCL to 40, TCE- HCL to 
15, all others <MCLs 

PCE, TCE- MCLs to 15, all 
others <MCLs 

PCE- to 10, all others 
<MCLs 

PCE, TCE- MCLs to 10, CTC
MCL to 4, all others <MCLs 

PCE, TCE- HCLs to 10, CTC
HCL to 4, all others <MCLs 

PCE, TCE- to 15 (to 
300 feet) PCE, TCE <MCLs 
below 300 feet, all others 
<MCLs for all depths 

PCE- MCL to 30, TCE- to 8 
(to 200 feet) PCE, TCE 
<MCLa below 200 feet, all 
others <HCLs for all depths 

PCE- 40 to 100, TCE- MCL to 
20 (to 300 feet) PCE, TCE 
<HCLs below 300 feet, all 
others <MCLs for all depths 

Ranges Representing 
Deviations <ugll> 

Any contaminant >HCL 

Any contaminant >MCL 

TCE- >8 1 any other HCLs 

Any contaminant >HCL 

Any contaminant >MCL 

PCE- >25, TCE- >10, any other 
> MCL 

PCE, TCE- >10, any other >HCL 

Any contaminant >HCL 

PCE- >10, any other >HCL 

PCE- >200, TCE- >10, any 
other >MCL 

Any contaminant >MCL 

PCE, TCE- >10, any other >MCL 

PCE- >40, TCE- >15, any other 
>MCL 

PCE, TCE- >15, any other >HCL 

PCE- >10, any other >MCL 

PCE, TCE- >10, CTC- >4, any 
other >MCL 

PCE, TCE- >10, CTC- >4, any 
other >HCL 

PCE, TCE- >15 (rn 300 feet) 
PCE, TCE >MCLs be low 
300 feet, any other >HCL for 
any depth 

PCE >30, TCE- >8 (to 
200 feet) PCE, TCE >HCLs 
below 200 feet, any other 
>MCLs for any depth. 

PCE- >100, TCE- >20 (to 
300 feet) PC&, TCE >MCLs 
below 300 feet, any other 
>MCL for any depth 

•individual well numbers: 01900703, 01901419, 01901443, 01901593, 01901743, 01909173, 
01909751, 01909774 
blndividual well clusters: WC-3 through WC-7 
clndividual well numbers: 01901430, 01901432, 01901434 
dlndividual well numbers: MP-3, MP-5, MP-8 
elndividual vell numbers: 01901745, 01901748, 08000071, 06000088 1 08000090, MP-6 

{Source: Draft Whittier Narrows OUFS, July 1989) 

Table2 
Performance Monltorlna of Extraction System-Expected Contaminant 

Concentration for Most Probable Conditions and Deviations, 
Whittler Narrows OUFS 

Well Group 

Wells downgradient of 
proposed extraction 
wellsb 

Proposed clusters near 
basin boundaryc 

Central Basin 
production wellsd 

Well Group 

Wells downgradient: of 
proposed extraction 
wells 

Proposed clust:ers near 
basin boundary 

Central Basin 
production wells 

Not:es: 

Basin Boundary Objective• 

Expected Ranges 

All contaminants <HCLs at 
all depths 

All contaminants <MCLs at 
all dept:hs 

Discharge below <MCLS 

Central Basin Object:ivee 

Expect:ed Ranges 

Some depth intervals may 
exceed MCLs 

Some depth intervals may 
exceed HCLs 

Discharge below <MCLs 

Deviations 

Any contaminant >HCL at any 
depth 

Any contaminant >HCL at any 
depth 

Water produced that exceeds 
MC Ls 

Deviations 

High contaminant concentra
tions or several dept:h 
intervals exceeding HCLs 

High contaminant concentra
tions or several depth 
intervals exceeding MCLs 

Water produced that exceeds 
HCLs 

8Basin boundary objective refers to the objective which would prevent any groundwater 
exceeding HCLs from leaving the San Gabriel Baain through Whittier Narrows 

hlndividual well numbers: 11900095, 08000004, 01900094, WC-1, WC-2, MP-1 
clndividual well clusters: WC-3 through WC-7 
dlndividua.l well numbers: 01900703, 01901419, 01901443, 01901593, 01901743, 01909173 

01909751, 01909774 ' 
ecent.ral Basin objective refers to the objective that. would prevent Central Basin 

produC'tion wells from exceeding MCLs 
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more timely implementation of remediation for the Whittier 
Narrows Operable Unit, and pouibly at a reduced cost. Gather· 
int data durina the RD and RA u part of the monitoring pro. 
aram ii expected to be efficient and timely. The obtervadoml 
method provida an acceptable means to expedite remediation 
and loakally manaae and minimize risk. 
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ABSTRACT 

SARA Title III has revolutionized the approach to managing 
chemicals within our communities. No longer can a company 
operate "behind closed doors." With the establishment of the 
State Emergency Response Commissions (SERCs) and the Local 
Emergency Planning Committees (LEPCs), the general public 
now has access to a wealth of information pertaining to a com
pany's use of hazardous chemicals. Not only are the provisions 
of Sections 302, 304, 311, 312 and 313 demanding in their own 
right, but the Act also provides the LEPC with extremely broad 
authority to influence and implement the development of com
munity emergency planning actions. 

Fortunately, this Act puts the business community on equal 
footing with the rest of the community. Through the LEPC, the 
business community can play an integral role in the formulation 
of emergency response planning and LEPC policy. With a voice 
on such a committee, business leaders can help establish a con
structive rapport between business, media, public servants and 
the general public. Involvement of the business community can 
also add a greater degree of technical competence to such a 
forum. 

The focus of this paper is how industry's pro-active involve
ment with the community in the emergency response planning 
process can result in tangible benefits for industry as well as the 
community at large. 

INTRODUCl'ION 

The need for comprehensive emergency response planning was 
firmly established after the tragic chemical release in Bhopal, 
India. Since that time, efforts by the Chemical Manufacturing 
Association (CMA), public interest groups and concerned com
munities have resulted in the formation of awareness programs 
and local, state and federal laws and regulations, all addressing 
the concerns of chemical hazards in the community and the need 
to protect the public and environment from these hazards. In 
1985, CMA developed the Community Awareness and Emer
gency Response program (CAER), designed to inform the public 
of hazards inherent in the chemical industry and ways to pro
tect the public from these chemicals in the event of a spill or re
lease. The U.S. EPA then introduced voluntary programs which 
included elements based upon the CAER program. These pro
grams were the precursor to the Emergency Planning and Com
munity Right-to-Know Act, also known as SARA Title III. 

The intentions of SARA Title III are clear; to provide a com
prehensive community emergency response plan to protect life, 
property and the environment in the event of a chemical spill or 

accident. This act requires by law the formation of and participa
tion in the LEPC by community officials, public agencies and 
community industries. Although the law provides for the levying 
of severe penalties on industries if they fail to participate in the 
LEPC, there are no provisions within the law that qualitatively 
measure the results of LEPC efforts. 

In essence, the ultimate goal of SARA Title III is no different 
than that of CMA's CAER program. SARA Title Ill, however, 
now legally joins the community and industry at the emergency 
planning table. For the chemical companies that have already en
dorsed the CAER program, SARA Title III does not present new 
regulatory requirements except for inventory and emissions re
porting. Many companies not previously involved in the CAER 
program are now faced with what they perceive to be just another 
regulatory burden absorbing more resources and requiring addi
tional manpower. To the contrary, however, industry's involve
ment in the LEPC can provide industry with many distinct and 
tangible benefits. 

ADVANTAGES OF INVOLVEMENT 

Liability 

Non-compliance with the minimal LEPC participation require
ments of SARA Title III can result in the imposition of penal
ties of up to $25,000 per day. Pro-active and energetic involve
ment by a company that goes beyond the minimal requirements, 
however, will not only avoid such penalties, but also will enable 
the company to realize significant advantages that are critical to a 
business' continued prosperity. <;>ne obvious advantage is the re
duction in risk of liability a company may realize if it has invested 
the time and effort to ensure that its community's emergency 
response plan works. A workable plan can be achieved only 
through efforts on the part of the company that go beyond those 
steps required by law. 

It is an undisputed fact that the liabilities associated with major 
spill response efforts are prohibitive. Cleanup costs alone can be 
staggering. Costs associated with property damage and economic 
losses add further to an already expensive bill. If there are in
juries or even death as a result of an accident, the compensatory 
costs can exceed the physical cleanup costs. In addition, the poor 
public perception a company will receive if a spill response is mis
handled is only too vivid in most Americans' minds. Damage con
trol and recovery from these mishaps can be absorbed only by 
the largest conglomerates. 

With the erosion of sovereign immunity, there could be some 
liabilities on the part of individual town officials or towns in the 
event of damages arising out of actions taken during an emer-
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gency response. To avoid liability in the event of a spill or acci
dent, a town must be able to defend that it has responded to the 
best of its ability. To do a good job, towns must have the re
sources, expertise and active cooperation of industries in their 
area. In instances where the town may be negligent or at fault, it 
is hard to imagine that some, or a good part, of the blame will not 
fall on industry's shoulders. Therefore, it behooves industry to 
ensure that their towns have the most effective and qualified 
emergency response capability possible. 

Unfortunately, accidents and spills will occur, but the actions a 
community takes immediately following an event will dramatical
ly affect the overall personal and environmental damage. If indus
try and the community together develop effective emergency re
sponse plans, the damage from accidents can be greatly miti
gated. In effect, a competent response to spills or accidents can 
directly reduce industry's risk of liability. 

Improved Public Rdallons Equals Smooth Operallona 

A poorly informed public is usually fearful, and this fear can 
significantly impact operations, perhaps forcins the closure of a 
facility. The public is becoming more educated through the media 
about the hazards of chemicals. They have a right to know what is 
goins on in the chemical plant or warehouse down the street... 
and they know it! Industry must understand the public's fear and 
realize that it can be translated into operational difficulties. 

The CMA recognized that this fear in people's minds concern
ins the hazards associated with chemicals could lead to over-reg
ulation of the chemical industry. Thus, through the formation of 
CAER in 198.5, the CMA took steps to attempt to reverse the 
public's perception of the chemical industry. This program 
stressed cooperation and interaction with the local communities. 
The fundamental goals of CAER were to make the public aware 
of the hazards and to take the protection necessary to minimize 
or eliminate these hazards. Large chemical industries, with plenti
ful resources, generally embraced the goals of CAER. Unfortun
ately, it proved to be very difficult to establish a rapport be
tween the companies and towns. People still believed that the 
companies were trying to hide something and were not sincere. 
In addition, the plant managers did not have the knowledge and 
skill to communicate with the community and the media. 

By the time SARA Title Ill was implemented, many companies 
had emergency response plans in place but had not integrated 
these plans effectively with the community. Following in the foot
steps of CAER, SARA Title Ill was designed to open the door to 
effective communication between industry and the community 
through the establishment of the LEPC. 

Through the LEPC, industry now has a legitimate conduit for 
access and dissemination of information to the community. The 
LEPC can be used a.., a forum to educate the public, reduce 
mounting fears associated with industrial practices and activi
ties, and ultimately increase industry's profitability through the 
establishment of improved public relations and perceptions. At 
LEPC or similar meetings, industry groups can provide the pub
lic with information about the products they produce and the 
chemicals needed to produce such products in response to public 
demands. Through education, the public hopefully will under
stand that, as consumers of these products, they are partly re
sponsible for the hazardous chemicals needed to produce these 
consumer goods. Once the public gains this awareness and sense 
?f resp~nsibility, the bridge between the public and the industry 
is established and effective communication between the two enti
ties can talce place. 

Although the benefits to industry from better communica
tions are improved public perceptions and relations, industry 
must take care to ensure that this effort is in fact a sincere 
effort. .This effor~ on the part of industry m~st be f~uscd upon 
educa~mg and ultimately protecting the public while maintaining 
receptiveness to demands for consumer products. This effort 
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must not be, nor be perceived to be, a public relations campaign 
designed to serve the company's needs only. Public relationa 
campaigns will lack credibility and must be avoided. 

An industrial company with amicable community relatiomhipc 
may choose to expand or develop in that same community. When 
a good neighbor relationship develops, industry will receive ii. 
share of subtle benefits. The permitting process for new construc
tion or development can be shortened because the public will rup
port the endeavor or opposition to the project will be fragmented 
at best. Day-to-day operations also wiH be much smoother with
out unnecessary local interference. 

The same public support can be beneficial when one-sided en
vir.onmental groups attack a reputable community industry. 
W11hout support from the public, campaigns aga.imt the industry 
will be short-lived. In Springfield, Massachusetts, for example 
local industries hav.e put a tremendous amount of effort into bcq,: 
mg their community develop an effective and workable emer
gency response plan. Through the development of this plan, the 
citizens of Springfield have been educated as to what industry 
does and why. The relationship between industry and the public 
is so strong in Springfield that consumer advocacy groups have 
been unable to justify to the local citizens efforts to campaign 
against industry operations. 

Pre,.mptJon of P*ble future ColtJ to lndllltry 

During the implementation of SARA Title Ill, the chemical in
dustry lobbied to mile the Act a workable piece of legislation 
that would share the burden of responsibility between the towns 
and industry. Thi! piece of legislation could have been far more 
burdensome for industry, and, in fact, it may become more 
burdensome if a method is not found to adequately fund the 
LEPC's efforts to implement emergency planning and provide 
adequate training. Industry is in a position to pre-empt the im
position of fees and additional regulation by flllins this void. 

The biggest impediment that most LEPC.s must overcome is 
that of little or no funding. While some industries and states pro
vide this funding for training first responders, funding is sorely 
lacking in many states. Bill Kremer of the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FE\tA) explained that the federal govern
ment, through FEMA, has supplied some funding and expertise 
to assist emergency planning efforts. However, this funding is 
far less than is needed. In Massachusetts, for example, only 
$70,000 of federal funds was available in 1989 to train all first re
sponders throughout the entire state. In addition, seven emer
gency response vehicles which the federal government provided 
to the state cannot be used because no one is trained to use them. 
The situation in Massachusetts is not atypical. Without adequate 
training and equipment, the best emergency response equipment 
and plans arc useless. 

To combat th.is fundins void that was not addressed in the Act, 
states such as Maine and New Jersey have levied a fee on indus
tries that participate in emergency response planfilns pursuant to 
the Act. Public pressure will no doubt encourage the imposition 
of fees as Ions as chemical spills and emergencies continue to 
occur. To prevent levying of fees in states where the fee system is 
not yet established, or to prevent further increases in states where 
this fee already is in place, industry must share in the massive task 
of training both community firefighters and other responders and 
in-house personnel. Joint training exercises with industry, police 
and fire departments are essential. Joint exercises help alleviate 
the heayy burden on fire departments. In addition, they improve 
emergency response operations and help cement relations be
tween the emergency responders. 

Industry Resources 

To reach t~e intended goals of SARA Title Ill, industry and 
the community should share resources. Communities typically 
have large equipment resources, town departments and evacua-



tion capabilities. Industry must be willing to provide the neces
sary expertise to complement town resources, as most local offi
cials do not have the background required to address the com
plex issues associated with chemical management and safe, effec
tive emergency response procedures. Industry also has many re
sources that are not available to the LEPCs or the local emer
gency response agencies. 

In small towns, fire departments may not have the personnel or 
equipment to field a complete emergency response team. Equip
ment needed to evaluate and assess chemical dangers may not be 
available to the town departments. In these situations, industry 
should support the LEPC and the community by making avail
able these resources and supporting them in the use of these re
sources. Equipment resources and an emergency response plan 
are useless in the hands of inexperienced responders. 

Industry is a Member of the Community 

A strong emergency response plan can reduce a company's risk 
of liability in the event of a spill or accident. However, the fact 
that a company helps prepare a worthwhile plan does not guaran
tee that the many benefits resulting from a good neighbor atmos
phere will materialize. Good public relations and a good neighbor 
relationship will develop only if industry accepts that they too are 
a member of the community. 

The industrial community must recognize that LEPC involve
ment must not serve only the public relations or marketing de
partments. Instead, industry must approach the emergency plan
ning task with the same professionalism and expertise that they 
would devote to any internal endeavor. 

As a member of the community, industry has the responsibility 
to protect its citizens. Industry does not have the unalienable 
right to operate. Industry must prove to the community that it 
can operate with minimal risk to the citizens of the community. 
Companies that fail to accept this responsibility face the risk of 
hostile public outcry and the detrimental ramifications it en
genders. 

Industry's pro-active involvement with the community can 
yield long-lasting and positive results. When industry does final
ly embrace the open door policy, it often is met with serious 
skepticism and concern from the public. A high level of cooper
ation and mutual trust does not develop overnight, but the re
wards to both parties involved are well worth the effort. 

CASE STUDY 

The City of Springfield, Massachusetts, which received one of 
the first CAER awards for its superior efforts in emergency plan
ning, provides us with a good case study. Jim Controvich, the 
Springfield Civil Defense Coordinator, has spent the past S yr 
developing a viable emergency response plan. Mr. Controvich 
said his program would not have been successful without the help 
of industry. 

An example of this cooperation is help supplied by Monsanto 
Chemical Company of Springfield, Massachusetts. Monsanto 
provides many resources to the Springfield Hazardous Materials 
Response Team (Haz Mat) including Haz Mat responders, chem
ists and equipment as needed. 

When George Lemos, the Environmental Operations Manager 
of Monsanto, was asked how he justified such a commitment to 
the local Haz Mat team, he responded, ''It is a symbiotic rela
tionship. In many instances, the City does not have the chemical 
expertise and experience that we have. That's our business. On 
the other hand, we don't have the firefighting experience and 
equipment available to the police and fire departments. Take, for 
example, the heavy fire fighting trucks. Considering what is at 
stake in even the smallest incident, it would be downright fool
hardy not to recognize each other's strengths and weaknesses, 
and then form a strong relationship to build a synergistic haz mat 
response capability." 

Despite the strong support from Monsanto and other com
panies in the City, Jim emphasized that all of the planning and 
equipment is no substitute for practice. For this reason, Spring
field has conducted monthly tabletop exercises. Explains Jim, 
"Only when personalities and response teams have worked to
gether in a time of stress can they gain each other's confidence 
and recognize each other's capabilities. The tabletop creates a 
stressful situation in which we learn a great deal about our respon
sibilities and capabilities during an incident. And we made mis
takes. Of course if we never make mistakes there would be no 
need to practice!" 

This community is prepared! Others are not. 
In some cases, emergency response planning is confounded by 

the public's belief that if industry cannot plan or is prevented 
from adequately planning for emergencies, industry should leave. 
This is evident in northeastern Massachusetts where several towns 
are protesting the operation of the Seabrook Nuclear Power 
Plant. Towns in this area have refused to submit emergency evac
uation plans and cooperate with planning agencies. One com
munity even dismantled a warning system in thejr town that was 
paid for and installed by the utility. Seabrook had to develop an 
emergency response plan independently of the communities that 
the plan was designed to protect. The fact that this plan was not a 
product of mutual cooperation raises serious doubts as to its 
effectiveness in the event of an emergency. The towns' failure to 
cooperate leaves their communities vulnerable to a disaster. Such 
actions also greatly increase industry's risk of liability in the event 
that an accident occurs. 

To mitigate public opposition, industry must actively and sin
cerely attempt to develop a relationship with their community. It 
could take years for a relationship to develop between industry 
and the community which fosters effective planning and trust. 
Such a relationship, however, is absolutely crucial to protect the 
public and to minimize industry's exposure to liability in the event 
of a spill or accident. 

WHAT INDUSTRY CAN DO 

Chuck Losinger from HMM Associates, Inc. assisted CMA 
during the early development of the CAER program. Although 
Mr. Losinger agrees that the initial skepticism of the community 
toward industry is difficult to eliminate altogether, a sincere 
effort by industry will quickly destroy many misconceptions and 
counterproductive concerns. Mr. Losinger has highlighted the 
following items that industry can do that will help lead to mutual
ly supportive and beneficial relationships between industry and 
the community. 

• Industry must supply an interested and capable person to par
ticipate in the LEPC. The LEPC designee should not view the 
appointment as an assignment but rather as a challenging, ex
citing and worthwhile endeavor. The designee must appreciate 
the importance of the LEPC charter. This person should, of 
course, be trained in emergency planning. 

• A company should be honest and forthright about its hazards 
and should be pro-active and reach out to community groups 
before being required or forced to do so. Conducting plant 
tours is a great way to facilitate community outreach programs. 

• On a periodic basis, company emergency response training 
should be conducted in concert with local responders. 

• If local responders do not have the necessary resources to effec
tively respond to emergencies, companies should help to aug
ment these resources by providing emergency response equip
ment as required. 

• A strong rapport with the local fire department should be 
established. Fire departments should tour the facility frequent
ly and be aware of the company's operations and emergency 
response capabilities. 

• Companies can help to make the paperwork burden on towns 
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more manageable by supplying emergency planning informa
tion (i.e., chemical inventories) in an organized format. The 
CAMEO program and/or a minicomputer can be supplied 
which will store data that can be rccalled when necessary and 
aid a community in emergency planning. The expertise needed 
to operate the program also should be provided. 

Mr. Douglas Forbes, from the Massachusetts Civi.l Defense 
Ajcncy, also has ideas on what industry can do to facilitate effec
tive emergency response planning. Some of these ideas include the 
following: 

• Industry can increase awareness throuah the distribution of 
printed public information pieces (calendars, pamphlets, etc.) 
which address the need for various types of emeraency plan-
ning. 

• Industry can encourage emergency planning by hosting lunch
eons for tabletop exercises where industry and the communlly 
work together to respond to mock chemical emergencies. 

• Industry can lend its management capabilities to emergency 
planning and practice efforts. 

• Industry can offer services to the disabled public such as assis
tance in notification of the hearing-impaired. 

CONCLUSION 

SARA Title III provides an opportunity for industries and 
communities to work jointly to create a mutually beneficial, safer 
environment. Progress has been most effective where localities, 
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states and industry have worked closely toaether. States with 
strong county governments provide a natural structure to deal 
with the demands of emergency planning. On the other band 
states in the northeast have wealc county governments and stro~ 
local governments which can impede regionalization and shared 
resources. These areas arc particularly in need of industry's lead
ership and resources. 

Industry is a part of the community. Let's all accept the chal
lenge and make emergency planning a corporate goal. 
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ABSTRACT 
Community relations (CR) activities have long been an important 

part of the Superfund program. The interactive process normally begins 
in a local community once a potential hazardous waste site is identi
fied and targeted for investigative work and continues until the site has 
been remediated. During the course of the many phases of work at the 
site, the CR activities are quite varied and usually range from the simple 
preparation of informational materials to the time-consuming prepara
tion and conduction of public hearings. 

Many times the success or failure of a Superfund project depends 
on how well the CR activities are implemented. Successful remedia
tion of the Superfund site in LaSalle, Illinois (a residential community 
with extensive PCB contamination of the soil) was totally reliant on 
the success of the CR activities that were planned and implemented 
in the area. Without the full cooperation and support of the residents 
and businesses in the neighborhood, complete remediation of the site 
was impossible. 

This paper is a case study of the CR planning and implementation 
activities, both obvious and intangible, that are necessary at most Super
fund sites and which were conducted at the LaSalle site. The paper 
has been prepared in conjunction with a video documentary that was 
produced in order to document the positive characteristics of the Super
fund program and the role that CR activities play in that success. The 
goal of both the video and written documentaries was to capture the 
positive side of the Superfund program and to show that with careful 
planning, projects can be successfully implemented even under extreme
ly difficult conditions within a community. 

INTRODUCTION 

The LaSalle Electrical Utilities (LEU) site in LaSalle, Illinois, was 
a funner manufacturing facility of electrical equipment. The plant began 
operations prior to World War II, and in the late 1940s it began using 
PCBs in the production of capacitors. This manufacturing process was 
continued until approximately October, 1978. By May, 1981, operations 
at the LEU facility had ceased, and by September, 1983, the company's 
last operating facility in Farmville, North Carolina had filed for 
bankruptcy. In December, 1982, the LEU facility was included on the 
first NPL. 

The now abandoned LEU facility is located on the northern outskirts 
of the City of LaSalle bordering a small residential community. Approxi
mately 70 homes are located in this area, and nearly 190 people occupy 
those homes. 

Information concerning the waste handling and waste management 
practices of the LEU company is limited. However, based on conver
sations with local residents and former employees, it appears that the 
company regularly engaged in the practice of applying PCB-

contaminated waste oil to parking lots, roads and alleys at the plant 
and in the adjacent areas to suppress dust. Following the Federal regu
lation of PCBs, LEU company manifests document the legal disposal 
of the contaminated material. 

PROBLEM 

Even though the LEU company altered its PCB disposal practices 
in order to comply with the new Federal regulations, its historic opera
ting practices had already released PCBs into the environment both 
on the company property and in the surrounding residential area. The 
extent of contamination varied, but extensive investigations conducted 
by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) defined the 
limits. The IEPA data revealed that the contamination did not stop at 
the company's gates. Rather, the results showed that the residential com
munity directly adjacent to the plant contained extensive soil contami
nation at depths up to 3 ft. In addition, wipe and dust samples taken 
from the interiors of the residential homes revealed the presence of low
level PCB contamination. 

REMEDY SELECTION 

Based on the results of the extensive remedial investigative work at 
the site, the U.S.EPA and the IEPA determined that all soil in the residen
tial area with PCB concentrations greater than 5 ppm should be 
addressed in the remediation project. The feasibility study evaluated 
numerous technical alternatives for alleviating the problem. Possible 
solutions ranged from capping the contaminants in place to excavating 
the affected soil and destroying the material in a permanent off-site 
incinerator. 

Unlike most feasibility stu~ies conducted at Superfund sites, this 
project was entirely within a residential area which meant that a great 
deal of weight had to be placed on resident concerns. The evaluation 
conducted during the project's feasibility study very seriously consi
dered these concerns and regarded meeting them as an integral aspect 
of successful implementation. For this reason, many technically sound 
alternatives such as capping in-place or excavation and disposal in an 
on-site landfill were readily dismissed. 

The final alternative chosen for implementation at the site called for 
excavating the contaminated soil and destroying the material in a mobile 
incinerator which would be temporarily located on the LEU property. 
In addition, the selected alternative included a thorough cleaning of 
al~ affected ?omes after excavatio~ of the contaminated soil. Although 
this alternative best met the techmcal, financial and protective criteria 
esta~lished .during the r~view, it was not without numerous potential 
barners to 1mplementat10n such as community acceptance of an on
site incinerator and residential consent for entry onto and into the 
affected property and homes. 
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS OBJECTIVES 

In order to successfully implement the selected alternative, a thorough 
and comprehensive community relations plan was necessary. The 
primary objective of the plan was to aid project implementation through 
extensive communication. This meant sharing the details of the selected 
alternative with the residents, knowledgeably and patiently answering 
individual's questions to ease their fears and ultimately obtaining the 
full consent of the neighborhood so that the remedy could be imple
mented. Without the full panicipation and cooperation of the resident!\, 
the selected alternative could not be successfully implemented. 

IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING 

For the remediation project to be a succes.-;, all governmental agen
cies as well as all elected otTicials had to work jointly to reach the pmject 
objective. Government agencies included both the U.S.EPA and the 
IEPA. the City of LaSalle, the lllinois Depanment of Transponation 
and the lllinois Depanment of Public Health. Other intcrcM~ included 
the prime contractor - Westinghouse/ HAZTECH. the IEPA ovcr.1ght 
contractor-Ecology & Environment and the local lahor unions. 

Before beginning any site work and any on-site community relation." 
activities, the primary contacL'i with both the U.S.EPA and the !EPA 
met on numerous occasions in both Springfield and Chicago to evaluate 
the community's needs and concerns and to plan activities that could 
be undertaken to address them. In addition. in order to optimize the 
evaluation and planning efforts. all primary contacL\ at both the U.S. 
EPA and the IEPA panicipated in 3 days of extensive community rela
tions training in Dallas. Texas. That training focused on how to gain 
consent in difficult situations when a common concern is the objec
tive. In this case, the common concern of the project was eliminating 
the PCB contamination. 

Through the course of the planning meetings. countless problem areas 
and needs were identified. These included basic items such as the need 
for equal treatment of all home~ and security in the area during the 
actual work. as well as more complicated matters such as maintaining 
access ~the residential community while at the same time adequately 
protectmg the health and safety of the residents and the workers. 

~ince it was necessary to temporarily relocate residents during the 
sod eit.ea\-'3Uon and cleamng of the home~. the list of problems that could 
be encountered during implementation multiplied rapidly. During the 
planning meetings thar were held. a great deal of time and effon went 
into brainstorming and generally trying to determine what the needs 
of the .residents \\OU.Jd be when the actual 'M>rk commenced. The project 
coordinators m essence tried to picture themselves in the residents' 
position. Through this role reversal. the coordinators were able to 
determine what they would be concerned with and what they would 
like to see happen during the relocation and remediation period if they 
themselves were the homeowners. 

.As a result of the brai~storming sessions. many items which initially 
might have ~med tnvial were identified as being issues that could 
ultimately determine the success or failure of the implementation. For 
example, the contractors' work '>l'hedules during 1hc deanup had 10 be 
carefully coordinated so that residents could be given adequate notice 
when cleanup activities would commence al their homes and so that 
the costs and the inconvenicm.:es associated wuh the relocation could 
be minimized. Arrangements had to be made at nearby hotels to ac
count for the special nec<ls of those who were being temporarily moved 
ou~ of their.homes. Special arrdngements had to be made for tnmspor
tauon of children to and from school, of the elderly or sick to and from 
doctors and of the residents who normally did not depend on car. to 
get around the area. Normal day-to-day activities, such as bringing in 
the daily newspaper or mail, which are not generally given much thought 
also had to be addressed. 

Ultimately, the issue that was the basis of the CR planning activities 
~as the .temporary s~paration of t~e residents from familiar settings 
and routines. The residents were being asked to hand over their homes 
and their possessions. to forgo their day-to-day security and to tru~t 
~eople t~at they had only recently met to take care of a pan of their 
hves. This traumatic interruption in the lives of area residents required 
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special consideration and respect during both the planning and im
plementation. 

The demographic makeup of the community was widely varied and 
as a result, no simple plans could fit all the residents involved. Even 
though meals were provided at the hotel, some elderly and infants had 
special dietary needs that had to be addressed. Some people also had 
pets that had to be relocated along with their owners. As pan o( the 
initial security plan, no residents were to be allowed back into their 
homes until all work was completed. However, since many of the resi
dents had extensive collections of plants that needed special care and 
since some people ran small businesses out of their homes. arrange.. 
ments had to be made to allow for daily entry into the homes without 
breaching the security that had been established. 

Since the residents 'M)U)d be vacating their homes for extended periods 
of lime and allowing vinual strangers into them to clean the structwes 
while they were away, liability was a primary concern of both the rtsi
dents and the contractors. Plans had to be drawn up to protect the resi
dcnL' • pmpeny while at the same time limiting the contractors' potential 
liability. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Once most of the problems and their solutions were delcrmined, the 
main issue was implcmentauon of the plans and education of the 
community. Without the complete understanding. cooperation and 
consent of the community, there was no project. 

The first step m the implementation process was to CS1ablish personal 
contact with all the residents who would be affected. This was accom
plished initially through door-t!Hloor visits to each home in the area. 
After sending out notices to all the homeowners. groups of two or thtte 
representatives from the IE~ and the U.S. EPA sat down with the resi
dents in their homes and discussed the proposed project with the people 
on a one-on-one basis. Thi~ informal and small atmosphere allowed 
the residents to get to koow the agency representatives. to learn about 
the project in the relaxed selling of their own homes and to feel 
comfonable asking questions and com-eying concerns. 

The person-to-person contact was a \·isible sign that the bureaucrats 
planning the project. a project that \IDUld totally upset resident's daily 
living. had enough concern to take the time to talk. It allowed the resi
dents the opponunity to meet the bureaucrats. to get to know them as 
real people and concerned planners and 10 judge both the people and 
the project for themselves. The personalized discussions gave the resi
dents an option 10 decide whether or not they thought the planners were 
confident and knowledgeable and whether or not these vinual strangers 
could be entrusted with their homes and their well-being. 

In addition 10 the m-home meetings. large community meetings were 
held at various times to begin specific aspects of the project and to allow 
the residents to meet as a group and see that thei.r neighbors had simi
lar concerns. Prior to these meetings. information or fact sheets and 
letters were prepared to briefly summarize key aspects that were 
important and to reinforce information that was passed on during the 
meetings. 

In order to su,xcssfully implement the project. both the residents 
and the local city and county officials had to concur. Therefore, in 
addition to fom1al and informal meetings with the residents, planned 
meetings were also held with the local government officials. 

Another tool used to successfully aid implementation was a survey 
of the residents' needs during the project. Prior to the actual start of 
the remediation work. the IEPA distributed a detailed questionnaire to 
all the residents with a cordial cover lencr explaining that its purpose 
wJs to gather specific infonnation from each home so that arrnnge
ments could be made in advance of the relocation. thus minimizing 
the degree of inconvenience. The survey asked the people what needs 
had to be met in order to make them feel the most comfortable with 
the move. Additionally. the letter stated that all information collected 
would be treated as confidential and would be used solely for the pur
pose of implementing the project. 

Once the project was actually underway, the needs of the residenlS 
became much more imponant. It was decid~ in advance that a com-



munity relations contact person from the IEPA would actually stay with 
the residents in the hotel throughout the course of the project. This 
person acted as both a counselor and a concierge who answered all 
questions and concerns and also made necessary arrangements for any 
specialized needs. The decision to station a CR contact in the hotel 
during the relocation period proved to be one of the most valuable 
decisions made during the planning and implementation processes. Not 
only did this decision act as a bridge and continuation of the initial 
contacts made, but it also physically showed the residents the high level 
of dedication to their needs. 

VIDEO DOCUMENTATION 

The LaSalle project was unusual because it directly involved a residen
tial community. In addition, the proposed solution to the problem 
involved not only direct intrusion and interruption of the day-to-day 
lives of the area residents, but it also involved the temporary place
ment and operation of a hazardous waste incinerator directly adjacent 
to the community, a difficult proposal in itself to implement. The project 
also was unusual because of its high degree of success. For all these 
reasons, the U.S. EPA project coordinators felt that this project was 
ideally suited for documentation. 

The medium selected to capture the project was a videotape documen
tary. The 22-rnin tape chronicles the project through the eyes of the 
affected people. It gives the residents a chance to say what they felt 
about the project and it records a successful implementation from their 
standpoint. The documentary also allows the planners to step out of 
their decision-making role to see how their ideas were accepted and 
integrated. This is accomplished through community feedback which 

shows, from the residents' perspective, what their fears and concerns 
were and how these were addressed. 

While the documentary focuses only on the LaSalle project, it can 
be used as an example for all Superfund projects to illustrate the neces
sity for thorough planning prior to the implementation of any remedia
tion project. 

The documentary was produced by the U.S. EPA, but it could not 
have been completed without the help and cooperation of all the people 
involved in the project, including the cleanup contractors, the local offi
cials, the IEPA project planners who provided the lead role in implemen
tation and who also provided copies of video footage from the IEPA's 
own tape library and, most importantly, the people of the City of LaSalle. 

CONCLUSION 

This project was successful because it was carefully thought out and 
implemented. The fact that all of the affected residents gave their consent 
for the work to be done on their property attests to this fact. While 
no two Superfund projects are alike, the fact of the matter is that regard
less of the project and the associated degree of impact that the project 
may have on the nearby community, any project has a higher chance 
of successful implementation if careful pre-planning is undertaken and 
if the needs and concerns of the community are adequately addressed. 
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Appendix I 
Community Relations Responsiveness Summary 

August 19, 1986 

~ lllino1s-E:nvironmentJI Prntecllon Agency 

August 1986 

COr-ttUNJTY RELATIONS RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY 
ELECTRICAL UTILITIES COMPANY 

LASALLE, ILLINOIS 

The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency {IEPA) conducted the 

corrmunity relations program at this site. Corrmuni ty rel at ions acti vi ti es 

continued throughout the remedial investigation and feasibflity study. 

During the phased feasibility study, a three week public conment period 

(July 8 -- July 29) was established to receive public c00111ent about remedies 

for managing contamination found in residential areas. A public hearing was 

held on July 17 to discuss these remedies. This responsiveness summary 

documents citizen concerns expressed during the conment period and !EPA' s 

response to those concerns. 

Another public heari.ng and public c00111ent period wi Tl be held to discuss 

remedies for managing cantami nation found on the El ectrica 1 Utilities 

property. The additional hearing and comment period will be held after the 

feasibllity study for the EUC property is complete. A separate responsiveness 

stmnary will be prepared and distributed fall owing that cooment period. 

Introduction 

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), used in-the manufacture of electric 

capacitors. are present in the soil of a portion of the residential area east 

of the EUC plant, in the c00111ercial property south of the plant, and in a 

small portion of the fann field to the north. In addition, PCBs are in the 

soil north and south along St. Vincents Road. 

Five remedies are proposed for managing this PCB contaminated soil: 

landfill; on-site incineration; off-site incineration (outside LaSalle 

County); temporary storage; and no-action. 

Corrmunity sentiment is virtually unanimous in support of the remedy 

preferred by IEPA--mobile incineration. A question expressed by several in 

the coornunity, including city officials, regards the level of noise that will 

be generated when the incinerator is in operation. Residents are not opposed 

to off-site incineration, but are skeptical that USEPA would approve this 

remedy because of the high cost. 

Two of the other remedies, landfill and "no action," received no support 

and would not be accepted by the comnunity judging from verbal cormients from 

residents during the remedial i nvesti gati on and feasibility study. 

Temporary storage was not supported by the comnunity. However, this 

remedy might be acceptable if storage did not exceed six months. Primary 

conmunity concerns are for residential property values and for attracting a 

new business to the EUC site. Landfill and "no~action" conflict with these 

comnunity concerns. 

Conmuni ty Involvement 

Conmunity relations c011T11enced with a joint presentation by IEPA and USEPA 

officials at a City Council meeting in January, 1984. Through personal 

interviews, "living-room meetings," and public meetings, the following issues 

were identified as concerns of the citizens during the remedial investigation. 

Effect on business--Several small businesses are located in the imnediate 

vicinity of the EUC site. Business owners are concerned about how present and 

potential customers are reacting to the news that PCB contamination exists in 

the area. 

One businessman has been refused liability insurance. Insurance companies 

are citing PCB contamination and underground storage tanks as the reason. 

Property values - According to residents, residential property values have 

diminished in one area near the EUC site. Residents feel that once cleanup at 

the EUC site is completed, property values will, increase. Removal of 

approximately 260 fifty-five gallon drums containing PCB and drainage of a 

tank containing trichl oroethylene in February, 1986 1 did not affect property 

values according to residents. 
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H11lth ofhcu--PCB cont•1nltton 1n rostdontt•l y•rds rai•ed "'uttons 

about potential hulth eflects to both present •nd future 91ntrotion1. 

Offtchh ,,..,. the llltnoh Oepar-nt of Public Hulth ond tne !EPA .. nt 

door-to-door wf\en PCB levels ..... tdenttfted to dt scuu the l"ll•<t of tilt PCBI 

tn res1dentul y1rds. 

Dur1ng tne public cCllDtnt period,• public hHrlng vu htld to dhcuu 

uch of the proposN rtaedi•s. Thi tMo1rin9 _., !'Wld on July 11. •t the Howard 

John>on Motor lodge, Routt BO & 51, ln l.S&llt 1>e9lnning n 1 00 p • A 

written sut-nt ••• p'lstnted fr.,. the City of l•Stllt Appro1l•ttely IS of 

the JS tn attend1nc1 tsktd qu11t1on1. 8f9fMt"9 tlilD .,.,u, Hfor1 t.hh 

h••r-ing, sh SIH11 9roup •tttn91 .. rt MICI ..-1t1i r11td•ntl, tlf'<ttd offtcf•l1, 

and the MWS •dh to dhcun \.peciftc qut1tfon1 1b01.1t t1'f propoud ,....dlts 

Sunur1 of c .... nts •nd !EPA At\Po"H 

Issue: Superfund Progr• 

Q~STION: Art th< re1tdtnt10l 1•rds con11.i.rtd ""''of tn• tUC "ti l"t•d 
on th• tif•t1on• 1 Prfo,.., ty I. t nt 

RESPONSE. Yu 

Q~STION: Vho ...,, for tht .._dlts 11111111-nttd u pert of Ult CUC c 'Hnup• 
RESPONSE: 1'111 f-rtl 90•••-nt ·'11 pro•ld• 90S of tht colt tnrovfll Ult 

!Mlptrlun4 pn19r• .,,d tn• Suto of llllnoh "111 PfJ tn• 
.._101119 10\. lht•• w111 bt no cne,.,. to __ ,, •nd 

rtsfdonts of L.S•ll•. l"ht (ltetdul UtflltfH C-•1 .. , 
't 1ed b.l:Mrvptcy, •nc:I ftO (11rt.n.r n1•ts ul 1t. 

QlESTION: Pf"01)tr-ty waluts hln dK,..•sed 11 -..ch H JOI at IOIM ,...1tdlncu 
... r tnt rue site Dots t/lt Superfund pM19r• pr-o•ldt reHtl 
for tnose ""° •rt trying tlO soil thttr property INtfort tht 
clffftllp ts c-ltUd' 

lESPONSE A,._. buyout, s1•0er to the one h Tt•s IHCfti, Miuourt. 11 
not 1ttely. Fwrt.htf"'lllOrf, U..re 11 "° hntu•te tn t1'I ff'dt-rt.1 
lb tflat pr"Ovtdllls ~19bur1-nt tor decttntnv propert;r nlun, 

Qlf:STIOll: ~ ytrd ucn•tlon begtos -ld tne proJtct stop? 
l![SPOllS{ ... -· US[PA lPPnl•U • ,...41, It "111 •llocote .. ,,.,, •• t 

funds ktore the proJoct b19tns to c-hu tt. 

QlESTIOll: "'-• "111 s ..... rlund mney be •••fl•bh for tht EUC p~tcU 
R£SPQIS{. Superlund II presently dopltted. Superlund .,It INt ruut.llorll~ 

llJ COfl9"'" befort ltdtrtl .,..,. -Id be u•fllblt lor t/lt EUC 
1tU. 

Issue· Sotl Co11i.in1t1on 

Ol£STIOll: h 7ard UC••HfOO •n.Utory? 
1!£SPOllSE IO. Etcn ......,,.,,., wllo nu 119nfl1C••t conctotretlOOS •f PCI 

wt 11 bit offtr"9d 71rd uc1nthn tnd 1t•i.""11 ._,MC 1Nfttnt H 1n 
option. IEl'A oncourt9 .. •11 •lftCttd -·s to t.tto 
1dwant.19e of thfs offtr. 

QlESTIOll """t Is tho ,.. : 111t conctntrotton of Pel t.Nt ..., 11 DI ....., .. d 
frtJ8 "'IS1denU•I 11rds7 

•r~S£· The !EPA tn4 USEPA consider~ lour dllftront conctntrotlons 
[Ki't concentrttfon fs •nurt-d ln p.1ru per •i 11 toa. Tbelt 
conce-ntrattons •re SO, 25, 10 1nd S ppm. PCI concentr1tton1 
U..t equ.•1 or t•ceed S pp11 _.,, 1 I bt e .. c•••ttd. 

QUEST I OH How..,,,. ton< of cont•1n•ted soil "'II M r-••d f,..,. 
re1tdenthl 11rds? 

RESPONSE Appro1t•t.ely 29,000 Cullie y•nl• ''"'"''••t to )6,000 ,,,,,., ••• I 
be uc•••ted. 

Ql.£STI~- l)o any hcmel iovtil of llrd ~tr-Ht hive e.a:ctss1 we concentr1t1on1 
of Pel 

1!£Sl'llHSE: •o 

O\£STION: How d1d Pel cont•tl\atton r'l•ch r'9Sidentul yards' 
1!£Sl'ONSE: PCl1 .,.,. prolNbl7 tr•n1ported on tllt bottom of slloos worn by 

EUC ...,1..,.tt1 •nd on tlrtl ol Yfh1cles luving tht EUC 
proptrt;J. S... PCh wore ctrrttd by t11t •lndl f,..,. the EUC 
jMlrtilng lot. -·or. "1nd dtpollttoo •lono dl>ts not account 
for the concentrot1001 found lo rtstdtntUl 1•rds. Tnt IEPA h 
not "''' - •II the PClt reached rtlldtntl•l y>rO•. II oll .. , 
sprayed on ro•d•, thh - ~· contd buttd to the proll l ... 

QUl:STIOll: To wliot depths ..... rtlldt•tl•l 1••dl ••pltd to dtUNlnt tho 
er.tent of cont.Mtnetton? 

RESPONSE: Fht fttt, but vlrtuol ly 111 •HUrtblt conctntr1tton1 of PCls 
wort found t n tilt top 10 t nches of sol 1. 
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OUESTIOll: 

lESl'OHSE 

How ,.,.. rHldtntl fll'lt notffhtd tllout tlle rffUltl of l'C8 
s1191ln9 In yardl? 
Offtcfah ,,.. tll& 111fnots O...n.t•t of Publfc HNltll and t11t 
!EPA ,.nt door·CO·dOor tn llarch, 1985, to Info,. •'Hldtnu about 
tlle re1ult1 of Pel .-plfft9. 

fntem•l Houot Clunl119 

O~STIOll 

RESl'OllSE 

:i;,::;1 .._, •re tliglblt for tht lnte,.,ial -It cltanl119 

AoProat.,tel1 20 .._,. All -• tlitt "'" tolls uco•ted 
wii I bt ti l9tble for tilt cleUfllf. 

It --rt of -• t1l9lblt - ""'Ht •nt.emal lloust 
C IH'""'' whtt ..OU1d bt the toU1 COit? 
Tnt «•D1t•d cost for ell ot tlit -· -Id INt ot>out l80,000. 

Q~UIOll - did PC81 9ot Into _,7 
R£SJIONS(· "°" 1Ht1J f,..,. blOWl"f dUlt Ind Of' tlw Dottom of -· 

I nve 1 ... ctfu 

Ql.(STJl)I V...t "'ll ... _ tlO dlt't f,_ rffl-t'•' 1•1'<11 If It Is 
tncitWrtted? 

QILSllOll - did tr1c1tloro.t11yl..,. fltU get l•to the 9rou-ter! 
ILSPOllSE TC( ••• olt/ltr 191llod or ~ Of'to u-. 9..- ..... tJot rue 

sit• ••• In optrttton. A t.l'* on tht !UC ,.._rtr contotllfd It[ 
wtttcn .. , drolntd Ind n.ultd off.51u lo r.o,,..,,, lt116, to 
P,..•tt1t adcllt,_.1 ~ntttfff of ft[ ,,.a- rtct.1119 9NJuft<hf•tf" 

Ql.tSTIOll II°"' d"'*"'I .. ur wto> 
ltSP<ll'~I. ftt flrt.11•tl7 all uw ,.estO.•tJ tn uw wtctntty of U.. £UC 

"te """ --ups to tlW L.S.lle pu01tc .. ter _,, wfc' u 
not .-,...red llJ ICC or Kl f..,. tllH site. " surw17 Conductff 
"7 Ult l(l'A 1-tsfled l .. lh on (-rd• Street still - fr 
clrlnltng ,..tltr. Tlltw ,.11s, •ftd •"J otlltr .,.111 -'tllfn 1/2 
•II• or t11t EUC s11e, "111 D9 '-'"'· 1ts1-u "~t119"1tlll• 
1{2 mt le ot Ult [UC SIU - Still Vlt tfttlr pr<wate .. 11 trt ...,td to cGltCt t1W l[l'A. 

OILSTIOll ti • u-r .. 11 11 drilled, -Id 1t 11t ult ,,_ Tt£ 
cont•in.etton? 

RESPOllSl: • 9......-ur SUMIJ h ""'"' con<luet.td "7 llaci & VHtdt. 111et1 
the ltlr4J II c-lttlt ... -Id -- If dffpor •QUlfors trt 
protected or c-ted to ... 11 .. ,-u. In Olis •fcl•lt;r. 

--tnfo9 Conctl"ftl 

IEPA •nttct,.tes • ••rf•tJ of -tfOOIS - conctnts llO arise .,r1"1 Jard 

... :nn•o•. s- or tltest quost1011s •ftd CO<letrm .., D9 rosohtd lltfor-9 

ucnUlon 11e9tn1. For .... , •• • 1M10"tical1r to.Ill -.,. lllWf ••tf-t.tl .. ,,.. 

or 1ptehl •Pflffl, Uteroto,.., lite IP'A •-14 ~n•c•te tlifs conce,... to tJto 

contr•ctor IO thot pl0111 c• lie - to pro-t tnfl bulll dlrr1"f uca .. tfoa. 

I••• effort to ldtntl'J tnest sptchl concoms, t,,. IEPA ts planol .. 1 
dl>o'·to-ooor _.ting .., "' •fftett<I p~ _,... "'""' t11e t111t9• pllase 

S~ quetttons &ftd CO"C•"'I .nU arty V.....,.C:Ud17 dYr1"9 •Cl~lttoa. 

These include tcceu to_., .. u,,., dtlq1, tr..,1J10rUtl011 routes, ....i 

acc-n1011s. - ..St• cvwo••'lf ot Ute oc1nt100 .. , utend ~ 

L•S.ll• tount1. ond I> 100!7 111 ,_, ... 1-upl119 tor telewht.,. 1utloas 

H ... 1 t u st 111 photogr1pt1.s for- ~rs. A IWVS conference wi 11 be 

ph1uwd '°" ow 1ur-i of uc•••t1oa. hr1"9 aw uc1•1tion 1 c~t tJ 

rtl•t•ons U.tff .,11 bt 1• l.S•l•t to ustn ruio.nts with 1pecul llffds. 

1tevs ~letse tnd ~"""\On.ti letur wtll be d1StrH1Ute4 .tt1ct11 pMJ•1dH u.e 

location •nd tel111- _, -·• IEPA It.off c•• lie rtM:l>ed tft L•Sallt 

cont-nttiOft, flit results of t"11 tddlt1on•I """ "111 !>t IY•ihOlt tt tnt 

ld•llt CourtJ>ous• tfter .,,.,,,., of 9roun-ter H•1111"9 ts ce1111let.e, and 

•• II "" 4hCulstd n the nt•t pulll ic llffr109 •bout ·-its for on-lite 
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Household Relocation Survey 
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Appendix III 
Consent Form For Entry and Construction 

Taul l0011i M"dtd 
ilnlerilliibfroi 

Rooasoft1chtypt 
fllfed~I 

lled led ling 

~ ~ Illinois En"'ronmental Protection Agcn«y P.O Bo>. 19'.!i6, Spnni,:field, IL 6'.!i9-l.!:i'.!j6 

ZONE A 

CONSENT FOR ENTRY AND CONSTRUCTION 

The undersigned property owner ( 11 property owner"} is the owner of the property. 
including a residence, ("property") corrmonly known as ---{ra~d~d-re-s~s~)----

LaSalle, 111 inois. 

A. The property owner, in consideration of having soil contaminated with 
polychlorinated biphenyls ( 11 PCBs 11

} removed from his property, does 
hereby authorize and c.onsent to the Illinois Environmental Protection 
Agency ("!EPA") and the United States. Environmental Protection Agency 
( 

11USEPA") and t~ei r respective representatives, employees, agents 
and contractors to enter upon the property and into the residence 
described above to conduct the following activities: 

1. Excavation and removal of soils contaminated with PCBs from the 
front, sides and back yard of the property, if necessary. 

2. Cleaning of the inside and outside of garages and the inside 
and outside of the residence, including conmercial removal, 
cleaning and return of draperies to the residence. 

3. Placement of clean soils in excavated areas and restoration of 
vegetation. 

4. Soil sampling prior to, during, and after the above described 
work. 

B. The !EPA agrees that the following activities will be undertaken through 
its duly authorized contractors and the property owner recognizes 
and acknowledges the following activities in connection with the above 
described work: 

1. Soils located at the front, sides and back yard of the. property 
which are contaminated with PCBs in the amount of 5 parts per 
million ( 11 ppm 11

) or more within the top 12 inches of soil and 
1 D ppm or more be 1 ow the top 12 inches of soi 1 sha 11 be removed 
by excavation and replaced with clean soils, provided that the 
Illinois General Assembly and federal funding source shall appro
priate or otherwise make available funds sufficient for the IEPA 
to undertake such activity. 

2. Residential lawns shall be replaced with sod. 

3. Shrubs and ornamental vegetation shall be removed and replaced 
with average size nursery stock of like kind or quality. 

4. Trees under 611 in trunk diameter measured 611 above the soil line 
shall be removed and replaced with nur-,;ery stock of like kind 
or quality havrng a trunk with a diameter of between 2" and 4" 
measured 6° above the soil line. 

5. Trees of trunk diameter over 6 11 shall not be removed wherever 
possible and care will be taken to minimize any adverse impact 
or damage to them. If replacement is necessary, the tree shall 
be replac:d with nursery stock of like kind or quality having 
a trunk diameter of between 211 and 4" measured 6 11 above the soil 
line. 

6. Permanent structures, such as driveways, sidewalks, steps, and 
patios, shall, wherever feasible, not be disturbed or removed. 
If removal is necessary, the replacement shall be made of like 
kind or quality. 

7. Fencing or similar items removed shall be reinstalled, wherever 
feasible, or replaced with comparable items of like kind or quality. 

8. In the event the IEPA detennines it necessary that for health 
and safety or logistical reasons that the property owner vacate 
the property, temporary accomodations and meals shall be provided 
for the property owner and the household members at the expense 
of USEPA/IEPA while the work described in paragraph A above is 
occurring at the property owner 1 s property. 

g_ The property owner shall be notified seven to ten days prior 
to the anticipated date that excavation of the property will 
begin and relocation to a motel will be necessary. 

C. The property owner agrees that any claims which arise against the 
IEPA or other agency or department of the State of Illinois, or its 
respective officers, employees, and authorized representatives, or 
against any contractors for the IEPA or other agency or department 
of the State of Illinois shall be brought before the Illinois Court 
of Claims pursuant to the Illinois Court of Claims Act (Ill. Revised 
Statutes 1985, Ch. 35 Section 439 et seq., as amended). 

D. If the property is occupied by a party or parties other than the legal 
owner such as a tenant or contra::t for deed purchaser, please provide 
signature of the tenant, contract purchaser, or other, in addition 

E. 

to the property owner• s signature. 

The undersigned property owner agrees that this consent shall become 
effective from date of signature for a term of one year. 

Dated this .2!h._ day of -"N"'o"'ve.,m.,b,,_e,_r _____ , 1987. 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY 

Owner(s) 
Signature(s ) _________ _ 

By: ......-;:;::-Ft ,&Z~......,,.-
F€aera 1 lte MinaQent Unit 
Remedial Project Management Section 
Division of Land Pollution Control 

Home Address _________ _ 

Non-Owner 
Resident(;) 
Signatur~{:;) _______ _ 

Appendix IV 

Video Documentary 

Copies Available Upon Request From: 

Mary Ann Croce LaFaire 
U.S. EPA Region 

(312) 886-1728 
1-800-621-8431 
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Communication Traps for Engineers 

Melissa F. Shapiro 
United States Navy 
Washington, D.C. 

George Hanley 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Kansas City, Missouri 

INTRODUCTION 

Engineers today are facing the complexities of hazardous waste 
cleanup. 1lle process is not sunply a technical one. They are increasing!~ 
aware that straight engineering, no maner how technologically advanced, 
is not enough to win public confidence. What is needed. in addition 
to traditional engineering skills. is an ability to communicate with the 
public on an ongoing basis about the risk and uncertainties of hazardous 
waste cleanup. There is a need to reach a consensus so that the remedy 
proposed by these engineers will be accepted. This goal demands that 
engineers be not only technological wizards. but also skilled commu
nicators. 

As we all know, engineers are not trained to be skilled communi
cators. They are trained to be engineers. What happens. more often 
than not. is that engineers find themselves walking into large. angry 
public meeti~ and facing hostile media interviews; they are generally 
confused and overwhelmed. Engineers have di!>cOYered it isn't enough 
just to be an engineer, and unfonunately they are not quite sure what 
to do about i~ 

In fact, if we look at the Superfund program. whether at U.S. EPA 
or at federal facility sites. we can see a emerging pattern of certain "com
munication traps" that engineers fall into time and ume again. These 
"traps'", which form the substance of this paper. in no way imply that 
engineers are not capable of being good communicators. Rather. thi' 
paper draws on the observations of community relations experts and 
seeks to illustrate these traditional communication pitfalls, briefly dis
cuss them and. by pointing them out, make engineer\ aware of them 
so that they can develop strategies for coping with them in their site 
remediation plans. 

COMMUNICATIONS TRAPS 

Communication Trap NI 

_"Superfund/lnstallation Restoration 1~ an engineering problem and 
will be solved through engineering." 

One of the painful realiz.ations long-term Superfund Remedial Project 
Managers have made is that factors impact on cleanup that have nothing 
to do with engineering. Facton. such as concem' about health, propeny 
values, fear of the unknown (which comes into play when a new cleanup 
technology i.s proposed). and even fean; about loss of rnntrol over aspeclS 
of community hfe and decision-making have, at one time or another. 
all been issues at Superfund sites. A technical solution may not address 
any of these factors. Yet each one of them, individually or collectively. 
can slow down or stop a cleanup. 
~n engineer's basic task is to study " problem, make a re1:ommen

dat1?n and take some remedial u1:tion. This task orient.ation by many 
engineers excludes as non-essential anything thut is outside the realm 
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of engineering. 1lle phrase that comes to mind is ..... anists f.tll in love 
with their models. enginecn f.tll in love with their projects.'· 

An engineer. then. must know about these issues and take them into 
account when he or she communicates. To ignore these is.sues is to 
Jeopardize the project and invite failure. 

Communication Trap lf2 
"Those people who don•t like my technically sound solution are 

e'\tremists and I don't have to deal with them." 
Almost nothing could be funher from the truth. You do have to deal 

with them! Today in America. we ha\"C something called an environ
ment.al ethic. What this. means is that C'\'eryone. regan1less of back
ground. income. education or politics. considers himself an 
environmentalist. Hal.ardous was1e is seen as a personal health and safety 
issue and. therefore. have the highest priority to everyone. 

Some pollsters have even gone 50 far as to suggest that the environ
mental movement of the 1990s will be just like the civil rights move
ment of the 19ros. Whal this means tor engineers is that there is a much 
broader-based constituelll)' al those people calling themselves environ
mentalislS, and that same constituelll}' represents a cross-section of the 
American public. nol a radical fringe group. To ignore those interests 
in or in di~greement "ith the proposed alternati\·e, may very well be 
to ignore the heart and soul of the public. the very group needed to 
build a consensus for remedy accepcancc. 

CommunkaUon Trap #3 

"Everybody knows how somebody makes a reasonable. intelligent 
decision. They base it on facts and data. and they weigh rislcs in a scien
tific manner." 

By \'inue of the way engineers are trained. many of us have often 
make the erroneous assumption that with the right infonnation, and 
enough of the right information, people will make the right decision. 
Unfonunately, what has happened. time and time again, is that getting 
the information out is only half the story. We have to find out what 
happens to the information once it is out there. We caMot relax just 
because we have inundated the public with facts and figures. 

What L·omcs to mind is the old joke about the child who asks his 
parents where he came from. They go into a long discussion of human 
reproduction. At the end the child says...:'That's fine, but Johnny is from 
Cleveland. where did I come from?" 

People make decisions differently and they use facts differently. Vk 
cannot be complacent just because we put out lots of information. Vk 
also cannot assume that people will make decisions the way we want 
them to or the way engineers do. 



Communication Trap #4 

"I am the expert. Therefore my judgment will be accepted." 
Unfortunately, many engineers approach the public this way. What 

always comes as a surprise is that expertise is not enough and that sound 
engineering judgment will not necessarily be accepted. We have seen, 
many times, that the risk assessments have very little to do with the 
level of public involvement. As engineers, we often have told commu
nities about what we perceive to be very minor threats to public health 
or the environment-only to be besieged by calls from the news media 
and from congressional offices asking if the rumors are true about 
evacuation. At the same time, we have told communities that a very 
real threat to public health does exist and we have been unable to arose 
enough interest to get people to stop using their contaminated water 
supply. Our engineering credentials will not necessarily be validated 
by community support. We cannot expect background and training to 
carry the battle and make our message understood and accepted. 

Communication Trap #5 

"Remedial action must be explained accurately and in great detail. 
We cannot afford to simplify our explanations without sacrificing the 
quality of our response." 

This communication trap is referred to as the "Watchbulding Syn
drome." Ask any engineer what the time is, and he will tell you how 
to build a watch! While it might be an oversimplification, it certainly 
is true of many members of the engineering profession. 

There are many arguments between the technical staff and the com
munity relations staff on this subject. This dilemma, more than any 
other, illustrates the tensions between the technical experts and the 
public. Unfortunately, what gets lost in the battle is the ability to 
understand the issues. If it is true, as have been suggested, that over 
half the American people do not know the difference between astronomy 
and astrology, why do we fight among ourselves over who can be most 
precise when the message is lost. If we explain difficult concepts in 
a non-technical way, using everyday examples, we may not get high 
grades from engineering professors, but we will get understanding and 
later reach a consensus. 

Engineers have to find a middle ground-between being technically 
accurate and being understood. It might mean developing a whole new 
vocabulary for explaining some of these issues, a vocabulary that is 
very different from the one we have been using. Engineers do 
communicate well with each other, using the lingo of the trade, but 
the public is not part of the trade. Those who may have served as combat 
engineers know how far lingo can go. What they know as an E-tool, 
or entrenching tool, is commonly known as a shovel. 

Communication Trap #6 

"The public wants lots of information, so I'll tell them everything," 
or~Tll only tell them what I think they need to know." 

Either one of these approaches is fraught with problems. The major 
flaw is that this approach assumes what the public's need for informa
tion is without validation. It is as though someone asks for a briefing 
on the state of the world and the briefing is given without any clarifi
cation or without asking any questions to ascertain what kind of infor
mation is really wanted or needed. 

The briefing is almost certain to miss the mark, either by being much 
too detailed or by leaving out important pieces of information. Com
munity relations at the outset of a study can be very helpful. The infor
mation gathered from community interviews in developing the 
community relations plan can be invaluable for determining future com
munity concerns. Small group meetings with state and local elected 
officials and with citizens can help those charged with providing infor
mation deliver a message that is relevant and effective. 

Communication Trap #7 
"The public must know all the facts, that is the only way to deal with 

the bottom line." 
There is nothing more deadly for an engineer than to assume that 

those listening to a presentation on hazardous waste cleanup want to 
hear how one got from point A to point B to pint C to point D to the 

bottom line. Too often the assumption is made that the public wants 
to hear the various options for goundwater treatment and recharge, when 
the central issue is-"Can I drink the water?" 

This is another instance of the public wanting to know answers to 
certain basic questions and the engineer taking that interest as a request 
for highly detailed information. The problem again is that the engineer 
is projecting his information needs and assuming that they are the 
information needs of the public without validation. Again, unless it is 
checked out, the engineer is taking an unnecessary gamble, with the 
cards stacked against him. The engineer will probably lose not only 
the audience, but also any chances of reaching a consensus on the 
remedy. 

Communication Trap #8 

"Talking to the media about hazardous waste is just like talking to 
anyone else." 

We cannot avoid the media during hazardous waste cleanup. Nor 
should we. We can, however, commit ourselves to making the media 
equal partners, and we can scrutinize very carefully how we commu
nicate with them so that we make the most of media opportunities. They 
have a need to report information, and we have a need to reach the 
public. It is a symbiotic relationship; we are interdependent on each 
other. 

With camcorders, as inexpensive as they are, we can practice press 
conferences by asking our colleagues to pose very difficult questions 
and hone your answers into short, sound bytes. 

We can call on our community relations staff to make us go through 
"dress rehearsals" so that we as well as our Public Affairs staff are 
able to explain complex technical procedures. We also can be proactive 
with the media, contacting them weeks before the first drill rig or 
sampling crew arrives on the site. We also can contact them when we 
do not have "hard news" but set aside time to explain the basics of 
the Superfund process. Even the most hard-bitten New York Times 
reporter is willing to listen when the word "Superfund" is mentioned. 
Surprisingly, an informed media community will report more accurately 
on proposed cleanup actions. Good news or bad news, reporters need 
news. If you can give them a story, you have fulfilled their need. 

Communications Trap #9 

"Communicating risk is just like communicating anything else." 
As stated earlier, one of the ironies of being a better engineer in 

hazardous waste cleanup involves a lot of non-engineer skills. One of 
these skills is the ability to communicate risk. But, before you com
municate risk, you must communicate. 

Where many engineers confront their first stumbling block is at the 
large public meeting. For the first time, they are meeting with the com
munity and not only releasing the results of a multi-million dollar study, 
but also asking for the public's confidence in the results of that study. 
In 30 min., an audience of 50 or a 100 people is asked to make a "leap 
of faith" and wholly accept what they are being told as gospel truth. 
It is unfair, not only to the public, but also to the engineer. All the time 
and money spent on research and remedy selection go down the drain 
if engineers ask for public confidence when they have no relationship 
with the community. 

Again, being proactive makes sense. Imagine how much easier it 
would be to make a presentation to a community whose concerns are 
known, with whom we have met often, whose profile we understand, 
and where we have had the opportunity to practice making our 
presentation both relevant and appropriate. 

Communications Trap #IO 

"Everyone involved in this process-engineers, lawyers, the public,
has shared goals." 

Strange as it may seem, hazardous Wclllte cleanup sites present a differ
ent set of oppo~unities to everyone. While an engineer views cleanup 
as an opporturuty for study and problem-solving, others may see it as: 
an issue around which to organize a community, an anti-growth initia
tive, a serious threat to children's health, a reason to close a military 
base, or perhaps even an opportunity for posturing various political 
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positions. The engineer needs to know lhat all these groups with different 
interests are going to have different expectations about the process, and 
they are going to try to use the cleanup process for different ends. 

Many of these players can be identified in developing the communi
ty relations plan. and the earlier they can be singled out the better. If 
an engineer has to communicate information to the public and is not 
aware of the different actors, the presentation probably will not be suc
cessful. 

CONCLUSION 
Engineers, by vinue of their training as engineers, have to recognm: 
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lhat very human factors come into play on hazardous waste cleanup 
projects that have nothing to do with their engineering expenisc. As 
project managers, they have to recognize that technical expertise is not 
enough and that their stature as engineers does not buy them any extra 
credibility or acceptance. 

Engineers also need to remember that all communities are different, 
and knowing the community will be an important pan of communi
cating information effectively. Finally, becoming aware of false assump
tions that are often made is the first step in developing communication 
strategics for coping with site remediation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The City of Baltimore acquired a site for construction of a wastewater 
treatment facility along the Patapsco River, a tributary of the Chesapeake 
Bay, in 1924. Since then, the Patapsco Wastewater Treatment Plant has 
become a regional, publicly-owned treatment works (POfW) serving 
the City and parts of three adjacent counties. Prior to the City's acqui
sition of the property, land along the shoreline of Baltimore's Inner 
Harbor, including part of the Patapsco site, had been filled with chro
mium ore tailings from a nearby refinery. 

Health effects from exposure to chromium were not known at the 
time the original plant was constructed. However, new information is 
available regarding the health effects of exposure to chromium. When 
the regional facility required expansion, the City was faced with a severe 
problem. Special handling would be needed to excavate in areas of 
chromium-contaminated soil to protect the environment and the health 
and safety of construction workers, plant employees and nearby 
residents. 

Expansion of the POfW included the replacement of obsolete primary 
settling tanks, the installation of additional biological treatment reactors 
and clarifiers, additional chlorination capacity and new dechlorination 
facilities. This expansion could not be postponed since the City was 
required to add these facilities before any more users could be added 
to the regional system. 

The City and its consultant, C.C. Johnson and Malhotra P.C. (CCJM), 
prepared a plan through which the contaminated soil could be safely 
removed from the areas of proposed construction and stored in an on
site, recoverable storage facility. State regulatory authorities were ~o?
sulted to determine the acceptability of placing the excavated soil m 
recoverable storage on-site. Such a plan permitted co~structi_on of t~e 
POfW improvements to begin without requiring an 1mm~d1ate de~1-
sion on the treatment or permanent disposal of the c~nta_nunat~ ~011. 

After obtaining approval from the State, the remedial mvest1gat10n, 
including the preparation of the report, was completed in !ess th~n 6 mo. 
Additional data were collected by drilling boreholes, mstallmg wells 
and collecting and analyzing soil and groundwater s~ple~. The results 
of the study were used to prepare the plans and spec1ficat10ns ~or con
struction of an on[ site recoverable storage facility area, excavation and 
handling of contaminated soil and a pretreatment plant to reduce th_e 
chromium concentration of groundwater and water from decontami
nation. 

The project, including project planning, the remedial investigat!on 
and design were completed for biddi_n~ in only 15 mo. Construct10_n 
of the on-site recoverable storage fac1hty and storage of the contami
nated soil from construction of the primary settling tanks was completed 
in August, 1989. 

INTRODUCTION 

Site History 

In the late 1800s and early 1900s, residue from chromium ore refining 
operations was used as fill along some of the shoreline of Baltimore's 
Inner Harbor. In 1924, the City of Baltimore acquired a 65-ac site for 
construction of a wastewater treatment facility along Baltimore's Inner 
Harbor bordering the Patapsco River, a tributary to the Chesapeake 
Bay. The site was located in an area that had fill material consisting 
of chromium ore tailings. Nevertheless, the wastewater treatment facility 
was constructed and began serving the residents of the City. 

Since its initial operation, the treatment facility has been expanded 
to become a 70 mgd publicly-owned treatment works (POfW) serving 
the City and parts of three adjacent counties. Throughout the initial 
construction and subsequent expansions, no concern was expressed 
about the POfW being constructed within an area containing chromium. 
This oversight was primarily due to a lack of scientific knowledge 
regarding potential hazardous characteristics of chromium and a lack 
of regulation of such material. 

In 1984, it was determined that the POfW would require expansion 
from 70 mgd to 87.5 mgd to meet the anticipated population projec
tions and to provide a higher level of treatment. To meet these needs, 
the City prepared plans and specifications to replace obsolete primary 
settling tanks, add new biological treatment reactors, provide additional 
chlorination capacity and add new dechlorination facilities. After the 
design for most of these facilities was complete, the prospect of ex
cavating within an area contaminated with chromium ore tailings forced, 
the City to determine a course of action which would allow the neces"" 
sary construction to proceed without subjecting construction person" 
nel, plant employees and the nearby public to high levels of chromium. 
After discussion with the State of Maryland Department of the Environ
ment (MDE), the City determined that the best solution was to con
struct an on-site, recoverable storage facility. This option was selected 
over other alternatives considered, such as on-site treatment of soils 
and off-site disposal, on the basis of cost and the potential that the fill 
material might be exempt from hazardous waste handling requirements 
because it is a waste from the processing of chromium ore. An on-site, 
recoverable storage facility allowed the City to construct the necessary 
POfW expansion while retaining the flexibility to properly handle the 
chromium-contaminated soil. The on-site storage facility could accept 
chromium-contaminated fill incrementally during different phases of 
the plant expansion and avoid the costlier on-site treatment until a long
term management plan for the material could be determined. 

Previous Investigations 
Prior to 1986, no investigations had been conducted to determine the 
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nature and extent of contamination al the sire. As pan of the geotechni
cal investigation for the POTW expansion, the City had samples 
collected for analysis. The geotechnical consultant collected numerous 
surface and subsurface soil samples and groundwater samples'. 
Analyses included total chromium, hexava.lent chromium and EP 
Toxicity (for chromium only). 

Results 

Samples were collected throughout the entire 65-ac plant site and 
showed a general pattern of chromium-contaminated srnl within the old 
bulkhead line and cleaner material located out,u.k of this line. The old 
bulkhead line was the limit of the site until 1976 when clean fill material 
was used to extend the shoreline to its current configuration I Fig. I). 
Data review focused on the two areas of proposed con.\lruction: the 
new primary settling tanks and the chlorination/dechlorination area 
shown on Figure I. Chromium levels in the majority of the soil from 
ground surface to a depth of 16 ft exceeded EP Toxicity S1andards in 
the area of the proposed primary senling tanks. Unfiltered groundwa1er 
samples from this area had a maximum total chromium concentration 
of 180 mg/Land a maximum hexavalent chromium concen1ra1ion of 
6.2 mg/L. 

MOT TO SC.t.U 

Figure I 
Patapsco POTW Sile 

I 
IV 

I 

The area of proposed additional chlorination and dechlorination 
facilities is located outside of 1he old bulkhead line and showed a dif
ferent pattern of contamination. High concentrations of chromium in 
this area are generally limited to the surficial soils. The only ground
Wdter sample collected from this area had a total chromium concentra
tion of 130 mg/L and hexavalent chromium concentration of lel>s than 
0.1 mg/L. The results of this investigation provided a good basis for 
gathering the additional information needed to design the ex~·avation 
of the contaminated soil and the on-,itc recoverable storage facility. The 
additional site investigation. dco,cribed in the following ~tmn. included 
surficial and split spoon soil sampling and well construcMn for ground
Wdter sampling in the specific areas of proposed construction. 

SITE INV~llGATION 

Investigation Objectives 

This project Wds completed utilizing a standard engineering approach 
to accomplish the project objectives. The over.ti I objective of the project 
was to allow the construction of the POfW expansion to proceed as 
quickly as po~~ible in an environmentally safe manner. The standard 
engineering approach, consisting of plan. design and construct. as similar 
to that followed in the Supcrfund program. 

The major phases of the project comparing the standard engineering 
approach 10 the corresponding Supcrfund project phases are as follows: 
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One major difference between the Patapsco POTW expansion project 
and a Superfund project is the difference i.n objectives of the site in
ve\ligallon. The usual objective of the Superfund remedial investiga
tion is 10 fully characterize the nature and extent of contamination at 
the entire ,itc The Mic investigation for the Patapsco POTW expan
sion had the tallowing objectives: 

• Conlinna11on that chromium was the only contaminant of concern 
• De1cnmru11ion of the extent of chromium contamination in the areas 

of proposed construction 
• Detcnnination of groundwater contamination 

Cleanup Criteria 
A major problem of remedial actjons at soil contamination sites is 
the detcnnination of cleanup criteria. Federal cleanup criteria exist 
for drinking water sources; however. no such criteria exist for soils. 
Some State regulatory agencies have de\ocloped site-specific cleanup 
standards that are applied during rcaJ estate transactions of indus
trial properties:. No such criteria were established for the PalllpSCO 
P0TW site. In lieu of such regulations. the State Haz.ardous and Solid 
Waste Management Administration agreed with the City d Ballimo~ 
to use the EP Toxicity Criterion for chromium as the guideline for 
determining what soil had 10 be placed in the on-site.. recoverable 
storage facility. 
The EP Toxicity test is one of the tests used to determine if a waste 
material is considered hazardous under RCRA. Soil samples are 
subjected 10 an Extraction Procedure using acetic acid intended to 
~imulate natural leaching in a landfill aver a number of years. The 
exlf'lli.1 obtained is ~'ted tOr local chromium. The maximum allowable 
value for non-hazardous material is 5.0 mgfL of total chromium in 
the extract. 
In addition to testing for EP Toxicity. a few selected soil samples 
were analyzed for U.S. EPA's priority pollutants. This sampling and 
analysis was performed to confirm that chromium was the only con
taminant of c.'Oncem and 10 establish minimum health and safety 
requirements for the construction contractors. Groundwater samples 
were collected in both area..., of proposed construct.ion and analyxd 
for priority pollutants. 
The City of Baltimore has an industrial pretreatment program which 
has established maximum allowable contaminant concenl:l1ltions fur 
industrial discharges to the P<rrW. These criteria were compared 
to the results of the groundwater sampling to determine the need for 
treatment prior to discharge to the plant influent. 

Resulls 

The results of the previous investigation were combined with the 
results of the additional site investigation. The evaluation indicated 
that chromium was the only contaminant of concern in either area 
of proposed construction. In the area of the proposed primary settling 
tanks. the majority of the soil to be remCNed during construction con· 
tained chromium at levels exceeding the EP Tuxicity Standard of 5.0 
mg/L. Therefore, all soil excavated from this area was recommended 
for storage in the on-site. recoverable storage facility. Unfiltered 
groundwater samples from this area contained maximum concen
trations of total and hexavalent chromium of 180 mg/Land 6.2 mg/L. 
respectively. 



The results of the investigation in the area of proposed construction 
of the chlorination and dechlorination facilities differed from those 
in the area of the new primary settling tanks. Chromium contamina
tion in this area is primarily limited to soil at depths of less than 
two ft. The only groundwater sample that showed any chromium con
tamination had a total chromium concentration of 130 mg/L. This 
sample was taken from an open boring and was probably high in 
sediment content. 

DESIGN PHASE 

Following the site investigation, an on-site, recoverable storage facility 
for contaminated soil was designed. During an earlier phase of 
development of the site, a lagoon was constructed of native clay soils 
having a permeability of lQ-6 cm/sec. Various materials including 
some chromium contaminated soil and some sludge were already 
in the lagoon. The remaining capacity in the lagoon was estimated 
to be sufficient to accept all of the contaminated soil associated with 
the current expansion of the plant from 70 mgd to 87.5 mgd. It was 
agreed that the existing lagoon should be lined, and when the soil 
placement was complete, it would be covered with a high density 
polyethylene (HDPE) material (Fig. 2). The bottom liner was 
designed to be 80 mil thick and the top cover to be 40 mil thick. 
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Figure 2 
Section A-A' 
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The presence of contaminated material within the existing 4-ac lagoon 
required that the design include construction staging so that half of 
the lagoon was to be cleared of contaminated soil, the bottom sur
face was to be shaped to provide sumps in which leachate could be 
collected and the bottom liner was to be installed. When the first 
half of the 80-mil liner was installed and tested, a synthetic drainage 
mat and layer of soil was to be placed over the liner. This would 
be covered with geotextile; then the contaminated soil in the lagoon 
would be moved to the newly lined area. The liner construction 
process was to be repeated for the second half of the lagoon. 
Following the placement and tj!sting of the liner and placement of 
the drainage mat and soil, the contaminated soil from the new primary 
settling tank construction could be safely moved to the on-site facility. 
The new primary settling tank construction was to be done on a site 
containing six old, low level tanks. These were a part of the original 
plant construction and had been incorporated into the 1971 design 
when the present plant was constructed. An Archimedes screw 
pumping station was constructed in 1971 to lift the primary effluent 
from the low level tanks to the biological treatment reactors. Because 
the old tanks were no longer functional, they and the screw pumps 
were to be removed under the current contract. Samples of the con
crete from the walls and floor of the old tanks indicated no chromium 
contamination in the concrete, so the plan was developed to brush 
or scrape soil from the demolition debris and remove the concrete 
debris from the Patapsco PITTW site to a nearby rubble landfill. The 
plan for demolition required removal of interior walls first, then 
exterior walls and finally the bottom slab. In this way, exposure to 
the contaminated soil was minimized. 

Following the removal of the concrete rubble, soil excavation would 
occur. A dedicated haul road between the excavation site and the 
recoverable storage facility was constructed. The sites and the road
way were fenced to deny access to the contaminated zone during the 
removal of approximately 25,000 yd3 of contaminated soil. Including 
the haul road in the contaminated zone also eliminated the need for 
frequent equipment decontamination. 
Dewatering of the site was necessary since the construction would 
occur below the groundwater level. Based on pumping and sampling 
the observation wells installed during design, it was determined that 
7,000 gpd of chromium contaminated groundwater•would be pumped 
and treated. A treatment system was designed to meet the total chro
mium concentrations prescribed in the City6s industrial pretreatment 
ordinance. Additional water from equipment and personnel decon
tamination and precipitation also required pretreatment. The total 
capacity was specified to be 30,000 gpd. Because most of the 
chromium contamination was associated with soil particles in the 
water, a dissolved air flotation system with chemical addition was 
designed and specified. Once treated to City standards, the effluent 
from the portable pretreatment plant would be discharged to the 
PITTW influent for final treatment and discharge to the Patapsco 
River. 
The primary path for chromium contamination of the environment 
and site personnel is airborne dust. The site health and safety plan 
recognizes airborne dust as the major problem. Skin contact with 
soil and contaminated water are also possible contaminant paths. 
Therefore, the site health and safety plan required workers at the 
site to keep the contaminated soil moist to minimize airborne parti
cles. Also, the workers were required to wear washable cotton 
coveralls, boots, gloves and hard hats. An emergency respirator was 
part of each worker6s standard gear. Dust monitors were specified 
for the perimeter of the work zone with alarms set for the 5 ppm 
dust action level. With the prescribed dust control procedures during 
the soil excavation, haul and placement operations, alarms were not 
expected to sound at this site. 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

Dust monitors were installed on the perimeter fence of the contami
nated zone as specified. During the construction work, field inspec
tors enforced the requirement that all exposed soil be kept moist. 
Therefore, except for a single malfunction due to a spider, no dust 
alarms were triggered during construction. 
Several field changes were implemented during construction. At the 
contractor's request, disposable Tyvek coveralls were used instead 
of washable cotton coveralls provided the contractor assumed respon
sibility for the disposal of the Tyveks apparel. 
Unanticipated infrastructure was found during construction of the la
goon liner. This included an abandoned, 42-in. diameter storm sewer 
which had to be removed prior to installing the base liner. Also, it 
was discovered early in the earth moving phase, that the existing con
taminated stock pile extended several feet beyond the old lagoon 
boundaries on the northern side of the area. 
Construction of the 80-mil base liner occurred as planned without 
other significant problems. However, placement of the top HDPE 
cover presented some interesting problems. The second construc
tion contract for chlorination and dechlorination facilities that was 
planned to dovetail with construction of the primary settling tanks 
was delayed. The City decided to reject bids and readvertise with 
the result that less material was placed into the recoverable storage 
facility than planned. Therefore, the top cover was placed on the slope 
of the contaminated soil facing the empty northeast quadrant. A 
problem of inadequate anchorage of the toe of the HDPE cover was 
encountered. Wind got under the cover, lifted it and formed an air 
bubble. The toe of the cover moved approximately 10 ft up the slope. 
Before the cover could be adequately secured, the wind lifted almost 
the entire cover. The cover was kept within the containment area only 
by the anchor trench holding down two sides of the liner. The cover 
had to be pulled back in place, slit, spliced and welded to repair 
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the damage. When sufficient sand bags for temporary anchorage were 
placed on the toe of the cover, the problem wds resolved. 
Due to the high permeability of the soil and the proximity of the 
Patapsco River. the flow rate required for the dewatcring operation1' 
was much higher than planned. However, analysis of groundwater 
samples revealed that the water being pumped from the site was not 
as contaminated as anticipated. Therefore, groundwater could be d11'· 
charged to the Patapsco POTW influent without treatment while 
meeting the prescribed pretreatment standard for tot.al chromium. 
The groundwater quality was monitored daily for the initial two week.\ 
and on a weekly basis thereafter. Any adverse changes in quaJity 
would have resulted in increased frequency of testing followed by 
pretreatment to reduce the chromium to concentrations within the 
pretreatment discharge st.andard. 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

Two meetings were held with the concerned public regarding the 
Patapsco contaminated soil containment project, One meeting was 
held with the staff of the POTW to explain the nature of the problem 
and the project, the precautions taken in preparing the design and 
the requirements imposed on the construction contractor and the plant 
staff. The plant staff was denied access to the contaminated area for 
the duration of the project. The practical aspects of conlllminant trans
fer and the mitigation measures were explained to the staff. Following 
the meeting, questions were answered by the consultants and City 
engineering staff. It was agreed that results of monitoring would be 
made known to the POTW staff. 
A meeting for the general public, including residents living adjacent 
to the POTW, was held several days following the meeting with the 
POTW staff. The consultant presented the information in a similar 
manner. A fact sheet was distributed by the City to local residents 
to acquaint them with the project. The meeting for the general public 
received local media COYCragc. ~expected, the initial public reaction 
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wui. adverse, but after careful explanation, the neighbors were satis
fied that adequate mitigation measures were planned to protea them 
and the environment from contamination. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The City of Baltimore was in the difficuJt position of being required 
to expand the Patapsco POTW while controlling potential exposures 
to chromium-amtaminatcd soil. The City reached an agreement with 
the State Hamrdous and Solid Waste Management Administration 
that an on-site, recoverable storage facility would be used for long
term storage of the cont.aminatcd soil. 
A streamlined site investigation was conducted so that plans and 
specifications to construct the facility could be completed. The 
process from the stan of the site invcstigarion phase through the end 
of the design phase was completed within 15 mo. Construction of 
the recoverable storage facility tw allowed the City to continue with 
iL~ required POTW expansion while handling the chromium
contaminatcd soil on-site in an environmentally sound and eos1-

cffcctive manner. This approach has not precluded furure decisions 
regarding treatment. disposal or reuse of the stored material. 
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ABSTRACT 

The current approach to hazardous waste site remediation is based 
on the assumption that all important information about the site will be 
known before remediation begins. This approach, based on the con
ventional engineering paradigm of study, design and construct, leads 
to the selection of a single remedial alternative with no contingencies 
for variations encountered during construction. The design and con
struction of remedial alternatives is approached much as the design and 
construction of a bridge or a treatment facility. 

This approach works well for traditional engineering activities, where 
uncertainty can largely be eliminated by study and investigation and 
by the existence of a large body of empirical evidence. However, 
hazardous waste site characterization and remediation is dominated by 
uncertainty. Variations in soil conditions, geo-hydrology, transport 
mechanisms, waste source and chemical and physical characteristics 
make it impossible to completely characterize and understand actual 
site conditions. In an attempt to overcome this uncertainty, site charac
terization all too often consists of excessive rounds of sampling. At best, 
excessive sampling requires too many resources. At worst, excessive 
sampling can lead to a false sense of confidence and a disregard for 
reasonable variations that could disrupt the effectiveness of the selected 
remedial action. 

There is, however, another way to approach hazardous waste site 
remediation. The observational approach, developed by geotechnical 
engineers to cope with the uncertainty associated with subsurface con
struction such as tunnels and dams, can be applied to hazardous waste 
site remediation. During the last year, the observational approach has 
gained increasing attention as a means of addressing the uncertainties 
involved in site remediation. 

In order to evaluate the potential advantages and constraints of 
applying the observational approach to site restoration at federal 
facilities, a panel of scientists and engineers from Pacific Northwest 
Laboratory and CH

2
M Hill was convened. Their review evaluated 

potential technical and institutional advantages and constraints that may 
affect the use of the observational approach for site remediation. This 
paper summarizes the panel's comments and conclusions about the 
application of the observational approach to site remediation at federal 
facilities. Key issues identified by the panel include management of 
uncertainty, cost and schedule, regulations and guidance, public involve
ment and implementation. 

INTRODUCTION 
The remedial process, as it typically is approached, has become 

"bottlenecked" by the uncertainties associated with fully understanding 
the nature of hazardous waste problems. As it typically is implemented, 
the current approach to site remediation is based on principles from 

conventional engineering. The assumption is that uncertainties in site 
conditions can be effectively reduced to manageable levels during the 
RI/FS phase of the process, thereby allowing the design and imple
mentation phases to proceed routinely and predictably. This not has 
proven to be the case for many sites; new information discovered during 
design and implementation has often forced significant alterations in 
planned remedies 1• 

The current process leading to site remediation follows a traditional 
engineering paradigm of study, design and build. Following a series 
of discussions about the scope of the project, U.S. EPA's objectives, 
budget, operating assumptions and initial data, an RI is initiated, 
followed by a FS that compares alternatives. A ROD declares the 
preferred alternative, and a design is then prepared for remedial con
struction. This process of site investigation, alternative evaluation and 
remedy selection is described in U.S. EPA guidance2 and followed by 
remedial managers and planners in all U.S. EPA regions. There is, 
however, often a significant difference between the process as described 
in U.S. EPA's guidance and regulations and the process as it typically 
is implemented. For example, the current guidance and regulations 
provide considerable support for many of the fundamental elements of 
the observational approach. Nonetheless, many of these elements, such 
as the early screening of general response actions or including 
engineering considerations in early characterization efforts, are not 
generally included in remedial investigations. 

This evaluation of the observational approach used the process of 
site remediation as it generally is conducted as a baseline for compari
son with the observational approach. 

Problems with the Current Approach to Site Remediation 

The process of site remediation, or at least the Rl/FS phase of that 
process, has been going on long enough to establish a track-record. 
Recent reports conclude that the site remediation process, as it generally 
is conducted, often fails to provide effective, efficient cleanups3

• One 
of the fundamental problems with the current process or approach is 
the failure to explicitly recognize the role that uncertainty plays in 
virtually every aspect of site remediation. It generally is assumed, for 
example, that more study will reduce uncertainty. But to date, it has 
not been fully recognized that the marginal value of further studies at 
Superfund sites declines rapidly. At some point, more study does not 
lead to better information. 

Another problem with the current approach to site remediation is 
the emphasis on a "paper" product: contractors and managers tend to 
focus their efforts on producing an Rl/FS and a ROD. As a result, they 
often obscure the important goal of protecting human health and the 
environment in their ~sh to meet the milestones of the RI, the FS or 
the ROD. The extensive uncertainty of site conditions, as well as the 
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complex nature of the process remediation process, tends 10 keep both 
technical contributors and management focused on a series of shon-
1em1 obje,·tives (paper studies) and tends to prevent "big picture" per
spective of the ultimate goal (cleanup). This emphasis on producing 
a paper product has contributed to excessive costs and prolonged 
schedules. At complex sites. for example, millions of dollar' may be 
spent over many years to simply issue the ROD. 

The problems with the site remediation process derive largely from 
the ever-present element of un,·ertainty and the apparent inability of 
the process to respond appropriately to that uncertainty. Many factors 
contribute to uncenainty in site remediation. The subsurface environ
ment is complex, heterogeneous and almost impossible tn fully charac
terize. Moreover. small subsurface features or change!> in geologic 
conditions can have substantial impact on contaminant movement. 
Major uncertainty also plagues source charnrtenntion; asM:ssmenl of 
chemical fate and transpon in the envirnnment; as!\Cs,ment of exposure 
risks and health effects and; remedial action perfonnancc. Taken 
together. these factors make uncertainty an inherent leature of hu.ardous 
waste sites. 

This state of uncenainty should not lead to inaction. Unccnainty ts 
not unique to hazardous waste problems; geotcchmcal engineering has 
had to respond frequentJy to similar slluations. The engineering com
munity now has the opponunity to bring a different and a generally 
more appropriate. paradigm to Superfund site remediation. 

The ObservationaJ Approach to Site Remediation 

The observational approach is based on principles developed by geo
techntcal engineers in response to the uncertain!)' of conditions encoun
tered when constructing tunnels and other sub-surface structures. Instead 
of trying to completely characterize sub-surfac~ conditions before 
beginning construction, the observational method, as it ts referred to 
in geotechnical literature, requires only that the probable conditions 
of a site be known. Once the expected conditions arc defined. potential. 
but reasonable, deviations to those conditions can be identified and 
conti.ngencies can be prepared to respond to those deviations. If the 
contingencies for all reasonable deviation.' can be accommodated by 
the projected construction techniques. construction is begun. If. "™'.-ver. 
the projected construction techniques cannot accommodate all 
reasonable deviations. then further characterization ts required to more 
precisely define the expected conditions and thereby redoc-e the number 
of reasonable deviations. 

A complete explanation of the observational approach ts beyond the 
scope of this paper. Such an explanation is included, ho\11ever, in 
Pee~ The fundamental elements of the observational method have 
been refined by CH,M HILL for use on hazardous waste sites as 
follows: · 

• Define scope of work: establish goals and objectives. review c\isting 
data. develop a conceptual model and identify data gaps 

• Conduct an imttal screening of general response action-
• Collect mformauon on site conditions, including the natun: and c'

tent of contamina1ion 
• Use the information collected to cl)nstruct a con,·cptual model of the 

sue to establish probable conditions and rea\onable den.11tons 
• Prepare a feasibility '1udy: evaluate the remediatton altcmutives and 

prepare conceptual contingenl)' plans as a response to identified 
deviations; recommend the most effective alternative, given probable 
conditions at the site 

• Design the chosen remedial al·tton. sek'l.·1 parnmcters to observe and 
prepare contingency plans 

• Implement remedial action and measure responses 
• Respond to deviations 

These eight steps represent an outline of the oh,ervational approach 
to site remediation. It is prohably more useful, however, to think of 
the observational approach as a conceptual framework for site 
remediation. The three basic tenets of this conceptual framework are: 
II) characterization 'hould be undcnaken for a specific purpose. not 
just to find out about the contamination at or the general characteris
tics of the site; (2) more data do not automatically lead to belier infor· 
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mation; and (3) the process should converge on a general response action 
as early as practical. Keeping these basic tenets in mind throughout 
the Rl/FS process should provide a better focus to the technical work, 
thereby offering the opponunity for lower costs, shoner schedules and 
a 'uperior technical product. 

The observational approach also may lend itself to maintaining a "big 
picture" perspective throughout the remediation process. This perspec. 
tive could help change the focus from producing a RJ/FS to decennining 
the problem and lhe best i.olution and could result in a higher quality 
of work, lower e<»ts and a shoner schedule. 

Other advantag~ to the observational approach include: 

• Prmiding an opportunity for decision-makers to prepare for events, 
rather than merely respond 10 them. 

• fatablishmg a more formal mechanism for evaluating the wort done 
during a prcviou' phase before proceeding to the next phase this 
crucial step in strategic planning genercl.lly is missing from lll05t 

current me remediation activuies. 
• Providing for 'pectfic contingencte\ to respond to potential devia

tions from expected cond111on!>. 
Implementing the observallonal approach for site remediation at 
federnl facilitiei; will involve a number of issue,. The key issues, as 
1den1ified by a panel of ..cientisl!> and engineers from PNL and 
CH,M Htll. arc discu'\Cd below. 

BE"ITER MANAGEME~'T OF l'SCERTAISTY 

Unccnam1.i~ in \tie remed1a11on exist regardlel>S of bow the 
remediation process is conducted. Most current site rcmediatioo 
strategic'. however. either ignore those uncertainties or assume lhal 
suffidenl study and assessment will essentially eliminate them. But 
one of the hill'\h realities of \lie remediation remains constllDI: 
uncertainly can be neither ignored nor studied away. The observa
tional approach, by explicitly recognizing uncenainty. offers a credible 
mechanism for dealing with that uncertainty. The practical advan
tages of such a mechanism include an improved technical under
standing as well a' a more honest presentation of the situation ID 
the public. 
Unexpected conditions always will be a possibility in any site 
remediation effon. Since no amount of study will eliminate the 
possibility of surprise. planning for rea.<;0nable deviations is simply 
good risk management. The OOsel"'lltional approach provides a 
mechanism for planning for the unexpected. One of the fundamen· 
tal clements of the obsen111ional approach, the inclusion of 
contingenoes lo oo•iations from expected conditions, can help with 
planning for the une.,pected. By identifying reasonable deviations 
to expected conditions. planners can consider general responses to. 
or contingencies for. those deviations. The deviations to expected 
conditions could be identified in the FS together with their impli
C•ttions for each of the alternatives under consideration. Specific con
tingencies to respond to those deviations would be developed in the 
remedial design (RD) phase, after the ROD has been issued. 
R~ establishing contingencies as a formal pan of the process, the 
nb,ervationaJ approach offers an opportunity to identify potential 
problems and response~ to those problems, befurc they occur. Instead 
of hieing a ..:risis when something goes wrong, decision-makers have 
the advantage of being prepared with pre-planned contingencies fi>r 
possible problems. Consequently, when a problem occurs., the 
response can be implemented more quickly, potentially saving time, 
money and embarrassment. The more conservative altemati\'c is ID 
over-design the remedial action so that any possible contingency can 
be readily handled. The excessive cost. of such a conservative ~ 
proach, however. essentially precludes it as a meaningful response 
to uncertainty. 
In summary, uncenainty will exist regardless of the method or 
approach used for characterization and remediation. The obser
vutional approach simply offi:rs a better way of managing that 
uncertainty. 

REGULATIONS AND GUIDANCE 

U. S. EPA regulations and guidance offer substantial support, both 



direct and indirect, for the use of the observational approach for site 
remediation. Direct support comes from an OSWER Directive issued 
early in 1989 recommending several measures to reduce the time 
and the cost of the Rl/FS process 1 

• This guidance included a direct 
recommendation for each U.S. EPA region to use the observational 
approach in at least one Superfund-lead site or operable unit in 1989. 
Other recommended streamlining measures that support the concept 
of the observational approach include: 

• Identifying the use of data before obtaining those data 
• Identifying probable remedial action(s) as early in the process as 
possible 
• Tailoring the level of detail of the alternative evaluation to the scope 
and complexity of the action 

Portions of the proposed NCP also reflect, or offer further support 
for, elements of the observational approach. According to the proposed 
NCP, a primary program management principle to be followed by the 
U.S. EPA is a "bias for action." The observational approach offers a 
structure for applying this principle by integrating action and study as 
the RI and the FS proceed. This integration could include: 

• Narrowing down the field of potential remediation technologies earlier 
in the process 

• Tailoring the level or detail of the analysis of evaluation criteria to 
the scope and complexity of the action• Tailoring the selection and 
documentation of the remedy based on the limited scope or 
complexity of the site problem and remedy. 

The NCP clearly advocated that action be taken to move forward with 
the actual work of remediation as early as site data and information 
make it possible to do so. The observational approach provides a credible 
mechanism for doing so. 

Although there is specific support for the observational approach in 
the U.S. EPA regulations and guidance, it is nonetheless possible that 
implementing the observational approach could be perceived as an "end 
run" around the regulations. It will, therefore, be very important to 
get early agreement from the appropriate agencies (and individuals) 
about establishing a mechanism for dealing with uncertainty (i.e., the 
observational approach). 

NEPA Constraints: One cannot pre-judge the process 

In addition to compliance with all federal, state and local regulations 
applicable to all Superfund sites, federal facilities often must conform 
to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 
One of the primary constraints of NEPA, which many federal facilities 
are obliged to work with in site remediation, is not pre-judging the out
come of the process. The potential issue here is that one of the goals 
of the observational approach is to converge on a probable remedy early 
in the process. To work within the requirements of NEPA, however, 
it is imperative that any such convergence not be made to the exclusion 
of considering a wider range of alternatives. In other words, even if 
early in the process there is little question about what the final remedy 
will be, the investigation cannot be narrowed down to looking for only 
information that will support decisions about that remedy. On the other 
hand, there will be different levels of detail associated with the con
sideration of various alternatives. There is no requirement under NEPA 
to apply the same level of detailed information to all potential alterna
tives, so it is possible to pursue "less likely" alternatives to a lesser 
depth than the more (or most) likely alternative. In all cases, however, 
there must be enough information on each alternative to justify the 
eventual decision to either eliminate or select it. 

COST AND SCHEDULE 
One of the potential advantages of the observational approach is the 

opportunity to start sooner on the actual work of site remediation. Given 
the bias for action of the NCP and the consequent U.S. EPA guidance, 
a remedial project manager does not need to "use the observational 
approach" to get started sooner on actual site remediation. However, 
the observational approach does provide a conceptual framework that 
allows remediation to begin as soon as the regulating agency(ies) allow. 

There are two primary ways that actual cleanup work can begin on 

an expedited basis. The first is to move through the Rl/FS process more 
quickly, primarily because of a more focused and therefore reduced, 
sampling program. An appropriately focused sampling program will 
provide much of the information necessary for engineering design during 
the R1 phase. Such an integrated sampling program also may reduce 
the length of time it takes to produce the FS report. Although interim 
response actions are possible under the current process, they are not 
typically integrated with the conventional aspects of investigation and 
alternative evaluation. The observational approach offers the opportu
nity for integrating interim response activities with the longer-range 
objectives of site remediation. 

A second way that cleanup action can begin sooner is to incorporate 
cleanup activity into the R1 process. Examples of integrating cleanup 
activities with remedial investigations include removing underground 
drums and tanks and initiating soil vapor extraction to recover volatile 
organics that would otherwise continue to disperse into the environment. 

Although it is possible that the observational approach may lead to 
faster action, it would be unwise to claim that the observational approach 
will lead to faster cleanups. A conservative claim is that the observa
tional approach provides the opportunity for faster action, but it is not 
clear it will do so in all, or even most, situations. 

Just as the observational approach provides the opportunity for faster 
action, it also may provide the opportunity for lower cost. The poten
tial for lower costs comes from the possibility that an observational 
approach Rl/FS will be "leaner and meaner" than the conventional 
approach, as it is typically implemented, would allow. With specific 
targets for information, sampling costs could be lower. And narrowing 
down the set of alternative remedies early in the process could reduce 
the time and therefore the cost, of producing the Rl/FS report. 

There is support from the regulations for this sort of "streamlining" 
that could lead to lower costs. According to the proposed NCP, "The 
RI should be focussed so that only data needed to develop and evaluate 
alternatives and to support design are collected."5 . The observational 
approach, could provide a coherent framework for decisions about what 
data to obtain. Under the observational approach the specific goals of 
sampling and analysis would be more strictly defined and the quantity 
of samples required to reach a given decision could therefore be reduced. 

It is very important to realize, however, that there is no guarantee 
that using the observational method will result in lower costs. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Hazardous waste site remediation has, to date, been conducted 

following the conventional engineering paradigm of study, design and 
build. The reality of hazardous waste sites, however, is dominated by 
uncertainty, a condition for which the conventional engineering paradigm 
is poorly suited. The observational approach offers a way of 
acknowledging and dealing with the inherent uncertainty of hazardous 
waste site conditions. Specific conclusions include: 

• Uncertainty in site remediation activities cannot be eliminated by 
further study at some point in the remediation process, uncertainty 
must be confronted. 

• The observational approach can provide a central philosophy for the 
entire process of site remediation, from project planning through post
closure monitoring; the potential advantages of incorporating such 
a philosophy throughout the process include providing a framework 
for various streamlining measures which can lead to a more efficient 
use of resources to achieve a high level of remediation. 

• The observational approach provides a better mechanism for 
managing risk; uncertainties will always be present in site remedia
tion work, but acknowledging those uncertainties and preparing for 
deviations can minimize the consequences of the unexpected. 

• There is nothing in the current regulations and guidance that precludes 
the use of the observational approach for site remediation; in fact, 
an aggressive remedial project manager can implement the obser
vational approach based on support from various elements of the regu
lations and guidance. 
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ABSTRACT 
Remote controlled operation of construction equipment has been state

of-the-art for some years. The availability of remote controls which have 
been designed and developed for general use on commercial machines 
is a recent development and is the subject of this paper. The John Deere 
teleoperated excavator represents a new capability that is now availa
ble to the construction industry for use on construction sites that preclude 
the on-site presence of human operators. This paper will describe the 
basic machine, the controls, vision system and integration of the remote 
control adjunct to the operational system. Much of the development 
of the initial capability was done with the cooperation of Vectran 
Corporation of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

THE BASE MACHINE 

The John Deere 690 Excavator is a commercially available production 
machine. The first teleoperated unit was fielded on this variant (Fig. l) . 
The base machine is a 41,000-lb excavator, modified for the Air Force 
to include a wheeled undercarriage, a dozer blade, stabilizers, a 
hardening package and variable boom geometry. The 690CR and now 

Figure l 
John Deere 690CR Excavator 

the 690DR are the mainstays of the Air Force rapid runway repair fleet. 
The machine has 125 net hp, 31-ft reach and 20-ft dig depth. It is sup
plied to the Air Force with a bucket, hydraulic breaker and tamper that 
enable it to perform the functions needed to repair craters on damaged 
runways. The repair of runways is currently a manned operation. 
However, the Air Force needed an additional unmanned capability to 
deal with unexploded bombs at an Air Force test range. This capability 
was provided by the Teleoperated Remote Controlled Excavator 
(TORCE). 
. The TORCE excavator will transport and perform all work functions 
from a distance of 5,000 ft on radio command and 1,000 ft on coaxial 
cable. The Air Force has used this machine with success since its 
delivery in March, 1987. The conversion of the base machine to remote 
controlled operation involved the integration of servo hydraulic controls, 
vision and audio feedback, remote operator's station and data links. 

ELECTRONICS 

The remote adjunct has three basic subsystems. The simplified block 
diagram shows the operator's console, the on-board package and the 
data link (Fig. 2). The console includes the video monitor and 
audio/video receivers and the decoding eiectronics needed to process 
incoming signals. It also includes the control devices and encoding elec
tronics to generate and broadcast commands. The on-board package 
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receives incoming commands and converts them to electrical signals 
for valve and camera control . It also processes video and audio data 
and sends these out to the operator. 

The remaining element is the link that joins the on-board electronics 
lo the operator's console. This data link can be a coaxial cable, radio 
waves or optic fiber. 

The 690C on-board package consists of two separate subsystems for 
the present version (Fig. 3 and 4) . The digital receiver package pro
vides the functional interface with the machine while the video trans
mitter provides the sensory feedback data. 

Figure 3 
Digital Receiver 

Figure 4 
Video Transmitter 
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This environmentally laled container (fig. 3) ii mounted on die 
rotating house a( lhe ~- The syllan includes tYoO m:eiwn Clpl-
ble of 9600 baud. Its function ii co m:eive a data serial of dipllly 
encoded commands on RS232, decode and inlaprd the command lit
nals and then relay them to hydraulic 11erw1 and aclWllon. The ...,... 
commands are analog signals that provide proportional COllbOI Clpl
bility to the boom, arm. buckd, swing and uamport h)dradicL 1'llil 
unit also generates signals that command dilcrefe functiom for flllilt 
stop/start. high/low speed select, blade up/dawn, engine..,_., amd 
speed. auxiliary tool, stabiliz.en and buckd clamp. Fllil-ufe -
in this unit will shut down the engine in the~ lbat clar "°" ......... 
are not received. 

This second conlainer is similar in si7.e and lhlpe ID die &. (fil. 4). 
Its function is to code and transmit video and audio dlla fnm die 
machine to the operalOr and co control the poMI' pu/lilllzoom fmc. 
lions of the roof mounted camera. Thia unit ii a11o ~ 
sealed and mounted on the rot.aing house. 

The operator's console is designed for .Mne wallber and hwl~ 
(Fig. S). It weighs under SO lbs and can be .a:oenpe•ied by a '-1 
pack (f'ig. 6) "'8 hr a( *"-id COlllinuous openlioa. The I-in. lllDllilar 
provides viewing from either the fender mounl or roof lllDUlll ~ 
A camera select switch. pim/lilt/zoom and n...al iris CMrride ..... 
are mounted on the panel. The four joylticb are operllDd iD die -
manner as the cab mounted coattols. 

F"ipre s 
Opentor's Comole 

This feature maintains the continuity a( similarity widl lbe clb ..r 
aids the operator in quick and errorless operation of Ill ....._ 
functions .. The console can be operated from • {i()Hz, no v IOllftlO or 
the battenes can be charged from that source. 

The ~F data link has a S.000 ft ~ operating at S w on lbe com
mand hnk and 10 w on the video. The Air Force system ..- in 
the UHF frequency band with 12 Khz bandwidth on the command lint 
and 6 Mhz on the video link. RF communications continue ID be a 
p~~lem in the United States and abroad due to the heavy demml b 
~nary ~ commeKial use of the air WIMS. Video transmission, wbidl 
ts essential to remote operation, requires wide bandwidths which are 
increasingly difficult to obtain from the Federal Comrnunic:ltions Cam
mission (FCC). The ideal frequency range for teleoperalion lies in the 
low .end of the s~trum to achieve omni directional flexibility and 
maximum penetration of interposed ground features. The frequencies. 



Figure 6 
Battery Pack 

however, tend to be preallocated or available only in narrow bands. One 
solution to the dilemma is to operate at higher frequencies and adapt 
to the limitations. Deere has addressed this issue as noted in the following 
paragraphs. 

The heavy duty coaxial cable is provided for teleoperation with stand
off distances up to 1,000 ft. This secondary data link enables fast 
response to areas where the RF link is not approved or appropriate. 
It may also be used on occasions where the suspect hazardous materials 
may be affected by RF energy or in locations where the RF transmis-
1ion is blocked by geological features or metal structures. The cable 
MIS provided in coil form on the first unit for manual payout. 

Figure 7 
Electrohydraulic Valves 

VALVES 

John Deere 690 excavators are equipped with pilot operated hydraulic 
valves. The remote control system is superimposed on the pilot pres
sure system with this valve manifold assembly (Fig. 7). Proportional 
functions are controlled through commercially available servo valves 
while the discrete functions apply solenoid valves. The remote control 
valve assembly is designed and integrated to be transparent to an oper
ator seated in the cab who has the machine under manual control. Elec
tromechanical actuators are mounted on engine fuel control and speed 
selector controls in a way that does not interfere with manned operation. 

VISION 

Vision is provided to the remote operator with two cameras on the 690C 
model. The first camera is fixed focus auto iris, fixed but manually 
variable mount, located on the front right side. The camera has a wide 
angle lens directed to the area swept by the excavator linkage (Fig. 8). 
Experience has shown this to be an essential view for remote operator 
inspection of details in the work area. The camera is color as is the roof 
mounted camera. This camera has power pan/tilt/zoom with auto iris. 
Additional manual iris override permits adjustment for improved vision 
in dark excavations. The roof mount with remote controlled aiming and 
zoom results in a narrower field of view with full operator discretion 
of the viewing target. The camera also provides visual operating feedback 
when manipulated to look through the cab roof at the instrument panel. 
This is a patented feature of the John Deere 10RCE 690C. The sensory 
feedback includes an in-cab microphone which transmits operating system 
audible warnings and engine and hydraulic system operating sound levels. 
This audio feedback is a valuable link of operator to machine as he seeks 
to optimize performance by loading the engine and hydraulics to capacity 
without creating stall or relief valve opening. The antennae that are needed 
to receive command signals and transmit sensory data are mounted on 
the cab roof. 

MOUNTING 

Figure 8 
Cameras 

Modifications to the production excavator are needed to provide 
mounting points for the on-board hardware and electromechanical 
actuators. These brackets and components are designed to be mounted 
in less than 8 manhours using only simple tools. They also provide 
for on-board storage of the operator's console. The design for super
position of the teleoperation subsystems over the existing manual sys
tems gives the user the option of removing the remote control 
components for storage during long-term manual operation or moving 
the remote control capability to any similar excavator equipped with 
an adaptor kit. This feature is expected to be particularly valuable to 
commercial users who may have multiple machines at widely separat
ed sites. 
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THE PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT UPGRADE 

John Deere has introduced the next evolution of the 690 excavator 
l·alled the 6900 (Fig. 9) . II incorporates a number of performance and 
reliability upgrades including a new closed center hydraulic ~ystem . 
The new model has the same operating features as the prev1ou~ model. 
A major difference is the addition of a third camera inside the cab. 
This offers the operator an instant view of his machine 11l\trumen1 panel 
at the flip of a selector switch rather than repositioning and refocusing 
the roof mounted camera. The third camera is a color. filled focus. filled 
mount unit . 

Figure 9 
John Dcc:rc 6900 

Finally. the RF data link is being modified 10 operate panially in 
the microwave frequency regime. This change has the adV',mtage that 
FCC approval is more easily obtained . The wide bandwidth is more 
readily available at microwave frequencies and therefore more appro
priate for conunercial uses. The disadvantage of operating al these high 
frequencies is the requirement for line-of-sight communication between 
the sending and m:eiving antennae. Present experience has not shown 
this to be a problem for the ordnance disposal and cleanup tasks that 
have been accomplished to the present time. Conunercial uses. p~ntly 
envisioned. should be equally insensitive to broadcast frequencies. The 
RF link that is now in development has the added feature of selected 
bands within the available frequency range. This enables control of up 
to five systems simultaneously at the same site. Control of multiple units 
from the same console is an option if only one machine is being >M>rked 
at any given time. If multiple machines are in operation. then multiple 
consoles >M>uld be required . 

The hardwire data link also 1s being upgr<idcd with the addition of 
a cable reel that will ~implify the payoutlretrieve ta~k for the coaxial 
cable. Fiber optic links have not been ordered up to this time. but they 
also are readily adapted to the sy~tem . The advantage~ of fiber optic 
links lies in their re~l\tance 10 electromagnetil· interference which 
panicularly concerns the military. 

FIELD EXPERIENCE 

The production excavator evolved uver a number of yean. 10 employ 
manual valve actuation of functions using both hand and foot controb. 
Each succeeding generation Wd~ an improvement over its predecessor 
m the man/machine interface. The design of the remote operator's station 
lever<lged the previous design evolution by duplication of the hand con
trol motion~ and relative location~ . The propel controls could not be 
incorporated a~ foot controb but did conform to the control response 
patterns that are common to hydrostatic transmissions. The removal 
of the operator from the cab. nevenhele~~. results in loss of sensory 
input~ from tactile and vibration source~. and it consider<lbly reduces 
visual _inpul\. The re~ult of this i~ reduced productivity when engaged 
in benign or conventional earthmoving hut with sub~tantial increases 
m productivity cnmparc<l 111 the alternative~ when operating in ha7,ardous 
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environmcnli. Leaming to operaie a remoce controlled el1Ca¥11Dr lnlm 
a rernoce swion appcan to be readily accomplilhcd by IOlllly unf1mi1is 
operators and slightly more time-consuming for operalOl'I arallllJmed 
to a full range of sensory information. In either case, very hip~ 
of productivity can be achieved with practice. 

The TORCE I, adaptation of the JD690CR wheeled ~IDdic 
Air Force rapid runway machine, has been in operation• an Air Poire 
base \ince Man:h. 1987. The Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)lrlll 
starioned al the sire has used the ~ysiem on a routine bait ra ~ 
unexploded munitions and recover them for inspection. Their objec
tive IS IO f'ClflCVe live prctriggercd explosive devices inlllet for fiillft 
analysis while remaining safe from hann. The EOD ream has dlllllDd 
per.;onnel through the period. but has found that new people are radi
ly trained . The excllVllltor has functioned reliably and cffcctively ia ill 
a~s1gned role . 

The EOD team with ib remote excllVllltion capability was enlisted in 
the summer o( 1987 to evaluaie ib use in cleanup activilie511 the Milan. 
Tenne!\.'itt, Army Ammunition Plant. Since ib opening in 1941, the plaal 
ha\ buried a variety o( explosives and obsolete munitions in uacfa 
around the area. The euct loca11ons and conrenb of the burial sires 
v.,:re unknown. but the Co~ of Engineers is concerned about ground
w-atcr cnntam1na1ion and adcnllfication of the buried ma1eria11. The 
Corp!> of Engineer; engaged the EOD team to rernocely ~SS 
\lie' Al lhe conclu\1on of the operation. the team had e~ 64 
\lie' In an average dcpch of 18 ft in 84 machine hours or about half 
of the lime ong1nally \Chcdulcd IO complctc the project. II had mniaetl 
over J<X> item\ o( ordnance and pfO\'ldcd soil samples for analysis. The 
engineer in charge of the proJCC1 esumatcd that 30 to 40~ cosc uviap 
could hc realllld usmg remocc controlled excavation as compa1'ICI ID 
using manned excavarors. Onboard operators at hazardous sites could 
hc required to wear full) enc~ulatcd life suppon sysaems and Ila 
fnr only shon Mirking intervals. The reduced capacity. downtime 11111 
multiple crews needed 10 suppon a single excavation are all unnec:c5-

~ry with remote conrrol It also was noccd that the Milan rask wu 
only a suf\IC)'. that real cleanup >M>rlr. was yet to be done and that there 
are 12 other similar planb in the United Stares. Clearly. rcmole 

controlled excll\11t1on 1s here to sla). 
Another maJor change is the upgraded on-board electronics packqe 

whil·h indudes miniarunttd relays and compact circuitry. This 
ehm1nate\ one of the scaled on-board containers. The reduct.ion in 
package me and weight s1mplifi~ rhc mounting design and rcsu1ts in 
location which is more immune to the rigors of construction machine 
ennronmenr. The new· operator's console will incorporate an 8-in. 
monitor and sufficienr el«1rical power to complete 8 hr of opcnlioa. 

hi,:un- 10 
Air h•n:e Auh•malK E,,·ava1nr 

l"lll' Au hirn· l'.n)!llll'l'rin!! anJ Sen ll'l·~ l..ahorator. 1AFESC\ iHOll
,·am·d w11h r.1p1d runw~1~ n:pair and "11h thl' a,-a;lah1hty of trained 



personnel to operate repair machines as the time to repair becomes more 
critical. The Engineering and Services Laboratory initiated a program 
that was headed toward full automation of the runway repair process. 
The first task in the program was to provide automatic tool change. 
Deere, University of Florida and Westinghouse worked with the Air 
Force to produce the machine shown here (Fig. 10). With the added 
expertise of an on-site contractor, the system can now change tools, 
dig trenches, dig pie-shaped or circular holes, level blade, tamp and 
break concrete all automatically by calling up the desired task on a com
puter menu. The operator need not be on board while the machine is 
working. This particular machine is a proof-of-concept system and 
normally prone to the reliability problems that engineers and labora
tory technicians often find in prototypes. The manager of R&D systems 

at the AFESC has reported that the machine has logged 780 hr of 
operation with the sensors and computers on board. 

Where do we go from here? It is possible to remove operators from 
construction machinery cabs. It is certainly a necessary thing in opera
tions like the Milan ammunition plant and any job where hazardous 
materials or dangerous conditions are likely to exist. Whether or not 
it becomes commonplace in day-to-day construction work depends on 
its cost-effectiveness. Can a contractor achieve a return on his invest
ment by replacing manpower with computer power? Today, the answer 
is yes only when conditions exclude human beings. Tomorrow's answer 
will depend on the cost of labor and on the availability of low cost elec
tronics. 
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~TRACT 

Recovery of contaminated groundwater in a fractured bedrock 
system presents some unique problems. Typically, the most com
mon problem occurs from the hydrogcologist's inability to ade
quately characterize the discrete fractures through which con
taminants may be migrating. Without adequate characteriza
tion, difficulties arise in properly positioning recovery wells and 
verifying the performance of the system. To overcome these dif
ficulties at a site in Upstate New York, an innovative approach 
was developed involving the creation of an artificial fracture: zone 
through controlled blasting to intercept contaminated ground
water flow. 

Site investigations delineated the extent of a groundwater con
tamination plume migrating within a fractured bedrock aquife.r 
(Medina sandstone) which underlies approximately 1 S ft of glacial 
till. A 72-hr aquifer test involving one recovery well resulted in a 
low yield (3.5 gpm with 20 ft of drawdown). Data collected from 
adjacent observation wells indicated poor interconnection among 
the naturally occurring fractures. Although the response of some 
observation wells mirrored that of the recovery well, others 
showed little or no response to pumping. Therefore, achieving the 
corrective action objectives (i.e., preventing further contaminant 
migration and removing and treating contaminated groundwater) 
would be difficult using a traditional, multiple recovery well sys
tem. It was decided that controlled linear blasting could provide 
the enhanced fracture interconnection necessary to successfully 
intercept the contaminated groundwater plume, which would 
then be captured and removed by judicious placement of recovery 
well(s) installed within the fracture zone. 

Using a carefully controlled single line pattern blasting tech
nique, a 6-ft wide, 300-ft long fracture zone was created in the 
upper 25-ft of the bedrock aquifer perpendicular to the center
line of the plume. Following fracturing, a second 72-hr aquifer 
test was conducted at the same location and under conditions sim
ilar to the first test. The second test indicated that the single re
covery well located in the newly created fracture zone should be 
fully capable of recovering contaminated groundwater and pre
venting further migration of the: plume. The recovery well pro
duced a substantially higher yield of 18.S gpm with onJy 11.2 ft of 
drawdown. Furthermore, all of the nearby observation wells 
showed significant response to pumping. Success at this site is 
promising and the approach may prove useful at other sites in
volving contaminated bedrock aquifers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A manufacturing facility in Upstate New York operated a series 
of surface impoundments used to treat wastewater from platin& 
operations and various other metal finishina processes (Fig. I). A 
comprehensive groundwater quality assessment program con
ducted al the facility identified contamination of the ground
water by volatile: organic compounds (VC>Cs) within both the 
overburden and bedrock aquifers. A corrective action program 
was implemented upon completion of the groundwater assess
ment program. 

This paper focuses on the corrective action measure that was 
developed at this site to prevent further migration of the contam
inated groundwater. Background information is included on the 
nature and extent of the: contamination, site hydrogeology and 
conceptual development of the fracturing technique. Also pre
sented arc a description of the fracturing process, results of pre
and post-fracturin& aquifer tests and a discussion of the effec
tiveness of the technique. 

SITE HYDROGEOLOGY 

Unconsolidated deposits at the site consist of .S to 20 ft of Late 
Woodfordian sandy glacial till overlying approximately SO ft of 
Medina sandstone (Grimsby member) of early Silurian age:. 
Underlying the Medina arc several hundred feet of Upper Onlo
vician Quecnstone shale. Regional bedrock dip is to the south at 
approximately SO ft/mi. 

Groundwater at the site is presently under unconfined con
ditions. The water table is typically 4 to 8 ft below ground surface. 
Although the overburden and bedrock units an discussed below 
as two separate aquifers, they arc hydraulically interconnected. 
The basis for discussing the two aquifers separately arises from 
the inherent differences between the two units with regards to 
the geologic material and nature of groundwater flow. 

Groundwater flow within both the overburden and bcdroek 
aquifers is predominantly to the northwest across the: site with an 
increasing gradient to the north in response to the topograpby. 
There is generally a downward gradient between the two aquifers 
and within the bedrock. Based on slug and bail tests performed at 
the site, the average hydraulic conductivity (K) of each of the 
aquifers is roughly the same, 10 cm/sec (0.28 ft/day). 

Groundwater flow within the till is assumed to be predominant
ly through intergranular pores. Based on hydraulic conductivity 



values, water level data and an estimated effective porosity of 10 
to 200Jo, the average linear rate of groundwater flow within the 
overburden aquifer ranges from 0.04 to 0.26 ft/day. Ground
water flow within the Medina sandstone occurs predominantly 
through secondary porosity openings such as fractures, joints 
and bedding planes. Intergranular flow is judged to be minimal. 
Due to the nature of fracture flow, the true groundwater flow rate 
varies considerably between individual fractures, making accurate 
calculations of flow velocities and travel times almost impossible. 
However, based on hydraulic conductivity values, water level data 
and an estimated effective porosity of 5 to 15%, the average linear 
rate of groundwater flow within the bedrock aquifer is expected 
to range from 0.04 to 0.31 ft/day. 

In an attempt to better understand the nature of groundwater 
flow within the bedrock, several studies were performed. These 
studies included a fracture trace analysis utilizing historic aerial 
photographs, a joint analysis based on a nearby outcrop, corre
lation of rock core data and the evaluation of geologic tunnel 
data collected approximately 20 mi from the site. The information 
indicated that two major sets of nearly vertical fractures existed 
within the bedrock: a northwest trending set and a northeast 
trending set. Although a great deal of generalized information 
had been gathered, insufficient site-specific data were available to 
determine the spacing of the fractures or to identify the existence 
of major fractures into which recovery wells could be installed. 
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CONTAMINANT PLUME DELINEATION 

A groundwater quality assessment program was implemented 
to delineate the nature and three-dimensional extent of the con
tamination. Many of the monitoring wells on-site were installed 
as pairs, with one well monitoring the overburden and the other 
well monitoring approximately the upper 10 ft of bedrock. Sev
eral bedrock monitoring well clusters, located along the northern 
boundary of the site, were installed to monitor the upper 25 ft of 
bedrock. These wells were screened to monitor discrete 8-ft zones 
within the bedrock (Fig. 2). 

Utilizing this approach, the vertical and lateral extent of con
tamination was evaluated at the property boundary. 

Contamination by VOCs associated with the degreasing activ
ities at the site was determined to be greatest within the bedrock 
aquifer. VOCs identified included trichloroethylene (TCE) and 
associated daughter products: trans- and cis-dichloroethylene 
(DCE) and vinyl chloride. 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCA), which re
placed TCE around 1975, also was found in the groundwater. 

The TCE contamination plume within the bedrock aquifer is 
shown in Figure 1. TCE concentrations were much higher than 
concentrations of the other compounds. The bedrock contamina
tion is the result of a non-active source located southeast of the 
manufacturing building. The resulting plume is migrating in a 
northwesterly direction in response to groundwater flow. 
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PRE-FRACTURING AQUIFER TE.ST 

Remedial measures were deemed appropriate after assessin& the 
magnitude and extend of groundwater contamination. Current 
remedial alternatives were evaluated and it was determined that a 
recovery well system would be an effective approach to mitigate 
further groundwater degradation. In order to design an effective 
recovery well system, it was necessary to further investigate the 
hydrogcologic characteristics of the bedrock aquifer. Therefore, a 
72-hr aquifer test was performed. 

A recovery well was imtalled downgradient of the facility in the 
centerline of the plume. The optimal location for the recovery 
well was determined from in situ permeability test results on six 
preliminary test borings. The recovery well was imtalled 2S ft into 
bedrock at a total depth of 40 ft. The overburden material was 
cased off and the bedrock section was left as an 8-in. diameter 
open hole. The well was imtalled to a depth of 40 ft as no signifi
cant contamination was detected in any of the bedrock monitor
ing wells below this depth. 

Static water levels were measured at all monitoring wells on 
site during the 3 days preceding the test to identify background 
water levels and trends. During the aquifer test, water level read
inp were obtained for S4 wells installed within the bedrock and 
overburden. Sixteen wells were continuously monitored using 
pressure transducers and associated data loggers. These included 
the pumping well, bedrock monitoring well 238 and well clusters 
28, 29, 30, 31 and 32. The remaining well water levels were meas
ured using electronic water level indicators. Water levels also were 
obtained in selected wells during a 4-hr recovery period after 
pumping ceased. 

The pumping rate for the aquifer test was set at 3.4 gpm and 
this rate was maintained throughout the test by monitoring the 
rate at 30-min intervals. The water generated during the test was 
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treated usin& an air stripper and carbon adsorption unit in the 
series to remove VOCs. In accordance with a temporary SPDES 
(State Pollution Discharae Elimination System) permit, the ef
fluent, with total voe concentrations at the non-detectable level, 
was released to a nearby canal. 

The water level in the pumpin& well dropped approximately 20 
ft during the test. Rapid response to pumpin& was noted in moni
toring wells 3281 and 3180, with the water level in these wells 
essentially mirroring the water level in the pumpinJ well. Other 
wells within these two clwters showed little response to pumping. 
With the possible exception of wells 2980 and 3081, water levels 
in clusters 28, 29 and 30 did not appear to have been influenced 
by the pumping. Semi-log drawdown curves for the recovery well 
and dusters 29, 31 and 32 have been included as Figure 3. Wells 
within clusters 28 and 30 responded similarly to wells in cluster 29 
(i.e., little or no response). 

The irregular responses of individual wells within clwters 31 
and 32 reflect the complicated three-dimensional capture zone 
created by pumping within the fractured bedrock aquifer. This 
effect is particularly troublesome when realizing that verification 
of the recovery well's capture zone would be essential in detcnnin· 
ing the effectiveness of the corrective action. Based on existing 
data, a meaningful mathematical prediction of the capture zone 
associated with the recovery well would be both exceedingly diffi· 
cult and costly. 

The system had not reached steady-state by the end of the 72-
hr test. The possibility exists that additional drawdown would 
have occurredc at some wells under continued pumping. Al
though budgetary, regulatory and logistical restraints precluded 
extending the pumping period, the length of the pumping was suf· 
ficient to develop an adequate understanding of the bedrock 
hydrology. 



Based on the results of the pre-fracturing 72-hr aquifer test, the 
following observations and conclusions were made: 

• Variable response to pumping (i.e., drawdown) in monitoring 
wells, even within clusters, indicates that monitoring wells are, 
in general, hydraulically poorly interconnected 

• No response to pumping was observed in any monitoring well 
located upgradient of the recovery well 

• Delineation of the capture zone is extremely difficult due to the 
irregular responses observed in the monitoring wells 

• The single recovery well installed and tested would not ade
quately prevent further migration of the contaminant plume 

• The installation of additional recovery wells would not be a 
particularly cost-effective approach to creating a well-designed 
capture zone 

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT 

In order to create an effective capture zone, the influence of the 
pumping must extend to all of the fractures that were transport
ing the contaminated groundwater. Initial ideas aimed at meet
ing this objective revolved around methods of increasing the num
ber of fractures intersected by individual recovery wells. Options 
explored included angle drilling or "frac-ing" wells. Angle drill
ing is particularly effective if the fractures are relatively vertical 
and closely spaced. The existence of such a fracture geometry was 
not evident at the site. Frac-ing of wells is performed by using 
either explosives or high pressure water in an effort to artificially 
enhance existing fractures or create new fractures around individ
ual wells. Both the shallow depth of the recovery well(s) and the 
variable effectiveness of the frac-ing procedure warranted explor
ing other alternatives. 
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An ideal solution to the problem would consist of a method 
that would interconnect and drain all of the fractures transport
ing the contaminants. The creation of a single, artificial fracture 
oriented perpendicular to the direction of groundwater flow was 
considered as an option. Such a fracture could be produced using 
explosives positioned in a shot line similar to the pre-splitting 
technique used to produce the neat face in road cuts. After creat
ing the fracture, one or more recovery wells could be installed in 
the fracture to remove the contaminated groundwater for treat
ment. Two major concerns arose from this option. First, the pos
sibility existed that complete interconnection along the fracture 
might not occur. Second, the resulting fracture might not have 
sufficient cross-sectional area to allow the drawdown necessary to 
capture the plume. 

To overcome the concerns of insufficient flow area and 
hydraulic interconnection, a method was designed to create a 
thoroughly fractured zone, several feet in width, within the upper 
2S ft of rock. The rock within this zone would essentially be trans
formed into rubble, thereby creating a highly interconnected 
"drain" capable of transmitting substantial amounts of ground
water. The fracture zone would be positioned perpendicular to 
the direction of groundwater flow near the leading edge of the 
contaminant plume. One or more recovery wells would be in
stalled into the fracture zone to produce the desired draw-down. 
The plume would be prevented from migrating further and con
taminated groundwater downgradient of the zone would be 
drawn back into the fracture zone for removal and treatment. 

The concept of creating a fracture zone offered some major 
advantages over a conventional recovery well network approach. 
Foremost, verifying contaminant capture, often a difficult task in 
fractured bedrock, would become much easier as the recovery 
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Figure3 
Pre-Fracturing Aquifer Test Drawdown Curves for Selected Wells 
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wcll(s) would be directly connected to fractures along the entire 
cross-section of the fracture zone. Assumina that the fracture 
zone extends to the lowest depth of contamination, verification 
would be reduced to assessing the extent of the capture zone 
downgradient and on either end of the fracture zone. Becauu 
fewer recovery wells are required, another advantqe would arise 
from the savings in operation and maintenance coau (e.a., well 
redevelopment and pump replacement) that would be expected 
with a recovery well network. Finally, hiaher pumping rates 
would be possible and could result in faster remediation. 

FRACTURE ZONE CREATION 

Using a carefully controlled sinale line pattern blasting tech
nique, a 6-ft wide, 300-ft long fracture zone was created in the 
upper 2S ft of the bedrock aquifer perpendicular to the center
line of the plume. 

Prior to any blasting, utility companies were contacted and 
plant diagrams were reviewed to detennine any potential blaatina 
restrictions due to buried underaround water mains, sewen, 
cables, etc. The existence of a water main and a sewer line did re
strict the length of the fracture zone to 300 ft, which included a 
safety margin of 2S ft from each of the buried lines. The fracture 
zone, as depicted in Figure 4, was positioned perpendicular to the 
direction of aroundwater flow and centered near the leading edae 
of the contaminant plume. 
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It wu necaaary to restrict fractwina to the upper 2S ft of the 
rock as 1ign.lficant contamination was not observed belows that 
depth. It was estimated initially that approximately 30 lb of Cl· 
ploslves placed in 3-in. diameter shot holes would produce the cfe. 
sired dearee of fracturina. However, dwina the actual field acdv· 
itles, the amount of exploaives loaded into each hole varied 
according to the vibrational impact of the previoua blaat. To re
duce the potential for damqe, shock waves resultiq from each 
blast were recorded by a seismoaraPh that wu positioned DClt 
to the manufacturina buJJdina'• foundation at the clOIClt point 
to the blaat site. The maximum readinp at the bu.lldbaa did not 
exceed 1.4 in./sec peak particle velocity which was well below the 
normally accepted 2 in.lsec. Maximum pounds/delay ranged 
from 22 to 44 lb. 

Due to the high water table and relative instability of the 1111-
CODJOlidated material, it wu necesaary to caae each bole. In order 
to accomplish this, two air track rip were employed. A llDlller 
air track initially drilled a 5-in. bole into the top of rock and let a 
4-in. OD. 3.5-in. ID steel cuina. A laraer air track then let up 
over the bole and drilled a 3-ln. bole 2S ft Into rock. Austin 
Powder Co., 2-ln. by 16-ln., 40.,. Oel Extra WU lowered to the 
bottom of the bole using premeuured cord with an electric cap 
inlerted Into the bottom stick. The cord was med for purpcwa 
of l&fety and to inswe a full column shot. Each bole was drilled 
and blaated before the oat adjacent bole was drilled. A aPldna 
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of 4 to S ft between holes was determined to be appropriate. If 
fractured rock was not encountered at the next drilling location, 
a new hole was drilled closer to the previously blasted hole until 
fractured rock was encountered. The flexibility in spacing tt·.e 
holes associated with this "drill and blast" method allowed 
immediate verification of the effectiveness of the blasting. 

Once the explosives were in position and the hole was back
filled with stemming stone, the lead lines were connected to a 450 
VME condenser discharge blasting machine. The charge was 
detonated from the bottom of the hole upwards using an electric 
millisecond delay blasting cap. Little, if any, permanent surface 
displacement occurred due to the blasting. Groundwater spouted 
from the previously blasted holes for several seconds after each 
blast. This spouting demonstrated the high degree of hydraulic 
interconnection that had been created between blast holes. 

The blasting program took 2 wk to complete and required 60 
shot holes and approximately 2000 lb of explosives. Extensive 
fracturing is expected to extend several feet radially from each 
shot hole with hairline cracks possibly extending as much as 10 to 
15 ft. Fractures are not expected to extend below the bottom of 
the shot holes due to the positioning of the explosives and the 
detonating sequence. A cross-section of the fracture zone is 
shown in Figure S. The reduced depth of fracturing near each 
end of the fracture zone is due to reductions in the amount of ex
plosives used near the underground utilities. 

POST-FRACTURING AQUIFER TEST 

A second 72-hr aquifer test was performed approximately one 
month after the completion of the blasting program. An effort 
was made to simulate, as closely as possible, the conditions of 
the pre-fracturing aquifer test. 

Prior to the blasting, the steel casing of the recovery well used 
in the first aquifer test was removed and the boring filled with 
coarse sand. Following the blasting of the fracture zone, which 
passed through the recovery well, the coarse sand in the boring 
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was reamed out to its original depth (40 ft). A 12-ft long, 6-in. 
diameter, .0.060-in. slot stainless steel well screen was installed at 
the bottom of the boring with the remainder of the well con
structed of steel riser pipe. 

Three 2-in. observation wells were installed at the ends of the 
fracture zones to monitor water levels. Two of these wells (OW-1 
and OW-2) were installed at the east end of the fracture; OW-1 
was screened in the upper half of the fracture zone and OW-2 was 
screened in the lower half of the fracture zone. This pair of wells 
was necessary to verify that the entire vertical section of the rock 
was thoroughly fractured. 

If the anticipated degree of hydraulic interconnection was 
attained, the response to pumping should be essentially identical 
in these two wells (OW-1 and OW-2). OW-3, located at the west
ern edge of the fracture zone, was installed to monitor the draw
down at the opposite end of the fracture. Only one observation 
well was positioned at this location due to the reduced depth of 
fracturing at the west end of the zone. 

Based on the response during development of the replacement 
recovery well, an anticipated well yield of 20 gpm was determined. 
This represents more than a five-fold increase in yield over the 
first aquifer test (3.4 gpm). 

As in the first aquifer test, a portable treatment system consist
ing of an air stripper and carbon adsorption tank in series was 
utilized. Pressure transducers were again installed in the same 
wells monitored during the pre-fracturing aquifer test as well as in 
wells 30S, 30BD, 32S, OW-1, OW-2 and OW-3. Water levels were 
again recorded throughout the test at all other wells on-site using 
electronic water level meters. 

A conservative pumping rate of 18.5 gpm was selected for the 
second aquifer test. The water level in the recovery well dropped a 
total of 11.2 ft during the 72-hr pumping period. Nearly identical 
drawdowns were observed in wells OW-1, OW-2 and OW-3. 
This "bathtub effect" emphasizes the high degree of interconnec
tion created by the fracturing. 
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Semi-log drawdown curves for the recovery well; observation 
wells OW-1, 2 and 3; and well clwters 29, 31 and 32 are shown 
in Figure 6. A comparison of results from the pre- and post-free-
twin& aquifer tests is presented in Table 1. Slanificant draw-
down was noted in all bedrock wells in clusters 28, 29, 30, 31 and 
32 with more than 3 ft of drawdown occurrina In 12 of the U 
wells. Drawdowns ranged from a minimum of 1.6 ft in 28BS to a 
maximum of 11.2 ft in 3180. In contrast, durlna the pre-frac-
twin& aquifer test only three of those same 1' wells exhibited 
drawdowns greater than 3 ft. 

Table 1 
C.0.partloa of Pn- ucl POll-Aqlllf• T•I llaalll. 

11111 Np 2:c•-Ez.:1s:tuc1DSI ~1:11t-l'.r:acr.1n:in11 
Aquifer Teat Aquifer Tut 

l .1 llPJD 18.5 llP1' 

MaximWI orevdovn Maximum orevdovn 
(in feet) (in feet) 

Recovery We 11 19.9 11. 2 
OW-1 11.1 
OW-2 11. l 
OW-l 10.9 

2885 o.o l.6 
2881 0.3 1.6 
2880 0.4 1.6 

2985 0.2 6.0 
2981 0.1 3.8 
2980 0.9 9.4 

lOS 0.3 1. J 
JOBS 0.6 2.4 
JOBI 1.8 6.3 
3080 2.J 5.1 

llBS 1.6 7.8 
llBI 2.6 9.9 
llBO 19.4 11.2 

l2S 0.7 1.8 
J2BS 0.8 1. 8 
3281 19.0 11.0 
3280 5.0 5.9 

An excellent resporue to pumping was again observed at 3281 
with a drawdown of 11.0 ft. Increased responses over the pre
blaating aquifer teat occurred in wells 3280 and 3285. The water 
levels in 3281 and 3280 dropped to within 1 ft of the water level 
elevation in the fracture zone. Additionally, over a two-fold in
crease in drawdown occurred in 32BS when compared with the 
pre-fracturing aquifer test results. 

Dramatic increases in drawdown occurred at wells 3181 and 
31BS as well as continued excellent response in 3180. The sud
den drop in the water level in 31 BS at approximately 600 min into 
the test is believed to be due to a fracture "cleaning out" in re
sponse to the pumping. 

Drawdowns at cluster 29 ranged from 3.8 ft in 2981 to 9.4 ft 
in 2980 as compared to 0.1 to 0.9 ft during the pre-fractwina 
aquifer test. Similar drawdowns were experienced in clusters 28 
and 30. As observed in the pre-fracturing aquifer test, no other 
wells on-site were influenced by the pumplna. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
A thorough understanding of the hydrogeology and nature and 

extent of the contamination is necessary before creating an arti
ficial fracture zone. Limitations of the technique are expected to 
revolve around the thickness of the overburden, proper position
ing of the explosives and the ability of the nearby buildings and 
other structures to withstand the vibrational impacts caused by 
the amount of explosives required to sufficiently fracture the 
rock. With appropriate guidance, these limitations can become 
manageable and the technique a viable alternative to other exist
ing technologies. 

The groundwater system had not reached equilibrium by the 
end of the 72-hr pumping period. Additional drawdown is ex
pected to occur when the permanent pumping and treatment sys
tem is placed on-line and allowed to run for an extended period 
of time. Some degree of dewatering of the overburden aquifer 
is expected to occur over time. Continued monitoring of water 
levels in the surrounding monitoring wells as well as groundwater 

quality analyses will be necessary to evaluate the long-term effec
tiveness of the remediation system. 

The coupling of existing blasting technology with site-specific 
groundwater remediation needs has produced an innovative re
medial alternative. Through blasting, a selected zone of bedrock 
has been essentially transformed into a conduit which directly 
drains the individual fractures. A single recovery well should 
prove to be fully capable of preventing further migration of the 
groundwater contamination plume as well as capturing contam
ination that has traveled downgradient of the fracture zone. As 
only one recovery well was required by this technique, substantial 
savings are expected in operational and maintenance costs. 
Furthermore, the very nature of the fracture zone alleviates the 
concerns associated with determining if individual recovery wells 
are successfully intercepting all of the fractures transporting con
taminated groundwater. This method should prove to be 
applicable to many sites with contaminated fractured bedrock 
aquifers. 
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Successful PRP Remediation of the 
Pepper's Steel and Alloys Site 

Leslie R. Dole, Ph.D. 
QUALTEC. Inc. 

Knoxville, Tennessee 

ABSTRACT 

This study established the feasibility and the performance charac
teristics of the on-site. in situ immobiliz.ation technology used for the 
remediation of' the 120.000 )U' of heavy metal and PCB-rontaminated, 
trans-fonner-oil soaked soils at the Pepper's Steel and Alloys (PSA) 
Superfund site in Medley. Florida (N.W. Miami). Until its June. 1988 
remediation, the PSA site was on the NPL. This 30-ac site. used for 
a junk yard and scrap recovery operation, had used transformers 
purchased from the Florida Power and Light Company (FPL). Subse
quenlly. FPL became the ma1or "deep-pocket" principal responsible 
party. 

The PCB-oil and heavy mecal contamination on the site extended frnm 
2 to 8 fi into the soils and into the Biscayne aquifer lhat 1~ the sole 
source of drinking water for the Miami metropolitan area. This 'ile 
is up-gradient within 6 mi of Miami's well fields. 

With full disclosure to U.S. EPA Region IV. FPL planned and con
ducted a formulation, testing and modeling program that demons1raled 
the safety of the monolithic groui formula poured directly in10 1hi' 
critical regional aquifer. 

l~TRODliCTION 

This study established the feasibiluy and performance characteris
tics of the proposed on-site stabiliza1ion/solidification treatmenl 
technology' using cement-based, pozzolanic monoliths for the oily fill 
and ~t al Pepper·s Steel and Alloys (PSA) Superfund site in Medley, 
Florida. which was contaminated with both heavy metals and PCB,. 

This preliminary grou1 d~clopmenl and leach-1es1ing program W"ds 

conducled on behalf of the Florida Power and Light (FPL) Company. 
The treatment of the-.c contaminated soil~ by on-site solidification wi1h 
cementitious grouts was iden1ified by FPL as a poten1ial remedial action 
ahema1ive in its Final Repon of it~ Rl/FS in September. 1983 (Alter
native Four). In FPL's Feb. 20. 1985, letter 10 the U.S. EPA. this remedial 
action was outlined in detail in a Drnft Scope of Work Design Program 
to accomplish the on-site stabilization or fixation of the PSA ,oils. Jn 
the repon. Energex R85-003, the interim status of 1h1s program was 
reponc.d lo Region IV of the U.S. EPA on July 29, 1985 in a lcllcr from 
F. Mullins, FPL, 10 J. Orban. U.S. EPA Region IV' 

BACKGROUND 

FPL evaluated several options before selecting the in situ solidifi
cati?n as the re~edy al the PSA site'. The cost of hauling the con
taminated material 850 mi to a hazardous waste landfill was over $43 
million. and several thousand trucks would have had to traverse one 
of the most heavily traveled inlerslale corridors in the eastern United 
States. Incineration was opposed vehemently by the local citizens. and 
there are no incinerators which could meet air quality standards with 
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the high le.I concentrations (lo I00.000 ppm) in the site soils. Incinera
tion v.uuld have cost close to $25 million. 

Sol\·ent wa~ing of the !iOll cost approximately $16 million, but did 
nothing for the va.,t quantities of heavy metals at the site. Dole then 
proposed a plan to develop an in \itu disposal option using cemen1-
based pozzolans to treat the site soih and to form large impermeable 
monoliths. an option that cost $7 million. 

Cement-based and pozzolanic materials arc the most widely used 
materials for the stabilization of chemically hazardous and radioactive 
wastes because they result in: I I l ~ waste fonns that are processed 
with standard "off-the-shelf' equipment. (2) waste forms that resist 
leaching and degradal.ion in many geochemical settings and (3) higb
waste loadings with minimum waste volume increase when the grout 
formulas arc tailored to the specific waste streams'. 

REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION 

The soil collection plan. developed and conducled under the din:c
tion of Dr. Mason. is summarized in Reference I. The results of the 
analyses of these soils ~ RMT are also included in Reference I. This 
phase of the work plan was completed. and the collected PSA samples 
were forwa.rded 10 Canorue Engineers to be used to dC\IClop scabilil.a
tion/solidi fication formulas. 

The locations for the soil samples were selected on the basis of the 
results of previous soil analyses for the presence of oil and lhc PCB 
concentrations in the oil. The classes of soils to be collected were: (I) 
dry fill. (2) oily fill and (3) oily peal. Some of the oil collected from 
the PSA sue contained up 10 2.000 ppm of PCBs (Aroclor 1260). These 
results are summanzed in Table I. 

lllb!e I 
Summary Analytical Results For PSA Soils 

ts Solid Dry Fill Oily Fill Oily Peat 

Water 17.0 
Oil ' Grease 1. 2 
PCB*, ppm 42.0 
Lead, ppall.6980.0 

45.0 
2.6 

116.0 
1030.0 

* PCB• ware Aroclor 1260 

107.0 
3.8 

44.0 
836.0 



TREATABILITY 
The success of the proposed in situ monolith at PSA was based on 

the establishment of performance objectives which included: (1) mixing 
and emplacement characteristics, (2) curing rates and the timely 
development of adequate physical properties and (3) leaching of con
taminants at rates that protected the public. 

A detailed formulation and testing program to screen materials and 
verify that the performance objectives were achieved. The formula 
screening and treatability study tasks5 included: 

Task 1 Screening available materials from South 
Florida, based on their availability, cost, worka
bility and physical properties 

Task 2 Testing compressive strength penetration 
resistance and permeability 

Task 3 Leaching and Durability Testing: 

(1) EP-10X (U.S. EPA SW-846) 
(2) Modified MCC-1 Static Leach Test 
(3) Modified ANS 16.l Multi Extraction 

The completion of Task 1 was reported in the interim Status 
Report2, and the results of the remaining tasks are reported in the 
Final Report'. These studies selected the dry-solids blend that is 
summarized in Table 2. 

Tuble 2 
PSA Soil-Grout Formulation 

Component wgt (wgt %) 

1. Soil Solids 1,680 55 
2. Soil water 340 11 
3. Cement, Portland-I 300 10 
4. ASTM Class F Ash 450 15 
5. Mix Water 260 9 

Solids Blend:Soil Ratio 0.45 
Volume Ratio of Fixed Soil <1.1 

The soil-grout's overnight penetration resistance and 28-day uncon
fined compressive strength were < 500 and < 21 psi, respectively, and 
were sufficient to allow unrestricted traffic and construction over the 
buried monoliths. 

The constant-head permeabilities, using a modified triaxial appara
tus, on 28-day cured specimens of spiked dry-fill and oily-peat grouts 
are summarized in Table 3. 

Soil-Grout 

Dry Fill 
Oily Peat 

Tuble 3. 
Soil-Grout Permeabilities 

Darcy Hydraulic 
Permeability Conductivity 

(cm/s) (cm/s) 

l.6E-8 
6.SE-8 

1. SE-11 
6. 2E-11 

Since the permeabilities of the soil components at the PSA .s~te ranged 
between 10-2 to 104 cm/sec, the monoliths range of permeab1hty was at 
least 10,000 to 1000,000 times lower than PSA soil. Therefore, these 

grouts will be relatively impermeable; groundwater or precipitation can
not percolate through these stabilized masses6 • 

LEACHING 

Then, two series of leach-test specimens were prepared with spiked 
PSA soils. A composite PSA soil sample was prepared from the known 
heavy metal "hot-spots." The soils were spiked with oil collected at 
the PSA site in the summer of 1983. To this oil sample, FPL's labora
tory had added more Aroclor 1260 in order to increase its PCB con
centration to 3000 ppm. Based on the soils' oil and grease analyses 
and using this spiked oil sample, the total oil concentrations of the soil 
for the leach-test specimens were adjusted to 10% (PCBs to 490 ppm) 
based on the soil solids (see Table 4.). This spiking was done in order 
to ensure that the treatability tests were done with samples that exceeded 
any expected oil and PCB contaminations at this site. 

Water 
Oil & Grease 
PCB** 
Lead 

Thble 4 
Content of Oil-Spiked PSA Soil 

15.6 % 
10.0* % 

490.* ppm (216 original) 
31,490. ppm 

Two series of right-circular leach specimens prepared with spiked 
soil, having surface areas of 100 cm2 and 30 cm2 respectively, were 
analyzed for the organic and heavy metal in separate leaching tests. 
These specimens then were leached by the MCC-1 and ANS 16.l 
methods in PSA groundwater. Also, the 40 CFR 261 structural-integrity 
and EP-IDX tests were performed. 

Both the Modified MCC-1 and ANS 16.l methods can measure an 
effective-diffusion coefficient (De, cm2/sec) that conservatively esti
mates the maximum credible release rates of contaminates from the 
monolith7

• 

The effective diffusion coefficients (De) for the soil-grout, used in 
the in situ monolith at the PSA site, are summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5 
ANS 16.1 Leachability Indices 

Element 

Arsenic 
Barium 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Lead 
Mercury 
Selenium 
Silver 
PCBs* 

15.9 
>13.0 ** 
>11. 9 ** 
>12.8 ** 

13.5 
> 9.2 ** 

> 9.8 ** 
> 8.4 ** 
>14.0 ** 

* PCB Aroclor 1260 

-LOG[De] 

** leachate concentrations below detection 
limits 

The leach tests showed that only arsenic and lead were above the 
detection limits in the leachates. In the fixed, spiked-fill soil-grout, 
cadmium, chromium, mercury, selenium and silver were below the 
detectable limits after 28 days of leaching the cured solid. More im
portant, these low effective-diffusion coefficients predict infinitesimal 
source-term of potential contaminates diffusing from large in situ 
monoliths. 
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Figure 1 describes the general case of diffusion from a semi-infinite 
solid and will conservatively predict the maximum credible release rates 
from a submerged monolith&.•. 

lblel 

F :• 2·~J." 
l U I 

F = CuMulatlve Fraction Released of 
S = Specl•n Surface Area 
U Specl•n Uol..-e 
De = Diffuaslon Coefficient of 
t Leaching lnterual 

Figure I 
Semi-infinite Slab Diffusion Model lhal 

Conservatively Over-esumatl!S the Cumulative Fractions Released 

RFSULTS 

The PSA soil fixation blend development and testing program has 
achieved the goals of the fiJtation/stabilization work plan by success
fully identifying a formula to fix the U.S. EPA priority metals and PCB~ 
in place at Medley, Florida. Using materials from South Florida, this 
study selected an initial 60/40 fly-ash/cement blend, shown in Tuble 2. 
based on its engineering properties of cost, mixability, set time, com
pressive st:rcngth and permeability. 

Then, two series of leach tests verified that the monolith's in situ 
performance was adequate to protect the public's health. For example. 
based on Equation I and the effective-diffusion coefficients, Figure I 
shows the leach fraction released over 1,000 yr. 

When the small fractional releases from Figure I are integrated into 
the PSA site hydrology and annual tropical rainfall for the first 1.000 
y", the resulting maximum credible groundwater concentrations for 
lead (Pb), PCBs and Arsenic (As) are very low. (I'llble 6) 

PEPPER'S STEEL MJNOLITH Po. PCBS. & As 

0 0.4 0 I 1.r 1.1 
(f-) y,,._ ,,..,.. 

D 119 • PCDI o Pb 

Figure 2 
Maximum cumulative fractional losses of Lead, 

PCBs and A™=nic from the PSA monolith over 2.4 millenia. 
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'lllble 6 
RauJtlna GroundWlller Concmtratiom After 1.000 yr 

.. Stablllz.ed Site. 

ELEMENT Concentration, ppm 

Lead (Pb) 0.001 

PCBs 0.0004 

Arsenic (As) 0.00005 

These won;t-case concentrations are below current standard analy
tical methods and below any known thresholds fur health effects. Thee
forc. based on these conservative overprojections of the maximum 
credible co~n1ra1ions, FPL was permitted to treat and solidify the 
PSA metals and PCBs into a monolith that was poured directJy iDlo 
the Biscayne aquifer without requiring a liner or a cap fur the tm:leh. 
This monolith wu located within S and 7 mi upgradient from the well 
fields for the cities of Medley and Miami, respectively. 

The Pepper's Steel and Alloys Site is the largest superfund site yet 
to be closed. It was the fint ROD to be signed after SARA was passed 
in 1986. and ii contained an innovative aJtemativc technology for the 
permanent disposal of non-wlalile organics. 
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Remediation at the Verona Well Field Superfund Site 
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The Verona Well Field (VWF) supplies potable water to most of the 
City of Battle Creek, Michigan, three townships, and another small 
city. The combined service area equates to a population of approxi
mately 50,000 people. In 1981, the well field and surrounding area were 
found to be contaminated with volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 
and principally with chlorinated solvents. The contaminant plume 
extended throughout an area of approximately 0.5 to 1 mi. Two facili
ties run by a local solvent wholesaler were identified as major sources 
of contamination. VOC concentrations as high as 1,000 mg/L were found 
in groundwater and soil on the facilities' properties. The U.S. EPA chose 
groundwater extraction with treatment in combination with enhanced 
volatilization using soil vapor extraction (SVE) to clean up contami
nated groundwater and soil at the site. 

The groundwater extraction system included nine extraction wells with 
associated instrumentation and controls, extraction force main piping 
from extraction wells to an existing air stripper and a GAC pretreat
ment system. From March, 1987 to August, 1989, approximately 11,000 
lb of VOCs were removed. Groundwater concentrations initially were 
as high as 19,000 ug/L total VOCs; by August, the concentration had 
decreased to approximately 2,000 ug/L. An extensive monitoring pro
gram provided analytical data to evaluate compound-specific perfor
mance in the air stripper and carbon adsorption pretreatment system. 

The SVE system consists of 23 vapor extraction wells, two blowers 
(30 hp and 40 hp) and a vapor-phase carbon emission control system. 
The full-scale SVE system has been operating since March, 1988, 
resulting in the removal of about 40,000 lb of voes thus far. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Verona well field supplies potable water to residents and com
mercial establishments in Battle Creek, Michigan. In August, 1981, it 
was discovered that a number of private and city wells in the well field 
were contaminated with volatile organic compounds. Subsequent testing 
revealed that nearly half of the city's potable water wells were con
taminated. 

In the fall of 1983, a remedial investigation was initiated to deter
mine the extent and potential sources of the well field contamination. 
The investigation revealed a contaminant plume with VOC concentra
tions varying from 1 ug/L to 356 mg/L in the area of the well field. 
Monitoring revealed the plume was steadily moving towards less con
taminated wells. The investigation also revealed three major potential 
sources of contamination; two of them are sites operated by a solvent 
distribution center, and the third is a railroad car repair shop (Fig. 1). 

Figure l 
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The lithology at the site consists of fine- to coarse-grained sand with 
trace clay, silt and pebbles. The water table is approximately 25 ft be
low grade level and the hydraulic gradient is to the northwest. Vicinity Map: Verona Well Field, Battle Creek, Michigan 
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Remedial Measures 

In May, 1984, the U.S. EPA signed a ROD to implement an Initial Remedial 
Measure (IRM). As part of the IRM, a scne\ of potable wells Wlls converted 
to blocking wells to prevent further migration of the conlJlminant plume. 

An air stripping system to remove voes from the conlJlmineted groundwater 
also was designed and built. In addition, three new polBble water wells were 
ins!Jllled to supplement the city's water supply system. 

In 1985, the U.S. EPA signed another ROD that addressed the major source 
of contamination. The ROD specified a corrective action that included a net
work of groundwater extraction wells 10 remove contaminated groundwater, the 
treatment of groundwater via air stripping. and a soil vapor extraction CSVE) 
system to remove voes from the unsaturated zone. 

Site Characteristics 

The facility addressed in the ROD was an industrial site that had been ul>Cd 
for the storage, transfer and packaging of chlorinated end non-chlorinated sol
vents from 19'10 to 1984. As shown on Figure 2, there ere 21 under ground !illlrage 
tanks at the facility, 19 of which were confirmed to be leaking in a 1984 invc,;ti· 
gation. These tanks ere surrounded by heavily contaminated soil. Di~ exca
vation and removal of the tanks was not an option since that process \Wuld 
seriously violate Slate air quality criteria. This problem is being avoided by using 
the SVE system to remove the majority of voes before removing the under
ground tanks. 

...... ... .... 

Figure 2 
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Location of Underground Tanks 
Verona Well Field, Batlle Creek, Michigan 

At the time of the 1984 investigation. vadose zone contamination 
extende.d over approximately 40,000 fil, including the area around the 
leaking underground storage tanks, in the tank truck loading/unloading 
area and near the warehouse (now demolished). 

In addition to the vadose zone contamination, there was a floating 
product layer in the vicinity of Extraction Well 8 (EW8). This well is 
a product recovery well, combining groundwater extraction with 
intermittent removal of floating product as it accumulates. 

GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The groundwater extraction system specified in the ROD removes 
voe-contaminated water from the aquifer in the vicinity of the most 
contaminated source area. The system consists of nine groundwater ex
traction wells, associated instrumentation and controls, approximately 
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S,200 ft of extraction force main (EFM) and a carbon adsorption S)'5lem 
that serve.d temporarily a_11 pretreatment for the existing air stripper. 
Sampling ports are located at various points all along the system. 

A flow schematic of the groundwater extraction system is shown in 
Figure 3. Eight of the nine extraction wells discharge between 30 and 
'10 gpm of contaminated groundwater; at one time, the ninth well (EWI) 
discharge.<! S to 7 gpm. but it currenlly is not operating. 
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Figun 3 
Groundwater Exlrlletion Sys1em Flow Schematic: 

Verona 'M:ll Field. Bartle Creek. Michigan 

Contaminated groundwaler is piped by the extraction force main from 
the source area to the air stripping system (installed by the U.S. EPA 
in 1984). Flow from the extraction force main discharges directly to 
the air stripper pump station (wet well). 

The carbon pretreatment system was installed in March, 1987 and 
removed in January, 1988. when the tocal VOC concentration was low 
enough for the air stripper alone to meet NPDES permit requirements 
for discharge. When it was operational, the carbon adsorption system 
consisted of three pressure carbon units (one in parallel with two in 
series) located adjacent to the air stripper. Following treatment from 
the carbon adsorption units, the water was discharged to the air stripper 
pump station (wet well). 

VOC-contaminate.d groundwater from the well field blocking wells 
(approximately l,'m to 2,000 gpm) also discharges into the wet well 
along with the extraction well flow (approximately 300 gpm)_ From 
the wet well, the water is pumped to an air stripper, which removes 
more than 95 % of the voes from the water_ voes removed from the 
water by the air stripper are adsorbed from the stripper off-gas by a 
vapor-phase activate.d-carbon system. 

Th date, the treatment system samples generally have been analyzed 
for U.S. EPA Methods 601 and 602 purgeable organic targec compounds. 
either by the NUS Mobile Laboratory or the NUS Laboratory Services 
Group facility in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Periodic analyses were per
formed for naphthalene (U.S. EPA Method 610). acetone (U.S. EPA 
Method 656). and methyl ethyl ketone and methyl isobutyl ketone 
(Methods 801.5/8030). Samples were analyzed semi-annually for NPD~ 
Priority Pollutants. Treatment system sampling was done on a schedule 
determined by the Michigan Department of Natural Resoun:es (MDNR). 

The sampling and analytical techniques used to monitor the opera
tion lacked some of the sophisticated quality conlJ'Ol measures nonnally 
used in U.S. EPA CLP protocols- However, this potential limitation 
on the analytical quality should not hove a significant impact on the 
overall data analysis or the evaluation of system performance. 

Description of the Extraction Well System 

The locations of the nine wells making up the groundwater extrac
tion system are shown on Figure 2- The extraction wells are screened 



from approximately 20 to TI ft below grade in the unconsolidated glacial 
overburden unit. All extraction wells are 8 in. in diameter with the 
exception of EW8, which is a 24-in.-diameter dual extraction well (re
moves nonaqueous phase liquids and groundwater separately). 

Performance of the Extraction Wells 

By August, 1989, more than TIS,000,000 gal of groundwater containing 
approximately 11,000 lb of TVOCs had been extracted through the 
groundwater extraction system. This estimate of TVOCs removed is 
probably low, since analyses were run only for priority pollutant voes 
(see the "Glossary of Compound Abbreviations" at the end of this report 
for a list of com pounds included in TVOCs). No analyses for total 
organic carbon (TOC) or total petroleum hydrocarbons were made on 
any samples. 

The predominant contaminants by total mass are PCE, CIS/TRANS, 
TCE, 1,1,1-TCA and TOL (for full names, see "Glossary of Compound 
Abbreviations" at the end of this report). 

Figure 4 shows the change in concentration of TVOCs for the com
bined flow from the extraction wells (sampling point WSl, from 
Figure 2). Note that the figure uses both dates and days from startup 
(0 to 900) to identify points in time for the extraction system. Figure 5 
shows the cumulative amount of TVOCs removed by the extraction well 
system. 
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Figure 4 
Concentration of Total VOCs from Combined EW Flow 
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Figure S 
Total VOCs Removed by GW Extraction 

Description of the Carbon System 

The temporary carbon adsorption system consisted of two parallel 
trains, one made up of two units in series, and the other a single column 
adsorption unit. This arrangement provided more flexibility than hous~g 
three units in parallel and resulted in less pressure drop than three umts 
in series. 

Each unit was 10 ft in diameter, and 12 ft high and contained 20,000 
lb of granular activated carbon. This amount of carbon was estimated 
to be sufficient for the entire period that the carbon system would be 
needed. Thus, no on-site carbon storage was needed and none of the 
units had to be taken out of service for carbon replacement. Flow was 
distributed to provide approximately one-third of the total flow to the 
single-unit train and the remaining flow to the train with two units in 
series. 

Performance of the Carbon System 
An estimated 1,830 lb of TVOCs were adsorbed in the single-unit 

train and 4,340 lb in the two units in series train, for a combined total 
of 6,170 lb of TVOCs adsorbed. 

Several compound began to desorb as the carbon beds began to load 
with VOCs. Desorption occurs primarily as a result of competition 
between compounds. Every compound has a different capacity for 
adsorption. When the carbon is new, the differences in adsorption 
capacity among the different compounds are barely detectable because 
competition for adsorption sites is minimal. However, as the carbon 
begins to reach capacity, various compounds begin to compete for the 
available adsorption sites. As a result, weakly adsorbed compounds are 
desorbed by competition from the more strongly adsorbed species. 
Several of the compounds desorbed at some point in the operation of 
the system; methylene chloride, vinyl chloride and 1,2-dichloroethane 
were the only compound that did so at a substantial rate. 

In January, 1988, the voe concentrations in the groundwater appeared 
to be low enough to bypass the activated carbon system and go directly 
to the air stripper without violating effluent standards. 

Description of the Air Stripper 

The air stripper is composed of a single IO-ft-diameter tower con
taining 40 ft of 3.5-in. pall ring packing in two 20-ft sections. The tower 
is made of fiberglass-reinforced plastic with stainless steel internals and 
polypropylene packing. 

Water enters the top of the tower through a 12-in. header to a Norton 
wier-trough distributor. Atmospheric air is pulled upward through the 
tower counter-current to the direction of water flow. A demister removes 
entrained droplets from the air at the top of the tower prior to discharge 
to the vapor phase carbon adsorption units. 

The stripper was designed for a nominal water flow rate of 2,000 
gpm with a maximum flow of2,500 gpm. The air flow system is sized 
to deliver 5,000 to 6,000 acfm. 

The air stripper is equipped with a recirculation system to permit 
periodic addition of acid or disinfectant used to control accumulation 
of inorganic scale or biological growth on the packing material and 
internals. 

Performance of the Air Stripper 

Air stripper performance was monitored as part of the data-taking 
program. Most of the data were taken while the carbon adsorption 
pretreatment system was operating. However, data also were taken when 
the pretreatment system was being bypassed and after its removal in 
January 1988. This set of data is presented under "Performance Without 
Pretreatment," after the discussion of the larger data set. 

Performance With Pretreatment 

Air stripper performance generally is reported as percent contaminant 
removal efficiency. The efficiency is determined by taking the difference 
between the influent and effluent concentrations and dividing it by the 
influent concentration. 

This definition of performance poses some computational problems, 
particularly when the influent and effluent concentrations are below 
the detection limit. For data where the influent and/or effluent was be-
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low detection limits, removal efficiency is reported as "NA" (not 
available). 

Table 1 surrunaril.es those data points where both influent and effluent 
concentrations were above detection limits. Results are reponed as the 
average of such data points for each compound and are compared against 
results predicted by an air stripper model create.d by CH2M HILL. The 
number of data points use.d in each average is also reponed. 

Table I 
Air Stripper Performance 

With Pr1tr11tm1nL ~LlU.UUJJHAL- _ 

Cop,pound1 

CCL4 

CCLJ 

1,1-DCA 

1,2-DCA 

1,1-DCE 

ClS 

TIWIS 

lll!CL 

PCI 

TCI 

\'IIYL 

ID 

IHI 

TOI. 

0-IYL 

Predicted 
ltemovol 
Ill 

99 ... 

80.2 

9l.8 

31.4 

99.6 

62 ,9 

98.' 

12.1 

99.J 

99.1 

91.1 

99.9 

90.9 

9• .6 

93.1 

o .• 

66. 7 

llA 

llA 

l 1. 7 

llA 

U.9a 

1Z.6 

8J.o 

73 .9 

97 .6 

57 .S 

lit. 

IA 

9S.O 

IA 

•a.olllu for ClS and TlAJIS c-btnad. 
*One V&I ).61. 

NWDber 
of Data 
Pointe 

llA 

lJ 

37 

13 

llA 

IOTESi &..lr •tripper vater flow • 2,400 IPll• 
IA • lot avetlable. 

Compound 

Cerbon Tetrachloride 

Chloroform 

l,1-DichloroethAne 

1,2-Dicbloroethane 

1,1-Dichloroethylene 

Cia-1, 2-Dicbloroethy lene -

Trana-1,2-Dichloroethylene ]-------- -

Methylene Chloride 

Tetracbloroethylene 

1,1,1-Trichloroathene 

Trichloroethylene 

Vinyl Chloride 

Benzene 

l!thylbenzane 

Toluene 

o-Xylene 

Act u• l 
heoval 

_Jl.J..._ 

NA 

NA 

llA 

o.o 

llA 

86.) 

88. l 

91.9 

90.8 

96.0 

llA 

61. 2• 

11.1 

95.i 

91.8 

lnf lu•nt 
Cone:•ntr•tlon 

'aalli 
llA 

KA 

NA 

16 

llA 

18 

12 

ll 

Abbreviation 

CCL~ 

CCLJ 

I, l-DC6 

l,2-DC6 

l, l-DCI! 

--- ClS/TRANS 

HECL 

PC! 

l,l,l-TCA 

Tc.I! 

VINYL 

BEN 

l!Bl!N 

TOL 

0-XYL 

Note• Above compound• are priority pollutant• tP1tPd •t the aite. 
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Three compounds (1,2-DCA, CIS/TRANS and MECL) had more 
than 25 data points that could be med to compute an average removal 
efficiency. All of these averages showe.d reasonable agreement with 
predicted results. Thirteen data points were available for 1,1,1-TCA, 
which showe.d performance much lower than predicted (74 % versus 
99.7%). Other results were based on only one or two data points and 
showe.d mixed results. 

Performance Without Pretreatment 

Compule.d average removal efficiencies for CIS/TRANS, PCE and 
TOL agme.d reasonably well wilh predicted values for these compound, 
which all had seven or more data points (see Tuble 1). 1,2-DCA (16 
data points) and MECL (8 data points) both had computed removal 
efficiencies greater than predicte.d values. All ocher compounds had 
leu than five data points. 

SOIL VAPOR EXTRACTION (SVE) SYSTEM 

Description of the SVE S)'Slem 

The SVE system was installed to remove \{)Cs from the vadose :zone 
in the vicinity of lhe most contaminated source area. Figure 6 shows 
a simplified schematic of the SVE system. The system consists of a 
netVrUrk of 4-in. dimncter P\C wells wilh slotted screen from approxi
mately S ft below grade to 3 ft below the water table. The wells are 
packed with silica sand, sealed at the screen/casing interface with ben
tonite, and !hen grouted to existing grade to prevent shon circuiting. 
The extraction wells arc connected by a surface collection manifold. 
Each wellhead has a throttling valve, sample pon and vacuum pres
sure gauge. The surface manifuld is conncc:te.d to a centrifupJ air/warcr 
separator followed by a carbon adsorption system. The outlet of lbe 
carbon adsorption system is piped to a vacuum extraction unit (VEU), 
which induces a flow of air from the subsurface info the extraction wells. 
The vacuum not only pulls vapors from the unsaturaled rooc, but also 
decreases the pressure in soil voids, thereby causing the release of 
additional \{)Cs. After passing through the carbon adsorption system 
and vacuum extraction unit, air is discharged through a 30-ft stack. 

. ---~ . 
~==~ -~ -· 

Figure 6 
Schematic of Soil Vapor Extraction System: 
Verona Well Field, Battle Creek, Michigan 

The carbon adsorption system is operating with four parallel primary 
carbon units (PCU) connected to four secondary carbon units (SCU), 
also in parallel. The PCU are use.d for the majority of \{)<:: adsorp
tion, while lhe SCU act as a backup in the event of breakthrough in 
lhe PCU. The canisters each hold 1,000 lb of vapor-phase granulated 
activated carbon and are connected to header piping with flexible hoses 
and quick-disconnect couplings. A sample pon, vacuum presswe gauae 
and temperature probe are installed upstream, downstream and bclween 
the carbon units, respectively. A carbon monoxide meter also is inslalled 
between carbon units to provide early detection in the event of com
bustion in the primary carbon unit. If the CO meter reaches its set
point, the VEU will automatically shut down until it is reset. 



The carbon system was installed under negative pressure to make 
sure that VOes would not leak. Preliminary testing determined that 
carbon adsorption efficiency was equivalent under negative and posi
tive pressure. 

During operation, the PeU is monitored for breakthrough by an 
in-line HNu (organic vapor detector). The setpoint of the HNu was 
established after determining the relationship between total voes as 
measured by the HNu and compound-specific concentrations as 
measured by an on-site gas chromatograph. The monitored compound, 
their detection limits, and their breakthrough criteria are listed in 
Table 2. 

Compound 

PCE 
TCE 
MECL 
BEN 

Table 2 
Discharge and Test Result 

Primary Carbon Unit Discharge 

mg/! 

0.0024 
0.0073 
0.0406 
0.0057 

355 
1,360 

11,654 
1,783 

When the breakthrough concentration is exceeded, the PeU is 
changed out. The carbon change consists of placing the backup carbon 
system into primary service and installing an unused standby carbon 
canister into the backup position. By installing fresh carbon in backup 
service at each PeU changeout, the chances of breakthrough on the 
backup system are minimized. 

In addition to monitoring primary and secondary carbon outlet con
centrations, concentrations also are monitored at the wellhead and the 
combined inlet. Results are used to quantify the voe loading and help 
predict the rate of carbon breakthrough. Each time a sample is collected, 
the following process variables are logged: 

• Wellhead vacuum 
• Wellhead flow (as measured with a rotameter) 
• Vapor/water separator water level 
• Pressures and temperatures throughout the system 

Performance of the SVE System 
A pilot-phase SVE system was started up in November, 1987. Figure 7 

shows the location of the SVE wells and the piping layout. Individual 
extraction wells were operated first to determine their radius of influence, 
flow rate and initial extraction rate. All gas stream analyses were gener
ated by the on-site gas chromatograph. Figure 8 plots SVE performance 
at the Thomas Solvents Raymond Road facility. 

The radius of influence was measured by recording the vacuum in 
nearby SVE wells and in vacuum piezometers. A 1.25-in. water vacuum 
was recorded 60 ft from an extraction well. Since the vadose zone con
sisted of homogeneous fine- to coarse-graded sand with trace silt and 
clay, the extensive radius of influence was not unexpected. In addition, 
vacuum piezometers located between tanks to analyze the effect of tank 
shielding showed at least a 2-in. water vacuum. In spite of the vacuum 
between tanks, fullscale SVE wells were installed at the end of tank 
clusters to further enhance axial flow between tanks. 

The total mass of voes removed in the pilot test was measured by 
gas stream analyses and verified by analyzing the carbon. After operating 
the system intermittently over 15 days (total run time of 69 hr), gas 
stream analyses predicted 2,866 lb voes removed, and the carbon 
analyses showed an average loading of approximately 16.7 % , or 3,00_6 
lb removed. The 5 % difference between the two methods of analysis 
can be attributed to the uncertainties inherent in the analytical 
procedures. 

The average of voe concentrations measured in the stack was 0.0666 
mg/L. At an average stack flow rate of 500 cfm over the 69-hour pilot 
phase program, approximately 4.6 lb ofVOCs would have been released 
through the stack (indicating a 99.8% removal efficiency). 

The SVE system began full-scale operation in March 1988. The 
average SVE extraction well flow rate is 70 scfm at 2 to 3-in. Hg vacuum 

at the wellhead. From March, 1988 through August, 1989, approxi
mately 37,000 lb of voes were removed from the soil, bringing the 
total amount of voes recovered to approximately 40,000 lb. 
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SVE Wells and Piping Layout 
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Conclusion 
The loading rate of total voes has decreased from an initial high 

of approximately 45 lb/hr to less than 5 lb/hr. As shown in Figure 8, 
the concentration of total voes has dropped from a high of 23 mglL 
to about 1.5 mg/L after a total run time of 117 days. The apparent NAPL 
layer has not been present since October. 1988. Operation is expected 
to continue into 1990. with the potential for removal of the 21 under
ground storage tanks. 
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ABSTRACT 

Ample technical guidance documentation is available to help plan 
and implement safe and cost-effective drum removal from hazardous 
waste sites, and techniques and equipment for handling drums are 
becoming well established and readily available. 

An additional necessity at most drum sites where inordinate numbers 
of drums are encountered is a system of record-keeping that includes 
all information about the physical characteristics and handling/dispo
sition of each drum. This system should be computerized, if possible, 
and allow for easy data retrieval and search programs. Information col
lected would include a description of each drum, its contents, a listing 
of any labels, locations where found and ultimate disposition (for both 
drum and contents when disposed of separately). 

For a removal action in Pennsylvania, a system of bar coding was 
developed for a site containing approximately 45,000 drums. Using this 
system, each drum was assigned a unique bar code number that was 
used to track its characterization, movement, on9site and final disposi
tion (treatment and/or disposal). This bar coding system was developed 
to reduce the amount of information needing manual transcription, there
by saving time and reducing errors. The data were entered into hand
held computers in the field and automatically transferred into a PC data 
base at the end of each day or shift. This system represents the innova
tive use of a well-established technology (bar coding) that greatly reduces 
the effort needed for information control and also eliminates errors 
inherent in manually transcribing data at each step. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper discusses a PC-compatible system of bar coding and 
automated data acquisition that was developed by MK-Environmental 
Services to inventory and track characterization information on approxi
mately 45,000 drums to be removed from a site in Pennsylvania. An 
accurate characterization of each drum on-site was important for two 
reasons. First, the cost of the removal action would be apportioned based 
on the number of drums identified belonging to individual Potentially 
Responsible Parties (PRPs). Secondly, it allowed for cradle-to-grave 
documentation verifying disposal of each drum. 

In order to eliminate the time-consuming and error-prone task of 
manual transcription of data, a unique bar code number was assigned 
to each drum and menus of bar code choices were generated that con
tained drum characterization information of a repeating nature. This 
system allowed most data to be entered by wanding bar codes. Infor
mation collected in the field was then automatically downloaded into 
a PC data base at the end of each day. 

EQUIPMENT 
Data were collected in the field using D.A.P. Technologies' Microflex 

PC 1000, environmentally-sound (sealed to keep out dust, water and 
common industrial solvents), hand-held microcomputers with an 
attached Ricoh ProScan bar code reader wand. This microcomputer 
has 640 K of memory, 896 K of data storage memory, an 80C88 
microprocessor running at 4.9152 MHz and operates on rechargeable 

NiCad battery packs. Its operating system is MS-DOS, version 2.25. 
The keyboard has 47 programmable keys with audible feedback: 4 
preliminary keys and 43 multi-function keys. The LCD (Liquid Crys
tal Display) emulates a one-quarter section of a Color Graphic Adapter 
(CGA) Monitor, showing 16 lines of 16 or 21 characters and acts as 
a window that can move over the entire CGA screen. 

Sequential pairs of self-adhesive bar code labels were purchased for 
application on each drum. Menus of bar codes for characterization were 
developed using Tharo Systems Inc.'s EasyLabel Plus bar-code/label
generating software. The data base was maintained using Paradox 3 
(Borland International) software on an IBM PS/2, Model 70, micro
computer connected to a Hewlett Packard LaserJet Series II printer. 

DISCUSSION 

Initially, drums were removed from their original locations (mostly 
in stacks of several thousand drums) and staged in a manner that allowed 
for easy access and efficient characterization. This process was accom
plished by aligning the drums in rows approximately 18 in. apart (mini
mum distance to allow people to move between rows). At this site there 
was enough open space to permit staging and characterization of all 
drums before beginning disposal operations. Where space is limited, 
groups 01· drums could be staged, characterized and restacked or di
sposed of immediately. 

Secondly, unique bar code identification numbers were affixed to each 
drum. This proved to be a problem, however, due to the variability in 
the condition of the drums. Rust and oil or grease on the drum surface 
made it difficult for a bar code label to adhere. Several methods of 
surface preparation were tried, but the most efficient was to mechani
cally wire brush an area of the drum large enough for the labels. Two 
labels were applied to each drum (usually one on the side and one on 
the end) to assure that handling activities which might render a single 
label unreadable would not make identification impossible. In addi
tion, identification numbers were printed numerically on each label 
(in addition to being printed as a bar code), so that they could be entered 
manually when they were not readable by the wand. Using this system, 
no drums became unidentifiable due to both labels becoming unreada
ble. It should be noted that open-top drums with unsecured lids should 
have both labels applied to the side of the drum, rather than one on 
the top, to avoid any problems associated with tops and drums becoming 
separated. It may be cheaper and equally time-efficient to physically 
write numbers on the drums rather than apply bar code labels. However, 
this necessitates manually entering drum identification numbers into 
the data base and would certainly increase the occurrence of entering 
incorrect numbers. 

Several methods for wire brushing drum surfaces were tried. Using 
hand-h~ld b~shes was slow and ineffective at removing rust. Recharge
able dnlls with brushes attached were fast and effective for surface 
preparation, but m~ly l~sted. 0.5 hr_ before becoming discharged. The 
best method was usmg arr-dnven gnnders equipped with brass brushes. 
This unit wa~ fast, ~id an exce~lent job of surface preparation, could 
be operated mdefimtely and ehminated any spark hazard. 
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SITE LOCATION: 

ZONE1 ZONE2 ZONE3 ZONE4 

OWNER: 

AXIS CHEMICAL XYZOILCO ACME SUPPLY 

NONE 

DRUM COLOR: 

BLUE BLACK RED YELLOW GRAY 

MARKINGS: 

I I 
ALCOHOL CAUSTIC 

SURFACTANT TOLUENE 

RCRA EMPTY? 
YES 

IUI 
FLAMMABLE 

WASTE 

NO 

F1gun: I 

!II 
111 

! 

!I' 

NONE 

Sample Barci>de Menu Chcuce' 

Next, each drum was characteri1.ed and the information was entered 
into the data base. Information to be recorded included: location where 
the drum was found; ~ire, color and type of drum; condition of drum; 
any markings that relatOO to the original contents of the drum; all 
information on any hazardous waste labeb found on the drum; iden
tification numbers of any samples pulled from the drum; and the amount 
and type of any content~ found in the drum. Mmt of this information 
was entered into the data base using menus of bar code choices of the 
type shown in Figure I. If the appropriate information was not availa-
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ble on the menus. it was entered manually using the keyboard of the 
Microflex unit. 

Characterization of empty drums consisted of recording a physical 
de~cription of the drum, all information written on the drum and that 
it was RCRA-empty. For drums that were not empty, characterization 
included the above plus a description of the contents and the volume 
nf liquid contained by the drum. At the time of disposal, manifest 
numbers were recorded so that each drum and its contents could be 
traces from the site to the disposal facility. 



Three problems were encountered and resolved using this system in 
the field. First, the internal batteries of the Microflex microcomputer 
were not designed to power bar code wands. Normally, the micro
computer uses minimal power other than to illuminate the screen and 
can operate for several days. However, during sustained use with the 
wand attached, the batteries were completely discharged in approxi
mately 3 hr. Therefore, it was necessary to add to the system an addi
tional 5-amp camcorder battery, worn on a belt, to power the wand. 
With the added battery, the system operated for as long as 24 hr. 

The second problem was associated with operating in direct sunlight. 
Bright sun made it difficult, and sometimes impossible, to operate the 
wands. When the bar codes were in direct, bright sunlight, the wand 
did not receive enough contrasting light to function. There was also 
a problem with sunlight "burning" the LCD screens of the Microflex 
micro computers to the point where they were no longer readable. Other 
units are available with screens that are less sensitive to light. To 
eliminate both of these problems, beach umbrellas were used to protect 
the bar coding operation from direct sunlight. Two-person bar coding 
teams had little difficulty maneuvering the umbrella to keep the units 
in the shade. It also had the added advantage of keeping personnel cooler 
and increased the time between breaks in hot weather. 

The third problem was that the wands were not environmentally 
sealed. When working in rainy or wet conditions, water accumulated 

inside the wands. The umbrellas helped to alleviate this problem, but 
at times it was too wet to use the wands. At these times, all data were 
entered by keyboard, and the operating program was altered to produce 
choice menus similar to the bar code menus. However, this method 
is more time-consuming due to the limited amount of the screen visi
ble at one time, which necessitates extensive scrolling to view all of 
the choices. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This method of drum characterization and information control is ef
ficient, cost-effective and less prone to errors than manual transcrip
tion. For sites at which a large number of drums (or any other objects) 
need to be individually characterized and tracked, this method is ideal; 
there is no paper to get wet, soiled or blown about, and there are fewer 
opportunities for manual inaccuracies. When conditions make wanding 
bar codes difficult or impossible, the system can be easily modified 
so that prompt menus are displayed on the Microflex screen. 
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ABSTRACT 
The haz.anl categoriZJltion syslem currently employed by the Technical 

Assistance Tham (TAn at Ecology & Environment (E & EJ has been 
upgraded by the development of a computer data base management pro
gram that categorizes waste streams quickly and accurately and 
according to RCRA regulations. 

The use of this program allows both chemists and other hazardous 
waste management personnel to facilitate the categorization of haz.anlous 
materials. In an emergency removal, with a ponable computer al the 
site, compatible materials can be grouped quickly with this program. 
Large removals involving hundreds of drums can therefore be carried 
oul much more efficiently with this program. 

The hazard categorization computer program is menu-driven and 
requires very little training to use. It alens the user when an invalid 
or inconsistent entry has been made. Data entered previously or on 
the current s.ample are easily corrected. The program has a number 
of reponing capabilities including error reponing it, can be used al 
multiple sites and it has menus for selecting different printers and disk 
storage options. 

This program has been distributed to and used by all U.S. EPA regions 
across the country. The software program, STREAMLINE. has been 
uploaded to the U.S. EPA Office of Solid Waste and Emergency 
Response (OSWER) bulletin board for use by U.S. EPA staff and U.S. 
EPA contractors. The types of waste sites on which the progrnm has 
been used include plating facilities and drum recycling companies. 

INTRODUCTION 

The hazard categorization system was developed to help field inves
tigation teams characterize chemical waste!. at the time of sampling. 
The haz.anl categorization system i~ ba.'ied on chemical testing procedure~ 
which permit a qualitative determination of waste characteristic~ 
according to RCRA (40 CFR, Pan 261) and Depanment of Transpor
tation (D(Jf) (49 CFR. Pans 171 and 172) specification\. The chan1c
teristics include ignitability or flammability, corrosivity, reactivity and 
EP toxicity' 

Following the initial determination of the physical and chemical 
characteristics, waste streams can be determined. In an emergem .. )' 
removal, this determination allows manifests to be completed and the 
wastes to be legally tnmsported to a disposal facility. At larger removals, 
involving several hundreds of containers of different ma.terials, the hazard 
categorization information facilitates bulking of the compatible materials. 
Small, bench-scale testing ensures that the bulking is conducted safely. 
The bench-scale testing also minimiz.es laboratory costs involved when 
accurately quantifying the waste streams for disposal, recycling or 
treatment. 

Previously, the consolidation of the waste materials could only be 
performed by a chemist. The process was initiated following comple-
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tion of the field testing for hamrd caiegorization. Data sheets used for 
the collection of data ~ manually segregated based on the field 1eStiog 
results. Not only w.is this procedure very laborious but also it required 
the full-time on-site presence of a trained chemist. It was at this time 
that the E & E TAT upgraded the hazard categorization system by 
developing a computer data base management program that categoril.es 
waste streams quickly and accuraiely and according to RCRA and DOT 
regulations. The name of the computer data base management program 
is STREAMLINE. 

COMPUTER SYSTE.\.I 

Description 

The software, STREAMLINE, was developed using physical and 
chemical principles which categorize the material as a hazardous waste 

according to RCRA and/or OOT. Infonnalion retrieved from fieJd leSling 
is input into an on-screen computer data sheet (Fig. 1) which contains 
attributes of the container. results of the field testing for hazard categori
zation and the processed hazard designation of the hazardous waste. 

snuJIUMI DATA 1!1'T11T 

SAllPLll ID (000411( (A)l1/(T)op/(8)01t011 SAllPLll TAICDT IT I 

Container All rlbu1u1 
TTPE (V/D/C) 
SIZE (Gallons) 
TOP (D)penl(Bluna 
AMOUNf (1-Full/O.Bapty) 

llATllII ISi 
t(S)olld/(L)lquld/(C)as) 

PR I 21 
OllDIZD (YIN) (NI 
CTANIDll (TIN) IHI 

(DI 
I 1~.001 
(DI 
I .1~1 

KATUIAL (SI 
( (S) !Ml! (C)lass/(P)oly/(F)lber) 
COllDITIOll Ip I 
( (P)oor /(F)alrl(Clood) 

SOLUBLll (Y/C/L) (Tl 
( (Y)es/(C)ru1er/( L)ess) 

SUl..l'I Dll ( TfN) 
BIC (TIN) 
C8\AJIUHI (YIN) 

INI 
(NJ 
(Tl 

I.AHL (Peri le chloride. S..aple taken off floor of 110blle 
COfUIJl1tl'S fho•e near dnt• ducrl ti.<! above. Tan sandy solid. 
LOCATION (Mobile Hoa( ACT. T.ill!N I 
IL\ZARD Cl.ASS I AS I 

~---------------
Figure I 

Data Entry Screen for Hazardous Waste Samples 

The processed hazard designation is either a two or three letter code 
which corresponds to a specific hazard class, e.g., "AOL" references 
an acid oitidizing liquid. Once this step is completed for all the samples, 
the data can be sorted by hazard class and groups of samples with similar 
physical and chemical properties can be determined. 

Software Design 

The STREAMLINE program is written in the dBASEJII + data base 



management programming language and compiled by Clipper. The com
piled version stands on its own and does not require dBASEIII + to 
run. However, all the data are stored in standard dBASEIII + files to 
make them easily accessible and transferable if desired. The software 
system includes one executable file, 14 report form files (.FRM), six 
system data base files (.DBF) and a data base file and two index files 
for each site for which a categorization is run. 

The main system file, HAZSYS.DBF, contains the disk drive and 
code of the site categorization that is currently in progress. 
HAZPRNT.DBF contains printer numbers and names and the printer 
codes for compressed and regular printing. The data glossary and classi
fication code definitions are stored in the HAZCLAS.DBF file. Table 
I contains a list of the contents of this file which is printed with every 
sample data report. 

Table 1 
Report of Hazard Class Codes and Data Glossary 

Class 
Code Hazard Class Description 

AL Acid Liquid 
AOL Acid Oxidizing Liquid 
AOS Acid Oxidizing Solid 
AS Acid Solid 
BL Base Liquid 
BOL Base Oxidizing Liquid 
BOS Base Oxidizing Solid 
BS Base Solid 
CLG Chlorinated Gas 
CLL Chlorinated Liquid 
CNG Cyanide Gas 
CNL Cyanide Liquid 
CNS Cyanide Solid 
PG Flammable Gas 
PL Flammable Liquid 
PS Flammable Solid 
NCG Non-Characteristic Gas 
NCL Non-Characteristic Liquid 
NCS Non-Characteristic Solid 
NFL Non-Flammable Liquid/Oil 
NS No Sample Taken 
OG Oxidizing Gas 
OL Oxidizing Liquid 
OS Oxidizing Solid 
SG Sulfide Gas 
SL Sulfide Liquid 
SS Sulfide Solid 

Data Glossary 

SAMPLE ID NO. : A = All material 
T = Top portion 
B = Bottom portion 

CONT A INER TYPE • V = Vat 
D = Drum 
C = Container < 55 

SIZE : Size of container in gallons 
AMOUNT : 1. 00 = Pull 

O. 75 = 3/4 Full 
0.00 = Empty 

(material that G = Glass 
the container P = Poly 
is made of) F = Fiber 
CONTAINER COND. : P = Poor 

F Fair 
G Good 

CONTAINER TOP : 0 Open 
B = Bung 

HATRIX : S Solid 
CONTAINER HAT.' S = Steel 

L Liquid 
G =Gas 

SOLUBLE : Y Soluble in H20 
L = Floats in 820 
G = Heavier than 

PH - 15 if material is insoluble in 
water such that soluble = L or G 

The system can handle and store categorization data for an unlimited 
number of sites. Each time a new site is begun, a new data file is created 
specifically to store data for that site. Each data file has a unique name 
created from the code that identifies that site. At the time the file is 
created, the user specifies the letter of the disk drive on which the data 
will be stored. This technique allows the files to reside on floppy or 
hard disks, or both, and to be easily transferable between computers. 
The site code and name and the disk drive letter are added to the site 
master file, HAZSITE.DBF. A list of the all sites that have been entered 
into the system can be displayed or printed (Table 2). 

Table 2 
Report Listing All Sites For Which Data Has Been Entered 

List of All Sites in STREAMLINE Database 

Site ID No. 

AZ0055 
CAlOOO 
CA1052 
NV0206 
NV0777 

Site Name 

Bugfree Pesticide Co. 
ABC Recycling & Salvage 
Aladdin Barrel & Drum Company 
Nevada Auto Parts 
Phoenix Barrel & Drum 

Data 
Drive 

C: 
C: 
A: 
C: 
A: 

HZXXOOOO.DBF is the boilerplate data file from which new site data 
files are created. The new data files names are detemiined by the site 
code that is entered by the user. The site code consists of two letters 
and four digits. The letters can be used to identify the state in which 
the site resides; for example, "CA0314" identifies a California site. The 
data file name would then be HZCA0314.DBF. There are two index 
files associated with this data file: HZCA0314.NTX which indexes by 

class, and H2CA0314.NTX which indexes by sample number. See Table 
3 for a list of the fields in this data file and the field attributes. 

Table 3 
Contents and Description of the STREAMLINE Sample Data File 

Field Name I Field Type l \lid th I Deel Description 
::::i :::I======="' Cl"'""==========:==<======== ===::::i =::::i = = =c:= == == =::i::: ::::i=::::i ::::i== ============= :c::c 

SAHPLEID Character 5 Identifies the individual sample 

TAKE SAMP Logical T/F 1 Vas sample taken? (Y or N) 

CONTTYPE Character 1 Container Type: Vat,Drum,<55 gal 

CONDITION Character- 1 Condition of container 
G=Good, F=Fair, P=Poor 

TOP Character 1 \las top open or bung? 

SIZE Numeric 5 0 Size (in gallons) of container 

AMOUNT Numeric 4 2 Amount of material in container 
by dee. fraction (0 - 1. 00) 

HATCONT Character 1 Container material: Steel, 
glass, poly, or fiber 

LOCATION Character 10 Location on site of container 

CLASS Character 3 Hazard classification code 

MATRIX Character 1 Is material solid, liquid or gas? 

SOLUBLE Character 1 Soluble yes, greater, less 

PH Numeric 2 0 pH of material in container 

OXIDIZER Logical 1 Is the material an oxidizer? 

CYANIDE Logical 1 Does material contain cyanide? 

SULFIDE Logical 1 Does material contain sulfide? 

BIC Logical 1 Does material contain bi carbonate 

CHLORINE Logical 1 Does material contain chlorine? 

LABEL Character 50 Label to be affixed to container 

COHHENT Character 50 Comments/Description 

ERR FLAG Logical 1 Possible inconsistency in data 

ACTION Character 25 Act ion to be taken 

Hardware Requirements 
STREAMLINE can be run on any IBM-PC compatible computer 

on either a floppy or hard disk. Because the program is compiled, no 
additional software is required to run it. Currently, there are print settings 
in the HAZPRNT.DBF file to run the program with either a HP Laser
Jet, a Panasonic KX or an Okidata u93. If the HP option is selected, 
the reports will print out in the landscape mode with compressed 
printing. The dot matrix printers will print compressed (portrait mode) 
on 8.5- x 11-in. paper. The print codes in the HAZPRNT.DBF file can 
be modified for other printers through dBASEIII + if required. Approx
imately 300K bytes of disk space are required for the program and stan
dard system files and report forms. The additional amount of space 
needed for the specific site files depends on the number of samples 
collected and entered for that site. 

Procedure for Using STREAMLINE 

STREAMLINE is menu-driven and easy to use. The program is 
started by typing HAZ at the DOS prompt. After displaying a title 
screen, you are asked to select a printer from a menu. The program 
then displays the code and name of the last site for which data were 
entered or edited (Figure 2). 
Pressing Fl at this point displays a list of all sites that have been set 
up in the system. You then have the option to continue with the site 
currently displayed on the screen, enter a new site code, edit the current 
site's name or disk drive designation, or quit the program. 

If you enter a new code, the system will check to see if the site is 
already in the master file, or if data files exist for that site. If it is a 
new site, you will need to enter a site name, and a new empty data 
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file will be created. The program main menu is then displayed 
(Figure 3). 

STRRAKLINB 

SITE I.D. (XX9999) : NV1006 

SITE NAME : Nevada Barrel and Drum 

DATA DRIVE : A 

Set Up Current/Nev Site/Bdi t/Delete/Quit (S/N/K/D/Q) 1 

Press <Pl> for List of Current Sites. 

Figure 2 
Sire Selection and Update Screen 

1 \ Select Another Site 

2 \ Update/Edit Data 

3 \ Re-Classify All Samples 

4 \ Generate Reports 

0 \ Quit to DOS 

Figure 3 
Main Menu of the STREAMLINE Program 

The first option on the main menu is to select another site. Use this 
if you are working on one site, then wish to enter or edit data for a 
different site. Use the second option, Updatc/F.dit Data, to add data 
for new samples for the site or to edit data for samples that have al
ready been entered in the system. 

The screen format for entering the data into the computer is almost 
identical to the data entry sheet from which the infonnation is taken. 
Al the sample data entry screen, first type the sample ID number. If 
the sample has already been added, the current infonnation is displayed 
and can be edited. Each item of information entered is checked so that 
only allowable values can be entered. After all data for the sample have 
been entered, the program delermines into which hazard class the sample 
falls. The code for the hazard class is displayed at the bottom of the 
screen. 

If inconsistent data arc entered so that the system is unable to deter· 
mine a hazard class for the sample, an error message is displayed, and 
the user has the option to correct the data or leave it flagged for later 
editing. For example, this might occur if the sample is marked true 
for both cyanide and oxidizer. At this point the sample would be added 
to an error file, and an algorithm would be used to determine both a 
primary and a secondary hazard class. A list of all samples flagged 
as errors can be printed through the report menu. 

The third option on the main menu, Re-Classify All Samples, need 
only be used if the program has been modified to change the way the 
hazard classes are determined. The hazard class usually is determined 
when data for the individual sample are entered or edited. If the pro
gram algorithm for determining classes is changed, only those samples 
that have been edited or newly added would use the new algorithm. 
This option provides the opportunity to run the modified classification 
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program on each sample in a file automalically and re-classify it, if 
necessary. 

STREAMLINE Reports 
The program provides a standard set of reports that can be selected 

from the rcpon menu. If different reports are desired (and the user 
has dBASEm +),additional report formats can be easily created at the 
dBASEIII + doc prompt or in the dBASEUI + assist mode. The reports 
available through the STREAMLINE report menu include: lists of all 
the data for all samples on a site, listed either by sample ID number, 
or grouped by hazard classes (Table S); an error repon 5howing all 
the samples from a site that were flagged because of inconsistent dala; 
and a list of all the sites tha1 have been set up in the STREAMLINE 
silc data master file. The hazard class code and dala glossary are printed 
with each report of sample results. as well as a report titled "Classifi
cations of a Material Having More Than One Hazard as Defined in 
Title 49" (Table 4). This report is used if the sample you entered falls 
under more than one class. The primary class is the one dw is IJjgber 
up on the lis1. 

Cl&uUlcatl• of • llllt•rl&l laYl• llore "'- Olle lluard 
As 0.ftoed le Title 49 

Buerd No. Oucrlpdoa 

1 lledloecthe •lerlel (except • li•Hed quanlltJ). 
2 Pollon A. 
l Fl .... blo .... 
4 Hoa-fl-ble , ... 
~ Fl .... ble llqvld. 
6 Oxldher. 
7 Pl .... ble aolld. 
8 Corrosive •letial (Uqvld). 
9 Polson I. 

10 Corro•lYO •torlal (solid). 
11 Irrllatlnc •terlala. 
12 C:O.bustlblo liquid (lo c•t•lner• b8•1ns c:apecltle• > 110 1> 
ll OIUl-1. 
14 OIUl-A. 
lS C:O.bustlble Uquld (In c•IUIMU'9 b8YlQI caped t lu <-110 ,, 
16 OIUl-1. 

CASE STUDIF.S 
Aero Quality Plating Company 

The initial site where STREAMLINE was implcmcoted by the E & E 
Emergency Response Section was the Aero Quality Plating Company 
(A.PC), localed in Oak.Janel. Califomia1. A.PC was an electroplating 
facility which operated from 1958 to 1985. In October, 1985, APC tiled 
for bankrupccy under Chapter U and lat.er converted the filing to Chap
ter 7. In April, 1987, the State of California of Department of Health 
Services requested U.S. EPA assistance in the stabilization of the 
hazardous wastes at the site. 

The stabiliz.ation efforts were initiated by collecting over 1.000 sam
ples and performing field resting for hazard categoriz.ationl. The field 
lesling results were then processed using STREAMLINE. The processed 
information aided stabiliz.ation efforts by assisting in the consolidation 
of on-site rnalerials from botll structurally woound and sound CODlainels. 
The computer-generated report, grouping the samples by hazard clmes. 
simplified enforcement sampling. The report was used to zero in on 
drums that were both structurally unsound and contained very hazanlooS 
materials, i.e .. those drums that were prime targets for enforcement 
sampling. The stabilization efforts at APC were completed in June., 1987. 

Lorentz Barrel and Drum Company 
Another site where the STREAMLINE program was used was the 

Lorentz Barrel and Drum Company (LB&D) located in San J<*. 
California•. LB&D had been reconditioning used steel drums for 
approximately 40 yr, since the 1940s. As a result of the operation, about 
800 full drums of hazardous waste had been accumulated. In July, 1987, 
the State of California Department of Health Services (OOHS) inves
tigaled LB'D and discovered that several State of California laws bad 



been violated during the handling and disposal of hazardous waste. Oper
ations at the facility completely ceased in July, 1987. 

In September, 1987, the U.S. EPA, assisted by the E & E TAT, con
ducted a site assessment at the facility as a result of the threat posed 
to human health and the environment by leaking drums. U.S. EPA as
sistance was requested by DOHS due to the lack of proper resources 
needed by DOHS and local agencies to stabilize the site. 

A total of 687 samples were taken. Field testing for hazard categori
zation revealed the presence of such hazardous wastes as acids, caustics, 
oxidizers, flammables and cyanides. The testing results were entered 
into STREAMLINE and the data were then processed, assigning a 
hazard class to each sample. The processed information later was used 
to bulk compatible wastes and composite samples for laboratory analysis. 

categorization, a chemist familiar with STREAMLINE can perform 
both functions. 

Reporting 

The hazard categorization results are entered into a computerized data 
sheet, processed and then assigned a hazard class by the computer. The 
processed information can be sorted alpha-numerically and/or by hazard 
class. The printed output varies with the user and purpose, but the most 
common output is by hazard class. This output is most helpful when 
bulking and/or compositing. 

An error report is another type of STREAMLINE-generated report. 
This report alerts the user to invalid entries or possible stratification 
in the sample container. The user can then re-test the sample for a hazard 

Table Sa 
Report of All Data for All Samples-Sorted ! v Hazard Class 

Sample Cont Container Hazard 

~!U! Size Amount Volume Mat. Cond. Top~ ~Matrix~ Ph 

** DATA FOR HAZARD CLASS AOL 

0017A D 55 0.75 41.25 s F B Semi tr. AOL L 

0018A D 30 0.50 15.00 s F B Semi tr. AOL L 

** DATA FOR HAZARD CLASS : AS 

0004A D 15 1.00 15.00 s p 0 Mobil• hom AS s 

0005A D 15 1.00 15.00 s p 0 Mobile hom AS s 

OOlOT D 5S 1.00 5S.OO p p 0 Lq cluster AS s 

u DATA FOR HAZARD CLASS : BL 

OOOlA D 5S 1.00 SS.00 s F B Nr lab tr BL L 

** DATA FOR HAZARD CLASS : FL 

0019A D 5S 1.00 SS.00 s I" B Semi tr. l"L L 

** DATA FOR HAZARD CLASS : NCL 

0006T D 5S l. 00 5S.OO p G 0 Lq cluster NCL L 

0020A D SS 1.00 SS.00 s F B semi tr. NCL L 

Hazard Data - Sample co ... nts - By Hazard Cl.ass 

Sample Sample Hazard 

__.!!?....._ ~ £!!.!!._ Label/Comment 

•• Samples for Hazard Class : AOL 

0017A .T. 

0018A .T. 

AOL 

AOL 

Alqae-qreen, clear liquid. EM Cu•O. HNU•3. 

Aus, Au sol 
Dark qreen clear liquid. EM cu~o. HNU•2. 

•• Samples for Hazard Class : AS 

0004A .T. AS 

0005A .T. AS 

Ferric chloride. Sample taken off floor of mobile 

home near drum described above. Tan sandy solid. 

Ferric chloride, anhydrous 
100 1 lb plastic baqs in each drum. No hazcat done 

y 1 
y 1 

y 2 
y 2 
y 1 

y 13 

y 7 

y 10 
y 5 

Action Taken 

sample 

Ox en Sulf Bic Cl Taken? 

. T. .F. .F. . F • . T . .T . 

.T. .F. . ... • F. .T . .T. 

.... .F. . ... .F. .T. .T. 

. F. . F. .F . .F. .F . .T. 

.F. .F. .F. .I". .F. .T. 

. F. .F . .F. .F. .F. .T. 

.F. .F. .F. .T. .F. .T. 

.F. .F. .F. . F. .F. .T . 

.F. .F. .F. . F. .F. .T . 

BENEFITS 

Cost Minimi7.ation 

categorization to prevent a chemical reaction during bulking or com
positing. 

As a result of using STREAMLINE, the costs at a hazardous waste 
site removal can be minimized. The cost savings can be attributed to 
the bulking of compatible materials and the compositing of samples 
for laboratory analysis. Cost control can also be achieved by mininlizing 
the need for personnel. The size of the field investigation teams can 
be decreased by using individuals who can perform a variety of tasks 
including STREAMLINE. For example, rather than assigning a chemist 
and a data entry clerk to conduct an investigation field testing for hazard 

Resource Utilization 

As mentioned previously, chemists familiar with STREAMLINE can 
perform a variety of tasks at a hazardous waste removal site. Another 
aspect of resource utilization lies in the fact that other hazardous waste 
management personnel who are familiar with field testing for hazard 
categorization can be trained to use STREAMLINE. This allows other 
personnel to become diverse in their duties and distributes the respon
sibility among a number of personnel. 
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Table 5b 
Report of All Data for All Samples-Sorted by Sample l.D. Number 

Sample Cont Container Ra•ard 

~ !12.! !!!,! ~ ~Kat. Cond. Top Local• £!!.!..!... ~ .!!!.!!!!! 

OOOlA D 

00028 v 
OOOlA C 

0004A D 

OOOSA D 
0006T D 

0007T D 

0008T D 

0009T D 

OOlOT D 

OOllT D 

0012T D 

OOllT D 

0014T D 

001SA C 

SS l. 00 

3500 0.01 

2500 0.01 

1 S 1. 00 

15 1. 00 

55 1. 00 

SS 1. 00 

SS 1.00 

55 O.?S 

55 1. 00 

S5 0. 15 

55 0.7S 

30 l. 00 

SS 0.2S 

0 o.oo 

Saapl• Saapl• Haaard 

SS.00 s 
35.00 P' 

25.00 P' 

15.00 s 
15.00 s 
5S. 00 p 

55.00 s 

55.00 s 

41.25 s 

55.00 p 

41. 25 p 

41.25 p 

)0.00 s 

13. 75 P' 

0.00 s 

P' 

p 

p 

p 

p 

G 

P' 

P' 

p 

p 

p 

p 

p 

p 

p 

B Rr lab tr BL 

0 Rr lab tr RCS 

0 Rr lab tr RCS 

O Mobila ho• AS 

O Kobila ho• AS 

0 L9 cluatar RCL 

O L9 cluatar RCS 

O 1.9 cluatar RCS 

O 1.9 clu1tar RCS 

O 1.9 cluatar AS 

o 1.9 clu•t•r AS 

o 1.9 cluatar AS 

0 L9 clu•t•r RCS 

O 1.9 cluatar RCS 

Under •••i RCS 

L 

s 
s 
s 
s 
L 

s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
I 

I 

I 

I 

B•••rd Data Sa11pla co ... nta lty sample lD llo. 

~ ~ Claaa Label/Coaaent 

OOOlA .T. BL 

00028 .T. NCS 

0003A .T. NCS 

0004A .T. 

0005A .T. 

0006T .T. RCL 

"Gold Stripper c Concentrate Alkaline Liquid R.O.S 

Potaaaiua Hydroxide RA 1719 4086607K" aad(or9 opaq 

Bai9e,9ray,oran9e alud9e ' aandy aoilid. Hl!IU•0.5 

Graen aandy,chunky aolid. HNU•O. £11 CU•lOO PP•· 

P'arric chloride. Saaple taken otf floor of •obile 

bo•e near drum deacribed above. Tan sandy solid. 

P'arr1c chloride, anhydroua 

100 1 lb plastic ba9a in each dru•. Ro hazcat dona 

25\ liquid, 75\ alud9e. Brown opaque liquid. HllU•4 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

u 
10 

5 

2 

2 

10 

9 

7 

' 

1 

10 

10 

10 

Action Taken 

Sup le 

o Jt en !!!!! Bi c .£! !!!!.!!!.? 

·'. ·' ·'. 
·'. ·'. ·'. 
.r. .r. .r. 
.r. .r. .r. 
.r. .r. .r. 
.P'. ·'. ·'. 

·'. .r. .r. 
.r. .r. .r. 
.r. .r. .r. 

·'· ·'· ·'. 
.r. .r.. ·'-
·'. .r. .r. 
.r. .r .r. 
.r. .r. .r. 
.r. .r .r. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.r. .T. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.P'. .r. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.t. .T. .T. 

.r. .'I. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

.r. .r. .T. 

FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

A possible future application of STREAMLINE is to integrate it with 
a hazardous waste manifest generation progrdffi. The data ba.'iC generated 
by STREAMLINE would be combined with a data base 1h111 contains 
transponing and safety information. 10 automatically print the appro
priate hazardous waste information on the manifest form. This proce
dure would eliminate mistakes and le\scn the workload of the on-site 
personnel. 

efficient. Because STREAMLINE is easy to learn and easy to use. it 
also can make a field investigation team more productive. It is advan
tageous to have the data computerized, panicularly in the widely used 
dBASEIII + format, not only for hazard categorization by STREAM· 
LINE, but also because the information can be easily transferred to 
a word processing program for inclusion in a repon, to Lotusl23 or 
to other data analysis software. 

The STREAMLINE data base could be linked to an Alternative Treat
ment Technologies data base to determine the appropriate treatment 
standards for the hazardous waste on any panicular site. 

Another possible application would be to use the information entered 
through the STREAMLINE progr.un to search a computerized data base 
for disposal sites that are designated for the types of hazardous waste 
that need to be removed from the site. 

CONCLUSIONS 

When dealing with an emergency removal situation. it is imponant 
to have tools in hand that help make the removal process expedient and 
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ABSTRACT 

O.H. Materials Corp. (OHM), under contract to the United 
States Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency, was tasked 
with the decontamination of approximately 7 mi of buried sewer 
line contaminated with 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) at the former 
West Virginia Ordnance Works. The sewer line had removed the 
industrial wastewater effluent from ten TNT manufacturing 
lines used during World War II for production of explosives. 

An innovative, safe and cost-effective approach was needed. 
Since thermal destruction of explosives is the only assured method 
of decontamination, OHM focused on this technology. 

In situ methods could not be certified as effective. The age and 
unknown condition of the pipe and its contents precluded such an 
approach. 

Excavation and verifiable decontamination of the pipe was 
necessary. Several approaches to decontamination were then 
available. Rotary kiln technology was judged not only too expen
sive, but also might require crushing the pipe with the attendant 
risk of detonation. Stationary furnaces could be used, but the 
logistics of such an operation in a remote area presented formid
able obstacles. 

A handheld flamer torch technique was adopted. This 
approach was judged the safest, most cost-effective approach. 
Verification of the effectiveness of the decontamination was 
achieved using Certipaks, which are small ceramic beads impreg
nated with TNT and ONT. The Certipaks, placed in the pipe dur
ing flaming, are retrieved after flaming and analyzed using a 
field colorimetric method to verify the effectiveness of the pro
cess in decontaminating the explosives. 

To illustrate the effectiveness of this approach, the decontam
ination of over 7 mi of sewer line, including excavation, flaming, 
certification and backfilling, was accomplished, accident free, in 
less than 2 mo at a cost of approximately $1.4 million. 

INTRODUCTION 

The former West Virginia Ordnance Works (WVOW) encom
passes an 8,323-ac parcel of land in Mason County, West Vir
ginia. It is located approximately 6 mi north of Point Pleasant, 
West Virginia, on the east bank of the Ohio River (Fig. 1). The 
property is now owned by various state, local and private con
cerns. The largest portion of the site is occupied by Clifton F. Mc
Clintic State Wildlife Station (MCCLINTIC) operated by the 
West Virginia Department of Natural Resources (WVDNR). 

During World War II (1942 to 1945), the site was used to pro
duce TNT. Contaminants from those operations were present in 

the sewer lines which conveyed process wastewaters. The con
tamination was in the form of TNT and its associated process by
products and environmental degradation products. 

In 1946, the property was declared excess by the government 
and portions were sold. Most buildings have been removed; how
ever, some foundations remain. In 1949, the U.S. Army deeded 
the process and waste disposal property to the state of West Vir
ginia for use as a wildlife refuge. 

In 1981, evidence of contamination was found in one of the 
ponds of MCCLINTIC, and the WVDNR and the U.S. EPA 
were notified. The U.S. Army was notified of the contamination 
in 1983. 

An Rl/FS was begun in 1984 to study the contamination prob
lem. As a result of the study, it was determined the cleanup pro
ject should be conducted in two remediation phases (operable 
units). The first unit (i.e., TNT Manufacturing Area, Burning 
Grounds and Industrial Sewer Lines) is described in this paper. 
This project was almost entirely contained within the McClintic 
Wildlife Station. 

In 1987, a formal ROD was agreed to by the U.S. EPA and the 
U.S. Army (in concurrence with the WVDNR). The ROD pro
vided for excavation, flaming, and backfilling to clean-up the 
explosives-contaminated sewer lines. 

SEWER LINE EXCAVATION, FLAMING 
AND BACKFILLING 

MCCLINTIC was overgrown with trees, brush and weeds. 
Prior to beginning sewer line excavation, trees and underbrush 
had to be cleared. Manholes were used for location reference 
points and a 60- to 100-ft wide oath was created. 

There were 10 manufacturing area sewer systems at 
MCCLINTIC which has to be remediated. The 10 areas all drained 
into a common sewer system, which also had to be remediated 
(Fig. 2). Initial excavation of the sewer lines began near the first 
manufacturing area in the common sewer system and proceeded 
through each manufacturing area, cross-country and eventually 
to three settling basins. 

At the same time as the common sewer line excavation sewer 
lines from each of the 10 manufacturing areas were exc~vated 
remediated and backfilled. Two independent crews were used t~ 
accomplish the sewer line remediation in less than 2 mo. 

A unique. method was .used to decontaminate the explosives in 
the sewe_r lines and v~nfy th~ ~econtamination. The cleaning 
method is called flammg. Venf1cation was accomplished using 
Certipaks. 
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Flaure I 
Location of the WVOW Site 
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Figure2 
Manufacturing Area & Sewer-Line Locations 

After the sewer lines were excavated, they were brought to 
ground level and stacked in a triangular pile (Fig. 3). Each clay 
tile piece was 3 ft long and each pile of tiles contained approxi
mately 10 clay tile pieces. Thus, about 30 linear feet of sewer line 
were stacked in each pile. 

----------~--~~-~--

T'tPICAL 11~-IO" DlAM!T!k 
Yin1r1m Cl.AT TtLES 

Figure 3 
Piling of Sewer Tile for Flaming 

All loose explosive pieces were removed from each piece of tile 
using sparkless shovels or plungers. These explosive pieces were 
collected in plastic lidded buckets and transported to a storage 
magazine located on MCCDINTIC. 

Flaming 

The tile pieces theri had orily a thin residue of explosive powder 
remaining on the inside walls. The residue was so firmly attached 
to the walls that it could not be removed by any conventional 
method without breaking the clay tile pieces. If tile pieces were 
broken, all loose explosives would have to be collected by hand 
and taken to the on-site magazine. The tile pieces would then 
have to be burned separately to destroy the explosives remaining 
and then backfilled into the trench. Aside from the explosion haz
ard in using this approach, it was not considered a desirable 
method of remediation because it was not the most cost-effective 
approach. 

Certl.pak. Analysis 

· The cleanup method chosen, as noted above, was to flame the 
tiles at the excavation site using handheld flamers. To verify that 
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the tiles were completely cleaned, a Certipak was randomly placed 
on the side of the tile opposite the flame throwers. After a period 
of "flaming", the Certipak was removed from the stack of tile 
pieces and the enclosed ceramic bead removed. Using a field col
orimetric method, the bead was checked for remaining explosive 
residues. If the bead has no explosive material, the flaming oper
ation was considered successful in destroying the explosive residue 
and the clay tile pieces could be backfilled in the trench. If the 
bead had remaining explosive residues, the flaming and Certipak 
placement were repeated, the field colorimetric method again 
was applied and the results were noted. This process was repeated 
as many times as necessary to obtain a "clean" Certipak. Very 
few times did the flaming process require a second pass and only 
once, a third pass. 

A Certipak is a foil packet with an enclosed ceramic bead with a 
length of wire attached for handling. The ceramic bead has a 
standard amount of explosive impregnated in it. The standard 
amount and placement of explosives on the bead arc accom
plished in a laboratory under controlled conditions. In this pro
ject, the method for preparing the beads was written by an 
approved laboratory and submitted to, and approved by, the 
U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency 
(USATHAMA) prior to the Certipaks being used in the field. 

The method used to determine the presence (or absence) of 
residue on the ceramic bead was a colorimetric process. When 
the bead is removed from the Certipak, it is contacted with re
qcnts and the color noted. Basically, a colored bead indicated 
that the bead still had explosives on it. Thus, the flaming had not 
successfully removed all the explosives and had to be repeated. 
On the other hand, a white bead indicated that the bead was free 
of explosives and the flaming process had been successful. 

U1e of Certlpak In Flamlna Proc:na 

Certipak beads are impregnated with explosive residues in the 
laboratory as noted above. The explosive material is then driven 
off by the application of heat on a few test beads and the field 
colorimetric method is tested to assure that it is working properly. 
This testing is done daily. 

The beads arc put in a foil packet with an attached wire. The 
packet assures that the bead is subjected to the temperatures of 
flaming without being soiled with any smoke residues which 
make the developed colors hard to sec. The attached wire makes 
it easier to retrieve. 

When the Certipak is placed in the stack of clay tile pieces, it is 
put on the opposite side of the pile from the flame thrower. This 
placement assures that the Ccrtipak is being subjected to the 
minimum temperature achieved within the clay tile pieces. Then, 
if the ceramic bead has been successfully treated to remove all 
explosive residues (i.e., subjected to enough heat), the clay tile 
pieces, which had a higher contact temperature, also would be 
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clean. 
The system of stacking and flaming tile pieces was used 

throughout the project. Initially the length of time it took to 
properly flame clay tile pieces wu determined. Thil same time 
period wu then used on subsequent clay tile piles. 

In all, over 7 mi of sewer tiles were decontaminated th.iJ way. 
The work was accomplished with no accidents. 

DESTRUCTION OF TNT PIECES FROM 
STORAGE MAGAZINE 

The pieces of TNT recovered from the excavated sewer lines 
were taken to an on-site magazine. Subsequently, they were in
cinerated. The procedure used wu as follows. 

A burning pad was constructed. It consisted of a semi-cylindri
cal vessel with a cap on each end. TNT pieces were placed in the 
vessel in a sinJle layer; no more than SO lb were burned at one 
time. A handhcld flamer was used to burn the TNT in the vessel. 
The flame configuration was arranged so the flame did not im
pin1e on the TNT until all personnel were a prescribed distance 
away from the burning vessel. After each successfuJ bum, a cool
down period wu required before more TNT couJd be loaded in 
the burning ve!SCI. Bumina and cool-down had to be completed 
during daylight hours. 

In total, nearly I ton of TNT pieces wu destroyed UJing the 
burning vessel approach. Safety standardJ were very high and no 
injuries occurred. 

INTERESTING SIDELIGHTS 

Along the cross-country sewer line route there was a section of 
pipe running uphill. Because this was a pressurized system (i.e., 
pumps were being used at that point), the pipelines had been con
structed of steel and wood staves rather than the clay tiles used 
elsewhere. These pipelines, although buried for nearly SO yr, were 
in excellent condition, almost Like new. Our expectation was to 
find pipe badJy deteriorated in spots. possibly even corroded 
through. That was not the case. These lines also were clean of any 
explosives contaminants a.s one would expect of pressure pipe. 

Another item of interest was the on-site magazine used to store 
explosive materials until destruction couJd be accomplished. The 
magazine used was found to be almost like new with little musti
ness, almost no cracks in the concrete liner and a workable door 
-after 4S years! 

CONCLUSION 

The project successfully decontaminated over 7 mi of under
ground sewer lines. Also accomplished was the installation of 
nearly 14 ac of soil cover and the creation of a siz.eable wetland 
area (pond) in the process. There was virtually no disturbam:e to 
existing wetlands as a resuJt of remedial activities. 
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ABSTRACT 

In 1986, the Ontario Ministry of the Environment commissioned 
hydrogeological investigations at the site of a former PCB transfer and 
storage facility in Smithville, Ontario. Previous studies had identified 
widespread soil contamination by PCBs and the potential occurrence 
of PCB-bearing DNAPL oil within the fractured dolostone bedrock 
underlying 6 m of clay beneath the site. The subsequent investigation 
characterized the physical and chemical hydrogeological conditions at 
the site and identified the sources, pathways and occurrence of DNAPL. 
At the present time, DNAPL is identified as covering an area approxi
mately 150 min length and ID m in width in the upper 5 m of bedrock. 
The estimated volume of the DNAPL plume is 30,000 L. The DNAPL 
contains approximately 50% PCB and lesser amounts of other chlori
nated organic compounds. 

Extensive rock coring, monitoring well installation and pump testing, 
coupled with intensive groundwater quality monitoring, has allowed 
the delineation of the DNAPL plume and two associated dissolved con
stituent plumes of trichloroethene and trichlorobenzenes within the 
bedrock which necessitated the closure of a municipal well serving the 
Town of Smithville. 

A thorough understanding of the microstratigraphy at this site is 
critical to the technical assessment of remedial alternatives. A short
term remedial action plan has been implemented to control the migra
tion of the dissolved plumes from the source area by means of a system 
of recovery wells, water treatment and discharge. Longer term remedial 
options are being assessed, with the objective of cleaning up the con
taminated bedrock using in situ techniques. The hydrogeological 
investigations are continuing concurrently with ongoing site decom
missioning activities, which include the proposed on-site incineration 
of nearly 180,000 L of PCB-bearing oil, contaminated soil and other 
solids which are in secure on-site storage. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1978, a private waste management firm was issued a Certificate 
of Approval from the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) to 
operate a PCB transfer and storage facility at a location in the Niagara 
Peninsula region of south-central Ontario, Canada. The site, as shown 
in Figure 1, is located in an industrial park in the northern outskirts 
of Smithville, Ontario, and originally consisted of approximately 0.8 ha, 
of which 0.25 ha were used for the transfer and storage activities. 
Between 1978 and 1985, the site reportedly received approximately 
434,000 L of liquid waste including approximately 266,000 L of PCB
contaminated wastes. The remainder of the waste inventory included 
organic solvents, resins, acids, alkalia, inorganic liquids and inert 
sludges. In early 1985, the site was effectively closed when the Certifi
cate of Approval was revised to permit only the storage of wastes then 

located on the site. Since that time, the site owner/operator has not been 
involved in any activities and MOE has assured ownership and respon
sibility for the site. 

Subsequent to the closure of the site, testing by MOE disclosed the 
presence of PCB-contaminated soil and water in a retention lagoon 
located near the southeast comer of the site. During the fall of 1985, 
a short emergency cleanup was performed. Approximately 72,000 L 
of PCB-contaminated sludge, oily water and soil were removed from 
the lagoon by a specialist decontamination contractor retained by MOE, 
and these materials were placed in secure containers for on-site storage 
until their ultimate disposal could be addressed. 

In January 1986, MOE retained Proctor & Redfern Ltd. as the over
all Project Manager for the decommissioning of the site. The initial 
task was to secure and subsequently arrange for the disposal (destruc
tion) of the PCB wastes then in unsecured storage at the site. 

The work of cleaning up the site progressed during 1986, and all of 
these wastes are currently in on-site secure storage within a specially 
designed and constructed warehouse. An area of near surface contami
nated soil (including the original retention lagoon area) was temporarily 
secured by covering it with a synthetic membrane. 

In 1985, MOE began to investigate the potential for off-site migra
tion of contaminants from the facility. Due to the presence of 6 to 10 m 
of clay overburden beneath the site, it initially had been assumed that 
any migration of contaminants would be via surface and/or near-surface 
pathways. However, in early February, 1987, Dense Non-Aqueous Phase 
Liquid (DNAPL) PCB oil was detected within the dolomitic limestone 
bedrock underlying the clay. This discovery significantly expanded the 
scope of the proposed decommissioning work and, as a result, MOE, 
through Proctor & Redfern Ltd., retained Golder Associates Ltd. to 
act as a specialist subconsultant to Proctor & Redfern with a mandate 
to investigate the extent and advise on the remediation of the subsur
face contamination. 

Since May, of 1987, investigations have characterized the physical and 
chemical hydrogeological conditions at the site and identified the 
sources, pathways and occurrence of the plume ofDNAPL which con
tains up to 50% by weight PCB and lesser amounts of trichloroben
zenes (1CB), trichloroethylene (1CE), trichloroethane (1CA) and other 
organic constituents. In addition, two distinct but interrelated dissolved 
contaminant plumes exist within the bedrock which forms the water 
supply aquifer for the Smithville vicinity. In late 1987, one of the two 
municipal wells serving the Town of Smithville was ordered closed due 
to its location within about 600 m of where the PCB contamination 
had been detected in the bedrock aquifer. Primarily because of this 
si~uation, MOE in co-operation with the Regional Municipality of 
Niagara undertook to construct a water main to connect the Smithville 
distribution system to that of the Town of Grimsby, located below the 
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escarpment on Lake Ontario, 20 km away. 

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATONS TO DATE 

The investigations completed to date at the Smithville site consist 
of a detailed evaluation of the regional geology, hydrostratigraphy and 
groundwater chemistry of the original waste management site and 
approximately 60 h of adjoining property. The scope of the study to 
date has included the drilling of 78 cored boreholes to wrious depths 
within the bedrock, the installation of 120 monitoring wells, aquifer 
testing to determine relewnt hydraulic parameters and detailed ground
water chemical monitoring !Or the organic constituents associated with 
the site. While the studies at the site are continuing, the focus has 
changed to one of assessing the long-term remediaJ alternatives and 
designing, implementing and monitoring the performance of the interim 
control measures required to secure the site while the evaluation of the 
most appropriate remedial action proceeds. 

DNAPL SOURCF.s AND OCCURRENCE 

Investigations at the site have identified DNAPL containing PCB, 
TCB and TCE within the Overburden and Shallow Aquifer beneath the 
Smithville site. Complete characterization analyses of the DNAPL 
indicate that the oil contains between 35 and 55 % PCB and 5 to 8 % 
TCB. The laboratory analyses of the PCB congeners suggest that a mix
ture of Aroclor 1242, 1254 and 1260 comprises the DNAPL. Analyses 
!Or organic solvents including TCE and TCA indicate that these con
stituents are present in the DNAPL in concentrations ranging from the 
high hundreds of ppm to approximately 1.8%. It is probable that the 
solvents arc present as contaminants in the PCB oil, arising from co
storage or disposal at the site. Other principal constituents identified 
in the ppm range include benzene, chloroform and mono- di· and tetra· 
chlorobenzenes. 

It has been demonstrated through drilling and coring of the overburden 
on the site that DNAPL oil migrated vertically downwards through the 
bouom of the former retention lagoon. DNAPL oil was observed in 
weathered fractures in the clay 6 m below ground surface at the lagoon 
site. 

Investigations of other potential sources and migration pathways, 
including the vicinity of two vertical storage tanks which formerly held 
up to Ki0,000 L of PCB oil. a Quonset hut rormerly used to store wastes 
and the original gcotechnical borings put down at the time of construc
tion of the facility, have indicated that the former lagoon is the only 
probable significant source of the DNAPL, and that vertical migration 
under gravity via the weathered fractured clay is the only probable path
way. The implications of this finding may have significant impact on 
the way in which existing and proposed chemical storage and handling 
facilities situated on clay deposits are evaluated in the future. 

Estimates of the volume of DNAPL that could be resident within 
the bedrock range from the low thousands of litres to as much as 
30.000 L, based on drilling evidence and observation of recovered oily 
rock core. Borehole drilling and sampling in the vicinity of the former 
lagoon have delineated a kidney shaped plume of DNAPL centered 
around the area of the former lagoon, extending down dip to the 
southeast within the Shallow Aquifer for a distance of 160 m. achieving 
a maximum observed width of approximately 70 m and a depth of 
penetration into the bedrock of approximately 5 m. 

Free oil has been observed IO migrate rapidly within the open bedding 
partings over distances of several metres under imposed gradienl con
ditions. As the lateral distance from the area of the former lagoon 
increases, the depth of the first occurrence of DNAPL within the ShaJlow 
Aquifer increases, slrongly suggesting that the migration under gravity 
occurred in a step-wise vertical fashion through vertical fractures in 
the bedrock. However. moniloring suggests that the DNAPL plume 
presently is stable and no longer is expanding in the horiwntal plane. 
The observed extent of DNAPL in the bedrock is shown in Figure 2. 

CONTAMINANT PATHWAYS AND MIGRATION 
WITHIN THE BEDROCK 

The DNAPL plume within the upper bedrock zone provides the 
source of an elongated dissolved contaminant plume within the Shallow 
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Aquifer. The movement of groundwater within this zone is governed 
by the open bedding partings. The porosity of the open bedding partings 
is expected to be quite viable. Observations of plume migration suggest 
a contaminant velocity of 50 to IOO m/a for TCE, one of the relatively 
more mobile constituents of the plume. 

As shown in Figure 2. the shallow dissolved plume extends at least 
600 m downgradient from the former lagoon where the TCE concen
tration exi:eeds 5 µg/L. Lesser concentrations may extend beyond 
600 m, but the results of additional drilling and testing to define the 
leading edge are not yet available. The groundwater within the Shallow 
Aquifer is inferred to discharge to Twenty Mile Creek approximately 
2 km south of the Smithville site. 

The advance of the TCB plume within the Shallow Aquifer appears 
to be only slightly retarded with respect to the TCE plume, but the PCB 
plume is significantly retarded, as contamination to the Ontario Drinking 
Water Objective of 3 µg/I extends only 50 m beyond the leading edge 
of the DNAPL plume. 

An extensive network of off-site monitoring wells shown in Figure 3 
has been installed between the site and all privately owned farm and 
domestic wells in the vicinity to provide early warning of any expan· 
sion in the area of groundwater impact. The majority of the private 
wells are located to the north, east and west, hydraulically upgradient 
from the site, and not downgradient to the south. However, there aJe 
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a few wells located approximately 1.5 km south of the site between the 
leading edge of the plume and Twenty Mile Creek. 

The chemical analytical results of groundwater samples collected from 
wells installed within the Deep Aquifer are less conclusive than those 
drived from the Shallow Aquifer. However, there is definite evidence 
that dissolved contamination plume exists at depth. No direct evidence 
of DNAPL within the Deep Aquifer has ever been observed, but the 
relatively high concentrations of TCE and TCB in some wells (several 
hundreds of mg/I) located only 70 m south of the leading edge of the 
DNAPL plume contained within the Shallow Aquifer suggests that 
DNAPL may be present at depth. 

The introduction of DNAPL and/or dissolved phase contaminants 
to the Deep Aquifer is thought to have occurred by downward migra
tion via the regularly spaced vertical fractures and joints in the rock. 
In these local quarries where the Lockport Formation is exposed, these 
features occur at intervals as close as 3 m within individual members, 
and up to 20 m where they penetrate the entire Lockport sequence. 
A significant downward gradient exists across the minor aquitard 
between the Shallow Aquifer and the Deep Aquifer, and contaminated 
groundwater could, therefore, migrate across the aquitard where these 
joints and fractures occur. Once present within the Deep Aquifer, the 
dissolved constituents migrate downgradient within the open beddings 
partings. 

Based on well monitoring results, contaminated groundwater reached 
the Smithville Municipal Well No. 2, located 600 m south of the former 
lagoon at the site, commencing in mid-1988. Assuming that the DNAPL 
entered the bedrock sometime between 1978 and 1985, the average linear 
velocity of the dissolved contaminant plume within the Deep Aquifer 
actually lies in the range of 50 to 165 m/a. 
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The hydrogeological investigations completed to date at the Smith
ville site have identified a large-scale occurrence of bedrock contami
nation by DNAPL and two separate dissolved phase plumes. A DNAPL 
occurrence of this nature or magnitude has not been successfully 
remediated, and the case histories of attempts to deal with smaller scale 
and more easily accessible occurrences are not encouraging. Neverthe
less, every effort will be made to remediate the bedrock at the site if 
technically feasible. The expenditure of considerable time and finan
cial resources will be required to assess the ultimate feasibility of com
plete remediation. In the interim, the shallow and deep dissolved 
contamination plumes identified beneath the site would continue to 
migrate further downgradient off-site, expanding the scope of the existing 
problem, unless control measures are implemented. 

SHALWW AQUIFER HYDRAULIC CONTAINMENT 

In early 1989, MOE directed the project team to design and imple
ment hydraulic controls to ccmtain the dissolved contaminant plume 
within the Shallow Aquifer, where clear evidence of off-site migration 
of relatively high concentrations of TCE and TCB existed. Data derived 
from a controlled pumping test carried out within the Shallow Aquifer 
in the vicinity of the DNAPL source of the dissolved plume were used 
to design a recovery well system. 

The system consists of eight 20-cm diameter pumping wells, each 
equipped with submersible pumping equipment which maintains the 
hydraulic head within the aquifer at a designed elevation. The well net
work creates a hydraulic trap, essentially preventing groundwater which 
contacts the DNAPL from escaping the groundwater sink. The net
work controls groundwater flow to a point 50 m downgradient from 
the leading edge of the DNAPL plume by pumping a cumulative total 
of up to 100 L/min. The recovered water is treated using activated carbon 
treated on site, and then discharged to the sanitary sewer. 

The portion of the dissolved plume in the Shallow Aquifer beyond 
the zone of capture has, so far, been allowed to migrate uncontrolled, 
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but another network of recovery wells can be installed be)ond the leading 
edge of this plume in the event that monitoring results indicate a 
requirement to do so. The recovery system became fully operational 
in July, 1989. and the early monitoring results indicate succes~ful con
tainment of the shallow plume. The system is shown in Figure 3. 

DEEP AQUIFER CONSIDERATIONS 

The working hypothesis adopted during the hydrogeological investi
gations carried out to date at the site, uncertainties rema.in concerning 
the occurrence, concentration and mobility of the dissolved plume in 
the Deep Aquifer. 

Planning is underway for a directed investigation to detem1ine the 
optimum locations (venical and in plan) for recovery welli; to control 
the deep dissolved plume, should ongoing monitoring results indicate 
a requirement to do so. 

MONITORING 

An extensive network of monitoring wells (Fig.'.\) was installed al 
the site between 1987 and 1989. The wells are sampled regularly (a~ 
often as weekly in some cases), and the samples are analyud for the 
suite of constituents associated with the site, including PCB, TCB, TCE, 
TCA, benrene and chlorofonn. Plume tracking and concentration trend 
analysis are undertaken routinely to monitor the three-dimensional con
figuration of the shallow and deep dissolved plumes. 

Monthly groundwater elevation measurements are oblained from all 
monitoring wells. and five automatic water l~el recorders collect con
tinuous groundwater elevation data. The monitoring results are used 
to modify the shallow plume recovery system and to review the need 
for a deep plume containment system. 

LONG-TERM REMEDIAL STRATEGY 

A long-tenn remedial strategy for the site has not been finaliud. 
However. the long-term strategy includes the elimination at the earliest 
practical time of the estimated 180,000 L of PCB waste currently i.n 
secure storage at the site. 

This activity is well advanced, and a thermal destruction contractor 
has been selected to incinerate the PCB-contaminated material. The 
contractor is preparing for hearings under the Ontario Environmental 
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Protection Act to obtain approvals to construct and operated a mobile 
PCB incinerator at the Smithville site. Destruction of the existing stock
piled waste material is expected to be completed by the end of 1990. 

Any remedial strategy for the subsurface contamination must include 
the detailed assessment of potentially applicable technologies to deter
mine the feasibility of application at the site. Assuming that such a tech
nology can be developed, testing of the process at the bench-and 
field-scales would be required, and, if successful, pilOl-JiCa.le trials might 
proceed. At the present rime, the only potential remedial technique de
veloped to the point at which a field trail is feasible is excavation, and 
this option may only be feasible for the Shallow Aquifer. A program 
of shallow bedrock shaft excavation and testing has been developed 
which could be implemented al the site. 

The costs associated with any cffon at remediation. whether in situ 
or by excavation, treatment and disposal, will be very high, and no 
precedent for the envisioned scale of remediation exists in North 
America. Therefore, ii will be extremely imponant to carefully review 
all pos!lible remediation options and to obtain as much data as may be 
necessary to arrive al the most appropriate solution to this problem. 
Despite the best of i.ntentiom and technical efforts, it may not be possi
ble to fully remediate the Smithville site in the foreseeable future, and 
a longer period of secure containment of the site than is currendy 
anticipated may become neccs.sary. In that event, in situ physical con
tainment of the DNA PL plume possibly employing wme combination 
of cut-offs. grout cunains and low permeability covers in association 
with some level of ongoing groundwater reaNCry and treatment may 
have to be considered. 

The challenge and opponumties IOr iechnical advancement associalrd 
with the Smithville site are considerable, and the task of pursuing an 
effective remedial solution leading to secure site decommissioning con
tinues. 
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PANEL DISCUSSION 

Groundwater contamination is found at over 70% of the sites 
currently on the National Priority List. The most common 
method for addressing contaminated groundwater is extraction 
and treatment. Groundwater extraction can effectively reduce 
contaminant concentrations in the groundwater where contam
inants are primarily present in the dissolved phase. However, re
search and field experience indicate that it may be more difficult 
than is often estimated to achieve cleanup concentration goals in 
portions of the groundwater, particularly those zones near the 
original source of contamination. Factors limiting the effective
ness of extraction systems include: the presence of non-aqueous 
phase liquids which lodge in the subsurface and create a contin
uing source of groundwater contamination as contaminants with
in the non-aqueous phase dissolve and as the non-aqueous phase 
itself dissolves into the groundwater, and sorption of contam
inants to the soil within the saturated zone resulting in a contin
uous source of contamination to clean groundwater drawn into 
the contaminated zone by extraction systems. 

In an effort to determine whether these factors are influencing 
the performance of extraction systems currently in operation, 
OERR initiated a study to assess the effectiveness of several on
going groundwater remediation sites. After reviewing data from 
19 case studies, it was concluded that groundwater extraction can 
effectively contain contaminant plumes and that significant con
taminant mass can be withdrawn from the subsurface by extract
ing groundwater. However, in most of the cases, contaminant 
concentrations in the extracted groundwater tended to level off 
after an initial decrease, at concentrations that were still above 
cleanup goals. In many cases, it appeared the factor identified 
by researchers were playing a role in the performance of the 
groundwater extraction systems. 

As a result of the study, some modifications to the current re
sponse approach for contaminated groundwater are warranted. 
The basic goal of returning groundwater to its beneficial uses, 
however will not change. Recommended modifications include: 
considerlng containment early to prevent further migration of 
contaminants and collect information on aquifer response to ex
traction, providing flexibility in sele~ted rem~dies to ~ow for 
system modification based on data gamed dunng operation, and 
improving data collection during the remedial investigation to 
identify situations and processes that may affect extraction per
formance. Further study of extraction systems is warranted to 

identify the signals that indicate cleanup goals cannot be attained 
and to evaluate the point at which alternate goals should be estab
lished. 

I. Theoretical Background-Carl Enfield 
A. Factors Affecting Groundwater Remediation 

1. Hydrologeologic-diffusion through varying geologic 
material, fractures 

2. Chemical-sorption 
3. Multi-phase Fluids 

B. Need for Improved Data Collection/Methods 
1. Characterize Vertical Variations in Geologic Materials 
2. Evaluate Contaminant Partitioning in the Saturated 

Zone 
3. Identify Presence of Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids When 

Practicable 
C. Other Cleanup Options/Status of Research 

1. Biorestoration 
2. Vapor Extraction 
3. Solvent Flushing 
4. In-Situ Steam Stripping 

II.Practical Experience-Jennifer Haley, John Glass 
A. Description of Study 

1. Identified Groundwater Extraction Sites 
2. Selected 19 for Case Studies 
3. Evaluated Performance of Extraction 

B. Findings 
1. Containment Generally Successful 
2. Significant Contaminant Mass Removed 
3. Contaminant Concentrations Level Off After Initial 

Decrease 
4. Several Factors Limited Effectiveness of Extraction 

a) Hydrogeologic 
b) Contaminant 
c) Adequacy of Source Removal 
d) Design of Extraction System 

III.Implications for Superfund Response Approach to Contam
inated Groundwater-Bill Hanson 
A. Maintain Overall Goal 
B. Initiate Response Early 

1. Contain Plume 
2. Collect Information on Aquifer Response to Extraction 
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C. Provide Flexibility in Remedies 
1. Contingency 
2. Interim Remedies 

D. Collect Better Data During Remedial Investigation 
I. Vertical Variations of Hydraulic Conductivity and 

Contaminant Concentration 
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2. Contaminant Sorption to Soils in the Saturated Zone 
E. Guidance Needs 

1. Signals Indicating Cleanup to Health-Based LevelJ Not 
Practicable 

2. Alternate Goals Where Health-Based Concentrations 
Cannot Be Attained in the Groundwater 
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ABSTRACT 

An overview is provided of the corrective action program (CAP) de
veloped under the RCRA. A description is given of both RCRA and 
CERCLA program objectives. Basis of the CAP is discussed along with 
its major components. The proposed codification of the CAP (Subpart 
S Regulations) are also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

When the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) were 
enacted in 1984 as part of the reauthorization of the RCRA, they set 
in motion a regulatory vehicle in the form of the Corrective Action 
Program (CAP), a program designed to address the nation's ever growing 
concern centering on continuing releases of hazardous wastes or 
hazardous constituents to sensitive environmental pathways. Since it 
is not uncommon to encounter RCRA facilities which have or currently 
are involved with CERCLA activities, under the realm of the CAP, these 
CERCLA sites would be considered as part of the CAP. 

In order to provide timely and appropriate responses when such 
releases are identified, the complexity of such a comprehensive effort 
must initially be approached in a systematic or phased manner. 
Accordingly, the CAP, designed to impact all facilities that received 
or processed hazardous waste after July 26, 1982, is comprised of three 
phases: 

RCRA Facility Assessments 

RCRA Facility Assessments (RFAs) involve the identification of poten
tial hazardous waste or constituent releases requiring further investi
gation. This is the initial data gathering phase of the CAP, incorporating 
a comprehensive Preliminary Review (PR) of available facility infor
mation and data, a Visual Site Inspection (VSI) of all Solid Waste 
Management Units (SWMUs) and Areas of Concern (AOCs) within 
the contiguous boundaries of the facility, and an optional Sampling Visit 
(SV) of potentially impacted areas. 

The information collected during the RFA is considered in making 
release determinations. This information, therefore, must, at a 
minimum, include the history of the facility site, the type and design 
of waste management units, the type and condition of potentially affected 
soil, surface water, groundwater, subsurface gas and/or ambient air. 
This RCRA phase parallels the CERCLA Preliminary Assessment/Site 
Investigation (PA/SI). 

RCRA Facility Investigation 
RCRA Facility Investigations (RFis) are designed to provide charac

terization of releases identified during the RFA. The level of effort per
formed as part of the RFI involves the comprehensive characterization 
of suspect area, determination of the ~xte~t of releases into th~ s~ecific 
environmental media suspected of bemg impacted and exammation of 

the nature of the release as related to its impact on human health and 
the environment. 

In consideration of the many various sampling scenarios, the im
plementation of an RFI may entail a broad range of sampling strategies 
and techniques. This RCRA phase parallels the CERCLA Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS). 

Corrective Measures 

Corrective Measures (CMs) describe remedial measures to be used 
in the impacted area. If, at any phase of the CAP, conditions are 
encountered that suggest further action, then Corrective Measures may 
be required. The nature of these measures depends on the Agency's 
stance concerning how, in conjunction with the facility response to this 
condition, they perceive the nature of the suspected release. As 
mentioned, these Corrective Measures, designed to be developed under 
RCRA, may pertain to facility CERCLA sites. The interrelation of these 
phases are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Strategies 

There are technical strategies available to effectively address release 
determination issues prior to and during the phases of the CAP. These 
strategies are based on interpretation of release conditions based on 
past and ongoing data and involve an active intercommunication be
tween the owner/operators and the Agency. However, the ultimate im
plementation of owner/operator's strategies depends on the site 
conditions as perceived by the Agency, the level of supporting infor
mation provided by the owner/operators, and the time-frames suggested 
to address specific CAP phas~ requirements. 

RCRA vs. CERCLA Objectives 

It is not unusual for a RCRA facility owner/operator to have an area 
or unit located on-site which has been associated in the past with the 
CERCLA program. It is, therefore, important for the owner/operator 
possessing a CERCLA site to be aware of the difference between RCRA 
and CERCLA program objectives. Typical RCRA vs. CERCLA con
cerns are described below. 

CERCLA is designed as a response program to deal with environ
mental contamination that already has been documented. Often, the 
actions which caused the contamination were legal and non-negligent. 
Since the facility personnel responsible for these activities did not an
ticipate that a cleanup would be required in the future, associated cleanup 
costs were not considered in future budgeting. However, people with 
prior associations with a contaminated site may be imposed with retro
active liability since the costs of doing so cannot be built into the trans
actions associated with the disposal, as those transactions took place 
years ago. Moreover, there is no regulatory/enforcement virtue to 
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REGULA TORY AGENCY performs RCRA Fu1ht~ Assessment (RFA) 10 

• Identify solid w•1t1 m1n19tmenl units (SWMU1) •nd collect •••111n9 1nfotm•t1on 

on cont1m1n1nt rel11111. 

• Identify rel1ue1 or suspt<tld ttltHH n•td1n9 further 1nve11191t1on 

! 
REGULA TORY AGENCY tJMc1fi11 JMrmn conditlon1or111uet 1nfou1mtnt ord•' to f•t1hty 
owner or oper1tor to 

• Perform 1nv11ti91tion1 on r1l111t1 of toncern; 1ndlor 

• Implement interim corrective measures 

OWNER OR OPERA TOR performs RCRA f1c1hty lnvH119111on (Ull 10 verily ll>e relouo<ol. ol 
necusary. and to thar1c11r111 the ftlturt, t•ttnt and r1t1 of mi9r1tton for r1t111•1 of 
concern. Ownet Ot operator rtportl r11ult1 and cont1ct1 the r~ul•tory 191ncy 
1mmtd1111~y 1f interim corrtct1v1 m111utH 111m w1rr1nt1d 

REGULATORY AGENCY cond ... ctl health .,,d tnv1ronmtnt1l 1ueum1n1 b•ttd on"''""' 
of RR and d1t1rm1ne1 the need fOf interim cortect1ve me11urt1. and/or a Corr•ft•..,.• 
MtHUtH Study. 

OWNER OA OPERA TOA conducts Corre<11v1 M1uuro1 Study (CMS) u d"l<'td by 
'e1Jul•tory ilejtncy •nd propa1u 1ppropri111 corrtct1v1 meHurts when ,.tquir•d by 
'e-t)ul•tory ,.9~ncy. 

REGULA TOlllY AGENCY t¥llu1tff Corrtct1vt Mtuyr•1 Study •nd ISM<,fie11ppl'OC>l"••t• 
CQrre<'bvt ffttllUfft. 

OWNER OA QptRA TOA perl°""' 1ho Corre<tivo MHtutH lmplemor"111on (CMIJ. ""' 
•ndudM 01t19n.n9. c.on1tru<t1n9, ooer1t1nq. m11nt•1"1n9 end mon1torin9 the corr1n1vt 
lll«'Hu,.H 

Figure I 
RCRA Corrective Action Process 

N()(C that although certain aspects of the Corrective Action Process 
an the rcspon~1bihty of either the regulatory agency 

or the oo.-·ner or opcndOr, close coordination bclwccn the rcgulat0ry agency and the 
owner or operator is essential throughout the process'. 

imposing "unifonn" standards here, as CERCLA does nol govern wasle 
management activities. 

On the other hand, RCRA is a regulatory program for current and 
new facilities involved with the management of hazardous waste 10 
prevenl releases of hazardous waslC or constituents from occurring in 
the future. RCRA involves nationally applicable standards which are 
designed to be preventa11ve in nature. Since 1he facility's environmen· 
tal manager can predict RCRA required actions. the facility's costs to 
comply with RCRA may be built into the cost~ associated with the 
facility's ongoing hazardow. Wll!>IC managemenl practices. Addi1ionally, 
since RCRA standards are establi,hed on a nationwide basis, these slan· 
dards must be both uniform and rigorously designed to pro1cc1 humun 
health and the environment al 1he many various hazardous was1e fadliry 
locations throughout the United Stales. 

Are there differences in the scope and/or objectil'e.1 in tire 
RCRA vs. CERCLA investigation process? 

The differences between these investigation procc\M:\, mo~t nowbly, 
the RCRA PR/VSI and the CERCLA PA/SI, are based on the differing 
obje.ct.ive.'i of the two programs. Esseniially, RCRA facilities are involved 
in an ongoing regulatory program. Accordingly. there is infom1alion 
generated in conjunction with lhe facilily's ongoing RCRA monitoring 
requirements (e.g., particularly on land disposal facilities). 
Consequently, some facilities arc nol scheduled for the inilial site 
investigation stages because suffo:icnt his1oric information exisl'i on the 
facility to compel a remedial invesligation. In 1he rnsc of the PA/SI. 
lhe intent of CERCLA is to provide a response program. Therefore. 
it may be a single data set which trigger' the need for remedial action 
al the facility. 
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Nevenheless, both the RCRA PR/VSJ and the CERCLA PA/SJ have 
been designed to establish a basis for future corrective measures. 
However, there are imponant differences between these two initial 
investigation efforts. In the case of the RCRA PR/VSI, each unit or 
similarly related groups of units (e.g., local.ed in close proximity to 
each other) at the facility is a\sesscd to dctennine if there has been 
a release of hazardous w.tslC or constiruenl\. As a result, a f~rk 
1s developed for determining specific permitting and enfmmnent actions 
that should be taken at a facility and which facilities the U.S. EPA should 
addrcu first. 1 Since the primary pu~ of the CERCLA PA/SI is to 
develop a hazard ranking score (HRS) which establishes the basii for 
lis1ing the site on the NPL, the PA/SI docs not focus on units, but con
sider. the facili1y as a whole, a.s well as off-site releases. The RCRA 
counterpan to this facility-wide approach would be the RCRA 3008(b). 

Following each RCRA PR/VSI, media-specific sampling in the IOnn 
of an optional RCRA Sampling Visit (SV) may be necessary to make 
lhe unit·by·unil release potential dctenninations. In the case of the 
CERCLA PA/SI, sampling beyond what is necessary to complete an 
HRS score is suggested in the following instances': 

• Sampling 1s necessary in order for the Agency to compel a remedial 
inveMigalion 

• Key data arc missing to trigger funhcr investigation. 

Af'f' 7h~f'f' Any Differences &ttWen 7hJ! 
RCRA ,.s. CERCLA Analytical Approach? 

There an: distinct diffen:nccs in the means by which the RCRA or 
CERCLA program is triggered. In order to trigger RCRA jurisdiction, 
a substance must first be a waste. Under CERCLA, whether a sub
stance is a waste or a product is irrelevant. At a closer look, the concep1 

of "hai..ardousness" is recognized to be much broader under CERCLA. 
For example. under RCRA. a waste must either be "listed" or meet 
one of the hazardous "characteristics" to trigger jurisdiction based on 
concentrat.ions of hazardous constituents encountered at a numerical 
threshold value. HCJ',1,-ever. under CERCLA. a much broader approach 
prevails. Here, 1he U.S. EPA says that a substance that contains any 
amount of a compound included on a much broader "haz.ardous sub
stance list" will trigger jurisdiction. 

Therefore, RCRA owner/operators involved with CERCLA condi
tions may find that anaJyticaJ criteria employed under the RCRA 
program may not be a valid assessment approach under CERCLA. 
Potential situations such as this behoove the owner/operators to clearly 
define cleanup goals and criteria prior to initiating any assessment or 
remedial actions. 

Can A RCRA fucilit)' & Subj~cud To CERCU Action 
Instead Of RCRA Corrrctir~ Action? 

In an Oct. 14, 1986 memorandum from J. Winston Poner, the Assis
tanl Administrator, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. 
U.S. EPA, this possible situation was considered". In the case of a 
facility clearly unable to fulfill its RCRA corrective action, it was 
suggesled that immediate consideration be given to dctcnnine if the 
facility should be managed under the CERCLA program. For exam
ple, 11 facility that has gone bankrupt would be an example of a facility 
thal might be referred to the CERCLA program. 

In the CERCLA program, there are several approaches available for 
dealing with RCRA-associated facilities. In the cases of bankrupt 
facilities, or at facilities where efforts to secure action under RCRA 
have been unsuccessful (e.g., due to the lack of viable responsible 
panics), CERCLA action, as described in CERCLA Section 104, is 
suggested. Generally these actions are laken in situations which represent 
more serious environmental threats. Fund-financed remedial action is 
suggested at these unresponsive RCRA facilities that arc listed on the 
NPL. The U.S. EPA has issued final criteria for listing RCRA facilities 
on the NPL and has proposed additional criteria for listing these facilities 
(see 51 FR 21054 and 51 FR 21109, June 10, 1986)'. 

In addition, it is not unusual to encounter a RCRA facility whose 
regulated unit is not involved in a hazardous waste or constituent release 
situation (e.g., container storage area), but which possesses an on-site 
area involved in the CERCLA program. Although this facility's involve-



ment with the broad-based, CERCLA corrective action approach (i.e., 
facility-wide), the regulatory triggering of the RCRA CAP investiga
tions may bring about unanticipated conditions of compliance. For 
example, new units or areas of concern may be identified through the 
initial stages of the RCRA CAP; these new units may be considered 
on a unit-by-unit basis, disregarding the facility-wide environmental con
siderations already established under CERCLA. 

For those RCRA owner/operators with CERCLA affected, on-site 
areas, the following delineates the objectives and scope of the CAP. 
Whenever appropriate, additional noteworthy RCRA-CERCLA com
parisons will be identified. 

BASIS OF THE CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCESS (CAP) 

The basis of the Corrective Action Process (CAP) originates from 
the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984. Currently, the 
Agency has taken steps to have the salient conditions of the CAP codi
fied, namely in the form of the proposed Subpart S ruling. The 
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) The Corrective 
Action Process (CAP) has evolved from its initial authority as issued 
under the authority of the Solid Waste Disposal Act as amended by 
RCRA, and finally, as amended by the HSWA of 19842

• Providing a 
more focused approach than the earlier environmental programs, the 
primary objective of the RCRA corrective action program is to clean 
up releases of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents that threaten 
human health or the environment. The program applies to all operating 
closed or closing RCRA facilities. 

Although HSWA provides the authority to implement the CAP as 
part of the current RCRA program, corrective action at hazardous waste 
facilities is also considered under other authorities2

• These addition
al authorities include the following: 

• 7003 of RCRA - The Agency has the authority to take action where 
there is solid or hazardous waste that may present an imminent and 
substantial endangerment to human health or the environment; 

• 3013 of RCRA - The Agency has the authority to require investiga
tions where there is the presence of hazardous waste or where releases 
of hazardous waste that may present a substantial hazard to human 
health or the environment; and 

• 40 CFR Part 264, Subpart F - The Agency has the authority to address 
releases of hazardous wastes and hazardous constituents to ground
water from units which are ·'regulated" under the RCRA program. 

Nevertheless, HSWA has established new authorities that are even 
more broad and far-reaching than these other authorities in the RCRA 
program, that enable the U.S. EPA to accomplish their corrective action 
objectives. The new authorities are: 

• 3004(u) - Corrective Action/or Continuing Releases - This authority 
requires that for any permit issued to a RCRA treatment, storage 
or disposal facility after Nov. 8, 1984, corrective action at that facility 
is required for all releases from their solid waste management units 
(SWMUs). This provision also requires that facility owner/opera
tors must demonstrate financial assurance capabilities for any cor
rective action which may be required. This provision also indicates 
that schedules of compliance be used in permits where the required 
corrective action cannot be completed prior to permit issuance. 

• 3004(v) - Corrective Action Beyond Facility Boundary -This authority 
directs the Agency to require corrective action beyond the facility 
boundary where it would be necessary to protect human health and 
the environment. This HSWA provision would not be invoked if the 
owner/operator can demonstrate that, despite the best of efforts, the 
necessary permission to perform these off-site corrective action 
activities cannot be obtained. In cases such as this, the Agency still 
has the authority to issue corrective action orders which, in turn, 
require the necessary corrective action. 

• 3008(h) - Interim Status Corrective Action Orders - This HSWA pro
vision provides the Agency authority to issue enforcement orders or 
bring about legal action when there is or has been a documented 
release of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents at RCRA 
facilities operating under conditions of interim status. These adminis
trative orders or court action would compel either corrective action 

or some other form of response measures in a manner that would 
serve to protect human health and the environment. In addition, this 
provision provides the U.S. EPA with the authority to take civil action 
against facilities in order to obtain the appropriate relief. In providing 
an interim status "response,'', this provision more closely parallels 
CERCLA objectives than the other HSWA corrective action 
authorities. 

Approach to Corrective Action in the 
Proposed Subpart S Rule 

Since the CAP was first developed in 1984, the U.S. EPA has had 
the opportunity to implement the initial CAP stages, namely the PR 
and VSI as part of the RFA. As a result, the Agency has experienced 
a myriad of facility conditions where there have been or are releases 
of hazardous waste or constituents. In order to provide an effective CAP, 
proposed to be promulgated under the authority of Subpart S, the Agency 
must first draw on this experience and establish their priorities and 
management philosophy as they see appropriate for the implementa
tion of the RCRA CAP. The Agency view of the types of RCRA facili
ties and the noteworthy conditions involved with environmental impacts, 
and, therefore, influencing the development of the proposed Subpart S 
rules, are discussed below. 

At some facilities, the type or level of contamination or the release 
potential associated with the environmental setting may indicate to the 
Agency that this facility is a high priority for the implementation of 
corrective action. Most facilities where there are or have been con
tinuing releases of hazardous constituents usually have point source 
similarities in the conditions involved with the releases [e.g., unlined 
impoundment(s) or landfill(s)]. Therefore, it would be in the best interest 
of all parties that corrective actions be performed at the most environ
mentally significant facilities (i.e., those with documented hazardous 
waste or constituent releases) and on the most significant problems (i.e., 
documented continuing releases) at RCRA facilities. Experience has 
indicated that U.S. EPA also might place a high priority on corrective 
action performed at those facilities which have demonstrated an un
willingness to provide timely and appropriate response to their environ
mental problems in the past. 

The Agency also has encountered RCRA facilities where the level 
of contamination is either documented to exist over a wide-spread area 
or the geographic location of the facility is such that there would be 
little likelihood of a release causing significant impact to human health 
or the environment. An example of the latter would be a hazardous 
waste release overlying an already contaminated aquifer and/or located 
many miles from the nearest town or residence. In cases such as this, 
the Agency has, in the past, acceded to "conditional" remedies (e.g., 
immediate containment of the release). The Agency has recognized that 
prompt action of this kind can reduce the risk to levels which would 
be acceptable for the current related uses, or where final cleanup is 
impracticable. Moreover, if the Agency intends to expedite the CAP, 
then the types of investigative and remedial activities at all RCRA 
facilities must be streamlined to focus on plausible concerns and likely 
remedies. Therefore, if the proposed Subpart S rule is to provide the 
Agency with a means to effectively manage the CAP, the Agency must 
emphasize early actions and expeditious remedy decisions. 

It would not be unusual for non-RCRA facilities, encountering 
environmental problems similar to those encountered under RCRA, to 
seek guidance in the remediation needed at their site. Although the non
RCRA facility owner/operators would be expected to first explore 
specific program objectives, lest the facility become burdened with an 
overbearing regulatory yoke, it is becoming more apparent that the lia
bilities and costs associated with an undefined corrective action approach 
continue to increase. These increased costs often include the unneces
sary corrective action tasks dictated by either facility personnel who 
are unaware of, or unresponsive to regulatory requirements, or the dif
fering corrective action approaches developed during the turnover of 
Agency personnel, a common occurrence in both State and Regional 
EPA offices. In such cases, it is often in the best interest of the facility 
and the Agency to promote voluntary and independent action by the 
facility. 
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PROPOSED SUBPARTS REGULATIONS 

In order to provide an effective regulatory vehicle for the implemen
tation of the CAP. the Agency has proceeded 10 develop the final codifi
cation of the HSWA amendments, namely the Subpart S regulations 
as part of 40 CFR Parts 264°. Since numerous RCRA facilities cur
rently are involved in various types of investigative and/or cleanup 
activities. the corrective action guidance provided by the proposed legis
lation would be both timely and appropriate. 

The U.S. EPA's objective in providing such a rule would be expected 
to establish a framework by which their RCRA corrective action 
objectives may be implemented. This corrective action framework IMluld 
serve to provide the following: 

• Protection of human health and the environment 
• Control of the sources of hazardous waste or constituent releases to 

reduce or eliminate, to the maximum extent practicable, any further 
releases that may pose a threat to human health and the environment 

• Development of standards, pursuant to the provisions of Subpart S, 
involving acceptable levels of cleanup for environmental media 

• Development of standards. pursuant to the provisions of Subpart S. 
establishing specific waste management compliance criteria 

Scope 

There are varied scopes of corrective action which might be required 
at an impacted RCRA facility. The Agency has recognized that the types 
and degree of ongoing corrective action at a RCRA faci.lity are based 
on the complexity of the conceptual model, developed in response to 
the CAP. 

The proposed Subpart S provisions include the corrective action 
remediation program objectives of the Agency. These objectives include 
the environmental cleanup standards for remedies that represent a com
bination of technical measures and management controls for addressing 
the environmental problems at the facility. These objectives include: 

• Reduction of toxicity, mobility or volume or wastes 
• Provision of long-term reliability and effectiveness 
• Provision of short-term effectiveness 
• Implementability 
• Realistic cost 

In the case of CERCLA sites, the degree of corrective action (and 
the associated remedial costs) usually is dictated by the Hazardous Rank
ing Score (HRS). where, the level of required corrective action is based 
on a numerical score. Generally, the U.S. EPA has encountered two 
basic types of corrective action approaches to the many different types 
of impacted RCRA facilities encountered under the auspices of the CAP: 

• Streamlined or focused corrective action 
• Complex or interdisciplinary corrective action 

Under the RCRA CAP. the U.S. EPA has encountered scenarios where 
it would be in the best interest of both the facility and the Agency 10 

develop a streamlined or focused corrective action plan. For example, 
such facilities would be expected to include the following: 

• Facilities considered to be a "low risk" - These facilities are typi
fied by contaminant releai;e problems which are relatively small, and 
where releases present minimal exposure concerns, Often, facilities 
such as these merely require a "band-aid" approach 10 remedial 
action; for example, development of adequate secondary containment 
or physical removal of a low volume of waste or contaminated soil. 

• Facilities providing a high quality CAP remedy - Since more facili
ties arc realizing that the costs associated with an ineffective remedial 
plan can escalate, high quality remedies are being considered in 
response to corrective action problems. Certainly. it is not uncom
mon to encounter situations where the final conceptual approach to 
corrective action proposed by a facility would result in a remedy 
which is highly protective. For example, many facilities have opted 
for corrective action equivalent to a RCRA "clean-closure." It should 
be noted that a high quality corrective action remedy need not neces
sarily be cost-prohibitive, and the Agency will only accept a plan 
which remains fully consistent with all other remedial objectives of 
the CAP (reliability, etc.). 
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• Facilities where the" a" limi~d "medial options - The Agency baa 
encountered several types of RCRA facilities where there may be 
only limited remedial options. One example of such a type of RCRA 
facility i~ one whose waste management practices preceded, and, 
therefore, did not address the waste management operating require
ments of RCRA. It is not uncommon for these facilities to posscu 
old fill or dump areas with appreciable volumes of unconlained waste 
material (e.g .. a large unlined landfill). The associated remedial 
approach to such a situation would be limited by few practicable 
cleanup solutions. 

Another type of RCRA facility where the types of remedial options 
may be limited are those where the anticipated future uses of the 
property, in tum, dictate a high degree of treatment to achieve very 
low levels of residual contamination. An example of such a facility iJ 
one in proximity to vulnerable environmental resources (e.g., wetlands, 
human ex~~); and, at a minimum. requiring cleanup fO a level where 
the contamination must be proven to ensure continuing protection for 
human hea.lth and the environment. 

• Facilities with straighlfonwud rrmedial sohaions Many RCRA 
facilities have similar types of contamination problems and, there
fore, require similar types of remedial approaches. In these cases, 
the most effective remedial alternative considered acceptable by both 
the facility and the Agency is one which applies standard engineering 
solutio111 that have proven effective in similar situations. The equiva
lent 10 "clean-dosurc" under RCRA. or the construction of a RCRA 
protective cover or liner are examples of straightforward remedial 
approaches which may be considered effective remedial solutions 
to Agency pcnonnel under certain conditions. 

• Facilities providing wr/1-MwlopeJ. phased re~dies - It is becom
ing apparent that most environmental contamination problems 
encountered during the CAP involve facilities where the nature of 
the environmental problem often dictates a singularly focused cor
rective action approach (e.g .• cleanup of groundwarer contamina
tion). In these cases. the Agary has recognized that the most effel.1M 
remedial plan must consider the milestone infonnation gathering 
process (e.g .. assessment of ongoing monitoring data) developed as 
part of the requirements of the CAP. 

Another example of a facility requiring a phased approach is one 
where there is one particular area of the facility that deserves imme
diate measures 10 control funher environmental degradation or exposure 
problems. In these situations, it is m the best interest of all concerned 
parties that the corrective action phases focus first on that specific ele
ment of the overall remedy requiring immediate anention (e.g., pnwiding 
immediate and adequate comainment of the contaminant source). with 
follow-on corrective action developed as appropriate to deal with the 
remaining lower priority remedial needs at the facility. 

The other type of basic corrective action approach is one which 'MlUld 
likely need relatively extensive. interdisciplinary environmental studies 
to be done to support sound remedy solution decisions. Facilities fillling 
in this category include the following: 

• Faciliries considerrd to be a "high risk"~ These RCRA facilities 
are marked by environmental conditions where the scope of the 
anticipated corrective action is expected to involve complex remedial 
solutions. These types of facilities typically have large volumes of 
uncontained, concentrated wastes impacting any or all of the environ
mental release pathways (e.g .• soils, groundwater. surface water, soil 
gas or air). Therefore, the most effective means to remediatc such 
a complex contaminant release scenario is to apply several different 
treatment technologies in order to achieve the varying degrees of 
remedial effectiveness (i.e .. reduction of toxicity or volume) in each 
of the affected environmental release pathways. In cottjunction with 
this effort, different types of containment systems must be considered 
for each pathway for whatever residual contamination is expected 
10 remain during the treatment process. 

• Faci/iries with various appropriate TPmMial concepts -These facili
ties possess environmental problems for which there may be several 
distinct technical approaches, all•of which are considered practica
ble. While each of these remedial strategies may offer varying depeS 



oflong-term reliability, and would be implemented in a phased man
ner over different time-frames, the costs associated with these sub
stantially different remedial approaches also would be, in tum, 
expected to be substantially different. In cases such as this, the final 
remedial selection decided upon by the Agency and the owner/oper
ators will necessarily involve a highly interactive information trans
fer process, involving a balance of competing goals and interests. 
Such decisions must be supported with adequate information. 

Components 

The proposed rule includes various information collection milestones 
throughout the duration of the RCRA CAP process, most notably the 
RFI and CM phases. In order to provide an effective corrective action 
framework, these components would be expected to include the 
following elements: 

• Permitting procedures and permit schedules of compliance - As part 
of the current RCRA permitting process, owner/operators are finding, 
as part of their final operating permit, an attachment which calls for 
specific corrective action measures. Most land disposal facilities 
underwent the initial CAP investigative phase (i.e., RFA) prior to 
issuance of the permit. The corrective action required as part of final 
permit conditions usually entail the initiation of the RFI. These 
attached permit conditions include specific milestones (e.g., reporting 
requirements) and associated schedules of compliance. 

• Trigger or "action levels" - During the investigation process (i.e., 
RFI), enormous amounts of media specific, environmental data are 
likely to be generated. The ultimate interpretation of the RFI may 
come down to the comparison of a single data point to another back
ground, standard or reference number. Extreme care should be taken 
at this stage of the CAP since a significant difference between the 
two numbers may also represent the difference between costs 
associated with no further action and costs stemming from develop
ment of further corrective action (e.g., CM). 

• Corrective measure study and remedy selection - If a trigger or action 
level has been significantly exceeded, as the initial part of the CM 
phase of the CAP, the owner/operators would have to conduct a 
Corrective Measures Study (CMS). The recommendations of the 
CMS (i.e., an evaluation of the potential cleanup remedies) should 
allow the owner/operators to propose a single, acceptable remedial 
alternative. However, the owner/operators oflarge sites with diverse 
waste management operations, and hence, potentially more complex 
environmental problems, may need to pursue several varied, remedial . 
alternatives. 

• Cleanup levels - It is the goal of the CAP to clean up releases of 
hazardous waste or constituents to levels determined to be protec
tive of human health and the environment. In response to the "How 
clean is clean?" question, the revised draft rule defined levels, specific 
for each of the environmental release pathway medium, that are safe 
for both current and future land use. Although media specific cleanup 
levels remain a goal of the CAP, there may be cases, however, where 
these cleanup levels are not achieved. Obviously, in cases such as 
this, owner/operators must expect to be involved in continuing and 
sometimes long-term management until the appropriate cleanup levels 
are reached. 

• Standards for management of corrective action waste - During the 
implementation of the field tasks at an impacted RCRA facility, it 
is expected that hazardous wastes will be generated as a result of 
these various investigative tasks (e.g., wastewaters, contaminated 
media). The revised draft rule has performance standards for 
conducting proper waste handling during the CAP. Certainly, if cor
rective action waste meets the RCRA regulatory definition of 
hazardous, it would have to be managed as a hazardous waste. It is 
anticipated that some facilities may elect to construct new waste 
management units in order to achieve CAP cleanup goals. In cases 
such as this, these new units also would be required to comply with 
necessary performance standards (e.g., 40 CFR Part 264). In addi
tion, only RCRA permitted Subtitle C facilities would be able to 
receive off-site shipments of hazardous waste. 

• Completion of remedy - In order to verify that remedial action at 

a RCRA CAP site has been successfully completed, the Agency must 
utilize a recognized approach. Similar to other closure operations 
under RCRA, an independent engineer or other qualified professional 
would have to certify completion of the remedy. However, in some 
cases, cleanup goals as defined in the permit may not be achieved. 
In cases such as this, the Agency has opted in the past for additional 
investigation to determine if the key factors in the interpretive process 
(e.g., validity or representativeness of the cleanup standard) are defen
sible. If not, new standards as the result of subsequent CMS derived 
data are a realistic consideration to the owner/operators who cannot 
achieve each of the media specific cleanup standards. Certainly, if 
the environmental contamination remained at levels unprotective of 
human health and the environment, other long-term release controls 
are likely to be considered in order to prevent continuing human and 
environmental exposure. 

RCRA FACILITY ASSESSMENT 

The initial phase of the RCRA CAP is comprised of the RCRA Facility 
Assessment (RFA). The objective of the RFA is to identify releases 
or potential releases or hazardous waste or constituents requiring further 
investigation. 

Purpose of the RFA 

The RFA is a three-stage process, the purpose of which is to provide 
the following: 

• The identification and gathering of information on hazardous waste 
or constituent releases at RCRA facilities 

• The identification and assessment of SWMUs and other areas of con
cern for releases to all environmental pathway media; assessment 
of regulated units for releases to media other than groundwater 

• The development of preliminary determinations regarding releases 
of concern and the need for further actions and interim measures 
at the facility 

• The determination of those SWMUs which do not prose a threat to 
human health or the environment 

During the RFA, Agency or Contractor investigators gather infor
mation on SWMUs and other AOCs at RCRA facilities. They evaluate 
this information and determine whether there are releases that warrant 
further investigation or other action (e.g., structural integrity testing) 
at these facilities. Following the completion of the RFA, Agency 
personnel expect to have sufficient information to determine the potential 
for the likelihood of release from any SWMU or other AOC. Conse
quently, the completion of the RFA is an information milestone, whose 
conclusions and recommendations are designed to indicate if there is 
a need to proceed to the second phase (RFI) of the CAP. 

The RFA has been developed as three distinct phases. All three phases 
of the RFA require the collection and analysis of data to support initial 
release determinations: 

• The Preliminary Review (Pl,?) This phase focuses primarily on 
evaluating available existing information, such as inspection reports, 
permit applications, historical monitoring data and interviews with 
Agency personnel who are familiar with the facility. 

• The Visual Site Inspection (VS/) - This phase of the RFA entails the 
on-site collection of visual information to obtain additional evidence 
of release. The VSI typically is comprised of personnel from the 
Regional EPA office, the State office and supporting contractors. 

• The Sampling Visit (SV) - This optional RFA phase is designed to 
fill any data gaps that remain upon completion of the PR and VSI 
by obtaining sampling and field data. This phase may be by-passed 
in the RFA phase and reintroduced as the initial step in the RFI, 
namely the "verification investigation." 

Scope of the RFA 
The scope of the RFA includes all areas of potential release at RCRA 

facilities and includes the investigation of releases to all environmental 
pathway media, namely: 

• Soil 
• Groundwater 
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• Surface waters 
• Air 
• Subsurface gas 

However. as previously mentioned. groundwater releases from regu
lated units are not addressed in the RFA. 

The types of units requiring investigation under the RCRA CAP arc 
based on the HSWA 3004(u) provision which focuses on investigating 
releases from SWMUs at RCRA facilities. SWMUs are defined as: 

• Any discernible waste management unit at a RCRA facility from 
which hazardous wastes or constituents might migrate. regardless 
of whether the unit was ever intended for the management of solid 
and/or hazardous waste. 

The SWMU definition includes: 

• Containers, tanks. surface impoundments. waste piles. land treatment 
units, landfills, incinerators and underground injection wells. 
including those unil~ defined as regulated unitli under RCRA 

• Recycling units, wastewater treatment units and other uniL'i which 
the U.S. EPA has generally exempted from sumdards applicable to 
hazardous waste management units 

• Areas contaminated by "routine and systematic" releases from proce"-' 
and product storage areas 

It should be noted that the SWMU definiuon does not include 
accidental spills from production areas and units in which wastes have 
not bee.n managed (e.g., product storage or process areas). Routine and 
deliberate releases from process areas are defined under the RFA as 
other areas of concern. 

The RFA is not intended to routinely address releases that are either 
permitted discharges (e.g., NPDESl or required to be permitted under 
other environmental programs. Where such discharges are of concern. 
the investigators refer the case to the original penniuing authority. 

However. the RFA does address releases from SWMUs to media other 
than the one covered by the unit6s discharge permit. For example. where 
there is a cause for concern, the US. EPA can use the HSWA authority 
(and as proposed. the Subpan S rule) to control the release of volatile 
organic compound from NPDES-permitted wastewater treatment units 
where there is a cause for concern. 

The U.S. EPA purposely designed the RFA to be limited in !.Cope; 
that is to say. detenniniog the potential for only the likelihood of relea~ 
Nevenheless, the RFA framework emphasizes the need to focus data 
collection and analysis efforts (1.e., historical documentation and/or field 
sampling data) that are required to suppon specific permit or enforce
ment order cond1tioru.. Typically, if the Agency encounters suspect areas 
during the RFA (i.e., PR/VSI) but cannot verify it even though visual 
conditions supponed the likelihood of a hazardous waste or constituent 
release, then an SV is employed as a "final verification" to the RFA. 
A broad-based, analytical contaminant list (e.g., priority pollutants) 
is often requested by the Agency 'ince the investigator must make a 
strong case to compel owner/operators to conduct an RFI or to con
vince the public that a SWMU doe~ not pose a threat. 

The infonnation requirement-' needed to trigger an SV will differ on 
a case-by-case basis. The type and extent of !i.ampling will depend on 
the amount and quality of infonnation gathered in the PR and VSI and 
the investigator\ professional judgment regarding the amount of infor
mation necessary to suppon an initial release determination. If an SV 
is initiated, it is likely that the investigators will 'ample those areas 
most visibly affected (e.g .• stained areas. areas of Mressed vegetation). 

As the CAP is currently set up, the U.S. EPA and/or the states are 
responsible for conducting RFAs. Because of the subjective nature of 
these investigations, the Agency believes that it is appropriate for a 
regulatory agency to conduct the RFAs. These initial release detenni
nations will provide the basis for requiring further action ranging in 
scope, for example, from no further action to a multimillion dollar in
terdisciplinary hydrogeologic investigation. The U.S. EPA and the states 
have used contractors to assist them in conducting these investigations. 
but the Agency has retained overall responsibility for the RFA deci
sions. In some instances, however, the facility owner/operator has par
ticipated in the SV (e.g., obtained split samples). 
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Technical Approach 

The technical approach of the RPA requires the investigator IO exa
mine extensive data on the facility and specific unirs at the facility. Thele 
data generally can be divided into the following categories: 

• Facility and unit characteristics 
• Waste characteristics 
• Environmental setting 
• Pollution migration pathways 
• Evidence of release 
• Environmental receptors 
• Regulatory history 
• Previous release events 

Specific factors in each category that must be considered will vary 
depending on which environmental pathway medium is most vulnera
ble. For example, unlined. in ground units are more likely to have soil 
and groundwater releases than lined, above ground unilS. Also, certain 
wastes tend to volatilize and cause air releases. while other wastes are 
!iOluble in water and tend to migrate via surface or groundwater. A 
facility's environmental setting may detennine which media are of con
cern (e.g .. shallow groundwater or fractured subsoils). In addition. 
funher investigat.ion at a facility may be triggered by the facility's poor 
compliance record or unwillingness to cooperate with the Agency. 

The RFA is completed when the Agency has sufficient information 
10 make a detennination regarding releasei. or likely releases at the 
facility and the need for funher investigations. Upon completion of 
the RFA. a summary RFA repon is prepared integrating the findings 
from all three steps in the RFA. This repon generally includes the 
following components: 

• A description of the facility, its waste management practices and 
regulatory history 

• Release information for all SWMUs or groups of SWMUs and other 
AOCs 

• Sampling plan and results 
• Final release detenninations and recommendations 

This RFA repon indicares those areas of the facility that require further 
investigation during the RFI and contains the key information (e.g., 
contaminant characteristics) to be used to focus these investigations. 

RCRA FACILITY 11''VFSTIGATION 

As already noted. the RCRA Facility Investigation (RFI) is generally 
equivalent in scope to the CERCLA remedial investigation. Units or 
areas of concern that are detennined in the RFA to be a likely source 
of significant continuing releases of hazardous wastes or hazaldous coo
i."tituents may be selected for an RFI. The regulatory means of requiring 
the RFA is either through RCRA permit conditions (operating or 
closurelpm1-closure) or via enforcement orders [e.g .• 3008(h)). Because 
of the HSWA statutory language. the agencies must focus the RFI 
requirements on specific solid waste management units or known or 
suspected releases that are considered to be routine and systematic. The 
HSWA pennit c..-onditions or enforcement orders may include supporting 
fact sheets, and they can range from very general (e.g .• "characteril.e 
the groundwater at ... ")to very specific (e.g., a specified number, depth, 
location and frequency of samples analyzed for a given set of consti
tuents). 

Since the Agency. in the RFA. is not required to positively confirm 
a continuing release, but merely determine that the "likelihood" of a 
release exists, the scope of the RFI can range from a limited, specified 
activity to a complex multi-media study. The investigation may be 
phased, initially allowing for verification or rebuttal of the suspected 
continuing release(s). If verified, the second phase of investigation con
sists of release characterization. This second phase, much like an RI. 
includes: (I) the type and quantity of hazardous wastes or constituents 
within and released from the SWMU, (2) the media affected by the 
rele.ase(s), (3) the current extent of the release and (4) the rate and diRc-
1 ion at which the releases are migrating. Inter-media transfer of releases 
(e.g .• evaporation of organic compounds from contaminated soil to the 
atmosphere) is also addressed during the RFI, where applicable. 



In c~mpleting the investigative effort, the regulatory agency, in con
cert with the owner/operators, interprets the release findings. The first 
emphasis of the investigation is on the data quality (i.e., were sam
pling and analytical data quality objectives defined and accomplished?). 
The findings are then compared against established human health and 
environmental criteria. These criteria or "action" levels are available 
for each environmental medium and exposure pathway, taking into 
account the toxicological properties of the constituent and standardized 
exposure assumptions. At this stage, if the continuing release of 
hazardous wastes or constituents is determined to present a potential 
short-term or long-term threat to human health or the environment 
interim corrective measures or a corrective measures study may b~ 
required. This evaluation is a crucial stage in the corrective action 
process. 

Identifying and implementing interim corrective measures may be 
conducted during the RFI. This would occur in a case where, in the 
process of conducting the investigation, a condition is identified that 
indicates that adverse exposure to hazardous constituents is presently 
occurring or is imminent. Where interim corrective measures may be 
needed, both the owner/operators and the regulator agency have a con
tinuing responsibility to identify and respond to emergency situations 
and to define priority situations. If first identified by the owner/opera
tors, the need for interim corrective measures should be communicated 
to the regulatory agency at the earliest possible time. As indicated earlier, 
the need for close interaction between owner/operators and the regula
tory agency is very important, not only for situations discussed above, 
but also to assure the adequacy of the data collected during the RFI 
and the appropriate interpretation of those data. Of course the 
owner/operators benefit from this exchange by allowing efforts to focus 
on salient issues and minimizing costly misinterpretations or unneeded 
characterization efforts. 

General RFI Implementation Strategy 

An investigation of releases from SWMUs requires various types of 
information. This information is specific to the waste managed, unit 
type, design and operation, the environment surrounding the unit or 
facility and the medium to which contamination is being released. 
Although each medium will require specific data and methodologies 
to investigate a release, a general strategy for this investigation can be 
described. This strategy can consist of two elements: one is "desk top" 
in nature and the other focuses on the field: 

• Conceptual Model Development - Collection and review of data to 
be used in developing a conceptual model of the release that can be 
used to plan and develop monitoring procedures. These data could 
include existing information on the facility/unit or related monitoring 
data, data which can be gathered from outside sources of informa
tion on parameters affecting the release, or the gathering of new 
information through such mechanisms as aerial photography or waste 
characterization. 

• Phased Field Investigations - Formulation and implementation of field 
investigations, sampling and analysis, and/or monitoring procedures 
designed to verify or rebut suspected releases (Phase 1) and to evaluate 
the nature, extent and rate of tnigration of verified releases (Phase 2). 
The latter phase can in tum be divided into logical technical steps. 

Varying amounts of information will exist on specific releases and units 
at the start of the RFI process. In some instances, suspected releases 
may have been identified based on strong evidence that releases have 
occurred, but with little or no direct data confirming their presence. 
On the other end of the spectrum, there may be enough existing data 
at the start of the RFI for the investigator to begin considering whether 
some form of corrective measure may be necessary. This potentially 
broad spectrum of situations which may exist at the beginning of the 
RFI often calls for a flexible approach for the release investigation. 
Thus, the steps given above allow a logical progression from general 
knowledge of a unit and its potential for a continuing release toward 
a detailed (or "adequate") knowledge of the situation. 

The value and role of the conceptual model element of the RFI is 
in providing a foundation upon which to design subsequent characteri-

zation efforts. The conceptual model may be as simple as a tabular and 
graphical depiction of the perceived situation. On the other hand, this 
model can include realistic and worst case fate and transport modeling 
of known contaminants under the given site conditions. Regardless of 
its complexity, the conceptual model consists of the following: 

• SWMU or area description and an estimate of waste distribution in 
that unit 

• Estimated quality and quantity of waste present, including specific 
constituents 

• Environmental setting of the unit (e.g., soils, surface and subsur
face hydrogeology and climate) and its vulnerable contaminant trans
port pathways 

• An estimation of how, how fast and where known or suspected con
tatninants would be transported and transferred between compartments 

• An evaluation of what media would be most likely to be monitora-
ble for detecting any releases 

The role of this model is, of course, to determine in broadest terms 
whether significant release potential is present and, given a significant 
potential, how to design an investigation/monitoring program capable 
of release verification and/or characterization. 

As already noted, the release characterization may be conducted in 
phases, if appropriate, with each monitoring phase building on the 
findings and conclusions of the previous phase. The overall level of 
effort and the number of phases for any given characterization effort 
depends on various factors including: 

• The nature of the potential contaminants 
• The level of data and information available on the site 
• The complexity of the release (e.g., number of units, release path

ways, affected media) 
• The overall extent of the release 

Field Investigation Strategies and Techniques 
Entire books can be, and indeed have been, written on the topic of 

field investigations for environmental characterization. Furthermore, 
the colossal task of discussing RFI methods is multiplied by the fact 
that any medium (e.g., soil, air, groundwater, etc.) might be involved 
in a given RFI. Rather than give litnited and clearly inadequate coverage 
to these concerns, the focus here is on selecting an appropriate approach 
to investigation in the context of corrective action program objectives. 

The first effort following identification of the significant hazardous 
constituents present in the unit or release area is an evaluation of the 
likely compartment in which a given constituent will be found. Based 
on chemical, physical and biological properties of the constituent rela
tive to environmental media (e.g., air:water partition coefficient), the 
evaluation of environmental compartment or medium helps to deter
mine which media should be sampled to characterize whether a release 
is occurring. A simple example would be to use soil gas monitoring 
to detect tnigration of volatile organic compounds. The remaining aspect 
that may be determined from the compartmental evaluation would be 
the detection or analytical methods to be used, the expected detection 
limits and the data quality objectives. 

The next effort should entail selection of sampling and/or testing tools 
or techniques. Various methods exist for obtaining acceptable samples 
of waste and for each medium. The following criteria should be consi
dered in choosing such methods: 

• Representativeness The selected methods should be capable of 
providing a true representation of the situation under investigation. 

• Compatibility with Analytical Considerations - Sample integrity must 
be maintained to the maximum extent possible. Errors induced by 
poorly selected sampling techniques or equipment can result in poor 
data quality. Special consideration should be given to the selection 
of sampling methods and equipment to prevent adverse effects during 
analysis. Materials of construction, sample or species Joss, and a 
chemical reactivity are some of the factors that should receive at
tention. 

• Practicality - The selected methods should stress the use of practi
cal, proven procedures capable of being used in or easily adapted 
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to the given situation. 
• Safety - The risk to sampling personnel and others, intrinsic safety 

of instrumentation and safety equipment l"C(jUired for conducting the 
sampling should be carefully evaluated. 

Finally, the specific sampling/monitoring design may be choM:n. This 
amounts to selection of sample numbers, locations, depths and timing. 
Because conditions present in the unit or in the contaminant release 
will change both temporally and spatially, the design of the sampling 
program or monitoring net'M>rk should be developed accordingly. Spa
tially, sufficient samples should be collected to adequately define the 
extent of the contamination. Tumporally, I.he plan should address spread
ing of the release with time and variation of concentrations due to fac · 
tors such as changes in unit operations, the environment surrounding 
the unit, and the composition of the waste. For example, when possi· 
hie, sampling and supplemental measurements (e.g .• wind speed) should 
be conducted when rele.ases are most likely lo be observed. 

It must be emphasized that investigations musl consider and include 
relevant physical and descriptive data and inform.ation a\sociated with 
the samples or the media sampled. This evaluation proces.' is especially 
critical where computer modeling of fate and transpon is to be included 
in the evaluation. Lack of sufficient peninent physical and descriptive 
data c.an render an investigation almost useless. 

RFI Decision Points 

As mon.itoring data become available, both within and al the conclu· 
sion of discrete investigation phases, they typically are reponed to the 
regulatory agency as directed. The regulatory agency will compare the 
monitoring data to applicable health and environmental criteria to 
determine the need for 

• Interim corrective measures 
• A Corrective Measures Study 

In addition. the regulatory agency will evaluate the monitored data with 
respect to adequacy and completeness to determine the need for any 
additional monitoring effons. Notwithstanding this process, the 
owner/operators have a continuing responsibility to identify and respond 
to emergency situations and to define priority situations that may warrant 
interim corrective measures. For these situations, it is suggested that 
the owner/operators obtain and follow the RCRA Contingency Plan 
requirements under 40 CFR Pan 264, Subpan D. 

As a final note. the same is true of both the CAP and CERCLA 
investigations. The owner/operators and I.he responsible parties, respec
tively, should maintain a significant presence throughout the process 
and not rely on varied and inconsistent oversight from the agency. This 
is especially true in providing realistic interpretations of findings, es
pecially where transpon and fate considerations may affect the interpre
tation of what constitutes a "con1inuing release." 

CORRECTIVE MEASU~ 

In addressing relea,.,es from SWMUs to the environment, the RFI 
is followed by Corrective Meai.urel>. That is. a release, and hopefully, 
a source of contamination, have been ideniified. and the owner/opera· 
tor must initiate a remedial respon.'>C. As in the Superfund prognun, 
remedial action objectives of cornx-i.ive action are site-specific and quan· 
titative goals that define the level of cleanup arc l"C(jUired to achieve 
the response objectives. These goals include any preliminary cleanup 
levels for environmental media affected by a release, lhe area of altain
ment and the remedial time-frame. 

The mentioned objectives are accomplished through the Corrective 
Measures Study (CMS) and the Corrective Measures Implementation 
(CMI) by identifying, designing and implementing the appropriate 
remedial strategy, all in accordance with published CM guidance. The 
CMS serves as a recommendation to the U.S. EPA or the State, while 
the CMI is the allowed time frame for the actual corrective measures. 

Corrective Measures Study 

The first step in the CM phase as the development and implementa
tion of the CMS to determine the most effeclive remedial option to 
correct potential environmental impact and human exposure threats 
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posed by releases of hazardous wastes or constituenlS. Regardless of 
whether the remedial response effon is conducted under CERCLA or 
RCRA authority, the objectives of the CMS. or feasibility study, are 
to utilize technical knowledge and propose actions to control the source 
of the contamination (by preventing or mitigating the continued migra
tion of contamination by removing, stabilizing and/or containing the 
contaminants) and/or actions to abate problems posed by the migra
tion of substances from their original source inro the environment. 

Through the CMS. the owner/operator must technically demonstrate 
that I.he response action proposed effectively abates the thmtls to human 
health and the environment posed by the relcase(s). This typically 
requires the aru.!ysis of several remedial technologies in detail suffi
cient to show that the recommended measures effectively remove the 
threats posed by the release. To do so, the owner/operators must uscss 
these alternatives in terms of their technical feasibility (including relia
bility and requirements for long-tenn operation and maintenance), their 
ability to meet public health protection l"C(juirements and their ability 
to protect the environment and any adverse environmental effects of 
I.he mea. .. un:s. The owner/operator also should consider any institutional 
constraints to implementation of the measures. such as off-site capaci
ty problcmi. and potential public opposition. 

The RCRA approach to iwessing the level of remedial action required 
for environmental media is similar ID that of CERCLA ~ 7 and generally 
is based on the following criteria: 

• Overall protection of human health and the environment 
• Compliance with regulatory programs (e.g .• CERCLA or RCRA) 
• Shon-term effectiveness 
• Long-term effectiveness and permanence 
• Reduction of toxicity. mobility or volume of hazardous wastes and/or 

waste constituents 
• Implementability 
• Cost 
• U.S. EPA and/or State acccpcance 
• Community accepcance 

The first t'M> criteria are the basic regulatory requirements, while 
the next five criteria are interactively used to analyze and compare the 
options. The final two criteria are considerations in I.he overall 
evaluation. 

In some cases. it is possible for owner/operators to analyiA: and present 
to the Agency or State only a single alternative that meets public health 
and environmental requirements. This situation is often the case at 
facilities that have taken "interim corrective me.asurcs" and thus have 
had an opportunity 10 evaluate the remedial strategy and the associated 
operations to determine their effC\."tiveness. This solution is appropriate 
when the U.S.EPA or the State agree that the remedial alternative the 
owner/operator proposes is likely to effectively achieve corrective action 
goals, including heaJth and environmental requirements, and is techni
cally sound. In most cases. however. given the array of feasible tech
nologies, ii may be necessary to anaJyu more than one alternative IO 
determine the appropriate response me.asure. For example, off-site or 
on-site alternatives may be considered or there may be a difference of 
opinion as to whether a panicular alternative the owner/operator 
proposes to analyze would be reliable or effective in abating threats 
expeditiously. In such cases, the U.S. EPA or the State would require 
the analysis of several alternatives to ensure that appropriate response 
measures are completed on a timely basis and that response is nol 

delayed by a sequential analysis of a series of alternatives. 
RCRA final remedies will be required to meet applicable, possibly 

current, health and environmental standards promulgated under RCRA 
and other laws. For example. at regulated units, groundwater releases 
are subject to the groundwater protection standards, possibly consisting 
of the following: 

• Constituent specific maximum concentration limits (MCLs) 
• The background level of that constituent in groundwater 
• An approved alternate concentration limit (ACL) where approval 

would be based on criterion set forth in the RCRA regulatory 
framework 



For soil, soil gas, surface water, groundwater and air emissions 
problems that cannot be addressed by existing standards, the Agency 
currently is assessing the appropriate technical approach. One possi
ble alternative is to establish appropriate health-based standards on a 
case-by-case basis. 

Once the owner/operator proposes the remedial strategy(s) for 
addressing releases to environmental media and the SWMU itself, the 
U.S. EPA or the State will evaluate the owner/operator recommenda
tion and approve or disapprove it. During the review process, the 
owner/operator must be prepared to provide the technical support for 
his or her proposition and must be open to negotiations. The views 
of the public on the proposed measures and the financial assurance 
demonstration also will be considered by the State and U.S. EPA in 
making these decisions. 

Corrective Measures Implementation 
Once the U.S. EPA, the State, and the owner/operator agree on the 

remedial approach, the owner/operators will design and construct the 
selected response action. After construction, the appropriate measures 
needed to operate, maintain and monitor the remedy will be taken by 
the owner/operators. These activities will be required by permit con
dition or compliance order and will be performed by the owner/opera
tors with oversight by the U.S. EPA or State. Since the actual operations 
serve to provide data concerning the effectiveness of the corrective ac
tion, it is essential that these data are used as criterion in determining 
whether the operations should be modified over time to meet the cleanup 
objectives. 

Effecting remedies (or interim measures) at facilities that do not have 
RCRA permits will, in some cases, involve creating new treatment, 

storage or disposal units. Rather than going through the actual process 
of issuing RCRA permits to such new units, which could substantially 
delay implementation of the remedy, the Agency is considering using 
enforcement authorities and closure plan regulatory authorities to allow 
those units to be constructed and operated without a formal RCRA 
pennit. The U.S. EPA may need to amend existing regulations to provide 
for this proposed approach. Such new units would nevertheless be 
required to generally comply with applicable Part 264 technical 
standards, and appropriate public review and comment would be 
provided. 
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ABSTRACT 

Use of highly plastic clays for construction of soil liners in haz
ardous waste landfills has been discouraged partly due to their 
adverse shrink-swell characteristics but primarily because it is dif
ficult to eliminate macrovoids between soil clods and along inter
lift boundaries. The macrovoids and lift laminations cause in situ 
hydraulic conductivities to exceed the mandated maximum 
hydraulic conductivity of I x I0-7 cm/sec. 

Faced with no locally available source of low plasticity clay, it 
was decided to experiment with various aspects of the compaction 
process, including the effects of moisture conditioning, compac
tion effort, clod size, equipment type, lift thickness, sequencing 
of operations and penetration of compactor feet. This was done 
to evaluate whether highly plastic clays could be compacted with 
minimum of macrovoids, thereby increasing the probability of 
successfully meeting hydraulic conductivity requirements. 

This paper outlines an improved methodology for constructing 
soil liners using highly plastic clays. The methodology was devel
oped by varying eight aspects of the compaction process during 
construction of two test pads and observing migration of dye. 
The results of two successful SDRI tests (instrumented for swell 
and movement of wetting front) also are presented along with 
suggestions for improving the test procedure. 

INTRODUCTION 

Historically, below-grade landfills consisted of pits excavated 
through clayey soils. The depth of the pits often was controlled 
by the location of groundwater. At times, the landfills were lined 
with imported clay installed using earthwork techniques similar to 
those employed in the construction of embankments and road
ways. 

More recently, the influence of governmental regulations, 
public sentiment and industry's concerns have led to improved 
technology in design and operation of landfills. Use of composite 
liners became widespread. However, research and development 
of synthetics far outpaced advances in the construction of earthen 
liners. 

Monitoring the quality of clay liners centered around field 
density testing and laboratory measurement of permeability. By 
the 1980s, studies by Daniel4·6•8 and others2·3•9·• 0.1 1 suggested that 
permeability of clay liners may be influenced by the presence of 
macrovoids and laminations; development of in situ permeability 
cquipment~.7 demonstrated that field permeability of compacted 
clay liners could be several orders of magnitude greater than 
measured in the laboratory. 
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Many of the indwtri.al facilities in southeast Texas are situated 
within the Coastal Plain geological province. The near-surface 
geologic unitJ of thiJ area consist mainly of Pleistocene Beau
mont Formation clays. Derived from backswamp or overbank de
posits laid down in quite environmenlJ adjacent to ancient river
beds, the clays are typically highly plastic. Sources of low plastic
ity, clay, preferred for construction of liners, are few and often 
located considerable distances off-sjte. 

McClelland's experience with the highly plastic clays of south
east Texas indicated that their compaction to achieve low 
hydraulic conductivity, particularly the strictly enforced, field
tested permeability of 1 x JO><~ cm/sec as mandated by the U.S. 
EPA and state environmental agencies, could be difficult. We 
were concerned that it would be difficult to break down the highly 
plastic clays into small clods and to adjust their moisture content. 
Moreover, the clay's toughness would malce it hard to eliminate 
inter-clod voids and lift interfaces. Lastly, the compacted clays 
would exhibit a high shrink/swell potential. 

Our concerns were underscored by published case studiesZ-4·10 

and discussions with colleagues in industry, which demonstrated 
that field testing of clay liners constructed employing conven
tional earthwork techniques failed to meet maximum permeability 
requirements. 

We rcaliz'!d the economic benefits of using locally available 
sources of highly plastic clay, but we also realized how difficult 
it would be to work with these clays to meet hydraulic conduc
tivity requirements. Cognizant of the consequences in terms of 
schedule delays and/or reduced waste containment capacity if 
field testing failed to meet requirements, it was decided to inves
tigate the effectiveness of additives to improve workability of the 
clays by reducing their plasticity. 

The laboratory study led to full-scale field observations of vari
ous aspects of the compaction process, from which an improved 
methodology of constructing soil liners was developed. The meth
odology was employed successfully at several sites in southeast 
Texas using clays of high plasticity. 

CLAY MODIFICATION STUDY 

Recognizing that elimination of macrovoids and interlift lam
inations hinged on the workability of clay, which in tum de
pended on its plasticity, our laboratory study was aimed at mod
ifying clay plasticity. An additive commonly used in the Gulf 
Coast area to reduce plasticity is lime. Although relationships 
between lime content, plasticity and shrink/swell potential are 
well documented, data regarding permeability of lime-modified 



clay are limited. 
Lime was added in varying concentrations to two different 

sources of highly plastic clay. Pertinent properties of the two clays 
are shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1 
Properttes of tbe Clays Used In this Study 

Liquid Limit, % 

Plastic Limit, % 

Plasticity Index, % 

Brownish Yellow 

Clay 

68-79 

21-25 

47-54 

Dark Gray 

Clay 

96-120 

29-32 

67-89 

After addition of lime, the soil-lime mixture was allowed to 
"mellow" for three days before initiating laboratory testing. 
Samples subjected to strength and permeability testing were first 
compacted to specified density at selected moisture content and 
allowed to cure in a humid room for 7 days. The mellowing and 
curing periods were selected to simulate actual field conditions. 

The effects of lime content on strength, plasticity, pH and 
moisture-density relationships are shown for both clays on Fig
ures 1 and 2. As expected, addition of lime improved workability 
and strength and reduced the shrink/swell potential. 
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Addition of even small amounts of lime increased the perme
ability of the brownish-yellow clay by one to two orders-of-mag
nitude. The permeability of the more plastic dark gray clay in
creased by as much as 10,000 times. The results of the perme
ability tests are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
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A majority of lime-modified samples of the brownish yellow 
clay met the required permeability benchmark of I x 10- 7 cm/ 
sec, but by a narrow margin. This was not true for the dark gray 
clay. 

Of greater concern to us was the scatter (one to two orders-of
m.agnitude) in measured permeabilities at a given lime content. 

We bypothesiz.ed that this observed increase in permeability 
upon addition of lime could be attributed to the "granulation" of 
the mixture during mellowing and possibly be due to the forma
tion of macrocracks in the more brittle lime-modified clay. 

Our study showed that addition of lime significantly improved 
workability. However, considering the scatter in data measured 
under controlled laboratory conditions, and realizing that varia
tions in the field would be greater, we did not have confidence 
that the lime-modified clays would successfully meet required 
field permeability. 

FIELD STUDY OF COMPACTION PROCESS 

Over a period of 2 mo, we studied various upccts of the com
paction process, guided by the goal of reducing the presence of 
prominent interconnecting macrovoids and lift interfaces which 
various investigators'·9 believed were responsible for the observed 
high permeability. 

Two different sources of highly plutic clay were used in the 
study. The clay obtained at the study site, termed "On-site'', 
was more plastic than the "Off-site" clay obtained from a borrow 
source located roughly l.S mi away. Pertinent properties of the 
two clays are summarized in Table 2. 

The following aspects of the compaction process were- investi
gated: 

• Lift Thickness-the loose lift thickness was varied from 3 to 
9in. 

• Moisture Content-moisture content was varied between 211fo 
below to So/o above optimum moisture content. 
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Tablel 
Properdea of 0.71 Obtained al 8htdJ Site 

OllSITI OFl'SITE 

Clau1t1catlon1 Brown and Y•llov Clay Gray tQ Liqbt 
With Silt Pocket• and Brown Sa.ndy 
&... Calcareou• llodul•• Clay Witb &ilt 

L1qu1d Lilllt, ' 70 to 80 so tQ 60 

Plaotlc Lilllt, ' 21 tQ 24 IS t.o 17 
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• Compactive Effort-three different compactors were used, 
namely: (I) Caterpillar 81SB, (2) double-drum sheepsfoot 
towed by track-type tractor and (3) tamping foot compactor. 

• Method of Reducing Ood Size-a disc and pulvimixer were 
utilized. Number of passes of pulvimixer, depth of cut and 
shield opening were varied . 

• Coverage-number of equipment passes was varied to pro
duce coverages of 100, I SO and 200.,.. 

• Effects of sequencin1 operations on uniformity of blending 
and moisture conditionin1. 

• Location of Discing and Pulveri.z:ina-rcducin1 clod size was 
performed both on the trial pad and at an off-site location. 

• Penetration of Compactor Feet-moisture content was varied 
to produce compactor foot imprint of various depths. 

Each of the eight factors described above was studied inde
pendently and in various combinations. Variations in technique 
were applied to both clay types. Careful observation and docu
mentation, along with testing of density and moisture content, 
were performed along each step. 

The trial lifts were dissected routindy and inspected for mac
rovoids and interlift laminations. Absence of macrovoids and 
laminations was considered to be paramount to the formation of 
a successful technique. 

It quickly became apparent, too, that compaction techniques 
were bound by such factors as the "sticky limit" of the soil, a lit
tle used Atterberg limit, the bearing capacity required to sup
port compactors and the consistency of clay required for traffic
ability of various other earthwork equipment. 

After repeated trials, a method of placing, processing and com
pacting the highly plastic clay, in a way that macrovoids and 
prominent laminations were not observed, was developed. This 
methodology is described in the following section. 

METHODOLOGY DEVELOPED 
The methodology developed by this study for construction of 

liners using highly plastic clays significantly varies from conven
tional earthwork techniques, yet follows an approach which is ex
pedient, practical and verifiable. The methodology considers clod 
size, moisture conditioning, lift thickness, compactive effort, cov
erage and t.amping foot penetration. Each of these six concepts is 
described in detail below. 

Clod Size 
The effective clod size of the clay is broken down to an effec

tive diameter of less than 3 in. using a pulvimixer, preferably 
working off the pad. At least one pass of the pulvimixer is re
quired. Discing alone was proven ineffective, but may be consid
ered before pulvimixing. Maintaining proper shield opening 
greatly affects both productivity and clod size. 



Lift Thickness 
The loose lift thickness is maintained at less than 6 in., produc

ing a final compacted lift thickness of 4 in. As the plasticity of the 
clay increases, consideration should be given to reducing maxi
mum loose lift thickness to 4 in. Our experience suggests that use 
of laser mounts on grader produces consistent and verifiable re
sults. 

Compactive Effort 
A heavy-duty compactor (Cat 8158 or equivalent with a gross 

weight of 20 to 25 tons) is specified with a tamping foot projec
tion of at least 7 in. and preferably 9 in. Shccpsfoot or medium to 
light-duty compactors are considered ineffective in working with 
the tough, highly plastic clays. 

Coverage 
Compaction should be controlled by the number of passes re

quired for 1500fo coverage. Coverage, not density, should control 
the number of passes (our experience indicates that minimum 
density requirements usually will be met with the coverage and 
compactive effort specified). Uniform coverage by the compactor 
is essential. 

Moisture Conditioning and Tamping Foot Penetration 
The moisture content should be adjusted to above Compactor's 

Optimum, dcfmed as moisture at which tamping feet produce at 
least 4-in. imprint following 1500fo coverage, but do not fully pen
etrate (i.e., the drum is not in contact with soil). The desired 
tamping foot penetration at initial pass and following 2000/o cov
erage is illustrated in Figure 5. A rule-of-thumb which we found 
useful in estimating the compactor's optimum moisture content 
can be stated as follows: moisture content should be above opti
mum moisture content (ASTM D 698) but below the "sticky 
limit" (so that the clay does not stick to the drum). The "sticky 
limit" is a little used Atterberg limit. 1 one of seven limits devel
oped by a Swedish soil scientist, A. Atterberg, in the early 1900s: 
Figure 6 demonstrates the impact of varying moisture on penetra
bility. 

4"-6' 

3"-411 

2"- 3' 

INITIAL PASS 

AFTER 200% COVERAGE 
Figure.S 

Compactor Foot Penetration 

Loose Lift 

Intermediate Lift 

Fully Compacted Lift 

Loose Lift 

Intermediate Lift 

Fully Compacted Lift 

Too Dry 
l' ! 2" Imprint 

Proper Moisture 
4 '!6" Imprint 

Too Wet 
Clay Sticks 
To Drum 

Figure6 
Effect of Moisture Content on Penetration 

VERD'ICATION OF RESULTS 

Extensive field and laboratory studies were performed to check 
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if the newly developed methodology was successful. Field studies 
included test trenches and dye penetrant testing. Laboratory 
tests were performed to study overburden pressure versus swell 
relationship. 

Teal Trenches 

Test trenches were excavated through the compacted trial pads 
to check for the presence of macrovoids, laminations, lift inter
faces, homogeneity of the soil mass and any other construction 
defects. To remove smearina caused by the backhoe during 
trench excavations, portions of the trench were carefully trimmed 
with a pocket knife. Typical trench cuts arc shown on Figure 7. 
The trenches rcveaJed a homogeneous soil mass with utensivc 
mixing of soil colors and mosaic-like patterns. There was a con
spicuous absence of lift interfaces and other construction defects. 

Fi1ure 7 
Cut Throu1h On-Site Clay Pad 

Dye Penelranl TesUna 

Dye penetration tests were made to evaluate the extent of large, 
interconnecting macrovoids which may not have been apparent 
under visual inspection. Four square prefabricated steel rings 
measuring 6 ft by 6 ft were installed in the pads to observe vertical 
defects: Seven 4-in. diameter PVC standpipes were installed in 
boreholes to evaluate the extent of interconnecting horizontal 
voids. The dye consisted of powdered methylene blue dissolved 
in water at a concentration of 3 gm/gal. The rings and boreholes 
were dissected approximately I wk after the dye was introduced. 

Slfi RARRILRS 

These tesu showed that the dye only penetrated a thin veneer of 
soil (about 1/8 in.); the aoil below thia veneer wu not llained. 
Penetration alona lift interfaces or intcrconnectina channela abo 
was not observed. The extent or dye penetration ii typified on 
Fiaure 8. 

FiJure 8 
Crou-Section-Dye Penctrant Test 

IN SITU TESTING 

The rate of infiltration of water into the test fills was measured 
usina the seaJed double ring infiltrometer (SDRI) tcchnolo&Y de
scribed by Daniel and Trautwein.l-1 Nine tcnsiometcrs at three 
different depths were used to estimate the advance or the wcttina 
front and, thereby, to obl&in a better estimate of the hydraulic 
aradient durina performance of the test . Four swell monitors were 
used to estimate the quantity of water beina held by the soil to en
able calculation of the quantity of water flowina throuah the soil. 
A schematic diagram of the testing apparatus is presented on 
Figure 9. 

Resulll of SDRI Ttsll 

The computed hydraulic conductivity values arc presented on 
Figure 10 as a function of time for both the on-site clay and the 
off -site clay. The dashed curves represent hydraulic conductivity 
corrected for temperature, but uncorrected for swell. Hydraulic 
conductivity corrected for both swell and temperature is plotted 
as a solid line. 
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Figure 10 
Hydraulic Conductivity vs Elapsed Time 

The curves show decreasing permeability with time; this trend 
is typical of other SDRI tests we have performed. We believe that 
initially the computed permeability is high due to swelling of the 
soils and disintegration of the upper few inches of the clay. As the 
wetting front advances, the overburden pressure increases, reduc
ing swell which we attributed to be responsible for fracturing of 
the compacted mass, and permeability decreases. Figure 11 shows 
the rate of swell and the rate of advance of the wetting front with 
time. 
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Figure 11 
Swell and Movement of Wetting Front vs Time 

Laboratory permeability tests were performed on compacted 
samples prior to the start of the SDRI tests. These tests gave 
permeability values on the order of 1 x l0-9 cm/sec or less. 
Laboratory permeability tests also were performed on undis
turbed thin-walled tube samples recovered from the test fill after 
the completion of the SDRI tests. These laboratory tests gave 
values ranging from 2.3 x 10-7 to 1.2 x 10-9 cm/sec. These re
sults agree well with the SDRI hydraulic conductivity data. 

Limitations of SDRI Test 

Although the SDRI test is useful in estimating the in situ 
hydraulic conductivity of a clay liner or cap, the SDRI test has 
several shortcomings. Further research and modifications to the 
SDRI equipment should be considered to make it more useful and 
representative of actual field conditions. 

Swell and Overburden Considerations 
A typical clay liner or cap will have some overburden. The 

liners are generally overlain by a 1-ft thick leachate collection lay
er; a cap may have top soil or other covering. However, the 
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SDRI setup does not account for any overburden. Lack of over
burden results in swelling of high plasticity soils which destroys 
clay structure in the upper few inches of the liner. 

In addition, there is controversy as to how the swell correction 
should be applied. We feel that the SDRI equipment should be 
modified so that overburden pressure representative of actual 
field conditions can be applied. Alternately, a thicker test fill 
should be constructed and the upper portion (for example, 1 ft) 
of test fill should be considered as the overburden. 

Ideally, correlations should be established where SDRI data 
with no overburden can be corrected for overburden effects. 
Laboratory studies suggest that an increase in overburden pres
sure reduces the hydraulic conductivity and a small amount of 
overburden (for example, l psi) significantly reduces swell of soils 
compacted wet of optimum moisture content. 

Wetting Front and Hydraulic Gradient 
Accurate methods are needed to estimate depth of wettina 

front during performance of the SDRI test. We utilized tensio
meters to estimate the depth of wetting front. Tensiometers only 
indicate when the wetting front reaches the tip depth and do not 
give a continuous measure of the depth of wetting front. More
over, if not inserted and grouted properly, the tensiometer can 
leak around its sides giving erroneous results. A continuous read
out device based on moisture changes, perhaps soil resistivity, 
should be considered. The final moisture content profile of the 
soil, after the test is completed, is a reliable method but it is a.fter
the-fact datum and cannot be used during performance of the 
test. 

Cost and Duration of Test 
The SDRI is a very expensive and time-consuming test when 

compared to a laboratory permeability test. In addition, onJy a 
small area which may not be representative of the test fill is tested. 
We believe that consideration should be given either to laboratory 
tests performed on large diameter samples or expcditin1 the field 
test. 

Miscellaneous Factors 
Miscellaneous factors influencing SDRl tests include the 

growth of aiiae in the test equipment and the chan1es in volume 
of the water and the ring due to temperature fluctuations SDRJ. 

Misuse of SDRI Test Data 
The quality of a liner depends in part on the clay (i.e., whether 

a particular clay meets permeability requirements as measured by 
the SDRij used in its construction. Of equal if not greater impor
tance in determinin1 liner quality is the compaction methodology, 
the compaction equipment, the experience of construction per
sonnel and the quality assurance program.'' Highly plastic clays 
can meet the I x JO- 7 cm/ sec permeability requirement pro
vided a proper compaction methodology has been developed for 
the particular clay. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions were drawn as a result of this study: 

• Highly plastic clays are difficult to compact and their use as soil 
liner material has been discouraged. Yet, these soils are the pre-
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dominant near-surface aeologic unit in 1outhcast Texu and 
their use presents economic benefits. 

• Addition of lime greatly enhances the workability of h.ighJy 
plastic clays but incrcucs permeability by 10 to IOOO times. 

• A methodology baa been developed for co11.1truction of liners 
using highly plastic clays. Thia new methodology differs from 
conventional earthwork techniques, yet follows an approach 
which is expedient, practical and verifiable. The methodology 
considers clod size, moisture conditioning, lift thickness, com
pactive effort, coverage and tamping foot penetration. 

• The SDRl test is useful in estimating in situ hydraulic conduc
tivity. However, the SDR1 test has several shortcominp which 
particularly affect the outcome of tests performed on liners 
composed of highly plastic clays. Most importantly. the test 
docs not account for overburden or swell. 

• The compaction methodology, the equipment and experience 
of its operaton, and the QA/QC program are facton as im
portant to the quality of an earthen liner as the type of clay 
used in its co11.1truction. 
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ABSTRACT 

The interactions of solutes found in leachates from uncontrolled land
fills with the components of a soil-bentonite (SB) slurry wall are capa
ble of causing swelling or shrinking of the SB backfill material which 
alters the hydraulic conductivity of the slurry wall. The effect of solutes 
in contaminated groundwater from the Ninth Avenue Superfund Site 
in Gary, Indiana, on the hydraulic conductivity of two SB slurry wall 
backfill mixtures was evaluated using rigid-wall permeameters. 

Groundwater samples taken from three observation wells from the 
Ninth Avenue site contained solutes that could cause increases in the 
hydraulic conductivity of a SB slurry wall. One groundwater sample 
contained salt concentrations as high as 20,000 mg/L. A second sample 
contained total priority pollutant volatile organic compound (VOC) con
centrations as high as 2,300 mg/L. A third sample contained 
approximately 50 mg/L of total base neutral-acid extractables (BNAs) 
included on the Priority Pollutant List. 

Free swell tests using organic solvents, salt and tapwater were 
conducted on four commercially available bentonites. Sodium chloride 
showed the most impact on the free swell capacity of the bentonite 
samples by always reducing the free swell capacity of the samples as 
compared to the control tap water samples. The organic solvents 
produced variable results with the bentonite samples, sometimes 
increasing their free swell capacity over the controls and sometimes 
decreasing it. From the free swell testing, one bentonite was chosen 
for use in preparing the SB slurry wall backfill mixtures. 

Six clay borrow sources from the Gary, Indiana, area were screened 
using Atterberg limits and grain size analysis. A high plasticity soil 
(CH) and medium plasticity soil (CL) were chosen as borrow materials 
used in the preparation of the two SB slurry wall backfill mixtures. 

The backfill mixtures were prepared by adding enough 6.04 bentonite 
slurry to the two clay borrow samples to achieve at least a 4.0-in. slump. 
The water contents of the backfill materials were 49.5 and 41.l % for 
the CH and CL clay backfill, respectively. 

Each backfill mixture was loaded into eight rigid wall permeameters. 
Sidewall leakage inside the permeameters was controlled by the appli
cation of bentonite paste along the inside of the permeameter cell walls. 
All 16 permeameters were run in Phase I with tap water; then in Phase 
II, six permeameters for each backfill mixture were permeated in dupli
cate with the three contaminated groundwater samples (i.e., two 
permeameter per groundwater sample), while the remaining two 
permeameters, or control cells, continued to be permeated with tap 
water. The three permeants from the wells produced varied hydraulic 
conductivity results. However, the solutes had little or no effect on the 
hydraulic conductivities of the backfill mixtures. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Ninth Avenue Dump Site is listed on the NPL of hazardous waste 

sites scheduled for cleanup under the Superfund Acts of 1980 and 1986 
(CERCLA and SARA). The site is a 17-ac inactive chemical waste dis
posal area located in Gary, Indiana. 

The site is situated in an industrial area, although properties adja
cent to the site are relatively undeveloped. The site topography is a 
relatively flat area with poor drainage and is characterized by small 
depressions and mounds from past disposal and/or cleanup activities. 

Both solid and liquid wastes are reported to have been disposed on 
the site. Solid wastes deposited there include industrial construction 
and demolition wastes. Liquid wastes deposited there include oils, paint 
solvents and sludges, resins, acids and other chemical wastes. Waste 
disposal operations took place between 1973 and 1980. 

The groundwater is contaminated with a variety of inorganic and 
organic contaminants. Inorganic contamination is mainly in the form 
of sodium chloride (road salt). Organic contaminants are present in 
significant concentrations in the groundwater, with ketones, benzene, 
ethylbenzene, toluene, xylene (BETX), polyaromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs) and total chlorinated ethenes being detected in significant con
centrations. 

In order to eliminate the continual spread of contaminants through 
groundwater transport and to facilitate site cleanup, a SB slurry wall 
was proposed as a means of contaminant containment. Proposed place
ment of the wall will key into the aquiclude and completely surround 
the site. 

SB Slurry Wall Construction 

SB slurry walls typically are installed by first digging a 2- to 4-ft 
wide trench, using either a drag-line or a back-hoe, around the area 
containing the contaminated material(s) and aquifer. During the exca
vation of the trench, bentonite slurry is pumped into the excavated area 
in order to support the sides of the trench. Typically, the trench depth 
reaches at least 2 to 3 ft into an aquiclude. As the excavation equip
ment moves along excavating the trench, borrow material is mixed with 
bentonite slurry to form a bentonite slurry/borrow material mixture 
referred to as the SB backfill mixture. The SB backfill mixture is added 
to the trench once the excavation equipment has moved far enough along 
so that the addition of the backfill mixture does not interfere with 
excavation activities. The final product is a wall of backfill material 
that has a very low hydraulic conductivity. Typical SB slurry wall 
construction methods are shown in Figure 1. 

In most cases, the borrow material used during slurry wall construc
tio_n is simply the soil that is excavated from the trench. However, the 
soil to be excavated from the Ninth Avenue Site has relatively high 
~erce~tages of s~d ~d gravel thus requiring trucking in an alterna
tive borrow matenal with more suitable characteristics for use in slurry 
wall construction. 
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Figure I 
ExCllVlltion and Backfilling Opera1ions 

~ential Compatibility Problems 

Many of the .contaminants found in the site ground-water samples 
have been 1de~llfi~ through past research efforts as potentially having 
adverse chemical interactions with clays, resulting in an increase in 
hydraulic conductivity'·4 • Although these contaminants are present in 
the site groundwater, their concentrations arc not nearly as high as those 
tested in the above mentioned research efforts. In fact, most of the 
research efforts to date involving chemical interaction between con
~inants and clay particl~s have been performed using either pure or 
highly concentrated soluttons. The contaminant concentrations in the 
site groundwater are high in terms of an environmental pollution 
p~lem, b~t may not be significantly high in terms of possible chemi
cal mteracuon between the contaminants in the groundwater and the 
SB backfill mixnares. Because little or no research in the area of chemical 
interactions of moderately contaminated solutions with clay particles 
has been documented, compatibility testing must be performed to assess 
if the contaminants in the groundwater wilJ adversely change the 
hydraulic conductivity of the SB slurry wall. 

Study Objective and Scope 

. The obje.cti~ of ~is stud~ was to determine through laboratory testing 
1f the contamtnants m the sue groundwater will increase the hydraulic 
conductivity of a soil-bentonite slurry wall. 

The scope of this study included permcameter testing of two SB back
fill mixtures that were formulated as pan of this study. The SB backfill 
mixture formulations were based solely on technical considerations and 
not on an analysis of the projected costs associated with the construc
tion of a SB slurry wall at the site. Compatibility of the proposed SB 
slurry wall with the contaminated site groundwater was determined 
through pe~bility testing of two SB backfill mixture." with test per
meants con~1stmg of tap water from the City of Gary, Indiana (COi) 
and contaminated ground-water from three site observation wells (X-1, 
X-14 and X-25). The concentrations of the major chemical constituents 
detected in water samples from each of the three wells are presented 
in Table l. 

Bentonlte Selection 

~ntonites used in the construction of SB slurry walls to contain con
taminated groundwater should exhibit a hydration volume that will not 
be significantly reduced when exposed to the contaminants present in 
the site groun~water. Any significant decrease in hydration or free swell 
volume could mcrea.se the hydraulic conductivity of the SB slurry wall. 
Therefore, a bentomte that exhibits a significant decrease in free swell 
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volume when exposed to the site contaminants should not be consi
dered suirable for use in the construction of a SB slurry wall. 

Bentonite samples from four commercial sources were evaluated for 
use in the bentonite slurry used in the preparation of the two SB back
fill mixtures. Samples from each soun:e wen: labelled as Benlonite Sam
ples B-1, 8-2, 8-3 and 8-4. Evaluations were based on results from 
free swell testing of the bentonites. The free swell test involves the 
addition of 2 g of bentonite to JOO mL of a test solution containing levels 
of contaminant(s) at or abot.'e the levels found in the site groundwaler. 
Free swell tests usually are performed in JOO mL graduated cylinders. 
The volume occupied by the bentonite or free swell (hydrated volume) 
is measured at 2 and 24 hr. For this study, tap water and laboratory
prepared solutions of tap water mixed with various solvents and sodium 
chloride at concentrations greater than lhosc found in the site ground
water were prepared and used as hydration fluids. 

The results of the free swell testing of the four bentonite sources are 
~resented in Tuble 2. The table lists the test solutions and the respcc
uve free swell volumes al 2 and 24 hr. The free swell tests using tap 
water as test solutions were used as a test control. Tuble 3 presents the 
percent of control for each solution and benlonite. The percen1 of control 
is a comparatiYC value that is calculated by dividing the free swell volume 
of the bentonitc for each test solution by the free swell volume of the 
bentonitc sample for tap water then multiplying by I()(). 

Table 2 
Bentonltes Ffff Swell Data 

r.... s-il vol- (al)• 
cont .. lnant Tl- S•a.ple 5-l• '-"l• 8-lo 

I sangan\ re t, JM) chmar11 D-l a-a l=l H 

Acoton• (1000 911/ll 1 21.) 34.a u.1 n.t 
u u.s JS.9 "ic .. 4 Jl.9 

Acetone pooo 911/IJ l )0 1t JO.t Jl.9 
u U.7 u.1 u.t J0.2 

Acetone ( &ooo 11111 I ) 2 l7 JO.l U.3 )1.7 
u , ... n.1 u.1 H.l 

llD (>000 11111 l) 1 n.a Jl.J 17.6 H.t 
H u JJ.J n.s )0.2 

NACL C 4000 _,/l) 2 H.l n.1 JJ.5 is.a 
H n.t at.I 24.ll H.S 

NACL Cl 0000 911/ l) H "·' U.I 16.9 ll.J 
H "·' n.1 u.t 11.J 

Toleune c2000 911/l) 2 JJ., 29.7 )0.6 ,, 
H U.9 u.1 U.4 )4.) 

Tap Water•• 2 n.> 17.1 29.l )4.1 
(UncontaalnaUd) 24 n.> 29., JO.> )4.6 

. Avera9• or thr•• repltcat•• 
•• Teet control 



Table 3 
Summary of Percentage of Controls for Bentonite Sources 

Contaminant Sample B-1 sample B-2 Sample B-3 Sample B 4 

Acetone (1000 mg/l) 114 121 121 95 
(1000 mg/l) 

Acetone 112 105 106 87 
(3000 mg/l) 

Acetone 117 107 106 99 
(6000 mg/l) 

MEK 109 112 94 87 
(3000 mg/l) 

NaCl 92 100 82 77 
(4000 mg/l) 

NaCl 67 77 56 53 
(10000 mg/l) 

Toluene 99 108 107 99 
(200 11g/l) 

Percent of control values were used to determine the degree of inter
action, if any, between the various bentonites and test solutions. There
fore, if a bentonite sample has a percent of control value (POCV) Jess 
than 100%, then adverse interactions between the contaminants in the 
test solutions and the bentonite particles are occurring. It is possible 
to have POCVs greater than 100 % . Some contaminants in solution at 
lower concentrations will actually increase the swell capacity of some 
bentonites. This phenomenon was observed by Hettiaratchi and 
Hrudley5

. They concluded that acetone solutions at concentrations of 
Jess than 25 mole percent of acetone (approximately 52 % acetone so-

Jution) increased the free swell capacity of the bentonite-soil mixture 
tested. 

All three acetone concentrations (1,000 mg/L, 3,000 mg/L, and 6,000 
mg/L) increased the POCVs for all the bentonites tested except for ben
tonite sample B-4. MEK increased the POCVs for both bentonite sam
ples B-1 and B-2. The POCVs for B-3 and B-4 for the MEK tests were 
94 and 'ir7 % , respectively. All of the free swell testing using sodium 
chloride (salt) as test solutions resulted in POCVs less than 100%, ex
cept sample B-2 4000 mg/L NaCl test which had a POCV of 100%. 
Sample B-2 performed the best with respect to the sodium chloride 
free swell tests followed closely by the performance of the B-1 sample. 
Toluene did not have a detrimental effect on any of the bentonite sam
ples tested. Bentonite samples B-2 and B-3- had toluene POCVs greater 
than 100 % , while bentonite samples B-1 and B-4 had POCVs of 99 % 
for the toluene free swell tests. 

Bentonite yield is a rough measure of the solids content based on 
the viscosity and swell capacity of the bentonite. A comparison of the 
yields of bentonite samples B-1 and B-2 indicated that bentonite B-2 
is an extremely high yield bentonite that was developed for use as a 
liner material for industrial waste lagoons. Bentonite B-1, on the other 
hand, is an average yield bentonite that is more suitable for use in for
mulating bentonite slurries for SB slurry wall construction. Therefore, 
based on the results of free swell testing and a comparison of the respec
tive yields of samples B-1 and B-2, bentonite sample B-1 was chosen 
as the bentonite source for use in formulating the SB backfill mixtures. 

SELECTION OF BORROW MATERIALS 

Six sources of borrow materials located within the CGI vicinity were 
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evaluated based on Atterberg limits, classification under the Unified 
Soil Classification System (USCS) and percenl fines (determined 
through both sieve and hydromelric grada1ion analysis). The six sources 
were identified as samples BM-I, BM-2, BM-3. BM-4, BM-5 and BM-6. 
According to D'Appolonia2• SB slurry wall hydraulic conductivity 1s 

a function of the percenl fines (percent of material that passes through 
a No. 200 sieve) of the borrow material used in the formulation of the 
SB backfill material. The greater the percentage of fines. the lower the 
hydraulic conductivity of the SB backfill mixture. 

Based on the USCS, sample BM-I was a CH soil, samples BM-2, 
BM-3 and BM-4 were CL soils. and samples BM-5 and BM-6 were 
SC soils. The CH soil (sample BM-I) and CL soil (BM-2) were selected 
for use in formulating the two SB backfill mixtures evaluated in perme
ability testing. Soil sample BM-2 was chosen from the CL group of 
sources because it had the second highest percentage of fines of the 
CL class of soils. Therefore, source BM-2 was considered representa
tive of the CL group of borrow material sources. Gradation curves for 
the selected borrow materials are presented in Figures 2 and 3. Physi· 
cal and chemical properties of the two selected borrow sources are 
presented in Tuble 4. 

A 6.0% bentonite and COi tap water slurry with a Marsh Funnel 
reading of 48 sec. was mixed with the two borrow materials to formu
late two SB backfill mixtures. One SB backfill mixture was prepared 
using the BM-1 material, while the second SB mixture was prepared 
with the BM-2 material. The porosities (n) of the two SB backfill 
mixtures were determined in order 10 calculate the pore volume of the 
backfill mixture samples loaded into each permeameter. The slumps 
oflhe BM-I and BM-2 SB backfill mixtures were 4D and 4.5 in .. respec
tively. The water contents of the BM-I and BM-2 SB backfill mixtures 

1llble 4 
Pbyslcal and Cbemkal Cbanldttlzation fl Clay Samples 

Fonnuladon fl SB Backllll Mixtura 

Parameter BM-1 

pH 5.37 

CEC (meq/kg)* 22SO 

ca (mg/I) 15200 

Mg (mg/I) 9970 

K (mg/I) 3690 

Na (mg/I) 246 

TOC (mg/I) 43)7 

Uquld Limit (%) 50 

Plastlc: Umil 17 

Plasticity Index (%) 33 

Walef Content (%) 15.6 

Spedflc Gravlly 2.73 

Clay Type,.. CH 

•Method 9061 USEPA SW-846 (SodUn Method) 

•• Unified Sol Classlfication System 

Cl8Y sampies 
BM-2 

7.71 

1960 

1270 

5470 
4120 

149 

1081 

39 

17 

22 

6.0 

2.73 

CL 

were 49.5 and 41.1 'I. respectively. The pen:emages of bentonite in the 
SB backfill mixtures BM-I and BM-2 were 2.30 and 2.33'1, respec
tively. 
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Permeameter Testing 
Eight of the 16 permeameter cells were loaded with one of the two 

SB backfill mixtures while the remaining eight cells were loaded with 
the other SB backfill mixture. Initially, all test cells were permeated 
with CGI tap water in order to determine the hydraulic conductivity 
(K) of the SB backfill mixture sample in each cell. Although eight repli
cate cells contained the same SB mixture, slight differences in packing 
each of the cells could produce differences in the observed hydraulic 
conductivity for each cell. For this reason, CGI tap water was permeated 
in all cells so that a baseline hydraulic conductivity could be deter
mined for each cell. 

After at least one pore volume of tap water was permeated through 
each cell, six of the eight cells for each SB backfill mixture were p~r
meated with contaminated groundwater collected from the three site 
observation wells. Samples from each of the three site observation wells 
were permeated through two replicate cells for each SB backfill mixture. 
Two of the eight cells for each SB backfill mixture continued to be 
permeated with CGI tap water throughout the course of_ permeability 
testing. These four cells (two cells for each SB backfill mixture) served 
as test control cells. The control cells were used to help determine if 
any changes in hydraulic conductivity were due to physical changes in 
the SB backfill mixture samples caused by operational adjustments made 
during testing (i.e., increased hydraulic gradient) and not due to chemical 
interaction between the backfill mixtures and ground-water con
taminants. 

The test cells were downflow rigid wall permeameters constructed 
as illustrated in Figure 4. SB backfill samples used for permeability 
testing were 2.25 in. long with 4-in. diameters. The inside walls of 
the permeameters were roughed up with a stainless steel brush and 
coated with a 0.06-in. layer of bentonite paste to reduce sidewall leakage. 
Porous stones, saturated with CGI tap water, were used to support the 
samples inside the permeameters. The permeameters were setup as il
lustrated in Figure 5. The average hydraulic gradients (i) used in 
permeability-testing of the SB backfill mixtures BM-1 and BM-2 were 
45 and 'l:l ft/ft, respectively. 

4" 

FLANGE BOLTS 

~ 

t 
112" PLEXIGLAS 
FLANGE PLATES 

Figure 4 
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Pressure 
Release 
Valve 

Pressurized N
2
Gas 

~ 

L_ -4- Pressure Gauge 

._Permeanl 
1----~ Reservoir 

t 
1/4" Copper 

Tubing 
1/4" Ball Valve 

Figure 5 
Rigid Wall Permeameter System 

Permeameter 

Bottled nitrogen was used as the pressure source for the permeant 
reservoirs. One pressure reservoir was used to pressurize and deliver 
the permeants to two separate permeameters. This arrangement served 
as duplicate permeameter sets for each SB backfill mixture sample and 
respective permeant. Copper tubing (0.25 in. OD) was used to connect 
the reservoirs to the permeameters. Permeant volumes were collected 
and measured daily in 100-mL graduated cylinders. 

Table 5 summarizes the results of the permeability testing of the two 
SB backfill mixtures. The period of permeability testing in which CGI 
tap water was used as the permeant in all cells was identified as Phase I. 
Phase II of permeability testing was the period of permeability testing 
when contaminated groundwater samples were used as permeants in 
some of the cells. Table 5 also lists the K ratio for each cell which is 
simply the ratio of the average Phase II K over the average Phase I K. 
A K ratio of unity indicates a test cell with no K deviation over the 
course of permeability testing. 

A K ratio ofless than unity indicates a cell with decreasing K's. This 
situation can occur when the sample within the cell slowly consoli
dates over time. An example of this is best illustrated in Figure 6 which 
is a plot of the number of pore volumes of permeant that flowed through 
cell No. 5 versus the respective K. The K values in Figure 6 gradually 
decrease over the course of permeability testing as the sample consoli
dates over time thus closing off pore channels. Another example of less 
than unity K ratios observed is illustrated in Figure 7 which presents 
the K data for one of the two BM-2 control cells. In this case, during 
the initial stages of Phase I permeability testing, the cell was very 
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Tahir 5 
Summary of Preliminary PermrairteUr Resull!i 

N1111b1r of Aveua• K Nullber of Averas• It Ratio 
Pora Volumu D11rln1 PhHt I It Pore Volu•• Durtns PhaH II It PhaH 11 

Pe nnea11e t er rh••• 1• Ponoeoted D11rin1 Ph1tt I Sundord Dov. PhtH llf Permeated Durlns Phut II Standard Dtv. to PhlH I 
Number ~ Phou I 'c•l••c2 '£!l"c2 Penount 

""" II 'ea/ate! ,.,.1 .. c2 --..!!.. 
trn~ I Bockllll 

Tapvator 1.33 3.07E-08 9. 731-09 T1pv1ur 2,60 2.48!-oa 6.93!-09 o.ao 
hpv1ur 1.73 l.90E-08 7 .921-09 Tapvater 3.48 ],02!-08 S.32!-09 0.77 
Tapvattr l.S6 ),94!-08 9.62!-09 1-1 3. 71 4.0U-08 I .24!--08 1.03 

4 Tapvator 1.27 3.09!-08 1.021-09 ll-1 2.16 2.4S!-08 4.80!--09 0,79 
s Tapvater I. 27 3. llE-08 1.061:-08 X-14 1.68 1.81!-08 S.S9!-09 o.s8 
& Tapvatu 3.11 6.67E-08 8.98!-08 X-14 
7 Tapvator 2. 72 6.34E-08 3.SU-08 X-2S 6.48 1.84!-07 1. lS!-07 2.90 
8 Tapwater 1.87 4.671-08 ) • 291!.-08 X-25 2.73 S.12!-08 8.12!-08 1.10 

BM-2 Backflll 

9 Tapvaur l0.81 S.471-07 4.26t-07 Tapvaur 9.33 2.22!-o8 8.16!-08 0.04 
10 Tapvator S.94 2.391-07 l ,S6&-o7 Tapvaur 6.2S 1.27!-07 l.64!-08 O.S3 
II Tapvaur 4.94 2. IJl-07 7.521-08 ll-1 10.27 2.SS!-07 9.641!-08 1.20 
12 Tapvaur 4,43 1.901.-07 9.81£-08 ll-1 6.09 I. SS!-07 3. 23!-o8 0.82 
I) Tapvator S.02 2.611..()7 l.02!-07 X-14 6. 23 l .S8!-o7 1.17!-07 0.61 
14 Tapvator 4.88 2.1 S!-07 1. 23!-07 X-14 8.64 2.261..()7 I. 78!-07 I.OS 
15 Tapvattr S.07 1.871-07 1.021-07 x-2s 6.09 1.38!-07 7.08£-08 0.74 
16 Tepvaur S.66 2.031-07 7.701-08 X-2S S.73 1.49£-07 3.4S!-o8 0.7) 

. Pht1t I 11 vhtn all ptnatanta var• tapvatar 

• Ph••• ll l1 vh•n conta•ln1ted P•rD••nt1 ver• run ln non-control ttat calla 

' ~~~;~~:!.~~,u~~~,u~:•r•a• l'• 

dynamic wilh inconsistent Ks. After a period of variable Ks. !he cell 
stabilil.ed wilh very consistent Ks (hence the extremely low K rat.ios 
for both BM-2 control cells). Most of the cells experienced variable 
Ks al !he injtiation of permeability testing (the early stages of Phase 
I testing). 
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Greater lhan unily K ratios were also observed. Grea!Cr than unity 
K ratios observed for this \tudy are indicative of thmc pcrmeameters 
that were experiencing increased variability in K over time. Greater 
than unity K ratios can be an indication of adverse chemical interaction 
between the contaminants in lhe groundwater and the SB backfill 
materials. None of the greater than unity K ratios observed during this 
study were believed to be caused by chcmica.I interaction. Permeameter 
operations, such as permeant change out and reservoir refilling, were 
believed to be the cause of the greater lhan unity K ratios. 

None of the BM-2 SB backfill permeameters had K ratios signifi
cantly higher than unity. Cell No. II, with a K ratio of 1.2, had the 
highest K ratio of all the BM-2 SB backfill permeameters. After 
approxima!Cly ~even pore volumes of contaminated groundwater from 
well X-1 had permeated through Cell II, an increase in K was observed 
as shown in Figure 8. This increase in K was only temporary, because 
the Ks began to gradually return to within the range of Ks previous 
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to !he elevated values. The cause of the increase is believed to be due 
10 the sample shifting during the removal of the pressure head while 
refilling !he permcant reservoir. 
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The BM-1 SB backfill mixture cells had two cells with K ratios sig
nificantly higher than unity. Cell No. 6 data were not used to evaluate 
groundwater compatibility with the SB backfill mixture because sig
nificant sidewall leakage was observed at the end of Phase I testing. 
Cell No. 7, with a K ratio of 2.9, experienced variable Ks at the end 
of Phase I, as shown in Figure 9. The variable Ks continued through
out all of Phase II, however, no trend toward an increase in K was 
observed. The high Phase II standard deviation listed in Table 5 for 
cell No. 7 is indicative of the variability of cell No. 7 K data. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Acetone increased the free swell volume of all the bentonites tested 
except for bentonite sample B-4. Bentonite samples B-1 and B-2 had 
increased free swell volumes when exposed to MEK during the free 
swell tests, while samples B-3 and B-4 both exhibited reduced free 
volumes when exposed to MEK. Sodium chloride reduced the free swell 
volumes of all the bentonite samples. Toluene did not have a detrimental 
impact on the free swell volumes of any bentonite samples. 

SB backfill mixtures BM-1 and BM-2 were compatible with ground
water samples from site well X-1, X-14 and X-25. Permeameter testing 
demonstrated that hydraulic conductivities for the SB slurry mixtures 
selected for this study were not affected by contaminants in ground
water from the Ninth Avenue site. Elimination, or at least reductions, 
in the on/off cycling of the pressure head that occurs during refilling 
the permeant reservoir and permeant change out should reduce the 
amount of K variability observed during permeability testing. The overall 
average hydraulic conductivities for SB backfill mixtures BM-1 and 

BM-2 throughout both phases of permeability testing were 4.7 x 10(-8) 
cm/sec and 2.1 x 10(-7) cm/sec, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 

In many cases containment by a soil-ben1onite barrier is the mosl 
attractive strategy for mitigation of subsurface contamination. Because 
the hydraulic conductivi1y of lhese barriers is generally less lhan 10·' 
cm/sec, molecular diffusion can be lhe dominanl trenspon process. 
"Effi:ctivc" diffusion coefficients for low-molecular-wcighl organic 
solutes in soil-bentonite barriers arc reduced only several faclors from 
!hose in free aqueous solution. Molecular diffusion can !hen result in 
solute breakthrough within a relatively shon time as well as in significant 
solu1e transpon lhrough lhe barrier when lhe diffusion process obtains 
a near-steady-state condition. 

Of the several po1entiaJ means for improving lhe performance of 
soiJ-bentonite barriers, !his work examined lhe addition of class "F" 
fly ash, which contains a significant frac1ion of unburned carbon, to 
soil-bentonite mixtures for enhancement of sorption c.apaci1y. The 
sorption c.apacity of the unburned carbon fraction of the fly a.\hes tesled 
was found to be roughly equivalent to that of natural soils and sediments. 
Simulations of lhe performance of a lypicaJ barrier indica1ed lhal the 
addition of a sorptive phase such as fly ash can significantly retard solute 
breakthrough. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several aulhors' .. have recently claimed !hat lhe migration of waler 
soluble contaminants lhrough cut-Off barriers can be effectively curtailed 
by restricting lhe hydraulic conductivity of such barriers to less lhan 
10' cm/sec. Given that lhe magnitude of nalural hydraulic gradients 
seldom exccods unity, under these conditions 1he bulk flow of waler 
will not exccod 3.0 cm/yr. The aqueous solu1ion residing within the 
pores of a soil-bentonite barrier is, then, effectively a stagnant fluid 
and convection (advection) 1s insignificant. Under these conditions. 
molecular diffusion 1s the dominant transpon process. Two s1udies!b 
of dissolved solute transpon inlO na1ural clay barrier. of low hydrnulil: 
conductivity concluded that molecular diffusion was the process 
responsible for lhe nel migration of solutes in10 lhe barriers. Another 
lh:oretical . study7

• suggested that solutes could migra1e 1hrough 
so1l-bentomte barners by molecular diffusion even against an inward 
directed hydraulic gradienl of magnitude equal to 0.50. 
. Diffusive flux (Fu") and convec1ive flux (Ju") may be represented 
m mathemalical form as: 

F., 0 = D,, (iJC,taz) and J,. • = v,C, (I) 

wher7 C i~ the aqueo~s co~centralion, v, 1s the superficial fluid 
velocity, z 1s lhe coordmate m the gradienl direclion and D is the 
.Jfective diffusion coefficienl for solute i within the porous .;;edium. 
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An empirical relationship describing D in terms of the free aqueous 
diffusion coefficient (0

1
) and the porosity (d of a porous medium or 

the hindrance factor (H) is g.iven as ": 

D. = E4"D/H (2) 

Equation 2 has been verified for diffusion in packed beds of lead 
shot. sand and calcite"'; and diffusion in unsaturated soils0

•0 • 

Additionally, diffusion coefficients for chloride in compacted 
sand-bentonite mixtu~•· and in natural clay6 have been found to 
conform with Equation 2". 

Sorpt.ion within a porous medium can delay or retard tnmspon through 
reduction of aqueous phase conccntra1ion levels and, hence, lbc 
macroscopic concentration gradient (i}C/itz). The aqueous 
concentration of solutes within soil-bentonitc contaiMtcms can approach 
the solubilily limit of the solutes i.n question; lhus, the most applicable 
relationship for describing sorption equilibrium is lhe non-linear 
Freundlich sorption model: 

(3) 

where ~ is the adsorbed 1.-oncentration at equilibrium, K, is the 
Freundltch capacuy paramder. C is the aqueous concentration at 
equilibrium and n is an exponential• fitting parameter. In certain cases, 
it is assumed tha1 the conditions wilhin a given medium very closely 
approach equilibrium and tha1 equation 3 is applicable throughout (lbc 
local equilibrium assumption, LEA). Mosl systems, il<M'ever. exhibit 
rale-limited sorption rendering the LEA quite inapplicable. The 
combination of non-linearity and non-equilibrium introduces additional 
degrees of complexity into lhe mathcma1icaJ structure of models 
describing the transpon process. 

Diffusion. convec1ion and sorption are combined with a pseudo 
first-order transformation term (ky) lhrough application of the mass 
conservation law in one dimension at the differential scaJe to yield the 
mathematical model describing solute transpon within a porous 
medium: 

? a-c 1 
D --l, '1 2 

iJz 
(4) 

where •. is the density of the sorbent phase and t is time. If lhe LEA 
is applicable. Equation 4 may be more simply stated as: 

aci a2cJ. 
R- - D1,e-,-
8t az· 

(5) 



where R = e + •, (1 -e) nKFc•-1 for a non-linear sorption 
relationship. Note that for a linear sorption relationship, n equals unity 
and ~ is replaced by the partition coefficient (K). If the LEA is not 
applicable, the sorption term typeset equation here may take one of 
many formulations. The simplest of these, considered here, is: 

p
5
(1-c)(Bqi/8t) ~ kf°5 (Ci-cs,i) 

(6) 

where ~ is a mass transfer coefficient derived from boundary layer 
theory, as is the aqueous/solid interfacial surface area per bulk unit 
volume of porous medium and C, is the aqueous solute concentration 
at the aqueous/solid interface. The assumption inherent with this 
formulation is that intraparticle transport resistance is negligible. The 
coefficient k

1 
may be approximated for the case of insignificant 

convection as15•16 • 

k,d/D =2.0 (7) 

where d is the characteristic dimension (usually the diameter) of a 
spherical particle. Substitution of Equations 6 and 7 into Equation 4 
and de-dimensionalization of the interfacial transfer term leads to the 
definition of a Damkhler number (ND): 

(8) 

Alternative formulations for ND have been developed for convective 
systems, and it was found that when the magnitude of ND was 100 or 
greater, simulations of solute transport using Equation 6 agreed quite 
well with those employing the LEA 17.1s It would be reasonable to 
assume that the mathematics of diffusive systems would behave in a 
similar manner with respect to the appropriateness of the LEA. 

The objectives ofthis work were: (1) to measure diffusion coefficients 
for low-molecular-weight solutes in soil-bentonite media; (2) to define 
the applicable relationships among D,, D

1 
and definable properties of 

soil-bentonite barriers; and (3) to investigate the use of high-carbon 
fly ash as an additive to soil-bentonite mixtures in order to enhance 
retardation capacity. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

Materials 

Background soil for soil-bentonite mixtures consisted of a mixture 
containing 77% silica sand, 10.5% silica flour and 12.5% kaolinite. 
These materials were chosen for their properties of low organic carbon 
content, high purity and inert mineral surfaces. Grain size distributions 
for each constituent and for the composite background soil are shown 
in Figure 1. Sodium bentonite (Slurry Ben 90, American Colloid Co.) 
was added to the background soil in various quantities to obtain the 
experimental soil-bentonite mixtures. Relationships between porosity 
and confining stress were developed for each experimental mixture using 
a slurry consolidometer and, subsequently, were employed in the 
analysis of the diffusion data. 

Samples of fly ash were obtained from the B.C. Cobb, Karn and 
Trenton electrical power generating plants owned and operated by the 
Consumers Power Co. of Michigan. The fly ashes were tested for loss 
on ignition, carbon content and various other properties. The results 
of this characterization are shown in Table 1. 

Target solutes were chosen to represent the several classes of 
low-molecular-weight priority pollutants. A listing of these solutes and 
pertinent properties is given in Table 2. All chemicals used were of 
reagent grade or better. 
Diffusion Experiments 

Both quasi-steady-state (QSS) and transient diffusion experiments 
were conducted to determine the magnitude of effective diffusion 
coefficients for target solutes in soil-bentonite mixtures. The device 
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Table 1 
Pertinent Fly Ash Properties 

Property Fly Ash 
Karn Trenton Cobb 

Density2 (g/cm3)
2 

2.25 2.29 2.24 

Loss on igniti£n {%) 6.47 9.14 10.23 

Percent carbo~ 4.69 6.14 6.52 
525 562 595 Iodine numbe~ 
nd nd 39.0 Phenol value

3 3086 951 3501 Tannin value 
Specific surface (m2/g)4 

3.52 Raw 1.14 2.65 
Fired 0.78 1.08 1.18 

lMeasured as co2 recovered during ,wet combustion 
2Bergstrom and Gray (19) 
3Normalized to the carbon fraction of the fly ash 
4Primary surface area by B.E.T. nitrogen adsorption 

Table 2 
Properties of Target Organic Solutes at 25°C 

Solute Henry's log , Aqueous Aqueous2 Molecular3 

Constant Kw Solubility 
(at:m) (mg/L) 

CTET 1659~ 2.64 7851 

TCE 5214 2:29 1100 
TTCE 965 2.88 1261 

1,4-DCB 1385 3.39 79 
1,2,4-TCB 1905 3.98 301 

PCP 0.055 2.39 211001 

lindane 0.000016 3.72 7.21 

1values given at 20° C. 
2Hayduk and Laudie Correlation (20) 
3sased on LeBas Volume (20) 

DifSus~vity 
(xlO cm /sec) 

0.983 
1.068 
0.961 
0.920 
0.847 
0.930 
0.635 

4cosset (21) 
5calculated from vapor pressure and solubility data 
6Mackay and Leinonen (22) 

Radius 
<A> 
3.55 
3.49 
3.70 
3.79 
3.98 
3.67 
4.68 

employed in the QSS experiments is shown schematically in Figure 2. 
Experiments were conducted by allowing dissolved solutes to diffuse 
from the upper reservoir through the composite barrier into the lower 
reservoir. Traces of lower reservoir concentration verses time formed 
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the basis for the calculation of the magnitude of effective diffusion 
coefficients. Exact details of the experimental procedures and analyses 
are given elsewhere'· The device employed in the transient 
experiments and the arrangement of the apparatus arc shown 
schematically in Figures 3 and 4. respectively. Experiments were 
conducted by allowing dissolved solutes to diffuse into the packed 
columns from the small reservoir located directly below the boundary 
between the aqueous solution and the column packing. The solute 
regeneration and recirculation system provided for a known 
concentration condition at the boundary. Diffusion coefficients were 
evaluated by matching experimental concentration profiles with those 
generated by simulation of the process using a 11me-lineariz.ed. implicit 
finite difference numerical approximation of Equation 4. Additional 
details of the experimental procedures and analyses are given 
elsewhere'" 
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Sorption Experiments 
Sorption parameters were obtained through completely mixed batch 

reactor (CMBR) experiments of the rumbled bottle type. A minimum 
equilibration period of 7 days was used co insure that a functional 
sorption equilibrium was, in fact, attained. Soil·bentonitc mixtures were 
introduced into the reactor. in slurry form while fly ash was introduced 
in dry form and subsequently wetted. The sorbent mass and volume 
of aqueous solution were determined gravimetrically. Reactors were 
filled leaving no head space for experiments using volatile solutes. 
Aqueous samples were taken from the reactors after liquid/solid 
separation using appropriately sil.ed syringes ranging in capacity from 
10 µL to 25 mL. Samples thus obtained were then either subjected to 
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figure 3 
Transicnl Diffusion Column Schematic 

liquid/liquid extraction of organics using hexane or stored as aqueous 
samples. 

Analytical l\lethods 

Aqueous concentrations of CTET. TCE. TTCE. DCB. TCB and 
lindane were assayed by gas chromatography with electron caplllrt 
detecllon. Aqueous samples of PCP were assayed by high performance 
liquid chromatography using ultraviolet detection at 235 nanomelers. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Diffusion Experiments 
The quasi-steady-state diffusion experiments were conducted using 

mixtures containing bentonite fractions of 0.02, consolidated at 7 psi 
(t = 0.40), and 0.04. consolidated to 4 and 10 psi (E = 0.48 and 0.43. 
respectively). Separation of the individual resist3nccs of the confinement 
and soil-bentonite layers within the diaphragm cells pn:Mld imposs~ 
thus, a residual minimization technique was used to determine the lOOSI 
probable value of the exponential coefficient (m) of e in Equation 2. 
The results of the quasi-steady-state experiments are given in lllble l 

Note that the values of H presented in Tuble 3 were calculated based 
on the most probable value of m determined from the diffusion 
experiments. The value of m appears IO conform with that suggested 
by Equation 2. Additionally, it may be lt()(ed that the magnitude of D. 
is reduced only three factors from 0 1• 

Transient diffusion experiments were conducted using lindane as a 
solute and a soil-bentonitc mixture containing a bentonite fraction of 
0.04 consolidated at 4 psi. Three columns, all containing identical 
mixtures, were sectioned at three transpon times. which resulted in 
three distinct concentration profiles representative of the progress of 
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Table 3 
Results of Quasi-Steady-State Diffusion Experiments 

m Hindrance Factor (H) 
< - 0 40 < - 0.43 f - 0.48 

l.31 
l.46 

3.32 
3.81 

3.02 
3.43 

2.62 
2. 92 

the diffusion process at the three experimental times. The effective 
diffusion coefficients corresponding to the respective layers were 
calculated using Equation 2 and used in simulations of the diffusion 
process. 

Lindane is known to undergo solvolysis in aqueous solution; thus, 
a first-order transformation coefficient (kT) was determined 
experimentally and employed in the simulations. The sorption capacity 
of the background soil for lindane was determined and used in the 
simulations. 

The experimental concentration profiles and two selected simulations 
are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Note that only the portion within the 
soil-bentonite is shown. Extrusion of the column contents disturbed 
the confinement layers and, perhaps, the segments of the soil-bentonite 
that were situated near the confinement/soil-bentonite interface. Total 
solute penetration was used to ascertain the correctness of the diffusion 
coefficients. Effective diffusion coefficients determined from Equation 
2 appear to successfully describe the diffusion process which occurred 
in these experiments. 

Sorption Experiments 

Karn, Trenton and Cobb fly ashes were tested in raw form for sorption 
of CTET, TCE, TTCE, DCB, TCB, PCP and lindane. Additionally, 
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Transient Column Data and Simulations for 
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Transient Column Data and Simulations for Transport Parameter Evaluation 

the fly ashes were tested for sorption of DCB after firing at 600°C. 
From these experiments it was concluded that the fraction lost upon 
ignition was responsible for the sorption capacity of the fly ash. 
Therefore, the ~ values are based on the carbon fraction of the fly 
ashes rather than total mass. The resulting parameters based on least 
squares fitting of sorption data to Equation 3 are listed in Table 4. 
The ~ data of Table 4 were plotted against octanol/water partition 
c~efficient (K°"') in Figure 8 and against aqueous solubility (S) in 
Figure 9. Because PCP sorption is not solvophobically driven, data for 
this solute are not included in Figures 8 and 9. The resulting regression 
~u~tions and statis~ics are listed in Table 5. The correlations are highly 
s1gmficant, suggestmg that physical relationships exist. Of particular 
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lllblt 4 
Summary ol F1y Ash Sorptlon C.p!ldly (~} 

11Dd Intensity (n) Parameters 

Fly Aah l l 
F' 9S\ C. I. n 9S' C. I. 

Karn 0.)48 0.160·0. 7S6 0.609 O.lS6-0.16l 
Trant on 0. )87 0.1S6·0.961 0. 74S 0.477-1.01 
Cobb l.)3 0. 777·).00 0. Sil 0.2Sl·0.90l 
Karn 0.6S8 0.400·1.0I 0.477 0. )09·0.644 
Trenton 0.920 0. Sll-1.46 0.491 0. l4)·0.65l 
Cobb l. 71 l.04·2.82 0.428 0.264·0.S9l 
Karn 1.37 o. 808-2. ll 0.466 0.204-0. 729 
Trenton 2.)9 1.70-l.36 0. 320 0.142-0.499 
Cobb 4 aa ).09-7 69 0.421 0.170-0.615 
Karn 4.02 2.82-5.72 0.322 0.111-0 463 
Trenton 4. 71 1. 82-5. ao 0.267 0.174-0. 361 
Cobb 6.20 3.39-11.4 0. )86 0.172-0.600 
Karn 8.66 6.67-11.2 0.2S6 0. ll4-0. l78 
Trenton s. as 4.35-7.17 0.)60 0. 211-0. SOI 
Cobb 14.0 9.07·21.6 0.305 0.110·0.4)0 
Karn 2.9S 2.01-4.)) 0.267 0. lll·0.404 
Trenton 3.10 2 4)-).96 0.211 0.121-0. )02 
Cobb 1.09 61l-10.7 0.149 0.049·0.2SO 
Karn 8.05 s .02-12. 9 0. )48 o. 202-0.494 
Trenton 7. 28 4.)5-12.2 O. llO 0.192·0.'67 
Cobb 19.S 8.55·44.) 0.430 0.252-0.607 

\0 

cv2 

161 
lU 
41 

145 
111 

5S 
27 
12 
18 
20 
14 
40 
18 
32 
42 
14 

• ) 

u 
11 

103 

1The velu•• of i, corr•apond to unit• of •g/L and •&/& for aqueoua 
!nd aolld phaaa concentrattona. reapocttvely. 
Coefftctant of variation. 

interest is the fact thal the carbon associattd with 1he respccrive Oy 
ashes behaved differently with respect to its sorption capacity. The 
surface area associated with 1he fraction of the Oy ash lost on ignirion 
was determined from measurcmenlS of the surface area of both raw 
and fired Oy ashes. The values were 6. 3. 18 and 24 ml/gr for Karn, 
Trenton and Cobb ashes, respectively. The pre-exponential coefficients 
shown in Table 5 are a measure of the base sorption capacity of the 
fly ash. This coefficient W'dS divided by the surface area lost on ignilion 
to obtain a measure of the specific surface sorptivity. Respective values 
based on the K.-K,,.., relationships for Karn, Trenton and Cobb ashes 
are 7.6xto _ •• l.OxlO} and 2.0x!O.,. The value of the specific sorptivity 
increased dramatically from Karn lo Cobb ash which suggest~ that lhe 
surface of the Cobb ash has a greater density of sorption sites, due to 
one or more of many potential facrors which cannot presently be 
identified. 
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'hble 5 
Regralloa Data for K.·Kow and 

K,-S Relatlomhlpe 

Fly Hh Rogre11lon tqu.-tlon '-r tc:alc: S1 gn lf lcanee 

Karn i, - 0.0041la1°·
837 0.94 S.51 1' 

Trenton i,. - 0.0187ta1°·
667 0.17 3.51 St 

Cobb i, - 0.04611(11°· 651 0.9• 5.51 1' 

Kern + Trenton r, • 0.048Ss·O.S21 0.90 4.U 1' 

Cobb i, - o.162os· 0 · 474 0.98 9.80 0.0St 
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KF 

.1 
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Kow 

• KARN ASH KF : 0.0048 • KowA0.837 ; R = 0.94 

• TRENTON ASH KF: 0.0187 • KowA0.667 ; R = 0.87 

• COBB ASH KF : 0.0468 • Kow"0.651 ; R = 0.94 

notes: 1) ParachlorophenOI data is omitted from regressions 
2) KF has units of (mglg)l(mg/l)"n 

Figure 8 
Fly Ash Freundlich K, vs. Octanol-Water Partition Coefficient 

The sorption dam discussed above were obtained for non-linear 
systems. Unfortunately, most other data taken for sysiems ilM>lving 
organic carbon associated with natural soils and sedimenlS apply to the 
very low concentration range where panitioning relationships m 
functionally line4f. To compare the sorptivity of fly ash carbon and 
naturally occurring organic carbon, a panition coefficient <1'r> was 
defined as: 

K. = ll C •/C 
l ·'"p (' * 

(9) 

The value of c. chosen was 100 ,..g/L and lhe resulting estimated 
values of ~ were regressed on a log-log basis against both K... and 
aqueous solubility in millimoles per liter (X). The results ofthese 
regressions based on ~ are compared in Tublc 6 with representative 
regressions from the literature lha1 are based on Koc. Upon 
comparison of the correlations presented in Tuble 6. the conclusioll may 
be drawn that the sorption capacity of the carbon associated with the 
Oy ashes examined by lhis investigation is at least as great as that of 
naturally occurring organic carbon. 

DUTuslon-Sorptfon Experiments 

Three transient diffusion columns were packed wilh a soil-bcntonite 
mixture containing 0.31 % Cobb fly ash. The experimental concentration 
profiles were simulated using transport and sorption parameters derived 
above. It was assumed for the simulations that the LEA applied within 
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Thble 6 
Regression of Kc on K 0 w 

and Kc on x 

~ 

Sorbent Regression Equation Rr Significance 

Karn and Trenton ash 
Cobb ash 
Natural Sediments (23) 

Karn and Trenton ash 
Cobb ash 
Natural Sediments (24) 

logKc - logKa; + 1. 17 
logKc - logKa; + 2. 15 
lo&Koc - logKa; o. 21 

logKc - 5.65 0.45logx 
logKc - 5.81 - 0.44logx 
lo&Koc - 4. 28 o. 56logx 

0.84 1% 
0.90 1% 

0.87 1% 
0.94 1% 

the columns. The concentration profiles from the experiment and 
simulations for one experimental time are shown in Figure IO. It may 
easily be noted that the simulation fails miserably in describing the 
experimental behavior. Based on the effective diameter of the spherical 
fly ash particles, ND was calculated for the system and found to be 
0.04, well removed from the value of 100 suggested as appropriate for 
application of the LEA. The value of ND for a soil-bentonite mixture 
containing 40% fly ash was calculated to be approximately 4.0, which 
also is well removed from the acceptable value of IOO. The conclusion 
may be drawn that successful modeling of solute transport in 
soil-bentonite barriers that are modified by the addition of high-carbon 
fly ash must employ non-equilibrium as well as non-linearity in the 
sorption term. 

Simulations of the Performance of 
Soil-Bentonite Barriers 

Two extreme conditions envelope the realm of potential conditions 
within a soil-bentonite barrier: (1) no sorption capacity; and (2) sorption 
that may be described by the LEA. Simulations were performed for 
these two conditions and were based on a hypothetical barrier of 
thickness equal to 3.3 ft, containing IO ac and extending 50 ft below 
an unconfined water table. The target solute considered was CTET and 
the effective diffusion coefficient was calculated from Equation 2. The 
barrier was considered planar in geometry and infinite in areal extent. 
The interior concentration (CJ was considered constant at 1 mg/Land 
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Figure 10 
Transient Column Data and Simulations for 0.309% 

Cobb Fly Ash Experiments 

1 0 

the exterior concentration was considered to be zero. The analytic 
solution for the solute flux at the exterior face of the barrier which was 
adapted for the applicable form of Equation 4 and stated boundary 
conditions is25 : 

Fizo (10) 

where Ts is the barrier thickness (3.3 ft) and all other terms are as 
previously defined. The total solute migration (Q.) through the barrier 
is simply the integral over time of the flux: 

(11) 

In the case that the barrier was non-sorbing, D was obtained 
directly from equation 2. For the condition of a barri~r with sorption 
capacity, the LEA was invoked, the partitioning relationship was 
assumed linear, a retardation factor (R) was defined and the quotient 
D /R was substituted for D in Equation 10. The partition coefficient 
chosen corresponded to th~t for a mixture containing 40% Cobb fly 
ash and was calculated using Equation 9. 

Plots of F 0 versus time for the two limiting cases considered are 
shown in Figure 11 and plots of Q, versus time for the two limiting 
cases are shown in Figure 12. For the case of no sorption capacity, 
breakthrough is predicted to occur within 2 yr and near-steady-state 
flux rates are predicted to obtain within 12 yr. Conversely, for the case 
of barrier modification by fly ash, solute breakthrough is predicted to 
occur in approximately 30 yr and near-steady-state flux rates are 
predicted to obtain within approximately 220 yr. 

The solute migration rates shown in Figure 12 are based on an aqueous 
concentration of 1 mg/L within the barrier. To obtain an estimate of 
total solute escape, these values must be multiplied by the true interior 
concentration and the exterior area of the barrier (108 cm2). Given that 
the solubility of CTET is 785 mg/L, the ultimate steady-state solute 
migration rate through the hypothetical barrier could approach 85 kg/yr. 
For the case of no sorption capacity, the total solute escape during the 
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first 12 yr could approach 600 kg. From these simulations it may be 
concluded that diffusive transpon can be quite significant and that the 
addition of fly ash to soil-bentonite barriers can significantly improve 
perfom1ance. 

The true behavior of a barrier will fall between the two extreme cases 
considered here; thus, for proper evaluation of mitigative strategies, 
it is imperative that methods be developed to more accurately predict 
solute transpon in these barriers. Moreover, if soil-bentonite barriel"!I 
are to be viable alternatives for mitigation of subsurface contamination, 
means of reducing the magnitude of effective diffusion coefficients 
should be sought. 
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CONCWSIONS 
The results of both quasi-steady-stale and transient diffusion 

experiments suggest that effective diffusion coefficients for 
lov.i-molecular-wcight solutes in soil-benronite barriers are reduco:I only 
several factors from those in free aqucoWI solution. Effective and free 
aqueous diffusion coefficients appear to be relaled through a power 
function of porosity. 

The capacity of carbon asMXiated with fly ash for sorption of 
representative lov.i-molecular-wcight soluleli W"dli found to be at least 
equivalent to that of naturally occurring orpnic carbon. The Freundlich 
sorption capacity factor, K,. was found ro correlate well on a log-log 
basis with both the octanol/water panition cocfficicnl and aqueous 
solubility. 

Simulation.~ based on a hypothetical barrier and performed for t~ 
limiting cases suggest that solute migration through soil-beDIOnite 
barrier. by molecular diffusion can be significant, and that the addition 
of a sorbent phuc such II!> fly ash to soil-bentonite mixtures can 
markedly improve the performance of such bamers. 
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Use of Synthetic Liners in Recent Superfund Cleanup Projects 

Mark W. Cadwallader 
Gundle Lining Systems Inc. 

Houston, Texas 

ABSTRACT 

Many NPL sites for which the Supcrfund is responsible arc finally 
being cleaned up after several years of engineering studies. Contaminants 
at a.large number of these sites arc being contained with the help of 
flexible membrane liners functioning as barriers to wasle migration. 

A number of different liner systems arc used i.n the containmenl 
process. The currcm concept in liner system design can be summa
rized as incorporating redundant layers of liner and using composite 
liners which takes advantage of the synergism between materials with 
different mcchani.sms of barrier activity. Provisions also arc made for 
fluid drainage both above and between liners. 

~TRODUCTION 

The Supcrfund program has taken a firs! step Iowa.rd addressing one 
of the mos1 perplexing environmental challenges of all time. haz..ardous 
waslC and ilS uncontrolled slOragclburial. Future waste disposal will 
be very expensive and billions of dollars currcnlly arc being sci aside 
IO rectify past problems. Since we did nol pay 10 properly dispose of 
the waste in prior years. 

Bui what are proper waslC disposal techniques? Many people talk 
about waslC recycling or incineration as though they are the panacea 
IO the problem. Yet neither process is a complete answer to the hazardous 
waslC problem. There still remains non-reusable waslC and ash that are 
often more hazardous lhan before treatment Deep well injection, anolllcr 
viable disposal technique, also has hmi1ed application. The simple truth 
is that disposal and conta.inmenl of wclslC products on and below the 
earth's surface must continue for lack of betler allernatives. 

Since surface containmenl of W'cll>le is necessary, the wises! approach 
~s to provide the best possible barrier for waste containment. If money 
1s spent on appropnatc barriers IO prcven1 waslC migration, savings will 
result because future cleanup operations will no1 become necessary. 
Also, if coslS are increased for 1rclditional surface containmen1 because 
of better barrier construction, desirable al1emative~ such as l'C(.')'cling 
become more cost competitive. An incentive is therefore provided to 
recycle waste and/or limit waste production. Liners an: often used as 
barriers to containment transport. Examples of liner \yslems are shown 
in Figure I. 

LINER TECHNOWGY 

With the advent of copolymer, pipe-grade HDPE technology, synthe1ic 
liners in current landfill technology have achieved strength, toughness, 
durability, chemical resistance and environmental stre.\s crack resistance. 
The desirable qualities of HDPE as a barrier material can be seen from 
its increa~ing applications in the container market. Much growth is ex
pected for HDPE containers of agricultural chemicals, insecticides. 
herbicide~. pain! thinners and household chemicals as well as other 
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chemical products1• HDPE is expected IO replace more and more 
traditional metal and glass containers in the market place. High molecu
lar weight HDPE is also used to contain low level radioactive WBSIC. 

A composilC liner. formed by a synthetic liner such as HOPE in con
tact with a day liner. offers the greatest degree of impermeability. This 
good performance occurs because the permeability of the synlhdic liner 
is very low and containment transport occurs only by diffusion. Unlike 
convection, diffusion is driven by a concentration gradient i.nstead rX 
a pressure gradient. The absorptivity and porosity of a clay liner diredly 
underneath a synthetic liner means that the chemical concentration 
gradient is reduced across the synthetic liner since diffused chemical 
species accumulalC in the clay pores at the clay/synthetic interface. Wtth 
chemical concentrations approximately the same on both sides of the 
synthetic liner, the driving force for diffusion is eliminated. 

A synthetidclay liner works well because the synthetic liner is a 
barrier to pressure-driven mass transfer, while the underlying clay liner 
forms a barrier to concentration-driven mass transfer. The combina
tion liner comprised of a synthetic liner, drainage layer, synthetic liner 
and clay, is the liner system required for hazardous waste containment 
under Subtille C of the Hazardous and Solid \Yastc Amendments to 
the RCRA. 

The drainage layer in the landfill can be either conventional sand 
or gravel, or drainage netting. Drainage netting is a net-shaped material 
made by overlapping high density polyethylene strands to conduct fluids 
in the plane of the net. Drainage netting generally has a hundred times 
more flow capacity than sand or gravel drainage layers. 



SUPERFUND CLEANUP STRATEGY 

Every Superfund site requires its own special considerations before 
a cleanup strategy can be mapped out. The goal, however, in every 
case is to prevent the toxic waste at the site from causing an ecological 
or human health problems. 

Current barrier technology can offer a number of practical approaches 
to site cleanup. These procedures generally can be classified into the 
following groups: 

• Removal of the contaminated material off-site for containment in a 
RCRA-approved hazardous waste facility or treatment/cleansing of 
polluted soils. 

• Construction of a RCRA landfill at or adjacent to the site for transfer 
and proper containment of the polluted soil 

• On-site containment of the waste by construction of an impermeable 
cap and barrier wall to prevent infiltration of surface water/precipi
tation and the spreading of contamination to the surrounding 
groundwater 

Removal of contaminated material to a hazardous waste facility means 
the construction of increased capacity at RCRA-approved disposal sites. 
This option requires the transportation of hazardous waste. 

Proper construction of a landfill at or adjacent to the Superfund site 
would also demand the double liner technology required under RCRA. 
All the considerations appropriate to hazardous waste facility construc
tion centered around the installation of two layers of synthetic liner would 
apply. 

The construction of caps and barrier walls for on-site containment 
of Superfund waste will likely be a frequent strategy in cleanup work. 
The use of synthetic liners for cap construction has been proven effec
tive. Barrier walls are primarily constructed with bentonite slurry. 

With SARA setting timetables for cleanup activity at NPL sites, money 
will be spent for actual cleanup rather than for just paper studies. In 
the past, the major share of the Superfund money has gone to study 
the problems rather than clean them up. One exception and an early, 
now classic Superfund project, is the work at Nashua, New Hampshire. 

PUMP-AND-TREAT FLUSHING WITH SYNTHETIC LINERS 

Superfund cleanup work at Nashua, New Hampshire, utilized the 
construction of a cap and barrier wall to meet a fast-moving plume of 
groundwater contaminated with illegally dumped organic solvents 
including chlorinated hydrocarbons. The contaminant plume was moving 
at a rate of approximately 2 ft/day when work began in 1982. The 20-ac 
synthetic cap was constructed with an HOPE geomembrane liner. The 
barrier cut-off wall was made from a bentonite slurry; it extended down 
to bedrock and ringed the site in an oval shape (Fig. 2). 

Because of fractures in the bedrock and because of evidence that the 
organic chemicals in the aquifer would tend to degrade the bentonite 
by altering the mineral composition of the clay, groundwater interception 
and treatment was implemented through the use of pumps. Contami
nated water is thus being pumped out of the containment area, treated 
and re-injected so as to flush out remaining contaminants. This inno
vative and economical Superfund project at Nashua, New Hampshire, 
likely is indicative of the approach to be used at many sites in the future, 
i.e., cap and barrier wall construction with pumping of contaminated 
water to lower the water table within the containment and remove 
pollutants. 

Construction of caps for other Superfund cleanup projects could utilize 
other geosynthetic materials such a drainage netting for drainage of 
surface precipitation above the impermeable geomembrane layer as well 
as geotextile for separation of cover soil from the fluid flow zones. 

Similar pump-and-treat techniques are now available using air as the 
mobile phase to extract up organic contaminants from soils. Synthetic 
liner caps are important in such cases to intercept rain water and prevent 
further movement of the contaminants into and through the ground
water. With a synthetic liner impermeable to the contaminated air being 
flushed out, funnelling, collection and treatment of the air is facilitated. 

CAP APPLICATIONS AT SUPERFUND SITES 

Four very recent Superfund projects have utilized synthetic liners for 

ffnpg Cover 

Figure 2 
Schematic of Cap and Barrier Wall On-Site Containment System 

For Superfund Project 

cleanup purposes. They include Pine Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, 
Arkansas (2.6 million ft2 of 40-mil and 80-mil HOPE); Lackawanna 
Landfill, Old Forge, Pennsylvania (1.3 million ft2 of 60-mil HOPE); 
Charlie George Landfill Cap, Tynsborough, Massachusetts (2.8 mil
lion ft2 of 60-mil HOPE); and Helleva Landfill Cap, LeHigh County, 
Pennsylvania (1.8 million ft2 of 60-mil HOPE). 

Special situations at Pine Bluff Arsenal included the presence of 
dangerous chemical weapons and the containment of 13 separate sites 
- two hazardous waste landfills, nine landfill caps and two surface im
poundments. Several of the sites used some rather recent geosynthetic 
product developments such as specially textured sheets for extra slope 
stability and synthetic drainage netting for fluid flows in the liner system. 

OSHA levels B, C and 0 protection were required for the crews at 
the various project sites. Installation crews were, in some cases, required 
to have OSHA training before working around the hazardous waste. 
Cooperation with unions was necessary at both Charlie George and 
Helleva Landfills. 

LINER INSTALLATION 

In all of these Superfund projects, when liner construction began the 
cell earthworks were already prepared and graded. A front-end loader 
was used to deploy the HDPE, which was manufactured by Gundle 
Lining Systems, Houston, Texas, in 22.5-ft. wide seamless rolls, each 
weighing about 2,800 lb. All field seams were welded by Gundle 
employees using the company's patented extrusion welding machine 
with mixing tips to improve heat transfer, or the Gundle automatic dual 
hot wedge welder. All of the seamed footage was either vacuum tested 
for voids or air pressure tested in the case of the hot wedge welds. 
Vacuum testing uses a plexiglass faced, rectangular box placed over 
a section of the seam. A 5 psi vacuum is pulled on the box. Any voids 
in the seam will form bubbles in the soap solution sprayed onto the 
seam before the box is set in place (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3 
Seam Air Pressure Test 
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In the case of the hot wedge welding, several advaniages of the -.earning 
method should be noted. The Gundle hot wedge welder automatically 
feeds the sheet across the hot wedge and through the pressure roller.. 
The welder also automatically positions the wedge accurately at the 
edge of the top sheet and automatically adjusts the roller gap to 
accommodate different sheet thicknes!>es The'e features of the hot 
wedge enable it to achieve welding speeds of up to 15 ft1 min. 

With the dual hot wedge welder, non-destructive testing is made more 
efficient because of air pressure testing of the "splil'' or "dual" wedge 
of the system. The dual wedge system leaves a gap between two !leparatc 
wedge weld tracks. In the air pressure test. the gap 1s pres,un1ed to 
about 30 psi and possible le.ih arc noted 11)· the redUl'.tion in pressure 
over 5 min. 

Buffing of the sheet is not necessary with the hot wedge. unlike 
extrusion techniques. Th", along with the increased welding rates. 
makes the hot wedge welder very cost-effective for high quality 
construction of liner systems in waste conuunment. 

In addition IO the non-dc.'itructivc testing. samples for destructive !ICalll 

testing were cut from the field seams at regular intervn1'. The 'amplcs 
were tested for both she.ar and peel on a tcnsiometer. ln shear testing. 
one applies a tensile stress across the weld from I.he lop through the 
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bottom sheet. Peel testing peel.Ii the top sheet back against the over
lapped section of the bottom sheet to observe how the weld is coming 
apan. If the weld tears (called a "film tear"), then the weld has formed 
a homogeneous connection through the seam. This is the desired result 
If not, the test signifies a defective i.eam and it must be repaired. 

CONCLUSION 

The suitability of high quality gcomcmbranes aJ> barrien. in the con
tainment of hazardous waste has been. and is continuing lo be, demon
strated on a very wide scale. The adaptability of the products and 
construction techniques to many different sllwtllons i~ continuing ID 
prove their usefulness and is extending their application to the highly 
1mportanl work of the Superfund. 
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Some Observations of the Influence of Deformation 
On a Clay Liner 
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ABSTRACT 

Centrifuge model tests have been performed to study the response 
of clay barriers subjected to differential deformations. The modes of 
deformation that have been observed are relevant to those that might 
occur as the result of differential settlements of waste material-leading 
to deformation of cover liners-or from non-uniform soil strength 
profiles or deep sited subsidence-leading to deformations of base liners. 

Plane model liners were constructed both from pure kaolin and from 
a mixture of sand, silica flour and bentonite. The integrity and perfor
mance of these model liners was evaluated on the centrifuge at a force 
of 50 gravities. Physical degradation of the model liners was monitored 
photographically and their performance as effective hydraulic barriers 
was assessed throughout the deformation process. 

For all the model liners where no overburden was present, tension 
cracking of the liner surfaces was observed. These tension cracks were 
very significant in the kaolin models and led to a drastic reduction in 
liner performance. However, the presence of an overburden suppressed 
the formation of tension cracks, and no significant reduction in the kaolin 
liner efficiency was observed. 

The sand/silica flour/bentonite liner material proved to be highly 
resistant to deformation with little evidence of tension cracking and no 
significant reduction in performance. 

INTRODUCTION 

Solid waste disposal in shallow landfill depositories has been exten
sively employed for the permanent disposal of both municipal and 
industrial wastes. However, this practice has generated much concern 
over the possiblility of environmental contamination. The principal con
cern is the potential for groundwater contamination resulting from the 
permeation of leachate out of the landfill. Such leachates are likely to 
contain concentrations of chemical and biological pollutants produced 
by the decomposition of the contained wastes. A typical engineered 
landfill depository is shown schematically in Figure la. 

The key element to the successful operation of such a landfill is the 
presence of a hydraulic barrier surrounding the waste material. A further 
reduction in the possibility of groundwater contamination can be 
achieved by minimizing the potential for a buildup of leachate within 
the deposit. This added protection requires the temporary covering of 
the landfill during filling followed by placement of a permanent cover 
once filling is complete and an acceptable degree of waste stabilization 
has occurred. Both the base and cover liner systems commonly are fubri
cated from compacted clay-usually a few per cent wet of optimum 
proctor compaction. 

However, such compacted clay liners may fail to perform satisfac
tory for several reasons. For example, cover liners are susceptible to 
climatic effects such as dessication cracking' and frost action2

, as well 

as deformations of the liner itself\ (Fig. lb), caused by differential 
settlements of the contained wastes. 

Figure la 

SOIL COVER 

COMPACTED 
CLAY LINER 

Schematic Representation Of A Landfill Facility 

}
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DEFORMED LINER 

Figure lb 
Illustration Of Liner Deformation Mode. 

Similarly, base liners are prone to chemical attack from the contami
nated leachate, as well as to differential liner settlements resulting from 
non-uniform soil strengths below the landfill4 or from near surface 
ground movements associated with deep sited substances. 

The tests reported in this paper are concerned with the effect of 
differential settlements on the performance and integrity of clay liners. 
Previous studies5 where part of an underlying basement has been dis
played to introduce a discontinuity of slope, but not of displacement, 
have shown that such continuous boundary deformations can lead to 
the formation of discontinuities or ruptures in the overlying soil. It is 
of interest, therefore, to study the response of clay liners subjected to 
such boundary deformations and to investigate the parameters which 
influence the stress dependent liner response. In particular, the evalua
tion and comparison of pure clay and fine/coarse mixture sand/clay liner 
materials has been investigated, and their performance as effective 
hydraulic barriers throughout the deformation process has been assessed. 

CENTRIFUGE MODEL TESTS 

Introduction To Centrifuge Model Testing 

It is well known that the behavior of most soils is very dependent 
on stress level. In conventional small scale model tests performed in 
the earth's gravitional field, it is not always possible to maintain similarity 
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with prototype situations and to ensure that stress levels in areas of 
interest reach prototype values. A geotechnical centrifuge can subject 
small models to centripetal accelerations many times the earth's gravita
tional acceleration. By selecting a suitable acceleration level, the unit 
weight of the soil being tested can be increased by the same proponion 
by which the model dimensions have been reduced, and thus stresses 
at corresponding points in the model and prototype will be the i>amc. 

The centrifuge model tests reponed here were performed on the 
Bochum 10 m balanced beam centrifuge at an enhanced acceleration 
level of 50 gravities. Details of the Bochum GeotechnicaJ Centrifuge 
can be found elsewhere6

• 

Scaling Relationships 

Centrifuge scaling relationships have been extensively described 
elsewhere'. However, if we consider a model where the prototype 
dimensions have been reduced "n" limes such that d/dm = n, where 
d and dm are prototype and model dimensions respectively. and if ·n· 
i; chosen as the gravity scaling factor. then the Tuble I illustrate\ the 
basic scaling relationships associated with centrifuge modeling. 

llble I 
Ceotril'uge Scallna Rrlatlonsblps 

I Parameter Units Scaling Relationship 

Gravity m/s 2 n 

Length m 1/n 

Stress P. 

Strain % 

Force N 1/n 2 

Time• sec 1/n 2 

Nole: These relationships apply to laminar now processes such as 
consolidation. 

If the same material is used in both the model and prototype, then 
the similarity of stress levels al corresponding points in the model and 
prototype will result in a model response directly analogous lo that of 
the prototype. Furthermore, the prototype stress gradient present in 
the model will ensure similarity of the primary penneability 
distribution'. 

Centrifuge Model Package 

The centrifuge model tests were performed in a rectangular strong 
box of internal dimensions 395 mm wide x 658 mm long x 395 mm 
high. The front of the strong box is formed by a 'JO-mm thick Perspex 
window through which deformations of the model can be photographi
cally observed while the model is "in-night" on the centrifuge. 

The model test package is shown schematically in Figure 2. In order 
to generate a displacement profile at the base of the model liner. a rec
tangular piston is centrally located in the floor of the strong box. This 
piston extends the full width of the strong box and has a maximum 
throw of 25 mm. A flase base containing a pair of 95-mm hinged naps 
is located across the strong box and so arranged that when the piston 
is lowered, the flaps rot.ate and induce a discontinuity of slope at the 
base of the overlying soil-as represented by the dashed line in Figure 2. 
Linear variable displacement transducers CLVDTu) are used to monitor 
water levels and liner defonnation. 

To minimize the possibility of leakage between the liner and the strong 
box sides, the overlying water is contained within a shallow trench-
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Figure 2 
Schcmauc lllustn1oon Of Centrifuge Model Test Package 

model landfill-as illustrated in Figure 4a .. The depch of surface warcr 
present i.' monitored by a LVUT and float and can be ~by rdtas
ing water from vessel A. The waltf table below the liner is maintained 
at the pre-set level of outlet 8. The OYerllow from this oudet B is 
collected into the cylindrical vessel 0. Consequently. by moniJori1w 
the rise of the water level in 0, the rate of water flow duough the linet 
can be deduced and hence the penneability can be euimated. 

MODEL PREPARATION PROCEDURE 

Choice or Liner Materials 

Two different liner materials were chosen. The first was a commer
cially available kaolin day (2096c kaolm> supplied by Erbslob cl Co., 
W. Germany. This clay has a liquid limit of 44.4'1 and a plastic limit 
of 28.1 % . There is much deb8.le as to the optimum design water COlllal 

that should be used for compacted clay liners, but for the purposes of 
this experimenla.I study, a moislure content~ to 95'1 satu
rated Proctor densiry was adopted. 

The second liner material was a sand/silica flourlbenlonite mixture 
(hereafter referred to as the finelcoarsc liner material) of the i>llowiDg 
proportions (lllble 2). 

I ttateriai Particle size (approx.)! Percent.age bJ veigtatl 

I Coarae sand 1 - I .S - 64 

I Si lie a flour 30 ... 22 

I Bentonite 80 % < 2 i- 14 

This model liner material was chosen to represent the procotype mix
ture shown in Figure 3. As can be seen in this figure, the prototype 
mixture contains a large gravel fraction. This gravel fraction has been 
scaled down and replaced by the quartz sand fraction in the model liner 
mixture. 

Model Preparation 

After all the internal components have been fitted into the strong box, 
a 30-mm layer of coarse sand overlain by a funher 45 mm of fine sand 
was poured into the strong box. A layer of filter paper was placed just 
below the final sand surface to prevent fine particles of the liner material 
from being washed out. A row of discrete markers was placed against 
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Figure 3 
Grading Curve For Prototype Fine/Coarse Mixture Liner Material. 

the Persplex window on the sand surface for subsequent digitisation 
from "in-flight" photographs. The sand was then saturated by the up
ward percolation of water introduced via a network of drainage holes 
at the base of the strong box. After greasing the internal sides of the 
strong box, the model was ready for liner fabrication. 

Kaolin Liner Preparation 

Kaolin slurry was placed by hand-to avoid air entrapment-to a pre
determined depth over the saturated sand. A consolidation unit then 
was attached to the strong box and the slurry was one-dimensionally 
consolidated to a final vertical effective stress of 630 kPa. This final 
effective stress level is consistent with the moisture content associated 
with a 95% (saturated) proctor compaction density. 

After removing the consolidation unit, a shallow landfill was formed 
in the consolidated liner (Fig. 4a). 

Composite Liner Preparation 

The preparation of the fine/coarse mixture liner was somewhat 
arbitrarily arrived at for the test reported here (test KDBl). The material 
was mixed to a moisture content of 35 % and placed by hand to the 
required depth. The consolidation unit was then fitted and a pressure 
of 100 kN/m2 was applied. This pressure was maintained for 3 days. 
After removal of the consolidation unit, a shallow landfill was formed 
again in the consolidated liner. This preparation procedure was simply 
intended to produce an initially saturated model liner in a reasonably 
short time. However, for future tests the material will be placed dry 
and vibro-compacted before saturating by upward percolation. This 
process is more representative of the prototype placement method, but 
it has the disadvantage of requiring a very long time for saturation. 

4 CENTRIFUGE MODEL TEST RESULTS 

The corresponding model and prototype boundary conditions for the 
tests reported here are given in Table 3. 

The principal objective of the model tests was to investigate the phys
ical response of model liners, subjected to various degrees of deforma
tion, as illustrated through the developm~nt of cracks and ruptures. The 

Thble 3 
Model and Prototype Boundary Conditions 

Test No. I Liner material I Liner thickness !Depth of overburden 

IHodel(mm) IPrototype(m) IHodel(mm) IPrototype(m) 

TDS 2096c Kaolin 35 1. 75 0 

TD9 2096c Kaolin 35 1. 75 50 2. 5 

TD10 2096c Kaolin 40 2.0 0 

KBD1 I Sand/Silica flour/ 

I Bentonite mixture 40 2.0 0 

effect of overburden and choice of liner material on the model response 
was observed. In addition, the performance of the liners as effective 
hydraulic barriers was monitored throughout the deformation process. 
This test process enabled the effects of losses in liner integrity-such 
as cracking-to be quantified. 

As mentioned earlier, ·the liner deformations are induced by the ver
tical translations and rotations of the piston and flap arrangement lo
cated at the base of the sand layer. However, it is difficult to relate these 
movements to the actual degree of deformation suffered by the liner. 
Consequently, the degree of liner deformation is defined as the degree 
of rotation, 0, (Fig. lb) that has occurred at the base of the liner. This 
angle is deduced from digitized recordings of the discrete markers placed 
at the sand/liner interface. 

Tension Cracking And Rupture 

Figure 4b shows a post-test photograph of the model liner surface 
of test TDlO with a liner deformation of 8 °. Severe tension cracks are 
clearly evident in the regions of maximum liner deformation. The de
velopment of such tension cracks was a typical feature of the pure kao
lin· clay liner tests where no overburden was present. The degree of 
liner deformation at the onset of tension cracking will be a function 
of liner thickness for similarly prepared models8• 
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Figure 4a . 
~-tc~t Phot"llraph~ For K.ohn Model Lmcr 

Figure 4b. 
!'mt-test Photograph~ For K.ohn Model Liner. Tnt TDIO 

For the~ reponcd. here the onset of tension cracking w.AS ob!>Crvcd 
at 3 to 3.5 ° for the pure kaolin tests TD8 and TDIO. After ~hing 
away the s.and overburden in test TD9. no tension cracking was evident 
with a liner deformation of II 0• For the bentunitcls.and liner (test KBDI I. 
slight surface cracking~ observed at a hncr deformation of 7.5 •. but 
no significant cracking developed even after the ma:umum liner defor
mation of 16 ° had been introduced . 

After each test. the Pcrsplex front face of the strong boll w.as removed 
and the model liner Wei.'> sectioned to eu1mnc the depth of tension cracks 
and the presence of any other internal damage. For tests TD8 and TD 
10. the tension cr.ack.' extended ven1cally to the base of the liner 
I fig. 5a). Careful sectioning of test Tl.>9 revealed no funher evidence 
of tension cracking; however. a series of muh1plc shear ruptures in the 
regions of greatest liner deformation w.as clearly observed !Fig. 5b) . 
These ruptures rnrved out Ollt'r the break in slope. 1ndi~·ated un an-hing 
type mechanism of material rcsponM:. Finally. the post-test ellllmin11· 
tion of the deformed bcntonite/sand liner did not reveal any significant 
material degr.adation. and only shallow surface crncking in the regions 
of greatest liner deformatton w.as visible 

A~wssmenl o( Liner ~rformance 

The performance of the model liners as cffccttve hydrnulic barriers 
is best illustrated through the rate of leachate (water) nuw through the 
liner. This now rate is directly observed hy the rise of the water level 
in collection vessel D !Fig. 2). However. conversion of this now rate 
to an average value of liner permeability 1s compli~·ated hy the non· 
uniform hydraulic gradient present anoss the model liner. 

This non-uniform hydraulic gradient arises fmm two conditions. The 
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TEST TO 8 

Figure ~a 
Trace or Crack and Rupture~ Oblerved W11hout Overtlurdal, Tat TDI 

SANO OVERBURDEN MUL TPLE 

.SHE AR RuPTURE 

KAOLIN LINER 
TEST TO 9 

Figure ~b 
Wnh C>Ycrt>urdcn. Tcsa T09 

fir\t condition 1s unique to ttntrifuge modeling and is the teodeocy" 
water levels in centnfuge models to align along lines ot equal rwlM 
from the axis ot centrifuge rculion. Thus, the surface Wiier bid wilbiD 
the model landfill will. al all times. maintain a ronave ~ 
resulting in higher hydraulic gradients 8W8)' from the ce.-er line ottbe 
model . Second, the ddonna1ions introdUIXd during the test will reall 
in increased hydraulic gradirnts over areas o( liner deptalioo. Tbm, 
in light of these and other complications the values ot nerage permra
b11i1y stated herein should be treaacd with caution. 

Figure 6 shoM the settlement ~rd o( the center ot the model limr 
superimposed on the LVDT trace monitoring the water~ in lbe col
lection vessel D for tesl TDIO. ~data arc lypical test raults b 
a kaolin clay liner with zero~. and they illustt'llC the ilUolrillg 
characteristic behavior. From A to B the centrifuge is ~up 
to speed and the collection llCSSCI D is rapidly filled and discbupd 
as water in the underlying YIUraled sand is centrifuge down ID lbe lewd 
of conncctton 8 (fig. 21 From B to C there is still quite a rapid flow 
mto vessel D as water contirucs to be expelled from the sand and alto 
from the self-weight consolida1ioo o( the clay liner. From C ID C' i 
can be assumed that no more water is being forced out ot the sand ml 
that the amount of water deriving from the liner itself is minimal. 

From 1h1s flow rate. an initial value o( nerage liner permtability w 
found to be U ' K)• m/scc. From C' to 0 to now rate is seen ID in
~·rease . while a deformation 10 3 ° is introduced at the base o( the liner. 
This ill\.·rea...;e in n<M· rate again will be partly due to water ~ 
squttlld out ot the liner itself. so a realistic calculation br pema
l'iility cannot be made during the actual ddonnation process. However. 
for the region D 10 E. the lllllue of average permeability was found I> 
llC 1.18 " Kl•. This value suggests that within experimental error no 
detectable l'hange in permeability has occurred with a liner defonna
tmn of 3 ~ 

Funher deformations arc introduced (E 10 f). but again there ue 
no significant increases of now rate through the liner until a defonna-
1ion of 6.4 ° is obtained at F. at which poinl a dramatic increase in ftow 
rate into vessel Dis observed. The subsequent reduction in flow• 
I region F to G) before further dci>nnation indicallCS a self-healU. paleD
t ial of the clay. The behavior of all the kaolin clay liners without CMF

l'iurden exhibited a behavior similar to that illustrated by Figure 6. 
The on~cl of a sudden increased now rate through the liners can be 

considered to be a serious failure of the liner and corresponds to die 
development of deep tension cracks and ruptures forming a preferen
tial now path through the liner in the regions of maximum ddOnna
tion. For the rest performed with an overburden pressure (test TD9). 
no such liner "failure" was observed, and ii can be concluded that die 
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Selected Transducer Records For Test TDlO 

(kaolin liner, zero overburden). 
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presence of shear ruptures did not significantly affect the liner's 
performance. 

Comparison of Kaolin and Fine/Coarse 
Mixture Liner Performance 

The fine/coarse mixture liner model was made to the same initial 
boundary conditions as test TDlO and subjected to a similar time/defor
mation test history. Figure 7 shows a plot of liner settlement and leachate 
collection level for the full duration of the test. Comparison of this plot 
with the corresponding record for test TDlO (Fig. 6) illustrates some 
fundamental differences. 

First, the initial flow rate reduces to virtually zero (region A to B) 
indicating extremely low permeability of the model liner. As observed 
in the kaolin tests, the flow rate increases during deformation but 
approaches zero again soon after stopping the deformation (region B 
to C). This behavior is repeated until 9.5 ° of liner deformation is 
achieved (at D). At this point a permanent increase of flow rate is 
observed from which an average permeabiliity of 1.89 x 10-10 m/sec has 
been calculated. On further deformation to 11.5 °, the flow rate into vessel 
D increases slightly but then remains constant for the remainder of the 
deformation process. The final average permeability for the liner at the 
end of the test with a liner deformation of 15 ° was estimated to be 2. 915 
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x 10-10 m/sec. 
These increases in flow rate through the liner at high degrees of liner 

?efo~ation are likely to be the result of local changes in permeability 
1~ :eg1ons of severe deformation; thus, the values of average permea
bility are somewhat misleading. It is not possible at this stage to make 
any statements about localized permeability changes, but clearly the 
severe liner failure observed for the kaoline test TDlO is not evident 
with this material. In fact, it could be argued that at such large defor
mations the assumption of a smooth profile of differential settlements 
at the base of the liner is no longer applicable, since deformations within 
the underlying sand will have localized into thin bands of intensely 
shearing material. The interaction of these shear planes with the base 
of the liner will generate local discontinuities of both slope and 
displacement. 

DISCUSSION 

The tests reported in this paper were performed to investigate the 
effect of overburden and choice of liner material on the response of 
a model liner to imposed deformations. 

The liner response was significantly different in the presence of an 
overburden where no tension cracking was evident and the formation 
of multiple shear surfaces was observed. The suppression of tension 
cracking is explained by the increased lateral stresses generated within 
the liner. Greater deformation (straining) of the liner therefore is pos
sible before tensile stresses necessary for cracking to occur are 
generated. However, before such stress levels are reached, localization 
of deformation occurs with the formation of multiple shear ruptures 
in regions of greatest liner deformation. Consequently, tensile stresses 
do not arise and no tension cracking is observed once rupturing has 
occurred. It is not possible at this stage to make any statements as to 
when shear rupture occurs and what combination of overburden and 
liner thickness is necessary to prevent tension cracking. The presence 
of shear ruptures did not affect the performance of the kaoline model 
liner as an effective hydraulic barrier. However, there is some evidence 
that in the presence of large hydraulic gradients this is not necessarily 
the case, and such ruptures could provide preferential flow paths8

•
9 

reducing liner effectiveness. 
Where no overburden was present, the growth of tension cracks in 

regions of large deformation resulted in failure of the pure kaolin model 
liners to function as effective hydraulic barriers. However, in liners of 
greater thickness, the larger lateral stresses present in the lower depths 
of the liner may also result in the onset of shear rupture rather than 
tension cracking-as argued above for the case of an overburden. In 
such instances, a liner 'failure' would arise from the creation of preferen
tial flow paths consisting of a combination of shear rupture and tension 
cracking. This was thought to be the case in test TD8 (see Fig. 5a for 
interpretation). 

Comparison of the fine/coarse mixture and pure kaolin model liners 
illustrates a much greater capacity of the fine/coarse mixture liner 
material to function effectively when subjected to even large deforma
tions. The reasons for this response are not entirely clear, but the 
following interpretation is suggested. First, the absence of significant 
tension cracking suggests that the material possesses a very small 
cohesive strength and, hence, large unsupported tension cracks cannot 
appear, i.e., the response to deformation of the material is as might 
be expected for a sand. Second, the very low permeability of the 
material, which is derived from the nature and size distribution of the 
fine fraction filling the voids of the sand, is maintained under imposed 
deformation by the ability of this fine fraction-which would behave 
like a slurry of zero effective strength-to flow within the sand matrix. 
Hence, the material would exhibit an extremely quick and efficient self
healing property. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The ability of the centrifuge to induce prototype stress levels within 
a small scale model allows the stress dependent response of the model 
to be directly interpreted to the corresponding prototype situation. Thus, 
from the model tests presented in this paper, where model liners have 
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been subjected to deformations of a similar nature to those that might 
occur in the field, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• Tunsion cracking and rupture arc likely responses for pure compacted 
clay liners. The dominant mode of liner response will be dependent 
on the lateral stress level. For example, small lateral stresses will 
favor the development of tension cracking, whereas larger lateral 
stresses will promote localization of deformation into shear ruptures. 

• The development of severe tension cracks can lead to failure of the 
liner to function as an effective hydraulic barrier. 

• The presence of ruptures alone is unlikely to affect the satisfactory 
performance of the liner in a prototype situation. 

• Liners manufactured from fine/coarse (sand/clay) mixtures may pro
vide hydraulic barriers virtually unaffected by likely proto(ypc defor
mations. This design is thought to be due to a highly efficient 
self-healing system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hazardous waste disposal facilities presently rely on RCRA-required 
liner systems, composed of two geomembrane liners overlying natural 
or compacted clay, to impede the migration of contaminants into the 
environment. Limitations to the present liner systems include the poten
tial for construction defects, long-term changes in the properties of the 
membrane and diffusion of organic contaminants through the other
wise intact liners. The present design philosophy, simply stated, is to 
design a liner system that does not leak. 

Since liner systems cannot be perfectly constructed and diffusion 
causes contaminant migration through liners, a composite liner system 
is proposed which would further reduce the rate of contaminant migra
tion into the environment. The design philosophy of this composite liner 
approach is markedly different than the present design philosophy. While 
present designers strive to minimize the hydraulic conductivity of the 
system, it may be more prudent to acknowledge the potential for 
contaminant transport across the barrier layers and design the system 
to adsorb these contaminants. 

The proposed composite liner starts with the same features as a con
ventional RCRA liner system including two geomembrane liners, two 
leachate collection systems and the appropriate drainage and filter layers. 
However, the proposed composite also includes components to sorb 
the contaminants in the leachate. A sequence in the liner system is also 
proposed but this can be left to the individual designer's preference. 
We propose that the liner include a layer of calcium bentonite and natural 
zeolite attached to the bottom of the uppermost geomembrane. Cal
cium bentonite and zeolite will preferentially adsorb and filter inor
ganic species which may penetrate this liner. We also propose that the 
liner include a layer of organically-modified clay attached to the lower
most geomembrane. This liner composite will adsorb organics which 
would otherwise migrate into the environment. Performance data are 
presented to support these concepts. 

INTRODUCTION 

The present philosophy for the design of liner systems is to reduce 
the hydraulic transport of contaminants through the system. The design 
strategy recognizes the potential for imperfections and accommodates 
these through redundancy and through quality control measures. The 
present design philosophy does not, however, explicitly acknowledge 
diffusion as a contaminant transport mechanism. Research has shown 
that contaminant transport in response to diffusion gradients may be 
significant. We propose that liner systems be designed as composites 
which include sorption layers as well as barriers to hydraulic transport. 
In this way, a mechanism is provided through which the liner system 
can minimize the rate of inorganic and organic contaminant transport 
into the environment in response to both hydraulic and diffusion 

gradients. 
Described in the following paper are several proposed materials that 

have demonstrated the capability to adsorb contaminants. Calcium 
bentonite and natural zeolite are suitable for inorganic constituents, and 
organically-modified clays are suitable for organic constituents. In 
addition, high carbon fly ash may be considered for both organics and 
inorganics. 

PROPOSED COMPOSITE LINER 

Liner systems presently employ two geomembrane barrier layers 
overlying natural or compacted clay as shown in Figure 1. This system 
is subject to constraints including: 

• A clay source of adequate quality and quantity within an economic 
distance 

• Compaction to remove natural defects (preferential contaminant 
migration pathways) such as root or desiccation cracks 

• Quality control to prevent punctures in the synthetic liner not be 
during construction or during waste disposal 

• No diffusion of contaminants occurs through the synthetic liner 

Figure 1 
RCRA Liner System 

Each of these constraints can be addressed with the present design 
approach to some extent. Clays of adequate quality and quantity are 
available, although costs may be quite high. Preferential contaminant 
migration pathways can be removed from the underlying clay layer, with 
difficulty, by mechanical means. Geomembrane liner's defucts have been 
a problem commonly associated with synthetic liners. The final item 
presents the greatest difficulty for the present liner systems as diffu
sion through geomembranes does occur1

• It also has been shown that 
as chemicals at the molecular level penetrate geomembranes, synthet~ 
ic liners probably deteriorate2

• When geomembranes are exposed to 
chemicals over a long period of time, thickness, crystallinity and molecu
far structure are affected by chemical and thermal changes in the im-
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mediate environment. A landfill is a chemical and biological 
environment in which chemical and biological degradation of the con
tents takes place over time. A composite liner system must be designed 
to accommodate these processes to achieve a maximum life span com
mensurate with the predicted time rate of chemical degradation. 

A number of modifications to the conventional liner system are pro
posed in this paper to improve the performance of landfill liner systems 
for both inorganic and organic constituent~ (Fig. 2). The liner system 
pcrfonnance can be enhanced using a series of natural and chemically
altercd natural materials to create an impmvl-d composite liner system. 

.::=.. -

~ --
Figure 2 

Pmposc:d c,1mpo~ue Liner Sysiem 

As shov. n in Figure 2. a layer of calcium bentonite and naturaJ zcolite 
beneath the primary gcornembranc hner is proposed. These hMJ mineral~ 
effectively adsorbed any heavy metals which have not been removed 
by the le.achate collection system and have passed through the primary 
geomembrane barrier. The thickness of this natural material layer can 
be based on the required attenuation capacity. The layer may be rela
tively thin because the ion exchange capacity of both minerals is high 
(i.e .• over 60 meq/100 g). 

l11CSC materials underlie the primary geomembrane barrier and may 
be auached to the geomembrane consistent with present) y llllllilablc !C\:h
nology (the Para.seaJ System from Paramount Co., Spearfish, South 
Dakota). Alternatively. the added materials may be prepared as separate 
layers and serve as bedding for the primary geomembrane. In either 
instance. the sorptivc layer will attenuate the rate of inorgan.ic mass 
transport through the liner system. 

The proposed composite liner is also equipped to auenuate the rate 
of mass transport of organic contaminants. This attenuation process is 
accomplished with the inclusion of a layer of organically-modified clay. 
The organically-modified clay i~ designed 10 adsorb organic l"Ontpounds 

that may have diffused through the liner. The organically modified clay 
may be attached on the bottom side of the secondary geomembrane. 
This liner may rest on a soft soil or clay to assure no damage to it. 
In this fashion, organics which may diffuse through the liner will be 
sorbed onto the organically-modified clays. Alternatively. the 
organically-modified clay may be anached to the upper side of the SC\:on
dary geomembrane. In this fashion, the organically modified day will 
protect 1he geomembrnne from degradation as well a.. reduce con
taminant transport across the layer 

The inclusion of a layer of carbon-rich fly ash also has been i.:onsi
dered. Alkaline fly ash could increase the pH of the leachate. which 
would in turn cause prccipiUtlion of heavy me1als. The layer al:-;o could 
contain an inexpensive reducing agent, sut·h as reduced tron powder 
or graphite, to reduce hcxavaJenl chromium 10 trivalent chromium to 
enhance precipitation. The fly ash should con1ain al least 10% carbon 
and be free of phenolics. This high carbon fly ash 'M.>uld then eflidently 
absorb low molecular weight organics1

• 

This proposed system maximizes retention of coniaminants through 
sorption processes. This new liner system contrasts to designs which 
focus on hydraulic transport mechanisms. The clays and z.eolites will 
sorb metals and the environment is proteclc<l by the organically-modified 
clay against diffusing organic chemical transport. The remainder of this 
paper describes lhe individual component\ in detail and discusses some 
test results which support lhe compo~ite liner concepts. 
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MATERIALS DF..SCRimON 

Calcium Bentonlte 
Calcium bemonites arc non-gelling bentonites containing montmoril

lomtc as their major constituent. This mon1morillonite has, as its 
primary exchangeable cation, calcium (typically from 35 IO 99% of 
the exchangeable cations). Calcium benronites, such as those from Mis
sissippi and Alabama, have ion exchange capacities of more than ~ 
mcq/100 g. 

Calcium bentomtes arc in abundance worldwide'. These clays ex
pand little upon wetting with waler a desirable characteristic since !heir 
function is w; an ion exchange barrier rather than as a water barrier . 
Calcium bentonite transmits water, where the secondary leachale col
lection system can collect it. The calcium ions on the surface o( this 
clay exchange readily with heavy metals such as lead. copper. nickel 
and others. with strong preference for lead'. 

7.A?Ollte 
A natural zeolite (of a 200 mesh grain siz.e) can be blended with lhe 

calcium bcntonitc. or it can be placed as a separate la)er to enhance 
the '°rpcion of inorganic spec~. Placemclll of' the zeolites as a sepanllt 
layer would prevcnl pouible exchange reactions of the calcium from 
the bentonitc with the !!Odium from the zeolile. Natural zeolia arc also 
hydrou5 aluminum 11ihcatc.s, like rnonlmorillonite. bul with an entirely 
different cr)'\talline lattice anangcmenl. Zeolitcs arc crysialline
hydrated. thrce-dimcn.'l1onal aluminosilicates with a cage structure, 
wherein the ochangeablc ion~ a.re sorbed. Its ~hangc capacity is up 
to 250 meq/g. The major eiichangeable ions are sodium and calcium. 
The zeolite acts like a sieve when permeated by waler. !rapping mc:uls 
that pass through by ion exchange. The zeolitc would complemem the 
calcium bcntonilc to assure maximum adsorption of metals. 

There an: five major zeolitc etas~ including: Anakimc. Chabazite. 
Clinoptilolite, Erionitc and Mordenite. Zeolites prcscndy arc used to 
purify waler con1aminated with radioacti\te cesium and other ions (e.g. 
Three Mile Island). refTIO'<-e anunonium from wasle'walCr treattnenl plail 
effiucnt and fish lank.s, con1rol odor cal litter and adsorb metals from 
industrial wa.stewaters in columns. 

Arsenic. lead and cadmium an: preferentially adsorbed by zeolites. 
A study by the Montana College of Mineral Science and Technologt 
showed that a chabazite from BcM·ic Counly. Arizona was an exccllcnl 
adsorption media for metals in groundwater. The structure and behavior 
of zcolites have been s1udied extensively' but further details arc 
beyond the scope of this paper 

Organk:ally-Modified ~ 
Organically-mod1fied clays were developed m the 1940s. Jordana.• 

published the first original \\Ork on the subject. Organoclays arc funhcr 
described by Alther. ct al.," and Evans. et al 0 In summary. the in
organi..: cation on the surflh."C of a clay such as a monunorillonite. is 
exchanged with a suitable organic cation. preferentially with an amine 
of 11 composed chain length of at least 12 carbons9

• The imponant 
reactions that take place in this process arc ad!IOrption, ion exchange 
and intercalation. 

According to Mortlandu. an organically-modified clay adsorbs or· 
ganic moleculcs due to two controlling factors: 0) adsorbent-adsorbate 
interactions and (2) adsorbate-solvent interactions. The adsorption 
capacity of an organically-modified clay 1s thus dependent on the amine 
used to convert the clay and the properties of the medium, such as its 
temperature, pH and type of solvcn1. Additional insight into lhe behavior 
of organically-modified clays is pfO\·ided by Boyd, et al. 0 , Monland. 
et al.". and Wolf, ct al. ... These authors and others have designed 
organically-modified clays by exchanging onto them dioctadecyl 
dimethyl. hcmdC\.j'ltrimethyl ammonium chloride (very hydrophobic 
in nature), the less hydrophobic tctramethyl ammonium chloride and 
hexadecyl pyridinium compounds. Boyd, ct al. 0. and Monland, et 
al. 11

, have shown those clays (the ones modified with strongly 
hydrophobic organic molecules) to be excellent adsorbents of chloro
phenols. while not suitable for stra.ighl phenols. 



Wolfe, et al. 14, tested the efficiency of three organically-modified 
clays as to their efficiency (versus activated carbon) in the removal of 
11 organic compounds from water, with encouraging results. Boyd, et 
al. 13 , have shown that, as hydrophobicity of the sorbate increases, 
sorption by the organically-modified clay increases while the reaction 
of primary amines with other molecules is pH-dependent. This is not 
the case for quaternary amines, making them more suitable sorbents 
for water decontamination. 

The entire process of sorption of organics onto organically-modified 
clays is described as a partitioning process15

•
16

• Boyd, et al. 13
, describe 

the process such that the quaternary ammonium ion attached to the clay 
surface acts as a solubilizing (partitioning) medium to remove organic 
molecules from water, being functionally and conceptually similar to 
a bulk organic solvent such as hexane or octanol 13 They used the 
hexadecyl trimethyl ammonium chloride ion (16 carbons long) to re
move non-ionic organic contaminants such as benzene, dichloroben
zene and perchloroethane from water, with good success. The evidence 
points to the effectiveness of organically-modified clays for the removal 
of such toxic compounds. 

Fly Ash 

A description of the type of fly ash properties best suited for landfill 
liners desired for this application is found in Mott and Weber13 • The 
properties of the fly ash from Trenton, Michigan are shown on Table 1. 
These authors showed that molecular diffusion of organics through 
soil/bentonite backfills in slurry walls result in solute breakthrough 
within a relatively short time. The addition of high-carbon fly ash within 
the barrier caused a substantial delay in breakthrough. 

Table 1 
Fly Ash Properties 

Density (g/cm3) 2.29 

Loss on Ignition (%) 9.14 

Carbon1 (%) 6.14 

Phenol2 nd 

Tannin2 951 

Specific Surf ace (m2 /g) 3 2.65 

1 Measured as co2 recovered during wet combustion 

2 Normalized to the carbon fraction of fly ash 

3 Primary surface Area by B.E.T. nitrogen adsorption 

LABORATORY TESTING 

Laboratory studies were undertaken to further demonstrate the via
bility of the proposed composite liner concepts. Samples of sorptive 
media were compacted into cylindrical specimens for permeation in 
a triaxial cell permeameter. Samples were permeated with distilled water 
spiked with several inorganic and organic species including copper, lead 
and nickel at concentrations of 10 mg/L. Samples of the influent and 
effluent were taken throughout the permeation period and analyzed for 
the spiked constituents. 

The results are shown in Figures 3 through S. As shown, the calcium 
bentonite, chabazite (a natural zeolite) and a naturally occurring silty 
clay all attenuate the contaminant concentrations. In fact, breakthrough 
does not occur for the lead and nickel even after a pore volume 
displacement of 12. 

This study also used a commercially available organoclay (PT-1, 
Bentec, Inc., Ferndale, Michigan) which is modified with dimethyl di
hydrogenated tallow ammonium chloride, an 18-carbon alkyl ammonium 
molecule. As expected, the organically-modified clay had little effect 
upon the sorption of inorganic species. Analytical data on the concen-
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Figure 3 
Permeation of Silty Clay 
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Figure 4 
Permiation of Calcium Bentonite 
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Figure 5 
Permeation of Chabazite 

trations of the organic species were not available at the time of publi
cation but are expected to demonstrate the adsorption capacity of the 
organically-modified clay for organic species. 
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Results for the fly ash were less conclusive. Although some inor
ganic ions were adsorbed from the influent, copper concentrations sig
nificantly increased in the effluent. Further studies investigating 
alternative fly ash sources and types arc needed to justify the use of 
a fly ash layer within the composite liner system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An alternative philosophy for the design of secure landfill hner systems 
is proposed. Whereas designers presently focus on the need for low 
hydraulic conductivity, we propose that designers recognize that liners 
may leak and contaminants will migrate across the barrier layers due 
to the hydraulic imperfections and molecular diffusion. With this recog
nition of contaminant transpon across the harriers, come~ the need to 
include adsorptive layers in the liner system. Thus. a composite liner 
would use teclmologies presently employed to reduce the hydraulic con· 
ductivity (such as geomembranes) coupled with media to '>Orb con
taminants. Adsorption media include calcium bentonitcs and natural 
zcolites for inorganic species and organically-modified clays for organic 
species. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As of August, 1989, asbestos has been identified as a chemical of 
concern at 22 Superfund sites. At many of these sites, it is the sole 
chemical of concern. The sources of the asbestos are quite variable. 
On one hand, the source may be mining and/or milling activities or 
emissions from natural deposits (Atlas/Coalinga, California, Globe, 
Arizona). Other sites consist primarily of material disposed improperly 
from secondary processing (Ambler, Pennsylvania). At still other sites, 
the source of the asbestos is tailings which have been put to a supposedly 
beneficial use (South Bay/Alviso, California). In addition to the sites 
where asbestos is the sole chemical of concern, there are numerous 
other sites where it occurs with other toxic chemicals. These sites con
taining mixed wastes range from abandoned hazardous waste disposal 
sites (Hardage, Oaklahoma) to sites were asbestos was used as a struc
tural or insulation material (Sharon Steel, Utah). 

Due to its unique nature, asbestos presents some special problems 
in its analysis, remediation and risk assessment. Specialized analytical 
concerns regarding asbestos at Superfund sites have been dealt with 
in the literature for asbestos in air1 and in soiP. The U.S. EPA has 
produced a Health Effects Assessment3 and a review of the health 
effects of asbestos4 which incorporates risk-based information. 
Additionally, ATSDR is in the process of producing a toxicological 
profile for asbestos. However, a methodology has not been developed 
for asbestos risk assessments at hazardous waste sites which parallels 
the methods developed by the U.S. EPA for chemicals5

• The develop
ment of this type of methodology has been hampered by many questions 
of scientific controversy which surround asbestos. These unanswered 
questions relate to the definition of biologically active fibers, the shape 
of the dose response curve, the relevance of analytical measurements 
to risk assessment techniques, the problem of route-specific carcinoge
nicity and the presence ofubiquitous background concentrations at levels 
associated with relatively high cancer risk. 

The U.S. EPA has conducted considerable research under regulato
ry programs other than Superfund such as AHERN and the Phase
down rule7

• Other regulatory agencies both within the United States8 

and abroad9 also have developed programs for asbestos management. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a methodology for asbestos risk 
assessment which we have synthesized from our activities at three Su
perfund sites in addition to risk and exposure assessments performed 
under AHERA. 

A RISK BASED DEFINITION OF ASBESTOS 

Asbestos is a generic term referring to a family of naturally occurring 
silicates having a fibrous crystalline structure. There are six fibrous 
silicates defined as asbestos types: chrysotile, actinolite, amosite, 
anthophyllite, crocidolite and tremolite. Of these six silicates, only 

chrysotile is typically detected at Superfund sites. 
Deposition and absorption of asbestos fibers can be influenced by 

fiber characteristics such as fiber length, fiber diameter, aspect ratio 
(ratio of length to diameter), fiber number, stability of fibers in the 
body, surface chemistry of the fiber, interactions between fibers and 
other surfaces, fiber translocation and migration, overall fiber dose and 
fiber type 10

• Specific data relating individual asbestos type and 
physical characteristics of the fiber with biological activity via ingestion 
are Jacking. 

Following inhalation, there is some evidence to suggest a relation
ship between asbestos fiber dimension and carcinogenic potential. This 
relationship is known as the Stanton Hypothesis and is based on corre
lations between pleural sarcomas in rats and dimensions of fibers in 
addition to human epidemiologic data 11 • Long, thin fibers ( > 5 µ in 
length, aspect ratio >3) appear to elicit the greatest biological response. 
However, a critical fiber length below which there would be no car
cinogenic activity has not been demonstrated. Fibers Jess than 5 µ in 
length appear to be capable of produ,cing mesothelioma4

, and the 
results of one analysis show that carcinogenicity appears to be a con
tinuously increasing function of the aspect ratio12

• 

A re-analysis of Stanton's original data13 concludes that factors other 
than size and shape may play a role in asbestos carcinogenicity. There
fore, for purposes of risk assessment, all asbestos fibers will be consi
dered to be carcinogenic, although direct preparation total TEM fiber 
counts (where available) must be converted to PCM equivalents for pur
poses of using human health data derived from epidemiologic studies 
in which exposure was measured by PCM. 

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION/ 
DOSE-RESPONSE QUANTIFICATION 

The primary non-carcinogenic health effect of asbestos is asbestosis, 
a chronic lung disease associated with function disabilities and early 
mortality; however, development of asbestosis usually is associated only 
with high-level occupational exposure4

• For low-level environmental 
exposure, cancer is considered a more appropriate endpoint for criteria 
development than asbestosis. 

The carcinogenicity of asbestos following ingestion has not been con
clusively demonstrated by direct studies. In a National Toxicology 
Program (NTP) 14 bioassay in male rats, a significant increase in 
~en!gn ep~thelial neoplasms. in the large intestine was interpreted as 
limited evidence that orally mgested chrysotile fibers may be carcino
genic. Available data from occupational studies also suggest a link 
between inhalation and subsequent ingestion of asbestos and gastro
intestinal cancer4. 

The U.S. EPA15 developed an oral unit risk factor of l.4x10-13 
(fiber/liter)-1 based on the NTP bioassay in which benign neoplasms 
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were observed in male rats exposed to asbestos ( > 10 µ in length) in 
drinking water: this cancer potency factor was used by the U.S. EPA 
as the basis for the drinking water maximum contaminant level goal. 
There are a number of uncenainties associated with this approach 
including the absence of adequate dose-response data frum human popu
lations exposed via ingestion, the induction of benign tumors only and 
the fact that the criterion is limited to fibers greater than 10 µ in length. 

Inhalation exposure in humans and experimental animals can result 
in both lung cancer and mesothelioma. The calculation of rii;k for 
inhalation exposure is based primarily on the methodology set forth 
in the U.S. EPA's Airborne Asbestos Heallh Effects Update'. This cal· 
culation relies on the use of risk tables which give mallimum likelihood 
estimates for mesothelioma and lung cancer as a function of sell, age 
at onset of exposure. years of exposure and ambient atmospheric con
centrations. Situations not exactly described by the risk tables are 
evaluated by linear interpolation among values on 1he tables. 

Since the tabulated function is non-linear at high concentration~. for 
situations when concentrations are substantially higher than those !ihown 
on the tables. the resulting risks presen1ed should not exceed the maxi· 
mum risk shown in the health risk table (3xl0 'J. but should rather 
be listed as ">3XIO'. For situations below the range of the tables 
(e.g .. exposure periods of less than I yr .• concentration.\ substantially 
lower than IO • to 10 • fiber/cm'). the linearized unit risk of 
2.3186Jt10- 1 (fibers/cm')-• developed by the U.S. EPA .. for a lifetime 
exposure may be used. The risk calculated by this method must be 
adjusted to compensate for less than lifetime ellposure. 

APPLICABLE OR RELEVANT AND 
APPROPRIATE REQUIREMENTS 

The U.S. EPA's interim guidance" defines ARARs as follows. 
Applicable requirements means those cleanup standards. standards 

of control or other environmental protection requirements. criteria or 
limitations which are promulgated under Federal or State law and 
specifically address a hazardous substance or other circumstance at a 
CERCLA site. On the other hand relevant and appropriate requiremenb 
address situations which are sufficiently similar to a CERCLA site that 
their use is well suited to the panicular site or situation. 

Federal regulatory action on asbestos has taken on a variety of fonru. 
Regulations have been promulgated by numerous agencies including 
the U.S EPA. the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). the 
Depanment ofTransponation (DUf). the Food and Drug Administra
tion (FDA). the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) and 
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Although 
none of the promulgated regulations may be applicable to a specific 
asbestos site, they may be relevant and appropriate. 

In 1980, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH) recommended to OSHA a maximum level for asbestos in the 
workplace m addition to sever.U measures which would act to minim1u 
exposure. Recently, OSHA issued a rule implementing many of these 
regulations and lowering the old workplace standard of 2 f/cm' to 0.2 
f/cm' of air as an 8-hr time weighted average (51 FR 22612, 1986). As
bestos was first designated by the U.S. EPA as a hazardous air pollu
tant under the Clean Air Act in 1971. Since their initial promulgation 
in 1973. the National Emissions Standard~ for Hazardous Air Pollu· 
tants (NESHAP) for asbestos have been revised several times. A' they 
currently read, the regulations call for no visible emissions from mill· 
ing. manufacturing and asbestos waste disposal activities (43 FR 26372. 
1977) and require that asbestos containing waste be kept thoroughly 
wet with water during handling. The standard of no visible emission~ 
may be relevant and appropriate to the asbestos soils and wastes at 
hazardous waste sites. 

Asbestos was first determined to be a hazardous water pollutant in 
1973. Effluent limitation guidelines for asbestos manufacturing have been 
promulgated (40 FR 1874, 1975). Also under the Clean Water Act. the 
U.S. EPA published an Ambient Water Quality Criteria document for 
asbestos"'. The document noted that data were inadequate to issue 
criteria for the protection of aquatic life. For protection of human health. 
the estimated levels of asbestos in water which would result in increased 
lifetime cancer risks of JO '. JO •and IOC' are 300,000 total fibers/L, 
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30.000 total tiben/L, and 3.000 total fibers/liter, respectively. The U.S. 
EPA also has proposed an MCLG for asbestos in drinking water under 
the Safe Drinking Wat.er Act which equaled an excess cancer risk cf 
IQ-<> to an asbestos concentration of 7.lxlQ·• fibers greater than JO I' 
in length/L" 

Another significant regulation is the Asbestos Hazard Emergency 
Response Act (AHERA) which enacted litle II of TCSA. Under this 
act, the U.S. EPA has published regulations rclared to inspection and 
management of friable asbestos in schools (52 FR 42826, 1987). The 
monitoring procedures specified in this regulation may be relevant to 
hazardous waste sit.es. In the rule. local agencies must consider an 8"<l 

to contain asbestos if asbestos fibers are found in any sample 81 gRaler 
than I 41 as analyzed by PLM. Since I fl generally is acccpred as lhe 
detection limit for asbestos in soil. it could be argued that this~ 
a standard for non-detectable asbestos. i.e .• that any delectable asbcslos 
in soil warrantA action. 

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT 

There are t'M> general routes through which individuals may be 
exposed to asbestos at a Supcrfund site: inhalation and ingestion. 
Experimental and epidemiological studies indicare that inhaJa&ioo 
exposu~ to ubcstm are of greate5t potential concern to human bcalth. 
Exposure to asbestos via ingestion. although not considered IO be as 
1mponant toxicolog1caJly as inhalation. may also be associated widi 
an increased rak of neoplasms. These ingestion exposures include dim:t 
ingestion of contaminated soil. direct ingestion of contaminated surface 
water and indirect ingestion of asbesaos which has been inhaled. Dennal 
contact and subsequenl absorption is ROI an exposure route of concern 
since a.'ibestos is noc likely to be absorbed through inaact skin. 

Although a thin crusa usually forms on the asbesaos mllCrial in ~ 
tailings piles. mill tailings piles. soils, etc. after rainstorms.. this C1USt 
is easily disturbed with the net ~t that the asbestos malerials become 
f nable and may be eroded by high winds. Persons in downwind off. 
site residential areas may be exposed to ambient airborne asbestos. In 
addition. individuals who trespa.s~ or engage in recreational activities 
in the vicinity of a site may inhale ambient air concentrations of asbcslos 
on-site. Ambient eoncentralions of airborne asbesaos are usually ddcclied 
in various on-site and off-site areas by air monitoring conducu:d during 
an RI: therefore. this exposure pathway is considered complece. 

Problems with sampling and analysis rl airborne asbestos, howc'Ycr. 
often make a.irbomc data difflCult to use for risk assessment. At one 
site. for example. air samples were collected both in summer and winier 
and both during the day and a1 night in order to account fOr the complex. 
l·hanging nature of meteorological conditions affecting air concentra
tions 111 different times of the year. A threshold wind velocity is neces
sary to cause soil entrainment of asbcslos; however. air monitoring 
samples were collected during periods when this threshold ..aocity was 
exceeded. Therefore, using the available air monitoring data and the 
site-specific meteorological monitoring data collected during an RI, 
modeling was conducted to detenninc annual average air concentra
tions of asbestos at various locations. Annual average air concentra
tions of asbestos were determined for each sampling location based on 
the air monitoring concentrations and modeling which accounted for 
periods when the threshold velocity was exceeded. 

A funher limitation of air monitoring conttrns the presence or more 
than one potential source of airborne contamination. If more than one 
site is contributing to airborne contaminant levels, ambient air 
monitoring data often do not allow detennination of the fraction of 
measured concentrations associated with each source. The concen
trations used to estimate exposures in a risk assessment should in theory 
reflect site-specific conditions, but a wide variety of potential off-sile 
sources of asbestos can contribute to background asbestos concenna
tions in air. Air monitoring for asbestos often docs not allow dif
ferentiation between these background ambient asbestos levels. whether 
naturally occurring or anthropogenic. It is also difficult to distinguish 
between primary sources of asbestos (e.g., the mining and mill tailings 
piles on the sites) and ~-ondary sources of asbestos (e.g .• sedimentary 
deposits of asbestos which have been transported downstream during 
rain storms and subsequently become dry and subject to wind erosion). 



For many sites, it is necessary to conduct modeling which estimates 
the fractional contribution of the different sources to calculate annual 
average air concentrations of asbestos in various locations. 

Although of short duration compared to inhalation of contaminated 
ambient air, asbestos air concentrations resulting from activities which 
disturb contaminated source materials may be elevated above ambient 
levels by several orders of magnitude19

• Thus, in addition to chronic 
exposures to lower ambient asbestos levels, activity-related exposures 
of the individuals participating in the activity to airborne asbestos could 
potentially result in cumulative asbestos exposures of concern to human 
health if they occur with sufficient frequency. 

For a typical non-residential mining or milling site, on-site activities 
which could potentially generate increased levels of airborne asbestos 
(i.e., above ambient) include off-road vehicle traffic (e.g., motorcycles, 
cars and trucks) on asbestos piles and on jeep trails, horseback riding, 
hiking, camping and hunting. Vehicle traffic and horseback riding are 
expected to stir up greater quantities of dust than are hiking, camping 
and hunting. In addition, hikers, campers and hunters are not expected 
to spend extensive periods of time on the asbestos piles present at the 
sites. Therefore, only inhalation exposures related to vehicle traffic and 
horseback riding activities usually need to be assessed for the activity
related air exposures. 

For a typical site involving secondary contamination, activities which 
could potentially generate airborne asbestos include vehicle traffic on 
dirt roads and agricultural tilling of a contaminated area. 

Air monitoring is not usually designed to measure exposure to point 
concentrations of airborne asbestos for on-site and off-site activities. 
These exposures are, instead, estimated using a combination of results 
from empirical experiments in addition to emission and air dispersion 
models. An emission model is required to predict the rate of release 
of the contaminant from the site into the air. The dispersion model uses 
the estimated emission rate to predict concentrations of a contaminant 
in air around the source. 

Emissions of this type may be evaluated by using the results of the 
U.S. EPA's Environmental Asbestos Roads Study21 • The results of 
some experiments performed by California Department of Health 
Services 19 at the South Bay/Alviso Superfund Site may be used to 
evaluate individual exposures during some routine activities which 
involve soil disturbance on a small scale. Due to the lack of quality 
assurance for these activity studies, the experiments can be used only 
to yield an order-of-magnitude (or qualitative) estimate. 

Efforts to correlate particulate matter emissions with asbestos emis
sions have been undertaken in hopes that fugitive dust emission models 
could be adapted for estimating ambient concentrations of asbestos. 
Addison, et al.,22 have shown, for instance, that trace amounts of 
asbestos in soils (e.g., 0.001 % ) may yield airborne asbestos concentra
tions greater than 0.001 fibers/mL, and that a 1 % concentration in soil 
may yield up to 20 fibers/mL in air. In general, however, current ef
forts have shown that airborne concentrations of particulate matter do 
not correlate in a consistent manner with asbestos concentrations, and 
the U.S. EPA has not developed emission factors specifically for the 
release of asbestos from soil. The emission models mentioned above 
have, however, been developed to characterize releases of fugitive dust 
(soil) from exposed sites due to mechanical disturbances (e.g., vehicle 
traffic and agricultural tilling)20• The U.S. EPA considers their air pol
lution manual, AP-42, emission factors for total suspended particulate 
matter to be a reasonable approach for risk assessments of activity
related exposures providing that the asbestos fibers are relatively short. 
The fact that TEM fiber counts are much greater than PLM counts 
at most chrysotile asbestos sites is an indication of short fiber lengths. 
The U.S. EPA also has provided precedent in using a box model for 
asbestos decision-making purposes. 

It should be noted that for usual activity modeling, the units for the 
soil asbestos concentrations are expressed in PLM area. percent, which 
were assumed to be equal to PLM weight percent. These soil concen
trations are applied to the air emissions modeling, and air concentra
tions of asbestos in units of PLM ug/m3 were calculated. In order to 
assess the potential human health impact of inhaling airborne asbestos 
fibers, air concentration units must be PCM fibers/cm3. Therefore, the 

mass of fibers reported as ug by PLM may be assumed to be equal 
to mass in units of ug by TEM analysis and a conversion factor of 30 
TEM ug/m3 = 1 PCM fiber/cm3 may be applied to obtain air concen
trations in PCM fiber/cm3. 

As mentioned above, a few research efforts have been undertaken 
in an attempt to determine the impact of some routine activities (e.g., 
playing and gardening) which involve soil disturbance on a small scale. 
These studies have been conducted by the California Department of 
Health Services (DHS) 19 at the South Bay/Alviso Superfund Site. Four 
general types of activities have been examined: (1) a worst-case scenario 
in which asbestos contaminated soil was thrown in front of a fan and 
air concentrations were measured 10 ft downwind at 30 in. above the 
ground'9; (2) vehicle scenarios in which a truck or car was driven 
along an asbestos contaminated dirt road and samples were collected 
upwind and downwind19•21 ; (3) a playing scenario in which a toy dump 
truck was filled and emptied for 15 min. and personal air samples were 
collected at 1 and 4 ft above ground 19

; and (4) a gardening scenario 
in which loose dirt containing asbestos was turned over with a shovel 
for 15 min. and personal air samples were collected again at 1 and 4 ft 
above surface level 19 . 

The results of these activity-related experiments can provide an 
indication of the potential air concentrations and resulting exposures 
and risks that may be associated with similar activities conducted at 
the residential areas located in the vicinity of Superfund sites. The 
playing scenario was conducted in soil containing approximately 5 % 
asbestos (approximately 13 % by TEM); breathing zone air concen
trations were estimated to be roughly 1.7 NIOSH fibers/cm3 (equiva
lent to PCM fibers/cm3). If activities similar to the simulated playing 
scenario were to occur repeatedly (e.g., every other weekend for several 
months of the year for a period of several years) among children playing 
in the residential areas, cumulative asbestos exposures could result in 
increased lifetime cancer risks exceeding one in one million. 

The worst-case and vehicle scenarios for the California DHS experi
ments resulted in greater impacts on air concentrations than did the 
playing scenario. The worst-case scenario was conducted in soil con
taining Jess than 1 % chrysotile based on PLM and roughly 30% asbestos 
based on TEM and resulted in air concentrations of approximately 
200 f/cm3 by PCM. The most experimentally rigorous activity-related 
experiment was a vehicle scenario conducted by the U.S. EPA21• In 
this experiment, a car was driven back and forth along a 100-ft test 
section of dirt road in California containing approximately 0 to 4 % 
asbestos, during which 1-hr and 8-hr air samples were taken. Two 
upwind and four downwind air samples were collected. One-hour 
median and maximum upwind air asbestos results were 0.01 and 0.09 
PCM structure/cm3, respectively. One hour median downwind air as
bestos sample concentrations varied from 0.08 to 0.21 PCM struc
tures/cm3, depending on the distance of the sampling station from the 
experiment location. One-hour maximum downwind air asbestos con
centrations varied from 0.23 to 0.9 PCM structures/cm3. Since the 
majority of soil sample results from the dirt road were less than 1 % 
(by wt), ratios of air concentrations resulting from the vehicle move
ment to the soil concentrations cannot be calculated. From a qualita
tive standpoint, however, these results indicate that vehicle use on 
unpaved surfaces containing asbestos at elevated concentrations could 
result in elevated air concentrations of potential concern to nearby resi
dents or on-site workers. 

Individuals may directly contact and subsequently inadvertently ingest 
chemicals present in contaminated soil which may adhere to hands, 
toys, tools, etc. Inadvertent ingestion of chemicals present in soil is most 
likely to occur in young children, although exposures could possibly 
occur among adults who engage in activities involving soil contact such 
as farming or gardening. In asbestos risk assessment, two types of 
exposures via soil ingestion typically may be evaluated; one involving 
the lifetime exposure of local off-site residents and one involving the 
intermittent exposure of adult hikers, campers and hunters to on-site 
contaminated materials. 

Estimating cancer risks for incidental ingestion of asbestos present 
in soil is complicated because the U.S. EPA 15 has developed a unit risk 
factor for exposure to asbestos in surface water [1.4 x 10-n 
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(fibers/Lt'] only and not for exposure to asbestos from other environ
mental media where concentrations may be rcponed on a mass (not 
fiber) basis. This unit risk factor was used as the basis of the proposed 
Maximum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG) for ingestion of water. 
There arc several important uncenainties associated with even this unit 
risk factor, as discussed in the Hazard Identification section. In order 
to quantify risks associated with incidental ingestion of asbestos in soil, 
the U.S. EPA unit risk factor was convened into a mass-based potency 
factor (mg/kg/day)"' 

This conversion was done only for the purposes of providing a rough 
indication of the potential excess lifetime cancer risks associated with 
direct contact with asbestos in soil and subsequent incidental ingestion 
at a site. The conversion factor from fiber.; to mass of asbestos was 
taken to be 0.129xl0" fiber per mg asbestos based on TEM drink.mg 
water measurements performed at the Illinois Institute of Technology 
Research .. in conjunction with development of the proposed MCLO. 
The convened asbestos potency factor can be multiplied by the COi 
to derive an approximate estimate of the excess lifetime cancer risks 
associated with the specific exposure scenario. 
RISK CHARACTERIZATION 

Summaries of risks calculated by these methods arc presented for 
tw0 Superfund sites (Thbles 1 and 2); background air (Thble 3) and 
public buildings (Thble 4 l. For site A. upperbound ca~er risks asso
ciated with inhalation of ambient air on-site and downwind arc less than 
an order of magnitude different than the upwind station. These risks 
arc also similar to risks associated with inhalation of ambient air out
doors and in public buildings. Risks associated with specific activities 
arc much higher. however and would be high enough to initiate 
remediation based on EPA's risk range of 10-7 to 10-•. For site B. on 
the other hand. risks associated with both inhalation by near site resi
dents and casual recreational users exceed the U.S. EPA's risk range. 
Activity related risks arc also high. The highest ingestion risk at either 
of the sites only slightly exceeds the U.S. EPA's risk range. It should 
be kept in mind, however, that this calculated value is derived from 
data on benign neoplasms rather than malignancies. 

'Jable I 
Summary al Excess Individual Lifetime Canctr Risk.I for 

Expo111tt to Asbato1 Superfund Site A 

Exposure Pethw•y A•erege C.ue 

lnha let Ion Ant> ient A 1 r 

Station I (off-Site/upwind) 
- •sothe I 1.- IE·06 - 2E-OS 
- lung cancer 3£-07 If ·OS 

Stations 2-4 (on-site) 
••othe I ICllU 6[·06 - J[-04 
lung cancer 2[-06 9[-05 

Station S (off-site/downwind) 
- eesothe llON IE·06 · 3[-0S 

lung cancer 4[ ·07 2E ·OS 

lnhaletlon Actl•lty Generated Airborne Asbestos (a) 

Child Playing In: 
Residential Tailings Portions 
Non-Res I dent le I T.11 i ngs Port lon1 
Vacant lotl 
Tre 1 ler Park Yards 

ZE ·06 3£-05 
IE ·06 - 2£-05 

NC 
NC 

Inhalation · Actl•lty Generated Alrbrone A1be1to1 (a) 

Adult Gardening In: 
City Yarda 
Tral ler Perk Yards 

NC 
NC 

Inhalation - Activity Generated Airborne A1be1to1 (•) 
Truck Treff le on Unpaved Surfaces 

Residents lnha ling: 
Ovit from Truckyards HC 
Dust fram Unpaved Roadways NC 
Street Du1t from Paved Roadways NC 

Workers Inhaling: 
Duat from Truckyerds NC 

Ingest Ion of Sol 1 

Children Playing on: 
Residential Portions of Tailings 7[-06 
Hon-Residential Tailings Portion• 2E·06 
A 11 Other Areas NC 

(a) Mesothelloma and lung cancer combined. 
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"-··-UH 

6£·06 lE·OS 
IE-06 1[-05 

SE -OS · IE ·04 
l[-05 7[ ·04 

7[-06 ~ 2[-04 
2[-06 9E·OS 

S(-06 IE·03 
5£·06 • 8E·OS 
1£·06 - 2£-05 
2£ ·06 4[. 04 

8[·06 • 1£-03 
IE-OS 2E·03 

•3£·03 
>3£-03 
•lE-03 

>3[-03 

lE ·04 
IE -04 
3E-05 

~blel 
liatlmaled £Kai Ufedme Cancer RDU for 

ExpolUl'e to Aabeltol Superfuad Site 8 

Resident 

lnha latlon Ae1ldent11 l Air (a) 

Inhalation Recreational Users (a) 

Inhalation - Off-Road Vehicles 
- maothe lt01114 

lung cancer 

Inhalation - Al!rlcultural Tilling 
- •sothe 1 iOlll4 
• lung cancer 

Ingestion Recreational 

lngeatlon Residential 

(a) Me1othel 1au and lung cancer cOllblned. 

'Dlble3 

Average 

7[-04 

2£-04 

SE-06 
4£-07 

5(-04 
9[-04 

6£-07 

2£-06 

IE-02 

1£-03 

lE-02 
6£-04 

3£·02 
4£·02 

SE-OS 

9£-0S 

Summary al i\mbiast Air ,..._... Coaceatndonl and 
,\modated Exe. Ufdlme Cancer ll.lsU 

i11U..1tc ....,..., 

IOUI - AIAC1I ( s:t.HI l ~fl'· 
Collitc1l0fl' "' '(:''•'* , .. c....... 

Air S.,le kt ........ ~ .... "1"'11 •••• 
Quer-t•r 17 CClll90I ua ~' ~ to 1 119-10 111 l J ll-ti I•·- u.s -In 
~- ltll. ..... ._ ..... 

11131 

O.rter 17 CGllOI Un ol ' •o 1 1"9·10 111 J ' x-e r·- us._ ... 
U S IPA 1110 

, .. __ ,.. .... \ u ~ 
t.tlt~ .. ,. M II 1(-00 

(U.S. !•• ltl•I 

s ... , .... '" fral ,.rll ''fl!C• 1114-1\ Ill 0 .. 11 .. 
cso11 .. 1111 .. 11 ,,.., 

S-..1, 1~haur a:wrtro• W1Pln 1--tl JI 1.5 5(..tS 
ror u,s .,_, u.uctJ IC'°"'t.""'~ 
et al. IM:l) 

"a:=.~,~;-: r;ri··· ·-·· 1' 0.1) ... 
uo:=.~,:;-: ~r ·-·· 411 l.lO l( .. 

U.l . ..- .... n.ra1 - .. -
(~et al 11131 

11i.-e1 s.o .... 
Urllu S.ltnrlwl 1tn 10 O.U ... 

(lllloterf ot a I. llJl.51 

a....l S.11.n•lood .... -41 10 1.n ... 
llttlotorf ot al l~l 

Cal _, ltcftol- (bf U); Ouolotto el al. (bf r•). 
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Concentration Cancer Risk* 
Sample Set (ng/m3) for Teachers 
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Air In U.S. schools 61 SE-OS 
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Ontario bul ldings 2. I 3E-06 (b) 

U.K. buildings 1.S IE-06 (b) 

Total Excess 
L if et ime 

Cancer R 1sk* 
for Students 

lE-DS 

8E-06 

3E-06 

lE-OS 

3E-05 

SE-OS 

IE-05 

NA 

NA 

••Calculated using teacher exposure ass1111ptlons, converting ng/m3 - PCMe f/cm3, 
and s1.111111ng lung cancer and mesothe11orna. 

(a) DATA SOURCE: Ouelette et al. (Ref 24); Nicholsen (Ref 23). 

(b) Calculated for an office worker. 
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INTRODUcnON 

Since CERCLA was passed in 1980, the Superfund process al inactive 
haz.anious waste sites has become more institutionalized and cumber· 
some as nmc progresses. Although sites are being cleaned up, the U.S. 
EPA has been severely criticized by environmentalists, industry and 
Congress alike for lack of progress in the program. A few statistics 
will cnlighren this situation. 

As of Mar. 31, 1989, the U.S. EPA' estimated that there was a total 
of 30.844 poccntially hazardous sites in the United States. Removal 
activities had been compleled at 1,121 sites: 642 sites were cc>mpleled 
through removal action; and work at 41 NPL sites had been completed. 
Thus. it is apparent that a considerable amount of work still needs to 
be done. This work proceeds slowly. 

For the program as a whole, only 680 Rl/FS have been staned. Some 
RIJFS can take many years to accomplish. For example, acti\'ity started 
at the Lowry Landfill in 1984, however the last fcasibi.lity study for 
an operable unit is not scheduled to be compleled until 1994, fully 10 yr 
from initiation of work at the site. 

1bc purpose of this paper is to suggest some alternatives to the tmdi
tionaJ RlfFS process which could help 10 streamline the program with 
the net result that more sites would be cleaned up in a shorter time 
period and at less cost. We begin with a discussion of the Superfund 
process as it currently operates. This background material i~ followed 
by a discussion of the current status of the program. from the stand
point of numbers of ~ites at various stages of the process, types of sites 
and costs for performing various activities. Last. we make concrete 
recommendations in several areas which can be readily implemented 
to streamline the process. The reader should keep in mind that many 
of the comments in thb paper also apply to corrective action under 
RCRA. In fact, one suggested goal 1~ to merging of these two programs. 

CURRENT SUPERFlJND PROCESS 

This discussion is intended to furnish a ba!teline which describes the 
Superfund process as it currently operates. It should be recognized that 
a Superfund cleanup is an extremely complex process and no two site' 
are treated in exactly the same way. Additionally, as thts i' being writ· 
ten (August, 1989), we are between two versions of the National Con
tingency Plan. Different elements of each version are being applied at 
different sites to varying degrees. Thus, the information in this section 
is intended as a paradigm and does not necessarily to represent any 
panicular site. 

The first step of the Superfund process is the identification of poten
tially haz.ardous sites which may require remedial action and their entry 
in a data base known as CERCLIS. At this point, or al any time there
after, a rem<Ndl action may be conducted at a site due to emergency 
conditions which may require rapid response or because the situation 
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at the site may woncn considerably before a full-scale remedial action 
can be implemented. 

In the pre-remedial proccu. sites undergo a preliminary assessment 
<PA) and a sill! inspection (SI) which usually culminates in a scoring 
by the hazard ranking sys&em (HRS). Currently, if a site scores O¥Cr 
28.5 on the HRS. it is placed on the NPL where it is eligible for inves
tigattve and possible remedial action. Approximately 10" of all sites 
which arc initially identified arc finally listed on the NPL Concomi
tant with this. the Agency for Toxic Subsumces Disease Registry 
(ATSDR) conducts a health assessment to determine if an immioeol 
health threat exists or if fun.her community public heaJth studies (e.g., 
epidemiology and biological monitoring) arc necessary. 

Once a site is listed on the NPL, it undergoes an RJJFS to determine 
the nature and extent of conwnina.tion and to evaluate alternatives fOr 
remedial action. 1bc Rl and FS usually OYCrlap in time; for example. 
there can be initial scoping of alternatives while field data arc being 
collected. 1bc Rl starts off with the preparation of a wort plan. This 
process is an evaluation o( all data previously collected (e.g .• during 
the SI/PA or by other parties) and an in-depth cost and time proposal 
for the conduct of the RJ.'fS. A preliminary risk assessment, identifi
cation of applicable or relevant and appropriate requiremems (ARA.Rs). 
determination of data quality objectives (DQOs) and an initial SCReDing 
of remedial alternatives often accompany the work plan is approved. 
actual investigative work commences at the site. 

1bc majority of lhi~ wort imolves the collection <:i ~ fOr chemi
cal analysis with the results being used to determine the nature and 
extent of contamination. Samples are collected by site personnel and 
analyzed by the U.S. EPA's Contract Laboratory Program Regulu 
Analytical Services (CLP-RAS). In cases where the RAS cannot meet 
the requirements of the Rl/FS work plan, Special Analytical Services 
(SAS) are employed. During the time when field work is occurring. 
the FS engineers are screening initial alternatives. 

After the data leave the CLP laboratory, they go through a process 
of validation which ensures that the data meet the U.S. E~s QA/QC 
requirements. The data are then used in the RI rcpon to describe the 
nature and extent of contamination. 

Another use of analytical data fmm site samples is in the human health 
risk assessment or public health evaluation which is performed as part 
of the Rl/FS. The objective of the risk assessment is to assist the U.S. 
EPA in decision) making at the site, especially regarding remedial 
decisions which have a public health basis. 

Additionally, during this time, the FS progresses through its final 
evaluation of alternatives, with the result that one alternative is recom
mended to the U.S. EPA. Two additional risk assessment activities 
accompany the FS. The first assessment is a determination of prelimi· 
nary remediation goals (cleanup levels) fur contaminants in various 



media at the site; this determination takes health effects and ARARs 
into account. The second assessment is a health based screening of 
remedial alternatives which accompanies evaluations oflong) and short
term effectiveness and reduction of toxicity as required by SARA. 

Following the completion of the Rl/FS, the U.S. EPA issues a ROD 
which states the chosen remedy, justifies its choice and responds to 
comments received from the public on the Rl/FS. The ROD may decide 
on a no-action alternative. Additionally, a ROD may be issued for a 
portion or single operable unit at a site. In essence, the ROD is similar 
to a combination of a final environmental impact statement as used under 
the National Environmental Policy Act and a contract in which the 
government commits to ensuring that the site will not present a current 
or potential threat to public health, welfare or the environment. 

After the issuance of a ROD, the site proceeds to the remedial design 
(RD) stage in which the details of construction for remediation are 
worked out. This step may be preceded by a conceptual design and 
also may require additional sampling and analysis over what was 
performed for the Rl/FS. Once the RD is approved, the remedy is 
implemented as a remedial action (RA). When an effective cleanup 
has been accomplished, the site is removed from the NPL. 

Most sites have ongoing operations and maintenance activities which 
typically last for 30 yr to cover post-closure monitoring requirements 
of RCRA. Additionally, if hazardous materials are left on-site in a form 
where they are still toxic and potentially mobile, the site may be revisited 
every 5 yr to ensure that the cleanup is still effective. 

STATUS OF THE SUPERFUND PROGRAM 

As mentioned previously, there are 30,844 potentially hazardous waste 
sites which have been entered into the CERCLIS inventory1• There are 
numerous estimates of the total potential number of hazardous sites in 
the United States. The General Accounting Office2 has analyzed this 
aspect of the program and determined that there are between 130,000 
and 425,000 potentially eligible sites. Preliminary assessments have been 
completed at 28,101 sites and 9,902 sites have had site inspections 
performed1• As time progresses and the worst and most obvious sites 
are remediated, it becomes more difficult to perform these pre-remedial 
activities. More sophisticated sampling techniques such as groundwater 
wells and air monitoring programs are required at sites where wastes 
are present, but not obvious. It is estimated that current costs for SI/PA 
activities may exceed $100,000 and may be as high as $200,000 per site. 

Thus far, 2,053 sites have been scored by the HRS to date1
• In Dec., 

1988, the U.S. EPA proposed a revision to the existing HRS which is 
more sophisticated and uses more principles from risk assessment than 
the current version. No further action is planned at 12,416 sites, while 
the U.S. EPA proposed to list 1,163 sites on the NPL. If we use the 
rule of thumb that 10% of all identified sites are finally added to the 
NPL, the number of NPL sites could ultimately exceed 40,000. 

Rl/FS activities have been started at a total of 845 sites, including 
Federal Facilities1• Since an RI/FS is usually carried out for all sites 
listed on the NPL, up to 40,000 RI/FS studies ultimately will be per
formed. The U.S. EPA currently3 estimates that the cost of an RI/FS 
is $1,100,000. Note that this cost has escalated rapidly. As recently as 
1985, the comparable figure was $800,000 per site. Remedial design 
activities have been performed for 300 sites'. The costs associated 
with a remedial design are approximately $750,000 per site3

• 

Remedial activities have been implemented or are in progress at a 
total of 204 sites 1• The U.S. EPA estimates the cost of an average 
remedial activity to be $13,500,0003

• 

Taken as a whole, the costs for an aver11ge site, excluding pre-remedial 
activities, but including the RI/FS, remedial design, remedial action 
and 0 & M, are approximately $19,000,000. If this cost factor were 
to be applied to the upper bound potential of 40,000 sites, the ultimate 
cost of the Superfund program would be over $700 billion. 

In addition to cost considerations, there are time considerations. A 
typical Rl/FS requires approximately 1 yr to perform. The U.S. EPA 
would like to see this time reduced if possible. At some sites, however, 
this time is substantially prolonged. At the Lowry Landfill site, there 
are five operable units. One of these units involves an expedited removal 
action which will be completed by the middle of 1991. The remainder 

of the activities leading up to the FS for the last operable unit, however, 
will not be completed until 1994. The RI/FS studies for the individual 
operable units will each require about 4 yr to complete. 

ALTERNATIVES TO THE Rl/FS PROCESS 

The remainder of this paper is devoted to recommendations for 
streamlining the Rl/FS process. It is recognized that some of these 
recommendations may be controversial and that all of them could not 
be implemented at once. The goal of making these recommendations 
is to achieve greater flexibility and less institutionalization in the Super
fund process. Some of these recommendations could be implemented 
readily. However, some would require regulatory action such as a 
revision to the NCP. 

Maintain Consistency in Contractors 

The U.S. EPA uses numerous mechanisms to procure professional 
services at hazardous waste sites. These contracts include field inves
tigation teams, technical assistance teams, laboratory management and 
remedial management. 

Throughout the history of the program, various types of contracts 
have been in place. For example, the REM II contract covered the whole 
United States and involved a small group of contractors. The REM III 
and REM IV contracts divided the country in half and used a greater 
number of contractors. The ARCS contracts are regionalized and will 
use almost 50 contractors. PRPs and State governments also use a series 
of contractors. 

Often no contractor continuity is maintained and inexperienced con
tractors are used to satisfy procurement rather than technical require
ments. Additionally, artificially strict conflict of interest rules often make 
it difficult for the most experienced and qualified contractors to work 
on government contracts and they are relegated to the private sector. 
The bottom line is that one contracting team should be hired for all 
activities at a site from SI/PA through remedial design. Unless the con
tractor fails to perform, the firm should be kept at the site until all these 
activities have been completed. 

Minimize Reliance on Contract Laboratory Program 

One of the largest cost elements of an RI is chemical analysis. The 
stringent quality assurance and record-keeping requirements of the con
tract laboratory program can add as much as 50% to the cost of per
forming an analysis. Additionally, there seems to be a common 
perception that DQO Level IV analysis is required for risk assessment, 
evaluation of alternatives and engineering design 4

• In reality, the 
largest source of uncertainty in risk assessment lies in the quantitative 
toxicological parameters used to characterize risk and the mathematical 
fate and transport modeling used to calculate exposure point concen
trations. 

Since the risk assessment will only be as accurate and precise as its 
component parts, it does not seem reasonable to make the chemical 
analytical data more accurate than toxicological or modeling results. 
Evaluation of alternatives also is often carried out in a qualitative fashion 
with order of magnitude estimates of cost. As with risk assessment, 
this activity does not require rigorous QA/QC. 

In addition to the problem associated with perceived data quality 
needs, there are some problems with the CLP itself. First, a large 
proportion of data received from the CLP are often "qualified" (this 
is the CLP term for data which do not meet the contract requirements). 
The net result is that decisions for risk assessment and engineering 
design often are made on the basis of estimated data. In one recent 
site, for example, fully 85 3 of the soil analytical data were estimated. 

Last, there often is a time delay associated with obtaining CLP ana
lyses due to the large number of samples in the program and the limited 
number of qualified laboratories. It is difficult to rationalize the addi
tional incremental costs of CLP QA/QC with the large amount of quali
fied data and Jong time delays endemic to the program. 

In lieu of sending large numbers of samples through the CLP with 
its attendant cost and time constraints, we propose maximizing reliance 
on field measurement techniques and on lower degrees of quality 
assurance (e.g. , DQO Level III) for measurements actually performed 
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in the laboratory. the U.S. EPA' has developed an au1omated sysiem 
for specifying a wide variely of field analyiical methods ranging from 
alomic absorption and x-ray fluorescence for melals IO mobile gas chro
malographs for vola1ile organic compounds to on-silC GC analysis for 
PCBs. Although nol men1ioned by the U.S. EPA. there are no techni
cal or cost barriers lO using on-silC, mobile GC/MS. 

Data collected by these field measurements could be used for risk 
assessments, engineering design and selection of a11ema1ivcs. Only in 
cases where litigation was anticipated would the more rigorous CLP 
QA/QC program be used. 

Perform the RI/F'S Critical Path 

Al most siies, a complete Rl/FS/RD may not be necessary. Evalua
tion of numerous completed Rl/FS studies reveals that there are many 
redundant elements and that there often is a critical palh through a RI/PS 
which \\OOld eliminate redundancy. Since SI/PA activities have expanded 
recently, for a number of sites, data from an SI/PA may be all thal is 
required to go directly 10 remediation. An example of this type of site 
would be one where groundwater contamination from a known source 
was a problem. If sufficient samples are taken during pre-remedial 
activities, the identity and a rough idea of lhe concen1.ra1ion of lhe chemi
cals of concern will be known. The remedy is obvious: source control 
and pump-and-treat. 

Groundwater cleanup technology has been studied exicnsively and 
the U.S. EPA has developed guidance on remedial actions for contami
nated groundwalcr at Superfund sites6. Most typical groundwater con
taminants such as volatile organics and heavy metals have ARARs in 
the fonn of maximum contaminant levels; thus, the cleanup objective 
is aheady known. A remedial response would involve the following: 
(I) remove the source; (2) install one or more extraction wells in the 
zone of known contamination; (3) initiate pumping and treatment of 
contaminaled water; (4) use well points (possibly in conjunction with 
geophysical techniques) lO explore the extent of the problem, taking 
measurements with a ponable GC as wells are drilled; and (5) install 
new extraction wells as necessary. 

Similar scenarios could be envisioned for contaminated soils. Again, 
the U.S. EPA has produced guidance for treatment of CERCLA 
soils'). When contaminaled soils are discovered as part of pre
remedial activities, field screening techniques may be rapidly deployed 
to ddennine the extent of lhe problem. Preliminary remedial objec
tives (numerical cleanup goals) may be calculated using the Prelimi
nary PbUutanl Limiting Value' (PPLV) approach. 

Excavation or in situ treabnent could be preceded by field analysis. 
R>r eumple. Ill an inactive llCCODdary lead refinery site, a portable x-ray 
fluorescence unit could be used to detcnnioe on a real-Lime basis those 
areas where lead concentrations exceed the cleanup goal calculated by 
the PPLV approach. The analytical unit could be followed by the con
struction unit which \\OOld CJICa\lllle the lead<0ntaminaled soils for sub
sequent treatment. 

Infonnation from other U.S. EPA programs couJd be used IO identify 
treatment technologies. R>r example, if a listed RCRA waste was iden
tified, then the best demonstrable available technology as identified in 
the land disposal restrictions could be used. 

Combine all Public Health Related Activities 

Currently three public health evaluation activilles take place al all 
Superfund sites. These three separate evaluations include the HRS 
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scoring, the risk assessment performed by the U.S. EPA and the health 
assessment peri>rmed ~ ATSDR. Again, with increased SI/PA activities 
and HRS scoring taking on more of the attributes of risk assessment, 
it may be possible IO eliminate the HRS entirely and go directly to the 
baseline risk assessment. Preferably, risk assessments would be per
formed in an iterative manner. The first risk assessmen1 would be hued 
on data from the SI/PA. If these data were adequate to demonstra!e 
an actionable level of risk. no fwther work would be required. If the 
data were noc adequate, exposure-based sampling plans couJd be 
designed to fill the data gaps. In no cue would dala which were 
extraneous lO the risk assessment proce55 be collected 

Tu eliminate the redundancy caused by the ATSDR Health Asscu
menl, we suggest that ATSDR propoiC guidelines for conducting these 
a~'tivities. These guidelines could be provided to risk assessmenl con
tracton and integrated into the baseline risk asses.sment. ror example, 
statistical analysis of cancer incidence in a given area ro ddennine if 
the local observed incidence is grealer than the nonn oblerved for the 
state is an activity which is delegated ro ATSDR, often is performed 
~ state or local health departments and fails to be iniegraled inlo the 
Superfund pnxeu. This activity could be performed~ qualified risk 
a."505ment COOll'aC10n and become part of lhe budine risk USC5SIDClll. 

Prlvati:u tbe Superfund Proa. 

Rccent.ly, a great deal o( attention has been paid lO the role which 
cont:radon are playing in Superfund. The U.S. EPA has been criticized. 
with allepliom bemg made thal conlrlC10rS are writing Agency polic.y, 
for example. One solution to this problem would be IO remove al.I U.S. 
EPA personnel from the Superfund management process and transir 
them to policy formulation roles. Superfund managemeol could be ... 
over by contractors. There are, indeed, many cont.raaors with the 
requisite experience IO manage large eogineeriDg projec1s which would 
be directly transferrable to Superfund managemcm. Under this oplion. 
the Superfund staff would be located at U.S. EPA headquaners and 
be responsible for policy. eni>n:erncnt and ensuring consislency among 
contractors. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recently there has been a significant increase in the use of soil gas 
surveys as an assessment tool to investigate hazardous waste sites. The 
conventional soil gas survey technique was developed to investigate sub
surface contamination from volatile organic compounds by measuring 
the concentration of their vapors in shallow soils. With benefits that 
include cost-effectiveness, thoroughness, safety and speed, soil gas 
investigations have become commonplace staple in the remedial inves
tigation process. 

Widespread acceptance and use of this technology has spawned 
numerous techniques and vendors with a wide array of sampling, 
analysis and interpretation services. Soil gas surveys range from simple, 
do-it-yourself techniques to in situ testing providing detailed, real-time 
analytical data. 

This paper presents an overview of available techniques and methods 
to determine the level of survey sophistication required to meet specific 
remedial investigation objectives. Recent studies conducted by Earth 
Technology are discussed to illustrate the implementation of site-specific 
soil gas surveys. 

INTRODUCTION 

Volatile organic compounds establish a vapor phase plume in the intra
granular space in the vadose zone above contaminated areas. Soil gas 
survey techniques allow one to exploit this transport process specific 
to volatiles in order to build a two-dimensional picture of soil and/or 
groundwater contamination. This information can be utilized in both 
contaminant source detection and plume delineation. The key charac
teristics which make the soil gas survey an effective component of field 
investigations are: 

• Rapid acquisition and tum-around time of data 
• Ability to use soil gas data to focus or redirect project resources 
• Capability to thoroughly screen large areas at a relatively low cost 

The foundation for successful application of soil gas techniques lies 
in clearly identifying remedial investigation objectives and designing 
a survey to support these goals. Figure I presents the life-cycle of a 
typical phased remedial investigation along with the stages where soil 
gas surveys may be appropriate. 

Available Survey Techniques 
A broad assortment of methods exists for soil gas sample acquisi

tion, analysis and interpretation which provide a range of qualita
tive/quantitative results. Each method has its appropriate 
application-from site screening to plume boundary delineation for 
recovery well placement, etc. Selecting the optimal approach requires 
examining the site and contaminant characteristics, determining 
analytical needs and determining the level of interpretation required. 
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Figure 1 

Appropriate Phases of Remedial Investigation 
For Soil Gas Survey 

Economic and scheduling constraints must also be incorporated into 
this analysis. Figure 2 presents a step-by-step approach designed to iden
tify the degree of survey sophistication necessary for project success. 
The following sections address these key elements and present perti
nent technical data essential to proper survey scoping. 

Sampling 

Sampling for soil gas can be done at any depth above the ground
water table due to the existence of a vapor concentration gradient from 
the contaminant source/plume to the surface. Standard practices involve 
sample collection in the vadose zone at depths where surface/atmosphere 
effects are minimal. Soil gaS collection depths typically range in the 
3- to 5-ft depth level. Compounds which are amenable to soil gas 
detection at this depth can be characterized as those which possess high 
vapor pressures under ambient conditions, low aqueous solubilities and 
degrade slowly in the environment. For compounds which degrade 
quickly, a depth of 10 ft is preferable to reduce the effects of oxida
tion/microbial breakdown. Other factors which influence sampling depth 
include the subsurface conditions such as perched aquifers or ground
water at great depth. 

Soil gas samples are obtained through headspace volatilization of a 
containerized soil sample or through in situ extraction of gas using 
shallow probes. Soil samples can be obtained using a hand auger, while 
in situ gas samples require more sophisticated equipment. In situ 
sampling can be performed with specialized equipment such as small
volume, slide hammer driven probes or hydraulically driven cone 
penetrometer units mounted on a vehicle. Once a representative sam
i:>le has been obtained, on-site or remote analytical qualitative or quan
titative work can be completed. 
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Decision Tree for Optimi1..ation of Soil Qa., SunC) 

Analysis 

At this point in the survey. there 1s little variation in the costs ls.ample 
acquisition): 11 is the analytical techniques which generally drive project 
costs and the quality/demil of the results. Techmques employed in I.he 
characterization of soil gas samples are shown in Table I and range 
from qualitative rne.a!.u res of total volatile organic compounds to a quan
lltativc compound by compound analysis. Qualitalive results require 
ionization and detection of volatile sample components. while quan
titative data require chromatographic separation of the volatile compo
nents followed by ionization and detection u~ing electron capture 
methods. 

Table I 
Soil Ga.' Anal)~i' Techniques 

Analytical 
Technique 

Quality ot 
Reeult• 

Application 
(eona1tiv1ty) 

-----------·--->"- --~- -------
Orqanic Vapor 
Analyzer (OVA) 

Photoionization 
Detector 

GC/FID 
GC/ECD 

Qualitative 

Qualitative 

Quantitative 

Real-ti•• analy•i•, Fla•• 
Ionization D<>toction tor 
Total Orqanic• (ppm) 

Real-ti•• analy•i•, 
Ionization ot volatile 
orqanlc co•pounda li•ited 
by la•p photoionization 
enerqy (PP•I 

Full ranqe ot !PA volatile 
priority pollutant• 

All these analytical methods can be used on-site us samples are 
acquired or remotely at a full-service laboratory. Key factors which 
should be considered when selecting the optimal analytical strategy 
include: 
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e Required tum-around time 
• Value of qualitative vs. quantitative results 
• Number of compounds to be analyzed 
e QA/QC requirements 

Costs and quality/detail need to be balanced at th11 point for the most 
useful results. Typical unit coslll for the acquisition, analysis and 
interpretation of soil gas samples are provided in Table 2. 

Analtyical 
Technique 

Qua 11tat1 ve: 

Table 2 
Soll G• Analysil Unit COIU 

Analy•i• Location/ 
Sall(>l• Collection Rate 

Total Volatile Or9anic• 

Unit Costa 

Or9•nic vapor Analyaer (OVA) Real-ti.. $ 17.50 
Photoioniaation Detector ( l ••11Pl•• per hour) 

Quantitative: 8-10 coapound• 

GC/FlD Real-tiJM $ 180 
GC/!CD ( 2 aa.plea per bour) 

GC/FID RellOte Lab $ 195 
GC/ECD ( l •••Pl•• per hour) 

l:\TERPRETATIO~ 

Data presentation and subsequc-nt interpretation is best done by 
developing i~onccntnllion maps of the soil gas survey resullS. Soft. 
ware is available which can quickly contour results for reaJ-time use. 
Qualitativclquantitall\"e data can be superimposed on a site map which 
contains aJI essential features such as lhe sunoey grid. existing boring 
and well locations and related data. groundwater flow direction, etc. 
Once all pertinent site-specific data ~-e been collected. the soil p 
data can yield: 

• Relative location of subsurface contaminant sources 
• Boundary of .:oritamma.nt plumo 
• The existence of preferential groundwater flrM pancms 

High quality data can provide infonnation about the physical state 
of contammant.s (i.e .. dissolved species or free product). and the con-
1.hllon of the contammant (\\athered or degraded). 

APPLICATION OF SOIL GAS SURVEY TECHSIQUES 

Recent soil gas studie~ conducted by Eanh Technology have ranged 
from qualitative measures of total \olatile organic compounds to quan
titative. compound-specific surveys, based on project needs. The 
folkl\\·ing discussions present inbmation about l'Ml site-specific SUf"\leyS 

along with rele-.-ant deta.ils to illustrate the range of soil gas uses. 

Abandoned l'uel Line lnltitigation 

A preliminary screening soil gas survey was recently completed on 
a 1.5-mi long aba.ndoned jet fuel line. Remedial investigation tasks 
included locating the 6-in. fuel line using geophysical 11CChniques fol· 
lowed by a soil gas survey designed to delineate segments of the line 
where subsurface contamination had occ~. 

Sampling involved probe penetrations at appmximatdy IOO-ft inter
vals. 2-ft off the center of the fuel line. A total of 55 samples was col
lected over the entire length of the line. Head-space analyses were 
conducted using a hand-held OVA. Sampling points, along with survey 
results, are presented in Figure 3. 

This survey very clearly delineated segments of the line where vola· 
tile organic contamination existed due to jet pmpulsion fuel (Jf\4) leaks. 
Based on these results. several soil borings were completed along the 
line to funher delineate vcnical and lateral contaminant migration. 
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Figure 3 
Abandoned Fuel Line Qualitative Soil Gas Survey 

Plume Delineation to Support Remedial Action 

A quantitative soil gas survey is currently underway to support place
ment of groundwater monitoring wells and a subsurface groundwater 
collection system. Contaminants have been thoroughly characterized 
through previous work at the site; however, the leading edge of the con
taminant plume has not been defined. Figure 4 shows the soil gas survey 
area located downgradient of existing groundwater monitoring wells. 
Groundwater contaminants at this site include trichloroethene (TCE) 
and its degradation products. The survey incorporates GC/FID/ECD 
analysis of the samples to build a detailed picture of contaminant 
migration. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Soil gas survey techniques are powerful, cost-effective tools to survey 
and delineate volatile organic contaminant sources and migration. 
Several techniques exist which provide a wide range of qualitative and 
quantitative information. Careful review of investigation objectives to 
identify data quality needs results in the selection of the appropriate 
method to support future remedial efforts. 

0 
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Figure 4 
Plume Delineation to Support Remedial Action Development 
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ABSTRACT 
In many cases. steam stripping can be a viable alternative to air 

stripping fur removal of VOC contaminants from groundwater. Each 
method is applicable to a broad range of VOC compounds normally 
found in contaminated groundwater, but each situation should be 
thoroughly researched or pilot-tested prior to design. When compared 
to air stripping systems requiring vapor recovery, steam stripping offers 
many advantages including greater environmental protection. better 
operating perfonnance. less operating attention and lower capital cost 

Pre-assembled air strippers and vapor recovery units. including 
instrumentation and internals, are readily available from \·endors. 
Although packaged steam stripping units are not as readily available. 
they can be designed using basic process engineering principles and 
a relatively simple process flow train. While design of air strippers 
requires mass transfer data or pilot testing. steam st.rippers often can 
be designed from boiling point data readily available in the literature 
thereby eliminating the need for expensive pilot testing. 

INTRODUCflON 
While a grea1 deal of information has been published regarding air 

stripping of groundwaiers contaminated with volalile organic compounds 
(\'OCs), relatively lillle has been published regarding steam stripping. 
Although steam stripping has not been as widely used for groundwater 
treatment as air stripping, it has been used extensively in the chemical 
process industry for many years for solvenl recovery and is a 
well-demonstrated te.chnology. Air stripping probably is used more 
frequently because most cai.e~ involve low groundwater solvenl 
concentrations (in the ugfL range) and many are in remote locations. 
These conditions favor air stripping since VOC-laden exhaust air often 
can be released uncontrolled to the atmosphere without significant 
impacts on ambient air quality. 

However. for facilities trealing relatively high concentrations of VOCs 
and/or large flow rates. air emissions can be significanl and therefore 
subject to control prior to release. Increasingly more facilities an: being 
required l.O control voe emissions from air stripping fal·ilities. 
Typically, air purification is accomplished with vapor recovery systems 
using activated carbon as a voe-adsorption medium. Some special 
circumstances (high toxicity) may justify exhaust air incineration as 
a method of VOC control. However, these systems add significantly 
to the project cost and opcmting complexity. 

For cases in which treatment of the eithaust air for VOC removal 
is required, steam stripping should be considered as an alternative for 
treatment of contaminated groundwater. In appropriate situations, it may 
offer a number of advantages over air !->tripping with vapor recovery. 
such as: 

• Greater environmental protection 
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• Simplicity of operational control 
• Better operational efficiency 
• Lower capital CO!lt\ 

• Smaller equipment space requirements 

The purpose o( this paper is to provide information regarding the 
applicability of air and 5le8nl stripping. and factors to be considertid 
in the evaluation of each method. for t:rcauncnt of VCX:-oontaminalrid 
groundwaters. Information provided in this repon is based on a SIUdy 
and a preliminary design evaluating air stripping versus steam stripping 
for an industrial facility required to treat 25 gpm of groundwaler 
containing an average trichloroechylenc (TCE) concentration ft 
300 mg/Land a maximum concentration of 1200 mg/L. 

AIR STRIPPING 

Air stripping is a well-documented method for the removal of small 
amounts of 110latile organic chemicals from water. The pocenlial 
effectiveness of au stripping c.an be evalualed using Henry's law. which 
provides a measure of the relative volatility of the VOC. According., 
Henry's law. the relative concentrauons of vex: in the water and air 
will be functions of the vex: vapor pressure. Values fur Henry's law 
constants can be calculated. determined from pilot studies or obcllined 
from the published literature. Table I presents infunnation published 
for five chlorinated solvents commonly found in contaminalcd 
groundwater'. 
Compound~ with relat.ivcly large Henry's law constants arc mo~ 

easily stripped than compounds with lower values. As can be seen in 
Thble I. the value of Henry's law constant is very much tempcrarurc 
dependent. While many VCX:s can be air stripped at ambieat 
temperatures. those with low volatiles at ambient temperatures, those 
with low volatilities at ambient temperatures may require preheating 
of the groundwater entering the stripper.. Preheating of the stripper 
feed also might be required during winter operations in extremely cold 
climates. 

A schematic diagram of a typical packed tower air stripper with vapor 
recovery is shown in Figure I. Contaminated groundwater is sprayed 
on the top of the tower and allowed to now by gravity down through 
the packing. Air is blown upward through the packing and then passed 
through a vapor recovery unit. In the tower. VCX:s arc tra.nsfcrmi from 
the water phase to the air phase. The water exiting the tower normally 
is acceptable for discharge. 

Tu size a stripping tower. mass transfer coefficients are required to 
determine how much voe contaminant is transported from the water 
into the air per unit volume of packing per unit time. Appropriate mass 
transfer coefficients are difficult to obtain because their values are 
dependent upon air loading. water loading. voe concentrations. 
operating temperatures, packing type. packing size and properties of 
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the fluids and solutes to be removed. However, because of the large 
number of interdependent factors, the overall efficacy of air stripping 
is sensitive to temperature, influent voe concentrations and the air/water 
ratio, even for a well-designed tower. To assure consistent operational 
results in an air stripping system, the design must make provisions to 
accommodate possible variations in such conditions as air and water 
temperature and voe concentrations in the groundwater. 

Vapor recovery systems used with air stripping usually consist of two 
or more carbon adsorption vessels connected in parallel. The use of 
multiple vessels allows for on-site regeneration of one vessel while the 
other is on-stream. While various regeneration systems are available 
using hot inert gas, steam is used most often since it is economical 
and normally is readily available. Flow between the vessels can be 
controlled automatically by a timer or via an in-stack monitor. Following 
the desorption step, the steam is condensed and the voes are separated 
in a decanter. The condensed water layer is returned to the stripping 
tower inlet system. 

STEAM STRIPPING 

Table 2 lists the organic solvents most frequently found in remedial 
action projects at NPL sites3

• Most of the solvents on the list (13 out 
of 14) are readily amenable to steam stripping. 

Steam stripping is technically feasible when the following conditions 
are present: 

• The VOC will form an azeotrope with water which has a boiling 
point less than that of water 

• The condensed overhead azeotropic product separates into an organic 
layer and a water layer 

Table 1 
Henry's Constant for Five 

Chlorinated Solvents1 

Compound Henry's Constant Temperature 
(ml -atm/mol dependence 

@ 20°c) equation (°K) 

1,1,1-trichloroethane 0.0132 He exp(l0.21-
4262/T) 

tetrachloroethylene 
5119/T) 

0.0130 He exp(13.12-

trichloroethylene 0.00764 He exp ( 11. 94-
4929/T) 

chloroform 0.00333 He exp(S.553-
4180/T) 

methylene chloride 0.00225 He exp(8.200-
4191/T) 

Except for phenol, all of the VOCs listed in Table 2 form azeotropes 
with water, separate into distinct layers upon condensation and thus 
are amenable to steam stripping. Data regarding azeotropic compositions 
and boiling points for most of these voe compounds are presented 
in Table 3. All of these materials form low boiling azeotropes, i.e., 

Table 2 
Most Frequently Reported Organic Solvents3 

Rank 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Substance 

Trichloroethylene 

Toluene 

Benzene 

Chloroform 

Tetrachloroethylenel6 

Phenol 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

Ethylbenzene 

Xylene 

Methylene chloride 

Trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene 

1,2-Dichloroethane 

Chlorobenzene 

1,1-Dichloroethane 

Carbon tetrachloride 

Percent of Sites 

33 

28 

26 

20 

15 

14 

13 

13 

12 

11 

8 

8 

8 

7 

the boiling point of the solution is less than the boiling point of either 
pure constituent. Also, all of the azeotropic compositions shown in Table 
3 are substantially higher in VOC content than in water content. Both 
of these conditions are favorable factors for steam stripping. Additionally, 
all of the voes have limited solubility in water, thereby yielding a 
two-phase system upon condensation. 

Table 3 
VOCs Commonly Found in Contaminated Groundwater 

Which can be Steam Stripped3. 

Substance 

Trichloroethylene 

Toluene 

Benzene 

Chloroform 

Tetrachloroethylene 

1,1,l-Trichloroethane 

Ethylbenzene 

Xylene 

Trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene 

Chlorobenzene 

carbon tetrachloride 

Azeotropic 
Boiling Po-int 
(OC @760 mm) 

73.l 

85.0 

69.4 

56.3 

88.5 

86.0 

92.0 

94.5 

71.0 

90.2 

66.8 

Azeotropic 
composition 

(Weiqbt 'I; 
water / solvent) 

6.3 I 93.7 

20.2 I 79.8 

8.9 I 91.l 

3 I 97 

17 .2 I 82.8 

16.4 I 83.6 

33.3 I 66.7 

40 I 60 

8.2 I 91.8 

28.4 I 71.6 

4.1 I 95.9 

It should be noted that for cases in which several different VOCs 
are present, ternary or complex azeotropes may be formed; however, 
these also may boil below the boiling point of water. · 

A block flow diagram of a steam stripping system that can be used 
for· removal of VOC from groundwater is shown in Figure 2. 
Contaminated groundwater is recirculated through a steam reboiler, 
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which provides heat for vaporization of the azeotrope. Instead of the 
indin.'Ct heating method using a reboiler. live steam can be added directly 
into the column. Direct overhead vapor. cons1stmg of the VOC llZCOlrope 
and some excess water. is condensed and collected in a decanter vessel. 
In the decanter. the voe and water separate; the water layer flow\ by 
gravity or is pumped via a reflux line back to the stripper column. The 
voe layer can be controlled by an interface controller which can sen!IC 
eitherspecific gravity or conductivity. Steam-stripped groundwater from 
the column is passed through a feed preheater to cool the effluent and 
to heat the feed entering the column. The water i\ then discharged. 

C0"1 At.11f'llATIO 

OROUNOWAT•fl 

'TA( a1[0 WAl(lll 

Figure 2 
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UnJike air stripping which is sensitive to many variables. steam 
stripping is dependent only upon the operator mamt.aming the 
temperature at the column bottom above the boiling point of the 
azeotropc. This temperature level ensures that the voe cannot exist 
in liquid form within the column. In practice, the temperature in the 
column can be maintained at or near the boiling point of water to ensure 
proper voe removal. 

A temperature control loop regulates the steam supply so that the 
column temperature remains above the azeotrope boiling point or the 
boiling point of water. Because the system is totally enclosed. there 
is no contaminated off-gas requiring treatment. Sizing of the steam 
control system is dependent only upon the flow rate of the feed and 
is insensitive to the voe concentration as long as there is an excess 
of water present and the column bottom temperature is maint.atncd aboYe 
the boiling point of the azeotrope. 

CONSIDERATIONS IN THE SELECTION OF 
AIR OR STEAM STRIPPING 

Items to be considered in selecting an air or steam stripping system 
include design and operating simplicity. capital and operating costs, 
environment.al impacts and requiremenl'i for pretreatment 

Design and Operating Simplicity 

Design and operating simplicity are imponant facton; to be considered 
in the evaluation since they affect capital and operating W\ts. operating 
performance and operating and maintenance labor requircmcnl'i. 

While both air and steam stripping systems can be fully automated. 
a steam stripper requires less operator attention and less instrumentation 
than an air stripper since the only critical operating variable is the 
temperature in the stripper column bottom. On the other hand, air 
stripping S)'Stems arc sensitive to a number of variables including: 

• Air and water temperatures 
• Air and water flows 
• Air humidity 
• Contaminant concentration variability 
• Contaminant composition 
• Air/water ratio 
• Tower pressure drop 
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Additionally, air Mripping systems may require V0C recovery units 
which add significantly to operating complnity and cost. Such recovery 
units arc not Wlually required with steam stripping where efficient 
condensen arc illBlalled. lbcsc vapor recovery unit., often arc required 
to have a high capture efficiency (95 to 98 % ) • which approachei 
st.ate-of-the-art performance for such equipment. For these applications, 
there are a number of design and operating factors which can affect 
system performance. 

Vapor recOYery for air stripping is comprised of three closely related 
process operations: adsorption, de5orption and cooling/drying. After 
carbon regeneration with steam. a hot, wet carbon bed will not l'CIDO'.'e 
organics from air effectively since high temperaNrc and humidity do 
not fwor complete adsorption. Therefore, it is imponant to allow an 
adequate cycle time to completely dry and cool the beds wilh air'. It 
may be nc:ccssary to add an air prdlcater IO dehumidify such air entering 
the adsorben. In hot humid climates it may be necessary IO precede 
the air prchealcr with an air cooler to condense moisture, since only 
preheating may increase the temperature of the beds co such an CXleol 
that adsorptton efficiency will be reduced. 

Proper construction materials arc critical to the design life of the 
adsorber VC\SCl.s due to the moisture prescri during rcgcncralion C)da. 
St.ainles.\ \teel may noc be accept.able for chlorinated solvents because 
of the possibility of chloride streu attack. Therefore, exotic material 
such as Hastelloy may be necessary. 

In order to achieve consistently high rcmowJ efficiencies of 9S IO 
98 'l in the vapor recovery unit. careful operating and maintenance 
attentlOfl is requi.red. Minor failures ofthe many vapor l'CCO'YCry S)'llaD 
components (such as small leaks in valves. piping or adsorber vestds) 
can affect operating performance. Y.llve sclcction is especially importad 
because valves isolate the air outlet from the air inlet stream. Thus, 
a small valve leak may result in unacceptable outlet \QC concenttations 
even when adsofpcion is accomplished in the operating adsorbcr \'CSlld.. 

Also. while sequencing between the adsorber vessels may be 
automatically controlled, periodic operator surveillance is requiml due 
to the potential for release oC voe air pollutants.. In summary, air 
strippers with vapor ~ units arc more complex sySICmS to design 
and operate than steam stripping systems. 

Capital and Opttaling Costs 

1bc choice of malcri.ah or romtruction has a greal influence on capital 
costs. While fiberglass-reinforced plastic is usually a cost-effective 
choice for air st.ripper5. steam stripping towers and vapor recovery 
adsorber vessels may require more exotic materials. However, since 
equipment used with steam stripping systems is relatively small-scale. 
the use of expensive matenals such as glass-lined vessels and titanium 
heal exchangers may not be cost-prohibitive. In a 1986 industrial case 
study of the treatment of :?5 gpm, we found lhal a glass-lined vessel 
could be purchased for S:?2,000 and a titanium heat exchanger could 
be purchased for SI0.000. 

Typically. the purchased costs of vapor nleovery units are 
significantly higher than the air stripping towers. In the study descnlled 
in 1his paper. the bare equipment cost for the vapor nlCQvery unit was 
S83.000 (for lined. steel adsorber vessels) compared to the equipmeti 
cost of $30,000 for the air stripper. Using Hastelloy adsorber vessels 
would have increased the equipment cost of the vapor recovery unit 
to S 140,000. Also. as.wciated costs such as foundations, piping, 
installation costs and instrumental.ion can significantly add to the cost 
of vapor recovery units. 

Table 4 shows an annual operating cost analysis for a packed tower 
air stripper versus steam stripper for the treatment of 2S gpm of 
TCE-contaminated groundwater. As shown in Table 4, the annual costs 
are slightly lower for the steam system. The comparison is based on 
installation cost of the stripping equipment and associated duciwort, 
piping and instrumentation. The costs do not reflect water handling 
equipment to and from the strippers such as pumps, storage tanks and 
other ancillary equipmcnl that would be common to both systems. Also. 
the capital cost analysis does not include the cost of foundations. which 
can be expected to be higher for the air stripping/vapor recovery system 
due lo its greater space requirements. 



Table 4 
Annual Cost Comparison of Air versus Steam Stripping 

cost Air stripper/ 
Item Vapor Recovery 

capital Charges• 60,000 

Utilities 

Electricity ($0.05/KWH) 3,500 

steam ($6/1000 lb) 3,600 

Carbon Replacement 2,000 

Total $69.100 

steam 
Stripper 

26,000 

38,000 

(1) Annual capital charges @24% of installed cost including: 
depreciation and interest @15%; taxes, insurance, and 
administrative charges @4%, maintenance and materials @5%. 

The installed cost of the air stripper/vapor recovery system is 
$250,000 versus $108,000 for the steam stripping system. The steam 
stripper cost includes a glass-lined column and two titanium heat 
exchangers required by the high chloride content and low pH of the 
water entering the column. Use of such exotic materials is probably 
not necessary in most cases. Use of carbon steel equipment would lower 
the installed equipment cost by about 25 % . The use of carbon steel 
may be acceptable if sufficient corrosion allowance is provided to 
achieve the equipment design life expectancy. 

Since operating labor requirements are very site-specific, estimation 
of labor costs associated with each system is difficult. For simplification, 
the cost analysis assumes labor and maintenance costs are a fixed 
percentage of the overall capital cost. However, the air stripping system 
is likely to require more operating attention since it is more complex. 

For this example, treating 25 gpm of groundwater contaminated with 
300 mg/L of TeE, the capital cost of an air stripper/vapor recovery 
system is greater than the steam system but utility costs are lower. 
While this cost picture will generally be the case in comparing these 
two types of systems, the more concentrated the groundwater stream, 
the more the economics will favor steam stripping. Since the 
temperature of the entire waste stream must be raised to approximately 
the boiling point of water in steam stripping applications, the utility 
cost associated with steam stripping is proportional to the volume of 
water treated and independent of the concentration of the contaminant. 

For air stripping with vapor recovery, the amount of steam required 
for regeneration of the carbon bed is proportional to the amount of 
carbon present (which is proportional to the amount of voe in the 
groundwater), since the steam is used to increase the temperature of 
the entire bed for desorption. Therefore, using our example of a more 
concentrated stream(> 300 mg/L), steam stripping would offer greater 
annual savings per pound of voe removed, while at some concentration 
below 300 mg/L, the air stripper would begin to offer more cost savings. 
Of course, if waste stream is available, the utility cost of the steam would 

be insignificant and steam stripping most likely would have lower 
operating and capital costs. 

System Performance and Environmental Protection 

Emission control requirements for stripping units often are in the 
range of 98% removal of voe emissions, which approaches 
state-of-the-art performance for such systems. Because of the difficulties 
that can be encountered with the vapor recovery units associated with 
air strippers, steam stripping can offer greater environmental protection. 
Since steam stripping is a totally enclosed system, there are no air 
contaminants released to the atmosphere. Also, steam stripping is not 
prone to an air emission release as can occur in the event of an upset 
in the vapor recovery system used for air stripping. Furthermore, the 
additional emission source presented by an air stripping/vapor recovery 
system will increase the environmental regulatory burden of the operator 
since it may involve stack emission testing, permit modification and 
associated paperwork burdens. In addition to the cost savings involved, 
the elimination of an air emission source with potential to emit 
hazardous pollutants offers significant non-economic rewards. 

Other Considerations 

Some groundwaters have a high degree of hardness which can cause 
scaling problems in both the air and steam stripping equipment. While 
the hardness can be a problem for both systems, steam stripping systems 
usually are more susceptible to scaling since they operate at higher 
temperatures. Also, heat exchangers in steam stripping systems are 
added potential problem areas for scaling. To strip groundwater with 
high hardness, the water may need some type of pretreatment such 
as pH adjustment or water softening. 

Packed tower air strippers often plug due to biological growth 
accumulation on the packing, a phenomenon that does not occur in 
steam stripping. Biological fouling requires periodic shutdown of the 
air stripping system to wash the internals with a hypochlorite solution 
or some other chemical. This maintenance process adds to the operating 
cost and requires periodic system shutdown for cleaning. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The preceding paper has demonstrated that, in many cases (especially 
those cases of highly contaminated groundwater), steam stripping offers 
many advantages over air stripping for cleanup. These advantages 
include: cost savings, better controllability, easier recovery of the 
contaminants and fewer operating problems. Moreover, data for design 
of steam strippers are readily available from the literature, while design 
of air stripping systems often requires pilot testing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A 2-yr. long in situ vapor strippi.ng research program is being con
ducted at the CIBA-GEIGY Plant in Tums River, New Jersey. The 
reseaJCb is being conducted by ECKENFELDER INC. and is co
foundcd by the U.S. EPA Small Business Innovative Research Program 
and CIBA-GEIGY Corporation. The research project, which began in 
August of 1988. involves the closely monirored installation of in situ 
vapor stripping technology. The research program calls for the vapor 
stripping facilities to operate for a period of I yr. This paper repon.s 
on findings through the first IO mo. of operation. 

The general objectives of the research program are: (l) to improve 
the scientific foundation for this remedial ledmology; (2) to better de
fine its technical limitations; and (3) to funher refine the mathematical 
model of the stripping process developed in an earlier phase of the 
research program. Funher objectives of the reseaJCb are: (4) to study 
thls rechnology at the lower concenuations of 110latiJe organic consti
tuenlS as CXJJCI ienad near the end of remedial actions. and (S) to evalua1e 
the performance of granulated activated carbon as a treatment agent 
for the extracted vapors at these low levels. 

Site Geology 
The CIBA-GEIGY Tums River Plant lies in the Allantic Coastal Plain 

Physiographic Province in Tums River, New Jersey. The site is under
lain by the Cohansey Sand, a geologic formation consisting 
predominantly of moderate to high premeability sand, interbedded with 
finer-grained, often lenticular, strata of silt and clay. The site chosen 
for the research program lies within the central production area of the 
1200 ac. plant sile at the location of several n:cently demolished chemical 
process buildings. Soil contamination was detected in the razing of the 
buildings, presumably resulting from underground storage tank leaks 
and process pipeline leaks. 

INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RESEARCH SITE 

A drilling program was undertaken in order to characterize initial 
levels of soil contamination within the study area. The program con
sisted of 26 exploratory borings and collection and analysis of 40 soil 
samples representing horizontal and vert.ical locations. The complete 
menu of organic priority pollutant analyses was run. Tuble I lis!S the 
specific chemicals detected and !heir respeclive concentration ranges 
(including limi!S of detection). Not all chemicals were identified as 
present at all probe locations or at all depths at a given location. No 
acid extractable compounds were detected at a limit of detection of 2 .0 
ppm (mg/kg) with the exception of one sample which exhibited a phenol 
value of 3.0 ppm. The most prevalent soil contaminan!S in the study 
area are 1,1-dichlorobenzene, 1,3-dichlorobenzene. 1,4-dichlorobenzene 
and 1,2,4,-trichlorobenzene. 
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Characterization of soils in the areas including and adjac:eot ID the 
proposed study area was performed prior to the initial site cbaraderi
z.ation. An area of high organic (semi-volatile) constituent CODlCOt was 
identified approximately 35 ft from the location where the enndioD 
well was emplaced. This area of high organic concenb'llion was desig
nated "lest Pit 9". The chemical constituents present in the soil taken 
from approximately S ft below the surface at Test Pit 9 are limd in 
Tuble 2. Approximately lllXJ ppm additional semi-volatile constituenlS 
were estimated in a non-target library search. 

RESEARCH PROGRAM FACILITIES 
AND EQUIPMENT 

One of the initial tasks was the installation of an extraction well in 
the approximale center of the area of contamination. The well consisted 
of a 4-in. diameter, 5-ft long, factory-slotted PVC screen which was 
set slightly above the water table on a 4-in. diameter PVC casing. Jn 
the area of the project, the water table is at a depth of approximately 
20 ft. 



Table 2 
Chemical Constituents Identified In Soils From Test Pit 9 

Constituent 

I ,4 dichloroben:z.ene 

1,2 dichlorobenzene 

nitre benzene 

l ,2,4 trichloroben:z.ene 

naphthalene 

2-chloro naphthalene 

Concentration 
(ppm) 

31 

300 

21 

200 

55 

27 

A series of 38 soil gas probes was installed at radial distances of 
approximately 20, 40, 60 and 80 ft from the extraction well. A number 
of the probes were constructed as clusters with individual probes at 
depths of 5, 10 and 15 ft below ground surface. A sketch of a typical 
soil gas probe is shown in Figure 1. 

The probes were constructed of Teflon tubing and were installed by 
a truck-mounted hollow steam auger rig. The screened section of the 
probe was sand-packed and the remaining annular space was sealed 
by bentonite pellets and grout. The probes allow for measurement of 
in situ soil vacuum and also permit sampling of soil gas quality. Twelve 
of the probes were fitted with thermisters to permit measurement of 
the soil temperature. 
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Figure I 
Sketch Of Typical Soil Gas Probe 

Extraction of the soil gas vapors and much of the monitoring 1s per
formed by ECKENFELDER INC.'s In Situ Vapor Stripping Pilot Unit. 
The 8-ft by 12-ft long pilot unit trailer houses two New York Blower 
Model 2606-A pressure blowers. Each blower utilizes a 26-in. aluminum 
compression fan blade encased in a steel-frame housing and is powered 
by a 7-12 hp, 460 v, 3-phase motor. At the rated 3500 rpm fan speed, 
the two blowers produce 50.5 in. water column pressure on the outlet 
at a flow rate of 400 scfm. The blowers and associated ducts are con
figured for individual, series or parallel operation, depending upon flow 
rate and pressure requirements. 

The pilot unit trailer also contains a baffled demister to remove water 
droplets from the air stream and instrumentation and controls for oper
ation of the system and the monitoring of system performance. A lay
out of the pilot unit trailer is illustrated in Figure 2. 

There are five sampling ports in the duct work to allow sampling 
of extracted gas quality at various points in the system. Measurements 
of temperature and pressure can be taken remotely at each sampling port. 

Treatment of the extracted gas is accomplished by use of granular 
activated carbon. A carbon canister is set up outside the trailer as indi
cated in Figure 2. 

An HNU Model PI-201 photoionization monitor with an Esterline 
Augus Model 410 chart recorder is utilized to continuously record gas 
quality. An electronic control panel, in conjunction with a Masterflex 
pump, automatically samples each of the five gas monitoring probes 
and a calibration gas cylinder once every hour. The automatic sequencing 
can be overridden if manual readings are desired. The HNU 
photoionization-detected output data are stored on the chart recorded 
for manual interpretation. The flow rate of the system is monitored by 
means of a Dwyer pilot tube and micromanometer. 

An air permit was obtained from the New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protecton in order to operate the vapor stirring system. 
The permit established a maximum discharge concentration of 50 ppm 
total volatile organic compounds. 

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS 

The preliminary findings of the research project center upon the 
measured zone of influence of the extraction well, the change in the 
quality of the extracted soil gas with time, the treatability of the extracted 
gas by means of the granulated activated carbon system, temperature 
variations occurring in the system and the observed rate of the ground
water table induced by the vacuum extraction. 

The preliminary findings in each of these areas are briefly discussed 
below. 

Zone of Influence 

Mathematical modeling of the in situ vapor stripping process indi
cates that in an isotropic soil the zone of influence of an extraction well 
screened near the base of the unsaturated zone should produce a zone 
of influence with a radius approximately equal to the depth of the well 
(i.e., unsaturated zone depth). In a soil with vertical anisotropy, the 
radius of the zone of influence is proportional to the degree of anisotropy. 
Because the Cohansey Sand was expected to have a vertical anisotropy 
of two to three, the in situ soil gas monitoring probes were set out at 
radial distances of ID, 2D, 3D and 4D, where "D" equals the depth 
to the water table (or well depth). 

Soil gas extraction was commenced on Sept. 6, 1988, at a rate of 
180 cfm. In situ soil gas vacuum levels were observed almost imme
diately throughout the study area and reached a steady-state condition 
in Jess than 15 min. The in situ vacuum levels have remained essentially 
constant throughout the course of the research program. Contours of 
in situ vacuum levels are depicted in plan view and in cross-section 
in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. As indicated in these figures, a wider 
zone of influence was established than anticipated, even considering 
the vertical anisotropy of the Cohansey Sand. It can be extrapolated 
from the measured in situ vacuum levels to be approximately 150 ft. 
This distance is more than twice the anticipated radius of influence. 

In order to determine the causative factor behind this observed 
phenomenon, an attempt was made to calibrate Wilson's two-
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dimensional. axial-symmetm', ISVS numeric1tl model to the mea~ured 
in situ vucuum levels 1• A finite difli:ren(t: grid which wa.' 165 ft. wide 
along the r axis and 23 ft. deep along the / anix was 'el up. A uniform 
grid spacing of 3.3 ft. was used along both axes. producing a total of 
350 nodes. Because the model currently simulate~ an extraction well 
~L~ a sphere, the 5-ft long, 4-in. wide well screen and ~umlllnding gravel 
pack were represented as a sphere with a radius of 1.2 ft. The following 
parameters were also held constant during the modeling: 

Extraction rate = 180 scfm 
Depth of extraction well intake = 22 ft. 
Soil porosity = 0.25 
Temperature = 63 °F 
Extraction well vacuum = O 94 atm 

It was quickly discovered in the modeling proces' lhal no combina· 
Lion of soil permeability and vertical ani,ol!np) wnuld pcnnit the model 
to adequately reproduce the observed in situ varnum level,. The 
modeling re.suits and field data suggested that nh,cncd m 'itu vacuum 
levels were auributable In more c-omplcx hydrogcologic c-ondi11on' than 
simple venical anisotropy. 

The numeric-al model v.a~ therefore revised to permit modeling of 
dual layer stratigraphy with varying anisotropic' in each layer The 

WORK AREA 

EXTRACTION WELL 

FLEXIBLE DUCT 

NOT TO SCAL! 

calibra1ion was lhen continued. An excellent match to lhe fi, 
Wd~ obtained when two soil layers were employed in lhe mode 
upper, 13-ft. !hick layer with an air penneability of 6.5 x 10 1 

1 

and a lower, 20-ft. !hick layer wilh an air permeability o 
m1/atm-!><!c. A comparison ct predicted and mea..,ured data is 1 

eJ in Figure 5. 
Because lhe upper layer is 191.5 timei. len permeable than IJ1 

layer, vertical anisolropies within lhe individual layen are not 
cant to lhe results of lhe modeling. Air flow i' nearly vertica 
upper layer. thereby negating the importance of lateral pcrmeal 
lhi' 'tratum. Similarly. air flow is nearly horizontaJ in the lowc 
corrc!lpondingly diminishing lhe importance of vertical pcnn 
in this layer. 

The apparent miwns for lhi' phenomenon can be tied to lh 
c-ial cond111om Ni mentioned earlier. lhe research project is 
the location of previous production buildings. Approximately: 
the 'urfacc of lhe study arc.i "comprised of 10-ft.1

, 5-ft. lhic 
crctc footmp. Moreover, lhe intcrven1ing wiJ around lhc foo 
to a large extcrll fill malerial of a fincr-gramed character d 
underlymg native Mlll' of the Cohansey Sand. Consequently. t:h 
few feet of ""°1l impede the influx of almOsphcric air from lhc s 
causing the zone of influence lo spread laterally beneath lhis i. 
layer. 

Figure ~ 

EXHAUST in mo' 'UBE 

= ~INSULATED EXHAS 

A VALVES 

• 1 BLOWERS 

- FLEXIBLE DUCT CONNECTION 

(I) SAMPLE PORTS 

•LOCATED BELOW TRAILER FLOO~ 
DIRECTLY BELOW DEMISTER 

• OPTIONAL SYSTEM SPECIFIC 
TO EACH APPLICATION 

l...aynul Of In Situ Vnpor. S1rippang Pilot s,·ulc Research Trailer 
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Extracted Soil Gas Quality 
The quality of soil gas extracted during the first 10 mo. of the research 

program is presented in Figure 6. The soil gas concentrations are 
reported as a function of the days of system operation. Days of system 
shut-down for maintenance and installation of additional granulated 
activated carbon canisters are omitted from the graph. 

Extracted soil gas concentrations initially were in the range of 100 
to 140 ppm and have fairly steadily declined to current levels of ap
proximately 60 to 70 ppm. Chemcial analysis of the extracted soil gas 
reveals that the principal gas contaminants are: 1,1-dichloroethane, 
11 2 2 -tetrachloroethane, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, trichloroethylene, 1,2,
di~hlo;obenzene and 1,3-dichlorobenzene. Upon completion of the 
testing, only 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCA) and toluene were present in 
measurable quantity in the vapor from the extraction port. Below method 
detection limit quantities of TCA were noted in probe llD. 

Figure 7 presents a graph of discharge gas quality after granulated 
activated carbon treatment. The five peaks in the graph represent 
progressive exhaustion of the granulated activated carbon canisters. 
These peaks represent exhaustion of the typical 1,200 lb of granulated 
activated carbon used in the project. The peaks represent a more rapid 
exhaustion of a standby granulated activated carbon system consisting 
of two parallel 55-gal drum carbon canisters. 

The treatment efficiency of the granular activated carbon has been 
significantly diminished by sorption of water vapor in the carbon. The 

~--±d-u---o---

" -- 1..0CATIOH Of llOll.. -.s .... 011( S 
£\1.•1-·- Wl.UUllED IN SITU 50&.. VACVJW 

.....__, .• __ CONTOUl'CS Of' IM SITU SOfL. VACUUW 

demister has removed relatively little water since the water occurs in 
the form of water vapor rather than as a mist. 

Temperature Variations 

The temperature of the extracted gas, ambient air and the soil have 
been measured throughout the course of the study. Figure 8 depicts 
the variations in extracted soil gas temperature and ambient tempera
ture. The temperature of the extracted soil gas was initially approxi
mately 64 °F (18 °C) and has steadily declined during the fall and 
beginning of winter to temperatures of between 52 °F (11°C) and 54 °F 
(12 °C). December through March exhibited the lowest gas and ambient 
air temperatures recorded. There was a steady increase exhibited 
throughout the spring as anticipated. June, 1989 temperatures were about 
9° below last August, 1988 readings. 

Figure 9 is a graph of in situ soil temperature variations occurring 
within the study area. The graph illustrates that, initially, soil gas 
temperatures were in the range 64°F (18 °C) to 72 °F (22 °C). Also, the 
deeper soil probe (ID) exhibited a consistently lower temperature than 
the intermediate (II) and shallow (IS) probes. This result is not sur
prising considering the time of year. With the onset of fall and winter, 
in situ temperatures declined and reversed their relative positions. The 
deeper probe, probe ID, exhibited the highest temperature and the shal
low probe, probe IS, the coolest temperature. Upon the arrival of spring, 
the relative relationships were again reversed. 
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Figure 3 
Contours Of In Situ Soil Vacuum 
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Figure 6 
Extracted Gas Quality 

Groundwater Levels 
A rise in groundwater levels beneath in situ vapor stripping facilities 

has been both predicted and observed. The phenomenon results from 
the fact that the groundwater table represents the point in the subsur
face where the voids in the soil or rock are not only fully saturated, 
but also at equilibrium with atmospheric pressure. Consequently, if soil 
gas pressures are reduced to below atmospheric pressure, a corre
sponding rise in the groundwater table should result. The magnitude 
of groundwater table rise (in inches) should coincide with magnitude 
of the pressure drop below atmospheric occurrring at any point in the 
system (in inches). Monitoring of groundwater levels during the course 
of the research study confirms that the water table does indeed rise 
a level commensurate with the soil vacuum levels produced by the 
extraction well. The maximum rise in the water table of nearly 2.5 ft 
occurred immediately beneath the extraction well. 

MATHEMATICAL MODELING 

A mathematical model has been developed for predicting various 
aspects of a full-scale in situ varpor stripping system. 1 This model has 
been calibrated to the conditions of the Toms River field site. The model 
was originally calibrted using laboratory data generated from specially 
designed equipment which simulated actual field parameters and 
operating conditions 2 . A model parameter critical to the estimation 
of chemical mobilities is the determination of a lumped partitioning 
coefficient for each chemical constituent of interest. This coefficient 
addresses the constituent's interacton with water, soil and other chemi
cals present and dictates the constituent's strippability. 

The model can be used to generate important design criteria and 
optimize operating parameters form pilot-scale studies for use in full
scale remediations. The model can be run on a PC. A list of the model 
capabilities is provided in Table 3. 
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Soil and Ambient Temperatures 

Table 3 
List Of Model Capabilities For The Prediction Of Design And 

Operating Parameters For Full-Scale In Situ Vapor Stripping1.J-6 

l. Predict clean-up time to reach a target level of residual 
contamination. 

2. Predict residual contamination levels after a given period of 
operation. 

3. Predict location of hot spots through diagrams of contaminant 
distribution. 

4. Develop system design: 

horizontal well placement 
vertical well placement 
screen placement 

S. Predict impact of implemeable cap placement 

6. Predict impacts of passive wells 

7. Predict vapor stripping from fractured bed rock. 

8. Predict clean-up levels around buried debris from various system 
designs, 

9. Predict impact of ambient air temperature on removal· 

10. Calculate the anisotropy of the soil or rock. 

11. Predict recontamination time of the remediated vadose zone from slow 
moving contaminated groundwater. 

12. Predict the rate of remediation of floating pools of LNAPLs. 

FURl'HER RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
While our findings to date have answered a number of questions con

cerning the behavior of in situ vapor stripping systems, several of the 

research objectives remain to be accomplished. These unfulfilled 
objectives include the following: 

• Description of the temporal variations in overall gas quality, as well 
as the relative proportions of individual constituents within the gas 
stream 

• Determination residual levels of various contaminants in the soil at 
the conclusion of the project 

• Description of the relationship between extracted gas flow and the 
resultant zone of influence and impact upon cleanup times 

REFERENCES 
1. Wilson, D.J., Clarke, A.N. and Clarke, J.H., "Soil Clean Up by In Situ 

Aeration. I. Mathematical Modeling", Sep, Sci. Technol., 23, pp 991-1,037, 
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3. Wilson, D.J., Gannon, K., Clarke, A.N., Mutch, Jr., R.D. and Clarke, J.H., 
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4. Wilson, D.J., Clarke, A.N. and Mutch, Jr., R.D., "Soil Cleanup by In Situ 
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Mathematical Evaluation of Volatile Organic Compound Transport 
Via Pore-Space Dispersion Versus Advection 

Mark J. Lupo, Ph.D. 
K. W. Brown & Associates, Inc. 

College Station, Texas 

ABSfRACT 
The environmental behavior and fatc of ha.r.ardou~ orgamc wa!>tc con· 

stituents in an unlined landfill was modeled in order to detcmune the 
speed and effectiveness of dispersion in the unsaturated pore space of 
soil as a contaminant transpon mechanism. In addition to the wel.1-known 
effects of downward advection (leaching) of contaminants in the water 
phase and upward air disper.iion into the atmosphere, the results show 
the potential of downward disper.iion of hazardous chemicals an 
unsaturated pore space as an important contamination pathway. This 
1s due to the speed at which these constituents are transponc:d by this 
mechanism. 

The Vadosc Zone Interactive Processes (VIP) computer model w11s 
used to simulate the migration and decay of several hazardous v.-ute 
constituents in a variety of soil types based on physical and chemical 
properties of the constituent' and local conditions <climate. soil proper
li~. etc.). The model used partition coefficient-; to distribute the 
ha.r.ardous constituents into four "phases;" the soil. the waste. the \\liter 
and the air phase. 

The constituents were shown lo move rapidly through the air phase, 
even 1f the leaching of the hazardous constituent was retarded by 
adsorption onto the soil. The constituents rq>artilion into the water phase 
at detectable coocentrations several meters below the lowest extent of 
the conwninarion by leachale advection. This effect is more pronounced 
in dryer soil. because the disper.iion of organic constituents in the soil 
is a strong function of air porosity. 

If this lranspon mechanism is neglected in a system where it is 
imponant, numerous misinterpretations are possible. For example, the 
high rate of transpon could cause the misidentification of fractures. 
Groundwater monitoring data can underestimate the eventual concen
tration of constituent\ by orders of magnitude or give misleading clues 
as to the \izc of the mother lode because the transpon w-.is caused by 
a rapid but le~ efficient mechanism than leaching. The rate of trans
pon can be underestimated by orders of magnitude if unsaturated flow 
equations are considered alone. Remedies could be chosen that limit 
liquid phase flow when the air pha.,e is the key transport route. 

This study shows that it " not sufficient to consider the extent or 
rate of transpon of liquids in the soil in order to characterize soil or 
groundwater pollution at a Superfund Mtc. Motion in the unsaturated 
pore space m the soil also muM be taken into account. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are several contaminant transport mechanisms for volatile 
organic compounds in unsaturated rone soih: advection in the pore 
water, non-aqueous phase advcction, dispersion in the pore water and 
disper!.ion in the unsaturated pore space. Nevenheless. 11 is common 
practice to consider migration only in terms of advcction in the soil 
pore water or as a distinct organic phase. 

In this study, a comprehensive computer model was used 10 simulate 
the fate and transpon of two common volatile constlluenL\ of h111.ardous 
wastes in a variety of soil types and conditions. The ohjective wus to 
quantitatively evaluate the transport mechanisms in terms of speed and 
effectiveness. 
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H\'POfHETICAL CASE 
A hypolhetioll case wu devised for the purpo!iC of this invcstipbon. 

Figure I illustrat~ an unlined landfill with barrels of hazardous waste. 
noc atypical of many sitcs that are on or may be added to the NPL. 
The barrch are buried at a depth of approJtimately 5 m below the sur
face. and the water table is localed at a depth of IO m below the surface. 
only 5 m from the wute. In this hypothetical case. most of the barrels 
have leaked. and the soil is heavily contaminaled from a depth of 4.5 m 
to 5. 5 m. Soil cores from this depth contain IOO rngfk.g of benzene and 
chlornbcnzcne an addition IO other hazardous organic constituen!S. 

Fi~ I 
Unlined, Unregulated Landfill. 5 m Deep 

The spread of chlombcnzcnc and benzene from the COl1IBminaled soil 
layer (Fig. 2 l \WS computed for four soil types and lhree different walCr 
budgets. The soil types chosen were sand, sandy loam, loam and clay. 
Thble I li~ts typical properties for these soil types•. The lhree Wiier 

budgets, representing low, high and excessive recharge rates, yielded 
deep pen:olations of IO"', IO'. and IOJ Ill/day, respectively 0.43, 14.3 
and 143 in./yr). 

MATHEMATICAL M._IHOD 

Organic molecults in the unsaturated soil can adsorb onto the organic 
matrix on soil grains. They also can reside in soil pore water. the 
unsaturated pore space or in any free organic or oil phase lhat often 
can be found in contaminated soils at CERCLA sites. For lhis reason. 
in evaluating the fate of organic contaminants (especially the more \'Ola· 
tile compounds), it is necessary to quantify the behavior of the ha7Jlldou$ 
constituents for each of these four phases. In this study, the phases will 
be referred to as the soil, water, air and oil phases. respectively. 
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Figure 2 
Initial Condition 

Table 1 

LEGEND 

AEROBIC ZONE § 
CONT AMINA TED ZONE E".ZJ 
GROUNDWATER "1 

Properties of the Hypothetical Soils Used in this Study 

Dry Bulk Sat. Hydraulic 
Empirical Porosity Density Conductivity 

Soil Type Constant (percent) (gr. /cc.) (cm. /sec.) 

Sand 4. 05 39. 5 1. 61 1. 76 x io-2 

Sandy Loam 4. 90 43. 5 1. 50 3.95 x io-3 

Loam 5. 39 45 .1 1.45 6.95 x 10-4 

Clay 11. 40 48 .2 1.37 1. 28 x 10-4 

To quantify the fate and transport of volatile organic constituents, 
it is necessary to solve a suite of four partial differential equations. These 
equations would express the change in the concentration of a contaminant 
in each phase over time as the sum of advection, dispersion, adsorp
tion/desorption and degradation. The solutions of these equations will 
be four functions of time and space, each representing the concentration 
of the contaminant in one of the phases. 

Clearly, it would be very difficult to solve such a suite of partial 
differential equations analytically. Therefore, it was necessary to find 
a computer model that solved these equations numerically. The model 
would have to account for advection, dispersion, degradation, the par
titioning between the phases and allow the input of initial conditions 
as well. The Vadose Zone Interactive Processes (VIP) model has all 
of these characteristics. 

The VIP model has been described in detail in the literature2
•
3 It 

has been tested mathematically\ experimentally5 and with field data6
• 

VIP treats the soil system as a four-phase system. The four equations 
are coupled by the adsorption/desorption terms, which contain the 
partition coefficients. Model inputs include the soil-water partition 
coefficient K (often referred to as K in the literature), the air-water 

•• - d part1t10n coefficient K and the oil-water partition coefficient K . Be-
cause partition coeffic~nts in the literature almost always includ;' water 
as a partition phase, the authors of the VIP model chose to assume 
that molecules migrating from one phase to another must pass through 
the water phase (Fig. 3). 

In addition to adsorption and desorption, the model allows for degra
dation in each of the four phases. Migration is carried out mainly by 
advection in the water phase and dispersion in the air phase. Disper
sion in the water equation was set equal to zero because all interphase 
constituent motion in the model must pass through the water phase, 
and the adsorption/desorption process provides dispersive phenomena 
sufficient to simulate the data observed by the modelers2

• Advection 
in the air phase was set equal to zero by the author since it is respon
sive to large barometric pressure changes that are not expected in the 
general case. 

WATER 

SOIL 
Figure 3 

Partitioning Between Phases in Unsaturated Soil 

MODEL INPUTS 

The inputs into the VIP model include soil properties (Table 1), climatic 
data (Table 2) and chemical properties (Table 3). The soil-water partition 
coefficients presented in Table 3 were based on literature values for organic 
carbon-water partition coefficients9•10 and a fraction organic carbon of 
1% 11 The soil-water partition coefficients for soil below a depth of 0.3 
m are a factor of 10 lower, because the fraction organic carbon at this 
depth is assumed to decrease to 0.1 % . 

Table 2 
Soil Temperature 

Temperature Temperature Temperature 
0.0-0.3 metirs 0. 0-0. 3 meters 0. 3-10. 0 meters 

Month (Deg. Fl (Deg. C) 

January 53. 6 12 .0 
February 55. 6 13.2 
March 61. 3 16. 3 
April 68. 5 20. 3 
May 76. 0 24. 4 
June 81. 6 27.6 
July 63. 0 26. 3 
August 83. 2 26. 4 
September 79. 2 26.2 
October 71. 4 21. 9 
November 60. 8 16. 0 
December 55. 7 13.2 

* Average monthly temperatures for Houston, Texas (7). 
) Based on the Fluker model for a depth of ten feet (8) . 

'Table 3 
Chemical Properties 

Property 

Decay Rate (l/day) 
Octanol-water Partition Coefficient 
Air-water Partition Coefficient 
Soil-water Partition Coefficient 

Chlorobenzene 

2 x 10-4 

512. 9 
.146 
3. 89 

(Deg. C)) 

23.5 
22.5 
21. 5 
20.5 
21.5 
22.5 
23.5 
24. 5 
25.5 
26. 5 
25.5 
24.5 

Benzene 

129 
.224 
0.89 

The oil-water partition coefficients were octanol-water part1t10n 
coefficients9

-
11

• Air-water partition coefficients were computed using 
Henry's law. Degradation rates obtained from the literature 12.13 were 
reduced by an order of magnitude in Table 3 because biodegradation 
is primarily anaerobic at depths greater than 0.3 m14 

Air dispersion coefficients were obtained from the literature7 for 
chlorobenzene and benzene and were corrected for site temperature. 
The soil correction term for the air dispersion coefficient15 differed for 
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each of the 12 cases modeled (four soil types and th.rec water budgets). 
Therefore, it had to be computed for each case based on the varying 
total porosity and air porosity in each soil (Table 4). 

18ble 4 
The Sb.e of the Phaws in Each Soll Computed by the Model 

Soil Meter Oil Air 
Ceae (perc•nt) (percent.> Cpercont> tpeE"eent> 

&xcessive rechar90: 
Sand 60. 5 20. 4 0. l 19.0 
Sandy loam 56. s 21 6 0. l U.8 
Loom 54 9 33. ! 0 .1 11. s 
Clay SI. 8 0.9 0. l 4. 2 

Hi9h rechar9e 
Sand 60. ! 16. 6 0. l 22 .• 
Sandy loam 56. ! n.o 0 .1 20. 4 
Lo4"' $4. 9 ~B. l 0 .1 U.7 
Clay SI. 8 40 .2 0 .1 7. 9 

Low rctch•r-9ct: 
Sand 60. ! ll. s 0 .1 U.9 
Sandy 10 ... $6. ! 19 .2 0 .1 24 .2 
Loam 54. 9 24. 0 0 .1 21.0 
Cloy SI. 8 36. 7 O. l 11. 4 

. 
The oil phase was included to stabiliae th• model at the bovndari••. 

MODEL RFSULTS 

A total of 48 simulations was conducted, half for benzene and half 
for chlorobenzene. For each constituent, four different soil types were 
used in the model and three different water budgets. The 12 simula
tions were run with and without air dispersion to determine the conse
quences of neglecting this transport mechanism. 

The simulations were for a period of I yr. The chlorobenzene results 
are presented in Tables 5 and 6. The benzene results are presented in 
Tables 7 and 8. By comparing the results of the VIP simulations. with 
and without air dispersion, it is immediately clear that the air disper
sion transport mechanism is far more rapid than advection in moving 
volatile organic constituents in the water phase. 

18ble S 
VIP Results for Chlorobe117.ene with Air Dispersion 

Depth Release Releaee Concentration 
Per-cent Jleacl\ed to Air to Groundwater in Groundwater 

Si.mu.lat ion 0e9roded lmetei:a) (perc.nt) (percent) (119/l) 

Exceaaive recr.ar9e. 
4. 54&10-3 l.28"10- 4 Sand 5.12 ReleAae 14. 8 

S•ndy lo•• s. 20 P.eleaae 4. na10- 5 3.0lal0-4 0. 7 . 
Lo- 5.31 ll•le••• S. 62xl0-7 4 .02&10-6 BDL 
Cloy S.49 7 .• o.o 0 .o o.o 

High rec ha rqe: 
l.47a10-l 1.52&10-l Send •. 99 Rel•••• 35. 9 

Sandy loa.111. S.06 ftel&aao 2. 32"10-2 2. 46x10- 2 8. 9 
Loam 5.16 Rel•••• 8 .10x10-• a. 16x10-• 8DL 
Cloy s .39 ••• 0.0 0.0 o.o 

LOv recha r9• : 
4. 82x10-l 4.86x10-l Sand 4. 89 Rel•••• 64 .1 

Sandy lo&nl •. 74 Rel••&• 1. 6la10:~ 1. 68"10- 1 30. 0 
Loam 5.06 flelea!!e 2. 78x10 -6 2. a2a10-2 8 .1 
Clay s. 31 Relen.se 2 .16xl0 2. 67xl0- 6 BDL 

BOL indicates that the chemical i• preaent, but below analytical 
detection llm1ts. 

Air dispersion becomes more important in coarser soils and at lower 
recharge rates (Fig. 4). For chlorobenzene, including this mechanism 
makes the difference between predicting a release to groundwater and 
not predicting a release within the I-yr time-frame of the simulation. 
This is true in all but two cases, both involving clay at high and exces
sive recharge rates. A similar result can be observed in the benzene 
data. A benzene release was predicted in all of the cases in which air 
dispersion was included except for clay at the higher recharge rates. 
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'Dible 6 
VIP Results ror Cblorobemene Without Air Dispersion 

Depth Rel•••• Rel•••• Concent ratioo 
P•rcont Reached to Air to Oroundv•t• r in Groundwaur 

SI.allot Ion De9•a&ld t-ter11 (percent) (percent I 1"9111 

&•c••• S ve rech• C9•; 
Sand 5.12 7.00 o.o o.o o.o 
Sandy loam 7.10 o.o 0.0 o.o 
LOO• 7 .10 0 .0 o.o o.o 
Clay 7 .10 0 .o o.o 0.0 

Hi9h rechar9•: 
sand 5 .00 60 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Bandy loain 5 06 60 o.o o.o o.o 
1.o .. 5.16 5 60 o.o o.o o.o 
C:l•y 5. 60 0.0 o.o 0.0 

Low rech• rq•: 
Sand •. 90 ' ,0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
Sandy lo•• 4. 95 5.'° 0.0 o.o o.o 
Lo .. 5.0• '. 50 o.o o.o 0.0 
Chy '. 50 0.0 0.0 0.0 

..... 7 
VIP Results for Benzene with Air Dispersion 

Deplll Rel•••• Rel•••• Coneentnt.1.tm 
P•rcent a.acMd to Ah to Oroundwet.er .t.nG.-ater 

Siaulat lon Oeqta<Md c .. t•r•J 1perc•nt> Cpercentl (Uf/ll 

£ace1•1ve rec.h•r9• · 
4. '3a.IO-i 2. 59a10-l Sand 94.1' Rel••s• 519.4 

Sandy loam 95 .23 Rel•••• •. 2s.io-
1 2.n .. 10-2 150.2 

Loom 95. 93 Rale••• 0.0 J. !31<10-· 5.1 
Clay 

"· 1$ 
t.10 0.0 o.o 0.0 

HJ. 9h r•cha rv• 
•. o.io-1 5.33&10-l Sand 91. 80 Rel•••• 71.2 

Sandy loa• 93. 69 RAtl•~a• 7.Hal0-2 9.llalO:~ 20.9 
Loom 94 70 Rel••9• ) . llxl0-3 4. 51al0 1.8 
Clay 96.16 9.10 o.o 0.0 0.0 

Lov ree:har9•: 
Sand 88.79 Relea.3e 1.61 I. 63 7'.8 
Sandy lo•• 91. 77 A.el•••• s. ua10-1 5. 7bl0-l 35.4 
Lo•• 93.55 Releu1• 1.0SalO-l l.07al0-l u.o 
Clay 95.H Rel•••• •. llxl0-1 1. ua.io-6 BDL 

liable 8 
VIP Results for lknzene Without Air Dispersion 

---------
Depth Rel•••• Rel•••• Conceatratioa. 

Percent Reached lO A!r t.o Gcoundwat.er 1a Grou.ndwter 
Simulation Deqrad~J (~~H'S} <percent) <perc.at) (Q9/ll 

Excessive r•ehu·9111: 
•. 45a10-10 Sand t•. iG Relea3e 0.0 BDL 

Sandy J.oa11 U.24 ltele•s• 0.0 1.01a10-9 BDL 
Loom 95.U Rel•••• 0.0 9.09&10-ll BDL 
Chy 96.75 9 70 0.0 0.0 o.o 

HiQh rech•rQ•: 
Sand 92.41 6 .10 o.o o.o o.o 
sandy lo•• 93. 10 6. 10 o.o o.o 0.0 
Lo•• 94 .72 6 .10 o.o 0.0 o.o 
Clay 96.16 6.00 o.o 0.0 0.0 

Lov r•ch• r90 : 
Sand 91.04 5. 50 o.o o.o 0.0 
Sandy loafft 92.57 5. 50 0.0 o.o o.o 
Lo•m 93." 5. so 0.0 0.0 o.o 
Chy 9$. 68 5. so o.o 0.0 0.0 

Jn the case of the excessive recharge rate, where it is possible to have 
a release in loam. sandy loam and sand without air dispersion, the air 
transport mechanism greatly enhanced the magnitude of the predicted 
release. 

These results can be explained by studying the output of any case 
where air dispersion was included in the model. In the output from 
these cases, the contaminant reaches the groundwater through the air 
phase within a few days to a month at a concentration of pg/L. The 
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concentration of the contaminant increases by orders of magnitude as 
one approaches the source from the water table. At every level, the 
contaminant in the air phases partitions with the other phases, con
taminating the soil and the soil pore water (Fig. 5). Thus, the phases 
besides the air are also contaminated outside of the soil that had been 
in contact with primary leachate. Contaminants delivered to soil and 
soil pore water by the air phase are free to advect and disperse. Thus, 
the air dispersion mechanism not only moves contaminants, but also 
augments other transport mechanisms. 

A clear illustration of this augmentation can be seen with benzene 
under excessive recharge. For the sand, the sandy loam and the loam, 
release would have occurred without air dispersion because of water 
advection. In Table 8, the size of the release is small in each case, 
because the concentrations represent the fringe of the downward-moving 
contaminant plume (given a few more months, the release would have 
been much greater as the bulk of the plume crossed the 10 m datum). 
Yet in Table 7, the predicted releases for these three cases are large, 
with concentrations in the groundwater in the mg/L. This is due to the 
advection of benzene in the water phase that had been· carried to lower 
strata by dispersion in the air phase. 

Air dispersion also is active in the upward direction. In drier soils, 
in which dispersion is more rapid, there is a symmetry in the concen
tration of contaminants in each phase, above and below the contaminant 
source (Fig. 6). This symmetry results from simultaneous upward and 

SURFACE 

AIR DISPERSION 

TO OIL 

TO WATER 

TO SOIL 

CONTAMINATION 

TO OIL 

TO WAlER 

TO SOIL 

AIR DISPERSION 

GROUND WA 1ER 

Figure 5 
The Contamination of All Fourphases of the Soil by Air Dispersion 

downward dispersion. Rapid advection (as in the case of higher recharge 
rates) and faster degradation (as in the case of benzene) decrease the 
amount of symmetry. 

Hazardous constituents can be released to the atmosphere by upward 
dispersion in the air phase. But this mechanism also can contaminate 
soil and soil pore water above the contaminant source. Thus, if the 
barrels were covered with clean soil during the operation of this land
fill, the soil above the barrels could be quite contaminated. For example, 
one year into a simulation involving loam with a recharge rate of 1.43 
in./yr, soil can be contaminated in the mg/L range with chlorobenzene 
as much as 2 m above the barrels (Fig. 6). 

DISCUSSION 

One may underestimate the importance of the effect of dispersion 
of volatile organic contaminants in the air phase by reasoning that the 
mechanism, although much more rapid than advection, is much less 
effective than advection because it transports smaller masses. It could 
be argued that the hazardous waste constituents released by dispersion 
eventually would have been released by advection in the water phase 
anyway. Although such a view might be justifiable in the sense of long
term damage to the aquifer, it fails to address several key issues from 
the standpoint of Superfund. 

First, in the negotiations between PRPs and the Agencies, it is in 
the interest of both sides to have an accurate understanding of the site 
soil system in order to implement an effective remedy. An overly 
optimistic view of the situation can lead to an ineffective cleanup. 
Remedies could be chosen that limit liquid phase migration when the 
air phase is an important transport route. 

For example, neglecting air dispersion could cause an engineer to 
conclude that benzene would degrade before it could be released. 
Neglecting this mechanism can lead to overestimates in the time avail-
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Chlorobcnzenc in Dry Loam After One Year 

2 

able 10 consider options before a release to groundwater. One could 
conclude from testimony that a site rich in volatiles could be capped 
with clean soil, neglecting the potential fur contamination of that soil 
from below. Tustimony by site personnel that they used clean soil to 
cover the barrels could lead to lax application of safety ruJes on-site 
in dealing with shallow soil. 

Errors on the side of optimism can lead to errors that impact the 
environment as well as humans. Highly dispersive constituents with 
lower octaool-water partition coefficients such as xylene may be assumed 
to decay in place. Yet relatively low concentrations initially reaching 
an aquifer directly below a site could become substantial over time, 
especially if the landfill is large in area. It also should be remembered 
that VIP is only one-dimensional. It may be accurate in the middle of 
such a hypothetical landfill, but at the edges there will be lateral dis
persive transport of volatile organic compounds as well as vertical trans
pon. If advection is the only transpon mechanism considered in a site 
rich in volatiles in a densely populated area, it would be easy to consider 
only downward transpon, completely missing the peril to homeowners 
from horizontal motion of the constituents. 

Another serious error of interpretation could occur if detections in 
monitoring wells were assumed to be caused solely by advection. The 
magnitude of the detections could be orders of magnitude lower than 
they will be when the advective plume finally reaches the monitoring 
well network. After a few well sampling events, the size of the mobile 
contaminant mass or of the source load could be grossly underestimated. 
A risk assessment based on such monitoring well data clearly would 
be misleading. 

A pessimistic view can cause errors in selecting a remedy. It can 
discourage the use of an effective remedy in favor of a lesser one more 
suited to the pessimistic view of site conditions. For eJUtmple. a site 
characterii.ation could yield parameters for an unsaturated flow model 
that would erroneously predict the time that organic contaminants would 
reach an aquifer by advection. A suite of water samples taken from 
the aquifer could then show contaminants in places where they should 
not be. This finding could lead the investigators to assume fracture flow 
where it is not taking place, or conclude the presence of a highly trans
missive zone. The presence of such fractures could have an adverse 
influence on the Agency or the PRPs in selecting a remedy. 

It should be pointed out that some of the assumptions in this study 
were conservative. Por example, the concentration of the contaminants 
in the source area in this simulation was only 100 mg/L. Data for clays 
in this study did not take into account the effect that organic constituents 
have on clays16

•
17 

.• Organic constituents can desiccate clays and create 
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fracture systems in the clay. Thus, results for the clays presented in 
the tables and figures may be optimistic. 

Funhermore, if the VIP model is used to conduct site-specific simu
lations with actual soil parameten, it should be pointed out that degra. 
dation is not the end of concern for halogenated hydrocarbons. The 
daughter products of halogenated hydrocarbons are often also baJo. 
genated hydrocarbons 11 Unlike the hazardous constituents found in 
petroleum refinery wastes. the daughter products of cblorinared 
hydroca.rbons may be more hazardous than their parent compounds. 

Finally, Figure 7 shows the concentration of chlorobeni.ene released 
in one year versus the dispersion coefficient of chlorobenzene in the 
soil for Rather, the size of the release differs from soil to soil. Thm
fore. no formula can be derived to present release strictly as a function 
of di~persion coefficient. The time and magnitude of the release can 
only be obtained by actually conducting a model run. II should be 
remembered that all predicted releases are functions of time. In 1iblcs 
S through 8. values are presented for a time I yr after the start of the 
simulation. When the center of the advc:ction plume reaches the water 
table. 1he bulk of the release will take place. For chlorinated hydrocar
bons such u chlorobenzcne. a release is an eventualiry in spite ofbio
degradation, because the daughter products of chlorobenzene decay are 
also chlorinated hydrocarbons. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

0 

The release of two selected volatile organic compounds from a 
hypothetical unlined hai.ardous waste landfill was modeled using a 



detailed unsaturated zone model. It was found that dispersion of the 
constituents in the air phase was rapid, and the size of the release was 
significant in some cases. Coarse soils with lower recharge rates (i.e., 
greater unsaturated pore space) allowed the greatest transport by this 
mechanism. In clays or wetter soils, advection in the air phase was less 
effective. 

The model results show that at a Superfund site, it is not sufficient 
to consider contaminant transport mechanisms of liquids alone. Failure 
to take motion (both vertical and horizontal) in the unsaturated pore 
space into account can lead to errors, both in site assessment and in 
remedy selection. 
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Radiological Monitoring of Select Faunal Species 
Indigenous to Environs of the Maxey Flats 

Shallow Land Burial Facility 

Robert 8. Burns 
Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection 

Morehead, Kentucky 

ABSTRACT 

This s1uJ~ c\.1mincs 1he radionud1Jc conccntralum' of four fauna! 
species indigenous to the environs nf the Maxcy Flat~ Shallow Land 
Burial Facility located in northeastern Keniucky. The ~mple species 
were limited to 1he smokey shrew (Sore.t fumeus), \hon-tailed shrew 
(B/arina bn:ncauda), white-footed mouse <PeromY1n<1 leucopu_q and 
the eastern box turtle (ferrapene c. camli1U1). Body fluids were analyzed 
for tritium by liquid scintillation. Whole body samples were a'hcd and 
analyi.ed for gamma-emitting radionuclide' 

The most abundanl gamma-emitting radionuclide encountered "a' 
pot.a.ssium-40. The smokey shrew exhibited the greatest concentra1ion 
of gamma-emitting radionuclides. The smokcy shrew al"1 nhibited the 
greatest tritium concentratmn. 
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Wnh the nu:pllon 111 ccsium-LJ7, the gamma-emitting radionuclides 
1den11fied in this \tudy were endogenous. The cesium-137 concentra
uon may be attributed to gl• •bal fallout from nuclear bomb testing. The 
di,posal 1.ic 1111; did not '\Cem to have influenced the concentrations of 
gamma-emitting radionucl1des as,1milatcd h) the fauna! 'pecies 
sampled. The cnncentratiofl3 of ln\lum measured indicate that tritium 
trnm the di'J1"''·1I facility has entered the biological systems of fauna! 
species in the immediate area ,,f the was1e disposal facilit~ 

INTRODUTIO:\ 

lnformalion concerrnng the coocenlration of radionuclides assimi
la1ed hy wildlife i~ essential in determining 1he en; 1ronment.al impact 
of "a~te di,pt.1-.;il lacil1tics. The pul1'"'c 1>! this ,1udy \lo'llS to determine 
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the concentrations of radionuclides assirn.ilated by four fauna! species 
indigenous to environments surrounding the Maxey Flats Shallow Land 
Burial Facility located in northeastern Kentucky. This research was the 
first wildlife study conducted at the facility and was compared with 
other Maxey Flats studies to determine the environmental impact of 
the facility. 

The sample species used in this study were the smokey shrew (Sorex 
jumeus); the short-tailed shrew (Blarina brevicauda); the white-footed 
mouse (Peromyscus leucopus); and the eastern box turtle (Terrapene 
c. carolina). These species were chosen for the following reasons: 
(l) the availability of indigenous species; (2) the opportunity to sample 
large numbers without causing a great impact on population numbers; 
(3) the burrowing habits of these animals; (4) food sources include 
ground dwelling animal matter. 

It has been suggested that the species most exposed to radionuclides 
are the detritovores, the arthropods and earthworms living in the forest 
floor litter. It also has been suggested that the species that consume 
arthropods and earthworms are the most probable radionuclide 
vectors 1• A diagram of the potential environmental exposure pathways 
is shown in Figure 1. 

Tritium was chosen as an indicator in this study for the following 
reasons: (1) its abundance in the burial facility3

; (2) its abundance in 
the off-site environment'; (3) the ready uptake by the animals; and 
(4) its mobility in the environment. 

The gamma-emitters were chosen for: (l) their abundance in the burial 
site5; (2) their presence in the off-site environment6 and (3) their ex
cellent data base in the environment. The majority of nuclides in wastes 
from power plants, with physical half-lives of greater than 5 yr, are 
gamma-emitters 7• 

2000 

Farmer.; Member and lower p-.111 o£ chc 
Ohio Shale m: smir:m:d Other unics 
:ibovc chc che Ohil Sh:ilc ~y be =r:ued 

SITE DESCRIPTION 
In January, 1963, the Nuclear Engineering Company was issued a 

license to operate the disposal facility and in May, 1963, the first radio
active material was buried at Maxey Flats. The major users of the facility 
included hospitals, power plants and various industries. Solid wastes 
were buried in large rectangular trenches that ranged from 5 to 20 m 
in length, 3 to 22 m in width and 3 to 10 m in depth. Liquid wastes 
were solidified, on-site, by mixing them with cement and paper. This 
mixture was then poured into polyethylene-lined trenches8

• 

From 1963 through site closure in lfJ"77, 135,000 m3 of wastes were 
buried at Maxey Flats. The volume of wastes buried at Maxey Flats 
has been estimated to contain over 2.4 million curies of by-product 
materials and 64 kg of plutonium9• 

The burial trenches geologically lie within the Nancy Member of 
the Borden Formations (Fig. 2). The Nancy Member consists of shale 
and sandstone interbeds. Water is discharged from the facility by three 
routes: (1) surface run-off, (2) interflow through the shallow soil zones 
and (3) subsurface bedrock flow (Fig. 2). These routes form potential 
water pathways for the migration of radionuclides from the facility. Due 
to the extensive grading and earthmoving and a natural dip in the stra
ta, the land surface slopes southeasterly, channeling most surface run
off into a main east drainage channel 11 • 

In December, lfJ"74, the Kentucky Department for Human Resources 
released a report entitled "A History and Preliminary Inventory Report 
on the Kentucky Radioactive Waste Disposal Site." The report stated 
that radioactivity had been detected in the unrestricted environment of 
the disposal facility. The conclusions and recommendations of this study 
were: 
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• The facility was contributing radioactivity to the area environment, 
but the activity was not creating a public health hazard. 

• Some samples collected showed the presence of man-made radio
nuclides in the unrestricted environment. 

• Funher geological, hydrogeological, and climatological studies should 
be conducted to determine a profile for the siteu 

A followup report providing additional data on the status of the dis
posal facility was released by the Department in December, 1976. The 
followup report concluded that the disposal facility was still contributing 
small amounts of radioactivity into the immediate environment, but it 
did not post a public health hazard. The report also concluded that the 
major mode of environmental contamination was surface run-off. It was 
suggested that other modes. such as subsurface movement also con
tribute to environmental contamination. The report recommended that 
routine analysis of water and sediment from specific sampling stauon~ 
be performed by the Radiation Control Branch of the Department for 
Human Resources and by the licensce"-

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Trapping silCS were established in the vicinity of the three major chan
nels that drain the disposal facility (Fig. 3). These areas are covered 
by deciduous forest consisting mainly of oak, hickory and maple trees. 
Mouse-sized snap traps were randomly placed in areas that appeared 
to offer suitable habitat for the species being sought. The traps were 
checked and rebaited with peanut butter daily. Traps were discharged 
over the weekends due to the dehydration of the small mammals after 
death. When a sample was recovered, it was weighed, placed in a zip
top bag and labeled with the species name, collection locality and date 
of capture. 1be sample was then frozen until prepared for analysis. 
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Figure 3 
Approximale Trapping Locations 
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The capture of Terrapene c. carolina was performed by searching 
the forest surrounding the facility. These samples were documented and 
stored in the same manner as the mammals. 

Mammalian body fluids were oblained by malting an incision from 
the idphistemum to the anus and folding the skin laterally. Internal orpns 
were removed and fluids extracted with a vacuum funnel. Tritium is 
not selective for any one organ, and the quantity of body fluids was 
small; therefore no effort was made to distinguish between fluids from 
different tissue components. Any fluids remaining in the body cavity 
were collected with a syringe. The fluid was centrifuged at 1500 rpm 
until separation of liquid from solid constituents was evident. Only the 
liquid portion was transferred into vials and used for tritium analysis". 

Body fluids from Terrap~ c. caro/ina were obtained by separating 
the carapace from the plastron and removing the inlemal organs. Fluids 
were removed with a vacuum funnel. The ftuids that remained in the 
carapace were collected with a syringe. A1lempts to separate the solid 
constituents from the liquid by centrifugation were ineffective. There
fore. to obtain a homogenous sample necessary for scintillation analy
~is, aezoctrophic distillation was perfonned using benzene. The sample 
and solvent were placed in a ftask and allowed to reflux. Benzene was 
distilled and collected in a Barrett waJCr/oil collecting tube. As the body 
nuids condensed and collected in the tube. they scparared from the 
benze~e which fonned the top layer. The benzene I.ayer was pipetted 
and discarded. The body nuid layer was pipetted into scintillation vi
als. A new pipette tip was used for each sample to prevent the possibil
ity of cross-contamination. 

"lnsta-gel," used as the scintillator, was added to each sample. 
Samples were analyud fOr tritium in a Hcwlctt-Paclwd Tri-Carb Liquid 
Scintillation Counter for 300 min. 

To prepare collected f8unaJ species for gamma ray spectroscopy, whole 
body samples were placed in evaporating dishes and ashed in a Form-8 
oven at 300 °C for 12 to l6 hr. The charred samples were ground with 
a mortar and pestle and transferred to petri dishes for analysis. Evapo
rating dishes and the mortar and pestle were thoroughly cleansed wilh 
nitric acid before each preparation to prevent the possibility of cross-
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contamination. The samples were analyzed for gamma-emitting radi
onuclides using a Nuclear Data 680 system. 

RESULTS 
The smokey shrew showed a gamma radionuclide concentration 

greater than any of the other species studied. The mean gamma radio
nuclide concentration for the smokey shrew was 5.19 pCi/g. The mean 
concentration of gamma-emitting radionuclides for the white-footed 
mouse was 1.66 pCi/g. The mean gamma-emitting radionuclide con
centrations for the short-tailed shrew and the eastern box turtle were 
1.56 pCi/g and 0.55 pCi/g, respectively (Fig. 4). 

The most abundant gamma-emitting radionuclide encountered was 
potassium-40, with a mean concentration of 5.93 pCi/g. Radium-226 
and cesium-137 showed mean concentrations of 0.68 pCi/g and 0.28 
pCi/g, respectively (Fig. 5). 
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Figure 5 
Variable Gamma Radionuclide Abundance in pCi/g 

The smokey shrew exhibited the greatest concentrations of 
potassium-40, with a mean concentrations of 13.03 pCi/g. The mean 
concentration of potassium-40 for the white-footed mouse and the short
tailed shrew were 4.49 pCi/g and 4.13 pCi/g, respectively. The mean 
concentration of potassium-40 assimilated by the eastern box turtle was 
1.28 pCi/g (Fig. 6). 

The smokey shrew exhibited the greatest concentrations of 
radium-226, with a mean concentration of 1.87 pCi/g. The mean con
centration of radium-226 assimilated by the short-tailed shrew was 0.38 
pCi/g. The mean concentrations of radium-226 for the white-footed 
mouse and the eastern box turtle were 0.34 pCi/g and 0.16 pCi/g, respec
tively (Fig. 7). 

The smokey shrew exhibited the greatest concentrations of cesium-137, 
with a mean concentration of 0.67 pCi/g. The white-footed mouse 
exhibited the lowest concentrations of cesium-137, with a mean con
centration of 0.14 pCi/g. The mean concentrations of cesium-137 
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assimilated by the eastern box turtle and the short-tailed shrew were 
0.20 and 0.17 pCi/g, respectively (Fig. 9). 

The smokey shrew exhibited a concentration of tritium greater than 
any of the species studied. The mean concentration of tritium assimi
lated by the smokcy shrew Wds 312.58 pCi/mL. The eastern box turtle 
exhibited a concentration of tritium less than any of the species studied. 
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The mean tritium concentrations assimilated by the eastern box turtle 
was 41.05 pCi/mL. The mean concentrations of tritium assimilated by 
the short-tailed shrew and white-footed mouse were 231.1.6 pCi/mL and 
152.64 pCi/mL, respectively CFig. 9) • 

DISCUSSION AND CONCWSIONS 

Extensive radiological monitoring studies of botanical species haYe 
been performed by Battelle Pacific Northwest Research Laboratory 11 
the Maxcy Flats Disposal Facility. In the fall of 1981, potassium-40 was 
found in newly fallen leaf samples collected from the perimeter of the 
site. These concentrations ranged from I to 3 pCilg dry weight. 
Cesium-m was measured in the newly fallen leaf samples, with con
centrations ranging from 0.00 to 0.20 pCi/g dry weight.,. 

In 1981, tritium concentrations present in leaf water extracted from 
oak trees growing around the perimeter of the disposal facility llldi
catcd that tritium from the facility had cnte~ the trmspiration processes 
of these trees. The lriuum concentrations ranged from 48 to 5(j() pCi/ml. 
Maple tree sap was also analy1..cd for tritium concentrations. These coo
ccntration~ ranged from 30 to 151 pCi/ml for the 1981-82 sampling 
period"' 

Soil 'amples from the immediate area surrounding the facility haYc 
been analyz.ed for gamma-emitting radionuclides. These analyses haYc 
\hown the presence of potas..'iaum-40. wilh concentrations ranging from 
17 10 26 pCi/g. Radium-226 Wll\ presenl, with concentrations ranging 
from 0.95 to 2.2 pCi/g. Exogenous ccsium-m concentrations ranged 
from 0.47 to 0.51 pCilg" 

Potassium-40 was measun:d in all fauna! samples collected. These 
concentrations ranged from 0.83 to 21 pCi/g and had a mean cooceo
tration of 5. 93 pCilg. Analysis of fauna showed that the amount Ii 
radium-226 assimilated ranged from O.OI to 4.40 pCilg. with a mean 
concentration of 0.68 pCi/g. Cesium-131 measured in fauna showed c:oo
ccntrations ranging from 0.03 to 1.40 pCilg. The mean fauna! conccn
tration for cesium-m was 0.28 pCilg. Tritium was presenl in the species 
analyz.ed. These concentraliom ranged from 2 .3 to 562.0 pCi/mL, with 
a mean concentration of 153. 92 pCi/mL. 

With the exception of cesium-137. the gamma-emitting radionuclides 
encountered in this study were endogenous. The concentrations cl 
cesium-13' assimilated by fauna indigenous to the environs of the dis· 
posal facility may be anribuled to fallout from nuclear bomb testing; 
they do not appear to be influenced by the disposal facility. 

The concentration of tritium a.ssimila1ed by fauna appears to be com
parable to the concentrations in the sample trees surrounding the dis· 
posal facility which were reponed by Kirby, in 1983, to be in excess 
of background concentrations. A control leaf sample from the vicinity 
of Cave Run Lake. Kentucky. showed a tritium concentration of 2.4 
pCi/mL. The tritium concentrations found in leaves near the Maxey 
Flats Shallow Land Burial Facility ranged from 48 to 560 pCi/mL. Coo
centrarions of tritium assimilated by fauna! species ranged from 2 J 
to 562 pCi/mL. This indicates that tritium from the disposal facility 
has entered the biological systems of fauna in the immediate area. 
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ABSfRACT 

Historically, U.S. Department of Energy waste disposal practice.\ have 
resulted in the contamination of numerous sites with chemical and 
radiological wastes. In many instances. a single site will contain both 
cypes of waste, presenting unique risk assessment challenges. Currently. 
pl'OIOCOls for uniformly assessing risk from both types of contammanL-; 
at such sites do not exist. Consequently, the approach presented in this 
paper was developed to provide a unifonn assessment of the risk to 
human health from sites contaminated with both hazardous chemical 
substances and radiological materials. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a suggested framework for assessing risk al U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) federal facility Superfund sites contami
nated with both chemical and radiological wastes. Historically. the prin
cipal contaminants of concern have been the radioactive materials, with 
less or no emphasis placed on hazardous chemical contaminants. 
However, with the passage of the SARA in 1986, and with greater con
cern for the characterization and cleanup of federal facilities, both chemi-

IDENTIFY EXPOSURE 
SCENARIOS 

SELECT CONTAMINANTS 
OF POTENTIAL CONCERN 

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT TOXICllY ASSESSMENT 

RISK CHARACTERIZATION 

Figure I 
Baseline Human Health Assessment Process 
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cal and radiological contamination are now being assessed al these DOE 
sites. 

The baseline human health asseMrnent is an analysis of site condi
t.ions in the ab.<.ence of remedial action (i.e .. "no action .. alternative). 
This evaluation requires an understanding of the nature aC contanunant 
releases from the site. the pathways of human exposure and a ~ 
of the potential nsk to human health as a result of the releases'. The 
process includes identification of pottntiaJ exposure scenarios for mcdia
specific pathways, selection of indicator contaminants, exposure assess
ment, toxicity assessment and risk characterization. 

As pan of the baseline human health assessment, several types of 
effects can be evaluated relative to radioactive and chemical con
taminants. This paper will address radionuclide carcinogenic (e.g., 
stochastic) effects and chemical carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic 
effects. The radionuclide non-carcinogenic (e.g., non-stochastic) dfms 
of radioactive contaminants wilJ not be discussed since they arc lhe 
result of relatively higher doses. hence arc only of interest in special 
and limited risk assessment ~ Further. effects from radionuclide 
and chemical contaminants may be combined to obtain milled wasie 

carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic effects. However, consideration ri 
mixed waste effects a.re beyond the scope of this discussion and will 
not be addressed. 

Each of the five major components of the baseline human heallh 
assessment presented in Figure 1 is discussed in the following sections 
for l·hemical and radiological contaminants. 

IDENTIFICATION OF EXPOSURE SCENARIOS 

The exposure scenarios describe the components for pocential bUDllD 
exposure pathwayli. The pathways describe the mechanisms by which 
a receptor may be exposed to contaminants originating from a site. All 
exposure pathway is comprised of the following components: soun:e; 
mechanism of contaminant release; an envirorunental trampon medium; 
likely route of human intake or exposure; and potential human recep
tor or exposure point. Figure 2 presents an example of the components 
used in the development of an exposure scenario. Tu be considered IS 

a potential exposure scenario. all of these components of the source
pathway-receptor scenario must be present.' 

Under the authority of CERCLA. the U.S. EPA requires that a site
specific risk assessment be conducted to charncteriz.e current and poren
tial threats to human health2• This assessment involves the develop
ment of a current exposure scenario for each site (e.g., resident nearest 
to site, nearest population magnet and sensitive individuals), as well 
as a reasonable maximum exposure scenario (e.g., resident/population 
at point of highest contaminant concentration). It should be noted. 
however, that the reasonable maximum exposure scenario can be 
determined in a number of ways besides maximizing concentration. 
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Exposure Scenario Components 

For example, exposure can, in some cases, be more sensitive to 
individual activities (e.g. , ingestion rates) than to contaminant 
concentration3 In many exposure assessments, adjusting all 
parameters to their limiting values would certainly maximize exposure 
but may not have a realistic chance of happening in the real world. For 
this reason, the concept of "reasonable maximum" scenario is used. 
In such cases, the exposures may be high, but the combination of ex
posure parameters for an individual are those that are more likely to 
occur in the actual population 3. 

The U.S. EPA also requires consideration of all potential pathways 
of radiation exposure from a disposal system to a receptor. This may 
include inadvertent and intermittent human intrusion into a radioactive 
waste disposal system by exploratory drilling for resources4

• For this 
scenario, the U.S. EPA assumes that passive institutional controls (e.g., 
markers, intrusion barriers and fences) or the intruders' own explora
tory procedures would be adequate for the intruders to detect, or be 
warned of, the incompatibility of the area with their continued activities. 

Other agencies also have established regulatory guidance pertaining 
to potential receptor scenarios at radioactive waste disposal sites. The 
NRC assumes that after loss of institutional controls (i.e., the respon
sible agency no longer has control of the site), an intruder may uninten
tionally access a closed waste disposal site and subsequently modify 
it for a specific purpose5 • Oztunali and Roles have identified several 
intruder scenarios relative to the NRC regulations, including a housing 
construction scenario and an agriculture scenario6

• As a result of 
intrusion into the waste, short- and long-term radiation exposures to 
the individual could occur. 

In addition, DOE has identified two general human receptor scenarios 
for assessment of dose resulting from DOE on-site operational releases 
from nuclear fucilities: the population and maximally exposed individual 
in the vicinity of DOE-controlled facilities7

, and individuals who in
advertently may intrude into a disposal facility after the loss of institu
tional controls8 • Occasional exposure of inadvertent intruders has also 
been considered at DOE sites if restricted public use of the land is per
mitted during the controlled period9

• For example, deer hunters, 
hikers, campers, wildlife enthusiasts or joggers in or near contaminated 
areas may receive external and inhalation exposures if they intrude into 
or near contaminated areas. 

When developing exposure scenarios at sites contaminated with radio
active and chemical contaminants, consideration of institutional control 
time periods may be necessary. Institutional control time periods refer 
to the time during which controls (e.g., physical, deed, regulatory res
trictions, etc.) are placed upon a site by an institution (e.g., govern
ment agency, private party, etc.). Institutional control time periods have 
been established by the U.S. EPA14><10>01>, NRC5, and DOE3• 

CONTAMINANTS OF PITTENTIAL CONCERN 

Contaminants of potential concern are those contaminants that are 
site related and for which data are of sufficient quality for use in a quan
titative risk assessment. For the human health assessment at sites con
taminated with both chemical and radiological substances, chemical 
and radionuclide contaminant data must be evaluated and validated prior 
to selection of the contaminants of potential concern. 

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT 

Exposure assessment is the determination or estimation (qualitative 
or quantitative) of the magnitude, frequency, duration and route of 
exposure. Numerous variables are used to quantify exposure. These 
include estimation of exposure point concentrations, estimation of con
taminant intakes/exposures and quantification of pathway specific 
exposures. 

Exposure point concentration is the average concentration contacted 
over an exposure period. Methods for estimating exposure point con
centrations include direct use of environmental media monitoring data 
and use of environmental fate and transport models. These models help 
to predict contaminant release and migration when monitoring or charac
terization data are unavailable at specified points of exposure. They also 
help assess future risks to receptors from hazardous substances present 
in the environmental media. 

Chemical intake is the amount of contaminant at the exchange 
boundaries of an organism that is available for absorption. These data 
are normalized for time and body weight and expressed as mg chemi
cal/kg body weight-day. The generic equation for calculating chemical 
intake is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 
Generic Equations for Calculation of Intakes/Exposures 

CHEMICAL INTAKES 

I (C v CR x EF x ED) / BW x AT 

where: I Intake (mg/kg body weight-day) 
C Chemical concentration at the exposure point 

CR Contact rate 
EF Exposure frequency (days/year) 
ED Exposure duration (years) 
BW Body weight of exposed individual (kg) 
AT Averaging time (days; period over which exposure 

is averaged) 

RADIONUCLIDE INTAKE/EXPQSURE 

ETF I x c x 0 x exp ( -D x T 

where: ETF Environmental transport factor 
I - Annual intake of contaminated environmental medium 
C = Average concentration of contaminant in 

environmental medium 
o =Other pathway specific factors (e.g., occupancy 

factors, transfer factors, depth factors, etc.) 
D = Radiological decay constant for contaminant 
T = Time for decay 

Radionuclide intake/exposure is determined by an environmental trans
port factor (ETF). This transport factor consists of pathway factors that 
affect the migration of a radionuclide or transmission of ionizing radia
tion along a pathway from the source to the point of human exposure. 
The generic equation for estimating the ETF is presented in Table 1. 
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Specific chemical and radionuclide intakes can be calculutcd for many 
different exposure scenarios. A partial compilation for possible resi
dential exposures is presented in Table 2 

Table 2 
Possible Residential Expo.~ure Scenarios 

1. In9estion of contaminants in drinking water 

2. Ingestion of contaminants in surface water while 
swimming 

J. Dermal contact with contaminants in water 

4. Ingestion of chemicals in soil 

5. Dermal contact with contaminants in soil 

6. Inhalation of airborne (vapor phase) contaminants 

7. Ingestion of contaminated fish and shellfish 

8. Ingestion of contaminated fruits and vegetables 

9. Ingestion of contaminated meat and dairy products 

TOXICITY ASSF.SSMEl\T 

Toxicity assessment is the determination of the potential for adverse 
effects resulting from human exposure to the contaminants. If possi
ble. an estimate of the relationship between the extent of exposure to 
a contaminant and the incidence of disease also is provided. Compo
nents of the toxicity assessment include estimation of effects from 
exposure to both chemicals and radionuclides. 

EITects from Exposure to Chemicals 

A reference dose. RID. is the toxicity value used most often to evaluate 
non-carcinogenic chemical effects resulting from exposures at Super
fund sites. Various types of RIDs are available. depending on the 
exposure route (oral or inhalation). the critical effect and the length 
of exposure being evaluated (chronic, sub-chronic or single event). The 
length of exposure may include exposures lasting 7 yr to a lifetime (i.e., 
chronic RID). exposures lasting 2 wk to 7 yr (i.e .. sub-chronic RID). 
exposures lasting less than 2 wk (i.e., 1- or IO-day health advisories) 
and exposures from a single event (generally 1 day) (i.e., developmental 
RID). 

A slope factor and the accompanying weight-<>f-evidence detennina
tion are the toxicity data most commonly used to evaluate potential 
human chemical carcinogenic mlu;. The weight-of-evidence determi
nation is used to detennine the likelihood that the agent is a human 
carcinogen. The slope factor repre~nt.!. a toxicity value that quantita
tively defines the relationship between dose and response. The ~lope 
factor is used to estimate an upper bound probability of an individua.I 
developing cancer as a result of a lifetime of exposure to a particular 
level of a potential carcinogen. 

Effect~ from Exposure to Radlonuclldes 

There are two broad classes of effects resulting from radiation 
exposures: (!)stochastic and (2)non-stochastic. Non-stochastic effects 
are those that have observable thresholds and that increase in severit\· 
with increasing dose. Examples of non-stochastic effects include ceil 
death, lens opacification, cosmetically-unacceptable changes in the skin 
and amenorrhoea. These effects, observable only al relatively high 
doses, would only be of concern in certain inadvertent intruder 
scenarios. Stochastic effects are those effects that arc random (e.g., 
probabilistic) in nature, for which linearity in dose respon.'c is assumed, 
and for which the degree of severity is independent of dose. Stochastic 
effects can be divided into three broad classifications: ())genetic effects. 
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(2 )teratological effects and (3 )carcinogenic effects. For the purpose of 
this discussion only, the risk from carcinogenic stochastic effects will 
be considered. Teratological effects data are insufficient to predict a 
linear dose-response relationship at low doses 11

• The International 
Commission on Radiological Protection (lCRP) places the risk of genetic 
eflects at approximately a factor of two lower than the risk of carcino
genic effects (e.g., 4 X 10' rem' versus io• rem') 0 • Further, the 
ICRP states that risk assessment of the detriment due to hereditary 
damage should be made over the total population. Most risk assess
ment M:enarios, however, wiU not include populations sufficiently large 
to represent a potential threat to the gene pool. 

The ICRP and the National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurements (NCRP) make the assumption that the frequency Ii 
occurrence of health effects per unit dose al low-doses is the same as 
at high doses. This linear. non-threshold hypothesis assumes that the 
mk of radiation-induced effects (i.e .. cancer) is linearly proportional 
10 dose, no matter how small the dose might be. Since no threshold 
a.hoc1ated with exposure to ionizing radiation is assumed, any dose, 
no matter how low, might give rise to cancer. 

Ideally, human epidemiological data and animal data regarding 
radiation-induced cancer are used in the calculauon of numerical risk 
cs11matcs. However. \ince the epidemiological data are incomplete in 
many respects, mathematical model!> are used to estimate the risk. The 
result from the model i\ an effective dose equivalent for external radi
ation pathways or a committed effective dose equivalent for internal 
radiation pathways. 

RISK CHARACTERIZATION 

Risk characteriz.ation uso infonnation from the exposure assessment 
and toxicny assessment to assess risks to human health from con
taminants at a site. Components of the risk characterization include 
reviews of toxicity and exposure assessments, quantification or risks 
from individual contaminants. quantification of risks from multiple oon
tammants, combining risk5 across exposure pathways and asscssmenl 
and presentation of uncenainties associated with the estimation or risks. 

Quantification ol Chemical Risks 

Chemical risks from carcinogenic substances are estimated as die 
incremental probability of an individual developing cancer over a liJe.. 
time as a result of exposure to the potential carcinogen. For low risk 
levels (i.e., for estimated risk5 below 0.01), the linear low-dose cancer 
risk equation presented in Table 3 can be used to estimate risk. Where 
risk levels are greater than 0.01. the one-hit equation for high carcino
genic risk levels can be used (Table 3). The total cancer risk from mul
tiple carcinogenic substances can be obcained by summing the individual 
substance risk estimates. 

Table 3 
Estimation ol Carcinogenic Risks 

LINEAR 1.QW-DQSE CAHC£R RISK EQUATION 

Riek • COi x SF 

where: Riek ~ unitleaa probability of fatal cancers 
COI • Chronic daily intake averaqad over 70 years. 

expressed as 1119/kq-day 
SF • elope factor, expraasad as (aq/ltq-day)-1 

ONIHIIT EQUATION 

Riek • l exp<-cox x SF) 

where: Risk • unitleas probability of fatal cancers 
exp • exponential 
COX • chronic daily intake averaqed over 70 years, 

expressed as mq/kq-day 
SF • elope factor, expressed as (aq/kq-day)-1 



The potential for non-cancer health effects is evaluated by comparing 
an exposure level over a specified time period with a reference dose 
derived for a similar exposure period. This ratio of exposure to toxi
city is called a hazard quotient. The generic equation for calculation 
of hazard quotient is presented in Table 4. The total non-carcinogenic 
hazard index from multiple substances can be obtained by summing 
individual substance hazard quotients. 

Table 4 
Generic Hazard Quotient Equation 

Noncancer Hazard Quotient = E/RfD 

where: E = exposure level (or intake) 
RfD reference dose 

E and RfD must: 

(1) be expressed in the same units 
(2) represent the same exposure period (i.e., 

chronic, sub-chronic, or shorter-term) 

If E/RfD < 1, it is unlikely that even sensitive populations 
would experience adverse health effects from the contaminant. 
If E/RfD > 1, there may be concern for potential non-cancer 
effects. 

Quantification of Dose from Radionuclides 

The annual dose for each radionuclide can be estimated as illustrated 
in Table 5. By summing the external and internal radiation doses 
individually for all contaminants at an exposure point, the annual 
external and internal dose to individuals is obtained. Further, the annual 
external and internal doses are summed resulting in a total individual 
annual effective dose equivalent at an exposure point. 

The annual effective dose equivalent may be converted to a health 
risk by using the risk coefficient of 2 x 104 risk of fatal cancer per 
person-rem of radiation dose as calculated using the linear non-threshold 
model 14

• The lifetime risk is based upon the further assumption that 
the exposure level is the same for each year of a 70-yr lifetime. 

Combining Risks Across Pathways 

Whether risks or hazard indices for two or more pathways should 
be combined for a single total exposure point can be determined by 
considering: (1) the identification of reasonable exposure pathway com
binations and (2) the likelihood that the same individuals would con
sistently face the reasonable maximum exposure by more than one 
pathway. If it is reasonable to combine risks across pathways, the cancer 
risks and the non-cancer risks must be combined separately. 

UNCERTAINTIES 

There are many uncertainties that are inherent in the baseline risk 
assessment process. Each component of the process, identified in 
Figure 1, has uncertainties associated with the input parameters, the 
evaluation methodology and the results. Specifically, some sources of 
uncertainty in the baseline risk assessment include input variable un
certainties modeling uncertainties, scenario uncertainties, and risk 
estimate uncertainties. 

The process of analyzing the uncertainty can be either quantitative 
or qualitative depending on the time, resources and parameters or 
processes being analyzed. Selecting the appropriate way to characterize 
an uncertainty depends upon the type of decision the analysis supports, 
confidence level required, model type, quantity type, extent and quality 
of information and understanding available and the method used to 
propagate uncertainty. 

Tuble 5 
Annual Effective Dose Equivalent for Radionuclides 

D DCF x ETF 

where: D = Annual Dose to an individual from external or 
internal exposure from a radionuclide 

DCF = Dose Conversion Factor 
ETF = Environmental Transport Factor 

Dose Conversion Factor: The dose conversion factor is the 
committed effective dose equivalent per quantity of a radionuclide 
inhaled or ingested (for internal exposure) or the effective dose 
equivalent rate per concentration of a radionuclide in the air, 
water, or ground (for external exposure). 

Dose Equivalent: Dose equivalent is the product of absorbed dose 
in tissue, a quality factor, and other modifying factors. 

Effective Dose Equivalent: Effective dose equivalent is the sum 
of the products of dose equivalent and weighting factor for each 
tissue. 

Weighting Factor: The weighting factor is the decimal fraction of 
the risk arising from irradiation of a selected tissue to the 
total risk when the whole body is irradiated uniformly to the same 
dose equivalent. 

committed Effective Dose Equivalent: committed effective dose 
equivalent is the sum of the committed dose equivalents to various 
tissues in the body each multiplied by the appropriate weighting 
factor. 

Committed Dose Equivalent: The committed dose equivalent is the 
predicted total dose equivalent to a tissue or organ over a 
specified time period after an intake of a radionuclide into the 
body. It does not include contributions from external dose. 
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ABSfRACT 

. Eco~. Inc. was contracted in July, 1987 to manage an active project 
mvolvmg the decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) of a plu
tonium fabrication facility at Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS) in 
Erwin. Thnncssce. Approximately 10,500 ft2 of currently unused plu
tonium fabrication facilities are located in two separate buildings on 
the NFS-Erwin site. 

Waste processing strategy centers around decontamination and 
sectioning with an ultra-high pressure water jetting system incorporating 
a rccin:ulated medium; volume reduction in a high capacity shear/baler; 
and material control accountability utilizing a five slation active-passive 
neutron non-Oestructive assay (NDA) system. A stainless steel contain
ment structure has been constructed to house the sectioning and decon
tamination station. This containment structure attaches directly to the 
shear/baler, which has been modified to encapsulate all surfaces subject 
to contamination. The NDA system consists of five stations: (1) pre
decootamioatioo inventory station, (2) decontamination assay station. 
(3) nuclear safety and accountability monitoring system, (4) bale and 
drum counter and (5) bulk mUed uranium-plutonium oxide assay system. 
The majority of waste consists of 136 gloveboxes containing process 
equipment. Additional sources are ventilation ductv.ork, piping. conduit, 
scabbled concrete and soil. This paper will present a brief synopsis 
of the overall decommissioning approach which received United States 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) approval on June 20. 1989. 

INTRODUcnON 

The primary objective of the decontamination and decommissioning 
effort is to remove all transuranic (fRU) waste by Apr. 15, 1992. By 
contract, all TRU waste musl be received by the Departmenl of 
Energy-Idaho National Engineering Laboratories (DOE-lNEL) no later 
than this dale. Specific plan objectives are: 

• To restore the existing facilities and site to levels of contaminalion 
which will permit "unrestricted" use, including possible use for future 
NFS f'C<IUirements 

• Th accomplish the work in a safe and environmentally acceptable 
mann~r. in _accordance with all applicable federal and stale regulations 

• To minimize the volume of waste shipments 
• To keep the TRU waste volume below 5,500 ft1 

• To complete all shipments to DOE no later than Apr. 15, 1992 
• To meet the above objectives while performing the work in the mosl 

cost-effective manner 
• To maintain exposures As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) 

BACKGROUND 

Site Description 

The NFS site encompassing approximately 58 ac, is located within 
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the Erwin city limits. The City of Erwin has a population of approxi
mately. S.600 people and is the seat of Unicoi County (population 
approxunately 16,000). The area is within the mountainous region cl 
east Thnnessee. The site occupies a relatively level area 2S to SO ft abcNe 
the Nolichucky River. To the north, east and south. the mountains rise 
to elevations of 3,SOO to 5.000 ft within a few miles of the site. 

P!utonJum FaciJJUes HJstory 

The plutonium facilities at NFS-Erwin were coostructcd in 1964 llld 
1965. Figure I shows the plutonium facilities in relation to the Erwin 
plant site. Table 1 provides a description of the plutonium facilities. 
Between 1965 and 1972. NFS processed 812 kg of plutonium i>r tDur 
primary customers. The largest order COYered the manufacture cl 
approximately 2.000 Pu01-UOJ. mixed oxide (MOX) fuel rods tor lhc 
Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR). This project 
was a joint undertaking of General Electric, the AEC and several utility 
companies. The GE-SEFOR order (746 kg Pu) and the DuFont-SROO 
order (16 kg Pu) comprised 94 ~ of the Erwin job orders which utilized 
plutonium as shown in Table 2. 

In the years following completion of the final order (1973 to 1985), 
NFS was unsuccessful in finding a disposal site for TRU wastes lbat 
would be generated from dccommis.sioning activities. NFS was finally 
successful in negotiations with the OOE-INEL office in 1985. These 
~rts culminated on Apr. 15, 1986, with the signing of the contr'llCt 
which allows NFS to ship its TRU wasleS to OOE-lNEL. 

Process and Equipment Descrlpdon 

Capabilities of the NFS-Erwin plutonium facilities included: dissolu
tion of plutonium metal and oxide; ~precipitation of uraoium
~lutonium; bl~g of_ MOX powders; pellet production and inspcc
llOn; rod loading, welding and inspection; scrap dissolution; and full 
laboratory services. 
~uipme~t in the facilities. is located primarily in gloveboxes or in 

a single hm1ted-entry cell adjacent to the conversion area. In addition 
to gloveboxes, the plutonium facilities contain oquipmcnt such as: melll 
tanks (some containing Raschig rings); glass columns; pumps; mixi1' 
vessels; bl~; drying, COll\'Crsion and sintering furnaces; pellet~ 
c_ut-o~ machine and centerless grinder; outgasing equipment; inspec
tion. Jigs; wi:tders; leak test equipment; liquid and high efficiency 
part1.cul.ate air (HEPA) filters; miscellaneous laboratory equipment; 
ven~latmn fans; wet scrubbers; and piping. Figures 2 and 3 sboW 
~etailed layouts of equipment in Building 234 and Building llO, respec
tively. Equipment listings by type and volume for each building ue 
shown in Tubles 3 and 4. 

Radioloakal Status 

Initial radiological surveys were made in each building to provide 
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Figure 1 
Plutonium Facilities NFS-Erwin Plant Site 

input to planning efforts. Continuous radiological surveillance is 
perfonned at each building to maintain exposures ALARA, to prevent 
spread of contamination, to determine extent of decontamination 
required and to segregate radioactive waste. A final radiological survey 
will be made at each facility at the conclusion of decontamination and 
decommissioning (D&D) operations in compliance with the USNRC 
"Guidelines for Decontamination of Nuclear Facilities and Equipment 
Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use or Termination of License for 
Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear Material," Division of Fuel Cycle 
and Material Safety, July, 1982. 

Facility Disposition 
As previously discussed, the primary objective of the NFS D&D 

project is to reach an "unrestricted" use status for all remaining equip-
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Building 234: Detailed Equipment Layout 

ment/facilities after completion of the Final Survey. The equipment that 
is not contaminated or has been successfully decontaminated will either 
be retained for use by NFS or processed as excess equipment. There 
is no intent during D&D to remove the building structures since any 
remaining structures should meet the unrestricted release criteria. 

Decommissioning Project 

The purpose of the project is to decommission the NFS facilities and 
dispose of all contaminated waste generated at off-site burial and/or 
storage locations. The waste material is weighed and assayed to deter
mine the concentration of radioactivity. The three waste classifications 
are Class A ( < 10 nCi/gm), Class C (10-100 nCi/gm) and Greater Than 
Class C ( > 100 nCi/gm) of TRU. Following dismantling, decontami
nation, shearing, baling, packaging and classifying, the waste is sent 
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Building 110: Detailed Equipment Layout 

to one of the approved disposal or storage sites. INEL's facility will 
be used for Greater Than Class C materials. Class A and Class C 
material will be disposed of at an approved commercial burial facilit) 

As decommissioning progresses, bulk quantities of MOX will be 
encountered. As that occurs, these materials will be collected under 
rigid criticality, security and material control conditions. Processing 
of these materials, such as screening, cleaning and drying. will be re
quired. Bulk MOX material will be pack.aged, stored and shipped to 
the Department of Energy (DOE). 

Modifications to Building 234. Area D have been pcrfonned in order 
to construct a decontamination and volume reduction area (Fig. 2). The 
existing plant ventilation systems and criticality monitoring systems have 
been supplemented to suppon this a.rea. 

DECOSTAMINATION AND VOLUME 
REDUCTION FACILITY 

1bc Decontamination and Volume Reduction Facility (0VRF) located 
in Area D of Building 234 is utilized to decontaminate and volume 
reduce gloveboxes and other components and equipment. The major 
pieces of equipment associated with the DVRF arc the General 
Dynamics Corporation PERMA-CON"' enclosure (decontamination 
cell), the ADMAC® JETPAC"' ultra-high pressure water Jetting sys· 
tem, the MAC Corporation Shear Power Baler"' Model 5200, Pajarito 
Scientific Corporation Five Station Active-Passive Neutron NDA Sys
tem, General Electronics digital !>Cale,, the data acquisition system 
(DAS) electronics and the bale packaging and storage areas. Figure 4 
shows the layout of the DVRF. 
Decontamination Cell 

The decontamination cell is a modified version of General Dynam
ics PERMA-CON"' enclosure. The enclosure consisb of interchange
able, modular panels constructed of a carbon steel frame sheathed with 
stainless steel. 

The overall dimensions of the containment structure are 30 ft long 
and 10 ft wide. It is divided equally into two IO- it IS-ft rooms. The 
first room is a material receipt airlock. The airlock is 12 ft high. The 
second room is the main decontamination area which is 16 feet high. 
Bi-fold doors lead into the airlock and provide access between the airlock 
and decontamination room. 
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Table 3 
Equipment Liltlna and Volume 

4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
ll 
14 

S·I 

IS 
16 
17 
ZI 
22 
23 
24 
ZS 
26 
27 
28 
29 

JOA 
108 
31 
32 
33 

l4A 
348 
l4C 

JS 
36'37 

l8 
39 
40 
41 
4Z 
43 
44 
45 
46 
41 
48 
6Z 

63&64 
6S 

67 

68 

201A&B 
202 
201 
204 
zos 
206 

201 
208 
209 

103 
109 

Building 234 

STAT!Oft QCSCBIPI!Of! 

Pu Nitrate load-In Box 
Pu Sc rap Prep. Box 
Pu Scrap Prep, Box 

Scrap Dluolutlon 
Nitrate Storage Col.-s 
Nitrate Pump 
Pu u Muter llh Tank 
Su1'9e Tanks 
Surge Tanks 
Evaporator 
Vieu .. Pump 
Evaporator Tank 
Condenser Receiver 
Scrubber Col_,, 

Pr9c lpltat Ion Box 
filtrate Col_, Bo• 
Pn!clpltat Ion Bo• 
Pu ADU furnace Load Box 
Drying furnace 
Pu ADU Unloading Box 
Storage Box 
Tray Load 
Oxide Conversion Furnace 
Tr11 Unload/Raturn Box 
Olmb llaller Station 
Twin Shel 1 Bltllder 
Oxide loading Station 
Storage Rockets 
Ox Ide S 111991 ng Press 
Oxide Transfer Bo• 
,.11et Press 
Inspect Ion & Tra1 Return 
Inspection 
Pellet Pn!ss 
Pel let Press 
Pellet Inspect/Tray Load 
Slnterlng Furnace 
Unlo.td Box & Tray Return 
Pellet Inspection 
Pel let Cut-off Stat Ion 
O.nstt1 Check Station 
Pellet llash Stat Ion 
Pellet Storage 
Pellet Storage 
fuel Loading Stat Ion 
Rod Cleaning Station 
Oxld9 Storage Rockets 
Pellet Grinder 
Pellet Transfer/Storage 
Pellet Out-gas Station 

Condensate Station 

Condensate Stat Ion 

Oxide Prep. Stat Ion 
Ona unload Stat Ion 
Scrap Prep. Station 
Locllfng Stat I on 
Oxtd9 load Stat Ion 
Oxide Storage Rockets 

Oxide Dlssolut Ion Station 
Pu NI trate Storage 
Pu Nitrate Load-Out 

Rod Cleaning Station 
Rod Cleaning Station 
Rod llelder 

YDL\llE ICU UJ 

199 
89 
48 

260 
60 
I 

294 
as 
as 
26 
2JI 

183 
40 
as 

334 
91 

212 
102 
90 

t75 
58 
J8 

141 
IM 
50 

Z32 
ltl 
139 
100 
159 
263 
II 

Ill 
116 
08 
83 

153 
83 
83 

144 
29 

116 
6l 

Ult 
188 
16 

116 
171 
212 
115 

209 

27 

206 
214 
m 
193 
128 
6l 

310 
202 
212 

46 
80 

240 

TOTAL CUBIC FEET FOR BUILDING 234 8,883 

Both rooms are serviced by 1 ton capacity bridge cranes. Ligbtillg 
is provided from above through polypropylene panels in the ceiling <:l 
the containment structure. Access pons for ventilation, supplied 
breathing air lines, pneumatic tool air lines and ultra-high pressure walel' 
jetting lines are provided through the modular panels with scalable bulk
head penetrations. 

The foundation of the floor is a built up concrete pad, sloped to a 
sump in the middle and covered with stainless steel. A metal grating 
cover provides traction on a level surface and prevents water used in 
the decontamination process from pooling around the operators' feel. 

Air is supplied to the containment from conditioned room air in Area 
D. The air is pulled in at 500 cfm with an Clthaust fan. The exhaust 



is discharged to the atmosphere through a HEPA-filtered exhaust stack. 
Routine stack samples are taken to monitor airborne contaminants dis
charged to the atmosphere. The air intakes to the containment are also 
HEPA filtered to prevent spread of contamination into Area D in the 
event of positive pressure in the cell. 

Thble 4 
Station Descriptions and Estimated Volumes 

BUILDING 110 

AREA STATION # STATION DESCRIPTION VOLUME {CU.FT.) 

110-C 1 Screening & Sizer 27 
110-C 2 Balance Box 178 
110-C 3 Autoradiography 318 
110-C 4 Cut-Off Machine 144 
110-C 5 Mount Prep. Box 397 
110-C 6 Fume Hood 273 
110-C 7 I on - Exchange 232 
110-C 8 Sample Prep/Wet Chemistry 389 
110-C IO Auto Titration 351 
110-C 11 Balance 174 
110-C 12 Density & Porosity Test 207 
110-C 13 Polarograph Box 331 
110-C 14 Kjeldahl Apparatus 350 

110-D Sma 11 Hood Box 59 
110-0 Prep. Box for Pu 1 se 149 

Height Analyzer 
110-D 3 Fume Hood Box 225 
110-D 4 Prep. Box for Emission 239 

Spectography 
110-D 5 Arc Stand Box 72 
110-D 6 Auto Radiography 23 
110-D 7 Standard Prep. Box 148 
110-D a Vacuum Fusion Box 62 

TOTAL CUBIC FEET FOR BUILDING 110 4,346 

Table 1 
Description of Plutonium Facilities 

234 BLDG. FUNCTION SQUARE FEET 

Area C Pelleting 3,000 

Area A Batch Weigh 108 

Area B Former U-233 Process 994 

Area D Fabrication I, 550 

Area E Lab 228 

Area F Office 135 

Area G Clean Change 246 

Area H Process Change 249 

Area I Materi a 1 Un 1 oadi ng 288 

Area M Air Lock 360 

Area 67 Condensate Station 168 

Area 68 Condensate Station 66 

Wet Ce 11 Cell _ill 

TOTAL 8, 022 

110 BLDG. FUNCTION SQUARE FEET 

Area C Wet Chemistry Lab 1,800 

Area D Spectrographic Lab _ill 

TOTAL 2' 417 

All personnel operating in the cell wear supplied air encapsulated 
suits which provide protection with a safety factor of 2,000. Careful 
personnel surveying by radiation monitors and decontamination tech
niques during transition out of the containment prevent the spread of 
contaminants outside the cell. 

Thble 2 
Summary of Erwin Plutonium Processes 

DATE CUSTOMER PRODUCT KGS PLUTON !UM 

1965 DuPont/SROO MOX 16 
1966 Fuel rods 

1967 SEFOR/GE/AEC MOX 746 
1971 Fuel rods 

& scrap 
dissolution 

Sub-Total AEC Programs: 762 

1972 Hal den/NFS/RFD MOX 
Fuel rods 

1972- Big Rock Point/ MOX fuel 47 
I973 Consumers/NFS/RFD assemblies 

Sub-Total NFS Programs: 50 

TOTAL ALL PROGRAMS: 812 

Figure 4 
Decontamination and Volume Reduction Facility 
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ADMAC® JETPAC"' Ultra-High Pressure 
Water Jetting System 

The ADMAC® JETPAC"' provides the primary means of deconiarni
nation for gloveboxes, piping and equipment. The JETPAC"' produces 
up to 40,000 psi of water pressure at a 2 gpm flow rate. This system 
has effectively deconiarninated hard surfaces at nuclear facilities across 
the country. Additionally, the JETPAC"' can be fitted with options that 
provide sectioning and concrete scaling capabilities. 

During operation, the residual water from the deconiarnination process 
is picked up from the floor sump through the metal grating by a slurp 
pump. The water is processed through a series of filters and ion 
exchanges and stored for re-use by the JETPAC'" 

MAC Corporation Shear Power Baler .. Model 5200 (Modified) 

A shear/baler, with modifications specified to ensure containment 
of contaminants, has been purchased from the MAC (Mobile Auto 
Crusher) Corporation. The shear/baler provides '!77 tons of shear 
capacity and 180 tons of compaction force. The shear/baler can accept 
glCJYCboxes, piping, conduit and Olher equipment into its loading hopper, 
perform shearing and compacting operations with an extremely effi
cient ~raulics package and deliver a 16-in. square bale of variable 
thickness. The thickness is ddcrmincd by the amount of material sheared 
before the compaction stroke. 

Major modifications have been specified to the basic shear/baler unit 
to ensure that contaminants are kept within the shear and compaction 
chambers. All internal wear plat.es have been seal welded to fonn a 
continuous chamber from the loading hopper to the outlet chute. A sheet 
metal enclosure surrounds the sliding plate and area behind the shear 
ram bead. All hydraulic ram pistons have been fined with bellows as
semblies to prevent adhesion of airborne contaminants to the piston 
walls which IM>Uld lead to contamination of the ~nwlic system. 

The top of the hopper has been fined with a sheet metal enclosure 
aver the top and three sides. The fourth side is flanged, fined with a 
gasket and mated to the decontamination cell. The bridge crane installed 
in the decontamination cell extends aver the top of the loading hopper 
to assist the operator in loading material into the shear/baler. Addi
tionally, the side of the loading hopper adjacent to the decontamina
tion cell bas been hinged with electrically driven M>rm gears installed 
to lower the side, allowing easier access for the operator to the charg
ing box of the shear/baler. A vertical extension, which rides in a track 
and folds down with this side, bas been installed to provide protection 
to the operators in the decootamination cell from small pieces of material 
which might break loose and become projectiles during the shearing 
operation. 

Tbe controls for the shear/baler are located at a central panel out
side of the containment. A l...exan'" window has been installed in the 
containment to allow the shear/baler operator a clear view of the loading 
area. Emergency shut-off switches have been installed at the control 
panel, inside the decontamination cell and at the bale outlet chute. 

A glavebox is attached to the outlet chute to provide an enclosure 
to seal the bales in plastic as they emerge from the shear/baler. The 
bale is subsequently bagged out of the glavebox to provide a double 
seal. Gravity roller conveyors have been installed in the glavebox to 
assist the operator in handling the bales. 

Pajarito Scientific Corporation's Flve Station 
Non-Destructive Assay System 

Pajarito Scientific Corporation designed and fabricated a non
destructive assay (NOA) system that consists of five stations. The smtions 
utiliz.e combinations of passive neutron detectors, an active neutron 
generator and a Canberra® Big MAC"' (multi-attitude cryostat) hypcr
purc germanium detector. 
. .s~ti?n 1 is a series of passive neutron detectors used to provide an 
m1ti_al 1~entory of holdup in equipment prior to entering the decon
tammat1on cell airlock. This inventory is used to verify holdup meas
urements taken during the in situ characterization effort and to localiz.e 
holdup to optimize deconiarnination efforts. The equipment also is 
weighed at this station with electronic scales to determine an overall 
concentration. This station can detect 200 mg of plutonium. 
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Station 2 is an active-paaaive neutron differential die--away station 
utilizing a neutron generator to induce reactions in the conlaminattd 
material which can be defected by >He neutron defector wbea. Station 
2 is located in a chamber inunediately adjacent to and accessible from 
the decontamination cell. This station is utilized to determine decoo· 
tamination effectiveness and can detect IO mg of plutonium. 

Station 3 consist of tM> passive neutron detector packages used fbr 
real-time nuclear safety monitoring of holdup and material accounta· 
bility. These ddcctors arc placed on the Wider recirculation ll)'ltem and 
the shear/baler. In addition to providing continuous monitoring, lhe 
detectors trigger an alarm at a threshold of neutron activity well below 
nuclear safety concern. Station can detect 200 mg of plUtooium. 

Station 4 is an active-passive neutron differential die-away station 
used to assay bales and drums. The bales arc accura1ely weighed, 
assayed, measured and labeled with a bar code. Tbe labeled balea m 
stored in identifiable locations in a shelving area. As sufficient bales 
arc produced, packaging is accomplished in a batch mode. A compwcr 
program optimizes the packaging of the drums based on bale height 
and concentration, selecting bales that, when packaged together in a 
55-gal drum, minimize YOid space and maximiz.c specific activity within 
the waste accepcance criteria of the designated burial or storage site. 
Station 4 can detect 2 mg of plutonium. 

Station .5 is a passive neutron detection chamber for assaying bulk 
mixed plutonium-uranium oxide (MOX) retrieved from the process 
equipment prior to decontamination. A hyper-pure germanium ddlec
tor is used for isocopic analysis of the bulk MOX which is processed 
and packaged for shipment to OOE. 

Data AcqWsltioa System 
In order to provide an accurate history rl decommissioning activity, 

every opportunity has been taken to utilize electronic mooilOriog, 
recording. retrieval and reporting. Equipment is tagged and traced by 
bar code from the moment it is removed from the process line ID the 
time it is placed in a drum for burial. This audit trail provides a valida
tion of facility chaJ11cterization, real-time material accountability con
trol, and assists in management o( the decommissioning effort. R«xlrds 
required for shipment, storage and disposal are generated by the Dala 
Acquisition System (DAS) from the data base. 

DECOMMISSIONING MATERIAL FLOW 
Before glavcboxes and cquiprneot arc remcJYCd from the process mas, 

they are surveyed tor conraminatioo. All COl1IBmination is either ran<Md 
or fued in place to diminatc regencratioo d airborne pa.rtiallalc. Gble
boxcs or equipncnt that require dismantling or sectioning bdOrc remcMI 
are completely contained inside temporary containments (e.g., tents). 
All work associated with equipment removal or sectioning is conduct
ed with respiralOry protection and layered anti-conlamioatioo clocbing. 

All equipment removed from Building 110 is transported approxi
mately 0.25 mi to Building 234 and the DVRF. Material transport is 
conducted in a 16-ft trailer pulled by a tow motor. Tbe trailer has been 
lined with formica sheathing and linoleum with all cracks and crevices 
sealed. The equipment is transferred into and out of the trailer through 
dock seals attached to the buildings. The trailer is equipped with a roll 
up door. The equipment removed from Building 110 enters the DVRF 
through the Building 234, Area M airlock. 

The equipment is then moved into the DVRF to NOA Station I. The 
initial assay and weight arc recorded in the dabl acquisition system. 
A determination is made to ensure that safe mass limits will not be 
exceeded by the introduction of the material being assayed into die 
decontamination cell. The initial assay also is used to validale the facility 
characterization and to localize material holdup for the decontamina
tion effort. 

The equipment is then introduced into the decontamination cell 
through an integral airlock. The material handling in the airlock and 
the decontamination cell is assisted by l ton bridge cranes. Once die 
equipment is in the decontamination cell, it can be sectioned as neces
sary, opened and cleaned. After initial decontamination is complete. 
NOA Station 2 is utilized to determine if decontamination has been 
effective and if further cleaning is required. The goal is to decontaminlle 



all equipment to below 10 nanocuries of TRU per gram of waste. 
When the equipment is decontaminated to as low a level as achieva

ble, it is hoisted into the loading hopper of the shear/baler. After each 
shearing cycle is completed, a baling cycle is performed. If additional 
shearing cycles are made before producing a bale, the bale becomes 
too thick and unmanageable. A single cycle bale is nominally 4 in. thick 
and weighs 50 lb. The 16-in. height and width are determined by the 
inner dimensions of the baling chamber. 

The bale exits the shear/baler into a glovebox where it is sealed in 
flame retardant plastic. It is then bagged out of the glovebox and heat 
sealed in a second layer of flame retardant plastic. The sealed bale is 
weighed, assayed in Station 4 and the thickness is measured. A bar 
code label identifying the bale is attached and the associated informa
tion is recorded in the DAS. The bale is then placed in an identified 
cell in a temporary storage area. When sufficient bales are produced 

to generate drums for shipping, the DAS is accessed and the computer 
selects bales for optimum packaging of 55-gal drums. 

CONCLUSIONS 

During the planning phase of the NFS Plutonium facilities decom
missioning project, several alternative approaches to the ultra-high pres
sure jetting decontamination and shear/baler operation were evaluated. 
However, the D&D action presented in this paper provided the best 
means of disposing of the contaminated materials in an environmentally 
sound manner in association with the implementation of a program that 
minimized the amount of TRU and low level waste (LLW) materials 
requiring disposal. Costs were substantially reduced due to the decreased 
volume of the waste to be buried, the reduced time schedule and the 
fewer number of personnel required to accomplish the tasks. 
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Mixed Funding as an Enforcement Tool in 
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LllITRODUCTION 
The goal of the U.S. EPA in implementing CERCLA, as amended 

by SARA. is to achieve effective and expedited cleanup of as many 
uncontrolled haz.ardous waste sites as possible. To meet this goal. the 
U.S. EPA may enter into settlement agreements with PRPs to carry out 
cleanups. or, where such agreements are not reached. use enforcement 
actions to order such cleanups. Where enforrement actions are no1 avail
able for a variety of reasons, however. the Agency may conduct Fund
financed cleanups and subsequently imuate litigation against PRPs to 
recover the costs of cleanups. The U.S. EPA's objective is to have the 
party responsible for the release underuke the actions necessary to 
mitigate such releases. 

For this reason, response actions undertaken by PRPs are essential 
to the Government's goal of achieving effective and expedited cleanup 
of hazardous waste sites. Prior to the enactment of 1986. SARA. the 
Agency issued the "Interim CERCLA Settlement Policy (50 FR 5034 
et seq., Feb. 5, 1985). The Interim CERCLA Settlement Policv set out 
the conditions under which the government may scnle for less ~ 100% 
of the costs of a cleanup authorized by CERCLA through its strict, joint 
and several liability. This guidance states that the U.S. E~ will negotiate 
only if the initial offer from the PRPs constitutes a substantial propor
tion of the response action costs or a substantial ponion of the needed 
remedial action. 

To provide additional incentives for voluntary cleanups, Congress 
through SARA provided the Agency with the authority to allow private 
panics (including PRPs) to carry out a response action and then reim
burse the panics for the costs incurred. CERCLA Section 122 provides 
the U.S. EPA with the authority to enter into negotiated settlements 
with PRPs that provide for: (I) conduct of the response action by the 
scttlors in return for the reimbursement of a ponion of the costs of the 
response action from the Fund (i.e., "prcauthorization"); <2> the con
duct of discrete ponions of the work by the .. cnlors in .. atisfartion of 
their liability (i.e .. "mixed-M>rk"); and (3) rash paymcnl'i by the senior'> 
in satisfaction of liability for the release at 1 .. sue (i.e., "rash-outs"). 
In the broadest sense, these three different types of settlements are 
referred to as "mixed funding" agreements. The Agency, at its discre
tion, may enter into these agreements with PRPs to conduct and/or pay 
for a ponion of a response action. 

In summary, the three type~ of mixed funding agreements to be 
discussed in this paper are: 

• Preauthoriwtion is an arrangement in which the PRP agrees to 
conduct the response action, and the U.S. EPA agrees to allow the 
PRP to assert a claim against the Fund for a ponion of his response 
costs 

• Cash-?ut i~ an arrangement in which a PRP pays the U.S. EPA for 
a pon1on of the response action and the U.S. EPA agrees to conduct 
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or arrange for the conduct of the response action 
• Miud-Hbrk is an arrangement in which the PRP and the U.S. EPA 

agree to conduct discrete ponions or segments of the response action. 
While Section 122 of CERCLA authorizes mixed fllndq seuJemcm. 

Section 122(b)(I) also requires that the U.S. EPA make all reasonable 
effort.~ to recover Fund reimbursements from other panics through the 
authority of Section KJ7 of CERCLA. 

MIXED FUNDING IN SElTLEi\IE.''T NEGOilATIONS 

After mixed funding settlements were expressly established by SllllUle 
as settlement tools for the U.S. EPA in the 1986 amendments, lhe U.S. 
EPA published guidance on "Evaluating Mixed-Funding Sealemems 
Under CERCLA (53 FR 8279 et seq .. Mar. 14. 1988). This scnlemeot 
guidance provides that the criteria of panicular importance include the 
strength of the liability case against seniors and any non-scnlors, the 
size of the ponion for which the Fund will be responsible, and other 
mitigating and equitable factors. 

Shonly after it issued the settlement guidance, the U.S. E~ elected 
to implement the authority of Section 122(b)(I) to reimburse parties 
to settlement agreements in the same manner as claims for response 
costs authorized pursuant to Section lll(a)(2) of CERCLA. Specifically, 
Section lll(a)(2l of CERCLA authorizes the U.S. EPA to any claim 
for response costs incurred by "any other person" as a result m carryq 
out the National Contingency Plan. The NCP requires. among other 
things. ll.S. EPA's prior approval, referred to as "preaulhorization." 

THE PURPOSE OF A t.UXED FUNDING SETTLEMENT 

The purpose in pursuing a mixed funding settlement is as follows: 

• Provides the government with an additional means to initiate response 
activity 

• Provides a means to expedite cleanup. thereby avoiding protraell:d 
litigation 

• Provides up-front financing of a cleanup by the PRPs 

CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY 

The following criteria art! specified in the guitlonce doaonenl EWJlua. 
ting Mixed Funding Settlements Under CERCU (Oct. 20. 191f7) and 
the ten-point settlement criteria contnined in the Interim CERCU Stt
tlement Policy. These criteria should be used in the e\'a.luation of any 
mixed funding settlement proposal. 

• The strt!ngth of the liability case against settlors. This criterion 
includes any litigative risks in proceeding to trial against settlors as 
well as the nature of the case remaining against nonseltlors after the 
settlement. 

• The size of the portion or opernble unit for which the Fund will bt 
n!Spo11sible or the amowll of the PRPs' offer. A substantial cost of 



cleanup should be offered by the PRPs usually over 50 % . The higher 
the PRPs' portion, the greater the incentive for them to keep their 
costs down. 

• Good1aith negotiations and cooperation of settlors and other 
mitigating and equitable factors. 

• The government's options in the event settlement negotiations fail. 
There should be some assurance, for example, that if negotiations 
break down, a State cost share will be available for a Fund-lead action. 

PREAUTHORIZATION IN SETTLEMENT NEGC1fIATIONS 

The preauthorization process in settlement negotiations consists of 
three distinct but interrelated steps: 

• Mixed funding offer, negotiation and U.S. EPA/PRP agreement in 
principle 

• Submittal of the application for preauthorization and review by the 
U.S. EPA 

• Final negotiation of the consent decree and development of the PD D 
by the U.S. EPA. 

Before the U.S. EPA will consider preauthorization of a response 
action by a PRP, the PRP and the U.S. EPA must be involved in settle
ment negotiations. The first step that a PRP may take to initiate the 
preauthorization process is to propose a mixed funding settlement offer 
through the appropriate U.S. EPA Regional Office. This proposal typi
cally takes the form of a "good faith" offer in response to a special 
notice letter from the U.S. EPA, pursuant to Section 106(b) of CERCLA, 
through which the U.S. EPA advises the PRP that he is liable for 
response costs as a result of a release or threat of release. Such an offer 
should be substantial and provide a basis for evaluation by the U.S. EPA. 

The Interim CERCLA Settlement Policy contains the "Ten-Point 
Criteria" the U.S. EPA will use in determining whether it is appro
priate to settle for less than 100% of response action costs. The U.S. 
EPA will evaluate the PRP's offer against these criteria. If the offer 
appears acceptable, the Regional Office will determine if preauthori
zation, or some other mixed funding approach, is appropriate. Once 
the Regional Office determines that preauthorization is appropriate, an 
agreement in principle is generally sent to the PRP. At this point, the 
Regional Office may also provide the PRP with guidance on the next 
step-the Application for Preauthorization. 

The Application for Preauthorization, consistent with Section 
300.25(d) of the NCP [300.700(d) of the proposed revision to the NCP], 
formally notifies the Agency of the PRP's intent to submit a claim 
against the Fund, demonstrates the PRP's knowledge of the NCP and 
the site-specific remedy and demonstrates the PRP's technical, finan
cial and other capabilities to carry out the response action in a safe 
and effective manner. Once the PRP submits an acceptable application, 
the U.S. EPA will formulate the Preauthorization Decision Document 
(PDD). 

The development of the Consent Decree and the PDD is the final 
step in the preauthorization process. The Consent Decree sets out the 
requirements of the parties to the agreement and is enforceable by the 
court. The non-negotiable, site-specific PDD, an attachment to the Con
sent Decree, sets forth the terms and conditions for reimbursements 
from the Fund, including the maximum amount of such reimbursements 
and the schedule for reimbursements. 

To date, the U.S. EPA has authorized six design and construction 
mixed funding agreements through court approved consent decrees: the 
Re-Solve site in Region I; the McAdoo, Harvey & Knotts and Tybouts 
Comer sites in Region III; the Motco site in Region VI; and the Col
bert site in Region X. In addition, a Consent Decree was lodged in 
September 1989 for the Bailey Waste Disposal site in Region VI. The 
U.S. EPA has authorized one mixed funding agreement for an Area
wide Rl/FS through an Administrative Order on Consent (Peak 
Oil/Reeves/Bay Drums in Region IV). The costs of design and con
struction range from $7 to $45 million. The maximum reimbursement 
from the Superfund ranges from $1.4 to $9.3 million. 

SUBMITTAL OF A CLAIM UNDER PREAUTHORIZATION 

Claims will be awarded from the Fund in accordance with the terms 

and schedule contained in the Consent Decree. An important compo
nent of the claims award process is the presentation of the claim to non
settling PRPs (i.e., other parties liable for the release that are not parties 
to the settlement). Section 112(a) of CERCLA states that a claim may 
not be submitted against the Fund unless it is first presented to the owner, 
operator or guarantor of the vessel or facility from which the hazardous 
substance has been released (if known) and to any other person who 
may be liable under Section 107 of CERCLA. If additional PRPs are 
unknown, the potential claimant must make a good-faith effort to iden
tify any other parties believed responsible for the release. If the claimant 
cannot locate other PRPs or the claim remains unsatisfied for 60 days 
after presentation, the potential claimant may then submit the claim 
to the U.S. EPA. 

Once the U.S. EPA has received the claim and has determined that 
the claim contains the information and documentation necessary for 
evaluation (i.e., it has been "perfected"), the Agency will review and 
analyze the claim according to the criteria set forth in the proposed 
CERCLA Response Claims Procedures (54 FR 37892 et seq., Sept. 
13, 1989). The Agency may use the services of a claims adjusting firm 
in reviewing the claim to determine that the costs are "necessary." 

The Agency's proposed Response Claims Procedures defines "neces
sary" response costs as: (1) required (based on site-specific circum
stances), (2) reasonable (nature and amount do not exceed that estimated 
or which would be incurred by a prudent person), (3) allowable (in
curred specifically for the site at issue) and (4) otherwise allowable 
(consistent with the Federal cost principles). If the claim fulfills the 
established criteria, the Agency will award the claim and reimburse 
the claimant the amount of the approved response costs. 

If the U.S. EPA determines that the claim has not fulfilled the re
quirements contained in the Consent Decree, the claim will be denied 
in whole or in part. As provided by Section 112(b)(2) of CERCLA, 
if the claimant is dissatisfied with the award from the U.S. EPA, that 
claimant may request a hearing before an Administrative Law Judge. 
All decisions by such an ALJ shall be final, but either party may appeal 
a decision within 30 days of notification of the award or decision to 
the Federal district court. Pursuant to Section 112(b) of CERCLA, 
decisions by an ALJ shall not be overturned except for arbitrary and 
capricious abuse of discretion. 

To date, settling defendants have not filed any preauthorized claims 
against the Superfund. 

MIXED WORK SETTLEMENTS 

As stated above, a mixed work settlement involves an agreement which 
addresses the entire response action, but the PRPs and the Agency agree 
to conduct and pay for discrete portions of the remedial action. 

Evaluation of a Mixed Work Proposal 
Mixed work may be appropriate for cases in which the U.S. EPA 

can identify discrete phases or operable units of the remedial action 
and when PRP cooperation can be assured. Frequently, a removal action 
or an Rl/FS (where it involves an area-wide contamination) is the most 
plausible situation to consider mixed work since specific tasks are broken 
out easily. The U.S. EPA may agree to conduct soil removal actions 
at one specific portion of the site (such as an impoundment area), while 
PRPs would concentrate their activities removal at other areas of the 
site (such as a building complex). Mixed work also can be a settlement 
option in a RD/RA scenario. In the Love Canal, New York mixed work 
agreement, the PRPs agreed to implement portions of the sewers and 
creeks remedial program associated with implementation and the State, 
through a Cooperative Agreement, implemented remaining portions 
of the remedy (construction of a dewatering containment facility and 
excavation of the creeks). 

One approach used in carrying out a mixed work settlement is the 
use of a "carve out." A "carve out" is a form of mixed work where 
a particular task or tasks will be carved out by settling PRPs or by the 
U.S. EPA from those tasks the settlors objected to carrying out. The 
"carve out" tasks can be imposed exclusively on the non-settlors through 
a Unilateral Administrative Order (UAO). Settlors would have tasks(s) 
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stipulated in the consent decree. If the recalcitrant fails to comply with 
the Administration Order (AO), the U.S. EPA can either sue for 
injunctive relief seeking compliance with the Order or judicial referral 
with daily penalties imposed, or carry out the work itself using the 
Fund. The U.S. EPA would follow by suing for cost recovery and treble 
damages under Section 107. 

Consent Decree Language Requirements 

Since the implementability and overall management of a mixed work 
settJement is based largely on how well each activity is defined, Consent 
Decree language should be developed with the same objectives in mind. 
Any covenants not to sue should be clearly limited to the operable unit(s) 
addressed in the Consent Decree; areas of responsibility and timeliness 
should be delineated in the agreement. The covenant not to sue in the 
Love Canal, New York decree is extremely narrow and only covers 
claims under CERCLA. RCRA and State common law for work actually 
performed or costs actually paid by the PRPs under the Decree. The 
Decree also contains the st.andard "reopeners" provision for informa· 
tion or conditions that emerge after entry of the Decree or completion 
of the work. ln the Ottati and Goss, New Hampshire \C1tlemen1, the 
reopeners also limit the PRPs' liability consistent with the Decree of 
any additional work that must be done at the site. 

State Cost Shan Requirements 

When the Federal government uses its response authority to conduct 
a remedial action, Section 104 (C)(3) of CERCLA requires the State 
to share a percentage of the cost of the remedial action. Since response 
actions through mixed work may be carried out under Section I04 (C). 
State cost share is required, including all future maintenance. 

There are a variety of ways the State can "pay" or "assure payment" 
of its cost share. For instance: 

• the State and the PRPs may enter into an agreement under St.ate law 
and CERCLA where the PRPs pay 10% to the State and the State 
obligates funds for use at the site; or, 

• the State may use its own funds to pay for any ponion of its share 
that cannot be paid for by the PRPs. 

State involvement in mixed work settlements are best illustrated in 
the Ottat.i and Goss, New Hampshire. the PRPs undenook the soils 
ponions of the remedy, e.g. the aeration. incineration. soil replace
men1 and regrading. and establishment of the site cover. The State agreed 
to conduct the necessary post-closure maintenance. The PRPs also 
agreed to pay a ponion of past and future oversight costs and a percen
tage to the State for long-term maintenance of the site. 

At Love Canal, New York. the State entered into a cooperative agree
ment to conduct specific ponions of the remedy (excavation of sewer 
and creek sediments) while the PRPs processed, bagged and transponed 
materials form the Love CanaJ site to the PRP's main plant site for 
temporary storage and incineration. 

In either case, the U.S. EPA and the State should enter into a State 
Superfund Contract (SSC) to assure cost share and O&M responsibility. 
The State cost share does not have to be incorporated into the Consent 
Decree between U.S. EPA and the PRPs. In general, mixed work settle
ments should only be considered when the State cost share is reasona
bly certain. 

CASH-OUT SE1TLEMENTS 

The third type of mixed funding arrangement described in Section 
122 (b)(3) is a cash-out. A cash-out occurs when the U.S. EPA conducts 
the response action and the PRPs pay U.S. EPA for a ponion of the 
costs. A cash-out settlement can be prepared at any time in the remedial 
process. One common use of cash out settlements involves PRPs who 
have contributed a low percentage of waste to a site, and who are not 
technically or financially capable of conducting the entire response 
action. Once the PRPs pay their allocated share of costs, they arc no 
longer liable for any further participation in site remediation. 

Evaluating A Cash-Out Proposal 

Since the U.S. EPA conducts the response action in a cash-out set· 
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tlcment, factors such as the proposed remedy and public intertSt are 
not decisive in evaluating a cash-out by all or some of the PRPs. The 
Interim Settlement Policy (Section ID) does, however, identify the fol
lowing key concerns that should be considered when evaluating such 
a senlement: 

• The U.S. EPA should have a high level of confidence in the infor
mation concerning liability at the site and expecled cost rl the remedy 
to dctermjne an appropriate cash out settlement. 

• The U.S. EPA should have sufficient infonnation related to bolh 
settlors and nonscttJors to determine a settlement amount i>r the 
settlors requesting a cash-out (should be based on the 1CUJement 
policy, including waste contribution). 

• The U.S. EPA should ensure that the percentage of total C05l5 to be 
paid by seniors is "subsuntial." 

While cash-out scttJements do not have to involve de minimis parties 
as defined in Section 122(8), they do share many of the same analyti
cal factors. The U.S. EPA guidance entitled, "Interim Guidelines on 
settlements with De Minimis Waste Contributors under Section l22(g) 
SARA" should be consulted when reviewing cash-out proposals. 

Consent Decl'ft Lang~ ~ulrements 

As mentioned previously, a key the U.S. EPA concern related to casb
out settlements is the strength of the information related to PRP lia
bi lity and the cost and development of the remedy. These issues baYc 
panicular bearing on the scope of any covenant not to sue in such an 
argument-particularly, early in the remedial process when infonna
tion is limited. 

The Regions should ensure that the covenant not to sue, if any, is 
carefully drafted to cover only the specific response action covered by 
the mixed funding scttlcmenl and is otherwise consistenl with Section 
122(f) and the "Covenants Noc to Sue Under SARA," (52 FR 28038 
July 11, 1987). This provision would include the standard reopenen 
for unknown conditions and new information indicating that the ranedill 
action is not procectivc and which rcopeners would be triggered in the 
event of remedy failure. It also would include a provision ensuring that 
the PRPs are responsible for contributing toward any cost OYCnuns 
arising during completion of the mixed-funded response action (m 11 

least the same percencage as the initial agreement). unless a risk 
premium payment is received. Further, if information relating to the 
settling PRP's waste contribution to the site is limited, then the Region 
should also consider including a rcopcner which would allow the Apy 
to seek additional funds from the settling PRP if new information relatq 
to its waste contribution to the site is discovered. 

Stale Cost Shan Requirements 

The State cost share requirements apply as in rnixod \\Ork secdemcnls. 
(See Section on mixttl "vrt). Prices Landfill, New Jersey is an example 
of a cash-out where a IO~ State cost share was provided. The setlle
ment included PRP paymem for a ponion of the remedy, (the U.S. EB\ 
is implementing ii) plus accrued back interest to the United States. the 
State of New Jersey and the Atlantic City Municipal Utilities Authority 
(ACMUA) in exchange for a covenant not to sue for past and future 
liability, subject to limited reopencrs. In addition, a future Order al 
the U.S. District Coun provides that some money be set aside fur fururc 
remedial expenses, a percentage returned to the Superfund, the State 
and the ACMUA. It should be noted that in the Prices case, the PRPs 
arc paying a sum of money which is not high enough to constitute a 
"premium" and, yet, for which they will be relieved of future liability 
at the site unless materially different infurmation about the landfill or 
new findings on imminent and substantial endangerment emerges. Pro
vis ions in the Consent Decree arc also included to mnimizc govern
ment access to evidence linking additional generators to waste at the site. 

CONCLUSION 

Settlement agreements incorporating mixed funding provisions offer 
an alternative to either up front Fund financing of the total costs of 
a response action from the Superfund, or possible delays in initiating 
a response action as a result of litigation to compel a action by a PRP. 



Mixed funding is only one of the settlement tools available to the U.S. 
EPA. Before one can begin an assessment of mixed funding for a 
particular site, he must first determine whether under the Ten-Point 
Settlement Criteria it is appropriate to settle for less than lOO % of 
response action costs. 

Mixed funding is not appropriate for all circumstances and requires 
a site/case-specific determination by the parties. Some of the consider
ations to be made by parties to any settlement include: 

• Whether the PRP desires to conduct the response action. If the PRP 
is willing to conduct the cleanup, both mixed-work and preauthori
zation may be considered. 

• The knowledge and capabilities of the PRP to carry out the remedy 
as designed. The more technical the remedy, the more important the 
capabilities of the PPR. 

• The amount of the work to be conducted by the PRPs. This may enable 
the U.S. EPA to authorize a mixed-work settlement and conduct the 
balance of the work, or "carve-out" the work to be conducted by 

a subsequent settling PRP. 
• The portion of the costs to be assumed by the PRPs. A cash-out may 

be the appropriate result if the PRP is liable only for a small propor
tion of the cost. Liability for a significant portion of the costs may 
enable the use of mixed funding. The incentive for the PRP to manage 
the response action in a manner to control costs is diminished when 
the Fund pays a higher proportion of the costs. 

• The most critical consideration is the PRP's "good faith offer" to 
implement the response action, a significant portion of the work 
and/or pay a significant portion of the costs. 

Mixed funding settlements will be encouraged and adopted by the 
Agency when such settlements are in the best interest of the Govern
ment, the general public and the environment. 

DISCLAIMER 

The contents and conclusions of this paper are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily reflect the views and policies of the U.S. EPA. 
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ABSfRACT 

The Congress. the U.S. EPA. the States and the public have clearly 
stated that Federal agency facilities should be the model of environ
mental compliance for the regulated community. In an effon to meet 
this challenge in the hazardous waste program area, the Defense En
vironmental Restoration Program (DERP) was established in 1984 to 
expand the Dcpanment of Defense's (DOD) existing effons to clean 
up conramina.tion from hazardous waste sites. SARA of 1986 provided 
continuing authority for the Secretary of Defense lo carry out this 
program in consultation with the U.S. EPA. Funhermore, Executive 
Order 12580 on Superfund Implementation delegated authority to the 
Secretary of Defense to carry out the DERP within the overaJI frame
work of SARA and CERCLA. 

A component of the DERP is the Installation Restoration Program 
(IRP) which is designed to identify and remediate contamination from 
hazardous substances and wastes on DOD installations and at formerly 
used propenies. The objective of this paper is to outline the Army\ 
Installation Restoration Program which has evolved since its inception 
in 1974 to be comprised of projects at over 401 installations involving 
3,208 sites. The paper highlights some of the success the Army has 
achieved in its quest to clean up its hazardous waste sites. Effons under
way at Anniston Army Depot are used to illustrate remedial act.ions 
taken at an Army NPL site and the degree to which the Army is com
mitted to restoring the environment. 

INTRODUCTION 

Pick up any newspaper or magazine and you will almost certainly 
find an article addressing some !>On of major environmental compliance 
issue: the conviction and sentencing of three senior civilian managen. 
at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland on multiple folony counts for 
violating the Resource Con~rvation and Recovery Act; the FBl's 
conduct of "'Operation Desert Glow", where more than ~ agents 
searched the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons plant for evidence of illegal 
disposal of radioactive and hazardous matcriab: and the Euon Valdez 
striking a reef off Prince William sound to create the largest oil spill 
in United States history. 

The magnitude of the hazardous waste problem is so great that it 
almost defies comprehension. In addition to what lies buried m the thou
sands of disposal sites that have been identified nationwide, the U.S. 
EPA estimates that hazardous waste is generated in this country at the 
rate of 700,000 tons/day; more than 250 million tons/yr. Recognizing 
that Federal laws were needed to address the potential dangers of 
abandoned hazardous waste sites, lawmakers passed CERCLA. As the 
first major piece of legislation to address the problem on a national 
level, CERCLA had the following key objectives: 

• To establish priorities for cleaning up the worst hazardous waste sites 
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• To hold responsible panics liable for payment for those cleanups 
(where possible) 

• To establish a Sl.6 billion Hazardous Waste Trust Fund (Superfund) 
to perform cleanups when responsible parties could not be held 
accountable. and to respond to emergencies involving hazardous 
materials 

• To improve scientific and technological capabilities in all aspects d 
hazardous waste management, treatment and disposal.' 

SARA, passed in 1986, outlined the framcv.Qrk for CERCLAs Supcr
fund hazardous waste cleanup program during the next five years. 
A major fearure of the re-au!horizalion was the clarification that "each 
depanment. agency and instrumentality ofthe United Slates ... " was 
required to comply proceduraJly and substantively with the stalUIC 
to the same extent as private entities (Section l20(a)(1) ). 
The RCRA. an amendment to the Solid Waste Disposal Act, was 
passed in 1976 to regulate the transportation. storage and disposal 
of hazardous wastes that are being generated now. Passage of these 
and a number of other staru!es covering virtually all fonns of pollu
tion serve as positive testimony to the serious regard with which the 
issue of environmental protection is being taken. 
Within the regulated community. the Congress. the U.S. EPA and 
the public ha\-e clearly stated that Federal agency facilities should 
serve as models of environmental compliance. In an effon to meet 
this challenge in the ha1.ardous waste area. the Department of Dehse 
(DOD} has i:ontinued to expand its effort through a wide amy or 
initiatives implemented as pan of the Dcknse Environmental Resto
ration Program (DERP). A component of the DERP is the lnslllla
t10n Res1ora1ion Program (1RP). which is designed to identify and 
remediate conramination from hazardous substances and wasteS on 
DOD installations as well as at formerly used defense sites (FUDS). 

THE ARMY INSTALLATION RESTORATION PROGRAM 

As one of the largest real estate holders in DOD (12.000.000 ac or 
land on 1391 installations), the Army is keenly aware of its respon
sibilities to protect and enhance the environment. In consonance ~ 
its defense mission, the Army has established environmental qualtty 
goals that will ensure the long-term protection of the land and 
resources entrusted to its care. 11lese environmental quality goals are: 

• Demonstrate leadership in environmental protection and imp~ 
• Minimize adverse environmental and health impacts while maxi

mizing readiness and strategic preparedness 
• Assure that consideration of the environment is an integral part of 

Army decision-making 
• Initiate aggressive ac!ion to comply with all Fedeml, State and local 

environmental quality laws 
• Restore lands ancl waters damaged through our pas! waste disposal 



activities 
• Support Army programs for the recycle and reuse of materials to 

conserve natural resources, prevent pollution and minimize the 
generation of waste 

• Pursue an active role in addressing environmental quality issues in 
our relations with neighboring communities. 

This philosophy has been carried forward from the initiation of the 
Army IRP in 1974, a full 6 yr before the Superfund statute was even 
on the books. From the first actions taken to clean up the monumental 
problems at Rocky Mountain Arsenal to current research activities in 
waste minimization, the Army has led the way in DODs efforts con
cerning hazardous waste site remediation2 • Figure 1 recaps Army IRP 
performance as of the end of Fiscal Year 1988. It is obvious that sub
stantial resources have been allocated to the program and the positive 
results that have been obtained serve as the best testimony to its 
success3
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Army IRP Progress 
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Under the direction of the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials 
Agency (USATHAMA), Preliminary Assessments/Site Inspections 
(PA/SD have been completed on almost all potential contamination 
sources. The purpose of the PA/SI is to determine which sites may pose 
a threat and require further cleanup action. Where remedial action is 
anticipated, an RI/FS has been initiated to determine the extent of con
tamination and develop a range of options to remediate the site. Working 
with State authorities and U.S. EPA Regional and Headquarters offices, 
a remedy will then be selected and documented in a Record of Deci
sion. As shown in Figure 1, over 28% of those sources scheduled for 
remedial action have been cleaned up. All remedial actions are 
programmed for initiation by 1994. 

In some cases, the magnitude of the hazardous waste problem has 
warranted placement of Army IRP sites on the NPL. The NPL identi
fies abandoned or uncontrolled hazardous waste sites that warrant further 
investigation to determine if long-term "remedial action" is necessary. 
Sites on the NPL are eligible for such action under CERCLA. However, 
CERCLA Section 111(e)(3) generally prohibits use of Superfund dol
lars for remedial action at Federally owned facilities. As of the July 
1989 update, there are 18 Army facilities promulgated on the NPL and 
an additional 17 Army facilities proposed for listing. The installations 
proposed/final on the NPL are listed in Figure 2a and Figure 2b. 

In conjunction with the cleanup of NPL sites, the Army has worked 
closely with U.S. EPA Regional and Headquarters offices and the States 
to execute several comprehensive cleanup agreements referred to as Inter 
Agency Agreements (JAG). These agreements were first authorized 
under Section 120 of the 1986 amendments and are binding, enforce
able documents that cover the entire cleanup process from investiga
tion through construction and operation of the remedy. IAGs are 
generally designed to meet all of the facility's cleanup obligations under 

1. ROCKY MOUNTAIN ARSENAL, CO 
2. MILAN ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, TN 
3. ANNISTON ARMY DEPOT (SE IND. AREA), AL 
4. CORNHUSKER ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, NE 
5. SACRAMENTO ARMY DEPOT, CA 
6. SHARPE ARMY DEPOT, CA 
7. SAVANNA ARMY DEPOT ACTIVITY, IL 
8. LETIERKENNY ARMY DEPOT (PDQ AREA), PA 
9. FORT DIX (LANDFILL SITE), NJ 
10. ALABAMA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, AL 
11. JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (LAP AREA), IL 
12. LETIERKENNY ARMY DEPOT (SE AREA), PA 
13. FORT LEWIS (LANDFILL NO. 5), WA 
14. LAKE CITY ARMY PLANT (NW LAGOON), MO 
15. JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (MFG. AREA), IL 
16. LONE STAR ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, TX 
17. UMATILLA ARMY DEPOT (LAGOONS), OR 
18. LOUISIANA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, LA 

Figure 2a 
Army National Priority List Sites (Final) 

1. FORT WAINWRIGHT, AK 
2. FORT ORD, CA 
3. RIVERBANK ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, CA 
4 SCHOFIELD BARRACKS, HI 
5. IOWA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, IA 
6. FORT RILEY, KS 
7. FORT DEVENS, MA 
8. FORT DEVENS - SUDBURY TRAINING ANNEX, MA 
9. ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND - EDGEWOOD AREA, MD 
10. ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND - MICHAELS VILLE LANDFILL, MD 
11. WELDON SPRING FORM. ARMY ORDDNANCE WORKS, MO 
12. PICATINNY ARSENAL, NJ 
13. SENECA ARMY DEPOT, NY 
14. TOBYHANNA ARMY DEPOT, PA 
15. LONGHORN ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, TX 
16. TOOELE ARMY DEPOT (NORTH AREA), UT 
17. FORT LEWIS LOGISTICS CENTER, WA 

Figure 2b 
Army National Priority List Sites (Proposed) 

CERCLA, RCRA and applicable State laws, and serve as "regulatory 
blueprints" for the cleanup of the facility. In addition, they provide for 
State and U.S. EPA oversight of the cleanup process and generally pro
vide for reimbursement of State costs associated with the agreement. 

In June, 1988, the U.S. EPA and DOD agreed to model language for 
IAGs which resolved a number of national policy issues that were ham
pering facility-specific cleanup negotiations. These model provisions, 
to be included in each agreement, provide specific language on juris
diction, funding, enforceability, dispute resolution, stipulated penal
ties and RCRA/CERCLA integration. The agreements establish U.S. 
EPA and State jurisdiction at the facility, provide for State and citizen 
enforcement, as well as the assessment of penalties for failure to com
ply with the schedule or terms and conditions of the cleanup, and for 
the U.S. EPA Administrator to make the final decisions on cleanup or 
any dispute arising under the agreement. By mid Fiscal Year 1989, seven 
of the 16 IAGs in place with the U.S. EPA were for Army facilities. 
In addition, the Army and the U.S. EPA currently are negotiating eight 
additional agreements. 

In August 1987, the Army, the U.S. EPA and the State of Minnesota 
made history when all three parties signed the Twin Cities Army Ammu
nition Plant (TCAAP) Federal facility InterAgency Agreement. The 
TCAAP agreement was the first of its kind under Section 120 of SARA. 
This agreement was the culmination of negotiations between the Army, 
the U.S. EPA and the State and established provisions for: 

• Coordination of overlapping requirements of RCRA and CERCLA 
• Policies and procedures consistent with those for non- Federal 
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facilities 
• U.S. EPA approval of selected remedies 
• U.S. EPA and State oversight of the Army's activities at the site. 

In addition to TCAAP. the Anny has ~ix other tri-pany IAGs that 
have been signed to-date, including: 

• Joliet Anny Ammunition Plan, Illinois (June 9. 1989) 
• Letterkenny Anny Depot, Pennsylvania (Feb. 3, 1989) 
• Louisiana Anny Ammunition Plant, Louisiana (Jan. 31, 1989) 
• Milan Army Ammunition Plant, Tennessee (July 25, 1989) 
• Sacramento Anny Ammunition Depot, California (Oct. 'll. 1988) 
• Sharpe Anny Depot, California (Mar. 16. 1989) 

Besides evaluating its own installations. the Anny. in particular the 
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers (COE), is the DOD Executive Agent 
for the implementation of Environmental Restoration Program opera
tions at formerly used propertie.'i. As Executive Agent. the COE 
(working through its Huntsville Division) is responsible for hazardous 
waste cleanup activities, building demolition and debris removal, and 
unexploded ordnance removals on lands formerly owned or used by 
any of the DOD components. The investigation and cleanup procedure~ 
at fonnerly used sites are similar to those at currently owned installa
tions. Determinations must be made as to the origin of the contamina
tion, land transfer and current ownership before a site is considered 
eligible for restoration by the DOD. 

ANNisroN ARMY DEPOT-A TYPICAL succ~ STORY 

Situated on more than 15,(XX) ac in Calhoun County, Alabama, Annis
ton Army Depot is one of 13 depots in the Army's Depot System Com
mand (DESCOM). Anniston's primary mission includes combat vehicle 
rebuild and conversion programs, small anns and anillery rebuild, main
tenance of numerous missile systems and the storage of large quanti
ties of ammunition. It is principally involved in the rebuilding of main 
battle tanks for the U.S. Army and allied nations. 

The industrial processes inherem with daily operations at the plant 
result in the generation of several hazardous waste streams. Primarily 
these wastes are degreasing solvents and metals processing sludges. For 
many years, these wastes were disposed of either through: (I) being 
placed in lagoons. trenches or pits which were later capped with earth. 
or (2) being sealed in metal drums which were then buried. Grou.nd
water monitoring wells were emplaced around the chemical sludge dis
posal trenches and old lagoon sludge piles (Fig. 3 and 4) in 1979 and 
1980 to determine whether any contamination had migrated from the 
disposal sites. II was subsequently determined that both sites had a high 
potential for migration. 

In February, 1981, DARCOM (now AMC) asked USATHAMA to 
conduct an assessment at Anniston to determine the extent of contami
nation and to develop plans for appropriate remedial action. USATHA
MA worked in close coordination with U.S. EPA Region IV in Atlanta 
to establish a program that ~d ultimately accomplish four main tasks: 

• Conduct a geotechnical evaluation 
• Prepare a contamination survey and assessment 
• Conduct an alternat.ives analysi' 
• Effect closure operations 

The first three tasks were completed by August, 1981. with 
USATHAMA concluding that the most feasible technical/economic 
remedial action would call for physical removal of contaminated soil 
and other wastes from both sites. The wastes would then be transported 
to a permitted hazardous waste disposal/treatment facility located in 
Emelle, Alabama. 

Closure operations began in March, 1982 with completion of 
hazardous waste excavations by May, 1983. In all, more than 62,000 
tons of waste were transported to Emelle without a single incident or 
spill during the process. After completion of the excavations, exten
sive soil sampling was conducted to insure that complete removal was 
attained. The remediation process was completed by backfilling the 
entire area, regrading to match the natural contours surrounding the 
site and seeding to restore vegetative cover. According to Ron Grant, 
Chief of the Environmental Management Division, Directorate of 
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Figure 3 
Location of Survey Area: Calhoun County. Alabama 
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Figure 4 
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Site La)tout Plan: Hazardous Waste Trenches 

Engineering and Logistics for Anniston, work is now underway to 
remediate contaminated groundwater by air stripping and returning it 
to the environmenr. The bulk of this work was completed 6 yr prior 
to the Anniston site being listed by the U.S. EPA on the NPL. 

NEW TOOLS FOR TRACKING 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 

The preponderance of environmental legislation that Congress has 
generated over the past decade has been instrumental to insuring that 



our past mistakes will ultimately be rectified and that the likelihood 
of future contamination will be greatly reduced or eliminated. Next 
to passage of the landmark Superfund law, no other single statute has 
had a more pronounced effect on the regulated community than RCRA. 
Its broad application to the multitude of Army TSD (transport, storage 
and disposal) facilities and the potentially severe consequences of non
compliance have dictated the need for managers at all levels to have 
immediate access to timely, accurate compliance data. 

To establish such a data base from scratch would have been cumber
some and resource intensive. A better solution would be to tap the 
existing compliance data bases maintained by EPA. Housed on a large 
mainframe system at Research Triangle Park, N.C., RCRA compliance 
information could be accessed through modem by both DA staff ele
ments and field commanders as well. Known as the Hazardous Waste 
Data Management System (HWDMS), it tracks the complete compliance 
history of all RCRA regulated facilities to include inspection perfor
mance, enforcement actions taken and progress made to return facili
ties to full compliance. 

In July, 1989, an lnteragency Agreement was signed between EPA 
and DOD establishing a special account on the system for use by DOD 
agencies. Use of this information will enable Army managers to main
tain up to date status of all facilities, identify problem installations and 
conduct long range planning to correct minor compliance problems 
before they result in major enforcement actions. 

In addition to HWDMS, EPA has also made available to both DA 
and DOD use of a new PC-based multimedia data base called the Federal 
Facility Tracking System (FFTS). Recently fielded in each of the 10 
EPA Regional offices, FFTS enables the agencies to track compliance 
in all media program areas. The systems' flexibility also allows the user 
to access permitting data, enforcement histories, A-106 pollution preven
tion project records and progress reports relating to the cleanup of 
hazardous waste sites under the IRP. The capability to generate reports 
in virtually any format, both on and off line rounds out the systems 
attributes. 

Use of both systems will enable the Army to closely monitor progress 
made in all areas and to ensure better compliance in accordance with 
the full spectrum of environmental regulations. 

THE U.S. ARMY/U.S. EPA ENVIRONMENTAL 
EXCHANGE PROGRAM 

In early 1987, recognizing the need to expand the technical compe
tence of his environmental staff, John Shannon, Assistant Secretary of 
the Army (Installations and Logistics), and Lee Thomas, U.S. EPA Ad
ministrator, sought to initiate an exchange program. Established under 
the purview of Training With Industry (TWI), the program would afford 
selected Army officers the opportunity to study environmental policy 
and regulatory requirements while working within the major program 
offices of the U.S. EPA. 

The program is co-sponsored and administered through the Army 
Environmental Office/ Assistant Chief of Engineers on the Army staff, 
and by the Office of Federal Activities at the U. S. EPA. Having just 
completed its second year, with a total of five officers participating (two 
at U.S. EPA HQ in Washington, D.C. and three at Regional offices 
around the country), the program has been a resounding success. Under 
the agreement established between the two agencies, these officers are 
free to develop their own programs of study based on personal preference 
and the job-specific requirements of their follow-on assignments. After 
completing a full year with the U.S. EPA, the officers return for a mini
mum 1 yr utilization tour to an environmental position within the Army. 
Assignment of U.S. EPA personnel has thus far been limited to DA 
staff in the Pentagon, but steps are being taken to place personnel on 
several MACOM staffs as well. 

The Army has just begun to realize the benefits of the program, not 
only through the education of its environmental staff, but also through 
the improvement in communication between the two agencies. The 
program has done much to promote a willingness to work together in 
tackling the seemingly overwhelming task of cleaning up the environ
ment. With the continuation of programs such as this, we hopefully 
will reach that end more quickly and efficiently. 

CONCLUSION 

Federal facility compliance with environmental laws and regulations 
is one of U.S. EPA's highest priorities. Overall, Federal facilities have 
made significant progress in improving their environmental compliance 
records and in establishing/expanding their environmental programs. 
The Army exemplifies the efforts being undertaken by the Federal sector 
to "be the model of compliance." 

DOD has established the Defense Environmental Restoration Account 
(DERA), as outlined in SARA section 211, for the cleanup of its in
active hazardous waste sites. FY 90 DERA funding for Army is expected 
to increase from the $204.5 million allocated for FY 89. These funds 
are exclusively earmarked for CERCLA activities. 

As part of the effort to ensure that Federal agencies meet their en
vironmental obligations and complete required CERCLA actions, the 
U.S. EPA is dedicating significant resources to the Federal facilities 
program as part of the effort to ensure high levels of environmental 
compliance. 
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ABSf RACT 

This paper presents a methodology for assessing a PRP's ability to 
pay past and future costs under CERCLA as amended. The objective 
of the Superfund program is to impose the ultimate liability for the cost 
of cleanup of hazardous waste sites on the responsible parties who 
generated the waste and on those who owned or operated the sites. The 
U.S. EPA"s enforcement program can accomplish this goal in two ways. 
No maner how the U.S. EPA chooses to proceed with enforcemem. 
an accurate financial assessment of the PRP"s ability to pay developed 
early in the enforcement process will assist the U.S. EPA in determining 
the most effective enforcement strategy and in establishing the most 
realistic settlement or cost recovery amounts. 

This paper presents an approach to assessing a PRP"s ability to pay 
based on the PRP's operating and financial statements. The paper goes 
on to describe four types of standard financial indicators. measured 
according to eight standard financial ratios. that can provide an overall 
picture of a PRP's past and present financial condition and ability to 
pay. These four financial indicators or ratios are: (!) liquidity, (2) 
leverage, (3) solvency and (4) profitability. After discus.sing and inter
preting these financial indicators, the paper illustrates the methodology 
through a hypothetical assessment of a PRP's ability to pay. This case 
study: (I) analyzes a hypothetical PRP's ability to pay CERCLA cleanup 
costs by calculating and interpreting the financial ratios. (2) presents 
the results of sensitivity analyses that measure the impact of various 
cost recovery schedules on the hypothetical PRP's current financial con
dition and (3) discusses the sources of information on a PRP's financial 
status. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Superfund program attempts to place the ultimate re~ponsibility 
for the cost of cleaning up ha7..ardous w.i~tc &itc~ on re~pon~ible panics 
who generated the Wd.Stes and on those who owned or operated the sites 
The U.S. EPA can accomplish thb goal in two wdys, but in either case 
will seek to directly impose the cost of cle.mup on responsible panics. 
The Agency can conduct the cleanup using money from 1he Superfund 
and later seek to recover the cleanup cosL' through cost recovery actions; 
or the U.S. EPA can use a variety of CERCLA enforcemenl auLhori
ties to directly compel responsible panics to finance or conducl cleanups. 
The U.S. EPA's recent 90-day managemenl review of the Superfund 
program further indicales !hat the U.S. EPA\ increasing empham on 
enforcemenl will further induce PRPs to rapidly achieve enforceable 
agreements to finance or carry out more cleanups under the U.S. EPA 
direction. 

The U.S. EPA will rely on the various enforcemenl authorities to 
pursue responsible panic~ to recover co~ts and replenish the Supcr
fund when the Agency conducts a Fund-financed cleanup without a 
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negotiated scnlement. Congress authorized the U.S. EPA in Section 
104 of CERCLA to spend Superfund monies to clean up a site and in 
Section I07 to pursue respon.'lible parties for recovery of cleanup COllS. 
Although the U.S. EPA~ noc hesitate to pursue cost reromy actions 
or litigation in the interest of public health and the environmcnt, lhc 
Agency still prefers 10 negotia1e settlements with responsible parties. 
Section 122 of CERCLA provides the U.S. EPA with the discmion 
to enter into settlement agreements with PRPs. establishes procedura 
for negotiating settlements with PRPs fOr financing or conducting Super
fund site cleanups and codifies, with some additions. the senlemeol 
process established under the U.S. EPA's interim scnlemenl policy. 

The U.S. EPA's Interim CERCLA Settlemen1 Policy (50 FR 5034) 
sets as the U.S. EPA's objective in Superfund negotiations the collec
tion of 100 % of cleanup costs or complete conduct of cleanup from 
PRPs. The Agency recognizes. however. that in certain circumstances, 
exceptions 10 this goal may be appropriate. The interim CERCLA set· 
tlement policy sets forth 10 cnteria for determining when such excep
tions are allowed. Based on a full ~'llluation of the facts and a 
comprehensive analysis of the 10 criteria. the U.S. EPA may consider 
accepting offers of less than 100% of the toial amounl. One of the ten 
criteria the U.S. EPA may consider in evaluating a settlement proposal 
is the abili1y of the settling panics to pay. 

Determining a PRP's ability to pay cleanup costs is important whedler 
the U.S EPA conducts the cleanup and seeks cost recovery or obtains 
a negotiated se1tJement with PRPs to finance or conduct the cleanup. 
Assessing the PRP"s ability 10 pay early in the settlement ncgotialion 
process is an imponant step toward achieving rapid and effective sdlle
ments. An accurale financial assessment of PRPs early in the enfortt
menr process will assist the U.S. EPA to determine the most 
~-os1-cffec1ive enforcement strategy. establish realistic senlement or cost 
recovery amounts. decide whether a PRP is financially sound enough 
to conduct future remedial work. obtain corporate information that can 
facilitate a rnpid and effective negotiation process and \'efify whether 
a PRP has a genuine ability-to-pay problem. 

DISCUSSION OF AN APPROACH TO 
PRP FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT 

The proposed methodology for evaluating a PRP's financial condi· 
tion and ability to pay is based on a standard method used by the finan
cial community. The methodology relies on four financial indicators 
commonly used by the financial community (for example, bank loan 
officers, investment bankers, security analysts, a firm's management 
and stockholders) to measure corporate performance. generally to assess 
a firm's viability where possible bankruptcy is not an issue. (ln bank
ruptcy, the same liquidily. leverage, solvency and profitability ratios 
arc used to check a reorganization plan and to monitor progress.) 



Managers generally monitor liquidity tQ determine the timing of pay
ments, while lenders generally focus on leverage and solvency (or 
coverage) ratios as decision-making criteria for establishing new lines 
of credit or loans. Conversely, stockholders generally look at profita
bility to make stock buy/sell decisions7

• Financial analysts measure a 
firm's financial indicators against industry norms to assess the firm's 
current financial condition and to identity positive or negative trends 
in a firm's liquidity, leverage, solvency and profitability positions. 

Limitations of Financial Ratio Analysis 

Financial analysts indicate that there are four key limitations to 
assessing a firm's financial condition using the financial ratio analysis 
methodology. First, values for financial ratios vary substantially across 
industrial sectors. Industry-specific norms or averages should there
fore be used as benchmarks for comparison when evaluating individual 
firms. To overcome this limitations, data base reports can provide in
formation on industry norms for liquidity, leverage, solvency and profita
bility indicators. These norms are fairly stable from year to year in 
the absence of extreme economic conditions. 

Second, no single ratio or indicator is a perfect test of ability to pay, 
particularly when a firm is in distress2

• However, a set of indicators 
that considers liquidity, leverage, solvency and profitability will generally 
be informative1

•
7

• Third, analysts have established minimum accepta
ble or threshold levels for financial ratios that reflect values the finan
cial community considers "red lights" signaling possible financial 
distress. Fourth, historical ratios over the past 3 to 5 yr should be 
checked for trends and unique occurrences. 

One approach to assessing a PRP's current financial condition and 
ability to pay is based on the firm's operating and financial statements 
and four types of financial indicators designed to measure a PRP's fman
cial condition and performance. In the proposed approach, a set of 
standard financial indicators is calculated to measure a PRP's past and 
present financial performance and to determine its ability to pay past 
and future response costs. Generally, four types of financial indicators 
are.calculated: (1) liquidity, (2) leverage, (3) solvency, and (4) profita
bility. 

To conduct the financial assessment, eight standard financial ratios 
are examined, including two each that measure liquidity, leverage, sol
vency and profitability. First, a financial spreadsheet is developed from 
the PRP's audited financial statements to calculate historical and cur
rent financial ratios to obtain an overall picture of a PRP's past and 
present fmancial condition and ability to pay. Each of the PRP's ratios 
is then compared with industry ratio averages. An assessment of a PRP's 
financial condition and ability to pay is made in part by comparing a 
PRP's ratios relative to the average ratio values for other firms in its 
industry. Finally, the ratios are subjected to a sensitivity analysis to 
determine the effect of various CERCLA cost recovery levels on the 
PRP's financial viability. The eight fmancial ratios used in the proposed 
approach are discussed below. 

1. Liquidity Ratios 
Liquidity ratios measure a firm's ability to meet its short-term ex

penses and other financial obligations in a timely manner. The current 
ratio (CR) and quick ratio (QR) described below are two standard 
liquidity ratios that measure a firm's resources or available cash7

• 

Current Ratio: CR = (Current Assets)/(Current Liabilities) 
The CR is the sum of cash and cash equivalents (principally, accounts 

receivable and inventories) divided by current liabilities (principally, 
accounts payable, taxes and short-term bank loans); that is, the CR test 
is calculated as the ratio of current assets to current liabilities. The CR 
measures liquid assets available to pay expected invoices and monthly 
and periodic bills; it is equivalent to the multiple of a firm's current assets 
to its liabilities. 

A CR greater than 3.0 indicates more than adequate cash and cash 
equivalents to meet short-term requirements. A CR in the range of 2.0 
to 3.0 generally indicates sufficient resources. A CR value of less than 
2.0 generally signifies potential future liquidity problems'. 

Quick Ratio: QR = (Current Assets -
Inventories)/(Current Liabilities) 

The QR is the current ratio adjusted for the value of inventories by 
excluding inventories in process because fmished and unfmished projects 
generally cannot be converted into cash immediately to pay current 
liabilities. The QR is also known as the "acid test" ratio. A QR greater 
than 1.0 indicates sufficient liquidity for expected short-term business 
expenses. 

2. Leverage Ratios 
Leverage ratios provide information on the extent of debt in the com

pany's capital structure, the long-run ability of the firm to repay borrowed 
funds and, indirectly, management's degree of risk aversion and its 
business philosophy. These ratios reflect the firm's fmancing or capitali
zation by comparing debt to equity and debt to assets; large debt balances 
indicate a higher probability of credit risk and default plus substantial 
debt servicing costs. Two standard indicators of a firm's degree of 
leverage are the debt to equity ratio (DER) and debt to assets ratio 
(DAR). 

Debt to Equity Ratio: DER = (Long Term Debt 
+ Capitalized Leases)/(Stockholders' Equity) 

The DER is defined as long-term debt plus capitalized lease obliga
tions divided by stockholders' equity or net worth. Capitalized lease 
obligations are included because leases are, in many respects, equiva
lent to secured loans4

• For blue-chip Fortune 500 companies, the DER 
is substantially less than 1.0 and is generally in the 0.3 to 0.4 range7

• 

A DER greater than 1.5 signals possible debt servicing problems 14
• 

Debt to Assets Ratio: DAR = (Current 
+ Long Term Liabilities)/(Current + Long Term Assets) 

The DAR is defined as total debt or total liabilities (the sum of current 
liabilities and long-term debt) divided by total assets (the sum of cur
rent assets plus long-term assets). A DAR greater than 0.65 and in
creasing in subsequent years is evidence that the firm has doubtful ability 
to service its debt2. A value of 1.0 (or greater) demonstrates that the 
firm has zero equity (or negative equity or net worth) since liabilities 
equal (or exceed) assets. 

3. Solvency Ratios 
Solvency or coverage ratios measure a firm's ability to remain in 

business without substantial infusions of new equity, major liquidation 
of corporate assets or other significant changes in operations or cor
porate behavior. Solvency ratios are designed to evaluate the firm's ability 
to cover its financing charges and debt exposure. Two principal indi
cators of solvency are the fixed charge coverage (FCC) and cash flow 
coverage (CFC) ratios. 

Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio: FCC = 
(Earnings Before Interest & Income Tux)/ 
Fixed Payments plus Current Debt Due) 

The FCC ratio is calculated as the ratio of earnings before interest 
and income tax to fixed charges that must be "covered." These fixed 
expenses include lease payments, insurance, interest charges on debt 
and current-period principal payments due on long-term debt. An FCC 
ratio greater than 2.0 signifies acceptable coverage or solvency. Values 
less than 1.5 generally point to questionable viability14

• Negative 
values indicate inability to pay fixed expenses and potential imminent 
financial insolvency. 

Cash Flow Coverage Ratio: CFC = 
(Cash Flow/Total Liabilities) 

The CFC ratio is calculated as cash flow (net income after tax plus 
depreciation and amortization) divided by total liabilities. This indi
cator represents internally generated sources of funds that are availa
ble to meet the company's long-term debt obligations and current 
liabilities2

•
9
•
10

• A CFC ratio greater than 0.4 indicates more than suffi
cient cash flow to service liabilities with internal resources. A value 
in the 0.2 to 0.4 range reflects adequate cash flow, and a CFC ratio 
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less than 0.15 indicates serious financial uncertainty. 

4. Profitability Ratios 
Profitability indicators reflect operating perfonnance os measured by 

net earnings or after-tax income in relation to capital supplied by the 
firm's owners or in relation to assets deployed. These ratios compare 
profitability to funds invested in the firm. Two accepted measures of 
profitability are return on equity (ROE) and return on assets (R0A)7

• 

Return on Equity: ROE = (Net Income 
After Tax)/(Stockholders' Equity) 

The ROE is calculated os net earnings or income after tax divided 
by stockholders' equity. The ROE measures the percentage return to 
the firm's owners or stockholders and is an index of the productivity 
or efficiency or shareholders investment. ROE values must be higher 
than the firm's cost of capital for Jong-term continued viability. 

Return on Assets: ROA = (Net Income 
After Tax)/(Tutal Assets) 

The ROA is calculated as net earnings or income after tax, adjusted 
for the tax savings associated with debt financing divided by total assets 
(current and long-term). The ROA measures the productivity or effi
ciency of asset deployment and corresponds to the net operating profit 
margin. A value less than 0.06 may be a sign of doubtful viability' 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Once an assessment of the firm's overall financial condition has been 
completed by calculating the eight financial ratios, the analyst can 
perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the impact of different levels 
of cost recovery or cleanup payments on the financial condition of the 
firm. The current-year financial data, and the ratios derived from them. 
serve as a "baseline" for completion of the sensitivity analysis. Gener
ally, the impact of a one-time, lump-sum payment on the current-year 
condition is analyud, but it also is possible to examine the impact of 
a "structured settlement," periodic payments over a specified number 
of years. 

There are twO primary ways in which a company could fund a cost 
recovery or cleanup payment; by drawing on current assets, (assuming 
that these assets can be liquidated) or by securing a loan. The analyst 
can calculate the effect of both scenarios on a company's baseline fman
ciaJ condition. Generally, four different levels of cost recovery pay
ments are analyzed to provide an indication of the maximum amount 
that the company could afford to pay without imposing a severe finan
cial burden on the firm's operations. 

To analyze a payment funded from a firm's current assets, the analyst 
will first revise the firm's financial spreadsheet to reflect the reduction 
in current assdS that would result from each level of payment examined. 
Then, the financial spreadsheet is used to calculate revised liquidity 
ratios for the current year that reflect the impact of each of the four 
payment levels. Finally, the revised liquidity ratios are compared with 
the firm's baseline ratios and industry averages. 

A payment funded by long-term debt affects the firm's leverage and 
solvency ratios. To analyze this situation, the financial spreadsheet is 
revised again, this time to reflect the addition to the finn's liabilities. 
The financial spreadsheet is then used to recalculate the ratios, and these 
new ratios are compared with the baseline ratio and the industry aver
ages to provide an indication of how the financial status of the firm 
would be affected by different payment levels. 

CASE STUDY: XYZ COMPANY 

A hypothetical case was created to illustrate how the financial 
assessment methodology presented in this paper may assist the U.S. 
EPA to assess a PRP's financial position and determine its ability to 
pay past and future CERCLA cleanup costs. This hypothetical case was 
patterned after several real CERCLA cases involving settlement negotia
tions for future Rl/FS work and cost recovery for past costs. 

Background on the Hypothetical XYZ Company Case 

The hypothetical XYZ Company (hereafter XYZ) has owned and 
operated a small manufacturing plant in the eastern United States for 
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more than 30 yr. XYZ has approximately $25 million in annual moenue 
and has experienced net income losses for 2 yr, primarily because of 
unplanned plant shutdowns to repair aging manufacturing equiPlllCDI; 
however, sales continue to be strong and XYZ managers are confident 
they can moderniu the plant and restore profits in the near future. XYZ 
is the major employer in a small rural town, employing approximately 
700 people. 

Over the years, XYZ has stored or disposed of a variety oflwardous 
contaminants on-site in surface impoundments, waste piles and drums. 
Hazardous waste is known to be migrating off-site, contammating 
groundwater below the site ~ at least one nearby off-site well. The 
U.S. EPA believes that XYZ is the sole PRP. 

Tu date, the U.S. EPA has conducted a preliminary assessment and 
site investigation (PA/SJ) at the site and has proposed the site for inclu
sion on the NPL. The U.S. EPA currently is developing a ~plan 
with details for condUCling future RJ/FS \Writ al the site. The U.S. EPA 
ha\ incurred approximately SI million in past costs al the site and bu 
placed a SI million lien on XYZ's real propeny. The U.S. EPA and 
XYZ are negotiating to allow XYZ to assume lead responsibility h 
future Rl/FS work al the site. 

Before allowing XYZ to take on the RJ/FS work, the U.S. EPA in
tends to recover its past costs. In negotiations with the U.S. EPA, XYZ 
has been cooperative and willing to fund future RJ/FS M>rk out of filtuR 
earnings or bank loans. but professes an ability-to-pay problem ID 
currently repay past costs. Furthermore, the U.S. EPA's lien ~ 
XYZ from borrowing from ooumierdal banks. During seuJemeot Deflli
ations, XYZ requested that the U.S. EPA allow the company to rqiay 
past costs over time and fund RJ/FS \Writ out of future earnings l1artq 
in 1989. To successfully resolve the settlement negotiations, the U.S. 
EPA must quickly assess whether XYZ has a genuine ability-f01JIY 
problem, establish a realistic amount that XYZ can pay without 
bankrupting the company and determine whether XYZ is financially 
sound enough to complete the future RJ/FS \Writ the company hopes 
to undenake. 

Conducting the Hypothetical Financial Aa 11sment 
Tu prepare the hypolbeticaI abilily-to-pay analysis fOr XYZ. a spread

sheet is construClCd to caku1ate the eight financial ratios using the fillln
cial ratio fonnulas previously discussed. The spreadsheet (Lotus 123) 
allows the analyst to quickly calculate the ratios and conduct SCllSiti
vity analyses. Data from XVZ's audited 1984-1988 financial statemtnlS 
are entered into the financial spreadsheet. Using the spreadsheet. the 
analyst first calculates XYZ's historical (1984-1987) and current (1988) 
financial ratios to observe the trends in XYZ's financial position. These 
ratios a.re then compared with XYZ's industty norms fur the eigbl ratios 
(compiled yearly and published in standard financial reference boob 
and by Dun & Bradstreet", and potential problems a.re identified. The 
analyst then conducts sensitivity analyses on XVZ's 1988 financial ratios 
to lest the impact of various cost recovery payments on XYZ's current 
financial position. 

Tuble I summarizes the results of the spreadsheet analysis. It presents 
XYZ's eight historical financial ratios 0984-1987) and XYZ's CWTCDI 
financial ratios (1988), XYZ's industry average fur each of the eight 
financial ratios, and generally accepted danger 1.0ne levels fi>r the finan
cial ratios. Tuble I also shows the impact of fuur different cost ree:mcrJ 
payments ($250,000, SS00.000. $750,000 and SI million) on XYZ's 1988 
financial ratios. The cost recovery payments used in the sensitivity 
analysis were selected by the analyst based on the facts of the case and 
the range of costs that the analyst considered possible fur use in settle
ment negotiations. The 1984-1988 financial ratios provide an ovenll 
picture of XYZ's historical and present financial condition and ability 
to pay. XYZ's 1988 financial ratios are compared with industry ratio 
averages; Tuble I shows XYZ's industry average for each of the eight 
financial ratios. An assessment of XYZ's financial condition and ability 
to pay is made using professional judgment by comparing XYZ's finan
cial ratios to the average ratio values for other firms in its industry and 
assessing the impact of various cost recovery payments on XYZ's finan
cial condition through sensitivity analysis. 



Table 1 
XYZ Company Financial Ratios (1984-1988) and Impact of Various Cost 

Recovery Payments 
On tbe 1988 Financial Ratios 
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Interpreting the Hypothetical Financial Assessment 
The financial ratio calculations presented in Table 1 assist the analyst 

to understand historical trends in XYZ's financial position over time 
and enable the analyst to make professional judgments about XYZ's 
current financial position and ability to pay. The sensitivity analyses 
assist the analyst to determine the impact of various cost recovery pay
ments on XYZ's current financial ratios and present a range of possi
ble cost recovery amounts to be suggested in settlement negotiations. 
By interpreting the financial ratios, the analyst is able to decide the 
U.S. EPA's strategy in negotiations with XYZ. Although it is beyond 
the scope of this paper to discuss all the results shown in Table 1, an 
example related to a specific financial ratio (the cash flow coverage 
ratio) will illustrate the concept. 

Table 1 summarizes XYZ's cash flow coverage (CFC) ratio for the 
years 1984-1988 and at the four different cost recovery payment levels 
for 1988. The industry norm for the CFC is approximately 0.156

• A 
CFC ratio greater than 0.4 generally indicates that a company has more 
than sufficient cash flow to service liabilities with internal resources. 
A value in the 0.2 to 0.4 range reflects adequate cash flow, and a CFC 
ratio less than 0.15 indicates serious financial uncertainty. By reviewing 
Table 1, the analyst determines that the CFC ratio for XYZ varies from 
year to year depending on fluctuations in XYZ's net income. The CFC 
ratio was excellent in 1985 and more than adequate, compared to the 
industry norm, in 1984 and 1986. The negative CFC ratios for 1987 
and 1988 reflect XYZ's net losses as a result of reduced revenues from 
plant shutdowns and increased expenses from plant maintenance. By 
reviewing the CFC ratio in Table 1, the analyst is able to determine 
that if the U.S. EPA imposes a cost recovery payment in 1988, XYZ's 
CFC ratio would drop into the "danger zone." This indicates that XYZ 
would be unable to fund a payment from current net income generated 
by operations, without seriously affecting existing operations. A nega
tive CFC ratio indicates that XYZ may be headed toward bankruptcy, 
since the ratio must be positive for financial viability. As a result of 
the analysis, the analyst concludes that even a cost recovery payment 
in the range of $250,000 to $500,000 may seriously impede XYZ's ability 
to maintain current operations and could force XYZ into bankruptcy. 

To complete the analysis, the analyst must review all eight ratios and 
assess their meaning in relation to XYZ's historical ratios, industry 
norms and danger zone levels. In summary, XYZ's liquidity position 
is good and should not be severely affected by a cost recovery payment 
in the range of $250,000 to $500,000. Although liquidity ratios would 
full below industry averages, they would not drop into the "danger zone" 
for the financial ratios discussed previously. A cost recovery payment 
above $500,000 may, however, seriously impair XYZ's current opera
tions and may lead to bankruptcy. Table 1 indicates that XYZ's leverage 
indicators are strong, but that the company's ability to borrow addi
tional funding for a cost recovery payment is doubtful because of the 
U.S. EPA lien on XYZ's real property. The solvency ratios indicate 

XYZ's cash flow is insufficient, so that current obligations may be 
difficult to meet. Finally, XYZ's profitability ratios are negative, in
dicating an inability to raise new capital through stock issues and 
reflecting current, and possibly future, financial problems. 

It is apparent from the financial ratio analysis presented in Table 1 
that XYZ may be able to fund an immediate cost recovery payment 
only from current assets. Both the solvency ratios and the profitability 
ratios are negative, indicating an inability to fund a cost recovery pay
ment by using earnings from XYZ's operations or by raising new capi
tal. In addition, the lien on XYZ's real property discourages prudent 
lenders from providing XYZ with additional funds. As a result, XYZ 
cannot borrow money to make a cost recovery payment or fund future 
RI/FS work. If XYZ makes a cost recovery payment of $250,000 to 
$500,000, it is possible the company may be forced to raise additional 
funds from external sources to continue existing plant operations. This 
may be unlikely for XYZ in the short term. The analysis indicates that 
if the U.S. EPA wishes to recover a portion of past costs immediately, 
a lump-sum cost recovery payment from XYZ appears possible in the 
range of $250,000 to $500,000. However, given the company's current 
tenuous solvency, the U.S. EPA may risk hastening XYZ's insolvency 
by imposing even this range of cost recovery payment on XYZ at this 
time. 

AVAILABLE FINANCIAL INFORMATION SOURCES 

It is necessary to gather financial information on the PRPs to 
accurately assess their ability to pay. Depending on the level of analy
sis required, many sources of financial information are available to as
sist the U.S. EPA in establishing the financial viability of PRPs. To 
assess a PRP's ability to pay CERCLA cleanup costs, a minimum of 
three financial information sources should be examined: (1) National 
Enforcement Information Center (NEIC) Superfund Financial Assess
ment System (SFFAS) financial information, (2) recent audited finan
cial statements of the PRP and (3) commercial financial data bases and 
financial references. This section discusses these three primary sources 
of financial information on PRPs and briefly reviews other common 
sources of financial information. 

NEIC SFFAS Financial Information 
NEIC provides financial information to the U.S. EPA personnel to 

assist them in determining a PRP's financial status. NEIC operates 
SFFAS on publicly held companies as a tool to assist enforcement 
personnel in negotiating with PRPs. SFFAS was designed to: (1) calcu
late the amount of response action costs a PRP can afford to pay and 
(2) provide a concise financial evaluation of the PRP. 

The model consists of two components. First, it calculates a PRP's 
ability to pay by measuring the cash flows from the company's opera
tions and their variability to determine the company's ability to main
tain its current business and pay response costs. Second, it applies three 
standard financial ratios to assess whether additional debt may be feasi
ble for the firm. SFFAS requires a, minimum of 3 yr of annual data 
on net income and depreciation, and data on the company's current 
liabilities, long-term debt, net worth, interest expense and income tax 
rate for the most recent year. 

The NEIC SFFAS does not.include privately held companies, where 
financial information is not readily available. In these cases, NEIC can 
usually provide Dun and Bradstreet reports for privately held compa
nies not listed in the SFFAS data base. The Dun and Bradstreet 
reports6 can be used to initially determine various aspects of a PRP's 
financial status; however, in-depth financial analysis based on the PRP's 
actual financial statements is recommended to determine ability to pay. 

Recent Operating and Audited Financial Statements 
of the PRP 

If the PRP's capital stock is publicly traded, it is required under the 
Security Acts of 1933 and 1934 to file various reporting forms with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in Washington, D.C. 
These forms contain valuable information about the company's opera
tion, financial condition and ownership that can be used to assess a 
PRP's current and future financial condition. Three primary SEC forms 
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are discussed below: 

Form S-1: This ts the mos1 comprehensive fonn thal companies 
may be required to file with the SEC under the 
1933 Act. The S-1 provides specific information 
on a company's use of the proceeds when it issues 
capital stock. Generally, this information helps in
vestors to make an informed decision. The S-1 
contains financial statements and descriptions of 
the filing company's propeny, direc1ors and execu
tive officers. and security ownership of 
management. 

Form 10: This form is similar 10 the S-1. Companies that 
issue capital stock. and are not required to file 
under the 1933 Securities A1;1, file under the 1934 
act using Form 10. Form 10 contains similar. 
though less detailed. infonnation as the S-1. 

Form 10-K: This is the annual repon that most reponing com
panies file with the SEC. ll provides a compre
hensive overview of lhe rcgistran1's business, 
including a description of the business. select 
financial data, financial statements, management's 
discussion and analysis of the financial condition 
and results of operations. and security ownership 
of management. 

These documents may be obtained by contacting the company directly, 
or from the SEC in Wash.ington, D.C. The SEC is located al 450 5th 
Street NW, Washington, D.C., (202) m-7450; documents mus1 be 
obtained in person a1 the Public Reference Room <PRR) in room 1024. 
An information data base in the PRR provides key word searches for 
companies included and describes the forms these companies have filed. 

The most importanl source of financial information needed to con
duct a financial ability to pay assessment are the PRP's audited finan
cial statements. Generally, the pas! 5 yr c:i a PRP's audited financial 
statements (including balanc.e sheets, income s1a1ements, sources and 
uses of funds) should be obtained to assess the PRP's financial condi
tion and ability to pay. The financial sratemenrs should be audi1ed by 
a c.ertified public accountant to ensure their validity. PRPs may volun
rarily submit financial statements, or they may be demanded in CERCLA 
I04( e) notice letters. 

The annual repon is another valuable source of information aboul 
a PRP's financial position. The financial information in an annual repon 
is. however, usually unaudited. Annual reports can be obtained from 
state corporation commission offices in the state where the company 
is incorporated or located. The corporation commission may be the 
only alternative for information about PRP companies whose stocks 
are not publicly traded and, therefore, do not repon financial informa
tion to the SEC. 

Commercial Financial Data Bases 
and Financial JUferences 

Commercial financial data base services can expedite the search for 
financial information when PRPs are privately held and their financial 
statements are not readily available. or when the analyst must screen 
a large number of PRPs. Standard financial references also can provide 
valuable information on historical and future trends on !he PRP's finan
cial position. Several commercial financial data base services and 
standard financial references are available 10 assist in determining a 
PRP's ability to pay. The primary financial data base services and 
references are briefly discussed below. 

Dun & Bradstreet Financial Data Base 

The Dun & Bradstreet (D&B) data base provides financial statements 
for up to 3 yr on more than 850,000 United States companies, both 
public and private. Along with financial statements. D&B provides key 
business ratios for more than 800 industries. These ratios compare the 
company's performance to others in irs industry, providing insights into 
its financial condition. The ratios show a company's solvency, busi-
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ness efficiency and profitability, providing a basis to evaluate a PRP's 
financial condition quickly according to objective, quantitative measures 
of performance. It should be noted, however, that D&B reports are not 
always available for many privately held companies and may lag as much 
as 6 to 12 mo behind the company's most current financial data. 

D&B also can provide a financial profile rcpon. This ~n shows 
financial trends, profit performance and a company's relative position 
wilhin its industry. This rcpon also contaim industry norms that provide 
the analyst the ability to compare quiclcly each item on the fioanciat 
s1.a1ement with the industry's average. 

Information America Fl.nancial Data Bue 
Information America provides on-hoe Secretary of Slate Corporare 

and UCC filings, local county records. U.S. bankruptcy coun ftlinp, 
a' well as on-line document ordering services. Duns Business Records 
Plus reports can be obtained through lnfonnation America. The Oum 
rcpon provides in-depth hilllOrical information on the operation and 
finances of private and public United States businesses. An anal)'sl can 
quickly obcain information on businesses c:i any size, and financial dala 
on more t.han 750.000 private and public companies. Information 
America's main advantage over a strictly financial data base is thal it 
offers multiple information services from one source. 

Standard & POOn Data Bases 

Standard and J\Jors (S&P) maintains a number c:i data bases on Unitd 
St.ates busine~. These data bases arc available through the Dialog 
Information Retrieval Service and include financial information on 
36.000 corporations and 340.000 "key executives." with 74.000 profile 
biographies. s&P aJso can provide substantial information on finan.. 
cial institutions. 

Standard Financial References and Directories 

Standard financial references and directories may provide anodler 
excellent source of historical financial infi>rm.ation. These refemtees 
generally are available th.rough business libraries. While too numerous 
10 discuss in this paper, some of the more common standard financial 
references include America's Corporate Families. America's Corporate 
Families and International Affiliates. Directory of Companies Filing 
Annual Reports With the Securities and Exchange Commission, Direc
tory c:i Corporate Affiliations-Who Owns Whom. Dun and Bradstrcel's 
Middle Markd Directory and Million Dollar Dim:tory, Funk and Scott's 
Index of Corporations and Industries, Moody's Industrial Manual and 
other publications. Standard & l\Jor's Register of Corporations. Direc
lors and Executives. Value Line. Almanac of Business and Industrial 
Financial Ratios. Handbook rl Business and Financial Ratios. the Direc
tory of Public High Technology and Medical Corporations, the lntcr
national Directory of Company Histories. and the Corporaie Tudmology 
Directory. 

Other Potential Sources ol Financial Information 

When conducting a financial a."5CSSment. it may be necessary in !IOIJ1C 

cases to research a variety c:i other information sources to gain a clear 
picture of the PRP's financial position and ability to pay. Additional 
financial information often can be obtained by contacting various 
agencies at lhe county, city, state and federal levels. Although these 
sources arc too numerous to discuss in this paper, a U.S. General 
Accounting Office publication. "Investigator's Guide to Sources of 
Information·· (GAO/OSI-88-1), provides a wealth of information on the 
types of financial information available from governments, governmental 
agencies and commercial sources. 

CONCLUSION 

Assessing a PRP's ability to pay early in the enforcement process 
is an import.ant first step toward achieving rapid and effective cleanups 
and senlements. An accurale financial assessment of a PRP's ability 
to pay early in the enforcement process will assist the U.S. EPA to de-
1ermine the most cost-effective enforcement strategy, determine realis
tic settlement or cost recovery amounts, obtain corporate infonnation 
that can help to facilitate a rapid and effective negotiation process. 



determine whether a PRP is financially sound enough to conduct future 
remedial work and verify whether a PRP has an ability-to-pay problem. 

This paper has discussed one approach to assessing a PRP's ability 
to pay. The approach is based on the PRP's operating and financial 
statements and four types of standard financial indicators designed to 
measure financial condition and performance. 

The objective of the financial assessment is to assist the U.S. EPA 
personnel to accurately determine a PRP's ability to pay past or future 
response costs. The approach can be adapted to a variety of CERCLA 
settlement or cost recovery cases involving individuals and single or 
multiple companies who are PRPs. The approach also can be used to 
determine appropriate RCRA penalty assessment levels to impose on 
companies facing penalties under RCRA. 

DISCLAIMER 

Any views or opinions expressed in this paper are the views of the 
authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the U.S. the U.S. 
EPA. 
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ABSfRACT 

Section 104(c)(9) of CERCLA as amended requires states to demon
strate adequate capacity for the destruction, treatment or secure dis
posal of all ha7Brdous wastes that are reasonably expected to be generaled 
within the state during the next 20 yr. States that fail to provide an ade
quale capacity assurance plan (CAP) face loss of Superfund monies 
for remedial actions. To demonstrate capacity, states first calculated 
hazardous waste generation and disposal capacity for a "base year" 
and then projected generation over a 20-yr period. The projection con
sidered the impact of economic growth or contraction. waste minimi
zation and new regulations on the state's waste generation rates and 
disposal capacity. Few states, however, had comprehensive data avail
able or the technical resources necessary to complete the CAP. 

Through its Alternative Remedial Contracting Strategy contract, 
Region 5 of the U.S. EPA commissioned Planning Research Corpora
tion (PRC) Environmental Management. lnc .• to assist stales in the CAP 
projection. This paper discusses the approach PRC conceived to devise 
reliable methods for calculating the impact of economic change, waste 
minimization and new regulations despite the absence of comprehensive 
data and discusses future research needs and problems encountered in 
completing the CAP projection. 

LVfRODUCTION 

CERCLA Section 104(c)(9) requires each state to assure by Oct. 17, 
1989, that adequate RCRA Subtitle C hazardous waste management 
capacity will be available for waste generated within the state during 
the next 20 yr. The legislauve history for the 1986 CERCLA amend
ments indicates that Congres.\ enacted Section 104(c)(9) because politi
~I ~ressures .or public opposition prevent some states from siting or 
1ssu~.ng ~rm1ts for .adequate hazardou~ w.t.~te management capacity 
w1thm their boundanes, perhaps leading to the creation of future Super
fund .si~s.' The perceived inaction over hazardous waste siting and 
perm1ttmg prompted Congress to require the st.ate capacity assurance 
plans (CAPs) and to make future Superfund assistance for remedial 
actions contingent on the capacity assurance. 

In December, 1988, guidance, 1 U.S. EPA specified that states not 
able to demonstrate capacity could provide the required assurance by: 

• Demonstrating the intent to site new facilities 
• Describing or implementing, and demonstrating the effectiveness of, 

a waste minimization program 
• Assuring access to facilities in other slates through interstate or region

al agreement~ 

To complete the CAP, st.ates first calculated capacity and generation 
for a "~ase year·:_usually 1987 - and then projected hazardous waste 
generat~on for 1989, 1995 and 2009, finally comparing projected waste 
generation to current capacity to determine where surpluses or short-
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falts exist. For the base year and projection calculations, the more than 
iOO RCRA wale categories and the full array or awilable was&e lllllllF
ment techniques were compressed into 17 SARA waste types and IS 
SARA management categories. The U.S. EPA's guidance asked stalCS 
to modify the projections by considering expected economic growdl 
or contraction. waste minimiz.ation activities and the impact or new 
federal and state regulations. 

U.S. EPA Region 5 provided guidance and coordination among the 
Region 5 states and between the states and EPA Headquaners through
out the CAP process. Region 5 also commissioned PRC to suppon the 
state~ in methodology development and data manipulation and to pro
vide a consistent approach to data manipulation methodologies. 

To assist the states, PRC firsl developed an economic projcctioo mmil 
that, in sum, calculated current waste wtume. updated the figures to 

the projection year based on the factors in the U.S. EPA's guidance and 
measured projected demand for management capacity against availa
ble management capacity. Second. although several U.S. EM Region 5 
states intended to rely on waste mi.nimiz.ation to assure capacity, none 
maintained waste minimization records that allowed measurement fl 
the reduction in waste generation achieved. Therefbre, to estimale WllSlle 
minimization potential, PRC developed a strategy for modifying U.S. 
EPA research according to factors specific to each state and deriwld 
probable reduction coefficients. Third. PRC's research targeted pending 
regulations-in particular the RCRA "land ban" and newly lismd RCRA 
wastes-likely to affect future hazardous waste management. The 
research was translaled into coefficients that adjusted the capacity projec
tion to ac1.-ount for the impact of future regulations. (Although the projec
tion assessed future rates of waste generation rather than expected 
capacity, the undertaking was known commonly as the "capacity projec
tion .")Finally, PRC produced computer software and an accornpanyi1' 
users manual and provided them to the states to implement the a.icrall 
projection methodology. Subsequent sections discuss each component 
of the methodology. 

ESTIMATING DEMAND FOR WASTE 
MANAGEMENT CAPACITY 

As an aid in state CAP development, the U.S. EPA Office or Solid 
Waste developed software that calculated hazardous waste l11llilllgc01elt 
capacity information for each state for the 1987 base year. The SARA 
Analytic Software (SARA-ASW) accepts data only in the fonnat deter· 
mined by the U.S. EPA Biennial Report Data System (BIRDS) derived 
from the U.S. EPA's RCRA biennial report forms. Depending on the 
amount of information available-whether comprehensive or limited
thc SARA·ASW program applies varying levels of p~ing. Few states 
have adopted the biennial rcpon form that is the basis for BIRDS. so 
PRC was first required in most cases to convert state data to the BIROS 
format. 



Predicting a state's future hazardous waste management capacity 
requirements involves comparing probable future generation to the 
current demand for, or utilization of, existing capacity. The general 
approach to projecting hazardous waste generation within the state con
sists of four features and assesses recurring and nonrecurring wastes 
(for example, wastes generated from spills or CERCLA remedial 
actions) separately: 
• An initial estimate of future waste generation is developed based on 

the projected growth or decline in industrial activity for recurring 
wastes, on planned remedial actions for nonrecurring wastes and on 
wastes affected by new regulations. 

• The estimates are then adjusted on the basis of the projected changes 
in waste generation per unit of activity (any constant measure of 
industrial output). This approach estimates change in the generation 
of specific wastes by specific industries or in remedial actions on 
the basis of information on waste minimization programs and new 
regulations. 

• Projected waste generation is aggregated across all industry groups 
and remedial activities and divided into the 17 SARA waste types 
specified in the U.S. EPA guidance. (Examples of the SARA waste 
types include halogenated solvents, inorganic liquids with metals and 
non-halogenated organic liquids.) 

• The total projected waste volumes are classified into demand for the 
15 SARA waste management categories specified in the U.S. EPA 
guidance. (The SARA management categories include metals and 
solvents recovery, incineration, aqueous treatments and stabilization.) 

The output of the projection is expressed as demand for the different 
types of waste management techniques. The demand estimates can be 
compared to existing waste management capacity to determine the state's 
future ability to handle instate waste production. Information on capacity 
deficits and surpluses also enabled judgments about the manageable 
level of interstate shipments of hazardous waste in the future for states 
that intended to rely on interstate agreements as a component of capac
ity assurance. 

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 

Economic performance must be incorporated when projecting a state's 
future recurring waste generation because, as a state's economy expands 
or contracts, waste generation is likely to react accordingly. For the 
CAP analysis, the most reliable measures of industrial activity are th?se 
that correlate most directly with waste generation, such as production 
in terms of physical unit or value of production. Value of. shipme~ts 
is a reliable indicator, but may include shipments out of mve~tones 
as well as current output and so is less effective as a measure of mdus
trial activity. Other variables such as value added and employment can 
be used, but their relationships to production, and therefore to waste 
generation, may change over time on the basis of other. factor~ such 
as labor productivity. If employment is used to measure mdustnal ac
tivity, production employment is preferable to total . empl?y~ent. . 

Many state agencies forecast industrial economic activity .usmg 
methods such as regional input-output models that translate projected 
state demand for such elements as consumption, investment and govern
ment spending into industry production and employment estimat~s. In 
some cases, however, no state industry projection data were available 
beyond 5 yr. In those cases, 20-yr projections spec.ific to each state, 
by industry group, were drawn from sources published by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. PRC's flexible projection methodology al
lowed the states to rely on default values or to input economic data on 
a facility-specific basis. 

For tlie default values, PRC selected employment projections by state 
at the two-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code level, 
prepared by tlie Regional Economic Analysis Div~sion of the_ Depart
ment of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis. The proJect10ns, 
named OBERS for tlie offices formerly in charge of their preparation, 
use a "step-down" approach. The step-down approach is based on the 
premise tliat data for larger aggregates are ge~erally m?re a~curate tlian 
tlie same type of information for more.detailed ~la~s1fications. Th~s, 
the OBERS program first develops nat10nal projection~ an.ct tlien dis
tributes tliem among states to arrive at state-level projections. 

WASTE MINIMIZATION 

The U.S. EPA guidance asked states to consider tlie potential for waste 
minimization in forecasting recurring waste generation. For purposes 
of the CAP projection, waste minimization was defined as the reduc
tion of hazardous waste that is generated or subsequently requires treat
ment or disposal. 

Most information produced so far on waste minimization potential 
is anecdotal only. The evaluation of the potential for waste minimiza
tion in tlie U.S. EPA Region 5 states, tlierefore, was based on review 
and analysis of the information the U.S. EPA developed for tlie 1986 
Report to Congress on the Minimiztition of Hawrdous Wastes. No origi
nal research was conducted, altliough the general minimization factors 
developed as default values for tlie projection metliodology were modi
fied when information was available specific to the state. The generic 
information has limitations when applied to a specific facility, but the 
analysis represented a systematic approach to considering the potential 
for waste minimization in various industrial categories examined as a 
whole. 

The analysis first deleted tlie data on the considerable quantities of 
contaminated rinse water. Then, for tliose industries identified as major 
generators of hazardous waste, an industry-specific waste reduction 
potential was extrapolated from the U.S. EPA Report to Congress and 
included in the software as a default value. This default value may be 
applied to all wastes the industry generates if no information on tlie 
nature of the waste by waste code is available, or it may be used for 
waste codes witliout waste-code-specific reduction factors. 

Potential reductions were classified and adjustment factors derived 
according to two possible scenarios. Under tlie "most likely scenario," 
a particular type of industry would adopt a broad range of minimiza
tion techniques, resulting in a moderate reduction in the quantity of 
waste produced. Potential reduction factors in the most likely scenario 
generally ranged from 5% to approximately 20%. Under the "most 
optimistic scenario," the industry as a whole would adopt the most 
effective minimization techniques available, resulting in substantial 
reductions in waste generation. Potential reduction factors in tlie most 
optimistic scenario ranged from 18% to 50%; tlie most optimistic reduc
tions would, however, probably not be achieved without a tough and 
aggressively enforced state program. 

Default reduction factors were derived by two-digit SIC code where 
information was available in that form and were obtained by analyzing 
tlie industrial processes examined for the U.S. EPA Report to Congress. 
If tlie process generated a listed hazardous waste,. the waste reduction 
potential for tliat process was averaged with the potential from other 
processes within the industrial category generating that waste. For the 
RCRA wastes not generated by a specific process (the "F" wastes), 
the methodology resulted in an aggregation of reduction potentials 
drawing on one to seven processes. No aggregation was required for 
the RCRA "K" wastes because tlie category refers to hazardous wastes 
generated during specific industrial processes. 

IMPACT OF REGULATORY CHANGES 

Regulatory changes may alter future waste generation and manage
ment in a variety of ways. New hazardous waste regulations may ex
pand the universe of regulated hazardous waste or force a shift to new 
waste management techniques-for instance, moving wastes from land
filling to treatment by incineration. PRC used a two-step process to 
account for the effects of regulatory changes on capacity assurance, 
leading to development of a coefficients matrix to modify the CAP 
projection. First, the impact of regulatory changes on the types and 
quantities of hazardous waste generated was assessed. Second, the 
impact of regulatory changes on hazardous waste management options 
was evaluated. The assessment of the impact of new regulations for 
the current CAP analysis relied on tlie following assumptions: 

• Newly listed wastes will be the primary regulatory change affecting 
the types and quantities of wastes generated. 

• The RCRA land disposal restrictions, commonly known as tlie "land 
ban;' are tlie primary regulations affecting hazardous waste manage
ment options. 
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• The analysis need examine only federal regulation~ because no state· 
specific new or proposed laws or regulations could be identified in 
EPA Region 5 that would affect hamrdous waste management 
capacity. 

• Given the uncertainties associated with proposed or anticipated 
rulemakings, only federal regulations considered final as of July I, 
1989, were considered. The statutorily required land ban. whose 
effects are both substantial and predictable, i~ an exception to the 
general approach. 

Effects of Newly Listed Wastes 

A process that includes use of a computer program was developed 
to project the impact of newly listed wastes on hazardous waste dis
posal capacity. First, the newly listed wastes that must be considered 
were determined: currently, the only wastes that are the subject of a 
final rulemaking are the six mining wastes listed Sept. 13. 1988.' 
Each state in U.S. EPA Region 5 was asked to compare a list of industry 
types by SIC code that generate the newly listed waste' again~• a list 
of the industries active in each state. The comparison determined 
whether the mining wastes were likely to be generated within the state. 
The state determined responsible industries (or, when possible, specific 
facilities) and estimated the quantity of each newly listed waste cur
rently generated. The information was incorporated into the base year 
data, and the program completed a projection of future generation iden
tical to that for other wastes. The best management technique was iden
tified for each newly listed waste, and the waste volume was apportioned 
among the suitable SARA waste management categories. 

Effects of Land Ban 

Future management of many wastes will be significantly affected 
by the land ban because it prohibits the land disposal of many untreated 
hazardous wastes and requires their management by alternative treat
ment technologies. The land ban is being implemented in three phases. 
each described as a "'Third" of the total. that began in August, 1988 
and will end in May, 1990. Because of certain provisions of RCRA. 
the phases do not always occur in discrete segments. 

The best demonstrated available technology (BOA n was identified 
for each waste affected by the land ban. In cases where the waste was 
generated in different forms - for example, wastewater versus non
wastewater-more than one BOAT was identified for each waste and 
a portion was assigned to each BOAT. Because BOA Ts have yet to 
be proposed for most Third wastes, the BOAT for the most closely 
analogous First Third and Second Third wastes was assigned. 

Some management techniques produce residual wastes that require 
additional waste management. BOA Ts were identified for these residual 
wastes, and factors were developed to account for the increased waste 
management capacity they require. For example, incineration produces 
a residual waste, ash, that requires stabilization before landfilling so 
that total capacity would equal the originaJ volume of waste, plus the 
residual volume, plus the volume of the treated residual. These fac
tors were developed based on the regulatory development documenta· 
lion for the land ban and on best engineering judgment. 

Next, the SARA waste management category or categoric' corre~
ponding to the BOAT for each affected waste were identified. The to
tal volume of waste requiring alternative treatment (including residual 
volumes) was assigned to waste management categoric~. and total 
demand for each management technique in each projection year was 
calculated. As a final step, the waste generation data. identified by 
RCRA waste code, were aggregated into the 17 SARA waste types. 

PROBLEMS, FUTURE DAT A NEEDS, AND RESEARCH 

Several problem~ and areas for future research became apparent 
during completion of the CAP. The lack of data on waste minimization 
already has been mentioned. In fact, the overall questionable quality 
of the data and inconsistencies among states presented a major problem 
throughout completion of the CAP. In addition, the interstate agree
ment required by the U.S. EPA 's guidance raised legal questions about 
the prohibition under the commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution 
of state control of the inter~tate movement of hazardous wastes. Most 
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states attempted to reach some form of regionaJ agreement, although 
the process was at best imperfect. Other research areas are briefly dis
cussed below. 

The U.S. EPA 's guidance required states to include in the capacity 
analysis wastes considered "exempt" under RCRA, such as recycling 
of hazardous wastes during continuow.. industrial processes, discharges 
10 facilities permitted under the Clean Water Act nationaJ pollutant 
discharge elinunation system (NPOES) program and dischargea to pub
licly owned treatment work.s. The exempt wastes are by definition ex
cluded from the reponing requirements of RCRA, complicating lbe 
states· attempt to produce an acceptable CAP. Even where limited 
information was available on the exempt wasres, it was frequendy 
incomplete or difficult to adapt to the CAP. For instance, rerorda on 
NPOES flows show only pollutant leveli. in total gallons discharged 
and do not readily enable regulatory agencici; to extrapolate influent 
levels of hazardous wastes. Furthermore, no clear statutory authority 
enables the states to collect the data on exempt wastes, and the effect 
of the exempt wastci; on RCRA Subtitle C hazardous waste manage
ment facilitie~ has not been demonstrated. 

In addition, few state reponing systems could directly relate waste 
generation to industry types except in general terms. Enhanced stale 
dalJI collection that would accumulate data on a more detailed level, 
for example, al the four) rather than tw<Hligit SIC code level, would 
aid the accuracy of future capacity plans. 

CONCLUSION 
The capacity assurance plan required development of a method IO 

project future hazardous waste generauon according to factors such 
as economic performance. waste minimtz.ation potential and impact 
of future regulations. The states desired consistent projection metho
dology and data manipulation. This paper reviewed one approach IO 
preparing the CAP. 

DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors, and do 

not nece!isarily reflect the views of the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
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ABSTRACT 

In late 1988, the Directors of the U.S. EPA's Office of Emergency 
and Remedial Response and Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 
expressed concern "that thorough and consistent environmental evalua
tions are not always being performed at Superfund sites in both the 
removal and remedial programs." Pointing out that "the law calls for 
protection of human health and the environment," they asked the U.S. 
EPA Regional Offices to take steps to address this issue in all current 
and future Remedial Investigations and Feasibility Studies. 

As part of the implementation of this policy, the U.S. EPA has issued 
Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund-Environmental Evaluation 
Manual. The primary audience for this manual is U.S. EPA Regional 
Office Staff-the On-Scene Coordinator (OSC) for removal actions and 
the Remedial Project Manager (RPM) for remedial investigations and 
cleanup actions. The purpose of the manual is to provide a scientific 
and conceptual framework for overseeing environmental evaluations at 
Superfund sites. A key ingredient in the implementation of environ
mental evaluation at all relevant sites is the establishment of Biological 
Technical Assistance Groups (BTAGs) in the U.S. EPA Regional Offices. 
The manual is designed to facilitate communication between the RPM 
or OSC and the BTAG by describing: 
• The statutory and regulatory basis of environmental evaluation in 

the Superfund program 
• Basic scientific concepts relating to environmental evaluation of 

hazardous waste sites 
• The role of the BTAGs and the information needed by specialists 

serving on the BTAGs 
• Steps and information needed in planning an environmental evaluation 
• An outline to guide the organization and presentation of the environ

mental evaluation in Superfund reports 

The paper describes the respective roles of contractors, U.S. EPA 
staff and BTAGs in the planning, implementation and review of environ
mental evaluations. Progress in implementing the policy in the Super
fund program also is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

From its inception, the Superfund program has relied on risk assess
ment to determine both the need for remediation and the level of 
remediation at uncontrolled hazardous waste sites. Until recently, formal 
Superfund risk assessments have focused almost exclusively on threats 
to public health. Beginning in 1988, the Superfund program has been 
increasing its concern for assessing and controlling environmental 
hazards as an integral part of the remedial process. 

Environmental evaluation (ecological assessment), as .it is applied 
in the Superfund program, is defined as the qualitative and/or quanti
tative appraisal of the actual or potential effects of a hazardous waste 

site on plants and animals other than people and domesticated species. 
The program recognizes, however, that the health of people and domesti
cated species is inextricably linked to the quality of the environment 
shared with other species. Information from ecological studies may point 
to new or unexpected exposure pathways for human populations, and 
health assessments may help to identify environmental threats. 

Ecological assessment of hazardous waste sites is an essential element 
in determining overall risk and providing protection of public health, 
welfare and the environment. The U.S. EPA considers ecological factors 
in hazard assessment and in reviewing alternative remedial actions 
because: 

• Through the authority found in the Superfund legislation and other 
statutes, the U.S. EPA seeks to protect wildlife, fisheries, endangered 
and threatened species and valued habitats. 

• From a scientific viewpoint, the U.S. EPA needs to examine ecological 
effects and routes of exposure so that: (1) important impacts and trans
port pathways are not overlooked, and (2) reasonable estimates are 
made of health and environmental effects. 

CERCLA, as amended by SARA in 1986, requires the U.S. EPA to 
ensure the protection of the environment in: (1) selection of remedial 
alternatives and (2) assessment of the degree of cleanup necessary. 
Several sections of CERCLA make reference to protection of health 
and the environment as parts of a whole: Section 105(a)(2) calls for 
methods to evaluate and remedy "any releases or threats of 
releases ... which pose substantial danger to the public health or the 
environment;" Section 12l(b )(1) requires selection of remedial actions 
that are "protective of human health and the environment;" Section 
12l(c) calls for "assurance that human health and the environment con
tinue to be protected;" and Section 121(d) directs the U.S. EPA to at
tain a degree of cleanup "which assures protection of human health 
and the environment." 

CERCLA Section 104(b)(2) calls upon the U.S. EPA to promptly 
notify the appropriate Federal and State natural resource trustees about 
potential dangers to protected resources. Table 1 provides a partial listing 
of natural resource trustees. It is important for Federal trustees to identify 
and notify all cognizant trustees because co-trustees, such as States, 
Indian tribes or other Federal agencies, may have overlapping or primary 
jurisdiction over natural resources potentially affected by releases from 
any Federal facility. 

Section 1220) of the amended CERCLA requires the Agency to notify 
the Federal natural resource trustees of any negotiations regarding the 
release of hazardous substances that may have resulted in natural 
resource damage. Section 1220)(1) also calls upon the U.S. EPA to 
encourage Federal natural resource trustees to participate in negotia
tions with potentially responsible parties (PRPs). If the U.S. EPA seeks 
to settle with a PRP by signing a covenant not to sue, the Federal natural 
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Table 1 
Nalural Resoun:e Trusteeships 

Depa.rt•ent ot the Interior 

Filh and Wildlife Service 
~ Ki9nto<y bltda 
- llnadrOllOUI f11h 

Endan9ered/threatoned 1pecie1 
Critical habit1t1 
National wildlife <1fu901 

- National f lah hatchet!•• 

National Pa<k Service (Includ1ni;I 
- National parka 
- National 1eaahore1 

National recreation area1 
Nat1on1l biltoric 1itu 
National battlefieldl 
National acenlc and recr•ational rlvera 

Department ot comaorce 

Coa1tal enviro1U1ont1 and habitat• 
Habitat• (river• and tributarie11 of anadr090ul Ind 
catadrOllOUI filh 
En<1an99red/thr11tened 1peci11 
Tidal wtland.I 
Marine 1anctuarie1 
Cc.-erc1al and recre•ttonal urine f11hery re1ou:r-oe1 

t>epartaent ot Agr 1 cul tur• 

National tore•t• 

Depar?!nt of O.fenH 

Depart..ent of Defenae tn1t1llation1 

Depart.8!nt of 1.n•rqy 

Depart.aent ot anerqy 1natallat1on1 

Statu 

- The re1pon1ibility of the 1teta1 a.re 1tate 1pecltic to be 
decided by each 1tate Governor. Sill.lla.rly, the Governor &110 
deai<p>1te1 the 1ppropri1te 1t1te 199ney to 1ct 11 the Truatee. 
contact 1hould be ude with the rHpective 1t1te enYir..-nta.1 
dap&rt89nt or attorney venaral'• office for the inlocaation 
re<Jlldinq trustee deli'l1l"tion1 &nd ruponaibiliU••. 

lndion Tribes 

Tribal land.I 

resource trustee must agree to this covenanl in writing. Section U2(j)(2) 
states that: 

.. The Federal natural resource trustee may agree to such a 
covenant if the potentially responsible party agrees to under
take appropriate actions necessary to prolecl and restore the 
natural resources damaged by such release or threa1encd 
release of hazardous substances." 

In December, 1988, the Directors of the U.S. EPA's Office of 
Emergency and Remedial Response (OERR) and Office of Waste 
Programs Enforcement (0WPE) expressed concern "that thorou.gh and 
consistenl environmental evaluations are not always being perfonncd 
at Superfund sites in bod! the removal and remedial programs." Pointing 
out that .. the law calls for protection of human health and the environ
ment," they asked thc U.S. EPA Regional Offices to talce steps to address 
this issue in all current and future Remedial Investigations and Feasi
bility Studies. 

Implementation of U.S. EPA policy regarding environmental cvalua
lion is proceeding through five initiatives: publication of a manual for 
U.S. EPA site managers; formation of technical assistance groups in 
the Regional Offices; developmenl of additional infonna1ion resources; 
production of training materials for U.S. EPA Regional staff; and 
communication of U.S. EPA policy to remedial conlractors. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION MANUAL 
In March, 1989, the U.S. EPA complelcd its manuaJ on environmental 

evaluation1
• The primary audience for this manual is U.S. EPA 

Regional Office Staff-the On-Scene Coordinator (OSC) for removal 
actions and the Remedial Project Manager (RPM) for remedial inves
tigations and cleanup actions. The purpose of the manual is to provide 
a scientific and conceptual framework for overseeing environmental 
evaluations 111 Superfund sites. 

The approach taken in the Environmental Evaluation Manual differs 
significantly from its companion volume on human health ewluation2, 

Whereas the Human Health Evaluation Manual contains considerable 
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technical detail on how to conduct a risk assessment with respect to 
health threats, the Environmental Evalua1ion Manual focuses on de
veloping a general understanding of the concepts and strategy of eco
logical assessment. This difference stems from the key task of defining 
the scope of ecological investigations, which is inherently more com
plex than scoping human health evaluations. Due to the wide array o( 
possible habitalS, species and effects that may be involved, responsi
bility for planning and interpreting environmental evaluations needs to 
be shared with technical specialislS who understand both the questions 
thal need to be asked and the most efficient means of answering lhose 
questions. Hence, the Enviro~nlal Evaluation Manual is designed 
primarily as a means for facilitating communication between the OSC 
or RPM and these specialislS. 

The Envirotunental Evahmlion MDmllll contains six chapters. Cbaprer 
I. the introduction, defines environmental evaluation and ilS role in the 
Supcrfund program. The chapter also briefly discusses the relation
ship belween environmental and human health evaluation. 

Chapter 2 discusses the stalutory and regulatory basis for environ
mental evalua1ion, including ci1a1ions of the amended CERCLA and 
the proposed revisions to the NCP. This chapter also describes relevant 
M!Clions of the U.S. EPA's guidances for removal actions and Rl1FSs. 
Finally, the chapter lists numerous Federal laws that may contain 
applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs). In 
addition 10 such commonly applied statutes as RCRA and the Clean 
Waler Act, this section of the manual discusses such laws as the Fllh 
and Wildlife Coordination Act, the Endangered Species Act and the 
Ma.rine Mammal Protection Act. 

Chapter 3 of the manual describes the basic scientific conceplS 
underlying ecological assessment. 11 is intended to assist the RPM or 
OSC in working wilh thc ecologists who will provide technical advice 
or perfonn the studies. by describing thc conceptual framework within 
which these specialists maJce their judgments. This chapter defines 
numerous terms that are used later in thc manual. 

Chapter 4 de1ails the role of technical specialists in ecological 
assessment. It discusses the kinds of information that the RPM or 0SC 
should make available to these specialists so that a suitable cbaracteri
zat.ion of the site and iis contaminants can be made. This infonnation 
is likely to include data on the site's location, the site's bistoly, 
contaminants of concern and thc site's cnvironmenlal setting. The cll8pll:l 
goes on to discuss thc assislanCC tha1 1echnical specialists can provide 
in site screening, iden1ification of information gaps, advice on \\brk 
Plans, data review and interpretation. advice on remedial alternatives 
and enforcemcnl support. 

Chapter 5 discusses the process of developing an appropriate study 
design for assessment of a site. It discusses the principal componcnlS 
of defining the scope and design of an environmental evaluation: 

• Detcnnination of the objec1ives and level of effort appropriate to the 
site and its contaminants 

• Evaluation of site characteristics 
• Evaluation of the contaminants of concern 
• Identification of exposure pathways 
• Selection of assessment endpoints 

The ou1come of the planning process is the Sampling and Analysis 
Plan, which specifics the methods for data collection and analysis and 
the procedures for QA/QC. If new data are to be collected for the en
vironmental evaluation. it is essential that dala quality objectives reflect 
specific programma1ic goals and management objectives to ensure d\ll 
time and funds spent to gather and analyze dala are used cfficicndy 
and effectively. 

Chapter 6 describes a basic outline for an assessment. Although each 
site's assessment will differ according to the dcta.ils ofthc contaminants. 
exposure routes, potentially affected habitats and species, this chapter 
provides a checklist of items for the RPM or OSC to expect when over
seeing the preparation of an assessment, including: 

• Specifying the objectives of the assessment 
• Defining the scope of the investigation 
• Describing the site and study area 



• Describing the contaminants of concern 
• Characterizing exposure 
• Characterizing risk or threat 
• Describing the derivation of remediation criteria or other uses of quan

titative risk information 
• Describing the study's conclusions and any limitations of the analysis 

The Environmental Evaluation Manual intentionally avoids detailed 
discussion of field and laboratory methods, concentrating instead on 
basic concepts, design strategies and information resources. Its intent 
is to foster communication between RPMs/OSCs and the Biological 
Technical Assistance Groups that have been established to provide the 
ecological expertise necessary for effective design, execution and in
terpretation of environmental evaluations. 

BIOWGICAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GROUP 

In the December, 1988 memorandum, the Directors of OERR and 
OWPE pointed to the successful use of biological technical assistance 
groups (BTAGs) in U.S. EPA Regions 2, 3, 4 and 10. In March, 1989, 
a workshop for Regional Superfund managers was held in Cherry Hill, 
New Jersey, sponsored by Region 3, which focused on the activities 
of BfAGs. As a result of these efforts, all U.S. EPA Regional Offices 
have now established BTAGs. Membership in the BTAG varies from 
Region to Region, but may include staff from: 

• U.S. EPA Regional Environmental Services Divisions 
• The U.S. EPA Environmental Response Team 
• U.S. EPA Regional NU.S. EPA coordinators 
• Ecosystem-specific U.S. EPA programs, such as the Great Lakes 

National Program Office in Chicago, Illinois or the Chesapeake Bay 
Program Office in Annapolis, Maryland 

• Laboratories of U.S. EPA's Office of Research and Development 
• Regional and field offices of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and 

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (especially 
NOAA's Coastal Resource Coordinators) 

• Other Federal and State environmental and resource-management 
agencies (such as State fish and game departments) 

Generally, specialists on the BTAG serve an advisory role. Their 
function is to assist the RPM or OSC with information collection and 
evaluation and to help ensure that ecological effects are properly 
considered in investigations and decisions. In specific cases, arrange
ments may be made for individual BTAG members to be involved directly 
in conducting the work. 

BfAGs are expected to be consulted at all appropriate stages of the 
remedial process, from the Preliminary Assessment and Site Investi
gation to the review of Remedial Designs and Remedial Actions. Perhaps 
the most frequent and most important use of the BTAGs occurs during 
the Rl/FS process, including site screening, review of Work Plans and 
review of data. 

Following collection of existing data, the BTAG members should be 
in a position to determine the nature and extent of ecological assess
ment that will be necessary for the site. If no ecological exposure path
ways have been revealed in this initial review, little or no additional 
work may be needed. Alternatively, certain exposure pathways might 
be eliminated from further study while others might require more data. 
For instance, if there is no surface water on the site and no opportunity 
for contaminants to reach surface waters off the site, further data on 
aquatic effects would very likely be pointless, even though concern about 
exposure to terrestrial organisms might warrant extensive sampling and 
testing. 

Effective ecological assessment will require a design that is tailored 
to each site's specific characteristics and the specific concerns to be 
addressed. Choosing which of the many possible variables to inves
tigate in the study will depend on the nature of the site, the types of 
habitats present and the objectives of the study. The BTAG is expected 
to assist the RPM in specifying technical objectives for the investiga
tion. Such objectives might include: 

• Determination of the extent or likelihood of impact 
• Interim mitigation strategies and tactics 

• Development of remedies 
• Remediation criteria 

The BTAG can then help the RPM develop data quality objectives 
to support these technical objectives. 

Although each assessment is in some way unique, it is possible to 
outline the general types of data that may be required. For terrestrial 
habitats, the BTAG specialists may specify such data needs as: 

• Survey information on soil types, vegetation cover, and resident and 
migratory wildlife 

• Chemical analyses to be conducted in addition to any previous work 
done as part of a Preliminary Assessment or Site Investigation 

• Site-specific toxicity tests to be conducted 

For fresh-water and marine habitats, the information needed will most 
likely include: 

• Survey data on kinds, distribution and abundance of populations of 
plants (phytoplankton, algae and higher plant forms) and animals 
(fish, macro- and micro-invertebrates) living in the water column 
and in or on the bottom 

• Chemical analyses of samples of water, sediments, leachates and bio
logical tissue 

• Sediment composition and quality, grain sizes and total organic carbon 
• Toxicity tests designed to detect and measure the effects of contami

nated environmental media on indicator species, or on a representa
tive sample of species 

BTAG members will also provide guidance on such QA/QC issues as: 

• The area to be covered in biotic and chemical sampling programs 
• The number and distribution of samples and replicates to be drawn 

from each habitat 
• The preferred biological analysis techniques to be used 
• Adherence to the assumptions of predictive models used in the analysis 
• The physical and chemical measurements (e.g., dissolved oxygen in 

a water sample, pH of water or soil, ambient temperature) to be taken 
at the time of the survey 

• Any special handling, preservation methods or other precautions to 
be applied to the samples 

The BTAG also may be called upon to review data and provide com
ments on the interpretation of data. In most situations, extensive and 
long-term ecological studies are unlikely to be undertaken, and informed 
professional judgment will be required to determine if the weight of 
evidence supports a particular decision regarding the site. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES 
Publication of the Environmental Evaluation Manual and establish

ment of BTAGs constitute the core of the U.S. EPA's implementation 
of its environmental evaluation policy. The Superfund program is also 
providing additional information to support environmental evaluation, 
revising its training program for RPMs and Regional risk assessors, 
and communicating its policy to remedial contractors. 

While OERR and OWPE were developing the Environmental Evalua
tion Manual, the U.S. EPA's Corvallis Environmental Research Labora
tory sponsored the preparation and publication of a companion 
volume3 containing detailed discussion of field and laboratory methods 
for ecological assessment of hazardous waste sites. This reference 
document covers such topics as: 

• Types of ecological endpoints, criteria for selecting endpoints and 
defining assessment goals 

• Assessment strategies and designs, and selection of appropriate 
assessment methods 

• Field sampling design 
• Quality assurance and data quality objectives 
• Aquatic, terrestrial and microbial toxicity tests 
• Use of biomarkers 
• Field assessments of aquatic ecosystems, terrestrial vegetation, terres

trial vertebrates and terrestrial invertebrates 
• Data ~nalysis and interpretation 
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The U.S. EPA's Office of Information Resource Management is 
developing a data base for use by Regional and Headquaners staff which 
will list ecological expertise found throughout the Agency. These cxpens 
will include ecologists in other U.S. EPA program offices. scientists 
in the Office of Research and Development at Headquarters and in 
research laboratories, and specialists in the Regional Environmental 
Services Divisions and ecosystem-specific programs. This data base 
will be made available in electronic form to Regional Offices, allowing 
for rapid updates and ready recovery of the infonnation contained in 
the directory. 

The Superfund program currentJy is revising its training program for 
RPMs and Regional risk assessors to include material on environmental 
evaluation along with the updated approach to human health evalua· 
tion. Among the topics to be covered in the training arc the following: 

• Statutory and regulatory basis for health and environmental evalu
ations 

• Ecological principles and concepts relevant 10 environmental 
evaluation 

• The role of the BTAG 
• Sampling and analysis for health and environmental evaluations 
• Planning and evaluation of site assessments 

The courses will include detailed c:wnination of real and hypothetical 
case studies. For environmental evaluation, emphasi~ will be placed 
on directing and reviewing contractor products, rather than on con
ducting the studies themselves. 

In April, 1989. Superfund ARCS contractors were invited to the U.S. 
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EPA for a day-long workshop on Superfund policy and procedures. At 
that time, the Chief of the Toxics Integration Branch for Superfund 
presented information on the revised Human Health Evaluarion Manual 
and the Environmental Evaluation Manual. Contractors also were in
formed of the establishment of BT AGs in the Regional Offices and were 
encouraged to work with these specialists, through the site-specific 
RPM. to develop environmental evaluations that arc both scientifically 
sound and capable of being conducted within program-mandated time 
and budget constraints. 

Ecological a.\ses~ment is, and will continue to be, a process combining 
careful observation, data collection, testing and professional judgment. 
Through close coordination with the RPM and BTAG, and by following 
U.S. EPA's guidance manuals and other reference materials, Superfund 
contractors should be able to conduct site assessments that will result 
in effective and efficienl protection of environmental as well as human 
receptors. 
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Natural Resource Injury 
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ABSTRACT 
When a natural resource is injured due to release of a hazardous sub

stance, restoration of that natural resource to pre-release levels is 
generally very expensive. CERCLA provided for use of the Hazardous 
Substance Response Fund to redress injury to natural resources, but 
SARA has taken away the use of the fund for this purpose. While the 
United States government is undoubtedly interested in the preservation 
of natural resources, it is the state wherein injury to a natural resource 
occurs that stands the greatest loss from unavailability of fund monies 
for restoration. 

Because the burden of payment for restoration of a natural resource 
may rest ultimately with the state, it is important for all states to have 
statutory mechanisms in place that will provide the legal basis for recov
ery of damages for injury to a natural resource. This paper provides 
an overview of the current issues in the law relating to recovery for 
injury to natural resources. With this overview as background, the dis
cussion then summarizes each state's statutes pertaining to a hazardous 
substance release injuring natural resources. Finally, this paper reviews 
certain state statutes that are especially sensitive to natural resource 
injury and provides recommendations for improvement by the states 
in this area. 

INTRODUCTION 

CERCLA as amended by SARA is a monumental piece of legisla
tion that attempts to provide a framework for response to the release 
of a hazardous substance. The enormity of the task to draft such a com
plex public law had the understandable result of falling short when 
certain provisions were acted upon. 

Much of CERCLNSARA gave only the statutory basis for response 
to an event, and left for the President the task of drafting regulations 
that describe the methodology to be followed in implementing each 
section. One such example is the law and regulations related to release 
of a hazardous substance causing injury to natural resources. 

Under CERCLA/SARA, the provision for liability in responding to 
natural resource injury can be found in §9607(a)(4)(C). This section 
is straightforward in its meaning, and complete in that it provides for 
recovery of costs in response to natural resource injury. 1 To implement 
recovery for injury to natural resources, the President was required by 
CERCLA to promulgate regulations for the assessment of injury to 
natural resources. 2 The regulations were finally published on Aug. 1, 
1986. 3 SARA was passed on Oct. 17, 1986, and Congress gave the 
President 6 mo from that date to revise the Aug. 1, 1986 regulations 
to conform with SARA. 4 These revised regulations were published in 
February, 1988. 5 

The Type A and B regulations for assessment of damages to injury, 
destruction or loss of natural resources, as published by the U.S. Depart-

ment of the Interior, were immediately challenged in federal court. The 
U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit, ultimately reached a decision in 
these cases on July 14, 1989.6 The opinions are extremely well 
reasoned and provide an excellent historical perspective of the 
CERCLA/SARA natural resource damage provisions. Generally, the 
holding in these opinions is that the U.S. Department of Interior must 
revise the assessment regulations and provide a broader approach to 
ensure injured, lost or destroyed natural resources are made whole. 

The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals realized that natural resources 
are not easily replaceable. As a result, when injury, destruction or loss 
occurs to a natural resource, any damages recovered to address the harm 
must, if possible, be sufficient to reestablish said natural resource in 
the environment. The message sent by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals 
is that natural resources are finite, and every legislative mechanism 
should be fully utilized to maintain those natural resources remaining 
in the environment. 

A majority of the plaintiffs challenging the U.S. Department of the 
Interior's assessment provisions were state governments. 7 It is the state 
that suffers the most immediate loss when harm to a natural resource 
occurs through release of a hazardous substance. A state is more per
sonally involved in the natural resources existing within its boundaries. 
Often, it is the state that is uniquely knowledgeable about particular 
natural resources and their value to the public. As a result, it is the 
state that stands in the best position to promote the preservation and 
growth of its natural resources. A recent opinion confirms the state's 
role in enforcement of laws for the protection of the environment. 8 

States can avail themselves of the natural resource damage provisions 
within CERCLA/SARA to establish a claim for recovery of costs for 
injury to, destruction of or loss of natural resources. States can utilize 
those natural resource damage assessment provisions published as regu
lations. What the state cannot do is take money from the Hazardous 
Substance Response Fund to pay for assessment and resultant harm to 
a natural resource. 9 With the forthcoming changes to promulgated 
natural resource damage assessment regulations, state reliance on this 
area of federal laws and regulations is problematic. 

A state is not required by federal law to rely solely on the 
CERCLA/SARA natural resource damage laws and associated regula
tions. States are sovereigns, and as such can pass their own laws per
taining to natural resource injury and damage assessments. Generally, 
said laws cannot be less strict than federal laws, or conflict with the 
intent and purpose of the federal law. With the absence of Superfund 
monies to pay for injury to natural resources, a state must rely on other 
laws (i.e., state common law) that provide a basis for recovery. Or, as 
a number of states have done, they can pass their own laws pertaining 
to natural resource injury and recovery for damages. 

The following sections provide a general discussion of state laws that 
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pertain to release of a hazardous substance causing injury, loss or des
truction of a natural resource. From this general survey of state laws, 
the discussion focuses on specific states whose laws in this area are 
of particular note. Finally, recommendations are made for states to 
improve their laws and regulations in this area. 

STATE ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS 

All states have some form of law concerning the natural environment. 
Since the advent of federal laws on hazardous waste management and 
release of hazardous substances, the majority of states have passed laws 
similar to those passed by the U.S. Congress. Some states have simply 
passed the federal law as a state law, with little or no change in the 
substantive language. Other states have passed environmental laws that 
are, for the most part, original pieces of legislation. Still others have 
passed very little in the way of environmental legislation, perhaps relying 
on the federal laws and common law theories of recovery. 

Table 1, column 3, provides a list of each state's environmental laws. 
To develop this list of state statute citations, certain criteria were utilized. 
Initially, a state's statutes were surveyed for laws pertaining to the release 
of hazardous substances in the environment, a'la CERCLNSARA. The 
next statutes of interest were those concerning management of hazardous 
wastes, a'la RCRA. Then the state statutes were surveyed for other laws 
pertaining to environmental pollution, such as air and water statutes. 
Those statutes concerning radioactive material and waste were not 
included in the list of state environmental statutes in Table 1. 

Column 4 of Table 1 is a list of those state statutes related to release 
of a hazardous substance causing injury, loss or destruction to natural 
resources. To develop this list of state statutes, certain criteria were 
utiliz.ed. Initially, the environmental law statutes of a state were reviewed 
to determine if there were any specific statutes concerning injury to 
natural resources. If no statutes could be found directly on point, then 
the state environmental laws were reviewed to determine if related 
statutes could be used as authority to bring a state claim for injury, 
loss or destruction of natural resources. An absence of either type of 
statute led to a review of general water pollution or similar type statutes 
whereby a claim for natural resource injury, loss or destruction could 
be made. 

There are two caveats to reliance on the statutes listed in Column 4. 
The first is that these statutes are in many cases current only through 
the 1988 legislative session. Every attempt was made to secure laws 
as up-to-date as possible using the Advance Legislative Service, etc. 
At best, this list is current through July, 1989. The other caveat con
cerns legal interpretation of a state's statutes by the state attorney general 
or other legal representative. A state may rely on other types of damage, 
nuisance, fish and wildlife, agricultural, etc. statutes as a basis for mak
ing the same claim as the federal government would under the language 
of CERCLA/SARA §9607(a)(4)(C). 10 With these caveats in mind, the 
next section discusses particular state statutes that have specifically ad
dressed a hazardous substance release causing injury, destruction or 
loss to a natural resource. 

SELECTED STATE NATURAL RESOURCE INJURY STATUTES 

As discussed previously, a state can have laws similar to the federal 
laws, as long as the state law does not conflict with the purpose and 
intent of the like federal law. One distinct advantage for a state to have 
its own law on a certain subject, and not rely on federal law, has to 
do with the forum in which a case is litigated. In a number of situa
tions, a state may find it more advantageous to present its case in a 
state court instead of a federal court. A state in this situation would 
have the opportunity to be heard by a judge who is very familiar with 
the intent of the state's laws. 11 Forum shopping is a practice actively 
engaged in by many litigants, and a state action to enforce a state law 
has a better chance of remaining in the state court. 

It is to the state's advantage to draft its own laws when the subject 
matter holds a special interest for the state, is already highly regulated 
by other state laws and/or is of a unique and complex nature in which 
the state has previously invested time and money to .. gain a better 
understanding. State statutes that are carefully and specifically drafted 
to treat such technical subject matter usually will be given great 

deference by a court of law. 
State statutes that apply to release of a hazardous substance causing 

injury, destruction or loss of a natural resource fall into the definition 
of unique subject matter as discussed in the previous paragraph. Natural 
resources, as defined by federal and state laws, include almost every
thing living in the natural environment. 12 Most states have statutes con
cerning hazardous substances and/or pollution in general. All states 
have statutes concerning quality and regulation of fish, wildlife, air, 
water, soil, biota and other natural resources. Natural resources, as they 
exist, are of great interest to a state. Why then have more than half 
of our states not considered it worthwhile to pass laws that address in
jury, destruction or loss to a natural resource? 

The following is a selection of states that utiliz.e their statutes to address 
harm to a natural resource from release of a hazardous substance. For 
each state, a brief comment regarding the state's statutory scheme is 
included. There are states not discussed here that have statutory 
mechanisms for addressing injury to a natural resource. However, the 
states that were selected for inclusion have unique or comprehensive 
approaches to natural resource injury, destruction or loss. 

California 

In the California code, there are a number of sections concerning 
injury to and damages for natural resources. California has a trust 
fund/account set up to provide for the assessment and replacement of 
injured natural resources. 13 California provides for punitive damages 
when the injury, loss or destruction to a natural resource occurred after 
Sept. 25, 1981. 14 Due to the state's interest in marine natural resources, 
the:;e is a provision specifically for release of a hazardous substance 
causing injury in this type of environment. 15 

Colorado 

Colorado relies on CERCLA/SARA and other federal environmental 
laws, but also provides specific statutes where natural resource injury 
results in recovery of damages. 16 Monies recovered for the CERCLA 
fund in Colorado, unlike the federal Hazardous Substance Response 
Fund, can be used to restore, replace, etc. natural resources. 

Connecticut 

Connecticut not only provides for liability to a person causing injury, 
destruction or loss of a natural resource, they also provide for imposi
tion of civil penalties towards such action. 17 

Iowa 

A statute directly on point that includes cost of damage assessment 
and punitive damages for willful release. 18 

Louisiana 

Louisiana, like several states, has placed within its constitution a 
section concerning the public policy interest of protecting natural 
resources and the environment. 19 Thus, natural resources could 
arguably be considered a constitutionally protected interest. Monies 
collected from a responsible party can be used for restoration of the 
natural resource. 

Maine 

Maine has an extensive liability statute on recovery of damages for 
injury, destruction or loss of a natural resource. 20 This statute also in
cludes punitive damages. 

Maryland 

As with a number of states, Maryland provides a reference to natural 
resource injury when discussing removal or remedial actions. 21 The 
state also provides for a State Hazardous Substance Control Fund and 
that expenditures from this fund can include natural resource injury, 
loss or destruction. 22 

Massachusetts 

Massachusetts has an extensive statute on liability for injury, des
truction or loss of natural resources that paraphrases 
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CERCLA/SARA. 1' Massachusetts also provides a definition of 
"damage to the environment."24 

Minnesota 

Minnesota has one of the more extensive statutes on release of a 
hazardous substance causing injury, destruction or loss of natural 
resourcesY The statute is modeled after CERCLA/SARA. The state 
also describes who is the trustee for natural resources. 1• There is an 
Environmental Response. Compensation, and Compliance Fund from 
which monies can be spent on natural resource injury, loss or 
destruction. 17 

Montana 

Montana's liability statute is to the point. but does not specifically 
refer to recovery of assessment costs. u The statute ha~ a provision for 
punitive damages as well. Montana is also included as an example of 
many state statutes. Based on the language under the section providing 
for remedial action, Montana could bring an action for liability to injury, 
loss or destruction ofthe environment. The term environment is arguably 
analogous to natural resoun:es. ~ 

North Carolina 

North Carolina has an excellent, extensive statute on liability for 
injury, destruction or loss of natural resources."' The statue also dis· 
cusses assessment of damages more extensively than most states. 
Punitive damages are available for intentional or negligent release. io 

Oregon 

In addition to the language of federal law placed in their environ· 
mental statutes. Oregon also provides a price list for natural resource 
replacement. 1= 

Pennsylvania 

Pennsylvania has an excellent series of provisions for protection of 
natural resources. The Pennsylvania constitution affirms that preser
vauon of natural resources is an important public consideration." The 
state basically has modeled its laws concerning liability for injury, des
truction or loss of natural resources after CERCLA/SARA. ") The 
state has a Hazardous Sites Cleanup Fund which provides for expendi
tures to restore, rehabilitate or acquire natural resources.'' Pennsylva
nia also has a statute focusing on economic evaluation methods to arrive 
at damages for loss of fish or wildlife.'" The language in this section, 
while not referring directly to hazardous substances, could arguably 
include a release of such in causation. 

South Dakota 

South Dakoca laws are somewhat general as they relate to damages 
for injury, destruction or loss to natural resources, with a need for 
inference. Several sections of the South Dakota law provide very specific 
procedures for actions by the state to recOYer damages for injury, des
truction or loss of natural resources." The reference is not to release 
of a hazardous substance, but to pollution. However, in this context. 
these terms arc analogous. 

Washington 

The Washington statute concerning liability for injury, loss or des
truction to natural resources should be considered a model tn this areu 
of legislation. 11 The statute makes it very clear that restoration of the 
environment is the goal to be achieved and damages will be sought for 
the full amount. This statute shows unusual foresight in light of the 
recent natural resource damage assessment opinions previously dis
cussed. J9 The Washington Department of Fisheries and Game is given 
the responsibility of determining the pre-harm condition of the natural 
resource. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENfl.\TIONS 

When the release of a hazardous substance occurs, concerns related 
to impacts on the public health and welfare are immediately addressed. 
Simultaneous with this release event, there may have been injury, loss 
or destruction of natural resources. The public is a vocal and persis-
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tent advocate for remedy of potential health impacts resulting from the 
release. The natural resources that are harmed, however, cannot com
municate the degree of present and potential injury that has occurred. 
Often, a significant period of time elapses before the effects of a release 
on natural resources are addressed. 

The federal government has an interest in the protection of natural 
resources. But this interest is dedicated to a nationwide responsibility. 
Federal management of natural resources, and representation as lrU5tec 
in matten; affecting said resources, cannot begin co adequarely proccct 
localized resource related interests_ It is, therefore, the responsibility 
of individual states to ensure their natural resoul'Ce1; are being given 
the proper degree of protection. 

For a state to provide adequate protection of natural resources when 
the rclca...c of a hazardous substance occurs does not require large capital 
expenditures and additional bureaucracy. Every state has the basic tools 
required to e11-<>ure protection of their natural resource intereslS. Por 
eumple, each 'illlte has some form of a Department of Natural Resources 
or equivalent agency. This department, along with assistance from 
universities within the Slate. can provide the technical resources ~ 
to determine the impacts of a hazardous substance release on the natunl 
environment. Stares also have an office of the attorney general. This 
office can provide the legal resources to hold those persons responsi
ble for resultant harm from the release of a hazudous substance. 

What many stale5 do not have in place. however. is the comprebcn
~ive statutory language needed to adequately recOYer the monies b 
restoration of injured. lost or destroyed natural resources. While the 
specific language and approach of individual state's statutes will vary, 
said statutes should, al a minimum. address the following: who is the 
trustee and what is the level of response authority; how is the injury. 
destruction or loss to be asse~; liability for injury, loss or destroc
tion of a natural rcsoun:e to pre-release levels: punitive damages and/or 
criminal penalties for recalcitrant responsible panics; if the slate has 
a hazardous substance response fund. provide access to the fund lllOllies 
for restoration, replacement. Cle. of natural resources. 

Of the 15 states discussed in this paper for their statutory approach 
10 protect natural resource interests, the followi.ng five should be con
sidered note\\Orthy: Minnesoca. North Carolina, Pennsylvania. South 
Dakota and Washington. These state statutes, along with the language 
of CERCLAISARA. should be utilized to derive a series of statutes 
that will adequately protect the natural resources located within an in
dividual state. 
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ABSTRACT 

The management of waste sit.es which are conlllmmating groundwater 
typically involve source control or removal, and aquifer restoration. 
Generally this process relies on federal authority and involves the 
expenditure of massive amounts of money. All too often, these expen
ditures far exceed any damages or even potential damages they are 
intended to rectify or prevent. Funher, they do not preclude inappro
priate future occupation of the site and potential future exposure 10 

contaminants. 
Usually, the protection of human health and the environment can be 

accomplished just as adequately-and far less expensively-by using 
altemafl! unduea1cned water supplies in combination with Stale and local 
authorities controlling well construction, water withdrawals and land 
use. ln fact, such controls should be considered for application to any 
waste•retated case of groundwater contamination regardless of other 
remedial activities. 

The employment of state water controls and local land use restric
tions to create groundwater management zones has been undertaken 
in Delaware as a means of procecting existing and future local residents 
from exposure to contaminated groundwater near waste sites. These 
same state and local authorities have been used to augment federal 
authority at Superfund sit.es as well as to manage groundwater con
tamination situations where federal authority was not thought 10 bear. 

INTRODUCTION 

Groundwater contamination has been documented at many sites of 
past waste disposal. II can be argued that groundwater contamination 
is the inevitable result of past waste disposal practices where little effon 
was employed to minimize water entran~ to the waste and prevent 
leachate percolation to the sumurface. However, !his groundwater con
tamination is vinually always a local problem for which local tailored 
solutions are the most efficient. 

Sometimes the contamination from old waste sites 1s of such 11 toxic 
and persistent nature and of such considerable area extent that valua
ble aquifers and, in a relatively few cases, high capacity water supplies, 
are affected by the contaminants. Sometimes, but even less commonly, 
the groundwater contaminants discharge into streams at rates sufficient 
to degrade stream quality to the point that uses are impaired. However, 
the loss of irreplaceable groundwater supplies to contamination is rare 
and adverse impacts on major streams or significant segments of minor 
streams is even less frequent. 

Nonetheless, the typical public and governmental response to the 
discovery of groundwater contamination at abandoned waste sites is 
to insist on cleanup. The cleanup process often involves the invocation 
of the federal Superfund program or its state equivalents. These 
processes entail a comprehensive investigation of the nature and extent 
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and existing and pocential impacts of contamination. an 8S5CSSlllCDl fl 
alternatives. selection of a remedy (usually designed to achieve strict 
cleanup levels on-site), implementation of remedial action(s) and loog
tenn operation, mainteoance and monitoring. The cost i>r a single site 
in this process averages approxllna1Cly S20 million per site'. 

Fonunately. the majority at cases of groundwarer contaminalion from 
old waste sitcs have limited tbe relatively minor adverse in.,.a on Wlla' 

supplies and the environment. Ninecy-fi\'C percent of Delaware is in 
!he Atlantic Coastal Plain. much of which is blanltcled by pcnneable 
unconsolidated sands and anmal Rdlarge IM:f1IFS 12 10 16 in./yr. Wlll:r 
supplies in the coastal plain arc derived from water wells, so ground
water is both vital for the health and economy and is often \'Cry vulner· 
able to conwninaboo. EYCO SO. few of the Supcrfund silCs have illlfl8l*Jd 
major wells or even threatened aquifer.; capable or supporting large 
supply wells. 

The typical effect of old "4Sle sit.es is a contaminant plume at n:la
tively limited area which extends downgradient to or towards~ 
streams. Generally, holM:ver. the concentrations of many contaminanls 
are effectively reduced below levels of detection and/or concern during 
transpon through porous eanh materials. Jn fact, natural aucnuation 
of contaminants is sufficient in many areas to adequately treat ground
water before it reaches a water supply well or discharges to a stn:am. 
In several cases, nearby wells have been contaminated or are duea
tened by contamination to a degree which v.ould render the water un
suitable for use without treatment. 

Although volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds generally 8IC 

present in the leachate of these waste sites in concentrations objec6on
able for public water supply, these compounds rarely are present in 
appreciable cooccntrations in groundwater downgradicnt of the siteS 
and have little or no significant impact on local streams. The most com
mon objectionable off-site contaminants in the groundwalcr are dissolw:d 
i.norganics, iron and/or manpnese. Although relatNeiy mundane. these 
contaminants still render local groundwater unfit for use without treat· 
ment. Treatment costs for iron removal typically are greater than for 
removal of dissolved organics. Also, individual well water tteatmCDt 
systems usually exchange sodium for the dissolved iron, increasing the 
intake of a substance linked to high blood pressure. 

In most cases, locally contaminated or threatened water wells can 
be replaced by deeper wells or by the extemion of a public water system 
whose source is not threatened by the contaminants. The cost of 
providing alternative safe water supplies by use of treatment or replace
ment is typically only a fraction of the costs to remove or control the 
contaminant source and to decontaminate the aquifer to a quality suitable 
for use at the waste site boundary. 

The only practical dilemma with a cost~tive remedy of providing 
safe replacement water supplies is the potential for future occupation 



of the waste site or drilling of water wells in the contaminant plume. 
However, the incorporation of state authority over water development 
and local controls over land-use make it possible to prevent future 
exposure to the contaminants. 

The use of both state and local authorities to prevent the exposure 
to contaminants is prudent regardless of whether an outright no-action 
alternative is followed or a very complicated and lengthy remedial 
alternative is selected. In either case, some form of controls to prevent 
water well development or inappropriate land-use are warranted. Res
triction of land and water uses will prevent further exposure to con
taminants both on-or off-site. Typically, remedial actions require many 
years to complete and even longer to achieve desired results. 

APPLICABLE STATE WATER MANAGEMENT POLICIES 

State water management policies vary considerably. However, good 
policy should support a practical, common sense approach to problem 
solving. Delaware's official Groundwater Management Policy states that 
"The geologic materials which comprise an aquifer possess a limited 
capacity to attenuate certain contaminants. This capacity should be con
sidered in remedial actions for existing incidents of groundwater con
tamination ... if (the abilities of earth materials to attenuate 
contaminants) are judged effective, then dependence on these proper
ties may be a workable remedial strategy." It also states that "ground
water quality management should be integrated with the management 
of water supplies such that one activity does not contravene another."3 

The state groundwater management plan takes the position that "Dela
ware's official water management policy allows consideration of the use 
of earth materials to attenuate contaminants in groundwater if (1) no 
environmental harm results and (2) water supply development is 
integrated with waste management so that wells do not draw water with 
objectionable concentrations of contaminants." ... or further, "Based on 
the costs and limited success of groundwater recovery programs, an 
alternative to pumping and treating contaminated groundwater should 
be developed."4 

Adequate protection - not cost - should be the primary consideration 
in any contamination management program. We should remember that 
the key role of government in managing water and wastes is to prevent 
the exposure of unacceptable levels of contaminants to people or the 
environment. In Delaware, this state goal is expressed as "to ensure 
sufficient groundwater quality for the protection of pubic health and 
for such beneficial uses as may be desired, including the preservation 
of significant ecological systems, now and in the future." 3 

This goal can be accomplished by requiring safe sources of water 
for users in areas of contamination and preventing the development of 
wells or activities near or on waste sources to prevent exposure to the 
contaminants. The basic concept for groundwater contamination 
management wnes is not new7 • In fact, the avoidance of contaminant 
plumes by provision of alternate water has been a traditional though 
unofficial response to cases of groundwater contamination. Besides ef
fectively preventing exposure to contaminants, this approach usually 
is at least an order of magnitude less expensive than major waste source 
controls, groundwater decontamination and continuous extensive 
monitoring of groundwater quality. 

The authorities to regulate water supply development and to restrict 
land use traditionally have been vested with state and local governments, 
respectively. In Delaware, the authority to regulate water supplies rests 
with DNREC and includes: 

• Licensing of water well contractors 
• Requiring permits to construct all wells 
• Issuance of permits for well construction only to licensed water well 

contractors 
• Requiring a separate water withdrawal permit for withdrawal rates 

greater than 50,000 gpd 

The authority to regulate land-use exists at the county and municipal 
levels. These local authorities include land-use planning, zoning and 
building and occupancy permits. Additionally, local authorities can insert 
use restrictions into property deeds. 

Delaware's groundwater management plan concludes by stating that 

"regulatory controls, existing policy and economic practicality would 
allow natural attenuation of contaminants from existing waste sites in 
groundwater where 1) such attenuation would have no significant adverse 
impact on public water supply sources, potential water supply sources, 
the ecosystem, or aquatic life; and 2) uncontaminated water would be 
available to meet existing and future water supply needs." These con
ditions can be met in a number of instances4• 

To bring existing state and local authorities are brought to bear on 
managing groundwater contamination by attenuation without con
taminating any water supplies, a joint effort of several agencies is 
required. These include: 

• Delineation of a contaminant attenuation/well restriction zone by the 
state's Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control 
in cases where groundwater contaminants would have no significant 
impact on the environment at the point of discharge to the surface. 
Use of land-use controls by local governments to ensure that homes 
are not build and occupied in the restriction zones unless a safe, 
uncontaminated source of water is available to the occupants. 

• A commitment by the party(ies) responsible for the contamination 
to provide a safe, uncontaminated water supply to those water users 
in the well restriction wne. 

"Where these conditions are met and the controls previously out
lined can be jointly arranged by the parties, groundwater attenuation/well 
restriction zones should be formally delineated to manage incidents of 
groundwater contamination."4 

Groundwater management zones have been officially designated at 
several abandoned waste disposal sites in Delaware1 including, recent
ly, a Federal Superfund site. These designations have included the deline
ation of areas in which existing threatened wells must be replaced and 
no future threatened wells can be constructed (these include negotia
tions to include deed notices and deed restrictions) and the provision 
of alternate safe water supplies at the expense of the responsible party. 
These designations have been made at sites addressed entirely by the 
state's environmental regulatory authority and at a Superfund site by 
incorporation into the Record of Decision. 

CASE 1: SUSSEX COUNTY LANDFILLS 
(BRIDGEVILLE LANDFILL) 

During the 1970s the Sussex County government operated six land
fills for the disposal of solid waste generated in the county. These land
fills were unlined and were constructed in perineable sandy soils with 
shallow water tables. Monitoring wells installed at the landfills detected 
contamination of groundwater beneath and adjacent to each site. This 
contamination included low concentrations of hazardous substances and 
highly elevated dissolved solids and iron concentrations. These latter 
contaminants render the water immediately downgradient of the land
fills unfit for water supply purposes. However, little adverse impact 
is observed or anticipated in streams to which the landfill contaminated 
groundwater is or will be discharging. 

The contaminants from landfills which abut streams are discharged 
with groundwater directly to the streams baseflow. There is little poten
tial for these landfills (Omar, Stockley and Anderson's Crossroads) to 
contaminate groundwater supplies. The impact on surface water-though 
detectable-is not significantly adverse to biota or other possible uses 
of the streams. The other landfills (Bridgeville, Laurel and Angola) 
have groundwater flow paths extending up to several thousand feet to 
streams into which they discharge. The landfill-contaminated ground
water from these sites will have no detectable impact on the surface 
waters to which they eventually will discharge, but do threaten exist
ing and possible future groundwater supplies. 

Generally little groundwater development occurs downgradient of 
these landfills (which are in rural areas). However, a few wells do exist 
in the unconfined aquifer in areas threatened by contamination and. 
additional future development is possible. A report documenting the 
groundwater conditions at these sites was required by the state. The 
county's report8 documented these conditions and recommended the 
establishment of Groundwater Management Zones (GMZs). 

Subsequently, the State of Delaware and Sussex County executed 
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a Memorandum of Understanding' establishing the GMZs as a prac· 
tical, cost-effective and sure way of resolving the threat of water con
tamination posed by the landfills. The GMZ.. consist of three concentric 
areas, drawn (on maps) for each of the landfill sites, wherein ground
water withdrawal rates and well designs are regulated. The GMZs are 
designated as follows: 

• "No well zone:" all wells prohibited from the unconfined aquifer: 
• "GMZ A:" wells screened in the unconfined aquifer to be pumped 

at a rate of 10 gpm are prohibited; 
• "GMZ B:" wells screened in the unconfined aquifer to be pumped 

at a rate of more than 100 gpm are prohibited. 

The principal points of this agreement provide that: 

• Pennit applications for wells to be located in the "no well zone" 
may be issued only after a joint review has been conducted by the 
DNREC and Sussex County. Where (l) a central public water supply 
is available well pennits will be denied; or (2) public water will be 
available within five years of the request for waler service. a well 
permit may be issued by DNREC and continued that it be abandoned 
once public water is available; or (3) public water is not provided. 
a method of supplying water safe from landfill contamination, such 
as a double-cased well screened in a confined aquifer, may be 
pennitted by DNREC. 

• Sussex County must replace all existing wells (with the exception 
of irrigation wells) located in the "no well zone" and screened in 
the unconfined aquifer with either a public water supply of accepta
ble quality or an alternative source such as double-cased well in a 
confined aquifer. A schedule for accomplishing this work prioritized 
according to threatened wells was required within 6 mo of the date 
of execution of the MOU. This well replacement schedule had to 
be such that existing wells will be free from contamination at all 
times. Existing irrigation wells in GMZ.. had to be investigated to 
detennine the effects of such pumping, and the county and DNREC 
were to detennine the best course of action to be taken. 

For new wells that would, but for the landfill contamination or threat 
of coniamination, be constructed within a "no well rone." Sussex County 
must pay the difference in cost between a water supply like the cost 
of a typical domestic well completed in the unconfined aquiferand one 
safe from landfill contamination, such as a double-cased well in a con
fined aquifer or an extension of an acceptable public water supply. This 
requirement did not include properties that are leased, transferred or 
subdivided after the notification or propeny restrict.ions are provided 
by Sussex County. 

Sussex County had to create, within 6 mo of the execution of this 
MOU, a procedure that would indicate that a particular parcel is located 
within a GMZ when a proper title search is performed. Additionally, 
the county had to develop, within the same six month period, other 
mechanisms (deed restrictions, i.oning requirements, etc.) that will alen 
potential buyers to the intent and content of 1hi~ MOU. 

The Bridgeville Landfill ~eived mixed municipal. residential and 
industrial solid waste between 1968 and 1984, Wastes were buried in 
unlined trenches excavated in sandy loam soil IO the top of the wne 
of saturation (approximately) JO ft below ground surface). The landfill 
covers approximately 135 ac. 

The unconfined (Columbia) aquifer is an unconsolidated, medium 
textured, predominantly quanz sand which wai. deposited by Quater
nary streams. The aquifer has a saturated thickness in the vicinity of 
the Bridgeville landfill of approximately 120 ft and a transmissivity of 
about 83.000 gpd/ft. 

No deeper aquifers have been explored locally because of lhe high 
productivity and generally excellent water quality of the unconfined 
aquifer. Regionally, deeper aquifers often contain water with objection
able concentrations of (naturally occurring) iron. 

The water table beneath the Bridgeville landfill slopes toward the 
Nanticoke River as shown in Figure I. The Nanticoke functions as the 
regional groundwater drain. 
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o 1/DJ Z.11111 :tODO -·-Figure I 
Calibrated H)'draulic Head Disuibution for Bridgeville Landfill 

Groundwater beneath and immediately downgradient of the Bridge
ville landfill contains objectionably high concentrations of iron and has 
a putrescible odor. The maximum concentrations of priority pollUlllll 
volatile and semivolatile organics total less than IOO p/L. This water 
is unsuitable fi>r supply to the growing trailer park and individual resi· 
dences downgmdient of the landfill. H~. it will not have any signifi
cant adverse (or likely. even detectable) impact on the Nanticoke RMr 
because of anenuation prior to reaching the river and dilution with the 
river water. 

The GMZ.. for the Bridgeville Landfill are sbow'n in Figure 2. The 
proposed source of safe alternate water supply fi>r existing and future 
water usen; within the GMZ is a public wellfield located north of an 
outside the GMZ. A water transmission main will extend from this new 
wellfield to the threatened water users. Because of the number fl 
threatened water users. the Bridgeville landfill is the number one priorily 
of the Sussex County government. The new replacement public waler 
system is scheduled for completion during 1990. 

CASE 2: WILDCAT LANDFILL 
The Wildcat Landfill was a privately owned and operated landfill 

which accepted both municipal and industrial wastes from 1962 until 
1973. Following its inclusion on the NPL in 1982, an Rl/FS2 was con
ducted followed by two RODs in June and November, 1988. The 
remedial action selected fur the landfill and the adjacent areas was 
detailed in lhe June, 1988 ROD. Besides the general requirements for 
alleviating problems at the landfill, the ROD specified the need for 
administrative and institutional controls both upon the landfill and in 
areas adjacent to the landfill which were susceptible to grounctwater 
contamination originating from the landfill. Figure 3 shows the general 
features of the landfill flow. 
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Since the source of contamination, the landfill, was not to be removed, 
surficial aquifer which was affected by the off-site movement of 

contaminants was of very limited useable value and since the landfill 
discharges into nearly surface water bodies, administrative and institu
tional controls were deemed to be an appropriate and cost-effective 
approach to preventing human exposure from contaminated ground
water. Contaminated groundwater discharged directly into the St. Jones 
River and Tidbury Creek where contaminant levels would not likely 
exceed federal limits. 

The administrative and institutional controls associated with the 
selected remedy included the following: 

• Water well installation (except monitor wells) would not be permitted 
within the landfill boundary; 

• Water wells within the shallow, unconfined aquifer in areas down
gradient and other nearby areas would not be permitted. Deep wells 
constructed in to the local confined aquifers may be permitted 
provided special conditions established the DNREC are met (e.g., 
double cased); 

• Existing shallow wells within the GMZs are to be replaced by the 
responsible party with deep wells screened in a confined aquifer; 

• Commercial and residential building on the landfill would not be 
permitted; 

• Governmental agencies would work toward obtaining agreements from 
property owners to have restrictive language placed into deeds to 
prevent future building or other activities which could expose humans 
to landfill wastes or contaminants in the water. 

.·-· APPROXIMATE LANDFILL BOUNDARY 

AREA OF GMZ "A" 
AREA OF GMZ 11 8" 

!500 n:o ?iCX) 2CCO 

SCALE r • "t:t:J:1 

Figure 3 
Groundwater Management Zone for the Wildcat Landfill 

Superfund Site (After CH2M Hill, 1988) 

Both DNREC and DPA recognized that some form of institutional 
control was necessary to prevent future exposure to the population in 
the future. Although the general guidelines for some form of control 
were mentioned in the ROD, it was left to DNREC to develop the specif
ic mechanism for developing reliable controls. DNREC had recently 
concluded the agreement (Case 1) with Sussex County. In the case of 
the Wildcat Landfill, however, the landfill had been privately owned 
and operated. 

To meet the requirements of the ROD, DNREC developed an inter
nal mechanism for ensuring that water wells were not constructed within 
the restricted areas. A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was for
malized between state agencies responsible for management of the 
Superfund program and for groundwater management programs. This 
agreement6 defined the groundwater management zones (GMZs) 
associated with the landfill and adjacent areas. Figure 3 illustrates the 
GMZs established in the agreement: 

• GMZ "Pl': areas where no water wells are permitted, except for 
monitor wells 

• GMZ "B": areas where no shallow water wells are permitted but 
where deep wells may be permitted following joint review of the 
permits by the DAWM and the DWR 

A copy of this agreement was subsequently provided to U.S. EPA 
and included in the administrative record for the site. 

Concurrent with the purely administrative nature of the MOA 
DNREC and U.S. EPA negotiated with a PRP group to implement th~ 
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remedies selected in the RODs for the landfill and an adjacent pond. 
The PAP group for the Wildcat landfill included the propeny owner. 
Consequently, DNREC and U.S. EPA requested th.al the owner volun
tarily include restrictive language into the propeny deed which, among 
other things, served notice to future propeny owners of the presence 
of landfill areas. 

The MOA complimented the voluntary cooperation of the propeny 
owner in providing the restrictive language in placing "pennanent" con
trols on preventing future exposure to contaminants both on the site 
and adjacent to the site. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The fonnal designation of groundwater management mnes ha.s been 

made at several abandoned waste disposal sites and one Superfund ~itc 
in Delaware. These zones include portions of an aquifer in which con
taminants will be allowed to anenuate, existing threatened water wells 
must be replaced new threatened water wells are prohibited and supply 
of water to existing and future occupant~ of the 1.0ncs is provided from 
an unthrcatcned source by the responsible pany. 

These GMZs are a creative, practical, adequate, cost~ffcctive alter
native or supplement to a remedial alternative. However, as Delaware's 
Groundwater Management Plan cautions: 

"Obviously not all contamination instances will allow for a ground
water attenuation/well restriction zone remedial management alterna
tive. If. after transponation and attenuation in the subsurface. 
groundwater used for supply purposes or in the protection and propa
gation of aquatic organisms fails to meet the criteria for its designated 
use and no alternative water source is available, corrective actions may 
be required. 

The choice between corrective action and a groundwater anenua
tion/well restriction zone option must be made on a case-by-case basis 
after carefuJ consideration of the technical and administrative merits 
of each case. Clearly, the intent in both management options is the 
protection of human health and the environment." 
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DISCLAIMER 
Any opinions expressed arc those of the authors' and arc not neces

sarily those of the State of Delaware Department of Natural Resources 
and Environmental Control. 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of destruction/treatment technologies at inactive haz
ardous waste sites has been underutilized primarily as a result of 
the cost of such technologies. SARA and RCRA, which restrict 
land burial, provide incentives to use treatment technologies in 
remedial programs. SARA clearly gives preference to treatment 
technologies "that, in whole or in part, will result in a permanent 
and significant decrease in the toxicity, mobility, or volume of 
hnardous substances, pollutants or contaminants," to the maxi
m.mi extent practicable. The State of New York strongly sup
ports this position. A New York State guidance document ex
pecte<! to be adopted in September of 1989 uses the same criteria 
to evaluate and analyze remedial alternatives, proposed in the re
vised NCP, dated Dec. 12, 1988; however, there are significant 
major differences between the proposed NCP and New York 
State's guidance document. 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of treatment technologies at Inactive Hazardous Waste 
Sites has been underutilized primarily as a result of the cost of 
such technologies. SARA and RCRA, which restrict land burial, 
provide incentives to use treatment technologies in remedial pro
grams. SARA requires that preference be given to remedies that 
permanently reduce the toxicity, volume or mobility of the haz
ardous substances, pollutants or contaminants, and .to remedies 
using alternative treatment technologies (SARA Section 121). In 
addition, the 1984 amendments to RCRA restricted land disposal 
of all listed hazardous wastes by 1991. 

A New York State Department of Environmental Conserva
tion (NYSDEC) guidance document which is expected to be 
adopted in September 1989 uses the same criteria to evaluate and 
analyze remedial alternatives proposed in the revised NCP, dated 
Dec. 21, 1988; however, there are significant differences between 
the proposed NCP and the guidance document. T?is document 
presents detailed guidelines for evaluation and selection of ~emed
ial alternatives for some on-going and all new RI/FS pro1ects at 
Federal Superfund, State Superfund and PRP sites. N.YSDEC 
would consider exempting an inactive hazardous w~te site fr~m 
this document if deemed appropriate. For example, if a reme~al 
action for a site is readily apparent, it would not be beneficial 
in selecting remedies in accordance with this guidance document. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF REMEDIAL ACTIONS 

In order to eliminate the significant threat to public health and 
the environment, NYSDEC prefers to implement permanent 

remedies in accordance with SARA's preference for treatment 
technologies, wherever practicable. When remedies such as con
ventional isolation and/ or control technologies are selected, the 
ROD shall discuss why a remedial action resulting in a permanent 
and significant reduction of the toxicity, volume or mobility of 
hazardous wastes was not selected. 

If a remedial action that leaves any hazardous wastes at the 
site is selected, such remedial action shall be reviewed no less 
than once each S yr after completion of the remedial action; this 
review will take place in addition to the regularly scheduled mon
itoring and operation and maintenance, even if the monitoring 
data indicate that the implemented remedy does not contravene 
any "cleanup criteria or standards." The objective of the review 
will be to evaluate if the implemented remedy protects human 
health and the environment and to identify any "permanent" 
remedy available for the site. In addition, if upon such review, it 
is determined that action is appropriate at such site, New York 
State shall take or require such action. Before taking or requir
ing any action, all interested parties including the responsible 
parties and the public shall be provided an opportunity to com
ment on New York State's decision. 

Hierarchy of Remedial Technologies 

The following provides the hierarchy of remedial technologies 
for hazardous waste disposal sites, from most desirable to least 
desirable. The Department shall consider only destruction or sep
aration/treatment or solidification/chemical fixation of inorganic 
wastes as permanent remedies.: However, solidification/chemical 
fixation of wastes containing "low" level organic constituents 
may be considered as a permanent remedy if justified. 

Destruction 
This type of remedy will irreversibly destroy or detoxify all or 

most of the hazardous wastes to "acceptable cleanup levels." The 
treated materials will have no residue containing unacceptable 
levels of hazardous wastes. This type of remedy will result in 
permanent reduction in the toxicity of all or most of the haz
ardous wastes to "acceptable cleanup level(s)." 

Separation/Treatment 
This type of remedial action will separate or concentrate the 

hazardous wastes from the wastes; this remedy would leave a 
treated waste stream with acceptable levels of hazardous wastes 
and a concentrated waste stream with high levels of contaminants 
-e.g.-, treatment of contaminated leachate by granulated acti
vated carbon. This type of remedy will result in permanent and 
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significant reduction in volume of hazardous wastes. In these in
stances where the concentrated waste stream can be destroyed or 
detoxified, preference shall be given to this additional treatment. 

Solidiflcation!Ch~mical Fixation 
This type of remedy will, for a site containina predominantly 

inorganic hazardous wastes, significantly reduce the mobility of 
inorganic hazardous wastes. This type of remedy may not slpif
icantly reduce the toxicity or volume of the inorganic hazardous 
wastes, but will significantly and permanently reduce the mobility 
and hence the availability of the inorganic hazardous wastes to 
environmental transport and uptake. 

Control and Isolation Ttchnologies 
This type of remedial action will sianificantly reduce the mobil

ity of the hazardous wastes, but will not significantly reduce the 
volume or toxicity of the hazardous wastes. It also includes con
struction of a physical barrier to control migration of leachate, 
contaminated aroundwater and surface runoff, solidification/fix
ation of organic hazardous wastes and pumping and treatment of 
contaminated leachate/ groundwater. 

In evaluating treatment technologies, NYSDEC shall give or 
require that preference be given to technologies which have: (I) 
been successfully demonstrated on a full-scale or a pilot-scale 
under the Federal Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation 
(SITE) Program; (2) been successfully demonstrated on a fuU
scale or pilot-scale at a Federal Superfund site, at a Federal facil
ity, at a State Superfund site anywhere in the country or at a PRP 
site overseen by a State environmental agency or U.S. EPA; (3) 
a RCRA Part B permit; (4) a RCRA Research and Development 
permit; or (S) a documented history of successful treatment, such 
as a granulated activated carbon unit. 

DEVEWPMENT OF REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVES 

Alternatives typically are developed concurrently with the RI. 
This process should consist of five general steps briefly presented 
below: 

• Develop remedial action objectives specifyina the contaminants 
and media of interest and exposure pathways. The objectives 
developed are based on contaminant-specific cleanup criteria 
andARARs. 

• Develop general response actions for each medium of interest 
that may be taken to satisfy the remedial action objectives for 
the site or specific operable unit. 

• Identify volumes or areas of media to which general response 
actions might be applied, taking into account the requirements 
for protectiveness as identified in the remedial action objec
tives and the chemical and geological characterization of the 
site or a specific operable unit. 

• Identify and screen the technologies applicable to each medium 
of interest to eliminate those technologies that cannot be imple
mented technically at the site for that medium. 

• Assemble the selected representative technologies into appro
priate remedial alternatives. 

Initial set of alternatives developed shall include appropriate 
remedial technologies that arc representative of each of the four 
categories of remedial technologies as described previously. 

PRELIMINARY SCREENING OF REMEDIAL 
ALTERNATIVES 

The objective of remedial alternatives screening is to narrow 
the list of potential alternatives that will be evaluated in detail. 
Hence, alternatives will be evaluated more generally in this phase 
than during the detailed analysis. In some situations, the number 
of viable alternatives to address site problems may be limited 
such that screening may be unnecessary or minimized. During the 
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screenin&, the extent of remedial action (e.g., quantities of media 
to be affected), the sized and capacities of treatment unita llld 
other details of each alternative should be further defined, 11 
necessary, to conduct screening evaluatioDJ. 

Individual remedial technologies should be screened primarily 
on their ability to meet medium-specific remedial action objee. 
tives, their implementability and their short-term and lona-tenn 
effectiveness. At this time, cost will not be wed to screen remed
ial technologies or alternatives. 

Effectt.eaea EY&ludon 

Each alternative should be evaluated as to the extent to which it 
will eliminate significant threau to public health and the environ
ment throuah reductiom in toxicity, mobility and volume of the 
hazardous wastes at the site. Both short-term and long-term effec
tiveness should be evaluated; short-term referrina to the COllltr1»
tion and implementation period, and long-term referring to the 
period after the remedial action ii in place and effective. 

The expected lifetime or duration of effcctiveneu should be 
identified for each alternative. The control and isolation technol
ogies may fail if any of the following is expected to take pla: 
(I) sianificant lou of the surface cover such u clay cap with a 
potential for aposure of wute material underneath the cap; (2) 
contamination of the aroundwater by the leachate from the waste 
material; (3) cont•miuUon of the adjoinina surface water by the 
leachate from the wute material or by the contamin•ted ground
water; or (4) structural failure of the control or isolation tecb
noloa. 

Table I should be wed in eva.luatina the effectiveness of cad1 
alternative in protectina human health and the environment. lf an 
alternative is scored less than 10 out of a maximum score of 25, 
the project manaaer may consider rejecting that remedial altcm
ative from further consideration. 
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ImplementabWty EY&luatton 

Implementability is a measure of both the technical and ad
ministrative feasibility of constructina, operatina and maintain
ing a remedial action alternative. Technical feasibility refers to 



(1) the ability to construct, reliably operate and meet technical 
specifications or criteria and (2) the availability of specific equip
ment and technical specialist to operate necessary process units. It 
also includes operation, maintenance, replacement and monitor
ing of technical components of an alternative, if required, into 
the future after the remedial action is complete. Administrative 
feasibility refers to compliance with applicable rules, regulations 
and statutes and the ability to obtain approvals from other offices 
and agencies, the availability of treatment, storage and disposal 
services and capacity. 

Determination that an alternative is not technically feasible and 
not available for implementation will preclude it from further 
consideration unless steps can be taken to change the conditions 
responsible for the determination. Often, this type of fatal flaw 
would have been identified during technology development, and 
an alternative which is not feasible would not have been 
assembled. Remedial alternatives which will be difficult to imple
ment administratively will not be eliminated from further con
sideration for this reason alone. 

Implementability of each remedial alternative should be eval
uated using Table 2. If an alternative does not score a minimum 
of eight out of a possible maximum score of 15, then the Project 
Manager has the option of screening out this alternative from 
further consideration. 

Table 1 (continued) 
Short-Term/Long-Term Effectiveness 

(Maximum Score = 25) 

Analysts F1.etor 

5. Lifetime of remedial 
actions. 

s.ubtoul 1-1- = 4) 

6. ()uantity ud nature of 
wute or rest dua 1 1 eft 
at the stte after 
raedtation. 

Subtot&l laxl- = 5) 

Basis for Evaluation During 
Preliminary Screening 

o Expected l 1feti111e or duration of 
of effectiveness of the remedy. 

i) Quantity of untreated hazardous 
waste left at the site. 

ii) Is there treated residual left at 
the site? (If answer b no, go to 
Factor 7.) 

tii) Is the treated residual toxic? 

iv) Is the treated residual inobtle? 

7. Adequacy and relhb111ty i) Operation and maintenance required 
of controls. for a period of: 

25-30yr. 
20-25yr.= 
15-20yr. 
< 15yr.= 

None 
< 251' 

25-501' 
;>: 501' 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

< 5yr. -
> 5yr. -

i1) Are environ11ental controls required Yes 
as a part of the reatedy to handle No 
potential problems? (If answer 1s 
no, go to •iv•) 

i 1 i) Degree of confidence that controls Moderate to very 

Score 

can adequately handle potential confident _ 
proble11S. -.t to not 

confident _ o 

Subtot&l ,_,_ c 5) 

TOT.II. laxl- = 25) 

iv) Relative degree of long-term M1n1-
monitor1ng required (compare with Moderate _ 
other rl!lledhl alternatives Extenshe _ 
evaluated In the Detailed Analysis). 

IF THE TOT.II. SCORE IS USS 111AN 10, PROJECT IWIAGER MY REJECT lllE REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVE FROM 
FllRTHER CONSIDERATION. 

DETAILEDANALYSISOF ALTERNATIVES 

The detailed analysis of alternatives follows the development 
and preliminary screening of alternatives and precedes the actual 
selection of a remedy. During this phase, remedial alternatives are 
analyzed in detail and relevant information is presented to allow 
decision-makers to select a remedy. The evaluations conducted 
during the detailed analysis phase build on previous evaluations 
conducting during the development and preliminary screening of 
alternatives. This phase also incorporates any treatability study 

data and additional site characterization information that may 
have been collected during the RI. 

Analysis Factor 

L Technical Feasibility 

a. Ability to construct 
techno 1 ogy. 

b. Reliability of 
technology. 

Table2 
lmplementabillty. 

(Maximum Score = 15) 

Basis for Evaluation During 
Prel 1minary Screening 

1) Not difficult to construct. 
Ho uncertainties in construction. 

ii) Somewhat difficult to construct. 
Ho uncertainties in construction. 

iii) Very difficult to construct and/or 
significant uncerta1nties in construction. 

i) Very reliable in meeting the specified 
process efficiencies or perfoniance goals. 

ii) Somewhat reliable in 11eettng the specified 
process efficiencies or performance goals. 

c. Schedule of delays I) Unlikely 
due to technical 
problems. ii) Somewhat likely 

d. Need of undertaking i) No future remedial actions may be 
additional remedial anticipated. 
act1on, if necessary. 

SUbtotal lmxl- • 10) 

2. Adll1ntstrat1ve Feasibility 

a. Coordination with 
other agenc 1 es. 

Subtotal laxl- = 2) 

3. Ava'1ab1Htr of Services 
and Materh ls 

a. Availability of 
prospective 
techno 1 ogi es. 

b. Availability of 
necessary equipment 
and specialists. 

SUbtot&l lllll<I .. = 3) 

TOTAL llYXi .... = 15) 

ii) Some future remedial actions aay be 
necessary. 

t) Minimal coordination is required. 

ii) Required coordination °is norm.1. 

tii) Extensive coordination is required. 

i) Are technologies under consideration 
generally co.merdally available 
for the st te-specif i c app 1i cation? 

ii) Will nore than one vendor be available 
to provide a competitive bid? 

i) Additional equipment and specialists 
may be available without significant 
delay. 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Score 

IF lllE TOTAL IS LESS 1llAH 8, PROJECT !WIAGER MAY REJECT lllE REMEDIAL ALTEJUIATIVE FRll'I 
FURTIIER CONS!DERATIOH. 

Detailed Analysis of Remedial Alternatives 

During the detailed analysis, each alternative is assessed against 
the seven evaluation criteria. The seven evaluation criteria listed 
encompass technical, cost and institutional considerations and 
compliance with specific statutory requirements. The seven cri
teria and their relative weights are presented in Table 3. Each eval
uation criterion has been further divided into specific factors to 
allow a thorough analysis of the alternatives. 

Table3 
Criteria for Detailed Analysis of Remedial Alternatives. 

Criteria 

1. Short-term effectiveness 

2. Long-term effectiveness and performance 

3. Reduction of toxicity, mobility and volume 

4. Implementability 

5. Compliance with ARARs 

6. Protection of human heal th and the environment 

7. Cost 

TOTAL 

Weight 

10 

15 

15 

15 

10 

20 

15 

100 
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Short-Term Effectiveness (Relative Weight: JO) 
This evaluation criterion assesses the effects of the alternatives 

on human health and the environment during implementation of 
the remedial action. The following factors of this criterion should 
be addressed for each alternative; (I) Protection of the commun
ity during remedial actions-This aspect of short-term effective
ness addresses any risk that results from implementation of the 
proposed remedial action, such as dust from excavation or air
quaJity impacts from the operation of an incinerator; (2) En
vironmental impacts-This factor addresses the potential adverse 
environmental impacts that may result from the implementation 
of an alternative and evaluates how effectively available mitiga
tion measures would prevent or reduce the impacts; (3) Time 
until remedial response objectives arc achieved-This factor in
cludes an estimate of the time required to achieve protection for 
either the entire site or individual clements associated with spe
cific site areas or threats; and (4) Protection of workers durina 
remedial actions-This factor assesses threats that may be posed 
to workers and the effectiveness and reliability of protective 
measures that could be taken. 

The score for this criterion should be assianed based on the 
analysis of factors (1), (2), (3) presented in Table 4. Analysis of 
the factor "protection of workers during remedial actions," 
should be used to design appropriate safety measures for on-site 
workers. 

l. P.-oU<ttOI of c.~11lt7 
durh .. 9 ,...cllal a<t\ona. 

S.t.tal (.ut- • 4) 

l. n. to '-•P'-t tM 
r--47. 

s.toul (_,I_ • Z) 

TOT~ (_,\_ • Ill) 

Table4 
Sllort-Term Effectl•Heu. 

(Relatl•e Wel&lll • 10) 
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e Wh..t h the .. equtrH lt• t.o t111P1_,.l 
tho .-,1 

• a-.1red durattOft of the •tt19ettwe 
effort le c.Mttt1 lhort-t.erw dU 

Long-Term Effectiveness and 
Permanence (Relative Weight: 15) 

This evaluation criterion addresses the results of a remedial 
action in terms of its permanence and the quantity/nature of 
waste or residual remainina at the site after response objectives 
have been met. The primary focus of this evaluation is the extent 
and effectiveness of the controls that may be required to manaae 
the waste or residual remaining at the site and opcratina system 
necessary for the remedy to remain effective. The following com
ponents of the criterion should be addressed for each alternative: 
(1) Permanence of the remedial alternative; (2) Maanitude of re
maining risk-The potential remaining risk may be expressed 
quantitatively such as by cancer risk levels, margins of safety 
over NOELs for non-carcinogenic effects or the volume or con
centration of contaminants in waste, media or treatment residuals 
remaining al the site. The characteristics of the residuals that 
should be considered to the degree that they remain hazardous, 
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takina into account their toxicity, mobility and propensity to bio
accumulate; (3) Adequacy of contro!J-This factor assesses the 
adequacy and suitability of controls, if any, that are UJed to 
manage treatment residuals or untreated wastes that remain at the 
site. It may include an assessment of containment systems and 
institutional controls to determine if they are sufficient to ensure 
that any exposure to human and environmental receptors is with
in protective levels; and (4) Reliability of contro!J-This factor 
assesses the long-term reliability of management controb for pro
vidina continued protection from residuals. It includes the aueu
ment of the potential need to r"'lace components of the alterna
tive, such as a cap, a slurry wall or a treatment system; the poten
tial exposure pathway; and the risks posed should the remedial 
action need replacement. This factor should also include systenu 
to warn of the failure of a remedial alternative, once in place. 

Table S should be used durina the analysis to assign a score for 
this criterion. 

Table 5 
Loq-T- Effect!Y- ud Penuance. 

(lldad•e Wetpl • 15) 

a.th fot h.al...-tl• D\irl"t 
O.t.111~ -.11111 

~~. ·' \Jiii ,_4.,---0: ~ w-•q tti.. ,..,., "'clau1f1 .. u , .. 
llhrft.ttl<n p.9~t ,. l<COf'-4.Mce w1Ul f.a<tt• lo 

l 11•1. !•l . ., (c) (If.,._, 11 

S4.*t.et.a1 (-..1-• S) 

Z. ltf.tt• ef r-4111 
1ctt01t1 

Sil*Ut.Al {eut-.. • 4) 

,.., fO .. Fan.r J.) 

• i.,,..ctN '""'• w ..... u •• , 
•f •ffe«:~l..,_U of tM ,._., 

J. ~tilt ...... Nt .. r• of I) 0-...•lllJ ., WttrHtHI 11.a.r.,..... 
w.ath or ,. .. , ..... l•tl ... ,~. \.ft It u.. 1IU. 

•l u.. .u .. •''-"' 
r-4illl I011 

1-) II u .. .,.. trut ... rnl .... 1 l•ft at °"' ,,, .. , (If ._.. •• "°• .. to 
fK- 4.) 

Ill) It U. t~ .. tM ,.. ...... 1 t.oi1d 

1,1 h tN t,....t.M re-11 ... 1 9Dbt19' 

• A4-.i•c1 Ind relt&blltt.J I) ~ .... ,t·• _. .. l•t.eAeM• ,....1r-e111 
of c•treh '°" 1 ,.-rted of 

U) ...... ..,...,,.._t.11 c.tnh r90lllreid 
u • ""' of U. r-4)' t.e ~lt 
.. t ..... tt•l ....... ,_1 (If __., " 
..... t.e ., .. , 

ZS..JDJT._ 
ZO.H,,._ 
15-ZO,.._ 
<Ibo._ 

Tu .. 
, .. .. 

<•-> !,,-. 

Ut) 0.-t'" of conft..-..C1 U..t c•treh .....-rate t9...., 

S..c.t.ol ,_._ • I) 

TOTAi. (-..t- • U) 

.:'.&.!': ..._•t•11 ......,..h peteftt\al c.-f\~ _ 
,, .. ,_ S--.t ... mt -fl- - I 

••> .. ,.,, ... ...... •' ,...,_,.,.. '"•'- -.,..,, ....... ,....,ro4 (ctllPU'I "'~ ...... ti -
oU- .-1a1 al-ti- U-h• 
e .. lut.od lo lllo Dot.oiled AMl11la). 

Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility and Volume 
(Relative Weight: 15) 

This evaluation would focus on the following specific factors 
for a particular remedial alternative: (l) The amount of haz
ardous materials that will be destroyed or treated, including how 
the principal threat(s) will be addressed; (2) The degree of 
expected reduction in toxicity, mobility or volume measured as a 
percentaae of reduction (or order of magnitude); (3) The dear« 
to which the treatment will be irreversible; and (4) The type and 
quRnlity of treatment residuals that will remain following treat· 
mcnt. 

Table 6 lists factors to be addressed during the analysis of toxic· 
ity, mobility or volume reduction. 

Implementability (Relatiw Weight: 15) 
Of the total weight of IS, the technical feasibility shall receive 



a maximum score of 10 while administrative feasibility and avail
ability of services and materials shall be assigned a combined 
maximum score of S. 

Table6 
Redaction of Toxicity, MobWty or Volume. 

(Relative Wel&bt = 15) 

Analysis Factor Buis for Enlu11tton Durtng 
Det•l led Analysts 

1. Volume of hazardous \) Quant~ty of han.rdous waste destroyed 
W1iSte reduced (Reduction or treated. 
tn volume or toxicity). 

Subtotal ,_,_ • 12) 

t 1) Are there concentrated hazardous waste 
produced as a result of ( \)? 
(If an-r 11 no, go to Factor 2.) 

i 1 i) How 1 s the concentrated hazardous 
waste streu disposed? 

(If subtotal • 12, go to 3) 

2. Reduction In 110blllty of I) llethod of Reduction 
hUardous wute. 

- Reduced llObtltty by contal-nt 

- Reduced .. btltty by alternative 
treat.Int technologies. 

It) Quantity of Vastes 1-btllzed 

3. lrrevers1b11tty of the Cc.pletely trreversible 
destruction or treatment 
of h1Z1rdous waste. Irreversible for mst of th• hazudous 

waste constituents. 

subtotal (mx1 .. • 31 

TUTAI. (mxl .. • 15) 

Irreversible for only sOM of the 
hazardous waste constituents 

Revers i b 1 e for most of the hazardous 
waste const1 tuents. 

Weight 

lODS 10 
80-99S 8 
60-BOS 6 
40-&0S 4 
20-4DS 2 
< 20S 0 

Yes 
No 

On-site land 
disposal_ o 
Off-site 
secure land 
disposal 1 
0n-s1te orotf
stte destruction 
or treat.Int 

< lOOS 
5 &OS 
< &OS 

Technical feasibility: This criterion relates to the technical 
difficulties and unknowns associated with a technology. This was 
initially identified for specific technologies during the develop
ment and preliminary screening of alternatives and is addressed 
again in the detailed analysis for the alternative as a whole. 

• Reliability of technology-This criterion focuses on the ability 
of a technology to meet specified process efficiencies or per
formance goals. The likelihood that technical problems will 
lead to schedule delays should be considered as well. 

• Ease of undertaking additional remedial action-This criterion 
includes a discussion of what, if any, future remedial actions 
may need to be undertaken and how difficult it would be to im
plement such additional actions. This is particularly applicable 
for a FS addressing an interim action at a site where additional 
operable units may be analyzed at a later time. 

• Monitoring considerations-This criterion addresses the ability 
to monitor the effectiveness of the remedy and includes an eval
uation of the risks of exposure should monitoring be insufficient 
to detect a system failure. 

Administrative feasibility: Activities needed to coordinate with 
other offices and agencies (e.g., obtaining permits for off-site 
activities or rights-of-way for construction) should be evaluated 
for the alternative. 

Availability of services and materials: The following should be 
considered during the analysis: (1) Availability of adequate off
;·ite treatment, storage capacity and disposal services; (2) Avail
ability of necessary equipment, specialists and skilled operators 
and provisions to ensure any necessary additional resources; and 

(3) Availability of services and materials, plus the potential for 
obtaining competitive bids, which may be particularly important 
for alternative remedial technologies. 

Table 7 lists typical factors to be addressed during the analysis 
of the implementability criterion. 

~nalysis Factor 

I. Technical Feasibility 

•· Abtl ity to construct 
tech no 1 ogy. 

b. Reliability of 
techno 1 ogy. 

c;. Schedule of dela.ys 
due to technical 
prob leas. 

Table7 
lmplementabWty. 

(Relative Welabt = 15) 

Bash for Evaluation Dur1ng 
Detailed Analysis 

1) Not difficult to construct. 
No uncerh1nt1es in construction. 

it) Somewhat difficult to construct. 
Ho uncerbiinttes in construction. 

tit) Very difficult to construct and/or 
s'gn1f1cant uncertainties in construction. 

1) Very reliable 1n meeting the specified 
process effictencies or perfonnance goals. 

11) Somewhat reliable in 111eeting the specified 
process efficiencies or perfonnance goals. 

\) Unlikely 

II) S.....tiat likely 

d. Need of undertaking i) No future remedial 1.cttons may be 
additional r-dla1 .. t1c\pated. 
a.ctton. 1f necesHry. 

i1) SOM future remedial actions my be 
necessary. 

Sulltotel (mxt .. • 10) lltnt .. Required Score • 7 

2. Adllinhtrative Feas1bilit¥ 

•· Coord1natfon wtth 
other 1.gencies. 

Subtotal (mul .. • 2) 

3. ::di~~!~l!f5of services 

1) Mtn1u.1 coordination ts required. 

\\) Requtred coordtn1.tion ts norNl. 

1i 1) h:tensht'e coordination ts required. 

t) Are technologies under consideration 
generally C01merctally aYl.111.ble 
for the s'te-specific appHcation? 

Yes 
No 

it) Will 90re than one vendor be available Yes 
to provide 1. competitive bid? No 

Subtotal (mut .. = 3) 

TOTAi. (mxl .. = 15) 

tii) Additional equipment and specialists 
my be avatlable without significant 
delay. 

Compliance with ARARs (Relative Weight: 10) 

Yes 
No 

Weight 

This evaluation criterion is used to determine how each alterna
tive complies with applicable or relevant and appropriate Fed
eral and State requirements as defined in CERCLA Section 121. 
There are three general categories of ARARs: chemical-, loca
tion- and action-specific. ARARs for each category are iden
tified in previous stages of the Rl/FS process (e.g., chemical
specific ARARs should be preliminarily identified during scoping 
of the project). The detailed analysis should summarize which 
requirements are applicable or relevant and appropriate to an 
alternative and describe how the alternative meets these require
ments. When an ARAR is not met, justification for use of one of 
the six waivers allowed under CERCLA and SARA should be dis
cussed. 

Other information in the form of advisories, criteria and guid
ance that are not ARARs may be available. Compliance with 
such guidance may be necessary to ensure protectiveness and may 
be appropriate for use in the evaluation of a specific alternative. 

If an alternative complies with all ARARs, it should be assigned 
a full score of 10. If an alternative complies with none of the 
above-mentioned four specific aspects of the ARARs, it should · 
receive a score of 0. Each component of the four specific aspects 
oftheARARs shall receive a maximum score of 2.5. If an alterna
tive does not meet the ARARs and a waiver to the ARARs is not 
appropriate or justifiable, such an alternative will not be further 
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considered. Table 8 should be used to evaluate remedial alterna
tives. 

A.n1lysl1 factor 

) CQl9Cll lance wtU. chettal -
t.P9d "c AAAR1. 

Z. tompltanc• with actton
~Utc All.Us. 

l. Coilpl la.nee wt th locallOft
s.pe-c \ft c Al.All a . 

t. C..11ence wh.h appro
prhU cr\terh, 
adYtMN"tea and tu\M-~ 
ltnn. 

Table I 
CompUance With ARARI. 

(ReladYe Wel1b1 - 10) 

&uh ror h1lwUton Our,ng 

Ott .. ll•d ""•'''" 

M.•ll ch•lul 'P•<lflc AAA.I• uch 
•• t'"ovrut.i .. ter •l•"d.rd• 

""ti AAA11 awch n ICU. •tnl
tedano l DtJ thndardt 

""ll loot •on- 'Pf<, t tc .ll.AA• "'<h u 
•lld aftd ac~tc ll••r• Act 

T'ht 11t•rMt1'1't ••ll 11 l "hwarit 
MWI APPr"'OPrllte fNer1l and SUt. 
fUldel IMI Out He not , ........ .al•d 

Protection of HumJin Health and the Environment 
(Relative Weight: 10) 

'lft, Q~• I 

-------... I S .. 0 

... 2 s .. 0 

, .. 1 s .. 0 

, .. I s .. 0 

This evaluation criterion provides a final check to assess 
whether each alternative meets the requirement that it is protec
tive of human health and the environment. The overall assess
ment of protection is based on a composite of factors assessed 
under other evaluation criteria, especially long-term effectiveness 
and performance, short-term effectiveness and compliance with 
ARARs. 

Evaluation of ~he overall protectiveness of an alternative dur
ing the Rl/FS should foccs on how a specific alternative achieves 
protection over time and how site risks arc reduced. The analysis 
should indicate how each source of contamination is to be elim
inated, reduced or controlled for each alternative. 

Table 9 outlines pertinent questions to be answered to help the 
evaluator assign relative weighing scores to remedial alternatives. 

Table 9 
Proledlo• of Humaa Heslllt ud the EnYlro•ment. 

(Relad•e Wd1b1 • 20) 

A1.,1,.,,, fact.or 

1. Uw of t.M 1H-• .tur 
r--dtat\Of'I. 

TOTAL (11u1 .. • Ziil 

2. "- he11Ut - .... 
•nwt ro~ftt ellpOlurt 
aft.er the ,.-4hUOft 

e..u~1 for [valuat\Oll Ourlftf 
O.t•l IH Ana1,,ll 

Uft,.•1trlcled UH of t.M 1&nd an-d 
Qler ( 1' .,..,.,. h p:I, to lo 

the - of the Table.) 

t) I 'l tile upo.ure to cont•IA.Mltl 
v\I air rouU ICUpUbhl 

... .. 
'" .. 

U) h the ••~oiur• to t-ont•hlMO fn 
wh 9ro..,ndwater/lvrfac.e 111hr lo 
.cc.,tali It'' 

IH) fl the o.pa.urt t.o t:Oflt•\ftUtl , .. 
wh .... , .. nll/Mlh a1C-f111U.b1•' lo 

10 
0 

1 Mipn t bHf9 of rH t 6u• I 
publtc ht111U. rhb 
.tter UM r~ht •on. H) HHIU rai 

S 1 I• l,000,000 _ ~ 

S I I• 100,000 _ l 

4. M.tO'nttude of r•1tdu11 
•nvl rorm.nt.1 l rt 1U 
after thfl r-.dl1tton. 

s.bt.ot.I (-.I- • S) 

TaTAL (-1- • Ziii 

I) Lnt than actepUbh 

Cost (Relative Weight: 15) 
The application of cost estimates to evaluation of alternatives 

should include capital costs, operation and maintenance costs, 
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future capital costs and costs of future land use. The U.S. EPA'a 
guidance for conductin& Rl/FS under CERCLA' may be referred 
to for detailed descriptions of cost clements such as capital costs 
operation and maintenance costs and cost-sensitivity analysis. ' 

Capital Costs. Capital costs conmt of direct (construction) 
and indirect (non-construction and overhead) costs. Direct costa 
include expenditures for the equipment, labor and materiab 
necessary to install remedial actions. Indirect costs include ex
penditures for engin~1 and other services that are not part of 
actual installation activities but arc required to complete the 
installation of remedial alternatives. 

Operation and Maintenan~ Costs. Annual costs are post-con
struction costs (such as operating labor costs, maintenance 
matcriah and labor costs) necessary to ensure the continued 
effectiveness of a remedial action. 

Future Capital Costs: The costs of potential future remedial 
actions should be addrcued and, if appropriate, should be in
cluded when there is a reasonable expectation that a major com
ponent of the remedial alternative will fail and require replace
ment lo prevent sipificant exposure to contaminants. It is not 
expected that a detailed statistical analysis will be required to 
identify probable future costs. Rather, qualitative engineering 
judgment should be wed, and the rationale should be well docu
mented in the FS report. 

Co.st of Future Land U~. Any remedial action that leaves haz. 
ardous wastes at a site may affect future land use and perhapl 
groundwater use. Access or use of such sites will be restricted, 
resulting in loss of business activities, residential development and 
llUCS to the l'Xal, stale and federal governments. During the 
feasibility study, potential future land use of the site should be 
considered. Based on this potential land use, economic loss attrib
utable to such use should be calculated and included as a cost of 
the remedial alternative. In addition, the continuing presence of 
an inactive haz.ardow waste site, even though remcdiated, may 
have a negative effect on surrounding property values. This loss 
in value should be considered as a cost of the remedial program 
developed for the site. Economic loss due to the future land use 
should be derived based on comparison with a neighboring com
munity not affected by any hazardous waste sites. 

Cost of future land use should be determined for sites only 
when such cost is deemed appropriate and significant. When cost 
of land surrounding an inactive hazardous waste site localed in 
the urban/suburban area is determined to be significant in rela
tion to the cost of a remedial alternative, then cost of future land 
use as described above should be determined for inclusion in the 
present worth analysis of the remedial alternative . 

Accuracy of Cost Estimates. Site characterization and treat· 
ability investigation information should permit the user to refine 
cost estimates for remedial action alternatives. It is important to 
consider the accuracy of costs developed for alternatives in the 
FS. Typically, these study estimate costs made during the F'S are 
expected to provide an accuracy of +SO to - 30'11 should be 
identified as such in the FS. 

Present Worth Analysis. A present worth analysis is used to 
evaluate expenditures that occur over different time periods by 
discounting all future costs to a common base year, usually the 
current year. This figure allows the cost of remedial action 
alternatives to be compared on the basis of a single figure repre
senting the amount of money that, if invested in the base year and 
disbursed as needed, would be sufficient to cover all costs ass-0-

ciated with the remedial action over its planned life. 
ln conducting the present worth analysis, assumptions must be 

made regarding the discount rate and the period of performance. 
NYSDEC recommends that a discount rate equivalent to the 30-
yr U.S. Treasury bond rate before taxes be used; this discount rate 
should take inflation into account. In general, the period of per· 
formance for costing purposes should not exceed 30 yr. 

An alternative with the lowest present worth shall be assigned 



the highest score of lS. Other alternatives shall be assigned the 
cost score inversely proportional to their present worth. 

Presentation of Compantive Analysis of Alternatives 

Once the alternatives have been individually assessed against 
the seven criteria, a comparative analysis should be conducted to 
evaluate the relative performance of each alternative in relation to 
each specific evaluation criterion. The purpose of this compara
tive analysis is to identify the advantages and disadvantages of 
each alternative relative to the others so that the key trade-offs to 
be evaluated by the decision-maker can be identified. 

The first five criteria (short-term effectiveness; long-term effec
tiveness and permanence; reduction of toxicity, mobility and 
volume; implementability; and cost) will generally require more 
discussion than the remaining criteria because the key trade-offs 
or concerns among alternatives will most frequently relate to one 
or more of these five. The overall protectiveness and compliance 
with ARARs criteria will generally serve as threshold determina
tions in that they either will or will not be met. 

The comparative analysis should include a narrative discussion 
describing the strengths and weaknesses of the alternatives rela
tive to one another with respect to each criterion, and how rea
sonable variations of key uncertainties could change the expecta
tions of their relative performance. If destruction and treatment 
technologies are being considered, their potential advantages in 
cost or performance and the degree of uncertainty in their ex
pected performance (as compared with conventional/isolation 
technologies) should also be discussed. 

The presentation of differences between alternatives can be 
measured either qualitatively or quantitatively, as appropriate, 
and should identify substantive differences (e.g., greater short
term effectiveness concerns, greater cost, etc.) between alterna
tives, differences in total scores, etc. Quantitative information 
that was used to assess the alternatives (e.g., specific cost esti
mates, time until response objectives would be obtained and levels 
of residual contamination) should be included in these discus
sions. 

The Final Draft RI/FS or the Proposed Remedial Action Plan 
(PRAP) should present the remedial alternative recommended for 
the site and a clear rationale for the recommendation. 

COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT 

The community assessment incorporates public comment into 
the selection of a remedy. There are several points in the RI/FS 
process at which the public may have previously provided com
ments (e.g., first phase of the Rl/FS). The Department will solicit 
public comments on the remedial alternatives and the recom
mended alternative in accordance with the New York State Inac
tive Hazardous Waste Site Citizen Participation Plan and statu-

. tory and regulatory requirements. A document titled, "New 
York State Inactive Hazardous Waste Site Citizen Participation 
Plan," dated Aug. 30, 1988, should be used as a guide to solicit 
the public comments on the remedial alternatives and the recom
mended alternative at New York State inactive hazardous waste 
sites. The public comments shall be considered. The remedy for 
the site will be selected and documented in accordance with the 
Organization and Delegation Memorandum #89-0S Po/icy
Records of Decision for Remediation of Class 2 Inactive Haz
ardous Waste Disposal Sites. 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROPOSED NCP AND 
NEW YORK STATE GUIDANCE DOCUMENT 

The following are major differences between the proposed 
NCP and New York State guidance document in application of 

SARA's preference for the selection of remedies that permanent
ly reduce the toxicity, volume or mobility of the hazardous 
wastes. 

The New York State guidance document identifies a hierarchy 
of preferred remedies toward meeting the State's goal of imple
menting remedial actions which would result in a permanent and 
significant decrease in the toxicity, niobility or volume of haz
ardous wastes. This hierarchy is consistent with the New York 
State policy in hazardous waste management, SARA and RCRA 
land disposal restrictions. 

The guidance document does not consider cost of remedial 
alternatives in initial screening of the remedial alternatives. Effec
tiveness and implementability are the only criteria used to screen 
the remedial technologies. 

The New York State guidance document assigns numerical 
weighting factors for criteria to ensure objectivity, uniformity and 
consistency in the initial screening and detailed analysis of remed
ial alternatives; this document also outlines guidelines to be used 
in assigning weighting factors for evaluation criteria. 

In addition to capital cost and operation and maintenance cost, 
the present worth analysis of a remedial alternative includes: (1) 
cost of future capital cost when there is a reasonable expectation 
that a major component of a remedial alternative will fail, and 
(2) cost of future land use when such cost is deemed appropriate 
and significant. 

The U.S. EPA has proposed to use the Office of Management 
and Budget's circular A-94 discount rate of 10% when deter
mining the present value of remedial alternatives. If the discount 
rate is high, the cost of operation and maintenance in the future 
will appear low when evaluating costs, thus favoring remedies 
which have low initial capital costs. Permanent treatments and 
remedies often will have high initial capital costs but lower oper
ating and maintenance costs in the future than less-permanent 
remedies which will need longer operation or continual oversight. 
Therefore, the use of a high discount rate may result in an unfair 
bias against permanent or treatment remedies. 

The New York State guidance document recommends the use 
of 30-yr U.S. Treasury bond rates before taxes as the discount 
rate; this discount rate should also take inflation into account. 

CONCLUSION 

The New York State guidance document assigns weights to 
evaluation criteria to ensure objectivity, uniformity and consis
tency in initial screening and detailed analysis of remedial alterna
tives; this process would facilitate implementing permanent rem
edies. Deletion of the cost criterion in initial screening of remed
ial alternatives would help to carry permanent remedies over to 
the next phase of detailed analysis. Inclusion of the cost of future 
land use and a discount rate of a 30-yr U.S. Treasury bond rate 
(instead of 10%) would eliminate unfair bias against permanent 
remedies. 

The draft guidance document was distributed to the public and 
other interested state and federal agencies for review and com
ment. The guidance document was revised to reflect public review 
and comments. 
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U.S. EPA'S Federal Facility Hazardous Waste Compliance Program 
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ABSTRACT 

Ensuring compliance by Federal facilities with hazardous waste 
requirements is a challenging task because of the number and size of 
Federal facilities, the types and sources of contamination involved and 
the potential for overlap of jurisdictional and/or statutory authority. 
Although Federal facilities must comply with RCRA and CERCLA 
requirements similar to private parties, there are some differences. For 
example, Federal agencies are delegated certain CERCLA response 
authorities by executive order. Also, under both RCRA and CERC
LA, dispute resolution procedures differ. 

RCRA-regulated activities occur at most Federal facilities that require 
CERCLA action, and the U.S. EPA is developing a mechanism for 
creating a coordinated response between statutory and jurisdictional 
authorities. For Federal facilities, the integration solution may be a site
specific three-party CERCLA interagency agreement with the state, the 
U.S. EPA and the Federal facility as parties. This paper provides a statu
tory overview of requirements that apply to Federal facilities. It out
lines two issues that are unique to the executive branch and discusses 
RCRA/CERCLA integration. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the U.S. EPA, the Office of Waste Programs Enforcement (OWPE), 
within the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, is respon
sible for ensuring compliance by Federal facilities with RCRA and 
CERCLA requirements. In 1987, OWPE established a Federal Facility 
Task Force to focus dedicated resources on achievement of Federal 
facility compliance. The task force now has a permanent role within 
OWPE and has been renamed the Federal Facilities Hazardous Waste 
Compliance Office (FFHWCO). 

The primary goals of FFHWCO are to assist U.S. EPA regions to 
reach CERCLA cleanup agreements at NPL sites and ensure compliance 
with RCRA in a nationally consistent manner. FFHWCO develops 
guidance and policy for Federal facility compliance, assists in resolu
tion of issues that arise in negotiations with Federal facilities, tracks 
ongoing negotiations and supports enforcement actions. 

Over 1,100 Federal facilities that will require investigation and pos
sible remediation under CERCLA have been identified. These facilities 
range in size from hundreds of acres to tens of thousands of acres, and 
many contain multiple contaminated areas. 

Federal facilities that require investigation are those that manage 
hazardous waste or may have potential hazardous waste problems. The 
Departments of Defense (DOD), Interior (DOI) and Energy (DOE) 
account for 84% of the Federal sites that require investigation. 

Hazardous waste contamination at Federal facilities may result from 
such activities as weapon manufacturing, testing, loading and packaging; 
aircraft and vehicle maintenance and repair; metal plating; and 

producing, processing and recovering nuclear materials. Types of 
hazardous waste disposed of include explosives, solvents and cleaning 
agents, paints, heavy metals, pesticides, waste oil and various organics. 
At DOE facilities, disposal of high and low level radioactive and mixed 
hazardous and radioactive waste is a common problem. Past disposal 
practices at Federal facilities include disposal in unlined pits, drainage 
ditches, holding ponds, drying beds and landfills; discharge on the 
ground; and burning. 

The number of Federal facilities to be investigated, their sizes, and 
the types and sources of contamination involved combine to create the 
challenge of ensuring compliance by Federal facilities with hazardous 
waste laws. This challenge is heightened by the potential at each site 
for overlapping jurisdiction both among federal programs and between 
states that are authorized for the RCRA base or HSWA programs (i.e., 
the 1984 RCRA amendments, called the Hazardous and Solid Waste 
Amendments) and the federal CERCLA or HSWA programs. There 
is also a potential overlap with other Federal laws, such as the Atomic 
Energy Act, and with other state and local hazardous waste-related 
authorities. 

STATUTORY OVERVIEW 

Federal facilities must comply with the requirements of RCRA and 
CERCLA. This section contains an overview of those requirements. 

RCRA 

Section 6001 of RCRA expressly subjects Federal facilities to RCRA 
provisions and implementing regulations, including requirements for 
permits, corrective action and reporting. Federal treatment, storage and 
disposal facilities that handle hazardous waste must have RCRA permits 
and must address hazardous waste releases. 

There are approximately 336 Federal facilities that treat, store or 
dispose of hazardous waste. Eighty of these facilities are land disposal 
facilities and 256 are treatment and/or storage facilities. This total 
represents less than 7 % of the universe of RCRA treatment, storage 
and disposal facilities in the country. 

The U.S. EPA or an authorized state conducts an annual inspection 
at all RCRA-regulated Federal facilities, as required by section 3007(c). 
As of December, 1988, 46 Federal land disposal facilities were out of 
compliance. Compliance mechanisms are discussed in the section 
following this statutory overview. 

CERCLA 

CERCLA devotes a special section to Federal facilities, section 120, 
enacted in the 1986 Superfund amendments. Section 120 (a) states that 
Federal departments, agencies and instrumentalities are subject to 
CERCLA ·like non-governmental entities, includiing CERCLA'.s liability 
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provisions. Pertinent guidelines, rules, regulations and criteria apply 
in the same manner and to the same extent, with the exception of 
requirements on bonding, insurance and financial responsibility. 

Section 120 establishes special requirements and timetables regarding 
Federal facilities. For example, section 120 (c) requires establishment 
by the U.S. EPA of a Federal Agency Hazardous Waste Compliance 
Docket that lists Federal facilities which manage hazardous waste or 
may have potential hazardous waste problems. The docket identifies 
the universe of Federal facilities to be evaluated for possible contami
nation by compiling information submitted under RCRA and CERCLA. 

The docket is updated every 6 mo. and includes: 

• Information on releases of reportable quantities of hazardous sub
stances under section 102 of CERCLA 

• Information submitted to obtain a permit under section 3005 of RCRA 
• Information submitted under section 3010 of RCRA from genera

tors, transporters, owners and operators involved with waste desig
nated as haz.ardous under RCRA 

• Information submitted for the inventory of Federal agency haz.ardous 
waste facilities that is compiled every 2 yr, under section 3016 of 
RCRA. 

The docket is available for public inspection at U.S. EPA regional 
offices. Each regional docket contains the documents submitted under 
the reporting provisions described above. and any relevant corcspon
dcncc. for each facility in that region. A complete national index is 
maintained at U.S. EPA headquarters. The docket was first published 
on Feb. 12. 1988 in the Federal Register 153 p 4280 with 1,095 facili
ties on the list. The first update was published on Nov. 16, 1988 (53 
n<hrol Registf!r 46364); this list contained 1,170 facilities. 

Once a Federal facility is listed on the docket, the Federal facility 
must conduct a preliminary assessment (PA) and, 1f necessary, a site 
inspection (SI) within 18 mo. The statute requires the U.S. EPA to a.~ure 
that PAs are conducted, while the authority to conduct PAs is delegated 
to Federal agencies by executive order 12580. As of August. 1988. 987 
of the 1.095 facilities listed in the original docket submitted PA infor
mation to the U.S. EPA. The U.S. EPA currently is reviewing this in
formation for completeness and to determine whether further action 
is required. 

Following the PA, the U.S. EPA applies the hazard ranking system 
(HRS) and includes siies that score 28.SO or above on the NPL. Inclusion 
on the NPL does not mean Superfund monies are available for cleanup 
as is the case with non-Federal sites; section lll(e) (3) specifies that 
the Fund is not available for remedial actions at Federal facilities (except 
for providing alternative water supplies where groundwater contami
nation 1s outside the Federal facility boundaries and the Federal facility 
is not the only potentially responsible party i11110lved). Still, NPL listing 
of Federal facilities serves the purpose of alerting the public and pro
viding information concerning risks to public health or the environ
ment from the site. In addition, NPL listing assists Federal agencies 
to set cleanup priorities. There are currently 41 Federal facilities listed 
on the NPL and 74 proposed for inclusion. 

If a Federal facility is included on the NPL, section 120(e) of man
dates that it begin an RJ/FS, in consultation with the U.S. EPA and 
the state. within 6 mo. of listing. The U.S. EPA and the state must pub
lish an enforceable timetable and deadlines for Rl/FS completion, and 
the U.S. EPA must review the RJ/FS when completed. 

Section 120(e) also requires the Federal facility to enter into an inter
agency agreement (IAG) with the U.S. EPA for the remedial action 
within 180 days of the U.S. EPA's review of the Rl/FS. An IAG is the 
vehicle for remedy selection. At a minimum, the JAG must include 
a review of cleanup alternatives con!lidered and the remedy selected, 
a schedule for cleanup accomplishment and arrangements for opera
tion and maintenance. 

U.S. EPA policy, reflected in the model IAGs developed with DOD 
and DOE. is to enter into an JAG at the Rl/FS stage. This procedure 
meets the requirement~ of an Rl/FS start and a published timetable and 
deadlines and provides for early input by the U.S. EPA and the state 
to the RJ/FS and remedy selection process. U.S. EPA policy is to have 
three-party IAGs with the state joining the U.S. EPA and the Federal 
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facility 1111 an active partner and signatory. IAGs arc enforceable by the 
parties to the agreement and by citizens and states using CERCLA Sec
tion 310 authority. 

Section 120(e) requires cleanup to begin at a Federal facility no later 
than 15 mo. after RJ/FS completion. In their annual budget submis
sions, Federal agencies must include a review of alternative funding 
that might be used to provide for cleanup costs. The annual budget sub
mission also has to include a statement on the hazards posed to public 
health, welfare and the environment, and the consequences of fiil11rt 
to begin and complete remedial action. In addition, an annual rq>on 
to Congress must be submitted by each Federal agency participating 
in the CERCLA program. This report must describe lhe Federal 90CY'a 
progress in such areas as reaching lAGs and conducting RJ/FSs and 
cleanups. 

To facilitate the negotiation of site-specific IAGs, the U.S. EPA 
developed model IAGs with DOD and DOE in 1988. The modeJs ~ 
the following areas: 

• Juri'od1ction 
• Purpose 
• Statutory Compliancc/RCRA-CERCLA Integration 
• Con.~ultation with U.S. EPA 
• Dispute Resolution 
• Enforceability 
• Stipulated Penalties 
• Extensions 
• Force Majeure 
• Funding 

The models are captioned as CERCLA section 120 agreements and 
arc designed to apply at NPL sit.es where CERCLA is the lead response 
authority. Compliance with substantive RCRA requirements as appli
cable. relevant or appropriate requirements (ARARs) is assured duougb 
section 121 of CERCLA and the modcrs starutory compliance section. 
For installatioM that include both NPL sites and RCRA units, language 
in the jurisdiction section that cites RCRA authorities may be used. 
Although these model agreements do not reflect state involvement (be
cause it was impossible to have SO Slale representatives at the ncgot:ialq 
table), it is the U.S. EPA's policy to integrate state participation inll> 
the IAG provisions at site-specific negotiations. 

The consuhauon scction establishes the procedures for US. EPA and 
state review or documents. Documents designated as prinwy, including 
discrete ponions of RJlFS and remedial design and remedial acrion 
(RD/RA) activities. are sub~"t to dispute resolution procedures. Docu
ments designated as secondary arc subject to review and comment. 
Secondary documents are feeders to primary documents and are subject 
to dispute resolution when incorporated into primary documents or when 
the corresponding primary document is issued. 

The dispute resolution section provides the parties to the agreement 
with the ability to formally dispute issues associated with primary docu
ments. This process assures that the work being conducted by the Federal 
facility is in compliance with the requirements ofCERCLA, the NCP 
and applicable state law. The U.S. EPA administrator makes the final 
decision in disputes should the parties not resolve these disputes at lcw.u 
levels. The U.S. EPA expects that in all but the most extraordinary situa
tions. disputes will be resolved at the project manager or director level. 

The dispute resolution section also includes a threshold fur stopping 
work affected by a dispute. The threshold is crossed in the event of 
inadequate or defective work which is the U.S. EPA's or the state's 
opinion is likely to yield an adverse effect on human health or the en
vironment or to have a substantial adverse cffi:ct on the remedy selection 
or implementation process. 

The enforceability section preserves citizen suit rights under section 
310 of CERCLA. States are "persons" under CERCLA and therefore 
can sue to enforce the IAG in Federal district court. The enforceability 
section specifically establishes that deadlines related to the RJ/FS and 
terms and conditions of the IAG are enforceable, as is final dispute 
resolution, hy any person pursuant to section 310. Also, all parties have 
the right to enforce IAG tem1s 

The stipulated penalties section allows the U.S. EPA to assess stipu-



lated penalties to be payable to the Hazardous Substances Response 
Trust Fund in the event of specified failures under the agreement. The 
amount assessed and the reasons for the assessment must be reported 
on a facility-specific basis by DOD or DOE in its annual report to 
Congress on progress under section 120. 

The funding section requires DOD and DOE to seek sufficient funds 
for response and include estimates in their annual reports to Congress. 
The U.S. EPA reserves its rights against any other party if funding is 
not available. 

Provisions describing the work to be accomplished at a specific site, 
the schedule for its accomplishment, and any individual state concerns, 
are negotiated on a site-specific basis. As of August, 1989, IAGs have 
been concluded for 21 Federal facilities covering 26 NPL sites. 

Federal Agency Authority Under CERCLA 

Executive order 12580, which delegates authorities contained in 
SARA, delegates Section 104 response authority to DOD and DOE for 
releases on or originating from their facilities. It requires that such 
response authority be exercised in accordance with seciton 120, which 
provides the U.S. EPA administrator with the final decision on remedy 
selection should the U.S. EPA and a Federal agency disagree. All Federal 
agencies are delegated section 104 response authority for non
emergencies at non-NPL sites where the release is on or originating 
from their facilities. 

Executive order 12580 may have singled out DOD and DOE for ad
ditional response authority because both agencies established cleanup 
programs prior to the passage of SARA in 1986. DOD established its 
Installation Restoration Program (IRP) in 1975. Under IRP, each service 
operates a program whose goals are to identify and evaluate past waste 
disposal practices at DOD facilities. Studies and remediation are con
ducted as necessary. Section 211 of CERCLA governs management of 
the program. DOD funding for IRP in FY'89 is $500 million. 

DOE initiated an informal program in 1984 designed to identify, 
evaluate and remediate hazardous waste contamination at DOE facili
ties. DOE has not yet established a formal response program analo
gous to DOD's IRP. 

ISSUES UNIQUE TO THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH 

This section of our paper describes two issues that are unique to the 
executive branch. These issues are funding and dispute resolution. 

Funding 

Unlike the private sector, Federal agencies cannot use earnings to 
fund their hazardous waste cleanup responsibilities. Federal funding, 
including funding for cleanups by Federal facilities, is requested by the 
President and appropriated and overseen by Congress. 

Clearly, Congress plays an essential role in Federal facility cleanups 
by appropriating sufficient funding for those cleanups. Compliance by 
Federal facilities with RCRA and CERCLA is subject to available appro
priations, although the U.S. EPA's RCRA compliance agreements state 
that failure to obtain funding does not release the Federal facility from 
its obligations to comply with RCRA and the terms of the agreement. 

Dispute Resolution 

Federal agencies are created and supported by Congress and report 
to the President, who ultimately is accountable for agency missions. 
Federal agencies are immune form suit except to the extent that sovereign 
immunity is specifically waived in legislation by Congress. 

In the view of the Department of Justice (DOJ), executive branch 
agencies may not sue each other; nor may one issue an administrative 
order to another without providing a prior opportunity to contest the 
order within the executive branch 1• Like lawsuits, unilateral order 
authority is viewed as inconsistent with the constitutional principles 
of unity and unitary responsibility within the executive branch2

• 

Executive branch disputes of a legal nature are properly resolved by 
the President or his delegate, in DOJ's opinion, because lawsuits and 
unilateral administrative orders interfere with the President's ability to 
manager the executive branch3

• 

RCRA 

The DOJ has distinguished between section 3008(a) compliance 
orders and section 3008(h) corrective action orders in regard to the 
U.S. EPA's authority to issue RCRA orders to Federal facilities. In the 
DOJ analysis, the U.S. EPA may issue section 3008(h) corrective action 
orders buy may not issue section 3008(a) compliance orders. 

Section 3008(a) Orders 

According to the DOJ, the U.S. EPA may not issue a section 3008(a) 
order to a Federal facility to address compliance violations because 
an order is not a "requirement" under Section 6001 4

• Section 6001 de
fines the obligation of Federal facilities to comply with RCRA. 

Section 6001 states in part that Federal agencies dealing with solid 
waste: 

... shall be suject to, and comply with, all Federal, State, inter
state, and local requirements, both substantive and procedural 
(including any requirement for permits or reporting or any 
provisions for injunctive relief and such sanctions as may be 
imposed by a court to enforce such relief) ... in the same manner, 
and to the same extent, as any person is subject to such 
requirements ... 

The DOJ found that the issue turned on whether a section 3008(a) 
order constitutes a substantive or procedural requirement, and cited 
RCRA's legislative history and case law to determine that section 3008(a) 
orders are not requirements; they are instead a means by which require
ments are enforced5 • 

Instead of issuing section 3008(a) orders to address compliance at 
Federal facilities, the U.S. EPA will issue a Notice of Noncompliance 
(NON)6

• A NON is similar to a section 3008(a) order in content and 
format; it details the violation, remedy and remedy implementation 
schedule. 

After issuance of the NON, the U.S. EPA and the Federal facility 
negotiate a Federal Facility Compliance Agreement (FFCA)7 • The 
FFCA is the document that resolves compliance violations by specifying 
the agreed-upon remedy, compliance schedule, reporting requirements 
and record-keeping requirements. Also included in a FFCA is dispute 
resolution language, which emphasizes resolution at lower levels, and 
an enforceability clause, which clarifies that the FFCA may be enforced 
under RCRA's section 7002 citizen suit provision. 

To ensure that negotiation of FFCAs is concluded in a timely manner, 
the U.S. EPA has established an elevation process for resolution of 
issues8

• The U.S. EPA's goal is to conclude FFCA negotiations within 
120 days. At day 90, U.S. EPA regions evaluate the negotiations and 
determine whether agreement is likely within 120 days. In any case 
where agreement does not appear likely in that time-frame, the case 
is referred to U.S. EPA headquarters for resolution. Upon referral, the 
assistant administrator for the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency 
Response meets with an equivalent representative from the Federal 
agency involved. If the dispute is not resolved within 30 days, it is ele
vated for resolution to the U.S. EPA administrator and his Federal agency 
counterpart. 

The DOJ's opinion that the U.S. EPA may not issue section 3008(a) 
orders to Federal facilities does not prohibit the U.S. EPA from issuing 
such orders to the contractor at a government-owned contractor-operated 
(GOCO) facility9• Contractors at GOCO facilities are subject to 
RCRA to the same extent as any non-Federal entity, including orders 
assessing penalties. Several courts have held that penalties may not be 
assessed against Federal facilities because, under section 6001, enforce
ment sanctions are distinct from requirements10

• Although some Fed
eral agencies indemnify their contractors, so that a fine assessed for 
environmental violations against the contractor ultimately is paid by 
the Federal agency, there is authority for the proposition that private 
contractors may not be afforded the privileges of the Federal 
government 11 

Section 3008(h) Orders 

Section 3008(h) corrective action orders, as opposed to section 
3008(a) compliance orders, are viewed by the DOJ as integral to the 
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pennitting process. which Federal facilities are required to comply with 
under section 6001 '~. Thus, the U.S. EPA may issue section 3008(h) 
corrective action orders 10 Federal facilities. Federal facilities !hat receive 
section 3008(h) orders may confer with the U.S. EPA on such orders 
and raise any issue thar cannor be resolved ar rhe regionaJ level 10 the 
U.S. EPA administrator for final resolution'' The U.S. EPA may also 
issue section 3008(h) orders to the contractor al GOCO facilities. 

CERCLA 

The application of CERCLA authorities at Federal facilities is less 
subject 10 interpretation than the application of RCRA authorities. 
Section 120 requires Federal facilities to enter into IAGs for remedial 
action at NPL sites. IAGs are enforceable through CERCLA's section 
310 citizen suit provision11 In addition, section 122(1) specifically 
authorizes imposition of civil penalties for failure or refusal to comply 
with a section 120 IAG. 

The U.S. EPA may issue an order under section 104(e)(S)(A) 10 ob
tain access to a Federal facility or to collect information. The U.S. EPA 
may also issue a section 106 order to ensure compliance at a Federal 
facility where there is an imminent or substantial cndangcnncnt to public 
health, welfare or the environment due to an actual or threatened 
hazardous substance release from the facility. In either case. however, 
executive order 12S80 requires that the U.S. EPA receive DOJ concur
rence on the order. The U.S. EPA may use any of its administrative 
and judicial authorities under CERCLA against a contractor at a GOCO 
facility. 

RCRAJCERCLA INTEGRATION ISS~ 

RCRA commonly applies at a Federal facility that is subject to 
CERCLA. For example, a Federal facility !hat is listed or proposed 
on the NPL may also have interim status or a pcnnined unit under 
RCRA. 

There are some unresolved issues about which statute should be used 
as the primary vehicle to ensure cleanup when both RCRA a.nd 
CERCLA apply. and how the statutes may be used together. This is 
panicula.rly so where a RCRA-regulated release is the cause of NPL 
listing, rather than a contributing factor. Neither statute is entirely clear 
on these issues. 

Most staJes are authorized to run the RCRA base program, and several 
have gained authorization for HSWA authorities. Federal facilities have 
their own delegated authorities under CERCLA; DOD and DOE have 
response authority for all releases on or originating from their property. 
1be U.S. EPA, states and Federal facilities share the ultimate goal of 
cleaning up federal facilities, although there may be disagrcemenr about 
which statute should control in a particular case. 

The statutory overlap may be broader than RCRA and CERCLA. 
Another federal statute, such as the Atomic Energy Act, may apply 
in a given case. Also, stale or local hazardous waste-related authori
ties, independent of RCRA or CERCLA. may apply to a panicular 
facility. 

Inherent in the statutory OYerlap as a jurisdictionaJ overlap. The juris
dictionaJ overlap may be between Federal programs, such as RCRA 
and CERCLA, or between state and Federal programs, such as an 
authorized state RCRA base program and the Federal CERCLA or 
HSWA programs. 

Such overlaps contain a potential for slowing cleanup while disagree
ments over which statute to use are resolved and for inconsistent or 
duplicative cleanup activities if disagreements arc not resolved. Tu speed 
cleanup and 11110id inconsistency or duplication, the U.S. EPA is working 
to develop a mechanism to crcale a comprehensive, coordinated response 
at Federal facilities with a RCRA/CERCLA overlap. This mechanism 
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is a three-party IAO with the stale, the U.S. EPA and the Federal facili!y 
as signatories. 

A three-pany JAG can address 1itc-1pccitic state concerns and 
maximize state involvement in the cleanup process. Regulatory or aver
sigh1 authority for work conducted under an JAO can be allocated in 
a manner consistent with the concerns of the parties. Such an agree. 
ment could satisfy a Federal facility's comctivc action responsibilities 
under RCRA as well as the public participation requirements of both 
RCRA and CERCLA; a RCRA pcnnit could later incorporate require
ments of the IAG, if appropriale. 

A three-party JAG may be developed for either NPL or pl"OpORd 
NPL Federal facilities. A three-pany JAG is abo flexible enough to 
include a non-liSICd RCRA-regulated portion of a Federal facility w1Jm 
that makes sense from a technical Slandpoi.nl, thus providing for a swifter 
comprehensive cleanup. An IAG allows the panics to include in a 
response action releases of CERCLA hazardous substance5 that m DOI 

regulated under RCRA (e.g.. radionuclides). 
The U.S. EPA is focusing on RCRA/CERCLA inlegratjon at Federal 

facilities th.rough a variety of effons including policy developmcm and 
a work group of !late and U.S. EPA regional representatives. The 5lafc 
representatives have taken the lead on developing language for a-.. 
pany lAG. While the U.S. EPA has expressed a strong prefercocc fi>r 
three-party IA.Gt. it will enter into two-pany IAOI or ilSUC 1106 Olden 
to the facility at Federal facility NPL sites where necessary to fulfill 
its statulOry mandate. 

CONCWSION 

The federal facility hazardous wasre compliance program is on lrlck. 
1be provisions of CERCLA section 120 are being irnplemcnlrd. With 
DOD and DOE agreement on m00cl JAO language. the number of sile
spccific IAGs concluded is rising. Unique dispute resolution and en
forcement procedures have been designed where deemed necessary by 
DOJ to ensure Federal facility compliance. Tu further enhance progress. 
the U.S. EPA is developing threc-pany IAOs as a mechanism to ime
grate RCRA and CERCLA at Federal facility sites. 
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ABSTRACT 

The U.S. EPA develops and implements plans for public participa
tion at each site on the NPL. Public participation is required under 
SARA during the investigation and cleanup of Superfund sites. These 
provisions are included in SARA to ensure that residents in communi
ties potentially affected by hazardous waste sites are informed of and 
have the opportunity to participate in site-related activities. 

The core of each site-specific public participation program is a 
planning document called the Community Relations Plan (CRP). The 
CRP evaluates the community within the context of the site investiga
tion and cleanup, and outlines the goals and activities to be undertaken 
by U.S. EPA to address the concerns and participation interests of the 
community. The CRP is developed through a process that the authors 
call community assessment. 

Community assessment evaluates the potential economic, social and 
political impact of the site on the community and, conversely, the poten
tial impact of the community on site remediation. Each community is 
distinct, frequently presenting several unique publics within the com
munity structure. The publics which may include different levels of 
public officials, environmental activists, community groups, people 
residing in close proximity to the site or groups, such as the elderly, 
with special needs. The various groups within the community often 
have conflicting concerns and agendas. 

Community assessment involves several activities, including iden
tifying potentially affected or interested local residents and groups, 
making field trips to the affected community, conducting numerous in
person interviews and doing extensive file research. The result is an 
analysis that assists the U.S. EPA in addressing concerns, initiating a 
dialogue with the community and establishing credibility among com
munity members. 

The authors discuss a series of assessments they conducted in three 
Dane County, Wisconsin communities. The sites are located within a 
15-mi region of the county in three different, but adjacent, communi
ties in the Madison, Wisconsin, metropolitan area. Madison is the state 
capital and the home of a major midwestern university. The sites are 
all landfills in which similar types of hazardous wastes were disposed. 

The authors will examine the community assessment process, its value 
as a tool in identifying potential community concerns and its use in 
anticipating potential community controversies and opposition in other 
areas of environmental planning. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several federal environmental programs address a growing public 
demand for knowledge about environmental risks and participation in 
decisions that will affect the health, welfare or the environment of their 
community. The Superfund community relations program is one such 

program. The program involves a process•of identifying potentially 
affected publics, defining their concerns and developing and imple

"menting a.comprehensive plan to address them. 
The first step in this process is called community assessment. Com

munity assessment identifies the extent and nature of community interest 
and concern about the site in the same way that a hazardous waste site 
assessment identifies the nature and extent of a potential contamina
tion problem. Site assessments often involve qualitative and quantita
tive biological, physical and chemical analyses; community assessment 
includes qualitative political, social and economic analyses of a com
munity in relation to a potential or existing hazardous waste problem. 
Each community assessment includes file research, library research, 
field interviews, analysis and report writing. 

The product of the community assessment is a document called the 
Community Relations Plan (CRP). Among other things, the CRP 
proposes activities and actions to address the concerns and issues iden
tified during community assessment. 

Implementing the activities suggested in the CRP then becomes the 
ongoing basis of the site community relations program. Activities often 
include public and small group meetings, newsletters, library exhibits 
and public involvement programs. 

One observation the authors have made over the course of working 
with numerous communities is that each community is unique. Even 
adjacent communities, sharing common schools and history, frequent
ly react quite differently to Superfund, hazardous waste and environ
mental issues. 

Three of the more interesting communities the authors encountered 
as a team were in Dane County; Wisconsin. Dane County is the home 
of Madison, the state capitol, the University of Wisconsin and several 
old hazardous waste sites. Three of these sites are included on the NPL: 
(1) the City Disposal Corporation Landfill site in Dunn Township, 
(2) the Hagen Farm site in Dunkirk Township (3) the Stoughton City 
Landfill in the City of Stoughton. Two additional sites, the Every Farm 
site in Dunkirk Township and the Madison Metropolitan Sewage System, 
were proposed for inclusion on the NPL but are not yet on the final list. 

WHY COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT? 

Community assessment serves a dual purpose. This phase of the com
munity relations program primarily is designed to identify community 
concerns and understand their basis. However, the assessment also ena
bles the U.S. EPA to become known by the community early in the 
site investigation and cleanup process. We were aware that making ou.r
selves accessible to residents and officials would be crucial to the suc
cess of future community relations activities and the ultimate cleanup 
of the three sites. By letting people know at the beginning of the process 

1 who-.was accountable for the technical and community relations aspects 
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of each project, we hoped to win at least the cautious trust of Dunn, 
Dunkirk and Stoughton residents. Also, early intervention enabled the 
U.S. EPA to be proactive in addressing concerns, thus avoiding sur
prises and having to fight fires later in the process. 

By the time the technical staff went into the field, both the commu
nity relations staff and technical project manager were knowledgeable 
about community concerns, potential controversies, infonnation require
ments and potentially sensitive issues. The U.S. EPA generally mitiates 
formal contact with the community approximately 4 mo before the 
remedial investigation begins. Shortly thereafter, we stan the commu
nity assessment. 

Sometimes the U.S. EPA community relations coordinator becomes 
involved long before formal community as.'iCSSment is staned. In August, 
1988, an Oneida Indian tribe contacted the U.S. EPA about SC1me site 
related concerns shortly after the nearby Fort Howard Paper Company 
sludge lagoons site in Green Bay, Wisconsin wa.~ proposed for the NPL. 

So, the U.S. EPA representatives lmveled to Green Bay with offi· 
cials from two other agencies to hold public meetings and meet with 
the Oneida Business Committee to explain the Superfund proccSli. 

When community assessment is not done. the potentially affected 
community may feel shut out of the cleanup process. This exclusion 
of interested parties may lead to increased uncertainty about the site 
and its associaled risks. The credibility of the U.S. EPA may be severely 
decreased in the community. As a result. the community may become 
hostile toward the U.S. EPA. This was the case at one Superfund site 
in Indiana. While a well-planned program is now being developed and 
implemented, it may take a long time before a trusting relationship is 
established between the community and the U.S. EPA. 

THE COMMUNITY ASS~MENT PROC~ 
Each community assessment began with extensive file research to 

understand as much about each site as possible. We reviewed technical 
reports and other documents to understand how the site was brought 
to the attention of the U.S. EPA. why it was placed on the NPL and 
to identify evidence of past community interest. 

Technical information about the site's history was used in our later 
discussions with community officials and residents. In order to talk 
intelligently and to ask questions that addressed the basis of their con
cerns, we needed to have a good working know ledge of the nature and 
extent of the potential contamination problem. 

While this background research was being done, the first telephone 
contacts with members of the communities were made. These com
munity contracts were made while we established locations for the site 
information repositories, where site-related documents and infonna
tion about the U.S. EPA and Superfund would be placed for public 
review. Establishing an infonnation repository is one of the first com
munity relations activities undertaken. The repository is an ideal loca
tion to place infonnation that may be of interest to the community. 
Because the likely locations for the repositories include the local library 
and municipal hall, the repository establishment process provided an 
opportunity to meet one or more public officials and the local librari
an. Conversations with these local officials frequently provide insight 
into the local political climate and general fulings about the U.S. EPA 
and Superfund. 

Sue Pastor (U.S. EPA) contacted the Stoughton city clerk's office to 
set up the Hagen Farrn repository because our information told us that 
Stoughton was the location of the NPL site. We learned that our infor
mation was no« entirely accurate. We also learned three additional 
lessons from this one telephone call. 

First, the city clerk refused to house the information repository, 
making it very clear that the NPL site was not located in Stoughton. 
The site was actually located in unincorporated Dunkirk Tuwnship which 
surrounds Stoughton on all sides and shares its schools, post office and 
Scandinavian ethnic culture. The clerk wanted us to be sure that there 
was no misunderstanding of the local geographic boundaries. 

Lesson two was that Stoughton officials were very sensitive about 
the presence of a Superfund site within the city's corporate limits. 
Stoughton already was host to one Superfund site, the Stoughton City 
Landfill (which we had yet to stan working on). The City of Stough-
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ton was named as potentially responsible for the cleanup cost of the 
Stoughton City Landfill. The city wanted nothing to do with the Hagen 
Farm site. 

The third lesson was that we needed to be very cautious to distin
guish sites and communities and not to address them in our community 
assessment as a unit. 

Through these preliminary contacts, Ms. Pastor also identified the 
local newspaper which covered all three communities and their respec
t.ive governments. She learned that the Madison papers also covered 
that pall of the county. She then contacted the local reporters. This con
tact provided her an opportunity to introduce henelf as the U.S. EPA 
contact and learn more about the three communities as wcU. 

Du.ring this early stage of community assessment. we tried to identify 
re5idcnts, officials and groups that might be interested in each site. Jdm.. 
tifying the appropriate people to interview was critical in correctly 
characterizing communities' concerns and interests. 

Wc identified poccntially inaerested individuals through the background 
f'C.liC8f'Ch using ~ral valuable resources. Some of the most usd'u1 wm: 
a plat map, a local telephone directory, a visitors' kit from the local 
Chamber of Commerce and the local health department. 

The plat map of the area surrounding each site helped 111 identify 
specific residences or businesses located near the sites. We made a 
special effon to contact those individuals living near the site because 
they would be most directly affected by the site and its remcdialion. 

The local telephone book, which served all three communities, helped 
us locate telephone numbers of people we identified. In addition, by 
thumbing through the yellow pages. we identified addiliooal local com
munity groups. The telephone book, as much as any other resourte, 
also gave us a sense of the community's flavor and culture. ll gave us 
an insight into the types of businesses, clubs, civic groups and scrvic:cs 
present in the community. 

The Chamber of Commerce packet provided us with specific geo
graphic, social and demographic facts about the community, including 
its major employer, the Uniroyal planl in Stoughton, population, com
munity history and local services. 

The local health department was an imponant contact al this stage. 
The health department is often the first official agency to hear health 
or environmental complaints from concerned residents. We were tor
tunate that these three sites \\!Cre in contact with a county eoviromneo
tal health sanitarian knowledgeable about all three sites. He lived in 
Stoughton (in fact near the Uniroyal plant) and was able to supply us 
with a history of past community involvement and concerns and names 
of concerned residents for us to contact and interview. 

Our research identified numerous parties to interview. As wc tele
phoned the people on our list. we were often referred to neighbon and 
other interested residents. People were generally fonhcoming and 
seemed to welcome our interest. The types of individuals wc identi
fied are shown in Table I. 

After the preliminary research and identification. we scheduled in
person interviews. We scheduled about 15 interviews in each commu
nity, trying to get a variety of perspectives. Some additional interViews 
were conducted over the telephone to accommodate those who were 
unavailable during the field trip. Good scheduling ensured that every
one who wished to had an opponunity to be interviewed and that ap
pointments were not missed. We allowed l to 2 hr fOr each interview. 
We also left a half hour between meetings to find our way, over rural 
and unknown terrain, to the next appointment. 

We limited the number of people present at each interview. We did 
this for several reasons. People tend to speak more openly and honestly 
about their concerns in a one-on-one situation. A local aldcnnan, tor 
example, might be more willing to disagree with the mayor if the mayor 
is not present. We also did not want to interview a large group of resi
dents together at one meeting. The interview could easily tum into a 
public meeting, and the goal of infonnation gathering could have been 
lost. 

Based on the preliminary research, we developed an interview ques
tionnaire to guide the interview and provide topics for discussion. The 
questions addressed site history, past community involvement, percep
tions about the U.S. EPA, community culture, specific past and present 



Thble 1 
Typical Local Contacts for Community Interviews 

Local Officials: 

Town Board Chairmen (Dunn and Dunkirk) 
Mayor (Stoughton) 
Town/City Clerk 
Town Board members 
Aldermen 
public Works Director 

county Officials: 

county Board Representative 
County Environmental Health Sanitarian 

state Officials: 

State and district WDNR personnel 
state Legislators from affected district 
Wisconsin Division of Health personnel working on site health 
assessment 

Groups: 

League of Women Voters (Dane County and Stoughton Chapters) 
sierra Club 
Audubon Society 
Environment Wisconsin 

Residents: 

Long-time establishment residents 
Newer term residents mostly from the University and working 

in Dane county 
People living directly around the site 

environmental concerns and the way in which the group or individual 
would like to be informed about, or involved with, the site remediation. 

After returning home from the field trips, we reviewed and analyzed 
the many additional documents and newspaper clippings we obtained 
from local officials, residents, state files and the library. We also sum
marized our interview notes, identified common concerns and began 
to formulate how we might address them. The three communities were 
quite distinct and resulted in three different community relations ap
proaches. Profiles of the communities based on the assessments are 
presented in Table 2. 

Based on the field and other research, we compiled a comprehen
sive community relations plan for each site. Each CRP contained a site 
history, community profile, information about the local media, a his
tory of past community involvement with the site and discussion of the 
concerns raised by residents, officials and other interested parties. Each 
CRP included a discussion of public participation goals for the com
munity based on the concerns raised, and activities designed to achieve 
the public participation goals. While many of the activities outlined 
in the CRP are guided by CERCLA, others are designed to address 
specific and general environmental and health concerns expressed during 
the interviews. 

DIFFERENT APPROACHES 

In Stoughton, we addressed the city's interest in community relations 
by calling on it for logistical support in planning meetings and reposi
tories. At the same time, we addressed the concerns of some of the 
residents by installing a groundwater and risk assessment exhibit in the 
water department foyer. We also addressed the special needs of the senior 
citizens we identified during our field work. We planned a special day
time public meeting at the development's clubhouse to accommodate 
the less mobile senior citizens. We developed written fact sheets to help 
residents understand Superfund, risk assessment and the nature of the 
work to be conducted at the site. 

In Dunn, our research indicated that there was latent interest in the 
site. Our research was right. Nearly 100 people attended our first public 
meeting. People at the meeting wanted to be very involved and informed 

Thble 2 
Community Profiles 

Town of Dunn 

o Site closed for many years 
o Population: 5,000 
o Unincorporated Township 
o Madison, WI bedroom community 
o Environmental issues a strong concern 
o Politically active community 
o Town meeting well attended 
o strong latent interest 
o Rely on private drinking water wells 

Town of Dunkirk 

o Site closed for many years 
o Population: 1,800 
o Unicorporated township 
o Rural, farming community 
o Environmental issues not of great concern 
o Current interest in site is low 
o Rely on private drinking water wells 

Stoughton 

o Site closed for several years 
o Incorporated municipality 
o Public water supply 
o City had suit pending against U.S. EPA to delete site 

from Superfund List 
o Site was being developed as a park 
o New senior citizen housing constructed adjacent to site 
o Very high level of interest in the site 

about the cleanup program. After the meeting, the residents formed 
a citizens' committee to monitor activities. The U.S. EPA technical 
project manager has since attended several of those meetings. 

In Dunkirk, as predicted, things have remained fairly quiet with only 
minimal expressed interest. Thirty people attended the public meeting. 
Another meeting will be held there this summer to keep interested resi
dents up-to-date on site activities. But low interest has indicated no need 
for special activities. 

During our Dane County community assessments we examined three 
communities, three sites and three worlds. Only by careful book and 
field research could we have anticipated and planned for these vast 
differences. 

APPLICABILITY TO OTHER AREAS OF PLANNING 

Community assessment is applicable whenever an issue may have 
an impact on the public health or environment of a community. One 
such issue is recycling, surely prominent in environmental planning. 
Community assessment might be used to identify the factors that will 
encourage individuals to recycle more materials. It also could identify 
the best avenues and vehicles for disseminating information about the 
recycling program. That information could then be used to increase 
participation in the recycling program. 

Public health officials might use community assessments to identify 
and then act on local health concerns like AIDS, water pollution or 
environmental cancer risk. Programs geared to the nature and level of 
concern may then be more effectively developed. 

Community assessment conducted before a chemical plant, incinera
tor or other locally unacceptable land use is planned and "imposed" 
on a community might help developers and planners choose host com
munities more carefully. Understanding the nature and extent of the 
community's concern may enable the developer to address legitimate 
concerns and work with the host community in planning the project. 

Sometimes, no matter how well a community and its concerns are 
understood, conflict, controversy and opposition cannot be overcome. 
However, community assessment is a good first step in establishing a 
meaningful dialogue and a strong base for planning decisions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Thorough and situation-specific planning is often neglected during 
development of community relations programs. However, planning is 
critical to developing effective and ultimately successful communil)' 
relations programs. S':'ch planning inv0lves several steps: setting gnals 
and objectives, identifying community characteristics, understanding 
communication systems, determining target audiences and developing 
an evaluauon scheme. 

Although crucial to effective planning, the step "understanding com
munication systems" often is overlooked. This paper therefore not only 
emphasizes the importance of understanding communication systems, 
but also includes brief descriptions of each planning step. 

Commurucation systems generally have seven components or aspects: 
objects (e.g .• rrccivers, senders, communication media and messages). 
attributes of objects. relationships among objects. environments in which 
the system functions. balance, hierarchical organization and goal orien
tation. Each of these components or aspects is described as it pertains 
to communll) relations programs, and the main methods for obtaining 
information about each component or aspect are discussed. 

L~RODUCTION 

lmplemenUllion and operation of environmentally regulated projects 
often require the inclusion of programs to address community concerns. 
For example, NEPA. CERCLNSARA and RCRA projects often require 

community relations programs because these types of environmentally 
sensitive activities often attract public attention and invoke the interest, 
curiosity, concern and at times outrage of local communities. Whether 
community relations programs are re.quired by law or not, they are 
strongly rccommende.d as a meam to mitigate negauve community 
reaction as well as to foster community support. 

The value of community rclat1uns progmms often is underestimated. 
Consequently. thorough and ~11uation-specific planning for such 
programs is frequently is neglected during project development. A ITWJOr 
benefit of such planning ts eventual accompli~hment of program goal~ 
and objectives. Also of benefit are improved corporate or agency images 
and increased credibility within the community. On the other hand, 
poorly planned and communicated community relations programs may 
damage one's image and one's credibility. Because community percep
tions often extend beyond the bounds of a single project, they can 
influence the outcome of future, unrelated projects. 

Future community relations programs will benefit from the experience 
gained during current program planning and implementation. Although 
planning effective communication strategies 1~ initially energy-intensive 
and time-consuming, the effort pays off in the long run. Planning and 
implementing community relations programs becomes increasingly cost· 
effective as execution becomes more efficient with practice. For example, 
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experience a.'>-\l!tU organizali<XlS to ~ more quickly and effcctiwo1y, 
and with leu preparation, in the event of unanticipated events or when 
tJmc is not available for thorough advance planning. Funhennore, the 
cost\ a.,sociated with preparing corrunuml)' relations programs are small 
relative to the overall costs of the associated projects. Because most 
environmentally sens111ve pro;ects require public suppon to be sucxess
ful, well-planned community relation5 programs can greatly influence 
their outcome. 

Communities and their communication systems are complex and need 
to be characterized and understood before community relations activi
ties are initiated. 11le planning so essential to success includes the 
following steps: sening goals and objectives, identifying community 
characteristics. understanding communication systems, determining 
target audiences and developing an evaluation scheme. Although the 
step "understanding communKalion systems .. is particularly imponant, 
it frequent!) is overlooked by program planners and guidance docu· 
ments. This paper therefore DOC only briefly discusses each planning 
step, but also describes communiauon systems and their components 
in more detail, thereby providing understanding of their functions and 
interrelationships. 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS PROGRAM PLANNING STEPS 

Planning pl"O\·ides the basis for a coordinated cffon by providing 
program dif"C\."tion. reducing the effects cl unexpected changes. minimiz· 
ing wa~te and redundancy, and facilitating control over communication 
and infunnation exchange. Community relations program~ stqJS 

include the following major activities: (1) setting goals and objectives, 
(.!l identifying community characteristics, (3) understanding commu
nication systems, (4) determining target audiences and (5) developing 
an evaluation scheme. 

Setting Goal' and Objecth·es 

Community relations program goals and objectives underpin the 
planning process by indicating the purpose of the program in terms 
of expected accomplishments and desired outcomes. They should 
provide direction, yet be flexible enough to accommodate new infor· 
mation and necessary revision. Nevertheless, the desired outcomes of 
the program should be specifically stated so that each step has clear 
criteria for me.asuring program effectiveness. A pmgram typically bas 
multiple goals and objectives. Typical goals arc to disseminate infor· 
mation to special interest groups, heighten the awareness ofuninfunned 
publics. gain project suppon from local government officials or agencies. 
resolve specific issues with local business groups or solicit the partici
pation of affected community members. 



Identifying Community Characteristics 

Once the program goals and objectives have been set, planners should 
then learn about the community. Identifying community characteris
tics is essential to determining target audiences and to understanding 
the communication systems so that community relations messages can 
be meaningful. Numerous variables affect program development and 
outcome. Measuring these variables and analyzing their respective sig
nificance provides a community profile that is very valuable in deter
mining community subgroups and target audiences, identifying 
communication systems, choosing appropriate communication channels 
and formulating messages. Table 1 lists the variables most important 
to community relations programs. 

Thble 1 
Variables to Consider When Identifying Community Characteristics 

Variable 

Media attention, coverage, and opinion 

R 1sk perception 
Actual hazard or risk 
Saliency of issue or proposed activity 

Degree of polarization within the 
C011111Unity 

Past public interest, involvement, 
or position 

Demographics and social structure 

COlllllUnity leaders with public 
influence 

Geographical proximity 
COlllllUnity concerns and environment 
Project duration 
Benefits and costs to connunity 

Recipients of benefits and costs 
Required regulatory oversight 
Voluntary or involuntary participation 

Public participation 

Alternatives 

Urgency of issue or activity 

Image and credibility of players 

Communications system 

aNot In my backyard. 

Convnent 

Public visibility (supportive or 
adversarial) 

Relative to actual risk 
Relative to perception of risk 
Importance of issue relative to 

other convnunity issues 
Alignment of convnunity opinion or 

support 
Expected level of activity 

Race, age, marital status, and 
income 

Special interest groups, media 
personalities, elected officials, 
union representatives, educational 
and religious leaders, and 
neigh~orhood associations 

"NIMBY" response 
Competing or complimentary issues 
Long- or short-term effects 
Municipal revenues and property 

values 
Equitable distribution thereof 
Compliance enforcement 
Amount of control over involvement 

and assumed risks 
Timing and significance of input; 

token involvement or real 
decision-making opportuni t les 

Identify and consider technological 
and geograph lea l opt ions 

Immediate (e.g., spill response) or 
planned (e.g., treatment facility 
construction) 

Perceived sincerity and convnunity 
respect 

Channels of convnunication and flow 
of informat Ion 

Understanding Communication Systems 
Once acquainted with a community's characteristics, planners should 

move on to understanding its communication systems. They should 
assess how members of the public find out about environmental 
problems and how they learn new community information. This step 
usually is limited to identifying interested citizens, responsible govern
ment officials affected organizations and community subgroups. 
However, simply identifying these entities and compiling a list of con
tacts is insufficient for effective community relations program planning. 
Rather, the communication systems within which the community rela
tions program must function should be identified. Not only identifying, 
but also learning about these systems, constitutes a more comprehen
sive approach to developing contacts. 

A communication system-also called a communication network
comprises the multiple communication links between people, agencies 
and businesses. A communication system can be thought of as a net
work of individuals linked by information exchange through mass media 
or interpersonal communications. Any individual will likely partici
pate in several communication systems. He or she will tend to partici
pate in networks involving individuals who share interests and espouse 
similar values. 

Community relations programs are less effective when the commu
nication links are incorrectly identified or inadequately understood. For 
example, using inappropriate methods to inform community members 
about an environmentally sensitive project or to solicit public involve
ment will lead to costly errors and inefficiencies. 

The following discussion provides a framework for understanding 
how information flows through a community and techniques for iden
tifying communication links. Understanding communication system 
components promotes improved community relations program planning 
and selection of the most appropriate communication channels for 
conveying program information. 

Communication System Components 
Every communication system has several components. Although the 

components are common to all systems, their characteristics will vary 
according to specific circumstances (e.g., CERCLA/SARA remedial 
response or NEPA EIS preparation). However, component types should 
be identified first and then the major community-relations-specific 
aspects of these components should be described. Communication 
systems all have seven major components: objects, attributes of objects, 
relationships among objects, environments in which the system func
tions, balance, hierarchical organization and goal orientation. 
Objects are the elements of communication systems. In the case of 
community relations communication systems, the three main objects 
are the senders, the receivers and the communications media and 
messages. For example, receivers could be the community groups and 
subgroups to which a message is directed. 
Attributes are the qualities or properties of the system's objects. Table 2 
lists selected attributes for the three main objects mentioned above. 
Example attributes of a communicated message include how it is 
designed and delivered. Attributes also include the characteristics of 
the people or organizations that communicate, such as their beliefs and 
value orientations and their previous exposures to similar environmental 
issues (e.g., an agency's attitude toward planning and conducting a com
munity relations program). 

Tuble 2 
Attributes of Objects within a Communication System 

Object Attribute 

Convnunicatlon sender Knowledge of convnunity concerns 
Attitude toward involvement 
Previous public involvement 
Attitude toward convnunlcation receivers 
Environmental knowledge 
Personal proximity to issue 
Risk perception 
Position in convnunity (e.g., opinion 

leader or environmental group president) 
Previous exposure to problem 

Convnunication medium and message Length 
Chanpe l (e.g. , personal or interpersonal) 
Type (e.g. , brochure or newspaper) 
Timing and frequency of Information 

dissemination 
Amount of information 
Amount of coverage 
Credibility of information 
Suitability of language (e.g., technical 

or regulatory jargon) 

Convnunication receiver Environmental knowledge or awareness 
Diversity of demographic characteristics 
Previous public involvement 
Previous exposure to problem and attitude 

regarding problem 
Personal proximity to Issue 
Risk percept ion 
Position in convnunity 
Convnunity group membership 
Effect of message (e.g., is the message 

actually understood?) 

Relationships among objects are how the objects interrelate and affect 
each other. A change in one part of a system causes change in another 
part. Moreover, relationships and their effects may be direct or indirect 
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and are usually multidircctional. In other words, information moves 
from senders to receivers, but also vice versa. Object'> are discrete units; 
however, when they arc combined with other objects, and as a result 
of the relationships between those objects, they become a communica
tion system. 

Aspects of relationships to consider during community relations 
program planning include frequency and credibility of communications, 
past community involvement and number of communication sources 
providing either similar or different infonnation. Another aspect to con
sider is the system's openness with respect to other systems (e.g., 
whether Native American or boat marina communication systems arc 
being accessed in addition to those of environmental groups). 

Each systemfancrions within an em-iro~fll and is therefore affected 
by this environment. Furthermore, the type of environment will likely 
influence system relationships. For instance. open systems (i.e., those 
that are strongly linked to ocher communication syslemS) can be effective 
in reaching community subgroups. 

A balanced communication system not only produces output\, but 
also receives inputs. For example. if an agency gives information to 
community members, then the agency should be prepared to receive 
information. Community members receiving information will react and 
send other information to other parts of the system, as well as back 
to the sender. 1bc response information may be communicated in a 
different form, such as anger, involvement or awareness. lbcrefore. 
to maintain balance, each system must adapt and change. As a result, 
the goals and objectives sci early in the planning process may have to 
be changed. 

Hierarchical organization implies that objects combine to form sub
systems within the larger system. A subsystem might include the 
communications network of an agency or a firm with environmental 
interests. 

All communication systems are goal orie111ed. Planners should set 
goals for the communication system, but recognize that there are mul
tiple pathways to achieving those goals. The goals set should reflect 
the goals and objectives set in the initial planning step, 115 described 
previously. Like the overall program goals and objectives, the commu
nication system goals may change as a result of system components 
having different or conflicting goals. Likewise, the pathways to achieving 
these goals also may change. 

uchniques for ldt'mifying and Describing Communication System 
Componems 

Once the communication system components for a particular 
community relations situation have been identified, three techniques 
generally are used to describe the components more specifically: con
duct surveys; search and review documents; and use available CJtpenise. 
Each technique has certain strengths and weaknesses. The level and 
type of information obtained by each, as well 115 the time required to 
implement each, also vary. In some cases, II may be appropriate to use 
combination.\ of these techniques. 

Conducting surveys entails formal questioning of community member.. 
about their communication systems. This technique is the most com
prehensive, but also the most time-consuming. In addition, it requires 
the most expenise. Three types of surveys are used: (I) mail, (2) tele
phone and (3) face-to-face. 

All three survey approaches should be carefully considered before 
selecting the most appropriate one for a given situation. For example, 
mail surveys are easier to send out, but may produce lower response 
rates than telephone surveys. Telephone and face-to-face surveys re
quire trained interviewers and lime to conduct the interviews. In some 
cases, using more than one type of survey may be appropriate. For ex
ample, it may be most effective to interview influential community mem
bers (e.g., opinion leaders) by telephone and mail questionnaires to 
a random sample of community members. 

Design and implementation of the survey also require careful 
consideration. Questions should be carefully worded so that they solicit 
the desired information. Furthermore, to ensure representative results 
and absence of bias, survey participants should be selected through an 
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appropriate sampling scheme. A survey specialist can be very helpful 
in this regard. 

Searching and rmewing documenls entails examining materials that 
contain hims about the communication linb wil.hln the community. For 
example, telephone books and newspapers may help identify groups 
interested in the issue (e.g., yacht club members for a water quality 
issue or the Sons of the American Revolution for an QC8Yllion site 
containing historical artifacts). Other useful documelllS might include 
listings from the local Chamber of Commerce and government conract 
lists. (Suggestions for compiling contact lists an: found in Table 3.) 

lableJ 
Coac..ct1 ror Helplna to DNnnJJw OJmmuakaUon S)'lteml 

Contact Type hM1Ple 

( lecttd federal, llate, aftd local Senators, CC1n9reutonal representatives, 
9ovtr-nt o"lchh 90vernors, lllyOrs, and council mtlDert 

(nvlro,_ntal ._altll lftd ufety U.S. [PA r99lonal o"lces and brancties; 
a9tnc1H state envtro,_,.u1 protection agencies 

or deptri.nts of natural resources Ind 
conwnatton; city, county, or 1-Slllp 
e,,.,1_,,u1 c-tsstOftl; local 
l4vtsor1 c-hslons &lld plamtng 
boards; &lld Malth depal"tment unitary 
engineers 

£nv1ro,_,,u1 organizations local Sierra Club cllapter 

Service groups and net911bor- local brldte clubs, Kiwanis Club, Ind 
anoclattons li!&9Ul! of llmen Vot1trs 

Pren &lld media reprewntatlYfl Television, rldto, and '-'P&Pel' staff 

Speclal-lnt1trest citizen 9f'OUPS Boating, l'llntlng, and otMr ~atlon-
or tented groups 

Searching and reviewing documenls is less lime-consuming than con
ducting surveys and requires less specialized expertise. It facilitaleS 
identification of communication system objects, but it does not facili
tate understanding of ocher system components (e.g .. attributes, rda
tionships and hierarchies). Ncvcrthelcss, assembling contact lisls and 
identifying system objcc1s provide the basis for preliminary~ 
or community rela1ions-specific communication systems. 

Using available apertis~ entails relying on experience gained from 
previous community relations program planning and implementation 
efforts and informal contacts with potentially influential communily 
members such as government officials and service club leaders. Some 
of the contacts may be asked some of the same questions asked in a 
survey. However. one must be careful about the representativeness of 
the aM'WCrs when only a handful of community members have been 
contacted. 

Although this final technique may be the leas! time-consuming, it 
also is the least systematic or the three. Furthermore, it is limited to 
guthering information on system objects. 

Determining the larget Audiences 

After identifying community characteristics and understanding com
munity communication systems, planners should proceed with deter
mining the community relations program target audiences. The affected 
community is composed of many subgroups. A subgroup may be an 
individual, individuals with shared concerns or fonnal organiDtions. 
Participating subgroups are those whose members have expressed 
interest in being involved, have a record of participation or have special 
interests (e.g., homeowners concerned with the effect of the project 
on property values or local Sierra Club or League of Women \t>lerS 
chapters). Nonparticipating subgroups generally account for a greater 
number of (but not necessarily the most influential) people and often 
are referred to as the "general public.'' 

The community relations program goals and objectives fur each com
munity subgroup may be different. For instance, an objective for non-



participating community subgroups might be to increase their awareness 
of the issues by distributing general fact sheets. An objective for par
ticipating subgroups might be to educate them through project-specific 
cost/benefit analyses. 

Each community subgroup is a discrete audience with its unique set 
of attributes and community characteristics (Table 1). To be effective, 
community relations program planners must recognize the existence 
of multiple target audiences and tailor the communications accordingly. 

Developing an Evaluation Scheme 

Mechanisms for community relations program evaluation should be 
formalized during the planning process so that evaluations can be con
ducted during program implementation as well as following comple
tion. Moreover, program evaluation before full-scale implementation 
provides intermediate feedback, which allows decisions made in the 
previous planning steps to be appropriately modified to increase over
all program effectiveness. For example, proposed messages and com
munication methods or formats could be pilot-tested to determine their 
appropriateness and effectiveness. 

Early recognition and correction of ineffective messages and com
munication methods greatly increase program efficiency by minimizing 
production, administration and distribution activities. The effective
ness of community relations programs can and should be evaluated 
against measurable criteria developed during the setting of program goals 
and objectives both during and after program implementation. Evalua
tion results can then be used to modify inadequate program compo
nents. Post-program evaluations lead to better understanding of 
accomplishments and outcomes and provide the basis for the success 
of future community relations programs. 

CONCLUSION 

There are several benefits to completing the planning phases of com-

munity relations programs in a timely and thorough manner. Planning 
enables quicker and better responses to unanticipated changes. It also 
increases the level of experience, which is useful for future program 
development, and it can enhance the image and credibility of involved 
agencies and corporations. Such factors can influence the success of 
both current and future programs. 
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Treatment of Coal Tar Contaminated Soil and Lagoon Closure 
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ABSfRACT 

During 1984 and 1985, Chemical Waste Management's ENRAC 
division removed 1.000,000 gal of coal tar from an open 1 acre lagoon. 
~ !hirds of !he coal tar was treated on-site IO make a supplemental 
fuel blending component. The final one !hird of the coal tar was treated 
using an in situ stabilization process. The stabilized material was then 
disposed of in a hazardous waste landfill. After satisfying the cleanup 
requirements of the st.ate regulatory agency, the coal tar lagoon under
went final closure. 

Over 1500 coal gassification "town gas·· sites left over from plants 
that operated in the United States between 1850 and 1950 have been 
located. Coal t.ar waste from these plants was accumulated in open 
lagoons. Many of these lagoons have since been filled in wi!h debris 
and covered with soil. The following treatment technologies are 
evaluated for remediating coal t.ar contaminated soils at former town 
gas sites: 

I. Bioremediation 
2. Thermal Desorption 
3. Organic Solvent Extraction 
4. Surfactant Soil Washing 

INTRODUcnON 

For 100 yr. until the mid 1940s, "town gas" produced by coal gassi
fication was a major source of energy for many cities throughout the 
United St.ates. Town gas was formed by carbonizing coal. 

Coal was heated in a reactor to drive off volatile compounds !hat 
became part of !he town gas. At the same time, the heated coal was 
reacted wi!h steam to produce "water gas", which also was milled with 
the town gas. 

In the town gas manufacturing process, 6 to 9 gal of waste by-product 
coal t.ar were produced for each ton of coal fed. The yield of coal tar 
from carbonization is approximately linearly related to !he amount of 
volatile components in the coal' A typical plant u~1ng 50 tons of coal 
a day, over a 100 yr lifetime, produced JO to 16 million gallons of coal 
t.ar, which usually was placed in trenches or lagoons on-site. Many 
of these trenches and lagoons have since been filled with debri~ and 
covered over IO meet pressing real estate demands. 

It is estimated !here are 1500 IO 2000 of these town gas sites poten
tially in need of remediation across the country'. Some of these sites 
are currently part of the Federal Superfund program. 

COAL TAR CHARACTERIZATION 

Coal t.ar made from the carbonization of anthracite, lignite or 
bituminous coal will have varying chemical compositions and physical 
properties depending on the constituent~ of the original coal. The total 
amount of volatile material in the coal has an impact on the amount 
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of coal tar produced when coal is carbonized. Composition also varies 
depending on whether benz.ene,toluenc/xylene (8TX), creosote or pitch 
components wen: recovered from the tar. BTX often was recovered as 
a solvent or as a liquid fuel component. Creosote was recovered and 
used as a wood trealing agent. Pitch was in demand as a sealing agen1 

for roofs. 
If no auitihary recovery of the BTX. cn:osotc, or pitch components 

took place, the typical composition of the n:sultanl coal tar is illustrated 
in lllble I. 

Benzene 
Toluene 
Xylene 

Ta.bk 1 
CompoQtion ol Coel laJA 

Light Oil 
Naphthalene Oil 
Heavy Creosote Oil 
Anthracene Oil 
Soft Pitch 
Medium Pitch 
Hard Pitch 

PROJECT COAL TAR STRATITICATION 

15% 
3% 
lt 
4% 
at 
9% 

13% 
16% 
14% 
17% 

Chemical Waste Management's (CWM) Environmental Remedial 
A.i:lion division (ENRAC) gained "hands on" experience in remcd.iating 
a coal tar contaminated site between 1984 and 1985. During the project. 
ENRAC removed 1,000,000 gal of coal tar from a 1-ac lagoon. ENRAC 
found that the coal tar tended to stratify into several layers after sculing 
for over 40 yr. Each layer exhibited unique physical and chemical 
characteristics'·'. At room temperature, separale liquid. semi-!lOlid and 
solid phases appeared. A description of each coal tar phase in the lagoon 
from the project is found in lllble 2. 

COAL TAR REMEDIATION PROJECT 

At room temperature, a composite blend of coal tar plwes is a sticlcy, 
tacky semi-solid material. However, significant changes in physical 
properties occur with variations in temperature. At higher 1empcrarures 
the viscosity drops dramatically, causing the semi-solid material to 
liquify. lllble 3 illustrates this relationship between temperature and 
viscosity for the coal tar found in the Illinois lagoon•. 



I 

II 

III 

IV 

Tuble 2 
Phases Coal Tur Lagoon 

DESCRIP'fION COMPONENTS 

Light Oil (LO) BTX, Light Oil 

Viscous-Rubbery (VR) Naphthalene Oil, 
Anthracene Oil, 
Creosote Oil 

Hard and Crumbly (HC) All Pitches, 
and any Coal 
Solids (including 
coke) 

Contaminated Soils (CS) All Phases of Tar 

Tuble 3 
Viscosity of Coal Tur vs. temperature for Coal Tur6 

Temp C "Fl 

72 
120 
160 
200 

viscosity (Poisel 

3400 
435 

85 
16 

Note: Coal tar becomes pumpable at 25 
185 • F) 

poise (roughly 

These changes in viscosity were exploited during the remediation 
of the site. ENRAC found that coal tar can be excavated when cold 
and pumped when heated. Because the coal tar in the project had sepa
rated into three separate organic phases plus a contaminated soils phase, 
individual materials handling strategies were developed for each phase. 
The strategies are described in the next four sections of the paper. 

Light Oil Phase Strategy 

In 1984, the light oil phase of the lagoon was removed using a high 
speed, open impeller submersible pump suspended from an overhead 
crane. Because coal tar is black, the surface of the lagoon absorbed 
significant heat energy from the sun during the summer to liquify the 
light oil. Eventually, enough of this energy was absorbed to cause a 
"sweet spot" to develop. This is an area where the sun had heated the 
light oil sufficiently that it flowed and could be pumped. The pump 
was continually moved to other new "sweet spots," until all of the 
pumpable light oil phase was removed from the top of the lagoon. 

The light oil was pumped directly from the lagoon into liquid tankers. 
The tankers were heated using internal steam coils until shipment of 
the contents to a liquid fuels blending facility. The fuels blender blended 
waste solvents with the coal tar light oil prior to disposal as a liquid 
supplemental fuel in a blast furnace, cement kiln or industrial furnace. 

Viscous Rubbery Phase Strategy 

After the coal tar light oil was pumped off, the submersible pump 
begin to pick up the heavier viscous/rubbery coal tar phase. Pumping 
operations slowed down. In addition to encountering a more viscous 
coal tar phase, ambient temperatures had decreased (the fall months), 
which made additional pumping almost impossible without auxiliary 
heating. Coal tar remediation was shut down during the winter of 
1984-1985. 

The following spring, 1985, ENRAC began the remediation of the 
viscous rubbery (VR) phase. A small pit was excavated adjacent to the 
lagoon. Then a box pattern 20 ft x 20 ft x 10 ft heat exchanger made 
of 2-in. pipe was placed into the pit. A hot glycol/water solution was 
circulated inside the 2-in. pipe. The glycol/water solution was heated 
by a steam package boiler system. The temperature of the coal tar in 
the pit was kept below 190"F, minimizing fugitive emissions of BTX 
during heating. 

The heat exchanger had a large heat transfer area, which was needed 
to promote both convective and conductive heat transfer (coal tar has 
a low thermal conductivity). Once the semi-solid material is liquified, 
convective rather than just conductive heat transfer will occur. 

The VR phase material was placed in the heat exchanger pit using 
a clam shell and heated until it became fluid. The material was then 

pumped, using a submersible pump, into steam-heated tankers for ship
ment to the liquid fuels blenders as a liquid supplemental fuel 
component. 

Hard and Crumbly Phase Strategy 

Hard and crumbly material was stabilized in situ using proprietary 
blends of cement and lime kiln dust, then exhumed and transported 
to a hazardous waste landfill. This stabilization was done because it 
was the most practical option available at the time. No option for dis
posal as a solid supplemental fuel was available in 1984 or 1985. After 
May, 1990, untreated disposal of the hard and crumbly phase in a 
hazardous waste landfill will not be permitted, due to the HSWA 
land-ban hammers. 

Contaminated Soils Phase Strategy 

According to the 1985 closure plan, the contaminated soils below 
the hard and crumbly phase were stabilized and mixed with clean soil 
backfill and left on-site. Today, because of the HSWA land-ban hammers, 
further treatment to remove coal tar residuals is required. Strategies 
to remove coal tar residuals from contaminated soil are discussed in 
the next section. 

In the past, the methods described above for the 1984-1985 project 
were sufficient to accomplish the remediation of an open coal tar lagoon. 
Today, with stricter environmental regulation of fugitive air emissions 
and land ban regulations, these remediation ~trategies will have to be 
modified. CWM's Research and Development Group is actively 
pursuing new and innovative technologies for dealing with each phase 
of the coal tar lagoon remediation problem. 

FUTURE COAL TAR REMEDIATION PROCEDURE 

Supplemental Fuels Recovery 

CWM is developing a devolatization/detackification process to convert 
a VR-HC mix into a solid supplemental fuel, which can be utilized 
as a coal substitute. The unit being developed will combine VR, HC 
and a blend of proprietary inorganic/organic detackifying agents and 
mix them in a totally enclosed, indirect, heated paddle mixer to produce 
a coal-like solid supplemental fuel. The devolatization step in this 
process removes BTX, thus rendering the fuel non-hazardous. 

VR and HC components having a fuel value of 5000 Btu/lb or more 
can be recovered and used as a solid supplemental fuel in industrial 
processes. The 5000 Btu/lb criterion is set because 5,000 Btu/lb is 
required to sustain combustion. Burning material of less than this value 
for fuel is considered sham recycling. If a compound has less than this 
fuel value and it is burned as fuel, technically it is being incinerated, 
because additional fuel must be added to sustain combustion. 

It is the opinion of the authors of this paper that any facility that 
engages in this practice of sham recycling should be regulated as an 
incinerator. Generators should be very selective from a liability stand
point when choosing a fuels blender and energy recovery facility. 

Solvent Extraction 
Laboratory studies show that solvent extraction effectively removes 

coal tar from contaminated soil and rocks. CWM has tested solvents 
such as propane, pentane, Freon, methanol, trichloroethylene, and 
triethylamine (TEA). 

Solvent extraction processes are designed to remove contaminants 
from contaminated soil by extraction into the solvent phase. The sol
vent is then recovered and reused. Solvent recovery is necessary because 
of its cost and fugitive emission control. The residual solvent in the 
soil is driven off thermally and recovered. 

Solvent extraction may be expensive because of the costs associated 
with the hazard of using large volumes of solvent, the need to control· 
fugitive voe emissions, and material handling difficulties that may 
occur. with the use of flammable organic solvents. 

Since most of the town gas sites in need of remediation are in highly 
populated urban areas, the use of large volumes of organic solvent may 
be undesirable. The sa~ety and toxicological risks of this technology 
must be carefully considered before choosing this option. 
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Soils Washing 
In soils washing systems, surfactant/water solutions arc mixed with 

the contaminated soil/rock in an agitated vessel. After sufficient agita
tion. the contaminant/aqueous solution is removed from the soil by filtn· 
tion. CWM has developed a proprietary soils washing process, in which 
water and surfactant can be recovered without distillation and be re· 
used in the process. Benefits of soil washing include: the biodegrada· 
ti on properties of the surfactants used; the absence of solvents; and the 
non-thermal nature of the process. 

Soils washing may be difficult, however, because of the need to emul
sify the coal tar for good removal from soil. Hard pitch materials are 
harder to emulsify than the light oil phase of the coal tar. Soils washing 
will work for coal tar contaminated soil if the right situations exist. 
Adequate testing of bench-scale systems and stringent economic analysis 
must be completed before selecting this option. 

Incineration 

When a site has a significant amount of contaminated soil/debris that 
occurs after a lagoon has been filled in or covered, incineration may 
be the only practical remedial alternative. When using on-site 
incineration, all phases of the material can be disposed of collectively. 
Incineration, in some cases, may be required by the regulatory agencies, 

CWM has developed PYROX. a transportable rotary kiln incinera
tion system designed to handle these types of materials. The PYROX 
unit has a horizontal, rotary kiln, primary combustion chamber into 
which the contaminated soils arc fed. The vertical, secondary com
bustion chamber takes gases from the primary chamber and exposes 
them to a temperature of 2200"F. Ex.it gases are scrubbed with a dry 
scrubber to remove HCI and particulates prior to discharge. 

Incineration can treat all phases of coal tar effectively. However. it 
is the most ex.pensive treatment technology discussed in this paper. 

CONCWSION 

In most cases, more than one technology should be applied during 
town gas remediation projects. Certain technologies will work well for 
certain phases of the contaminated material, but one technology will 
not necessarily be the best solution for the whole cleanup. Camul testing 
of these technologies in the laboratory must be performed before com
mitting to a full-scale project. 

Table 4 
Viability of Conlaminated Soll Remedies 

Bioreaediation 

Thenul Desorption 

Solvent EJCtr•ction 

Soila Waahing 

Incineration 

Applic1bility/Ett1ctiy1ne11 

Potentially Viable tor Lov 
Cont••in•nt Conc1ntr1tion - Mly 
not 1chi1v1 nelded level• ot 
cl11n-up. 

Not Vi•ble - Therul D11orpt1on 
vill not 1tt1ctiv1ly r1aove high 
boilinq point PNA1 troa aoil. 

Vi1bl1 Work• well to reaove 
coil tar. H•urda ot u11 ot 
l•"le volua11 ot 01"91nic 
aolventa au•t be con•idered. 

Potentially Vi•ble Mu•t do 
treatability atudiH. Still 
und•r develop.,nt. 

Very Vi1ble Will treat all 
phaeea ot co•l tar •nd 
contaain1t1d aoil. 
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Supplemental fuels are a cost-effective disposal outlet for all of the 
coal tar phases having a high heating value. The viability of contami
nated soil remediation must be closely examined. Table 4 summarius 
the viability of various soil remedies discussed in this paper. 

When the final third HSWA land-ban treatrnenf standards are enacted 
in May of 1990, most coal tar will be listed as characteristically 
hazardous because of CCW levels of BTX organics. This base will mean 
that untreated land disposal of coal tar waste will be prohibited. Because 
this waste is a final third waste, if no treatment standards have been 
established by May of 1990, land disposal of this waste, treated or un
treated, will be prohibited regardless of what treatment technology is 
viable, 

Until standards for the treatment and disposal of coal tar are set, Tuble 
5 summarizes the recommended disposal options. 

Coal tar [r•qt,ipn 

Li9ht Oil: 

Vi•coua/Rubbery: 

H•rd and C"nmbly: 

Contlllin•ted Soll: 

srxeeendtd str•t"Y 

bcoVery .. liquid auppl-tal tuel 
blending component. lfo auxiliery bNtinq 
1• required. Control of voe -1111ona ia 
nece•aary. 

O.Velos-ent of 110lid auppl-.ital fuel 
utlllain9 d•teckific•tion and 
devol1tiliution proce11. Control of voe 
-i••iona ia ..-...ry. 

IS- .. lbov• for vi1cou1 rubbery) 

l. Incinention 
2. Soila W11binq 
l. Sol vent lbrtr•c:tion 
4. Bior....Siation 

As each coal tar segment is encountered, the appropriate remedial 
remedy changes. This paper is intended to aid in the development of 
a management strategy for the selection ~ feasible remedies at rowa 
gas sites. This paper can be viewed as a road map for the remedy of 
town gas sites. By dividing the remedy of town gas sites into different 
phases. this coal tar problem can be conquered, 
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Owner, Contractor, Government Relationships 
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Seattle, Washington 

INTRODUCTION 
Superfund site cleanups are becoming more complex and involved, 

particularly with regard to the relationship between the remediators 
(Owner, Contractors) and the Regulators (Governments). 

The relationship between the Owner and cleanup Contractor is 
basically contractual and governed by the principles of construction 
contract law. However, the relationship between the Owner/Contrac
tor and the "Governments" can be relatively complex. Some of the 
governmental entities that can be involved are Federal (U.S. EPA), State 
(pollution control authority - usually both regional and headquarters 
staffs), local County and City authorities [police department, health 
department, fire department, building department, planning department, 
legal department, community relations department, engineering depart

' ment and utility departments (water, sewer, storm drainage, streets), 
etc.] In addition, quasi-state authorities such as regional wastewater treat
ment authorities and regional air quality authorities often are involved 
in the cleanup. 

Each of the governmental entity listed above has power to regulate 
construction activity within the "scope of their authority." The local 
authority's power usually is exercised by the granting of permits. Often 
the "scopes of authority" of the various governmental units overlap or 
are unclear. In this situation, the effect on the remediators can be either 
conflicting permit requirements imposed by different authorities or in
action on the part of the permitting authorities (each claiming another 
agency is responsible for some action). In addition, the Governments 
responsible for oversight of the cleanup (U.S. EPA or state pollution 
control agency) often delegate review authority for portions of the 
cleanup activity to other state and local agencies (i.e., regional 
wastewater treatment authority, regional air quality authority, etc.). 

Potentially superimposed over this governmental review activity is 
''community action group" oversight. The formation and use of such 
community action groups was encouraged by SARA; Federal funding 
is available for their activity. 

The purpose of this portion of the seminar is to apprise Owners/Con
tractors of the general regulatory scheme imposed on hazardous waste 
cleanup activities and some of the potential pitfalls they may face. 
Experience with the Western Processing Superfund site cleanup located 
in Kent, Washington, one of the largest site remediations (more than 
$80 million) currently in progress, will be described relative to 
Owner/Contractor requirements imposed by the local government. 

REGULATORY SCHEME 
In most site remediations currently in progress, either the Federal 

government (U.S. EPA) or the State government (pollution control 
authority) is the lead agency. The state would be a lead agency if the 
remediation were conducted under a State "Superfund" program, or 

site cleanup responsibility was delegated to the State by the Federal 
government. Lead agency status usually is decided internally between 
the Federal and State agencies. Thus, from the standpoint of the site 
remediation Owner/Contractor, the lead regulatory agency is clearly 
defined, and the set of rules/regulations governing the technical aspect 
of the cleanup is known. What is less clear in a site remediation is the 
status of the local governments (County or City). The balance of this 
paper will deal with the legal powers of the local governments and how 
the exercise of this power can be perceived by the local government. 

Under the United States governmental system, all power emanates 
from "the people." The people delegated certain specific powers to the 
Federal government. The legislative powers, which are enumerated in 
the U.S. Constitution (Article 1), include spending, foreign affairs, war 
powers, immigration, taxation and commerce. The Constitution also 
grants implied powers (Article 1, Section 8) which allows Congress 
to regulate outside the enumerated areas so long as the result furthers 
an enumerated power (necessary and proper clause). Powers not 
delegated to the Federal government are specifically reserved to the 
states or the people under the 10th Amendment. 

State constitutions likewise define the relationship between "the 
people" and state government for sharing of non-Federally delegated 
powers. Each state is somewhat different in terms of specific power 
allocation. However, certain non-Federal powers traditionally have been 
reserved "to the people" (i.e., local governments). These areas of power, 
as perceived by most local governments, include land use planning, 
police protection, fire protection, building code enforcement, local trans
portation, utility services, parks and recreation and community health 
services. Thus, the local governments expect that if a Federal or State 
site remediation activity impacts one of the above areas traditionally 
regulated by the local governments, the local governments will have 
control over that activity. Whether a local government does, in fact, 
have control, and the extent of that control, can be the subject of pro
tracted legal and political maneuvering. The Owner/Contractor should 
be aware of the potential for an intergovernmental power struggle, par
ticularly in areas traditionally regulated by local governments. 

In addition to the power allocation issues, it makes good public rela
tions sense for the Owner/Contractor to keep the local governments 
involved in the cleanup process to the maximum practical extent. Local 
governments tend to feel that they are the true grass roots representa
tives of the people, and thus usually are concerned about the health 
risks, timing and community impacts of the remediation effort. Over
sight groups of private citizens, whose activities may be funded under 
SARA, may be established for each remediation site. In general, these 
groups either include members of local government or report to local 
government. Also, their opinions often are considered newsworthy by 
the press. 
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WESTERN PROC~ING SUPERFUND SITE 
The Western Processing Superfund site is located in Kent, Washing· 

ton, about 20 mi south of Scanle, Washington. The area is heavily 
industrialized, primarily with firms serving the aerospace industry. 

Western Processing was operational during the 1960s and 10s, 
providing chemical reclamation and recycling for materials generated 
by over 400 public and private customers. Waste materials included 
animal by-products, metal finishing solutions, oils, paints, solvents, 
cyanide and battery acid. Due to spills and other releases, the materials 
over time contaminated the soil and groundwater beneath the site and 
Mill Creek which runs through the site. In 1983, the site was forced 
by the EPA to close. 

The site is underlain with an alluvial aquifer that extends to a depth 
of approximalCly 150 ft. The aquifer is bisected by a IO) to 15-ft·thick 
semi-permeable stratum located at a dcpch d approximately 45 to 60 ft. 
The upper portion of the aquifer is referred to as shallow groundwater, 
and the lower portion is rcfemd to as the regional aquifer. The shallow 
groundwater and soil beneath the site arc contaminated with over 90 
contaminants including lead. zinc, cadmium, phenol, toluene, methy
lene chloride, oxymlidinonc, trichlorocthylene and ocher solvents. The 
regional groundwater is largely uncontaminated. 

The largest single contributor of waste to the site was the Boeing 
Company. Boeing organized the negotiations between the Regulators 
and approximately 200 PRPs. A consent decree was entered in U.S. 
District Court in August, 1984. initiating Phase I of the remediation. 

Phase I consisted of surface cleanup. Approximately 2.400 truck
loads of various wastes were removed for off-site treatment and dis· 
posal. Approximately 7,400 gal of dioxin-contaminated liquid were 
treated using the potassium polyethylene slycol process. This process 
destroys dioxin in a low-temperature, low-pressure reaction with no air 
or water emissions. 

Phase D of the remediation process began in April, 1987. and dealt 
with subsurface cleanup. Approximately 22.000 yd' of specific waste 
were hauled off-site for disposal at Arlington, Oregon. a U.S. EPA
approvcd hazardous waste landfill. A slurry wall was installed around 
the 16-ac site, extending dawn into the semi-permeable stratum (±SO 
ft). A vacuum groundwater extraction system using 206 wells was 
installed along with an infiltration system. The groundwater extraction 
system discharges to a treatment system consisting of a stripping tower 
with a Calgon CADRE fume incinerator for volatile removal, and liquid 
phase phenol oxidation/heavy metal precipitation. Precipitated heavy 
metal sludge is dewatercd in a plate and frame press and hauled to the 
Arlington, Oregon disposal site. 

The general operational scheme is to pump. treat and re-infiltrate 
the groundwater in order to remove the heavy metal contamination. 
The pump- and treat-system has to operate for at least .5 to 7 yr and 
may have to be operated for as long as 30 yr to achieve the desired 
cleanup level. 

GOVERNMENTAL ISSUF.S 
The Federal and State Regulators (U.S. EPA and WashinglOn S«atc 

Department of Ecology) have dealt primarily with enforcement of the 
Consent Decree. The City d Kent, which was not a pany to the Con
sent Decree, desired to be involved in the remediation process since 
it impacted their community and governmental services. Kent passed 
an ordinance requiring remodiation contractors to pay an annual permit 
fee in order to fund the City's involvement in the remediation process. 
In April, 1987, Kent retained R. W. Beck and Associates, a Scanle· 
based consulting engineering firm, to provide technical oversight of 
the remediation process. 

In addition to reporting to Kent on remediation progress. Beck assisted 
the Owner/Contractor and Regulators in dealing with a number of local 
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issues. The following is a summary of some key local issues and 
suggestions for dealing with such issues on other sites. 

land-use planning 
A key assumpc.ion of the risk assessment associated with establishing 

the level d cleanup centered on the future use of the Wesaern Proceasing 
site and surrounding property. Cleanup levels were predicated on the 
property retaining an i.ndUIU'ial classification (i.e., residential type 
exposure not anticipated). The local planning agency should thus be 
involved in reviewing any assumptions regarding future land use rela
tive to risk assessments. 

Police protection 
Site security is always a key issue in tuwudous waste site remedia

tion. If the Owncr/Contraceor expects the local police force ro cnforte 
trespass law and the local city attorney to prosecute trespassm, then 
the applicable law must be followed closely. It would be desirable ID 
get in writing from the city anomey's office the exact steps needed ID 
posl the property for uespus enforcement. 

Fin protection 
Special training and equipment may be required for personnel 

cxpcc1cd to combat a fire on a haz.atdous waste rcmcdiatioo sile. 
Frequent conununication on potential problems and availability rl 
supplies such u foaming ..,as. etc., is a must. Evacuation plans and 
air toxic control measures for the surrounding area also should be 
coordinated with the local fire department. 

Utility servicu 
Al Western Processing. plans arc to UJC up to 60 gpm (86,000 gpd) 

d pocable waler for infiltnllion Ousbing. Added 10 chis ~ potable waler 

requirements for cqu.ipmcnc seals and cooling water. The 'Nellem 
Processing site remediation is one ~the largest UJCrs d pocable water 
in the city. 

Code enforcmtnt1 
The city cnfon:es the Uniform Building Code, Uniform Plumbing 

Code and Uniform F'~ Code. All construction should comply with 
these codes in order to reduce Owner/Contractor liability for negli
gent construction. 

Local transportalion 
Since a huardous waste site may be in limbo for 30 yr or longer. 

it can have a major impact on planning for local stn:ets and arterials. 
Consideration should be given to future transportation plans when 
designing a remediation system. 

PorlcslbcmJlion 
A major rccrcaliooal facility called the lnlcnuban nail extends along 

the cast side of the Western Processing site. This trail bad to be closed 
for over 2 yr because of remediation activity. Consideration bad to be 
given for alternative safe routing for people using the bail. Failure ID 
adequately consider safe rerouting could substantially increase the lia
bility of the Owner/Contractor for injury suffered by bail USCJS. 

CONCWSION 
The relationships among the site awncr(s), remediation contractor(s) 

and Federal/State regulators arc fairly well defined. The relation.ships 
of the above parties to local governments are less well defined. 

Activities normally regulated at the local level include land-use 
planning, police protection, fire protection, utility services, code en
forcement, local transportation and parks/recreation. Owners and Con
tractors should comply with local regulatory agency requirements ID 
improve public relations and to minimi1.C legal liability for asserted negli
gent conduct. 



Evaluation of Procedures 
For Claims Presentation and Resolution 
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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this paper is to explore those procedures which can 
be taken by a construction manager to minimize the number of claims 
which result from contractual changes and to enhance their resolution. 
This objective is achieved through a discussion of mitigative actions 
that can be taken during both the pre-bid and the post-bit periods. 

Pre-bid actions include: (1) developing clear and concise bid docu
ments, (2) including contractual provisions that clearly define each 
party's responsibilities relating to change, (3) establishing a contracting 
strategy and (4) clarifying ambiguities. 

Post-bid actions include: (1) assigning experienced contract adminis
trators and inspectors to the construction management team, (2) estab
lishing procedures for documentation of events, (3) educating team 
members on instruction procedures and claims elements and (4) avoiding 
arbitration and litigation whenever possible. 

Adherence to these procedures will be material assistance in reducing 
the number of claims and in achieving their resolution in an efficient, 
equitable and cost-effective manner. 

INTRODUCTION 

Like death and taxes, two things that can be said with certainty about 
a construction project are: (1) changes will be made during the course 
of construction, and (2) the construction manager and the contractor 
will seldom initially agree on the effect the changes have upon the 
project. The objective of this paper is to provide a description of proce
dures which can be implemented by a construction manager to minimize 
the number of claims which result from contractual changes and to 
enhance their resolution. 

Failure to properly address all aspects of the claims procedure will 
result in unnecessary performance and construction management costs. 
This oversight can also lead to the development of an antagonistic rela
tionship between the construction manager and the contractor which 
increases the likelihood of disputes. Mitigative actions can be divided 
into pre-bid categories. 

Requisite pre-bid actions include: (l) developing bid documents that 
precisely define the work to be performed and the expected site condi
tions, (2) including contractual provisions which clearly define each 
party's responsibilities relating to change, (3) establishing a contracting 
strategy and (4) clarifying ambiguities during pre-bid meetings and in 
formal responses to questions received during the bidding period. 

Post-bid actions include: (1) assigning experienced contract adminis
trators and inspectors to the construction management team, (2) estab
lishing procedures to identify, document and track changes from 
inception through the issuance of change orders, (3) educating all 
members of the construction management team on pricing procedures, 
the elements of contractor costs and the necessity for documenting all 

instructions to the contractor and (4) avoiding arbitration and litigation 
for claims settlement whenever possible. 

DEFINITIONS 

Prior to beginning this discussion of the procedures required for an 
effective claims control program, the following definitions are offered 
to avoid confusion. 

Change: 
A change is any modification to the guidance provided within the 

contract documents. Therefore, changes encompass modifications to 
specifications, drawings and other written or oral guidance. They may 
be generated as a result of design modifications, field orders, excusa
ble delays, actions of the construction manager or other contractors, 
and differing site conditions. 

Claim: 
A claim is a written assertion by one of the contractual parties seeking 

as a legal right the payment of money, an extention of performance time, 
an adjustment of contract terms or other relief under the terms of the 
contract. 

Change Order: 
A change order is the formal instrument for establishing agreement 

between the parties to alter the contract price and/or performance time. 
It is the contractor's responsibility to notify the construction manager 
if an event occurs which he believes justified an increase in contract 
price or an extension in contract time. Conversely, the construction 
manager must initiate deductive claims. 

The following discussion of claims procedures is directed specifi
cally toward a construction management function for commercial con
tracting. However, most of these procedures are equally applicable to 
a governmental contract. Although changes will affect both cost
reimbursable and fixed-price contracts, the impact is far more severe 
on a fixed-price basis. Consequently, this discussion specifically ad
dresses that type of contract. 

PRE-BID ACTIONS 

Completeness of Bid Documents. 

Disagreement over the interpretation of contractual terms and con
ditions and the scope of work is a major cause of contract claims dis
putes an_d litigation. A con~erted effort should be made during the 
preparation of the contract bid documents to ensure uniformity, com
patibili1?' and c~~rity of constructio~ requirements and to accurately 
define ~1te cond1t1ons. 1:he construct10n manager will be compensated 
many t~mes over for this effort by reductions in expenditures related 
to claims and disputes and by reductions in performance costs. Achieving 
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completeness and clarity requries the early freezing of design and the 
perfurmance of rigorous constructibility reviews during the design effon. 

Many claims can be prevented by establishing a detailed definition 
of the work scope and an accurate description of the payment bid 
schedule items. Precise definition of contractor interface is particularly 
important when multiple contractors will be involved. Including a 
detailed description of payment items m the bid documents is a con
venient and effective method of avoiding claims. 

Contractual Provisions to Regulate Changes 

Contractual provisions for change control procedures include both 
general provisions and special conditions, both of which arc mandatory 
for the orderly resolution of claims. A properly formulated contract 
should, at a minimum, include provisions for the following: 

• Changes in the work 
• Changes in the contract price 
• Changes in the contract lime 
• Decisions and disputes resolution 
• Construction management responsibilities 
• Differing site conditions 
• Reference points 
• Subcontractor Rejection 
• Laws and regulations 
• Rcl.ated work at site 
• Field Orders 
• Defective work 
• Suspension of work 
• Contract termination 
• Quantity variations and unit price adjustments 
• Force account labor, equipment and mark-up rates 
• Excusable delays 

Tbe most important change provisions arc those which assure the 
construction manager's right to order changes, prescribe equitable con
tractor compemation and require the contractor to implement the change 
without undue disruption to project progress. Establishing the joint 
ownership of float is also a critical contractual requirement. 

Contracting Strategy 

There are t~ fundamental contract classifications: 0) fixed-price, 
for which the contractor has primary cost responsibility and (2) cost
rcimbursable, for which the construction manager's client shares in the 
cost responsibility. Tbe selection of the appropriate contract type requires 
an assessment of cost, time and quality priorities. 

Fixed-price contracts provide the means for maximum cost control 
but require the longest period of project performance time since 
drawings and specifications must be completed prior to bid solicita
tion. The use of a series of fi.xed-price contracts can reduce the total 
project time by permitting construction 10 proceed on some imrial work 
packages concurrenlly with the design of subsequent work packages. 
However. use of multiple fixed-price contracts requires a more defini
tive work scope and closer coordination of contractor operations. This 
method also creates the potential for increased claims resulting from 
the simultaneous use of work areas by contractors and the interdepen
dency of various contgractors' work activities. 

Clarification of Ambiguities 

Invitations to bid should include a request for the submittal of written 
questions from the contractors at the pre-bid meeting. In addition to 
providing answers to these questions, the construction manager should 
review his requirements for progress meetings, administrative submit
tals, project control, quality control, health and safety, site security and 
schedule compliance. Minutes of this meeting should be recorded and 
issued as a solicitation addendum. Substantive questions received during 
the bidding period also should be recorded and issued with their ani.wcrs 
as a contract addendum. Effons to assure a mutual understanding of 
contract language and intent will substantially reduce claims. 
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POST-BID ACTIONS 

Experienced Staff 

The experience of the administrative staff and inspection fon:e is of 
particular importance in minimizing claims and in achieving prompt 
resolution and sctllement. Staff personnel must be thorougbJy familiar 
with construction procedures and be aware of the manner in which a 
change can impact the conlnletOr's cost. Without this understanding, 
administrators will not appreciate the full effect or their actions upon 
the contractor's costs. 

Change Documentation 

The establishment or a procedure for documenting changes and poceo
tial claims is essential to the orderly settlement of the claims. Without 
suitable documentation, the construction manager will be at a disai
vantage in assessing the validity of the contractor's contentions. 

Accurate project records should be maintained so that the day-to-day 
work history can be recrealed if ncceuary. Effective documentation 
can be achieved by maintaining daily construction reports and a project 
photograph log. perfurming time studies and establishing a correspon
dence control system which prescribes procedures for logging. 
serializing and filing correspondence and other written data. 

Of panicular imponancc to claims resolution is the maintenance of 
a separate file for each incident that may result in a claim. A case file 
should be established for each contractor with each incident usigned 
a serial case file number. All pertinent infurmation rclevern to a specific 
incident should be retained in the applicable case file. A confidential 
case file log, similar to the example provided as Appendix A. should 
be maintained to provide effective control of the required responses 
to each incident. 

Every effon should be made to promptly settle claims while the facts 
and circumstanees arc current. Fallure to quickly resolve claims will 
generally result in a more COSiiy settlement. A construction manage
ment policy of pricing and resolving claims prior to the commence
ment of work, whenever possible, must be rigorously followed. 
Retroactive pricing is undesirable since it promolCS force-account 
pricing and increases administrative control costs. However, where 
situations make it impractical to prepricc the change or where opera
tional conditions require the immediate execution of the change, a work 
directive may be issued on a cost-reimbursable basis. This decision 
should be based solely upon the nature of the uncenainties at the time 
the change must be executed. 

When work is performed on a fon.-c-account basis, the scope of work 
must be clearly defmed and daily records or the work efti:>n maintained. 
Appenix B provides an example of the type of form that should be 
employed. These repons will provide invoice suppon for periodic pay
ment by documenting daily agreement on labor, equipment and supply 
costs expended while executing the change. 

Agreement between the parties must be formalized in a change order 
which includes the elements should in Appendix C. rorward-pri~ 
change orders will be executed prior to the commencement of the work. 
A formal change order would also be executed at the conclusion of ti>n:e
account work to document costs and to modify the contract price. 

A final procedural requirement is the maintenance of a change order 
log for each contract that contains the basic information shown in 
Appendix D. 

Educating the Construction Management Tham 

The members of the construction management team must be 
thoroughly indoctrinated on the procedures necessary for suitable claims 
documentation and control. The objective of forward pricing and the 
necessity for only formal directives for field changes must be stresSed. 
Inadvenent directives to the contractor must be prevented. since such 
instructions can result in costly and unnecessary claims. 

All members of the construct.ion management team should be 
reminded of the various manners in which a change can affect a 
contractor. A change may have both a direct and a consequential impact 
upon cost andlor perfurmance time. In addition, the timing of the change 
can be critical. A change issued prior to the commencement of con-



struction may be limited to only a possible schedule alteration plus an 
increase in administrative processing cost. However, a change issued 
during construction may require demolition, rework and redirection 
of crews. This type of change also may have a significant impact on 
schedule, crew costs and overhead. Furthermore, a single change can 
be accomplished with less disruption than a package of changes or over
lapping changes. 

A change issued during construction may result in a cost increase 
directly attributable to some combination of the following: 

• Productivity degradation 
• Delays 
• Labor, equipment, materials and supplies incorporated in the original 

work 
• Labor, equipment and supplies in removing completed work 
• Labor, equipment, materials and supplies associated with new work 
• Non-productive periods during redirection of work 
• Recovery scheduling 
• Equipment standby costs 

Consequential impacts of a change may include the cost increases 
caused by the following: 

• Production degradation of sequential activities 
• Production degradation of concurrent activities 
• Increased overhead costs 
• Crash scheduling costs 
• Changes to subcontracts 
• Time value of money 

• Change of work to unfavorable construction seasons 
• Miscellaneous - bond and insurance 

-small tools and consumables 
-revisions to as-built drawings 
-extra cleanup costs 
-materials handling and disposal 
-materials expediting 
-increased warranty reserve 
-escalation 

The construction management team must be prepared to address con
tractor allegations of cost increases and/or schedule delays resulting 
from these situations as valid or invalid on the basis of factual substan
tiating documentation. Perhaps the greatest obstacle to claims resolution 
is the contractor's frequent demand for total cost recovery. The con
tractor often fails to recognize his own contributing inefficiencies and 
his claim may not supported by facts. In such instances, the construc
tion manager must rely upon those individuals on his staff who are 
most familiar with the details of the claim and on his own files and 
information to arrive at an equitable offer for resolution. 

Avoidance of Arbitration and Litigation 

Arbitration and litigation are methods of resolving disputes which 
customarily occur long after project completion. These remedies are 
costly for both parties, require the expenditure of considerable resources 
and necessitate the resurrection of past events, often by individuals un
familiar with the circumstances of the claims. It is in the interests of 
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both parties to seek agreement as early as possible. Reaching early 
agreement requires an attitude of compromise in lieu of combat and 
the construction manager's continuous assessment of the contractor's 
receptiveness to reach agreement from pre-claim submiaaJ through the 
trial and briefing stages. 

CONCLUSIONS 
To achieve a successful program for claims control and resolution, 

a construction manager must endeavor to eliminate the potential causes 
of claims which frequently are the result of differences in interprcta· 
tion of contract documents and inadequate scope definition. Suettss· 
ful claims control, therefore, begins with the contract document.s. 
Clarity, unifonnity and the inclusion of provisions to facilitate claims 
resolution arc mandatory. 

Following contract CJICCUlion, the construction manager must assemble 
a project team which is skilled in contr.ct administration and is familiar 
with the requirements of the particular type of work to be performed. 
The project team must be thoroughly trained in the manner in which 
construction costs arc influenced by change to avoid unnecessary con· 
frontation. Accurate and complete project records arc essential. This 
documentation provides the construction manager with the meam neces
sary to respond promptly to a contractor's claim allegations and with 
the ability to negotiate a settlement from a position d strength. 
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Applying the procedures that have been addressed will not eliminate 
changes and resultant claims. However, these actioOI will be m material 
auistance in ~ucing the number of claims and in achieving their 
resolution in an efficient, equitable and cosc-effective manner. 
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CONTRACTOR: 
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Transportation and Disposal of Denver Radium 
Superfund Site Waste 

Elmer W. Haight, P. E. 
Bureau of Reclamation 

Denver, Colorado 

ABSTRACT 

'The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and Depanment of Energy 
(DOE), both under contract to the U.S. EPA, have embarked on a 
monumental task involving the excavation and disposal of an estimated 
385.(XX) tons of radium-contaminated soil and debris in the mc:tropolitan
Dcnver. Colorado area. The efforts are divided into two s,eparate con
tract areas and are expected to continue well into 1992. DOE will handle 
the excavation and site restoration. and Reclamation will provide the 
t.ransponation and disposal of the waste. 

'The area of contamination has been designatod as the Denver Radium 
Superfund Site (DRSS). The contamination is believed to have come 
from the residues from radium processing in Denver in the early 1900s. 

Radium processing began in the United Stales about 1914. The 
National Radium lnstilute (NRI) was located in Denver at about that 
time. It extracted radium from Camotite, a radium-bearing material 
available in Colorado. 

The NRI refined the process for ex1racting radium and subsequently 
closed .aboul 1916 after successfully producing 8.5g of radium from 
approxunately 1,500 tons of ore. During this period, other radium 
processing operators also were active in Denver. 

The primary hazards of radium process residues known today are 
that it produ~ radon gas as it degenerates. and if radioactive pani
cles become airborne, enter the lungs or are ingested, they may cause 
cancer. 
. The legacy o~ the NRI and the res! of !he Denver radium industry 
ts present today m the form of tailings and unprocessed ore which. since 
the 1920s. have been spread and used as fill under and around buildings. 
as foundation material, parking lots, road base and otherwise 
mishandled. 

As called for in the lnteragency Agreement between the U.S. EPA 
and the Bureau of Reclamation, Redama11on has provided the trans
ponation and disposal of the process residue (waste material). The con
tractor performing the work for Reclamation., Chem-Nuclear Systems, 
Inc .• of Columbia, South Carolina. The DOE rnntnu:ton; are excavating 
the material and loading it into Chem-Nuclear\ containers for trans
pona1ion 10 the disposal facilily. 

Most of the material (approxima1ely 85 % ) will be shipped in rail
road gondola cars. The remaining 15% will be loadod into sealed 20-ton 
containers which are trucked IO the rail yard and placed onto railroad 
flat. ~ars for shipment. All material will be disposed of in Utah al a 
fac1hty operaled by Envirocare of Utah. Inc., under a subcon1rac1 10 
Chem-Nuclear. 

The wasle is considered Naturally Occurring Radioac1ive Ma1erial 
(N~RM) of Low. Specific Activity. The primary radioactive con
tamm~nts arc Radium-226 (Ra 111

') and Thorium-230 (TH'io). 
Weights for payment and record purpmc~ will be made on state-
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ceni.fied scales. Scheduling and coordination. as wdl as recordkeeping. 
are 1mponan1 upeel.!i of the work and are essential in working with 
the many agencie'> and entities involved in the DRSS effon. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper discusses I.he Bureau of Reclamalion's approach to 
accomplishing the transportation and disposal aspects of the Denver 
~'lium Superfund Site <DRSS) work. Some background information 
ts presented to provide a better understanding of the overall project. 

When Madam Curie diSCOllCred radium in 1898, she set in motion 
a. chain of evenlS which left an unwanted legacy for following genera
tions. By the early 1900s. radium was touted for its medicinal proper· 
ties and ability to destroy or inhibit cell growth. and it became widely 
used as a lreatment for cancer. As a result. the demand for radium 
skyrocketed. staning the radium boom of the early 1900s. 

Prior to 1914. there was linJe or no domestic production of radium. 
Rather. radium-bearing ore was shipped from the United SlaleS ID 
Europe where it was refined. About 1914. it became evidcnl that 
processing in the United SU.1es v.ould be advanlagcous. The U.S. ~ 
~f Mines entered into a cooperative agreemenl with a private corpora· 
lion, the Nauonal Radium Institute (NRI). According to the agn:ement, 
the lns!itute was to develop and operate a radium processing plant in 
the United Stales. The demand for radium grew. and new sources tor 
radium were sought. Camotite. a radium-bearing material. was identi
fied in Colorado about that time.. and it seemed appropriate to locale 
the NRI in Denver. Camotite provided the ore from which radium was 
exlracted by several processors in Denver from 1914 to about 1920. 

The Denver radium industry remained strong until around 1920 when 
very rich deposiis of radium-bearing ore were discovcred in the Belgian 
Congo. The Denver producers could not compete, and the Denver 
radium induslry closed almosl overnight. 

The health-related implications of radium processing were not known 
or considered a problem in those days. Although much of the radium 
was recovered, process residues containing radioactive materials were 
discarded. 

In 1979. the U.S. EPA discovered a reference to the NRI in a 1916 
United Suues Bureau of Mines repon. Subscquen1 resean:h rcvealcd 
the presence of many sites in the Denver-metropolitan area containing 
material requiring remodial measures. One of these sites was the Robin
son Brick Company. the location of the original NRI. This site contains 
approximately 88,000 tons of contamina1ed material. Studies were sub
sequently conducted to identify the potential bawds on all of the knaWll 
silcs. 

There are 44 propenies tha1 have low levels of radioactive conllll1li
nation that could potentially endanger public health or the environment. 

The DRSS was placed on the NPL in 1983. Due to the enormity and 
complexity of the DRSS. the U.S. EPA detennined that response actions 



could be conducted in groups or operable units, and 11 operable units 
were established. Nine of the 11 operable units are being serviced by 
Reclamation's transportation and disposal contractor. 

The work falls under the jurisdiction of the U.S. EPA Region VIII, 
which is headquartered in Denver. The U.S. EPA'.s agreement with DOE 
is to provide the final studies and site investigations and to develop 
appropriate specifications for the excavation of the contaminated material 
and restoration of each of the sites to as near the original condition 
as possible. This is a difficult task, because each property where con
taminated material is located is unique. The task involves open areas 
in some cases; in others it involves removal of buildings and improve
ments for later replacement after contaminated material is removed. 

Strong efforts are made during all site work to keep existing active 
businesses in operation. The logistics of this present a significant 
challenge to DOE and UNC Geotech, the firm with which DOE has 
contracted to provide the engineering and construction oversight for 
the remedial action work. 

The work involved for each operable unit is covered by its own con
struction subcontracts. At least two operable units have undergone 
excavation and stockpiling of material since 1988. Separate contracts 
have been awarded for the loading of this stockpiled material, which 
amounts to about 65,000 tons. 

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT 

While the investigation and studies were underway and the U.S. EPA, 
DOE and UNC Geotech were involved in determining the quantities 
and full extent of the excavation/restoration portions of the work, the 
U.S. EPA asked Reclamation to provide remedial action assistance in 
the transportation and disposal phases of the work. The Interagency 
Agreement (IAG), signed in September, 1988, provides for Reclama
tion to finalize a solicitation including statement of work and to obtain 
a contractor to perform all aspects of work involved in the transporta
tion and disposal of material at an appropriate, properly licensed, per
mitted disposal site. Reclamation is providing the Contract 
Administration and Construction Management for the work, which is 
expected to continue into mid-1992. Superfund money is made availa
ble to Reclamation as needed during the performance of the work. 

Most of the overall coordination with interested and affected parties 
such as the owners and local, state and federal governments is handled 
by U.S. EPA personnel. Matters involving cost recovery, obtaining State 
of Colorado participation in funding and working with various entities 
to assist in identifying and obtaining permits and licenses are handled 
primarily by the U.S. EPA. 

The matter involving cost sharing is important as it pertains to main
taining a timely schedule of work, because remedial work could not 
start on operable units until all agreements were finalized. Schedules 
were directly tied to signing these agreements. 

QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS OF WASTE MATERIAL 

Since Reclamation involvement started in 1988, the estimated total 
amount of material to be transported has risen from 140,000 tons to 
the present estimate of 385,000 tons. This increased amount of con
taminated material is due to better information further defining limits 
of contamination at each site. Determining the depths and lateral ex
tent in some cases is quite difficult. Access to some sites is limited, 
buildings remain in place and the sheer magnitude of the project all 
make accurate computation of quantities difficult. 

Of the nine operable units involved in Reclamation's transpo~tion 
and disposal work, the estimate of material from the smallest umt. or 
property within a unit is 160 tons. The largest operable unit contams 
approximately 158,000 tons. Transportation and disposal service.must 
be provided to a wide variety of areas from a restaurant franchise to 
a large scrap metal processing facility covering several city blocks. 

CONTRACT INFORMATION 
For the transportation and disposal work, Rec~amation chos~ a 

"requirements-type" contract. "Delivery Orders" will be made agamst 
the contract as the work progresses. . 

A solicitation for bids was issued in November, 1988. The techmcal 

qualifications of the firm receiving the award were of paramount 
importance. Price was also of great importance. Interested firms were 
asked to submit separate proposals, one for technical evaluation, and 
one for price evaluation; the technical proposals carried 60% of the 
total available points and the price 40%. 

Technical proposals from the firms were evaluated by a committee 
of professionals, performing each review without discussion among 
themselves. Following the independent review and scoring, the com
mittee met to discuss the proposals. Consensus scores were arrived at 
for each item rated as it compared to the preestablished evaluation 
standard. 

After best and final proposals were submitted and evaluated in the 
same manner as the initial proposals, a contract was awarded to Chem
Nuclear Systems, Inc., of Columbia, South Carolina, a subsidiary of 
Chemical Waste Management, Inc. Chem-Nuclear has been in busi
ness since 1969 is highly qualified in the radiological waste disposal 
field and has an excellent transportation safety record for this type of 
material. The contract value is expected to be about $70 million if the 
final quantity of material is near the 385,000 tons presently estimated. 
Because it is a per ton price, the contract value will change depending 
on the final quantities involved. 

The major subcontracts involved under Chem-Nuclear's contract 
include trucking and the disposal facility. The disposal facility is Enviro
care of Utah, Inc., a facility located approximately 80 mi west of Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 

The base contract is set up to provide for transporting and disposing 
of material from time of mobilization through Sept. 30, 1989. Option 
years will include in sequence the fiscal years (Oct. 1 through Sept. 
30) of each year until Sept 30, 1992. Chem-Nuclear's proposal con
tained somewhat different prices to perform the work for each 
succeeding year. The Government will place orders against the contract 
based on the quantities to be hauled and the prices submitted by the 
contractor for each calendar period of performance. 

The quantities estimated by UNC Geotech are "in-place" volume. 
Through experience, a conversion factor of 1.6 tons/yd3 was estab
lished and applied to this project. The total estimated volume of material 
is 258,000 yd3

• Applying the conversion factor, this yields to the 
385,000-ton estimate for total material. The contract was awarded 
May 15, 1989, with the first Delivery Order issued June 13, 1989, for 
$9.7 million, covering transporting and disposing of 57,500 tons of 
material. 

When the contract was awarded, it was anticipated that up to approxi
mately 20% of the material might be hauled by Sept. 30, 1989. Due 
to delays in the work for a variety of reasons, this figure will be sig
nificantly less than originally estimated. The option years were expected 
to include approximately 155,000 tons in 1990, 110,000 tons in 1991, 
and 40,000 tons in 1992. These amounts,too, may change due to the 
late start in 1989. Actual shipping of material started in mid-August 1989. 

The 20-ton containers are top-loaded, containing top and end covers 
with waterproof gaskets to prevent dust from escaping. These containers 
have been impact-tested by Chem-Nuclear and the railroads to ensure 
continued integrity during accident conditions. 

The Remedial Action contractor (UNC Geotech and its excavation 
subcontractors) will load all containers, mainly using front-end loaders. 
In the case of loading gondola cars from existing stockpiles, large units 
capable of loading large quantities of material in a short time will be 
used. Some areas do not contain stockpiles and will be loaded at the 
same time they are excavated. This is a slower process using smaller 
loading equipment. Some material will be excavated from inside 
buildings after floors are removed; this process is understandably slow 
and better suited to the use of the smaller 20-ton containers. 

Loaded rail cars are decontaminated by UNC Geotech as they leave 
the operable unit. Gondolas are then switched and start their journey 
to the disposal facility by Burlington-Northern tracks to Speer, Wyom
ing, where they are switched to Union Pacific to continue to Enviro
care's disposal facility. The disposal facility has direct rail service and 
has easy truck access from U.S. Interstate Highway 80. The cars wait 
on a siding until test results allowing disposal are received. 

Material from operable units not served by rail is loaded into the 
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20-ton containers. Chem-Nuclear has provided a transportation termi
nal in Denver, located at 1960 A 31st Suect, where empty containers 
are stored and released as needed to operable units for loading. After 
loading, the vehicle and container will be decontaminated by UNC Oco
tcch and will travel back 10 the transportation terminal for weighing. 
The container then proceeds ID the railroad's intennodal yard for loading 
on flatcars for the trip to Salt Laite City, Utah. II is then picked up 
by truck and transponed to a holding area al Envirocan: to wall for 
test results allowing disposal. 

Truckers must meet stringent qualification requirements. Vehicles are 
inspected daily. City routes have been eslablished to avoid residential 
and school areas, and all routes meet the approval of local Transporta
tion Engineering Departments. 

Security is provided at the transportation terminal 24 hr/day. The 
station is manned and is enclosed by a chain-link fence. No loaded con
tainers will be held al the station. They will only pass through for 
weighing and recordkeeping purposes. 

All containers must be weighed using slate-<.:enified scales manned 
by state-certified wcighmasters. The weights will be used for payment 
purposes; they also will provide a tactual record of how much material 
originated at each operable unit. For gondola cars, rail scales capable 
of weighing cars as they travel slowly over the scale area are used. 

A sign is located on each container and gondola car, showing that 
it is dedicated to the transportation of Denver Radium W85te and must 
not be loaded with any other materials. The sign given shows a long
distance, toll free number to contact for information or notification in 
case of problems. 

The bid schedule contains only four pay items. The most significant 
pay item is the per-ton, all-inclusive price for transporting and disposing 
of waste. Other items include holding loaded containers while waiting 
for waste oertification test results, moving empty containers from one 
unit ID anocher to accommodate loading schedule changes and returning 
loaded containers to the unit where loaded in the event the material 
falls outside of the waste classification limits of the solicitation. 

D~ON OF THE MATERIAL 10 BE HANDLED 

The waste is considered Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material 
(NORM) of Low Specific Activity. It is not considered "radioactive .. 
under the Department of Transportation's (DCJf) definition in 49 CFR 
173, but the contract requires that cenain portions of those regulations 
be followed in transporting waste. Much of the material looks like or
dinary soil, and the debris is mainly building materials, pavement 
chunks, tree srumps and similar items. 

The primary radioactive contaminants include Radium-226 (Ram) 
approximately IOO picocuries per gram (pCi/g), with very limited 

amounts, possibly 2 yd1
, containing up to 65.000 pCi/g. There is also 

Thorium-230 (TH"°) approximately 100 pCi/g with very limited 
amounts, possibly 2 yd1 containing up to 167.000 pCi/g. 

Minimal amounts of asbestos-<.:antaminatod debris will be present 
at times. Waste may also conlain trace amounts of other non-radioactive 
contaminants; however, it is not expected that the waste will be classi
fied by characteristics or listed as hazardous waste under RCRA and 
40 CFR Pan 261. It is doubtful the waste will contain PC'Bs in concen
trations of 50 ppm or more. 

SAMPLING AND TFSl'ING 

The sampling and testing program set up and conducted by the U.S. 
EPA, DOE and UNC Gcotcch for waste cenification provides needed 
information concerning the character and composition of the waste. 
Representative sampling will be done at the time of loading; thus, a 
determination can be made concerning the average concentrations of 
Ra216 and TH2

JO in the waste and to otherwise detennine if the waste 
is acceptable to the disposal facility. 

TRANSPORTING THE WASfE 

Chem-Nuclear plans to transport at least 85% of the material in 
100-ton railroad gondola cars and the other 15 % in smaller containers 
mainly of 20-ton capacity. The sampling and testing procedures will 
accommodate these containers. Samples will be analyzed by the 
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Opposed Crystal System (OCS) gamma-ray spectrometer. The radium 
concentration determined by the OCS will be used to confinn that the 
average radium concentration does not exceed the maximum allowed 
by the dilposal facility. TH2JO testing and numerous other tests are to 
be performed u appropriate. Split samples will be provided to the dis
posal facility fur comparative testing upon their request. As !eat reauJrs 
become available, containers will be released for disposal. 
. Since ~ first. Delivery .order, Chem-Nuclear has been \\Orting 
intensely, improving old railroad spur tracks and installing new ooea 
at two major operable units. This construction not only inYolvca co
ordination among the railroads, owners and others, but also inwlve1 
coordination with UNC Geocccb co ens~ that the transportation phase 
remains compatible with the loading operatiom. Railroeds need to 
provide the necessary switches. track and schcdulc availability m lJllldola 
cars. 

Operable units where rail service is not available, or where it is not 
feasible to construct spur track into the areas, will be served by IJ'Ucbd 
roll-on, roll-off, 20-ton containers. 

All containers mu.st med oor requircmcnt.s for shipping radioactive 
waste. They must be cloled, tight containers set aside for CJ1ClusiYe use 
for Denver Radium Superfund Site wastes. If the material is such lhal 
it will llick to the gondola floor, the gondola car floor will be lined 
with 6-mil polyethylene sheets. All c.an will be filled, and Sleel clad 
foam coven will cover the ent)ie car's top. The covers weigh approxi
mately 1,200 lb and an lifted on and off by a small forklift. Disposa
ble Trak:-Pak covers were used on some initial shipmenls until the 
steel-clad foam covers were available. 

DISPOSAL FACILITY 

Envirocare of Ulab, Inc .• was chosen by Chem-Nuclear as the only 
operating NORM waste dUposal racility in the country tbal can reccivc 
radium waste in bulk form. ll has been used to receive malerial from 
several sources including al leasl 2.5 million yd1 of mine tailings. k 
became fully licensed in Feb. 1988. After years of comprehensive 
slUdies, this disposal sile was selec1cd by OOE and the Stale m Utah 
as the besl d 29 pocentiaJ sill:S in U1ab. The facilily is designed lD handle 
over 20 million tons of conwninaled material. 

The facility lies above a subslantial clay layer which provides a good 
bottom seal for the cells. The percolation rate through the layer is 
extremely low. The facility is tar from surface water or pol8ble ground
water. The DRSS cell will be excavated several f=t down from the 
ground surface in an area approx.imatcly 600-ft wide by 800-ft long. 
It will be filled lll)'el' by lll)'el' with waste until all waste under the con
tract has been deposited in the cell. 

Rail cars as they arrive will be held on Envirocan's railspur sidiDg. 
capable of holding more than 250 railcars al one time, until official 
clearance to dispose of' the material is received. The cars then proceed 
to the area where the COYCrs are remoYed, and onto a rollover machine 
where each car is secuml in the machine and lUl'DCd over about 150° 
to dump its contents onco a concrete pad beneadl the machine. The poly
ethylene liner, placed into the cars containing waste that may stick lD 
the gondola floor. facilitates dumping d these loads. Cycle time is about 
6 min/car. 

The waste is then loaded into dump trucks with a fronl loader for 
the 4.000-ft lrip to the cell. The dumped loads are spread into approxi· 
mate 12-in. lifts, moistened if ncoessa.ry to facilitate compaction and 
control dust, and rolled with a standard roller to at least 901Ji oflabcn
tory maximum dry density using the standard Proctor Method ASTM 
D-698. When debris is present, it will be distributed so that adequate 
space is provided fur proper placing and compacting. 

Dust suppression is an important safety comideration tor this material. 
If dust is present during the unloading, hauling and depositing process. 
appropriate respiratory protection must be worn by the workers. 

The 20-ton containers trucked to the facility will be held in storage 
until the waste material is cleared for disposal. Material from the con
tainers will then be dumped directly into the cell for spreading and com
paction. 

All containers are decontaminated using a high-pressure washer prior 
to being released for return to Denver. Only the outsides need be decoll-



taminated, since the containers will be covered for the return trip and 
reused for Denver waste. At the end of the job, the entire container, 
inside and out, must be cleaned as necessary for the container to be 
released for nonrestricted use. 

The completed cell will be topped with a 7-ft layer of compacted clay 
to provide a radon barrier. A 6-in. layer of gravel bedding topped with 
18 in. of cobbles will provide the top and side slope erosion protec
tion. A drainage ditch and Operation and Maintenance road will 
surround the cell. The disposal area is designed to be relatively main
tenance free for up to 1,000 yr. 

The facility can accept waste 12 mo a year. The average precipita
tion is only 5 in./yr so downtime due to heavy rains and snow is minimal. 

Long-term assurances by trust agreement are provided for the con
tinued maintenance of the facility. The facility is appropriately licensed 
in accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 192(a), is fully approved 
by the State of Utah and is under its constant monitoring and inspec
tion. Disposal activities at the site are in accordance with CERCLA, 
Section 121(d)(3). Groundwater and air monitoring measures are 
thorough. 

PERSONNEL PROfECTION 

The work is little different in many respects than other work involving 
heavy equipment. The use of heavy equipment coupled with the special 
hazards associated with radioactive materials and possible other con
taminants, makes safety considerations of great importance. The con
tract requires Chem-Nuclear to abide by all applicable regulations, the 
most notable being OSHA, 29 CFR 1926/1910. In addition to these regu
lations, Reclamation's Construction Safety Standards must be followed. 
These standards closely parallel the OSHA regulations so do not sig
nificantly impact the contractor. The contractor submitted an all
inclusive safety program specific to the work before transportation and 
disposal work began. 

In addition to the typical personnel protective measures, any person 
working on the Operable Units must have attended a 40-hr Personnel 
Protection and Safety course as required by SARA and must have had 
a recent (within the last 12 mo) physical examination meeting the SARA 
and OSHA requirements including a baseline analysis for heavy metals. 

The site workers must be certified to use respiratory protective 
devices. When these devices are needed on the job, they are provided 
by UNC Geotech. Prior to work on the operable units, all employees 
also are required to attend an additional 4-hr training session conducted 
by that firm. This training is specific to the operable units and covers 
more in-depth information on handling radioactive materials of the type 
expected to be encountered here. 

External thermolyminescent dosimeters (TLDs) must be worn by all 
site workers. UNC Geotech provides the TLD service, and the 
dosimeters should never leave the site. They are picked up when a 
worker enters the restricted area and are left at the guard shack when 
he leaves. 

The usual gear worn by workers (such as hardhats, foot gear, safety 
glasses and hearing protection) is provided by Chem-Nuclear for its 
employees. 

All areas within the DRSS that contain radioactive contamination 
or other identified potentially hazardous materials are considered to 
be restricted for the purposes of access control. Only trained person
nel are allowed in the area. No eating, drinking, smoking or chewing 
of any substance is permitted. Even chewing on a toothpick or applying 
lip balm are not allowed. Everyone must sign in and out on the access 
log. A monitoring device (frisker) must be used each time anyone leaves 
the area. The monitoring equipment is provided, maintained and 
calibrated by UNC Geotech. 

Once vehicles, tools or equipment enter the site, they may not be 
removed until certified clean by UNC Geotech. Workers leaving res
tricted areas must be monitored for contamination and must decon
taminate their work clothes and/or wash their faces and hands, if 
necessary. 

PERMITS AND LICENSES 
Chem-Nuclear obtained all local, state and federal permits and 

licenses required from each governmental body having jurisdiction over 
the transportation of the waste by virtue of the waste originating, passing 
through or ending in their jurisdictional region. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 

Public relations aspects of the work are highly important. When the 
subject of radioactive waste comes up, the public perception is that it 
is highly dangerous material. In the case of the Denver Radium Super
fund Site material, the contamination averages approximately 10% of 
the value to be considered radioactive by DOT guidelines. 

Meetings with various groups helped dispel fears and were very im
portant to the timely completion of the work. Contacts have been made 
with local groups in the vicinity of the transfer station and also with 
the cities and communities along the Colorado, Wyoming and Utah 
material transportation routes. Fears subside to a great extent when 
presented with the facts concerning the nature of the material and when 
details of the Emergency Preparedness Plan are discussed. 

SCHEDULING AND COORDINATION 

The solicitation contained a master schedule for the work. This 
schedule was intended to present only an indication of the sequence 
and duration of the work expected for the operable units involved. 
Weekly scheduling/coordination meetings are conducted involving the 
U.S. EPA, UNC Geotech, Chem-Nuclear and Reclamation. These 
meetings are very helpful in discussing progress in mobilization and 
preparatory work and are a valuable tool as the work progresses in 
providing a coordinated schedule whereby Chem-Nuclear will be aware 
of where and how many containers will be needed for the next week. 
Containers are to be supplied to best accommodate the schedule of the 
loadout contractors. 

Because the project is still in the early stages, DOE is still advertising 
and awarding contracts for loading the waste. Chem-Nuclear is haul
ing from only three operable units. As more of DOE's contracts get 
underway, more operable units will be ready for waste transportation, 
and scheduling of containers will become much more difficult. 

Because waste may be hauled from as many as six operable units 
at one time, so a long-range, 30- to 60-day forecast schedule is neces
sary so there is some advance planning opp6rtunity. In the early stages 
of the job, funding for additional operable unit work was caught up 
in the lack of agreement between the State of Colorado and the U.S. 
EPA on the State's 10% contribution. This pi:oblem hampered the prepa
ration of a meaningful long-range schedule. 

With the many entities involved, the scheduling/coordination meetings 
are essential. They provide an opportunity for the group to discuss 
current problems and share ideas and information to help foresee future 
problems. 

The transportation and disposal work is expected to have peaks during 
the better construction seasons and to slow significantly in winter 
months. This is a natural tendency. Any effort to level out the hauling 
schedule to eliminate the peaks' makes scheduling much easier. Chem
Nuclear must provide an adequate number of containers to handle the 
peak periods and still provide for transportation time and holding 
periods. In slack times,. the containers may be idle. 

RECORDS AND REPORTS 

Record-keeping in connection with Superfund work is very impor
tant.Chem-Nuclear is required to report weekly on.the tonnage handled 
during the week from each operable unit. The report must contain the 
shipment/container number, the date the container was sampled for 
testing, the date it was released for shipment, the date it was actually 
shipped and the date it was unloaded at the disposal site. 

Records must include the containers that are returned to an operable 
unit for any reason, including being overweight or because they con
tain mixed waste. Chem-Nuclear must also supply copies of documen
tation such as manifests. The location of each shipment/container at 
the end of the week, whether in transit, in staging, or if disposal is 
completed, must also be included. There is an annual report require
ment that summarizes the activities for the year. A Health and Safety 
Weekly report noting reportable occurrences for the period also is 
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required. A final report is to be prepared when all work is completed. 

CONCLUSION 
The Bureau of Reclamation has utilized its knowledge of construc

tion contracting to provide the suppon needed by the U.S. EPA in 
accomplishing the transportation and disposal phases of the Denver 
Radium Superfund Site work. 

Reclamation's contractor, Chem-Nuclear, is successfully servicing 
DOE's remedial action contractors by providing the types of conlainers, 
in the required quantities for loading. The transportation and disposal 
work is proceeding without significant problems. 
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JM Environmental Protection Products 
3M Center, Bldg. 223-6S-04 
St. Paul, MN SS144-1000 612/736-SJJS 

3M Company-Environmental Protection Pro
ducts-JM Foams. JM Foams have proven their 
suppression effectiveness during hazardous ma
terial cleanup that involves release of volatile or
ganic compounds (VOC), air toxics, odors and 
dust. These water-based foams conform to the 
terrain and last hours, days and even weeks, de
pending on the site requirements. 

All-Pak, Inc. 
2260 Roswell Dr. 
Pittsburgh, PA lS20S 4l2/922-7S2S 

SturdeeSeal Shipper-performance tested. 
D.O.T. exempt packaging, VOA vials, bottles, 
bags, overpack drums, pails, cans, sample con
tainers, safety coated bottles. 

ANDCO ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROCESSES, INC. 
S9S Commerce Dr. 
Amherst, NY 141SO 716/691-2100 

Wastewater treatment systems to remove heavy 
metals, fluorides, phenol and other organics 
from industrial wastewater, contaminated 
groundwater and leachate. Also a portable 
heavy metal pilot unit. 

ARAMsco 
16SS Imperial Dr. 
Thorofare, NJ no zip 609/848-SJJO 

ARAMSCO specializes in safety products for 
ihe hazardous environment. Introducing the 
Blastrac-a portable shotblast cleaning system 
for removing contaminants such as PCB, as
bestos and radiation from concrete or metal 
floors. 

Acres International Corporation 
140 John James Audubon Pkwy. 
Amherst, NY 14228-1180 716/689-3737 

Acres provides waste management expertise to a 
wide variety of industrial firms, utilities and gov
ernment agencies-federal, state and local. Site 
investigations, permitting and regulatory compli
ance evaluations, remedial investigations and 
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feasibility studies, conceptual and detail design, 
and construction supervision are among the com
prehensive services offered. Acres offers a multi
disciplined and experienced team of geologists, 
hydrogeologists, chemists, biologists, geotechni
cal, chemical, civil and hydraulic engineers, and 
support staff to successfully complete a variety 
of waste management projects. 

Adsorption Systems Inc., (ASI) 
P.O. Box387 
Millsonn, NJ 07041 201/762-6304 

Activated carbon adsorption systems and Re
activation Services-Adsorption Systems Inc., 
(ASI), provides potential clients with complete 
adsorption/reactivation programs that utilize ac
tivated carbon for the removal of organic con
taminants from process air and liquid streams. 
Such services include the following: 
• On-Site Adsorption Systems custom designed 

to fit each clients specific needs. 
• Carbon Transport Systems efficiently utilizing 

trailers specially engineered for environmental 
safety. 

• Off-Site Segregated Reactivation Services 
which receive the highest quality reactivated 
products. 

Advanced Environmental Technology Corp. 
Gold Mine Rd. 
Flanders,NJ07836 2011347-7111 

AETC is a full service company offering packag
ing, transportation and disposal for virtually all 
types of drum and bulk chemical wastes. Lab 
chemical packaging, hazardous waste and site 
cleanup, reactive and explosive disposal and 
24-hour emergency responses are also part of 
AETC services. Branch facilities are located in 
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Massa
chusetts and North Carolina. 

Advanced Sciences Inc. 
2620 San Mateo NE, Suite D 
Albuquerque, NM 87110 SOS/883-09S9 

Professional and technical services firm special
izing in environmental services, hazardous waste 
management and advanced technologies. 

AlrSep Corporation 
84AeroDr. 
Buffalo, NY 1422S 11800/426-0212 

AirSep Oxygen Generators utilize a unique Pres
sure Swing Adsorption (PSA) air separation pro
cess. AirSep manufactures generators with flow 
rates of 0-40,000 ft3/hr and discharge pressures 
of 0-4,000 psi. The generators can completely 
substitute for cylinder or liquid oxygen applica
tions. They are safe, reliable, and carry a lifetime 
service warranty. 

All American Environmental Corp. 
140 SJrd St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11232 718/492-7400 

All American Environmental Corporation pro
vides state-of-the-art hazardous waste incinera
tion service. Two complete 43,000,000 BTU/hr. 
transportable systems are available for inspec
tion and project placement. All American En
vironmental offers a wide variety of commercial 
options including full service operation, joint 
venture/teaming and system leasing. 

Alllance Tecbnoloafes Corporation 
213 Burlington Rd. 
Bedford, MA 01730 617 /27S-9000 

Alliance develops detailed inventories of en
vironmental contaminants, designs control and 
treatment systems, evaluates environmental and 
health damages from hazardous waste facilities, 
and assesses new technologies. Alliance also con
sults with government and private managers on a 
range of environmental policy and management 
issues. 

American Colloid Company 
1 SOO West Shure Dr. 
Arlington Heights, IL 60004-1434 312/392-4600 

American Colloid Company, the worlds largest 
producer of bentonite clay, offers a wide variety 
of environmental products and services. The 
PureGold product line consists of bentonite pro
ducts designed specifically for groundwater mon
itoring construction and installation. Our En
vironmental Division has bentonite based pro
ducts for landfill and lagoon liners, slurry wall 
construction, and waste stabilization. 
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Amerku late11U1doul Groap 
200' Market St., Suite 2800 
Philaddphia, PA 19103 21,/981-7117 

Meetina the insurance needl of indwtry by pro
vidina Environmental Impairment Uabillty and 
uaoclated coveraaes. for companies involved in 
rdated fidds, throuah experienced underwrlt
ina. comprehemlve rilk manqement, and dedi
cated claims handllna. 

Amertcu Laboratoriel A 
Rmarcll s.ntc., lllC. 
P.O. Box 1'609 
Hattiesbura, MS 39402 601/264-9320 

American Laboratorla .t Reaearch Servlca, Inc. 
la a full service environmental analyw labor•· 
tory which provlda complete c.baracterlzatJon 
and clusificatJon of aoila, water, aroundwater, 
aludaes, run-off, and air cmiuiona. lnatrumcn
tation includes OC, OC/MS, TCLP, HPLC, 
AA, ICP, TOC, TOX, and complete wet labor
atory ca.pabWties. 

A-a. NaIEM Corporatloa 
c/o AnalytiKEM, Inc. 
28 Sprinadale Rd. 
Cherry Hilll, NJ 08003 60917' 1-1112 

Cbcmica.I and radioactive wute proceu l}'lteml 

eDlineerlna and manqement acrvica. Cleanup, 
removal and treatment of bazardoua materlala; 
certified analytica.l laboratory and fidd aervices 
are provided throuah 1ubaidiary companla; 
ADalytilCEM (609) 7'1-1122 and (803) 329-9690; 
a full lervice environmental laboratory 1pedallz
ina in sun.pk collection of environmental and 
bazardow wute samples; Thermal.KEM (803) 
329-9690; Incineration of bazardoua toxic ma
terlala employina 1tate-of-the-art emiuion con
trols; CyanoKEM (313) 353-'880; Chemical 
treatment of cyanides, IUlfida, corroalva, tox
ics, and Platina wutes and a wide variety of in
orpniic wutcs; An Emeracncy Raponse Treat
ment Servica Team (ERTS) (803) 329-9690; Co
ordinate aU of these iotqrated acrvlca on an 
expedited bub. Repackqinj and removal ICfV

ices are also available. 

A.IHCO Furia ud FDMn Compuy 
900 Circle 7' Ptwy., Suite 300 
Atlanta, QA 30339 404/984-4480 

Amoco Fabrla and Fiben Company manufac
ture. both woven and nonwoven aeotextlle fab
rla for stabilization, filtration, heap leach, land
fill and other containment appllca.tiom. The 
nonwoven productl are commonly used in con
junction with aeonet and aeoaynthetic liner ma
terlala. A natJonal dlalribution 1y1tem prove. to 
serve immediate deliveries required in the con-
1truction induatry. 

.u.r., Bldford A Flake 
P.O. Box239 
Wat Sprinafield, MA 01090 4131733-0791 

We 1pedalize in the recruitment and placement 
of all typa of environmental enalneen, mana
aen, and executive. natJonwide. 

Aqu Tecll EDYlronmcnlal Couultanta, Inc. 
181 S. Main St., P.O. Box 436 
Marlon, Ohio 43302 614/382-,991 

Aqua Tech Environmental Conaultanll, Inc. 
prova accurate and preclae analytical data, on a 
timely buia, at competitive prices to Industrial, 
aovemmental and private cllenll. Aqua Tech'• 
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aervlca Include complete capabWIJes for orpnic 
and lnorpnlc analyal.a, bioa.uay/blomonitorlna, 
aampllna and mobile laboratory analya.la. 

Ar1'1 Muaflldaltq A S.ppty 
105 Harrilon 
American Falll, ID 83211 l/800/63,-7330 

AMS wlU be dlaplarina a run line of our IOi1 
aamplina equipment. We are happy to introduce 
our new patent pendina liquid aampler and IOi1 
au vapor probe. Stop by booth 11012 for more 
Information. 

AModalH o.a,. A Mf1. Co. 
114 North Henry St. 
AJcll&Ildria, VA 22314 703/'49-,999 

Auoclated Dalin provides 1ultable laboratory 
equipment for TCLP, EP-TcWdty and Uquid 
Rele.uc testlna of aolid wute. Featured producu 
include the Zero Headapece Extractor (ZHE) for 
collectJon of volatile contaminanll, two bcnch
top RltratJon uniu, the new Liquid llcle.ue Tat 
device, and larae-apaclty rotary qltaton whkb 
hold bottles, aepa.ratory funndl or ZH&. 

UV Wutc Sdeaa .... Ta•olop c.,. 
4370W.109tbSt. 
Overland Park, KS 66211 913/339-2900 

A Black A Beatch Company, BVWST provides 
complete bazardow wute manqement services, 
lncludina Rl/FS, des!Jn pWu and apea, imple
mentation ovcniaht, RCRA servica, rqulatory 
and permit 1upport, and litiption uailtance. 
Other 1pecla.ltia include wute treatment, PCB 
tramformer replacement, pubUc balth evalua
tions, facility cloaure services, environmental 
aud.111, and community riaht-to-tnow plannina. 

BCMtAP-n 
One Plymouth Meetina 
Plymouth Meetina. PA 19462 21'/ID-3800 

Quality en,ineeri.na in bazardow wute manqe
ment and control; aroundwatcr 1tud.la, aeopbYJ
ical aurveya, remedial daian enainecrlna. super
fund lite invatipllom, facility permittina. 
cloaure planJ, real atate contamination auaa
menll, ubcttoa 1urveys and analytical servica. 

BF.S bYlro.-tal Spedalllt lllC. 
82-86 Boston HW Road 
Lark1vWe, PA 116'1 717/i79-,316 

Emer1ency and remedial comtruc:don acrvlca 
for lndwtry and aovernment In lite ratoration; 
characterization, excavation, tranaportation and 
dilpoaal of llquid, drummed and bulk wutes; se
cure landfill and lqoon conatructJon/closures; 
facWtia decontaminatJon and demolition; de
waterina; 1toraae tank tatJna, removal and re
mediatJon; 1lte usesament, and complete 
aampllna aervices. 

BNA Co-alllcatlou lllC. 
9439 Key Weat Ave. 
Rockville, MD 208'0 301/948-0'40 

BNA Communica.tJona Inc. will display bro
chures in the literature center on our video train
Ina pro1ram1: Handlln1 Haurdous Wast~; 
Spills Happen: A Training Program for Small 
Spill Ruponn, and elaht new 1afety trainina 
videos ror hazardous wute operations covered 
under SARA 1910:120. 

ll&br/TSA, lllC. 
Airport Office Park, BUia. 3, 420 Rouaer Rd. 
Coraopolil, PA 15108 412/26McXk) 

Perform remedial inveadpdon/feuibllity 
atudia, lite uaeumenll, hydroaeofoaic ltudla 
RCRA monitorlna; implement remedial ~ 
at bazardow wute manaaement lita; PfOVide 
prellmirwy /final enaincerina daip and con-
1truction/ cl0ture manqemcnt at aolidlbaz,. 
ardoua wute lita, rilk uaeumenu, rcaulatory 
review•, cconomk analyaea, market •tudiel. and 
permlttina; provide ubeslOI and tank manqe. 
ment servica. 

Batll Video Prodacdoa 
1033 0 St., Suite S46 
Uncoln, NE 61"°8 401/476-7951 

Bates Video Production bu apaiaice devdop. 
ina projecta dcallna with the complex and potit. 
lcally lmlitJve luue of wute. We know bow to 
communicate the technical upec11 of wute clll
poul; we can bdp make the complicated, 
aimp&e. If you're com.iderlna uaiDa video u a 
com.municationa, informational, educalional 
tool, we'd like to help. 

IMo-t-eco•., s,......, lllC. 
4200 South Raarcll Dr. 
La.I Cruea, NM 88003 '°'/646-S181 

Bio-recovery Syst.ana, Inc. la a rapidly arowiaa 
company enppd in recovery of tolic, bcaYJ 
meta.1:1 from industrial wutewaten, COlllallli
nated lfOUDdwaten, Superfund aita and llliDina 
proca.s rtreama. The La.I Crucea, NM, firm pro
vida an oconomkal, proprietary teclmoio&J for 
removiq and rccovaina metallic buardow 
wutes to meet pollution effluent limit.I. 

Boen AJlea A HUllhOll 
43)() Eut-Wat ffiabway 
Bethada. MD 20814 30119' 1-2.690 

Booz, Allen A Hamilton. Inc. la a lcadina tecb
noloa and manqement comultina firm that lw 
earned an outstandina reputation in environmen
tal sen1ca throuah yean of direct involvanmt 
dcvdoplna and implementina key prop11111 for 
aovemmau and induatry world-wide. Tbe firm 
bu worked with the Superfund and RCRA pro
puu lince their lncepdon and offcn com.pre
belllive mluion and prosram-related expeniK. 
TecbnoJoay and manqanent aervlca include: 
rlak manqement; audltl and tecbnica1 nalua
tiona; resu!atory enforcement and policy ll1P' 
port; records manqement; information IJl
tema devdopment, and proaram plannina, im
plementation and evaluation. 

~s,o.,. 
500 Lafayette Blvd. 
Frederlcksbura, VA 2240 I 7031373-3-4&2 

Abaorbenll for emeraency respoDK, leak and 
1pW control, and industrial maintenance: • Buie 
Sponae: absorbs water, oil, lnb, and non
aaaraatve fluids • Oil Only Sponae: absorbs oil 
and repela water both indoon or outdoon 
• Chem..Spoqe: absorbs .,.,. fluid-adds. caus
tJcs, 1olvent1, without auesswork. Available as 
rubes, pWowa, booma, mau and rolls. 

Browa ud Caldwell 
P.O. Box 804' 
Walnut Creek, CA ~96-1220 415/937-9010 

A full-aervlcc firm, Brown and caldwell bas CJ· 
perlencc in lite a.ucssmentl; remedial invcstlp· 



lions, feasibility and treatability studies; analyti
cal programs; waste minimization; UST manage
ment programs; design of remediations, includ
ing soil and groundwater treatment; permitting; 
construction supervision, and solid waste man
agement. The firm has offices nationwide, in
cluding three certified analytical laboratories. 

Tbe Bureau of Nadonal Affaln, Inc. 
12312Sth St., N.W., 3-414 
Washington, DC 20037 202/4S2-4229 

DNA publishes regulatory, legal and working 
guides providing the latest information concern
ing the manufacture, transportation, safe han
dling and disposal of hazardous materials. 

C-E Environmental 
261 Commercial St. 
Portland, ME04112 207 /77'-5400 

Environmental consulting, monitoring and 
chemical analysis; hazardous waste site investiga
tions, remedial design, construction and clean
up; thermal and non-thermal waste treatment 
systems. 

CECOS Intemadonal 
P.O. Box 31'1 
Houston, TX 77253 713/584-8850 

CECOS International, Inc., a full-service com
pany headquartered in Houston, Texas, and with 
facilities throughout the country, is primarily in
volved in the recycling, reclamation, remedia
tion, treatment, transportation and disposal of 
chemical and hazardous waste. 

CH2M HILL, Inc. 
P.O. Box4400 
Reston, VA 22090 703/471-1441 

CH2M HILL provides waste management serv
ices-including design, construction, investiga
tion, and planning-to industry and govern
ment. We are the largest environmental engi
neering firm in the United States, with 4,000 em
ployees in 57 offices worldwide. Over a third of 
our business is managing hazardous, radioactive, 
and solid waste. 

The CBEMTOX"' System 
Div. of Resource Consultants, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1848 
Brentwood, TN 37024-1848 615/373-5040 

Software programs and services designed to save 
time and control costs. Extensively tested over a 
variety of industries, government agencies, in 
more than a dozen countries. The CHEMTOX® 
System can make right-to-know, safety jobs, 
SARA reporting, and manifest tracking easier 
and more productive. 

CompuChem Laboratories, Inc. 
3308 Chapel Hill/Nelson Highway 
Research Triangle Park 
NC 27709 1/800/833-5097 

CompuChem Laboratories, Inc., a full service 
organic and inorganic CLP laboratory, special
izes in CERCLA, RCRA, Priority Pollutant, 
Dioxin and Waste Characterization Analysis. In 
1990, CompuChem will expand its analytical 
services to include: 
• Mixed Waste Analysis 
• Air Analysis 
• Low Level Radiological Analysis 
CompuChem's Environmental Site Profile 
(ESP), a proprietory data management system, 

provides on-line access to test results which can 
be downloaded to personal computers. For for
ensic quality data and expedited turn-around 
times, visit the staff of CompuChem Labora
tories. 

Calaon Carbon Corporadon 
P.O. Box717 
Pittsburgh, PA 15230 412/787-6700 

Calgon Carbon Corporation supplies activated 
carbon products, systems and services, and air 
strippers to remove soluble and volatile organic 
chemical compounds from contaminated 
groundwater, surfacewater or wastewater. 

Camp Dresser & Mc.Kee Inc. (CDM) 
One Cambridge Center 
Cambridge, MA02142 617/621-8100 

Camp Dresser & McKee Inc. (COM) provides 
environmental engineering and consulting serv
ices to government and industry for the manage
ment of hazardous and solid wastes, water re
sources, wastewater, and environmental facili
ties. Hazardous waste services include remedial 
design and construction; treatment facility de
sign and operation; environmental assessments; 
RCRA permitting; and groundwater modeling 
and restoration. 

Capsule Environmental Englneerlna, Inc. 
1970 Oakcrest Ave., Suite 215 
St. Paul, MN 55113 612/636-2644 

An environmental management firm that special
izes in the adaptation of waste reduction technol
ogy as the primary method of meeting present 
and future environmental regulations. While 
working with clients on waste reduction, Cap
sule provides engineering services in the areas of 
environmental assessments, regulatory compli
ance, management of site cleanups and educa
tion programs. 

CarbonAlr Services, Inc. 
J 624 5th St. South 
Hopkins, MN 55343 612/935-1844 

CarbonAir Services, Inc. is a major manufac
turer of airstripping and carbon adsorption 
equipment for use in the decontamination of 
water and air. 

Camow, Conlbear & Associates 
333 W. Wacker Dr., #1400 
Chicago, IL 60606 3121782-4486 

Camow, Conibear & Associates is a full service 
occupational and environmental health consul
tant firm offering the following services: 
• Asbestos Surveys 
• AIHA Supervisor Laboratory 
• Environmental Audits 
• Medical Surveillance 
• Hazard Material. Training 
• Community Right-to-Know Programs 
• Health Risk Assessment 
• Hazard Communication Programs 
• Health Care Network for Occupational Health 

Programs 

Center for Hazardous Waste Mana1ement 
10 West 35th St. 
Chicago, IL 60616 312/567-4250 

Sponsored by Illinois Institute of Technology 
and UT Research Institute, the Center assists 
clients by performing research, developing im-

proved techniques, conducting seminars, and 
providing quality assurance for waste manage
ment programs. Recent activities include a tech
nical, legal and policy study for the coalition on 
Superfund, and licensing an in-situ soil decon
tamination technique. 

Chemical Waste Mana1ement, Inc. 
3001 Butterfield Rd. 
Oak Brook, IL 60521 312/218-lSOO 

Chemical Waste Management, Inc. provides a 
complete range of hazardous waste management 
services. These include reduction, remediation, 
treatment, recycling, transportation and dis
posal. 

Chen-Northern, Inc. 
96 South Zuni St. 
Denver, CO 80223 3031744-7105 

Chen-Northern, Inc., is a full-service consulting 
firm offering services in solid and hazardous 
waste management, environmental engineering, 
geotechnical engineering, asbestos consulting 
services, tank testing services, geology, hydrol
ogy, hydrogeology, materials engineering and 
testing, construction quality control, construc
tion contract administration, and management. 
The firm has complete in-house subsurface ex
ploration capabilities including drilling and soil
gas investigation services. Headquartered in 
Denver, Chen-Northern maintains 18 offices 
throughout the Western United States. 

Christensen Mlnln1 Products 
4446 West 1730 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84130 801/974-5544 

Christensen Mining Products booth features dia
mond core and drill bits, core barrels and their 
new casing advancer (which allows full-hole drill
ing) and center section removal via wireline for 
spot coring. We also display our environmental 
and mud products. 

Chromanedcs Sclendflc Products 
709 N. Black Horse Pike 
Williamstown, N.J 08094 609/728-6316 

Chromanetics, known as the "One Stop" Shop
ping Service for environmental laboratory and 
field products, offers its new SOO-page environ
mental products catalog to conference atten
dees. There are seven unique sections to the cat
alog, which describe specialty scientific glass
ware, a complete line of chromatography pro
ducts, chemicals/reagents, plasticware, general 
labware, instruments (OC, IR, UV, AA, 
Furnace, etc.), lab furniture/hoods/refrigera
tors and field sampling and safety products, in
cluding HNU Pl 101 sales and rentals. 

Claytro Environmental Consultants 
2234S Roethel Dr. 
Novi, Ml 480SO 313/344-1777 

Services include: Environmental Engineering 
Services • Environmental Risk Assessment and 
Corrective Action Strategy • Point Source and 
Ambient Air Quality Studies • Regulatory 
Agency Liaison • Underground Storage Tank 
Testing and Management• Hazardous Waste 
Disposal, Storage, Handling, and Training Pro
grams • Geological and Hydrogeological Eval
uation • Chemical Emergency Response Pro
grams • Comprehensive Surveys, Audits, and 
Program Development • State and Federal Per
mit Application Preparation and Negotiation 
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Groundwater and Wutewater Studies • Fugitive 
Emisaion Inventories and Odor Studies. 

Columbia Sdentlnc lndutrla Corpon1don 
Box 203190 
Austin, TX 78720 .Sl212.58-.Sl91 

Portable x-ray analyzers for in-ailu monitoring 
of inorganic contaminanu. Directly meuurea 
elements in soil or in samples collected from the 
site. Elemenu ranae from Al-u includes RCRA 
elements sucb u Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zr, Se, 
Al, Pb, Aa. Cd cl Ha. Senaitivity from ppm to 
100 ... 

Couolidated Rall Corpon1do11 
Room 919-0ne LibcTty Place 
Pbiladelpbia, PA 19103-7399 21.S/Ul-7281 

Conrail is one of Lbc laraest freight railroad •Y•· 
tema in the Northcut-Midwest quarter of the 
United Statea, operatina over a network of 
approximately 13,100 route milea. Conrail ia a 
licensed and reailtered tramponer or baz.ardow 
wute and 1ixty percent of all Superfund ailea are 
loca.ted within lu territory. Conrail worka cloae
ly with connectina rail camera, truckina, and 
equipment companies Lo offer reliable service. 

Conooa A Bhlck EaYlroam.alal 
l.Marutt Semas 
6'100rand Teton Plam, Suite 102 
Madison, WI 53719 608/833-2887 

Environmenlal IDJUr&Dce Specialiau: Corroon 
cl Black is one of America'• largest insurance 
broken. CAB bu developed apecialiud insur
ance and surety proarama for many enaineerina 
cl corutruction aroupa. Amona the specialiud 
progrl.!tlJ is an i11Jurance proaram for remedial 
action contractors, enaineen and ubestoa abate
ment conlrlCtOra. It includes pollution lepl lia
bility, 1eneral liability, Contracton Pollution 
liability, enalneen professional liability, enai
neen pollution liability, automobile and prop
erty coverqes. 

C.. lutnllmtnt Corpon1do11 
55 Oak St. 
Norwood, NJ 07648 2011767-6600 

Cou prolducu include the TOX-10 Tolal Oraan
ic Haloaen Analyzer and the TSX-10 Tolal Sul
fur Cblorine Analyzer. 

DartAmerica 
61 Railroad St., P.O. Box 89 
Canfield, OH 44406 216/533-91141 

A group of companies dedicated to the tranapor
tation of baz.ardow wute and aencral commod
ities in 48 statea utilizina dumpa, roll-offs, vans, 
flatbedJ, pneumatic and liquid tank equipment, 
and L TL van service. 

DlltaCllem Labon1torla 
960 W. LeVoy Dr. 
Salt Lake City, UT 114123 801/266-7700 

DataChem Laboratories, Inc. is one of the na
tion's laraest and most experienced providers or 
comprehemive laboratory analytical services. 
These services assist clients In objectively eval
uatina environmental/hazardous waste issues 
and industrial hyaiene/safety concerns. Durina 
its 16 year history, the company has established 
a national reputation for delivcrlna accurate teat 
results on a cost-effective basis for both the pri
vate and aovernment sectors. 
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DllYll PqmW, Inc. 
P.O. Box60 
Columbia, TN 38402-0060 61.S/388-0626 

Twin-Shaft Twin-Drive pupnill and complete 
planta. The fecdina 1y11em can conailt of belt 
type feeder biru to 1peclally dcaianed acrew type 
biru or a combination or biru. Complete elec
tronic weiahina and rat.lo controlled packaaea 
arc available for preciac mc&1urement or added 
material and chemicals. Modular and portable 
unlll arc available. 

Donollar A Auodates, lac. 
4738 N. 40th St. 
Sheboygan, WI 53081 414/458-8711 

Donohue ia an ARCS contractor with a nation
wide ataff of over 1,000 and a 1989 ENR RANK· 
INO or 64. Our environrnenlal ldentiata and en
ainecn are apedaJIJta in wute manqemcnt, dil
poaal and cleanup. Donohue'• baz.ardoUI wutc 
services include RCRA Jnvestiptioru and com
pliance monitorina, Rl/FS 11udiea, and enaineer
ina of remedial cleanup actloru. 

Dll Pont 
1007 Market St., EAD, NA-228 
Wilminaton, DE 19898 3021174-7248 

Dunn Geolldattt Corpon1do1 
12 Metro Park Rd. 
Albany, NY 12205 $18/458-13ll 

Full Service Environrnenlal Coruultanu: Com· 
plete atarr or hyd.rogeologiats, aeologiau, cn
vironmenlal ldent.lau and enaineers, toxicolo
aiata. and reaulatory experts provides a ranae or 
servica includina RllFS and RCRA Corrective 
Actions, Remedial Dai&n and Construct.Ion 
Manaaement, ToxicolOl)'/Public Health A.ucas
menu, Hu.ardo·w Wute Plannina and Manap
ment, Hydroaeolo&ic Servica and Property 
Transfer E.nvironmenlal Site Aascssmenta. 

Ebuco EaYlroaantal, A OIYLIJon of 
Ebac-o Mnica lncof1H)nted 
2 World Trade Center 
New York, NY 10048-0752 2121839-2744 

Ebuco Environmenlal, a division of E.basco 
Services Incorporated, is a leader in environ
mental preservation, bavina remediated wastca 
11fcly and economically for more than 30 yan. 
In addition to waste remediation services, we 
offer complete environmenlal services includina 
perrnitt.lna. sitma studies, rilk as1cssmenu, re
medial inveatigationa/feuibility studies and en
vironmenlal Impact reports. 

ECOFLO, Inc. 
8520-M Corridor Rd. 
Savage, MD 20763 3011498-4.S.SO 

E.COFLO provides answers to client-specific 
wute manqement needJ from our extensive 
offering or services, including: 
I. Wute characterization 
2. Collection, tranaponation and treatment/dis-

posal of most wutes 
J. Lab pack services 
4. Remediation and clean-up services 
5. Wute mlnlmlz.ation advice 
ECOFLO serves the mid-Atlantic region from 
offices In Maryland and North Carolina. 

ECOV A Corporado• 
3820 l.S9th Ave., NE 
Redmond, WA 98052 206/883-1900 

Haz.ardoua wute manqement technolosla and 
aervica ror OIUl1' remedlat.lon. ECOV A polo
siata, bydroaeolOJilu, m.icrobloloaiJu, cbcm
llla, en&ineen, and field 1uppon staff perform 
lite aueumenta; 11mplina and analysis; llJldcr. 
around atorqe tank manqement; t.reatabllity 
studies; pilot-tcale demomtrationa; and full. 
scale remediation urina bloloSical, cbankal, 
ph)'lical, and mobile incineration tecbnolosics. 
In 1itu proc:caea are available. 

FJmco Pnic:em f.4111paat C.O.,.., 
P.O. Box JOO 
Salt Lake City, UT 114110 8011526-DX> 

Eimco provides biolopcal reactor for IOil recla
mation proc:euca. Inclined plate clarifaen, bdt
preaa ruten and other equipment ror tnarin& 
wutca are available. 

ELA.NCO Produd Compuy 
Lilly Corporate Center 
Indianapolis, IN 46285 J 17 /276-2299 

Typu• Biobarrier™ is a 10111-lutina root pre
vention l)'ltem, which combines a fabric and 1 

time-releaaed herbicide. Biobarrier will block 
root.a that attempt to penetrate closure capa over 
wute burial sites without lwmina the plants, 
t.rea or other vqewion. Biobarrier ia flClible 
and easy to inslall. 

L"'IR 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10020 2121512-3131 

ENR is a weetJy mquine reportlna businea 
and tccbJUcal news on many types or construc
tion proj«u worldwide to over 400,000 readers. 
The market includes dealan (architectural and 
enaineerina) and contractina companiea scrvlna 
industrial and commc:rci.al fonm and 1ovem
men1 aaendca. Areas of coverage are buildiDp, 
infrutructure, finance and environmental clean· 
up. 

ENREC0,18':. 
P.O. 8oJt 9838 
Amarillo, TX 7910.S 

ENRECO la a tcchnolOI)' company establisbcd 
in 1912 to manqe solid, liquid and pseous 
wutea. Our primary area of expertise, waste 
stabilization, bu been used successfully on over 
200 projecu. Recent developments include 
specialiud cbemical separation teclmiques to 
isolate a variety of oraanic contaminants from 
the wute matrix. 

ENSCO, l11e. 
333 Executive Court 
Little Rock, AR 7220.S 501/223~160 

ENSCO la a premier huardous waste manaae
ment company featurina t.ransponation and in· 
clneration of RCRA and PCB wutes. ENSCO 
provides intqrated baz.ardous wute manaae
ment aervicca to private industry, public utilities 
and aovernmenlal ent.ltiea. 

ERCE EaYlroameatal A EaeraJ Senlm Co. 
3211 Jermantown Rd. Oermantown Rd. 
Fairfax, VA 22030 703/2-46-0539 

ERCE is a professional and technical services 
company that offen environmental, infruLrUC· 



ture and energy consulting and engineering serv
ices to industrial and commercial companies, 
electric utilities and governmental agencies. De
sign services are supported by four accredited 
analytical laboratories strategically located 
throughout the U.S. ERCE maintains over 20 
offices in the U.S. 

The ERM Group 
SSS Springdale Dr. 
Exton, PA 19341 800/S44-S117 

The ERM Group, a full-service environmental 
consulting firm with more than SO offices world
wide, provides the following services: site remed
iation; hydrogeology; hazardous/solid waste 
management; management consulting; indus
trial/municipal water and wastewater treatment; 
underground tank management; environmental 
science; air pollution control; computer services; 
construction management; and health, safety 
and toxicology. 

Easle-Plcber Environmental Services 
36 B.J. Tunnell East 
Miami, OK 743S4 918/S40-1S07 

Supplier of high quality glass and plastic ware 
washed according to EPA Protocols. All con
tainers available with sampling label and each 
box custody sealed to insure sample container 
cleanliness. Specify full QA or Wash Only. Ana
lytical quality control is performed in our full
service EPA Contract Laboratory Program. A 
variety of styles and sizes of containers are avail
able and are distributed on an exclusive basis by 
Baxter Scientific Products. 

Earth Resources Corporation (ERC) 
P.O. Box 616961 
Orlando, FL 32861 407 /295-8848 

Earth Resources Corporation (ERC) is a full
service hazardous materials management firm 
specializing in the containment, treatment, and 
removal of all types of hazardous materials. 
ERC has a highly trained professional and tech
nical staff experienced in the design and imple
mentation of innovative solutions to today's 
waste problems. ERC's capabilities include but 
are not limited to soil, groundwater, facilities, 
containerized wastes and pressurized gas 
cylinders. 

The Earth TecbnololY Corporation 
100 W. Broadway, Suite SOOO 
Long Beach, CA 90802-S18S 213/495-4449 

As one of the nation's leading environmental, 
earth sciences and geotechnical consulting firms, 
The Earth Technology Corporation's primary 
business activities include: Waste Management 
and Environmental Services, Critical Facilities 
Siting, and Related Advanced Technology and 
Testing Services. 

Visit Booth 1SOS for information on superior 
technical capabilities for government and private 
industry. 

EcoTek 
219 Banner Hill Rd. 
Erwin, TN 376SO 404/843-3732 

EcoTek, a subsidiary of Nudear Fuel Services, 
provides comprehensive services for the remed
iation of sites contaminated by hazardous and 
mixed waste materials. EcoTek's services include 
hazardous/chemical (CLP) and radiological 
laboratory services, process design, mixed waste 

characterization, health and safety upgrades, 
procedures and equipment, decontamination and 
decommissioning, and resource recovery. 

EcololY and Environment, Inc. 
368 Pleasantview Dr. 
Lancaster, NY 14086 716/684-8060 

E & E is recognized worldwide as a leader in en
vironmental science and engineering. The firm 
performs remedial investigations, field studies, 
mitigative engineering design and construction 
management; hazards and risk analyses; spill 
emergency response and asbestos removal man
agement; regulatory compliance audits; environ
mental impact assessments; air, water and 
groundwater pollution control; industrial 
hygiene; analytical laboratory services. 

Empire Solis lnvestlaatlons, Inc. 
140 Telegraph Rd. 
Middleport, NY 1410S 7161735-3502 

Empire Soils Investigations, Inc., along with its 
laboratory division-Huntingdon Analytical 
Services-and its wholly owned subsidiary, 
Asteco, Inc., provides the following services: 
Contract drilling and installation of ground
water monitoring wells, geotechnical testing in
cluding contaminated soils, geotechnical engi
neering, chemical analytical testing, asbestos in
spection and testing, and materials engineering 
and testing. 

Enaineerlna·Sclence 
75 North Fair Oaks Ave. 
Pasadena, CA 91103 818/440-6101 

Engineering-Science (ES) is a full-service, na
tional and international environmental engineer
ing firm providing complete services in haz
ardous waste management. With offices in 23 
domestic locations, ES is active in supporting in
dustrial and military clients in all phases of site/ 
remedial investigations, feasibility studies, re
medial action plan preparation, site cleanup/ 
closure and post-closure activities. 

Entropy Environmentalists, Inc. 
P.O. Box 12291 
Research Triangle Park 
NC 27709 9191781-3550 

Entropy, the largest independent air emissions 
testing firm in the country, provides air emis
sions testing and consulting services to assist 
firms in effectively complying with hazardous 
waste regulations. Services include: RCRA/ 
TSCA incinerator testing and analyzing; VOC 
emission inventories and testing; dioxin/furan, 
P AH, PCB testing principal organic hazardous 
constituents (POHC) selection, trial burn test 
plan preparation and permitting assistance. 

Envirodyne Enaineen, Inc. 
1908 Innerbelt Business Center Dr. 
St. Louis, MO 63114-5700 314/426-0880 

Envirodyne Engineers, Inc. is a consulting engi
neering firm and an analytical laboratory, with 
offices in Chicago, New York and St. Louis. Our 
certified laboratory offers full service capabilities 
including: radioactive waste analyses, dioxins/ 
furans explosives, Appendix VIII/IX, EP Tox
icity, TCLP, Priority Pollutants, herbicides, and 
all conventional inorganic parameters in waste
water, potable water, soil, air, and biologi~al 
matrices. Our engineering services include site 
assessments, UST, treatability studies, ground-

water monitoring, RI/FS, design and construc
tion oversight. 

Environmental Audit, Inc. 
P.O. Box322 
Lionville, PA 19353 21S/S24-7002 

EAi is an environmental information company 
providing fast, cost-effective environmental 
records from federal and state government agen
cies. EAi's Federal Environmental Data (FED) 
Report provides NPL, CERCLIS, RCRA, 
FINDS and National Spill records for any area 
of the country, guaranteed within 3 to S days. 
Call (800) 542-8348 for service. 

Environmental Business Journal 
827 East Washington St. 
San Diego, CA 92103 619/29S-768S 

EnviroQuest, Inc. acquires intelligence on the 
business of environmental health and distributes 
it through the Environmental Business Journal, 
market research studies and strategic consulting 
services. 

Environmental Compliance Services, Inc. 
721 East Lancaster Ave. 
Downingtown, PA 19335 215/269-6731 

ECS is an organization dedicated to assisting en
vironmental companies with their insurance, 
safety and compliance needs through the unique 
combination of in-house expertise in environ
mental regulation, risk management, and insur
ance underwriting. 

Environmental Instruments 
2170 Commerce Ave., Unit S 
Concord, CA 94S20 415/686-4474 

E.I. 's product line represents state-of-the-art en
vironmental equipment. We specialize in ground
water recovery and treatment systems, soil vapor 
sampling and recovery systems. We also carry a 
full line of monitors and samplers for water and 
air. Come see the new Photoionization Detector, 
the OVM S80B, and our new Cavitation-Oxida
tion water treatment system at our booth. 

Environmental TecbnololY, Inc. 
370S Saunders Ave. 
Richmond, VA 23227 804/358-5400 

HazWaste Industries and its operating subsidies 
(Environmental Technology, Bionomics, and 
HazLabs) provide a full range of remediation 
services: 
• Site Investigations, Inspections, and Audits 
• Feasibility and Treatability Studies 
• Engineering Design and Construction Man

agement 
• Site Remediation, Including Emergency Re-

sponse and Removal 
• Long-Term Monitoring 
HazWaste provides complete, quality solutions 
to environmental problems. 

Environmental Medicine Resources, Inc. 
4360 Chamblee-Dunwoody Rd., Suite 202 
Atlanta, OA30341 404/455-0818 

Environmental Medicine Resources, Inc. (EMR) 
specializes in the development and centralized 
management of medical surveillance programs 
for companies whose employees are potentially 
exposed to OSHA regulated hazardous ma
terials. EMR's regulatory and medical staff, in 
conjunction with a national network of 300 clin
ical facilities, ensures consistent, cost-effective, 
compliance-assured programs. 
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Envlroufe Senlcel, lac. 
900 E. Eiahth Ave., Suite 200 
King of Prussia, PA 19406 

Envirosafe Services, Inc. (ES() is one of the lead
ing providers of hazardous wute management 
services in the United States, providing both off. 
site dispou.l and on-site remediation services. 
ESl's hazardow wute dispou.l services Include 
analysia, pretreatment to stabilize nonconform
ing wute5 and disposal, and are provided to in
dwtrial and governmental cwtomen. In addJ
tion, a wholly owned subsidiary of ESI, Enviro
ufe Technology Group Inc. (ETG), furnishes 
remediation service5 primarily at industrial sites 
with hazardous substances. These services are 
provided by the Field Services Oroup-A.C.E.S., 
vapor extraction treatment by Midwest Water 
Resources, lnc.-(MWRI) and mobile plant stabil
ization. For further information on ESI and 
ETO capabilities, contact Oreg Ballmer, Cus
tomer Service Manager, at '19/255-5100. 

bpey, Huto• A Allodlitet, IK. 
7600-B Leesburg Pike, Suite 440 
Falls Church, VA 22043 1031556-7770 

Espey, Huston is a full-spectrum enaincering and 
environment&I consulting firm providing inves
tigation, usc:ument, desian, construction man
qcment and OAM. Company managed Supcr
fund iite from RI/F'S through to RD, RA and 
OAM. Offices in Northern and Tidewater Vir
pnia, North Carolina, Tenncuce, Howton, 
Dallas, Awtin, AJbuquerque and on the West 
Cout. Spccializa in full-service support to pri· 
vate and municipal clienu. 

F.-a Eavtro11JDHta1/Berlia Plldlqlna 
IOSOO Tube Or. 
Hurst, TX 76053 8171267-3319 

Essex Environmental Industries offers a 85 
gallon DOTIE-ms Polyethylene Overpack SaJ. 
vqc Orum for 5 5 gallon or amaller drums. The 
enviropack is solely distributed nationwide by 
Berlin PackaJing, with 17 stocking warehouJCS 
tbrouahout the United States and Canada. 

Foar Seuou ladu.strlal 
Sernce., Inc. 
'1IJ7 Robbiru St. 
Greensboro, NC 27'16 

Industrial Fteld Servias 

919/273-2718 

• Tank Cleanina and Decontamination 
• Tank Removal and Disposal 
• Tank System Construction and Installation 
• Liquid and Dry Bul.k Vacuum Pumping 
• Transpon Tanker Cleaning 
• Petroleum Spill Cleanup Services 
• Permitted Hazardous Waste Transporter 

Remedial F~ld Services 
• Leaking Underground Storage Tanks 
• Landfill and Lagoon Closures 
• Uncontrolled Hazardous Waste Sites 
• On-Site Treatment Processes 
• Off-Site Hazardous Waste Disposal 
• Haz-Mat Emergency Response Services 

Technical Services 
• Project Engineering and Dctian 
• PRP Project Plannlng and Formulation 
• Treatment Technologies Development 
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• HydroOeo Aueument and Enpneerlna 
• Cover and Barrier Oeaian and Monitoring 
• Environmental Equipment Daian and Fabri

cation 

Fenn-Vu, Inc. 
P.O. Boll: 62679 
Charlctton, SC 29419-2679 80315'2-8306 

Fenn-Vac, Inc. provide1 hazardous wutc trans
portation 1ervica as wdl as remedial and cmer
aency response cleanup Jervices. We have added 
a new 50 cubic foot filter press to compliment 
our aludge dewaterina service capabilltiet. Tank 
cleaning, vacuum truck, blah pressure water 
cleaning and tank removals complete our Krvice 
package. 

Flaor Daakl, lac. 
IOSOOTubeDr. 
Hunt, TX 76053 817/267-3319 

Fluor Daniel providci II broad range or environ
mental scrvicC1 ran1ing from new facility 1up
port (pcrmiuina EIR/EIS), to reaulatory com
pliance (audiu, UST, and emiuions, etc.) and 
remediation (Rl/FS, Remedial Dai1n, Remed
ial Action). Fluor Daniel's environmental capa
bilities are unique in I.hat they are backed by the 
full en1ineeri111, construction, management and 
maintenance experience or Fluor Daniel, Inc. 

F-try S.pplkn, l•c. 
P.O. Boll 8397 
Jacbon, MS 39™-8397 60113S4-356S 

Environment&I equipment catalog company dis
playing soil recovery auaen and probes, ground
water /surface water sampling and testing equip
ment, safety wear for workers exposed to baz. 
ardous wa.stcs, surveying/engineering instru
menu and supplies-and morel Sign up for ow 
free, 432 page catalog. 

Foettt W!Mtier f.aYlreapo-. lac. 
8 Peac.h Tree Hill Rd. 
Livingston, NJ 07039 20 I I S)S-2'3<4 

Foster Wheeler Envircsponse, Inc. is a full-scrv
ice environmental engineering firm and 1 wholly 
owned subsidiary of Foster Wheeler Corpora
tion. Founded in 198', FWEI baa provided en
vironmental regulatory, technic.al, de3i&n and re
mediation services for well over 500 environmen
tal projecu for the U.S. EPA, U.S. DOD, U.S. 
DOE, and varioUJ commerd&I clientde. 

Tiie Fo1boro Compaay 
Dept. 120, E Blda. N-JO..IE 
Foxboro, MA 0203S 

Instrumentation for providing quantitative and 
qualitative information on hazardous waste and 
1pill 1lte contaminanu. The CENTURY Organic 
Vapor Analyzers (OVA) can be used at the wa.ste 
1l1e to easily locate areas of blah vapor concen
tration, 10 identify and determine concentration 
levels of various organic compounds, and to pro
vide rapid, reliable screening/analysis for vola
tile hydrocarbons in groundwater aample3. The 
OV Al are Factory Mutual (FM) approved for 
we in Cius I, Division I, Groups A, B, C, and 
D hazardou1 areas. 

G~N HaJWard Balm lac. 
1875 Mayfield Road 
Odenton, MD 21113 301/551-8200 

OKN Hayward Baker 11 the foremost Ground 
Modification contractor in the United States. 

Affiliated with the worldwide OKN Foundations 
Division, we have developed tecbnoloales in re
medial and ground Improvement work that can 
now be transferred to solve problems in environ
mental eniineerilJI. Our Oround lmprovcmen1 
methods include: Slurry Trench Cut-Orf Wiila, 
In-Place Mwna, Sludae Stabilization and En
capsulation Oroutina. 

GTEL Eavtro.m~•tal Labo,.torlel, be. 
Meadowbrook Industrial Park 
Milford, NH 030SS 8001522--4835 

OTEL Environmental Laboratories, Inc. is a 
full-terVice nationwide network of cnvironmeo
tal laboratories and suppon aroupa able to take 
diverse jobs from inception to completion. 
OTEL orren technic.al depth, broad environ
mental expertise, and fmancial resources for 
larae-ICale commitmenu to industrial, manufac-
1urin1. and aovemment projccu. 

c;.lalltr ~ttlemnill Company 
260 Franklin St., II' 10 
Boston, MA 02110 617/43M260 

Pioneering the use or structured i,ettlemcntl in 
environmental cues, Oa1aber Settlements rein
forces its position as a leading national firm 
specializing in the development or creative peri
odic payment programs individually tailored to 
the present and future needs of all panics. Con
tact oor specialists today-There is no cltarre 
r or our service. 

Gaenl...,... Corpondoli 
6700 Alexander Bell Or. 
Columbia, MD 21046 301/290-251 .. 

General Physics Corporation is a full-service 
company applying 1tate--0f-tbe-an cniineerioa 
technok>aia and laboratory facilities to meet 
dicnt needs. We offer specialized expertise in de
iian engineering, occupational health, radiologi
c.al health, radwute manqcment, mixed waste 
handling, aeoscicnces, SPCC Plan, UST, CLP 
laboratory, bioranediation, treatment tecbnolo
Jies, environmental rqulations, and safety train· 
ina. 

Gceeral ~ Corpondo• (GSC) 
6100 Chevy Chase Or., Suite 200 
Laurel, MD '1/J707 3011953-2700 

RlSKPRO is an intqrated exposure asscssmenl 
system I.hat allows moddi0& of releases to air, 
soil, and surface and groundwater. It estimates 
population exposed and excess cancer c:ases. 
RISKPRO also includes chemic.al property esti
mation programs, data manqement programs, 
grapblc programs, and conversion utilities, mak· 
ing it a wholly Kif-contained cxposun: assess
ment tool. 

Cieo-C4•, IK. 
P.O. Box 17380 
Pittsburah, PA IS IJS 4121856-7700 

Geo-Coo, Inc. is a national remedial constrUc· 
tion company specializing in on-site buardous 
waste treatment. Capabilities of the company in· 
elude Tum-key project execution; In-situ solid· 
lfication and stabilization. Containment systemS 
such as vcnlc.al barrien, capping and linen; 
RCRA landfill construction and retrOftt: Deep 
Soil and Shallow Soil Mixing; Groundwater 
collection and treatrnent; voe removal from 
soil; Bio-remediation; Plant Decontamination 
and dccomrnlsaionlng and Construction manage
ment. 



Geo/Resource Consultants, Inc. 
&SI Harrison St. 
San Francisco, CA 94107 4151777-3177 

Geo/Resource Consultants, Inc. (GRC) is a full
service environmental consulting firm dealing 
with today's complex hazardous materials indus
try. GRC's diverse professional staff have exper
tise in numerous fields including: groundwater 
monitoring programs; landfill characterizations; 
UST/LUFT programs; RCRA training; environ
mental assessments and audits; Rl/FS programs; 
and remedial action design. 

Geochemical Englneerlna/ 
Randol lntematlonal 
16S8 Cole Blvd., #6-80 
Golden, CO 80401 303/233-8357 

Randol Mining Directory lists all U.S. mines. 
Randol Buyer's Guide lists products and services 
used by all mines and mineral processing indus
tries. Special section on Environmental Protec
tion and hazardous materials control are in
cluded. Companies are invited to submit their 
free listings. 

Geonlcs Limited 
8-l 74S Meyerside Dr. 
Mississauga, ON LST 1C6 416/670-9580 

Geonics Limited is the world's leading manufac
turer of electromagnetic geophysical instrumen
tation. Applications include: surface measure
ments for delineation of contaminant plumes 
and detection of buried metal; borehole conduc
tivity measurements for mapping vertical plume 
structure and well screen location. 

Geoprobe Systems 
fJ)7 Barney St. 
Salina, KS 67401 913/825-1842 

Manufacturers of the Geoprobe 8-A hydraul
ically powered soil probing units, suitable for 
soil gas, water, and descrete soil sampling. Small 
diameter soil sampling kits, Geoprobe 1" O.D. 
well points and stainless steel minibailers, stain
less steel sampling implants, vacuum/volume gas 
sampling systems, and complete mobile gas and 
water laboratory vans. 

Geo111fe Corporation 
303 Parkplace, Suite 126 
Kirkland, WA 98033 206/822-4000 

Geosafe Corporation offers in situ vitrification 
(ISV) services for remediation of contaminated 
soil and sludge sites. The ISV process destroys 
hazardous organics through pyrolysis and simul
taneously immobilizes hazardous inorganics in a 
delistable, vitrified residual. This cost-effective 
process offers significant advantages over con
ventional soil treatment processes. 

Geosclence Consultants, Ltd. 
SOO Copper NW, Suite 200 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 505/842-0001 

Geoscience Consultants, Ltd. (GCL) is a minor
ity-owned small business (8(a) Certified) and is a 
full-service environmental design and engineer
ing consulting firm. GCL provides the following 
services: 
• UST Management 
• Air Quality Assessment and Permitting 
• Health and Safety Training 
• Remedial Engineering 
• Waste Minimization and Compliance Reviews 
• Groundwater Remediation 
• Regulatory Negotiation 

Geotechnical Fabrics Report 
34S Cedar St., #800 
St. Paul, MN 55101 612/222-2508 

Geotechnical Fabrics Report (GFR) is an engi
neer's guide to geomembrane liners, geotextiles 
and related products. GFR regularly includes 
case histories, papers, industry news and other 
information on geosynthetic applications in haz
ardous waste containment. GFR will serve 
14,000 engineers, contractors, landfill owners 
and operators and other industry members in 
1990. GFR is published by the Industrial Fabrics 
Association International. 

Gibbs &: HUI, Inc. 
11 Penn Plaza 
New York, NY 10001 212/216-6000 

Gibbs & Hill, Inc., a HILL Group Company, is 
a full-service consulting engineering company 
offering professional services in remedial investi
gations, feasibility studies, chemical and envi
ronmental engineering, geotechnical and hydro
geological consulting, underground tank investi
gation and remediation, litigation support, per
mitting, landfill engineering design and closure, 
wastewater treatment, right-to-know consulting 
and program management, health and safety, 
and construction management and claims. Addi
tional available services from the HILL Group 
include asbestos management, project manage
ment oversight and PCB investigation/remed
iation as well as program management. 

Greenhome &: O'Mara, Inc. 
9001 Edmonston Rd. 
Greenbelt, MD 20770 301/982-2800, X442 

Greenhorne & O'Mara, Inc. provides hazardous 
waste management services to industry and gov
ernment. Our experienced staff (most OSHA/ 
AHERA-certified) know the requirements of 
RCRA, CERCLA, SARA, CWA, and CAA. 
Services include site characterization, property 
transfer assessments, asbestos management, 
groundwater assessments, environmental audits, 
Rl/FSs, remedial design, waste minimization, 
and surveying. 

Griffin Remediation Services, Inc. 
500 Winding Brook Dr. 
Glastonbury, CT 06033 203/657-4277 

Griffin Remediation Services, Inc. (ORS) is a 
full-service remediation company with specialty 
expertise in the design and implementation of 
comprehensive solutions to groundwater
oriented environmental problems. An affiliate of 
Griffin Dewatering Corp., ORS utilizes over 50 
years of groundwater control experience. From 
their 18 locations throughout North America, 
Griffin employs innovative technologies focused 
on the containment, recovery, treatment and/ or 
disposal of hazardous and nonhazardous 
groundwater pollutants. Services include: re
medial dewatering, slurry trenches, landfill gas 
vents, deepwells, wellpoints, monitoring wells, 
soil vents, air stripping, and pump sale/rentals. 

Groundwater Technology, Inc. 
220 Norwood Park South 
Norwood, MA 02062 6161769-7600 

Groundwater Technology, Inc. is a full-service, 
international environmental assessment and re
mediation firm with SS offices and l ,300 em
ployees dedicated to finding innovative solutions 
to today's environmental concerns. Considered 

the world leader in integrated solutions to en
vironmental problems, the firm has completed 
more than 5,000 jobs since 197S. 

Grundfos Pumps Corporation 
2SSS Clovis Ave. 
Clovis, CA 93612 209/292-8000 

Manufacturer of the Redi-Flo Environmental 
Submersible Pump. The Redi-Flo is constructed 
of stainless steel and teflon and is designed to 
pump contaminated groundwater from a 4-inch 
well or larger. The Redi-Flo can provide flow 
rates up to 32 gallons per minute and to heads of 
680 feet. 

Gulf South Environmental Laboratory, Inc. and 
Pacific Northwest Environmental Laboratory, 
Inc. 
6801 Press Dr., East Building 
New Orleans, LA 70126 504/283-4223 

Gulf South Environmental Laboratory, Inc. and 
Pacific Northwest Environmental Laboratory, 
Inc. are full-service analytical laboratories. Both 
provide analytical support for all major regula
tory programs including CERCLA, RCRA, 
NPDES, drinking water and real estate transfer. 
FSELI and PNELI are participants in the EPA 
CLP program. PNELI is also California certified. 

Gundle Lining Systems, Inc. 
19103 Gundle Rd. 
Houston, TX 77073 7131443-8564 

Leaders in Synthetic Liners-Gundle Lining 
Systems, Inc., Houston, Texas, is recognized as 
the world leader in the manufacture and installa
tion of High Density Polyethylene lining sys
tems. Gundle manufactures HDPE (Gundline 
HD) in 22.5 foot seamless widths from 20 to 140 
mils thick. Gundle installs HDPE using their 
patented extrusion welding machine and new 
automatic hot wedge welder. Also from Gundle 
is Gundnet, drainage net; Gundline HDT, a tex
tured HDPE liner; and Hyperlastic, a very low 
density polyethylene liner. 

HAZCO Services, Inc. 
2006 Springboro West 
Dayton, OH 45439 513/293-2700 

National Supplier of Safety Equipment and Serv
ices for the Hazardous Waste Industry including 
personnel protective equipment and supplies, in
strumentation rentals and repair services, hazmat 
equipment, environmental sampling equipment 
and supplies, decon trailers and information 
systems. 

HazMat Environmental Group, Inc. 
P.O. Box676 
Buffalo, NY 14217 716/876-3957 

HazMat Environmental Group, Inc. specializes 
in full-service hazardous waste management and 
transportation services. Our fleet of over 100 ve
hicles perform safe and insured waste transport 
with fully permitted 48 state authority. Waste 
management consulting services include waste 
minimization and management planning, site 
audits, remedial project planning, and a full line 
of personnel regulatory training programs. 

HAZMAT Tralnina, Information and 
Services, Inc. 
6480 Dobbin Rd. 
Columbia, MD 21045 8001777-8474 

The mission of HAZMA T Training, Informa-
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tlon and Services, Inc. (Humat TISI) la to pro
vide tlw hlahcst quality tralnlna In the hazardous 
materials Industry. Our services arc hallmarked 
by a diadplined, systematic approach to trainlna. 

Our trainlna proarams, provided under direct 
contract with our cllcnu, can be presented either 
at our Columbia, Maryland trainlna facility or 
on-slte at a client's location, tailored to the 
client's specific tralnlna neech. Al. natural orr
ahoot to our tralnlna proarams, we also provide 
a number of conaultlna and information serv
ices. Additional information la available upon 
request at 1-800-777-TISI or 301/964-0940. 

HDR EqtMertq, JDC. 
8404 Indian Hilla Dr. 
Omaha, NE 68114 <401/399-1000 

HDR Bnainecrina, Inc. 1peci11iz.cs in hazardous 
and industrial wute manqcment, lncludlna re
medial investiptions, feuib!Uty 1tudies, remed
ial dcslan and construction manqcmcnt of bu
ardoua wutc sites; dcslan of treatment, 11oraae 
and diapoaal facilities; and cloaurc/poat-cloaure 
planniq; assessment and dcslan of underaround 
1tora,e tank facilities, environmental permittina, 
real estate transfer audlu, environmental riak 
U5eSSIDenll, air pollution control and permit
tiJla, environmental modell.na (air. water, 
lf'OllDdwater, toxic conwnlnadon). Industrial 
projects encompass the study, desian and imple
mentation of industrial wutc treatment; ultra 
pure water, au and chemical ayatems; environ
mental permittiJla; proceu facilities for hlah
tec:b lndustria. 

HMM Amodalel, lac. 
196 Baker Ave. 
Concord, MA 01742 508/371-'305 

HMM Allociates is an environmental CODlult
lna. cnainecrina and Plannina firm. HMM 
provides a wide ranae of hazardous materlala/ 
wutc lervices includi.na: Superfund Rl/FS; re
medial dalp and construction overalaht; per
sonnel protcetion and aafety tralnlna; and Title 
Ill Emeracncy Preparedneu Plannlna and Com
munity RiJht-to-Know. 

HNUS,..._,lac. 
160 Charlemont St. 
Newton HiahlandJ, MA 02161 6171964-6690 

HNU provides the followina: Moth/ HW/OJ
Hazardous Wutc Analyzer, /SJOJ-lntrlnaically 
Safe Analyzer, P/JO/-Pbotouniz.ation Analyur 
(portables)/ Mothl JOI DP-Dedicated Proaram
mablc oc. Mothl JJ/-Portablc Ou Cbrom
otoarapb, Mothl JOJGC, Modtl J2/-Compact 
Temperature Proarammed OC, Modtl JJJ-Com
pact Dedicated Capillary OC, SE.FA-Portable 
X-Ray P1uoreacencc Analyzer, 7$ Mtttr-Pon
able PHMV Temperature Meter, /SE-Ion Selec
tive Electrodes. 

Hydro-Searcll, IDC. 
235 N. Executive Dr., 1309 
Brookfield, WI 53005 41417114-4588 

Services in bydroaeoloay, cnalnccrlna, and pro
ject manaaement for: Remedial lnvestlption1/ 
Feasibility Studies (Rl/FS); Preparation of 
Work Plana; Maoaalna On-Site Activities; De
sianina and lmplementina Remedial Action Pro
arams; Technical Ouidancc for Respomlble Par
ties; Oversee EPA Contracton; Review Oround
watcr Monltorina Plans and Reports; Under
around Storaae Tank Manaaement; Landflll 
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Sltina and Dalan; Water Resource Manqe
ment; Mine Talllnp and Water Manqement. 

HUIOB Eapaeerl IKorponled 
15" S. 6th St. 
Sprinafield, IL 62703 2171781-lASO 

Hanton Enain«r1 Incorporated la a multl-dltd
pline enalneerina firm providlna cQ&incerlna 
.ervlces In envlronmental/wute m101pment, 
acotec:hnlcal, structural, t.ran1ponadon, bydro
lopc/hydraullc, and material testlna. HEI ii 
rqlttered to pnctlc:e in all "8 contlpoua atata, 
and bu completed over 100,000 projects 
throuahout all SO atatea and In 13 forcip coun
tries. 

HanaOD EaYlroam••lal s..taa, lac. 
2066-A Wat Park Place 
Stone Mountain, OA 30087 404/"69-3077 

Total alte remediation, emeramcy response, 
wu1ewatcr treatment and infectious buardoua 
wute Incineration terVica; dcw11crin1 and It&· 
bilizina aludles: excavadna contaminated aoila; 
cloalna and capplna lqoom, landfills and wutc
plles; incineration of liquids, aludaes and con
taminated soill. 

Han EaYlroa-lal Muapmeal CGrpOf'adcJ9 
6981 North Park Dr. 
Pennsauken, NJ 08109 6091663-0MO 

Enaineerinl solutioDJ to pollution control, haz
ardous wute and environmental man.qcmeni 
problcmJ. Han offcn rqulatory uaist.aDCC, en
vironmental audiu, 1ite investlption, rlst uaess
meou, dcslan cQ&ineerina. coDJtruction man
aacment and remedial scrviccs with comprcben
aive proarama in underaround stora,e tank mu
qement, ubes1oa bazard manqcmcnt, RCRA 
and CERCLA 1trateaic and technical suppon. 

Hu:anlou w..ae Actloa C.Udo• 
IOU 15th St., NW. ll02 
Wuhinaton, DC 200M 202/347-7474 

The Hazardous Wutc Action Coalition 
(HWAq responcb to difficult questions faciq 
technical coDJultinJ firms active in bazardou.s 
wutc manqcment. HWAC devclopa and pro
motes approaches that arc technically sound, 
timely and coat-effective. HWAC also punucs 
needed lcaialativc and rqulatory actiom, pro
motes sound busincu practices, and develops 
effective technical practices. 

Hewktt-Pacbrd CoaPHJ 
P.O. Boll 10301 
Palo Alto, CA 9"303-0890 415/8'7-1501 

Hewlett-Packard will dlaplay lta inatrumenu, 
1y1tema and capabilities for EPA approved en
vironmental analy1la and methods. 

Ho~ Smlltl 8cnetl Compuy 
P.O. Boll666 
Houston, TX 77001 713/869-5771 

Major manufacturer and supplier of well screen 
for application in environmental, w1ter, oil and 
au wells. 

Hoyt Corpondoa 
251 Forae Rd. 
Westport, MA 02790 508/636-8811 

Manufacturer of Solvent Vapor Recovery/ Air 
Pollution Control Equipment, Dlailllation 
Equipment, Odor Control Equipment, and 
Liquid Purification Equipment. 

Huler/EIEbc. 
p .o. Box 1703 
Oalnaville, PL 32602-1703 904/332-3318 
Hunter orren complete oDHtOp environmental 
aervicel, with ln-bouae e1pabilida that normally 
requJre aeveraJ finm. Areu of aervke illdude 
Rl/FS/RD; ubesto1 manqement; UST 111111· 
qement; environmental audJts; lode and bu
ardous materiall control; water and Wutftllcr 
treatment technolol)'; IOUICC and ambient lfr 
monitorlq; rqulatory analysil; pennitdq llld 
compliance; biouuy; and surface and arOWJd.. 
water monitorfna. 

B,.,., Groe,, Tiie 
97 CbimJley Rock Rd. 
Brldpwa.1er, NJ 08807 201/563-1400 
Contracton, manulacturen and con.qaltama 
1peci11irina In contaminated aroundwater. wm 
be cxbibldna air atrippiq rowen, uraron, .,.,_ 
lty and prCllUle ftltcn, c:larifien and OAC 
l)"lteml. 

BJlh nrtlea. lac. 
150 Cauleway St. 
Botton, MA 02114 617172M664 

HYliaJetjca. Inc. la an archi~
iq/indutuial bJlicne firm tped11izi"I la ... 
IOI maupment comultina, indoor air qllllilJ 
auannenu. and hazardous matcriall manqe. 
meot CODlllldna tcnicea. We are located ln Jlat. 
ton, Hartford. New York. Wa•lrinlron, OC, 
Cbic:qo, Loa Aqelea. San Francilco, Honolalu, 
and Frankfurt, Wat Oermany. 

1.0..a-rdl 
23717-F Eichler St. 
Hayward, CA 9"545 415n82-Mm 

A complete line of a1au and polyedlJlme 
sample boules, jars, and vials supplied widl 
TeOoo-lined clotura attlebed and aY&illble 
cbcmically pre.daned and labonlorJ cer1ified 
to meet BPA ..,...ifjc:adona. Allo anilable ue 
custom cleaned sample containers, proleC'dft 
abippiJll materiala, convenient sampllna kils, 
and preservatives in ampules. 

ICFbller~ 
9300 Lee Hiabway 
Fairfu. VA 22031 703/934-3300 

ICF Kaiser BQ&ineera, headquaru:nd in Oak
land, California, provida eQ&inecrina. comnc
tion, and conatruc:tion manqcment mvicel to 
public and private aector clients involved widl 
environmenlal, transportation, industrial. ad
vanced tec:lmolOIY, encr1Y. and other infrUtnlC
ture projects around tbe world. 

ICM Lallontorlee 
1152 Route 10 
Randolph, NJ 07869 201/S84-0330 

Full-service laboratory specializina in environ
mental analyail. Laboratory servica include 
analysla for compliance with ECRA, RCllA. 
NPDBS, Hazardous Wute Classification, and 
CBRCLA. Monltorina well samplina also avail
able. 

lli, lac:. 
P.O. Box 128"6 
Research Trianalc Park 
NC27709 919/"67-9919 

IBA, Inc., a U.S. EPA CLP laboratory, pro
vides complete environmental analytical semces 



to the engineering/ consulting, industrial and 
governmental communities. IEA offers SW-846 
3rd Edition, TCL/TAL, Priority Pollutants, and 
Petroleum Hydrocarbon analyses utilizing mul
tiple, dedicated GC/MSs, GCs, AA and ICP, 
HPLC, IR GPC, SEM, TOC and TOX. Rapid 
turnaround and a chemist-staffed Client Services 
Group are just two examples of IEA's customer
oriented commitment to meeting your analytical 
requirements. 

ImldeEPA 
P.O. Box 7167, Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, DC 20044 703/892-8500 

Inside BPA's environmental group of publica
tions include Inside EPA, Superfund Report 
and Environmental Policy Alert, the preeminent, 
relied upon information sources for timely, 
essential news on the environment today. To
gether they cover the realm of environmental 
issues and policies-the major legislative, regula
tory and legal actions-facing the nation and 
you. 

In-Situ Inc. 
210 South Third St., P .0. Box I 
Laramie, WY 82070 3071742-8213 

In-Situ Inc. designs and manufactures environ
mental data loggers, water-level and water-qual
ity probes, and UST Leak Detection Systems. 
In-Situ develops hydrologic and geologic soft
ware for both mainframe and personal com
puters. In-Situ also has a professional staff for 
hydrology consulting and water resource man
agement services for industrial, municipal, 
energy, and mining related projects and facil
ities. 

Imtttute of Gas Technology 
3424 South State St. 
Chicago, IL 60616 312/567-3794 

!OT is a not-for-profit educational, energy and 
environmental research and development organi
zation established in Chicago, Illinois in 1941. 
IFT's environmental capabilities include waste 
incineration and detoxification, and catalytic 
and biological decontamination of hazardous 
and industrial wastes, soils and sludges, and 
groundwater. IGT programs range from funda
mental investigations through bench scale and 
pilot plant process development to field testing. 

Integrated Chemistries, Inc. 
1970 Oakcrest Ave., Suite 215 
St. Paul, MN 55113 612/636-2380 

An environmental specialty chemical company 
that develops chemical processes that create 
more effective ways to reduce or destroy haz
ardous waste. Our CAPSUR system exemplifies 
this concept. CAPSUR is a PCB cleanup product 
that is environmentally sound, easy to use and 
has a high extraction efficiency while reducing 
disposal costs. 

Intemattonal Technology Corporation 
234S6 Hawthorne Blvd. 
Torrance, CA 90505 213/378-9933 

International Technology Corporation (IT) is an 
environmental management company with mul
tiple technologies and human resources to solve 
a wide variety of problems involving hazardous 
chemical and nuclear materials. The company 
Provides a comprehensive range of services to in
dustry and governmental agencies in four busi-

ness areas: Analytical, Engineering, Remediation 
Services and Environmental Products. 

Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. 
529 14th St., NW., Suite 1234 
Washington, DC 20045 2021783-1560 

Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. is an interna
tional engineering and construction firm with ex
tensive environmental experience in waste min
imization; corrective and remedial action; and 
planning, engineering, design and construction 
management of hazardous, toxic, low-level and 
mixed waste programs. 

K-V Associates 
281 Main St. 
Falmouth, MA 02540 508/540-0561 

Manufacturers of sub-surface tools and probes 
for use with soil-gas sampling and water 
sampling. 

Kelchner Environmental Excavators, Inc. 
6834 Loop Rd. 
Centerville, OH 45459 513/434-1334 

Kelchner Environmental Excavators, Inc. is a 
service company providing supPQrt to environ
mental consulting firms, industry, and govern
ment. These projects include: Impoundment/la
goon closures; soil/sludge solidification/stabili
zation; slurry cutoff walls; landfill construction, 
including HDPE; liner installation; leachate 
collection systems; and underground storage 
tank removal. For more information, call 800/ 
877-5352. 

Keystone Environmental Resources, Inc. 
3000 Tech Center Dr. 
Monroeville, PA 15146 412/825-9600 

Keystone Environmental Resources, Inc., a sub
sidiary of The Chester Engineers, provides en
vironmental services to industry and govern
ment in the United States and Canada. Our areas 
of expertise include analytical laboratory test
ing; treatability studies; and conceptual, design 
and project engineering for air quality, remed
iation of contaminated soils and waters, and 
hazardous wastes. 

J .J, KeUer & Associates, Inc. 
8361Hwy.45, P.O. Box 368 
Neenah, WI 54957-0368 414/722-2848 

J ,J. Keller & Associates, Inc. currently re
searches, writes, edits, and prints over 60 tech
nical publications serving the CPI and transpor
tation industry. Keller also offers software pro
grams videos, and regulatory compliance serv
ices a;d products. Featured at Superfund '89 will 
be Keller's Hazardous Waste Management 
Guide· Hazardous Materials Guide; Right to 
Know' Compliance Manual; Chemical Crisis 
Management Guide; Chemical Regulatory Cross
reference; Small Quantity Generator Kit; Haz 
Mat II Software; Rega-A-Dex Software; MSDS
PC Software; Hazardous Waste Services Direc
tory; and hazardous training booklets and 
videos. 

James T. Warring Sons, Inc. 
4545 S St. 
Capitol Heights, MD 20743 301/322-5400 

All types and sizes of containers-new and re
conditioned-fiber, steel, plastic. Our hazardous 
waste containers are DOT approved and range 
in size from 5 to 110 gallons. We accept orders 

from one to truck loads and we ship anywhere. 
You order a container-we don't have it-it's 
special-we will get it for you. No order is too 
small for James T. Warring Sons, Inc. Let us 
help you contain your hazardous waste. Also 
provided is empty drum removal with custom 
shredding and crushing done on your site. 

LaBounty Manufacturing, Inc. 
P.O. Box B, State Rd.2 
Two Harbors, MN 55616 218/834-2123 

LaBounty RB 80 Barrel Handler Description
LaBounty Manufacturing will exhibit the La
Bounty RB 80 Barrel Handler which is specif
ically designed to handle barrels and cylindrical 
containers used for toxic waste or chemical stor
age. LaBounty also manufactures TW Grapples 
for handling solid waste and Mobile Shears for 
cutting waste piping, tanks, and other contam
inated materials. 

Laboratory Resources, Inc. 
363 Old Hook Road 
Westwood, NJ 07675 201/666-6644 

Laboratory Resources, Inc. provides high qual
ity analytical testing services for commercial, in
dustrial, and environmental clients with a labor
atory network serving the northeast. Capabili
ties include a wide variety of testing services 
including organic, inorganic, asbestos, and in
dustrial hygiene analysis along with being a CLP 
laboratory. Quality is the cornerstone upon 
which services are built. 

Laborers-AGC Education & Training Fund 
Route 97 & Murdock Rd., P .0. Box 37 
Pomfret Center, CT 06259 203/974-0800 

The Laborers-AOC Education and Training 
Fund is a labor and management trusteed organ
ization that develops and implements training 
programs for over 70 training centers located 
throughout the U.S. and Canada (32). Courses 
offered include Line Foreman Safety Training, 
Pipe Laying, Blasting, Laser Beam, Asbestos 
Abatement and Hazardous Waste Worker Train
ing. 

Lancaster Laboratories, Inc. 
2425 New Holland Pike 
Lancaster, PA 17601 717 /656-2301 

Lancaster Laboratories, Inc. is an independent
ly owned and operated testing laboratory lo
cated in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. With a staff of 
more than 350 scientists, technicians, and sup
port personnel housed in a 78,000 sq. ft. facility, 
Lancaster Labs provides a wide range of environ
mental, industrial hygiene and health sciences 
testing services. 

Laney International, Inc. 
181 Thorn Hill Rd. 
Warrendale, PA 15086-7527 4121772-0044 

Innovative technologies for the recovery/treat
ment of groundwater and the treatment of san
itary and hazardous landfill leachates are on dis
play by Laney International, Inc., an Alcoa Sep
arations Technology Company. Comprehensive 
treatment/recovery equipment, services and 
technologies are highlighted and information re
garding the various treatment approaches are 
available. 
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Law EnvlronmenlAI, Inc. 
112 Townpark Dr. 
Kennesaw, OA 30144-SS99 404/ 421-3400 

Law Environmental, lnc.-A professional enal· 
neerlna and earth science co111ultin1 firm. Serv· 
ices include: remediation manaaement and site 
cleanup, environmental review for property 
muufers and plant operatio111, environmental 
siting and permitting, water resources and water 
quality manaaement, occupational health and 
safety, tank manaaement, hazardous and 1olid 
waste manaaement. 

Layne-Westen Compaay, Inc. 
1900 Shawnee Mission Pkwy. 
Mission Woods, KS 6620S 913/362-0510 

Layne-Western Company, Inc. brinas technical 
knowlqe and practical uperience to the 
speciallud fields of lnvestiptive drilling, remed
ial action and environmenlAI monitoring. From 
offices located coast-«KOUt, we provide clients 
with a pool of talented professionals and a hiah 
commitment to professionalism, safety and qua!· 
ity. 

1-ta PabDalten, ... 
121 South Main St., P .0. Drawer S 19 
Chelsea. Ml 48118 313/475-8619 

Publisher of ICientific and environmenlAI books 
that cover toxic and hazardous waste, ground
-ter, wastewater, and other vital topics in the 
environmental field. 

Lopal Ell..,....., IK. 
1750 Bloomsbury Ave. 
Wanamusa, NJ 07712 2011922~ 

Lopat's K-20/LSC ii used in the control and re
mediation of all hazardous leachable toxic metals 
mandated by the U.S. EPA, state and local 
authorities in incinerator uh, soil, soil-like solids 
or semi-solid wastes. K-20/TCC ii used in the 
control of PCBs and other chlorinated and 
organic com.pounds in soil-like particulate mat
ter and on various cementitious surfaces. 

LoaWua 8velJ A lloHlq, l11e. 
P.O. Box40371 
Baton Rouge, LA 7083S 5041272-70S2 

Louisiana Surety It Bonding, lnc. ii a nation
wide comuuction bonding aaency 1peclalizin1 in 
Bid, Performance, and Payment Bonding for 
the hazardous waste remediation industry. 

MAC Corporadoll/Satnni Slmclden 
201 E. Shady Grove Rd. 
Orand Prairie, TX 75050 2141790-7800 

Manufacturers, desipers and fabrlcaton of re
duction systems to addreu the needs of PCB, haz 
waste, low rad waste, and steel-drummed chem 
waste processors. If incineration or other treat
ment requires preparina the infeed throuah 
1hreddin1, openina, separating, diaenaaaing or 
reducina the aiz.e of same, our expertise will po1-
itively contribute to your decilion-makina pro
ceu. 

METCO EnvlronmenlAI, l11e. 
P.O. Box S98 
Addison, TX 7SOOI 214/931-7127 

Source ernlaaiom teatina services includina trial 
burn testina, triaJ burn plan preparation, compli
ance testina, ambient air monitorina, and contin
uous emiasion certification. 
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MK-EllvlronmenlAI Servlcee 
P.O. Box79 
Boise, ID 83707 20813~172 

Morrison Knudsen from start to finlab ... MK· 
Environmental Services orten full-acrvice capa
bility to manaae environmenlAI and hazardous 
waste progranu. Continuina Morrison Knud· 
aen's 77-year hlltory u a major International 
enaineer and coDJtructor, MK-BnvironmenlAI 
fully lntegrata ICientinc, eqlnecrina, procure
ment, and remediation activities to support pri
vate- and public-aector clients. 

MPC EllvlrolllllftlAI 
863 I W. Jerfenon 
Detroit, Ml 48209 313/849-2333 

MPC EnvironmenlAI is a full-acrvice environ
menlAI company. The 1how empbuia will be 
with our hlJh capaclly, low Yilcol!ty pwnpiq 
system for movement of hazardous or petroleum 
type producu. We orter alte claauP1, Immed
iate responac to 1pills of all types, arounctwater 
remediation and marine aervices. 

MSA 
P.O. BoJ1426 
Pittsburah, PA I S2JO 4121967-3000 

MSA will display a full line: of penonal protec
tive equipment Including producu for respira
tory protection and environmental monitoriq. 

MWR, IK. 
615 W. Shepherd St., P.O. Box 10 
Charlotte, Ml 48813 Sl7/543-81SS 

Remedial services empbuizina patented soil 
vapor utraction proc:aa. 

Mal&rall IHutrin, l11e. 
1339 N. Milwaukee St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 414/272-1965 

Mata.rah Industries aupplles a superior quality In. 
dustriaJ JOrbent for both In-plant and on-water 
1pill prevention, containment and/or clean-up. 
Mata.rah Industries offers MAT ASORB, an oil 
and chemical JOrbcnt, which does not absorb 
water and shows superior •trenalh, sorbent 
capacity, and cleanliness. Mata.rah allo offcn 
SORBX, an advanced all-liquid sorbent ma
teriaJ. Both products incinerate cleanly for dis
posal adding BTU value to the burning process. 

Metcalf A EcldJ 
P.O. Box4043 
Woburn, MA 01888~3 617/2A6-S200 

Metcalf A Eddy provides a full range of bu· 
ardoua waste acrvica, from remedial lnvatip
Llom and feuibillty atudies, to remedial daian 
and comtructlon, to Iona-term operatlo111. Met
calf A Eddy allo provida emeraency responac 
1ervices using licensed equipment, u well as en
vironmental a.udits, permitting usiatance, and 
underground uoraae tank manaaement. 

metaTRACE, lnc. 
13715 Rider Trail North 
Earth City, MO 6304S 314/298-8566 

metaTRACE la an analytical laboratory offering 
full-service capabilities for orpnic, lnorpnic 
and radio chemistry analyaea of air, ground
water, 1urface water, wastewater, potable water, 
aoU, hazardou1 wutes and bloloalcal aamplea. 
RoutJne analyses Include oraanic/inoraanica, dl
oxlna/furana, milled wute, radlochemlatry, 
TCLP, Appendix VIII and IX, exploalva, lndua-

trial byslene, air quality, and EPA priority polJu. 
tant, RCRA and SARA analyaea. 

Mi.u.ota GeopllJlkal Alaodata 
8616 Xylon Ave. North, SulteO 
Brooklyn Park, MN 55445 6121493-359' 

Minnaota Oeopby1ical AuocialCI offm con
sulting and contracting servicea iJI biab-raolu
tion surface and downhole popbylicl. SwflCC 
popbyaical methods include leilmic reOection 
and refraction, electromqnetica (EM), and rail
tivity. Downbole methods include llltllrll 
pmma, spontaneous potaJtial (SP),~ 
resistance, caliper, and borehole video. 

Nuco bmoa.ataJ Senial, IK. 
RDl6 Robiluon Lane 
Wappiqers Falla, NY 12'90 9141227-4100 

Nanco Laboratoriea, a U.S. EPA. New Jcney 
D.E.P. and Commonwealth of Virainia llOll1rlct 
laboratory, provides complclc enviroomentll 
analytJcal acrvica nationwide. Nanco is a Haz. 
wrap approved laboratory. Nanco's serYka in
clude: anal)'lia for CLP, RCRA, BCRA. lad 
transfer, data interpretation. data validalion, 
dectronic data delivery and quick IWlHroand 
time analysis. 

Nert/haa 
309 Farminaton Ave., Suite A-100 
Farmincton. CT06032 203/677.-

Tbe Petra Technique ii an inJlovative pocbem
ical melhCld for identifyina and mappiq volarile 
orpnic compounds from soila and aroundnm 
contamination. The technique utilizes Pcaa 
monitors, which are placed in the pound iD a 
strateaic J19Uem. After a representative subnr
f ace sampliq period, the moniton are rancwed 
and analyzed by m&tl spectrOmetry. 

NTBC1• ....... Lld. 
389SS Hills Tech Dr. 
Farminaton Hills, MI 48331-3432 313/55Wl00 

OeoenvironmenlAI Services: hydropolopc lbld
ies, groundwater moclelina. environmmtal lite 
U'"'"M'!'ll, popbysical surveys, undeqround 
stonae tank manaaement, facility c:1oaure mai
neerina. compliance investipticml, pcnnittinl 
a.uistaoce, aeoenvironmenlAI monitorilll. expert 
witnesl testimony, health and safety plans for 
environmenlAI projects, construction moailor
ina. u-built drawinp and documentation, labor· 
atory test acrvices, lcacbate compatibility, dudae 
stabil.ization and liner performance. 

NU8Corp. 
Wute M19afUH•l 8enkel GnMlp 
Pittsburp, PA IS27S 4121788-UllO 
Oaltherabura. MD 20878 301/lSMOSS 

For 27 years NUS Corporation bu provided the 
environmenlAI and englncerina experdse to solve 
Industry and aovernment wute manqement 
problems with cost-effective solutions. OW' staff 
of over 2,000 multidllCipllnary professionals 
off en a full range of services includina environ· 
mental usessment, environmenlAI enaiJieerin1. 
remedial desip and implementation, bydroaeo
loafc and poloalc servlca, risk assessment. !'Cl" 
ulatory uslatance, environmenlAI health and 
safety and analytical services. 



Nappi Trucldna Corpondon 
P.O.Box510 
Matawan, NJ 07747 201/566-3000 

Transportation and storage of hazardous and 
non-hazardous waste. 

National Dneaer, Inc. 
101 Technology 
Pittsburgh, PA 15275 412/787-8383 

National Draeger offers a wide range of pro
ducts within the respiratory, instrumentation, 
and detector tube lines. The Model 190 Data
logger is the most advanced portable gas moni
tor available for industrial hygiene and safety 
professionals. It detects toxic gas and alarms in
dependent of the microprocessor function. Na
tional Draeger's air-purifying respirators include 
cartridges for organic vapors, and gases and 
ammonia, as well as high efficiency particulate 
filters for dust, fumes, mists, radionuclides and 
asbestos. 

National Environmental Teadng, Inc. 
Woodland Falls Corporate Park 
220 Lake Dr. East, Suite 301 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 6091779-3373 

A growing nationwide network of environmental 
testing laboratories dedicated to providing high 
quality analytical data and superior customer 
service. We offer a full range of environmental 
analytical services backed by comprehensive field 
services which include field sampling, stack test
ing and industrial hygiene services. 

National Ume Auocladon 
3601 N. Fairfax Dr. 
Arlington, VA 22201 703/243-5463 

Association of commercial lime producers who 
supply quicklime and hydrated lime for treat
ment of acidic and related wastes, many of which 
are "hazardous." Lime is also used with fly ash 
for the stabilization of hazardous waste. The 
Association has movies and literature available 
on lime including use in hazardous waste. 

National SoUd Waste Manaaement 
Auocladon 
1730Rhode Island Ave., NW, #1000 
Washington, DC 20036 202/659-4613 

CWTI (Chemical Waste Transporters Institute) 
and RCI (Remedial Contractors Institute) are 
components of National Solid Wastes Manage
ment Association to promote safe transport and 
cleanup of hazardous waste sites. NSWMA is the 
only association representing these interests for 
Superfund and other state cleanups. 

National Technical Informadon Service 
5285 Port Royal Rd. 
Springfield, VA 22161 703/487-4815 

The National Technical Information Service 
(NTIS) provides access to the results of both 
U.S. and foreign government-sponsored R&D 
and engineering activities. NTIS announces these 
completed and ongoing results in its two data
bases, the NTIS Bibliographic Database and 
FEDRIP. The NTIS Bibliographic Database 
contains over 1.4 million citations of completed 
research including technical reports, theses, bib
liographles, software, datafiles, and inventions 
available for licensing. It is available from BRS, 
DATA-STAR, DIALOG, ORBIT, and STN in 
the United States and several European vendors 
including ESA-IRS and CISTI. The Federal Re-

search in Progress (FEDRIP) Database contains 
citations of current and ongoing research from 
nine Federal government agencies, including the 
U.S. Public Health Service, NASA, and the De
partment of Energy. 

Northeastern Analytical Corp. 
4 East Stow Rd. 
Marlton, NJ 08053 609/985-8000 

Environmental services include complete en
vironmental field sampling, in-house gas chrom
atography /mass spectometry (GC/MS) labora
tory analysis, hazardous site training (40 hours), 
asbestos inspection and management and abate
ment monitoring services, asbestos analysis by 
transmission electron and optical microscopy, 
underground storage tank testing, excavation, 
removal and installation, stack emission and am
bient air testing. 

OHM Corp. 
16406 U.S. Route 224 East 
Findlay, OH 45840 419/423-3526 

OHM Corporation applies fully integrated en
vironmental assessment, design, engineering, 
implementation and treatment/disposal services 
to hazardous waste and hazardous material con
taminations nationwide and in Canada. Facilities 
include 19 remediation service centers, 6 engi
neering and technical centers, 6 laboratories, and 
a fully permitted, fixed-base transfer, storage 
and treatment facility. 

OSCA Environmental Services, Inc. 
1515 Poydras, Suite2250 
New Orleans, LA 70112 504/528-9184 

OSCA Environmental Services, a subsidiary of 
Great Lakes Chemical Co., provides a complete 
line of Geo environmental engineering and field 
remediation services. These services include pro
ject management; site investigation and assess
ments, UST remediation, installation of moni
toring and recovery wells; excavation/decon
tamination; dewatering; pit, pond, lagoon or 
tank retrofit or closure. 

OSCO, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1203 
Columbia, TN 38402 615/381-4999 

OSCO is an environmental management com
pany which operates a hazardous waste tr~at
ment facility in Columbia, Tennessee. Materials 
accepted are acids, bases, flammables, oily 
waste and many others in drums or bulk. Re
mediitl services, including design, are provided 
for clients. A fleet of transportation equipment 
allows OSCO to handle the customers needs. 

Occupational Hazards 
1100 Superior Ave. 
Cleveland, OH 44114 216/696-7000 

Occupational Hazards Magazine is ed~ted for 
management officials who are responsible for 
workplace safety, health and environm~nt. E~
torial material includes coverage of ma1or legis
lative, regulatory, scientific and other devel~p
ments affecting the field, as well as, practical 
"how-to" articles. 

Ogden Environmental Services 
P.O. Box85178 
San Diego, CA 92138-5178 619/455-3045 

Ogden Environmental Services has the solution 
for Superfund cleanups. We specialize in provid-

ing a turnkey service for site remediation. This 
service includes utilization of Ogden's trans
portable circulating bed combustor (CBC). The 
CBC is capable to safely and economically de
stroying a wide variety of hazardous wastes to 
levels over 99.990fo without discharging harmful 
emissions. 

On-Site Instruments 
689 North James Rd. 
Columbus, OH 43219 800/551-2783 

On-Site lnstruments/EnviroRENT AL sells, 
rents, and services a complete line of industrial 
hygiene, laboratory, and environmental moni
toring instruments and equipment. Rent-to-own 
and leasing options also available. Our service 
department provides technical and applications 
assistance, while our distribution center handles 
all accessory orders. On-Site also offers training 
classes at our Columbus, Ohio facility. 

PACE Laboratories, Inc. 
1710 Douglas Dr. North 
Minneapolis, MN 55422 612/544-5543 

PACE Laboratories, Inc. provides field services, 
laboratory services, industrial hygiene services, 
asbestos services and air sampling services. 

PDC (Peoria Disposal Company) 
4700 N. Sterling Ave. 
Peoria, IL 61611 309/688-0760 

PDC and its subsidiaries own and operate Part B 
permitted hazardous waste disposal and treat
ment facilities; and provide transportation serv
ices, laboratory analysis, remedial response, and 
consulting engineering. 

Pollution Equipment News/ 
Rimbach PubUsblna Inc. 
8650 Babcock Blvd. 
Pittsburgh, PA 15237 412/364-5366 

Pollution Equipment News, published bi
monthly, provides product information to the 
person responsible for air, water, wastewater and 
hazardous waste. An annual Catalog & Buyer's 
Guide provides source information. Industrial 
Hygiene News, published bi-monthly, provides 
information on products and services for meas
uring and controlling health hazards in the work 
environment. An annual Catalog & Buyer's 
Guide provides buying source information. 

PRC Environmental Management, Inc. 
303 East Wacker Dr., Suite 500 
Chicago, IL 60601 312/856-8700 

PRC EMI provides environmental services to 
both government and industry. Headquartered 
in Chicago, Illinois, PRC EMI maintains major 
offices in McLean, Virginia and San Francisco, 
California as well as 10 other offices throughout 
the country. Specialties include remedial investi
gations/feasibility studies, endangerment assess
ments, remedial design and implementation, 
compliance audits, permitting support, waste re
duction audits, risk management support, en
vironmental and systems engineering, policy and 
regulatory analysis, economic analysis, and pro
gram management support. 

Paclflc Analytical, Inc. 
1989-B Palomar Oaks Way 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 619/931-1766 

Environmental analytical laboratory services 
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with emphuis on CLP and SW-846 McthodJ: 
Orpnica by OC, HPLC and/or OC/MS, mcl&la 
by ICP-mus spectrometry. Specialties include 
non-routine compounds, low level concentra
tions, unusually complex matricca, sludae, bio
loaical tissue. CLP, CA OOHS certified. 

PHUJlnala Drtlllq Compa111 
SOO Thompson Ave. 
McXees Rocks, PA 1.5136 4121771-2110 

Pennsylvania Drillina Company hu been install
ina monitorina wells and driJlina for hazardous 
wutes for many years. The company bepn in 
1900 to service the coal industry. To serve the 
hazardous wutc industry, we have OSHA trained 
over 40 employees and invested in the latcat 
driJlina equipment. In 1989 we moved into new
ly renovated shops and offices to more efndent
ly manaae and coordinate projecu. Our manu
fac:turina facilities provide our customers with 
unlimited options for lfYina out new and unique 
ideas. 

ne Penm-n- eor,. 
761 Main Ave. 
Norwalk, CT 068S9-0012 2031762-1000 

Perkin-Elmer offers producu which perform a 
wide raqe of analyses of hazardous materials 
and materials of environmental concern. Spe
c:ifically, ps chromalosraPhy, au cbromato
IR(>by-ion !rap detection; Zeeman furnace 
atomic absorption, inductively coupled pluma
IDISI spcctrometry, and other tecbnlquca help 
you solve both routine and complex problems. 
Applications apecialists will be on hand to dia
cua specif'IC analytical situation. 

PeroDdadoll Sen1ca, i.e. 
4400 E. ero.dway, Suite 602 
Tucson, AZ 85711 51714.56-4126 

UV /pcrmidation water treatment equipment 
and services. Destroys organics in contaminated 
water with uro air cmiuions and no solid waste 
reddual. 

PliloCOTK .. lerudoull8C. 
741 Park Ave. 
Huntinaton, NY 11743 .516/3.S 1-5809 

Photovac will dilplay ponable instruments for 
environmental tOQc monitorina in aroundwatcr, 
soil, and ambient air: TIP™, a hand-held Total 
Organics analyzer; the I OS Serlca Portable Oas 
Cbromatoar&Pbs; and MicroTIJ'TM, a hand-held 
analyzer which incorporatca advanced micropro
cesaor tecbnoloaY for real time dialtal or araphic 
asseumenl or toxic aasea and vapors. 

PolJ·Amertca 
2000 W. Marshall Or. 
Orand Prairie, TX 7.50.SI 214/647 .... 374,x355 

Poly-America offers polyethylene aeomcmbrane 
for hazardous wutc containment, landfill capa, 
and waterways. 

Pol)'felt, Inc. 
1000 Abernathy Rd. 
Atlanta, OA 30328 404/668-2115 

Producer of apunbond, continuous ntamcnt, 
polypropylene nonwovens for solla enainecrina 
applications. Specific uaea Include au ventlna, 
liner cushlonlna. and drainaae infiltration. 
Weight range from 2. 7 to 22.0 oz/sq. yd . 
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Prtllceto• Tead .. LabonlO'J 
P.O. Box3108 
Princeton, NJ 08.543 

Environmental analysis, Industrial byaiene, 
RCRA/ECRA, lndualrial wutewatcr NPDES, 
around water, OSHA workplace aurveys, ubca
toa monitorina and evaluation, complete NIOSH 
lab mcthodololY, ubcstos and HAZMA T lraln
ina couna, Right-to-Know compllaoce, micro
blolo1Y, blouuy, underaround atoraac tank 
tcatina, AJHA accredited. Certified for: NJ 
DEP, NYDOH, PA DER, CT, RI, DE. 

QED Ell'1roame•lal S111em1 l11e. 
P.O. Box 3726 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 313/99.5-2547 

The QED Environmental Systerm family of pro
ducu features Wdl Wizard• , the ortpnal ded
icated bladder pump for aroundwatcr monitor
ina; Sample Pro• portable aamplera and sup
plies; Pulse PumpTM pneumatic pumplna JYl
tcms for aroundwater dean-up, and recovery, 
and HydroPuncb™ for aroundwater llUDplina 
without welb. 

QUAL TF.c, l11e. 
11300 U.S Hwy. One, Suite 500 
Palm Be8cb Oardena, FL 33408 407/775-8396 

QUAL TBC, Inc. provides full-service on-lite 
environmental remediation includina: conault
ina. lite aueumcnts, remedial inveatiptions/ 
feasibility studies, trcatabillty studies, bench/ 
full-scale pilot studies, landrtll construction/ clo
surea, and the fiution/solidification or mott 
typca of contaminated soils, alud,a and uh. 
QUALTEC's subsidiary, ENVECO, Inc., pro
vida leuina or specialized fiution equipment. 

R.E. Wrtpl Allodatea, Inc. (ERS) 
3240 Schoolhouse Rd. 
Middletown, PA 170.57 7171944-.S.SOI 

Alr strippina towers for removal of volatile or
ganic compounds (VOCa) from poundwater or 
process water; Auto-Skimmer for automatic re
covery or noatina hydrocarbons from water 
wclla; Wriaht modular recovery system pneu
matic pumpina system for recovery of floadna 
hydrocarbons or heavier-than-water contami
nants; Depression pumps and controla for use in 
subsurface oil spill recovery and aquifer restor
ation projecu; Liquid interface 11UDpler for 
quick sampllna of liquids or difrcrina densities 
In thcfidd. 

R.E. Wrtpt Aalodatn, l11e. (UC) 
3240 Schoolhouse Rd. 
Middletown, PA 170.57 717/944-5.501 

R.E. Wrlaht Auodatca, Inc. (REWAI) offers 
comprehensive environmental conaultina and cn
alneerina aervicea. REWAI bu extensive exper
ience in the area of hazardous wute and hydro
carbon pollution remediation. The firm'• pro
fessional involvement hu spanned the Ml spec
trum or neceuary lnveatiaative functions. 
REW Al routinely performs feasibillty studies 
utlllzina contaminant transport modelina analy
ses. In addition, REWAI rqularly handles pro
jects through final desian and construction. 
REW Al also providea technical services in the 
areas of solid wute manaaement, wutewater 
treatment and diapoaal, 1roundwater rcsourcca 
manaacment, and environmental cngineerina 
and plannlna. 

RMC f.a......_... Semca 
RD II, Frlcb Lock Rd. 
Potlltown, PA 19464 21.5/326-9662 

AnalytJcal Laboratory Servicea; OeotechuJcal 
Servlca, indudina aroundwatcr moaJtorina. 
wdl aidq and insta1Jadon. hazardous lite inva
tipdons; environmental conauldq, indudina 
natural resource invauoria, populadoa lhldlea, 
bioloaicaJ llUDplina, tlaue analysis, blouaaya, 
wetlands atudia. 

RMT,bc. 
P.O. Box8923 
Madilon, WI 53708-8923 608/832-4444 

RMT ii a CODlulttq eqineeriq rum Q1C1Cia1iz. 
Ina in aolid and hazardous Wllte IDIMl"'Nllt, 
aroundwater monitorina and anal)'lil, iDdustrial 
hyaiene eqi.neeriq, environmental conlrOI, and 
lab aervica. 8uainal incJudca plamilna. daian. 
and pcrmitdJla Of hazardous Wute ttatmcnt, 
ltorqe, l1:ld dilpol&l facilities, and the invati
pdon, daip, impJemcnladon and moniloring 
or remed.iaJ mcuura. 

.....c.r.. 
P.O. Box201088 
Allltin, TX 78720-1088 .s 1214"'""'797 

Radian Corporation provides a full range of 
proc:aa, aolid l1:ld buardoua waste cnaineerina 
scrvlca ... inc:ludina lite u1esunen1 to remedia
tion daip and CODltrUc:tioo. Wiile minimir.a
tioo to the daip or wute treatment or dil
poW systam, l1:ld prepuina permit applic:ldom 
to respoodlna to coment orden. ID addition, the 
compuy bu three full-aervice 1aboratoria pro
vidina complelc cbaracterization and clusifica.. 
tioo or IOila. pvu.ndwater. run~rr. leachata, 
air emitliom, soil vapors, l1:ld virtually any ocher 
substance or material for which lllCllUftlllell 
arc required. Radian also bu the unique abilitJ 
to pcrf orm remed.iaJ pilot ll1ldia OD site. This is 
accomptisbed throuah our tranaponable lrell
ment systems. The unit physical-cbanical opera
tions incorporated into thae aystelDI CID be CIOll

r11urcd to treat moat contaminated Wiile 
sueama. These systems have suff'icient capacity 
to provide full-teale aroundwater remediation. 

Reen [11~1al .... 
10 Hazelwood Or., Suite 106 
Amherst, NY 141.SO 716/691-2600 

Reen Environmental, Inc., with laboratory 
facilities in Amherst, New York (Buffalo) and 
Columbia, Maryland (Wuhinaton/Baltimon:), 
offen full-tCl'Vic:e environmental tcltina aervic:es 
encompusina all matrices. Both of our facilities 
arc U.S. EPA CLP contracton and arc certified 
in numcroua states. Services include data man
aaement and electronic data transfer. 

Remcor, i.e. 
701 Alpha Or. 
Pittsbmah, PA 15238 4121963·1106 

Remcor provides the Ml spectrum of buardous 
wute conaultina and remediation services. By 
uniquely intearatina upertise In eqineering, 
conatruclion, and environmental field servic:es. 
Remcor performa projects ranainl from investi· 
aations throuah actual remediation. Ma turnkey 
contractor, Remcor bu completed numerous 
projects lncludina buildina decontamination. 
surface impoundm.ent closure. landfill clean
ups, storaae tank manaaement, ubcstos removal 
and aroundwater remediation. 



Re111ediadon Technology, Inc. (REMTECH) 
273 Franklin Rd. 
Randolph, NJ 07869 201/361-8840 

Remediation Technology, Inc. (REMTECH) pro
vides services related to on-site remediation of 
contaminated sites, engineering services aimed at 
providing innovative solutions to environmental 
problems, and technology transfer of unique and 
novel cleanup technologies. 

Resource Analysts, Inc. 
Box778 
Hampton, NH 03842 603/926-7777 

Resource Analysts, Inc., a subsidiary of Milli
pore Corporation, provides environmental 
chemistry, aquatic toxicology and field sampling 
services to industrial and governmental clients. 
Resource Analysts, Inc. participates in EPA's 
Contract Laboratory Program and is Army and 
Navy approved for DOD site restoration serv
ices. Facilities include 24,000 sq. ft. dedicated to 
chemistry laboratory and 10,000 sq. ft. dedi
cated to fresh water and marine aquatic toxi
cology laboratory. RAI maintains a professional 
staff of 85 scientists, technicians and admin
istrators. The company prides itself on its unique 
customer satisfaction program. 

Response Rentals 
1460 Ridge Rd. East 
Rochester, NY 14621 800/242-3910 

Response Rentals provides rental instrumenta
tion for remedial investigation studies, compli
ance surveys and substance emergencies. The in
strumentation is easy to operate, reliable and 
represents the best names in the industry. Broad 
product line meets virtually every application 
need and includes OVAs, COis, PIDs, Iso
thermal GCs and more. 

RoyF. Weston, Inc. 
Weston Way 
West Chester, PA 19380 215/430-3025 

Weston is a full-service environmental engineer
ing firm specializing in analytical laboratory 
services, consulting and engineering, remedia
tion, facility construction and operations, tech
nical information management and the manage
ment of major programs. Weston employs more 
than2,600people from various disciplines, wholly 
owns 8 subsidiaries and now has 42 offices nation
wide. 

Ruka Laboratories, Inc. 
3601 Dunvale Rd. 
Houston, TX 77063 713/975-0547 

The Ruska PYRAN ThermaChrom™ universal 
spectrometer interface will be featured via photo
graphs and data displays. This Thermal Chrom
atograph™ permits the direct analysis of soils, 
sludges and other solid and semi-solid materials 
for organic contamination without the need for 
solvent extraction or other sample preparation 
techniques. Both mobile and fixed lab configur
ations will be depicted. 

S-CUBED, 
A Division of Mu.well Laboratories, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1620 
La Jolla, CA 92038 619/ 453-0060 

Chemical Analysis Services: CLP organic analy
ses, RCRA analyses, Methods 1618, 1624, 1625 
analysis for OWRS samples, Appendix IX com-

pounds, inorganic Analytes; Quality Assurance 
Support-BOAT, SITE, OPP Projects: QA pro
ject plan reviews, final report reviews, field aud
its, QA training; Analytical Methods Develop
ment and Research; Environmental Engineering: 
site investigation/field sampling and monitoring, 
treatability studies, solidification/stabilization. 

SCS Engineen 
11260 Roger Bacpon Dr. 
Reston, VA 22090 703/471-6150 

Solid and hazardous waste consulting services 
since 1970. Specialists in control and treatment 
of subsurface gases; a subsidiary of the firm 
offers construction services in this area. Remed
ial investigations, feasibility studies, design, con
struction management. Analytical laboratory, 
underground tank testing, construction. Real es
tate contamination assessments. Hazardous 
waste facility design and permitting. 

Sensldyne, Inc. 
16333 Bay Vista Dr. 
Clearwater, FL 34620 813/530-3602 

Portable and fixed gas detection and air sampling 
equipment. Equipment includes monitoring in
struments such as Sensidyne's FID, Odor Moni
tor, Hazardous Material Kits, Detector Tubes, 
Personal Toxic Monitors, Personal Sampling 
Pumps, Continuous Toxic and Combustible 
Monitors. 

Sentex Sensing Technology Inc. 
553 Broad Ave. 
Ridgefield, NJ 07657 201/945-3694 

Manufacturer of: portable gas chromatographs; 
used to monitor TL V levels of contaminants in 
air, water or soil. Multi-point monitoring sys
tems: for continuous PPM/PPB analysis of haz
ardous gases. Portable purge and trap gas 
chromatograph: for automatic/accurate analysis 
of voes in water. 

SLT North America, Inc. 
16945 Northchase, Suite 1750 
Houston, TX 77060 713/874-2150 

The pioneer in HOPE lining systems, SLT man
ufactures and installs 34-ft wide seamless mono
lithic sheets, with engineered innovations such 
as: Hyperflex™, PolyLock™, and Friction
Flex™. Manufactured material thickness from 
40 to 240 mils, SL T is your solution for ponds, 
tanks, tunnels, landfills, and mining applica
tions. 

SMC Environmental Services Group 
P.O. Box859 
Valley Forge, PA 19482 215/265-2700 

SMC Environmental Services Group provides 
consulting services in the fields of geology, hy
drogeology, biology, civil and environmental en
gineering, planning, surveying, environmental 
science, and computer technology. Founded 
more than 35 years ago, SMC is comprised of a 
staff of nearly 60 engineers and scientists and 
serves a broad range of clients from Fortune 500 
industries to municipal authorities. 

SSI Shredding Systems 
28655 SW Boones Ferry Rd., P.O. Box 707 
Wilsonville, OR 97070 503/682-3633 

SSI Shredding Systems provides on-site volume 
reduction and material processing of solid haz-

ardous waste prior to material treatment. Spe
cific services include pre-processing, feedstock 
preparation and volume reduction of solid haz
ardous waste utilizing mobile low-speed, rotary 
shear shredders. This low rpm equipment is easy 
to trailer mount and once on-site is operational 
within hours. OSHA certified operators are pro
vided. 

Systech Environmental Corp. 
245 N. Valley Rd. 
Xenia, OH 45385 513/372-8077 

Supplemental fuel use of organic liquid wastes in 
a rotary cement kiln. 

Science Appllcadons Intemadonal Corp. 
8400 Westpark Dr. 
McLean, VA22102 7031734-4302 

SAIC has been providing environmental man
agement services to government and commer
cial clients for nearly 20 years from offices across 
the country. Our services include Rl/FS, design 
engineering, construction management and com
pliance programs for air, water and hazardous 
waste regulations. Special capabilities include 
laboratory services, health and safety training 
and clean-up technology development and 
demonstration. 

Scientific Specialties Service, Inc. 
P.O. Box352 
Randallstown, MD 21133 301/964-9666 

Scientific Specialties Service, Inc. is showing its 
line of environmental sampling supplies includ
ing precleaned and regular vials, bottles, and jars 
in both glass (which is also available Safety
Coated if desired) and plastic. They are also 
showing their Teflon® Capliners and Teflon®/ 
Silicone septa and their line of Teflon® sealing 
tapes in an extensive range of sizes. 

Serrot Corp. 
5401 Argosy Dr. 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 714/895-3010 

Serrot Corporation is a full-service company 
specializing in the fabrication and installation of 
geomembrane lining systems and floating covers. 
Serrot is fully experienced in the full range of 
materials available for a multitude of applica
tions including: hazardous waste, sanitary land
fills, potable water, wastewater, tanks, mining, 
leach pads, process water, methane barriers, 
floating covers and specialty applications. Serv
ice is available on a national basis. 

Sevenson Environmental Services, Inc. 
2749 Lockport Rd. 
Niagara Falls, NY 14302 716/284-0431 

Sevenson Environmental Services, Inc. provides 
remedial construction services to government 
and industry in site remediation; excavation, 
characterization, transportation, and disposal of 
bulk and drummed wastes; secure landfill and 
lagoon construction/ closure; slurry wall con
struction; sludge solidification and fixation; re
covery and treatment systems installations for 
groundwater soils; leachate collection and treat
ment systems installations for groundwater 
soils; leachate collection and treatment systems 
construction; on-site incineration, biological re
mediation; facilities decontamination and demo
lition; dewatering; and storage tank removal/re
mediation. 
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Site RedunalJon Syatema 
P.O. Box II 
Howey-in-the-Hills, FL 34737 9041324-36.51 

Site Reclamation Systems, Inc. (SRS) designs, 
constructs, and operates mobile soil volatilizen 
which clean soils contaminated with petroleum 
hydrocarbons (e.g., gasoline, 12 fuel oil, jct fuel, 
kerosene, etc.). The distinct advantages over 
conventional disposal options arc: 
• Eliminates long-term liability associates with 

conventional transportation and dispoul 
• The process is cost-effecth·c and competitive 

with conventional disposal methods 
• Complies with new federal and state regula

tions which require WMtc destruction and 
minimization whenever pouiblc 

Skolnik lndulrla, llK. 
4900 S. Kilbourn Ave. 
Chicqo, IL 60632 312 73.5-0700 

New steel containen (Overpeck/Salvage, car· 
bon, composite and stainless) from 8 to 110 
1allons for shippini and storina hazardous and 
non-hazardous waste materials, u well u con
tainer linen, HazMat containment kits, com· 
ponents, dollies, utility carts, tool.I and acccuor
ies. Custom desiJn and fabrication is also avail· 
able. 

SoUut Cauda Ltd. 
The Williams Mill, .51.5 Main St. 
Olen Williams, ON L 7G 395 4161873-llSS 

Solinst manufactures hiJh quality groundwater 
monitorina instrumentation. New on display at 
Superfuod '89 will be an oil/water "Interface 
Pr<>be." The probe hu the ruued durability and 
easy operation of Solinst Water Level Meters, 
and accurately measures depth of product layen 
and depth to water. The Waterloo Multilevel 
System will also be on display. 

Soa~west Labontory of Ok.IUoma 
1700 West Albany, Suite C 
Broken Arrow, OK 74012 918/2.51-28.58 

Quality and service oriented analytical labora
tory offerina comprehensive analysu for 
CERCLA, SARA, RCRA, priority pollutants, 
Oioxi.ns/Furans, Appendix IX, explosives and 
TCLP. SWL is a full participant in the U.S. 
EPA CLP with multiple contracts in orpnics, 
high haz.ards and inorpnics. Also certified by 
Corps of Engineer1 for DERA projects. 

Soulllwest llesearcll lulJtule 
6220 Culebra Rd. 
San Antonio, TX 78228-0S I 0 .512/.Sll-2687 

Southwest Research Institute providcs commer
cial lea.k location 1urveys <>f geomembranc liners 
for landfills, impoundments, and lined tanka to 
accurately locate leakl in the material and aeams. 
Analytical laboratory systems and techniques 
will be presented for both the sampling and 
analysis of environmental pollutants. Bio-degra
dation techniques will also be diJCUued. 

Spedallz.ed EnlronmHtal Equip., lac. 
Rt. 4, Box 216 
Euley, SC 29.540 803/8.59-8277 

Specialized Environmental provides Mobile 
Laboratories: chemical analy1is units, water 
pollution analysis units, and decontamination 
units; Special Service Units; Bloassay Dilutor 
Sy1tem1; and Water Baths, Dual Purpose Pumps 
and Oxygen Demand Apparatus. 
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Stoat Ea"lroamrntal IK. 
2880 Bergey Rd. 
Hatfield, PA 19440 21.5/822-2676 

Stout Environmental, Inc. la 11 full-service en· 
vironmental management company providing 
treatment and diJposal of haz.ardoUJ, industrial, 
and municipal wastes, along with a broad range 
of specialized 1uppon services. Our 1.5 service 
divisions enable us to offer a turnkey approach 
10 environmental problems providing timely and 
cost-effective 1olutions. 

Summll lnlttttll 
1801 Sunset Pl., Suite D 
Lonamont, CO 80.501 30)1772-3073 

SIP-1000 Portable Ou Analyzer-Tht SIP-
1000 is a 1mall, portable, sclf-<ontamed instru
ment that is both a continuous monitor and gas 
chromatoaraph and iJ capable or dttectina gases 
in the PPB ranac. "A New Twist on Detectors" 
allow1 the operator 10 quickly chanae detector 
types (PIO, FID, TCD). Another feature la the 
incorporation of a solid atate carrier gas 1y11cm 
that utilizes metal hydridcs. 

Surety Spedalltl, lac. 
!SOI 2nd Ave. E., P.O. Boll .5098 
Tampa, FL H67S-S098 8131247-0118 

Surety Specialists, loc.-Our name s.ays 11 all. 
Surety provides Surety Bonds for all types or 
c<>ntractors. We are experts with "tOUJh" C&JeS, 

including asbestos, environmental and demo
lition contractors. We specialize in creative 
underwritina and represent Treasury-listed and 
Best-rated bonding companies. 

Santy Tekakia•, lac. 
6200 Courtney Campbell Cswy., Suite 68' 
Tampa, FL H607 8131872-1810 

National bond qcncy 1pecializing in the place
ment of all types of hard to write contract bonds, 
including environmental remediation, asbestos 
abatement, and demolition contracts; represent
ing over two dozen carriers including Treuury
listed and Best-rated companies. 

Sybro• CMtakUI lac./Blodaelllkal DI.WO• 
Birmingham Rd., P.O. Box 66 
Binniqham, NJ 08011 6091893-1100 

Leaden in the application <>f aUJ1Denled bio
reclamation (ABR) for the treatment of contam· 
inated soil and groundwater. Capabilities include 
biosy1tems enginttrina services and supply of 
selectively adapted orpnisms for specific con
taminanu. TcchnoloaY useful for cleanup of 
chemicals from lea.king storage tanks, pipeline 
spills, train derailmenu, etc. Advantqa are 
ultimate disposal 1cchnoloay and low cost. 

TAMS Coualtull, llK. 
6SS Third Ave. 
New York, NY 10017 212/867-1777 

TAMS. a leading international enaineering and 
acientific firm, offen comprehensive services in 
solid and hazardous waste management. Si1nif
icant experience Includes Rl/FS; health/safety; 
risk assessment; communlty relations; remedial 
design; construction ovtniaht; alte closure; 
waste geotechnla; chemlcallprocaa design; 
watershed management; hydrogeology/mathe
matical modellna. TAMS provides 1ervices to 
clients in government, military and private sec
tors through offices in major cities. 

TARGET SoU Gu S."'1' 
8940-A Rte. 108 Oakland Center 
Columbia, MD 210it5 3011992-6622 

TARO ET 1peclaliza sokly in providina soil au 
services nationwide for rut and accurate JCreeo
ing of VOCI in the subsurface. TAROET'a 
ad11anett/ IOil gu IU!VC')'I have been wed ror de
tecting and useuing suspected voe problema, 
delineating the extent of a spill, and/or moni
torina the progress and 1ucccs1 of a remediation 
effort. 

TlgCofp. 
P.O. Boll 11661 
PitlJburah, PA I .5228 4121563-ilOO 

Manufacturers of modular adsorbers deliped 
for the remediation of vapor and water pollu
tion. The combination of over 30 yean of exper
ience with adsorbents and systcnu provides 
unique capabilities of technical expertix and 
product availability to addresa specifac remedial 
problmu with the mOlt appropriate tedmoloaY. 

TI'ST~llk. 
2070 S. Orange Blouom Trail 
Apopka. FL 3270) 

TPS Technol<>sles Inc. provides on-lite thermal 
treatment for petroleum-<0ntamin•t.ed aoib. 
TPS Tcchnolol)el' thermal treatment units have 
1tatewidc permits and can be operated anywhere 
in the State of Florida, u well u in many other 
Jtates. TPS Tcchnol<>sJes offen the optimum 
packqe: reduced liability exposure, competitive 
pricina, minimum lite disruption and immcdiau 
rcspoiuc. 

Tedl..awl.ac. 
14500 Avion Pkwy., Suite 300 
Chantilly, VA 22021-1101 703/818-IOOJ 

Techl.a". an environmental consuJtina firm ex
perienced in the application of legal and techni
cal priocipks to wts in support of RCRA and 
CERCLA litipt.ion activities, providel enforce
mcni services including: PRP search. imagiq 
services, tnckina systenu, evidencie audits, docu
ment control systems, legal ~ full text 
database, transactional database, data validation 
and compliance audits. 

Tekaar CompaQ 
P.O. Box 3718S6 
Cincinnati, OH 4.5222-18S6 sl3n61-0633 

LSC 2000 Series Purac and Trap Concentrators 
for analysis of volatile orpnic compounds in 
environmental samples Of Water, soils, and 
lludaes. Also dynamic headspacc analysis on 
food samples and polymen. M50100T Au~ 
matic Thermal Dcsorber for analysis of volatile 
<>rpnic compounds in air samples (both ambient 
and Industrial hyJienc). 

TeauCorla. 
8291 Patuxent Range Rd. 
Jessup, MD 20794 301/72.5-.5910 

Tenax Corporation manufactures a full line of 
Oeoaynthetia for waste management applica· 
lions. The Tenax line of products include Drain· 
age nets and Ococomposites for leachate collec
tion, Oeoarids for side slope reinfon:ement and 
haul road stabilization, fencing for safety delim· 
itation and litter control. Technical assistance 
and design arc u·ailable from Tenax Eqineer· 
Ing Department. 



Tetra Tech, Inc. 
630 N. Rosemead Blvd. 
Pasadena, CA 91107 818/449-6400 

Tetra Tech specializes in environmental science 
and engineering, hazardous waste management, 
and assessment of risks to human health and the 
environment. Tetra Tech has more than 20 years 
experience managing and conducting major en
vironmental and engineering services contracts 
for industry and government, including exten
sive nationwide experience in hazardous waste 
and underground storage tank management. 

Thermo Anllytical, Inc. 
S63S Jefferson Blvd. NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87109 SOS/34S-9931 

TMA's network of laboratories and service facil
ities provides a full range of analyses of organic 
and inorganic chemicals and radioactive ma
terials in soil, water, air, industrial wastes, and 
biological materials. In addition to these analyti
cal services, TMA offers health physics, indus
trial hygiene, and dosimetry consulting services. 

Thermo Environmental Instruments 
8 W. Forge Pkwy. 
Franklin, MA 02038 S08/S20-0430 

Thermo Environmental Instruments, Inc. is the 
world's leading manufacturer of U.S. EPA ap
proved Ambient Air Pollution Analyzers, Ex
tractive and In-Situ Stack Emission Monitoring 
Systems and Toxic Chemical Analyzers. Analy
zers included in our product line are NOx, 
C02, S02, CO, 03, OVM, HC, and GCs. 

Toney Drllllna Supplies, Inc. 
14060NW 19th Ave. 
Miami, FL 330S4 30S/68S-24S3 

Complete line of drilling equipment: New/used 
drill rigs, drill rods, subs and bits. Diamond 
bits, core barrels, mud and additives; augers, 
casing and plugs; stainless steel screens, PVC 
screens, points and pcaps; monitoring and 
sampling devices; safety clothing, masks, gloves 
and boots. Consultation and instruction are also 
available. 

Tncer Research Corporation 
38SS N. Business Center Dr. 
Tucson, AZ 8S10S 602/888-9400 

Tracer Research Corporation specializes in Leak 
Detection for underground storage tanks, bulk 
storage, above ground tanks and pipelines; 
Tracer Technology for groundwater monitor
ing and landfill liner tightness testing; and on
site detection of subsurface volatile organic con
taminants (soil gas analysis). Tracer offers full
service organic analysis laboratory services. 

TracorXray, Inc. 
34S E. Middlefield Rd. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 41S/967-03SO 

Field model XRF system for on-site screening 
for priority metals in contaminated soil without 
site specific standards. System uses single source, 
X-ray tube excibation, electrically cooled solid 
state detector and an IBM PC. 

TreaTek® , Inc. 
2801 Long Rd. 
Grand Island, NY 14072 7161773-8660 

TreaTek® is an environmental service subsid
iary of Occidental Chemical Corporation, and 

has as its commercial objective the application 
of advanced microbial and chemical treatment 
technologies to the remediation of waste streams 
and contaminated soil. TreaTek® can provide 
remedial consultation, laboratory treatability 
study (biological, chemical and physical), ana
lytical support, system design and specification 
and turnkey project management. 

Triangle Laboratories, Inc. 
801-10 Capitola Dr., P.O. Box 1348S 
Research Triangle Park 
NC 27709 919/S44-S729 

Triangle Laboratories, Inc. is an EPA-approved 
contract laboratory for Organics. The company 
was founded in 1984 and is privately owned. 
Its 20,000 sq. ft. facilities are located in Alston 
Technical Park in Research Triangle Park, North 
Carolina. Services include high resolution GC/ 
MS analysis for Dioxin and Furans. 

U .s. Analytical Instruments 
1S11 Industrial Rd. 
San Carlos, CA 94070 41S/S9S-8200 

Available for rent and immediate delivery
HNU Model lOls, FOXBOROL OVA 128GCs, 
and MIRAN lBs from U.S. Analytical Instru
ments. In addition, USAI offers for rent or lease 
GC, HPLC, Fluorescence, UV /VIS, AA and 
ICP, IR and FTIR instrumentation from major 
manufacturers such as Hewlett-Packard, Perkin 
Elmer, Varian, Foxboro, Hitachi and Waters. 
We offer flexible rental and purchase option 
plans designed to meet your financial and instru
mentation needs. 

U.S. Army Corps of Englneen 
P .0. Box 103, Downtown Station 
Omaha, NE 68101-0103 402/691-4S33 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the 
U.S. EPA have joined forces to clean up Fed
eral lead hazardous waste sites under the Super
fund program. The booth will be manned by 
Corps personnel to assist architect-engineer firms 
and construction contractors to take advantage 
of work available to them through the Corps of 
Engineers. 

U.S. Army Toxic & Hazardous 
Materials Agency 
Bldg. E4460, ATTN: CETHA-PA 
Aberdeen Proving Ground 
MD 21010-S401 301/671-2SS6 

The U.S. Army Toxic & Hazardous Materials 
Agency, located at Aberdeen Proving Ground, 
Maryland, is a field operating agency of the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers that offers a wide 
spectrum of environmental support services to 
Army installations nationwide. 

U.S. Bureau of Mines 
2401 E St., NW, MS 6201 
Washington, DC 20241 202/634-1224 

The Bureau of Mines is a Federal Government 
agency under the U.S. Department of the In~er
ior. The Bureau's mission involves conductmg 
research and gathering minerals-related data that 
will help strengthen our domestic minerals indus
try. Among its many research programs is a pro
gram dedicated to alleviating or solving environ
mental problems plaguing the minerals indust~. 
Promising technologies have evolved from this 
program and are readily available to companies 
desiring to use them through technology transfer. 

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
Mail Code D-3210, P .0. Box 2S001 
Denver, CO 8022S-0007 303/236-8646 

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation provides Total 
Project Management in hazardous waste site 
cleanup-PA/SI, Rl/FS, RD, RA, and O&M. 
Work may be completed for other government 
agencies in planning, design, construction, con
struction oversight, reviews, or research. Work 
has been completed under RCRA, Superfund, 
and Federal Facilities section of CERCLA. 

U.S. Envlrosearcb, Inc. 
44S Union Blvd., Suite 22S 
Lakewood, CO 80228 303/980-6600 

A nationwide recruiting firm based in Denver, 
Colorado, specializing in the recruitment of haz
ardous waste, environmental and incineration 
personnel. U.S. Envirosearch represents client 
companies in the areas of hazardous waste dis
posal, site remediation, environmental engineer
ing, air quality, analytical labs, solvent recycling, 
PCB disposal, industrial cleaning and generators. 

U.S. Geological Survey 
790 National Center 
Reston, VA 22092 703/648-4377 

Panels depic~ing research and products of the 
U.S. Geological Survey dealing with earth 
sciences will be displayed. 

ULTROX lntemadonal 
243S S. Anne St. 
Santa Ana, CA 92704 1 l4/S4S-SSS1 

The innovative UL TROX® process utilizes 
ultraviolet light with ozone and/or hydrogen 
peroxide to destroy toxic organic contaminants 
in groundwater, surface waters, wastewaters and 
leachate, on site. No sludges or wastes are gen
erated requiring regeneration, disposal or incin
eration. ULTROX® is used as a stand-alone 
treatment system and with other technologies. 

USPCI,lnc. 
SIS West Greens Rd., Suite SOO 
Houston, TX 77067 713/77S-7800 

USPCI, Inc., headquartered in Houston, Texas, 
is a professional hazardous waste management 
company offering a complete range of services 
involving the treatment, disposal, analysis and 
transportation of hazardous industrial waste. It 
has become one of the leaders in the industry, 
providing services to a wide range of industrial 
and government customers throughout the 
United States. 

Utensco/P&D 
P.O. Box 710 
Port Washington, NY llOSO Sl6/883-7300 

Utensco/P&D manufactures steel secondary 
containment systems for the safe storage, dis
pensing and transportation of hazardous waste 
materials. All units feature an internal catch 
basin designed to hold spills or leaks. The 
volume of the catch basin meets or exceeds cur
rent government environmental and safety regu
lations. 

Union Carbide Industrial Gases Inc.I 
Linde Division 
39 Old Ridgebury Rd. 
Danbury, CT06817 203/794-S601 

America's leading producer of industrial gases, 
including oxygen and nitrogen, Linde® Com-
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bustion System can safely double the capacity of 
your incinerator, reducina CO excursions and 
awtlliary fuel consumption. See us to learn about 
our installation at the BROS Superfund site. 

UaUecl S .. t11 T11Uq Co., lac. 
1415 Park Ave. 
Hoboken, NJ 07030 2011792-2400 x325 

Laboratory analytical servica (EPA CLP) chem· 
istry, environmental chemistry, radio chemi1try, 
ubestos, biolO&Y, aeo-technical-specialiaU in pri· 
ority tum-around with 10 QC and 17 QC/MS. 

Tiie UalnnitJ of FladlaJ 
lOOON. Main 
Findlay, OH 45840 419/4~540 

Trainina and education provided In the areu of 
hazardous materials/wute, emeraency response, 
spill response, confined apace entry, ubestos re
moval, 40 hour OSHA, 8 hour OSHA and 
OSHA site supervisor trainlna. Hands-on traln
ina facility. Oo-ait.e trainina available upon 
arranacment. 

V1C MuufKhlrtlla 
1620 Central Ave., NE 
Minneapolis, MN 5S413 6121781-6601 

VIC Manufacturina produces carbon adsorption 
systcml for solvent recovery and cmiuions con
trol for 1 wide ranae of manufacturina applica
tions. lo addition to the sale and service of such 
s)'lleml, V1C off en contract enaineerina scrvica 
includina: 
• Exhaust sr.d:: emission analysis 
• Preliminary en,Jineerina desiaru and dr1win&1 
• Complete installation dcsians for adsorption 

and related equipment 
• On-site en.Jineerina supervision of contractors 
• Stan-up services and maintenance seminars 

VFL Tecboioa Corporadoa 
42UoydAve. 
Malvern, PA 19355 215/296-2233 

VFL TechnolO&Y Corporation la 1 civillaeo
technical construction rlllJI 1peci1lirin1 in the de
sign and implementation of solutions to 1 variety 
of wast.e manaaement problems. Services Include 
IOil/1ludae solidification and 1tablliz.atioo, 
laaoon/landfill cloaures, baz&rdou11ite remedia
tion, groundwater recovery and treatment, on
site treatment systems, excavation treatment and 
disposal of contaminated material.I on-site or 
off-site. 

VSI EaYlronmcatal !ien'lca, lac. 
P.O. Box 2878 
Baltimore, MD21225-0878 301/636-1490 

When it comes to indust.rial cleanioa, site decon
tamination, toxic wute removal and pavina, 
count on VSI Environmental Services, Inc. to 
handle every upect of the job with competence 
and care from initial consult to follow-throuah. 
VSI providct equipment, labor, supervision, 
and, most important, the expertise to act the job 
done. 

Vcnar, Inc. 
6850 Veraar Center, P.O. Box 1549 
Sprinafield, VA22151 7031750-3000 

On a nationwide bui1, Versar provides a wide 
ranae of 1elentific and technical services to com
mercial and industrial clients. We 111i1t our 
clients in hazardous waste (RCRA/CERCLA/ 
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SARA) and toxic substance control, lndualrial 
hyaiene, air and water quality manqemcnt, 
reautatory compliance uailtance, ecolopcaJ and 
human toxicoloaical risk UICllment, and mullt 
media wnpllna and analysis. 

Viar ud CompuJ, lac. 
209 Madison St. 
Alexandria, VA22314 

Viar and Company delivers to the aovernment 
and iu prime contractors practical solutions to 
complex environmental information manqe
ment problem• utilizina 1tate-of-the-art telecom
munlcationa, microcomputer, local area net
work, and expert systems technolo&Y. Our areaa 
of focu1 include: environmental data coUectlon, 
quality usurance, enforcement and compliance 
monltorlna, financial manqement and proanm 
manaacmcnt and decialon tuppon. 

WAPORA 
7926 Jones Branch Or., Suite 1100 
Mclean, VA 22102 7031893-3904 

KEMRON Environmental Scrvlccs/WAPORA 
arc two nationally recoanized laboratory and 
environmental co111ultin1 companies. They pro
vide full turnkey services from Site lnvcttip
tionfBnaineertna Scrvlccs, Remediation Serv
ices, Chemical and Analytical Services, Asbcstoa 
Manqement/lndust.rial Hysiene and Environ
mental Manqement. Stop by booth '°919 to 
see what they can do for you. MBE certified. 

W ATEC/ A TEC Auodata, Jae. 
1300 Williams Dr., Suite B 
Marietta, OA ~299 404/427-1947 

Wute Abatement Technolo&Y, Inc. (WATEC) 
is 1 full-service remedial construction contRctor 
based in Marlett.a, Oeoraia. Site restoration sen-
lea indude: laaoon closures, drum cha.racteri.u
tioo and overpackina, soil excavation, ground
water treatment, buildina decontamination, and 
ubestos abatement. WA TEC'a parent company, 
A TEC Allociata, provides aeotechnlcaJ and 
environmental enaineerina suppon u well u en
vironmental drillina services from 44 offices 
acrou the nation. 

Wlldnrordl/ Alert Laboratortes 
4101 Shuffel Dr., NW 
Nonh Canton, OH 44720 216/497-9396 

Complete environmental analytical scrvica. Par
ticipant in U.S. EPA Contract Laboratory Pro
aram, wnplina, mobile labora1orie1, indust.rlal 
hyaiene services AIHA approved. 

WatcnanrCo•puJ, lllc. 
P.O. Box 16465 
Denver, CO 80216 303/289-1818 

Wateraaver provides the world's moll reliable 
membrane linlna sy1tems. Meet all state and fed
eral reaulations with Wateraaver. Linen and 
closure caps for I wide variety or applications. 
Custom fabrication and installation or CSPE, 
CPER, PVC, XR-5, and others. Continuous 
service for over 30 years. 

Wayne Aaaodata, Inc:. 
2628 Barrett St. 
Vlrainla Beach, VA 23452 

Wayne Auociates, Inc. Is responsible for the 
1taffin1 of many of the nation's environmental 
firms. Our 1ervice1 Include contract and con
tlnaency search and our expertise Involves na-

donwide opportunltiCI ror chemists, cnaineen, 
hyalenists, aalel/awketioa and groundwater 
spec:ialilts. Stop by Booth 11801 to diacuu your 
needs or lnveatipte career alternatives. 

WWu EllYiroTecll lllc. 
666 Eut Main St., P.O. Box 2006 
Middletown, NY 10940 9141343-0660 

An environmental COlllllldna firm of enaiDeera 
and scientists that provides I full l'IDIC of baz. 
ardous wutc man11ement servica includJna; 
site investiaadom, RJIFS, bydroaeoloaic: was
mcnts, real estate site IUCUDlCDts, aquifer pro
tccllon and restoration, leacbalelgroundwaler 
treatment, and remedial~ 

W.alMlJ l..cnmcatl lllc. 
5'r1 E. Third St. 
Nonb Vancouver, BC 
Canada V7LIOA 

Watbay manufacturct the MP System, 1 multi
lcvd groundwater monitorina aystem c:aplble of 
provldiDa acceu to any number of intervals from 
1 siqJc casina. Wcttbay provides usistancc in 
ldcctina the monitorina well daign approprilk 
ror each project u well u otcn.sive field trainiq 
and support. 

w~~a 
GNlap .. !ienlcel, Ille. 
52.40 Panola lndust.rial Blvd. 
Decatur, OA xxm 404/S93-3464 

FuJJ.servicc supplier for all environmental and 
hazardous wute manqcment needs. Major serv
ice areas include: risk and environmental usen
ment, remedial enaineerinl. site remedialion. 
cmeraeocy respome, analysis, wutc minimiza.. 
lion and off.-lite treatment and diapoul. 

Wllltul Alford Allodalel, lac. 
122 But 42nd St. 
New York, NY 10168 2121557-4742 

We are Jeadina executive recruiters in the solid 
and hazardous wutc industries. Assignments in
clude collcct.ion and disposal.; remediation; en
vironmental, dvil, mechanical and chemical en
ainttn; laboratory personnd; marketing and 
sales of scrvices and equipment. 

WO.Oa LUoratortes 
525 Nonb Ith St. 
Salina, KS 67401 913/825-7186 

Wilson Laboratories services include: ground
water, drinkina water, and wutewater analysis; 
toxic and hazardous wute analysia, includilll 
standard analyses for inorpnics, orpnics and 
PCBs in various matrices. 

YWC, lac:. 
6490 Promler Ave., NW 
Nonb Canton, OH 44720 2161499-8181 

YWC, Inc. is an environmental services and pro
ducts oraanization offerina environmental en
alncerlna capabilities, contract laboratory facil· 
itict, wutewater treatment dcsip, build and 
operate services, complete municipal and Indus· 
trial sludae pumplna and dewaterina, software 
manaaement of environmentally-mandated data 
(SARA, OSHA, etc.), OSHA/RCRA trainina. 
transportation and disposal of RCRA and TSCA 
wastes and distribution of polypropylene sor· 
benu and baas, vapor supprcssanu, solidifica· 
Lion aaenu and bloculture aaenu for waste
waters and contaminated soils. 



ztmpro/Pusavant Inc. 
301 W. Military Rd. 
Rothschild, WI S4474 71S/3S9-7211 

Zimpro/Passavant is the developer of the 
PACT® wastewater treatment system, which 
uses powdered activated carbon and wet air oxi
dation. Both technologies are part of EPA SITE 
program. It is effective on contaminated ground
water, leachates, process discharges, other haz
ardous wastewaters. ZP has complete pilot plant 
facilities for treatability studies. 
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89-19, 11 
Vahdouon. 118-323 

l'lnannal 
Ab1hty 10 f'.ty. 89·600 
Ab.\.CMmcnl, 89-600 

Fire, 81-341. 82-299 
Underground, 86-350 

Firefighter 
Toxic Exposure. 86-152 

F1rs1 Responder Training. RS- 71 
FIT 

Contracu, 83-313. 86-36 
Health and Safety, 80-85 

Fixauon. 89-413 
Sohd1f1ca11on. 86-297; 87-1117, 396 

F101a11on. 88-455 
lloaung Covers. 84-406 
Flordfe. 88-317 
Hondo. 118-287 

Remedial Ac11V1110.. 82-2'1~ 
Fluo!UC'Cnce, 86-370 

X-Ray (XRJ:') Spectroscopy. 88- 11~ 
f'lushing 

Soil. 89-207 
M1 Ash 

·Bcn1onite Barner Improvement. 
89-526 
Foam~ 

Vapor Suppression, 87-480 
foodcham, 118-359 

Fon Miller, 81-215 
Foundry Wastewater, 84-598 
FT/JR. 86-371 
Fuel Spill, 88-202 
Fugac11)', 118-142 
fugitive 

Du1a Control. 84-265 
Hydrocarbon Em11;.s1on \1on11onng. 

81-123 
l·und1ng 

\1L•Cd, 89.592 

(ialvanmng Operation, 811-2-15 
( "''· 88-183 

Chromatograph. 82-57, 58: 83-76 
l'CB Annl)'l'IS, 87-420 
l'ortuhlc. K2-3t1; 83-105; 89-15 
'>rrcening. 86-38<1 

Ct romu 1ogrnphy/l'hermal I '.xi racuon. 
89-41 

C:ollect1on und Trc111men1, 86-380 
Cylinder M11nagemen1. 87-2<>8 
Migration, 118-265 
Plant.~. 86-93 
Subsurface, S'J-251 
Unknown, 84-416 

Gasifica1ion Phtnl S11c Contomurntion, 
86-242 

Gasoline. RS-269 
Extraction, 87-273 

Gaussian Puff Model. 87-465 
C rl './MS. 82-57; 89-50 

1'<'11, 87-420 

Generator Ocanup, &S-7 
Geochemical 

Control, 89·267 
Modeling. 118-245 

Geographic Information Systems, 
86-200; 89-430 
Gcohydrology. fD.117; 89-259 
Geologic Rcpor>itorics, 87-502 
Gcomembrane.li, 86-269; 89-56 

Barrier Technology, 86-282 
Linen 

Leak Detection, 89-35 
Scam Tci.ung. 86-m 

G~hylical, 83-68, 71 
Diffraction Topography, 88-152 
lnvcsllgation, 84481; 116-217 
I .ogging. 86-292; 87-320 
Methods. 82-17 
Madelin~ 86-110 
\1on11onng. 83-28 
Survey, 81-300 
Tcchnique5. 83-130; 86-465; 89-7:7 

Gcophyi;ics. 81-84; 82-91; 88-363; f!!J-2n 
Characterwng Underground Wastes, 

86-227; 87.300 
Honzon1al Radials, 87-371 

Ge01>1a11s11cal 
Dccis1on-Making. 89-146 
\1ethods, &S-107; 86-217; 118-274 

Gcotcchnical Engmecnng. 89-436 
Geotccbnology 

Con1ainmen1 System, 82-175 
Propeny Testing. BS-249 
Techniques. 83-130 

Germany. 84-565. 600 
Gilson Road Site, 82-291 
Glas.s Matru:. 89-309 
Government 

local, 89-645 
Relationships. 89-645 

Ground 
Engineering Equipment, 87-187 
Freezing. IM-386 
Penetrating Radar, 80-59, 116, 239; 

81-158, 300; 83-68; 86-227; 87-300 
Groundwater. 88-108, 138, 164, 219, 234. 

300. 375, 382; 89-122. 241, 246. 2Sl, 
259, 267. 2n. 476. 479, 558 
Activated Carbon Treatment, 86-361 
Apphed Model.mg, 86-430 
Bedrock Aquifers. 86-403 
Biological Treatment, 86-253, 333 
B1odegrada11on. &S-234; 87-2<WI 
B1oremed1ation. 89-m 
Case Histories, 86-430 
Otem1cal Oxidation. 87-174 
Otrome Pollution. 86-4-48 
acanup. 82-118, 159; 83-354; 84-176; 

87-311. 348; 88-19: 89-407. 313, 
468, 534 

Collcc11on. 86-220 
Computer Modehng, 87-111 
Con1ainmcn1., 82-259; fD.169 

Movement, 82-111; &S-147 
Contamination, 81-329, 359;82-280; 

83-43, 358; 84-103. 141, 145, 162 
170, 336; 8S-43, 157. 261; 88-84. 
113; 89-468 
Cya nide, 84 -600 
Dc1cc11on, 84-20 
I Jah1h11es, 83-437 
Mapping, 83-71 
Potential, 80-45 

Control, 89-436, 468 
Diffusion 

Effect on Transpon, 87-129 
Dioxin, 89-117 
Discha!Je to P01W, 89-137 
Evaluation, 118-19 

Hydrologic, of Landfill, 86-365 
Extraction System, 87-330 
Flow System, 83-114. 117 
Flushing. 86-220 
Halocarbon Removal, SS-456 
Heavy Metals, 86-306 



Cleanup, 87-341 
Transport, 87-444 

HELP, 86-365 
Horizontal Drilling, 86-258 
Hydraulic 

Assessment, 87-348 
Evaluation, 83-123 
Investigation, 80-78, 84-1, 107; 

86-158 
In Situ Biodegradation, 85-239 
Lime Treatment, 86-306 
Management Zone, 89-618 
Mathematical Modeling, 81-306 
Metal Finishing Contamination, 

83-346 
Microbial Treatment, 83-242 
Migration, 80-71; 84-150, 210 

Prevention, 83-179, 191; 84-114; 
86-277 

Mobility, 84-210' 87-444 
Modeling, 82-118; 83-135, 140, 145; 

84-145; 86-88; 89-163, 146, 152 
Exposure Assessment, 

87-153 
Monitoring, 80-53; 82-17, 165; 88-363 

Evaluation, 85-84 
Interpretation, 82-86 
Long-Term, 85-112 
Post-Closure, 83-446 
Statistics, 84-346; 86-130 
Well Design and Installation, 

86-460 
Plume Definition, 85-128 
Pollutant Fluxes, 87-231 
Pollution Source, 81-317 
Post-Closure Monitoring, 83-446 
Protection, 80-131, 84-565 
Recharge, 86-220 
Recove1y 

Cost, 82-136 
Design, 82-136 

Remedial Plans, 83-130 
Remediation, 86-220; 87-213; 88-125, 

446: 89-468 
Research Needs, 83-449 
Restoration, 82-94; 84-162; 86-148; 

87-204, 223 
Sampling, 81-143, 149 
Sluny Wall, 86-264 

Interaction, 89-519 
Studies, 86-431 
Superfund Protection Goals, 86-224 
SUTRA, 87-231 
TCE Contamination, 82-424; 89-137 
Treatability, 81-288 
Treatment, 80-184; 82-259; 83-248, 

253; 86-220; 87-218; 88-188, 226, 
409; 89-246, 436 

Trend-Surface Modeling, 87-120 
Ultra Clean Wells, 86-158 
VOC Biodegradation, 84-217 
Well Abandonment, 87-439 

Grout, 83-169, 175 
Chemistry, 82-220 

Grouting, 82-451 
Silicates, 82-237 

Guarantee Agreement, 88-23 

Halocarbon Removal, 85-456 
Halogen 

Combustion Thermodynamics, 85-460 
Hanford Site, 89-417 
Harbor Contamination, 89-130 
HARM, 89-99 
Harrisburg International Ai1port, 85-50 
Hazard 

Degree, 81-1 
Potential, 80-30 
Ranking, 81-188 

Prioritizing, 81-52 
Scoring, 85-74 
System, 81-14; 82-396 
U.S. Navy Sites, 83-326 

Unknown, 81-371 
VS Risk, 84-221 

Hazardous Materials, 88-119 

Identification, 85-88 
Release, 87-525; 88-37 
Storage 

Spills, 82-357 
Technical Center, 82-363 

Hazardous Substances, 88-537 
and Petroleum Products, 88-60 

Hazardous-Toxic-Waste, 88-202 
Hazardous Waste, 88-295 446 539· 

89-606 ' ' ' 
Categorization, 89-488 
Emergencies 

Information Sources, 84-59 
In situ Vitrification, 86-325 

Expert Management System, 86-463 
Land Treatment, 86-313 
Management 

Alternatives, 88-5 
Facility Siting, 84-517 

Policies, 84-546 
Screening, 86-370 
Short-Term Burial, 87-512 
Site, 88-39, 532 

Bioremediation, 87-533 
Exposure Assessment, 87-153 
Ranking, 88-44 
Reuse, 84-363 
Risk Analysis, 87-471 
Safety, 87-162 
Social, Psychological and 

Economic Aspects, 87-264 
Treatment, 86-303; 88-546; 89-298 

Health and S~fety (See Also Safety), 
89-282 
Assessments, 84-261, 85-423; 88-528, 

532; 89-72 
Petitioned, 88-528; 89-72 
Public Health, 88-353 

Communication, 88-524 
Community Concerns, 82-321 
Concerns, 89-635 
Cost Impact, 83-376 
Evaluation 

Public Health, 88-304 
Exposure 

Potential Ranking Model, 87-158 
Significant Human Exposure 

Levels, 88-537 
Guidelines, 83-322 
Hazardous Waste Site, 87-162 
Hazards, 80-233 

Potential, 88-567 
Medical Surveillance, 87-532 
Plan, 83-285 
Program, 80-85, 91, 107 
Recreational Exposure, 87-143 
Training, 86-473 

Health Risk Assessment, 84-230, 253; 
87-143; 89-108, 582 

Heart Stress Monitoring, 84-273 
Heat Stress Monitoring. 88-546 
Heavy 

Blad: Liquor, 88-313 
Metals, 88-12, 84, 261, 338, 343, 353, 

359, 398, 508; 89-78, 222, 298 
Analysis, 88-97 
Cleanup, 87-341 
Impoundment Closure, 83-195 
Soil Treatment, 87-380 
Treatment, 87-218 
X-Ray Fluorescence, 86-114 

Herbicide(s), 89-325 
Dioxin, 89-117 
Mixing, 86-97 

Hexone Oxidation, 87-183 
High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography, 

83-86 
Horizontal Drilling, 86-258; 87-371 
Hot Gas Process, 89-289 
HRS Revisions, 88-269 
Human Exposure 

Potential Ranking Model, 87-158 
Significant Levels, 88-537 

Human Health Evaluation Manual, 
89-609 
Hyde Park, 85-307; 88-479 

Hydraulic Banier, 89-259, 468 
Defonnation Effects, 89-537 

Hydrocarbons, 85-269; 88-375; 89-392 
Biodegradation, 86-333 
Chlorinated, 88-219, 395 
Contamination, 89-331 
Extraction, 89-348 
Field Screening, 87-174 
Leaks, 82-107 
Petroleum, 88-395 
Recovery, 86-339 

Hydrogen Peroxide, 89-264 
UV Light, 87-174; 89-264 

Hydrogeologic 
Assessment, 87-348 
Data, 84-6 
Evaluation, 80-49 
Fast-Track, 85-136 
Investigation, 81-45, 359; 83-346; 

86-148, 403 
Landfill, 85-182 

Hydrogeology, 89-277 
Hypothesis Tests, 88-503 

Identification, 83-63; 88-329 
Hazardous Material, 85-88 
Reactivity, 83-54 

Illinois 
Closure/Post Closure, 83-459 

Immediate Removal 
Dioxin, 87-306 

Immobilization, 82-220; 88-429, 504; 
89-476 

Impact 
Analysis, 88-409, 598 
Assessment, 81-70 

Impoundrnent, 80-45 
Closure, 83-195; 84-185; 85-323; 

86-318 
Leaks, 83-147 
Membrane Retrofit, 82-244 
Sampling, 85-80 
Surface, 88-245 

In Situ, 88-455, 467, 504 
Biodegradation, 85-234, 239, 291; 

88-495 
Chemical Treatment, 85-253 
Decontamination, 88-498 
Permeability/Hydraulic Conductivity, 

88-199 
Pesticide Treatment, 85-243 
Remediation, 89-338 
Soil Decontamination, 87-396 
Solidification/Fixation, 85-231 
Stabilization, 85-152 
Steam Stripping, 87-390, 396 
Treatment, 84-398; 85-221; 88-446, 

490 
Vapor Stripping, 89-562 
Vitrification, 84-195; 89-309 
Volatilization, 88-177 

Incineration, 82-214; 85-378, 383; 88-255, 
292, 413, 513, .569, 575; 89-286, 374, 
377, 387 
Air Pollution Control, 87-459 
Dioxin, 89-380 
Explosives Contaminated Soils, 84-203 
Gaussian Puff Model, 87-465 
Halogens, 85-460 
Mobile, 80-208; 81-285; 87-453, 459 
Ocean, 87-465 
Oxygen Technology, 88-575 
Performance Assessments, 85-464 
Research, 84-207 
Safety, 86-4 
Sampling, 87-457 
Sea, 80-224 

Incinerator, 88-582 
Infrared, 88-513, 582 
Mobile, 88-582; 89-380 
Portable, 88-587 
Regulation, 88-592 
Rotary Kiln, 89-374 
Shirco, 88-513 
Transportable, 89-387 

Indemnification, 86-52; 87-520 
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Indirect Heating, 89-421 
Inductive Coupfed Plasma Spectrometer, 

83-79 
Industrial 

Hygiene, 118-546, 561, 567; 89-15, 75 
Property. 89-9 
Waste 

Biological Treatment, 87-208 
Information 

Committees, 85-473 
Management, &s- I I 

lnfl'1ll'Cd Incinerator, 85-383; 88-5R2 
Innovative Technology. 118-35, 193, 241. 

516, 521 
lnorganics, 118-282 
Installation Restoration Program, 
118-300; 89-309, 596 

McOellan AFB, 84-511; &s-26 
Insurance. 82-464; 88-60, 602 
Integration, 118-79 
Integrity, 88-504 
Interagcncy Management Plans, 80-42 
lnterest/DISCOunt Rates, 118-55 
Interstate 70 Acid Spill, 118-32 
Inventory Control, 89-485 
Investigation 

Hydrogeologic, 82-280 
Remedial, 118-295, 363, 539 

lRIP. 118-569 
IRP. 88-569 

KPEG Procea, 88-474 
Krigi.ng. 80-66; 88-274; 89-146 

P'robability. 88-274 

Labonitory 
Dar&, 88-157 
Management, 81-96 
Mobile, 116-120; 89-19 
Qual.ity Assurance, 87-93 
Regulated ACCC5S, 81-103 
Screcrung. 88-174 

La Bounty Site, 82-118 
La Sa.Uc Electric Site, 89-447 
Lack.awana Refuse Site, 87-367 
Lagoons, 81-129; 82-262 

Oosure, 89-642 
Ploatmg CoYcr, 84-406 

Land Ban, 88-398 
Land Disposal 

Restrictions, 88-12, 429 
Sitea; 

Numeric Evaluation, 87-508 
Land Treatment, 116-313 

Syitenu. 89-345 
Landfarming. 88-490 
Landfill, 88-164; 89-570 

Qosurc, 80-255; 88-199 
CoYc1$, 116-365 
Puture Problenu, 80-220 
Gu, 88-164 
Leachate, 89-122 
Life Cycle, 88-164 
Risk. llS-393 
Tut Cdl, 88-199 

Leach 
Pield, 88-4-09 
Testa, 88-484 

Leachate, 88-347 
Cay Interaction, 83-154 
Characterization, 86-237 
Collection, 83-237; 85-192 
Control. 84-114; 116-292 
Dniinage Neta, 116-247 
Effects on Clay. 81-223 
Generation Minimization, 80-135, 141 
Landfill. 89-122 
Migration, 82-437; 84-217 
Minimization, 81-201 
Madelin~ 83-135; 84-97; 85-189 
Monitonng Cost, 82-97 
Plume Management, 85-164 
Svnthetic, 86-237 
Treatment, 80-141; 82-203, 437; 

83-202, 217; 84-393; 85-192 
Leaching, 118-508; 89-222 
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Chemical, 118-413 
Solid, 88-395 
Soil, 118-424 

Lead, 84-239; 85-442; 86-164, 200, 303; 
89-413, 430 
Contamination, 89-301 
Recycling. 89-301 

Leak Deternon, 83-94, 147; 85-362; 
87-523; 89-56 

Lepl Aspecli 
Extent or Qeanup, 83-433 

l ..cgislanon 
Model Siung Law, 80-1 

LEL. 88-265 
Level of Protection, 88-546 
Uab1lity •. 82-458, 461, 464, 474; 88-55, 
65, 67, 89-13 

Consult.ant, 116-47 
Contractor, 87-34, 520 
Corporate, 80-262 

Surcuaor, 87-48 
Disposal, 83-431 
GcneratM. 81 -387 
Oroundwarcr C.ontaminauon. 83-437 
Inactive Sire,, 80-269 
Superfund Ocanup Pailure, 83-442 
Supcrfund Mrn1miur1on. 116-18 
Trust Fund, 83-453 

Lime.. 88-398 
Liner. 89-543 

Breakthrough, 83-161 
Canal Bottom. 87-334 
Flexible, 84-122 
Luk 

Detecllon, 85-362. 89-35 
Location, 82-31 

Membrane, 89-56 
Synthetic, 89-534 

Membrane, 83-185 
Tesung. 116-237 

Uqurd Membrane. 89-318 
Uquid/Sohds Contact RcaclOI$ (LSCa). 

89-331 
LH_!jll I ion, 

expected Monitary Value, 88-55 
Lob&le~- 88-359 
Love C.anal. 80-212, 220; 81-415; 82-159, 
399; 86-424 
Low Level voe Analysis, 87-SS 
Low Occurrence Compounds, &S-130 
Low Temperature Thennal Dcsorpnon, 

88-429 

Macroinvcnebrate, 88-72 
Magnetrometry, 80-59, 116; 81-300; 
82-12; 83-68; 86-227; 87-300 
Managcmenr, 88-15, 343 

Capacity. 89-606 
Plans 

New Jersey, 83-413 
Remedial Program, 88-15 
Supcrfund, 88-15 

Managing Conflict, 84-374 
Marine Sediment, 87-485 
Marsh Qcanups, 87-341 
Maali Sclec11vc Dctertor, 85-102 
Muaachusetlli Cun1mgcncy Plan. 83-420; 

&S-67, 89-95 
Mathematical Model. 88-119, 359 
MCl-, 88-8 
MC'LG, 88-8 
McOellan AFB, &s43; 87-204 
Medico! Surveillance, 84-251, 259; 
116-455; 87-532; 89-75, 91 
Membrane-Uke"Material, 89-318 
MEPAS, 88-295 
Mercury, 82-81 
Metals, 82-183; 88-282; 89476 

Analysis, 83-79 
Qeanup, 87-341 
Dctectron, 80-239 
Detector, 80-59; 81-300; 82-12 
Fini5hing, 83-346 
Screening, &s-93 
W85hing, 89-207 

Methane, 118-265 

Metbanogeniais, 88-265 
Methylene Chloride, 118-446 
Microbial Degradation., 83-217, 231, 242 
Microbubble, 88455 
Microcomputer, 89-108 
MicrodiJpers1on, 84-398; &S-291 
Microencapsulauon, 87-380 
MicroorganiJ1111, 88-490 
Microtox, 89-23 

Bioauay, 88-323 
Migrauon, 84-588; 88-132 

Cutoff, 82-191 
Prevcnrion, 82-448 
Scdimantary Channel Oepmit, 87414 

MiU 
Paper, 88-313 

Mine 
Disposal, &s-387 

Drainage, 88-261 
Heavy Meral Mobilization, 87-444 
Mine/Mill Tailinp. &s-107 
Sites, 83-13; 87436 
Tailinp Qcanup, 84-504 
Waste Neutralization and 

Attenuation, 86-2n 
Minimum Technology Requirement, 

88-234 
Mixed 

Funding. 89-592 
Waste, 87-403; 88-539; 89-417 

Mobile 
l.ncmerator. &s-378, 382; 87-453. 459; 

88-582; 89-380 
Laboratory. 80-165; 84-45; 116-120: 

89-19 
MS/MS. 84-53 
Thermal Destruction, 89-m 
Treatment. 116-345, 89-392 
Waste Oil Recovery, 87-179 

Model, 88-108, 142 
Vacuum Stripping. 89-562 

Modcbng.. 88-132. 234; 89-267. 570 
Air Toxics. 89-157 
Applied, 116-430 
ceo. &s-182 
Cea.. 87-376 
Eovironmental, 87-149 
Exposure A.sscssment, 87-153 
Gcocbemical, 88-245 
Geophysical Data, 116-110 
OTOUndwater, 89-152. 241 

Treatment. 83-248; 87-11 
Human Expo&vre Potential Ranking 

Model, 87-158 
Leachate Migration, 82437; BS-189 
Management Options. 83-362 
Plume, 89-146 
Random Walk, 89-163 
Remedial Action, 83-135 
Sediment MOYtment, 87-426 
Site Assessment, 81-306 
Three-Dimensional, 89-152 
Trend-Surface. 87-120 

Molten Baths. 89-421 
Monitoring. 88-113, 347 

Air, 88-335, 546. 561, Sfi1 
Ambient Air, 81-122. 136 

Montana Pole, 88-32 
Medical, 88-546 

Radiological Exposure, 88-546 
Wells, 88-202 

Dual Wall Hammer Drilling 
Technique, 87-358 

Installation, 81-89 
Integrity Testing. 116-233 
Installation In In-Place Wastes. 

116-424 
Location. 81-63 
State Regulation, 87-89 

Monongahela, 88-317 
Monte Carlo Technique, 88-550 
MSIMS Mobile System, 84-53 
Multi-Attribute Utility Analysis. 88-39 
Multi-Media 

Bxposure Assessment, 87476 



PCB Cleanup, 87-362 
Risk Analysis, 87-471, 485 _ 

Multiple Burner System, 89-374 
Multi-Site/Multi-Activity Agreements, 

85-53 
Municipal Landfill(s), 89-251 

RI, 87-72 
m-Xylene, 88-451 

National 
Contingency Plan (NCP), 88-304 

Revisions, 86-27 
Contract Laboratory Program, 84-29 
Priority List (NPL), 85-1; 88-537; 

89-552 
Deletion, 86-8 
Mining Sites, 83-13 

Resource Damage, 81-393 
Response, 81-5 

NATO/CCMS Study, 84-549 
Natural 

Attenuation, 88-113 
Resources, 

Damages, 87-517; 89-194 
Definition, 88-605 
Injury, 89-613 
Restoration/Reclamation, 84-350 

NCP (National Contingency Plan, see 
National) 

Negotiated Remedial Program, 84-525 
Negotiating, 82-377, 470 
Netherlands, 84-569 
Neutral Validation RI/FS, 86-445 
Neutralization, 83-63 
New Bedford Harbor Site, 87-420, 426; 

88-335, 338, 343, 353, 359 
New Jersey, 88-77 

Cleanup Plans, 83-413 
DEP, 8548 
Reserve Fund, 85-58 

New York City, 84-546 
NIKE Missile, 88-202 

Site, 88-208 
Site Investigation, 86-436 

NIOSH, 88-546 
Nitrate(s), 89-267 
No-Action Alternative, 85-449 
"No Migration" Demonstration, 88-234 
Non-Destructive 

Assay System, 89-586 
Testing Methods, 82-12, 84-158; 

86-272 
Non-Target Compound Identification, 

89-86 
North Hollywood Site, 84-452 
Notification 

Mass, 87-7 
NPL (National Priorities List, see 

National) 
Numerical 

Evaluation System, 87-508 
Model, 88-55 

Observational Method, 89436, 459 
Obsidian, 89-309 
Occupational Health Programs, 84-251, 

259 
Ocean Incineration, 87-465 
Odor, 82-326; 83-98 
Oil 

Pond Pollution, 86-415 
Recovery, 85-374; 87-179 
Retrieval, 89-318 
Sludge 

Best, 86-318 
Spill, 88-317 

Cleanup, 89-318 
Oily Wastes, 89-318 
Old Hardin County Brickyard, 82-274 
Olmsted AFB, 85-50 
OMC Site, 84-449 
On-Site 

Leachate Renovation, 84-393 
Storage, 89-455 
Water Treatment, 87-169 

Optimization of Soil Treatment, 87-172 
Organic(s), 88-12, 508 

Chemical Oxidation, 87-174 
Degradation, 89-338 
Emissions, 82-70, 84-176 
Land Treatment, 86-313 
Sludge Stabilization, 84-189 
Solvents Permeability, 84-131 
Vapor 

Analysis, 83-98 
Field Screening, 83-76 
Leak Detection, 83-94 
Personnel Protection, 81-277 

Wastes, 88-440 
Characterization, 84-35 
Fixation, 87-187 

Organically Modified Clays, 88-440; 
89-292, 543 

Organism 
Benthic, 88-317 

OSHA, 88-546 
Safety Requirements, 87-162 
Training Requirements, 87-18 

Ott/Story, 81-288 
Oxidation, 88-467; 89-264, 407 

Chemical, 87-174 
Electrochemical, 87-183 

Oxygen 
Incineration Technology, 88-575 
Supply, 89-338 

o-Xylene, 88-85 
Ozone, 89-264 

Pacific Island Removal, 84-427 
Paper Mill, 88-313 
Parametric Analysis, 81-313 
Passive Treatment, 88-261 
PCBs, 81-215; 82-156, 284; 83-21, 326, 

366, 370; 84-243, 277, 449; 86-420; 
87-89; 88-241, 251, 329, 335, 338, 343, 
353, 359, 419, 474, 508, 513, 575, 587; 
89-67, 207, 313, 377, 396, 413, 447, 
476 
Analysis, 87-420 
Cleanup, 87-362 
Field 

Screening, 89-19 
Measurement, 83-105 

Fractured Bedrock, 89-497 
Land Disposal Site Evaluation, 87-508 
Modeling Movement,87-426 
Screening, 86-370 
Soil 

Extraction, 87-104 
Treatment, 87-187 

PEL (see Permissible Exposure Limit) 
Pennsylvania Program, 81-42 
Pentachlorophenol, 88-226 

Analysis, 88-274 
Performance Incentive, 88-15 

Incentive, 88-214 
Periphyton, 88-72 
Permanent Remediation, 89-309 
Permanent Remedy, 89-623 
Permeability Coefficient Measurement, 

84-584 
Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL), 

88-546 
Permitting, 88-582 
Persistence, 88-119 
Personal Protection, 88-561 
Personnel 

Protection 
Equipment (PPE), 88-546 
Levels, 81-277 

Safety Equipment, 86-471 
Pesticides, 82-7; 85-255, 349; 86-386; 

88-395; 89-325 
Contamination, 88-495 
In Situ Treatment, 85-243 
Risk Assessment, 86-186 

Petro Processors Site, 84-478 
Petro-Chemical Systems Site, 89-282 
Petroleum 

-Contaminated Soil, 89-345 

Contamination, 84-600 
Hydrocarbons, 88-395 
Sludges, 88-395; 89-292 

Pharmacokinetic, 88-142 
Phased Approach 

Remedial Investigation, 87-326 
Phenol, 88-424 

Chl01inated, 89-325 
Polychlorinated, 88-347 
Treatment, 87-218 

Photographic Interpretive Center, 84-6 
Physical Chemical Data Use, 84-210 
Physical/chemical Methods, 88-395 
Picillo Farm Site, 82-268 
Pilot Plant, 81-374 

Bioremediation, 87-315 
Pilot Study, 88-347 
Pink Water, 88-569 
PIRS, 82-357 
Pittson, PA, 80-250 
Plan Review, 86-143 
Plant Bioindicators, 81-185 
Plasma Reactor, 89-421 
PLM, 88-145 
Plugging Wells,87-439 
Plume 

Capture/Interception, 89-468 
Modeling, 89-146 

Plutonium Fabrication Facility, 89-586 
Policy, 89-609 
Pollution Abatement Site, 84-435 
Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons, 84-11; 
89-259 
Polychlorinated 

Biphenyls, 88-504 
Phenols, 88-347 

Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons, 
86-242; 89-23, 130 
Bioremediation, 87-193 

Pond Closure, 88-245 
Portable Incinerator, 88-587 
Post-Closure 

Care, 81-259 
Failure, 83-453 
Groundwater Monitoring, 83-446 
Monitoring, 82-187 
Monitoring Research, 83-449 

Potential Health Hazard, 88-567 
Potentially Responsible Party (PRP), 

85-275; 89-190, 600 
Risk Premium, 87-41 
Search, 87-5; 89-600 

Methodologies, 87-21 
POTW 

Groundwater Discharge To, 89-137 
Leachate Treatment, 83-202 

Power Curves, 88-503 
Pozzolans, 88-398; 89-413, 476 
Preauth01ization Decision Document, 

89-592 
Precipitation, 88-398 
Preliminary Off-Site Evaluation, 88-567 
Pre-Remedial Programs, 87-14; 88-269 
Pretreatment, 89-455 
Price Landfill 

Groundwater Computer Modeling, 
87-111 

Remedial Action, 83-358 
Prioritization (See Also Hazard 
Ranking), 81-188; 87-409; 88-79 
Priorities, 88-32 

Removal, 88-32 
Private 

Cleanups at Superfund Sites, 86-27 
Cost Recovery, 88-67 
Prope1iy Legal Issues, 86-31 

Probabilistic Spatial Contouring, 85-442 
Probability 

Assie;nment, 88-55 
Krigmg, 88-274 

Product Recovery, 88-226 
Program Optimization System, 88-39 
Property 

Risk Assessment, 87-45 
Transfer, 89-9, 13 
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Protection 
Level of, 88-546 

Proton Magnetometer. 89-27 
PRPs, 88-32 

Public Cost, 89-181 
Psychological Aspects of Hawrdous 
Waste Site, 87-264 
Public 

Awareness. 83-383 
Health, 84-232; &S-438; 87-138; 88-524 

Assessment, 88-353. 550 
Risk, 89-78 

Statement, 88-537 
Information, 89-447 

Program, 80-282; 84-3; 85-4 7~ 
Needs, 84-368 

Involvement, &S-476 
Meetings, 88-269 
Participation (Sec Also Community 

Relations) 82-340,346, 350: 
83-383; 88-400; 89-635 

Communication, 87-254 
Failures, 83-392 

Policy 
aeaoup Level. 83-398 

Relations, &s-468 
Pulsed Radio Frequency, 81-165 
Punitive and Natural Resource Damage, 

88-55 
Purge and Trap, 88-174 
Purge.able voe. 88-174 
p-Xylene, 88-451 
l"yrolysis, 88-413; 89-309 

Quality 
Assurance 

Audits. 84-94; 86-14~ 
Field Laboratory, 87-93 
l.-0\VCr Detection Umits, 87-280 
M. onitoring Well Integrity, 116-233 

Control, 82-45; 84-29; 86-287 
lnd1caton>. 89-50 
Radar Mapping. 85-269 

Quantitative Risk Assessment. 88-2n. 
89-78 

Radials 
Horizontal, 87-371 

Radio 
Frequency, 88-498 

Radioactive 
Health Risk. 89-582 
Mine Tadmgs. 84-504 
Mixed Wastes. 87-4-03 
Naturally Occurring Material. 89-652 
Sile Assessment, &S-432 
Wastes, 81-206; 87-405; 88·193; 89-4, 

417 
Radiological Exposure Monitoring. 
88-546 
Radionuclidcs, 116-306; 89-198, 576 
Radium, 89-198 

ConcentratioM, 88-103 
-Contaminaled Soil. 89-652 
In Soil, 88-103 
Processing Residues, 84445 

Radon. 89-198 
Contamination, 84-4S? 
Gas, 82-198 

RAMP, 82-124 
Love Canal, 82-159 

Random Walk Model, 89-163 
Ranking. 88-208 

Chemical, 88-282 
System, 81-14; 85-429 

RCRA, 88-295, 539; 89-417 

CERCl.A Integration, 89-631 
Closure Options 

Supcrfund Sile&, 87-337 
l'.nforccment, 89-631 
Program Objectives, 89-503 
Requirements, 85-4 
Section 3012, 84-535, 544 
Superfund 

• 
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lntcrrclatio11&hip, 86-462 
Response lm~c1, 87-515 

ROX, 82-209; 88-569 
Reac11vi1y 

lden1ihn111on, 83-54 
Real l~tale 

HazardoUli Wute lmphca1ion~. 82-474 
Transfer, 87-49') 
Transaclll)n~. 88-60 

Reclamation 
Chromium Sludge, 80-259 

Recognized llaurd, 88-567 
Recommended f.qxisurc L1mlli; (REL). 

88-546 
Records Management SY5tem. 81-30 
Recoverable Storage, 89-455 
Recovery, 88-375 

Chromium, 88413 
Hydrocarboiu, 86-339 
Organta, 84-145 

Recreational P.xpor.urc, 87-143 
Recycling. 89-301 
Regional Raporu>e Team, 80-6; 82-274 
Regulat<.>ry Impact, 89-606 
REL {See Recommended Expoi.un: 
Umili) 
Relcar>«. 88-32 
REM Contracts, 83-.111 
Remedial 

Acuon, 82-289; 88-35, 241, 245. 435 
Allernalivcs, 84-35. 277. 290. 306. 

321; 116-361. 87-258 

86-65 
Risk Assessment. 85-319, 

Assel>l>mcnt. 88·3'.U< 
Bedrock At1uifol'li. 86-403 
C1sc 'i1ud1e:s. 82-131 
ConMruct1on ContraClb. 87-4% 
Con11ngency Plans. 84-489 
Cos1. M-335. 34L 89-181 

Manaf.ement. 84-339 
Mode • 87-376 

Cntena, 88-5 
Dccis1on-Mak1ng. 84-66 
Design. 80-202; 87-367 

Pesticides, as. 255 
Evaluation System, 87-2.l8 
Florida's Site, 82-295 
Groundwa1er, 84-565 
Horizontal RadialJ;, 87-371 
lnvcs11gation, 84-435 

Data, 88-S32 
Guidance, 84-498 

Lessons, 84-465 
Negotiated, 84-525 
Netherland&, 84-569 
North Hollywood Site, 84-452 
Objective, 88-19 
Opuons, 80-131 
Pesticides, 86-186 
Planning, 85-281 
Planning Contracts, 86-35; 87-492 
Pnon1y Sys1em, 85-432; 87409 
Program, 88-214 

Man11gement, 88-15 
l'rugrns S1atus, 80-125 
l'ublu: Involvement, 85476 
Screening and Evaluation, 84-62 
Selection, 84-493 
Smelter S11c. 86-200 
Soil Trcotment, 87-172 
Technologies. 85-285 

Alternat1vcb, 88-300 
Assessment, 89-497 
Cons1ruc11on 

Safely Phmb. 83-280 
Cost l'..,11mation Model, 84-330 
Design 

Groundwater, 83-l:n. 84-109, 35<1 
Model Based Methodology, 

83-135 
OMC Site. 84-449 
Themcsmead, 84-560 

Investigation, 88-295, 361. 539; 89-459. 
SSS 

Municipal Landfill, 87-72 
Planning 

l'oreign, 88-219 
Programs, 88-60. 594 

Management, 88-15 
Projecu 

Corp& of E!ngincel'I, 83-17 

~of U.S. Army, 82-414 
Technologie& 

Cost, lllJ-186 
Screening and Evaluation, 84-62 

Remediation, 88-152, 251. 259, 375, 409, 
419, 594. 89-396, 430, 623 
Design 

Sedimentary Channel Dcpo1i11, 
87-415 

Discounting Techniques, 86-61 
Innovative Approach, SS-307 
Western Proccuin~ 87-78 

Remote Conlrollcd Excavalton. 89-463 
Remote Sensing. 80-59. 239: 81-84, 158. 

165. 171. 88-152 
Removal 

Emergency. 88-32 
Pnonties. 88-32 

Reportable Quant.itier;, 86-182 
Reponing Rcqu1remenu, 88-37 
Rescan:h 

Post-OOiure Monitoring. 83-449 
t;.S. EPA Program, 80-173 

Reserve Pund, &S-58 
Residual. 88-lc.I 
Re5ili1Mty, 8().239; 81-158; 82-31; SJ..28 
Resource 

Damage, 89-194 
Recovery. 81-380 

~88-32 
Emergc!_!cy. 88-13 
Model, 81-198 
Procedures. 80-111 

Reslonition 
Natural Resource, 89-613 
Swansea Valley, 84-553 

Resuspension. 88-347 
Retardation factor. 88-245 
Retention Index. 89-86 
Reusing Hazardous Waste Sites, 83-363 

Reverse OsmoS1S. 82-203 
Reversionary Trust. 88-23 
RI/PS, 88-15, SS, 343; 89-552 

Bridgeport Oil and Renral Services 
Site, &S-299 

Chromic Acid Leak. 86-448 
Computerized E.xpcrt Systems, 86-208 
Data Quality Objectives, 86-398 
Guidance, 88-1 
Neutral Validation, 86-445 
New Bedford Site. 87-420 
'.'JlKE Missile Site, 86-436 
Phased Approach, 87-326 
Project Performance Improvement, 

87-1 
Site-Specific Values, 87-126 
State Cooperation, 88-15 
Wood Treating Site, 86-441 

Right-to-Know, 86-4 
Risk, 88-142, 145. 300 

Acceptability. 83-405; 88-382 
Analysis, 81-230; 83-37; 87-471 

Computer, 84-300 
Environmental, 82-380 
Premium, 87-41 

AssC6Sment, 81·238; 82-23, 386, 390, 
406, 408; 83-342; 84-283, 321; 
&s-393, 412, 449; 86-69, 74, 457; 
87-61; 88-35, 65, 241, 277, 287, 
292, 295, 304, 353, 382. 484, 539. 
sso. 602; 89-102, 67, 78, 82. 95, 
108 

Air Quality. 82-63 
Communication. 87-254 



Comparative, 83-401 
Data Problem, 86-213 
Dermal Exposures, 87-166 
Dioxin, 89-117 
Environmental Modeling, 87-149 
Foodchain, 89-13 
Health, 84-230 
Manual, 85-419 
Modeling, 82-396 
Multi-Media, 87-485 
Prioritizing, 85-433 
Properties, 87-45 
Public Health, 87-138 
Quantitative, 84-290; 86-65, 186 
Radioactive Chemicals, 89-582 
Remedial Action Alternatives, 

85-319 
Scoping Level, 87-143 
Underground Tanks, 84-16 
U. S. EPA Guidelines, 86-167 

Cleanup Level, 83-398 
Concepts 

Superfund Process, 87-251 
Decision Analysis Module, 86-463 
Design, 84-313 
Estimation, 88-382 
Evaluation, 80-25 
Management, 89-91 
Minimization, 81-84 

Perception, 86-74 
Superfund Sites, 87-56 

Risk-Based Approach, 88-208 
Roasting, 87-380 
Rocky Mountain Arsenal, 81-374; 
82-259; 85-36; 89-75 
Rotary Kiln Incinerator, 89-286, 374 
Routes of Exposure, 89-67 
RRT, 88-317 

Safety (See Also Health and Safety), 
82-299, 306; 85-406; 89-75 
Cost Impact, 82-311 
Equipment, 86-471 
Incineration, 86-4 
Information, 84-59 
Plans, 84-269 
Procedures, 81-269 
Remedial Construction, 83-280 
Sampling and Analysis, 81-263 
Tank Investigation and Removal, 

85-198 
Training, 82-319 

Sample 
Design, 88-503 
Preparation, 88-145 
Size, 88-503 
Thief, 81-154 

Sampling, 80-91 
Air, 88-546, 567 

Pump (SP), 88-567 
Analysis 

Safety, 81-263 
Biological, 82-52 
Drums, 81-154 
Impoundments, 85-80 
Screening, 81-103, 107, 114 
Statistical-Based, 86-420 
Strategy, 85-74 
Subsampling, 84-90 
Techniques, 81-143, 149 

Sanita1y Wastes, 88-164 
SARA, 88-5, 269, 295, 409, 537, 539, 
598 

Title III, 89-443 
Scoping Level Assessment, 87-107 
Screening, 88-329; 89-41 

Acid Extractables, 87-107 
Analytical, 85-97 
Field, 86-105 
Mass Selective Detector, 85-102 
Metals, 85-93 
PCB. 86-420 
Spectrometry, 83-291 
Statistical, 86-164 
X-Ray Fluorescence, 86-115 

Sealed Double-Ring Infiltrometer 
88-199 ' 
Security, 83-310 
Sediment , 88-353 

Bioassay, 88-323 
Contaminated, 88-338; 89-130 
Toxicity, 89-130 
Transport, 88-338 

Sedimenta1y 
Channel Deposits, 87-414 
Movement, 87-426 
Multi-Media Risk Assessment 87-485 
PCB Analysis, 87-420 ' 

Seismic 
Boundary Waves, 85-362 
Refraction, 80-239; 86-227 

Sensmg 
Downhole, 83-108 

Serum Reference Methods, 84-243 
Settlement, 85-275; 89-190, 592 

Agreements, 82-470 
Hyde Park, 85-307 

Authorities, 88-23 
CERCLA Facilitation, 88-23 
De Minimis, 89-190 
Financing Mechanism, 8-23 
Inflation Hedge. 88-23 -
Offer, 88-55 
Structural, 88-23 

Specialist, 88-23 
Sewer Line Decontamination, 89-493 
Shenango, 80-233 
Shirco Incinerator, 88-513 
Shock Sensitive/Explosive Chemical 
Detonation, 84-200 
Shope's Landfill Cleanup, 83-296 
Short-Term Burial, 87-508 
Shotblasting, 88-419 
Significant Risk, 89-95 
Silicates, 82-237; 86-303 

Grouts, 83-175 
Silresim Site, 82-280 
SITE, 88-77, 508, 513, 516, 521; 89-264, 

396, 404, 407, 421 
Site, 89-413 

Assessment, 80-59, 91; 83-221; 84-221; 
85-209; 88-60, 152; 89-9 

Discovery, 83-37; 86-84 
Entry, 88-567 
Evaluation, 80-25, 30 
First Year, 87-25 
Hazard Rating, 80-30 
Inspection, 88-269 

Sampling Strategy, 85-74 
Investigation, 85-48 
Listing, 89-552 
Location, 80-116; 81-52 
Location Methodology, 80-275 
Problems 

Whales, 84-594 
Program, 86-356 
Ranking, 89-99 
Remediation, 89-459 
Reuse, 84-363, 560 
Screening, 88-97 

Siting, 80-1 
Hazardous Waste Management 

Facility, 84-517 
Public Information Needs, 84-368 

Slagging, 88-193 
Sludge, 88-413; 89-292 

B.E.S.T. Process, 86-318 
Stabilization, 86-277 

Slurry 
Trench, 82-191; 88-462 
Wall, 85-357, 374; 86-264; 89-181, 519 

Small Quantity Generator, 85-14 
Smelter, 89-430 

Lead, 84-239; 85-442 
Site Remediation, 86-200 

Social Aspects 
Hazardous Waste Site, 87-204 

Soil, 88-12, 142, 145, 282, 467, 490, 546 
Advanced Technologies, 84-412 
Air Stripping, 86-322 

Analysis, 88-251 
-Bentonite 

Barrier, 89-526 
Slurry Wall, 89-519 

Bioremediation, 87-533 
Characte riza ti on 

Electric Method, 87-385 
Chemislly of Hazardous Materials, 

86-453 
Cleanup, 88-202, 495 
Contamination, 82-399, 442; 83-43; 

84-569, 576; 88-395, 409, 424, 435, 
569; 89-345 
Coal Tar, 89-642 
International Study, 82-431 
Pesticides, 85-243; 88-495 

Cover, 86-365 
Decontamination, 87-396; 88-498 
Dioxin Contaminated, 88-292 
Extraction, 82-442; 89-348 
Flushing, 89-207 
Gas 

Analysis, 86-138 
Groundwater Survey, 88-158 
Sampling, 84-20 
Survey, 87-97, 523; 89-555 

Gasoline Extraction, 87-273 
Geotechnical Property Testing, 85-249 
Heavy Metal Treatment, 87-380 
Incineration, 89-387 
Leaching, 88-424 
Liners, 89-512 

Construction, 89-512 
PCB Analysis, 89-19 
Radium-contaminated, 88-103 
Stabilization, 87-198 

Solidification, 89-216 
Steam Stripping, 87-390 
Superfund, 88-429 
Treatment, 88-429, 474; 89-396 

Alternatives, 88-484 
Optimization, 87-172 
Thermal, 84-404 

Vapor 
Extraction, 89-479 
Measurement, 85-128 
Stripping, 89-562 

Venting, 88-177 
Washing, 85-452; 88-193, 424; 89-198, 

207, 318 
Soil-Bentonite Sluny Walls, 85-357, 369 
Solid Waste Management 

China, 84-604 
Solidification, 81-206; 88-395, 440, 508; 

89-216, 222, 413 
Fixation, 86-247 
Organics, 86-3.61 
Silicates, 82-237 
TNT Sludge, 83-270 

Soliditech, 89-413 
Solubility, 88-108 
Solute 

Migration Control, 89-526 
Transport, 89-152 

Solvent 
Extraction, 88-429; 89-348 
Mining, 83-231 

Sorption, 88-132 
Source Control, 88-188 
South Valley San Jose 6 Site, 87-355 
Spatial Contouring, 85-442 
Spectroscopy 

X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF), 88-97 
Spent Solvents, 88-164 
Spill(s), 88-313, 317 

Hazardous Materials Storage, 82-357 
Stabilization, 80-192; 88-440: 89-216 222 

292, 476 . ' ' 
Viscoelastic Polymer Waste, 85-152 

Stabilization/Solidification, 80-180: 
85-214, 231 

Organic Sludge, 84-189 
Quality Control, 86-287 
Soil, 87-198 

Startup 
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Groundwater System. 87-223 
State 

C,oopcration, 88~ IS 
l nllclSm, 84-53~ 
Enrorcemen1, 84-544 
Participation, 82-418; 84-53 
Plans 

New Jersey, 83-413 
Pennsylvania, 81-42 

Statute 
Natural Resource Iniury, 89-613 

Superfund Program. 82-428; 8.S-67 
Statistical 

Analysis 
Air Toxics Data, 89-157 

Methods. 84-243 
Groundwater Mon11oring. 84-346: 

86-132 
Sampling, 86-426 
Screening. 86-04 

Modeling 
Geophysical Data. 86-110 

Statistics, 88-503 
Steam Stripping. 82-289: 87-390, 396; 

89-558 
Storage Tank I.ca.ks. 88-462 
Strategic Planning. 118-79 
Streamline, 89-488 
Stringfellow Site. 80-15, 21 
Stripper 

Air. 88-395 
Structured ScnJements, 89-600 
Subsampling. 84-90 
Subsurface Geophysical Investigation, 

84-481 
Superfund (Sec Also CERCLA ). 118-108, 

113. 145, 214, 338. 409. 419. 435. 501. 
89-309 
CaJffomia, 81-37 
Oeaou.P Failure Liability. 83-442 
Compliance. 118-12 
Contractor 

Indemnification, 86-56; 87-520 
Liabihly, 87-34 

Contracts, 86-40, 46 
Drinking Water, 83-8 
Federal/State Coopcrauon. 81-21; 

83-428 
Field Operations Methods, 87-28 
Groundwater Protection Goals. 

86-224 
Impact on Remedial Action. 86-407 
lmplementauon. SJ.I 
Innovative Technology Progranu. 

86-356 
Management. 83-5; 118-15 
Natural Resources Damage, 87-517 
Private Cleanup, 86-27 
Private Property Cleanup, 86-31 
Pnvate Sector Concerm. 81-10 
Progranu 

New Jersey, 83-413 
Texas. 83-423 

RCRA 
Closure Opuons. 87-337 
Interrelationship, 86-462 
Response Impart, 87-509 

Revisited, 86-412 
Right-to-Know, 86-11 
Risk Assessment. 87-61 
Rtsk-Bai.cd Policy. 87-251 
Site 

Management, 86-14 
Risk. 87-56 

State 
Perspective, 84-532 
Programs, 118-72 

Strategy for Dealing With, 86-469 
U. S. EPA Research, 81-7 

Surface 
Geophysics, 87-300 
lmpoundment, 88-245 
Sealing, 81-20 I 
Water 

Exposure, 87-143 
Management, 80-152 
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SUTRA, 87-211 
Swani>ca Valley, 84-553 
Swedish Dump Sue Cleanup. 83-342 
Sweeney, 82-461 
Sydney Mme Site. 8.S-285 
Sylvester Site. 81-359 
Syn1he11r 

Uner, 89-534 
Membrane lmpoundment Rcrrofit, 

82-244 

Tailings. 85-107 
Ta.nk lnvcsrigauon and Removal, 8.S-198 
Tar Creek Sue. 87-43'> 
TAI 

l-lc:Bllh and Safety, 80-85 
2,l.7,8-TCDD. 118-292 
TCI· Conu1mma11on. 82-424 
Tec.hn1cal Enforcement Suppon 
Contract, 86-.'\8 
Technology 

Emerging. 88-516 
European, 118-19' 
h·11lua11on. 82-233 
lnnovauvc, 118-193. 516 
rrca1ment. 88·329 

I cntattvely ldcnt1f1ed Compounds, 89-.'!6 
l.l ,2,2-1etrachl11roethanc. 118-138 
l'exas 

Ambient Air Sampling. 8.S-125 
Supcrfund Program, ID-423 

T11ame5mead. 84-560 
Thermal 

Destruction, 88-429 
Extract1on/(las Chromatography. 

89-41 
Treatment 

Soils, 84-404 
Volatihzauon System, 89-392 

Thermodynanucs 
Halogen Combustton. BS-400 

Thtn-Layn Chromatography, 86-420 
Time Vaiy1ng Parameters. 89-108 
Time5 Beach. 118-255 
T11le IJI, 118-516. 565 

Compliance, 89-443 
11.V. 88-546 
IXL 82-209; RS-314: 88-569. 89-493 
roluene. 118-451 
I omognphy. 88-152 
lop-Scaling. 80-135 
!'own CiltS. 84-11. 86-93 
Toxaphenc, 118-495 
Toxic Substances and Disease: Registl\ 
Agency, BS-403 
Toxicily, 118-119 

Sediments, 89-130 

Toxicological 
Data, 86-193 
Profiles, 118-537 

Toxin-Exposure, 89-91 
Trace Almoi;phcnc Gas AnalyLcr, 83-98, 

100 
Training. 118-546 

hrst Ruponders, SS- 71 
OSHA Requ1rcmenb. 87-18 
Resources, 83-~ 

Traru;port. 118-132 
Conuuninanr. 118-539 
Heavy Me111b, 87-14-1 
Model. 88-125. 287 

Trani;ponuble Incinerator, 89-387 
Transurnmc Wa51c, 89-586 
Trcatab1hty, 88-12 

Study, 118-1, 484 
Composting, 89-298 

Te6ts. 118-413 
Treatment. 88-1\\ 521 

I 'ffoc1ivcness. 88-429 
Groundwater, 89-241 
In S11u. 82-451; 83-217, 221. 226, 231 
Mobile. 86-345 
On-Sile, 82-442 
Passive, 88-261 
Syi;tcrn Design, 81-2'14 

Technology, 88-329 
Trench 

Drainage, 88-462 
Sluny. 88-462 

Trend-Surface Modeling. 87-120 
Tnchlorobenzene, 89497 
1.1.1-tnchloroelhanc. 88-108 
Tnchloroethcne, 118-138 
Tricbloroethylenc. 89-313, 497 

Groundwater Contamination. 89-137 
Tritium, 89-576 

Ultravtoler Light, 89-2.64 
/H.,0,, OXldaUon, 87-174 

Ul\fl'RA Pro1ec1. 87-449 
Uncenamty. 118-259 

Analyslli, 89-102, 82 
Engineenng. 89-436, 459 

Underground Storage Tank, 88-202 
Puel, 86-350 
Leak Detection. 87-523 
Spill Risk Aaeument. 114-16; 116-176 
Trichloroelbylene, 86-138, 430 
Was1e Characterization, 86-227 

United Kingdom. 80-8, 22.6 
Unknown Gases. 84-416 
Urwuurated 

Aow, 118-234 
Zone, 88-132 

u.s Army 
Corp& of E4lgmeers. 82-414; 83-17; 

88-15 
lmtaUalion Rcstorauon Program. 

84-511 
U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), MM 
U.5- Dept. or Dercnsc (DOD). 89-596 

EnVJronmcntal Restoration Program. 
82-128; 87-7 

Hazardous \tatenaJs Techmcal 
Center, 82-363 

I.RP. 8.S-26 
Site Oeanup. 83-326 
T:'l.T Ocanup, BS-314 

U.S. Dept. or Derensc (000), 89-99 
U.S. Dept. of Energy (DOE). BS-29; 88-

39; 89-582, 586. 652 
CEA.RP, 86-1 

L.5- Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) 

Expcdued Response Action Program. 
86-393 

Mobile lncmcrator, 81-28.S 
Reponable Quantities. 86-182 
Rcscarcb, 81-7 
Risk Asscs.sment Guidelines, 116-167 

U.S. :-;avy, 85-48 
Uranium, 89-267 

Tailings. 87-449 
UV /Hydrogen Peroxide, 89-407 
CV /Ozone, 89-264. -W7 

St u.Jy SS-45() 

Vacuum 
Extractton. 87-273. 390; 88-193 
St ri PP,tng. 89-562 

Vad~ Zone, 118-158, 164 
Monitoring, 82-100 

Value Engmeenng. 88-594 
Vapor 

Emission. 82-326 
Extraction System. 118-ISR 
Foam Suppression. 87-480 
Soils, 85-128, 157 

Variance. 88-234 
Variognim, 88-274 
Verona Well Field,87-330 
Vienna Basin, 118-219 
Vinyl Q1loride. 118-138 
Viscoelastic Polyn,er Waste. BS-152 
Vitrification, 87-405 

In Situ, 84-191; 86-325 
VOC (Volatile Organic Comoound), 

118-125. 158, 174, 219, 287. 395, 409; 
89-122, ff?. 313. 468, 479, 555, 558. 
562, 570 
Air S1ripping. 89-313 



Contamination, 89-558 
Groundwater, 89-519 
Purgeable, 88-174 
Total, 88-174 

Volatile 
Nitrogen Compounds Monitoring, 

83-100 
Organics 

Analysis, 87-85; 89-15 
Chlorinated, 88-164 
Emissions, 81-129; 84-68, 77 
Foam Suppression, 87-480 
Lower Detection Limits, 87-280 
Monitoring,,81-122; 84-72 
Removal, 87-218 
Sampling, 87-457 
Screening, 86-386 
Soil Gas Survey, 87-523 
Stripping From Soils, 86-322 

Volatilization, 88-467 
Volume Estimation, 88-274 
VOST, 87-457 

Wales, 84-594 
Walls 

Design and Installation, 86-460 
Gelatinous, 82-198 

Slurry, 82-191 
Washing, 89-198, 207 
Waste 

Management Facilities 
Real Estate Transfer, 87-499 

Minimization, 89-13, 606 ' 
Oil Recove1y, 87-179 
Radioactive, 88-193 
Storage 

Above Ground, 82-228 
Geologic Repositories, 87-502 

Wastewater 
Disposal Ponds, 88-84 
Treatment, 80-160; 84-598 

Water Treatment 
Cost, 83-370 
On-Site, 87-169 

Waterway Decontamination, 83-21 
Well 

Abandonment, 87-439 
Monitoring, 88-202 

Well Field Contamination, 87-320 
Well-Point Systems Evaluation, 87-228 
West Germany, 83-68 
West Valley Demonstration Project, 

87-405 
Western Processing Site,87-78, 198; 

89-645 
WET Procedure, 86-303 
Wetland, 88-435 

Assessment Procedure, 87-431 
Contamination, 85-261 
Treatment, 88-261 

Wilsonville Exhumation, 82-156 
Winter Flounder, 88-359 
Woburn, MA, 81-63, 177 
Wood Treating, 88-226 

Facility, 81-212 
PAI-I, 86-242 
Plant Bioremediation, 87-193 
RI/FS, 86-441 

X-Ray 
Analyzer, 85-107 
Fluorescence, 85-93; 86-115 

Spectroscopy (XRF), 88-97 
Xylene, 

m-Xylene, 88-451 
a-Xylene, 88-451 
p-Xylene, 88-451 

Zinc, 86-200; 89-430 
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